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PREFACE

The Sixth Symposium (International) on Detonation was held at the Hotel del
Coronado in Coronado, California (a suburb of San Diego) in the four day period August
24 to 27, 1976.

The sponsoring organizations were:

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, CA (LLL)
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM (LASL)
Naval Surface Weapons Center, White Oak, Silver Spring, MD (NSWC)
Office of Naval Research, Arlington, VA (ONR)

The following committees were responsible for the operational details:

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS

William E. Deal, LASL Lee H. Hicks, Secretary
David J. Edwards, NSWC Treasurei. LLL

-tI-T-fICis7-LLY-W - Alita Roach, LASL
John W. Kury, LLL Wanda Dowling, NSWC
Richard Miller, ONR Diana L. Vargas, Systems, Science,
D. John Pastine, NSWC and Software

TECHNICAL PAPERS REVIEW WOMEN'S ACTIVITIES

William E. Deal, LASL Mary Kury, LLL
John W. Kury, LLL LOCAL ARRANGEMENTS
D. John Pastine, NSWC
Donna Price, NSWC John L. Deuble. Systems, Science,
Sigmund J. Jacobs, NSWC and Software

POSTER SESSION PREPRINTS/PROCEEDINGS

John W. Kury, LLL David J. Edwards, NSWC
Donald Ornellas, LLL Minge Frye, NSWC

The meeting was divided into sessions for the floor presentations. We were honored
to have Dr. Harold M. Agnew, Director, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory as the Guest
Speaker for the Symposium's Banquet. His topic was, "Advanced Energy Technologies".
It dealt with the broad problems facing the world in its need for development of new
sources of energy to meet the growing demand.

A unique addition to the presentations at the symposium was the inclusion of a
"Poster Session", an exhibit form of presentation in which the authors employed posters
and displays of hardware to illustrate the subject matter. The experiment was so
successful that it is very likely to be repeated in future meetings of this series.

This volume contains the complete set of papers and discussions for both the
formal sessions and the poster sessions of the Sixth Symposium (International) on
Detonation. To assist in identifying contributors an index has been appended at the end
"of this volume. A list of attendees to the symposium is also appended.

! -• ili
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This series of symposia began in 1951 when a "Conference on the Chemistry and
Physics of Detonation" was held at the old Navy Building under the sponsorship of the .4

Office of Naval Research. The meetings became international with the Fourth Synmposiumn
on Detonation jointly sponsored by ONR and NOL at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory
in 1965. Information regarding availability of the documentation of previous symposia
is iniluded here for the reader's information.

The chairman is grateful to the above organizations and to the many contributors.

The chairman is grateful to the sponsoring organizations, to the members of the
above mentioned committees, and to the contributors of papers and poster displays
for their cooperation.

9*

DAVID J. EDWARDS, Editor

ýSIG DJ.JC arn

Naval Surface Weapons Center
Whiite Oak Laboratory
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SEPARATION OF IGNITION AND BUILDUP TO DETONATION
IN PRESSED TNT

B. C. Taylor and L. W. Ervin
Detonation & Deflagration Dynamics Laboratory

Ballistic Research Laboratories
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005

A 4-inch light gas gun is used to impact pressed TNT and a streak camera is used to
measure the velocity of the resulting disturbance generated at the rear surface. At
one extreme, one can measure the minimum shock pressure required to generate an
immediately visible reaction and at the other extreme the conditions required to
produce detonation. These two different tests allow one to separate the sensitivity
to ignition by shock from the sensitivity to detonation by shock. Measurements
were made on TNT charges pressed to three different conditions: (1) large grain
TNTpressed to 1.30 grams/cc density, (2) large grain TNTptessed to 1.55
grams/cc, and (3) small grain TNT pressed to 1.55 grams/cc. The sensitivity to
ignition followed the order (1), (2), (3) with (1) being Ignited at the lowest
pressure, and the sensitivity to detonation followed mtie order (3), (2), (1) with (3)
requiring the leasi critical energy.

INTRODUCTION the shock pressure region where explosive reaction is
just beginning c"=. be accurately delineated. With

There is a long-standing need to understand the these techniqueg this parameter now can be measured
process by which shock waves initiate reaction and as a function of explosive density and grain size for a
buildup to detonation in high explosives, both from variety of explosives.
the stqndpoint of fundamental interest and from the
need to know the parameters controlling the san-
sitivity of explosives. The majority of high explosives The technique for detecting the start of reaction in
used are too sensitive-they don't have to be this the explosive consists of using the 4-inch diameter

sensitive to be detonated when detonation is dehorcd. Light Gas Gun to generate P precisely controlled
The e tcess sensitivity represents an unnecessary shock of large planar area in the explosive sample and
hazard. If the sensitivity of the high explosive is to measuring the velocity of the rear surface of the ex-
be decreased, it will be done by raising the pressure at plosive. When the shock pressure is too low to cause
which reaction starts, and that is why we are con- reaction, the velocity of the rear surface can be cal-

cerned with measuring this parameter. culated from the porous equation of state for the
explosive with the explosive considered to be inert.

The recent addition of the 4-inch diameter Light The streak camera measurements in the low pressure
Gas Gun Facility to the Ballistic Research Labora- range are in agreement with these calculations. When.
tories, coupled with existing high speed optical the shock pressure becomes high enough to cause
recording equipment has made it possible to enerate reaction, there is a divergence of the measured veloc-
precisely controlled shocks in explosive samples and Ity from the calculated (inert) velocity, and the break
to study the resulting reaction. The net result is that point defines the start of reaction.

3
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The energy per unit area just necessary to cause tions; hence the turning mirror is required to deflect 4

detonation which is transferred to the explosive by the image as shown.
the flyer plate will be referred to hereafter simply as
critical energy. This critical energy can be deter- For the experiments designed to detect the mini-
mined using a modification of the above technique. mum pressure at which visible reaction occurred, the
A thin plate of aluminum is projected against the projectile impacted the explosive sample directly, as
explosive sample and the velocity of the reaction indicated in Fig. 1. However, for the experiments
products emerging from the rear surface of the ex- designed to measure the critical energy required to
plosive is measured. Since the velocity of these cause detonation, the projectile had a brass face plate
products is known for full detonation, the velocity of 0.318 cm (0.125 in.) thick attached to the normal
the donor aluminum plate can be varied in small steps 1.27 cm (0.50 in.) thick aluminum front. The pro-
until full detonation occurs, and the critical energy jectile did not impact the explosive sample directly,
can be calculated (I). but instead struck an aluminum plate of either 0.10

cm (0.040 in.) or 0.32 cm (0. 125 in.) nominal thick-
These two different tests allow one to separate the ness which was spaced 1.27 cm (0.50 in.) from the

sensitivity of the explosive to ignition by shock from explosive sample. When impacted by the brass faced
the sensitivity to detonation by shock. projectile, this aluminum plate, having a smaller

shock impedance than the brass, acquired a higher
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP velocity and separated from the brass. Over the 1.27

cm (0.50 in.) of travel before striking the explosive
A schematic drawing of the experimental arrange- sample, the aluminum ran ahead of the brass facid

ment is shown in Fig. 1. The light gas gun fires a projectile an appreciable distance. When the
nominal 4-inch diameter projectile which impacts the aluminim flyer plate then struck the explosive, one
explosive sample in an evacuated target chamber had sufficient time to observe the resultant reaction .
(approximately 50 torr pressure.) Both the exploding before the slower moving brass faced projectile struck
wire light source ard the ever-ready rotating mirror the explosive and caused additional reaction. The
streak camera are external to the target chamber and low density (1.3 gram/cc) explosive was 0.95 cm
view the event through glass ports. The streak camera (0.375 in.) thick and the higher density (1.55 gram/
is located alongside the gun barrel due to space limita- cc) explosive was 2.59 cm (0.625 in.) thick.

XKODING wile POROUS EQUATION OF STATE
LIGHT $04AIIC

GAC K-0,i,,/ %. -The Hugoniot for the shocked porous TNT can be
developed in the following manner (2). Figure 2

\NO)ET.OAS
,,O_ CU,/ shows the situation where both a solid material (s
•] --- subscript) and a porous material or foam (f subscript)

Sare shocked to the same specific volume V from
WA-READY q1111

Cb I I,- ,different initial states (o subscript). The pressure in
the foam material will be higher than that in the solid
due to the additional internal energy deposited in the

.R.NINO MUM. foam material ty the collapse of the pores. The
TOP XIEW Gruneisen equation of state assumes that the inde-

* pendent variables are specific volume and internal
energy, that the pressure is proportional to ihe inter-

,LOI•VI SAMRE•, CAMINA, SI nal energy or P = F(V)E, and that F(V) is of the formF- F(V) - P(V)/V. In the pressure range of Interest
A ," C__MI here, one can assume that the Gruneisen parameter

P(V) is not a function of V but is a constant, and can

CAMERA VIEW be evaluated at the initial specific volume to give,

Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement. r(v) rP = Vo (a0 / )E o =

4
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where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion, C. is pof uU; then U2 = of/(o -V) (2)
the bulk sound velocity, and Cp is specific heat at
constant pressure. Thus P = 1'0 E/V, and it follows (3)
that Pf - P, = 170 (Er - Es)/V. One can use the Hugo-

niot jump conditions to evaluate Er and E,: For the shock pressures and porosities employed in

Since Ef - Eof = Pf(Vof - V)/2 these studies, it is assumed that the voids in the ex-
plosive are completely collapsed by the passage of the

and Ex- Eos = Ps(Vs - V)/2 shock wave and that the subsequent expansion that
occurs when the pressure is reduced to zero is that of

and Eof _5 Eo& the solid explosive.

Then subtracting gives RESULTS

Ef - Ex = Pf(Vof- V)/2 - Ps(Vo, - V)/2
Measurements were made on TNT cf two different

Thus grain sizes and of two different densities to determine
the minimum shock pressure at which immediately

Pf - Ps - r[Pf(Vof - v )/2 - Ps(Vos-V)/21 ]/ visible reaction begins and to measure the critical
energy necessary to detonate these samples. The

which simplifies to minimum shock pressure which causes reaction is a
measure of the ease of ignition of the samples, while

Vos - V - 2V/I" the critical energy required for detonation is a mea-

Pf = Ps Vof V - 2V/r (1) sure of the ease of detonation of the samples. The
shock buildup to detonation process can be viewed as
one in which ignition is caused by shock collapse of

Thus the shock in the porous explosive is ex- the voids within the explosive, and the subsequent
pressed in terms of the pressure produced in the splid reaction which leads to detonation as a grain burning
(Ps) by compression to the same specific volume V process. If the density and the grain size of the
multiplied by a function of the various specific samples are varied separately, this will be equivalent
volumes, all of which are known or can be calculated. to varying the void size and the surface area of the

explosive grains separately, and should affect the
Using the shock jump condition relating pressure, ignition process and the buildup to detonation

shock velocity U and particle velocity u, process independently.

The TNT pressings which were used in these ex-
periments were made from fractions sifted from TNT

SOLID HUGONIOT powder prepared by solvent precipitation. The
POROUS HUGONIOT coarse-grained samples represented that fraction

which passed a #50 U.S. Standard Sieve and was
retained on a #70 sieve. The fine.guined ones rep-S-U P, ""UG resented that fraction which passed a #200 sieve and

UU RAYLEIGH LINE was retained on a #230 sieve. Surface area measure-
ments were made on the resulting presiings by V.

Ps Boyle of BRL (3) and are given in Table 1.

In Fig. 3, the reaction products velocity is shown
V VO for the coarse grain TNT pressed to two different

V densities (p = 1.3 gm/cc and p - 1.55 gm/cc). The

SPECIFIC VOLUME velocity which the sample would have If no reaction

Fi2. Z Shock compresson of solidand porous had occurred was computed from the porous

explosive& equation of state for TNT and i plotted on the

5ii-I



figure. It can be seen that the low density sample Although both samples have the same total void 4
indicates reaction at 4.5 kilobars, while the high volume, the coarse grain pressings have larger in-
density sample with its smaller voids starts to react at dividual voids than the fine-grain pressings and show
about 14 kilobars. f: was found that jetting from the reaction at the slightly lower pressure of 14 kilobars
pores of the sample could cause a false reading, and a compared to 15 kilobars required for the fine grain.
layer of plastic 0.5 mil thick was used to retard this Although the fin,. grain pressings required a higher
jetting without interfering with the expansion of the pressure to cause 2nitial reaction, once reaction
reaction products. started, it went to detonation more rapidly. The fine

grain pressings were unreacted at 15 kilobars and at
The results for fine grain and coarse grain TNT full detonation at 16.1 kilobars. The two experi.

pressed to a density of 1.55 gm/cc are shown in Fig. mental points at 12.9 kilobars and 13.9 kilobars are
4. Since only density (or specific volume) is involved considerably above the calculated inert curve for the
in calculating the shock response of the porous ex- coarse grain 1.55 density TNT. This may be experi-
plosive (Eqs. 1, 2, and 3), both grain sizes have the mental error or It may represent a small amount of
same inert shock response. immediately visible reaction, as examination of Fig. 5

TABLE I

Physical Characteristics of TNT Pressings

Sieve Size Sieve Opening Density Surface Area
Range Range (arm) (gm/cc) (cm 2 /gm) i

loose powder 1.14 X 103
50-70 210-297 1.30 1.23 X 103

1.55 1.66 X 103

loose powder 2.25 X 103
200-230 62-74 1.30 3.22 X 103

1.55 2.45 X 103

4 4  TO 9.51 rmm41.s AT 16.1 Itbar

, u 3" GRAIN
i'2 P • |.55 0 / DENSITY: 1 .5,5 O/cra3

iPaI'30g/€CC INR HOK / 2" COARSE [

•'"•NE R T S3O C G RA IN

II
.3 /c 2 COARSE,. ',

S•RERPOSUSE INERT

Fig. 3. Reaction of• corsegm TNT/ at two denslte FIg. 4. Maclon ofTNTiVIodlffemnmtw srizes at

f6
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will show. Here, the reaction products velocity is
plotted versus time after shock emergence for the
three shots at 11.4, 12.9, and 13.9 kilobars. For the 5

11.4 kilobar shot, the velocity of the reaction was T-

constant for approximately 10 /sec after which the 0
velocity jumped to a higher value. The shot at 12.9 49

kilobars had a constant velocity for approximately
1.5 psec after which delayed reaction gradually in- -3
creased the velocity of the products to 2 mmn/sec. O 12.9 .,

The shot at 13.9 kilobars had the same initial velocity Q. 2•

as the 12.9 shot but delayed reaction started sooner Z
0 11.4 kbarat 1.0 psec, the velocity then increased more rapidly F_-

than the 12.9 shot, and a jump occurred at 7.7 psec <
to a higher velocity. CO 00

TIME AFTER EMERGENCE (/.$)

Flyer plate measurements and calculations are in TE

Tables 2, 3, and 4 and Figs. 6 and 7. The measure- Fig. 5. Reaction products velocity versus time.
ments tabulated in Table 2 are also plotted in Figs. 6

TABLE 2 I
,1

Energy Versus Reaction Response

0.040 In. Thick Aluminum Flyer Plate

TNT: Coarse Grain-Thru #50 Sieve onto #70, Density = 1.55 gm/cm 3

Gun Breech Pressure (psi) 1250 1300 1350 1400 1450 1500
Flyer Plate Energy (cal/cm2 ) 21.0 22.0 22.7 23.3 24.1 25.0
Reaction Products Velocity

(mm/msec) 0.75 1.77 5.60 10.2 9.19 9.39

TNT: Fine Grain-Thru #200 Sieve onto #230, Density a 1.55 gm/cm 3

Gun Breech Pressure (psi) 1150 1225 1300 1400
Flyer Plate Energy (cal/cm 2) 19.2 20.6 22.0 23.3
Reaction Products Velocity

(mm/Asec) 0.27 0.35 9.32 9.73i TNT: Coarse Grain-Thru #50 onto #70, Density = 1.3 gm/cm 3

Gun Breech Pressure (psi) 1200 1250 1300 1400 1600 2000 2500 3000
Flyer Plate Energy (cal/cm 2 ) 20.2 20.9 21.9 23.6 26.6 32.4 39.6 45.3
Reaction Products Velocity

(mm/Asec) 2.2 2.92 3.96 4.55 5.55 7.30 9.22 10.2

0.125 In. Thick Aluminum Flyer Plate

TNT: Coarse Grain-Thru #50 onto #70, Density 1.3 gm/cm3

Gun Breech Pressure (psi) 980 1030 1080 1130 1200 1275
Flyer Plate Energy (cal/cm 2) 45.29 51.25 54.16 56.74 60.08 63.36
Reaction Products Velocity

(mm/wsec) 6.28 7.60 8.17 8.87 9.42 9.57

7
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and 7. The critical energy criterion can be formu- detonation point in the four series nf tests. Only the
lated as: two tests made with coarse grain TNT of 1.30 gm/cc

density allow a momparison to be made of the
Pu(At) = constant. criteria. In Table 4, the estimated detonation point

obtained with the 0.340 in. aluminum flyer plate has
An alternative criterion is: been chosen as a reference. The values of Pu(At) and

p2 (At) at each of the shot points of the 0.125 in.
p2 (At) constant, aluminum flyer plate have been calculated. Here deton.

ation first occurs at a flyer plate energy of 60.1
where (At) is the time of application of the shock cal/cm2 . The P2 (At) values of 378 kilobar 2 .psec
pressure P against the explosive, and u is the particle agree exactly, while the Pu(4t) value for the 0.125 in.
velocity of the explosive at this pressure. These aluminum is 31.1 cal/cm2 versus 24.6 cal/cm2 for the
values are tabulated in Table 3 for the estimated 0.040 in. aluminum. Thus, in this limited test, using a

TABLE 34

Critical Energy for Detonation

Flyer Plate Thickness
(in. nominal) 0.040 0.040 0.040 0.125

Flyer Plate Kinetic
Energy (cal/cm 2 ) 22.0 23.2 43. 60.1

Explosive Density (gm/cc) 1.55 1.55 1.3 1.3
Grain Size Fine Coarse Coarse Coarse
Explosive Pressure (Kbar) 29.5 30.5 32.0 18.2
Explosive Particle

Velocity (mm/psec) 0.578 0.592 0.8/1 0.627
Pulse Time (psec) 0.372 0.371 0.370 1.142
Pu (At) (cal/cm 2 ) 15.2 16.0 24.6 31.1P 12 (At) (Kbar2-,pec) 324. 346. 378. 378.

TABLE 4

Aluminum Flyer Plate Against Coase Grain TNT
(p 1.0g/cc)

Flyer Plate Thickness

(in. nominal) 0.040 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125
Flyer Plate Kinetic

Energy (cal/cm 2 ) 43.0 45.3 51.3 54.2 56.2 60.1 63.4
Reaction Products

Velocity (mm/paec) 9.75 6.28 7.60 8.17 8.87 9.42 9.57
Explosive Pressure

(Kbar) 32.0 14.7 16.1 16.8 17.4 18.2 19.0
Explosive Particle

Velocity (mm/psec) 0.871 0.553 0.584 0.593 0.611 0.627 0.643
Pulse Time (uaec) 0.370 1.149 1.145 1.145 1.142 1.142 1.138
Pu (At) (cal/cm2 ) 24.6 22.2 25.8 27.5 29.0 31.1 33.2
p2 (At)TKbar2 ._Wec) 378 247 298 323 346 378 411

8
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fairly low density (p = 1.30 gm/cc) pressing, the p2(At) CONCLUSIONS
criterion holds but the Pu(At) criterion does not. The ignition process and the buildup to detonation

It should be recalled that the explosive sample is process are independent. The Ignition process de-
0.375 in. thick, or only 3 times as thick as the 0.125 pends primarily on total void volume, the larger the
in. impacting flyer plate. No experiments have been total void volume, the lower the shock pressure re-
performed yet to determine whether a thicker ex- quired for ignition. While for buildup to detonation,
plosive sample would detonate when impacted by a the process depends upon the specific surface area of
0.125 in. thick aluminum flyer plate with less than the explosive grains. For a large surface area, or small
60.1 cal/cm 2 kinetic energy. If so, this would shift grain size, the buildup takes place more rapidly than
the Pu(At) value closer to that obtained with the for a small specific surface area (or large grain size).
0.040 in. thick flyer.

Table 5 summarizes the results of these experi-

The results of the experiments to measure the ments. The ignition process depends primarily on
minimum shock pressure required to produce visible total void volume. The larger the total void volume,
reaction and the experiments to measure the critical then the lower is the shock pressure required for
energy required to cause detonation are summarized ignition. This can be seen by comparing the shock
in Table 5. pressure of 4.5 kilobars required to ignite the large

IZI

E Itf. to

P . .. 55

0U6 COARSE GRAIN e0.125 ALUMINUM

F- 
0.0E" ALUMINUM

o COARSE GRAIN 6

1o 00 MI

20 22 24 26 " 20 30 40 50 60
SFLYER PLATE KINETIC ENERGY DENSITY (cal/cm 2t) < FLYER PLATE KINETIC ENERGY (€ol/cm 2)}

U 4w

Fig. 6. Energ, versus reaction response for 0.040 in. FiXg. 7. Energy, versus reaction response for 1.30 gm/ccIaluminum flyer. TNT.

TABLES

Ignition Pressure and Energy for Detonation

Spec Su$ac Desity 1 Gain Mm.Shoc Prssue I Critical Energy forSrePA KIETCE DENITY G Detonation (cal/cm 2 )
F. (cm6/gm) (gm/cm 3 ) Size for Ignition (Kbar) for 0.040 In, Aluminum

1.23 X 10i 1.30 Coare 4.5 24.6

1.66 X 103 1.55 Coarse 14. 16.0
2.45 X 10r 1.55 Fine 15 15.2

Sn9



grain 1.30 density samples compared to the 14 kilo- sensitive than another in one type of test, but in
bars required to ignite the 1.55 density. another type of test the order can reverse and it will
Furthermore, on the basia of these limited tests, there appear less sensitive.
seenms to be a lower pressure required to ignite large
individual voids compared to small individual voids Finally, on the basis of limited tests on TNT of
when the total void volume of both large and small 1.30 gm/cc density, it appears that the p2 (At)

voids are identical. This is seen by comparing the citerion for detonation applies to these tests rather
shock pressure of 14 kilobars required to ignite the than the Pu(At) criterion.
large grain 1.55 density pressings to the 15 kilobars
required for the small grain 1.55 density.
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These results illustrate that when explosives are

tested for sensitivity, one explosive can appear more

DISCUSSION

JULIUS ROTH energy (and a slightly highei pressure) to cause deton-
Portola Valley, California ation than does the coarse grain 1.55 g/cc TNT.

I did not use the term "threshold pressure" and
Table 3 "Critical Energy for Detonation" gives am not certain what is your definition of this term.

the "Explosive Pressure" in 1.3 g/cc coarse TNT as The values to which you refer are the calculfited
32.0 kbar. In the same table, the explosive pressure shock pressures induced in the explosive (considered
for coarse TNT at 1.55 g/cc, and the same flyer plate as inert) by the specified flyer plate which has just
thickness as above, is given as 30.5 kbar. My under- sufficient energy to detonate the explosive. These
standing is that these are "threshold" pressures. If so, pressures are considerably higher than the pressures
is it not most surprising that the threshold pressure required to cause immediately visible reaction, which
for 1.55 g/cc TNT is less than for 1.3 g/cc TNT? are 4.5 kbar for coarse grain 1.3 g/cc TNT and 14
Moreover, what effect does this apparent incon- kbar for coarse grain 1.55 g/cc TNT (see Fig. 3). If
sistency have on your contention about the these latter pressures were maintained for a sufficient
constancy of P2At? time, then the reactive shock would build up to det-

onation. If thiLs.is what you mean by "threshold
pressure", then this would satisfy your expectation

REPLY BY B. C. TAYLOR that the "threshold pressure" for 1.3 g/cc TNT
should be les than that for 1.55 g/cc:TNT.

One of the main points of this paper is that the As for the P2At criterion, there is no incon-
sensitivity to detonation varies independently to the sistency since the constancy of this value applies only
sensitivity to ignition. In out case, the coarse grain when comparing identical samples having the same
1.3 g/cc TNT requires an appreciably igher critical density and grain size.
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SHOCK INITIATION AND THE CRITICAL ENERGY CONCEPT

P., Howe, R. Frey, B. Taylor and V. Boyle
Detonation & Deflagration Dynamics Laboratory

Ballistic Research Laboratories
Aberdeen Prov'ing Ground, Maryland 21005S

rAnalysis and a series of experiments have been performed on the shock initiation of
secondary explosives. The experiments demonstrate clearly that the initiation
process consists of two parts, an ignitlion and a buildup process. The Ignition phase
appears to be consistent with the assumption of a thermal explosion occurring at
hot spots. The buildup is controlled by the intergranular surface area, and the data
are consistent with the assumption of a heat transfer controlled grain burning
mechanism.

INTRODUCTION leads to more energetic hot spots at points down-
stream in the charge, and that this process eventually

The concepts of "hot spots" in explosive initiation leads to detonation (5,6). We believe that this is an
and "grain burning" in the propagation of detonation incorrect interpretation and shall present our reasons
were originally proposed by Bowden (1) and Eyrlng for so believing.
(2). The necessity of the "hot spot" concept arises
from the fact that under shock initiation conditions Eyrlng's (2) grain burning concept seems to enjoy
the bulk temperature of the explosive Is much too less acceptance. It was proposed by Eyrlng to explain
low to initiate decomposition. Therefore, it is the dependence of failure diameter on particle size,
assumed that there are localized "hot spots" which but it has not been generally exploited in discussions
are hotter than the bulk material, and that these "hot of initiation. The concept states that during the
spots" are responsible for Initiation. The "hot spot" detonation process explosive grains burn inwards
concept seems to be generally accepted, and numer- from the outside and that the net reaction rate is

ous explanations, most of them quite reasonable, determined by the burning surface area or grain size.Ihave been offered to explain the occurrence of hot The relation between grain burning and hot spot
spots. For instance Bowden (1) has suggested adla- decomposition has not been discussed. It has not
batic compression of gas; Mader (3) has studied the been clear which process is dominant under various
direct heating of the explosive by void closure, and conditions or which is most responsible for the sensi-
Seeley (4) has suggested that jetting in collapsing tivity of the explosive. Many discussions in the litera.
voids may be important. Unfortunately, due to the ture suggest that there is a fast energy release at the
large number of possible hot spot types, the relation shock front and a slower release behind the front, and
of hot spot size and temperature to such parameters it is tempting to attribute this to hct spot decomposi-
as void size, particle size, and porosity is unknown. tion and grain burning (7,8). Apparently, this asso-
While there is general acceptance of the hot spot ciation has not been made. Some investigators have
concept, the exact function of the hot spots is not attributed the slow heat release to delayed thermal
well understood. Frequently, it has been proposed explosions at hot spots (6). Many theories of initia-
that the energy released in hot spots is transmitted to tion treat the burning of the explosive using kinetic
the shock front, where it strengthens the shock and parameters derived from thermal explosion experi-
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ments. This ignores the implicit assumption of the cases the Put or p2 t criterion will work, but initiation
grain burning model, namely that heat transfer must is not related to projectile energy per unit area.)
play a role in the energy release and that the depend- Even in the regime of single shock initiation there are
ence of the net reaction rate on temperature and conflicting data and numerous hypotheses have been
pressure must be quite different from the dependence advanced to develop critical conditions (see for ex-
of fundamental chemical processes on these param- ample Price (10), Roth (6), and Lindstrom (11)).
eters.

Several years ago, Walker and Wasley (9) proposed PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
a "critical energy" criterion for initiation of detona-
tion. This criterion states that there is a critical We performed some preliminary analysis to deter-
energy per unit area which must be delivered to the mine if energy release by thermal explosion in hot
explosive to obtain detonation. The criterion may spots is consistent with the critical energy criterion.
also be stated in the form: We assumed that a certain amount of energy must be

released in the duration of the initiating shock in
order for buildup to detonation to occur. To per-p2 t

U constant or Put = constant, where form these calculations, we first assumed that the hot
spot temperature was related to the bulk thermo-
dynamic temperature by tbe relation

P is the shock pressure in the explosive, t is the dura-
tion of the shock pressure (it should be noted that t is TH = T0 + n(Tb - T,),
not the time to detonation), po is the initial explosive
density, and U is the shock velocity in the explosive, where TH is the hot spot temperature, T. is the ini-
An alternate form of the criterion is P2 t = constant. tial temperature, Tb is the bulk thermodynamic
In the region where initiation occurs prior to first temperature determined by the technique of Walsh
shock transit of the sample, and for explosives of and Christian (12), and n is an arbitrary parameter.
moderately low void volume fraction, these two criteria There is no sound theoretical justification for this
and nearly identical, as is shown in Fig. I for PBX equation, it simply provides an appropriate tempera-
9404. In gr;neral, however, they are quite different. ture dependence. One should note that it assumes all
(We note that the term "critical energy" can be mis- hot spots reach the same temperature. This would be
leading when one is considering projectile impacts or true if hot spot formation took place by the hydro-
other multidimensional experiments. In some such dynamic closure of spherical voids, but if frictional

processes are involved or If void shapes are more
complicated, It will not be true. Using this equation,

coupled with thermal explosion theory, as described
10.4 i by Frank-Kamenetskii (13), we compared the thermal

explosion time, at a particular shock pressure, with
Jl the shock duration necessary to initiate detonation.

The results are shown in Fig. 2 where we have plotted
the thermal explosion time versus pressure on the

S--- El CONST same graph as a plot of minimum shock duration for
Gea initiation versus pressure. The thermal explosion

DETONATION times were computed for several activation energies as
a--NO DE"ONATION shown in the figure, and the frequency factor was

A .NO DETONATION chosen arbitrarily so that all of the curves would

coincide at one pressure. The dependence of thermal
"explosion time on pressure is obviously very different

"34--a , from the dependence of minimum shock duration on

.57 .pressure. Calculations were pertormed which con-
sidered the effect of a hot spot distribution as a func-

Fig. 1. Critical enervy and P2 t criteria for shock tion of temperature, and the effect of hot spot size.
Initiation of PEX 9404. These calculations will not be described further here.
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However, the results had a negligible effect on the A. Wedge •pzr.iiients with Nitromethane
earlier analysis.

Inclusions of controlled number and sizes were
Comparison of the calculated curves in Fig. 2 with added to the homogeneous explosive, nitromethane,

the critical energy curve permits one to conclude in order to simulate a heterogeneous explosive of
that, if thermal decomposition at hot spots is the known defect structure. The inclusion size, material,
dominant method of heat release during initiation of and amount were varied in order to study their
detonation, the critical energy criterion could not effects on shock sensitivity. A gelling agent, Cab-O-
exist. In fact, any form of en:rgy release dominated Si]* was added to stabilize the mixtures. (Additional 4

by Arrhenius kinetics is incon % tible with the critical experiments showed that Cab.O-Sil had no effect in
energy criterion. The reason fu 'his is simply that the behavior of the nitromethane to shock loading.)
small changes in pressure are exp: cted to cause small Mixtures were emplaced in a transparent, wedge
changes in hot spot temperature. which in turn cause shaped container. A 10 cm diameter explosive plane
very large changes in reaction rate. This dilemma can wave generator and buffer plate were used to generate
be avoided if the dominant method of heat release a 6.0 GPa shock wave flat within forty nanoseconds
occurs by a grain burning mechanism. In this case, over the area of the experiment. Shock arrival at the
the temperature dependence of the chemical kinetics slant face of the wedge was observed with a rotating
is moderated because it is coupled with heat trans- mirror camera writing at 8.8 mm/psec. The experi-
port. This point of view does not preclude the exist- mental setup and results are shown in Figs. 3 through
ence of hot spots. Indeed, they are extremely impor- 7. The results clearly show that the initiation of
tant for getting reaction started, but they are not the detonation, at least for this system, is controlled by
dominant contributors to the energy release. the surface area of the inclusions. The results will be

discussed further in the general discussion.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS _i d eo_
*Cab-O-SUJ is a fire dried, fumed silica of submicron particle

With these considerations in mind, we performed a size manufactured by Cabot Corporation.

number of different experiments designed to deter-
mine the relationship between hot spots, grain burn-
ing, and the buildup to detonation. The experiments
and their impact are described below.

CAMERA

PLEXIGLAS TANK

10.4 HOMALITE INSERT

, •' ',,•.E a 50kcal /mol*

E• G5kl/al --... SHOCK WAVE

"--- BUFFER PLATE

"E • 12.5kcol/mole

"CRITICAL ENERGY
3.1"",.CRITERION

': ~ ~3.1-"""
.02 ýs .57,"s l0cm DIAMETER PLANE WAVE

Fig. 2. Comparision of critical eneryy criterion with Fig. 3. Schematic of experimental setup for nitro-
thermal explosion predictions. methane with glass beads.
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B. Wedge Experiments with TNT C. Light Gas Gun Experiments in Pressed TNT

In this set of experiments, the shock initiation of A 10 cm diameter light gas gun was used to gen-
detonation in pressed TNT samples of known particle erate precisely controlled shocks of large planar area
size and known density was observed. Two particle within the explosive samples. An every-rcady rotat-
sizes (68 and 254 microns) and two densities (1.55 ing mirror streak camera was used to monitor the
g/cm 3 and 1.30 g/cm 3 ) were used. Surface areas velocity of the explosive rear surface as a function of
were determined in the pressed samples using nitro- time, shock strength, and explosive parameters. Ex-
gen absorption techniques. Measurements of the plosive samples were prepared in exactly the same
buildup to detonation were made using the wedge manner as described in the previous section permit-
technique, identical to that described in Section A. ting good conditions for comparison of results. Two
The results are presented in Figs. 8 through 10 and sets of experiments were conducted. One set used
will be described in the general discussion. massive projectiles in order to generate long duration

shocks, the other used thin flyer plates to generate
short duration shocks. The experimental setup is
shown in Fig. I I and the results are shown in Figs.

5% VOLUME GLASS BEADS 12-16. (For additional details, see the paper "Separa-
tion of Ignition and Buildup to Detonation in Pressed
TNT," by Royd Taylor, presented elsewhere in this

(Ioo0 ) symposium.)

AXA

rtI (0 GENERAL DISCUSSION
5.0- €0•|Il1

MMc--" 0A. Evidence for Grain Burning

--0 s m ao Figure 4 shows the buildup to detonation in the
nitroinethane glass system for three sizes of glass

Fig. 4. Shock velocity versus distance for nitro- beads. The beads serve as hot spot generators by
methane with glass beads. providing fo, shock reflection and focussing effects

2: 20 2
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l /. ,.cu.
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15 100$& GLASS '< ?_15wj ' AlO, 3.97 0.5-401& 0.156-20%
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Fig. .5. Dsactodtntovessvlm icu- Fig. 6. Distance to detonation versus total specific
sions for a 6 C-Pa shock input. surfece area of inclusions.
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Iq
which lead to localized high temperatures. Shock inclusions, and over the range 0.5-200 micron particle
velocity is plotted against the distance the shock has sizes. At a constant surface area, the variation of
propagated into the mixture. The initial pressure is buildup time with the composition of the inclusion
"-6.0 GPa. As can be seen from the figure, for con- correlated with me shock impedance of the inclusion,
stant inclusion volume, the smaller sizes promote see Fig. 7.
more rapid buildup. In Fig. 5, it can be seen that the
distance to detonation does not correlate wel with Our explanation for these results is as follows. We
total inclusion volume. Neither did it correlate with presume that the inclusions create hot spots by shock
the summed linear dimer.eion. As can be seen in Fig. reflection. The hot spots do not coincide with the 4

6, a good correlation obtains for distance to detona- original inclusion, but their surface area and volume
tion versus total surface area, for all three types of are proportional to the surface area and volume of

the inclusions. Decomposition of the hot spots leads
to energy release which is proportional to the volume
of the original inclusions. This process can not be the
dominant form of heat release, because the results do
not correlate with inclusion volume. It is consistent
with the data to believe that after the initial de-

s.C. I %,I :oNC.7v, composition, the cool nitromethane adjacent to the
Q, 3.47.5-40 0.156.2 hot spots is in contact with hot products and begins ¶

IA- GLS 12s.5 - to burn in a heterogeneous process. The net energy
- release rate is thus controlled by the surface area of

the original hot spots and is proportional to the sur-
face area of the inclusions. This is apparently the
dominant mechanism for energy release. :

The experiments performed with the pressed TNT
samples corroborate these ideas. In Fig. 8, buildup

20- curves are shown for the two different densities and

2 1 6 6 to U2 IA 6i
A cEA SURFA'C AREA 4. US (MM/. / EC)

Fig. 7. Reduced time to detonation versus total spe-
cific surface area of inclusions.

B TNT (P:I.55 G/CM3 ).-PT. OFSMLGRI
P- 1. 53 DETONATION SMLGRI
& SMALL GRAIN 7
e LARGE GRAIN LARGE GRAIN

•' Pz 1.30 6 .. '

*10 m SMALL GRAIN 6
:S LARGE GRAIN5

0 00

2 23

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 s 9 T L
X (Mm) TIME (USEC)

Fig. & Shock velocity versus distance for pressed Fig. 9. Shock velocity versus time to detonation for
TNT samples. pressed TNT.
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surface areas considered. At each density, the larger a given density, the sample witi large particles begins
surface area sample detonated sooner. The data are to react at slightly lower pressures than the sample
replotted in Fig. 9 using the detonation point as with small particles. However, detonation occurred
origin. In Fig. 10, the abscissa is corrected to account at lower pressures in the samples with smaller particle
for the total surface area. (The details of the analysis size. In terms of the immediate free surface velocity,
are presented in (14).) When this is done, the data the difference between the large and small grain sam-
for the 1 .55 gm/cm 3 samples collapse to a single pies is not great. The large grain sample shows evi-
curve. (This surface area correction could not be dence of some reaction at about 12.5 kilobars as
made for the 1.30 g/cm 3 samples, as only one de- opposed to about 15.5 kilobars for the small grain.
tonated.) These results show rather conclusively that Figure 14 shows that in the large grain samples the
the buildup process is controlled by a grain burning velocity increased markedly with time after shock
mechanism which is surface area controlled. emergence. Even the point at I1 .5 kilobars showed

evidence of reaction after 10 psec. On the other
B. The Ignition and Buildup Processes hand, the samples with small particle size showed

very little increase in velocity with time even for
The gas gun experiments shed additional light on pressures just below the detonation limit. Figure 15

both the ignition and buildup processes. Presentation shows the free surface velocity versus time for the
of the results is somewhat complicated by the fact small particle size sample at 15.5 kilobars.
that the free surface velocity may increase with time
after shock emergence, when reaction occurs. In Fig. An increase in the immediate free surface velocity
12, we have plotted the free surface velocity at the above the inert value indicates that reaction is causing
instant of shock emergence as a function of shock the shock to accelerate. An increase in free surface
pressure for two particle sizes at the 1.55 g/cm 3 dens- velocity with time after shock emergence indicates
ity. The shock pressure refers to the pressure at im- that delayed reaction is occurring well behind the
pact, on the upstream surface and is determined from shock front and that the pressure is higher at some
Hugoniot calculations. Reaction is indicated when distance behind the front than it is at the front.
the downstream free surface velocity rises above the
value for an inert samph 'he divergence of the
reactive and inert free s . Ace velocities provides a
sensitive measure of the onset of reaction. Figure 12 EXPLODING WIRE

3hows the effect of density. Figure 13 shows that, at LIGHT SOURCE

IACK-LIGHT LENS

LIGHT-GAS GUN / S

. 5  PROJECTILE -

P= 1.55 91-m'

7 LARGE GRAIN

6 £SMALL GRAIN

5-
EVER-READY TURNING MIRROR

Us STREAK CAMERA~
% TOP VIEW

3-
04- .04" ALUM.

2. FLYER PLATE

ICOMING
*RASS-FACED
PRO•ICTILE

1 2 3 4 5
At (cm

2/g.) E LE

SURFACE AREA x TIME TO DETONATION CAMERA VIEW

FlC. 10. Shock velocity versus product of specific Fig. 1. Schematic of experimental setup for gas gun
surface area and time for pressed TNT. expernments.
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Delayed reaction may or may not affect the shock pressure might be applicable, however. Neither the
initiation process depending on whether the reaction nitromethane experiments nor the TNT wedge experi-
is felt at the front before or after lateral rarefactions ments are useful in this regard, as only one input
reach the center of the charge. Reaction which is shock strength was used. The light gas gun experi-
delayed by as much as 10 gsec probably would not ments are more helpful. From Fig. 12 a marked
affect shock initiation in most situations, but might dependence of the pressure for incipient reaction
be crucial in the occurrence of nondetonative violent upon density is noted. Similarly, Figs. 13, 14, 15
reactions which can be very important in certain show that the pressure for Incipient reaction depends
practical applications, also upon particle size. The particle velocities corre-

sponding to incipient reaction are almost independent
All of the experiments described above used shock of particle size and density, indicating that it is rea-

generators which produced long duration loading (for sonable to apply a critical specific energy as an igni-
purposes of this discussion, the pulses can be con- tion criterion. This result is consistent with the work
sidered planar, semiinfinite). Because of this, one of Roth (6) and Howe and Boyle (14) and can be
cannot expect a critical energy criterion to apply (and identified with a critical hot spot temperature.
it doesn't). A critical specific energy or a critical

It is noteworthy that the pressure for incipient
reactions depends slightly on particle size. This is in
contradiction with all previous calculations, but can
be explained in the following way. The temperature

4 of hot spots formed by voiu closure as a result of
plastic flow would be independent of void size. This

83 follows from the fact that there are no dimensional
j inputs to the problem other than the size of the void.

> P' 1.559/c If the void size is scaled up or down, the size of the
p "130 iNERT SHOCK / resulting hot spot must scale in the same manner, and

S RESPONSE its temperature must not change. However, if void801 RESPONSE - closure occurs as the result of brittle fracture and/or

z 0 •,. , . , slippage between grains, the rerulting hot spots will0 0 2 4 6 8 W0 12 14 16 be heated by friction and will consist of hot surfaces.
U- PRESSURE (kbor) Their dimension perpendicular to the sliding surface

will be determined by the rate of heat conductivity.

Fig. 12. Free surface velocity versus input pressure
for pressed TNT.
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Fig. 13. Free surface velocity versus Input pressure Fig. 14. Temporal behavior of reaction products
for high density TNT. velocity for coarse grain TNT.
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This is a second dimensional input to the prob- 17); (2) for constant duration pulses, a particle size
lem and allows the temperature attained to vary with effect is observed, with small particle size samples
void size. The thermal energy per unit area in a hot requiring lower values of p2t and; (3) a very strong
spot formed by frictional processes should be propor. density effect is observad, with low density samples
tional to the pressure times the distance moved along requiring much larger values of p2 t for initiation of
the slip plane. If slippage is occurring as the result of detonation. Note the dependence of p2 t on particle
void closure, this distance should be proportional to a size and density is exactly the opposite of the de-
void dimension, and peak temperature attaintd will pendence of ignition on particle size and density.
be a function of tl.e product of void diameter and
pressure. It appears that p2 t correlates with the buildup to

detonation, but not with ignition, and is useful for
C. Dependence of p2 t on Particle Size and Density predicting the effect of peak pressure on required

pulse length provided that grain size and density are
Experiments with thin flyer plates were used to held constant.* Neither the critical energy criterion

obtain critical energy data shown in Fig. 16. The (Put = constant) nor the p2 t criterion is useful for
results and experimental details are discussed by predicting effects of particle size or density changes.
Taylor. The important features of his work are that
(1) for the low density coarse grain TNT, the Put -
constant criterion is inoperative, but the data are SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
consistent with p2 t = constant (this is shown in Fig.

A series of experiments have been conducted on
the shock initiation of secondary explosives. The
experiments demonstrate clearly that the shock

-FINE GRAIN initiation process consists of two parts, an ignition
p a 1. 55 and a buildup process. It is consistent with the data

2 P - 1.5044 GPo to assume igniticn occurs by thermal explosior, it hot

0- *Even this conclusion is mitigated by the fact that only two
_5 data points, fairly close together, are available.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

TIME AFTER SHOCK EMERGENCE (IAs) Q50

Fig. 15. Temporal behavior of reaction products
velocity for fine grain TNT

04 T=3780.40
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0 Large grain ILargograinGPa

4-4
0.10 PT-24.6 CAL/CM 2

2-

0 0
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Fig. 16. Energy input/area to achieve a given reaction Fig. 17. A comparson of the critical enerjy and the
products velocity. P2 t criteria for low density TNT
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SHOCK INITIATION OF HIGH-DENSITY PETN

Jerry Wackerie, J. 0. Johnson, and P. M. Halleck*
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

The prompt (I- to 3-p.s), planar shock Initiation of 1. 75.g/cm3 (98.4% crystal den-
sity) pen taerythritol tetranitrate (PE TN) has been studied with Impact-generated
shocks and obserrations with the explosi.e wedge technique and quartz and
embedded-Manganin pressure-gauge measurements. Dynamic compression proper-
ties, shock buildup to detonation, and pressure-field histories during initiation were
determined. An analysis of the latter data show that shock-induced decomposition
begins near the Impact surface, forming a pressure pulse that in turn produces a
compression wave that overtakes the shock front and effects the shock to detona-
tion transition. Maxima in the pressure are interpreted to be due to sudden and
spontaneous decreases in reaction rate when only partial decomposition has
occured. Implications of this interpretation and possible errors that could invalw
date it are discussed.

INTRODUCTION calculations have not been tested against details of
tih e reactive flow.

A detailed understanding of the shock initiation of In this work we have performed a comprehensive
neterogeneous explosives remains unattained by ex- set of planar shock Initiation experiments on 1.75-
plosives researchers. It is generally recognized that g/cm3 (98.4%o-crystal-density) pentaerythritol tetra-
local high temperature regions, or hotspots, play aanita e er ving th eh co mpression

nitrat (PE ) oberen theiscussopresio

major role in inducing decomposition, pressure in- properties, shock front buildup, and pressure-field
creases, and the buildup to detonation (1). Although histories during the initiation. Input shock strengths
the mechanisms of hotspot development must be were chosen which produce buildup to detonation in
related to the inhomogeneity of the explosive, both 2 to 9 mm of run. The data obtained are sufficient to
quantitative experiments on the shock initiation elpdrinth buildup,

prociess rsandcheirs thieo generall moelingnwiedthnueial estimat 9. ytdensity anpnryfeldserytritng thetra-dup

procss nd hei thoreicalmodlin wih nmercal and, with an assumed reactant-product equation of
hydrocodes necessarily assume local homogeneity.
Fajor couer imindulangdeopositions,,r s bet nreartiostate, to calculate decomposition fields and reaction

For ompter imuatios, elaionsbeteen eacion rates. While this analysis also assumes local homoge-rates and gross thermodynamic states (rate laws) are neity, it is hoped that the results-along with the
developed from proposed hotspot models (2), orbe
"calibrated" to certain observations (3-5), or are moesrnIttstnfcmue imltosta h

were puren w hdata provide-will lead to a better selection of hot-
almotpurely t empirh enical (6). Whie yiexlingagreenth 2spot mechanisms, and to their more realistic modeling
with a limited number of observations-most notably in tiesticat reatments fish duriniation.
those of short-duration shock sensitivity (2,3,5)-such in the al treame ntsosock iitation.

Our previous studies of the planewave initiation of
Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Energy Re- high-density PETN began with explosive wedg exper-

uch & Development Administration. iments on 1p.72gs/cm 3 explosive (7). Unifor n shock
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velocities observed during the buildup to detonation
and other features of the streak-camera records led to 4

the conjecture that pressure waves were formed near C4 ,iW , fI* . Wol

the input shock surface, and moved forward to over- &W ,"

take the front at the onset of detonation. This de- ~
scription of the initiation was supported by gas gun _"_

experiments with quartz gauges on 1.7-g/cm 3 PETN \-iuI-
(8), where impact-face pressure excursions and trans-
mitted wave profiles indicated significant, if not com-
plete, reaction near the impact face prior to detona- Opt ,- 0
tion at the front. The present work fully confirms
and extends the previous description.

EXPERIMENTS Fig. 1. Quartz-gauge front-back experimental ar-

rangement.

The PETN samples were machined from 1.75 +
0.01 g/cm 3 pressings, of 99.95% pure material similar
to that used in the previous idies (7,8). The experi- 0.1 al
ments were all performed on a 70-mm gas gun, under Gawge backing,.Mylar or Kap•an
vacuum, and included measurements of pressure Gauge element K

histories with quartz and Manganin gauges and obser- Sample
vations of shock-front trajectories with the streak
camera explosive wedge technique. Planar shock
waves were produced by the impact of projectiles G
faced with either x-cut quartz or 2024 aluminum oead
alloy. Projectile velocities in the range of 0.1 to 0.6
mm/Ms were used, where velocities could be predicted ResinTo por spply

to ±0.005 mm/Mus and measured to ±0.001 mm/us;
tilts at impact were usually less than one milliradian.
The tilt and velocity determinations were made with
electrical pin contactors. This measurement method,
and the techniques for the pressure-gauge measure-
ments are detailed elsewhere (9).

The arrangement for our "quartz-gauge front-
back" experiments is shown in Fig. 1. A projectile-
mounted quartz gauge strikes the sample, and its
electrical response is transmitted via the signal pins
and pickup ring for recording on an oscilloscope.
Analysis provided an impact-face stress history for
the 1.6 -ps useful recording time of the gauge. The
back or target gauge provides a record of the Fig. 2. Multiple-embedded Manganin-gauge experi-
reflected-wave pressure at the gauge-sample interface. ment. Resin and gauge thicknesses are exagerated.
The target-gauge elements were usually too large to
allow for side rarefactions, and observations with

4 them were used for qualitative studies of the trans- ally four puge assemblies were interleaved between
mitted wave and shock transit-time determinations. I- to 3-mm thick, 40-mm diameter disks of PETN,
Accuracy in both projectile-gauge pressures and tran- often with the last gauge at about the expected dis-

S,• sit times is ±2%. ,ance to detonation. The etched-grid, 504" gauge
elements used were 3- or 6-mm square and, r#spec-

Manganin gauges were used mainly in the multiple- tively, 5. or 12-*m thick. The plastic layers had
embedded puge arrangement shown in Fig. 2. Usu- shock properties similar to high-density PETN.
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Pulsed bridge power supplies with about I V/GPa tive wedge angle and shock position. The analysis
response were employed. The gauges were specifi- program also provided for fitting the distance-time 4

,tlly calibrated for use in high-density PETN, using history to various empirical forms and correction for
an independent set of shock-wave and gauge-pressure tilt at impact. Distances to detonation were meas-
measurements in Kel-F plastic-an excellent shock ured to about ::0.1 mm. Other determinations were
impedance match for 1.75 g/cm 3 PETN (10). Scatter complicated by the wedge toes, lack of impact time
in the calibration tests indicated that our Manganin- indication in the streak-camera film, and inaccuracy
gauge measurements are accurate to no beuter than in the impact tilt measurements. Estimated errors are
±5%. 5% in times to detonation, 3% in average shock veloc-

ities and 8 to 10% in detonation velocities.
The explosive wedge technique was adapted to the

gas gun as shown in Fig. 3. The illumination source
shown was adequate to give film records as displayed SHOCK COMPRESSION PROPERTIES
in Fig. 4. Analysis was done by least squares fitting
of the film readings and preshot measurements of the Quartz-gauge front-back experiments were the
marker coordinates to determine magnification, effec, principal means of studying the shock compression

properties of 1.75-g/cm 3 PETN. Target-gauge meas.
urements at low impact velocities showed that -0.25-
GPa elastic precursors were produced in the explosive

rs- UNIT (10). At input shock strengths for the initiation
studies (>1 GPa), the plastic wave velocity exceeded
the precursor velocities, and elastic waves need not

-4 T LA T IL further concern us here. Two interesting features are
-_IJTT UI [It PF40ACILE seen in the projectile-gauge records in Fig. 5. In ex-

-36- - 15., periments with shock strengths between l and 2.5
* 3- ,GPa, a stress relaxation occurs after impact. TLis

MATNGcould be due to viscoelastic behavior, but more likely
7 ,sffi TMAGT PLATE stems from a noninstantaneous vcid collapse. This

-PLXIOAS explanation is consistent with the observed -0.2-GPaTO SNIT Q" eP•A

pressure reductions, the 1.6% void fractions and -15-
Fig. 3. Explosive wedge experiment. GPa bulk modulus of the explosive. The second

feature is the pressure excursions that follow the
stress relaxation. These arise from decomposition

T me __

74
3~ .

'af
Fig. 4. Typical streak-camera record from an explo-
sive wedlfe experiment. Time increases downward
and the upper scale shows the distance of the shock
from the impact face. The slope of the trace at right pwn 7WO (OS of "ft)

is proportional to the shock velocity during buildup Fig. 5. Typical impact.face pressure histories meas-
to detonatiokn ured with quartz gauges.
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near the impact face, and as expected, become shown earlier in Fig. 4 is typical of those obtained.
stronger and more rapid as the input shock strength is The linear cutoff trace indicates a nearly constant 4

increased, shock-front velocity and shock strength during
buildup, characteristic of high-density PETN (7).

The shock Hugoniot for 1.75-g/cm 3 was calculated Fitting of the distance-time data showed that shock
with the standard impedance-match method, using velocities during buildup were found to increase
the initial impact-face pressures, the accurately meas- slightly at input shock strengths above 1.8 GPa and to
ured projectile velocities, and the known Hugoniot decrease slightly with lower initial pressures. This
for x-cut quartz. The results are plotted in pressure- behavior has no semblance of the "single-curve
particle velocity space in Fig. 6. These data were buildup" (12) observed of most heterogeneous ex-
least-squares fitted to the usual linear shock velocity- plosives, including more porous PETN (13).
particle velocity form, with the shock velocity at zero
particle velocity held equal to the bulk sound speed. Input shock pressures for the wedge experiments
The resulting solid curve is seen to lie appro~riatelk were calculated by an impedance-match solution,
below and close to a Hugoniot for fully-dense PETN using the Hugoniot for 1.75-g/cm 3 PETN given in
(dashed curve) derive.l from high-pressure static ex- Fig. 6, the known Hugoniot for the aluminum alloy
periments (IIl. projectiles, and the projectile velocities. 'I he relation-

ship of distance to detonation to input shock strength
SHOCK BUILDUP TO DETONATION D = 20.4 p- 22 (D in mm, P In GPa) was fitted to the

data plotted in Fig. 7. Reasonable agreement is seen
Explosive wedge experiments were performed on with the previous such determinations on pressed

1.75-g/cm 3 PETN with input shock strengths ranging PETN (7,8). The arrows on the upper two data
from 1.5 to 2.6 GPa. The streak-camera record points indicate that the distance to detonation was

greater than the effective wedge thickness, and not
observed. The fitted curve should lie above these
points, but this would have required a more compli-
cated form, which was unjustified with the scattered
data,

Us 226 . 2.W1,u

Ps u 406vi

2 /1.72 gkMS
0 0

/ / Lo 7o~\~~ 4

0.8

23
0.8 1.0 Is5 Z 30 4.Preswe (OWo)

0 , M, 3 o4 (sFg. 7. Dependence of the distance to detonation on
ft Wof V. (WM4S) input shock strength for 1. 75-gl'cm3 PETN. Dark

Fig. 6. Shock Hugonlots for 1. 75.g/cmJ (solid curve) symbols Indicate shots in which the illumination
and fully dense PPM'N. j'ailed.
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The -20% scatter in the distances to detonation is In experiments where gauge locations were dupli-
almost as severe as in the previous investigation (7), cated, pressure maxima could vary by 20% and the
where input shock strengths were not so accurately risetimes differ by 0.3 js. This data scatter is corn-
determined. in this work, our method of calculating parable to that in the explosive wedge data, and is
shock strengths, while perhaps not absolutely believed due to the same cause. Some selection and
accurate, does not admit to significant scatter in that averaging of the data were necessary in defining pres-
parameter. The variations in distance to detonation, sure-field histories for the analysis described below.
and corresponding times to detonation, much exceed
experimental error, and must be actual irreproducibil- The "direct analysis" to complete the state history
ity in the initiation builddp. In high-density explo- during initiation involves alternate evaluations of
sives, buildup distances are well known to increase gradients of state variables and time integrations of
strongly with decreasing void fraction (1,7,8,12). the conservation relations (8,14). Given the pressure
Variations in initial pressing densities, particularly field p(h,t), in Lagranglan distance, h, and time, the
within a given sample, are the most likely explanation pressure gradients, ap/ah, are first evaluated and the
of the scatter. momentum equation integrated in time to determine

the particle velocity, u. This can be written:

DECOMPOSITION DYNAMICS DURING t
INITIATION u(h,t) = us(h) - ft dt' (1)

The embedded-Manganin-ga'ige data, supple-
mented with impact-face pressure histories obtained where Po is the initial density, the subscript s denotes
with both quartz and Manganin gauges, provide the evaluation at the shock front, and the integration is
principal information for assessing the thermo- along a particle path. Similar treatment of the mass
dynamic states and extent of the reaction during the conservation gives the compression, t= (I-po/p), as
buildup to detonation. Such data have been collected
at 1.5-, 1.9-, and 2.3-GPa input shock strengths, but au
for brevity our further discussion will be limited to /(h,t) = •s(h) - J dt' (2)
results with the intermediate pressure. Both observa- t
tions and interpretations in the other two cases are
quite similar to those presented.

Pressure histories typical of those obtained in
embedded Manganin gauge experiments are shown in
Fig. 8. The profiles consistently have a step increase, io
representing the shock arrival, followed by a rise to a
maximum pressure, and a subsequent decay. In most
cases the gauges were lost shortly after peak pressure
was attained, but in those instances in which they I
survived longer, a second pressure increase was re- .,

corded. Little increase is seen in the shock ampli- -
tudes as expected from the explosive wedge experi- .
ments. In a given experiment the pressure maxima
were consistently observed to increase with increasing a
gauge distance into the sample. The risetimes be-
tween shock arrivals and the pressure maxima de-
crease as the gauge depth is increased. 0 s Ls

no ofert WV (0e)

Despite good reproducibility of the observed Fig. 8. Typical pressure-time profiles from multiple
shock strengths, considerable shot-to-shot variation embedded Manganin-gauge experiments. Labels indi-
was seen in the later portions of the pressure profiles. cate gauge distances from the impact face.
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and the specific internal energy is forms; we used the Hugoniot of Ref. 11, and a calcu-
lated BKW isentrope (16), respectively, as the refer-

it ence curves for high-density PETN. Partially reacted
e(ht) = et(h) + p dt' . (3) states are calculated in HOM-SG with a "mix rule"

Pe Pos that partitions the energies in the solid and gas phases

in proportion to the offset of the mixture energy
from those on the Hugoniot and isentrope.

With the pressure, compression, and energy deter-
mined, the degree of reaction, X,, can be obtained The decomposition profiles obtained are sketched

from a complete p(Q,e,X) equation of state. in Fig. 10, covering the time period from 0.75 to 1.5
ps. Reaction in the first 1.5 mm occurs after an

In the analysis presented, we treated fifteen pres- - 0.7-ps induction time. Con,)arison with Fig. 9

sure records at six lcations, ranging from h = 0 to h- shows that a reaction front propagates with about

4.2 mm, during the period from 0 to 1.5 ps. (With shock velocity, and lags about 1 mm behind the

0.3 mm allowed for gauge thickness, buill',,p to shock. Unless this picture changes drastically in the

detonation is expected in 5.2 mm of run arid 1.67 0. 17 ps remaining to detonation, it is the overtaking

ps.) "Average" pressure histories at eDii location compressive wave, and not a reaction wave, that is

were idealized by assuming a step shock rise and responsible for the onset of detonation at the front.
fitting the data with polynomials; neither impact-face Concentrating on a specific position, it is seen that

stress relaxation nor the second pressure increases decomposition proceeds until partially complete, and

were considered. Shock-front positions and state
parameters were calculated using the Hugoniot given
earlier and the slight increase in velocity indicated by
the wedge experiments. Equations (1) through (3)
were numerically integrated, using mathematical a
cubic splines to connect the pressure at the gauge
sites and the shock front and to evaluate gradients at
each time cycle. At h = 0 the pressure gradient was
specified to give the correct particle velocity, known
from continuity conditions, the pressure history, and 4

the aluminum alloy isentrope.

The calculated pressure and compression profiles ,
are shown in Fig. 9. The pressure-distance curves 03 4 C- 12 1.60V

indicates reaction starting about 1 mm from the im- o

pact face, forming a pressure pulse which grows and 0s 4 -4

moves toward tie shock front. The front of this
pulse steepends with run, and should become a strong 2
shock by the time it reaches the 5.2-mm expected
distance to detonation. This Is in accordance with oJ
our earlier picture of the initiation buildup (7,8).
The compression profiles show that the decomposi-
tion causes an expansion near the impact face, and
that the front of the pressure pulse propagates as a

0 1
compressive wave. Both features result from the o a , s (

: pressure excursion occurring near the impact face.
p r eFig. 9. Calculated pressure-distance and compression-

Estimates of decomposition were made by inter- distance profiles for a 1. 9-GPa shock into 1. 75-g/cm3

polating the calculated p, t, and e values into a tabu- PETN. Labels on the pressure curves denote the time

lation of Mader's HOM-SG equation of state (15). after impact. The 1.5-ps curves are cut off at 2.1 mm
This formulation represents both the unreacted ex- because of the loss of late-time data near the impact
plosive and fully reacted products with Mle-Grineisen face.
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Fig. 10. Calculated reaction profiles.

then slows down or ceases. This is seen better in Fig. 0- 0j; LA O IL

11, where reaction rates (dashed curves) are com- TIm e~a b (pe)

pared with the pressure histories at the impact face Fig. 11. Pressure histories and calculated reaction
and two millimeters into the sample. If our observa- rates at the impact face and at 2-mm depth.
tions and calculations are to be believed, a spontane.
ous and abrupt reduction in reaction rate occurs
while the pressure is still increasing, and is responsible
for the pressure maxima recorded. increased reaction at explosive-inert interfaces. Argu.

ing against the first explanation are the consistent
occurrence of the pressure maxima, their recording

DISCUSSION with better insulated Manganin gauges (10) and
quartz gauges (Fig. 7, Ref. 8), and the second increase

We at first believed that the observed pressure in pressure sometimes observed. Sound speeds ex-
maxima might not represent such unusual reaction ceeding 12 mm/Ms would be necessary for side rare-
kinetics, but rather that a reasonable reaction rate factions to reach the gauges in their usual central
was sustained, and the pressure decrease occurred locations, and tests with off-center gauges gave no
because the material became highly expanded. [low- indication of such unrealistic conditions. The most
ever, if the thermodynamic states are assumed to vary likely experimental defect is greatly enhanced de-
uniformly between gauge locations (see below), the composition at explosive-gauge interfaces. This viola-
fluid dynamics of the experimental configuration will tion of our assumed-uniform variations of state condi-
not allow the expansions required. The direct analy- tions would allow complete reaction in localized
sis was rather sensitive to the selection and fitting of regions to produce the pressure nmaxima. This conjec.
data, but alterations in these parameters only ture will receive further experimental study.
modestly change the decomposition attained when
reaction is interrupted. Similarly, different choices of Should our measurements prove correct, they
mix rules for the assumed equation of state can alter imply that more complex reaction rate dependencies
the decomposition attained, but the unreacted and are needed for computer simulation of the initiation
fully reacted state configurations are wcrl defined, of high-density PETN. The previously cited theories
and the interpretation does not change. If the sur- (2-6) all explicitly or implicitly incorporate reaction
mised reaction behavior is invalid, the observations, rates that increase monotonically with pressure.
and not the calculations, are at fault. While these rate laws can be adjusted to match the

pressure increases we observe, the pressure maxima
Possible experimental artifacts include electrical under partially reacted conditions cannot be

conductivity at the gauges, side rarefactions, and simulated.
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In two cases where the pressure maxima were by preshock remain inadequately treated by theory.
either ignored or above the practical gauge range, The property of heterogeneity dominates the initia-
records from our quartz-gauge front-back experi- tion of solid explosives, and we believe that some
ments have been modeled with numerical hydro- parameter representing this property, such as the
codes. Pressure excursions derived from observations porosity, must be added to the usual thermodynamic
on 1.7-g/cm 3 PETN were matched using an Arrehnius state variables now employed in theory. The model
rate law with arbitrarily chosen constants (6,8), and a outlined above is but one such alternative to the
more recent treatment with the "Forest Fire" rate current, essentially empirical, treatments.
dependency (3,4) reproduced target-gauge records on
1.75-g/cm 3 PETN (17). 'As well as not predicting
pressure maxima under partially reacted conditions, ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
both simulations had other limitations. The first
calculation gave too much pressure increase (too fast We greatly appreciate the expert technical assist-
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initiation is a common failing of computer simula-
tions.
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NOTE ADDED IN PROOF

The "interrupted decomposition" at partially Recently, we have repeated the experiment on
reacted states was shown above to result from the 1.75-g/cm 3 PETN depicted in Fig. 8, using thicker
relatively low pressure maxima observed with the plastic sheathing, and again found that higfier pres-
embedded-Manganin gauges, and the possibility that sure maxima were recorded. We expect that further
these maxima were an artifact of a higldy consistent tests will eliminate the notion of interrupted decom-

,gauge failure was recognized. Since the Symposium, position in high-density PETN, but that such features
evidence has accumulated that such an anomaly and as an induction time for appreciable decomposition
misinterpretation occurs. In similar studies on PBX- and a transition to detonation by an unreactive,
9404, both Cochran and coworkers at Lawrence' compressive wave should remain valid. These aspects
Livermore Laboratory and we have found that of the initiation of heterogeneous explosive still
increased plastic electrical insulation on the embedded present currently unmet demands on its computer
gauges gave higher pressures and longer gauge life. simulations and the physical characterization of hot-
The direct analysis of our newer PBX-9404 data gave spots, but elimination of the interrupted decomposi.
no indication of interrupted decomposition. tion should simplify the task of finding realistic

models. 4 April 1977
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ON SHOCK WAVE EXPLOSIVE DECOMPOSITION

A. N. Dremin, K. K. Shvedov
Institute of Chemical Physics Academy i

of Sciences USSR, Chemogolovka, Moscow
Region, 142432, USSR

The registration of the inert material-explosive interface under vario"s shock waves
of rectangular profile has been proposed as the observation method of the character
of shock wave condense explosive decomposition. Liquid and cast charges of TNT
as well as TNT and hexogen charges of loose density filled with different gases or :4
liquids have beer. ,vevftigated. It has been shown that the gases' nature and their
initial pressure (from 0. 1 to 10 atm) do not affect the loose density charges de-
composition character. There are two regions of the shock pressure for all charges 4
investigated. The explosives' decomposition character in these two regions is differ-
ent. A homogeneous thermal explosion seems to occur at higher pressures but the
reaction processes in individual "hot spots" are responsible for the decomposition
at low pressures. An alteration of the decomposition character takes place in a
narrow range of pressures. It depends on the explosive state (liquid or solid) and
the explosive particles structure.

For further progress of the explosive detonation sives has been obtained at the investigation of shock
theory it is necessary to investigate shock wave con- to detonation transition process; shock front veloci-
d&nse explosive decomposition. There are few quan- ties and partical velocity profiles have been measured
titative data on the subject involved at present, in during the investigation. It has been observed that
essence they ar. concerned with the registration of the change of the shock wave parameters is different
the chemical spike of normal detonation. Some in- for various charges (liquid, cast, bulk) in the transi-
formation on condense explosives decomposition tion process. The diffeence is caused by the charges'
under shock waves of low intensity has been obtained decomposition mechanism characteristics. The mech-

Sat the investigation of the shock initiation of detona- anism depends on many factors. The elucidation of
F. tion mechanism. The information was qualitative. It some of their effects is the subject matter of the
* has been found that liquid explosives decomposition paper. The registration of the Inert material-explosive

follows the pattern of a homogeneous thermal explo- interface motion has been proposed (3) to investigate
sion, but solid heterogeneous explosives decomposi- the effect of the factors on the decomposition charac-
tion is due to reaction processes in individual "hot ter. However, the use of shock to detonation transi-
spots" (1,2). The investigation of the shock wave tion process registration would be a very labour-
solid explosive decomposition mechanism involves consuming procedure in the investigation involved.
considerable difficulties. Because of the explosives The main investigations have been carried out with
being opaque, it is difficult to observe the decomposi- TNT and hexogen charges.
tion process. The decomposition process itself is
extremely complicated due to initial physical hetero- The test set-up measurement of the inert material-
geneity of charges. The information for solid explo- explosive interface velocity u(t) with the electro-
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magnetic probe is shown in Fig. 1. Rectangular pro- (8) for powder hexogen of loose charge density 1.0 41

files different shock waves of a - 6 Ps duration have g/cm 3 .
been applied, the obsefvation time being 2 - 3 ps.

D = (l.5 +2.3 u) km/s

The u(t) depends on explosives decomposition

character. If the decomposition does not take place, (obtained at the investigation) for powder hexogen
the u(t) profile will be rectangular similar to that for filled with water at initial charge density 1.43 g/cm 3 .
inert material. The decomposition causes pressure
increase and decelerates the inert-explosive interface. Some oscillograms of the u(t) are shown in Fig. 2
The degree of the u deceleration provides a qualita- to demonstrate the method's potentiality. The
tive information on explosives decomposition in- oscillogramn (a) corresponds to the experiments when
tensity. To calculate the pressu,'e in the explosives explosive has been substituted by acetone and the
the initial values of the interface velozities and the shock pressure equals 8 kbar. Once can see that the
explosives shock adiabats have been used. The shock shock wave profile is in fact rectangular for inert
adiabats we have used are the following: material. The oscillogram (b) is for liquid TNT; the

shock pressure equals 100 kbar. The shock wave
D = (2.0 + 1.68 u) km/s rectangular profile indicates that liquid TNT behavior

at the pressure is similar to that of inert substance.
(4) for liquid TNT at 85 900 C (here D is shock The oscillogram (c) is for powder hexogen charge
velocity and u-particle velocity). (particle size equals approximately 0.25 mm) with

the density of 1.0 g/cm 3 ; the shock pressure is 9
D - (2.16 + 2.24 u) km/s hbar. The gradual decrease of the u shows that

powuer hexogen even at this low shock pressure starts
(5) for cast TNT at initial charge density of 1.62 to decompose at the moment of shock entrance. The
g/cm 3 . oscillogram (d) is for liquid TNT at 155 kbar shock

pressure. The rapid decrease of the interface velocity
D = (1.5 + 2.36 u) km/s indicates that liquid TNT explodes at the moment of

the shock entrance. It should be noted that for all
(6) for TNT filled with water at initial charge density the charges investigated, one of the oscillograms pre-
of 1.31 g/cm 3 . sented has been registered at various shock pressures.

D = (0.3 + 1.75 u) km/s

(7) for powder TNT of loose charge density 0.9
g/CM 3.

D =(0.4 + 2.0Ou) km/s

ea b

A 61

0 Tct-rnmag netie W 0

L- n trt materi

Fig. 1. Fig.2.
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Liquid and cast TNT. Textolite has been used as experiments at 155 kbar, tie u(t) dependcnces of
an inert material in the liquid TNT (85 + 900C) ex- similar charL,,ter are observed. A slight decrease of
periments whereas paraffin has been used in the cast the u(t) initial part width has been observed at the
TNT experiments. The diagrams of the u(t) for ,ari- shock pressure increase. It must be noted that the
ous shock pressures in liquid (a) and cast (b) TNT are change of the u(t) dependence character occurs in a
shown in Fig. 3. Figures in the diagrams represent narrow interval of pressures. The oscillograms
the shock pressure vallies at the interface. One can without an abrupt initial decrease of the u have been
see that liquid TNT at 120 kbar does not start to perfectly reproduced at the pressures below 110 kbar
decompose in one us and at 155 kbar, it explodes or equal to. The oscillograms with the abrupt initial
without any time delay. decrease have been perfectly registered either at the

pressures equal to or more than 130 kbar. Both
The gradual practically linear decrease of the u for types of oscillograms have been observed at the inter-

the registration time is observed in the cast TNT mediate pressures.
experiments up to 120 kbar. This character of the
cast TNT interface velocity dependence differs from Filled TNT and hexogen charges. Paraffin has been
that of liquid TNT. In the cast TNT txpeiiments at used as inert material in the experiments with the
pressures more than 120 kbar and in the liquid TNT TNT and hexogen charges filled with water.

Figure 4 shows the data (a) for TNT, (b) for
hexogen. The TNT charge density was approxi- 1

21 *mately 1.31 g/cm 3 . Figures in circles mark the
u(t) dependences for the TNT charges of different
size and density particles: 1,3,5-the particles of 1.54
+1.57 g/cm 3 density and 2+ 3 mm size; 2-1.0 mm
size and of the same particles density; 4-the particles
of 1.64-1.65 g/cm 3 density and 2 + 3 mm size. The

02 hexogen charges filled with water have 1.43 g/cm 3

",, density and the particle size of 0.3 + 0.5 mm.

The oscillogram with the abrupt initial decrease of
the u for the TNT charges with the particles of 1.54 +
1.57 g/cm 3 density has been obtained at 110 kbar,

so U the initial abrupt decrease of the u being registered InS03 .U2 0.6 ps time interval. It must be emphasized that the
> initial abrupt decrease of the u has not been observed

b for the TNT charges with the particles of 1.64 + 1.65

1tmh0 g/Cm3 density at Ie10 kbar.

S 54- The minimal pressure when the Initial abrupt de-
1 5 crease occurs has not depended upon the filler nature

"in the TNT charges the same kind of particles. To
illustrate this fact the TNT particles of 1.54 + 1.57
g/cm 3 have been chosen for the experiments. The
charges have been filled with water, paraffin, and
carbon tetrachlorate. Approximately 110 kbar mini-
mal pressure has been registered for all the fillers
used. But for all the charges the initial abrupt de-

0 '"crease of the u has not been registered at the shock
S0 1.0 t. pressure lower than 100 kbar in time of registration.ti.me t In this pressure region the change of the particles

sizes by 2 + 3 times does not affect the u(t) depen-

Fig. 3. dences incline (see Fig. 4a: 1,2).
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The u(t) dependence for the hexogen charges filled particle size was 0.87 g/cm 3 and the other hexogen
with water were qualitatively similar to those of the charges had 1.0 g/ci 3 density. Figure 5 shows the
TNT charges. The initial abrupt decrease of the u paraffin-explosives interface velocity dependences on
appears at the shock pressure some 200 kbar for the time for TNT (a) and hexogen (b) at different shock
charges filled with water and at 3ome 220 kbar for pressures. The hexogen particles of 0.25 mm size was
the charges filled with carbon tetrachlorate. These for all the data presented in Fig. 5.
pressures are considerably more than those of the
TNT charges (-110 kbar). The figure shows that the u(t) dependences for

TNT are the direct lines slightly inclined, a tendency
TNT and hexogen charges of loose density. The to some incline increase being observed as the pres-

TNT charges of 0.9 g/cm3 density were prepared sure increases. The abrupt decrease of the u has been
from the spherical particles of 1.54 + 1.57 g/cm3  registered at 68 kbar for 0.5-pus time interval.
density and 2+ 3 mm diameter. The hexogen parti-
cles of 1.8 g/cm 3 density had irregular shape and 1.0, The initial parts of the breaking curves (tc time)
0.25, 0.06 mm characteristic sizes, respectively. The have a convex shape for the hexogen charges at 10
density of hexogen charges prepared of 0.06 mm 31 kbar. The convex shape obviously indicates the
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decomposition acceleration. It must be mentioned dioxide at 10 + 12 atm; triangular light points to
that the u(t) of the convex shape transforms to the carbon dioxide at I atm. The fact that all the points
u(t) of the triangular shape at the pressure increase. fail on one curve means that the decomposition
The transition pressure was about 40 kbar and did character does not actually depend on the nature and
not depend on the particles size, but the characteris- initial pressure of the gases in pores. The data on
tic time t, did. Figure 6 shows that the dependence shock initiation of detonation confirm the conclu-
extent changes at the different pressures. The parti- sion. It has been found that the critical shock pres-
cle size considerably affects the tc value in the region sure to initiate detonation also does not depend on
of low pressures (-10 kbar) but it does not affect the gases nature (3).
pressures as high as 50 kbar. It is interesting to note
that the normal detonation reaction time values (the The data obtained in the present paper enable one
points at 190 kbar) coincide with the t, value ob- to make some consideration on condense explosives
tained by the data extrapolation to the detonation decomposition mechanism in shock and detonation
pressure. waves. Two shock pressure regions of the different

kind of the breaking curves have been revealed for all
The strong hexogen particle size influence on the the charges investigated. The various factors' in.

t, value at low pressures could be accounted for by fluence on the breaking curves in these regions differs
the action of hot gases in pores. Special experiments either. The regions are divided by an interval of
to verify the assumption have been carried out. The shock pressure. The interval is different for the vari-
decomposition of the TNT, hexogen, and tetryl ous charges. For most of the charges studied the
charges filled with different gases (air, argon, and carbon interval is small in comparison with the pressure
dioxide) have been investigated. The breaking curves values and therefore the two pressure regions can be
within the experimental accuracy limits turned out to conditionally divided by some pressure P*. The P*
be similar for all the gases used. The change of the pressure is the average In the interval.
gases' Initial pressure in pores did not give rise to a
marked alteration of the breaking curves (9). Figure In the shock pressure region below P* the inter-
7 shows the relative interface velocity u(t)/uo for the face velocity is characterized by a gradual decrease
hexogen charges (the hexogen particles size-0.25 mm with time for the heterogeneous solid explosives. The
and the shock pressure-9 kbar), where uo is the decrease depends upon many factors. Shock explo-
initial interface velocity value. The black circle sives heating In the region is obviously insufficient to
points correspond to the experiments with air in cause a homogeneous explosives decomposition reac-
pores at I atm pressure; light circle points to air at tion in the registration time. However, as the inter-
0.05 mm Hg; triangular black points to carbon face breaking starts at the moment the shock en-

ters the explosives, one can conclude that the explo-
sives decomposition process begins also at this very

partcit size u
U CU

>6

.- D tt t

C30. 01
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Fig. 6, Fig. 7.
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F moment and is due to the reaction in individual "hot abrupt initial (0.5 + 0.7 jus) decrease of the u. The 4
spots." Some reasonable assumptions on the "hot explosives particles size, the fillers nature, and shock
spots" origin have been offered in literature. They wave amplitude slightly affect the interface breaking
can be divided in two groups: (1) It is the heating of curves and the time of an abrupt decrease of the u.
explosives particles by a hot medium among the parti- Slight influence of these factors on the charges de-
cles that is considered the main cause of initiating the tonation wave reaction time has been noted earlier
decomposition. (2) It is nonhomogeneous shock (1). From the data obtained it follows that the vari-
heating of the very explosives that is thought to be ous factors slight influence on the explosives decom-
the main cause of initiating the reaction. From our position time is observed at the shock pressures
standpoint, the former is not correct. The breaking markedly less than that of the shock front of the
curves independence on the gases nature and their detonation waves P1 at the charges diameters near the
initial pressure in pores as well as the independence critical ones; that is, P* is always less than P1. So for
of P* on the nature of fillers mean that the shock liquid TNT P* is 135 kbar and P1 is 250 kbar; for cast
heating of the media among the particles is, in fact, TNT P* is 120 kbar and P1 is 190 kbar; for the filled
not the principal cause of the initiation and the de- TNT charges P* is 110 kbar and P1 is 120 kbar; for
composition reaction process under the shock waves the TNT charges of loose density P* is 70 kbar and P1
investigated. As to the latter, we consider it to be is 80 kbar; for the filled hexogen charges P* is 210
correct; the data confirm that. From our data fol- kbar and PI is 240 kbar.
lows that the u(t) is the function of the explosives
particle size and their structure in a large scale. The strong initial interface breaking indicates a

rapid explosives decomposition into the products
characteristic of detonation. This conclusion is con- ,

The breaking curves character depends on the "hot filmed by the coincidence of the states corresponding
spots" quantity, on the reaction progress in the "hot to the point of an abrupt change of the breaking
spots" as well as on the reaction spreading over the curve with the states on the detonation products
explosive matter. Therefore, the interface breaking isoentropy curve. The calculation of the transition
registration can be applied as a method of deter- process of the shock waves from the inert barrier
mining relative sensitivity of various kinds of charges directly into the detonation products provides the
to reaction shock initiation. For all the charges con- detonation products states.
cerned the experiments should be performed under
the same conditions; that is, the same amplitude and The explosives solid charges decomposition pre-
shock wave profile, as well as the same material of sumably follows the adiabatic explosion mechanism
inert barrier, should be observed. For our experi- at pressures more than P*. It is the similarity of the
ments the amonium nitrate, TNT, tetryl, hexogen, breaking curves for heterogeneous solid charges to
and PETN charges have been chosen. The shock wave those of homogeneous liquid explosives that is the
amplitude was 10 + 12 kbar and the barrier was made background for this conclusion.
of paraffin. The ratio of the u to the u, value has
been determined in 2 ps after the shock wave front The difference of the decomposition character at
enters the charges. The less the value, the more sensi- high and low shock pressures is probably due to the
tive explosive to which the value corresponds. As a peculiarity of the hot spots shock generation process.
result the following sensitivity succession has been It is not improbable that the number of the hot spots
obtained: ammonium nitrate-0.99, TNT-0.94; increases in such a manner that at the pressures more
tetryl-0.79, hexogen-0.76, PETN-.0.39. It must be than P* their concentration becomes so high that the
noted that the sensitivity succession coincides with temperature nonuniformitles caused by them dis-
the mechanical impact sensitivity succession for these appear earlier than the marked explosive fraction has
explosives (9). The coincidence obviously indicates reacted. However, it is not excluded that similar
that similar processes in the explosives are involved in behavior of heterogeneous solid explosives and homo-
weak shock and mechanical impacts action. geneous liquid explosives at pressures more than P*

does not indicate that the temperature non-
The breaking curves are similar for all the charges uniformities in solid explosives disappear. On the

investigated at the pressures more than the P* value, contrary, it indicates that temperature nonuniformn-
It has been found that a gradual decrease followed an ties originate In liquid explosives. On the other hand,
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as the decomposition time depends little on the shock A. W. Campbell, W. C. Davis, J. B. Ramsay and
pressure at the pressures more than P*, the decompo- J. R. Travis, Phys. Fluids, Vol. 4, No. 2, 511,
sition process is, presumably, of non-temperature 1961.
nature. The non-temperature nature can be due to
the shock compression features' influence on the 3. S. A. Koldunov, K. K. Shvedov, A. N. Dremin,
explosive decomposition kinetics (high pressure, "Shock Wave Decomposition of Porous Explo.
tremendous rates of loading, etc.). sives," Fiz. Gor. i Vzr., No. 2, pp. 295-304,

1973.
Thus, from the data in question, it follows that the

solid explosives decomposition mechanisms at the 4. W. B. Garn, "Determination of the Unreacted
shock pressures more than P* and less than P* are of a Hugoniot for Liquid TNT," J. Chem. Phys., Vol.
qualitatively different nature and, therefore, one can 30, No. 3, pp. 819-826.
not advance a unified theory for the full scale of
shock pressures. S. A. N. Dremin, S. A. Koldunov, "Shock Initiation

of Detonation in Cast and Pressed TNT,"The data on shock explosives decomposition for- Vzrivnoe Delo, No. 63/20, 37-50, Moscow,
mal kinetics are of interest for some problems. In Nedra, 1967.
spite of some difficulties, such data can probably be
obtained by applying mathematical treatment to the 6, K. K. Shvedov, A. N. Dremin, A. L.Krivchenko,
results measured by the method suggested in the N. A. Murashova, V. S. Kozlov, "Shock Initiation
investigation, of Detonation in Granular TNT Filled with

Water," Fiz. Gor. i Vzr., No. 4, pp. 561-568,
1974.
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INVESTIGATION OF SOME CAST TNT PROPERTIES AT
LOW TEMPERATURES

V. M. Titov, V. V. Sil'vestrov, V. V. Kratsov, I. A. Stadnituhenko
Institute of Hydrodynamics

Siberian Division of the USSR Academy of Sciences
Novoslbirsk 630090, USSR

Critical diameter and shock initiation threshold are determined for cast TNT at ini-
tial explosive temperatures of 291, 77.4, and 20.40K. The data on the initiation
threshold are obtained in divergent shock geometry (gap test). Trotyl is found to
be less shock sensitive at reduced initial temperatures. However, the critical diamn-
eter decreases from 15 mm at 2912K to 11 mm at 20.40K. It is shown that this is
connected with the considerable irreversible change in physical-mechanical struc-
ture of cast TNT at a decrease in temperature. The chemical reaction zone length
calculated from the detonation velocity dependence on the charge diameter accord- .!
ing to the curved front theory increases by a factor of 1.5. In this case the ideal
detonation velocity increases not more than by 1% while the explosive density in-
creases by about 5% with initial temperature decrease. It Is shown that the simple
kinetic representations developed for homogeneous explosives are not suitable to
describe the changes in the reaction zone length and in the critical diameter. The
notion of critical initiation energy proposed for heterogeneous explosives Is made
more accurate. kffect of initial temperature on the initiation threshold is analysed
using the introduced notion of critical initiation power for explosives.

INTRODUCTION Therefore, a systematic study of the influence of dif-
ferent factors including also To on the critical condi-

The influence of a low initial temperature (T.) on tions of ignition and propagation of detonation are
detonation limits of cast TNT is studied in this paper, likely to make a certain contribution to an under-
relative to the fact that in a series of experiments standing of these phenomena.
some explosives are used at the boiling temperature
of liquid nitrogen and liquid hydrogen (1). It mckes There are only some papers dealing with the char-
sense for the proper design of explosive devices as acteristics of heterogeneous explosives at low initial
well as for the development of theoretical models of temperatures. In paper (5) it was observed that the
the initiation process and the detonation propagation. critical diameter (d,) of powdered TNT with initial
The effect of variation in initial temperature for density po 1 g/cc increased to 10 mm with decreas-
homogeneous explosives can be described by differ- ing To to -193 0C (at To = 75"C, d, = 5.5 mm). Au-
ent models based on the thermal explosion theory thors associated these results with the fact that the re-
(TET). In these models the typical reaction time and action rate decreases at reduced T. of matter. In
related values depend upon To (2-4). However, the (6,7) the increase in the chemical reaction time was
predictions of these theories for heterogeneous explc observed by the electromagnetic technique: for cast
sives do not agree with experimental results (5-7). RDX/TNT 50/50 the reaction time increased by a
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factor of 1,5 at To 77 - 20.40K; for powdered the effect of initial temperature on the initiation4
(I g/cc) and cast (1.62 g/cc) TNT it increased, ap- threshold. The internal thermal energy of an explo-
proximately, by a factor of 2 at To = l4O0 K. But in sive sample in the initial state which is determined by
this case the steady state detonation parameters its specific heat and initial temperature has been in-
changed only slightly. Calculation of the induction cluded Into consideration, additionally. The data (8)
time change of the adiabatic thermal explosion with at elevated To and the data of this work at reduced
the "low"-temperature kinetic parameters for TNT T. have been analysed on the basis of this hypothesis.
(4) showed that the decrease in temperature T, by Calculated data are in satisfactory agreement with
150-2500 at a level of 11l00- 13000K must result in measured values of Pi.
the reaction time increase at least by an order of mag-
nitude (here T. is the shock initial temperature be-
hind the front of the shock preceding the reaction EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

zone).Cast TNT was chosen for the present work because
If the value of a cri tical diameter is proportional to it has received the most study. Moreover, it is cast-

the reaction time (,r,) at a charge diameter d = dc and able material and hence can provide charges which are
the Ideal detonation reaction time (,r,) is a good ap- approximate In the degree of physical homogeneity
proximation for Tc one should expect the increase in to homogeneous explosives, i.e. it should be expected
d.cfor both powdered and cast TNT. According to that the conclusions of the thermal explosion theory
(5,7) a satisfactory agreement between the change in are mote widely applicable to cast TNT than to other
d., and experimentally determilned T1 occurs for pow- heterogeneous explosives (pressed, powdered, mixed).
dered TNT. As will be shown below, for cast TNT Charges we~re made of creamed TNT with 1 00/o pow-
even a qualitative agreement does not take place: the der addition and with rapid cooling and continuous
reaction time increases, but the critical diameter de- mixing. Castings had a uniform fine-crstalline struc-
creases. ture at a density of 1.615 g/cm3. At low initial tem-

peratures a density was determined by the precision
The influence of the initial temperature on the Ini- weighing of the explosive samples In liquid nitrogen

tiation threshold (Pi) was studied in a series of works, or liquid hydrogen. The densities of liquid gases
however, the quantitative data are few in number. under I atm and at the boiling point were assumed to
The main conclusion of these papers is that shock be equal to 0.808 g/cm 3 for nitrogen and to 0.071
sensitivity of explosive increases at elevated T,. g/cm 3 for hydrogen (12).
Qualitatively, this conclusion is clear as under pre-
heating the bulk shock heating temperature of the The detonation velocity (D) as a fUnction of
test explosive increases at the shock pressure of the charge diameter was measured by means of pins
same magnitude, and the induction time in TET oc- placed in -five positions down a cylindrical charge in
curs to be the extremely sensitive function of temper a 0.2 mm paper confinement. The charge diameter
ature. For heterogeneous explosives the shock heat- varied from 8 mm to 56 mm. In ail the experiments a
ing is small, and therefore it should be supposed that powerful hexolite booster was used, the parameters

a T. would Influence sufficiently on the initiation being determined in the steady state detonation re-
threshold. However, the presence of hot spots, ice., gime. The charge length with diameter close to the
localized regions of high temperature, reduces this critical one was equal to (10+ 12)d. Time intervals
effect. In (8) an attempt was made to relate the hot were measured by four 100-MHz digital chrono-
spot temperature to dynamical properties of the in- graphs. The detonation velocity was determined with
put shock and T.. This made It possible to calculate an accuracy better than 0.5%. In the low tempera-
the chemical induction time from measured shock ture experiments the charge was placed inside a styro-
pressure. However, a quantitative explanation of P1  foam case. Immediately before the firing liquid gas
vs To was absent. was poured off.

In this paper on tL., basis of the notion of critical The scheme of the test used to determine the
initiation energy introduced in (9) for heterogeneous shock sensitivity is shown In Fig. 1. It is a conven-
explosives and analysed for some explosives In (10,11) tional gap test with a 1.61 g/cm3 cast trotyl donor
the attempt has been made to describe quantitatively (5 cm in diameter, 5 cm long) and a plane wave lens.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the gap test and typical resistance probe oscillograms,.

A 5.4-cm-diameter polymethyl roethacrylate attenua- (14). For this purpose a 10 mu aluminum layer was
tor separates a donor from the test charge. The ac- sprayed on the attenuator bottom, and this layer 4

ceptor explosive (3.8 cm diameter, 10 cm long) has a served as a grounded electrode. A measuring plexiglas
confinement of a steel sleeve (3.8 cm ID, 5.4 cm OD), plate (1 cm diameter, 1.2 mm thickness) was put
thus an equivalent diameter of the acceptor is approx- against it, and the run time of shock through the
imately equal to 9.6 cm. A mild steel witness plate plate was measured. These experiments were carried
and a resistance probe are used in every shot to deter- out at 2910 K, and it was assumed that Pg, at the
mine ignition and failure. The usage of the resistance fixed cap length, didn't depend on the initial temper-
probe is expilned by the fact that at low initial temper- ature. Then the 50% pressure at the end of the gap
atures a toughness of the witness material sufficiently was converted to the initiating pressure transmitted
decreases and therefore the degree of witness destruc- to the explosive by use of the Hugoniots of the plexi-
tion can't serve as a reliable indicator of high-velocity glas and cast TNT which were determined at normal
detonation. The use of the resistance probe analo- temperature (15):
gous to that described in (13) with impulsive constant
current supply, visualizing the initiating shock trajec- plexiglas, pf = 1.18 g/cc, U - 2.56 + 1.69 u
tory on the screen of a storage oscilloscope allows for 0.54 < u < 1.42
easily to distinguish initiation or failure, and to ob- cast TNT, p0 = 1.614 g/cc, U = 2.39 + 2.05 u
tain additionally the initiation distance, character of for 0.32 < u < 1.48

the shock-to-detonation transition, mean velocity of
the reactive wave (Fig. 1). The input shock ampli- where U is the shock velocity in mm//usec, u is the
tude is varied by varying the gap length. Data for ob- particle velocity in mm/lsec. Hugoniot data were

not corrected for the changes in To, because for
taining the 50% initiation threshold were gathered in
the "up-down" procedure. In the low temperature trotyl it does not make sense: at reduced To ard at
experiments an assembly was placed in a styrofoam the same shock amplitude the explosive occurs to be

case filled with liquid gas. Immediately before the more inert matter than at normal To. The use of un-
corrected explosive Hugonlot results in the increase infiring th e donor w as put on th e attenuator, and ath ca ul ed v ue o P, t t e r d c d T . U s n

level of liquid was situated near the gap/acceptor the calculated value of P1 at the reduced To. Using
interface. the calculated Hugoniot for the unreacted TNT pre-

sented in paper (16, Fig. 3), one can estimate this ef-
Gap pressure (Pg) at the 50% gap length is meas- fect: the resulting error at the highest pressure (-60

ured using a shock polarization effect of plexiglas kbar) is not in excess of 3+ 5 kbar.
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RESUILTS RESULI• Ax/x=' (ApPol) =1.7 •10-2

The detonation velocity as a function of charge 1
diameter, initial density and a series of other calcu- This estimate permits to make correction of the meas-
lated values at different T. are presented in Fig. 2 ured detonation velocities. The data of Table I show
and Table I. Ideal detonation velocity (D1 ) and re- that the detonation velocity and detonation pressure

for both ideal and non-ideal regimes differ only
slightly from the analogous parameters at 291 OK
what is in good agreement with the results of papers

o-,,u ~'(6,7). Measured change in Di is sufficiently less than
it could be supposed from the increase of the initial
explosive density from the linear dependence D(po)

,.,with the proportionality factor of 3230 m * cc/g * sec
determined at normal conditions. Instead of the sup-
posed increase in Di approximately by 300 m/sec, the
increase only by 50 rn/soc was measured. This is ob-

1d 0,0 (,viously connected with the chemical equilibrium shift

Fig. 2. Detonation velocity vs Inverse diameter for of explosive decomposition resulting In the change in

cast TNT at various initial temperatures. The values a quantitative composition of detonation products

of D at 77.40 K and 20.4°K are not corrected for the and chemical energy of the detonation reaction.

change of the measurement base. Solid lines repre- The increase in the reaction zone length approxi-
sent D against lid at 291OK and 20.40K according to mately by a factor of 1.5, and, respectively, in reac-
the curved front theory. tion time vs T. is in agreement with (6,7), but, in the

same time, it is much less than we could expect from

action zone length (a,) are computed from Eyring's the thermal explosion theory. Probably, it Is ex-

curved front theory. Reaction time is assumed to be plained by the weak dependence of reaction time on

approximately equal to 4 ao/3D,. According to (2) detonation pressure, and, consequently, on T, for
the polytropic exponent n of detonation products TNT (2). This can be explained by the following (7):

for cast TNT was assumed to be equal to 4.5 near the
limit of steady state detonation. Therefore, the deto- 1. Kinetic constants change under detonation
nation pressure at d. was calculated from the rela- pressures. It is noted, however, that according to
tionship (18) kinetic constants for TNT do not change at

static pressures up to 50 kbar in the temperature
P 2 _0.182 P 2 range of 500 + 7000 K, and the reaction of low TNT

- + I 0  decomposition is of the zeroth order.

The discrepancy between the data obtained at normal 2. Reaction time in solid TNT detonation wave is
temperature and those presented in (10,17) is ex- defined by not T., but by the final decomposition
plained by the difference in the production technique stages weakly dependent on initial temperature.
of cast TNT: the solidification and addition of the
fine TNT powder to the melt results in the formation 3. Dynamical loads influence specifically on de-
of many crystallization centers, and, respectively, to composition kinetic of solid explosives. From our
the decrease in the reaction zone length and in the point of view, however, the usage of the dependence
initiation threshold (Table I and Table 2). of induction time on T. according to TET is not a

"correct way in estimating r. vs T, for heterogeneous
The change in po at the temperature decrease ac- explosives. It is connected with the s .altstical charac-

counts for 5% what Is in agreement with the calcu- ter of the formation of hot spots and with their inter-
lated value (7) and allows to estimate the change in action one another, what makes thOs process more
the measurement base (xo) assuming that the thermal complicated, and, besides, makes impossible the usage
contraction of explosive is isotropic: of simple relations of TET which are suitable only for
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TABLE 1

Summarized Data for TNT on Propagation of Detonation at Various Initial Temperatures

T Po Di a I r dc Dc Pc
g/cc mm/tisec mm Jusec mm mm/lusec (D/i)J kbar

291 1.615 6.97 0.42 0.08 15 6.68 0.96 131

77.4* 1.70 6.99 0.55 0.105 <8 - - -

20.4 1.71 7.00 0.62 0.12 11 6.64 0.95 137

*In calculating Di and a. at 77.4°K the values of detonation velocity at only d > 12 mm were used, because at d =8 mm and 10
mm the large departures of the data from calculated line were observed.

TABLE 2

Gap Test Shock Sensitivity Data for Cast TNT at Various Initial Temperatures

To H5 0 ± 95% AH P9 Pi,*exp l,calc Eo E"** E'/l"**
kK mm kbar kbar bar jAg j/cm2 jsec j/cm 2 Asec

291 47.8 ± 0.9 24 28 28 265 217 70

77.4 33 ± 0.6 47 57 52 22 248 233

20.4 33.3 1 0.6 47 57 55 0.2 235 233

average E"= 233 + 15

*Determination accuracy of the experimental P, accounts for ± 10%.
**Values of Or/ and E" are calculated for experimental values of PP.

describing the development process of a single hot experiments were carried out at 29 1OK with the cast
spot. It will be shown below how one can estimate fine-crystalline TNT, pre-cooled up to 77.40 K the
the maximum change in T, vs To without using the charge diameters being 12 and 10 mm. The steady
notions of TET. state detonation was registered with the velocities of

6.87 and 6.84 km/sec, respectively. As far as these
As stated in the introduction, the existing theories diameters are less than the critical one for TNT not

of a critical diameter for homogeneous explosives pre- subjected to low temperatures, it means that the irre-
dict Its increase as TO decreases. But in the experi- versible change occurs in physical-mechanical struc-
ments with cast TNT the decrease in the critical diam- ture of cast TNT as TO decreases. Additional experi-
eter was observed though the reaction zone length ments were made with cast large-crystalline TNT
increased (Table 1). Critical diameter is determined (Po = 1.60 g/cc) having dc = 27.5 mm at normal tem-
as being midway between the nearest diameters of det- peratures (2). The charges, 18 and 14 mnm in diame-
onation and failure, the data are accurate to ± 1 mm. ter, were fired at 77.40 K. As in the case of the fine.
The cause of such abnormal behaviour of d. vs To is crystalline trotyl, a significant decrease in dc was
not cleared up. It is probably connected with the observed: at the indicated diameters the charges
change in physical-mechanical structure of cast TNT detonated with constant velocities of 6.85 and 6.70
u To decreases because of appearing local spatial km/see, respectively. Thus we were not able to re-
temperature gradients. To test this hypothesis, the veal purely temperature effect on dc as To decreases
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for cast TNT, because of the change in its physical- PHENOMENOLOGICAL THEORY OF
mechanical structure. In experiments of paper (5) Pi DEPENDENCE ON To
with I g/cc powdered TNT already at normal temper-
ature a degree of physical-mechanical heterogeneity Since detonation depends on many parameters of
was significant. As T. decreased to -193 0 C, it didn't explosive and initiating pulse characteristics, detona-
change significantly and therefore it has been possible tion limits should be thought as a hypersurface in a
in paper (5) to reveal the influence of reduced To on many-dimensional space of these variables (17). Then
dc. Apparently, the influence of T, on dc for hetero- different two-dimensional sections of this surface
geneous explosives can be properly explained only by would give the dependence of detonation limits on
two-dimensional gas dynamical calculations taking one parameter, for example, critical diameter vs ini-
into account real kinetic of chemical decomposition tial density or initiation threshold vs initiating pulse
and real physical-mechanical properties of explosives duration. Further we will consider this effect with-
as it was done by Dremin for homogeneous explo- out taking into account the lateral rarefaction and for
sives (2,3). the rectangular initiating pulse with the amplitude Pi

and duration r. For the purposes of this work it is
Listed in Table 2 are the shock sensitivity data for enough to consider the three-dimensional section

cast TNT at different To. It is seen that the explosive (P, T, T.) of the initiation hypersurface under the as-
becomes less shock sensitive at reduced T. than at sumption that all other parameters of explosive are
room temperature. Qualitatively, it is connected with little changed, though It might be not quiet so.
the change in temperature of shocked explosive and
characteristics of hot spots appearing in the shock The section of hypersurface (P, r, T.) by the plane
passage through a heterogeneous explosive. The pos- To = const gives the functional relationship EL
sible change of a degree of physical homogeneity con- =E'(Pj, ,r) which represents a curve on the plane (P, r)
nected with the increase in P, makes a certain contri- dividing the initiation region and the failure one. In
bution as well. However, if to characterize physical the general case E' is a function of To (Table 2). The
homogeneity by the value of (D/Di)c (17) than, as existence of a similar relationship Is shown in (9), and
seen from Table 1, it changes only slightly. Initiation the retaining value is called the critical energy for
distance and time to detonation decrease due to the shock initiation and used to describe the observed de-
increase in initiating pressure. The shock-to-detona- pendence of P1 on 7. As an analytical expression for
tion transition is characterized by the gradual increase E' the following one is used
in the initiating shock velocity. In this respect the re-
sults are in qualitative agreement with the existing
idea of the shock initiation character of heterogene- El = P~ur (1)
ous explosives.

It is not difficult to understand the physical sense of
In the cases when high-velocity detonation was ab. El if to rewrite Eq. 1 as follows

sent at both normal and reduced initial temperatures
the sustained wave propagation with an average veloc- E1 = poUr u2  (2)
ity of 3.3 km/sec at 291 OK and that of 3.9 km/sec at
77 + 200 K was registered. In this case the witness
plate proved to be partly destroyed. This regime is a Here p Ur Is the mass of shocked matter per unit

known regime of low-velocity detonation of explo- area, u2 Is the total energy per unit mass, Including

sives in the moderate confinement which are initiated kinetic energy of matter and both thermal and poten-

by a weak shock. It is interesting that as To decreases tial components of internal energy. Thus, E, repre-

the limits of the existence of this regime somewhat sents the total energy per unit area which is stored in

extend, i.e. its limiting velocity and pressure in the the shock wave in explosive.

leading compression wave increase. Probably, it is
connected with the dec-ease in shock temperature be- Such a determination of E' seems to be not quiet
"hind the front of the leading compression wave and, correct. It is associated with the fact that the action
respectively, with the slower reaction rate of the par- of high statical pressures in the order of 50 + 100
tial decomposition of explosive. kbar does not result by itself in explosive initiation.
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Therefore it is logical to eliminate the potential com- at a great amplitude of initiating pulse. In this case
ponent of internal energy from consideration, be- the shock-to-detonation transition occurs to be
cause it does not effect immediately on the forma- smooth, and the shock is strong reactive wave. In so
tion of the initiation centers. Then in Eq. 2 only a doing
portion of energy of unit mass of explosive, condi-
tioned by the dynamical nature of shock compres- Eth • u2 /2 and k ý 2 (5)
sion, should be used instead of u2

So the exact k (PI) function can be substituted by its
E'(TO) = pUT.-u , (3) estimate according to Eqs. 4 and 5.

where The proposed improvement of the determination
= t2 of critical energy for shock initiation explains the ex-

=+2 Ethu perimental fact of the decrease in El approximately

by a factor of 2 as P1 increases which was discoveredSimilar re-determination of the critical energy for for liquid and cast explosives (I11). The author of

shock initiation does not contradict to the conclu-
paper (11) also explained the decrease in E! by par-
tial decomposition of explosive behind the front of

E is interpreted to be 2E'/k. Just the value of E' the strong shock, but there was no explanation of the -

from Eq. 3, however, should be considered as con- quantitative change. In our interpretation there oc-
stant at given T., characterizing the shock sensitivity curs the transition from k = I to k ý- 2 with increas-
of explosive. Exactly this magnitude depen Is only ing the initiating pulse amplitude. As E' = const, then
on T.o, while E 1 from Eq. 2 must in principle depend E1 = 2E'/k must decrease approximately by a factor
on initiation pressure. This Is connected with the fact of 2. The character of the decrease in EI which is
that the shock wave in explosive represents the reac- sharp 6r liquid explosive and more smooth for cast
tive wave. Therefore, the thermal component Eth one is sLn~ly explained by the physical sense of k (P1)
used in determining k (Eq. 3) must incorporate the function.
energy formed at the partial decomposition of explo-
sive. This process is conditioned by the explosive sen- Now let us consider the section of hypersurface
sitivity and the initiating pressure magnitude. In son e on hersura
doing, in the general case k is a function of PI. The (Pt T, Tn by the plane or = const. The resulted rein-

correct calculation of k (P1) is possible when consider- initiation threshold with the initial temperature of ex-
intato thesol with thoe initiatio tehroughr toe reetxe-eIng the shock propagation through the reactive me- plosive at the fixed initiating pulse duration. Within

dium with the given equation of state and the given the framework of the developing energetic approach
law of energy output behind the shock front. In the to a problem of explosive initiation the following ex-
general case it is difficult to make such a calculation, o a be use initiatione for E"i ~pression can be used as an anah/tical one for E"

But one can consider two limiting cases the differ-
E"(1) = , U~u' / + E(6)a ence between which is connected with the character

of the shock-to-detonation transition at shock initia-
tion of explosives (19). The first one is peculiar to The notion introduced by Eq. 6 has a sense of critical
homogeneous and little sensitivity explosives, for ex- power (per unit area) for shock initiation of explo.
ample, liquid or cast clear explosives, and also to Pi sive. Here Eo is the initial thermal energy of the ex-
much less than the detonation pressure. In this case plosive sample determined by its specific heat and ini-
the steady shock velocity changes abruptly into the tial temperature. E" (T) allows to predict Pi vs T, if
steady detonation velocity, and the shock is only the pulse duration remains constant. In this case it Is
slightly reacting one, that is, in the limit unreactive necessary to know the initial densities and Hugoniots
wave. Therefore, of explosive at Tot and To 2, as will as the initiation

2 threshold at one of the temperatures, for example, at
Eth << u2 /2 and k =- 1 (4) T, I (reference point). Having written the explosive

Hugoniot in the form of U = A + Bu it is not difficult
The second case is realized when initiating more sensi- to show that the critical particle velocity u2 at T, 2 is
tivity explosives, for example, pressed explosives, and determined from the cubic equation
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A 2 °f Pi at normal T, are taken to be the reference
u2  u k2  k2A2 LPo2A 2 (E2l+ points. It was assumed that at the change in TO the

(7) equivalent pulse duration remained constant, and the

, 2) ] equivalent amplitude of the initiating shock was equal+ Ul) - Eo2 =0 to Pi. If the Hugoniot was not known at the required
21 To it was considered to coincide with the determined

For the positive solution of this equation to exist it is one at normal To. The dependence of specific heat

necessary that the absolute term is negative. It leads cv (T) on temperature for solid explosives was ex-
to the presence of the maximum initial temperature pressed with the help of one of the simplest modifica- .

Tm at which the absolute term of Eq. 7 vanishes and tions of Debay theory, in which one Debay tempera-u2 = 0 provides the unique physical solution. Thus, ture dependent only upon volume was used (20). In
there exists T, (r) at which explosive is exploded at this case the required constants were determined
ne action of the shock. This temperature can be con- from the condition that the calculated cv would coin-

cide with the experimental one at room temperature
sidered as an analog of temperature in the thermal ex- alc
plosion theory, and the value of r as the induction and zero pressure. For all explosives cv (291 dK)

time. In this case in the expression for Tm by the co- 1.28 j/g" deg was assumed.

efficient A2 should be meant the sound velocity co The calculated and experimental values for P1 are
in the explosive at T = TM summarized in Table 2 for cast TNT and in Table 3

ku 2/2 + E 1  E"(7) for some pressed explosives (3). In spite of the fact
T1 __(_____0 that the equivalent V,-"changes a little as the barrier

T ) o- 2 Zv Po2 CoZV lenght varies, an agreement occurs to be good. The
approximation k, = k2 = 2 was used for pressed pre-

Here EV is the average specific heat of explosive in the heated explosives, and the approximation k1 = k2 = I
temperature range from zero to TnT. To estimate Tm was used for cast cooled TNT according to a physical
let us use the data for TNT at 291 K listed in Table 2. sense of the k function. The change in cv weakly af-
In so doing it is necessary to assume k1 = 2, that is, fects the calculated results for Pi, for example, at
to take into account the total energy per unit mass in c, (291 'K) = 1.47 j/g deg the calculated Pi for
Eq. 3. It is connected with the fact that in the final pressed RDX and NONA are equal to 7.9 kbar and
stage the matter is not compressed and potential com- 9.0 kbar, respectively. The calculated values for
ponent of internal energy equals zero. Therefore, the PBX-9404 do not agree with the experimental ones in
total energy of the shock in state 1 converts to the the gap test as well as in the plane wedge test. As was
thermal energy in state 2. Assuming P, 2 = 1.47 g/cc, noted in (S), in this case the lateral rarefaction leads
co = 1.37 km/sec, what corresponds to the similar to the decrease in r and to the increase in P1 com-
parameters for liquid TNT (15), we'll obtain Tm = pared to the calculated data.
1065°K. The corresponding induction time calcu-
lated from TET using kinetic and thermal constants The obiahiing of correct experimental data from
from paper (4) is about 1 + 2 A'sec. This value is close the Pi dependence on T, at different r, for example,
to the equivalent pulse duration of the test used by the foil test, is of interest. Then it would allow to
which is analogous to the known NOL large scale gap determine the E" dependence on r and to make the
test for which the estimate r - 1.6 psec is available correction of the calculated values of Pi on the
(9,10). Thus in this case the intelretation of the change in r. Though the presented theory, strictly
value of r as an induction time of the thermal explo- speaking, is applicable to rectangular initiating pulses,
sion really is made possible. This is likely to be conse- the comparison made for the extended pressure pulse
quence of the fact that there is a connection between tests (gap test, wedge test) shows good results. It
the presented approach to a problem of explosive ini- means that E" weakly changes with small change in r.
tiation and the thermal explosion theory.

Above the restrictions were not imposed on the
The values of Pi at different T. for some explo- magnitudes of Pi and r. Therefore one can use the

sives, for which the experimental data exist, obtained presented notions to estimate the change in critical
on gap tests at elevated temperatures (8) and reduced reaction time (re) at d.. In this case Zeldovich-
T. in this paper iere calculated by Eq. 7. The values Newmann's model is suitable according to which the
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TABLE 3

Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Initiation Thresholds for '1

Some Explosives at Elevated TO

Explosive parameters at Tel = 2930 K*
T0 2  Pi,exp. Pi,caloc.

SPi E"t K kbar kbarType p
_g/cc kbar j/cm2 psec

PETN 1.59 9.1 110 383 6.7 6.3

RDX 1.64 15.2 165 453 7.8 8.4

NONA 1.60 19.5 205 523 8.8 9.9

HNS 1.57 23.2 243 533 13.2 12.1

HNS** 1.57 19.0 200 533 9.0 9.0

PBX-9404 1.84 64.5 734 423 64.5 55.3

PBX-9404** 1.84 15 196 423 15 7.1

*Gap test (8)
"*Plane-wedge shots (8)
tE" is calculated from experimental data at 298°K.

one-dimensional steady detonation wave is character- At low To2 about 200K the value of Eo2 can be ne-
ized as a shock wave in the unreacted explosive fol- glected (Table 2). Then, from Eqs. 8 and 9 it follows
lowed by a reaction zone. In so doing one can treat that
r and PC as proper estimates of equivalent duration
and amplitude of initiating pulse, respectively (10). / n 2 + 1\2 /D 1\ 3  (n1 + 1)2 E 1
Then, using the notion of E" (r), the detonation ye- Tc2 + _c2 n I.+ 1] \De2/ D2IrC
locity (Dc) will be estimated at other initial tempera- _ýo2 I
ture T 2 but at constant =rc , (k I k2 =2): Assuming nc, = n.2 = 4.5 and using the data of

r D2 I Tables 1 and 2 we will obtain the maximum estimate
E"(Lrl poI D, I + Eol P,2 D," (To2 ~- 0) of the increase inre:

(n I + 2) C C(8)

D,2_ +E0__ Tc2 cl.3 V

Measured in paper (7) and calculated in this work, re-
Further, using the notion of E'(To) at T, 2 we will action times are similar to the ideal reaction time.
obtain Therefore, the comparison of the above estimated

and measured change in reaction time is difficult be-
E'(To2 ) ' P0 2 Dc +nl4 1 = P 2 De2  cause the accurate relationship between re and rr is

D n.' cunknown. However, the estimate shows that within

2 (9) the bounds of the hypotheses used we should not ex-

*Tc2~ Dpect considerable change in Tr2 as distinct from pre-
(nT2 + 1)2 dictions of the thermal explosion theory.
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MODES OF SHOCK WAVE GROWTH IN THE INITIATION OF EXPLOSIVES

J. W. Nunziato and J. E. Kennedy
Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico

and .4

D. R. Hardesty
Sandia Laboratories, Livermore, California

The literature on shock initiation has carefully distinguished between the behavior
of homogeneous and heterogeneous explosives with regard to reaction ignition,
reaction growth, and the modes of wave growth. In this paper we illustrate the J
differences in shock growth modes In explosives representative of these two classes,
nitromethane and PLBX-9404, through the use of numerical calculations and pre-
viously reported experimental data. We then correlate the observed phenomena
with some basic properties of the recently introduced concept of critical accelera-
tion X for shock front growth, which is proportional to the reaction rate, and a new
concept called the reaction communication distance, which is defined as the ratio
of the sound speed to the reaction rate. This distance, which varies inversely with
k, determines whether the energy released during the decomposition reaction
becomes distributed throughout the shqcked material or remains concentrated near
the point of ignition. As a result, we are able to provide an explanation for such
distinctly different growth phenomena as superdetonation in homogeneous explo-
sives and the strong pressure disturbance and growth at the front in heterogeneous
explosives.

1. INTRODUCTION tive Infornmtilon concerning the inittation process.
Using this type of analysis, it has been shown by

Recent experimental developments have contri- several authors that the particle acceleration (8tu)-
' buted significantly to the understanding of wave behind the shock front at a given time 6termines
a evolution during the shock Initiation of explosives in whether the front will tend to grow or to decay in

planar geometry. Lagrangian measurement methods amplitude. In general, there exists a critical accelera-
such as electromagnetic, manganin, and quartz gauges tion A at which the shock amplitude will remain
Land laser velocity interferometry have provided steady; if (atu)- > A the shock front will grow and if
information on the entire shape of the shock pulse as (3tu) <X the shock will decay. The quantity X is
well as the shock trajectory and amplitude. Conse- determined by the physical properties of the material
quently, the data obtained are more complete and and by the reaction kinetics Immediately behind the
more suitable for correlation with analytical predic- shock front. Thus, kinetic Information pertaining to
tions. the shocked material can be derived from data indicat-

ing the critical acceleration and, conversely, critical
At the present time there is considerable interest acceleration information can be derived from reaction

in the application of wave front (or singular surface) rate laws. Both the kinetics and the critical accelera-
analysis to extract from experimental data quantita, tion are functions of the shock amplitude and, for
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example, for elastic materials undergoing exothermic elastic fluids which do not conduct heat. Such fluids
chemical reaction, X < 0. can be characterized by constitutive equations for the

Helmholtz free energy 4 and the reaction rate o (I):
Another important factor in the initiation of

explosives is the acoustic communication within the = -- (o, 0, 0), C. = C- (V, 0, t), (I)
shocked material which controls the distribution
within the wave profile of the pressure generated by where v is the specific volume, 0 > 0 is the absolute
the reaction as the wave evolves. This effect can be temperature, and t, 0 < t < 1, is the reaction coordi-

made precise by defining the reaction communication nate of the products. Thus.
distance as the ratio of the sound speed to the reac-
tion rate in the explosive. It is interesting to note Off(V, 0) = O(u, 0, 0), wfr(u, 0) = ((v, 0,0)
that at the shock front this parameter is inversely (2)

proportional to the critical acceleration X. specifies the frozen response of the unreacted fluid

and
Our objective in this paper is to discuss the various

modes of one-dimensional shock growth duing Op(, 0) = l(v, 0g, ),
initiation in homogeneous and heterogeneous explo- (3)
sives and to correlate the observed phenomena with Wp(v, 0) - CZ(v, 0, 1) = 0,
some basic features of the curves representing the
critical acceleration and the reaction communication specifies the response of the reaction products.
distance as functions of pressure. The literature on
shock initiation has distinguished clearly between the The second law of thermodynamics requires that
behavior of homogeneous and heterogeneous explo- the pressure p be given by
sives with regard to reaction ignition, reaction growth,
and the modes of wave development. The differences p = -o (4)
are caused by the fact that homogeneous explosives
react due to bulk shock-heating while heterogeneous and that the inequality
explosives react due to the formation of hot spots. 0

(a ) < 0 (5)
Here we confine our discussion to input pulses of

infinite duration and illustrate the effects of these be satisfied for all (v, 0, t). We further define the
differences with the use of numerical calculations and internal energy e by
previously reported experimental data for two
materials representative of these two classes of explo- e-(u,0, ) t-0(a0ip) (6)
sives, nitromethane and PBX-9404, respectively. We

then consider the critical acceleration curve for each and the thermodynamic derivatives
material and show how the differences in ignition and
initiation are related to the differences in the shapes E = - (avp^), G = ago, c. = a0 e, (7)
of the curves. Furthermore, by comparing the reac-
tion communication distance in these explosives with E being the isothermal pressure-volume modulus, G
the propagation distance for a given input shock, we the pressure-temperature modulus, and cv the specific
are able to provide an explanation for such distinctly heat at constant volume. It is natural to assume
different growth phenomena as superdetonation in
homogeneous explosives and the strong pressure E > 0, G > 0, c., > 0. (8)
disturbance and growth at the front in heterogeneous
explosives. In view of eqs. (7)2 and (8)2, we see that o(v, 0, t)

is invertible and thus the internal energy can be
2. THE CRITERION FOR SHOCK written as

FRONT GROWTH
e = p, t(9)

In a one dimensional context, it suffices to charac-
terize explosive materials as chemically reacting, The quantity Q, defined by
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(17). To carry this out, we first consider the frozen The experimental kinetic data reported for nitro-
response and make use of the results obtained pre- methane has been typically expressed in terms of the
viously by Lysne and Hardesty (7) using impact- ignition time T deduced In shock wave experiments
loading techniques. They determined the frozen and the estimated shock temperature 0-. In Fig. 1,
equation of state up to 10 GPa and subsequently we show the results obtained by Hardesty (9) fromC
extrapolated it to over 20 GPa (the spike point at interferometric observation of plate deceleration
detonation ft 19.5 GPa). In this study, the resulting behind reacting nitromethane and the results obtained
thermodynamidc surfaces were fit with analytic func- by Walker and Wasley (10) from streak camera and
tions subject to thermodynamic requirements and the photographic records. In particular, the data points '

requirement that they match the calculated frozen shown indicate the actual reported values of the
Hugonlot pressure-temperature and volume-tempera- ignition time and the error bars show the range of
ture Curves, PH(O) and VH(O), respectively. Thus, the values which could be deduced from the experimental
frozen pressure and energy surfaces were expressed observations. There are several ways that this data
as can be represented. However, recognizing that streak

camera and photographic data tend to be late in time,
WR~t~v+ X2) (0 00 we choose to fit the data with a straight line biased in

pf (V, 0) - (18) favor of Hardesty's data (the solid line in Fig, 1).
=(R 2 +v)(v **Xli) V VOSince, during the time of Ignition there is little change

in volume and essentially no formation of products
(t --* 0), this linear fit implies that thermal ignition

ej(v, 0) 2 PH jp(0)[IVH(0) -u01I theory holds and the frozen kinetics are of the
Arrhenius type; i.e.,

+ O IV00  {[- VH(0 wf(v, 0)-A exp (-2) (25)

R2R - n X2,I[R+HO) (9 where the frequency factor A and the activation
R2-I _L (R2 +t). temperature 0, are related to the ignition time r by

X1 (X -X2) 9 ___

where R1 , R12, W, X, ,and X2 are al constants given 2.0 n W~e

by A Walker 1101~dle Ia

SRi y(Oo + 13)v/e 0, R2 -a + (&~0100), (20)

W I - 6p, (21)

UI

x, =a-v 0 , X2 =(b R20 o0 +X1 )/W, (22) E

and 'y, 6, a, and j3 are the constantE appearing in the f
1-ugoniot fits (8): 0 7 0.85 1 1+15 1.30

b.q

p11(8) =TO +5 0 SOOP) (23) Wa10

Mg. 1. Thermal ignition times r andf Ifor a single

az(O -0.)'% reaction and two parallel reactions, respectively, as a
VH(O) = O-- (24) function of shock temperature. The error bars

= V0  + (3indicate the uncertainty in Individual data points,
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c~fO0a ~Rg being the product gas constant, b being the

"exp ._ (26) product covolume, c. the gas specific heat, and 0 the
0,AlQ,,1 0i temperature at which the product gases have zero

internal energy. These constants were chosen to
The heat of reaction at constant volume Q, is defined match the C-i conditions of pressure, temperature,
by volume, and specific heat calculated using the thermo-

chemical equilibrium code TIGER (11). With these
Q= (27) results we can now calculate Q and Q,. In particular,

using eqs. (27), (28), and (30), we have
and, by eq. (10), is also related to the heat of reaction
Q of the shock process through Q, = {ep(V, 0) - ef(v,)},

Q = • (aP) + Qv. (28) Q = "(pp(v, 0) - pf(v, 0)) (32)

It should be evident at this point that we need only + (ep(V, 0) - ef(v, 0))l
evaluate the heats of reaction Q and Q, in order to
evaluate the kinetic parameters 0 a and A and to corn- Then eq. (32)1, along with eq. (26) and Fig. 1, yields
pute X as a function of shock compression, a frequency factor A of 6.9 X 104 /gs and an activa-

tion temperature 0 a of 14400 K. We now have all
The quantities Q and Q, can be determined by the data required. It is interesting to note that over

prescribing the mixing rule by which the unreacted the range of Hugonlot temperatures shown in Fig. 1,
nitromethane goes over to products and the constitu- the magnitude of Q, is nearly constant and equal to
tive equations for the products. Here we shall employ 1.4 kcal/g which agrees favorably with previously
a linear mixing rule such that the free energy 0 and reported values (12). The activation temperature 0a
the reaction kinetics wo are of the form of 14400 K corresponds to an activation energy of

; 29 kcal/mole which agrees well with the value of
k(v, 0, o) = Of (v, 0)(1 - 0) + Op(V, 0)%, 31 kcal/ mole deduced by Hardesty (9) from the

(29) data of Berke, et al. (13).
cý(v, 0, t) = Wf(v, 0XI - t) + Wp(V, -)A.

The critical acceleration X was computed as a
function of particle velocity amplitude u- using

Note that these are first-order kinetics. Then it is not these values and the results are shown in Fig. 2 as the
difficult to show from eq. (4) and eq. (6) that solid curve. Also shown in Fig. 2 is the maximum

value of X, at detonation, as estimated from the
X(v, 0, 0) = pf(v, 0)(1 - •) + pp(V, 0)%, detonation properties and some experimental infor-

(30) mation due to Hayes (14). At detonation, the shock
e(v, 0, V) = ef(v, 0)(1 - •) + ep(V, 0)*. is steady and by eq. (13), X = (atu)-. Thus, the

maximum value of X can be estimated by
The products will be assumed to be in thermo-
chemical equilibrium and to satisfy Abel's equation of u; - uci
state in which case Ndet = - (33)

tr
op(V, 0) =0,

where u- is the spike amplitude, uCj is the particle

RSO velocity at the C-J point, and tr is the time duration
pp(v, 0) , (31) of the reaction. For u" = 2.78 km/s, ucj = 1.74 km/s,

tr < 0.0015 pa, eq. (33) yields X < - 690 X 106
km/s2. The large discrepancy between this estimated

Cp(V, 0) = cS(0 - o), value of X and the solid curve strongly suggests that a
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value of the activation temperature in the second
term of eq. (34), i.e., 0* = 29700 K. Their estimate
for A* w2 3.98 X 109/As. The dashed line shown in
Figs. I and 2 was calculated using A* = 1 X 1010/ps.

Endolhermic (Me•hanical Dissil)ationl

0- •--• • This choice for A* was not entirely arbitrary. It

Exotherrmic Re-- action' provided a value of Ndet which was consistent with
P'BX-9404 Hayes' datum point and gave us good agreement with

the apparent time of reaction completion from
E I fardesty's data (see Section 4). We also found thatthe addition of the parallel reaction did not greatly

reduce the values of ignition time predicted by
thermal explosion theory in the range of the experi-
mental data. The dashed curve in Fig. I was calcu-

"0 -lated using ignition times, f, for the two parallel
U reactions of eq. (34) obtained from the relation (cf.

"• ~ref. (16))

II
-800 -Estimated maximum = - F 1, 1; 2- - (35)

Value ot A at r + aT* a-i I~ T*
detonation for
nitromethane IN, 'Iwo Parallel where 7 is given by eq. (26),

R ,eact ian•,I

0.0 1.5 3.0 4" * exp -- , (36)
Particle Velocitv Amplitude u (km'', 0 A IQufl

FMg. 2. Critical acceleration for steady wa ve propaga- - a = 0*/0O, (37)
tion as a function of shock amplitude u-for nitro-
methane and PBX-9404. The right end of each curve and F(., ; •; ") is the hypergeometric function. This
represents the detonation spike point. At the left end function is evaluated in terms of a convergent infinte
of the PBX-9404 curve, X slightly exceeds zero. series of its fourth argument.

reaction with a higher activation temperature domi- PBX-9404
nates the kinetics near detonation. In complex
reactions occurring by a free-radical mechanism Kennedy and Nunziato (6) have previously
involving several elementary reactions, the overall determined the critical acceleration X for PBX-9404
reaction rate may be controlled principally by one by using eq. (13) along with data from experimental
reaction step at low temperatures and by another measurements of shock wave evolution. Typical

* Istep, with a higher activation temperature, at higher transmitted wave profiles observed using laser velocity
temperatures. We suggest that the decomposition of interferometry are shown in Fig. 3 and from these
nitromethane is such a reaction. Accordingly, we data du-/dt and (atu)" were determined for each
replaced eq. (25) by a kinetic expression for two amplitude u-. Combining this information with the
parallel Arrhenius reactions, known frozen properties of PBX-9404 resulted in the

curve also shown in Fig. 2. Notice that X is slightly
(lf(v, 0) = A exp(- 0a/0) + A* exp(- 0:/0). (34) greater than zero (Q'w" > 0, endothermic behavior)

when 0.5 km/s < u- < 0.6 km/s, which was the lower
Nitromethane decomposition kinetics with a high amplitude range of the experiments reported. This is
activation temperature have been suggested by interpreted to mean that mechanical dissipation,
Benson and O'Neal (15), and we have used their which yields behavior similar to an endothermic
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rcu (10) afid4Q= a=-[G (a3))-(at) (10)
uo UG'Q-ci•-v0 UGQ.(17)

is called the heat of reaction; the reaction is said to be c-(1 - My
exothermic if the net heat release Qco < 0, endother-

mic if Q.w > 0 (2,3). is called the critical acceleration. Since the shock

velocity is always subsonic with respect to the fluid
Here, a shock front is considered to be a propagat- behind the front (2,3), p < 1, and thus it is evident

ing singular surface (4) across which the motion and from eq. (13) that the shock front can grow only if 4

the reaction coordinate t are continuous but the (atu)- > X. Notice from eq. (17) that X, is directly
particle velocity u, the specific volume v and the proportional to the net heat release rate Q-w- at the
temperature 0 and their derivatives suffer jump dis- shock front.
continuities. Assuming that the shock is compressive
and propagating into fluid material essentially at The fact that the critical acceleration X governs
thermochemical equilibrium at the frozen state growth of the shock front indicates that it is an
Q - 0) with specific volume v,, we can use eq. (9) important quantity to evaluate in order to understand
and the familiar Hugoniot relation to define the and quantify initiation behavior of explosives.
frozen Hugoniot pressure-volume curve Furthermore, it is evident from eqs. (13) and (17)

that there are two methods by which we can evaluate
P PH(V-) (11) X as a function of the particle velocity amplitude. On

one hand, we can make observations of a growing (or
where ( ) denotes evaluation immediately behind decaying) shock front, corresponding to a given
the front. Then the material shock velocity is given initial condition, to determine du-/dt and (atu)- for
by various values of u-. This data, along with the known

2p () v frozen properties of the material, can then be used
U2 = 2PH(V-) PH(V°) (12) with eq. (13) to determine N(u-). Since X is propor-

=_ -0 v -- tional to w- through eq. (17), this approach is
particularly useful in that it provides a means of

and the evolution of the particle velocity amplitude evaluating the frozen kinetic, i.e., w- = cf(u', 0),

u is governed by the differential equation (5,6) of the explosive from shock wave experiments. Al-ternatively, if the frozen properties and the reaction

du- kinetics are known, then )u-) can be computed

dT -A) + 7, {(atu)--X} (13) directly from eq. (17).dt

where (atu)- is the particle acceleration immediately 3. THE CRITICAL ACCELERATION FOR
behind the front, NITROMETHANE AND PBX-9404

U2 We consider nitromethane (NM) and PBX-9404 to
(14) be typical examples of homogeneous and heterogene-

(C-) 2  ous explosives, respectively, and thus we shall con-

sider them in some detail in order to illustrate our

r 0-(G-)2'1/ 2  ideas with regard to shock growth modes.
C- V0 E-+ c j(15)c•

Nitromethane
is the sound speed immediately behind the shock
front, In the case of nitromethane, there exists sufficient

u2 data to characterize the frozen response and the
-, (16) reaction kinetics of the material and thus we shall

VopH(V) evaluate the critical acceleration X directly from eq.
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Clearly, then, the initial growth of the wave will be

2 0 proportional to the critical acceleration, X.

1. 5 Nitromethane

I. U IlThe critical acceleration curve for nitromethane
corresponding to two parallel reactions shows two

E 05 distinct regions; for u- < 2.1 km/s (p- <12 GPa), X
E :is very small in magnitude and changes only slightly

with the shock amplitude u-, and for u- > 2.1 km/s
0.0  0.5 1. 0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 (p7 > 12 GPa) X becomes large in magnitude and

Time 1ju) changes rapidly with the shock amplitude u-. Since
the C-J pressure for nitromethane is approximately

FIg. 3. Particle velocity histories observed in a 12.2 GPa, it is expected that long-duration shock
window material behind a shock-loaded PBX-9404 pulses with input pressures less tharl the C-J pressure
sample of thickness S. The input pulse duration was will grow very slowly at the front. This is precisely
1.1 s (6). what is observed experimentally until the particle

acceleration (atu)- behind the front is altered due to
the occurrence of thermal ignition at some point in

reaction, is the dominant effect at low shock ampli- the flow field. Just where this thermal ignition

tudes. It is important to remember that the critical occurs, however, has been the subject of considerable
acceleration X only reflects the net effect (6), that is, discussion. Walker and Wasley (10) and Hardesty (9)

have observed thermal ignition at pressures in this

71= Xcham + Xmech. low-amplitude range and their observations appear to
differ from one another. Walker and Wasiey per-

formed experiments with an initial pressure of ;% 6
GPa and concluded that the thermal ignition occurred

cannot be determined, it would be inappropriate at
this time to advance a kinetic model describing the to tell from their observations whether superdetona-

chemical reaction of shocked PBX-9404. tion occurred, although their streak camera results

suggest it did. In Hardesty's study, plate-impact

4. SHOCK GROWTH MODES experiments were performed in the pressure range of
7.5-9.5 GPa. By observing the deceleration of a
copper plate behind the reaction and measuring the

The critical acceleration curves shown in Fig. 2 for cope plate in the retiand measrng the
nitromethane (NM) and PBX-9404 are quite different there was thermal ignition at the boundary which

in shape. We believe that these differences are subsequently led to superdetonation. To see whether
representative of the observed differences in reaction these various observations are consistent with the
ignition, reaction growth, and shock wave growth model for nitromethane developed in the previous
during initiation in homogeneous and heterogeneous sections, we have carried out numerical calculations
explosives, respectively. To correlate these ideas, we using the one-dimensional Lagrangian wave-propaga-
will confine our discussion to the problem of shock tion code WONDY IV (17).
growth when the boundary has constant support and
the boundary pressure is less than, or equal to, the This code solves the finite-difference analogs of
C-J pressure of the explosive. This amounts to a the one-dimensional field equations of mass and
square input pulse, infinite in duration. In this case, momentum and employs an artificial viscosity method
(atu)" = 0 at least initially and thus it follows from

to treat shock discontinuities. The model, i.e., eqs.
(18), (19), (29)2, (30) and (31), was introduced into

du the code as a special subroutine and an Adams
du - + X. (38) method, differential equation integrator was coupled
dt 0 .-A) I to WONDY to integrate the kinetic law (e.g., eqs.
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(29)2, (31)1, and (34)) and the energy equation dur- Also shown in Figs. 5 and 6 are the results
ing each WONDY time step (18). This time step At obLained using WONDY IV. While the comparison of
was taken to be the numerical results with the experimental observa-

At~min ' _" tions would not appear to be as good as one might

where AX is the mesh size and At is the maximum
change in the reaction coordinate permitted during
each time cycle (19). 2.0

The numerical results we shall report here concern .*-.."""......

waves generated in a plate-impact configuration SD

similar to that employed in Hardesty's experiments.
This configuration is shown in Fig. 4 and involves the 1.0
symmetric impact of copper on copper with the wave >

subsequently transmitted into the nitromethane. The Er l0.5: Exl~erimental Data

copper flyer was sufficiently thick to ensure that the 0. ONDY CaIfu.ation

input pulse could be considered infinite in duration.
It is appropriate at this point to first show some 0.0 A..comparison of code results with Hardesty's observa- 0.0 1, 2. 0 3.0 4.0 5,.0 6, 0

tions. Recall that in his experiments, he monitored Tine iums

the motion of the Cu/NM interface (cf. Fig. 4). In
Figs. 5 and 6 we show his experimental traces of the htg. 5 t Comparison of computed particle velocity
particle velocity history at the Cu/NM interface for history at the Cu/NM interface with Hardesty 's
shots N4 (p- = 7.5 GPa, 0- = 934 K) and N8 (p- experimentalobservtion (9) in shot N4, wherep =

9.2 GPa, 0- = 1101 K). Hardesty attributed the 75 GPa and O- 934 K. Velocity levels SD and D
refer to boundary conditions behind superdetonation

observed deceleration to thermal ignition at the and detonation, respectively, independently
Cu/NM interface and the lower level of particle
velocity to the boundary condition corresponding to calculated using TIGER (1)).
superdetonation. At some later time, after Zhe super-
detonation wave overtook the shock front, the
particle velocity should increase slightly to match the 2.

boundary condition for steady detonation. The igni-
tion time Fwas taken as the time after arrival at 1.8
which deceleration began. .,. .

S1.6

® 1.4

t: - ~Experimental Data
1.2 -N..... NO Y Calculatlon

1.0.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0,6 0.8 1.0
CU CU Laser Beam Time Ius)

Reflected 14ig. 6. Comparison of computed particle velocity
NM Light history at the Cu/NM interface with Hardesty,'s

experimental observation (9) in shot N8, where p- =

9.2 GPa and O-= 1101 K. Velocity levels SD and D
l4g. 4. Schematic of the experimental configuration refer to boundary conditions behind superdetonation
employed by Hardesty (9) to study shock initiation and detonation, respectively, independently calcu-
of nitromethane (NM). lated, using TIGER (11).
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like, the comparison must be considered carefully, detonation reaches the shock front. It is to be
There is some interesting agreement in timing. In expected that the superdetonation will be unsteady
particular, the time¥ at which the initial deceleration because it is propagating into a region which is non.
occurs and the time at which the minimum particle uniform with respect to reactant depletion, compres-
velocity is achieved (i.e., the time at which the sion and compressibility, and this unsteadiness is
reaction goes to completion at the interface) agree evident in the calculations (cf. Fig. 7). After the
well with the observations. In addition, the levels of superdetonation breaks through the front, the shock
interface velocity achieved behind the superdetona. amplitude u- relaxes back to the spike point of 2.78
tion and steady detonation waves in WONDY calcula- km/s. This relaxation process is again governed by
tions are in excellent agreement with the levels we the shock amplitude eq. (13) and the critical acrelera-
have calculated with the use of the TIGER code (I1). tion X. Unfortunately, we cannot check the con-
These levels are identified as SD and D, respectively, sistency of tids type of analysis with the relaxation
in Figs. 4 and 5. We believe that the apparent discrep- observed in the code results since our computations
ancies in the magnitude of the deceleration between tended to step over the spike and thus the spike
the calculated wave profiles and those which are amplitude is not determined in these calculations.
observed are the result of distortion due to index-of- This overstepping is due to the thinness of the spike
refraction and velocity dispersion effects (20). It and the lack of sufficient resolution (small enough
should be recalled that the laser beam of the inter- meshing) in our computations.
ferometer passes through the reaction products as
well as the nitromethane as the wave propagates and The results in Fig. 7 for a 6 GPa input pulse differ ¶

initiates the reaction. Thus any reflectivity of the somewhat from Walker and Wasley's observations
products or changes in the index of refraction of the (10) in that we see thermal explosion at the wall. We
reactant-product mixture must be taken into account have concluded that this location of thermal explo-
in reducing the data. Hardesty presumed that the sion is due to the fact that in the calculations we
products were gases which exhibited Gladstone-Dale maintained constant support at the loaded interface.
behavior; however, the calculations suggest they did Clearly, in the case of unsupported waves, such as
not. triangular pulses, we could expect thermal explosion

to occur at positions removed from the interface.
The numerical results shown in Figs. 5 and 6 give Since the input wave in Walker and Wasley's experi-

some indication of the principal growth mode in ments was not completely supported, this may pro-
nitromethane, that is, they show the effect of super- vide the explanation for their observations.
detonation on the motion of the loaded interface. To
explore this phenomenon in more detail, we carried Having exhibited the growth modes in nitro-
out numerical calculations for input pulses of - 6, 9, methane, let us now return to the critical acceleration
and 12 GPa. The tesults shown in Fig. 7 for 6 GPa
were fairly typical. Here we see the particle velocity
histories one would observe in nitromethane at
propagation distances 6 ranging from 6 = 0 to 6UoF, 3 0

where U, is the initial value of the shock velocity.
Consistent with our earlier remarks, we see very little -,

growth at the front until thermal ignition and, in
fact, the growth is slow even until the time when the 1.5

thermal explosion is complete. In all our calculations r-

involving constant support at the boundary, we -
found that the thermal explosion occurs at the loaded 0.0
interface (6 = 0) at 3.25 f± 0.1 f'. We note a related 0.0 2.1 4.0 I 9.0 10.0

point in Hardesty's data (9), i.e. his earliest indication
of light emission occurs at - 2.5 K Fig. 7 Computed particle velocity histories during

shock wove growth in NM following a 6-GPa input
When thermal explosion has occurred, super- shock. Both the time scale and the observation sta-

detonation begins to build up and overtake the front. tions are normalized in terms of the thermal ignition
The buildup appears to continue until the super- time -f.
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curve (Fig. 2) and draw some conclusions, As we which represents the distance over which a weak
have already seen, the )X-curve tells us about the pressure disturbance can propagate during the time

growth at the shock front when (atu) 0 through required for the reaction to go to completion. We
eq. (38). When the input shock amplitude is low so then compare C/w with the thickness of the shocked
that it corresponds to the flat portion of the X-curve, region, i.e., the shock propagation distance. By
then the shock develops nearly as a growing square assuming that the frozen response of nitromethane
wave (cf. Fig. 7). In this region, the reaction pro- dominates the structure of the wave profile until the
ceeds so slowly behind the shock front that the thermal explosion occurs, we can use eq. (17) to
implicit assumption of thermal ignition theory (i.e., obtain a reasonable estimate of
essentially no reaction until ihe ignition time f'is
reached) is nearly satisfied. In fact, our calculations C uGQV/p
show that the extent of reaction at the loaded inter- W (39)
face is 2-4% by the time fand perhaps 15% at 3.25--,
shortly before the thermal explosion is completed
and superdetonation occurs. for every point in the wave profile. This expression

allows us to determine C/w as a function of pressure
However, it is equally important to point out that and the results are she in in Fig. 8. Also shown in

there is another way to look at the ?`-curve which Fig. 8 are two curves representing the propagation
provides some information about the flow field distance 8 as a function of the shock front pressure p-
behind the front and indicates the presence of super- and as a function of the pressure at the loaded inter-
detonation. To do this, we must keep in mind two face Pl, both of which were obtained from our
facts: (i) that, by eq. (17), the critical acceleration X numerical results for the 6-GPa input pulse.
is directly proportional to the frozen kinetic law
Wf(u, 0), and (ii) that the values of the particle In comparing the reaction communication distance
velocity amplitude u- have a one-to-one correspond- C/w with the propagation distance 6 in terms of the
ence with values of temperature. These observations shock front pressure, we see that there is good com-
enable us to conclude that, neglecting the effects of munication (C/w > 6) until the superdetonation has
reactant depletion (which appears reasonable for NM), overtaken the front. This implies that the pressure
the shape of the X-curve is a portrait of the kinetic disturbances generated in the neighborhood of the
process in a given wave profile. That is, we can track front communicate well with that portion of the
along the X-curve in terms of the temperature and
obtain a qualitative picture of how the reaction rate
changes in the wave profile. Thus, the fact that RIN is
small at lower temperatures indicates that at the 1. __4__

lower temperatures in a wave profile we can expect a CINW
very slow reaction. However, the fact that at some A-'- .

point on the X-curve the shape changes abruptly and X e. 10? , e A NW

becomes large in magnitude indicates that at some 6 1
point in the flow field the reaction rate w will change o - - 6qP'.... iHx '404

abruptly and become very high. It is this character of 10 -0 c 9,-,4

the ?`-curve which suggests the presence of super- E o
detonation in the initiation process.

This shape of the critical acceleration curve, 0
10 M0 30 4

however, does not guarantee the existence of super- 'rpsre ii

detonation. For superdetonation to occur, it is also

necessary that the time of reaction completion at the Fig. 8. Reaction communication distance Ciw and
ignition point be extremely short in comparison to shock propagation distance 6 as functions of pressure.
the time it takes for the resulting pressure disturbance The argument p- denotes the shock front pressure
to communicate with the rest of the wave profile (cf. and pl the loaded interface pressure. Points A and A'
Enig (21)). Since the sound speed C governs this correspond to the same propagation distance (and
communication, it is useful to compute the ratio C/w, time) during shock growth in NM.
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wave which is ahead of the superdetonation. How- First of all. the pa '2le acceleration be...-id the front 4
ever, after superdetonation has broken through the at 8 = 2 mm is small and positive and there is slight
front, we see that communication becomes very growth of the front by 4 mm. Secondly, there is a
limited (C/l << 8). This corresponds to the fact strong pressure disturbance which develops at some
that in detonation the reaction effects are localized point behind the front and nearly overtakes the front
immediately behind the shock front, and conse- by 6 mm propagation distance. From the point of
quently as the shock passes over each material plane overtake to detonation at - 7 mm, the shock grows
the reaction accelerates itself to a prompt comple- at the front (22).
tion. Thus, poor communication suggests a small
reaction zone. This type of shock growth behavior can be inferred

from the critical accelerdtion curve for PBX-9404
Comparison of the communication distance C/co shown in Fig. 2. In the case of an infinite-duration

with the propagation distance 6 in terms of the input pulse, the initial growth of the shock front
loaded interface pressure leads to some additional amplitude is governed by eq. (38) since (atu)- = O.
conclusions. First, disturbances generated at the Thus, the growth is proportional to X and, since X is
loaded interface are well communicated to the rest of small in magnitude at low amplitudes, we would
the wave until the shock has piopagý.ted a distance expect low amplitude waves to grow slowly at first.

S3.25 UJO. This good comm "'ication is evident in This initially slow growth is borne out in the experi.
Fig. 7 by the small value of the particle acceleration mental observations (Fig. 3) and closely resembles
behind the front as the wave propagates. However, the growing square-wave hypothesis considered by
after the shock front has traveled - 3.25 UJo, the Kennedy (23). By also recognizing that the overall
communication becomes poor (cf. Fig. 8). It is of shape of the X-curve is related to a combination of the
interest at this point to consider the pts. A and A' on frozen kinetics and the mechanical dissipation of the
the two curves of the propagation distance. These material, we can see the reason for the development
points correspond to the same distance, slightly of the strong pressure disturbance behind the wave.
greater than 3.25 Uoj, and they show the difference That is, since RIX increases slowly with the amplitude,
in the pressure between the shock front (pt. A) and and hence with pressure, we can expect that in a
the loaded interface (pt. A'). The important thing to oven wave profile the reaction will be relatively
notice here is that the communication ranges from gradual and spread out. Thus, any "thermal explo-
good at the shock front to poor at the loaded inter- sion" in PBX-9404 will not be very vigorous. The
faces. This implies that the loaded interface cannot fact that the resulting pressure disturbance remains
communicate with the rest of the wave. This effect, spread out over a large time and that it overtakes the
along with an accelerating reaction rate, re&ults in a front and does not immediately result in detonation
highly localized pressure excursion at the loaded is a consequence of communication effects.
interface. The result is superdetonation, initiated
essentially at the loaded interface. The effect of reaction communication upon shock

wave growth in PBX-9404 is well illustrated in Fig. 8.
It is impo'tant to note that Fig. 8 is fairly repre- Here the communication distance, C/c, is evaluated

sentative of nitromethane over the pressure range of for conditions immediately behind the shock front,
6-12 GPa and we would have arrived at the same type using the frozen Hugoniot (6), a value of the heat
of conclusions had we used the numerical results for reaction Q of -1.37 kcal/g (24), and the critical
the 9- or 12-GPa input pulses. acceleration curve in conjunction with eq. (39). The

right end of the C/co curve represents the detonation
PBX-9404 spike point. Using experimental data (6), we have

also shown in Fig. 8 the growth in shock front pres-
Now let us consider 'he shock growth modes in sure with propagation distance 6 for the case of the

PBX-9404. Kenn :Jy aid Nunziato (6) have observed supported 3.7-GPa input shock. The right end of the
the growth process using velocity interferometry for 5 curve represents the overtake of the shock front by
an input pulse of 3.7 GPa aad the measured wave the strong pressure pulse from behind.
profiles at propagation distances 5 of 2, 4, and 6 mm
were shown previously in Fig. 3. There are several The significant point to reognize in Fig. 8 is that
features of these wave profiles which should be n -,d. rapid growth in the shock front pressure is nearly
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coincident with the onset of limited communication, small and communication was good. This results in

i.e., as the shock propagates and grows, we enter a low amplitude waves growing slowly as square waves.
region where C/w < 8. In this region, pressure dis- The fact that the reaction rate, and hence X, changed
turbances generated by the reaction in the neighbor- abruptly at higher pressures (temperatures) and the
hood of the front do not have the opportunity to evidence of very limited communication in this pres-
communicate with the rest of the wave profile. If, sure range provides an explanation for the occurrence
for the moment, we neglect depletion, then we can of superdetonation. In the case of the heterogeneous
also apply the communication curve to other parts of explosive PBX-9404, we found that at low ampli-
the wave profile and conclude that there is limited tudes, X was less than that of nitromethane. This
communication within much of the wave profile once correctly suggests that at lower pressures PBX-9404 is
rapid growth at the front has begun. This effect, more reactive and is more easily initiated due to hot
along with the slow acceleration of the reaction, gives spots. Nevertheless, RIN is still small enough that the
rise to the slowly growing disturbance which develops communication is good; thus, square wave-type
at some point in the body of the wave separated from growth again occurs initially. At higher pressures, X
the loaded interface. Notice, however, that the corn- decreases relatively slowly indicating the presence of
munication is not so limited as to result in super- slower reaction kinetics than in NM. This, coupled
detonation, as in the case of nitromethane. Rather, with better communication than in high-temperature
there is still sufficient communication to permit NM, resulted in the generation of a pressure disturb-
regions close to the pressure disturbance to be influ- ance which was spread out in time and overtook the
enced and thus the disturbance remains spread out in front before the detonation pressure was achieved. It
time until it overtakes the front. The fact that the is only in cases of this nature, when the shock front
reaction-generated pressure disturbance migrated becomes unsupported, that one can expect to observe
toward the front and that the loaded interface pres- growth at the front. Growth at the front has also
sure is always lower than the peak pressure in the been observed in the case of initially unsupported
disturbance is believed to be due to the effect of shocks by Dremin, et al. (25).
depletion on communication. That is, communica-
tion will tend to be better in partially reacted solid
material than in the gaseous products. Thus, the ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
disturbance will tend to propagate toward the shock
front where the material is less depleted and to lose We would like to express our gratitude to M. E.
communication with the loaded interface. Finally, it Kipp and R. J. Lawrence for their assistance in the
should be observed that although the communication adaptation of WONDY to handle chemical reactions.
is limited, it is still sufficient to permit the disturb-
ance to overtake the 'ront before its peak achieves This work was supported by the U. S. Energy
pressures of the order of the detonation spike pres- Research and Development Administration, ERDA,
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occurs.
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values of the constants used were: R = Fifth Symposium (international) on Detonation,
0.001376 GPa-cm 3 /K-g, b = 0.2467 cm 3 /g, , Office of Naval Research, 1970, p. 32 1.
2729 K, c., = 0.002794 GPa-cm 3 /K-g.

23. J. E. Kennedy, Proceedings of the Fourteenth
12. D. K. Hardesty and P. C. Lysne, "Shock Initia- Symposium (International) on Combustion, The

tion and Detonation Properties of Homogeneous Combustion Institute, 1973, p. 1251.
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74-0165, 1974, p. 7 1. 24. B. M. Dobratz, "Properties of Chemical Explo-

sives and Explosive Simulants," Lawrence Liver-

13. J. G. Berke, R. Shaw, D. Tegg, and L. B. Seely, more Laboratory Rept. UCRL-51319, 1974.
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DISCUSSION The following formula represents the dependence
of the decomposition rate on pressure:

A. N. DREMIN
Institute of Chem. Physics da ( v0
USSR Academy of Sciences =39 c +a) 3 p1 I .103 sec 1

Chernogolovka, Moscow Region, USSR dt ( T-0

The research of the kinetics of relaxation processes Here p is the pressure, P1 and vl/v 0 is the pressure
in shock waves is also being done at our Laboratory. 1  and compressibility at the shock front, with the
The investigation on the determination of TNT extent of decomposition up to a - 0.6. The rates,
decomposition kinetics behind the shock wave front calculated by the above formula, differ from the
has been completed recently. 2 The technique of our experimental data by not more than 30%.
investigation can be described as follows. TNT
samples are subjected to a one-dimensional shock
wave and a series of pressure profiles is then obtained
by means of manganin gages located at different
places within these samples. Based on these data, the
dependence of the specific volume change on time
for various coordinates of the sample is determined. kbar
This method, proposed earlier by our Laboratory in a
1967,3 as well as the method of two phase velocities, 4  150
uses the additivity principle. As shock compressibili. j
ties of TNT and Its explosion products become
known, one can take into account the ttmc depend- - "
ences of pressure and specific volume of an arbitrary
sample and find the time rate of change of the explo- 0 J
sion products concentration for that sample. so-

Figure 1 shows the pressure profiles for three
experimental series. The shock waves with various a - _.1_
pressures and times have been used during these AV -
experiments. Numbers along the lines represent the
gage coordinates in mm. Figure 2 show. the kinetic kba -
curves obtained as the result of the experimental data
reduction. The curves represent the mass change of r 4
the explosion products with time. The curies are
labeled in accordance with Figure 1 indicating the
series and gage location.

Some common characteristics about the kinetic
curves are as follows: immediately behind the shock hhor
fronts, the decomposition rates are almost equal to 50
zero the rates increase with the extent of decom-
position and when te pressure change is not too it
large, it reaches a maximum value in the neighbor- 01
hood of 0.2-0.3. A sharp pressure decrease is respon- 0 3 t¢O
sible for the decomposition rate decrease. Fig,)
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GEOMETRICAL SHOCK FOCUSING AND FLYING PLATE
INITIATION OF SOLID EXPLOSIVES

J. Q. Searcy and A, C. Schwarz
Sandia Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115 .4

7'Wo dimensional hydrodynamic computer calculations suggest substantial en-
hancement of shock temperature and pressure In a hexanitrostilbene (fiNS) core
ifa flying plate overlaps a metal containment cylinder at Impact. hxperimental
results on a similar geometry indicate a substantial reduction it flyer kinetic
energy at the initiation threshold velocity for the overlap case. Shock interac-
tions for this geometry are discussed, and guidelines are suggested fior utilizing
this effect.

In recent years, the desire for inherently safe initi- for the flyer plate and the containment cylinder. A
ators has led to experimentation with so-called porous material option was used to simulate the HE'i,
"flying plate" or "slapper" detonators. In such do- and an elastic plastic option was used to simulate the
vices the flyer is accelerated by hot gases generated metal. Known material properties for low density
from the reaction of a pyrotechnic material or the IINS and the metal containment cylinder were taken
high pressure gases generated by vaporizing a metal from several sources (4). Reasonable estimates were
foil with an electrical discharge. The explosive do- used for those parameters not in the referenced
tonates if the flyer impinges with sufficient velocity, source. The results are strictly for hydrodynamic

It has been previously suggested that "pressure aug- fl,,w and chemical reaction and detonation were not
nwntation" results if a metal flyer overlaps the ex- allowed. All calculations were similar in that a per-
plosive column and housing (I). Recent experiments fectly aligned, perfectly flat flyer impacted the end
indicated a reduction in initiation stimulus when a of a metal containment cylinder with an HiE. core
small diameter detonating fuse was compared with with perfect contact between the HiE core and con-
large diameter detonating fuse. A shock focusing tainment cylinder assumed.
effect was postulated to explain these results. This
effect, if understood and utilized, might lead to
more reliable initiation in actual devices. This paper The experimental technique used in this work has
reports ar experimental and computer investigation been explained in an earlier report (5), and only a
of this phenomenon. A more complete description cursory explanation will be given here. Figure I pre-
of the computer study has been previously sents the basic elements of this approach. A capaci-
reported (2). tot discharge exploded a foil bridge driving the

Kapton flyer forward. The Kapton flyer was sheared
The computer results were obtained with a two by the barrel to the desired diameter, and the flyer

dimensional wave propagation computer code CSQ continued down the barrel to impact the acceptor
(3) developed by S. L. Thompson. This code solves explosive. For a given geometry, the velocity of the
Lagrangian equations of motion, but continuously flyer was controlled by the capacitor voltage. Streak
rezones the problem to the original mesh, Since the camera records of the flyer were used to determine
code was limited to two materials in any one prob- a velocity versus voltage curve. This experimental
lem, the results presented here use the same metal apparatus was carefully characterized and the error
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Fig. 1. Exploded view of the test device. Fig. 2. Geometries investigated. Each grid dash
represents 0.042 cm.

in flyer velocity for a capacitor voltage greater than
1000 volts was ±8 percent.

The computer calculations and the experimental 1 -results were not for identical situations. The corn- " " l '

puter calculations wore limited to two materials, . . I
therefore the flyer had to be composed of either the. ......... -

explosive or the same metal as the confinement cy-
linder. The experiments used three materials. In b_, d h.
the computer code the explosive was allowed no
reactivity. The real case involved chemical reactiv-
ity during growth to detonation from impact. Fig. 3, Pressure dot plots for geometry 2.A. Each

The maximum shock enhancement shoula occur grid dash represents 0.0156 cm.
when the dimensions of the flyer and containment
cylinder are so large that no rarefaction from any free
surface can interfere. With that in mind, the geome- ... ' "'• -

try in Fig. 2a was chosen for calculations. For com- .i K
pat ison, the calculni tion was also performed with a [ ;flyer that can not give shock enhancement as illus-,,.-.. ... .. ,,.

trated in Fig. 2b. The HNS diameter is 0.78 mm and . .. ..the flyer velocity in both calculations was the same. . ,

The outer diameter of the metal sleeve is 4.0 mm.

Figures 3 and 4 give two dimensional displays el
pressure and temperature as a function of time for ......... ....

a flyer velocity of 0.1 mm/psec. These calculated Fig. 4. Temperature dot plots for geometry 2.A.
results are for the same geometry as 2a but with ap- Each grid dash represents 0.0156 cm.
propriate changes in scale so that only the portion
of the problem shown in the unnumbered frame is
displayed. The scale factors relating dots per unit interface is outlined on all frames as a continuous
area to temperature, or dots per unit area to pressure dark line.
are held constant throughout this report. Darkest
areas on the numbered frames (i.e., most dots per An examination of Figures 3 and 4 suggests sub-
unit area) indicate greatest intensit y. The frames stantial temperature and pressure enhancement. A
on each figure throughout this paper are given at the shock moves radially into the HNS from the surround-
same time increments of 3 X 10-8 seconds with the ing brass and coalesces to form a strong planar shock.
first frame taken at 2 X 10.8 seconds after the colli- On the other hand, the shock structure calculated
sion. The approximate position of the HE-metal for geometry 2. B (not illustrated here) is basically
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a straight-forward one-dimensional flow with small circle formed by the HE-brass cylinder interface on 4
perturbations and with a magnitude that is the samne the impact plane, and a disturbance is propagated
as the lighter center area in Fig. 3 and 4. The ab- away from the circle. But this time it is not planar.
solute magnitude of this shock pressure enhancement
is illustrated on Fig. 5. This figure gives pressure as If for the purpose of illustration we consider
a function of positiun along a cylindrical surface the shock velocity in the HE and brass as identical
illustrated on the geometry frame as two straight and constant, and if we consider a plane through
vertical lines in the HE. The bottom of the geometry the axis of the cylinder, the disturbance propagates
frame corresponds to zero on the abscissa of the in that plane as illustrated in Fig. 6. In addition to
other frames. the plane wav',s propagating away from the impact

plane, a second radial disturbance is propagated
The shock interactions for the large flyer can be away from the points of intersection of the different

explained qualitatively if certain fundamental prin- materials on the impact plane. In the brass contain-
ciples of shock wave behavior arc considered. At ment cylinder this disturbance is a rarefaction, but in
the instant of impact, pressures are generated at the the HE it is a compression wave. In the flyer it is a
interface that can easily be determined by crossing rarefaction for that part of the flyer overlapping
right-going and left-going Hugoniots on a pressure- the container, and it is a shock wave in that part of
particle velocity graph. There is one pressure for the flyer that impacts the HE. Figure 6 suggests
the metal-metal impact, and another considerably geometrical attenuation of the radial disturbance.
smaller pressure for the metal-HE impact. A plane However, the real system is not planar, but cylin- ¶
shock wave begins propagating away from the im- drically symmetrical. The three dimensional dis-
pact surface in both directions. A second pressure turbance is in fact propagated as a toroid (doughnut
discontinuity is simultaneously created along the shape) with a constant major radius and an ever

Time •2. 1E -08 Time -5.OIE - 08 Time . O8,BE *0

Time 0 Density 2 3

101010 :o "0; I xo 1010

1010 10

"" 
X 0 

"o 4O1x 
410 x 

, X 10

10 20 30 40 10 20 30 40 10 20 30 40
Mesh N. along length of cylinder Mesh N. along length of cylinder Mesh N. along legth of cylinder

Time- 1.IE- Time, 1.41f -07 Time -1.70E -07 Tilme - 2.OD -07
T -1 lI-I i I 1 ""-7 -T 1 T l T I S ' I

4 56

S12 x 10 12 x 1010 12 x 1010 - 12 x 10
1 0

- 33L Q
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Fig. 5. Pressure venus mesh number for geometry L.A. The position of the cylindrical surface for these plots is
indicated on the unnumbered frame as two straight lines, Each vertical dash represents 0.010 cm.
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disturbance is rapidly attenuated by the porous HE.
/ •Based on these observations there does not seem to

be a good reason for necessarily choosing a metal 1
with a very high shock velocity as the containment

b 14'. cylinder.

- - - ../.A I• \"-•. 4. - The high velocities for the larger amplitude shocks
"x - ' -' -.c - also distort the circle in Fig. 6. The circular disturb-

"x _ '.ance is a larger amplitude shock in the HE than is the
N- / - i- plane shock, and it moves ahead of the plane wave.

.. - - - _--- _-- It also adds to the plane wave giving a larger ampli-tude shock. A shock in an already crushed material
Fig. 6. Idealized shock structure, (pre-shocked material) moves faster than the same

amplitude shock would move in a distended material.
All these effects combine to produce further, not
easily predicted, distortions in the pressure front.increasing minor radius. A second geometrical re-

lationship for the magnitude of the torous is sug-
gested by this symmetry, and geometric convergence An unusual effect is caused by the porous nature
occurs in some region near the axis of cylindrical of the HE. The highest temperature does not neces-
symmetry. Even if we could shift Hugoniots around sarily correspond to the highest pressure. The dis-
on a pressure vs. particle velocity graph and deter- turbance propagating horizontally inwards in Fig. 6
mine the initial magnitude of the disturbance, and is moving through already crushed HE, and does not
even if the grossly simplified picture on Fig. 6 were raise the temperature as much as if the same disturb-
correct, the magnitude of the disturbance would be ance were moving through distended material. The
some as yet undetermined function of geometrical highest pressure occurs along the axis of cylindrical
parameters. symmetry, but the highest temperature occurs in

front of the position where the plane wave would
normally be. The maximum temperature is achieved

This simple approach has been discussed for ex- at the point whore the intersection of the converg-
planatory purposes only. The real system has several ing circular disturbance overtakes the plane wave

complications, In most real systems the disturbance along the axis of symmetry in the HE. A comparison
moves faster in the surrounding metal than in the HE. of Figs. 3 and 4 illustrates this. Because prc-ably

With each increment that the metal disturbance moves it Is temperature that initiates chemical reaction,
ahead of the HE disturbance, a new discontinuity is the most likely position for detonation is along the
formed at the interface of the two materials along the toroidal disturbance 'after its intersection overtakesahead poan thee HEoato disurblde aos likel dicniniyi

length of the cylinder. Each new discontinuity is re- the plane wave. Detonation would most likely be
lieved by sending rarefactions into the metal and initiated where the darkest areas oft Fig. 4 are main-
shocks into the HE. The circular front as shown in tained for the longest time period.
Fig. 6 is elongated in the HE near the HE-brass inter-
face, and truncated in the brass Interface, and trun- If the flyer Is too thin, its diameter too small, or if
cated in the brass. There is some flow from the the diameter of the confinement cylinder is too small,
plane wave in the metal back toward the HE that rarefactions from a free surface can get back to the
tends to increase the pressure in the brass near the HE quickly and seriously attenuate the focusing ef-
HE, but this is a small effect in the overall picture. fect. Because rarefactions move considerably faster
Except for the elongation of the toroidal front along in crushed HE than do shocks In distended HE, rare-
the metal interface, there is no evidence from these factions can completely attenuate the toroidal dis-
calculations that the faster shock velocity in the turbance before it coalesces. Different geometries
metal increases the pressure in the HE significantly. have been investigated in this study that clearly illus-
This elongation does add some to the toroidal pres- trate this, although the results are not presented here.
sure disturbance in the HE, but the total added does On the other hand, any overlap at all adds something
not seem to be very substantial since the toroidal to the planar shock.
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Experimental data consisted of the threshold TABLE 2 4

velocity for initiation for two geometry series: Geo.
metrical variation was accomplished by changing the Data for HNS-II Mild Detonating Fuse
receptor geometry and always using a Kapton flyer
1 mm in diameter and 0.076 mm thick. One geom- Symbolism is identical to Table 1
etry series used receptors consisting of aluminum cy-
linders with an outside diameter of 6.3 mm and con- I I FV
taining a core of superfine hexanitrostilbene (HNS-SF) OD/ED FD/ED cm/As P
at several diameters. The second geometry series
was aluminum sheathed mild detonating fuse contain- -/0.63 0.16 0.274 1.0
ing HNS-IJ. All HNS was held at a density of 1.60 0.28/0.12 0.68 0.236 0.68
Mg/M 3 . For reference free standing pellets of HNS-SF 0.20/0.089 1.14 0.238 0.70
and HNS-I1 were tested. Data for each geometry is 0.12/0.056 1.90 0.218 0.57
presented on Tables 1 and 2. Following the Walker- 0.881/0.036 3.08 0.198 0.44
Wasley approach (5) a P2,ro threshold was deter-
mined for the free standing pellets. Pressure and time
are indicated by P and T, respectively. An apparent
P2'r for each geometry was calculated using only the , -
one-dimensional shock parameters obtained by cross-
ing pressure vs. particle-velocity Hugoniots at the . .
threshold velocity. The ratio of the apparent P2r 7.., .. . . , .

divided by p o2r o is also given on the two tables. Fig. 7 I M % , I

gives a plot of P2 -/P-•ro versus (flyer diameter)/ - -,, , -

(explosive diameter). .f

If the experimental configuration could be com- V
puter modeled, a general trend similar to that shown
in Fig. 7 as a dotted line would result. The computer . .. ' u .
code would predict no change in p2 r until the flyer
overlapped the metal confinement cylinder. For Fig. Z Reduction in flyer energy fluence required at

larger and larger overlap, the apparent p2T would de- threshold vs overlap (flyer dia./explosive dia.).

crease sharply until the overlap exceeded twice the
thickness of the flyer. For this 0.076 mm thick by about 1.44 in Fig. 7. At overlap ratios greater than
1 mm diameter flyer this would occur at a ratio of this, rarefactions moving in from the back side of

the flyer substantially attenuate the shock in the

TABLE 1 HE before rarefactions from the flyer perimeter get
to the explosive. At smaller ratios, rarefactions

Data for HNS-SF Core Pressed into an from the perimeter are the primary attenuation

Aluminum Cylinder mechanisms. The apparent discrepancy between the
computer suggested trend and the experimental ob-

OD, ED, FD, and FV represent aluminum cylinder servations is no doubt real. The computer ignores
diameter, explosive diameter, flyer diameter, and flyer effects such as minimum critical diameter and any
velocity, respectively, enhanced reactivity due to extra confinement.

FV fIt should be pointed out that the computer code

OD/ED FD/ED cm/ps 0P2 i/p2 predicts a substantially greater shock focusing effect
I ... _ if the flyer is metallic. Calculations have been done

-/0.63 0.16 0.246 1.0 using the explosive material as a flyer in order to

0.63/0.31 0.32 0.252 1.05 approximate the experimental arrangement. These

0.63/0.16 0.64 0.274 0.87 calculations predict a pressure and temperature en-
0.63/0.08 1.28 0.221 0.76 hancement, but much less than that shown in Fig.

2, 3, and 4. If our experiments had been conducted
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using an aluminum flyer, we would expect a much radius of the HE column by twice the minimum flyer4
more dramatic effect than shown in Fig. 7 or the thickness, and the diameter of the containment cylin-
Kapton flyer. der should not be less than the diameter of the flyer.

Any dimension can be greater than that suggested
Figure 7 clearly indicates that the flyer has a by these guidelines, but additional shock focusing

lower kinetic energy at the initiation threshold for is not very substantial with increased dimensions.
the overlap cases. Since the same flyer is used
throughout, a lower value of p2,rIpr,, indicates less
kinetic energy. This suggests that the over-all relia-
bility of a flying plate device can be improved by RFRNE
utilizing shock focusing. The degree of improvement
depends on the materials. 1. R. H. Stresau and D. H. Chamberlain; private

communication, 1972.
Calculations were made with a number of materials,

including a high shock impedance flyer (gold), a low 2. J. 0. Searcy, "Geometrical Shock Focusing in the
shock impedance flyer (the aluminum). While the Flying Plate Detonator Configuration, SAND76-
calculations were too expensive and time consuming 0 15S1, March 1976.
to do complete parameter studies, certain guidelines
can be suggested for making good use of the shock 3. S. L. Thompson, "CSQ-A Two Dimensional
amplitude in the HE and the containment cylinder Hydrodynamic Program With Energy Flow and
at the instant of impact. This simple guideline re- Material Strength," SAND74.O 122, August 1975.
quires consideration of the flyer velocity and subse-
quently the flyer mass. In most cases the best choice 4. a. B. M. Dobratz, "Properties of Chemical Explo-
for the flyer material would be a low density metal sives and Explosives and Explosive Simulants."
such as aluminum or beryllium. The containment revised edition * UCRL-5 1319 (1974).
cylinder usually would be a high shock impedance b. Selected Hugniots by Group GMX.6, Los
material. The maximum possible shock focusing ef-AlosSinicLarto,19.
fect would occur in an infinitely large flyer andAlmsSinfcLaotry19.
containment cylinder. On the other hand, most of c. S. L. Thompson and H. S. Lauson, "Improve-
the possible shock enhancement can be utilized If the ments in Chart D Radiation-Hydrodynamic
following geomnetrical restrictions are observed. The Dodo Ill: Revised Analytic Equations of
minimum flyer thickness should be chosen so that State," SC-RR-71 0714 (1974).
twice the shock transit time through the flyer is at
least as great as the shock transit time through a 5. A. C. Schwarz, "A New Technique for Charac-
length of explosive equal to the radius of the HE terizing an Explosive for Shock Initiation Sensi-

column. The radius of the flyer should exceed the tivity, SAND75-03 14, December 1975.

I,
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CRITICAL CONDITIONS FOR SHOCK INITIATION OF
DETONATION IN REAL SYSTEMS

R. H. Stresau
R, Stresau Laboratory

Spooner, Wisconsin

and

J. E. Kennedy
Sandia LaboratoriesAlbuquerque, New Mexico

An heuristic model of the shock initiation of heterogeneous explosives Is described. 2
To initiate detonation, we hypothesize that a shock must exceed some minimum in-
tensity required to obtain thermal ignition at hot spots and to offset heat transfer
losses. Thus, shock strength Is the parameter controlling initiation when the pulse
duration Is long, but shock energy fluence, or a related quantity, controls when the
pulse duration Is short. From this approach we develop alternative forms of initia-
tion criteria which are hyperbolic In shock energy-shock power coordinates. This
model Is compared with existing criteria for the one explosive, PBX-9404, for
which an adequate data base exists.

INTRODUCTION faction wave and at the edges by the peripheral

boundaries of the shock wave or the explosive
The shock initiation process in granular explosive charges. Energy is lost through all boundaries except

charges of limited dimensions is considered here in the shock front. Considered microscopically, the re-
terms of reaction kinetics, hydrodynamics, thermo- action nucleus is only that part (the "hot spots") of
dynamics, and heat transfer. It is assumed that the this region in which the temperature has been raised
threshold conditions for initiation in such systems sufficiently to result in self-sustaining reaction before
are those for equilibrium between energy liberated by the pressure drops due to the encroaching rarefaction
the reaction and that lost from the "reaction nucle- waves or the hot-spot temperature is reduced by con-
us," the .:egion so affected by an external stimulus as ductive redistribution of the heat.
to react at a significant rate. The following heuristic
model of the reaction nucleus seems to apply to a As has been pointed out by many investigators
wide range of situations of practical as well as theo- (1.3), the concentration of energy in hot spots is es-
retical interest. sential to initiation of detonation of porous ex-

plosives under threshold conditions. The total shock
From a macroscopic viewpoint, the reaction nucle- energy density under threshold conditions for

us may be considered to be that region bounded at the initiation of many explosives, if uniformly distri-
front by the shock jump induced by the initiating sti- buted in the form of' heat, would be sufficient to
amulus, at the rear by a surface of the following rare- raise the temperature only a few degrees. A number
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of mechanisms, including compression of interstitial where U is the shock velocity and p. is the initial den.
gases, friction between grains and at shear surface, im- sity, as an initiation criterion.
pact between particles, and viscous friction within de-
forming grains, contribute to a greater or lesser extent Macroscopic models, such as Walker and Wasley's
to the nonuniformity of temperature in a shocked concept of critical energy fluence and Pastine,
porous medium. Bernecker and Bauer's (9) concept of critical thermal

energy, do not explicitly address the point that the
It does not appear to be possible at present to con- concentration of the energy in hot spots is essential

struct a rigorous and detailed model of the distribu- to initiation, nor its consequence, that the tempera-
tion of hot spots and their individual responses to ture of the hot spot plays a significant role in the
shock loading. The initiation criteria which are cur- initiation process. It seems that the distribution,
rently most useful in a quantitative sense are macros- tether than the density, of the thermal energy should
copic in nature. We believe that a major advance in be expected to be decisive in the initiation process.
the understanding of initiation of heterogeneous ex- To relate the temperature of the hot spots to the
plosives will require a reasonable treatment of the shock-wave parameters, it is necessary to consider
propagation of reaction from the hot spots into the the mechavisms of hot-spot formation.
surrounding heterogeneous explosive, such that the re-
action may be shown to decay or to accelerate to de- Seely (3) has postulated the following mechanism
tonation. Our objective in this paper is less ambi- of hot-spot formation:
tious; it is to examine the macroscopic consequences
of certain types of microscopic behavior. As a shock wave propagates through a granular ex-

plosive, ". . . the shocks are randomly oriented 4
In this paper we discuss certain mechanisms of hot within the grains. On leaving the grain surfaces,

spot formation in solid explosives and relate them to the shocks cause material to move off, and because
the shock parameters of pressure and particle veloc- the surfaces are randomly oriented to each other,
ity. We then propose several alternative initiation cri- this material interacts in various ways, producing
teria based on the idea that some minimum stimulus jets in some cases. The projected material, which
is necessary to begin the processes that eventually lead apparently must be broken up and must act hy-
to detonation, A comparison of one of these propos- drodynamically rather than as particles, collides
ed relations with experimental data and with existing with the surface directly ahead. ... the jetted
initiation criteria provides encouragement for further material stagnates ... "

study of minimum-stimulus initiation criteria.
Although, as Seely points out, "the actual conditions

MECHANISMS OF HOT SPOT FORMATION are difficult to calculate," stagnation temperature, in
general, is proportional to the square of the velocity

Shock pressure was viewed as the controlling para- of the flow which is stagnating. The mean effective
meter in the shock initiation of detonation some jet velocity should be proportional to the particle ve-
years ago. However, Gittings (4), Trott and Jung (5), locity change at the shock front, thus the hot-spotand recently de Longueville (6) have clearly shown temperature rise, Ts, can be expected to be propor-

the shock initiation threshold for solid explosives to tional to the square of the particle velocity u imme-
be dependent on both the shock pressure, P, and du- diately behind the shock front:
ration, r. Data from a variety of sources suggest that
the threshold conditions for shock initiation can be TS = Zu2  (3)
expressed by the equation (7, 8)

Other suggested mechanisms of hot spot for-
P2r = constant. (1) mation, such as collision of the walls of implosively

collapsing pores, also result in the relationship ex-
Walker and Wasley (7) used such information in 1969 pressed in Eq. (3). The notion that the particle veloc-
to develop their concept of a critical energy fluence, ity plays a decisive role in the determination of criti-

cal conditions for shock initiation Is supported by
p2 7 constant data given by Roth (10). He showed that the criti-
POU () cal particle velocity uc immediately behind the shock
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front was nearly independent of loading density for By analogy, Eq. (1) becomes:
each of four high explosives, Examination of the
small-scale gap-test data given by Bauer ( I I) in sup- p2 - 2
port of the concept of a critical thermal energy, ET, (P , = m) constant . (6)
reveals that u. varies its little as El, for a given ex-
plosive piessed to various densities. Each of the mechanisms we have discussed for thle

concentration of cnergy at hot spots involves relative
Another mechanism for the concentration of en- movement with respect to 'fhe macrostructure of ma-

ergy in hot spots, proposed by Taylor ( 12), is the terial adjacent to interstitial pores. That relative
plastic work done upon thle explosive surrounding the movement is probably related to the excess of stress
pores as the porcs implosively collapse behind thle (or strain) beyond thle failure or yield point. For
shock front. Taylor derived Eq. (I1) by using this as- pressed powders this point must be related to the
sumiption together with established elastic, rheological pressure used in consolidation, which may be several
thermodynamic, and reaction kinetic relationships. kilobars. The equation derived by Taylor ( 12) for the

thermal energy, Wi,, deposited as a result of plastic
MINIMUM STIMULUS INTENSITY deformation of the explosive surrounding a pore is
FOR INITIATION

A number of workers in explosive initiation be- w C p ) 1  ~ 7
lieve, on the basis of intuition or empirical evidence, WP ) 32n Y" ,P>Y 7

that some minimum shock amplitude must be exceed-
ed before reaction can be ignited with sufficient vigor where 17 is anl effective coefficient of viscosity and Yi
to grow to detonation. Napadensky (13) conducted is the pressure at which pore collapse begins. Taylor
probably the largest well -chiaracte rized experlievcits in suggested that the sensitivity of such explosives can be
which shock initiation occurred at minimium shock characterized in terms of a critical value of Wp. In
inputs. In experiments In which a large steel plate fill- Eq. (2), this yield point can be taken into account in
pacted a 76-mmn diameter cylinder of uncoil fitied an equation of the form
PIIX-9404, she found that the minimum impact ve-
locity for attainment of shock initiation during the (-~
first pass of the wave was independent of the iii- F. . P' 2  (8)
pactor thickness. That minimum impact velocity was P0 U -

0. 18 km/s, which drove a wave with P ý- 0.94 GPa,
u = 0. 16 kmn/s into the PBX-9404, and detonation In terms of the heuristic model which has been
was observed after 10-26 jis in three separate experi- described herein, the shock initiation process requires
menits. the formation of hot spots and subsequent reaction at

a rate sufficient to maintain them. Thle formation of
In thle same sense that PuT- is an expression of en- hot spots requires stresses beyond the yield point and

ergy, Pu is an expression of power. If it is accepted their maintenance requires a minimum rate of energy
that a mninimumi shock pressure, Pil, is necessary for input. Thus, Eqs. (5) and (8) should be combined as
initiation, the power, Pinum:ý lTn, associated with
this minimum can be assumed to be that necessary to

*replace the losses which make this minimum shock E... IT mn) 9
strength necessary. The rate at which eniergy accu- C Pl

mulates fin the reaction nucleus is thus given by
While discussing effects of the mechanical strength

dE= of an explosive charge on initiation processes, we
dt =Pit - 7rm (4) should point out that the hot-spot temperature is also

affected. If we denote by uy the particle velocity as-
which, for a square input pulse of duration r, inte- soclated with elastic deformation of the explosive
grates to matrix, only the velocity difference (u - uy) contri-

butes significantly to the movement Into the pores,
E' (Pu - ir.mft -(5) so Eq. (3) becomes
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Ts Z(u - Uy) 2  (10) (3) u2 terms represent spe:ific kinetic energies
which can became concentrated in pores and create

where hot spots upon flow stagnation.

Uy = Y/poc (11) (4) Based on Roth's (10) and Bauer's (11) obser-

vatiens discussed previously, a particle-velocity jumpand c is the longitudinal sound speed of the explosive. criterion has a chance to describe the initiation thresh-

INfIiATION CRITERIA BASED) ON old of a given expiosive over a range of loading densi-PARTICLE VELOCITY ties, which pressure criteria cannot do.

The only difference between the P2r criterion and indeed, it might be necessary for the shock pulse
critical energy fluence, P2 r/ooU, is the shock imped- to exceed both the yield condition and the minimum
ance terms in the denomijiator of the energy fluence power level discussed in connection with Eq. (4). If
expression. Shock impedance varies rather slowly, the quantity uy were subtracted from both u and ur,
and initiation threshoid data usually are not suffici- in Eq. (12) to account for the yield or failure condi.
ently extensive or accurate to d-stinguish which of tion, the criterion would become
these forms more closely descril ;s the data in the
regions where both provide go( d correlations with
observations. We .ould like ts consider a criterion [(u-uy)2 - (ur - U constant,
of the basic form u2r, which corresponds to P2 r/ u > uni > uy. (14)
P2U 2 and also to Tsr/Z.

Further, if we assume, following de Longueville, et
One may postulate forms corresponding to the al. (14), that the hot-spot temperature 7. letermines

piessure criteria which ar'. written instead in terms of the time required for a thermal explosion, which will
particle velocity, and which fit the data equally well. develop into detonation, to occur, the expression for
By analogy t- ,•q. (6) we may write the critical pulse duration Tc (15) can be written as

(u2 - u2)r = constant , u > umr, (12' 2
7C A-Ta exps T (15)

where u., refers to the minimum value of C. e par- 4

ticle velocity jump behind which t'v reaction can
grow with sufficient vigor to lead to d~tonation. Al. where A and Ta =Ea/R are the Arrhenius frequency
ternatively, by analogy to the Taylor argum&_.L (12', factor and activation temperature, respectively (Ea is
but in "he context of pore clos, as mentioned in the activation energy), cv is specific heat at constant
conr'ection with Eq. (10), we may postulate volume and Q is the energy of reac' a. With T5 ex-

pressed according to Eq. (10), Eq. (15) becomes

(u - Uy)2r = constant, u > uy , (13) cvZ 2

N. .,ere Uy represents the yield point value of the par- = AQTa (U - a)exp[Ta/Z(u - 1 .(16)

ticle, -ocity as given by Eq. (11). Probably u0, >uy.
Application of this relation reqircs kinetic data cn

Both of the expressions above have the following the explosive materia! as well as knowledge of ihe
desirable cha-acteristics: coupling facto: Z which relates kinetic energy tc heo-

spot temperature. Thus, wiile we are not ready te
(1) At relatively high shock strenV.his such that test Eq (16) as an initiatio:. criterion, scine data are

u >> um and u >> uy, the criteria reduce to u27-- available whtich p!!rmit examination of Eqs. (5), (6),
constant. (9). ( 22), (13) and (14).

(2) The presence of the urn and uy terms provide With a~gebraic manipulation, Eq. (5) ran be shown
that the shock must exceed a certain amplitude to bc that of an hyperbola in coordinates of energy
before initiation .vill occur, as discussed above. fluence E (where E PuT) and power flux 7r (where ir
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- Pu), with asymptotes of E' and lrm. The hyperbola power or particle velocity approaches iVs minimum
can be readily recognized when Eq. (5), is rewritten value Y, 7rm, Urn or uy, respectively. As the shock
as pressure is increased, the effect of the mivimum sti-

mulus is reduced and the criteria more closely ap-
(E - E',) (7r - 7rrn) = E'cTrn . (17) proach the critical energy fluence form, in tiie case of

Eqs. (5) and (9), and P2 r and u2 r forms in the other
Similarly, Eq. (6) is an hyperbola in coordinates of cases. Thus, the critical energy would be expected to
P2T and P2 , Eqs. (7), (8), (10), and (12) are also hy- be least at high shock pressures and to increase as the
perbolas in appropriate coordinate systems and Eq. pressure is decreased. Such behavior has been ob-
(9) and (14) are those of generally hyperbolic curves served by de Longueville et al. (14) for homogeneous
(although proof that they are hyperbolas as strictly and some heterogeneous explosives.
defined is not immediately obvious). This hyper-
bolic relationship between the magnitude of a critical In the preceding discussion, the shock parameters
stimulus for initiation, defined as the time integral of u and P have been treated as single-valued quantities
a rate, and that of the rate is a consequence of the as- rather than as functions of time, as they might be in
sumption that the threshold conditions for initiation real systems. The criteria may be adapted to more
are those for equilibrium between energy liberated by general input pulses, but this is not done here in the
the reaction and that lost by dissipative processes. Ob- interest of brevity. In seeking to compare the be hav-
servations which have been made of the wide applica- ior of various existing and proposed criteria with that
bility of such relationships to explosive initiation phe- of data defining the initiation tareshold, we found
nomena (16-19) may be taken as empirical justifica- that the only data with well-characterized loading his-
tion for this view. tories are for step input pulses. Close examination of

available data revealed that the widest range of useful
COMPARISON OF INITIATION information on initiation of detonation existed for the
CRITERIA WITH DATA heterogeneous explosive PBX-9404 (20).

The minimum-stimulus criteria proposed above ex-
hibit asymptotic behavior. As the pulse duration is Table 1 contains the PBX-9404 data base which we
extended indef'intely, the required value of pressure, considered for purposes of comparing the various ini-

TABLE. 1

Initiation Parameters Near Detonation Threshold for 1.84 Mg/m 3 PBX-9404
(Y = 0.1 GPa, im = 0.7 GPa)

T P 2 PUT [(U-U ) 2-(U -U) 2] Response Ref'.

(GPa) (Ps) (GPa 2 
- 7) (kPa-m) (lO' 6km2/s) _

12.2 0.035 5.21 569. 598. Threshold (4)

10.8 0.048 5.60 635. 690. Threshold (4)

10.2 0.042 L. 37 504. 556. Threshold (4)
9.0 O.065 5.26 630. 718. -2hreshold (4)

8.3. 0.07., 4.79 596. 695. Go (22)

8.0 I 0.090 5.76 713. 836. Threshold (5)

7.4 0.088 4.82 609. 727. Threshold (4)

4.5 0.139 2.81 4o4. 526. Go (22)

3.7 0.28 3.83 572. 760. Go (23)

0.61 10. 3.72 700. <'0. No Go (13)
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tiation criteria. The data marked "threshold" are ing criteria, and thus are worthy of further study.
conditions intermediate between a closely spaced pair The minimum stimulus criteria, even if physically well
of "go" and "no go" experiments. The other condi- well-founded, will be of practical value only if a rath-
tions are considered to be marginal "go" or "no go" er general method can be found for evaluation of the
results. Certain data have not been used because the yield parameters and minimum power for initiation.
sample thickness was too small to determine thresh-
old conditions, e.g., in Liddiard's underwater tests
(21) which led to a burning reaction, the samples CONCLUDING REMARKS
were not thick enough to run to detonation. Trott
and Jung's data (5) below 8 GPa were also rejected. The real value of minimum-stimulus initiation crit-
Their values of the threshold pulse duration were eria may lie in their close ties with physical models
much larger than those of Green et al. (22) and of the processes which control reaction development.
Kennedy and Nunziato (23) in the region of 3-5 GPa, The work of Howe et al. (24) points to ignition at hot
apparently for the same reason. spots followed by grain burning as the dominant en-

ergy-releasing mechanism in the shock buildup to de-
We were unable to use long-duration loading infor- tonation. Analysis of ignition might be done by ba-

mation in any way which would permit consistent es- lancing heat transfer losses against reaction energy,
timates of the pulse duration required for threshold and buildup can be considered as an interplay be-
initiation. Thus a datum point by Napadensky (13) tween cooling due to the release wave and heat con-
indicating shock initiation of detonation with a sus- duction into grains and adiabatic self-heating 1due to
tained input of 0.94 GPa was used, together with her surface burning. These processes involve certain phy-
0.61 GPa result (which we called a "no go" because sical properties-the porosity, particle size (specific
detonation occurred only after wave reflections and surface), and the explosive's mechanical strength,
crushup of the explosAve) only to estimate that the which is related to the compaction pressure-and che-
minimum pressure Pm for shock initiation of PBX- mical properties, e.g. the burning rate law and amount
9404 is - 0.7 GPa. We estimated that the yield of gas generation per unit of reaction.
strength is equal to the pressure used in compacting
the pressing, 0.1 GPa. Some comprehensible reversals in behavior pat-

terns results from these interactions. It is well known
In Table 1, we have included two existing criteria, that fine-particle powders are often harder to ignite

P2r and Pu- (7) and one of the minimum-stimulus than coarse powders, but reactions in fine powders
criteria. We chose t6 use the form in Eq. (14), grow to detonation more rapidly once ignited. The
[(u - uy) 2 

- (urn- uy) 2 ] r, because it is the most gen- fine powders thus may have a higher value of Pm be.
eral particle-velocity criterion we have proposed. In cause of their high compaction pressure, which must
comparing the representation of threshold data by the be exceeded, and high energy losses into the particle
criteria, we note that the relative spread between max- surfaces. But they can have a lower value of Ec.
imum and minimum values is slightly less for [(u - uy)2 TNT pressed to 1.55 Mg/m 3 showed such behavior in
- (urn- uy)21 r than for p2r of Pur. But the most in- work by Taylor and Ervin (25). This behavior is also
teresting point is that use of the minimum stimulus of exhibited in Fig. I using data from gap tests of vari-
Pm = 0.7 GPa causes a well-defined prediction of fail- ous charge diameters, hence various pulse duration,
ure for the 0.61 GPa experiment, while failure cannot generated by the Stresau Laboratory (26, 27) for
be predicted from the P2 r or PuT values for that ex- PBXN-5 of both fine and coarse granulations. These
periment. interchanges are directly related to the parameters of

the minimum-stimulus criteria.
We do not claim that this comparison shows that

[(u - uy) 2 - (urn - uy) 2 ]r is a better initiation crit- We are presently developing a data base on initia-
erion than critical energy fluence or P2r for PBX- tion of pressed explosives by arbitrary shock pulses
9404 or other explosives. It appears that [(u -- uy) 2 - through computer studies of gap tests of various
(urn - uy) 2 ] r and the other forms of minimum- types, and plan to use these data to test the applicabi-
stimulus criteria can do essentially as well as the exist- lity of the various forms of these criteria.
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Coarii I,

Fig. 1. Crossover in sensitivity to gap-test peak shock
pressure P0 for 1.80 Mg/rn 3 PBXN-5 (HMX/Viton A,
95/5 by weight) of two particle size distributions. eI
Here r denotes the computed time for pressure to de- (Tp
cay to P0/e. The curves suggest that Pm is smaller for 1.:6
coarse than for fine powder (at large T), but Ec is
smaller for fine than for coarse powder (at small T). I

0 0.1 0.2
7, A S
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A pnt DETONATION CRITERION FROM THERMAL
EXPLOSION THEORY*

D. B. Hayes
Sandia Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

Existing data on the growth ofshocks in the explosive PBX-9404 are combined
with thermodynamically complete equations of state for the unreacted high explo-
sive and for the completely reacted high explosive to deduce the chemical reaction
rate behind the shock. Such rate information allows wave propagation calculations
on shock initiation of that high explosive; these calculations lead to a detonation
criterion based on shock heating and subsequent thermal explosion at the impact
interface. A separate analytical calculation of the thermal explosion time as a func-
tion of initial shock pressure leads to a criterion of the well-known Jbrm, P' t =
const., with n about equal to 2. The effect that accounting for the actual hetero-
geneous shock heating would have on these results is discussed.

INTRODUCTION using this model, substantially different results will
be achieved when calculating an initiation criterion

For the explosive PBX-9404, introduction of a for a pressure pulse which is not square.
plane shock wave of pressure amplitude P and pulse

duration t will lead to a detonation whenever the prod- This study has three important parts:
uct p2 t exceeds some critical value (1). In the
approximation that shock impedance of the explo- 1. Development of a constitutive relation for
sive is constant, the product p2t has been shown to be chemically reacting materials. To develop such a
proportional to the energy fluence transmitted to the constitutive relation, we must have thermodynamically
explosive. Hence, critical energy fluence has been pro- complete equations of state for the snlid unreacted
posed as a detonation criterion, high explosive and for the reacted products. In addi-

tion, it is necessary to make an assumption which
We have examined an alternate hypothesis, namely, allows definition of the rules describing the thermo-

that shock initiation has its origin in shock heating and dynamic properties of a mixture of unreacted solid
and subsequent thermal explosion at or near the and reacted gas for those instances when the high
boundary where the plane shock is introduced by thin explosive is partially reacted.
llyer impact. The results of this study indicate that, 2. information on the kinetic rate governi.g the
for the explosive PBX-9404, n must be chosen about chemical reaction. Kennedy has measured the spon-
equal to 2 in a shock initiation criterion of the form taneous growth of pressure at the impact interface in
Pnt = const. This, our result is essentially in agree- the explosive PBX-9404 (2). We have used those
ment with the previous model on shock initiation by results in conjunction with both our constitutive
short duration, square pressure pulses. However, by relation for chemically reacting materials and with

*This work was supported by the U.S. Energy Research and the theory of shock propagating in Maxwelltan ma-
Development Administration. terials to determine the chemical reaction rate
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immediately behind the shock. This experimentally The first assumption is that the specific heat at con-
based chemical reaction rate is the one which is used stunt volume remains constant. The second assump.
in subsequent calculations, tion is that Griineisen's ratio divided by specific

volume is constant. Thermodynamic compatibility
3. Development of an analytical model for shock of second derivatives in conjunction with these first

initiation. In essence, it is assumed that the shock two assumptions requires that the isothermal bulk
passage heats the high explosive which subsequently modulus, KT., be a function of volume only. We have
thermally explodes. The criterion is that tids heated chosen the function of volume, as shown in Eq. 2, so
region must thermally explode before the arrival of a that the reference isotherm would have the form of a
release wave which would cool it and hence quench Murnaghan solid. Hence, specifying five parameters,
the reaction. Certain approximations are used to CV0 , (y/V) 0 , V0 , KT 0 , and N, uniquely defines the
show that, for a criterion of the form Pnt = const,, n Helmholtz free energy. Unfortunately, available
should be chosen about equal to 2. That is in agree- thermodynamic properties are in a form which is not
ment with what has been previously observed in directly usable. For instance, what is available is in-
initiation of' the explosive PBX-9404 by square pres- formation on the thermal-expansion coefficient at
su . pulses. zero pressure and the specific heat at constant pres-

sure, C1, (3). In addition, the experimentally deter-
mined shock Hugoniot for unreacted PBX-9404 is
available (4). We obtained our five parameters from

CONSTITUTIVE RELATION the above information in the following way: Consider
the two thermodynamic identities

We have developed a semiempirical, analytical,

free-energy function to describe unreacted PBX-9404.
The analytical form that we have chosen for the __. Cp' = aKs (3a)
lHelmholtz free energy as a function of temperature V
and volume is shown in Eq. 1. and

F(T, V) C (T - T0 )(I +v(V 0 - V) Cp = CV(I + aT). (3b)

I K-1-V 0  At reference conditions, Ks can be determined from
Iog ()+ I the intercept of the shock Hugoniot at zero pressure

+) N(N - 1- in the shock-velocity/particle-velocity plane. Thus at

reference conditions all quantities in Eq. 3a required
\ I (N V = (y/V), Eq. 3b can be used to evaluate Cv at reference

conditions. The procedure thus far is sufficient to

determine four of the parameters. However, we need
This analytical form was actually arrived at by assum- to specify the value of the fifth parameter, N. That
ing specific functional forms for three second- was done by calculating the shock Hugoniot for vari-
derivatives of the Helmholtz free energy, and ous values of N and finding that value of N which
obtaining Eq. I through integration. The analytical most closely reproduced the known shock Hugoniot
forms given in Eq. 2 completely define those three of the form (4):
second-derivatives:

U - 0.269 + 1.72 u (cm/ps). (4)

Cv = Cv 0 = const.;7-- const.
RVIO TIls procedure gives us the following five parameters:

(2)
V0 = 0.5435 cm 3 /g(V N

K1  KTO.- " ") KTo 0.126Mb
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CV0 = 1.11X 10- 5cm 2 /Ms2 /K = a2, + KS, xS VCp, X

= 1.976 g/cm3 (6)
V 

A

N -5.6 [A ( , P,

The well-known JWL equation of state is available All of the symbols in Eq. 6 have their usual thermo-
for the gaseous products of the explosive PBX-9404 dynamic meaning. The symbol x denotes the mass
(3). Its shortcoming for this study is that it is a fraction of chemically reacted material. Thus, when
(P, V, E) equation of state, hence thermodynamically x = 0, the material is in the unreacted state. The
incomplete. We have extended it to thermodynamic quantity AV is the difference between the specific
completeness by assuming constant specific heat, Cv. volume of the gaseous products and the specific
When this is done, the following expressions for volume of the solid while as, , denotes the isentropic
thermodynamic quantities result: sound speed for the frozen mixture.

CV = const.
KINETICS OF THE CHEMICAL REACTION

W = const. ('y - GrUneisen's ratio in
our notation) Kennedy (2) has used the front and back quartz.

(5) gauge technique to study pressures at the impact and
K = downstream surfaces in the explosive PBX-9404. Of

Ks = (1 + W)P - Ai( - RiV + W) particular interest are the measurements which he
i1l reported on the pressure variation after impact at the

impact interface. Kennedy's experimental results are
exp (- RIV). used here to evaluate the time rate of change of pres-

sure at the impact time and the impact interface.
In these equations, standard JWL notation has been The equation.
retained (3). (P) l 92P3(Mb,•s' (7)

The process of shock initiation of high explosives "a h

is known to be closely related to the production of

hot spots or hot regions within the shocked solid. fits the initial pressure variation over nearly four
Hence, initiation depends strcngly upon the hetero- decades hi the pressure/tine derivative.
geneous nature of the temperature distribution. In
the analysis which follows, an assumption of homo-the nalyis ~eh ollws, n asumpionof hmo-It is a well-known approximation (6) that, neglec-
geneity of the shu.ked state must be made since we
have no information about the nature of that tempera- ting hydrodynamic attenuation because of nonzero.ture distribution. The procedure here will be to pressure gradients behind shock fronts, shocks grow

or decay in Maxwellian solids according to
make an incorrect assumption, that is, one of tempera-
ture uniformity in the shocked solid, and then dis- DP
cuss the kinds of errors which are thereby introduced - - F (8)

in the analysis. Dt 2 x•u

Kirkwood and Wood (5) have developed a consti- where the operator D/.., is the time derivative along

tutive relation for a mixture of unreacied and reacted the shock front which is a.ssumed to lie along a C+
high explosive under the condition that the constit- characteristic and Fx is the last term on the righthand
uents of this mixture are at equal temperature and side of Eq. 6. Assuming that the pressure wave grows
equal pressure. The mixture is not assumed to be in along a single growth curve (i.e., as a growing square
thermodynamic equilibrium. That constitutive rela- wave), an assumption which was used by Kennedy
tion is given as Eq. 6. and later expounded by Cowperthwaite (7), it is
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obvious that the pressure growth rate along the shock rate along the shock Hugoniot for the unreacted ex-
front must equal the pressure growth rate at the plosive (i.e., for x = 0). For these results to be useful,
impact interface. We only need to apply this result it is necessary to know the chemical reaction rate
at early times to get an estimate of the initial chemical at all possible states, including those different from
reaction rate at impact time. Eq. 9 shows the way in x = 0, so we arbitrarily extend the measured chemical
which the chemical reaction rate was deduced using reaction rate information to all degrees of reaction by
this analysis. assuming that the reaction rate is zeroth order and is

a function of temperature only as shown in Eq. 10.
384 p3 (,ea/s9'X = -F g m j s 9 (x, T) =- i(0, T). (1 0)

where F is calculated from "the constitutive equation. The constitutive equation, Eq. 6, and the kinetic
It should be emphasized that the values of i obtained equation, Eq. 10, are sufficient to allow calculation
from Eq. 9 are inferred from experiment. Fig. I of shock initiation of PBX-9404. That has been
shows those values of chemical reaction rate, ý, versus accomplished by means of finite-difference, wave-
the reciprocal of the average shock temperature. propagation calculations using established techniques

Since experiments were conducted at pressures below (8). Numerous calculations on the shock initiation
5 (GPa, the chemical reaction rates for shock tempera- of PBX-9404 have been performed during the course

tures in excess of about 425 K must be obtained by of this study but will not be reported in detail here.
extrapolation of Eq. 9. That extrapolation is also What was seen in the calculations was that for low-
shown in Fig. 1. impact stress, in order to achieve a detonation, the

flyer plate producing the shock had to be of sufficient
thickness to prevent a rarefaction from reaching the

ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR SHOCK INITIATION impact interface before the completion of reaction at
that interface (9). If the flyer plate was thin enough,

Using the techniuqes outlined in the previous rarefactions arrived before that time and cooled---
section, we are able to calculate the chemical reaction hence quenched-the reaction. Of course, reaction

completion did not constitute immediate detonation

p.GPa in the calculations, since the pressure produced at the
instant of completion lies approximately at the point

10-r------. on the Hlugoniot for the reacted products, where ther 'impactor Hugoniot crosses in the pressure/particle-
"\ \\ velocity plane. Nonetheless, reaction completion was

always seen as the first step in a complicated sequence
of building and overtaking waves culminating in a
steady detonation.

In summary, we have a detonation criterion in
::L10-1'^ which the explosive is shock heated. The reaction pro-
, ceeds in the heated region, liberating additional, heat

and hence increasing the temperature. The process

- MEASURED proceeds in an accelerated manner. At a time ap-

--.- EXTRAPOLATED proximately equal to the thermal explosion time,

i1890 exp [_ 3936] reaction completion is achieved. If the pressure is
T -released before reaction completion, in this simple

model we will fail to achieve initiation of detonation.
1020. .0 2.0 3.0

10DO0T - K"1  We can be quantit.tive with the above model
since all the necessary ingredients to perform such a

Fig. 1. The measured chemical reaction rate behind calculation are at hand. The weli-known Todes
the shock front. Also shown is an Arrhenius fit in formula relates the thermal-explosion time, t, to the
the region where data were taken. initial temperature, T0 , to the total temperature rise
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associated with the chemical reaction, AT, and to the experiments, the discrepancy is fairly large for higher
coefficients which appear in the Arrhenius kinetic temperatures. Fig. 2 shows the thermal-explosion
law, the frequency factor, A, and, the activation time calculated using the measured and the extra-
temperature, E°/k. Todes formula is shown in Eq. 11. polation of the measured chemical reaction rate.

Note that the two calculations bracket the observed

result (1) that P2 t = 5.5 GPa2 As.
0 exp E0/kT. (11)AAT(E/k) L i 0.It is of interest to carry the approximation of Eq.

11 one step further. Since the shock temperature
In order to apply Eq. 11, the chemical reaction rate and shock pressure are nearly linearly related, we can
must have the Arrhenius form. However, the chemi- estimate n in a criterion of the form pnt = const.
cal reaction rate, x, is not described well by the Arr.
henius form over a large temperature range. In the -dlogt To E 10 (
region covered by experiments, however, one can fit n - d log t] To - 1
a straight line on the data and that is shown in Fig. 1. d log P T 0  kTf

The quantity Too is room temperature. As is

From Eq. 11 we can estimate the value of p2t obvious from Fig. 2, n1 is nearly equal to 2 for a large
necessary to initiate PBX-9404 using our model and range of shock pressure in agreement with what is
the following data: at 5 GPa, the shock temperature calculated by using Eq. 12. However, Eq. 12 predicts

is 421 K according to our calculations. The adiabatic, that for a material with a larger apparent activation
constant-volume burn temperature, as calculated from temperature, E°/k (i.e., a stronger variation of with
our complete equation of state, is 2280 K.leading to TO), the value of n in a criterion of the form Pnt

a value for AT of 1980 K. In the vicinity of 5 GPA, const. will be larger than 2.

the reciprocal of the slope of the straight line fit in
Fig. 1 is 3940 K, hence the time to thermal explosion DISCUSSION
as calculated by Eq. 11 is 0.14 ps. Accordingly, the
critical value of p2 t is calculated to be 3.4 GPa 2 ps. It is widely recognized that shock heating of solids
This is in surprisingly close agreement with the does not produce homogeneous heating. Rather, be-
observed value of 5.5 GPa2 ps. Values of thermal cause of heterogeneous plastic flow associated with,
explosion time versus shock pressure are plotted in for instance, shear banding, certain regions of a
Fig. 2. shocked solid are preferentially heated.

Although the Arrhenius equation fits the reaction We can examine the nature of the constitutive
rate data fairly well in the same region as Kennedy's equation for a mixture of two components of the

same material at different temperatures in the fol-
lowing way. Let the subscript 1 denote regions

10 - I I -T which are cold and let the subscript 2 denote regions
which are hot. Then the following relations must

"N. hold:
•. ~P1 = Kle1 + F~

2= K 2 i 2 + F2 x2 .

- USING EXTRAPOLATED We have changed the density variable, p, in Eq. (6)
-- - USING EXPONENTIAL to strain, e, in an attempt to condense the notation

1 __. ....... ___in the following analysis. Eq. (14) shows how the
0.1 t -;Is 1 2 total strain, e, is related to the strain in each region,

while Eq. (15) shows the way that the average chemi-
Fig. 2. Calculated and measured values ofp 't for the cal reaction rate is related to the reaction rates in
explosive PBX.9404. those regions.
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C W1 61 + w 2e 2  (14) treatment of preferential shock heating would lead to 4

a much larger variation of shock temperature with
x WIXl + w2 X2  (15) pressure in the hot regions than is calculated by the

homogeneous calculation. Such a variation would
The variable w denotes mass function. Assume that lead to proportionately larger values of T0 , A, and E0 /
il = 0; that is, in the cold regions the chemical reac- k in Eq. II. These larger values could, when used in
tion is not proceeding. We can develop the constitu- Eq. 11, lead to similar values for the thermal explo-
tive relation for the entire mixture. Combining Eqs. sion time, t. At the same time a larger value of E°/k
13, 14, and 15 with the assumption P1  P2 , we ob- would explain the large discrepancy between activa-
tain the following result. tion temperatures observed in shock loading and

observed in zero-pressure thermal-explosion experi-
P Ki + Fi ments.

I wI wg
- + -K (16) REFERENCESK K, K2
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DISCUSSION ON SHOCK INITIATION AND P2T

(SESSION 1)

I. CO)MMENTS BY F. E. WALKER, LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LABORATORY

Several misconceptions regarding the critical energy concept and shock initiation ha ve appeared in ihe writ-
ing and the discussions on this topic. It may be appropriate at this time to review the development of this con-
cept and the assumptions and factors which affect its application.

As shown in the original publication (1), the critical energy criterion was shown to provide a very good cor-
relation of several sets of data on the shock initiation of solid explosives. It was observed that initiation or non-
initiation in PBX..9404, LX-04, and TNT correlated very well with the kinetic energy of a flying foil or plate that
impacted the test explosive. The data could be plotted as a hyperbolic function as shown in Figure Ia or, analog-
ously, as a function of shock wave pressure P and duration t, as shown in Figure l b. (These are representative
plots to illustrate the analogy.) Algebraically and physically P and V are directly related, as are mi and t.

The critical energy equation was derived from the kinetic energy expression Ec = mV2 /2 where Ec was the
critical plate kinetic energy for initiation in the original data sets discussed (1). Substitution of the following
relationships - iii = Apw, t = 2w/Us, P - Po = Up and V = 2U - gave E, = Atp 2/p U, and, for a unit area,

E,=tp 2 /pU,. Since for each specific explosive p is a constant anS Us changes slowly with P, the equation can be
written as EL ap2t, where of is a constant. In fact, this p2t relationship was pointed out by the author in early
discussions of the critical energy concept. It was also pointed out very soon that unless the explosive was well
characterized the confidence limits were fairly wide, and even with very well characterized HEs the usual initia-
tion probabilities as seen in gap tests, drop hammer tests, etc. must be considered.

There were several assumptions that seem obvious in the application of the critical energy concept, but
these have all been abused by critics. The criterion applies most ideally to the pure chemical explosive compound.
Each specific explosive has a specific critical energy over a large range of initiating shock pressures and times. (It
was stated clearly in early discussions that it probably would not be a constant value at very low or very hiih*1 initiating pressures.) The critical energy in the equation represents only that energy that is transmitted to the
explosive by the flying plate. (A discussion was given in the original paper (1) on this point. Also, it was pre-
sented as a correlation.)

* I Relative to these assumptions, the following factors can affect the critical initiation energy: I) binders and
other inert additives generally reduce the energy that gets into the explosive, particularly at the lower pressures;
2) when the physical and mechanical properties of the test explosive are changed, the critical energy is likely to
change; 3) additives with chemical effects may change the critical energy of the pure explosive; and 4) other
energy inputs or energy sinks will influence the critical energy. Any factor that reduces the energy that acts on
the pure explosive will cause an apparent increase in critical energy and vice versa.

The author Foposed several years ago that the shock initiation process could be discussed helpfully by
reference to the graph given as Figure 2. The sigmoid curve shows a probable relationship between percent
decomposition and the reaction time in a thermal decomposition. The points on she curve described by Pi and
P2 separate the initiation process into three regimes. Shocks with pressures between P1 and P2 will probably
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initiate with a nearly constant critical energy, for the process is primarily thermal. (E, = pU2AX is another form
of the equation which shows a relationship to the internal energy increase.) When P < P1 , there is a very low level
of initiation reaction (few radicals), and the long delay times and poor "communication" between reacting
molecules allow energy losses. The apparent critical energy will then be higher than normal. When P > P2 , there
is a very high level of initiating reaction with almost instantaneous "communication" between reacting molecules
and initiation sites (many radicals). In this regime there is probably very little "equilibrium thermal" character to
the initiation process and greatly reduced delay times. Here there could be an apparent decrease in critical energy.

% DECOMPOSITION

S= f (p4 )
IP
a i
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,I
I!

S-flP)II
II
II

P1 -

t1  TIME t2 tt

Fig. 2. Explosive decomposition as a function of time

It is important to note that these changes in critical energy in the three regimes do not invalidate the critical
energy concepts, but this understanding can extend its utility into regions of very high and very low initiating
pressures, since curves such as those given in Figure 3 can be determined rather easily.

Experience in the application of this concept has shown that the natural initiation probability factors can
not be ignored. The spread of initiating pressures in a gap test for the 50% initiation values warns us to expect
fairly wide confidence limits on specific critical energies, and since it has been sugg.sted (2) that the critical
energy holds relatively constant over two to four orders of magnitude in very unrelated tests on several explosives,
It would seem prudent to maintain some suspicion of data that saem to select the p2 t criteria as superior to the
energy fluence concept or to show radical changes in critical energy values for a well-characterized explosive.
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2. COMMENTS BY M. COWPERTHWAITE, STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE

The empirical p2t criterion for the initiation of detonation formulated by Walker and Wasley is an important
relationship for assessing the behavior of condensed explosives in many engineering applications. The acceptance
of this criterion for all shock initiation problems is not realistic however until conditions for its validity have been
identified and established. A consideration of the shock initiation process in an explosive by the impact of a fly-
ing plate is presented here to establish conditions imposed by the validity of the p2t criterion and give some
understanding of its significance.

The P~tc(i) criterion specifies for each initial shock pressure pi produced by a flying plate in an explosive of
a given length a critical time t,(i) for the onset of detonation. The time tji) is the time taken after impact for
the rarefaction from the free surface of the plate to reach the explosive-flier interface. It can therefore be regarded
as the time the shock-induced reaction initiated at pressure pi must proceed to ensure detonation. In other words,
a criticality condition is established at the explosive-flier interface in a time tc(i) such that the initiating shock is
not appreciably influenced by the energy liberated in the vicinity of the explosive-flier interface after the time
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t,(i). Moreover, since t,(i) is in principle a function of charge length, it should be remembered that the pit,(i)
criterion represents a sufficient but not a necessary condition for the onset of detonation.

In the event that the p~tc(i) criterion is a fundamental relationship for explosives it must be possible to
identify the criticality condition at the explosive-flier interface, and express the critical time in terms of explosive
parameters, such as the equation of state and the energy release rate. A theoretical study along these lines is
requned to validate the p, t,(i) criterion and put it on a firm foundation. A criticality condition for the different
types of buildup to detonation must be considered because the piti(c) relationship takes no account of the
mechanism of initiation.

It is my conjecture that the different modes of initiation that proceed without the formation of a second
shock will exhibit the same criticality condition. Such a criticality condition is the formation of a reactive rare-
faction fan centered on the explosive-filter interface that contains the characteristic that eventually becomes the
Chapnan-Jouguet (C0) characteristic and the line of complete reaction in the self-sustaining wave. The critical
time t,(i) is thus the time the reaction at the interface must proceed in order to ensure the formation of the CJ
charact.ristic in the detonation wave. The family of characteristics emitted from the explosive-flier interface
before ti(c) influence the shock, but the family emitted after ti(c) do not.

Further investigation of the p2t criterion is, in my opinion, necessary before its full significance can be
established. More experimental evidence is required to support the criterion, and theoretical evidence is required
to place Lhe criterion on a firm foundation by establishing conditions under which it is valid or approximately
valid.

3. COMMENTS BY R. FREY AND P. HOWE, USA BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABORATORIES

The papers by Hayes, de Longueville et al, and Howe et al all discuss the p2 t criterion for the initiation of
detonation. The three papers agree on one point: If thermal explosion theory is used to explain the p2t criterion,
and if the shock temperature is computed on the basis of equilibrium thermodynamics, a very low value for the
activation energy is required. Hayes and de Longueville, et al, suggest that a more reasonable activation energy
will result if the hot spot temperature is much higher than the bulk temperature. This is true, but we do not
think this approach is adequate to explain the p2 t criterion. In this regard, we wouid like to add the foilowing
comments to those already made in our paper.

In our paper we introduced the following relation to account for hot spot temperature:

T = n(Twc - TO) + To, (1)

where T is the hot spot temperature, Twc is the bulk temperature computed by the Walsh-Christian technique,
and To is the initial temperature. In Figure 1, we show the effective activation energy which gives the best least
square fit to the p2 t criterion as a function of the parameter n. The calculation assumes that t is the thermal
explosion time as computed by the standard formula (see Frank-Kamenetskii, "Diffusion and Heat Transfer in
Chemical Kinetics," Plenum Press, New York, 1969). This equation has the form

t = (constant) -V exp

where: T is the temperature; t is the thermal explosion time; and E is the activation energy.
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Even for n = 20 (shock heating at hot spots is zwenty times as great as predicted by the Walsh-Christian
technique), the activation energy which best fits the criterion is only 17 Kcal/mole, which is considerably lower
than the values of 30 to 50 Kcal/mole which were determined by Lee, et al (Fifth Detonation Symposium) or
Rideal (Proceedings of the Royal Society A-195, 135 (1948). The best fit frequency factor is also low by many
orders of magnitude, and the fit of theory to experiment is not very good. With n = 20, the temperature of PBX
9404 at 5 GPa is already about 33000 K. In the light of Mader's calculations on nitromethane hot spots [Physics
of Fluids 8, 1811 (1965)], a temperature of 3300* at 5 GPa seems to be a reasonable estimate of an upper limit.
It is probable that the effective activation energy is a function of temperature and that the values determined
from thermal explosion experiments at 500 to 1000K do not apply at higher temperatures. However, the
expected direction of change would be for activation energy to increase with increasing temperature, thus causing
a greater difficulty for this approach.

We have also considered the possibility that a distribution "f hot spot temperatures might explain the
result. Let us assume that the hot spots are distributed with respect to temperature with a density distribution
function which has the form

where T is temperature, P is shock pressure, a and a are arbitrary constants, and p is an arbitrary function having
the properties of a distribution function.

Thus, the nature of the temper•ture dependence can be quite general. Let us also assume that the criterion
for detonation is that some critical number of hot spots must react in order for buildup to detonation to occur.
Then the following equation must hold:

N(P, t) dT i =pconstantfTiýt DP [ .J-aP-

where N is the number of hot spots which react in time t, t is the duration of the shock pulse, p is the density dis-
tribution function, and Ti is the temperature which gives a thermal explosion in time t. If we evaluate the deriva-
tive dP/dt defined by this relation and the equation for thermal explosion, we find

dP P I
dt act [2 Ei_

where E is the activation energy. On the curve p2t = constant, this derivative has the value - P/2t. For a 1,
these derivatives cannot be equivalent unless Ti = 0.25 E/R. On the basis of existing kinetic data (see earlier
reference to Lee or Rideal) Ti(t) will not be this large. If it is this large, it presumably will be so only for a nar-
row range of shock durations, so we are forced to reject the thermal explosion model.

An additional problem with the thermal explosion model is that only a small fraction of material can attain
the necessary high temperature. The fraction of material involved cannot be greater than I/n, where n is the
parameter in equation 1. After this reacts, one must still account for the reaction of the remainder of the
material. For these reasons and for the reasons presented in our paper, we concluded that the dominant mode of
heat release must occur in a grain burning fashion.
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4. INVITED DISCUSSION OF SHOCK INITIATION MECHANISM
BY C. MADER, LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY

The papers we have heard contribute very useful data to help us describe the explosive sensitivity to shock.
Perhaps the experimental studies of Titov will be extended to furnish us Pop plot data for TNT at different
initial temperatures in addition to the gap data. Pop plot data (distance of run as a function of plane wave initia-
tion pressure) is the most useful type of data for shock initiation as it is essential for engineering or modeling
studies.

The embedded Manganin gauge measurements of Wackerle exhibit curious maxima in the pressure histories
which, if real for PETN or 9404, are poorly understood. We need to know more about this experimental tech-
nuque under these conditions.

The mechanism of shock initiation of heterogeneous explosives is one of debate as evidenced by Howe's
assumption of grain burning with heat Londuction, Wackerle's assumption of the plastic work model, and by Titov
and Nunziato/Kennedy's hydrodynamic flow modeling.

How important are transport mechanisms such as heat conduction, viscosity, elastic-plastic flow compared
to the hydrodynamic flow? Are there pressure ranges where one transport mechanism may dominate and others
where it is not important? Can the mechanism of adiabatic coripression of the air in holes be important?

When heat conduction has been included into hydrodynamic calculations of hot spot propagation (1) or hot
spot formation and propagation (2), it has been found to be negligible. The ernorgy transfer accomplished by
shocks and rarefactions is several orders of magnitude faster than energy transfur accomplished by heat conduc-
tion. If shocks are present and the time scale of interest is of the order of microseconds then heat conduction is
not an !mportan' energy transfer mechanism. A grain burning model using heat conduction for its energy transfer
mechanism is therefore of little interest for describing shock initiation phenomenon.

The adiabatic compression of gas bubbles to high temperatures and the transfer of the heat to the explosive
by heat conduction has been investigated both experimentally and theoretically as a mechanism of explosive shock
initiation. The classical experimental studies of Seely and Seay 3 showed that changing the gas in the voids of
PETN from one that would give low temperatures to one that would give an order of magnitude higher tempera-
tures had no effect on the shock initiation properties. Several other experimental studies have confirmed this
observation. Since the last Detonation Symposium the Joint Services Explosive Program sponsored some useful
studies of this problem. Experimental studies of Craig4 of the shock compression of various layers of gases in
contact with explosives showed that the nature of the gas did not matter. Detailed numerical modeling 5 of the
experiment showed that plane surface heat conduction across the compress-.d gas-explosive interface could not
give a high enough temperature for a sufficient amount of time to result in any significant amount of explosive

• . decomposition for systems experimentally observed to decompose. The gap initiation problem is still unsolved
and apparently some other source of initiation energy is required such as shock interactions with surface irregulari-
ties or with internal voids to explain the experimental observations. It is surprising that the mechanism of initia-
tion that is probably important in the accidental premature initiation of explosives in shells in unknown. We do
know that some phenomenon other than plane surface heat conduction and adiabatic gas compression is dominat-
ing the initiation process.

The heating that results from viscous and elastic-plastic flow has hcen suggested (6) as a source of energy
for 'nitiating explosives at low shock pressures (- I kbar) and long times (- milliseconds). If realistic viscous or
yield coefficients are used, the amount of heating has been found to be insufficient to produce initiation. How.
ever, the notion that hotspots result from plastic work at void peripheries is being studied by groups led by John
Taylor and by Jerry Wackerle at LASL. While it is a great hand waving model, it has so far required what are
probably unrealistic material properties to result in sufficient heating to be of interest in explosive initiation.
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However at this stage of our understanding of very low pressure shock initiation mechanisms it is unwise to ignore

the possibility that viscous and elastic-plastic heating may be important for some applications.

For higher pressure (-. 10 kbar) shock initiation of heterogeneous explosives we have found the heating

from shock interactions at density discontinuities to be more than sufficient to result in initiation. The "Hydro-

dynamic Ilot Spot" concept includes all the effects that can occur when shocks interact with discontinuities or

with each other such as jetting, void collapse, shock separation and collision, mach and regular shock reflection

and anything else one might observe in a reactive fluid dynamical numerical simulation of the flow. The develop-

ment of this concept may be followed by studing the papers in previous Detonation Symposiums. Perhaps the

most convincing experimental and theoretical demonstration of the hydrodynamic flow mechanism was the

observed agreement between the computed (8) and experimental induction times (9) resulting from the shock

interactions foi ired in nitromethane by corners of Plexiglas, gold and aluminum. An important consequence (2)

of the hydrodynamic hot spot model is that the hot spot continues to decompose after the initial shock wave

passage thus reproducing the experimentally observed decomposition behind the shock wave such as Dremin burn

in addition to the shock front build-up.

The major mechanism of hot spot formation and energy transport in the shock initiation of heterogeneous

explosives is hydrodynamic flow. The correlation of initiation properties with surface area, particle size, density

and other physical properties can be interpreted as the necessary consequence of a hydrodynamic mechanism and

one does not need to invoke transport mechanisms.

As we have previously mentioned, the details of the hydrodynamic flow for many problems of practical

interest are still unknown. Those attempting to investigate a shock initiation problem should concentrate first on

the hydrodynamics of the problem and then add transport or material properties as needed.
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5. RESPONSE TO C. MADER BY R. FREY AND P. HOWE,
USA BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABORATORIES

Mader's objection to a grain burning mechanism is that the process can not be fast enough to release

significant energy in the few microseconds available during shock initiation. In considering the reaction rate

which may be achieved in a grair' burning reaction one must consider the rate per unit surface area and the total
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ignited surface area per unit volume of explosive. In the examples Mader cites, hot spots are formed as the result
of void collaps'- by hydrodynamic processes. The resulting hot spots have a size and shape similar to the original
void. In this case the surface area available for grain burning is small, and significant heat release by a grain burn-
ing mechanism is unlikely. However, the total ignited area available for grain burning may be much greater if hot
spots arise from frictional processes associated with void collapse. Friction could occur as a result of grains sliding
past one another or as a result of grains cracking and sliding along the cracked surface. The former would be
more likely in low percent theoretical maximum density materials, such as our TNT, the latter in high percent
theoretical maximum density materials. In either case the surface to volume ratio of the heated and ignited area
would be very great. At the high strain rates which exist under shock loading, we feel that such processes are more
likely than viscous and/or plastic flow. In fact, it is commonly recognized that many materials, including most
explosives, fracture extensively under shock loading. (Incidentially, we certainly agree with Mader that adiabatic
compression of gas in voids cannot be responsible for shock initiation.)

For our TNT samples, the intergranular surface area was of the order of 2 X 103 cm2 /gr. It is not unrea-
sonable to take this as the ignited area. Burning rates for explosives are not known above a pressure of about I
GPa. However, burning rates for many explosives seem to vary in an approximately linear fashion with pressure
up to the maximum pressures which have been employed. By extrapolating data reported by Wachtel (I), we
infer that a burning rate of 120 cm/sec is not unreasonable for TNT at 2 GPa. Combining this burning rate with
the surface area of our samples, we conclude that about 37% of our explosive at 1.55 gr/cm 3 could react in one
microsecond. This is clearly sufficient to cause shock acceleration.

In this regard, it is interesting to consider the reaction rates reported by Mader and Forest in LA-6259 (2)
and employed in the calculations reported by Mader in this Symposium. The calculations are a very impressive
demonstration of hydrocode techniques. The rates were obtained by an analysis of "Pop plots" and partially
reactive Hugoniot relations with an additional assumption. The derived reaction rate for PBX 9404 varies
approximately as pn, where P is pressure and n is between 2.6 and 2.8. If this is translated into a temperature
dependence using the temperatures calculated in LA-6259, an extremely weak dependence on temperature is
observed. This is consistent with our observations. This weak temperature dependence, as well as the surface
area and porosity dependencies discussed in our paper, are consistent with a grain burning model and are incon-
sistent with homogeneous kinetics.

Hydrodynamics is obviously very important in the initiation of detonation. However, hydrodynamics is
closely coupled with kinetics, and to say that one must be completely understood before considering the other
seems unrealistic. In some cases, consideration of the kinetics may lead one to an improved understanding of the
hydrodynamic processes which are involved. We believe that the evidence presented in our paper and in our
other comment in this session can be explained more easily in terms of grain burning than in terms of homogene-
ous kinetics. If this is so, hydrodynamic descriptions of void collapse must be altered to include fracture or some
other process which increases the surface to volume ratio of the hot spot.
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6. COMMENTS BY C. FAUQUIGNON, FRANCO-GERMAN RESEARCH
INSTITUTE OF SAINT LOUIS

I would like to point out that we made no attempt to explain the so-called p2 t criterion because our experi-
ments have shown that it can only apply in a limited range of pressure and only in the case of heterogeneous
explosives.

Concerning the thermal explosion model, it has been found that it fits correctly the experiment when
applied to homogeneous explosives and it supports the decrease of the energy threshold when pressure increases.

I agree that one might suspect the p2 t applicable to heterogeneous explosives; the earlier the energy is
released the better it fits. I think that the fact that the (T' - Ts)/Ts function (see Fig. 12 of our paper) tends to
zero, is in favor of this applicability; but the higher the pressure the more particles which will be initiated early,
therefore, the more homogeneous the behavior.

COMMENTS ON "INITIATION OF SEVERAL CONDENSED EXPLOSIVES BY A GIVEN DURATION SHOCK
WAVE," Y. de LONGUEVILLE, C. FAUQUIGNON, AND H. MOULARD BY .rHN B. RAMSAY,

LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY, LOS ALAMOS, NM, USA

One facet of the initiation of heterogeneous explosives by short-duration shock waves which needs more
discussion is the interaction of the rarefaction wave with the shocked zone and the leading shock. The approach
presented by de Longueville, Fauquignon, and iMoulard considers this problem and provides an excellent starting
point for the problem. I would like to present a brief and elementary consideration based on an extremely
simplified model (Note: after the session C. Fauquignon commented that he has published a paper using the
same simplified model but with a somewhat different emphasis). (1)

In the model used it is assumed that a shock wave enters the explosive and travels to the point (X*, t*)
where it transforms to a detonation wave. This point is a function of the initial shock pressure and is experi-
me. ukay determined using shock waves of long duration. The experimental data can be represented by either of
two iu•:upions:

POX* 4b, or

pa.= 'I,,

where P is the initial pressure, X* and t* are the distance and time to detonation and 0, 4), a, and 4I are adjust-
able parameters determined from the experimental data. It will be assumed that a detonation occurs if the rare-
faction wave does not catch the shock front before the transformation occurs and that it will fail to transform if
the rarefaction wave catches the front before (X*, t*). The time in the case where the rarefaction enters the back
surface and just catches the shock front at (X*, t*) is defined as r and is given implicitly by

X*= f = { updt+ ft* (c+ u)dt,

0 0std fU

where U, is the shock velocity as a function time, up is the piston velocity which is considered constant over the
time of interest, and (c + u) is the sum of the local sound and particle velocities at the head of the rarefaction
wave.
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Thi4 equation cannot be solved explicitly for r because we do not have a complete understanding of the
wave structure. By making extremely simplifying assumptions, it is possible to obtain solutions which provide
some insight rnto the behavior ofr with P.

Consider a wave in which the state behind the shock wave is constant and the wave velocity remains
constant. Then r is given explicitly as

Assuming the material follows a Walsh equation of state (the adiabat is a reflection of the Hugoniot) then

c = V/V,,(a + 2bu),

where a and b are the coefficients of the linear relationship between shock and particl. velocities. Since only the
lead characteristic is considered, V/V0 is determined from the shock relationship and

,[bu
T =- t * 7 2b- u '

Now multiplying by pn and substituting for t* we get

pn prictq, bu
a + 2bu

A comparison of this relationship with the experimental data for PBX-9404 is shown in Fig. I. Also shown is the
relationship

P2= = 5.5 X 10-4 (Mbar 2 psec)

0.3wo ! 1 I
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as reported by Taylor (2). Variation in the parameters of the U, - up relation do not appear to Pffect the shape
or position appreciably, while a and 41 have a stronger ef~ect. Using a Gruneisen equation of state for the material
and a more complex model as proposed by Kennedy (3) does not make significant changes in the comparison of
the experimental data and the models.

However, in trying to make this comparison I became acutely aware that the proper data for modeling
"thin shock wave" initiation does not exist. Most of the previously available data were obtained on this pellets
with excess transit time as a function of initial pressure. What are needed are shock histories before and after the
rarefaction has caught the front and data indicating whether longer runs will still lead to detonation.
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DISCUSSION ON NITROMETHANE DECOMPOSITION KINETICS

(SESSION I)

I. COMMENTS BY R. F. CHAIKEN, BUREAU OF MINES

There is a seriou problem in attempting to match model reaction rate calculations, or results inferred from
such calculations, to detonation data (such as induction times) obtained from actual experiments. The problem
lies with our ability to predict (or measure) reaction temperature, and the fact that reaction rates can be extremely
sensitive to temperature. This is easily recognized when the rate of reaction, S, is expressed by some Arrhenius
type function, e.g.,

S _'-1 Ae-LaRT moles

cm 3 -sec

By differentiation with respect to temperature, T we obtain the following error relationship:

Ea
(bS/S) ' (5T/T),

RT

where 5S and 6T are the errors in the respective parameters.

For detonation reaction mechanisms involving bond scission as a rate controlling step (e.g. the C-N bond in
nitromethane), Ea ,x, 50 kcal/mole. At a reaction temperature of ,\, I 500'K, Ea/RT is about 17. Thus, a 10%
error in temperature will lead to a 170% error in S. Under these circumstances, the significance of the agreement
(or lack of agreement) between computed and measured reaction rates, or those parameters inferred from reaction
rates, may be questionable.

On the other hand, one might effectively utilize tht temperature sensitivity of S in the other direction, i.e.,
to determine temperature accurately from experimental Arrhenius rate constants. The problem here is that
reliable experimental kinetic constants are generally unavailable for the high pressure and temperature conditions
encountered in detonation. Extrapolation of low pressure and low temperature data could be misleading due to
changes in the rate controlling step or even the possible effects of pressure on reaction rate. This latter point is
referred to in the paper by D. J. Pastine, M. J. Kamlet and S. J. Jacobs (this conference).

In this same connection, I would like to refer to the work that I carried out a number of years ago on the
shock initiation of nitromethane (NM) (1,2). Utiliziag activated complex theory (3), the rate constant for NM
decomposition can be expressed as

kT ,F/RT = kT e_(E+PAV+T-AS+)/RT
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where AF+ is the standard free energy of formation of the activated complex (see references for further definition
of terms). Comparing this to the more frequently used Arrhenius rate constant, i.e.,

Kr = A-

we have

AkT eAS+/R

and
Ea = AE+ + PAV+

The quantity eAs+/R, which is sometimes referred to as the steric factor, is usually of the order of unity for
small molecules. For bond scission (e.g., the C-N bond), AV+ corresponds to ^v 10% extension of the bond (or
approx. +2.8 cm 3/mole for NM). At I atm, where most isothermal decomposition kinetic studies have been
carried out, PAV+ is negligible compared to AE+. However, at 105 atm, the PAV+ term can account for "' 20
fold decrease in the nitromethane reaction rate. It is interesting to note that for an equation of state which results
in shock conditions where P/T = coiistant, the PAV+ term will not lead to an effective increase in E, but rather an
effective decrease in the Arrhenius preexponential factor, A.

It should be further noted that biomolecular decomposition reactions would bc expected to have AV+ < 0,
which will lead to a high pressure enhancement of the reaction rate. Whether or not this is significant in the sensi-
tization of NM by amine catalyst can be speculated upon. It is known that a tautomeric aci-form of NM can
exist, i.e.,

CH 3 - NO2 = CH 2 = NO - OH,

and a strong organic base such as an amine would tend to stabilize the aci-form. If the rate controlling step of the
catalyzed NM decomposition in detonation is the formation of the aci-form, the reaction could be bimolecula[
with respect to the concentration of amine and NM, and the AV+ for the formation of the activated complex
would in this case probably be negative.
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2. COMMENTS BY L. C. SMITH, LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATOkY

Kamlet has suggested that the decomposition of nitromethane (NM) behind a shock wave proceeds through
the aci form implies, among other things, that the isomerization reaction is rapid on a microsecond thne scale.
That seems unlikely to me, since it is generally agreed that the isomerization involves a two-step, base-catalyzed
proton transfer:
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k, k2

CH 3NO2 + B _ CH2 NO2 BH CH 2 =NO2 H + B.

k-.1  k- 2

Indeed, Maron and La Mer (1) found that even under favorable conditions (aqueous solution, strong bases), k1 ,
the rate-det.armining step, is only 200 to 300 R/mole-min. In "pure" NM B is another NM molecule. Presumably
the reaction is subject to the Bronsted general catalysis law, and since NM is an extremely weak base, the reaction
as written would, I believe, be much too slow in spite of the favorable effects of the high temperature and pressure
behind the shock wave (2).

In partial support of Kamlet's thesis we may note that Eyster, Smith, and Walton (3) did find a weak cor-
relation between the gap seasitivities of NM solutions of various amines and the base constants of the amines
determined in water (values determined in NM were unavailable). This could imply that the shock sensitivity of
NM depends in part on either the concentration of the CH 2 NO2 ion or, as Kamlet suggests, the rate of formation
of the aci form.
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3. COMMENTS BY R. FREY AND P. HOWE, USA BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABORATORIES

Kamlet has suggested (on several occasions) that the dependence of the time to detonation upon inclusion
surface area in the nitromethane experiments is a result of a wall catalyzed conversion of the nitromethane to the
aci form. Kamlet's suggested mechanism is qualitatively consistent with the data. However, we are unable to use
the wall catalyzed isomerization reaction to explain the quantitative differences in efficiency demonstrated by the
glass, copper, and aluminum oxide inclusions. In another paper (1) we had developed an equation of the form:

st be-aE

where

t is the time to detonation;
s is the inclusion surface area per unit volume of mixture;
E is the internal energy density behind the reflected shock;
a, b are constants;

which we used to reduce the data for all the nitromethane experiments onto a single curve, as shown in Figure 7
of our paper, this Symposium. The physical properties of this inclusion material we assumed to be manifested
through E, the internal energy density, behind the reflected shock. The magnitude of E, of course, depends very
strongly upon the shock impedance of the inclusions. Relevant values are shown below (2).
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Material Density PC

Cu 8.93 35.18
glass 2.5 11.17
A120 3  3.97 31.42

The copper and aluminum oxide have very similar shock impedances and lead to very similar values of E.
These data are therefore already scaled with respect to each other (see Figure 6) and the copper data were not
replotted in Figure 7. The fact that we are able to scale all the data by considering shock impedance effects is,
we believe, a strong argument in favor of the mechanism we proposed, The fact that the particle size effects
observed here were also observed in the TNT studies lends additional support to this mechanism.
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4. COMMENTS BY R. SHAW, CONSULTANT

The activation energy for reaction Eq. (1) in the homogeneous gas phase

CH3 NO 2 -+ CH 3 + NO 2  (1)

has been calculated to be 59.8 kcal/mol by Seely, Tegg, Shaw, and Berks (1), 59.0 kcal/mol by Benson and
O'Neal (2), and measured to be 58.5 kcal/mol by Glanzer and Troe (3). The activation energy for the shock
initiation of liquid nitromethane from 60 to 105 kbar measurer, by various workers and plotted on a single graph
by Walker and Wasley (4) has an activation energy of 13.5 kcal/mol (5) using shock temperatures calculated (4)
assuming Cv (nitromethane) = Cp (nitroinethane). If a C, (T) equation of state is used (6) the activation energy
becomes 21.6 kcal/mol which is still in very poor agreement with the gas phase value.

Chailken (7) has drawn attention to the effect of pressure on the activation energy predicted by transition
state theory. The activation energy for reaction (I) at high pressures is equal to o. greater than that in the first
order region of the ideal gas state unless the volume of activation is negative. Reaction (1) is very unlikely to
have a negative volume of activation because the volume of transition state is probably between that of the initial
and final states.

It has been observed that nitromethane is made more sensitive to shock initiation by the addition of some
acids and bases (8). For bases, the sensitizing effect is approximately linear with the pKa of the base (see Figure
1). The most likely explanation of this effect is that nitromethane undergoes an acid-or base-catalysed
decomposition (9). Nitromethane is ltstlf a weak acid (10). Therefore it is reasonable to expect nitromethane to
undergo autocatalytic decomposition by an ionic mechanism. For example I have estimated that reaction Eq. (2)
is 36.9 kcal/mol exothermic.

HO\
N = CH 2 + CH3 NO 2 -- HON = CHCH2 NO 2 + H20 (2)

acid form
nitromethane
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Some results on transient detonation phenomena in the two isomers, 1 ,l-dinitropropane (1 ,I-DNP) and
2,2-dinitropropane (2,2-DNP) at 60 0C are relevant. The physical properties of the two liquids and their Arrhenius
parameters for decomposition in the gas phase are very similar (see Table 1). However, 1,l-DNP has a smaller
failure diameter, lower pressure for shock initiation, and slower failure wave velocity than 2,2-DNP. These
differences in transient detonation phenomena indicate that under shock initiation or reinitiation during detona-
tion failure 1 ,l-DNP decomposes significantly faster than 2,2-DNP. I ,l-DNP has an alpha hydrogen atom and so
can decompose in the liquid phase by an ionic intermediate [RC(NO2 )21 -. 2,2-DNP has no alpha hydrogen atom
and can not decompose via the same ionic intermediate.

I conclude that the chemical mechanical mechanism of decomposition of pure nitromethane during shock
initiation contains an ionic component in addition to the free radical component.
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U, 21
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Fig. 1. The sensitizing effect of various based on the card gap value of nitromethane (8). (The gap determined by
this test is the thickness of cellulose acetate by which the test sample, contained In 1-Inch diameter schedule 40
aluminum pipe, must be separated from a S0 gram tetryl booster to reduce probability of detonation of the
sample to 507%) (8). The circles represent bases whose pKa's have been measured (11). The squares represent
bases whose pKa's have been estimated (9). The key Is: 1. Dlphenylamine, 2. Aniline. 3. Butylamlne,
4. Dlbutylamine, 5. Pyridine, 6. Triethylamlne, 7. Furfurylamine, 8. Trlethylenetetramine, 9. Dlethylaminetrlamine,
10. Ethylenedlamlne, 11. 2-Dlmenthylamino-2-methyl-l-propanol, 12. 2-Amino-2-methyl-1-propanol.
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TABLE I

Physical, Thermochemical, Kinetic, and Transient Detonation Properties

of 1. l-Dinitropropane and 2,2-Dinitropropan.12 ,13

Chemical Name I,1-Dinitropropane 2,2-Dinitropropane

Chemical structure HC(NO 2 )2CH 2 CH 3  CH 3 C(NO2 )2 CH 3
Molecular weight 134.1 134.1
Specific volume/(cc/g) 0.833 0.819

at 60 0 C
Sound speed/(km/s) 1.33 1.24

at 60 0C
Heat of formation/(kacl/mol) -39.9 -42.3
of liquid (nominally 25 0C)

Arrhenius A factor/(s-1) 17.5 17.5
for C-N fission (gas phase)

Activation energy/(kcal/mol) 49 49
for C-N fission (gas phase)

Arrhenius A factor/(s- 1 ) 11.5 11.5
for HONO elimination (gas phase)

Activation energy/(kcal/mol) 43 39
for HONO elimination (gas phase)

Lead block failure 7 27
diameter/(mm) at 60 0 C

Peak initial shock pressure/(kbar) 93 116
for initiation in 1 psec

Failure wave velocity/(kmn/s) 2.966 5.022
at 60°C
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COMMENT ON CHAIKEN'S CONTRIBUTION BY ROBERT SHAW

Suppose that there is a single rate-determining step in the decomposition of nitromethane under static high
pressure (1). Chaiken's remarks and the observed (1) increase in rate of decomposition with increase in pressure
at constant temperature strongly suggest that the rate-determining step is second order in nitromethane.
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5. COMMENTS BY J. E. KENNEDY AND J. W. NUNZIATO, SANDIA LABORATORIES

Our paper made the point that the nitromethane (NM) detonation profile (which determines the criticalparticle acceleration behind the shock front) cannot be described by the simple Arrhenius kinetics which appear

to be appropriate for shock initiation of NM. We should emphasize that this conclusion is based on the assump-
tion that the particle velocity profile is concave upward in the reaction zone, i.e., that there is no "plateau"
immediately behind the shock front.

The chemical reaction mechanism is undoubtedly quite complex, probably involving a free-radical chain
reaction as described in Shaw's comments above, and highly reactive intermediates such as the aci- form of nitro-
methane. We wanted to choose reaction kinetics with minimum complexity beyond the single-step Arrhenius
model, and which would be compatible with the above mechanisms. Our choice of two parallel first-order reac-
tions from NM to products seems to fit these requirements. It is simpler than any scheme involving reactions in
series.

To be more specific about the chemistry, the high-activation-energy step in our calculations is Shaw's
reaction (1) in his comments above. If we accept Kamlet's suggestion that aci-NM is formed in the shocked NM
and the aci-NM quickly decomposes to products, our second parallel reaction could then be taken as

normal NM -* acd-NM (low activation energy).

This pair of reactions is consistent with our mathematics.
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On the other hand, let us consider Smith's argument above that any aci-NM reacting within a few micro-
seconds in the shocked NM must have beer, present before shock loading, in a small concentration relative to that
of the normal NM. Shaw's reaction (2) might then be taken as the low-activation-energy step, and thus the con-
trolling initial reaction in shock initiation. This appeals to us because of the partial heat release (about half) in
reaction (2), for the following reason. The shape of the deceleration profiles measured in Hardesty's NM initia-
tion experiments suggested to us that a reaction liberating a significant fraction of the energy might be going
essentially to completion soon after thermal ignition, with total reaction completion controlled by reaction (I)
occurring at a later time. However, since depletion of the aci-NM would occur earlier than depletion of normal
NM, we should point out that these kinetics would differ somewhat from the parallel reaction scheme we adopted,

The additional point made by Kamlet (paper by Pastine et Al. in these proceedings) and Chaiken (above)
concerning the volume of activation, and hence a pressure-dependent activation energy, is well-taken and further
complicates the matter. However, since this effect tends to reduce the reaction rate as the shock pressure is
increased, it cannot by itself reconcile our finding that detonation kinetics must be faster than the simple
Arrhenius kinetics which describe shock initiation observations.

I
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INITIATION OF SEVERAL CONDENSED EXPLOSIVES BY A
GIVEN DURATION SHOCK WAVE*

Y. de Longueville, C. Fauquignon, H. Moulard
French-German Research Institute of Saint-Louis

68300-Saint Loois-France

The response of granular, pressed, cast, and liquid explosives to shock waves of
given intensity and duration has been experimentally investigated by use of flyer
plates. The sensitivity is quantitatively given by a "critical" curve in the pressure-
time plane. The kinetic energy transferred to Mhe explosive is calculated for each
point of this curve; this permits examination of the validity of the "energy-
threshold" concept.

A possible interpretation of the critical shock duration as related to the reaction
kinetics of the explosive is given. The application of this model to heterogeneous
explosives leads to an "efficient temperature" essentially higher than that which the
equation of state gives for the same shock pressure.

1. INTRODUCTION use of a temperature, which has been called "efficient
temperature," higher than that given by the equation

The sensitivity of an explosive under shock load is of state at the same shock pressure.
usually investigated either by the gap test or by the
impact of a flyer plate, the velocity and thickness of
which determine shock pressure and duration, respec- 2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
tively. It has already been pointed jut (1) that this
second method can determine the sensitivity of two The response (detonation or not) of a cylindrical
quantities: the sensitivity is described by the curve explosive is investigated under the action of a plane
separating the detonation from the nondetonation shock wave with a rectangular pressure profile charac-
region. It has been proposed (2) to characterize the ter!zed by its pressure p and time duration t produced
sensitivity by the minimum amount of mechanical by the impact of a metal plate on the front plane.
energy transferred from the projectile into the explo-
sive. We will show how this concept of energy holds 2.1. Choice of the Impacting Plate
for different homogeneous and heterogeneous explo-
sive compositions we have studied. Finally, we pro- The shock intensity p is dependent on the impact
pose an interpretation of the critical shock duration velocity and the Hugoniots of plate and explosive ma-
as the minimum time required for the exothermic terial. t is the time needed for the shock to be re-
chemical reactions to lead to an Immediate or delayed flected from one face to the other in the flyer plate.
transition to detonation. The application of this
crude model to heterogeneous explosives needs the Figure 1 shows the space-time diagram associated
,._with the pressure-velocity curves of both materials as
*Work performed under contract of the Societ6 Nationale well as the derived pressure-time profile at the en-

des Poudres et Exploslif, Paris, France. trance side of the explosive. The plate material must
tPresent address: Centrt de Recherche du lD)uchet-S.N.P.E., satisfy the following conditions

91719-Ve-t4e-Petit, France.
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Fig. 1. Principle of generation of rectangular pressure pulses.

"0 High sound velocity in order to obtain very Figure 2 illustrates the experimental setup for
short shock durations (t I). rather insensitive explosives [groups (a) and (b)]. It

should be recalled here that the plate after the deflec-
"* Weak Hugoniot slopes so that pressures P2, tion by an angle 0 is in an expanded state, is plane,

P3 ... are negligible with respect to p and travels at a velocity v, the normal component vN,
given by:

"* Sound velocity, which is only a little dependeait
on pressure in order to obtain a rarefaction fan VN = D sin 4
as narrow as possible.

and given by the Richter formula
For the present investigations, ST-aluminum was
choten because it meets the above conditions. 1 b + c Pm e

2.2. Experimental Setup where D = detonation velocity,
b, c = parameters of the explosive,

On the basis of their physical properties, the ex- PMo, PCX = density of metal and explosive, respec-
plosives under study can be classed into three groups tively,
with increasing sensitivities: e, e - thickness of metal and explosive.

a. Liquid explosives (melted TNT and nitro- The velocity, which the generator of Fig. 2 is able to
methane) cover, has a lower limit at about 600 m/s, due to the

fact that the plate tends to spall when the explosive
b. Cast or pressed explosives (Comp B, plastic- layer is too thin. The upper limit is given by the

bonded RDX and HMX) energy efficiency of the system, which decreases for
S> 20V and corresponds to a velocity of about 2500

c. Granular explosives (RDX). M/s.

Flyer plates are accelerated by a plane explosive layer For sensitive explosives (like granular RDX), im-
detonating along the plate (3). pact velocities lower than 600 m/s are needed. To
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Fig. 3. 7wo-stage setup for the study of granular
P1g. 2. Experimental (one stage) setup. explosive.

LI = Linear initiation FP = Flyer plate
TRX - Probe for triggering, with delay, the x-ray TP = Momentum transfer plate.

PM = Photomultiplier for control of the instant of
the x-ray flash.

p
BRASS AL.ALLOY

obtain these, the experimental arrangement of Fig. 3
was used.

IIXPOSvIiE lINlIl

The explosively accelerated plate is made of a high EI

impedance (brass) metal impacting a barrier of the
same material. The rear side of this barrier is covered
with a ST-aluminum plate. Because of the impedance
mismatch, the aluminum plate separates from the bar-
tier and, after a sufficient path of flight, impinges on
the explosive. Figure 4 shows that the impact veloc-
ity of the duraluminum can be reduced from 600 m/s
to 425 m/s because the high-density brass can be ex- (a) \L Vd ".AIAlloy u
plosively accelerated to velocities as low as 300 m/s brass
without risking spallation. The usefulness of this
method is limited at low impact velocities by the con- Fig. 4. Principle of the two-stage setup.

straints imposed by the thicknesses of the barrier, Z - Zone of pressures to be explored
brass, and ST-aluminum plates. Moreover, the angle (a) and (b) - minimum velocities reached by one
0 must be determined with high accuracy in order to stage setup, respectively, with brass and
obtain acceptable conditions of flight for the alu- Al-alloy flyer plates.
minum plate.

The measurements and checks performed are
based on a flash radiograph taken a few microseconds
prior to impact (Fig. 2). This x-ray flash record al- 0 derive from the preceding observation the
lows us to: exact value of impact velocity VN using the for-

mula VN - D sin ,
* verify the flatness of the flying plate,

0 calculate the time of flight remaining, knowing
* check the accuracy of the assumed projection VN and the actual position at the time of the

angle 0 (simultaneity of impact), flash x-ray picture, and
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0 discriminate between initiation and failure. The 3. RESULTS
latter is possible since the transit time necessary
for the wave to run through the cartridge is 3.1. Explosives Tested-Presentation of the Results
known.

The experimental method described above has
To this end, the time interval between the instant been applied to the following compositions:

when the radiograph is taken and when the wave exitsfromthe artidgeend s masurd. granular explosive = RDX at a density of 1.55
from the cartridge end is measured. g/cm 3 with two grain sizes (40/80 p and 200/

Depending on the length of the cartridge, the tran- 400 1),
sit times vary a! a ratio of I to 2, whether initiation * cast explosives = Comp. B3 and RDX/poly-
takes place or not. butadiene (86% RDX),

As far as the accuracy of the shock generator is 0 pressed explosive =MX/nylon (89.5% HMX),
concerned, densitometric measurements performed * liquid explosive = TNT at 8 10 C and nitro.
on the flash x.ray records show that the flatness error methane.
does not exceed 0.3 mm in a rectangular area of 90 X
60 mm. Besides, the error in the evaluation of angle The results are stated as follows: Velocity of
0 remains below 2%, which is negligible. Thus, im- impact-thickness of plate diagram (characteristic of
pact velocity VN is known to less than 3% error. This the shock generator) or shock pressure-shock dura-
is compatible with the accuracy with which the Hugo- tion diagram (characteristic of the receptor explo-
niots of non-reacting explosives are evaluated. sive). As far as the latter is concerned, the liugoniot

of the receptor must be known. Although the possi-
ble reaction of the medium limits the reliability of

2.3, Diagnostics of Homogeneous Liquid Explosives the experimental results achieved, the various sensi-
tivity curves are, nevertheless, plotted in a pressure-

We see from a streak camera record (slit along a duration diagram, because this property is character.
diameter of the setup) that: istic to the explosive. It allows us to define the

kinetic energy transferred into the explosive by the
• initiation originates from the plane part of the plate during the impact process. Linear relationships

induced shock and not fiom the walls, and between the velocity of the wave and that of the ma-
terial are adopted and shown in the following table.

* induction time could be measured for nitro- These relations have been taken from published
methane and corresponds approximately to the papers or established by computation according to
critical shock duration for a given pressure. A. K. Hopkins' method (4).

U = c + s u (mm/jus) Origin Density

Granular RDX U = 1.1 + 2.4 u Ref. 5 and computed 1.54

Composition B3 U = 2.71 + 1.86 u Ref. 6 1.73

RDX-polybutadiene U = 2.3 + 1.8 u Computed 1.60

HMX-nylon U = 2.4 + 2.4 u Computed 1.77

TNT (molten) U = 2.14 + 1.57 u Ref. 7 1.47

Nitromethane U = 1.54 + 1.68 u Ref. 15 1.12
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Each rectangular pressure profile corresponding to trates the increasing homogeneity of the composi-
the impact of a thin plate can be associated to a value tions used.
of the kinetic energy transferred into the explosive.
Computation of this value is derived from the dia- (a) Granular Explosive: pressed RDX (p = 1.55
grams shown in Fig. 1. If the residual pressures (too g/cm 3)
low for initiation of the explosive) are neglected, the
loss in kinetic energy of the plate during time interval For this sensitive explosive, critical impact veloci-
t can be written as follows: ties are of the order of 400 m/s, and the mode of op-

eration described in Sec. 2 is applied. Furthermore,
- 1 2 - 2 due to the compression necessary to reach the density
- p I , eS(vp VF of 1.55 g/cm 3, the critical grain-size distribution is

changed. The grain-size ranges 200/400 min and 100/

where pp I is the density of the plate, e thickness of 200 pm are obtained by seeving and show, after corn-
the plate, S = entrance area of the shock in the explo- pression, two maxima corresponding to an asynj-
sive, and vN, v1F = impact and residual velocities of metric rupture of the grains. The grain-size range
the plate. Since 40/80 is obtained by pulverizing and undergoes only

a reduction of its mean grain size. The distribution
vN + v1- = 2 ul and VN - vF = 2 ud, curves plotted after compression are obviously the

only representative ones for the RDX investigated.
the loss in the kinetic energy per surface unit becomes

The sensitivity of the ranges 40/80 pm and 200/
A 2 400gam is shown in Fig. S. We observe essentially an

2 pp e uI Ud. inversion of the sensitivity as a function of the shock
duration. None of the curves confirm the criterion of

As the shock duration is written in the form 2e - a constant energy threshold. It is seen, however, that
tj • U, where IJ is the velocity of the shock in the the two curves pass through an identical maximum
plate at pressure P1, we have energy value (18 kbar and 750 ns). The energy trans-

ferred per surface Vnit is then 68 J/cm 2.
Ae=

S(PpI U ud) ul tI. (b) Explosives with Binder

Writing ppl U ud - pl, representing the pressure In this class of explosives, we have to mention the
value, we get composition B3 and the two inert binder composi-

tions that are, therefore, more homogeneous than
AC RDX.

0 For Comp B3 the criterion of the energy thresh-
old holds remarkably well. Over the whole

And, ul being a function of pl, a value of the kinetic range of shock duration, the threshold curve lies
energy transferred per surface unit of the plate into between 125 and 148 J/cm2 . The curve corre-
the explosive, is simply associated with each pair sponding to an ignition energy of 140 J/cm 2

(p I, t I). Since the value Ae/S is established, the divides the two regions of ignition and non-
foregoing relation defines in the (p,t) diagram an iso- ignition (see Fig. 6).
energetic curve. Thus it is possible to relate and com-
pare the experimental results to a network of iso- 0 RDX-polybutadtene shows a quite different be-
energetic curves. havior. For shock durations ranging from 600

to 2100 ns, it is initiated by a constant mini-
3.2. Results mum energy supply of 325 J/cm2 . It appears to

be more sensitive for short shocks. For a dura-
The explosives investigated are granular, homo- tion of 160 ns, a shock of 85 kbar (i.e., approxi-

geneous, or contained binder. The representation mately 175 J/cm2) sufficies to provoke initia-
given below considers this classification and illus- tion (see Fig. 7).
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40
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p 1kb] Fig. 6. Sensitivity of Composition 113 (6 0/40).

10 1, 20 cal/cm2  + detonation 0 no detonation

._"iso-energy curve 1:'= 33 cal/cm2
\5 ', . •\

\ \V

20p pkb]

100- K
-'S. 75

0.5 t.o tPIsl
(b) -grain size : 200/400 v 50 o350 /cm2

Fig. 5. Sensitivity of granular RDX, " .-
300 J/CM2  .

+ detonation 0 no detonation 25 250 J/cm2  "

200 ,J/an2  t is I
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

• The HMX-nylon composition has a sensitivity, Mig. 7. Sensitivity of RDX-polybutadiene.
which is analogous to that of the composition
B3. The energy threshold of initiation, which is + detonation * no detonation
constant and equal to 150 J/cm 2 for shock
duration between 160 and 1200 ns, increases
thereafter, and exceeds 180 J/cm 2 if the in-
duced wave has a duration of 2100 ns (see
Fig, 8). corresponding to a shock duration varying from 300

to 1700 ns. The streak camera was used (Sec. 2) to
(c) Homogeneous Explosives observe the points located in the vicinity of the sensi-

tivity curve in order to ascertain that the detonation
Nitromethane and liquid TNT (T. = 354 0 K) were achieved was actually due to the plane part of the

investigated over a relatively limited pressure range wave.
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p [kb] p [kb]
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80N-
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60 
100
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Fig. 8. Sensitivity of IIMX-nylon.

+ detonation 0 no detonation 100 \ _

The energy threshold for both explosives varies
along the sensitivity curve (Fig. 9).

75
3.3. Validity of the Concept of the Energy Threshold -.20

Except for granular RDX and liquid explosives, all 1500 ,j/cyu2

of the other compositions show a certain pressure 500 J/crn2  1000 J/cm2

range in which the sensitivity curve coincides with an 0 0.5 1 .0 1.5 t[lsi
iso-transfer curve. Fig. 9. Sensitivity of liquid and solid TNT (a), and

nitromethane (b ).
Figure 10 illustrates the energy threshold as a

function of shock pressure. + detonation 0 no detonation

Except for the composition B3, the energy re-

quired for initiation is seen to be lower for intense
shocks.

Another viewpoiut related to an assumed role of

It is presently impossible to answer the question of the critical shock duration is now presented. It is

whether the phenomena observed are of a physical supported by the following assumptions:

nature or can be related to an erroneous extrapola-
tion of the Hugoniot data determined at lower pres- • Chemical reactions are initiated at the shock

sures. front, and the corresponding critical shock dura-
tion is the shortest time needed to establish a
self-sustaining process: the reactions can

4. INTERPRETATION BY USE OF REACTION longer be quenched by cooling due to release
KINETICS waves arriving from the rear face.

It has just been shown that the sensitivity can be & More precisely, it is assumed that a sufficient

interpreted as the minimum energy to be transferred number of particles are initiated so that a subse-

to the explosive. This energy is, in general, a function quent transition to detonation is only governed

of the shock pressure. by the energy they release.
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(b) The instantaneous temperature is equal to
_ [J/cm2] TS + AT where AT corresponds to the self heating by

-2000the chemical reactions.
• 2000 liquid) (c) The numerical application of the Arrh6nius

law shows that a significant fraction of the explosive

1500 \has reacted only during the very late stage of the total

process.

1000 Correspondingly, without knowing the minimum

reaction rate for a self-sustaining regime a negligible
error occurs when we assume that the critical shock

500 D duration T is equal to the induction time t, which cor-
B' responds to a complete reaction.

C E Let us write
0 50 100 p [kb] T" ` ti =' P-1 Ts' (Tq"' Ta)°I exp (Ta/Ts) (1)

Fig. 10. Energy threshold vs shock pressure.

B = HMX-nylon where

C = RDX-TNT (60/40) v = collision frequency,
D = RDX-polybutadiene
E = PEX 9404 Ta = R... Ea = activation energy,

Tq = R . Cv = specific heat, assumed constant.

* This .undition is always fulfilled by homoge- Equation (1) expresses the sensitivity (p,T) of an
neous explosives (8); it may be a reasonable ap- explosive as a function of its chemical composition

proximation for heterogeneous high explosives (Ea, v, Q) and of properties (T, = f[p]).
that are heated by a volume process rather than
at a surface as occurs for granular explosives, It is important to note that the following results
which will not be considered for this reason. and remarks are restricted to the case where the

Arrh~nius law is used.
* A comparison at a given initiation pressure be-

tween build-up times both experimental (9) and
computed (10, 11) and the critical shock dura- RESULTS
tion would give interesting information on the
possibility of quenching reactions before grain Homogeneous Explosive Liquid TNT

burning or any energy transfer process has oc-
curred. The numerical values of v, Ea, Q, Cv are given

by (13)
The initiated particles are assumed to behave v= 1012°2
according to the thermal explosion model which
is used for the first time with the critical shock E, = 1.82 • 105 J/mole
duration assumed to be the build-up time (5,8).

Q = 3.87 106 J/kg
Main Features of the Thermal Explosion Model
Based upon the Arrhinius Law (12) Cv = 1.37 • 103 J/kg.

(a) The shock of pressure p heats the explosive at T = T + (p)
a temperature T.. 2Cv
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where Later on this temperature will be called "efficient
temperature" and noted T.. The prior calculation of

To = 354 0 K, Ts as a function of p is quite impossible and it will be
determined by using Eq. (1), in which r is a known

u(p) is deduced of the momentum equation p = p0 Uu experimental quantity.
and of the linear relationship

The calculatious have been performed on composi-
U = C + Su tion B3 (where it is assumed that only the RDX is re-

sponsible for the initiation), RDX-polybutandiene,
where HMX-nylon, PBX 9404 (the sensitivity curve is given

by Refs. 2 and 14).
P0  1.47 g/cm 3

In all cases, the reaction energy per unit mass is

and multiplied by the mass fraction of the explosive in
the composition.

Cs= 2.14 mm/lis Figure 11 represents the "efficient energy" CvT'=

S = 1.57. vs the pressure. It can be seen that the "efficient
energy" is a slowly increasing function of the pres-

Figure 9a shows that the relationship r(p) given by sure.

Eq. (1) is well within the domain (limited by dotted
lines) where the experimental sensitivity curve is More interesting observations can be drawn from

present. Fig. 12 which represents the relative degree of hete-
rogeneity of the explosive expressed by the ratio

An interesting conclusion is that the thermal ex- (T6' - T,)/Ts:

plosion model supports a decrease of the energy
threshold as the pressure increases.

Heterogeneous Explosives CVTs [Ix1O6J/kgl

On Fig. 9a are also reported experimental points
relative to the sensitivity of solid TNT (2). 1-

1.0 B

Equation (1) cannot match this region simply by
changing the temperature To, the density p,, and the
values of the parameters C and S.0.

0.9

It is possible to get a good fit between Eq. (1) and
experiment by using an activation energy about ten
times lower than the one given in the literature. This
has been checked for TNT and several compositions 0.8

containing RDX and TIMX.
p [kb]

It seems better t, consider that the chemical con- 0 o
stants must be kept but that the temperature previ-

ously calculated by assuming a uniform energy dis- Fig. 1I. Efficient energy vs shock pressure.
tribution is no longer correct, Due to the large
depend-nce of Arrhnlius law on temperature, the B - HMX-nylon
iemperature of the hot spots or, more generally, the C - RDX-TNT (60/40)
highest local temperature responsible for the initia- D = RDX-polybutadiene
tion of the chemical reactions must be considered. E = PBX 9404-03
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INITIATION OF DETONATION IN INSENSITIVE LIQUID EXPLOSIVES
BY LOW-AMPLITUDE COMPRESSION WAVES

J. E. Hlay and R. W. Watson
Pittsburgh Mining and Safety Rtsearch Center

Bureau of Mines
Department of the Interior

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

An experiment devised to simulate the development of explosive reaction int a large
mass of cavitated liquid Is described In which a massive steel piston Is propelled into
a contalner (diameter 10 cm) filled with a liquid explosive Into which bubbles have
been introduced. In this experiment, transition to "detonaition " has resulted using
nitromethane and other marginally detonable liquids at initial piston velocities of
24 to 90 meters per second. With further Increase in scale size, abrupt accelerations
of the order of those occurring In transport may suffice to produce explosion.

A mathematical model Is described by which the hazard potential of deflagration-
to-detonation transition in horge masses of a reactive liquid subjected to cavitating
conditions and pressuire surges can be assessed from burning rate data or from
small-scale experiments such as that described.

INTRODUCTION This situation Is analogous to the problem
encountered with nitroglycerine (NG) and related

The accidental explosion of marginally explosive materials, which although acknowledged to be
materials has been of concern for many years. detonable, to have a small critical diameter, and to
"Marginally explosive materials" is here taken to be "sensitive" by the standards of experience, and
mean substances not intended to be used as explo- handled accordingly, nevertheless have been involvedI ives and which are insensitive to detonation by a in numerous accidental explosions resulting presum-

o.8 blasting cap. Such substances include, for ably from very weak stimuli. The nature of this
example, nitromethAne (NM). Most of these sub- problem was clarified by the elucidation of the
stances are also ausscad as "nondotonable" in the mechanisms of low-velocity detonation (LVD) as a
card-gap test since they have a critical diameter quasi-steady-state process in wh~ich the fluid Is
greater than the diameter in which the card-gap test is cavitated by a precursor shock. The cavities are
normally performed, usually 2.5 cm. (1) (in this subsequently collapsed by the reaction pressure
paper, the discussion will be limited to those field, causing local heating sufficient to ignite the
materials that are liquids as normally handled and liquid at the cavities; the resultant burning of the
used.) Even those substances that are known to be liquid releases sufficient energy to sustain both the
detonable, however, have been involved in accidental precursor and reaction wave. (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) A
explosions in which no stimulus that would be con- theoretical description of LVD has been given by
sidered adequate by the standards of normal Chaiken. (8) In this treatment, theoretical calcula-
sensitivity tests appears to have been present. tions of the LVD parameters for various iiquid
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explosives, including nitromethane (NM), were per- were known, it should be possible to couple such a
formed; the results obtained tend to indicate that relationship to the overall hydrodynamic constraints
the possibility of LVD in NM is marginal. This result, and to predict the susceptibility of a given system to
however, is attributed to the large value of the LVD, given the charge size, confinement, etc.; an
calculated cavitation rate constant, which results in attempt to do this is sketched in a later section of
low values of liquid volume fraction and detonation this paper.
pressure and consequent decoupling of the cavitation
and reaction processes. However, interest in Unfortunately, burning rate data for liquid
explosive reactions of this type is not limited to explosives and monopropellants at pressures beyond a
"stable" LVD, in which the cavitation is itself main- few hundred bars do not exist to the best of the
tained indefinitely by the propagating reaction. It is, authors' knowledge, nor can they be obtained by
for instance, valid to stipulate that a significant por- extrapolating data obtained at lower pressures, since,
tion is already cavitated as a result of a variety of as is well known, (9,10) for many liquid explosives
processes that can occur in a mass of liquid in transit. and propellants there occurs an abrupt increase in
Ir the following discussion, no attempt will be made the slope of the effective burning rate-is-pressure
to distinguish between gas-filled bubbles and vapor- curve due to hydrodynamic enhancement of the
filled cavities, although the former are more sensitive burning surface; neither the pressure at which this
to initiation by compression, since it will be assumed occurs nor the magnitude of the increase ii the slope
that a compression wave adequate to initiate either can be predicted from low-pressure Jata.
type is present. It is then reasonable to suppose that
the reaction rate is dominated by the time constant
for the burning of the bubbles, given by Chaiken as The continued introduction of new materials in

industry makes it desirable to have some kind of testL 1/2 that can be used to predict the possibility of the
T6 = K 2ffW e '2W lv/RTf' development of explosions from weak stimuli which6 a1/3 RiT. J mnight occur in the handling of large masses of

material. That this cannot be done on the basis of
where K is the evaporation accommodation tests presently considered standard is shown dramati-
coefficient, Nb the bubble concentration, W the cally by the explosion of a tank car of aqueous
molecular weight, R the universal gas constant, T1, the monomethylamine nitrate solution at Wenatchee,
flame temperature, and AHv the heat of vaporization. Wash., in 1974, (11) and by the explosions of two
This equation presupposes a pressure sufficiently high tank cars of NM at Mt. Pulaski, Ill., and Niagara Falls,
that the deflagration reaction zone is of essentially N.Y., in 1958. (12)
negligible thickness so that the liquid surface
temperature can be considered approximately equal The purpose of this paper is to discribe a test
to the flame temperature. For the constants given by devised for the study of the development of explo-
Chaiken for NM-viz K = 1, W = 61 g/mole, Tf - sive reactions from weak stimuli in large masses of
27000 K, and Al-i = 8 kcal/mole-this results in a marginally explosive liquids. It is not pertinent to
linear burning rate of ca 535 X 103 cm/sec. Elemen- the purpose of this paper to differentiate precisely
tary calculations show that such a burning rate is between high-velocity detonations, low-velocity
adequate to support a bubble growth rate of about detonations, non-ideal detonations, etc. An "explo-
104 cm/sec at a pressure of a few Kbar; these sion" will be considered to be any chemical reaction
values are "typical" at least for the system in which that releases gases and energy rapidly enough to
they have been measured (the nitroglycerine/ethylene cause rupture of the confinement and displacement
glycol dinitrate system). (4) However, the assump- of surrounding objects. A marginal explosive is any
tion that the liquid surface temperature is equal to material not intended to be used as an explosive and
the flame temperature Is questionable at lower pres- that cannot be detonated by a No. 8 blasting cap,
sures and may not apply to the early stages of develop- but that is at least theoretically capable of reacting
ment. Moreover, the kinetic parameters for many in the way just described. A weak stimulus is
substances of interest are unknown. If burning rate- arbitrarily defined as one that produces pressures
vs-pressure data over the entire range of pressure less than 1 kilobar.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT needed depends on the pressure used: approximately
one layer for each three bars is typical. The diaphragm

A schematic drawing of the experiment is given is burst by a No. 8 electric blasting cap. The projec-
in figure 1. The marginally explosive liquid (MEL) tile velocity is measured electronically by the contact
is contained in a steel cylinder of 10.2-cm inside of the projectile with two pairs of fine copper wires
diameter, 15.2-cm length, and 1.27-cm wall thickness, stretched across the diameter of the barrel spaced
with a 20.3-cm-square, 5.1-cm-thick steel plate welded 50 cm apart. As would be expected, the velocity
to one end and a 0.0076-cm-thick polyethylene attained varies roughly as the square root of the
diaphragm fastened across the other end. Air bubbles pressure: at 21 bars, approximately 90 m/sec is
are introduced into the liquid by means of a 15-cm attained. The sample (acceptor) is approximately
length of polyvinyl chloride tubing (0.24-cm outside 4 cm from the end of the barrel and is aligned
diameter, 0.04 cm wall thickness) which is closed at co-axially with it to a precision of about ±0.04 cm.
the end but which has two rows of pinholes (.023-cm It should be noted that the projectile diameter is less
diameter) spaced 0.3 cm apart along the entire length. than that of the sample container by 0.32 cm; this is
Air is supplied to the bubbler tube at a gage pressure to allow some margin for misalignment so that the
of 0.55 to 1.4 bars, depending on the properties of projectile does not touch te walls, and also to pro-
the liquid, to maintain a bubble field as nearly uni- vile some relief for the internal pressure, since the
form as possible from one liquid to another. experiment is intended to simulate realistic situations

in which there is some possibility of venting and in
The initiating stimulus is provided by the impact of which the confinement is provided primarily by the

a steel projectile 9.84 cm in diameter, and 13.3 cm mass (inertia) of the material itself. In this experi.
long, weighing 8.1 kg. The projectile is provided with ment the inertia is provided by the projectile, which
two bands of rubber tape 1.9 cm wide; one of the must be deccelerated and repulsed in order to relieve
bands is at the rear of the projectile, and the other is the pressure in the sample.
slightly forward of the middle of the projectile. The
bands are just thick enough to produce a snug fit in The occurrence of explosion is based on the rup-
the projector barrel. The projectile is propelled down ture of the sample cylinder, the blast produced, and
a steel barrel (10.2-cm ID, 3.3-m length) by com- the consumption of the liquid. Although the
pressed air from a 72-liter reservior. A quick-opening materials tested vary greatly in their explosive output
"valve" used to admit the air to the barrel, consists and the impact pressures are occasslonally sufficient
of a multilayer diaphragm made from cellulose to crack the weld joint, the minimum criterion for
acetate sheets 0.025-cm thick across a pipe flange at assessing the occurrence of explosion is that the
the breech end of the barrel. The number of layers cylinder be essentially completely unfolded into a

strip or broken to pieces, that significant blast be

U •- produced, and that the material be completely
consumed. Only one material, liquid dinitrotoluene,
was found to be consumed without container damage

."or blast, and one other, 52/48 nitromethane/l-

,-- nitropropane, was consumed and produced blast
without container damage; these were assessed as
"deflagrations."

It was found to be quite difficult to either control
or characterize the bubble field in the sample.

-- IPhotographic observation suggests that the diameters
of the bubbles are in the range of 0.05 to 0.2 cm, and
the density of the bubbles appears to be in the range

of 0.5 to 10 cm- 3 , depending on the viscosity and
surface tension of the liquid. The importsnce of

s bubble size and density was established in the earliest
experiments with nitromethane, wherein it was found

Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement that initiations could not be obtained at the highest
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velocity available when only one or a few large the lowest threshold velocities for explosion in this
bubbles were present. This observation also lends experiment, namely 24 m/sec. Because of differences
weight to the supposition that the compression of in scale size, confinement, etc., it is of course not
the bubbles is the initiation mechanism, rather than possible to state that the velocities in the table can be
friction due to possible contact of the projectile with identified with impact velocities that are likely to
the acceptor walls, or viscous heating of the liquid cause explosion in realistic situations; it does, how-
flowing between the projectile and the acceptor walls, ever, seem reasonable to believe that the velocities

reported give relative rankings of the safety of a
The pressures produced by reaction cannot be particular formulation in a large-scale bulk transyort

stated with certainty. Several experiments using NM operation. Since the LVD model assumes that the
were instrumented with piezoresistive pressure gages, reaction at the walls of the bubbles is a monopropel-
(13) and the response of these suggests pressures in lant burning, it would be tempting to attempt to
the range 1-10 kilobars, but it is not certain whether correlate the results obtained with burning rates.
the calibration of the gages for normal shock waves Only limited success would be expected with such a
should be applied in a situation where ti gage is correlation, since the dependence of burning rate on
subjected to non-uniform pressure fields tikat increase pressure is in general not known, and the pressures in
over a time scale of about 10-4 seconds. Since the the bubbles arc probably much higher than that
impact of the projectile at the highest velocity pro- attainable in a strand-burning apparatus. Neverthe-
duces about 2.5 kifobars and this normally only less, such a comparison is set out in table I, from
slightly bulges the acceptor and/or cracks the weld, which it can be seen that rough correlation exists;
the pressures involved in those cases assessed as namely, that those systems that have burning rates
"explosions," which completely unfold or shatter less than about 0.13 cm/sec at I IMpa do not seem
the acceptor, would seem to be much greater. How- to explode at the highest velocity attainable in this
ever, since deliberate initiation of high-velocity experiment, and those that have burning rates sub-
detonation in NM in these acceptors by means of a stantlally greater than 0.13 cm/sec at the same
tetryl booster produces smaller fragments than the pressure exploded at lower impact velocities.
reaction induced in this experiment, the latter prob-
ably cannot be considered a fully developed Chapman-
Jouguet detonation. THEORETICAL DISCUSSION

A detailed description of the dynamics of a field
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION of bubbles that are burning at their surfaces requires a

twofold, three-dimensional hydrodynamic treatment
To date, most of the materials tested have been (the neighborhood of any bubble is a three-dimen-

those that are, or have been, transported in large sional problem, and the motion of the whole liquid
bulk quantities (e.g., 38,000.liter railroad tank cars), in response to the collective motions of the bubbles
The results are given in table 1. The "threshold is another such problem); such a treatroent is quite
velocities" given in this table are the mean between beyond the scope of this paper. What is presented
the highest velocity at which no explosion resulted, here is an extremely simplified model; it is believed,
and the lowest velocity at which explosion resulted. however, that the assumptions made do not invali-
The error interval given is the difference between date the predictions of the model, but only limit
these values. No inversions (negative result at a their accuracy.
higher velocity than a positive result) were observed
in this experi.,unt. In one case (52/48 nitromethane/ The first such assumption is that the liquid may
I-nitropropane) a negative and positive result were be considered as essentially incompressible. This
obtained at the same velocity, obviously limits the applicability of the model to

pressures less than the order of a few kilobars, that is,
Referring to this table, it will be noted that the to the early stages of deflagration-to-detonation

two materials that have "detonated" without obvi- transition. With this assumption, the radial velocity
ously sufficient stimulus in tank cars, namely NM u of the liquid at a distance r from the center of a
and the amine nitrate solution, are those that have bubble of radius rb is
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rb 2 Ub drbu= -,(1) dt- = Ub +u. (2)
r2 

d

where Ub is the radial velocity of the liquid at the Equation (1) can be differentiated with respect to
boundary of the bubble. time, and substituting equation (2), one has

One notes that the growth of the bubble is due to dUb
the flame eroding the liquid at an effective velocity rd T + 2 rbUb(Ub + UB)
UB, as well as to the outward motion of the liquid, -- t (3)
i.e., dt r2

TABLE I

Comparison of Experimental Resuts with Liquid
Strand Burning Rates

Threshold Burning rate
Material velocity, at 11 MPa 1/

m/sec cm/sec

NM 24 ± 2 .27
Amine nitrate aqueous* 24 ± 6 1.52/

solution 88%
Amine nitrate aqueous* 59 ± 6 .605

solution 69%
Nitrate ester aqueous* 53.5 ± 7.5 .28
solution 75%

Nitrate ester aqueous* 61 ± 2 .31
solution 50%

n-Ihopyl nitrate 91.5 ± 1.5 .21 -123/
Dinitrotoluene 52.5 ± 4.54/ .292/
NM/I-NP 52/48 ,,904/ .0265/
Nitrate ester aqueous* >113 6!

solpition 38%
"1M/Toluene 70/30 >122 .10
NM/Benzene 70/30 >114 .12
NM/2-NP 53/47 >119 .028
NWCyclohexanone >92 .04
75/25

NM/Dioxane 65/35 >91 .03
NM/Methanol 55/45 >91 .031
NM/Methylchloroform >92 .08
70/30

NM/Butylene Oxide 60/40 >74 .0155/

*Propriatary compositios.
1/Data referenoe.
2/Musuted at 7 MU.
3/Unstable burning.
4/Deflapatio".
S/MmaUnd at 9.5 Us.
6/Cannot be iplnted at this pmssure.
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One then defines a "vicinal pressure," Pv, as the may be neglected in comparison with RT/Pb; this is
pressure at a large distance, r,, from the bubble under a good assumption for values of Pb less than the
consideration (rv >> rb); it should be remembered order of tens of kilobars. Second, the effective burn-
that, for the bubble field as a whole, Pv is still a local ing rate UD will be considered a linear function of
pressure, not to be confused with the pressure exter- the pressure Pb, i.e.,
nal to the entire system. The hydrodynamic form of
Newton's second law may then be integrated from rb UB = lPb (9,
to rv, using equation (3) and neglecting terms in
l/r, (since l/r. << I/rb), obtaining where 3 is a constant. Inserting equation (9) into

equation (8), dropping the term (bnop - I ), and
F dUb rearranging, one has

Pb =Pv +p rb - +2Ub(Ub +UB) ( 22
dPb 4 1rrbPb

- (RTn,pP - Ub). (10)
where Pb is the pressure in the bubble and p is the dt nRT
density of the liquid. Setting the volume of the
bubble equal to the volume of the combustion Inserting equation (9) into equation (4) and rearrang-
products, using the Abel equation-of-state, and ing yields
ass-aming isothermal expansion for the sake of
simplicity, one obtains dUb P 1 l/ " 1

4ft r3 /= n + db (5 rb (

r b , () (In the solution of equations (2), (10), and (11), r, P,

and Ub are found to be slowly damped oscillating
where n is the number of moles of gas contained in functions of time.)
the bubble, R is the gas constant, T is the absolute
temperature, and b is the average covolume. Dif- It remains now to consider the vicinal pressure and
ferentiating equation (5) with respect to time and the system as a whole. Consider a spherical mass of
using equation (2), one obtains reactive liquid of radius rx and a spherical shell of

radius r within the liquid, enclosing a constant mass.
4 U ) RT dn nRT dPb Due to the expansion of the bubbles contained

41rr2(Ub + UB) dt + b) - - -5 (6) within it, this shell will expand with a velocity given
I t d2 t b

b b

but I dV
U = , (12

dn 24r
2 dt (2

dn= 4nnpr2UR, (7)
where dV/dt is the rate of expansion of the volume
enclosed.

where n. is the number of moles of product gases
produced per gram of liquid consumed Inserting this If the liquid is incompressible, then dV/dt is just
into equation (6) and rearranging, one has the rate of increase in the volume of the gas minus

the volume rate of consumption of the liquid andE( RTdb) 1 nRT by the arguments used In developing equation (10) it
Ub /0PL + bno-1 UB 2p2 dt is just

Before proceeding further, other simplifying ansump. dV 161r2v f r2rbUb dr, (13)
tions will be made. First, the quantity (bnop - 1) dt
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wheic v is the number of bubbles per unit volume of This shows that, as the quantity 41r/3 Vrrb(l -/

liquid. Thus r() increases, the value of P, approaches that or Pb.
The effect is to reduce the outward acceleration of

r the bubbles, given by equation (11), which is preciselyJ r2r2Ub dr what would be expected. The bubble volume thus
U = 4 0( (14) cannot increase as rapidly as product gases are

r2 formed, and the internal pres&'ure increases much
more rapidly than in the case of a single bubble.

For simplicity it will be assumed that the spherical Equations (2), (10), and (I I ) may be integrated
mass of liquid consists of an inner region of radius r , numerically using equation (19). Results for various
containing uniformly reacting bubbles, and an outer values of the parameters are illustrated in figure 2.
shell of radius r, in which the bubbles, if present,
are nonreactive. Then equation (14) may be rewritten These curves show, as expected, that the develop-

ment of explosive reaction is very sensitive to the

4 r2U burning rate parameter 0 (compare curves A and B,
U .- 4 rr P (15) which show an order of magnitude increase in the

r2 pressure at any time with a factor of 2 increase in 0),
somewhat sensitive to the radius rj of the cavitated

Differentiating equation (1 5) again with time and portion (compare B and C), slightly sensitive to the
noting that vr3 is invariant (creation of new cavities radius re of the entire mass (compare curves C and D),
is not a feature of this model), and ising equation (2), and somewhat sensitive to the bubble density v
one has (compare curves D and E). These calculations were

2 dUb started with atmospheric pressure in the bubbles,
r2 4 + 2 rbUb(Ub + Ue) with initial bubble radius 0.1 cm, and with initial

dU = 4 yr1  . value of Ub = I cm/sec. The value of the quantity
dt 3 r2 RTnop was taken as 1010 dyn/cm 2 . The "hook" at

the end of some of the curves is due to the fact that

Using equation (9) for UB, the resulting expression the outer boundary of the liquid is now expanding so

for dU/dt may be substituted into the hydrodynamic rapidly that the reaction can no longer sustain the

form of Newton's second law and integrated to give pressure.

2 dUb "
P, = P + 2rr rb

3 il I r,\tMI

+ 2 Ub(Ub + UB)(I - -), (17) A

a.) I

where P, is the pressure external to the entire mass of
liquid. Noting that p times the quantity in brackets
is just Pb - P, by equation (4), one can write

PV =P0 +r- Pr2rb(Pb-Pv) I .i (18) ,too ,• I ,:

3 4 to I0 3

This can be rearranged to yield M is .,

P 0 + ý Vr 2
rbPb I- "- S,.3 W

pV =(19)
2 1  Fig . Cakulted bubble pressure s tlme for various

1+ -vr• rb "ues of paroneters
3
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DISCUSSION

R. 1. SOLOUKHIN basically due to the shock-to-surface reflection inter-
Heat and Mass Transfer Institute actions when asymmetrical bubble surface velocity
BSSR Grad. Sci. MINSK 220728 USSR distributions are generated before the gas sphere

begins to collapse. Finally, this can result in an
The effects of an asymmetric collapse should be accumulating liquid jet which develops and propagates

taken into account when the bubble in question is in the direction of the shock wave.
subjected to shock compression. These effects appear
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CELLULAR STRUCTURE OF DETONATION IN NITROMETHANE
CONTAINING ALUMINUM PARTICLES

Y. Kato and C. Brochet
Laboratoire d'Energ~tique et de Detonique

(Associi au C.N.R.S.)
E.NS.M.A., Universiti de Poitiers

86034 Poitiers, France

The detonations of NM-PMMA/AI mixtures (PMMA is added as gelling agent) have
been investigated. The detonation velocity in tubes of various diameters has been
measured to determine the "infinite diameter velocity "D_ in terms of A l concen-
tration. 77Te detonation waves have been observed wilh the high speed framing
camera technique. The observation through side tube wall had shown the regular
repetition of failure and reignition processes revealed owing to aluminum combus-
tion. The butt-end record has demonstrated the origin and mechanism of these
processes. The failure and reignition processes have been interpreted on the basis of
cellular structure. It has also been shown that the increase ofrAl concentration sen-
sitizes the explosive mixtures.

INTRODUCTION reactivity of metal particles in detonation processes.
The thermodynamic-hydrodynamic code calculations

The complex structure of the detonation wave can (I 1,12) have been performed for the detonation in
be expected for detonating media such as liquids and solid explosive-Al system assuming two extreme cases
solids, since it is well known in gaseous mixtures. A (Al stays inert or Al reacts completely to A12 0 3 at
survey paper (I) has been presented recently to em- C-J plane). The results show the strong dependence
phasize the progress made in this field through the of the C-J temperature on the Al reactivity.
preceding works of Campbell et al. (2), Dremin et al.
(3,4,5), Watson (6), Persson et al. (7), Urtiew et al. Recently, Teychenne de Blazi et al. (13) have
(8) and Presles et al. (9,10). Moreover difficulties measured the brightness temperature of the detona-
have appeared because the attention was focused at tion in NM-PMMA/AI mixtures. The measured bright-
first on phenomena described as dark waves and fail- ness temperature is slightly higher than that measured
ure waves, and later, on the fine structure left on when adding inert particles instead of Al. At the
heavy walls. One of the aims of this work is an at- present stage, It is not clear whether or not this is en-
tempt to continue, on the idea of Urtiew's paper (1), tirely due to the combustion of small part of Al at
bringing experimental support to the postulate that C-J plane. Finally, we want to determine, with higher
the failure process and cellular structure are strongly precision, the detonation characteristics of NM-
connected. The difficulty in studying the detonation PMMA/AI mixtures: twe infinite diameter velocity,
in heterogeneous explosives has also led us to investi- diameter dependence of detonation velocity, the ef-
gate the liquid explosive-metal particles system (NM-Al) fect of Al addition on detonation sensitivity (14,15),
which may give us the advantage of simulating solid and the effect of Al addition on brightness tempera-
explosive. This system is particularly interesting for ture.
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1. Characteristics of the Explosive Mixtures Table I also gives these measured initial densities
at TO = 288"K, with those computed assuming ideal

We realised the charges of nitromethane (NM) con- mixtures Pth. It must be emphasized that the meas-
taining aluminum particio3 (AI) in the range of con- ured initial densities are about 0.5% higher than those
centration 5-15% in mass. The addition of 3% in mass computed assuming ideal mixtures.
of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) to NM increased
its viscosity sufficiently to obtain stable suspension 2. Measurements of the Detonation Velocity
of Al in it. To avoid air bubbles, the explosive mix-
tures were prepared by mixing Al with homogeneous, To determine the "infinite diameter velocity" D-,
viscous NM-PMMA mixture at least several hours we investigated the influence of the charge diameter
before the shot. on the detonation velocity when all other parameters

are known (mechanical and geometrical configuration
Because of the opacity of the explosive mixtures, of tubes, position of the ionization probes). The

the uniformity of Al distribution was not verified standard detonation tube, as shown in Fig. 1, is a hol-
accurately, but checked to be unvarying, low, internally polished brass cylinder (290 mm in

length, 0.5 mm in thickness) with the ionization
The composition of the explosive mixtures NM- probes very accurately set inside polypropylene hold-

PMMA/AI was defined by the mass fraction x of Al to ers. The upper part of the tube is capped by a cylin-
NM-PMMA. The main physical properties of the com- drically confined donor charge, initiated by an ex-
ponents are given in Table I. We have measured the ploding detonator. The detonation tube has 5
initial density p of the explosive mixtures as a func- Ionization probes, separated by 50 mm from each
tion of x. The measurements were performed within other, so that 4 propagation times at different test
0.1% at the temperature range 10-25"C. zone lengths are measured successively in one shot.

TABLE I

Some Informations about the components of the explosive mixtures

Nitromethane CH3NO2 ,96% commercial grade

main impurities: C 2 H5 N0 2 (2 - 2.5%), C 3H 7NO 2 (I.5 - 1.7%)

initial density: 1.140 g/cm3 (at T, = 288°K)

Aluminum 99%, main impurities: Cu, Fe, Mn and grease

particle form: sphere, particle diameter 8-15 pm

initial density: 2.70 g/cm3

PMMA (C5 - H8 - O2 )n, initial density: 1.180 g/cm 3

Initial densities of the explosive mixtures TO = 288 0K.

p) (g/cm3) Pth (g/cmr3 )

x 0 1.147 1.141
0.05 1.180 1.175

0.10 1.216 1.211
0.15 1.251 1.249
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dotonalor- D m/s OX:0 X:0,05

donor 6315 X=0,,oox:=O,15
charge 6300 90

6220 
N

ionization 
6200

probe-- 6163

Sd M --

0 20 40 60 80 100

Plg. 1. Standard detonation tube. FIg.'2. Detonation velocity of NM-PMMA/AI mixtures versus d-1;
T( = 288°K; NM values are citedfrom (16).

The details of the ionization probes has been de-
scribed in (16). D. / 16315

' 0

Propagation times were measured to within 10 ns 6300 277
with a "time interval electronic counter" connected
with pins through a signal converter (17), so that the .,,
detonation velocity is computed to within 0.1% at ,6.220
150 mm test zone length. Thus, detonation velocity 6200-0•6
measurements in tubes of' various diameters (d = 11, 6163
13, 18, 25 and 31 mam) for different values of x have
yielded the variation oftD versus d-1 , and thanks to 6104
the least square linear approximation, we obtain
finally the D, values. The maximum deviation of the 6100
so defined measured values from linear approximatiei' __
does not exceed I m/sec in the case of x =0 , and 0 Oj05 0,10 0,15 x
6 m/sec in the cawe of x = 0.05,0.10, 0, 15. The D
values may be considered to be known to within Fig. 3, Inkfinite diameter velocity D. of NM-PMMA/AI
I mr/sc in the first case, and 6 m/sec In the latter mixtures versusx; To = 288-K.
case.

The results, given in Fig. 2 (Detonation velocity
versus d-1 ) and Fig. 3 (variation of D,. value in func- and 13 mm) in the chse x - 0. In other cases (x
tion of x) show the following particular features. 0.05,0.10, 0.15), we distinguish slight deviation at

diameter d - 11 mm. These measured values were
1. We observe a deviation of measured values from neglected in the least square approximation to deter-

the linear approximation at small diameter (d - 11 mine D..
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2. The D. value of NM-PMMA mixtures is 25 6 min thick glass plate. The explosive mixtures were
m/sec higher than that of commercial grade NM (16). initiated by a 50 mm long, cylindrically confined

donor charge through a 2 mm thick teflon barrier.
3. The addition of Al noticeably diminishes the The camera view was directed along the axis of the

slope IaD/a(d-1)I. tube normal to the detonation wave front. Because of
the opacity of the explosive mixtures, we observed

4. Within the measured x range, the detonation the evolution of detonation phenomena in the thin
velocity decreases in proportion to Al fiaction x. layer of explosive in contact with end glass plate.

Our observations time was limited to about 1 psec.

5. The linear extrapolation of D,(x) to x = 0 Mallory and McEvan (21) have studied the trans-
gives 6277 m/sec as D.(0). This value is evidently parency of glass and certain plastics under shock
different from the measured value 6315 m/sec within attack, and they have shown that these materials stay
the experimental error (Fig. 3). transparent until shattered by tension waves. Our ob-

servations confirmed their experimental results.

It may be emphasized that the precision of veloc-
ity measurements has been improved with a new ex- Figure 4 shows the sequence of the butt-end record
perimental set-up. Taking into account the hdgher of the detonation wave in NM-PMMA/Al (x = 0.10)
measured initial density shown in Table 1, the fact de- confined in PVC tube. Figure 5 shows the enlarge-
scribed in (2) seems to be the result of a molecular in- ment of 4th frame in Fig. 4.
teraction between NM and PMMA. The accuracy of
the whole results seems to us to confirm the Al distri- As shown by Persson and Sjolin (22), the detona-
bution uniformity in the mixtures. tion light loses its intensity rapidly upon impact on

end glass plate.

According to the author's knowledge, there are no
exactly comparable data for aluminized explosives.
Cited by Price et al. (18), Coleburn et al. have studied 2 4 6
the effect of Al on the detonation velocity at a fixed
diameter (d = 50.8 mm) of TNT, RDX and TNETB.
Their results show that in aluminized TNT, the deto-
nation velocity decreases proportionally to Al con-
centration, but not in proportion to Al concentration
in aluminized RDX and TNETB.

We cannot apply the empirical equations suggested
by Kamlet and Jacobs (19) to NM-PMMA/Al mix-
tures owing to the difficulty cited by Kamlet and
Ablard (20).

3. The High Speed Framing Camemr Observations

3.1 The butt-end observations. 3 5

We observed the detonation waves through end Fig. 4. Sequence of the butt-end record of the

4ass plate with high speed electronic framing camera detonation in NM-PMMA/AI (x = 0.10) con-
IMACON (107 frames/sec, exposure time 20 nt'. fined in PVC tube; time interval is 100 ns; the

detonation front is curved and its upper part

The detonation tube was a 100 mm long polished (Ist and 2nd frame) is disturbed by ionization
brass cylinder (inside diameter 18 mam, wall thickness probe located 5 mm from the end glass plate
1 umm), or 140 mm long polyvinylchloride (PVC) triggering the camera; the dark point in the cen-

cylinder (inside diameter 18 mm wall thickness ter of each frame is due to the defect of photo-

4 umn). One end of both tubes was covered with a cathode of camera IMA CON.
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With certain delay, the luminous zones coirespond- opment of the detonation wave in NM-PMMA/AI
ing to aluminum combustion appear. Particular fea- (x = 0.10) mixture. The very fine, regular criss-cross
tures arc observed on the charge periphery. In the pattern composed of bright and dark lines is charac-
2nd frame, we observe the failure waves in half- teristic of records. Comparing with Fig. 4 we can
circular band shape which are produced at the wall, identify the dark lines to be the traces of failure
and behind them, reinitiation waves. In the .3d waves generated at the wall and the bright lines corre-
frame, the light of reinitiation waves is quenched spond to aluminum combustion initiated in the re-
upon impact on end plate. In the 4th frame, the initiation waves. Persson and Bfarnholt (7) have suc-
luminous zones due to aluminum combustion appear ceeded in demonstrating the long life failure and re-
in the same place where reJnitiation waves have bin ignition processes in NM detonation confined in
generated just before. The penetration of the failure glass tube with the open-shutter aquarium tech.
waves is limited to charge periphery. nique. In our experiments, the regular repetition of'

failure and reignition processes was revealed owing to
Figure 6 shows the sequence of butt-end record of thu aluminum combustion. It is also remarked that,

the detonation wave in the sarne explosive mixture near the detonation front, the traces of failure waves
confined in brass tube. The general aspects are similar are straight and their angle between charge axis are
to those described for Fig. 4. However, considering constant, but far behind the front, they are slightly
the resolving power of polaroid film, we cannot ob- curved toward charge periphery along the expansion
serve any failure wave in this case. of the tube. These facts lead us to the conclusion

that the transverse velocity of the failure waves is con-
3.2 The observations through lateral window. stant, and also give us the possibility of measuring the

transverse velocity of failure waves.
To get additional information, we observed the

detonation waves through a side PMMA wall with a Figure 8 shows the effects of aluminum concentra-
high speed framing camera ('14 (106 frames/sec, ex- tion on the failure and reignition processes. In the case
posure time 0.3 psec). The experiments were carried of x = 0.05, the criss-cross pattern size is rather en-
out with a 100 mm long, cross-section (20 x 20 mm 2 ) larged and the dark lines are predominant. On the
tube composed of 1.5 mm thick upper and lower
brass walls and 6 mm thick PMMA side walls. PMMA
was used because it has about the similar shock trope- 24dance of PVC. Figure 7 shows the sequence of devel-

1 ~35

,7ig. 6. Sequence of the butt-end record of the deto-
"nation in NM-PMMA 1A I (x = 0. 10) confined in brass
tube; time interval is 100 ns and exposure time is 20
ns; on the top of the charge, the luminous point due
to shock wave in air bubble is observed; the dark
point in the center of each frame is due to the defect

lig. 5. Enla.,gement of 4th frame in M1g. 4. of photocathode of camera IMA C'ON.
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M'g. 7. IFramitig camnera views oftheL developmnentI of 11w detonation wave In NM-I'MMA IA! (x 0. 10) and scemwie

explaining I/i t'ratnlitg views; lime( Interpal I ps and expoxur' lnime 0.3 px.

Fig. 8. kifet (-of Al conce(ntrationi; (e.)x 0.05, (b) x 0.10, (c)x-0.1.5.
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contrary, in the case 6f x 0.IS, the criss-cross pat- tiation wave, the aluminum combustion takes place
tern size is indistinguishably small, and bright lines on the charge periphery. Because the reinitiation wave
are prevalent, takes place in overdriven mode, the failure wave does

not appear immediately after the catch up of leading
To estimate the critical conditions of NM- shock by reinitiation wave, as shown on Fig. 9. The

PMMA/Al (x = 0.10) mixture, the experiment was failure and reignitlon processes are repeated, thus
performed with a tube of the same size except cross- printing the regular pattern observed in lateral obser-
section (4 x 20 mm 2). The records show that the vations.
detonation wave propagates at constant velocity. We
also confirmed that the criss-cross pattern appears In a brass tube, the elementary triple-wave inter-
just after the initiation behind teflon barrier. section can be reflected owing to higher shock im-

pedance of the wall. After the reflection from the
3.3 Tentative interpretation, wall, the triple-wave intersection is in overdriven

mode, so aluminum combustion takes place and no
Recently, Urtiew (I) has clearly interpreted the failure wave is generated on the charge periphery.

failure process described as dark waves or failure
waves on the basis of the cellular structure of the The effect of Al concentration shown in Fig. 8
detonation front. Our explanation is based on the also may be explained as follows:
model proposed by Urtiew.

In the case of x = 0.05, the induction time in
Because of the weak shock impedence of PVC shocked condition is longer than in the case of x >

tube, the elementary triple-wave intersection fails to 0.05, so, the failure waves can propagate over a
reflect off the wall (a rarefaction wave penetrates in- rather long distance before the reinitiation waves
side the reaction zone). This lack of reflection gener- catch-up the leading shock waves. On the contrary,
ates the failure wave which concentrically propagates in the case of x = 0.15, because of the very short
inward at the constant velocity weakening the next induction time, the reinitiation wave catch-up the
triple-wavc intersection. Because of high sensitivity of leading shock waves much sooner. From this fact, it
NM-PMMA/AI mixtures, the reignition sites appear seems that the increase of Al concentration diminishes
after short induction time in the shock compressed the induction time in shocked condition and increases
mixture and catch-up the leading shock. In this retni- sensitivity of explosive mixtures.

r ritieon ovad. ven
• s~ire I0V '

Fig. 9. Scheme of/the regular repetition of failure and reign ition processes.
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4. Discussion 5. A. N. Dremin, 12th Symp. (Int.)on Combustion,
pp. 691-699, The Combustion Institute, Pitts.

We have explained the failure and reignition proc- burgh, Pa., 1969.
esses of the detonation in NM.PMMA/AI mixtures on
the basis of cellular structure. We believe that our ob- 6. R. W. Watson, 5th Symp. (int.) on Detonation,
servations support the postulate by Dremin (3) and pp. 169-174, ACR-184 ONR, Dept. of the Navy,
Urtiew (I); the detonations in other liquid explosives, Arlington, Va., 1972.
where the constant velocity failure waves have been
observed have a cellular structure. At the present 7. P. A. Persson and G. Byarnholt, 5th Symp. (Int.)
stage, we cannot advance detailed considerations on on Detonation, pp. 115-118, ACR-184, ONR
cellular structure because our experiments have been Dept. of the Navy, Arlington, Va., 1972.
limited to qualitative observations. It seems possible
however to draw some conclusions: 8. P. A. Urtiew and A. S. Kusubov, 5th Symp. (Int.)

on Detonation, pp. 105-114, ACR-184, ONR
1. The transverse velocity of failure waves is about Dept. of the Navy, Arlington, Va., 1972.

70% of the detonation velocity in all cases (x = 0.05,
0.10, 0.15). As shown by Urtiew and Kusubov (8), 9. H. Presles and C. Brochet, Astronautica Acta,
the transverse velocity of triple point is about the vol. 17, pp. 567-573, 1972.
same as the detonation velocity in the NM-Acetone
detonations. 10. H. Presles and C. Brochet, "Instabilitis de la iet-

onation dans les Milanges Nitrom6thane-Chloro-
2. The increase of Al concentration sensitizes the forme et Nitrom~thane-Bromoforme," Acta

explosive mixtures, and this is coherent with the Astronautica, vol. 3, pp. 531-540, 1976.
noticeable decrease of the slope laD/8(d-' )l.

II. C. L. Mader, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
3. According to Dremin et al. (3), the critical Report LA.2900, July 1963.

diameter is approximately similar to the detonation
limit in a weak tube, so we can estimate the critical 12. R. ChUret, Acta Astronautica, vol. 1, pp. 893-
diameter for x - 0.10 to be inferior to 4 mm. 898, 1974.

4. The delay of Al combustion may be estimated 13. P. Teychenne de Blazi, C. Malaval and J. M.
to be several hundred of nanoseconds. Lombard, "Etude spectroscopique de la Tem-

perature de Dltonation d'un Explosif contenant
de I'Aluminum," Rapport final S75-01 CEG,
1975.
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EFFECTS OF LIQUID DILUENTS ON DETONATION
PROPAGATION IN NITROMETHANE

Masao Kusakabe and Shuzo Fujiwara
National Chemical Laboratory for Industry, Eighth Division

Nishiyawata 13-4, Hiratsuka City,
Kanagawa, JAPAN

Acetone, nitroethane, chloroform, and carbontetrachloride were mixed with
nitromethane. CWtical diameters in brass tube were determined for these mixtures
at 250C. Detonation velocities at infinite diameter and coefficients of diameter
dependence of the detonation velocity were also estimated by applying least square
method to the values obtained by accurate measurements in various charge diam-
eters. C-V detonation parameters were calculated and compared with the observed
velocities. The effects of these diluents were summarized and peculiarilies found
in carbontetrachloride and so on were explained clearly by assuming three condi-
tions for the effectiveness of the additives on the detonation propagation in the
mixture.

INTRODUCTION to liquid explosives also affects detonation behaviors
such as detonation velocity, detonation pressure,

Liquid explosives are homogeneous and isotropic, critical initiation shock pressure, critical diameter,
so are much simpler in their nature than the inhomog- and so on. These inert diluent effects are closely
eneous solid explosives. This is the reason why they relating to the detonation propagation mechanism, so
are suitable to investigate the detonation propagation it will be fruitful to study them in elucidating the
mechanism in condensed phase. Nitromethane is one detonation mechanism in condensed explosives.
of the most typical liquid explosives and is ablf to be
observed their detonation behaviors optically owing EXPERIMENTAL
to their transparency. So its explosive behaviors
have been well established by many workers Four kinds of inLrt liquids: acetone, nitroethane,
(1,2,3,4,5). Effects of addition of inert diluents to chloroform, and carbontetrachloride were mixed with
nitromethane have also been investigated especially pure nitromethane. (It wi'. be shown later that nitro-
in relation to the so-called pulsating detonation. In ethane behaves as if it is an inert liquid on the detona-
nitromethane, the detonation front is not smooth, tion propagation in nitromethane.) All the liquids
but has cellular structure. The size of the structure including nitromethane were purified from extra pure
increases with the content of the inert diluents, this grade liquids, by adding anhydrous calciumchloride
is just like as in gaseous explosives (6,7,8,9,10,11,12). to them and distilled once. Mixtures were prepared
Recently the similarity between the detonation in by mixing proper quantities of ingredients weighed
liquid and that in gas has been reported (6,10,11). with a balance, so as to be attained due ratios in
Addition of inert gas such as argon and nitrogen volume. The ratios are accurate within the error
affects the detonation characteristics of the gaseous of ± 0.1 % in volume. Densities of these liquids and
explosives and is useful to clarify the detonation the mixtures were measured with Digital Precision
mechanism in it. Addition of inert liquid diluents Densimeter Model 10 (Anton Paar K. G. Austria).
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Table I shows the observed densities of the ingredient TABLE I
liquids. Densities of the mixtures are listed in Table
2. Density of the Liquid Measured at 25* C

Detonation velocities of these mixtures were Density
measured by the diagonal wave pick-up method which is Liquid(gr/c.c.)
illustrated in the Fig. 1. A brass container tube is
assembled from three parts: bottom tube, middle tube, Nitromethane 1.1278 ± 0.0005
and upper one. Each part is cut from a long tube and Carbontetrachloride 1.5844 ± 0.0005
machined with a lathe neatly in a proper length. The Chloroform 1.4781 ± 0.0005
length of the middle tube is measured with the carl- Nitroethane 1.0425 ± 0.0005
pers within the error of ± 0.05 mm. Two pick-up Acetone 0.7846 ± 0.0005
gaps which are made by twistLig a pair of 0. 1 mm
diameter magnet wire are cemented to both butt
ends of the middle tube diagonally in taut as illustrated
in Fig. I. Then the other two tubes and a bottom DETONATOR
PMMA plate are cemented with epoxy bond to each
other to form a container.

The detonation wave which passes through the CRO05 SECTIONAL
explosive mixture in the container shortens the mag- - V
net wire wave pick-ups successively. This causes the "VIEW

successive discharge of capacitors in the pulse forming
circuit connected to the pick-ups and the signals
generated in the circuit are sent to an electronic
counter with a time measuring plug-in unit through
two coaxial cables with the same length, and the time MAGNET WI RE
interval between the signals is measured digitally. The GAP
time resolution of the apparatus is 10 nsec.

The merit of this method lies partly in the accuracy PMMA PLATE
of the measurement of detonation transit length
owing to the use of calipers to measure it, and partly Fig.). Schematic diagram of a container tube with
in freeness from the error caused by the disturbance the diagonal gaps used to measure the detonation
in the detonation wave (13). This is desirable velocity.
especially in the charge near critical diameter. In such
a case, detonation wive is so seriously disturbed by RESULTS
the rarefaction wave emanating at tube wall and
penetrating into the charge, that considerable error In Fig. 2, the results of the test shots are plotted
may be introduced in transit time measurement if in a diagram with ordinate of charge diameter and
the pick-ups are placed near charge periphery only. abscissa of diluent content in volume percent. Dark
But, with this diagonal pick-ups, such a disturbance mark represents failed case and light one does ex-
cannot affect seriously, because the central part of ploded case. A critical diameter curve for each group
the charge hardly is disturbed by it (14) of the mixtures with a specific liquid diluent is drawn

through the middle points between these failed and
We used the middle tubes of the lengths between detonated cases. From Fig. 2, it is clear that the

ca. 150 mm and ca. 250 mm. In this case both order of the ability of diluent to affect the critical
observed transit time and observed length have values diameter conforms to the inverse order of the density
with four effective figures. And the derived detona- of the diluents. The lighter the liquid is, the more it
tion velocity has the accuracy within the error of affects (13,15). Except for carbontetrachloride
±0.2%. group, the critical diameter gradually increases along
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Fig. 2. Critical diameter cun,es for nitromethane-dlluent mixture at 250C in brass tube.

a curve with upwardly concave shape. in nitromethane- Then the detonation velocity in infinite diameter of
carbontrachloride mixture, critical diameter does nitromethane is 6260.1 -. 5 m/sec at 250C which leads
not increase and remains almost constant with the to 6343.4:t 5 m/sec at 40C. This value is about 30
value near 6 mm until the diluent content reaches m/sec lower than the value of 6374.0 ± 8.7 m/sec
as much as about 55 volume percent. From that obtained by Davis et al. (3). This difference shows
point the critical diameter increases very steeply. our nitromethane still contains some impurities such

as nitroethane and so on. One percent dilution in
Detonation velocities of nitromethane in brass volume by these liquids will result in reduction of

tubes with various diameters were measured at the detonation velocity about 10 m/sec.
temperature between ca. 20°C and ca. 300C. These
velocities were calibrated to give the velocities at Mixture explosives were also shot in bras tubes in

25*C using the coefficient of dD/dT - 3.9 m/sec/rC various diameters and the detonation velocites were

obtained by Davis et al. (3). Figure 3 shows the deto- measured. Each composition was tested in tubes with
at least two and mostly four different diameters, and

nation velocity dependence on inverse charge diam- at least two a l d m eersoas
eter. The least square fit of these data gives following in each diameter at least two and mostly three shots
equation for the detonation velocity of nitromethane were examined. The temperature of the charge rangedqationC. from ca. 20 0C to ca. 30WC. Obtained velocities wereat 250C

reduced to the values at 25 0C by using the same cor-
D = 6.2601 - 0.0405 • (1/0) rection coefficient -3.9 m/sec°C a in the case of

pure nitromethane. For each mixture, the mean
D = Detonation velocity, km/sec detonation velocities at 250C for respective charge
* = Charge diameter, cm. diawleters were plotted against the inverse of the
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TABLE 2

Detonation Parameters for the Mixtures of Nitromethane with Diluent

Detonation Detonation Diameter Detona-
Composition Density Velocity Velocity Dependence tion

(vol. %) (gr/c.c.) Observed Caic. Coefficient Pressure
(km/scc) (km/sec) (cm'm/sec) (kbar)

pure NM 1.128 6,260 6.328 40.5 118.0
NM/CC 4 :90/10 1.170 6.099 6.171 44.0 116.7
NM/CC 4 :80/20 1.212 5.932 6.002 43.6 111.9
NM/CC 4 :70/30 1.258 5.781 5.849 49.0 109.4
NM/CCd 4 :60/40 1.294 5.649 5.676 53.1 107.1
NM/CC 4 :50/50 1.3S0 5.525 5.529 118.8 106.1
NM/CC 4 :40/60 1.397 5.277 5.107 239.8 99.4
NM/CuIdl 3:95/5 1.145 6.234 - 119.1
NM/ClCI 3 :90/10 1,163 6.102 6.130 53.0 115.1
NM/CICI 3 :85/15 1.182 - 6.029 - 111.5
NM/CHCI 3 :80/20 1.199 5.896 5.924 68.6 107.3
NM/CtlC 1 3 :70/30 1.230 - 5.702 - 103.0
NM/CHCI 3 :65/35 1.250 5.599 -- 86.0 -
NM/CHCI 3 :60/40 1.269 - 5.509 - 98.3
NM/CtIC1 3 :50/50 1.301 5.302 5,298 185.0 91.4
NM/NE :90/10 1.117 6,183 6.238 52.5 116.
NM/NE :80/20 1.108 6.118 6.140 90.3 114,
NM/NE :70/30 1.100 6.001 6.046 86.8 108.
NM/Acet. :95/5 1.109 6.107 6.210 - 115.6
NM/Acet. :90/10 1.094 5,980 6,091 59.7 108.6
NM/Acet. :85/15 1.077 5.839 5.965 146.6 101.9
NM/Acet, :80/20 1.060 - 5.842 - 93.2

I)ctonation velcitty ob8•erved: at 25'C

6. 4

6.3

6.2 Fig. 3. Detonation velocity of NM at 25'C, against
inverse charge diamoer.

r)

6.1 L
0.5 1.0 1.5

I VIERE Di AMEF;'f'E H (o C )
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charge diameter just likely as in Fig. 3. Least square TABLE 3
fits of these data with a linear equation

Detonation parameters and CJ composition of the
D = D. - A(1/0,) (1) detonation products, calculated for the 50/50 mixture

of NM and CHC13 (density].1301, heat of formation
was obtained for each group of mixture. Where D is at OK: -20281.3 cal/formular weight)
the detonation velocity in any charge diameter p.
Detonation velocities at an infinite diameter D_ and CJ detonation Pressure 91.384 kbar
diameter dependence coefficients A, thus obtained, CJ Detonation Velocity 5297.964 m/sec
are listed in the Table 2. CJ Temperature 2604.917 OK

CJ Volume 0.57629 c.c./g
Vol. of gaseous product 2.996 c.c./mol

CALCULATION OF DETONATION PARAMETERS Vol. of gaseous product 18.379 c.c./mol
Mol number of the gas 2.4825 mols/gr

Detonation parameters for these mixtures were Solid C 0.3769 c.c./gr
computed with Mader's code. We used Kihara-Hikita's
equation (16) in place of BKW equation of state for Cl-composition of the Detonation Products
the detonation products. For nitromethane, calcula-
tion which uses K-H equation with the parameters Species No. of mol Species No. of mol
usually adopted for calculation of solid CHNO explo- £
sives gives considerably higher detonation velocity H20 0.43 N2  0.298
",'~an the observed one, The coefficient of repuls ve H2 0.0603 OH 0.455 X 10-4
force in K-H equation must be changed to reduce the 02 0.1 X 10-5 C12 0.134 X 10-2
discrepancy. CO2  0.278 CCI 4  0.129 X 10-3

CO 0.204 HC1 1.211
For calculating the detonation parameters of the H 0.913 X 10-' C 0.517

mixtures containing chlorine, it was necessary to NO 0.243 X 10-'
determine the parameters of gaseous chlorine species
under high pressure. They were determined so as to
make the calculated detonation velocity agree with For homogeneous explosives, such as gaseous or
the observed one for nitromethane-chloroform mix- liquid explosives, chemical reaction which sustains the
ture with the dilution of 50 volume percent by trial detonation is considered to be activated by shock
and error method. In Table 3, calculated detonation heating (2,17,18). That is, so-called shock thermal
parameters and CJ composition of the detonation explosion theory will be applied in the detonation
products for the mixture are shown. The parameters propagation. Figure 5 illustrates typical pressure
thus determined were used to calculate the detona- profile of detonation wave based on that reaction
tion parameters of all the other chlorine containing mechanism. PN refers to the pressure in thE detona-
mixtures. In all these calculations, heat of mixing tion front and CJ does to CJ-point where reaction
were neglected. just completes. The distance between the wavefront

and the CJ-point is a reaction zone length which is
DISCUSSION denoted as 10 in the figure. If we denote the mean

particle velocity inthe reaction zone as U. Reaction
In Fig. 4 the coefficient A in an equation (1) is zone length is expressed as

plotted against inert diluent content in volume per.
cent. These coefficients for four groups increase with 10 = (D - U)r (2)
the diluent content, and both shape and the mutual
location of variation curves are very similar to those of Where r is a reaction time, and nearly equal to the
the critical diameter variation curves in Fig. 2. In the induction time of the reaction.
case of carbontetrachloride, the diameter dependence
coefficient A remains almost constant until the diluent Following the discussion by Gordon (19), critical
content reaches a high value just likely as in the diameter .cr is almost proportional to reaction
critical diameter. zone length 10, that is,
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Fig. 4. Diameter dependence coefficients of detonation velocity against diluent content.

m • Where K3 is another proportionality constant. Eqso
(3), (4), and (5) lead to the following relation,

0--

r O yOr A a 10'" (6)

U.. That is, there Is proportionarity between these four
S• quantities. Observed similarity between Fig. 2 and
S~Fig. 4 is a clear evidence for this relation.

*i) I)

". I=D-.U ),-'r The reason why the lighter liquid diluent hinders
.,.o ,tdetonation propagation more than the denser one

Fig. 5. Pressure profile of the detonation wave will be explained by the difference of heat sinking
based on shock thermal explosion theory ability between them. lighter liquid will be com-

pressed more easily and so sink more energy under
¢ -KI to (3) the detonation pressure than denser one.

Where K, is a constant. The quantity (D-U) in the eq. Nitroethane is able to detonate by itself and is
S(2) is thought to be constant as compared to the usually thought to be active, but it behaves as if it is

' variations in 1I or -r . Then, an inert liquid for the critical diameter variation of

its mixture with nitromethane. We shall treat this
I0 K K2,r (4) peculiar feature later.

Where K2 is a constant. From the analysis by Following the relation (6), Fig. 2 and Fig. 4, reac-
Gordon, the diameter dependence coefficient A can tion zone length 10 and induction time r are thought
be related to critical diameter as to remain almost constant by the addition of carbon-

tetrachloride. This peculiarity will also be treated
A •-K30cr (5) later.
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Observed detonation velocity at infinite diameter
D. and calculated detonation velocity Dcj are
plotted against diluent content in volume percent in
Figs. 6 and 7. As clearly seen in the Figures, observed 6,Lj

and calculated velocities vary almost linearly with
diluent content. The absolute values of the slopes, '
IdD/dnl, where n is diluent content, of these curves 0 6.2 -%
are 30 m/sec/% for acetone, 9 m/sec/% for nitro-
ethane, 18 m/sec/% for chloroform, and 15 m/fec/% 4b. 'g, O ,
for carbontetrachloride.

; 6.0- 04,
In general, detonation velocity D is proportional 

\ 
oft,

to initial density p of the explosives and square root ,
of the heat of explosion Q (20), that is 'o "5.8

DapQ1 /2  (7) 10 20 30

If we denote the dilution ratio in volume as n Diluent Content (vol.%)

(1 ; n > 0), the density and heat of explosion for the Fig. 6. Detonation velocity at Infinite diameter
mixture with the dilution ratio n will be expressed as against diluent content for the mixtures NM with
(Po and Q0 refer to NM) acetone and nitroethane.

6.0

0 .

'-44

S"P C ý

0

,--4

5.15

10 20 30 40 50
Diluent Content (vol.%)

Fig. 7. Detonation velocity at infinite diameter against diluent content for the mixtures
NM with CHC) and CC].
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p = p0(l - m 1 n) (8) pressure of the main explosives (II) and the heat
release of the reaction must be rapid enough (III).

Q = Q0(1 - m2 n) 1/2  (9) In the case of nitroethane, the requirement (I) is
satisfied and requirement (II) is also satisfied too, but

where m, and m2 are constant parameters specific to the reaction is not so rapid comparing to the reaction
each diluent. The parameter m1 may change its sign of nitromethane, (nitroethane cannot transmit detona-
along with the difference between the density of tign even at 30 0 C in 4 cm brass tube.) i.e. require-
nitromethane and that of diluent. From eqs. (7), ment (III) fails. So Nitroethane cannot contribute to
(8), and (9), for small n, sustain detonation in the mixture even if it reacts in

the mixture.
DiD0 = (1 -mln)(I -m 2 n) 1/2

Peculiar effect of carbontetrachloride either on
= I' - (mi + m2/2)n-.... (10) detonation velocity variation or on critical diameter

may be explained if the liquid has an exothermic
That is, for small diluent content, detonation velocity change that can occur under the detonation pressure
varys linearly with diluent content, and its slope be- and the change is rapid enough to be able to contrib-
comes -(m 1 + m2 /2). ute the detonation propagation. The heat release

of this change seems not so large as that of the chemni-
dD/dn = - (mi + m2 /2) (11) cal reaction of nitromethane, considering the small

deviation between the observed and calculated
For an active additve, parameter m 2 becomes small. velocity variations.
From eq. (11), it is natural that the absolute slope of
the detonation velocity is the greatest in acetone, and Dick found a shock transition in carbontetra-
becomes considerably small for nitroethane which can chloride occuring near 164 kbar of shock pressure.
react exothermically. It will be true that nitroethane He thought it as liquid polymerization occuring under
reacts and contributes to accelerate detonation in the the shock pressure from ca. 70 kbar to ca. 160 kbar
mixture. That is, nitroethane behaves as an active , (21). Polymerization is usually an exothermic change
additive for the detonation velocity variation, but on even if the heat release is not so large as that of the
the contrary to this it does as an inert diluent for the usual detonation reaction. The induction time of
critical diameter variation of the mixture, this polymerization is sufficiently short with no doubt

Difference between the observed and calculated because the change is found as shock transition.
Diferncites foree the obserred cnainin calculatedr

velocities for the mixture containing carbontetra- Then, can this polymerization occur in the mixture
chloride is large and cannot be neglected as experi- with nitromethane? The mixture looks transparent,
mental errors. The absolute slope of the observed therefore the diluent disperses in the mixture into

velocity curve is sighiificantly smaller than that of the micrope the di mensioneless the the wave

calculated. This discrepancy suggests that some heat micto-phases with the dimension l bthe wave

release occurs in the mixture. length of visible light. But the dimension will be not
so small as molecular order and it may range from

To explain these experimental results in the diluent 100 A to 1000 A in order, since carbontetrachloride
effect on detonation propagation in nitromethane, is nonpolar. Then, it can polymerize in the micro-
we have adopted following assumption, that is: there phase under the shock transmitted from detonating
are three factors that determine the effect of an nitromethane phase. This transition satisfies the three
additive on the detonation propagation in the mixture, requirement to contribute the detonation propaga-
They are: I. Whether the additive can react exothermi- tion, and so is effective to sustain the detonation
cally or not? II. Whether the reaction (heat release up to high content of the diluent.
change) can be initiated by the detonation shock or
not? III. Whether induction time of this heat release Carbondisulfide and tintetrachloride have similar
change is shorte han that of the reaction of the main effects to those of carbontetrachloride on the detona-
explosives (nitrom-thane in this case) or not? tion propagation in the nmixture with nitromethane

(15). They do not hinder the detonation in the
To be able to contribute detonation propagation, mixture up to a high diluent content,just like as

the additive must be active (I) under the detonation carbontetrachloride does not. Dick found a shock
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transition at the pressure near 62 kbar in carbondi- S. F. J. Petrone, "Validity of the Classical Detona-
sulfide (21). If this is an exothermic change, effects tion Wave Structure for Condensed Explosives"
of the liquid may be also explained with it. For Phys. Fluids, 11, pp 1473-1478 (1968)
tintetrachloride, we can assume the existence of rapid
exothermic transition near the detonation pressure 6. A. N. Dremin and 0. K. Rozanov, "Similarity of
in nitromethane to explain its effects. Detonation of Gaseous and Liquid Explosives"

Comb. Expl. and Shock Waves, 1, pp 63-68
A shock transition has been found by Dick for (1965)

chloroform, which occurs between 260 kbar and 310
kbar. (private communication) This transition is suf- 7. C. Brochet and H. Presles, "Detonation Char-
ficiently rapid but the pressure at which it occurs is acteristics of Some Liquid Mixture of Nitro-
much higher than that of detonation in nitromethane. methane and Chloroform or Brmoform", Fifteenth
That is, pressure requirement (1I) fails. Therefore, Symp (Intern.) on Combustion, pp 29-40. The
chloroform behaves as an utterly inert diluent in Combustion Institute, 1974
nitromethane.

8. H. D. Mallory, "Detonation Zone Observation in
Forshey et al. reported that hydrazine was very Nitromethane Solutions", J. Appl. Phys., 14, pp

active in the mixture with nitromethane (22). They 1361.1365 (1971)
concluded that the activity owes to the formation of
so-called aci-form of the nitromethane by the addi- 9. V. A. Veretennikov et al., "Applicability of
ton of hydrazine. We may also consider that this Hydrodynamic Theory of the Detonation of
active effect of hydrazine owes to its inherent char- Condensed Phase" Comb. Expl. and Shock Waves,
acteristics under shock load, that is, hydrazine satis- 3, pp 1-5 (1967)
fies our three requirement-. and the heat release is
very high compared to that of carbontetrachl oride. 10. P. A. Urtie% and A. S. Kusbov, "Wall Traces of

Detonation in Nitromethane-Acetone Mixtures"
Fifth symp. (Intrn.) on Detonation, pp 105-114,
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Benzene, CS, CS2 , CCI4 , CHCI 3 CCI, CHCI, 50/50 vol ratio NM-CC14 mixture at 25'C in a brass
liquid nitrogen" J. Chem. Phys., 52, pp 6021 tube of inner diameter 12 mm can be calculated to
6032(1970) give the value of 5.42 km/sec by the use of ideal
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We think the discrepency may be duo to impurity
DISCUSSION in both mixtures and/or due to the difference in

mixing ratio, As shown in this report, impurity such
A. W. CAMPBELL, C. L. MADER, J. B. RAMSAY, as acetone will reduce the detonation velocity about
L. C. SMITH 0.03 kin/sec with I vol. % content, and I vol. %
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory difference in mixing ratio will result in the difference
Los Alamos, New Mexico of about 0.0 15 kin/sec in the detonation velocity.

We must admit to viewing with skepticism the re- Campbell et al suggest the contribution of" HCI

port presented in this paper that solutions of nitro- formation to the detonation propagation in NM-CC14
methane in CCL4 detonate. We have fired two shots mixture. If the reaction rate of HCI formation is

which confirm the result for 50/50 vol % solutions, rapid enough to satisfy our requirements given in this

A detonation velocity of 5.2 ± 0.1 mm/ps was ob- paper, the formation of HCI will be able to play a role

tained for a solution confined in a 12-mm diameter, of importance in the detonation propagation.

12-mm wall thickness brass tube over a length of
800-mm. A standard plate dent test with a diameter
of 42-mm gave an estimated pressure of 92 kbar com-
pared to 134 kbar for nitromethane. A RKW calcula-
tion gave a detonation velocity of 5.08, im/ps and a
pressure of 106 kbar.
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SHOCK-INDUCED ELECTRICAL POLARIZATION OF HOMOGENEOUS EXPLOSIVES

A. N. Dremin, A. G. Antipenko and V. V. Yakushev
Institute of Chemical Physics Academy of
Sciences USSR, Chernogolovka, Moscow

Region, 142432, USSR

Results of electric signals investigations a, shock compression and homogeneous ex-
plosives detonation are presented. If shock pressure is insufficient to initiate
detonation, explosive polarization does not differ from that of inert dielectrics.
The polarization signal shape at explosive detonation Is related to the effect of high
electroconductivity occuring with some time delay behind the detonation wave
shock front. It Is shown that in some cases the time delay magnitude can be de-
termined from the polarization experimental data. For example, the electro-
conductivity originates behind the shock front of NB powder detonation wave in
6. 7" 10-10 sec. At nitromethane detonation the dependence of the electrical sig-
nals amplitude on the nature of the metals of electrodes has been pointed out. The
dependence testifies that the factor arising at the electrode-sample Interlace is of
certain significance. More complex shape of the polarization signals at the shock
detonation initiation is due to manystage nature of detonation developing process.
In this case the polarization signals pecularities are caused by changes both of the
polarization probe capacity and the explosives polarization in volume.

Shock-induced electrical polarization is defined as electrode of spherical form. The signal magnitude in-
a dipol moment origin in a dielectric sample volume creased from some hundredth of volt up to order of
due to velocity and thermodynamical values gradients one volt when the detonation wave was moving to the
in shock front. second electrode. The signal magnitude practically

did not change during the process of the detonation
Since Eichelberger's and Hauver's paper (I) the ex- products flow-around of the electrode. Hayes called

perimental arrangement (Fig. 1) has been usually used the phenomenon "the detonation electric effect" and
for study of this phenomenon. The polarization sig- noted that it could be used for study both the sta-
nal is registered when the shock wave front moves tionary detonation and the transitional processes of
through the sample 2 from the electrode I to the explosive initiation.
electrode 3. The signal contains both some informa-
tion on shock trandition processes and that on the The electric signals during the shock initiation of
compressed substance state. detonation in liquid explosives were experimentally

investigated earlier by Travis (3). He suggested that
In 1967 Hayes (2) discovered that at the deto- the polarization probe should be used to reveal the*

nation of explosives between the electrodes electric space--time relation of the process parameters. The
signals originated in the load of circuit like in the case papers by Hayes and Travis stimulated the study of
of inert dielectrics. Hayes used the similar experi- the electric effects under detonation and shock com-
mental arrangement (Fig. 1) which had the second pression of explosives in our laboratory.
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still perfect dielectrics during the registration time -'1

T R mksec. It has been observed in the experiments de-
S,,q e signed for this purpose.

Therefore, the polarization current dependence on
time i(t) is determined by tile following parameters:
the polarization relaxation time r; the time constant
of the circuit ReC0 ; the transit time of the shock
through the sample t I ; the time difference t2 of the

Fi7g. 1. Ex)erimentalarrangement. 1-the grounded shock front entering in tile sample due to the front
electrode, 2-the substance under investigation; convex and the value
3 - the second electrode,

L2 U
This paper is devoted to homogeneous explosives U.- u

investigation. The experimental arrangement shown
in Fig. I was used in the investigation too. The elec- c I and e2 are dielectrics permittivities of the initial
trode 1 (8 mm thick, 80 mm diameter) and the elec- and compressed substance, U-the shock velocity,
trode 3 (15 mmn diameter) were maue of aluminium u--the particle velocity. At the pressure region from
AD-I type. In some oxperiments the layer of 0.05 8 kbar to 87 kbar the relaxation time of the nitro-
mm thick copper foil was cemented onto the elec. methane polarization is r < 3 • 10-11 sec, Jf!--. 1 (7).
trode I surface. In these experiments the electrode 3 Tire t2 value was 5 • 10-8 "+ 1.5 . 10-7 sec and ReCo
was made of' copper. The distance hetween the elec- -3.7 •19 sec. Since the relaxation time r is much
trodes x,, was 2.5-3 mm. The electrode I suace 3.7less than the time constant of thie circuit ReCi the

faced to the explosive was polished. The oscillograph probe circuit can not be considered as a short circuit.

OK-33 type with the inlet resistance of 75E2 and the

time response of 20 nsec was used for the electric sig- It has been shown (8) that at ;= 1.

nals registration. In some experiments to measure the
polarization emf the resistance of 50-70 kU was ap- ECo/ "-
plied to connect the polarization probe and the cable. " O < t < t2

The explosive charges of 80 mm diameter and 120
mm height were used to obtain approximately one- EoCo" R t RC,

dimensional shock loading of the samples. To cal- t I - e2 1ec) e t2 < I t
culate the dynamical pressure values in the explosives (I)
their adiabats (nitromethane (4), nitroglycerine (5),
NB powder (6)) and the state of the electrode I ma- where
terial were employed.

Nitromethane of trade-mark "pure" was refined in E, = PoT(U - u) (2)
vacuum just before the experiment; to separate nitro- eoe2

glycerine from methanol some volume of water was
added to their mixture. The obtained nitroglycerine is an effective emf. Po is the initial polarization at
was dried. the shock front; e, is the pcrmittivity of free space.

The experimental points and the calculated from
SHOCK COMPRESSION OF THE EXPLOSIVES Eq. I (solid line) polarization signals from nitro-

methane at the pressure p = 68 kbar are presented in
If the dynamic pressure is lower than that of the Fig. 2. In this case the effective emf was equal to -2

detonation origin the shock-induced polarization of volts. From the relation (2) it follows that P, = 1.2.
the explosives doesn't vary from that of inert polar 10-2 K/m2. The shock front orientation -6% of
dielectrics. Nitromethane and nitroglycerine at the nitromethane molecules corresponds to the very value
pressures up to those of the detonation origin remain of the initial polarizaton, the latter exceeding the
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initial polarizaton of' plastics (9) by two orders of case the relaxation signal examination reveals the
value at tile same pressure. presence ot two polarization mechanisms. The re-

laxation times of the mechanisms dillffr from each
The information on the shock-induced polariza- other by approximately one order of value, e.g., •rI

lon and electric properties of nitroglycerine behind being 0.2 mksec, and 72 being 1.5 mksec at 44 kbar.
the shock front has been published in our earlier The parameters appear to correspond to the polariza.
paper (10). It has been shown that r is less than 8 tion of nitroglycerine and nitrocellulose, both being
asec and Rf is approximately equal to the unit at pres- key components of NB powder. The Fig. 4 shows the
sures 14 - 122 kbar. Accordingly, the polarization pressure dependence of the initial density of the po-
current oscillograms for nitroglycerine are fairly simni- larization current j(, per unit the dielectric thickness.
lar to those of nitromethane. The depenorence of the The dashed line is the extrapolation of the de-
initial polarizatlon P1 , on pressure p is a steady in- pendence in the shock pressure region up to 370
creasing function. kbar, the latter corresponding to the pressure behind

the shock front of NB powder stationary detonation.
The experimental arrangement described in (11) To calculate this pressure the shock adiabat (6) and

has been employed in the study of NB powder shock the detonation velocity (12) have been used.
polarization. It has allowed us to obtain both the
polarization and the relaxation signals. Fig, 3 shows a
characteristic oscillogram at the pressure 44 kbar.

DETONATION
Unlike liquid explosives the dependence i(t) for

NB powder is similar to that of plastics (1,9). In this We shall consider the electric signals at the shock
initiation of detonation with undetectable time delay.

,90 It is known (13, 14) that condensed explosive deto-
nation products exhibit a high electroconductlvity,
the latter being caused by electrolytic dissociation of
water and other components of' the products (15, 16).

0 1  As a result of'a finite rate of explosive decomposi-
tion, one can assume that the electroconductlvlty
behind the shock front of the detonation wave arises
with some time delay t 3 (8). The time t 3 must co-

"42 - incide approximately with the explosive decomposi-
tion induction time.

1Fig. 2. Nitromethane polarization signal. Solid line
presents data calculated with Eq. 1. Points are ex- If the polarization relaxation time Is much more
perimental data at p = 68 kbar. than the electroconductvivty time delay (" * t3 ), the

magnitude of t 3 can be determined from the shock

'I---

Fig. 3. The polarization and relaxation slgna!s oscillo-
gram of NB powder, p - 44 kbar. Time and voltage Fig. 4. The Initial polarization current density de-
scales: 0.6 mksec/div; 1.2 V/div. pendence on pressure for NB powder,
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polarization data. In accordance with Allison's laxation is over before the electroconductivity origin,
theory for the open circuit, the polarization emf is and hence the polarization emf is independent of

time; the formula (2) relating to the polarization emf
E = E0 (I - e-t/h) (3) and the initial polarization. To put it another way,

the polarization signal shape is determined by a con-
If we expand the exponent when t is equal to t3, and denser complex resistance change at the shock corn-
deal only with first two temrs of the expansion and pression process. When the electroconductivity arises
take into account the formula (2) for E, we shall ob- with a time delay the mentioned above conditions
tain: permit to apply the polarization probe current ex-

pression from the publication (8) for the interpreta-
Pot 3 (U - u) tion of nitromethane detonation electric signals. The

E = e 0oe2 (4) curve calculated and experimental points are shown
in Fig. 5. The initial current impulse amplitude and

The polarization current density per unit of the die- time duration were employed to evaluate the emf

lectric thickness (17) is equal to: value (19). The value accounted for 2.5 volt. It
should be noted, however, that the contact potential

PoeJ (U - u) (20) and electrochemical processes (21) could con-
jo (5) tribute to the emf value. If the electrodes are made

e2 of the similar metals, the contact potential presumably
can be neglected. The electrode metal ions transition

From (4) and (5) we shall have: into the detonation products, on the one hand, and
selected adsorption of the product ions by the dec-

-3 E ee(6) trode, on the other, are probably responsible for the
jo electrochemical potential origin. The potential value

must depend on the electrode metal nature. Hayes
For NB powder normal detonation the value of t3 is (2,20) when studying the detonation electric effect
approximately equal to 6.7 * 10-10 sec. To calculatt has observed the dependence of the registered signals
t 3 the values of the polarization emf (E = 28.5 volt) value on the metal nature of both electrodes. It has
and the dielectric permittivity (eI = 9.1) experi- been found in (19) that at nitromethane detonation
mentally measured have been used; however, the po- in the arrangement shown in Fig. I the final current
larization current density J. have been obtained by and the accumulated charge (for the time interval
the extrapolation asshown in Fig. 4. from t2 to tI) are larger for aluminum electrode than

those of for copper one. This finding is readily ac-
counted for by the data published in (21). It has

We shall consider the electric effects at nitro- been shown in (21) that unlike cooper ions, alumi-
methane detonation in detail. It has been shown by num ions transit easily into the detonation products,
Hayes (18) that nitromethane specific electric resis-
tivity P2 behind the shock front of the detonation Rd,
wave decreases sharply in some nsec and reaches mini-
mum magnitude approximately 6.2 • 10,3 11m. f ...... .
Therefore in the experiments the following condi- 0,5 - - - -.

tions: . .. -

P2 eoe 2 ( tj andr < t3

are satisfied.

The first condition implies that at any moment the , J!,
electric field in conducting zone is about zero, and,-4
therefore, the surface of the electroconductivity Fig. 5. Nitromethane detonation polarization signal.
origin can be regarded as a moving condenser plate. Solid line Is the calculated data from (8); the points
The second condition implies that the polarization re- are experimental data at p : 15 7 kbar.
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the latter obtaining a positive charge with reference tions. Therefore, the polarization emf and the capac-
to metal. ity of the probe per unit of the surface depend on the

radius r. If the force lines bending is neglected, the
SHOCK INITIATION OF DETONATION expression for the current in the circuit of external

load will be the following:
It is known (3,22) that at the shock initiation of

detonation with some time delay the electric signals i E (T,t) C (T,t) ds (7)
have more complex shape than those of during the dt f
normal detonation or during the shock explosive
compression.

Fig. 6a presents the electric signal oscillogram at
the shock initiation of nitroglycerine detonation.
The signal shape does differ from that of the normal
detonation (Fig. 5), The first impulse occurs at the
moment of the shock entrance into the sample. The
arrow denotes some small additional positive im-
pulse. It is followed by the negative impulse.

To realize the nature of these constituents, we i _ Wi
shall analyze the space-time diagram of the one-
dimentional scheme of the shock initiation of deto- X.
nation in a homogeneous explosive (23). OA line cor- X."
responds to the shock wave motion through the
sample. The polarization layer width in time is equal
to r and is shown shading. At the metal-explosive in- t
terface (OB line) the chemical explosive decomposi-
tion occurs in some time delay t4. It results in origin
of supervelocity detonation in shock compressed ex-
plosive (CD line). The supervelocity detonation re- B
action products have a high electroconductivity.
Therefore, this detonation front can be considered as
a moving plate of the polarization probe. The deto. L, 0 i

nation wave motion is responsible for a sharp increas-II
ing of the condenser capacity and, hence, for the M c
origin of positive current inpulse. When the super-
velocity wave approaches the shock wave front at the
distance of -7(U - u), the polarization emf will start I
to decrease because of the electric relaxation. At the - t, t
time t5 the supervelocity wave overtakes the initiat-
ing shock wave front and as a result the oveycom-
pression detonation wave arises. For simplicity, we
shall take the overcompressed detonation wave to Fig. 6. The data on shock initiation of detonation in
transform into the normal detonation at the very nitroglycerine.
time t5 . As it has been mentioned above, the electro- a) an experimental oscillogram at p = 16 7 kbar.
conductivity arises behind the shock front of the Time and voltage scales: 0.25 mksec/div; 0.4
detonation wave in time delay t 3 . The polarization V/dii.
signal ceases at the t1 --time of reaching the second b) space-time diagram of the initiation process.
electrode by the detonation front. c) the calculated dependence of i00(t2) on t at the

following magnitudes of the parameters: X = 1;
The reaction does not arise simultaneously all over Tltt = 0.01; t2 /t) - 0.1; t3/tI 0.002; t4 /tl

the electrode surface at the real experiment condi- 0.3; ts/t I = 0.5; t6/t1 = 0.6 7.
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The integration is performed all over the probe sur- time t4 and time delay t3 of the electroconductivity
face S. To calculate the polarization current from (7) origin behind the shock front of the detonation
the reaction surface shape should be prescribed. We wave. It means that there is no electric relaxation ef-
took it as a paraboloid of rotation. fect and the polarization mechanical relaxation

process occurs in the dielectric medium. Hence, tile
Fig. 6c shows the calculated signal obtained under

the same conditions as the oscillugram shown in Fig.
6a. The time parameters in the calculation have been
used from the oscillogram (Fig. 6a). The calculated
signal displays all features of the experimental oscillo-
gram. Tile first positive impulse of the signal cor-

responds to the ordinary shock polarization of tile
initial explosives. Diversification t2 of the shock
wave front entrance into the sample determines the
time duration of the impulse. The reaction occurs at
time t4 . As in this very case, the relaxation time 7 is
much less than the time of the reaction beginning t4 ,
tile reaction spreads onto the substance that has al-
ready relaxed and due to the capacity change the
positive current flows through the external circuit. K
As the supervelocity detonation approaches the initi- - _

ating shock wave front it enters the polarized sub-
stance layer and the electric relaxation effect becomes
prevailing the capacity change effect, the former caus- t
ing the negative current, In tile one-dimensional case,
the negative impulse of the signal would disappear at
the moment of the normal detonation origin ts.
However, due to the supervelocity detonation wave
front curvature tile normal detonation building-up
occurs all over the probe surface for some time inter- - t t. tt
val. The negative impulse time duration is deter- 4 s i

inined by tile time interval denoted as t 6 - t5 ill Fig. I
6c, The impulse shape depends on the shape of the I C
reaction surface. Then the positive current increases t6
because of the capacity effect as in the case of the .
normal detonation till the signal end time t 1. 1! t

Figure 7 illustrates the experimental oscillogram,

the space-time diagram and the polarization signal cal- -l
culated for NB powder. It is the larger time of relaxa-

tion when 7" - t4 in this case that differs from the
case described above. It implies that the chemical re-
action occurs inside the polarized substance. The Fig. 7. The data on shock initiation of Ni powder
electric relaxation of the polarization occurs and at detonation.
tile moment of tile chemical reaction origin as a con- a) an experimental oscillogram at p = 165 kbar,
sequence of it the negative cutrent appears. Further Time and 'oltage scales: 0.25 mksec/div; 1.32
progress of the electric signal occurs similar to nitro- V/div.
glycerine case. b) space-time diagram of 'the initiation process.

c) the calculated dependence 0/0(t2 ) on t at the fol-
In nitromethane case (Fig. 8) the relaxation time is lowing magnitudes of the parameters: X'= /; r/tj

very small. In the experiments tile relaxation time r - 1; t2 /tj = 0, 1; t13t1 = 0.002; t4/tl 0.25; ts/t5
is much less than the chemical reaction induction = 0.4; t6 /tl = 0.56.
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supervelocity detonation motion causes only the posi- It should be noted that in the overcompressed det-
tive current due to the capacity change effect. onation wave time delay t* of the electroconduwtivity

origin can be much less than t3 in the normal r6eto-
So, all features of the polarization signals regis- nation. If in nitromethane case, t• is of the same

tered at tile shock initiation of homogeneous order of value as that of'7 the polarization signal will
explosives can be interpreted by the competition of be negative at time t5 . The signals observed can be
the two effects, i.e., the capacity change and the elec- partially determined by the compressed substance
tric relaxation; the signals features being determined polarization in the supervelocity detonation front and
by the relation of the times: t 3 , t4 and r. by the appearance of the electrochemical emf at the

moment of the electroconductivity origin. In our
experiments factors did not display qualitatively. It
could be due to the marked non-onedimention both
of the initiating shock wave and particularly of' tile
occurring chemical reaction surface. However, the
factors could be of significance in the experiments by
Travis (3) and it is, presumably, tile cause of some
difference of' polarization signals shapes in our experi-
ments and those of the work (3).

I CONCLUSION

As a result of this study one can make a con-
clusion that in all investigated cases the electric

X signals were caused by the polarization of substance
Xý" in volume. Given the electroconducting detonation

products, electrochemical processes at the metal elec.
trode-detonation products interface make some cer-
tain contribution to signals.
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SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE ELECTRICAL JUNCTION EFFECT
IN EXPERIMENTAL SHOCK STUDIES*

Behavior of Al-Cu composite materials under shock loading.
Detection of a phase transition in bismuth and Hugoniot elastic limits in Al-Cu alloys.

J. P. Romain and J. Jacquesson
Laboratoire d'Energitique et de DItonique (L.A. CNR S no 193)

ENSMA-CEAT-Universiti de Poitiers-Rue Guillaume VII
86034-POITIERS C~lex-France

The electrical effect produced by the passage of a shock wave through a bimetallic
junction gives the basis of an experimental method used for vizualising the shock
front propagation in lamellar Al-Cu composites. These materials are found to be-
have under shock loading like homogeneous materials. Explanation for the shock
front steadiness Is given by an analysis of the stress-time history resulting from mul-
tiple reverberations at Al-Cu Interfaces. The same experimental method is applied
for the detection of double-wave shock configurations resulting from an Hugoniot
elastic limit In an Al-Cu alloy and from a phase change In bismuth at 70 kbar. The
slope of the phase line In the pressure temperature plane is derived from the meas-
urements. Comparison with static data Indicates that this dynamic phase transfor-
mation corresponds to the BI I-BI V transition.

INTRODUCTION method for investigating materials under shock load-
ing. This paper presents a review of some applica.

The electrical effect produced by the passage of a tions recently developed in our laboratory about the
shock wave through a bimetallic junction, first re- behavior of lamellar Al-Cu composites under shock
ported by Jacquesson (1) in 1959, has been experi- and the detection of shock front instabilities resulting
mentally and theoretically studied by several investi- from an Hugoniot elastic limit of an AI-Cu alloy and
gators mainly in France (2) and In U.S.S.R. (3,4,5). from a phase transformation in bismuth.
The basic features of this effect have been described
in previous papers (2) and the most comprehensive
theoretical interpretation has been given by Migault I-SHOCK BEHAVIOR OF LAMELLAR

(6). COMPOSITE MATLRIALS

Some attempts were made in the past in order to (I) Studied Materials
study the shock behavior of dense materials with the
use of experimental methods based on this effect. The studied materials were Al-Cu composites con-
Results obtained on germanium and bismuth were stituted by alternate layers of aluminum and copper,
presented at the 5th symposium on detonation in a few tens microns in thickness, piled up and pressed
1970 (7). This work was later on extended and new together, constituting samples of total thickness be-
results were obtained showing the availability of the tween 1.7 mm and 3.5 mm. Two composites charac-

terized by their average composition were studied:
*Part of this work wu performed under the auspices of the composite E (33% Cu, 67% Al) and composite 1 (45%
Commissalat I i'Energle Atomique. Cu, 55% Al) in weight composition. Composite I was
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TABLE I

AI-Cu Samples: Composition and Structure

Sample type E I1 12 13

Weight composition 33% Cu, 67% A] 45% Cu, 55% Al

Density (g/cm 3 ) 3.51 3.93

Cu lamellas thickness (mm) 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.05

Al lamellas thickness (mm) 0.20 0.12 0.20 0.20

Total number of Al-Cu pairs 8 14 7 14

Sample total thickness (mm) 1.84 2.10 1.75 3.50

shock gn6nrator
040 mm driver plateS• 80ram(1)

sam leoscilloscope (2)

m y l a r 6 y 5 0 A V

elec Irode C u
o 6mm 11 llln_

Fig. 1. Schematic of an experimental arrangement (3)
fbr shock behavior investigation of lamellar A I-Cu
composites.

elaborated in three forms I1, 12 and 13 differentiated
by the thickness and total number of the lamellas
constituting the samples. The composition and strutc (4)
ture of the investigated samples are listed in Table 1.

(2) Experimental Method

The samples were submitted to plane shock waves 'Fig. 2. Typical records of the shock wave propaga-

of known amplitude propagating in a direction per- tion in lamellarAl-Cu samples.

pendicular to the plane of the layers. Figure 1 shows Sample type: E(I); Il (2); 12(3); 13(4). Loading
the schematic of an experimental arrangement. Shock stress in the aluminium driver plate: 97 kbar (1);
waves were generated by explosive charges put on a 107 kbar (2); 145 kbar (3); 107 kbar (4).
metallic driver plate transmitting the incident shock V: 100 mV (1,2): 50 mV (3,4)
into the sample pressed on the opposite face. Various H: 0,1 /gs (1, 2, 3, 4)
initial pressures were obtained by changing the nature The arrows show the instants of entrance and emer-
of the explosive and the nature of the driver plate gence of the shock wave into and from the sample.
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(aluminium or copper) or its thickness. The pressure
of the incident wave in the driver plate, just before
entering the sample, was previously determined by
experimental calibration and the Hugoniot curves for stock wo
aluminium and copper were used as reference for the
determination of the transmitted shock amplitude in 2
the sample. A vizualisation of the shock propagation sh ocho, r.ip

through the sample was obtained from the electrical 2 ,,,

signals generated by the passage of the shock front at
the successive AI-Cu interfaces. A thin mylar sheet
(6 microns) was introduced between the sample and
the back-up electrode. The dielectric polarization of 05 10 1,, 2.0
mylar under shock produces an electrical signal of ,poc, ("p..)
the order of 130 mV amplitude and a few nanosec-
onds in rise-time, quite distinguishable from the lig. 3. Space-time diagram showing the shock front
Al-Cu junction signals of only some 10 mV ampli- stability in a lamellar AI-Cu sample.
tude, and giving precisely the arrival time of the
shock at the back face of the sample. Figure 2 shows possibility of vizualising th, shock propagation within
a set of typical oscillograms obtained with the various the studied material, in adoition with a very good
Al-Cu investigated composites. The periodical AI-Cu time resolution.
junction signals clearly reveal the time when the
shock front crosses the successive Al-Cu interfaces
and allow a precise chronometric study of the shock (3) Experimental Results
propagation through the sample. In comparison with
other electrical or optical techniques currently used, Shock stability. Analysis of the records shows
the great advantage of this system derives from the that the shock front velocity is constant through the

14
OM-

-*----A @ I

Fig. 4. Space time diagram in the first layers of a type 12-13 sample shock-loaded at 155 kbar. Numbers denote
the pressure in kbar units.
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for an initial stress level of 155 kbar in aluminium,
corresponding to an average value in the studied pres-

25 J sure range. The shock profile in pressure-time (P, t)
coordinates at the first AI-Cu interface designed by
X1 in Fig. 4 is deduced from this construction and

1 20shown in Fig. 5. The point of primary interest to be
noted is that the second shock wave following the
first one at 20 ns interval brings the material in a pres-

-- sure state near equilibrium, The pressure increase be-
hind this wave is slow, except peak P1 resulting from

S hock wave a reverberation of the first shock wave at X1 inter-face. Similar peaks of decreasing amplitude occur

periodically at about 100 ns interval. They result
-100 from reverberations at the successive Al-Cu interfaces

X2 , X3 ... and do not appear on Fig. 5 limited to
16, shock wave the first 120 ns of the pressure evolution. The role of

these irregularities in the establishment of equilibrium
-o state is not significant. However, because of their

0s 0.10 high amplitide they travel through the sample with a
S-. ..-significantly faster velocity and may accelerate the1.-. Lys) process. A similar analysis at X2 interface shows that

Fig. 5. Shock wevc configuration at X1 interface, the second wave is In fact constituted of two close
successive shocks, and more generally at Xn interface

sample. illustration of this result is given in Fig. 3 by of n close successive waves. Because of the approxi-
the space-time (x, !) diagram relative to an experi- mations made in the construction, it is quite likely
ment performed on a typc Al sample. Taking into ac- that these successive waves, separated by only a few
count uncertainties in the measurements, it appears nanoseconds, form into an unique shock front which
that the experimental points lie on a straight line, the brings the material near the equilibrium pressure. So,
slope of which yields the velocity of the shock front. the first result given by this analysis concerns the
In the lamellar AI-Cu composite, the direction of equilibrium regime establishment, which appears to
shock propagation being perpendicular to the plane be essentially governed by the two first shock waves.
1).F the la"ers, the formation of a stable shock front Another important feature revealed by the dia-
necessarily results from an interaction between multi- gram of Fig. 4 concerns the velocity of the second
ple shock and relief waves generated at Al-Cu inter- shock. During its propagation through the first alu-
faces. The propagation of the first shock wave begins minium layer, this wave interacts with the backward
at time to when the shock issued from the driver reflected first shock tt X1 interface. As a conse-
plate enters the sample. The amplitude and velocity quence, the amplitude and velocity of this wave are
of this wave steadily decrease in the course of its increased. The same process occurs in each alumin-
propagation because of the successive transmissions ium layer, so that the mean velocity of the second
from aluminium to copper. The corresponding (x, t) shock through the sample does not decrease. In the
curve separates from that relative to the experimental same time, the first shock wave velocity decreases.
shock front. After some ,.elay, the interval between This results in a convergence of both waves, the sec-
both curves becomes larger than the uncertainties in ond wave overtaking the first one at a distance evalu-
the measirements. This result gives evidence that a ated at 5 or 6 pairs of Al-Cu layers. At that distance,
steady shock is already formed in the early stages of Fig. 3 shows that the first shock wave and the experi-
the propagation, mental shock front are still close to another. This re-

sult explains the reason why the first shock wave and
In order to have some informations about the the experimental shock front are quite distinct after

process leading to the formation of a steady shock, some delay. It is worth noting here the differences in
we nave constructed the (x, t) diagram of the multi- the notion of "shock front" for an homogeneous ma-
ple wave propagation in the first layers of a type 12-13 terial and for a lamellar composite. In the latter case,
sample. The construction shown in Fig. 4 was done a stable shock front proceeds from an accumulation
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of several shock waves bringing the material in its expeimental results

equilibrium state, instead of a single wave in the case 0 type E t33% Cu)

of an homogeneous material. 1 (45 cU)

Hugoniot curves. The existence of a steady shock (3

front in the AI-Cu composites demonstrates that the -300

shock behavior of these materials is similar to that of 7
homogeneous materials. As a consequence, it is pos-
sible to determine their experimental Hugoniot -20

curves. This was made by an impedance matching
method, from the known amplitude of the incident L
shock in the driver plate and the measured shock ve-
locity in the samples. The detailed numerical results
are given in a previous paper (8), where it is also dem- 10o

onstrated that the shock compressibility of the inves-
tigated composites satisfies to a linear relationship be-
tween shock velocity D and particle velocity u. The o0.20 0.22 \o4 0.2 .26
extrapolation of the D(u) relation at u = 0 yields ex- vom cm3 /g)

perimental values for the bulk sound velocities which Fig. 6. Hugoniot curves for the lam ellar A I-Cu coin-
are in good agreement with those calculated from the posites. Full lines are calculated curves.
known properties of the constituents.

multiple wave structures induced by Hugoniot elastic
The experimental Hugoniot curves for the compos- limits (H.E.L.) or phase transitions. The experimen-

ites may be compared with those computed from the tal arrangement is shown in Fig. 7. In this modified

known Hugoniot curves for the constituents. In view system the mylar sheet was introduced between the

of this calculation, several models may be used. They driver plate and the sample in order to determine

differ essentially by the assumptions made on thermal with precision the arrival time of the incident shock

interactions between constituents. When the shock

amplitude does not exceed one or two megabars, the at the front face of the sample. The electrical re-

thermal effects on the total pressure in the sample are sponse of the sample-electrode junction was used to
thermall effcmparison with totl prure mnthacamplefret, obtain a vizualisation of the shock wave configurationsohat t comparison t the pure mechanical effects, at the sample issue, and to establish shock wave
so that the Hugoniot curves obtained from different transit-times from which shock wave velocities were
calculational models are close one another. We have calculated. The Hugoniot curves for the investigateddeveloped a model similar to the model of mixtures
derived by Mc Queen et al (9), but using a particular impedance match solution. In these experiments the

form for the Grineisen parameter characterized by a bkpelce was md t ofpconmtnta te
consantspeifi ofeac sold ad dterine eiher back-up electrode was made out of constantan (CTE)

constant specific of each solid and determined either instead of copper, because the signal am.litude is
from the experimental Hugoniot curve or from the higher when CTE is used.
elastic properties of the solid (10). This model pre-
sented in a previous paper (11) is applied here to the
AI-Cu composites and yields a satisfactory agreement (2) Hugoniot Elastic Limit of an Al-Cu Alloy
between the experimental and calculated Hugoniot
curves, as shown in Fig. 6. The initial weight composition of the investigated

material was 49% Cu, 51% Al. This corresponds to an
alloy composed of about 92% Al2 Cu defined com-

1I-DETECTION OF HUGONIOT ELASTIC pound and 8% Al. The shock behavior of this mate-
LIMITS AND PHASE TRANSITIONS rial was studied in the pressure range from 30 kbar

to 150 kbar with the use of aluminium as reference
(1) Experimental Method material. Figure 8 shows a set of oscillograms reveal-

ing the shock wave structure in the investigated mate-
The experimental method described above vas ap- rial and its evolution with the loading pressure. At

plied with some modifications to the detection of high pressure (record 1) a single electrical front is
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shock generator 0 in the assumption of a phase transition, this
0 40 mm driver plate should be observed also under static pressure.

Sso80 nrn But the variations of electrical resistivity of this
alloy recorded under static compression up to
100 kbar did not reveal any irregularity which

L Icould be related to a phase transformation.

0 in the assumption of an H.E.L., the first wave
mo 6y Nocope velocity should be close to the longitudinal

sample sound velocity. This velocity was measured by
0 Srrn ultrasonic techniques and the obtained value of
electrode C.T.E. 5886 m/s ± 5 m/s agrees with the shock value of

0 4 mm 5950 m/s ± 100 m/s.

Fig. 7. Schematic of an experimental arrangement
for detection of multiple-wave shock structures. For these reasons we conclude that the shock in-

stability is to be attributed to an H.E.L. This conclu-
observed. It is generated by the shock arrival at the sion was further confirmed by an investigation of
sample-electrode interface, indicating that the pres- Al-Cu alloys having various proportions of their con-
sure profile is composed of a single wave. In a lower stituents A12 Cu and Al (12).
pressure range (records 2-5), two electrical fronts are
observed indicating that the initial shock breaks up (3) Detection of a Phase Transformation in Bismuth
into two successive waves in the course of its propaga-
tion through the sample. Finally, at very low pres- The phase diagram for bismuth, Fig. 10, estab-
sure (record 6) a single wave is observed again. This lished under static compression reveals several poly-
evolution characterizes materials exhibiting a shock morphic transitions. Up to the present work, only
instability due either to a dynamic yield point the Bi i-Bi 11 transformation at 25 kbar was reported
(H.E.L.) or a phase transformation, under dynamic compression (14,15). The transition

Bi Ill-Bi V at 78 kbar and room temperature was
The present instability is later identified as an never observed under dynamic pressure loading. This

H.E.L. Analysis of experimental results listed in pressure is easily attainable with the use of our shock
Table 2 shows that the shock front becomes instable generating systems, therefore we studied the shock
for a loading stress between 38 kbar and 41 kbar in behavior of bismuth in a pressure range allowing the
the aluminium driver plate. Assuming that the transi- detection of a possible shock induced phase change
tion occurs at a reference pressure of 40 kbar, we ob- related to the Bi III-Bi V transition. The experimen-
tain the coordinates of the transition point in the tal procedure used was identical to that used in the
Al-Cu alloy from the measured velocity of the first study of Al-Cu alloys.
wave: (5.95 ± 0.10) mm/ps. These coordinates are:

Double-wave structures were observed In bismuth
P; pressure 49 kbar from 70 kbar to 86 kbar demonstrating that a phase
D: wave velocity 5.95 mm/ps transition takes place at 70 kbar. Figure 11 shows
u: particle velocity 0.199 mm/As records of the shock profile and its typical evolution
p: density 4.24 g/cm 3  with the loading stress. The coordinates of the transi-

tion point in bismuth are:

The uncertainty on the transition pressure was
evaluated to ± 5 kbar resulting partly from the uncer-
tainty on the corresponding reference pressure in th.- u = 0.3253 mm/ps, p = 11.505 g/cm 3 .

aluminium driver plate and partly from the uncer-
tainty on the measured wave velocity. The Hugoniot As before, the uncertainty on the transition pres-
curve for the investigated alloy is given on Fig. 9. sure was estimated to be ± 5 kbar. The Hugoniot

curve for bismuth determined from our experimental
The shock instability at 49 kbar was identified as results is shown in Fig. 12. Complete experimental

an H.E.L. for the following reasons: results and their detailed analysis may be found in
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I (1) PR= 114kbar

ot t2 time

Typical oscillogram
to: arrival time of the incident shock wave at the

front face of the sample (mylar polarization
signal)

t I, t2 : arrival time of the elastic wave (t, ) and shock (2) PR 92 kbar
wave (t 2 ) at the back face of the sample (AICu-
CTE junction signal)

V: 20 mV (1-s);o 5mV (6) V
11: 0.1 ps(1- 5 );0.2 us (6 )L

|1

150 Al Cu. (3) PR 7 1 kbar

100
-x2 --AI

(4) PR 55 kbar

HEL
50 4

6

0,2 0.4 06 08 (5) PR 41 kbar

U (mm/Ys

Hugoniot curve in (1P, u) coordinates. The curvature
is accentuated in order to make more apparent the
limits of the instability region.

(6) PR - 30 kbar

Fig, 8. Records of the shock wave structure In an AI-Cu alloy. Evolution with loading pressure PR in the alumi-
nium driver plate.
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TABLE 2

A1-Cu Alloy Experimental Shock Results

PR Xo D1 Ul P1  D2 U2 P2
(kbar) (mm) (mm/ps) (mm/Is) (kbar) (mm/ps) (mm/hs) (kbar)

30 2.37 5.5 0.158 36
38 2.00 5.5 * 0.200 45

41 2.01 6.05 5.51 0.207 51
56 2.02 5.85 0.199 49 5.30 0.282 67
71 2.00 5.92 5.53 0.360 85

92 2.01 6.00 5.59 0.462 109
114 2.00 5.85 0.567 136
145 2.01 6.00 0.696 176

PR: shock pressure in the aluminium driver plate; x.: sample thickness; D1 , u1,Pl, D2 ,u 2 ,P 2 : wave velocity, particle veloc-
ity and pressure for the first wave (subscript 1) and for the second wave (subscript 2), *: precision on D1 10.5 mm/Ms, for all
other experiments ± 0.10 mm/Ms.

ref. (16) where it is also demonstrated that the ob- served shock Induced transition. We used for this
served dynamic phase change is related to the Bi III- purpose the following equation demonstrated by
Bi V transition. The difference between the static Duff and Minshall (14):
value of 78 kbar and the dynamic value of 70 kbar
for the transition pressure is accounted for by the dP + 2a dP CP '1'
temperature increase In the samples submitted to (dT/ +KA1-. K-1 dT TV(K I - K-)1 )
shock compression. In addition to the analysis given
in ref. (16), we have calculated from our experimen- where all quantities are evaluated at the transition
tal results the slope dP/dT of the phase line in the point: pressure P, specific volume V, temperature T,
pressure temperature plane corresponding to the ob- thermal expansion coefficient a, specific heat at con-

stant pressure Cp and bulk modulus K of the initial
phase; bulk modulus KA of the mixed phase just
above the transition point. The values of these pa-

./ rameters are listed in Table 3.

C. ^I cý 01
P and V are obtained from our experimental ra-

sults. T is estimated, assuming that a low shock pres-
sure, the Hugoniot and the isentrope are essentially

100 the same. The following expression for isentropic
compression is used:

MEL ~
T=Toexp o(V -V) (2)

where subscript o refers to the initial state. The ratio
. . 0 h .... y0 /V, where y is the GrOnelsen coefficient, is assumed

paltI l...na/pi) to be constant. We consider also that under shock

Hg. 9. Hugoniot curve for the investigated Al-Cu loading, bismuth transforms directly from phase I to
alloy, phase V when the shock amplitude exceeds 70 kbar.
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ao Ko Vo(3
.•oo CV

liquid The values of ao and K. are taken from recent
-300 data of Fritz (17) about the variations of elastic

200 moduli of bismuth with pressure and temperature:
E 11

I! -10o a=4.2 10-5 0 C'

20 40 60 80 Ko 3.620 1011 dynes/cm 2

presuire (k bor)

Fig. 10. Phase diagram for bismuth (13). The value of the specific heat at constant volume
Cv is taken from data of Gschnetdner (18): Cv
6.12 cal/at.g. The value of K at 70 kbar is extra-

The initial conditions are polated from measurements made by Fritz on the Bi I
phase stable up to 25 kbar, and the value of o, is de-

To = 293 OK; Vo = 0.10204 g/cm 3  duced from Eq. (3) where all quantities are then
taken at 70 kbar pressure and CV is assumed inde-

to is deduced from the thermodynamic relation: pendent of pressure. Finally the value of KA is de-
rived from our shock measurements as schematically

(I) PR = 79 kbar illustrated by Fig. 13, where point A refers to the
phase transition, M to a point in the mixed phase re-
gion and DM to the velocity of the second shock
wave. Our experimental results yield:

lim DM = 1.925 mm/ps
M-•A

(2) PR =75 kbar

-150

(3) PR 60 kbar

-100 v~

- '01hi o rk

_ 
, 

.(I0 
wor 

k)-50

Fig. 11. Records of the shock wave structure in bis-
muth and evolution with loading pressure PR in the 14.•)
aluminium driver plate.
V: 10 mV (1,2,3) 0. o2' 0.4 O

H: 0.1As(l): 0.2/as(2,3) porliclq valociy (mrri/ps)

Sample thickness: 105 mm (1); 2.30 mm (2);
1.97 mm (3). Fig. 12. Hugoniot curve for bismuth.
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TABLE 3

Parameters for Bi at the Transition Pressure of 70 kbar

P V T aK CpKA
(kbar) (cm3/g) (OK) (dynes/cm 2) (Cal/at .g) (dynes/cm 2)

70 0.0869 353 1.89 l0-S 8.1011 6.*20 2.043 1011

From Eq. (4), the slope of the Bi 1Il-V phase line at
PA 70 kbar is:

A=A"h PPA A/P
KA VA 16mM AM-..A VA-Vm 2(.d) I -V 1.48 108 dynes CM-2 0 K-I

P- M--------- i m Irn (D MI A ,)

-VA M4-A This value differs only of 0.7% from the slope derived
P .i- Afrom shock measurements. Taking into account the
A -- Iapproximations made in the calculations, the agree-

ment between both values may be considered as ex-
I I cellent and confirms that under shock loading, bis-

I muth transforms directly from phase I to phase V
P twhen the applied stress exceeds 70 kbar, and that the

VM VA V dynamic Bi I-V phase line is identical to the static Bi

Ill-V phase line.
14g. 13, Determination of the bulk modulus KA In
the mixed phase regiun.

CONCLUSION

The corresponding value of KA is reported in Table 3. The electrical effect produced by the passage of a
The value of the phase line slope derived from Eq. (1) shock wave through a bimetallic Junction gives the
at 70 kbar is: basis of a simple and efficient procedure for investi-

gating the properties of solids submitted to dynamic
dP =147 1.8 dynes cm-2 K 1  compression. With the use of this method, we could

dT obtain a vizualisatioia of the shock front propagation
through samples of lamellar AI-Cu composites and ac-

This value may be compared to the slope of the Bi complish a detailed study of the shock behavior of
ill-V phase line, the equation of which was estab- these materials. The same technique used for the
lished from measurements under static pressure by vizualisation of shock front instabilities allowed us to
llaygarth et al. (19). detect the Hugoniot elastic limit of in Al-Cu alloy

and the BI I-rV phase transition at 70 kbar in bis-
PjjV= 96.048 - 2.0949 10-4 T2  (4) muth. This shock induced phase transformation was

never previously observed, perhaps because of the
where units are kbar for P and '"K for T. It must be narrow pressure range in which the resulting double-
first noticed that at 353 ,K, which is the calculated shock configuration appears (from 70 kbar to 86
temperature in bismuth shock-loaded at 70 kbar, kbar). The good precision and time resolution of
Eq. (4) predicts PjNv = 70 kbar. This Is exactly the our experimental method made this detection pos-
same value as that determined for dynamic transition sible. These qualities of the method appear as a great
pressure. This result obtained with the recent data of advantage in comparison to the possibilities of other
Fritz improves the former result given in ref. (16). experimental methods used in shock wave physics.
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THE JCZ EQUATIONS OF STATE FOR DETONATION PRODUCTS
AND THEIR INCORPORATION INTO THE TIGER CODE

M. Cowperthwaite and W. H. Zwisler
Stanford Research Institute

Menlo Park, California 94025

The Jacobs equations of state, J1, J2, and J3, based on intermolecular potentials for
a single species, were rewritten for a mixture containing n moles of s species, labeled
JCZV, JCZ2, and JCZ3, and programmed into the TIGER code so that they could
be used to make detonation calculations. Calculations were made on RDX and TNT
at different kloding densities to provide a means of testing these equations of state,
the values of the molecular potential constants used in their formulation, and the
sensitivity of the calculated results to changes in the molecular potential constants.
Comparison of calculated and experimental Chapman-Jouguet parameters showed
that the exponential 13.5-6 potential is more satisfactory for treating detonation
products than the Mie 9-6 potential and led tu the conclusion that with appropriate
adjustments of molecular parameters the JCZ3 equation of state will provide a
realistic description of detonation products.

INTRODUCTION Cowperthwaite-Zwisler equations of state for detona-
tion products (JCZI, JCZ2, and JCZ3) were formtu-

Codes for calculating realistic detonation proper- lated by incorporating mixture rules for n moles of s
ties are important for predicting the performance of species into the pressuru-volume-temperature (p-v-T)
high explosives and for assessing the usefulness of new relationships (J1, 12, and J3) developed by Jacobs for
explosive formulations. The TIGER code (1) for a single species considered as a fluid. (2) (3)
making such calculations was originally developed and
documented for the Ballistic Research Laboratories The thermodynamic functions needed to calculate
(BRL). Further code work was carried out in con- detonation propertics with JCZI, JCZ2, and JCZ3 in
junction with Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL), TIGER were derived and programmed to interface
Picatinny Arsenal (PA), and the Naval Surface Wea- with the STATE G routine. And the resulting JCZ
pons Center (NSWC). The present paper presents the options were debugged and tested by performing
portion of this work concerned with the equation of detonation calculations for RDX and TNT at different
state of the detonation products, which was carried loading densities.
out in collaboration with Dr. S. J. Jacobs of NSWC.

A more fundamental equation of state is required THE JACOBS EQUATIONS OF STATE
to perform more realistic detonation calculations on JI, J2, AND J3
condensed explosives with a hydrothermodynamic
code such as TIGER because the thermodynamic J1, J2, and J3 are based on a (p-v-T) relationship
description of detonation products provided by the for 1 mole of fluid of the form
Becker-Kistiakowsky-Wilson (BKW) (1) equation is
limited. The more fundamental Jacobs- p = po(v) + G(v, T) RT/v (1)
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where p,(v) denotes the lattice pressure along the G I - v/f (af/av)T (3)
zero degree isotherm, R is the universal gas constant,
and the G factor accounts for the thermal contribu- by differentiating Eq. (2) to obtain the (p-v-T) equa-
tion to the pressure arising from intermolecular tion of state with the identify p = - (OA/avh. The f
forces. The problem of formulating the (p-v-T) equa- factor was written as a power series so that the
tion for a single species can be considered as that of expression for G calculated with Eq. (3) has the cor-
constructing expressions for po(v) and G(v, T) with rect limiting behavior at high and low densities and
the pair potential describing the forces of interaction agrees within computational error with the numerical
between the molecules. Since Eq. (I) must describe results of the MC and LID calculations. The power
states ranging from the ideal gas to the dense com- series for the J I f factor was constructed empirically,
pressed state, the G factor must reduce to the virial but those for the J2 and J3 f factors were constructed
expansion at low density and must approach the value with f defined in terms of the molar free volume vf as
determined by the repulsive potential at the high f = v/vf.
density limit. Dr. Jacobs took a semlempirical
approach to this problem and used the results of The free volume was introduced theoretically by
Monte Carlo (MC) and Lennard-Jones and Devon- considering the physical assumptions that simplify the
shire (LID) calculations to determine unknown classical canonical partition function R2, so that the
parameters in theoretical expressions for p(1(v) and equation for A
G(v, T).

A(v, T) -RT n 2 (4)
The expression for Pa = - dE0 /dv where Eo(v)

denotes the volume potential of a face-centered cubic can be transformed into Eq. (2). At high densities the
(FCC) lattice. The Madelung constants In this expres- value of vf are determined by the lattice vibrations,
sion were changed to obtain agreement with MC and at low densities vf - v as the system becomes
calculations in the fluid region to account for the fact ideal and f -+ I. The f factor was assumed to be the
that the detonation products behave more like a fluid sum of a gaseous f factor f. and a solid f factor f. and
than a solid. The JI and J2 expressions for Eo(v) written simply as
were based on the Mte potential (Q - m) /eco =
m(r*/r)l - R(r*/r)m, where r denotes the intermolccu- f = fg + (05 (5)
lar distance, R and m denote the repulsive and attrac-
tive exponents, and eo denotes the depth of the It was constructed so that f. dominated the sum at
potential well at the equilibrium distance r*. The J3 low densities, and the f, term dominated the sum at
expression for Eo(v) was based on the exponential high densities. The expressions for f. were formulated
potential which can be obtained simply by substitut- with virial coefficients calculated with the repulsive
ing expl[(l - r/r*)] for (r*/r)R In the Mie potential. potential, those for f, with Einstein's harmonic
The G factors were formulated in terms of the non- approximation for a solid, and the repulsive potential
dimensional density p = v*/v - (r*/r) 3 and the non- for a FCC lattice.
dimensional temperature 0 = RT/e, where e, = Nee,
N denotes Avogadro's number, and v = (N/I/2)r3 .
The parameter 0 is also written as T/T* with T* = eo/k THE JACOBS-COWPERTHWAITE-ZWISLER
and Boltzmann's constant k = R/N. EQUATIONS OF STATE

The G factor was constructed so that the Helm- Equations of state for a single species cannot be
holtz free energy A could be written explicitly in used to calculate realistic detonation parameters
terms of Eo(v), the Helmholtz free energy of an ideal because the detonation products are composed of
gas Al, and an f factor as different species. The first step in our equation-of.

state task was therefore to incorporate relationships
A = Ai + Eo(v) + RT Rn f(v, T) (2) for a mixture of species into 11, J2, and J3. A mix-

ture of volume V containing n moles of s different
For notational simplicity I - Rnf is used here for all species with mole number ni(n - I ... s) was con-
the equations of state. The relationship between G sidered. It was necessary to consider the mole
and f is obtained simply as numbers describing the composition of the mixture
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as independent variables and modify Jl , J2, and J3 vj' =N(r*)3/V2 (10)
accordingly. The modification was based on the
assumption that the equations for the pressure p(V, and
T, n I ... ns) and the lattice energy Eo(V, n I ... ns) of
the mixture have the same form as those for J 1, J2, V* N(R*)3/-," (11)
and J3. Equation (1), for example, was rewritten
formally for the mixture as with

p=po(V, nI ... ns)+G(T,V, nI ... ns)nRT/V (6) R*= I/n5/3  i •'n injro ij 1...s, j 1...s
(12)

with
but Eqs. (9) and (10) were used instead of Eqs. (11)

n = n, and (12). JZI, JZ2, and JZ3 were generated from J1,
i- 1J2, and J3 by replacing v/v* and T/T* - RT/e1 with

V/V* and T/T* = nRT/eo with V* and eo defined by
Since J 1, J2, and J3 were formulated with the non- Eqs. (8), (9), and (10). The additional relationships,
dimensional variables v/v* and T/T* = RT/eo, the eij = f(ej, ej) and rj = g(r', rj), needed to perform
mole numbers were introduced explicitly by formulat- calculations were assumed to be
ing expressions for the eo and the V* of the mixture.These expressions were based on the assumption that ejj -/EetJ 1/2the properties of the detonation products can be " 2) (13)

adequately described by considering pair-pair inter- R k
actions. The potential functions describing I - i inter- and
actions had therefore to be generalized to describe r• + rj*
i -j interactions. The parameters eij or Trj , eij/k rij 2 (14)
were used to denote the depth of the potential well
for unlike molecules, and r* and v* were used to
denote the corresponding equilibrium distance and but the derivatives used in the calculations were
associated volume. But for notational simplicity, the derived in terms of eji and r* so that relationships
double subscript was not used for i - i interactions, other than Eqs. (13) and (I ) could be introduced
and eo used previously for one species was written as into the equations of state and used without
el. The equations for e, and V* must satisfy the difficulty.
thermodynamic identify (4)

s INCORPORATION OF AN EQUATION
= ni (v/ani)T,p,nlfins (7) OF STATE INTO TIGER

The introduction of a new equation of state into
that is valid for an extensive variable '. The following the TIGER code is by no means a trivial task. The
equations were considered in the present work: p = p(V, T, n1 ... ns) relationship must be rewritten in

the form used in the code and then used to derive the
Co 1/n n i = e ... s, j 1 ... s expressions needed to perform thermodynam.c calcu-

(8) lations. The form used in the code is

with
nRT (15)etj o Neil !o

V*= I/n n ,*, i= I ...s, 1=I ...s wherev= Mo/,Mo denotes the mass of thc system
(9) including condensed phases, and 0 is the imperfection

with term, which has a value of I for the ideal gas. It is
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necessary to derive expressions for 4, the frozen ar i  I n a2 E0  W a l
partial derivatives 3Rnt/aQnT, akn4/Rbn, a•nqb/8nn, -- = RT - nn- +,n - an
the activity coefficients anj n .nj 1 n

ri 1 -- 1k..- i=1 ...s (16) +n2  a-2 (26)
0 LRTA ani anianj

and their frozen partial derivatives arj/3anT, / aE (7
ari/aunp&, and ari/anj, and the imperfection integrals e = n R - T (27)

M = /p-T d- (17) I 2 I
[f P T=I- n (2T -+ T 2) (28)

f MoT 2 d(8
e 0 - RkaT2/ A Incorporation of an equation of state into TIGER

is tested by checking the values of the partial deriva-

It is convenient to derive general expressions for tives against those computed by differencing tech-

these quantities, for the JCZ equation of state using niques and checking the values of ri, e, and er against
Eq. (2), with all the terms considered to be a function those computed by numerical integration of the equa-

of the composition. The following equations were tions. It should be noted that the expressions for ri,

derived for the JCZ equation of state: e, and eý. can be obtained more easily by differentia-
tion than by integration in the present case because
the form of the Helmholtz free energy is known

al V aE( explicitly. The equations were used to derive expres-
4= 1 - V - - (19) sions for all the JCZ equations of state in terms of the

aV nRT aV
nondimensional variables. Only the equations used

3£n 1 V aE0  I-T ( to incorporate JCZ3 into the TIGER code are given
(TV iT (20) here, however, because of space limitations.

'1Ttý oRT 5v M~V)

3Mn 1 VCALCULATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
a~n(F +f V2  a2I - +) (21)

a)n b I + nRT aV2  aV 2  The JCZ equations of state for nine molecula,
species were used to calculate Chapman-Jouguet (CJ)
states and the isentropes passing through them for

a)n4b 1 / V 0Eo V 2 21 RDX at loading.densities of 1.8, 1.4, and 1.0 g/cm3

an--- n- n-\nR-T V RT Vn Vn)Vn and for TNT at loading densities of 1.6, 1.4, 1.2, and
1.0 g/cm 3. The potential constants used in the calcu-

(22) lations were standardized by adopting the values given

1 3 +o aI by Fickett (5) and by assuming that the constants for
-i R - - (23) Ni 3 were the same as those for H20. The standard

RT anI ani ideal.gas atate and solid carbon were treated with the
data'already in the TIGER library. The results of

ari I aE o  aI a2l these detonation calculations were compared with
=)nT - - - +T - + nT - (24) experimental values to test the validity of the JC2S RT an1  aT aniaT equations of state, the values used for their potential

constants, and the sensitivity of the calculated

ari' V )2E0  l 2 i . parameters to changes in the potential constants.
n = - V i- V - - nV -- (25) This comparison showed that the CJ values calculated

a~nA RT Wan1  3V .v j with the standardized potential constants agree
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reasonably well with the experimental values and lead Appendix
to the following conclusions: JCZ3 EQUATIONS FOR TIGER

0 JCZ2 and JCZ3, based on the harmonic approxi- The JCZ3 equation of state for a mixture of n
mation, provide a better description of detona- moles of s species was formulated with the
tion products than JCZI. exponential R - m pair potential in terms of

* JCZ3, based on the exponential 13.5-6 V*/F\ 3

potential, is more satisfactory for treating y = - (.t (AI)
detonation products than JCZ2 based on the V \Q(

Mie (9-6) potential.
with F given by the equation

* Modification of the potential constants should
lead to better agreement with experiment rT(V - in)
because the calculated CJ state is sensitive to Fuc1  lin[e/r) (A2)

the values chosen for the potential constants.

where c, = c + Q and c denotes Euler's constant. The
The results of the present paper lead to the con- parameters V* and eo are defined by Eqs. (7) and (8).

clusion that further work to develop a realistic equa- The equation for E. was written as
tion of state of detonation products should be based
on JCZ3 or a similar equation of state, Additional E, = eoZ (A3)
work on JCZ3 should include a parameter study to
determine the best set of values of the potential con- with Z = 4(r - rm), m n2/2(2 - m), and rm = (Bm/m)
stants and the evaluation of potential constants for (V*/V)m defined for JCZ2, but with r, given by the
species not considered In the present calculations. equations

ru = (B,/R) exp(Q - z) (A4)
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so that calculations could be made with modified n aV*
values of all the r* and/or modified values of all the V 2, = o n o Z n _V*
ei. With Eqs. (A8) and (A9), the set of parameters in RT an1aV nRT" eo ni TV +V Oni

JCZ3 is (R, m, B2 , Bm, q, aI ... aq, c, s, rs, Prj; fei)
with i = 1 ,... s, and all of these parameters must be a2 Z
known in order to make thermodynamic calculations X VV* avav* (A17)

with JCZ3. The set of constants (a,, ..., aq) are
defined by a set of recurrence relations in terms of
coefficients in the virial expansio, determined by MC n 02 Eo c , n2 a 2e0  a2 Z n
calculations. The recurrence relatiou'; are the condi- - Z +V2

tions for the G factor to reduce to the virial expan- RT Oi R eo anianj aV*2

sion as y approaches zero. OV~ ov eoV* o)Z (n 2 o)2V*

As for JCZ2, Eqs. (18) to (27) had to be rewritten X 3V* nV* + -

for JCZ3. Derivatives of e,, V*, used to rewrite these' ani V* anj nRT WV" V* anionj
equations are as follows:

n beo n aV* n 1) co n 3V*•

3 eo 2 (yknkcik/R) + e - v; + - v )
- =- -I kI...s (AIO) eo Onj V* Oni eo Oni V On

eo ani (eo/R) (A18)

n2 32a0 2n(eij/R) n aeo n aeo and

eO 3n1Onj (eo/R) e, Oni e, fnj

2(k 1)sV ivA=l) 3 (rz - rmm) -V* i A
n V* 2(2;kn_ *

-- I k -I ... s (A12)V* •n - V*
a n V2 a2Z = -S [rIz(z + 2) - rmm(m + 3)] (A20)av2 9

1`2 i)2V* 2n !• n 3)V* n iV
- ii - - - -(Al13)

V W Oanianj V* V* ani V* ani (2 Z

V2 - [rrz(z-4)-rmm(m-3)] (A21)
The equations for the partial derivatives of E, with aV 2

respect to the volume and the mole numbers and for

th. partial derivatives of Z are 32 z
W"E 0V o . ... [r~z(z - l) -rmm 2 ]. (A22)

V ME eoV a)Z a* 9

S TR(A14)
nRT aV nRT OV The equations for the partial derivatives of y are as

follows:

1 E eo Z n 0ae

RT eno nRT C an1  V Oy 1- I (A23)
y 3V

+ v" n (AIS)
aV* V* /ni T ay =_ 3 (A24)

y aT F

V2  a2E, e0 V2 a2Z Al T2 a2y 3 (2 +)(A5V - eV 2ZT 2 = 3-_ -2° (AI6) = • - - +1 (A25)

nRT aV2  nRT aV2  Y aT2  F
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na3y n naV* 3 -1a L~af a "
yani V' + F n (A26) VT y aT (yfg + yf) (A35)

nT (a 2y ) Tay n ay 3+ ( ae0 oy•,aTan•'/ ya an1  F2 e0 an1  7 V2 8_= 'yf
1V 2 2yfg +yf (A36)

2,A27)ny ~y a n 3y
n 2y V -yn -y (A28) Vn afgn any (y 2 fg,+ yfi)

\aai/yav y ani aVani y ani ~ (A37)

_( ay \ na y nay n av* n aV* a 2  +yf A

y"\ar.anj/ y aiii y a-.'l -"•i *a n aT2 LaT 2f T' L)+ amn aT i Y )y fT Y f 2 + (A38)

an 2~ y V 3 (- Le. '~ ag n~ an. 2 y

X tLa +(2 ~ a2 f e, 3 _c"v a-Fe njanj f y2 a; T !_

ae, - F\eo an+an +yf 2 ani (A39)

aeo n ae+ (A a2 f ay nay ,n2 a2y

+ '(29) n2'' f 2 -- + ayf __eo ani eon j nianj y ni y an, y anian.

(A40)
It is convynient to treat the fg and fi factors

separately for JCZ3 because f, car. it be treated as The corresponding expressions for f, written with z1
another term in the polynomial for fg as it was for and z2 defined by
JCZ2. The equations for the first (fj) and second
(,g') derivatives of fg with respect to y are 2

zI = (2 - z) - (A41)
yfg = aly + 2a 2 Y2 + ... qaqyq (A30)

z z

y2 f', = 2a ,y' + ... +-q(q - 1)aqyq (A31) Z2 = 2 + z (A42)

The other enuations for f9 are as follows: are as follows:

Vafg V afs Zi
3V yfg (A32) f- av 2 (A43)

aT y T af_ 3
T ý- yfg Y - (A33) aT 2 (A44)

f yf n afs - n av* 3 nLaeo

nan-- I ya (A34) - - V- + I (A45)
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v'T a32f, V af, T af. (V ai a 12 V2 a2 *v (A56)
f, avaT (A ax' f (A4I -V) + Taxv2

V2 a2fs 2 (24-v aI ai +nV (fg+ f+)

1 (A47 Vn aa--- •V L'n -La+ni V ±¥

Tf , V2  4 2 ava3V f a3a (A57)

Vn 32fs n afs V af z2 n av*

f2 i + f (A48) , aý2 _ T a2
aaani +=- - (fg +s) (A58)

aT 2  
f (T 2

T2 2f- 15- (A49) Ia 2I aI a, nT a2

f, 3 aT2 -4- nT - n - T + + f,)
\aTanj) ani aT f aTanj g

nT a2 f, n afs T af( (A59)
fs3aif n s"•(A50) n2a 2I aI ai n2 a2

SaTan f2 anfsaT - =n - n n-- + ( f +f5 ).
anan3 nj an 1 a f anianj

n2 a2fs -n af, n afs 
(A60)

fs aniani f, anj f, ani And Eqs. (18) to (27) were rewritten in terms of

these derivatives of JCZ3 as:

3(n aeo n aeo n2 82e _
-e ae ea anian- A (A61). " 0 nRT aVx ax'-V

n a-* n av" n2  a2x*

z * V* Onj -V* aT a.,) akn4) 1 VT Eo ,a2 (A62)

aRnT 4, nRT av T aV ) (A62)

z2 n aV* n aV*
Sa~ Vn 1 ~n4)(AS f V2 ) a
3*I 1-)+ +-- V2 (A63)

aknkt 4 + nRT a'V2  VA'2 6

The equations for Q, = nf were written as 
t

ai V a aUnM, 1 a2 Eo+ V aEo
V av = f dv (fx + x' (A52) an1  nT) RT aVani nRT aV

Tai T a a2 I • (A64)-L = T- a- us• + fo) (A53) -vn '2'-(A64

aT f aT Wa5

ai n a fA1 +o -I (A65)

nan f an- (f1  + f1 ) (A54)1  
RT an 1  an.

a2i VaI Tal VT a2  ai). 1 aEo aI a2 I
VTav v T+ (fg + fs) . .- -+T +nT (A66)

avaV (ASS) aknT RT ani aT aTani
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I' V 2 2Eo aI a21 V - (A67) E =n - - T a)(A69)

8 RTTaw "van av ava- -nRT

an• 1 n/f • 2Eo al al , •_I\ a21

-r Jn- +n -+n- I=- [ + T2 -I(A70)
an1 n \RT anian1 ani anj 6T=~L~ a2

+n 2 I n (A68)

+n nianj0
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DISCUSSION A second problem that arose was the explanation
of the two branches, fluid and solid, in the MC out-

S.J. JACOBS puts. It was suggested by D. J. Pastine that the
U.S. Naval Surface Weapons Center important difference between these states would be

the alteration of the volume potential and hence the
As the J of the JCZ equations of state, EOS, I volume dependent pressure. An appropriate correc-

would like to make a few amplifying comments on tion to the volume potential based on MC data was
the paper by Cowperthwaite and Zwisler, CZ. Refer- able to correlate the two states. I have used the fluid
ences CZ 2 and 3 represent my very early thinking stage for the detonation problem since order is
about the EQS problem. At that time the amount undoubtedly lacking. It turns out that LID had
of Monte Carlo calculations were quite limited but already considered the problem in a similar light (Ref.
I recognized the possibility that the EQS results in J6). The work of LJD suggests that, in the absence of
them might be described by a free volume approach MC data, it is possible to make a reasonable correction
as used by Lennard-Jones and Devonshire, LID, in terms of the difference in volume produced at the
(Ref. J11). This was confirmed with the MC results normal melting point.
of Wood (Ref. 12) for the Lennard-Jones 12.6
potential. At that time I actually considered only the In the final checkout of the EQS substantial use
representation of the imperfection term in the was made of Fickett's work (Ref. J7). LID is a
thermal contribution to the EQS and a volume pretty acceptable EQS for the detonation state but
dependent term. When I took up the study again has the mathematical difficulty of requiring a
several years later it became apparent that the considerable amount of numerical integration.
Helmohltz free energy would be more useful. With
it all important terms for both the EQS and the other I wish to commend Cowperthwaite and Zwlsler for
thermodynamic variables could be derived by straight- the successful execution of the difficult task of ex-
forward differentiation of the free energy. At the tending the work I did to the description of a complex
same time new results of the MC method became equilibrium system and getting it coded into a work-
available, principally Hoover (Ref. 3, 4) and Ross able TIGER code.
(Ref. 5). At that time I also had the benefit of some
LID calculations made for me by Fickett for various
Mie and Buckingham (expo-m,n) potentials. The REFERENCES
miain problem I had was to describe the free volume
in the Helmholtz free energy in closed form. It was J11. J. E. Lennard-Jones and A. F. Devonshire,
desired that this term describe a quasi-harmonic "Critical Phenomena in Gases - I",, Proc. Royal
oscillator model at high density, a moderately non- Soc., A163, p 153 (1937).
ideal gas at intermediate density, and give a limiting
ideal gas at very low density. The trick turned out to J2. W. W. Wood, "Monte Carlo Studies of Simple
be to define the "f" function (CZ Equ. 5) as a sum of liquid Models", Chap. 5 in "Physics of Simple
two terms as described by CZ. The result of this liquids", H. N. Temnperley, et al., ed. Wiley
approach permidts the use of potential functions other Interscience Div. of John Wiley and Sans, New
than those used in the MC method with a fair degree York (1968).
of assurance that the result will approximate, at least,
the results that MC would give for spherically sym- J3. W. G. Hoover, et al., "Soft Sphere Equation of
metric molecules. This is roughly what was found in State", J. Chem. Phys. 52,4931 (1970).
th~e case of the expo-m,n potential. In this case the
amount of MC work is very limited but the agreement X4 W. G. Hoover, et al., "Thermodynamic Properties
to this work (Ref. 5) was reasonably good. The of the Fluid and Solid Phases for Inverse Power
imperfection term, G, (Equ. CZ3) is a sensitive term Potentials", J. Chem. Phys. 5S, 1128 (197i).
for comparing the present EQS's with such work as
MC or LID. Our result for the expo potential is also J5. M. Ross, and W. G. Hoover, "Shock Compression
in fairly good agreement wit Fickett's LID calcula- of Argon. 11.", J. Chem. Phys. 46,4203 (1967).
tions in this comparison.
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J6. J. E. Lennard-Jones and A. F. Devonshire, J7. W. Fickett, "Detonation Properties of Condensed
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Theory of Melting and the Structure of Liquids", Based on Intermolecular Potentials", Los Alamos

Proc. Royal Soc., A109, 317 (1939). Laboratory Report LA-2712 (Dec 1962).
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SYMPATHETIC DETONATION OF AMMONIUM PERCHLORATE
BY SMALL AMOUNTS OF NITROGUANIDINE

Allen J. Tulis
liT Research Institute
Chicago, Illinois 60616

Investigations into the detonation characteristics of very low density explosives has
led to the development of an explosive composite of small amounts of nitroguani-
dine (NQ) in ammonium perchiorate (AP). Near ideal detonation of NQ at densities
of 0.18 to 0.015 g/cc heavily diluted in AP have been achieved and evidently induce
a sympathetic detonation in the major AP component. Amounts of NQ as low as 1
percent in AP will control the detonation rate of such NQ-AP composites. It ap-
pears that the full energy of the AP is released in the detonation of these com-
posites. It also appears that charge diameters and confinement do not influence
these results except when conditions become such that the AP itself can undergo
nonideal detonation. Similar effects in other explosive composites are suggested,

INTRODUCTION in the detonation, the rate at which this energy is re-
leased, the Initial density of the explosive, the ex-

The purpose of this paper is to present some in- plosive charge diameter and the degree of confine-
teresting results in the behavior of ammonium per- ment. Provided the charge diameter is adequate, the
chlorate (AP) in a detonative reaction and to advance detonation velocity becomes a function of initial ex-
some theories on the detonation mechanism in comn- plosive density only and is completely determined by
posite explosives. Gordon (1) described the con- the thermohydrodynamics of the explosive. Such high
trasting behavior of composite and molecular ex- velocity detonations (HVD) are constant and unique
plosives wherein composite explosives were mixtures for each explosivc at constant density and are termed
of self-explosive oxidizers such as AP and an inert ideal detonation velocities (Di). Although there exist
fuel. Although we have investigated various corbi- much greater intricacies in the detonation velocity
nations of mixed explosive-fuel-oxidizer composites, behavior of explosives with density andi with the
this paper will be concerned only with AP mixed with detonation wave front (2,3), this paper will be con-
various amounts of nitroguanidine (NQ). The reason cerned with a relatively simplistic approach concern-
for this is that this particular combination of two ex- ing the empirical linear relationship of solid explo-
plosive materials appears to have some unique char- sives detonation velocity versus density and the impli-
acteristics. An initial supposition was that both of cation of this relationship to experimental results
these explosive materials have a decreased critical obtained with composite explosives, specifically AP
charge diameter with decreasing density, which is con- with small amount of NQ added.
trary to most expiosive materials. Cook (2) explains
this effect, in fuel-oxidizer composites, by a slowing THEORETICAL
down of the diffusion reaction with increasing
density. It has been known for some time that certain ex-

plosives can detonate at two distinct velocities; the
The detonation velocity of condensed phase ex- normal HVD which corresponds to the thermohydro-

plosives is a function of the chemical energy released dynamic theory and a much lower velocity, termed
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low velocity detonation (LVD) which propagates at havior. However, sub-detonation but supersonic and
about the sonic velocity for the unreacted explosive, constant velocity reaction fronts were obtained with
In the case of nitroglycerine, for which these dual NQ at low densities; e.g., 0.4 to 1.2 g/cc. This pseudo-
propagation rates were first observed (4), the HVD is detonation was termed LVD and explained in terms
about 8 mm/psec whereas the LVD is about 2 mm/ of an ignition wave coupled to a shock wave in such
psec. There is a dependence on charge diameter, con- manner that the shock is supported by the reaction
finement and severity of initiation, amongst other of a small fraction of the explosive at multiple hot
factors, that determines which velocity will event. In spots.
general, LVD is much harder to achieve reproducibly
and often results :n a transition to HVD. The
mechanism of LVD is basically attributed to a grain
burning in solid particulates and shock-induced cavi-
tation, leading to bubble formation in liquid explo*

wves such as nitroglycerine, -DETONATION

Ideal detonation occurs in explosives when ade-
quately initiated and when the charge diameter is suf-
ficiently large; the Di is then only a function of initial 1%;4 FAILURE
explosive density. The minimum diameter for ideal
detonation (d*) is then a function of the density.
Below this d* constant velocity detonation (termed
nonideal) will still event, at progressively lesser vecol- T
ities, until the critical diameter (d,) is reached. Be- P/Pmox
low dc the detonation decays and/or does not event. REF.5 DATA; TNT, GRAIN SIZE 0.07 TO 0.20MM
In general, this nonideal detonation velocity is pro-
portional to the inverse of the charge diameter in the Fig. 1. Critical diameter decreasing with increas-
range de < d < d*. Nonideal detonation is also a Ing explosive charge density, typical Group I
function of explosive particle size and confinement, characteristic.
and of course density. The mechanism of nonideal
detonation is generally associated with lateral energy
losses due to rarefaction wave interaction with the
reaction zone. 8

Previous work with pressed granular explosive
charges has shown that the resultant density versus 60 D
de behavior can be divided into two contrasting
groups. Figure 1 illustrates the typical Group I be-havior for TNT and most molecular explosives (5). E 40[
Figure 2 illustrates the typical Group II behavior for

AP (6). Group II explosives are generally composite
fuel-oxidizer mixtures although there are some molec-
ular explosives in this group also such as the AP 2F U
illustrated in Fig. 2 and hydrazine mononitrate, NQ,
dinitrotoluene and dinitrophenol (6). The inclusion W , 1 1,6
of NQ in this group is uncertain; in later investigations '. 1,2 i.4 1.6
Price and Clairmont (7) studied the behavior of NQ p, g/cc
rather extensively, specifically for density-critical REF 7. DATA. AP, AVERAGE PARTICLE SIZE K4
diameter-detonation velocity relationships as func-
tions of bulk density type (low bulk and high bulk) Fig. 2. Critical diameter decreasing with decreas-
and particle size and shape. In the density range of ing explosive charge density, typical Group H1
0.4 to 1.63 g/cc NQ was relagated to Group I be- charcmteristic.
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We have conducted extensive experiments in the energy output from relatively large charge diameters.
development of low velocity, low detonation pres- However, direct detonation of AP would have re-
sure explosive formulations. The approach has been sulted in excessive shock energies. Figure 4 illustrates
to decrease the explosive density substantially, which the linear d* versus density relationships for both NQ
means well below bulk density. One technique was (12) and AP (9). The common calculation for the
to suspend the explosive particles in an expanded detonation pressure is:
polyurethane foam. In this manner we achieved ex-
plosive charge densities to below 0.1 g/cc (8). How- P = 2 .5p D2 kbar (1)
ever, because the explosive particles were for the
most part embedded in the polyurethane the d. in-
creased greatly as the explosive charge density de- where p density in g/cc and D F detonation velocity
creased, and furthermore the explosive loadings had in mm/psec. As indicated in Fig. 4, the empirical d*
to be substantial. Several other approaches were relationships for NQ and .P are:
taken, one of the most successful being the composite
NQ-AP, with small amounts of the NQ being re- Rg PO I CHARGE DIAMETER, INCHES
quired. The basis for this approach was that both IL . GAN/c¢ 0.5 M,0 /.! 2,0 2j§
components were purported to be Group I1 explo- 6 0.6
sives. It was surmised that reducing NQ density by 0.0.

extensive dilution with AP would allow detonation 1 .extesiv diutio wih A woud alowdetoatin •1.25!
to take place at very small do and that the AP should 1.5
supplement the detonative energy output 1.75 WOOL.

There is not much information available on the 1.0
detonation of AP. Figure 3 illustrates the do versus 1w ,
density relationship for two different particle sizes -

of AP as determined by Andersen and Pesante (9). DETONATES E WILL NOT DETONATE

Note that for both particle sizes the do decreases UNEXPLORED AREA

with decreasing density and additionally the dc de-
creases with smaller particle size. In a later work REF. 9 DA'TA
Price et al. (10) conducted a more extensive investi- Fig. 3. Effect of particle size and loading density on
gation into the explosive behavior of AP, studying the critical diameter of ammonium perchlorate.
three weight-median particle sizes of 10, 25 and
200 M, which corresponded to lowest density charges
of 0.6, 0.9 and 1.3 g/cc, respectively. An interesting 7 No

observation of this work was that although the AP D- 4.015p + 1.44
failed to detonate at subcritical charge diameters, a 6 HURWITZ (12)

highly luminous and vigorous reaction nevertheless
initiated and persisted for some time. For example,
with 200 p AP at 1.29 g/cc the AP failed to detonate d

at a charge diameter of 7.62 cm but this vigorous re- X 4
action persisted for 16 cm down the length of the

E
charge. The authors stated that there was little doubt E . AP

from the experiments conducted that this fading re- a 5.. ANDERSEN AND

action is subcritical charges of AF represented an PESANTE (9)
appreciable amount of chemical reaction capable of
generating high pressures.

Our initial effort with NQ-AP composites was for o 02 a4 0,6 0.6 1.0 1.2 I.,
p,g/cc

the purpose of obtaining low do of a low densty ex-
plosive composition. This was achieved and proved to Fig. 4. Ideal detonation Pelocity (Dj) cs a function of
be eff.ctivo for the requirements intended (11). In a dansity for nitroguanidine (NQ) and ammoidum per-
subsequent effort, it was desired to obtain high chlorate (AP).
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NQ: Di 1.440 + 4.015p mm/pjsec (2) EXPERIMENTAL

AP: Di = 1.012 + 2 .68 8p mm//tsec (3) Procedure

Figure 5 illustrates a typical experimental setup.

If the AP at 1.29 glcc would detonate, the resultant In this test series the NQ-AP composite was loaded
Dif thulAPbat41.29 g/cwouldodetonatenthtoresultan into Plexiglass tubes nominally 4 cm diameter by
Di would be 4.48 mm/7sec corresponding to a deto- 15 cm long. The NQ-AP composite was tamp-packed
nation pressure of 64.7 kbar. However, if the same by hand, in I inch increments with weight checks
density NQ-AP composite would detonate at, say, throughout to ascertain uniformity in loading. Instru-
1.5 mm//Asec (based on the NQ component) then the mentation consisted of: (a) fiber optic probes, at 1
detonation pressure should be no greater than 7.26 ientat in con junctio n with a p rocell atghkbar, dependent on the extent and mechanism of the inch intervals, in conjunction with a photocell light
A? reaction in the detonation zone. Thus an order of detector monitor to measure the detonation velocity

and (b) a carbon resistor pressure gauge (in most later
magnitude reduction in pressure could be anticipated. tests) to obtain some indication of detonation pres-

sure. The technique for measuring the detonation
velocities was straightforward and accurate. The

We therefore considered explosive composites technique for estimating detonation pressures was
consisting of AP with small amounts of NQ added. identical to that described in our previous work with
Under the conditions of this evaluation there would foamed explosives (8) fashioned after the original
be little probability of initiating detonation of AP. technique reported by Watson (13) and described by
However, we anticipated high probability of achiev- Ribovich et al (14). Initiation of the explosive com-
ing detonation of the very low density NQ compo- posites was achieved by using either 1 or 2 tetryl
nent, particularly in small charge diameters where pellets, 0.5 inch diameter by 0.5 inch long in conjunc-
other technique& had failed. tion with a No. 6 electric blasting cap (EBC). The

0o.6 EBC FIBER OPTIC LIGHT-DETECTOR PROBES

TETRYL BOOSTER SHOWN 6th USED AT END OF TUBE
(oneT shoOSTE WHEN GAUGE NOT USED)

I I-1N. I.D. X 2-,N. O.D. CARBON-RESISTOR

PLEXIGLASS CONTAINER PRESSURE GAUGE
POLYETHYLENE

NO-AP COMPOSITE EXPLOSIVE

Fig. 5. Experimental test item utilized to measure detonation velocities and to estimate
detonation pressures of nltroguanidlne-ammonium perchlorate composites.
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tetryl booster was embedded in the explosive com- Results
posite as illustrated. One tetryl pellet was determined
to be adequate although 2 were used in some tests; Table 1 gives the results of a test series conducted
e.g., tests involving attempts to initiate detonation in with NQ-AP composites confined in 0.6-cmr diameter
pure AP and tests wherein the NQ component was steel tubes. In these experiments the tube lengths
very low. were about 90 cm long and the fiber optic probes

were spaced at about 15 cm intervals. The detonation
velocity results for the composites are unerringly close
to the Di for the NQ component density. In theExperiments were conducted with NQ.AP corn-

posites wherein the NQ component amount ranged case of the pure NQ, the results are more scattered.
from pure NQ to less than I percent by weight, The reason for this is believed to be experimental
with charge diameters from 4 to 0.6 cm, under bon- error; without the AP, NQ charge densities at 0.30,
with chargedingeters from 4eavy to 0.6dcmtunnone. 0.25 and 0.19 g/cc are very low and loading of such
(No confinm enrnt refers to tests using thinowalled low bulk powder was rather difficult. Note that the

Plexiglass to hold the charge.) The experimental pro- result with the greatest deviation from Di was that

cedure for tests in steel tubes and under other geo-

metric conditions was comparable to that described tested. Since any handling would be expected to

above and illustrated in Fig. 5, except as follows. In compact the charge, the higher detonation velocity

the case of charge confinement in small diameter steel obtained is in line with this reasoning. The charges

tubes, the booster was considerably smaller, generally were fired upright, with the boostei at the top.

of the same diameter as the NQ-AP explosive charge. Thus, decrease in density near the top would be over-

Additionally, in these small diameter charges the driven with the booster and would not necessarily be
coupling to the carbon resistor pressure gauge was averaged out. In these experiments the velocities

poor; the resistor size was physically too large for the reported were those for the latter portion of the
small diameters of the charge. In some instances pres- booster effects were no longer present.
sure records were obtained independently, utilizing
larger I inch diameter charges for this purpose. Table 2 gives the results of a test series conducted

with NQ-AP composites in the test apparatus il-
lustrated previously in Fig. 5. The detonation ve-

The NQ-AP composites were prepared from rmil locity oscillograph records for these tests are illus-
scec NQ and AP (15). The composites were prepared trated in Fig. 7. In these tests the overall density
in nominally 600 g batches, placed in a roller mill
and milled with 10 3tones for 8 hours. In some
cases, particularly those involving the small diameter
charges, a small amount of Silanox (16) was added
to prevent agglomeration and allow free flow of the
charge powders. Figure 6 illustrates a 5 percent NQ
in AP composite powder at 65X magnification. In
this photo the NQ and AP particles appear to be
mostly separated. In some other cases we observed
that the NQ particles coated the A? particles ex-
tensively. This latter observation was made in some
early tests and the reason for such coating was be-
lieved to be excessive moisture. The AP is hygro-
scopic and is generally handled so as to preclude ex-
cessive moisture uptake. There did not appear to be
any variation in results obtained due to considerable
moisture uptake or in the use of Silanox to prevent
moisture uptake. In most experiments, particularly Fig. 6. Microscopic examination of NQ-AP corn-
those reported here, due care was taken to prevent posite. Example is 55% NQ in AP at 65X
excessive moisture uptake. magniftcation.
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TABLE 1

Detonation Velocities of Various NQ-AP Composites *

Density, g/cc Detonation Velocity, mm/psec
- %NQ

NQ AP Total Ideal (12) Measured

0.30 0.00 0.30 100 2.63 2.72
0.25 0.00 0.25 100 2.45 2.50
0.19 0.00 0.19 100 2.20 2.43
0.18 0.36 0.54 33 2.16 2.16
0.17 0.86 1.03 16 2.12 2.13
0.11 1.03 1.14 10 1.88 2.00
0.06 1.14 1.20 5 1.68 < 2.00
0.00 1.31 1.31 0 0.00 0.00

•0.6 cm diameter steel confinement.

TABLE 2

Detonation Velocities of Various NQ-AP Composites"

Density, g/cc Detonation Velocity, mm/lsec

NQ AP Total Ideal (12) Measured

0.060 1.130 1.19 5 1.68 2.03
0.030 1.180 1.21 2.5 1.56 1.69
0.015 1.195 1.21 1.25 1.50 1.34
0.008 1.242 1.25 0.625 1.47 1.27**
0.000 1.310 1.31 0 0.00 0.00

*4 cm diameter Plexiglass confinement.
**unstable; detonation died,

averaged about 1.2 g/cc. It can be reasonably con- on the detonation of both NQ and AP at the Di for
cluded that NQ in the vicinity of 0.01 g/cc detonated the NQ density of the composite. Although the
at near Di in an explosive composite with about 9') gauge pressures listed are rough estimates at best,
percent AP. Figure 8 illustrates the carbon resistor there can be little doubt but that the AP is detonating,
pressure gauge responses of pure NQ at 0.5 g/cc and evidently at the Di of the NQ. We therefore conclude
several NQ-AP composites tested in steel tubing of that the detonating NQ imposed a sympathetic deto-
1 inch nominal diameter. The results of these tests nation of the AP at the Di of the NQ. Note in Fig. 8
are listed in Table 3, based on a rough pressure gauge that the peak pressures are realized in 0.8 asec for the
calibration using the calculated detonation pressure pure NQ, 1.3 psec for the 5 percent NQ in AP, 1.4
for NQ at 0.5 g/cc and assuming linearity of pressure lisec for the 2.5 percent NQ in AP and 1.6 psec for
with reciprocal ohms of the carbon resistor. These the 1.25 percent NQ in AP. Additionally, the shock
data are listed under the gauge column in the table, durations are more than twice as long for the NQ-
Under the NQ column are listed the calculated deto- AP composites as for the pure NQ. The AP energy is
nation pressures based on the detonation of the NQ therefore released in the detonation zone of the re-
at Di, neglecting the AP. Under the NQ + AP column action although the reaction zone is extended some-
are listed the calcitated detonation pressures based what. This is in accord with the results obtained by
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(a) 0% NQ in AP, overall 1.31 g/cc, 10 psec/cm sweep,
0. 1 v/cm sensitivity. RESUL T." output of booster

only-the pure AP did not detonate.

-(a) 100% NQ.

b) 0. 625% NQ in AP, overall 1.25 g/cc, 10 jsec/em
sweep, 0.2 v/cm sensitivity. RESULT. booster over-
drive at start-dying detonation estimated 1.27
mm/lsec.

E(b) 5% NQ in AP.

(c) 1.25% NQ in AP, ovetral 1.21 g/cc 10 1.3 mcc/cm

sweep, 0.5 v/cm sensitivity. RESUL7: booster over-
drive at start-sustained detonation at 1. 34 mm/psec.

(c) 2.5% NQ in AP.

(d) 2.5% NQ in AP, overall 1.21 glec. 10 psec/cm
sweep, 1 v/cm sensitivity. RESULT: sustained
detonation at 1.69 mm/psec.

(e) 5% NQ in AP, overall 1.19 g/cc, 10 psec/cm sweep,
0.5 v/cm sensitivity. RESULT. sustained detonation (d) 1.25% NQ in AP.
at 2.03 mm/Msec. Fig. 8. Carbon-resistor pressure gauge responses for

various NQ-AP composites confined in 1 inch steel
Fig. 7. Detonation velocity measurements of various tubes. All sweeps left to right; upper trace is I Psec/
NQ-AP composites utilizing fiber optics at six cm at I v/cm and lower trace is 2 sec/cm at 0.5
stations. v/cm.
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Table 3

Detonation Pressures for Various NQ.AP Composites*

Density, g/cc Pressure Gauge Detonation Pressure, kbar

NQ AP Total volt ohm- NQ NQ+AP Gauge

0.5 0.000 0.50 1.60 0.031 14.8 - 14.8*
0.060 1.130 1.19 1.10 0.021 0.4 8.4 10.0
0.030 1.180 1.21 1.00 0.019 0.2 7.4 9.1
0.015 1.195 1.21 0.85 0.016 0.1 6.8 7.6

*The gg pressu-cs were based on the pure NQ gauge response, assuming linearity of pressure with reciprocal ohms of the
cabon resistor gaue.

Finger et al. (17) in their studies of explosive com- TABLE 4
posites involving perchlorates and owher watc1ia!s

Particle Size Analysis of Some NQ-AP Composites

DISCUSSION Sample NQ, M (mode)* AP, m (mode)*

The data presented here indicate that: (a) small 5.000 % NQ 55 110
amounts of NQ in AP will cause such explosive com- 2.500 % NQ 46 110
posite to detonate at or near the Di of the NQ 1.250 % NQ 50 115
based on the actual NQ density in the composite and 0.6251% NQ 42 100
(b) the AP component will also detonate, at the same
velocity, in a sympathetic detonation mechanism. *Because the NQ particles are needles and the AP particles
This has been demonstrated in this work, within the are clumps, these particle sizes must not be confused with
constriints of the experimental conditions utilized, particle mass-the particle mass of the AP was about 100
for the NQ-AP composite. The reason these compo- times as great as the NQ.

nents were selected was because both were purported
to have a decreasing dc with decreasing density. The resultant detonation reactions were quite complex.
need of th~is for the NQ is probably real. The need of However, in all of these composite exploratory tests
this for the AP, or other insensitive explosive ma- containing NQ and which detonated, the resultant
terial, is unknown. In addition, it is highly probable detonation velocity was always about Di for the NQ
that similar effects can be achieved with other com-r!binations of explosives; e.g., NQ and ammonium actuald density or higher. Thus it would appear that
b dinitrotoluene d AP, ec in NQ-AP composites wherein the AP itself was non-nitrate, detonable due to subcritical diameter, large particle

Table 4 gives the results of microscopic exami- size or high density; or had nonideal detonation ye-
nation of some NQ-AP composites tested. Results of locity lower than the Di of the NQ present; then the
some exploratory tests not reported here indicated NQ would induce sympathetic detonation at Di of the
that with substantially decreased AP particle size NQ in the AP. On the other hand, if the AP condi-
and/or AP density, increased detonation velocities tions were such that a higher nonideal detonation
would event independent of the NQ. This was to be velocity would take place in the AP than the Di of
expected as we were entering the nonideal detona- the NQ, the NQ-AP would detonate at the higher
tion region of AP. From the relatively few and di- nonideal detonation velocity. However, at this point
verse experiments conducted with NQ-AP composites there is no basis for determining whether or not,
containing a fuel also, such as ethyl cellulose, and/or under critical conditions of nonideal AP detonation
very small AP particle sizes it was evident that no and near ideal NQ detonation, the overall mechanisms
simple treatment could be anticipated and that the were acting independently or if synergistic effects
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were taking place. Finally, it is not known whether plosives, so that very heavy loading leads to non-
or not the highly luminous and vigorous reaction in- detonability. On the other hand, the sensitive com-
duced in nondetonable AP charges, as reported by ponents, NQ here and nitroglycerine in Cook's (19)
Price et al. (10) and discussed previously, was re- work with ammonium nitrate, appear to also behave
sponsible for the propagation of this sympathetic as Group II explosives but are utilized at the other
detonation in AP. If that would be the case, then extreme; i.e., at very low density to enhance their
AP composites would be unique. detonability, possibly at Di.

In the experiments conducted in steel tubes, the In conclusion, we have shown that it is feasible to
NQ-AP composites detonated at velocities that cor- induce a sympathetic detonation in AP with amounts
responded to the Di of the NQ component. Note in of NQ less than 1 percent. The detonation velocity
Table 1 that the AP component, at 0, 0.36, 0.86 and is determined by the density of the NQ present. The
1.03 g/cc did not appear to alter the detonation sympathetic detonation of the AP is of course non-
velocity. At this small diameter the AP by itself ideal and it is not known to what extent the AP deto-
would not detonate, which was confirmed by the last nates. However, from the detonation pressures esti-
test in Table 1. At the other extreme, in experiments, mated and from the obvious work output from these
conducted in Plexiglass, the NQ-AP composites again NQ-AP composites it appears that the full energy of
detonated at velocities that corresponded closely to the AP is released in the detonation reaction.
the Di of the NQ component. In these experiments
the explosive diameters were about 4 cm, which is in
the range of d, for AP of fine particle size and/or
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FURTHER STUDIES ON THE DETONATION CHARACTERISTICS
OF VERY LOW DENSITY EXPLOSIVE SYSTEMS

Allen J. Tulis and James L. Austing
lIT Research Institute

Chicago, Illinois 60616

A technique has been developed in which inert witness foams in contact with a
detonating foamed explosive charge are utilized to measure the detonation state of
the explosive. The witness foams contain a tungstic oxide additive to control the
overall density and make the foam clearly visible in flash x-ray, which is focused on
the interface between the explosive and witness foam. The particle velocity of the
interface, is monitored by recording the displacement of the interface. The pressure
behind the shock wave in the witness foam is calculated from the expression ibr
conservation of momentum. The pressure-particle velocity point that is obtained
represents both one point on the Hugoniot of the witness foam and one point of the
cross-curve of the explosive reaction products. By conducting several such experi-
ments in which the impedance of the witness foam is varied, the cross-curve of the
explosive reaction products can be traced. The detonation state is reprrsented by the
intersection of this curve with a line whose slope is the Impedance of the explosive.
Preliminary results for foamed PETN at explosive densities of 0. 09 and 0. 1i g/cc indi-
cate that the detonation pressure is on the other of 0.5 kilobar, which is encouraging
for appiications requiring low-performance explosives.

INTRODUCTION the detonation pressure of the explosives. Sufficient
reliable detonation velocity data were obtained to

The work discussed in this paper represents a con- establish the lowest densities at which stable detona-
tinuation of the effort reported by Austing et al. at tion would occur. However, the detonation pressure
the Fifth Symposium (International) on Detonation measurements were not satisfactory, and-in some
(1). In that effort the authors measured the detona- instances produced results that had no physical
tion state of very low density explosive systems, de- significance.
frned as having explosive loading densities below 0.25
g/cc. Such values are considerably below the mini- Measurement of detonation pressure usually
mum densities that can be obtained with pure requires that the response of a witness material in
powdered explosives. These low densities were ob- contact with the explosive be recorded at the time
tained by utilizing polyurethane foams in which the the detonation wave arrives at the interface and drives
explosive was dispersed throughout the given volume a shock wave into the witness material. The witness
so as to yield a very low apparent explosive density material, be it water in an aquarium technique or a
Foamed PETN and foamed nitrocellulose/ carbon resistor mounted in a polystyrene cylinder,
nitroglycerine were studied extensively, and some must be calibrated from the available Hugoniot data.
work was performed on a commercial expanded The detonation pressure is then generally calculated
nitrocellulose product. Detonation stability was from the impedance mismatch equation. Most
studied and an attempt was made to measure accurate results are obtained when the detonation
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impedance (p, D) of the explosive is about equal to and that no reaction had occurred between the ex-
the shock impedance (p.o U) of the witness material. plosive and foaming agents.
In evaluating common military explosives, this latter
requirement is easily met. However, in the evalua- For the charges in the present work, a premixed
tion of the foamed explosives in Ref 1 wherein the polyurethane system, Isonate CPR 323*, was utilized.
carbon resistor pressure gage was utilized, the two This system foams to a predetermined density of
impedances were vastly different from each other, 0.07 g/cc when the two components are combined and
simply because of the large density difference that contains Freon to serve as the blowing agent, catalysts
existed between the explosive and the witness. Hence, to promote the foaming action at the proper rate,
for foamed explosives very poor results were obtained. and surfactants to control the size of the cells. Since
The major effort in the present work, threfore, was to this system had the advantage that it permitted evalua-
develop a reliable way to measure the detonation tion of the effects of type of explosive and explosive
state of very low density explosives. Initially it loading without variation in the properties of the
appeared that direct measurement of the particle foam, its use for the foaming of the required charges
velocity of the explosive by observhig the motion was desirable.
of thin metal foils embedded in the charge would
provide reliable data. However, this method failed Although foamed PETN had been evaluated
when applied to low density foamed explosives, extensively previously (1), charges had not been pre-
Hence an alternative technique h.,l to be developed, pared utilizing the CPR foaming system. Hence the
This technique made use of inert witness foams in initial effort here was to generate foaming data for
contact with the explosive charge. Successful pre- 10-12 micron PETN** foamed with the CPR poly-
liminary measurements were made for foamed PETN. urethane. The results are presented in Fig. 1. The
However, a greater number of experiments are needed quo.ed partclek size of the PETN is probably a calcu-
in order to substantiate the efficacy of this technique. laed .-,'-igL alue because miroscopic examination
One definite attribute of this technique is that prior revealed crystals 5-10 microns in diameter by 20-50
calibration of the witness foam is not necessary.

20 . .

EXPERIMENTAL

Charge Preparation
>:

The essential details in the preparation of foamed
explosives utilizing polyurethane foams are available .10 O

in Ref. 1. Briefly, polyurethane foams are produced
by the exothermic reaction between a polyol and an

0isocyanate which crosslink and, under influence of a U.
blowing agent, expand to produce a cellular structure
with a possible density range from below 0.02 to
about 1.12 g/cc. To prepare a foamed explosive
charge then, the required quantities of explosive, 0
polyol, and isocyanate were quickly mixed in a dis- 0 .10 .20

posable beaker and then poured into the confining PETN DENSITY, g/cc

tube, in which the foaming subsequently occurred.
After foaming had ceased and the form had cured, Fig. 1. Design Curve for Preparation of Foamed
excess material that had foamed out of the tube was PETN Utilizing 10-12 Micron PETN and Isonate CPR
evenly removed from the ends of the tube. The 323.
density of the explosive and foam was calculated
from the weight of materials remaining in the tube *CPR Dtvhison, The Upjohn Company, Torrance,
and the known internal volume of the tube, under the California 90503.
assumption that all ingredients were evenly distributed **Hercules, Inc., Wilmington, Delaware.
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microns long. The points in the figure are taken from foamed explosives by means of a radically different
actual foamings; thus, the curve represents a design method. The most obvious method was to study the
curve for proper selection of the weight of foaming motion of foils embedded in the charge; this will be
agents required to achieve a final explosive density. referred to as the foil motion technique. However,

because this method did not work for the foamed
Contih.uous Probe explosives, an alternative method was developed; this

will be referred to as the witness foam technique.

In the work discussed in Ref. I, ion probes inserted
at intervals in the charge were utilized to measure 0 foil motion technique
detonation velocity. Although it was not specifi-
cally discussed in that paper, these probes did not The foil motion technique permits direct meas-

"always perform satisfactorily, especially for the very ureinent of the particle velocity behind a detonation

low density foamed explosive systems. Hence, for wave, from which the pressure and density can be cal-

the present work, a continuous probe modeled after culated utilizing the conservation equations. A

the type lib probe (2) was utilized. This probe version of this technique is described by Rivard et al.

consists of 0.508 mm O.D. soit aluminum tubing (4). One or more very thin metal foils that are opaque

with a 0.0508 mm wall; on the inside of the tubing is a to flash x-ray are embedded in an explosive charge

0.0508 mm Tophet-C resistance wire that is insulated perpendicular to the direction of detonation propaga-

from the tube by a skip-winding of nylon threads*. tion. The flash x-ray views the charge perpendicular

The probe functions by means of the pressure of the to the detonation travel, and hence the foils appear as
detonation continually collapsing the tube onto the very thin reference lines on the flash radiograph film.
wire, thereby progressively shorting out the probe. The foils are swept into motion at the local particle

The change in voltage drop across the probe is directly velocity by the advancing detonation. By properly
related to the probe resistance, which in turn is a sequencing the flash x-ray, the displacement of each
function of the effective length of undisturbed foil can be recorded over a given time interval, from
probe. This vo!tage drop can be recorded on oscil- which the particle velocity can be computed. The
loscopes or magnetic tape and provides a continuous success of the method requires that the explosive on
distance-time record of the advancing detonation, the downstream side of each foil be shock-initiated to
from which detonation velocity may be computed as stable detonation in a time interval shorter than can
a function of distance and time. be resolved in the time frame of the experiment. For

the high density charges and thin foils utilized by
Best Pnd most easily interpreted results are ob- Rivard et al., this readily occurred.

tained if the current through the probe is unaffectd
by the change in probe resistance. This is accom- Figure 2 shows the experimental arrangement that
plished by utilizing a power supply that provides a we utilized to verify the applicaolility of the foil
constant current regardless of the laod (3). This ION PROSE,

type of power supply was utilized in this work. F- F X-RAY

ErXPLOSIVE • I PMMAkl TUBE

Measurement of Chaptman-Jou,,uet ConditionsBOSE

Each of the charges that were fired in the previous
work (1) included a carbon resistor pressure gage for ......

measurement of the Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) pressure, DETONATOR

Although the gage pressures correlated with the explo- P.o254-mm THICK
sive densities, in the case of the foamed explosives

NITROGUANIDINE.,

calculation of the CJ parameters by utilizing the 0. 195 g/cc
impedance mismatch equation yielded results that
had no physical significance. Hence, the objective o 5

in this work was to measure the CJ conditions for SCALE, cm

Fig. 2. Foil Motion Technique for Measurement of
Particle Velocity In Detonating Low Density

*Kerrlga-Lawis Manufacturing Co., Chicago, lllouls. Explosives.
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motion technique to very low density explosives. For reinitiation and propagation of the detonation on the
the nitroguanidine, the method yielded excellent downstream side of the foil. The flash x-ray fldms
results. The ion probe was positioned against the revealed that the foil had not been displaced by the
upstream side of the foil, which in turn was preposi- foamed PETN detonation. A complicating feature of
tioned in the polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) tube, this technique as applied to foamed explosive was in
Weighed quantities of nitroguanidine were then loading of the device. Both the brass folg and the
loaded ot the specified density from each end of the continuous probe were very fragile. The explosive
tube. Time advancing detonation triggered the flash had to be foamed carefully from both ends, and this
x-ray* which then flashed 3.9 jAsec later. As shown may have introduced inhomogeniety at the interface
in Fig. 3, the foil was displaced 4.8 mm in this time, with the brass foil. An alternative procedure would
whiclh is equivalent to a particle velocity of 1.2 mmi/ have been to foam a compelete charge, saw the cured
psec. Other pertinent data for this test, No. 156, are charge in half, and then insert the brass foil. However,
summarized in Table 1 .** All evidence had indicated sawing these charges was considered to be hazardous
that the most critical aspect of instantaneous shock- and would have precluded use of the continuous
initiation of the downstream nitroguanidine had been probe.
achieved.

Table 1 also presents the results when the foil 0 witnes foam technique

motion technioue was applied to the study of detona- The witiiess foam technique is a method whereby
ting foamed PETN. The experimental arrangement inert foamed materials in contact with the detonating
was similar to that depicted previously in Fig. 2, with foamed explosive are utilizud to measure the detona-
the inclusion of the continuous probe positioned at tion properties of the explosive. In this respect, this
the axis of the charge for measurement of detonation technique is similar to methods developed for evalua-
veolicty. As shown in the table, no particle velocities tion of condensed explosives. However, the witness
were obtained because tie foil evidently prevented foam technique as employed in the present work pre-

cludes the necessity of prior calibration of the witness
material.

DXTONATIONP JIPA*TICN... ... The experimental arrangement for the witness
foam technique is depicted in Fig. 4. The witness
foam is made from the Isonate CPR 323, with an
additive of tungstic oxide to adjust the density and to
make the foam clearly visible in flash x-ray. The flash
x-ray is focused on the interface between the foamed
explosive and the witness foam. The detonation
velocity in the explosive and the shock velocity in
the witness foam are monitored by the continuous
probe. The particle velocity in the witness foam,
which is equal to the particle velocity of the inter-
face, is monitored by recording the displacement of

I Ithe interface with the flash x-ray. The flash x-ray is
FOIL .. . 5 CEMNT triggered by the pressure contact probe at the inter-

IN 3.s9% face, and is delayed for a specified time interval of
approximately 15 psec. A typical radiograph showing

Fig. 3. Flash Radiograph Showing Displacement of the displacement of the interface is presented in rig.
Foil in Low-Density Nitroguanidine. 5. The displacement of 4.1 mm in 14.8 psec corres.

ponds to a calculated particle velocity of 0.28 mm!
psec. The two dark objects in each picture are hard-

*Fexitron Model 515, 300-Kv. ware associated with construction of the continuous
"•Detonation velocity was recorded with other ion probes and pressure contact probes, and have no significance

that are not shown in Fig, 2. in interpreting the records.
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TABLE 1

Foil-Motion Method for Measurement of Chapman-Jouguet Conditions In Low-Density Explosives*

Test Charge Density, g/cc Detonation Particle CJ
system Ns Velocity Velocity Pressure,

No. Expi Foam mm/pusec mm/psec Kilobars

Nitroguanidine 156 0.195 1 - 2.7 1.2 6.3
Foamed PETN 162 0.14 .16 0.8 No record -
Foamed PETN 163 0.12 0.15 1.0 No record -

*Experimental arrangement is depicted in Figure 2.

CONTINUOUS PROBE,
TRIGGER FOR DETONATION AND
PROBE SHOCK VELOCITIES

CXPLSHEET JPROBE, FOR FLASH
EXLOSVER X-RAY TRIGGERrc

DETONATOR

TETRYL t TUBE TUNGSTIC OXIDE
PELLET FOAMED WITNESS FOAM

EXPLOSIVE
INTERFACE
DISPLACEMENT -n

0 5l
SCALE, Cm

Jig. 4. Witness Foam Technique for Measurement of
Chapman-Jouguet Parameters in Detonating Foamed
Explosives. 14 H ni

The pressure behind the shock wave induced in
the witness foam can now be calculated from the
equation for conservation of momentum:

)F TONAT ION

P1  = p oUul (1) PROPAG. rION

where: Fig. S. Flash Radiograph Showing Displacement of
Explosive-Witness Foam Interface for Foamed PETN

P1 = the shock pressure Charge. Test No. 166 Result.
P0 = the initial density
U = the shock velocity For a given explosive system, at least thre., such

ul = the particle velocity experiments should be conducted in which the shock
Impedance (p, U) of the witness foam is varied.

This pressure-particle velocity point represents both From the results of these experiments, the cross-curve
one point on the Hugoniot of the witness foam and of the explosive products can be traced, and the CJ
one point on the cross-curve of the explosive reaction state is represented by the intersection of th'. curve
products, from the requirement that pressure and par- with a line whose slope is the product of density and
ticle velocity are continuous across an interface, detonation velocity of the explosive.
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The construction of the pressure contact probe method has been demonstrated, the remaining four
indicated in Fig. 4 is identical to that of the contin- tests in the table should be conducted in order to
uous probe described earlier, with the exception that completely characterize each explosive system.
initially only a voltage potential exists in the open
circuit. The flash x-ray, then, is triggvred by the first The data for Test Nos. 166 and i68 are plotted in
flow of current, as the probe is crushed by the pres- the pressure-particle velocity plane in Figs. 7 and 8,
sure of the detonating foamed explosive. The pres- respectively. Since data from the other experiments
sure contact probe served as an Atemative to the use presented in Table 2 are not as yet available, the exact
of ion probes, which in previous work did not per-, locus of the cross-curves are not known, and the CJ
form well with foamed explosives, states must be calculated as follows. It is observed

that in both figures the impedance of the witness
Figure 6 shows a design curve for the preparation foam was less than that of the explosive. Hence, a

of the witness foams utilized in this investigation. rarefaction wes reflected back into the explosive pro-
The tungstic oxide was the so-called TO-I grade,* ducts from the explosive-witness foam interface, and
which has a quoted particle size of 3 microns maxi- Deal's equation (5) which expresses the reflected
mum.

Results for Foamed PETN
20

A total of six charges are required for the evalua-
tion of foamed PETN at two explosive densities, viz.
0.11 and 0.09 g/cc, respectively. The experimental
data for two of these experiments are summarized in V
Table 2, i.e., Tests 166 and 168. Time thus far has
permitted only these two charges to be fired, but as
shown in the following discussion the data that were
obtained permitted an approximate o4timate of the
CJ conditions for foamed PETN at these two densi- - .
ties. Thus, although the validity of the experimental TOTAL TUINGSTIC OXIDE rOAM tENS.TS, ;/C

Fig. 6. Design curve for Preparation of Tungstic Oxide

*Sylvania Electric Products Corporation, Towanda, Witness Foams Utilizing 3-pu Tungstic Oxide and
i'ennsylvania. Isonate CPR 323.

TABLE 2

Witness Foam Method for Measurement of Chapman-Jouguet Conditions in Foamed PETN*

Witness Foam

Test Charge Density, g/cc Detonation

No. Velocity Density Shock Velocity Particle PressureExplosive Foam Total mm/pusec mho c VeloittyoPrsg/cc mm/ptsec Velocity Klbr
mm/psec

166 0.11 0.13 0.24 0.93 0.18 0.82 0.28 0.41

168 0.09 0.11 0.20 1.20 0.19 0.82 0.30 0.47
169 0.11 0.13 0.24 0.12
170 0.11 0.13 0.24 0.30
171 0.09 0.11 0.20 0.J2
172 0.09 0.11 0.20 0.30

*Experimental arrangement is depicted in Fig. 7. 10-12 micron PETN was utilized in the foaming.
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7 .7

POSSIBL POSSIBLE
CROSS-CURVE CROSS-CURVE p1 .=0.60 Kbor

I cJ.61\ -1 .6 -Uj 0.O25 mm//Ls--p.,0.51 Kilobor. - \,o. k

.5- ucj:0.23 mm r1sec- .5 -0.47 kilobr/ 0.30 mm//, sec

0.41 Kilobars 03/
0oo/, / 0.28mm/sec .4-

.o I '7" /cr.3 CV 01 .3 -- I

cn, , 2I i1

LrJ .J IO .

W 0)

W /

C¢

0 .1 .2 .3 4 5 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5

PARTICLE VELOCITY, mm/iMsec PARTICLE VELOCITY, mm/14sec

Fig. 7. Possible Calculation of Chapman-Jouguet Fig. 8. Possible Calculation of Chapman-Jouguet
State for Foamed PETN at Explosive Density of 0. 11 State for Foaned PETN at Explosive Density of 0. 09
g•cc. Numerical Values are Taken from the Test Re- g/cc. Numerical Values are Taken frcm the Test
sults of Test-No. 166. Resulrs of Test No. 168.

particle velocity as a functio; )f reflected pressure In the present problem, the reflected pressure and
for the explosive products isentrope can be utilized: particle velocity are respectively equal to the pressure

and particle velocity of the witness foam, and hence

a are known. The value of Pj can thus be calculated~Pe P ] by trial-by-error from Eq. 2. This has been done, and
F. 7. Pthe results are indicated in Figs. 7 and 8. Possibleg/cc Nu cross-curves have been drawn. Since the general form

of the cross-curve appears reasonable, it is obvious

where: that slightly alternative forms would have a small
effect on the magnitude of the CJ parameters.

a = 1/2 2n li- estimated Chapman-Jouguet conditions for

P'D Pfoamed PETN at two densities utilizing the pressures
as calculated above are summarized in Table 3. The
CJ density was calculated from the expression for
o= the reflected particle velocity conservation of mass:
erc= the reflected pressure

= = the Chapman-Jouguet pressure D
PCD the initial total explosive density DP- Pd (3)
D = the detonation velocity consur o
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TABLE 3

Estimated Chapman-Jouguet Conditions for Foamed PETN

Initial Density, g/cc Detonation CJ CJ Particle Polytropic
Velocity Density, Pressure, Velocity, Exponent,

Explosive Total mm/hzec g/cc Kilobars mm/jisec 7

0.11 0.24 0.93 0.32 0.51 0.23 3.1
0.09 0.20 1.20 0.25 0.60 0.25 3.8

and the polytropic exponent from the expression drawn to pass through this point on the PMMA
Hugoniot and through the CJ point as determined

poD 2  in the previous section.

Pcj The interesting aspect is that the cross-curves for

D foamed PETN rise rather sharply to the left of the CJ
- 1 (4) point. The sharpness of the rise is unexpected and as

ucJ yet unexplainable, but if real would account for the

higher-than-expected gage pressures that were ob-
In these expressions, p, is understood to mean the iained for foamed PETN in Ref. 1. We have given
initial total explosive system density, i.e., the sum of
the explosive and foam components. The results in
Table 3 are completely consistent, and a CJ pressure
on the order of 0.5 kilobar is encouraging from the
standpoint that such a value is reasonable for these
explosives. 6-

P 5.4 kiiobars
DISCUSSION 5 =.kb

The work described in Ref. I in part consisted of
the use of a polystyrene-carbon resistor pressure gage 4"
to estimate the detonation pressure. Although the _

attempted calculation of detonation pressure from POSSIBLE
the measured gage pressures yielded unrealistic 3 RSS URVE

answers for foamed PETN, nevertheless the gage ICROSSI
pressures correlated with the explosive densities (0

according to the following empirical equation: g- 2

P.8 Pcjz 0.51 kilobar
P - 3.0 + 105.09 p0 - 248.06 P (5) \ UO.23mm/4sec

"This pressure, of course, represents the shock pres- 0.41 kilobar
sure induced in the polystyrene through a PMMA .28ram/Lsec
attenuator that separated the charge from the gage. 0 A I I0 .1 .2 .3 .4
It is of interest to calculate such a pressure for the

experiments conducted in the present work (Table 2) PARTICLE VELOCITY, mm/M"sec
and from this an additional point on the cross-curve Fig. 9. Extrapolation of Cross-Curve for Foared
of the explosive reaction products can be obtained. PETN at 0.11 g/cc to Higher Pressures. PMMA and
The results of this calculation are presented in Figs. PS are Abbreviations for Polymethyl Methacrylate
9 and 10; the cross-curve in each figure has been and Polystyrene, Respectively.
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that should be conducted; two of these would have
7 1 witness foams with impedance higher than that of the

explosive. Additional tests utilizing still higher ir-

6 pedance foams will trace out the cross curve in the
upper regions at 4-5 kbar.

5
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DEFLAGRATION RATE OF COMPOSITE HIGH EXPLOSIVE AND
COMPOSITE PROPELLANTS AT PRESSURE ABOVE I KILOBAR

Pierre Benhaim and Jean GoUger
"Le Bouchet" Research Center

Societe Nationale des Poudres et Explosifs - SNPE
91710 Vert-le-Petit, France

This paper presents experimental results on determination of deflagration rate of
compact composite high explosives and propellants in a closed vessel at high pres-
sure. The closed bomb has been designed to be only partially destroyed by a possi-
ble DDT and has a combustion chamber of 100 cm3. It resists at pressure up to
15 kilobars. Computer gives DP/dt and v, i.e., the deflagration rate of the tested
,nateriaL Post-fire observations of extinguished grains support validity of assump-
tion of a uniform regression rate. First results obtained on tested material are
presented; they show a qv'asi-linear curve v (p) up to 7000 bars. At 5 000 bars,
for example, we obtain c *egression rate of 530 mm/s on a composition with 90%
HMX. These rates will ,e used to foresee the evolution of ignited compact blocks
in closed vessels, and enable a ranking of products according to the possibility of a
rapid pressure build-up.

INTRODUCTION The wiring diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The volume
of the combustion chamber is 100 cm 3 . It consists

Actual knowledge of high pressure deflagration of a hollow cylinder of 36 mm interior diameter and
rate of explosive material would be useful for 140 mm exterior diameter. The gas tightness comes
modeling the beginning of pressure buildup of com- from metallic joints and viton o-ring.
pact explosives after an ignition. Previous work on
closed-vessel burning has allowed us to determine One of the closing blocks comprises the ignition
mechanical behavior of products under high pressure electrode and a duct for the pressure transducer. The
and to obtain regression rates. Thus, we designed, second closing block has a valve permitting the gas to
built, and used a special high-pressure vessel resisting escape after the test. This set is placed in a hollow
up to 15 kbars, for studying high-pressure burning of cylinder with walls 60 mm thick, 720 mm high, and
compact explosive material. 450 mm in exterior diameter. This cylinder permits

pressurization and is also used as a safety device in
case the composition chamber breaks.

1. MEASUREMENT DEVICES
1.2. Testing Procedure

I. 1. Description of the Closed Vessel
The tests have been made on parallelopiped sam-

The closed vessel used in this study has a design pies weighting about 40 to 55 g. The ignition is ob-
similar to those presented by other authors (1,2). tained by I g of fine black powder.
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In case the combustion chamber breaks, the gas is 2.1. Qualitative Analysis
expanded in the space situated between the chamber
and the exterior cylinder. The curve P(t) pcre. .s some assu.mptions on the

combustion of the product. The determination of
We have used this possibility of fast expansion to the curve dP/dt = F(P) simplifies the analysis. A

execute extinction tests with a combustion chamber sudden increasing of the derivate means a cracking of
fragilized so as to obtain a breaking at fixed pressure. the product, a sudden change of the combustion

running, or a probable detonation.
1.3. Data Capture and Processing Equipment Another possibility is the extinction of the prod-uc,

The recording of pressure vs time is obtained with uct during the combustion. The form of the remain-
piezoelectric transducer KISTLER 6211, which per- ing product after extinction permits analysis the

mits measuring the pressure up to 8 250 bars. Elec- combustion.

tric charges are transmitted by an amplifier KISTLER 2.2. Regression Rate
5001 to an analogue digital converter whose frequency
was adjusted on 200 ps. The amplitude resolution is We want to determine the law of burning rate of
1024 bits, and the memory records 16 000 values. the pioduct according to the pressure. For that we

assume the combustio., is linear and the ignition
perfect (all the faces are ignited at the same time).

2. ANALYSIS

To obtain the regression rate we need-dP/dt
There are two kinds of analysis, qualitative and F(P/Pm)

quantitative by the determination of the regression
rate. --form function of the tested product

-state equation of combustion gas

P" 'I -- rE 2.2.1. dP/dt =F(P/Pm)

- " I7 From the curve P(t) recording, a program permits

b 1 "smoothing this function and obtaining the curve P
- / 21-, ',TO(Pm) where Pm is the maximum pressure.

zil ~COMBWST IO
- EXPANSION

-- CHAMBER 2.2.2. Form Function of the Tested Product

EViTLL ORIN The assumption of linear combustion is expressed

JOINT by writing that weight of burned material as a func-
tion of burned thickness.

' VALVE In case of a parallelopiped we obtain

wjl~~Vw = (a -e)(b -e)(c - e)

W, abc

[w =weight of burned propellant

,iw = initial weight of propellant

a , b c , dimensions of the block 4
Fig. 1. Schematic cros3 section of the high pressure
vessel. e total burned thickness
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2.2.3. State Equation of Gas Combustion Tested products are presented in Table I; all the
samples were controlled by X-rays before testing.

The state equation generally used in combustion
under high pressure is the Noble-Abel equation: 3.2. Resuhs
P(v .- T) = f where 7t is the covolume of tile combus-
tion gas and fis the propellant force. Results are presented in Table 2. The first composi.

tion was tested in the form of little cubes; then we
If we write this equation during the combustion have adopted a new mode of operation using a unic

in a closed vessel, we obtain, grain.

) fw On the Figs. 2 thr ugh 6 aa example of curve
S( )P(t) and P/(P/Pm) is presented for each composition

(test number A2, III, C3, D)2, E3).

P1 pressure produced by the combustion We present the values of force and covolume ob-

c : total volume of the combustion chamber tamed from tests on Table 3.

6 specific weight of tile product The curves of regression rate for tlhe five compo.
sitions are shown in Flg. 7.

The determination of the parameters f and
t7 is made by performing sonic tests in closed vessels in Table 4 we supply the values of rate in inll-
at different loading densities. We used the equation limeters per second lror different values of pressure.

Inlm/A r Pin + f 3.3. Extlnetion Tests

I'm = maximum pressure For the C( composition we performed two extinc-
tion tests, For that purpose we. used a fragmenting

A loading density combustion chamber which was designed to break at
a pre-determined pressure.

by representating Pim/A vs PIm add determining the

equation of' the straight line passing on these points We recovered the samiple after the test. In Fig. 8
we obtain f and 17. we show the state of the composition chamber after

breaking,
When we have these equations the calculation of

regression rate is made by writing In Fig. 9 we compare samples before and after

I de extinction of the test C4.

P dat Test results are in Table 5.

de de dw dP
dt dw dP dt

DISCUSSION
v(P) : regression rate function of pressure

ttime Results show a good regularity of combustion; no
violent phenomena does happen. The grain Is not
disaggregated; it resists to the sudden pressure build

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS up. It had been previously found at some point that
the combustion of HMX (or RDX) was abie to prop-

3. 1. Tested Products agate into the propellant to considerable depths and
alter surface (4). However, the possibility of a disag-

For our study we made samples of several compos- gregation of the grain by a cracking combustion has
ite materials. All these formulations can detonate in not been observed in our tests. Extinction tests,
smnall diameter, nevertheless, shew that the grain at the end of the
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combustion has an actual surface, slightly larger than Composition E (CMDB) is quite different from the
the parallelopiped geometric one. four other ones; its pressure exponent decreases

regularly.

A steady-state burning law can be used to describe
the curve v(P), Comparison With Previous Results

() aP In Fig. 1 , we compare v(P) obtained on high ex-
plosives with Wachtell's results.

Corresponding parameters are given in Table 6 and For the latter, the results obtained in strandburner
curves in log-log presentation are given in Fig. 10 in are represented by continuous lines. Tests in closed
the 1 000-10 000 bars area. vessel had shown that tolite and hexolite, above 500

bars, presented an apparent increase in burning rate
The exponent n is almost the same for compositions consistent with an increase in burning surface (due to

A and B. This was expected since both compositions crazing or cracking); cracking seemed to be reproducti-
Were similar. Difference in values of regression rate ble; the results of the closed vessel tests are repre-
would need more experimentation (the sizes of sam- sented by the dashed lines. Corresponding values of
pies are not the same, and dP/dt are very different), a and n for the five explosives arc given in Table 7.

TABLE 1
Explosive Formulation and Physical Data

Failure
Product Composition Density Diameter of Size and Form of the Grain

Detonation

RDX 86% 1,61 6 mm Small cubes of 10 mmBinder 14% Number of cubes suitable for re-

High explosive (polybutadiene) quired loading density

RDX 84% 1,59 8 rnn I parallelopiped grain 24 mm X
Binder 16% 24 mm

High explosive (polybutadiene) Length suitable for loading dansity

C HMX 0.0% 1,73 6 mm I parallelopiped grain 24 mm XBinder 10% 24 mm

tIigh explosive (polybutadiene) Length suitable for loading density

D HMX 241% 1,82 30 mm 1 parallelopiped gr on 22 mm X

Composite propellant Binder 10% 22 mm
with HMX (polybutadiene) Length suitable for loading density

E Alu-AP 70% 1,80 30 mm I parallelopiped grain 24 ram X

Composite modified Double base 30% 24 num

double base binder Length suitable for loading deiwsty
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Fig. 2. Test A 2, Fig. 3. Test B).
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Fig. 4, Test C3, 147g. 5. Test D2.

P 
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o ~ P/PM 1
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M~g. 6. Test E3.
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TABLE 2
Bursting Pressure

Volume ofVlmof Mass of' Loading Pm PTest Combustion Product Density P max Observations
Products Number Chamber (bar) (bar/ms)

(cm3) (g) (g/cm 3)

Al 100 33 0,33 3540 Regular burning
A2 100 47 0,47 5660 875 Regular burning

BI 100 55 0,55 7430 325 Regular burning
B2 93,5 40 0,43 4915 Regular burning
B3 93,5 45,1 0,48 6280 Regular burning
B4 93,5 50,1 0,54 6980 Regular burning
B5 93,5 45,1 0,48 5900 Regular burning
B6 93,5 39,9 0,43 5100 Regular burning

C1 100 45,1 0,45 5910 Regular burning
C2 100 50,1 0,50 6930 Regular burning

C C3 93,5 49,9 0,53 7500 450 Regular burning
C4 100 40 0,40 4670* Regular burning
C5 94 45 0,48 5790* Regular burning

DI 100 40 0,40 4320 Regular burning
D2 100 50,2 0,50 6040 240 Regular burning

El 93,5 39,6 0,42 4220 Regular burning
E E2 93,5 49,8 0,53 6000 Regular burning

I E3 93,5 55 0,59 6850 390 Regular burning

*Tcsts with extinction

TABLE 4

IABLJE' 
Regression Rates

Force and Covolume 11000 2 000 3 000 4 000 5 000 6 000

Bars Bars Bars Bars Bars Bars
Force Covolume Products

Products (MJ/kg) (cm 3/g) Regression Rates en mm/s

A 0,85 0,627 A 110 250 430

B 0,823 0,702 B 70 150 245 340 450 540

C 0,955 0,605
C 110 220 360 465 530 730D 0.77 0,715

E 0,726 0,639 D 100 190 275 350 420 475

E 140 290 400 485 530
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800
C

V600- A BTABLE S
EE ELtinction Tests

40/ C4 Test CSTest

Initial size of 24 X24 X39,9 24 X24 X44,8
200- grain in mm

Size after ex- 6,5 X6,5 X21 3 X3 X26
tUnction in mm

0 2000 4000 6000 Burned thick- 17,5;l17,5; 21;21;
P a)ness in mm 18,9 1.8,8

Fig. 7. Regression rate in closed vessel. Bursting pres- 4670 5790
sure in bars

Post-fire (See Fig. 9) Parallelopiped
observation parallelopiped size is preserved;

size is very clear However one pit
and visible, makes a hole of
Some little pits 2 mm

2 mm indiam-
eter and 1 mm
deep are visible,

Theoretical e p e p
pressure cor-

Fig. 8 Combustion chamber after extinction, responding to 17,5 4830 21 6380
burning 17.90 4920 18,8 626C
thickness

A.Aver ige 4870 6320

~ r''~ Theoretical 15,7 14,80
burned thick-

, ness corre-
sponding to

*10 bursting

Fig. 9. Xest C4. Explosive sample before burning and
after extinction.
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TABLE 6 TABLE 7

Parameters a and n Parameters a and n for High Explosives

a 1n Products a n

A 0,036 1,17 A 0,036 1,17

B 0,019 1,18 B 0,19 1,18

C 0,065 1,07 C 0,065 1,07

D 0,20 0,90 Tolite 0,027 1,11 x

0,14 1,0 (from 1 O00to 2 000 bars) Hexolte 0,075 1,07 X

E 0,72 0,79 (from 2 000 to 3 500 bars) (x Strandbumer <1 500 bars)

20,8 0,38 (from 3 500 to 5 000 bars)

1000 1000 /,A.OLiTE }results in closed vessel

V
V

'B

eD

ITE ,I , * C

100000 10000 . 5= 10000
P (bar P (bar)

Ag. 10. Regression rate data In log/log presentation. Mg. IL. Regression rate curves on high explosives,
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Ranking of Products TABUE 8
Provision of Situation at 10 000 BErs

In the DDT process, the 1 000 to 10 000 bars area
is in the low-pressure part. However, it is useful to Cracking dP
know if a rapid pressure buildup in this area is pos- Products Pressure t dt v
sible. We use these experiments first to obtain infor- in Closed (ins) (mm/s)
mation on mechanical behavior of grains of approxi- Bomb (bar/ms)
mately I in. X I in. X 2 in. Then, thanks to parameters
a, n, f, and 77, we are able to obtain actual information A 11,9 2 400 1 750
on a pressure buildup in a closed vessel. B 20,6 1440 1000

If we schematize an experimental DDT device such C 11,9 2 100 I 230
as this one (Fig. 12), we can calculate (with a slight 1) 16,2 I 590 800
extrapolation of regression data)

tiexolite 500

t = time to reach a pressure of 10 000 bars Tolite 500

dl = at 10 000 bars
dt

v = regression rate at 10 000 bars.
This work was sponsored by "Service Technique des

We have assumed that the combustion is linear and Poudres et Explosifs" (STPE - French Department of
starts with an initial pressure of I 000 bars. Defense- Paris-).

Values are given in Table 8.
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EFFECTS OF CONFINEMENT AND INITIAL PRESSURE ON THE DEFLAGRATION
OF SOME HIGH EXPLOSIVES

Ola Listh
Swedish National Defence Research Institute

Stockholm 80, Sweden

Deflagration of various explosives has been studied at varying confinements and ini-
tial pressures. Deflagration was initiated by discharging a capacitor through a
bridgewire in contact with the explosive. The apparent pressure rise in the sample
was recorded, and the capacitor potential necessary to cause a self-;ustained reac-
tion could thus be determined. With a JO-MI/ capacitor, voltages in the range of
200-800 V were needed to cause self-sustained reactions in cast and pressed Comp. B
and In pressed TN7T The critical pressure rise in the explosive was normally of the
order of a few MPa, occasionally up to 20 MPa. Ignition delay times ranged from a
few hundred microseconds to some milliseconds. Increasing confinement and In-
creasing initial pressure favored the development of self-sustained reactions. Pressed
explosives of low density were easier to initiate than ca-et explosives, and Comp.B
was easier to Initiate than 7YNT.

INTRODUCTION The early formation of cracks in the explosive sample
could be studied in cases of non-sustained reactions.

Deflagration in confined explosives is an important
source of hazard, as it is the normal reaction of a sec- EXPERIMENTAL
ondary explosive accidentally ignited by non-shock
stimulus or by weak shocks, This process may in a The experimental setup consists of a steel yoke, in
later stage accelerate to a detonation. A deflagration which the confined charge is tightly mounted. The
in an explosive is often considered less dangerous charge is initiated by discharging a capacitor through
than a detonation. However, considerable damage a bridgewire in the center of the charge. The reaction
can be caused by a deflagration, especially if the ex- of the explosive is transmitted as force to the yoke,
plosive is confined so that the pressure is not relieved and the strain of the yoke Is recorded on an oscillo-
until a large part of the explosive has been consumed. scope. Confinement, initial pressure In the charge,
Some prematures, for example, have been deflagra- and capacitor voltage can be vzried.
tions initiated by imperfections in the explosive
charge or in the shell. Steel yoke-The yoke consists of three parts, the

main body and two charge holders (Fig. 1). The yoke
The purpose of this work was to study how con- is made from a rigid steel cylinder, 240 tmm high and

finement and initial pressure affect the possibility of 250 mm in diameter. A cylindrical space, 116 mm
starting propagating deflagrations in confined explo., high and 100 mm in diameter, is made along the cyl-
sives. Explosives normally used in artillery ammuni- inder axis in the center of the body. A 116 mm wide
tion, i.e. Comp.B and TNT, were selected for this hole is drilled perpendicularly to the cylinder axis and
study. Pressed and cast charges have been studied. through the cylinder center.
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The low'er charge holder rests upon a plane hori- tubes with 3.0 mm walls 60 MPa. The inside of the
sontal surface in the yoke. In the center of the holder tubes was sand-blasted to improve adherence of the
there is a 10 mm deep and 20 mm wide boring to fit explosive to the walls.
the end of the charge. In the bottom of the boring a
hole is drilled for the leads to the bridgewire. The tube ends were sealed with 15 mm long cop-

per plugs (SIS No. 5010). One of the plugs had a gas
The upper charge holder is made as a big screw and inlet, and the other had an inlet for the leads to the

has the same boring for the charge end as the lower bridgewire. The end plugs were made to fit accu-
holder. A 5 mm wide hole is drilled axially through rately in the tube. To make a good seal the plugs
this holder to a nipple at the top, which is connected were glued into the tube with Araldite. When the ex-
to a tube of pressurized nitrogen. Thus a high initial plosive is initiated the glue seal breaks, and the end
pressure (presently up to 25 MPa) in the charge can plugs act as pistons that transmit the pressure caused
be used. A thin teflon washer is used as a seal be- by 'he deflagration to the steel yoke.
tween the charge and the upper hol(ler.

The bridgewire used was the same as in commer-
!Tharges. Confined charges were made by filling cial electric detonators and had a resistance of ap-

steel tubes with an explosive and sealing both ends proximately 0.18 ohm. The bridgewire, which was

with copper plugs. The charge was initiated by a about I mm long and had a diameter of O.1 mam, was
bridgewire. Figure 2 shows a section of such a charge, for cast explosives placed in the middle of the charge.

For pressed explosives the bridgewire had to be

The steel tubes had a length of 80 nun and an placed as near the bottom as possible to allow uni-
outer diameter of 20 rm-. The inner diameter was formn density of the charge when pressing.
14, 15, 16, or 17 mm, implying wall thicknesses of'
1,5 to 3.0 ,mm. The tubes used were made from Circuitry The firing circuit is a simple capacitor
cold-drawn steel (SIS No, 1232) containing 0. 18% discharge circuit with a mercury switch (Fig. 3). The
carbon. The tubes with 1.5 mm wall thickness are capacitance is 10 microfarads (± I0"X), the bridgewire
supposed to stand an internal pressure of 30 MPa, and resistance is 0.1 8 ohm, and the circuit resistance is

0.18 ohm. The nominal time constant is thus about
4 microseconds. The circuit inductance has not been
measured but is believed to be some microhenries.

CHARGE HOLUER GAS INLET TEFLON SEAL The energy delivered by the capacitor is assumed to

be equal to 0.5 CV 2 , where ( is the capacitance and
V is a variable voltage. Figure 4 shows the voltage
over the bridgewire as a function of time,

"Force recordinp-.The force exerted on the yoke
by the copper plugs was measured by a crystal strain
gag. glued to the yoke (Fig. 1). The strain-gage signal

was amplified and recorded on both channels of a
Tektronix dual-beam oscilloscope, The sensitivity
ratio of* the two channels was 100: 1, so that both the

A iI/II III A A I A

, \ ..- r'- AIAI, - 2
CHARGE HOLDER YOKE STRAIN GAGE CHARGE (MM)

1ig. 1, Steelyoke. PYS. 2. Section of a con.fined charge.
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gross reaction and the fine structure could be seen. on the propagation of tile deflagration, charges of the
The oscilloscope was triggered by the pulse from the same sort were also fired at pressures of 5 MPa and
discharging capacitor. The strain gage was statically 10 MPa in a nitrogen atmosphere. Cast and pressed
and dynamically calibrated to a crystal force gage. charges with different grain/crystal sizes were studied
F-orce was then converted to apparent pressure in the to find out their ability to support reactions in con-
steel tube by using the known area of the end plugs. fined charges. Table I shows the minimum capacitor

voltage that caused self-sustained reactions and the
maximum capacitor voltage that did not cause self-

RESULTS sustained reactions for confined Comp.B charges.
Table 2 shows the same parameters for confined TNT

Explosives studied were TNT and Comp.B, cast charges.
and pressed. Cast Comp,B charges were allowed to
solidify fast, so that a fine-crystalline structure was Figures 5-Il show photo_ •plhs of some charges
formed. TN'r charges were allowed to solidify very that exploded and sections of charges that did not.
slowly and formed coarse-crystalline structures.

The energy delivered to the bridgewire causes
Pressed charges were compacted in the tube (with some pressure rise in the explosive probably due to

the bridgewire mounted) in three steps. TNT charges beginning deflagration. If the energy input is too low
were pressed of flaked TNT. Some Comp.l charges the deflagration fadea out, and the pressure decreases.
were pressed of the usual fraction 6/60, and some From the fine-structure curve of the oscflloscope rec-
were pressed of a special fine-grained fraction with ord we can determine at what apparent pressure the
the following grain-size distribution: deflagration is self-sustained. Figures 12-14 show

force recordings for some charges.
> 40 mesh 0%

40-60 10 The critical apparent pressure rise for cast Comp.B
60-100 25 usually is of the order of 1 -7 Mia when charges are

100-140 30 fired at normal atmospheric pressure. When charges
140-200 10 are fired in nitrogen atmosphere at a pressure of'5

< 200 25 Mila the apparent pressure rise can sometimes reach a
value of 20 MPa and still cause no self-sustained re-

Experiments were pertormed on cast Comp.H at action,
normal atmospheric pressure to study the role of the
confinement. To study the effect of initial pressure

S R1  L

vlI• C R2

C -CAPACITOR - 10 MICROFARAD
S-MERCURY SWITCH
L- CIRCUIT INDUCTANCE
Ri-CIRCUIT RESISTANCE -0.11 OHM
R2 - BRIDGE WIRE - 0.18 OHM

Ri Bg. 4. Voltage pulse shape oper the bridgewfre when
capacitor discharged at a potential of 500 V. Scale:

FIg. 3. Capacitor discharging circuit. 40 V/dll; Sweep. 5 jus/div.
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TABLE I

Critical Capacitor Voltage* for Confined Comp.B Charges

j Tube Wall Initial Minimum Voltage Maximum Voltage No. of

Phca State of the Explosive hickness Pressure for Propagation for Fade Out
(mm) (MPa) (V) (V)

Cast 1.5 0.1 800 800 7
2.0 488 600 6
2.5 577 565 8
3.0 580 650 9
1.5 5 600 500 3
2.0 450 430 3
2.5 500 520 5
3.0 450 445 4
2.0 10 400 300 3
2.5 334 325 3

Pressed at 50 MPa, fine-grained 1.5 285 250 5
3.0 210 200 5

Pressed at 90 MPa, fine-grained 1.5 310 285 2
Pressed at 100 MPa, fine-grained 3.0 256 250 5
Pressed at 100 MPa, fraction 6/60 2.0 0.1 300 250 5

*WithI1 IU' capacitor

TABLE 2

Critical Capacitor Voltage* ftor Confined TNT Charges

P Tube Wall Initial Minimum Voltage Maximum Voltage No. of
Physical State of the Explosive Thickness Pressure for Propagation for Fade Out No.o

(amm) (MPa) (V) (V)

Flaked, pressed at 50 MPa 1.5. 10 603 625 3
3.0 10 560 530 8

Flaked, pressed at 100 MPa 3.0 10 570 568 6
2.0 0.1 - > 600 4

Cast, coarse-crystalline 3.0 0 1 > 1000 3
3.0 10 > 1000 3

*With 10 &F capacitor
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A .B

Firing voltage: 488 V. Wall thickness: 2.0 mm. Firing voltage: 565 V. Wall thickness: 2.5 mim.

Fig. 5. ,xamples of cast Cotmp.B charges after firing at atmospheric pressure.

A -I

1'!ring voltage: 520 V. Wall thickness: 2.5 mm. Firing voltage: 448 V. Wall thickness: 1,5 mm.

Fig. 6. /'xamnp/es of cast Comp. B charges after firing at 5 MI'a initial pressure.

A B

Firing voltage: 350 V, Wall thickness: 2.5 mm. Firing voltage: 325 V. Wall thickness: 2.5 mm.

Fig. 7. l'xamples of east Comp.)B charges after firing at 10 MPa initial pressure.
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Firing voltage: 210 V. Wall thickness: 3.0 mm. Firing voltage: 285 V. Wall thickness: 1.5 mm.

Mg. 8. Examples of Comp. B charges, pressed at .50 MPa, after firing at 10 MPa initik •pressure.

AlEl
A 'L'

Firing voltage: 256 V. Wall thickness: 3.0 mm. Firing voltage: 285 V. WaU thickness: 1.5 nim.

1i'g. 9. Examples of Comp.B charges, pressed at 100 MPa (A) and 90 MIa (B), after firing at 10 MPa initial
pressure.

Firing voltage: 300 V. Wall thickness: 2.0 mm.

Fig. 10. Comp.B charge, pressed of fraction 6/60 at
100 MPa, after firing at armospheric pressure.
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A

Flaked, piessed at 100 Ml'a. Flaked, pressed at 50 MPa,
Wall thickness: 2.0 mmi. Firing voltage: 600 V. Wall thickness: 3.0 min. Firing voltage: 900 V.

C

Cast, coars-rystallie.
Wall thickness: 3.0 mm, Firing voltage: 850 V.

Ihg. 1I. Various 7'NT'c'harges after firing at atmospheric pressure (A, C) and at I0 MIa (B).

FORCEORCE

TIME - TIME

A•. 3.0 mt confinement, 0.1 MPa initial pressure, B. 2.0 nmnm confinement, 5 MI'a initial pressure, fired
fired at 573 V. Scales: upper = 8.1 MI'u/div, at 4 5O V. Scales: upper= 6.2 MNa/div, lower =
lower 810 MPa/dlv, time = 100 ps/dIv. 620 MPa/dlv, time - 100 ps/div.

IIg. 12. Iorce recordings fnr exploded (BJ and non-exploded (A) east Comp. Ii charges.
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ro RGLFOE

TIME I0 TIME
1,7g. 13. f'bree recordingfibr exploded pressed (50 Iig, 14. Fo'rce re(ordling for exploded pIlre~ssed TNT
MI'a4) Ctmip.1 c/harge, Conflinement 1.5 mm. In itial chiarge. Conifinemtent3.0intm. Intitial pressure 10
pressure 10 MI'a, fired at 3100 V. Scales.: uipper -5.5 M114, fired at 900 V. Scales. uipper m8. 1 MlIa/div,
MI'a/dlv, lower = 550 MI'a/dip, time =200 jwzsdlv. lower =810 MPa/div, thine = 100 ps/dlly.

F~or pressed Comp.1 the critical apparent pressure
rise Is ioo small to be recorded, whereas for pressed T l)
flaked TNT It can umiou-nt up to 15 MPa. For cast
course-c rysi allinec TNT the apparent pr'issurc rig ' Kxamples of'Apparen t pressure Rise lit
about 3 M11a when fllred at 1000 V at utniosphiý Some Contfinted Charges
pressure,

-I,

The critical apparent pressure rise tends to Increase Con- Initial Apparunt
t fne- Pres- Pressurewith increasing confinement and Increasing Initial Explosive mnrtt sure Rise

pressure. The critical apparent pressure rise is inuch (m Ma Ma
higher for cast charges than for presscd charges, at I -

least for Cornp,13 Table 3 gives sonic examples of ap- opJ.Ct2. 0.37
parent pressure rige in various charges. Cm13Cat2.5 2. .8

2,5 2.8
Tile delay time fromn discharging the capacitor to a 305 6D5

noticeable rise In the fine-structure curve of the force . .

recordings Is usually of the order ol 80-200 micro 1.5 5 3.8
seconds for Comprd charges fired at 400 V or more. 2.0 4.4
For presscd Comp1 , which needs only 250-1 .00 V 2.0 5.0
for inithwr on, the delay Is front 100 microseconds to 2.5 7.7
2 r5 n sillitconds. For pressed Comp.8 charges which 3.0 16.2

njeeds only about 200 V for Initiation, the delay cantNirss 0M' 15 1 .
be as long as 8 milliseconds. whor presd TNT, which P.50 7.7
neaeds about 600 V for Initiation, the delay Is from 3.0 13.8
100 mic roseconds to 4 ti~lliseconds. 301.

TNsy N press. I0U 0a ra 3.0 8I,0
If the deflagration propagates, the tiei from the 3.0 16,0

first II11cation of' a reaction ttt until thle reaction is
self-sustaind can be aestimated by comprting the time TNT lcast coarse-
lag between the fine-stiucture curve and the grosp- crystalline 0.1 3.2
structure curve. The gritosstructure curve has a sensi-

tivity that gives no reading unless the reaction Is self-
sustained. Tiue differences measured that way, e.g.
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1

from Figures 12-14, give values of 100 -300 microsec- From Table 1 we can evaluate the effect of con-
onds for cast Cornp.B, 50- 150 microseconds for finement on the capacitor voltages needed to start
pressed Comp.B, and 200-3000 microseconds for propagating deflagrations in cast Comp.B. A confine-
pressed TNT. Figure 15 shows an exploding cast ment of 1.5 mm steel seems to be unfavorable, where-
Comp.B charge %vYth 2.0 mm confinement fired at as a wall thickness of more than 2.0 mm does not
atmospheric pressure. The time elapsed to sudden appreciably lower the critical capacitor voltage. This
tube deformation (280 microsec.) in the figure is con- trend is the same whether atmospheric pressure or
sistent with the time elapaed from ignition pulse to elevated initial pressure is used.
apparent pressure rise in the corresponding gross-
structure curve. We also conclude from Table I that Increasing the

initial pressure lowers the necessary capacitor voltage
for the development of propagating reactions. This is

DISCUSSION expected, because deflagrations increase their reac-
tion rate with increasing pressure.

The energy in the capacitor is taken as 0.5 CV2 ,

where C is the capacitance and V is the capacitor po- Table I also shows that it is easier to start a propa-
tential. ilowever, all this energy is not delivered to gating reaction in pressed Comp.B than in cast
the bridgewire, because of the circuit inductance and Comtp. B, at least at atmospheric pressure. The den-
the circuit resistance. As can be seen from Figure 4, sity of the charge is obviously an important parame-
the peak voltage over the bridgewire is only about 30% ter, which affects the possibility of starting propagat-
of the capacitor potential, Several measurements con- ing deflagrations in confined charges. Table I shows
firm that the peak voltage over the bridgewire is only that a charge pressed at 50 MPa develops propagating
25 -30% of the capacitor potential. Thus the energy reactions more easily than a charge pressed at 90 or
stored in the capacitor cannot be taken as the quan- 100 MPa.
tity of energy delivered to the explosive sample. To
adequately determine the energy input, it would be
necessary to simultaneously measure the voltage and
the current through the bridgewire. The nominal Table 2 shows that pressed TNT needs higher volt-
time constant of 4 microseconds should be compared ages to develop propagating reactions than does
with the pulse duration in Figure 4, which is about 20 pressed fine-grained Comp.B. Like pressed Comp.B,
microseconds, pressed TNT develops propagating reactions more

easily when pressed at lower compaction pressures.
The ignition delay time, estimated from the force TNT shows the same pattern regarding initial pressure

recordings as the time interval from discharge of the and confinement as Comp.B. It is obvious from
capacitor to apparent pressure rise, was in the range Table 2 that cast coarse-crystalline TNT is very hard
of from 80 microseconds to a few milliseconds (Figs. to initiate to propagating deflagratlon with a hot
12--14). Hlowever, the time tak•n for a disturbance bridgewire.
in the middle of the charge to travel through the
charge, the copper plugs and the yoke to the strain Charges that did not burst were cut and examined.
gage is estimated to be of the oider of 30-40 micro- Some samples are shown in Figs. 5-11. Cast Comp.B
seconds. That nieans that the shortest delay times charges usually showed numerous and far-reaching
(for pressed Comp.B) should be only some ten micro- cracks emanating from the bridgewire. The cracks
seconds. often reached out to the tube wall (Fig, 6). It could

LLX _1 _LII .11 ~ F

t 0 40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360

I1g. 15. High-speed photo-Praphs of exploding charge (cast Comp,B), 40 ps between each frame.
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be seen that burning had taken place along these explosive column remained in the tube, which did not
cracks, bec.use soot was deposited along them, burst but only got barrel-shaped. On the contrary,
Pressed Comp. B charges that did not burst showed no for pressed CompB the tube always burst, but often
signs of any reaction having taken place (Fig. 9B), On large amounts of explosive were thrown out as a fine
the contrary, pressed TNT charges that did not burst powder, Figures 8A and 9A show some signs consid-
showed local but heavy reactions around the bridge- ered as typical for detonations, like small and numcr-
wire (Fig, I I A). Cast TNT charges that were cut ous fiagments, wall-thickness reduction, and shear
showed signs of heavy reactions in a large area around fractures at an angle of 45 degrees to the main stress
the bridgewire (Fig. I IC). Figure 1 IC also shows directions, However, in all those shots some un-
that the charge was destroyed to form a loose pack of reacted explosive was recovered, either on the bottom
long, needle-shaped TNT crystals, copper plug or on the Inside of the yoke.

The results of the examination of cut charges sup- It is possible that the deflagration in pressed
port the theo)ry that flame spreading along cracks and Comp.1, has built up to a detonation, but this hy-
between grains of explosive is an important mocha- pothesis has not been further examined.
nism in the deflagration of confined charges.

Because of the greater surface area of' pressed CONCLUSIONS
charges It should thus be easier to start propagating
reactions in pressed cxplosives than in cast explosives. Tests by this technique show that Increasing con-
The results found are in agreement with this assump, finement and increasing initial pressure favors the de-
tion. It could also explain why cast, coarse-crystalline velopment of' self-sustained doflagratlons. Pressed ex-
TNT is so hard to initiate to propagating reactions, plosives of low density more easily develop ituch
This theory is further supported by the fact that In- reactions than do cast explosives, Coarse-crystalline
creasing initial pressure favors the development of self- explosives are harder to initiate than fine-crystalline
sustained reactions. It also explains why CompB, ones, Comp.B more easily develops self'-sustahled re-
which contains small and more heat-sensitive RDX actions than does TNT.
crystals, more easily develops propagating deolagra-
tions than d.as lTNT. Whether the initiated deflagration will ftPde out or

propagate is determnined at very low apparent pros-
The incidence of explosive events (Pigs. 5A, 7A, 8, sureM (a few MPa) in the explosive sample. If' !he de-

9A, 10, 11 IB) shows that the reactions differ widely in flagratlon propagates, the apparent pressure rises very
strength. For cast Comp.lJ charges the steel tube slowly up to a critical value, and then a very steel
broke into only a few large pieces, regardless of con. pressure rise occurs, From tihe examinatlon of cut
flnement and Initial pressure (Figs. SA, 7A). Pressed charges It is believed that the deflagration proceeds
Comp.1B charges showed the same pattern when fired very rapidly along cracks, which could be formed at
at atmospheric pressure and poor confinement (Fig. the velocity of sound by stresses In the explosive
10). For pressed Comp.,, heavily confined and fired sample.
at 10 Mi'a initial pressure, the steel tube split Into nu-
mserous fragments (Figs. 8A, 9A). For pressed The results obtained can be used for the assess-
CompB charges with poor confinerel:! th,; tube just sent of hazards related to violent deflagration In vait-
split open (Fig, 8B) or broke into large pieces. ous combinations of' explosives, confinements, and

initial pressures, e,g, for classification purposes as well
For flaked, pressed TNT charges the tube only as in several important practical applications, and also

split open and gave no fragments regardless of con- as a basis for safer construction of ammunition.
flnement (Fig. I11 B). Sometimes a good part of the
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THE THERMAL DECOMPOSITION AND REACTION OF CONFINED EXPLOSIVES*

E. Catalano, R. McGuire, E. Lee,
E. Wrenn, D. Ornellas and J. Walton

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
'niversity of California

Livermore, California 94550

This paper describes some new experiments designed to accurately determine the
time interval required to produce a reactive event In confined explosives subjected
to temperatures which will cause decomposition. Geometry and boundary condi-
tions were both well defined so that these experiments on the rapid thermal decom-
position of H' are amenable to predictive modelling.

E'xperiments have been carried out on TNT, TA TB and on two plastic-bonded
IIMX-based high explosives, LX-04 and LX-IO. When the results of these experi-
ments are plotted as the logarithm of the time to explosion versus I/TK (Arrhenius
plot), the curves produced are remarkably linear. This is in contradiction to the
results obtained by an Iterative solution of the Laplace equation for a system with a
first order rate heat source. Such calculations produce plots which display consider-
able curvature. The experiments have also shown that the time to explosion Is
strongly influenced by the void volume in the containment vessel.

We have compared the results of the experiments with calculations based on the
heat flow equations coupled with first-order models of chemical decomposition. The
comparisons demonstrate the need /br a more realistic reaction model.

INTRODUCTION bonded explosives, LX-10 and LX-04, Finally, we

will briefly discuss our progress in the modelling ot
A number of experimental tests have been devel-' the TNT system.

oped to measure "time to explosion". (1,2,3.) We
will describe here our effort to develop a new experi-
mental system which , though relatively simple and EXPERIMENTAL
inexpensive, is well defined and controlled so as to
be amenable to computer modelling. The objective The central element of the experimental design is
of using the generated experimental data directly, in a set of cylindrical aluminum anvils which are pre-
order to define reactive source terms in a heat flow heated to the desired operating temperature. An
computer code, dictated that the sample be one anvil face is shown in Fig. 1. The anvils are 7.62 cm.
dimensional so as to simplify geometric effects in the in diameter and 5.08 cm. high. A hemispherical
heat flow calculation, We will present here data cavity is machined into the face of each anvil in order
gathered on TNT, TATB and two HMX-based plastic to accept spherical samples. Recessed knife edges are

likewise machined into each face. These knife edges

Ti work was performed tinder the auspices of the U.S. close on a copper sealing ring during the experiment.
Energy Rc,,ear'h and Development Administration under Sample sizes, for reasons of safety, have been limited
Contract No. W-7405-Fng-48. in the laboratory to 1,27 cm. In diameter, Thds is
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1"g.I.Ie tail ofanvil lace. ig. 2. hxperiinental apparatus showing PacuuUI
chuck,

upjproxlnmately 2,2 gramns of explosive. The anvils
are electrically heated. The temperature Is controlled
to ±t 0.2 K by t hermiocouples.

Thec instrumentI , withoutm anc illary eq uipineni Iis
shown in I'ig. 2. When the operating temperature Is
attained, the sample Is placed in a vacuum chuck.
Thei remainder of' the experimeont is performed re-
motely. Thie vacusum chuck emplaces the sample in
the cavity in the face of the lower anvil. The upper
anvil Is then driven down by a preloaded pressure
accumulator, sealing the sample cavity. This process ()Sprto
requires approximately 0,6 seconds. B~oth the closing()SuaoIn
pressurc and the confinement pressure, ILe., the
pressure maintained on the anvils during the experi-
ment, are determined by the operator and can he
varied through the hydraulic system. Experiments
performed to determine the Integrity of'the seal have
shown that there Is no leak of the decomposition pro-
duct gases prior to the violent rupture of the seal
which marks the end Ixmint of the experiment. lix-
periments have also shown that if' the closing pressure
is% not sufficiently high, the flats of' thie anvils betweenM Nosprtnthe sample cavity and the sealing ring do not make(b Nosaatn
metal to metal contact, even though sealing is accom-
p~lished, leaving a small void space as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3. Detail showing (a) void space caused by low
The sign~ificance of this void space will be discussed p~resure closure of anvils and (b) high pressure clo,-
below. The principal measurement is the time to sure.
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"1.explosion'' which is mieasured 1rioni the closuire of' of* the explosive sumplc unconsuaned though charred.
the anvils. The event which marks the end point is An example is shown fin Fig. 4. A high order event,
sensed by a sensitive microphone and by an accekerom- on the other hand, causes considerable mnetal fnow in
eter which is mounted on the anvils, the aluminum anvil and twisting and fragmentation

of the copper seal. See Fig. S. To date, in thie small
samiples investigated, we have seen nic high order

'This unique amid tuther simple systemi thus pio- events in 'l'NT. LX-1I0 and LX4)4, however, give high
vides a sphierically synmmetric, well cha~racterized, order events at intermiediate temixratures fin samples
nearly Isothermal boundary;ý and a well de fined, us smnall as 0,284 em, radius. Low order events occur
variable confinement. The purlxise in developing t lii Imr LX-1 0 and LX-0)4 at high temperat tire and at
experimental approach was ito allow us to ujtilize the temiperatures near the critical temperature.
experimental results Iii fixing various paramneters in

lhe cheic ical reaction miodelI so thfat calculIat ic nal
predictive methods could be applied miore widely In an expe-rimient Involving LX-04, an U.08 cmi.
and with a greater mieasure of'confidence. hole was drilled into the flat of' the lower anvil

between the sealing ring and the sample cavity. Thle
pressure was mion itored at 483 K until gas evolution

THE EXTENT AND VIOLENCE OF ceased. The sample did not explode in six hours,

THE REACTION although sinillar saiiples at 483 K without the hole
explode in f010 11 milnutes. A plot of pressure vs.
line shows the familiar siginoidal shape, Fig. 6. 'Thle

'The violence ol'the event as determined by post signiilicamice of this "non-event' will be discussed
iiispecf ion of the anvils, varies both with the iiaterial below. I fowever, it should be noted thut thle normal
aiid thie temperatutre. A low order event, piobably explosion point of' I10-1Is116minutes Ior futlly Con-
ii rupt ure oflite seals caused by gas piressurie, yields fined samiples occurs whieii about 4-51/t of' t(lie react ion
little or no cdaiiage to thle anvils; indeed thle coppe i has taken jplace amid where thle gas evolution is accel-
sealing ring Is genet ally st Ill in pla1ce anid f le nmajority crat lug.

Pi"g. 4. An anwllfrnllowlng a low order evLent, M~g. 5. An anpilfb~lkwftg a htgh order event.
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TIMES TO EXPLOSION

Plots of time to cxplosion versus reciprocal tern- - -A V2 T + pC (WT/bt)
peraturc are essentially linear for the materials investi- =PAN.HE/RT
gated viz. TNT and LX-l0, over the range of tempera-
tures from 623 K to the critical temperaturc. This Test resuts /
finding is in contradiction to previously reported .2
data which showed significant curvature. Indeed
mathematical treatments such as those by Frank-
Kamenetskii (4), Zinn (I 5) and others based on a
single source term simple Arrhenius kinetics, Fig. 7 /
and Eq. (), /

- XV 2 1" + p((;)1'/•it) pAlIZe-la/RI (I) - /
/

predict significant curvature to these plots. Ilere T is
temperature in K, X is thermal conductivity (cal _ I , -
deg"1 cm-I ec-I ), p is density (g cm- 3 ), C is heat 1/T
capacity (cal g-t deg-I ), All is heat of decomnposit ion hig. Z Compa,,ison of'experimental time to explo-
(cal g-), Z is the pre-exponential factor (sec- 1 ), |5 slon curve vs. tlwt predicted by single source term
is the activation energy (cal M-1 ), R is the gas constant Arrhenius kinetics.

( 1.98715 cal M-1 deg- 1 ), V2 is the LaPlacian opera.
tor and t is the time (swc).

The major difference between our experiments 10 5

and those previously performed is that none of the
gaseous decomposition products were allowed to escape
from contact with the HEF sample in our test, The
significance of this containment is shown in Table 1 104

and again in Fig. 8.

Table I shows that the time to explosion of Confinement
samples closed (sealed) at 1500 atm. is essentially 10 500 ATM

_

100 - i-Confinementi 1500 ATM

LX --10

Fp 1. 84gcm"
3

// r =0.284 cm

1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2110 min10 I/T X 103 K

0-
Time

Fig. 8. Time to explosion vs. temperature for LX-10.
Fig. 6. Extent of reaction (AP/AYe) vs. time for Comparison of low pressure closure (500 atm.) and
HJIX decomposition at 483 K. high pressurt losure (1500 atm.).
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TABLE1

Ihffect of Closing Pressure on Time to Explosion
at 483 K of IX-04. (a, c)

Closing Holding Time to
Pressure Pressure Explosion

1500atm. 1500 atm. - 110 min.
1500 atm. 500 atm. - 115 min. To r0.284 cm
500 atm. 500 atm. - 2 0 rmin. C0

U500 atm. 500 atm. (b) Did not ex- r 0.635 cm
plode in six - 2
his. 1

TNT
a. LXO4f is alAo a IIMX-bawd PBX but has 15% binder vs. T3

5% for LX-10(p = 1.60gcm
b. Anvil had a 0.08 cm. hole drilled in it to allow gaseous 10 Confinement -

products to escapc. adu1500 ATM

c. Sample - 0.284 cm. radius splwtc, mass mw 0.22 gin.

constant regardless of the pressure of the experiment. 1.6 1.. I 2 .2.6 1.8 2.0 2.2
Ilowever, if the anvils are closed at the lower pres.
sure, leaving a small gap (void space) between the I/T X 103 K
anvils, the time to explosion is almost doubled. 1f a Fig. 9. Time to explosion as. temperature for TNT
small hole is drilled into the anvil, essentially In- Sig is an exploso ni tude f TNT.
creasing the void space to infinity, the sample fails to Scaling is an order of magnitude in mass of fM,
explode. This last observation agrees with Rogers (6)
who found the critical temperature for HMX to be
250 K for this size sample. model gave'significantly higher temperatures than

those we experimentally determined. If, however, we
Figure 8 shows the effect of confinement, or derived a pseudo activation energy and pre-

closing pressure on the time to explosion and critical exponential factor from experiments of one size, we
temperature for LX-l0. Lowering the closing pres. could successfully predict the critical temperature of
sure, and leaving a small void volume, lengthens the the larger size. This data is summarized in Table 2.
time to explosion at any givea temperature and
raises the critical temperature. It is interesting to note
that the lines are truly parallel showing that thermal We believe that this decrease in observed critical
conductivity, heat capacity and the activation energy temperature from that predicted using Rogers' (6)
are unchanged. treatment is a result of maintaining the gaseous decom-

position products In contact with themselves and with
the solid explosive. This allows the gases to continue

CRITICAL TEMPERATURE SCALING AND reacting and to more effectively feed the energy back
EFFECT OF CONTAINMENT to the solid HE. This results in an increase in the heat

of reaction.
Figure 9 shows the time to explosion curves for

two sizes of TNT samples. This represents an order of
magnitude difference in mass. The lines are divergent The effect was similarly illustrated above in Table
toward lower temperatures and the critical tempera- I. That is, by providing a small void or expansion
ture is lowered with increase in mass. Attempts to volume, we have effectively decrease"' the gas conccn-
predict the critical temperatures using kinetic con- tration and the heat flow and increased the time to
stants proposed by Rogers (6) in a Frank-Kamenetskii explosion for any given siWe and temperature.
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TABLE 2

Comparison of Predicted and Observed Critical Temperatures (Tc)

Exohse arge Predicted T. Predicted T. Observed Tc
Radius (cm) Classical (a) Experiment Experiment

K K K

TNT 0.284 515 508 508
0.635 490 482 478

TATB (b) 0.284 572 529 529
0.635 554 504 503

LX.l0 0.284 596 464 464
0.635 478 457

u. Red. 6.
b. "rAIT Triimuinotrinitrobenzene.

COMPUTER MODELLING
103 '

We first attempted to model the experimental
linear dependence for the times to explosion/
temperature data on TNT by vaeying such parameters
as heat capacity, thermal conductivity and the reac-
tion terms EP and Z in Eq. (I). These results are
summarized in Figs, 10, 1I and 12. While the initial Expt ,
portions of these curves are fairly linear, indeed we
have represented them as straight lines, they take on
considerable curvpture at lower temperatures. Even
so, using reasonable values for the parameters we
failed to match the experimental slope even at the
higher temperaturej. It was obvious then that we
could not successfully model the experiment using
single source term, Arrhenius kinetics. .6 1.7 1.8

I/T X 10 K
TIhe single source term models a reaction sequence

su,'h as Eq, (2). Fig. 10, 7he effect on predicted times to explosion
by variation of heat capacity (C) and thermal conduc-

A -..... 1 . (2) tlvity (A) In equation j. (a) C -0.5 -0.6. A -. 0005 -.000); (b) C= 0.S, X -. 0005 - .0001; (c) C- 0.5 -
0.6, X = .0005 - .0003;(d) C- 0.5 - 0,7, X - .0005;

This simple approach does reasonably well at (e) C - 0. 5, X =.000.5,

predicting critical temperatureo since that quantity Is
determined by the accelerating exotherm, i.e., the
steeply rising portion of the reaction curve in Fig. 6. W4 have done some preliinary analyzis on two
It is, however, the induction peaio'J which determines, models to include t&,s induction period. One of these,
for the most part, the time to explosion. The simple a sequontial model, is shown in Eq. (3). This Lads to
model of Eq. (1) does not model this, the source term
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103

103

aa

b Expt,
c 10 2

dd

, f

100

• g

1.8-

1.6 1,.7 1.8

I/T' "10 K

Fig. I I. The efieet on predidled times to explosion
hy variation 'acttivalhon energy, I,', in equation 1.
(a) Ih' = 46 kcal M- 1, In Z = 32; (h) /" = 48 kcl
SM-, in Z = 34; (e) Ea 44 kral M-, In Z = 32; (d)

' a kcal- 1 , in Z 34, (e) 1 4,' 42 kcal 1 ' M0.1- 1 1.7
In Z = 32; ()"a 44 kcal M-1 ,', in Z = 34,- (g) Ih I ,6 1,7
40 kem i ]in Z ý/32; (h) 1a 42 kcal M-, In / =
34. FIg, 12. Mhe effJim, on predicted ltlnes to exploslon

by variation of pre-exponen ial Jactor (Z) in equa-

tion 1. (a) h', = 44 kcal M-1 , In Z - 30; (b) ha =

1 2 46 keal M-1, In Z = 320; (c) Ia = 44 kcal M" 1, ]n Z-

A B 0 C (3) 32;1d) ha 46 kcal M-", In Z = 34;(e) La = 44 kcal
M- ,In Z= 34;fl) 'a - 46 kcl M , In Z = 36; (g)

expression in Fq. (4). 4'a kcal M- , In Z = 36; (h) 1,,, 46 kcal M"1,
In Z 38.

AlI NAZI e /l + T AH 2 N aZ2 eIa2/RT. (4)
The second model under consideration includes a

growth or uutocatalytic step as Eq. (5).
Here the subscripts I refer to step I, subscripts 2

to step 2 and NA,I,(, are mole fractions such that
NA+Nil + N(. = I. The results of preliminary calcula- A --- > B
tions tsilng this model are showII in Figs. 1 3, 14 and 2 (5)

15. These show that it is possible to approximate the B + A or B + B -. C
early slope using slightly endothermic 4alues for the

heat of reaction of step I. This could be a nucleation This leads to a reactive term as expressed in Eq.
step of' the formation of a reactive intermediate. (6).
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10 3 -too tExpt"1 E p

343

102 102pt Ext

-12?i

i_4 43

-b0

$0

i a 40

10o l- 3

-Ea 1

4s1

46

44
10 - 10-- 4

I .. . 1 I I I . .

1 .6 1.8 2.0 2.2 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2

I/TX 103 K 1/TX 103 K

ilg. 13, 1,ffect of changing heat of'reaction of pre- hig. 14. lPffect of changing activation energy of pre-

cursor step (All ) in sequential rea'tlion model. cmrsor step (Fat) in sequential model.

AitlNAZle-% +aRT This test gives results which are significantly dif-
S + Alf 2 (NA + Nie) frent than those given by tests in which the gaseous

products are vented.
((6) The amount of expansion volume, even in a totally

We have only initiated work on this model and will contained system, has a pronounced effect in the
not report ai this time. time to explosion for any given sample size and tem-

perature.

A heat flow model which uses a single Arrhenius
We hpe o heabl toindeendntlymeauresource ternm does not adequately model the results

reaction parameters and thus to realistically model the of time to exsoltsiondu tests.

response of explosives to thermal stimulus.
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RETARDED DETONATION

M. Held, D. Ludwig, and P. Nikowitsch
Messerschmitt Bolkow Blohm GmbH
8898 Schrobenhausen, West Germany

INTRODUCTION Mhe following oasic possibilities exist in principle
for tl.. accelerated burning or retarded detonation

It is well known that the thrust S of a rocket is respectively, Fig. 3:
given by exhaust velocity of the reaction products va
times mass flux G. G is given by the burning rate and 0 The detonable material will be phleginatized by
the geometry of the propellant, Fig. 1. inert material in such a way that the detonation

phase is not reached any more but burning is
The state of art of modern rocket combustion increased subsr.andially such that a "stable

chambers is, that much higher working pressures and regime" of deflagration is obtained.
alongside higher effectivity could be attained unless
the reaction mechanism of up to date propellants • It is very difficult to control the transition
would limite sufficient burning rates, phase by additives, as the burning rate increases

rapidly with increasing pressure. Therefore a
At the present time the burning rate of solid pro- possible means to limit the pressure to adequate

pellants is about 10-2 m/s or slightly higher. The levels is to insert inactive barriers into the pro-
mass flux is increased by using special geometries of pellant.
the propellant to gA larger burning surfaces, Fig. 2
An often used type of geometry is the so-called star * it is known that the detonation results in a
shaped burner which is used instead of end-burners, highly directed very rapid flow, which cannot
But even with this type of propellant geometry phys- run around a given edge with deliberately small
ical limits are set by the rather poor loading density radius of curvature. T his fact may be used to
and maximum possible gas velocities within the inside decrease the reaction velocities in order to stay
channels of the propellant. For an end-burner using ,vithin the limits of a stable deflagration regime.
an explosive material with high burning rate these ,
problems would not occur. In some basic experiments all three possibilities

were checked. Six mateiials, as shown in Fig. 4, were
The regime of stable detonation at which gas is investigated in a first step.

produced wilh reaction velocities of km/s nearly
instantly accompanied by pressures far beyond the
level any combustion chamber could withstand, is not RETARDFD DETONATION OF THE
promising for this purpose. Another regime adjoining HOMOGENEOUS TYPE
the burning phase at the low reaction side and de-
tonation on the rapid reaction side, the instationary The experimeptal set up consists of a perspex
deflagration regime, is more adequate for solving the body with the cross section of 70 X 70 mm 2 and 180
problem of higher burning rates. One could also mm length with L central bore of 32 nun diameter.
define this regime as "accelerated burning" or "re- Top and bottom were ýovered by 10 respectively 20
tarded detonation." The pending problem is to turn mm thick steel discs. Burst membranes of 0.1 mm
the reaction process appearing only as a transition copper foil close simple holes of 8, 16 and 32 mm
phase into a stationary process. diameter at the end where ignition is started. In some
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cases we did not have holes for the depressuration at Figure 10 again shows the rotating mirror streak
all, Fig. 5. The reaction was started by the squib Mk recording in a view where the different reaction
1, 3.4 gramms lightly packed and 2.8 gramms pressed phases are pointed out. Since the initiation starts
blackpowder. The explosive material to be tested was near the center of the cylindrical sample and because
filled into the reaction chamber under slight shaking of the spherical shape of the detonation wave we
resulting in an adequately low loading density. The record on the streak photo a phase velocity on the
flanges were fixed with 4 or 6 rigid bolts surface, which is greater than the actual velocity of

the detonation wave. This region is often referred to
The events were observed by means of HYCAM as super detonation. Adjacent to the region of phase

and a rotating mirror camera (Type CORDIN modell vclocity on the streak photo the streak line represents
330) and were registered in frames and streak record- the time-distance history of the stationazy detona-
ings. The HYCAM was operated at 13 000 to 16 000 tion wave. Of vital interest is a two phase regime,
f/s and at writing speeds of about 50 m/s for the where a backward detonation or retonation wave
streak recordings. The rotating mirror camera on the propagates into the partly burnt part of the explosive
other hand was run at about 500 000 f/s and at 3 000 medium and a second wave propagaics .., form of a
m/s streak writing speed. reaction wave into the burnt section of the PETN.

The retonation wave has a propagation velocity of
The evaluation of the HYCAM recordings yields 3 650 m/s and the reaction wave propagates with a

run-up-times of'4 to 10 ms depending or) type of velocity of 2 310 m/s.

material, grain size and free hole diameter. The corre-
sponding distances within the sample up to the onset
of the detonation or the break-up of the test chamber TESTS WITH INSERTED BARRIERS

are situated in the range between 30 and 140 mm
including the case whore the chambei was completely The propagation of shock waves in inert bodies as

closed, Figs. 6 and 7. well as run-up-time and run-up-distance of the re-
action wave up to the detonation of the explosive

Detonation was observed only in the case of charges as a function of shock wave pressure have

PETN, in the'rest of the cases the chamber just broke been subject of extensive studies so far. These experi-
urp. HYCAM streak recordings are shown in Fig. 8. rnents were done in a set up as shown in Fig. 11.

In the upper part of the figure we see the result of a Figure 12 shows a typical recording and evaluation,

test with RDX with grain size <200 , in a completely where similar events in the acceptor charge are re-

closed reaction chamber. After a run up time of 5,5 ccrded as earlier mentioned. These events are sudden
ms corresponding to a distance of about 30 mm a transitions of the reaction wave into a detonation
very strong rea•2on occurred accompanied by the wave in the center of the acceptor charge, a so called

break-up of the chamber. super detonation and a retonation at the surface of
the explosive charge. As an example we present in

In the lower part of Fig. 8 we see the recording of Fig. 13 the run-up-distances of different pressed and
a test with PETN of grain size <500,u, which turned casted explosive charges versus the thickness of the
into a detonation after a run-up-time of 11 ms corre- barrier. In this type of set up a defined shock wave
sponding to a run-up-distance of 70 mm. Beneath the pressure of the detonation of the donor charge-a
streak photo the resulting reaction velocities are tetryl booster-.is coupled to the barrier.
noted.

The transition zone from deflagration to detona- TESTS WITH SCHIKANES
tion of PETN sample is shown magnified in Fig. 9.
Here it is possible to compare the HYCAM streak As mentiorvd earlier the detonation wave cannot
recordings at a streak writing speed of 42 m/s with run around an obstacle having deliberately small
the streak recording of the rotating mirror camera radius of curvature. This phenomena is tied to the
taken at a writing speed of 560 rn/s. From the re- fact that the detonation is inherently linked to a
cordings you can see the onset of the detonation in flow, which in the first place builds up a correspond-
forward direction and a clear cut reaction wave prop- ing ram pressure only in the direction of the flow.
agating backward into the partly burnt PETN. According to this model some other phenomena may
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be explained. On the other hand this effect can be was in direct contact with the booster charge exhibits
used to interrupt the detonation cr slow down the a relatively smooth surface. Only after a distance of
reaction rate. about 12 nun the surface gets rough in a manner

typical for detonative loading. In other words, this is
In basic experiments detonability of casted TNT/ a dire,:t proj'ction of the run-up-distance of 12 ram.

RDX explosive charges of the composition 35/65
were tested. The initiation was inserted into a coaxial This effect is also observed with thin foils of ex-
bore of 8 mm diameter within a cylindrical explosive plosive material (85% PETN) which detonates around
charge with various outer diameters. The initiation an edge. Again we get an area of smallest radius of'
chain consisted of an electrical detonator iX 20, curvature in the order of magnitude of about 10 mm
detonator F8A aad a booster of 115 (RDX with 5% close to the edge which does not react detonative.
wax) having a diameter of 8 mm and a length of 15 This effect has been used already for detonative valve
mm, The space adjacent to the booster was filled arrangements (1). We have visualized this on the
v'ith an aluminum rud of 8 mm diameter, the bore on recordings of the detonation of a 2 mm thick ex-
the side of the electrical detonator was left opeu, Fig. plosive foil, Fig. 18. Besides the other possibilities
14. The streak recording of a test with a cylindrical mentioned, this schikane-effect can be used to con-
high -xplosive charge of 25 mm outer diameter shows tro! the deflagration regime in the earlier sense men-
1hat a forward detonation but no backward detona- tioned in this paper.
tion occurred.

This fact can also be clearly seen on the framings SUMMARY
in the upper part of Fig. 15. However, if we regard
the streak recording from a cylindrical explosive Ideas and some possible solutions were discussed,
charge of 64 nmm outer diameter (Fig. 15, loý,,er part), on how the detonation starting after a certain run-up-
we find forward detonation as well as retonation. The distance may be stopped and the reaction depressed
critical diameter at which raltonation does not occur by the use of barriers and schikanes to such a level
alkymore was found to be about 42 mm for this type that reaction velocities are attained which are far
of high explosive charge. This corresponds to a wall beyond the burning rates of ordinary solid propel-
thickness of 17 mm. lants.

The diagram, Fig. 16, presents the location of the
detonation breakthrough to the surface of the ex- REFERENCES
plosive charge as a function of wall thickness, along
with the length of retonation visuable on the respec- 1. Held, M., "Streak Technique as a Diagnostic Method
tive streak recordings, The effect of the locally de- Method in Detonics," Proceedings of the First
layed onset of the detonation wave after passing a International Symposium on Ballistics IV 177-
curved obstacle can already be seen on the photo 210, 1974.
showing an aluminum rod, Fig. 17. The part which

ROCKET THRUST S
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va a nozzle outlet velocity

N mass flux

= f ( burning rate, propellant geometry)
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INCREASE OF MASS FLUX RETARDED DETONATION
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DEFLAGRATION-TO-DETONATION TRANSITION STUDIES FOR TWO
POTENTIAL ISOMERIC CAST PRIMARY EXPLOSIVES*

C. M. Tarver, T. C. Goodale, R. Shaw,t and M. Cowperthwaite
Stanford Research Institute

Menlo Park, California 94025

A combined experimental and theoretical study of the deflagration-to-detonation
transition (DDT) was undertaken for two potential Isomeric cast primary explo-
sives, I-methyl-5.nitrotetrazole (I.MNT) and 2-methyl-S-nitrotetrazole (2-MNT),
The measured threshold voltages for Ignition by a hot bridgewire were 110 volts for
cast 2-MNT and 375 volts for cast I-MNT Critical times and distances for DDT in
cast 2-MNT of 8 ta and 2-3 mm, respectively, were determined by performing expe-
riments on charges of different lengths. In the theoretical study, Macek 's model for
DDT in cast explosives was modified to provide a more realistic treatment of the
accelerating flame, Calculations were made with the deflagration treated as a reac-
tive discontinuity whose burnt state satisfied either the Chapman-Jouguet (CI)
condition or the condition of zero particle velocity to determine upper and lower
limits for the deflagration velocity as functions of pressure in the unburned explo.
sive. The predicted times and distances for DDT in cast pentolite and crystalline
lead azide agree well with the meager experimental data available.

INTRODUCTION 0 The difference between primaries and sec-
ondaries is one of degree rather than kind;

The long-range objective of the present combined therefore, all that has been learned about DDT
experimental and theoretical program is to develop a in secondaries can be applied to primaries.
relationship between chemical structure and primary
explosive behavior as a research tool for assessing the * It will be easier to develop a quantitative model
potential of primary explosives. After numerous dis- for DDT in cast explosives than in porous
cusslons with experts in the field of explosives and an explosives.
extensive literature review, a research plan was de-
veloped (i), which is based on the following con- The first assumption is based on the prime func-
clusions: tions of primary and secondary explosives. Primaries

are required to detonate rapidly when ignited,
* The most important distinction between a whereas detonations in secondaries are initiated by

primary and a secondary explosive is that a shock waves. In general, the faster the DDT, the
primary explosive undergoes very much faster better the primary. This rapid DDT of a primary is
deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT). plso its weakness because accidental initiation of

deflagration will result In detonation,

•Thlis work was performed for the U.S. Naval Sea Systems The second assumption is based on obervations of
Command under Contract NOOO-24-76.C-5329,

thsemnt addres: 1162 Quince Avenue, Sunnyvale, Califor- the many sln&ilarities between primary and secondary
nia 94087. explosives (2). Both primaries and secondaries will
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undergo DDT, although the transition takes longer DDT MEASUREMENTS ON CAST I-MNT
and requires heavier confinement for secondaries. AND 2-MNT
The existence of near primaries, such as some of the
hydroxyniiroaromatic compounds, and sensitive The threshold voltages for ignition were measured
secondaries like PETN suggests that there may be for cast I -MNT and 2-MNT by using the technique
many other compounds between the main body of developed by Leopold (5) and modified by Goodaic
primaries and the main body of secondaries that have (6). The initiator plug and charge holder are shown
received little attention because there is no obvious in Fig. 1. The bridgewires were I -mil Nichrome
practical use for them. wires soldered across the center of the charge holder.

The third assumption is based on the res'dts of A plastic monofilament light pipe of 40-mils diameter
DDT research on secondary explosives. A first- was placed in the phenolic plug with its upper surface
generation model that gives order of magnitude
agreement with experimentally determined times and
distances for DDT in cast secondaries has been
formulated by Macek (3). No equivalent model t'
DDT in porous secomdaries exists. The work of
Bernecker and Price (4) indicates that the formation
of a convective flame front over a large surface area .... ... .
and a resulting complex flow field precede DDT in a
porous explosive. Because of the current research 1000
effort on DDT in porous explosive-based propellants,
a clearer understanding of the role of convective
burning in DDT in porous explosives may eventually
be developed, However, at present, the basic physical 100 3/
processes involved in DDT have been determined
only for cast explosives in which convective burning 2
does not occur.

010 /

The first experimental task in this research plan is I
to measure the threshold voltages for hot bridgewire /
initiation and the times and distances for DDT In two 1.0potential isomeric cast primary explosives, I-methyl-
5-nitrotetrazole (I -MNT) and 2-methyl-5-nitro.
tetrazo.le (2-MNT). Isomeric cast explosives are most LAMINMA BURN
convenient for isolating the effects of chemical
structure in primaries because isomers have different 0.1
molecular structures but essentiaUy the same physical
properties; becausc inhomogen-ities leading to
increased sensitivity are minimized by the casting
process; and because the mechanism of DDT is more 0.01 1.. . .

Olp.1 .0 10 100fully understood in cast explosives than in porous 0PI KILOBARS
explosives. The first theoretical task is to analyze
Macek's model for DDT in cast secondary explo.
sives and apply it to DDT in cast primaries. This Fug ii. Deflagration and Particle Vekocitie. I), W -

(U2 - 0); 2). W - u! (CU); 3). ul; Tarver, et a, 4). W - u,
paper presents the experimental DDT measurements (u2 - 0), COffey and Jacobs. 5). Laminar flame velocity
for cast I -MNT and cast 2-MNT and a modified (approximate).
version of Macek's model that provides a more realis-
tic treatment of accelerating flames. Fig. 1. Initiator Plug and Charge Holder
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immediately under the bridgewire to determine the Two series of cast 20-mg charges were fired at

time of initiation of burming in the explosive by various capacitor charging voltages to determine the
observing the first light emission near the bridgewi.e. threshold voltages for initiation of I .MNT and

A second light pipe was inserted into the top of the 2-MNI'. For cast 2-MNT, the threshold voltage for

charge holder and placed directly on the upper sur- 20-ing charges was approximately 100 volts, while

face of the cast explosive to detect the light emitted discharges of 110 volts reliably detonated every
by the detonation wave as it reached the top of the 20-mg cast 2.MNT charge fired, Therefore, capacitor
charge. A capacity-discharge firing circuit was used charging voltages of 110 volts were used to make the
to ignite the explosive charges. The waveform of the quantitative measurements of time for DDT as a

current discharge through the bridgewire, as repre- function of charge length for cast 2-MNT, Although
sen ted by the voltage drop across tA constant non- it was expected that cast I -PANT would have a similar
Inductive resistance close to the bridgewire in the threshold voltage, casý ' 4NT charges failed to
bridgewire in the circuit, was monitored in each test explode at capacitor chf.,ing voltages of les than
on an oscilloscope. Reproducihle current pulses free L75 volts anu only (Aoe-fourth of the charges exploded
flom anomalous irregularities rocquired the use of a at that voltage. In most tests, sufficient pressure was
vacuum fix this "switch 3f high" current capacity. generated to How the charge holder off the plug.

The resistance of each bridgewire waz measured before 1, 'sually unreacted I -MNT remained in the charge

each test to ensure that the bridgwire connections holder and no audible explosive effects were pro.

romalned intact and that the resistance remained in duced, At capacitor charging voltages above 200

the normal range of 4,5 to 7.5 ohms. volts, the light emitted by the glowing bridgewire was
.sufficient to trigger the sensitive lower photomuitiplier

Accurately weighed 5-, 10-, 20-, and 40rmg before the explosive actually ignited. Thus the

charges ot I .MNT and 2-MN'I were transferred into reasured times for DDT for these high voltage tests

charge holders and pressed at 5000 psi. These pressed were upper limits because they included the ignition

charges were then melted to obtain cast, fully dense delay time of cast I -MNT, Therefore, quantitative

charges. The resulting cast 2-MNT charges had time to DDT versus charge length measurements
extremely flat upper surfaces and an average density could not be obtained for cast I -MNT. However, the

of 1.672 g/cm 3 . Considering the small weights large difference in threshold capacitor charging
(5-40 mg) and moasured charge lengths (0.5-5 mm), voltages for two cast Isomers, I -MNT and 2-MNT, Is

this average density was in good agreement with the an important result because it indicates that chemical
literature value (7) of 1 .64 g/cm 3 . structure can play a major role in the performance of

potential primaries. Because the threshold voltage of

Because of its low melting point (580C compared cast 2-MNT is approximately the same as that of
with 86 0C for 2-MNT), molten I -MNT cooled reia- pressed lead azide (6), cast 2-MNT, based solely on
tively slowly and exhibited a large degree of super- this test, appears to be a promising candidate primary
cooling before solidifying into a glass. By using a explosive, while cast I-MNT appears to be a very poor
faster cooling rate, fully dense, crystalline charges of primary.
I -MNT were finally produced in the forms of micro.
crystals and relatively coarse crystals. All these forms Quantfiative data on time for DDT as a function of
of cast IMNT (glassy, microcrystalline, and coarse charge length were obtained for cast 2-MNT using a
crystalline) were tested. The average density of the capacitor charging voltage of 110 volts, These cast
ca3t I -MNT charges (1.775 g/cm 3) closely agreed charges varied in weight from 4 to 47 mg and in
with the value of 1.76 g/cm 3 predicted by the group length from 0.4 to 5 mm. Charges weighing less than
additivity approach (2). 5 mg failed to detonate, while approximately two-

thirds of the 10-mg charges detonated. Charges
Since both cast I -MNT and 2-MNT were found to exceeding 20 mg definitely detonated and damaged

be somewhat transparent to light, the tops of all the aluminum charge holder to roughly the same
charges were blackened with a thin film of India ink extent as an equivalent imas of pressed lead azide.
to prevent premature triggering of the upper The experimental results for the fifteen cast 2-MNT
phot -iltiplier by light transmitted from inside the charges that produced good oscilloscope recDrds are
reacting charge before the detonation wave reached summarized in Table 1. The actual oscilloscope
the top surface of the charge. records of one of these shots (Shot 2M- 19 in Table I)
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are meproduced &.i Fig. 2, Figure 2a is the dual-beam photomultiplier after it had been triggered by the
oscilloscope record of the bridgewire current wave- ignition of the charge. The 0.6 ,#sec reference peak
form and the light produced by the ignition of cast also appeared on this record, which measured the
2-MNT near the bridgewire. Practically all of the time between ignition and the appearance of light at
energy from the capacitor discharge was deposited the top of the charge. This light was assumed to be
in the bridgewire in 4-6 Msec, and ignition occurred caused by a detonation wave produced inside the
12 psec after the discharge began. The average time charge that propagated through the remainder of the
from the beginning of the energy pulse to the onset charge. The measured time was then taken as the
of burning for the cast 2-MNT charges listed in Table time for DDT for that charge. The time for DDT in
I was 13,7 jsec, The corresponding time to ignition Fig. 2c is 8.6 j.sec. The mean time for DDT and the
for pressed 'ead azide at 105.9 volts was on the order standard deviation from this mean for the fifteen
of 50 Asec (6). Figure 2t is the single-beam oscillo- cast 2-MNT charges listed in Table I were found to
scupe record of the light output detected by the be 4.60 and 2.68 tsec, respectively. These values are
lower photomultiplier after it had Laen triggered by compared with previously determined values (6) for
the first light of ignition near the bridgewire. A three other primaries in Table 2. All of the primaries
reference pulse with a 0.6-psec time delay and a time
delay circuit of 1.57 gsec for the trace allowed obser- TABLE 2
vation of the entire lower photomultiplier output C of Time for DDT Measureme'ts forwit h a known time reference. Cmalmo iefrDTMaueet o

Cast 2-MNT with Other Primary Explosives

Figure 2c represents the single-beam oscilloscope Primary xplosive
record of the light output detected by the upper Priary Eplosive

Lead 1~Lead Cast
TABLE I Azide Styph- FDIPAM 2-MNTnate

Summary of Thme to Ignition and Time for =

DDT Experiments on Cast 2-MNT Number of
charges fired 20 29 27 15

Time from Capacitor volt-
Time to Ignition to ages, volts 105,9 67.8 131.2 110.0Charge Charging Charge Ignition Detection Average

Number Voltage Length of of Ught charge

(volts) (mm) Charge at Top length, rmm 1.43 1.94 2.74 2.31
(Asec) of Charge Average

(Usec) density,
..-.-.- - g/cm 3  2.33 1.88 1.36 1.67

2M.16 110 0.488 12.8 4.4 Mean times
2M-27 110 0.632 >20.0 2.6 from igni-
2M-26 110 0.904 16.0 2.4 tion to de-
2M-24 110 1.214 19.0 4.0 tection light
2M-10 110 1.621 12.4 2.0 at the top
2M-14 110 1.717 12.5 2.0 of the
2M-33 150 1.796 >10.0 3.6 charge,pAsec 0.65 11.20 9.81 4.60
2M-45 110 1.923 11.2 2.7 Standard de-
2M-35 110 1.991 13.1 3.2 viations of
2M-34 100 2.042 13.5 6.3 times from
2M-46 110 2.223 12.2 1.9 ignition to
2M-37 110 4.270 15.8 8.8 detection of
2M-19 110 4425 11.8 8.6 light at the
2M.38 135 4.493 - 7.5 top of the
2M-20 110 4.877 14.3 9.0 charge 0.115 1.110 1.660 2.68
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Bridgewire Current Waveform
Horizontal Scale: 2 psec/cm
Vertical Scale: 0.2 volts/cm

Photomultiplier Monitoring
Light Near Bridgewire
Horizontal Scale: 2 jLsec/cm
Vertical Scale: 0.2 volts/cm

Lower Photomultiplier
Triggered By First Light
Near Bridgewire

Horizontal Scale: 0.5 usec/cm
Vertical Scale: 0.2 volts/cm

Reference Peak At 0.6 /sec
Time Delay Of 1.57 psec

Upper Photomultiplier
Triggered By First Light
Near Bridgewire

Horizontal Scale: 1 psec/cm
Vertical Scale: 0.2 volts/cm

Reference Peak At 0.6 psec

Fig. 2. Oscilloscope Records for Shot 2M-19

tested in this apparatus exhibited significant standard DDT and charge length for these longer charges
deviations in dime for DDT. The absence of confine- would yield a good estimate of the detonation
ment on the upper surface of the explosive may velocity in such an ideal primary,
result in upward movement of the charge during
deflagration. This motion could contribute to the
variation in burning times. Cast 2.MNT exhibits a The experimental times for DDT listed in Table 1
much larger standard deviation in the times for DDT for cast 2-MNT are plotted as a function of charge
than the other three primaries. However, its mean length in Fig. 3. The times for DDT vary greatly for
time for DDT is less than that of lead styphnate and charge lengths of less than 2 mm, while the times for
FDIPAM and, therefore, cast 2-MNT qualifies as a DDT for 4-5 mm charges appear to be more consist-
good primary based on relative DDT times. ent. The longer charge (Shot 2M-38), which had a

relatively short time for DDT (7.5 psec), failed to
Ideally, the standard deviation in the times for ignite at 110 volts and was fired a second time at

DDT for charges of equal length is small, and a plot of 135 volts. This double firing probably affected the
times for DDT at various charge lengths yields two performance of this shot. Omitting this result, a
lines of distinctly different slopes. For charge lengths straight line with a slope of 3 rmn/gsec is drawn in
less than the critical length for DDT, the times for Fig. 3 through the results for the remaining three
DDT increase rapidly with charge length because the longer charges. The detonation velocity of cast
entire charge is consumed by the deflagration wave. 2-MNT is considerably higher than 3 mmhssec [a
For longer charges, the detonation wave propagates TIGER code calculation (2) resulted in a detonation
at a high velocity over some distance in the charge, velocity of 7.8 nunm/jsec], but the scatter in the
and the times for DDT increase very slowly with measured times for DDT prohibits an accurate
charge length. The relationship between time for determination of the detonation velocity.
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lengths showed the relatively small deviation (8.8 +
10 ..... -I 0.2 psec) typical of a fully developed detonation

wave that had traveled some distance.I /

(9 :3 mm/ipsec 0 These three observations lead to the conclusion
"/ that the critical charge length for DDT is approxi-

,-/ mately 2-3 mm in this experiment. This critical
/ distance agrees qualitatively with two results for lead

C '/azide. In a thin flyer-plate impact study of shock-to.0 7
-7 / detonation transition (SDT) in pressed lead azide,

- ~Davies et al. (8) found that the transition occurred
6- / between I and 3 mm for shock waves that did notI /

0.1 mm/'Usec / cause immediate detonation at the explosive surface,
,,/ /but did cause buildup to detonation within the

0.6 mm/pec - explosive sample. Chaudhri and Field (9) concluded
0 * / that single crystals of lead azide less than 2 mm thick

4 - deflagrated rapidly but could not make the transition

U- to detonation that thicker crystals made.

0- /3
Z MODIFICATION OF MACEK'S MODEL
0 2 / - FOR DDT IN CAST EXPLOSIVES
t: 2

- Early work (10,11) on the transition from defla-
o 0- gration (slow pressure-dependent burning) to detona-
-. tion led to the hypothesis that the sequence of events
W _ 0 . _ . . in the transition can be divided into three parts: a
7 0 1 2 3 4 5 rapid pressure increase behind the burning front that

CHARGE LENGTH - mm sends compression waves through the front and into
the unreacted explosive, the coalescence of thesefig. 3. Time for DDTaS a Function of Charge Length compression waves into a shock wave in the unreacted

for Cast 2-MNT explosive some distance ahead of the flame, and the

shock initiation of a detonation wave in the unreacted
Using the 3 mm/psec line in Fig, 3, we can draw explosive. Macek (3,12-14) then developed a first-

another line with a much less steep slope thi'ough the generation experimental and theoretical approach to
shorter charge length results. A line with a slope of the study of DDT in cast secondary explosives that
0.1 mm/psec is shown in Fig. 3, although the large included experimental measurements of the pressure-
variation in times for DDT for these charges prohibits time history in the deflagration region and of the
any quantitative conclusions. In fact, a line with a time and position where detonation first appeared. A
slope of 0.5 mm//psec (the dashed line in Fig. 3) can strain gage positioned on the outside of the tube was
be drawn through all of the data. However, three used to measure the pressure-time history in the
observations indicate that the time-for-DDT behavior deflagrating explosive near the bridgewire. Ionization
of cast 2-MNT is governed by a time-for-DDT versus probes were located at regular intervals to record the
charge-length relationship with an abrupt change in passage of the deflagration wave or compression
slope (such as the solid line in Fig. 3). First, cast waves in the unreacted explosive. The measured
2-MNT charges of approximately 1r-mm length ressure-time rise was of the form
sometimes failed to explode, indicating that the
critical length for full development of detonation is P = Poekt (1)
more than I mm. Second, charges between 1.6 and
2 mm did show a trend toward large increases in where P. is the initial pressure, t is the time, k is an
time for DDT over this small range of lengths. Third, experimentally determined constant, and P is the
the three reliable sets of data for 4-5 nun charge pressure in the reaction product gages. This pressure
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was assumed to be equal to the pressure in the Although Macek's approach gave qualitative agree-
unreacted solid explosive, which obeyed the modified ment with DDT experiments and contained many of
Tait compression equation the physical processes involved in DDT, it has several

2 weak points that require modification. In the DDT
P - 1(2 experiments, Macek used strain gages placed on theP = -[± -] (2)

n [ 0  outside of the tube to measure pressure-time histories.
Recent advances in the use of in-material stress and

where po is the initial density, c, is the initial sound particle velocity gages make it possible to use these
velocity, p is the density of the compressed explosive, gages in DDT experiments on cast explosives. In
and n is a constant (generally n 3 3). The propagation particular, multiple Lagrange particle velocity gages

of the flame and its associated high-pressure gases have been successfully used in reacting explosives
into the solid explosive creates compression waves. (17) and stress gages have been used near exploding
The motion of these compression waves through the bridgewires to measure detonator output (18).

reacttd solid was calculated by the method of Experiments using these stress gages to measure
cnaracteristics (15), which is illustrated in a distance- pressure-time histories during DDT would quantita-
time 1'Iagiaam such as Fig. 4. tively determine the constants in Eq. (1) for each

explosive. In addition to better pressure measure-
When the velocities of the compression waves were ments, deflagration velocity measurements must be

calculated at various pressures, and drawn in Fig. 4 as much more accurate than in Macek's experiments to
C+ characteristics (u + c), the characteristics inter- determine the actual burning rate and surface area of
sected at a distance of about 12 cm into the unreacted burning as functions of time.
explosive. This intersection of the characteristics was
assumed to rt.present the formation of a shock wave On the theoretical side of Macek's approach, three
of suff"cienL magnitude and duration to cause initia- problems exist. By assuming that the pressures in the
tion of detonation in that region of the solid explosive, burned gages and in the unreacted explosive were
Once initiated, the detonation wave traveled through equal, Macek neglected the pressure drop across a
the urjeacted explosive in the drection of flame deflagration wave, which can be very large if the
propagation (detonation) and also toward the flame flame approaches a Chapman-Jouguet (C0) deflagra-
front (retonation). tion. Thus the pressure in the unreacted explosive

ahead of the flame may have been much higher than
Using this approach, Macek obtained qualitative the pressures measured near the bridgewire in Macek's

agreement betweep calculated times and distances apparatus,
required for DDT and observed times ("-100 psec)
and distances (-12 cm) for two cast secondaries,
diethylnitramine dinitrate (DINA) and pentolite 50/
50 (3). Macek also attempted to explain the observed 140
exponential pressure-time relationship [Eq. (1)] 120 VICINITY OF
behind the burning front on the basis of one- SHOCK FORMATION
dimensional, adiabatic flame model. This flame had a 100 DEFLAGRATION
burning-rate law of the form (GAS-SOLID)

Rf~p8I BOUNDARYY

where R was the burning rate, 0 was a constant equal 40
to 10 cm/sec-kbar, and X was a constant equal to one. 20 12 kbar
This type of burning-rate law has been observed for
several explosives over a range of ambient pressures 0O 2
up to a kiobar by Andreev and Chuiko (16). Macek 0 2 42
normalized the pressure-time relationship derived for

this burning-rate law to Eq. (1) through an adjustable Fig. 4. Characteristics Diagram (C+) for the Develop-
proportionality constant that included the surface ment of a Compression Wave from Deflagration In a
area of the burning front. Rigidly Confined High Explosive (3)
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The second problem was pointed out by Jacobs sion. At later times, as illustrated in Fig. 6d, the
(19), who noticed that the linear pressure-burning forward momentum is not totally destroyed by
rate relationship derived by Macek cannot describe deflagration, and a rarefaction wave is created behind
the pressure-particle velocity buildup at pressures the flame to satisfy the rare boundary condition.
above one kilobar. A calculation of the magnitude of However, once the compression zone behind the
the burning surface area showed that Macek's linear flame no longer exists, this flame acceleration
pressure/burning rate relationship can account for the mechanism also vanishes. The associated compression
experimental pressure/time relationship only when field preceding the flame must then be strong enough
the surface area of the burning front is 20,000 times to shock-initiate the unreacted explosive for DDT to
the original surface area of the cast explosive. Even occur.
the introduction of mechanical means of increasing
the surface area available to the flame, such as frac- Although an exact solution of the complex
ture and induced porosity, cannot account for that nonsteady flow field resulting from deflagration in a
magnitude of surface area increase. Therefore, the closed tube is extremely difficult, two analytical
actual burning rate-pressure relationship in accelerat- models of flame acceleration that provide upper and
ing deflagrations that cause detonation must be very lower deflagration velocity limits have been formu-
different from the linear burning rate-pressure law lated by considering the nature of the deflagration
observed for explosives burning at high ambient process. For a detonation wave, the CJ state
pressures and low ambient temperatures (16). represents the only stable end state for the products

(21), but the end state of a deflagration wave may be
The third problem with Macek's analysis is that represented by any point on the weak deflagration

the momentum imparted to the burnt gages by the
deflagration wave is neglected. In a closed tube, this
momentum participates in the flame acceleration
mechanism. Figure 5 shows the detonation and DETONATION
deflagration branches of the Hugoniot curves in the REACTION PFR-UCTS HLIGONIOT
pressure-volume and pressure-particle velocity planes. tU C
When the deflagratlon wave is ignited in a closedtube, it travels up the tube burning the explosive and
creating a flow of burnt gases in the opposite direc- UNREACTED DEFLAGRATION
tion (i.e., toward the rear wall). As these gases EXPLOSIVE A
contact the wall, their kinetic energy is converted INITIAL STATE C\,
into internal energy. The resulting pressure increase Pol Vo
creates compression waves that interact with the

deflagration wave, thereby establishing a mechanism VOLUME

of flame acceleration. Because the accelerating (a) PRESSURE-VOLUME

deflagration wave is creating a compression field in W DETONATION
the unreacted explosive, a complicated nonsteady
flow develops.

Thscmlxfo sillustrated by a series of REACTION

REACT SIONE 

CTThis complex flow is PRODUCTS UNREACTED
particle velocity-distance diagrams in Fig. 6 (20). In P EXPLOSIVE
Fig. 6, the deflagration wave is shown as a discon-
tinuity for simplicity but it actually has a finite DEFLAG RATION I L
width. In Figures 6a and 6b, the positive particle SIT
velocity of the compressed, unreacted explosive is S
less than the negative particle velocity imparted by
deflagration, so a compression zone is required to 0 +

bring the particle velocity to zero at the rear bound- (b) PRESSURE-PARTICLE VELOCITY
ary. Figure 6c shows the unique case in which the
particle velocity lost in deflagration exactly balances Fig. 5. Pressure-Volume and Pressure-Particle
the particle velocity previously gained in compres- Velocity Diagrams for Deflagration and Detonation
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condition, and all of its states are represented by Fig.
6c. Since the change in particle velocity with distance
behind the flame is zero, the change in pressure at

COMPRESSION the rear boundary with time must also be zero.
DEFLAGRATION Although this model conserves momentum, it is not

0 WAVE FRONT physically correct because it contains no flame accel-
SCOMPRESSION eration or rear wall pressure-time increase mechanisms.

DISTANCE ALONG CLOSED TUBE However, the Adams and Pack model provides lower
L4__ _ (a)

-DEFLAGRATION limits of the deflagration velocity and pressure drop
SIWAVE FRONT[- COMPRESSION across an accelerating deflagration wave, because any
0 __"_-___ faster deflagration produces negative particle velocity

SCOMPRESSION and thus possesses the buildup mechanisms.

DISTANCE The second model of flame acceleration assumes
(b) that the deflagration is always a CJ defiagration with

the largest possible velocity and pressure drop
COMPRESSION associated with a certain initial pressure. This modelDEFLAGRATION

SWAVE FRONT definitely includes the flame-acceleration and rear-
5o o0... .- wall pressure-increase mechanisms exhibiting all of
Su2 = 0

W _the flow situations shown in Fig. 6. This CJ deflagra-
SDISTANCE tion model was discussed for DDT in gases by Troshin

"d F COMPRESSION (24). An interesting state where the two models pre-
DELG TO ........_- dict the same velocity and brunt gas pressure isa: DE FLAG HATION "

< WAVE FRONT I represented by Fig. 6c. For the CJ deflagration, this
TRARE FA O state corresponds to the end of the flame acceleration

mechanism of compression waves overtaking the
DISTANCE deflagration wave. Table 3 shows the calculated

(d) properties of this state behind a shock wave in cast
6. Particle Velocity-Distance Diagrais for TNT and cast pentolite 50/50. The resulting shock

AcceleratinggDefration Waves pressures, 95 kbar for cast TNT and 129.5 kbar for

cast pentolite 50/50, are too high to indicate a
criterion for T)DT, because pentolite, which readily

branch of the Hugoniot curve (22), which is bounded undergoes DDT, has a shock sensitivity of about 20
by points A and CJ' in Fig. 5. Point A corresponds kbar (25) and cast TNT, which does not undergo
to a constant pressure deflagration in which no DDT, can be initiated by a 60-kbar shock (17).
particlrf velocity is produced and point CJ' corre-
spondc n, the maximum possible deflagration and TABLE 3
partic. "*,ocLdias and pressure drop.

Co nditions Required for a CJ Deflagratto n to a Zero
Combining the flame acceleration mechanism and Codtions ReqoirEd fra Beain t a Zck o

the properties of deflagration waves led to the Particle Velocity End State Behind a Shock Wave
formulation of two analytical models of flame Cast
acceleration that treat deflagration waves as reactive Cast
discontinuities. One model, origmnally used by Adams TNT P0t5t
and Pack (23) for DDT calculations in gases, consists
of the compression region fo!lowed by .tkflagration Shock pressure in explosive
wave whose velocity is always such that I':e forward hkba r e 9n.0x129.5
momentum imparted to the explosive by Zle compres- CJ deflagration velocity

sion waves is exactly canceled out by the los3 in
forward momentum caused by deflagration. The (mm/jusec) 3.116 3.504

Adams and Pack model does not require a rarefaction CJ pressure after deflagra
or compression wave to satisfy the rear boundary tion_(kbar) _43.5 63.4
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Therefore, some other criterion for flame accelera- The conservation equations across the deflagration
tion determines whether a cast exploaive undergoes wave are
DDT.

(MASS) p, (W - ul) = p2 (W- u2 ) (10)

These two analytical models of flame acceleration (MOMENTUM) P1 + p 1 (W - u1 )2 = P2

were used to make DDT calculations for cast (11)
pentolite, which is the only explosive for which a + P2(W -u2)2
complete set of the required data was available. The
method-of-characteristics part of Macek's analysis P (W - u i)2
was used to predict the time and distance to shock (ENERGY) E1 + I + Q = E2
formation ahead of the flame. The pressure-time P1  2

histories used were those of Macek (3) up to one P (W - u2 )2  (12)
kilobar +- +

P2  
2

P2 =(0.08 kbar)e 0 'I 2 t (4)
where the subscript 2 denotes the state behind the
deflagration wave, W is the deflagration velocity and

and the more recent data of Price and Wehner (25) Q is the heat of reaction. The equation of state for
above one kilobar reaction products is

P2 =(1 kbar)eO. 0 8 856 (t - 21.05) (5) P2p2K constant (1 3)

where P2 is the pressure behind the deflagration and t and
is in microseconds.

KP2
E-K- (14)The conditions ahead of the flame were deter- 2 + P2/P2 K- ) P2

iuined by the equations for an isentropic compression
with n = 3 in the modified Tait equation. The
equations for the density pl, particle velocity u1 , C+ where K is the adiabatic expansion coefficient
characteristics (u1 + cl), and internal energy El in determined at the CJ detonation state through the

terms of the pressure P1 in the compressed unreacted equation

explosive are
poD2

PO P1 + 3P, ) 1/3 (6 Pc J = K +--I ý 2(K =- I)Q (15)

P0 =Pj (1+ (6)

0o0 where I) is the detonation velocity.

3P,1)/3 iIn the Adams and Pack model of zero particle

u=c + P - (7) velocity behind the deflagration, u2 is set equal to

zero and the resulting equation for the deflagration
velocity in terms of state I is

=- (8) -3
c2~ ~ ~~ W W+ uW---(K -I1)QE)-L"+-u K32

PII

S(9) -(K- +E 1  )E1 - E 0 2p , 2 P I)I Q + E Pl 21
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The pressure P2 and density P2 are then calculated t
from Eqs. (10) and (11) with u2 = 0. Table 4 lists x(t) J W(t) dt (17)
the input data on pentolite 50/50 required for the
calculations and the calculated values of u 1 , u1 + c1,
W, and P2 for various values of P, ,the pressure in the where W(t) is determined from the dependence of W

compressed, unreacted explosive. As shown in Table on P2 in Table 4 and the dependence of P2 on time

4, the calculated deilagration velocities W are roughly from Eqs. (4) and (5). Figure 7 shows the resultingdistance-time plot for pentolite using the Adams and
300 times faster than predicted by the linear pressure- Iacektmel o r pentite using th Adamsrand
burning rate relationship, Eq. (3). Gibson and Macek Pack model of deflagration behind an isentropic

(12) actually observed deflagration wave velocities of compression. In comparing Fig. 7 with Fig. 4, the

105 - 2 X 105 cm/sec, so these calculated velocities Adams and Pack model predicts a much more rapid

appear to be of the correct magnitude. The closeness deflagration and thus a greater penetration of the
of sfor PI and P2 clearly sho s that the flame into the explosive. However, the time and

flame in the Adams and Pack model is a nearly distance required for shock formation are approxi-

constant pressure deflagration (correspouning to mately the same in both diagrams.

point A in Fig. 5) for pressures below 20 kbar. These DDT predictions must also be compared

with those for a CJ deflagration following an

The only other quantity required for a distance- isentropic compression. At the Cstate, W 2 + c 2 ,
or

time plot for DDT similar to that in Fig. 4 for

pentolite using this model is the position of the flame P2
front as a function of time, x(t), which is derived (W - u2 )2 = K - (18)
from P2

TABLE 4

Input Data for Pentolite and Results for Deflagration Waves in
Pentolite (Adams and Pack Model)

P1 (kbar) P2 (kbar) uI (cm/see) W (ci../sec) uI + cI (cm/sec)

1 0.9998 2.440 X 103 2.489 X 103 2.479 X 105

2 1.9984 4.831 X 103 5.023 X 103 2.527 X 10 5
4 3.988 9.481 X 103  1.0228 X 104 2.620 X 105

7 6.937 1.6151 X 104 1.8358 X 104 2.753 X 105

10 9.815 2.249 X 104 2.700 X 104 2.880 X 105
20 18.75 4.171 X 104 5.700 X 104 3.264 X 105
30 26.36 5.864 X 104 8.860 X 104 3.603 X 105

40 32.56 7.385 X 104 1.201 X 105 3.907 X 105
70 44.47 1.1244 X 105 2.054 X 105 4.678 X 105

100 50.28 1.4410X 105 2.738 X 105 5.311 X l05
123.8

(CJ state) 52.62 1.6597 X IC 3.186 X 105 5.749 X 105

Data on Pentolite
Density = 1.67 g/cm 3

Co= 2.43 X 105 cm/sec
D= 7.47 X l05 cm/sec

PCJ = 259 kbar
K = 2.598
Q = 1.16 kcal/g
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Substituting Eq. (18) into the conservation Eqs. behind the CJ deflagr i on wave. are much lower than
(10)-(12) and solving for P2 yields the following the corresponding values for the Adams and Pack
relationship model at low initial pressures P1 , and the CJ defla-

gration velocities are nearly twice as large as those in
P2 = (K - l)p1 (Q + E1) Table 4. In terms of the time and distance to DDT,

the CJ deflagration front moves a greater distance
._ (19) into the explosive, and the shock formation occurs in

(2'+ 2i + P/)p 1  a shorter time (about 80 psec in Fig. 8 compared with
I - .E1  90 psec in Fig. 7), whereas the distance to shock[2S(K2 _ )Q+ E.)2 formation increases (about 14 cm in Fig. 8 compared

with about 13 cm in Fig. 7). Since these two analyti-
and solving for P2 gives cal models represent upper and lower limits to the

deflagration rate, the critical time and distance for
(K - I)(Q + E+ P1 /Pt) DDT in cast pentoilte 50/50 should be bracketed by

-I E 1  these results if the isentropic compression of cast
pentolite 50/50 obeys Eq. (2) with n = 3. More fully

(20) instrumented DDT experments on pentolite are

K '(6 + 2E7 4 P1 /p1) required to test the validity of these results.

p1 (K
2 - I)Q + E- + - , Because the objective of this study is to formulate

L a DDT model for primary explosives, calculations
using the modified Macek model were made for lead

The particle velocity u2 behind the deflagration and azide, the only primary for which some of the
the deflagration velocity W are then calculated from required data exist. The processes of SDT (8) and
Eq. (18) and DDT (9) have been studied to a limited extent in

lead azide. Chaudhri and Field (9) observed very fast

2 .K2 P2  deflagration waves in hot.wire initiation tests on
W-2u =(W-p 2/ - (21) single lead azide crystals of thicknesses below the

W P2 ) P- critical thickness for DDT. By photographing the
deflagrating crytals under water, the velocities and

Table 5 lists the calculated states for a CJ deflagration pressures of the shock waves produced in the sur-
in isentropically compressed pentolite at vw-rious rounding water by the rapid deflagration of lead azide
pressures and Fig. 8 is the distance-time plot for DDT were measured. These pressure data, combined with
for the CJ deflagration model. The pressures P2  Chaudhri and Field's framing camera records of the

140 r , , .... , - '140[

120 VICINITY OF 120[ VICINITY OF
SHOCK FORMATION122 SHOCK FORMATION

100 40kbars100

380 okl8
30 kbar0 

k+
40 so

40~C 400 10bars

'• 4 0 , 1 0 k b a r t I U + C .. - ' . " ' ' 2 0 k i l t|

20 C20 kb ao $ 20 .. / 30 kbar $0 kýW coi °40 kbos:,

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

DISTANCE - cm X - cm

Fig. 7. Distance-Time Diagram for Shock Formation Fig. 8. Distawe-Time Diagram for Shock Formation
in Cast Pentollite 50/30 Using the Adams and Pack In Cast Pentolkte 50/50 Ahead efa Ci Deflagration
Model of Deflagration Wave
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ignition process, provided a rough estimate of the those of the shock waves produced in water as the
pressure-time history in the deflag~ation region, lead azide deflagration front reached the end of the
Chaudhri's measuiements (26) of the sound velocity crystal. The acoustic approximation developed by
and shock initiation of lead azide crystals and Davies' Deal (27) for a detonation wave propagating into an
measurements (8) of the unreacted Hugoniot and inert material is used for the pressure in the lead azide,

sound velocity in lead azide pressed to a density of PLA, given by
3.4 g/cm 3 provided data on the properties of lead
azide in the compression zone ahead of the deflagra- / PLAUIA\
tion wave. These data were used In the two models PiA w P 0.5 + - (22)
of deflagration discussed in the previous section to pwUw /

make calculations of the times and distances for DDT
in lead azide crystal and pressed lead azide and for where PW is the measured water pressure, pW is the
SDT in pressed axzide, density of the water, UW is the measured shock

velocity in the water, PLA is the measured density of
To calculate the tine and distance req',ired for a-lead azide crystals (4.60 g/cm3 ), and ULA is the

DDIT in lead azicw' ciystal, the pressure data obtained measured velocity of propagation of the reaction
by Chaudhri and Field (9) were reUted to the time front In the lead azide. Table 6 lists the measured
after ignition. The actna.l pressures measured were values and the calculated pressures in the lead azide

TADIT ' 5

CJ Deflagratloi;i Wave Calculations for Isentropically

Compressed Pentolite

V1 (kbar) P2 (kbar) 4 a2 (cm/sec) W (cm/sec)

1 0.27-99 -2.044 X 105 4.500 X 103
2 0.5637 -2.019X 105 8.910X 103
4 1.1426 -1.958X 105 1.7503X 104

7 2.038 -1.870X 105 2.986 X 104

10 2.966 -1.782 X 105  4.170 X 104
20 6.261 -1.5253 X 10 7.767 X 104
30 9.835 -!.3208 X W 1.0962X 105
40 13.65 -1.1304 X 105 1.3862 X 105

70 26.32 -6.539 X 104 2.130 X 105
100 38.54 -2.247 X 104 2.719 X I05
123.8 52.62 0 3.186 X 105

TABLE 6

Pressures and Wave Velocities from Chaudhri and Field's (9)
Experiments on a-Lead Azide rystals

Crystal W, d Azide Water Shock Water Shock Calculated
TCknsta Deflagration V Lead Azide

Thickness Velocity Velocity Pressure Pressure(Urm) (mm/IASC) (mm/psec) (kbar) (kbar)

1310 2.50 1.67 1.3 5.14
560 2.90 1.72 2.0 8.76
670 2.62 1.90 3.5 12.85
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crystals. Since PLA is the pressure at the front of the Chaudhri and Field (9) reported a propagation rate
wave, it corresponds to P1 , the pressure in the for a low amplitude longitudinal stress wave in lead
unreacted explosive. These pressures were related to azide crystals of 2.I 5 ± 0.3 mm/psec. This value was
the time after ignition by examination of Chaudhrl taken for c(, in these calculations. Actually, if the
and Field's framing camera records of these reactions. sound velocity is 2.15 mm/ptsec, the waves that
In these records, the framing rate was 0.7 psec Chaudhri and Field (9) refer to as fast deflagration
between frames and the transition from ignition to waves are supersonic and therefore represent low-
full development of the steady deflagration velocity velocity detonation waves (LVD) that cannot develop
for a certain crystal thickness took less than one into high-velocity detonation (HVD) because of rapid
frame. Thus the calculated pressures PtA were pressure decay at the edges of the crystal. A
assumed to be attained in less than 0.7 psec. The phenomenon similar to LVD has been observed by
largest pressure PLA (12.85 kbar) was assumed to be Leopold (28) for lead azide pressed to high densities
developed in exactly 0.7 asec, and the other two (3.75 g/cm 3 ),
pressures were assumed to occur at times of 0.7 jAsec
minus the difference in crystal thicknesses divided by Table 7 lists the input data for crystalline lead
the average deflagration velocity (2.7 mm/psec) in azide and the results of calculations at various initial
these experiments. The resulting pressure-time curve pressures for the two deflagration models, the Adams
was of the form and Pack model and the CJ deflagration model. The

calculated dellagration valocitie3 for both models are

I'LA = P1 = (0.1 kbar)e 6.94 t (23) an order of magnitude lower than those observed by
Chaudhri and Field (9), while the velocities of C+

where t is in microseconds. characteristics (u, + cl) are of that magnitude
(- 2.5 X 105 cm/sec). Figures 9 and 10 show the

The particle velocity ul In the unreacted lead distance-time diagrams for DDT in a-lead crystals
azide was related to P1 using the relationship predicted by the Adams and Pack and the CJ deflagra-

tion models, respectively. The calculated distances
P) = pcoul (24) for DDT iare approximately 2 mm. This agrees with

the observed behavior of lead azide crystals of varying

which was found by Davies et al. (8) to hold for thickness. Crystals less than 2 mm thick cannot
pressed lead azide at pressures below 10 kbar. undergo the DDT that thicker crystals readily make.

TABLE 7

Input Data for a-Lead Azide COystals and Deflagratlon Velocity Calculations

Data on a-Lead Azide
PO 4.60 g/can3  K - 3.199
Q 115 kcal/m = 1.652 X 101 Oerg/g co = 2.15 mm/pusec

DDT Calculations

Adams and Pack Model CJ Deflagration Model

P1 (kbar) u1 (cm/sec) uI + cI (cm/sec) (u2  0)

"P2 (kbar) W (cm/sec) P2 (kbar) W (cm/sec)

5.14 5197 2,252 X 105 5.127 5.711 X 103 1.269 1.154X 104
8.76 8857 2.324 X 105 8.698 1.032 X 104 2.214 1.943 X 104

12.85 1.299X 104 2.403 X 105 12.65 1.608 X 104  3.325 2.813 X 104
25.78 2.607 X 104 2.644 X 105 24.31 3.712 X 104 7.080 5.388 X 104

101.7 1.0283 X 105 - 38,68 2.019 X 105 (CJ + u2
= 0 models coincide)
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The recent SlYTI experiments on pressed lead azide
. by Davies et al. (8) pioneered the use of stress gages

SHOCKIFORTATION in thin flyer plate impacts of primary explosives and
SHC2F0 ORMATIONalso yielded data on the unreacted Hugoniot and on

C" the time and distance for SDT. For lead azide pressed
1,56 0 to a density of 3.4 g/cm3 , Davies found that stress

*U + C waves propagate at 1.23 mm/psec, which implies that
1,0 28 kbars the Hlugonlot curve is

0.5 4A kbar$ PP = 41.7 u1  (25)60 3.2 kbors

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3,0 3.5 4.0 For both long pulses (3,5 jusec) and short pulses (0.1
DISTANCE - mm pscc), in the 6-9 kbar range, Davies (8) observed that

Fig. 9. Distance-Time Diagram for DDT in a-Lead the transition to detonation took about 2 /sec and
Azide Crystals Using Adams and Pack Deflagration occurred 1-3 mm into the sample of pressed lead
Model azide. To determine whether the theoretical approach

to DDT developed in this report would predict
similar times and distances, this unreacted llugoniot

r . for pressed lead azide and the pressure-time rela-
25 V Ntionship of Eq. (23) were used in the CJ deflagration

VIINT Omodel to calculate the distance-time diagram shown2.0 SHOCK FORMATION in Fig. 11. This calculation predicts a shorter time
._(L24ee)-ind distance (0.9 mm) for pressed lead

1 25.8 kbars$ azide than for crystalline lead azide. This is mainly
Uj 1.9 karldue to the lower sound velocity in pressed lead

1azide, which allows the compression waves to over-
C 3,2" kbar$ take each other more quickly. To compare a pre-

0,5 64 diction of the CJ deflagration model to Davies'
results, the SDT calculation shown in Fig. 12 was

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 narde for an 8-kbar shock that causes the deflagra-
DISTANCE --- mm tion to begin about 0.6 psec later in agreement with

Iig. 10. Distance-Time Diagram fi.r DDT In a-Lead 14. (23). This calculation resulted in the formation
Azide Crystals Using a CJ Deflagration Model of a second shock wave caused by the crossing of'

the characteristics ahead of the flame, This second

The calculated times to DDIT are approximately 2
psec and thus agree with the preliminary results of 1.9
Slagg (29), who has measured times for DDT of 3 ± 2 1.7
/psec for lead azide crystals.

* ThIle DDT calculations for crystalline lead azide1.
exhibit order-of-magnitude agreement with the W 1.1
experitnmental results, and this is all that can be P 0.9
expected at the present time. The exact nature of'
the rapid deflagration or LVD waves in lead azide 0.7 /_ kbars
crystals is unknown. Tie framing camera records 0,10 .. .. .

of the process indicate that some reaction occurs at 0,5 mi, 2.0
the front of the wave (9). The overall description of DISTANCE - mm
DDT appears to be valid, but the effect of reaction Fig. 11. Distance-Time Diagram for DDTin Pressed
on the characteristics used in the shock formation Lead Azldc (po 3.4 g/cm3) Using a CJ Deflagration
part of the model needs to be considered. Model
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2.8 ... required for the full development of detonation
S. .in the DDT process is roughly 8 psec.

" FORMATION OF The analysis of Macek's model for DDT in ,ast
SCN SHOVSERTAKES explosives revealed a physically unrealistic description

1.6 INITIAL SHOCK of the accelerating flame. Modification of Macek's
S1.2-INITIAL SHOCK WAVE model to include the limiting cases of a nearly

(6-9 kbars) 1.226 mmlpsec constant pressure deflagration and a CJ deflagration
,,'s " 1 2 .9 k b a rs

P" 0,6 U1 +- c, - 1,788 mm/psec showed that the deflagration velocities in cast
0.4 a6 kbar pentolite during DDT must be 250-500 times faster

, , + c1. 1.686 mm/psec than the burning velocities in explosives at high
0 1 2 3 ambient pressures (16). Deflagration velocities of

DISTANCE - mm this order of magnitude have been observed in cast
explosives by Gibson and Macek (12) and in porous

Fig. 12. Distatce-Time Diagram for SDT In Pressed explosives by Bernecker and Price (4), From the
Lead AzIde results of the DDT and SDT calculations on pentolite

and lead azide, it is apparent that reliable experi-
mental data on pressure-time histories in the deflagra-

shock wave may cause detonation at 1,.3 thec and tion region, on deflagration velocity, and on shock
1.1 mm, or detonation may result when the second formation ahead of the flame are scarce. Thus a good
shock overtakes the initial shock at 2.3 psec and test of the modified Macok approach to DDT cannot

2.8 nmm, Some of Davies' (8)-Sage records didtetothmdiedMukapactoDTant
appear tomdetect tofDiesni(e s rengthshcrds dd Ibe made on primary or secondary explosives, Well-appear to detect two finite strength shocks at i or instrumented DDT experiments on primary explo-
2 mm into the explosive in tests where detonation sives are critically needed to provide the next step
occurred at 3.4 mam. Again the order of magnitude toward an understanding of DDT in primaries.

agreement between the SDT calculation and Davies'

(8) results is all that can be expected at the present
time.
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DISCUSSION I must take exception to the statement that
"Macek's linear pressure/burning rate relationship
can account for the experimental p - t relation only

S. J. JACOBS when the surface area of the burning front is 20,000
U.S. Naval Surface Weapons Center times the original surface area of the cast explosive".

I have plotted on my figure the approximate linear
I find the authors' calculations of the deflagration burning rate used by Macek. It can be seen that the

speeds required to produce an exponentially rising linear burning rate curve would intersect the required
pressure in the unreacted explosive most interesting, curve at about 300 bars. The required rate and corre-
It appears to me Ciat for each pressure in an isentropic sponding surface increase at 10 kilobars IF about 50
compression the authors have computed the necessary to 100 times that given by the linear burning rate
deflagration speed to create that pressure for either curve. Above 10 kilobars reaction initiated by the
the product state at rest or the product state satisfy- shock or compression wave is likely to make any dis-
ing the conditions of a CJ deflagration. The solutions cussion of burning rates relatively meaningless. In the
are then put together to approximate a continuous range 0.3 to 10 kilobars the implication is that the
build-up relation. This is a novel approach which anomolous effect on mass deflagration increases the
appears to be plausible. Steven Coffey and I have effective pressure exponent from one to two. it is
solved a related problem to get an estimate of the unlikely that his increase can be related to an unusual
deflagration rates which would be needed to maintain reaction which starts with heat transfer as the only
a given pressure in a shock ahead of the burn rather stimulus. I think the mechanical means can account
than in a compression wave. The model is that in for the runaway burn. Obviously further study is
Figure I of Adams and Pack (authors' Ref. 23). The needed.
input data and equations which we used are fairly
similar to those used by the authors and the results,
deflagration speed as a function of pressure, are not
too different from the authors' results for the case
where the particle flow is zero behind the deflagration, REPLY BY C. TRAVER
I would like to point out, however, that deflagration I would like to clarify the final point raised by Dr.
speed should be defined relative to the moving coin. Jacobs concerning Dr. Macek's attempt to account
pressed medium ahead of' the burn. This is the speed for the experimental pressure.time data with a linear
which must be related to reaction rates. In fact it pressure-burning rate relationship. In his original
would be more appropriate to use mass burning DinT paper (our reference 3), Dr. Macek developed an
rates, p(W - u I), as given in the authors' Njuation
(10) as a basis for defining the decomposition. This adiabatic flame model based on the linear pressure.is the common practice in the Russian literature. My burning relationship shown as line 5 in Figure J 1.is te cmmonpraticein he ussin lteraure My This adiabatic flame model was fitted to Thae experi-
figure shows the results of the authors' work and ours mental pe ure h ory with an a ta e p er

when the rate, W - ul, is plotted against the pressure. mental pressure history with ac adjustable parameter

We see that at pressures below about 20 kilobars the that included the burning surface area. The numerical

tequired burning rate varies approximately as the value of ths burning surface area required to match
square of the pressure for the case in which the flow the experimental pressures was more than 20,000squae o th prssue fr th cae i whch he low times the original surface area of the cast explosive.
comes to rest behind the deflagration. The CJ rates T ime the ognsrfac areasfte astosie.are considerably higher at these pressures. It seems to ro predict these experimental pressure histories and
are considerably higher at ond these prres. It see m a oa the rapid deflagration velocities observed by Gibsonme that the CJ condition Is unlikely to be approached and Macck (our reference 12), 1 believe that a realistic
at the lower pressures. Most experiments require a model of DDT in cast explosives should include both
fair amount of confinement to establish DDT and this tie mechanical means of increasing the burning
confinement, even though not perfect, would limit surface and an effective pressure exponent of
the flow behind the deflagration at low pressures to a
very small value. approximately two.
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ON THE MECHANISM OF DEFLAGRATION TO DETONATION TRANSITION
IN GAS-PERMEABLE HIGH EXPLOSIVE

A. A. Sulimov, B. S. Ermolamv, A. A. Borisov
A. 1. Korotkov, B. A. Khasainov, V. E. Khrapovsky

Institute of Chemical Physics
USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow, 117334

Main stages of deflagration to detonation transition in porous PETN are considered,
including gas penetrative (convective) burning (CB) and low velocity detonations
(L VD). The propagation velocity of the process is shown to be determined sub-
stantially by the pressure in a lead zone and exhibited only a slight dependence on
the rate of pressure rise. The critical pressures of normal burning-CB-L VD-normal
detonations transttions are given. Using streak camera and pressure gauges the CB
and L VD processes are studied, and the conditions of the steady-state regimes are
determined. The propagation velocity is found to be highly dependent on the pres-
sure in lead zone. Experimental results are compared with the theoretical models.

INTRODUCTION 10-20%). The rest of the heat is released in an ex-
tended burn-up zone due to surface burning of the

Deflagration in porous high explosives confined in grains or cavities formed in the explosive and ignited
metal tubes is known to tend to accelerate when the at the first stage,
charge is ignited with a relatively weak ignition source.
This acceleration eventually results in detonation if The intention in undertaking this study was to
the charge is long enough. The main transient stages determine the conditions under which CB or LVD
between the normal layer-by-layer combustion and could be stabilized (at least approximately and in
the normal detonation are convective burning (CB) charges of limited sizes) and could be investigated in
and low velocity detonation (LVD). The mechanisms details in order to elucidate the basic characteristics
of the latter two are still far from comp!cte under- of these transient (in a general case) processes. It has
standing because of the poor reproducibility and been shown experimentally that the quasi-steady CB
stability of the process and its strong dependence on and LVD could not be observed over the whole range
the experimental conditions. CH and LVD differ in of possible propagation velocities. For instance in the
the mechanism of the reaction initiation. Combustion case of PETN these ranges are 1-10 m/sec fo, CB and
products in the case of CB penetrate through pores 1000-3300 m/sec for LVD.
into the unreacted explosive overtake the flame
front and preheat the walls of pores up to the ignition
point (I), The initiation of the reaction in LVD is CRITICAL PRESSURES
due to collapse of pores and to the plastic flow in the
compression (shock) wave, which leads the LVD (1), It is convenient to depict tnese transient processes
However there is one common feature which makes in the W - Pm plane, where W is the propagation
CBI and LVID different from normal burning and nor- velocity and Pm the pressure in the lead zone. In the
mal detonations, that is a rather small part of the total case of CB this zone corresponds to a narrow region
energy released in the vicinity of the front (less than adjacent to the ignition front, and Pm could be
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chosen as the maximum pressure in the convective
burning wave. For the LVD it is reasonable to take J, M/s
Pasthe pressure immediately behind the lead corn-pression wave. The W - Pm plane is convenient be-. -,
cause one can point out definite critical pressures on
it: Ptr, Fmin, and P,. Region Pt, 4 Pm < Pmin cor- i, !// JtdLVD

rcsponds to CB and Ptnin < Pm < P, corresponds to Tee gcerallm is PSSLIfe

LVD. These critical pressures are functions of the CAB ,w-,•i

nature of the explosive, its structure (gas permeability f0
porosity and grain sizes), of the charge diameter, and
confinement parameters.

cr /m fo al
Experimental values of W can be plotted as a single 4 45 1 , t 2p

curve W(Pm) for a certain range of experimental con- P "

ditions and for a given explosive. This curve represents Fig. 1. Velocity of convective burning and low ve-
the evolution of the explosion in a porous high ex- locity detonation as a function of pressure (PETN,
plosive and usually consists of several sections with 0.1, grain size d, = 0. 5 mm).
markedly different sensitivity of the process to pres-
sure variations. The effective pressure exponent of
W calculated as v = d In W/d In Pm is about 2-3 near Thus even from those scarce experimental and
Ptr and then decreases to 1.5 (and even lower in the theoretical results reported one can conclude that the
region of nonsteady regimes) when Pm is increasing, evolution of the explosion in porous high explosives
In the LVD region v = 4 nearby Pmin and then drops is determined mainly by the pressure level rather than
abruptly to 0.25 when the wave becomes stronger, by the rate of pressure change. Certainly this is true
The high value of v is one of the causes of the poor in the case of quasi-steady stages of the process when
stability of CB and LVD. Generally speaking W is a the pressure changes caused by external sources are
function not only of Pin, but of the time derivative decoupled from the pressure changes due to CB or
of Pm as well. However, the experimental observa- LVD themselves. However, the rate of pressure
tions show that d Pm/dt has only a minor influence changes is very important in estimating the actual
on the critical pressure Ptr, and that the generation pressure (or velocity)-time histories of the deflagra-
of the normal detonation is also determincd mainly tion to detonation transition but not the gross charac-
by the pressure in the wave and is practically inde- teristics of the quasi-steady stages of the process.
pendent of the wave profile in a reasonably limited
range (3). This relative weak sensitivity of the CB
process with respect to the pressure-time history Measurements of the critical pressures have been
could be understood from approximate theoretical carried out for pressed PETN having a relatively low
analysis given in (4). According to (4) initial porosity (o, = 0.03 - 0.2). The PETN with a

narrow distribution of grain sizes around d, = 0.5 mm

NY P3/2 (I) was pressed in pellets. The lateral surfaces of the
In W Ppellets were covered with a thin layer of epoxy. The

"charge was mounted in metal or plexiglass tubes. The
when the pressure in the combustion zone is propor- constant volume bomb technique (1,2) has been used
tional to exp(rt). This relation is valid when I /r is in order to measure Pt, Critical pressures Pmin and
assumed to be of the order of and/or less than the Per (for initiation of LVD and of normal detonation,
characteristic time of the filtration zone (that is the respectively) have been measured using the conven-
time of the pressure decay in the preignition region) tional technique of shock wave initiation. Shock
yet much greater than the characteristic times of the waves from the donor charge passed through an inert
preheating and ignition zones. Relation (1) shows a plate into the test charge. The intensity of the corn-
weak dependence of W on r. The dependence of W pression wave was regulated by changing the thick-
on Pm for PETN with the initial porosity 0.1 is ness of the plate. The experimental results are shown
illustrated in Fig. I. in Table I.
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TABL'II Indexes: s-solid phase, g- gas phase, I -- larger pores,
2 --smaller pores, o--boundary between ignition and

0"itical Pressures for IPETN filtration zones, m -- lead zone
(Charge diameter 5 mam)

T Experiments were carried out in a transparent corn-Initial Pt Imin Per bustion'chiamber made of plexiglass. Photographic

Porosity Ptr technique and piezoelectric gauges were applied in
((b) order to monitor the propagation velocity W and the

... pressure profiles at different points along the charge.
0.2 0.09 2.5 5.5 The charge was ignited at the open end of the tube
0.1 0.13 2.5 8.5 by a fast burning igniter. The igniter created a sharp
0.025 0.45 3.0 17.0 jump of pressure, and then the pressure in the corn-

bustion products was maintained at a constant level

within 10%. The CB proved to propagate with an

Unlike Pt, and Per, the value of l'min is only slightly approximately constant velocity when the following

dependent on porosity. As a consequence of this fact Conditions were fulfilled:

Pmin is several times less than P,, at lower porosities, a) porosity and gas permeability of the charge
however, the difference decreases with increasing o. lower than certain threshold values,

b) the maximum pressure in the combustion zoneCONVECTIVE BURNING and that in the combustion products maintained

Nomenclature: constant,

a - nondimensional coefficient dependent on the c) a subsonic flow of the combustion products.
geometry of junction of small and large pores

c - specific heat Figure 2 shows W as a function of P,, for PETN
E - see Eq. (7) with porosity 0.1. As one can see the average value of
g - see Eq. (4) , in the tested region is 2.7. At higher velocities and
k - gas permeability
I - averaged spacing of large pores

P-pressure 2
Q - heat of combustion
R - universal gas constant divided by molecular

weight 10
Ti -- ignition temperature of the explosive swotc
T,- initial temperature

Tad - adiabatic flame temperature 5
u -gas velocity

Un- rate of normal burning
W - velocity of propagation of the ignition front

- time ,
x - spatial coordinate

-f- specific~heats ratio
6 - diameter of pores
X - thermal conductivity J__ _ ,__ar_
p - viscosity al 0.2 0.• 04 46
v - pressure exponent, d In W/d In P
p - density lMYg. 2. Experimental (points) and theoretical de-
4, -- porosity pendencies of Won Pm for PIETN. Shaded line cor-

- thickness of tile filtration zone responds to sonic flow oJ the combustion products.
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pressures the CB accelerates very fast. Rough esti- ft
mations made using the streak camera and pressure
records suggest the value of P between I and 1.5 in
this region.

A typical streak camera record of tne quasi-steady
C1 is presented in Fig. 3

It follows from this record that CB is non-onedi,
mensional and pulsating in its nature. The periodical
decrease in the light emission at the flame front and
dark striations in the combustion products are e.,"-
dence of an intensive fragmentation of the explosive ring. 3. oStreak camera photograph of convective
in the combustion zone. Such a behavior of the defla- burning of pressed PETN.
gration wave is presumably caused by advanced pene-
tration of the hot gases through larger pores and by a of pressed PETN (1,2). The difference between the
fast pressure rise inside the latter. Measured depths experimental kexp(qo) curve and that calculated
of the pulsations (several mim) are longer than the siZe from the Cozeni-Karman relation is assumed to be a
of the preheat zone but less than tile size of the filtra- consequence of the fact that the volunsetric portion
tion zone. The frequency is proportional to W and is of larger pores which determine the effective gas
of the order of a hundred liz. permeability of a real charge is small compared to

0. Smaller pores have high filtration resistance,
An analytical rmodel is suggested wli-ich gives an ignition of the explosive inside those pores is much

approximate (at least qualitative) description of the less probable than in larger ones because of the very
steady CB process. The model is based on the experi- small amount of heat stored in the gas which fills up
mental evidence that CB is led by hot gases penetrating the pore. Thus the smaller pores form an effective
through larger pores. This fact was confirmed by anal- sink of the gas from the larger pores. This means
ysis of the quenched specimens. Size distribution that the main objection against tile possibility of
curves obtained by direct microscopic measurements steady one dimensional regimes of GB with advanced
of pores at cros wsections of pressed charges demon- gas penetration (13) can be avoided. Kuo, and Sum-
strated that pores with sizes ten times higher than the nmerfield (6), and Dubovitsky, et al. (7) have obtained
"verage exist, and that their volume is not more than steady-state solutions for the regimes where the flow
'.0% of the total volume of voids. The estimated rate of gases did not exceed the velocity of the igni-
values of relative volumes of larger pores are given in tion front, i.e., the solid was preheated in their case
Table 2. by another mechanism than tile advanced filtration

of c~ombustion products.
The Lstimations are made using the data on gas

permeability (kep) for different porosities in charges In the suggested model the gas is allowed to flow

through the ignition front into the unreacted sub-

TABLE 2 stance in the steady-state case if all the gas that has
penetrated into the unreacted explosive through large

Estitw led Volumes of Large Pores in Pressed PETN pores is accumulated in smaller pores. For conven-
ience we consider a system with two types of pores:

Porosity o 0.45 I 0.3 0.25 0.1 larger ones having diameter 61, gas permeability k I
_.... _ _and porosity 01 and smaller ones with the relevant

Gas permeability para . ters 62, k2 , )2. It is assumed that 61 >> 62,

ratio 1 25 60 1100 kI >> k2 , 0 1 << 02. The basic principles and equa-

ktheor./kexp. tions for filtration in a medium having dual porosity
are given in (5). According to Barenblatt et al. (5)

Volume of large 2 the two values of pressure in gas phase are referred

polres o 0.45 012 .07 0.01 to each spatial point PI and P2 for large and small
__-------------------- ___ ____pores, respectively. The equations which describe
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the filtration in a system with dual porosity can be uo +
written as follows: W6)

d 3 a . d ( do)_ do where
dd3 dz dz) o (2)

du , j7-- 7" - (7)
212 - (2 + dz (3) Tad -T cPM')

I lere the zero point of the coordinatc system is travel- The solution of 'qs, (2) and (3) can he expressed

g at the velocity of CB at the boundary between the analytically in terms of parameter (I = do/dz

'.tratior zone and the preheat zone. The boundary
c n iin ar:02 .. ..2 [In (I -- ) + (11 (8)condi tion• are:

td d2 o71`2 S -2 11 ( 1 1) + q/21. (9)at z -- do d-

dz dz 2  At z 0 this gives

at z =0: IT 710, d 21))at~ ~ ~ ~ 1T 2 1-- O:t (I , •z -- lh (1-() 4. %./21 (10)

where = -2 1In(I - q,,) + %o] (II)

= /I/,• u = i 4o(l+ )I2no. (1r2)

z / X The value of, clI varies over the range of' 0 E Ix-

Wt -- x eluding u,/W from lEls, (5), (6), and (12) one finds

I'P gW I

W~ u 1 .(020 (13)
g ,,2VAluk~lk2 . (4) l,( ,),/q-%

The Initial pressure in the pores Is neglected when lIqtions 13), (4). (10), and (I I ) give a paramehic

wri ting the boundary conditions. Equatiohs (2) and relation between W and 10 in terms of q0 The ana-

(3) are to be solved for the filtration zone only, shicc lytical expression for W(P1,) canl be obtained If,

it is much longer tham the prehcat zone and the q'o << I, Expallsion of In (I .q 41 ) In series ti) to fihe

amount of gas accumulatee in smaller pores can term yields a simplc ormula:
lie neglected in the prehcat .!one. Thus the preheat
zonc and the subsequent ones are described by the W (14)
relations derived in (4) for the case of' monoporous 0 1g(l, + 1")
explosives. Using the expression for the mass flow
of the filtrating gas given in (4) one gets: This expression Is valid for

( I 1 "- (5) o (d + E/Po)(O ,/0 2 )12  << I

In order to replace an uncertain parameter PO for
where u0 = Uz,,O. Furthermore it was shown in (4) the Pmaux (or Pr,) measured experimentally it is rea-
that sontable to use the equation for Pm, derived in (4):
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22 until W exceeds the level of' 700-H8t) r/sec. The

p2 1)2 + (H, o + f) RidM l )l poss propagating at higher velocities canl lie easily
IPy R~d 8 ( transmitted through a metal diaphragm and should
-P g he regarded as LVD. For this stage of transient

(1) process there also exist certain conditions where LVI)

whrepropagates ait nearly cons)5tan t velocity,

- p~, V,2(~/kIIppu,1  m 6) were carried out with charges of'
LTAN (p, = 1.73 g/cc) confined lit steel tubles (9,10).

11The tubes were of' 5 mill i.d . and of different wall
EFquation ( 1 5) in most practical cases canl be Sinm- thickness. A pyrotechnic igniter or a weak shock

plifled, since usually 1P,1i -- P", << 1,01 If q0 << I , wave were used to initiate IVI. The propagation
tile characteristic size of, the Filtration zone is ex- velocity was measured using a phlotographic technique.
pressed as f~ollows: Ilie results are shown lin Fig. 4 (points). Beccause of an

inls ficionf f req uo ncy respo nse of' if i applied t ran$~-

=2V '~/i (17) ducer the pressure I), was measured indirectly fin spe.
cial e x pcrim oem t s point P1).. is assu med to be a ppio0xi.
mna tly eqIual to tile ma11xII1,1 inim )reSSUI eWhich thle

Equat ion ( 17) predicts substantially thinner fill ra- tube with at given wall thickness canl withfst and when
tionl zones than those Inl tile case of, nIonioporolos a1 charge of' explosive Is burned Imp lin thle tulbe. Th'le
charges. For p~ressed I'TAN with grain slie ofAt, mml rate of' pressure rise lin these experiments was about
experimental value,, of't -(several cm) canl be ob tained 0.5 kbar/ps~ec. Velocity of' INDVI grows f'rom I1300 to
if' I1i assumed to be of flic order of' several grain sizes. 3300 rn/sec when a stronger conf'incment (higher

pressure lIn thle comlpression wave) is used. lIn a cer-
Ani exa niple of a calculated W(O),i,,1I) curve shown tamu region W Is much less than thle longitudinal

lin Fig. 2 (solid line) is illustrated further lin T1able 3. acoustic velocity of' the solid phase (2250 ni/sec).

TIhe experimental data onl tile propagation of' INDI
&4lcl 7e TA 111, ' 3 1 ,9) and onl the compressibility of' PFT"IN fin weak

(1ilulald 11ramtem f~onPet-iveshock waves ( 10) show that thle velocity of' VIND de-
J~arach'r 01 oti vk'Ih' ponds onl profiles of' tme compfression wave in thie

Biurniing of)I'I7IN explosive and Its amplitudes. Transition f'rom elastic

J ~- ~def'ormaltionl to at nonlelastic flow is very Important
Ill foir OU 200 30) 40iii determining the conditions under which LVI)

- -- I( arises. For presmed high explosives time plastic yield
W Ill/sec I 6 4.3 17.2 I1 strengths lie fii thle range of' 1-3 kbar. When

-~~ - - I'> l;(j.is the yield strength) thle compression
Loemgtfi of' pre. 0.3 0.5 1.4 2.0 wave consists of two wavos (elastic amnd plastic),

bleat zonle, cml whlich mnay propagate with different velocities. Th'fe
-____________ -- reactioii starts in thie nonelastic wave whlichl call

P1) /112 at z = 0 0.2 0.1 55 0.14 0.13 propagate muck: slower than the elastic (acoustic)

precursor. lil order to find tile conditions where
both waves tire separated experiments were mlade
with pressed 1'N'1(p I 1.6 g/cc) using the convert-

LOW VELOCITY DETONATIONS tional technique of' elect romaugnetic nieasuroelnets.
A two wave configuration was observed for pressures

As the amplitude of the nonelastic wave Increases lower than 7 kbar, at hi gher pressures tile pressure
the moore probable becomes the initiation of t~hi profille corresponded to a single shock wave. It was
reaction Ill hot spots. E~ventually it results Ill transi- demonstrated lin ( I I) and ( 12) that LYID propagates
tion o('if l to VIND. Special experiments with metal ait a supersonic speed with respect to thle two-phase
diaphragms which separated two parts ot' a charge mnedium b~ehind the elastic precursor, and hence it
have demonstrated that thle gas filtration is dominant could be called a defoliation pheniomenon,
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Figure 4 (solid curve) shows the calculated dc- Besides the high pressure exponent of W there is
pendence of velocity onl pressure. The calculations another destabilizing factor in CB which restricts the
were made using simple estimations of wave param- region of steady regimes at high propagation velocities.
cters given in (12). These estimations account for This factor is the appearance of a region of sonic flow
tile bifurcation of the wave and collapse of pores in in the combustion products (flow choking) and, as a
the plastic wave. consequence, generation of compression waves. The

critical condition of flow choking is calculated by
integrating the steady-state conservation equations

W. W nmIS for a two-phase reacting flow. Suppose that the
r starting point for integration is ) = P'ma, U, = ug = 0;

ther 9y On,; Tg = Tad; T, = T,, and the terminal point is
1, P = P., Assuming that flow tubes have a

2 experiment constant cross-section and neglecting the interaction
of the flow with the confinement wall one can come

to the expression:

2. 2
P .Kbar T, /( -

0 _ , b+ P. 1 + - (18)5 to 11m

ig, 4. Velocity oflow velocity detonation in pressed b = p,( I -m) W -V/2'y RlTad/(7,+ I) (19)
PETN as a function of pressure in the compression
wave. Calculated values solid line, experimental The condition b > P,1 1'/Y + 1) means that (le
results - points. Charge diameter 5 mm, confinement process becomes nonstationary (accelerating). The

calculated upper limiting values of W for steady
regimes of CB are shown in Fig. 2 (shaded line). This

Whein conmparing the calculations with the experi- effect together with the strong pressure dependence
mental results the following values of parameters were of W explain why CB iii pressed PIAIN charges under
used: 0, = 0.1 ;1 = 0.01 ; grain size 0.5 mm; k, = confinement is highly unstable, and that C1 propagat-
I 011 cm 2 ; E = 8 . 107 g/cm sec 2 ; g 2 106 g/cm2  ing at velocities greater than 10 in/sec is impossible.
sec. The range of reasonable values of E and g cal-
culated using the available literature data is 4 - 15 Acceleration of ClB up to velocities of 100 ni/sec
. 107 g/cm sec 2 and I -- 6 106 g/cm 2 sec. As men- and higher results in formation of a nonelastic com-
tioned before the length of the filtration zone is sev- pression wave in the tnrcacted explosive. This non-
eral cm. Noteworthy is the high sensitivity of the elastic wave is expected to affect the CB process in
CD velocity to pressure variations, the exponent v is different ways:
everywhere higher than I. Thz results of( Iculations
are in reasonable agreement with the experimental to decrease the porosity,
data. The agreement could be made better if one
accounts for the possible turbulent filtration of the to change the ratio of large and small pores,

gas through pores, to preheat the gas and create hot spots in the solid,

The model of a steady-state CB considered is not to change the conditions for fragmentation.
unique. There could be found other nondimensional
effects which would result in effective gas losses up- The analytical models which account for the ef-
stream to the ignition front. For instance, Margolin fects of fragmentation of the solid in a CB wave and of
and Margulis (8) have shown that U-shaped pores the compression of the unreacted porous explosive
generate a swirled filtration of the gas and make the would complete the description of the transient
spontaneous penetration of a flame into pores easier. process, if they were worked out. However, this is
The role of this process in a forced CB is to be still a problem for future studies.
elucidated.
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A theoretical approach to tile problem of' stabiliza- Shkadinsky, and S. V. Khomik, "Burning of
tion of LVD (14) has shown that lateral expansion of porous condensed systems," itizika goreniya i
conhlnemient wall provides the energy losses needed vzryva, No. 6, 1974, pp. 8,I 1-818.
for making the process steady. I lowever, the analysis
given in (14) has to be further developed if' one wants 8. A. D, Margolin aud V. N. Margulis, "On the pene-
to understand the mecha•nism of the transition from tration of combustion into a single pore," i'izika
low velocity detonation to normal detonations. Ex- goreniya i vsryva, 5, No. I , pp. 15-16.
tremely important in this process is the influence of'
heat release in the burn ip Zone onl the flow param- 9. A. V. Obhienin, V. A. Balykov, A, I. Korotkov,
eters nearby tile IVD V 'ront. This problem is under and A. A. Sulimov, "The role of' confinement in
investigaltion at the present time. the evolution of' explosion in PFI'N of high denl-

sity," lizika goreniya i vzryva, 6, No. 4, 1970,
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A COMPARISON OF MODEL PREDICTIONS
AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF DDT TESTS

D. T. Pilcher, M. W, Beckstead, L. W. Christensen, and A. J. King
Hercules Incorporated, Bacchus Works, Magna, Utah

A model describing convective burning In porous beds based upon the Krier/ Van
Tassell gun combustion computer code has been developed and applied to a
variety of tests Investigating the transition from deflagration to detonation (DDT)
in porous beds of propellant. The tests included numerous bed configurations
in steel and Kevlar pipes. Agreement between model predictions and experi.
mental results has been excellent. The general structure of the Krier model and
its integration scheme were retained, but a number of alterations were made
to the model to make it applicable to DDT investigations, The computer
combustion model was then coupled with a structural dynamics code to sire-
ulate motion of the confining media. This combination of'programs, called
IIONDO/Krier, Is proving to be an invaluable tool, providing much insight into
the details of the DDT phenomenon.

INTRODUCTION experimental progwm progressed, It became evident
that differences in confinement of the gases offeredThe transition from normal burning to detona- by various test vehicles was a critical factor in test

tion in a gas-permeable explosive system has been a outcome. The combustion model by itself was not
topic of investigation for some time (1.4), but only adequate to analyze the test results thoroughly. As a
recently have there been attempts to model the de- consequence, the combustion model was coupled to a
tails of this phenomenon using a full system of dynamic structural analysis program to simulate the
conservative equations of two-phase flow. Such a motion of the material enzclosing the porous bed of pro-
model has an advantage as it provides detailed informa- pellant. A much better understanding of the complex
tion of flow parameters throughout the entire bed, DDT process has thus been achieved. Although the
whereas experimentally obtaining pressure, tempera- DDT model must be considered to be in a develop-
ture, flame speed, and other details of the event, even mental stage, it has proven to be extremely valuable
at a few points, is a difficult task. Researchers (5-9) in analysis of explosive systems where DDT is possible.
have recently made significant advances in describing
flame spread in porous beds of gun propellants. Their Ten tests of varying design were simulated using the
work provided a statting point for the investigations DDT model in an attempt to verify the model, at least
of DDT. in the ability to differentiate between detonation and

no-detonation, and to better understand the details of
The phenomenon of DDT in porous beds of granu- the DDT process. The tests were part of a series con-

lated propellant is being studied using the dual approach ducted to determine experimentally under what
of experimentation and computer modeling. As the conditions various types of propellants (explosives)

would undergo DDT before the test vehicle ruptured
sufficiently to step the process. Table I provides

1Ti6 work was supported by Lockheed Missiles and Space a brief overview of the tests, showing that model pre-
Conmpany Incorporated, under Contract GEIOA4870N. dictions agreed with test results in 9 of' 10 cases.
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In the one case where agreement was not achieved, other changes were necessary to make the program
the model predicted a detonation, and thie result of the operate satisfactorily for the extreme conditions of
experiment was classified as a very violent reaction-- DDT. A variable covolume was added to the equation
possibly a detonation. Thus, even in this instance, the of state. Boundary conditions and start conditions
prediction and the test result were basically similar. Use were changed. The 'diffusion' terms were removed
of the model has not only increased the ability to pre- and time variations in bed cross-sectional area were
dict situations where a detonation might occur, but it included, In its present form, the model is a one-
has provided insight into the various mechanisms which dimensional continuum model of two-phase flow, in
affect DDT. which the area varies with both space and time. The

conservation equations for the gas and solid phases
(Eq. 1-6) are ýhown below.

THE MODEL
Gas Phase

The Hercules DDT model consists of two computer *,

programs linked together; one modeling combustion a- (O'SA) + NO (S'YU5 A) = I'VA + ign (I)

in a porous bed, the other modeling motion of the con. a

fining walls of the bed. The combustion model was 8 2 p

developed from the Krier and Van Tassel (7) gun a- (U'PU') a ,t ax .... 1) 4. I(oM -. U')
combustion program. The integration scheme with

numerical smoothing was retained, but numerous + Egn tJ (2)

TABLE I

Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Results

Motor Bed Lad Void %TMD Propellant Particle IDt Reaction Model
Type Lngth Length Size PredictionTye (ill,) (in.) W/.

I CORE 24.0 0.25 70 Class A IiMX 2W0 0.00 No DQT No I)lyr
2 FD 1.0 4.50 75 Class A IIMX 200 0.65 DDT DDT
3 FD 0.25 1.00 49 Clams A IIMX 200 0.25 No DDT No DDT
4 FD 0.50 0.25 50 Class A IIMX 200 0.25 DDT VDT
5 FD 5.0 0.25 71 Type B 1200 0.00 DDT D)rT
6 FD 1.0 4.50 80 Type B 1200 0.65 No DDT No )IDTI
7 FD 2.0 0.25 73 Type B 1200 0,25 No DDT DDT
8 Annulus 19.5 0.50 59 Class A lIMX 200 0.00 DDT DDT
9 Annulus 19.5 0.50 65 Type B 1200 0.00 No DDT No DD)T

10 Annulus 19.5 0.50 63 Type A -800 0.00 No DDT No DDT

FD A full diameter bed of particles backed by a solid cylinder of propellant in a Schedule 160, 6-inch
steel pipe

CORE A center core of particles in an annulus of undamaged propellant encased in a Schedule 160, 6-Inch
steel pipe

Annulus - An 0.8-inch-thick annulus of particles between a lO-inch-diameter Kevlar (fiber) case and a cylinder
of undamaged propellant

Dt - Initial throat diameter of the nozzle
% TMD Percent theoretical mean density
DDT - Deflagration to detonation transition
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O '; w'!r + /O where:

o'P t " , aX A 3x (p,/,tA) - = -w (particle radius X burn rate)/thermal diffusivity

I'S 1(I X) F'huC 10 gI V 4 This ignition criterion is given support by the work

of W Derr (10) who showed a strong correlation between
ign ition temperature and burn rate for a group of

Solid Phase composite propellants.

a •I •,)p,AI + ± A significant problem has been the dcternniation
•-- If-P~ + a (I -,)pxU•AI - I'sA(I - (4) of'nitiation of'detonation. The present level of're-

finemenl of the model does not lend itself' to a flame
aa2 velocity criterion as discussed In Reference (I) where

I([(I I ,/,)j -T (U , ,II A/o14 + I) lBolyayev, et al, established 3000 to 4000 m/sec as the
beginning of a full detonation, the last of four DDT

4 rs(tJ, us) (5) stages, A fundamental definition in terms of' pressure,

temperature, and other variables is not available;
a I. a 1 'INtherefore, a semi-ompirical criterion Is used, A detona-

PA 4- ptj), -- - I'S X Vchon, ' 0 (6) tion is said to have occurred when 1,
2

T exceeds a
prescribed value:

where: -t
0 = Ag/total cross.sectional area 12r = J 2 dt (8)
p = l)ensity 10
A = Cross-sectional area of bed
U = Velocity Based on IIMX explosives (1I), a value of' P2T of 105
P = Pressure psl2 -sec (_ 500 kb 2 - pscc) was used,
I) = Drag
Ign = Iguiter mass generation rate The structural program IIONDO (12), a finitcle-
f' - mass generation rate ment program for large deformation dynamic response
() Ileat transfer developed by S.,ndla Laboratories, has beet modified
x E Stress so the two programs can be linked together. 'o
x Su i ndo thrmic fraction further assist in modeling more complicated tests, the

Subscript g Gas phase capability of' multiple-defined nodes to allow for separa.
Subscript s =Solid phase tion of' pieces of the structure and of alteritig node
Subscript w Wall constraints during executioni was added. The additions

were used in modeling tests where an end closure

por most applications, the geometry of' the solid broke free from the test vehicle when chamber pres-

Sparticles has been approximated with a sphere. Drag sure exceeded a specified value. The model describes
and heat transfer correlations are those used by Kricr axisymmetric structures, but planar structures can be
(7). The f'ixcd bulk temoperatur oe' Kriler has been approximated with some additional effort. Figure I
Su ied as an ignition criterio for the particles, as has is a schematic of the Input and output of each pro.
te fixed surface teprature of Ktchns (5). Theran and the data passed between them.
most satisfactory results have been obtained using a
variable bulk temperature criterion for which the bulk
Ignition temperature is a function of' particle size and TEST MATRIX
burn rate. The particles at a given station are ignited
when the solid phase temperature at that point reaches Three basic configurations were used in the tests
the value T* given by equation (7). discussed. All were basically go/no-go tests with little

instrumentation. In one, a thick annulus of undamaged
0 3 propellant 24-inches-long was encased in a 6-Inch Sched-

T 'o T0 (A)"3 ('-) {. IA + 2A + 21 ule 160 steel pipe. The center core was filled with
2) (7) Class A tlMX, thus forming a porous bed. Forward
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* MATERIAL l'ROPEIRTIS DISPLACIEMENTS, E",'C
* IIJNI)ARY CONDIIYONS

Fgig. 1. Description of DDT model

and aft closures were attached by bolts which configuration of the motors and the idealization used
yielded at a chamber pressure of approximately in the analysis. For motor 5, the tapered portion of
12,000 psi. This first configuration analyzed is the model was removed and a rigid wall boundary was
shown in Figure 2 and designated Motor 1. assumed to be present,

A similar pipe was used in the second configura- The third set of tests, Motors 8 to 10, investigated
tion motors, numbered Motors 2 to 7, each used a DDT characteristics of relatively weak test vehicles. An
full-diameter bed of granulated propellant backed by a annular bed of propellant was confined between a thin
cylinder of undamaged propellant. Bed length, void filament-wound Kevlar chamber and a solid propellant
length, particle size, and nozzle throat diameter varied grain, as shown in Figure 4. The body of the case was
in the tests, but the same type of bag igniter was used
(Table I). Motor 5 was the only one of this configura-
tion that was not vented. Figure 3 shows the basic

I)ARAGEI.)D RIEI) WIT'1
UNDANAGCD I N'a;RCONNEC-'iD iPOROSITY
P ROP ELLAN'T

UNUAMAQFDU BED) OF CLASS POELN

ROPkL.L'N'. A IIX I; NI 'MR

VOID IO-OU'�.L•OZZL,

4.0 VOIDD9 V iD

DETAI L A- A

Fig, 2. Six-Inch pipe tests, core of IIMX (dimensions
in inches) Fig. 3. Six-inch pipe tests, full-diameter bed
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0.1 22-inch thick but increased to 0.54 inch at the ends pressure at the igniter end of the vehicle was suffi-
to accommodate the closures. The static burst strength cient to release the closure, most of the bed was
of the case was estimated to be 3500 psi. The motors still at ambient conditions; only 0.4-inch of the bed
were not vented. A bag igniter was located in the 0.5- had ignited, and the radius of the bed increased only
inch void between the propellant and the end closure. 9.2 X 10- 3-inch at the bed entrance. Figure 5 shows
The igniter strength for Motor 8 was approximately how the bed expanded as the pressure front moved
one-third of that used in the other two tests of this into the bed, The 'continental divide' commonly
configuration, seen in the analysis of run-up length experiments

(13) was clearly evident by 30 usec after start time.
Pressure had stopped rising at the bed entrance by

TEST ANALYSES 48.5 usec due to the bed expansion. The pressure
peak continued to rise until it reached 92,000 psi

Discussion of the firing of Motor I and the subse- at 1.2 inches in the interior of the bed. At this
quent analysis will illustrate the extent of information time, 1.6 inches of the bed were ignited. The gas
provided by the math model. The propellant grain of
Motor I had a 0.722-inch-diameter center bore filled
with unground Class A HIMX. A bag igniter was located
in an 0.25-inch-long void between the propellant and
the aft closure. The test results indicated that flame
from the bag igniter initiated the column of IIMX, and
shortly thereafter both forward and aft closures were 90 , r
blown off after failure of the retaining bolts. DDT
did not occur as evidenced by the fact that 3 large 80
pieces of propellant approximately 8.0-, 6.0-, and/
3.0-inches-long by the full diameter were recovered. 70 t

4 0 . ,& EC54.9,0SEC

To simulate the test using the model, certain
S60assumptions were made. The igniter sequence was '

bypassed by assuming the first 0.25-inch of the bed 4 50 HOLDINCG AFT

was pressurized to 1450 psi and ignited. The pressure I NSI(NAIL

decreased linearly to atmospheric conditions at 0.7- .
inch into the bed. Initid porosity of the bed was 40 CI

0.30. The resulting calculations show that when the 3E

20) 20.2,d
19.5- 0.5 SEC

0.8 K/VLAR CASE I

VOID MATERIAL

.-471 IGNITER ASSEMBLY 1..'E

CYLINDER OF UNDAMAGED 0.60

PROPE P'LLANT

0.50BED 20 .2#SEc lý1

UNDAMAGED 0.40

0 0.5 L.O 1.5 2.0 2.5
DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

AXIAL LOVATION (IN.)

Fig. 4. Fiber case with annular bed Fig. 5. Pressure history of bed (Motor 1)
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volume at the front of the bed had increased by 627 was predicted to occur before the aft closure broke
percent due mainly to expansion of the bed, but also loose.
due to motion and burning of the particles. The
change in volume at 1,2 inches was 154 percent. In the 0.5-inch bed, the pressure peak quickly
There was not sufficient mass being generated behind moved to the solid-granule interface, A pressure
the pressure peak to sustain it, so the peak began to oscillation developed but had essentially damped out
fall rapidly even though the flame front and pres- by the time the pressure reached 60,000 psi. From
sure front continued to move into the bed. It was this time on, the pressure rise was nearly uniform
judged that no detonation would occur. throughout the bed. Restriction of flow through the

bed was sufficient that detonation occurred before the
aft closure had moved 0.05 inch.

MOTORS WITH FULL-DIAMETER
BEDS Motors 5, 6, and 7 contained beds of propellant

particles of approximately 1200 p diameter. Because

In the analysis of the motors containing a full- of the six-fold decrease in the S/V compared to the

diameter porous bed, the ignition sequence was 200/M IHMX, the DDT sequence was considerably

included and rigid pipe walls were assumed. Calcula- slower and there was a greater chance of losing the end

tions for Motor 5, using both rigid and elastic walls, closures before a detonation occurred. The dominant

indicated this assumption did not introduce gross mechanisms noted in the IIMX motors were also ob.

errors, The aft closure was represented by a 20 served. Since all motors had a porosity between 0.20

pound projectile which was free to move when the and 0.30, the significant parameters affecting DDT for

pressure against It reached 12,000 psi. Three bed the three Type B propellant motors were the bed and

lengths were tested and analyzed for 200 M I-IMX void lengths. A small void region and absence of a

particles, Three bed lengths for 1200jp particles nozzle gave the 5-inch bed a more vigorous start than

of type B propellant (which has a comparable the other two motors (Figure 7). Hlowever, the

burn rate) were also tested and analyzed. Each greater bed length was more important. Once the

set of three tests exhibited both a detonation and flame was established well into this long bed, the

a nondetonatlon. Detonation predictions agreed combustion products could not qscape fast enough

with test results in all cases except for Motor 7, to prevent DDT. The small 1/4-Inch-long void between

a 2-inch bed of 1200 p particles. In each set of the 2-inch bed and the end closure of Motor 7 was

tests, the intermediate bed length was near the definitely a factor in the extremely high pressures

minimum length for which DIY[ would occur, seen in this motor, Figure 8 compares pressure-time

Figure 6 illustrates the variation in calculated
pressures for the IIMX motors, Motors 2 and 4
detonated, Motor 3 did not. It was observed that
differences in porosity, bed length, arid void length 100,000 1
were the major factors in determining if a detonation
would occur. The increased porosity of the 0.25-inch I

bed of Motor 3 effected a three-fold decrease In the
mass generated per unit time compared with Motor 2.
Venting of gases Into the void adjoining the short bed 10,000 MoT(R 3

also contributed to keeping pressures low. Calculations
showed that following ignition of the 1 .0-inch bed,
pressures rose quickly to the detonation level within , 2

the bed, yet there was little venting of gas Into the
void. This agreed with previous analyses of beds of 1,o00 0

0.16 0.21 0.26, 0 •31,0.36, 0.41 0.460.51
RDX which showed that once flame was well
established in a 'long' bed of particles with high 'IHE (HSEC)
S/V, the void had little influence on whether or not Fig, 6, Maximum pressure-time plots for 6-Inch HiMX
DDT occurred, For this 1.0-inch bed, detonation motors
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SMOTOR 5 MOTOR 7

-- o4ooo

2,000

io'ooo

I ,()or)
0 1 2 3 4 i

AXIAl, LOCATION (IN.)

1BEDlVOID 0. 1.0 0,15 0,20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45
TIME (0811C)

Fig. 7. Pressure-distance curves for Motor 5 Fig. 8. Maximum pressure-time plots for Motors 5, 6,
and 7

plots for Motors 5, 6, and 7. A large void such as generation rate allowed sufficient time for expansion
that of Motor 6 would have significantly reduced of the bed by motion of the propellant grain and the
the pressure. case. The expansion slowed the reaction rate suffi-

ciently to allow the case to rupture before pressure
was so high DDT could not be stopped. Figure 9

LIGHTWEIGHT MOTORS WITH shows the deformation of the chamber and grain of
ANNULAR POROUS BEDS Motor 9 immediately prior to case failure. For

the Type A or Type 11 particles to detonate in these
The relatively low strength of the light-weight lightweight motors, they would need to be a size

fiber cases made the tradeoff between mass genera- close to that of the HMX,
tion and expansion of the case critical for Motors
8 to 10. The analyses of these motors, using the Test results for Motor 9 indicated chamber
combined combustion and structural models, were failure began at a point approximately 1.5 inches

performed early in the development of the DDT into the porous bed between 2.0 and 2.5 msec after
model and did not include the void volume present ignition. Calculations showed that the case failure
in the motors. Omission of the void and igniter would occur just short of the end of the reinforce-
sequences had some influence upon the model ment of the case.; approximately 3.0 inches into the
predictions, but there was sufficient agreement be- bed, at 1.0 to 1.2 msec. Since the ignition sequence
tween analysis and experiment to demonstrate the was bypassed in the analysis by assuming approximate
reliability of the DDT model when structural con- start conditions and the void was omitted, it is felt
finement is a critical factor. agreement between predicted and test results was good.

Test results and piedictions for Motor 10 were very
Motors 8 to 10 were nearly the same except for similar to those of Motor 9 (Figure 10).

variations in particle sizes. Only Motor 8, loaded
with 200 p I-MX, detonated. The detonation was in the HMX motor, case failure began at the end of
avoided in Motors 9 and 10 because a slower mass the case, but not soon enough to prevent detonation.
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Fig. 9. Pressure and deformation of lightweight Fig. 10. Comparison of pressure-distance traces
case of Motors 8 and 9

Just as indicated by test data, case failure was cal- combustion process and the dynamic response of the
culated to begin at the end of the case 60 p sec test vehicle. The model cannot be applied to situations
'Iter start. At this time a pressure peak of 81,000 psi where two-dimensional effects are dominant. The
ias located 1.0 inch into the bed. Pressure continued detonation criteria must be improved; generation of

to rise ahead of the case failure until a wave o' approxi- heat within the particles due to stresses experienced is
mately 100,000 psi began moving through the bed. A a critical mechanism to be investigated and other im.
detonation followed. provements call certainly be made. The model has, how-

ever, greatly increased the understanding of the highly

complex phenomenon of DDT.
CONCLUSIONS
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SHOCKS RETARDATION AND PRESENCE OF CRACKS IN MATERIALS
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An analyti.al m, thod, based on the recent progress made in the areas of ShocK
Waves, Dislocation Dynamics, and Fracture Mechanics, is presented for the estima-
tiot, of plane elastic precusor decay in the presence of cracks in a principally elastic
material. Extension of the method is suggested for the studies of Elastic-plastic
Wave., Elastic- Visco- ""istic Waves and other aspects of Shock-Waves in such
ma.erials.

INTRODUCTION The p'irpose of the present paper is to discuss
what may happen when a shock wave is to propagate

Shock Waves in solids are most often produced by itseif through a material having crack flaws, to pro-
explosion or high-speed impact on a material pose an ai' .ytical method to estimate the precursor
boundary. Shock growth and retardation studies in decay, and to suggest avenues for future research.
the existing literature seems to be restricted to those
effects due to reflection at the free surface, or to re- Before we take up the analysis of the problem
flection and refrActioP .t the interface. The attenua- stated above, it may not be out of place to very
tion of plane elastic precursor shock has played a briefly describe the stato of art in the studies of shock
significant role in the Dislocation Dynamics studies. wave mechanics, dislocation dynamics, and fracture
Nonetheless, it appears that very scanty attention hag mechanics, as the discussion is centered round the
been divexted to the studies o" 'teraction of cisloca- recent progresses made in these areas.
tion un the shock propagation, etc. Similarly, good
many advances have been made recently in the
Fj.? ture Mechanics. Studies of shock waves in solids SHOCK WAVE MECHANICS
have made distinctive ;ontribution in understanding
the crack propagation in metals, rocks, and other For our purpose, shock wave may preferably be
solids. But, the converse, namely, the effect of described as fnite a.nplitude stress wave consisting of
racks in a material on shock propagation and inter- regions of essentially stable, discontinuous or nearly

action on crack nucleation and its propagation, seems discontinuous stre.,• change, called shock fronts, or
to have not attracted any attention, briefly shocks. For simplifying, it is assumed that the

compression or rarefaction phase of a shock wave to
It is generally t,.;sumed in shock analysis, the be a single discontinuous shock front. Various solids,

material to be homogeneous and isotropic. But, it is however, have properties which produce multiple
well-known that flawlessness in a imiaterial is only a shock fronts travelling at different velocities. In care-
relative tern- when applied to actual solids. The fully conducted experiments, it is pcssible to generate
presence of cracks in solids cannot be neglected in a plane shock wave with a single discontinuous shock
any serious investigation having impoi tant practical front. Important applications of shock waves in the
applic; ions. study of solids are reviewed in (1). Reflection and
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refraclion of plane waves at interface and free surface Griffith, (6,7) laid the theoretical foundation for
in a solid are discussed in (2). the study of b-ittle fracture of ideal brittle materials.

Griffith's concept has been extended (8,9,10) to in-
clude the case of brittle fracture of actual materials.

DISLOCATION DYNAMICS The analysis of Griffith fracture model based on the
thermodynamic criteriou for crack propagation leads
to a necessary condition but not sufficient one.

The role of the theory of dislocations in explaining Sharfuddin (11) has shown that the necessary and

the an-elasticity and other properties, is well recog- sufficient criterion is that there should occur at the

nized. The nature of the study and advances in the sfiin rtro sta hr hudocra h
nihed.y Te nummatrized of th .sTuy and e avan in athe crack edge total stress which are sufficient to rupture
theory are summarized in (3). The single strain rate thaomcbnsTetnilruueoftmc

equation for plasticity is used to explain the micro- bonds rqr tessiof app te ofifto f
scopc ceepstrss-srai, ad shck ave est. Abonds requires a stress of approximately one-fifth of

scopic creep, stress-strain, and shock wave tests. A

straight dislocation line in dynamical equilibrium has the elastic modulus, whereas brittle solids commonly
rupture at about one-hundredth of atomic cohesive

three forces acting on it. Discussing these forces, it is rce It i now on ized os wto ut contai c-

shown in (4) that the steady state velocity is deter- toncthat the relat ivel low stren thof ma tral is

mined by the ratio of the driving force to the damp- due to ttle presence of cracks, either nucleated by

ing constant. As a dislocation moves past a point, the microscopic dislocation processes or to inhomogene-
material there receives a cycle of shear strain or shear ity of composition. Expressions for fracture tough-plus cmpsiidilatation.orfrctretogh
plus dilatation. ness for various types of deformations applied to

cracks of complicated shapes are given in (12).

FRACTURE MECHANICS
MECHANISM OF SHOCK RETARDATION IN THE

Fracture mechanics deals mainly with nucleation, PRESENCE OF CRACKS
propagation, etc. of different types of cracks and the
various conditions under which there is likelihood of For studying the mechanism involved, we consider
setting in of instability in the growth of cracks and crack as a flat separation bounded within the material
resulting in complete fracture of the material. An ex- by a leading edge which is approximated as a simple
cellent advanced treatise in seven volumes of (5) deals curve. At a relatively small uniaxial stress across the
with various aspects of fracture mechanics studies. cracked region, plastic strains are confined to a small

zone which is regarded as a line disturbance zone.
A survey of the contribution that dislocation The natural locus for the leading edge of the linear

theoy has made to the understanding of the process analysis model crack is a central position within the
of fracture in solids, particularly in crystalline solids, plastic zone where the stress distribution is two-
will show that not only does crystal dislocation play dimensional. The tensile crack stress field near the
an important role in fracture process but also the dis- leading edge of a crack is regarded as either of plane-
location concept is of considerablly wider walue : strain or of plane-stress type. A general mathematical
understanding fracture mechanics of solids. Disoca- treatment would refer to mode I (tensile) stress equa-
tions serve as convenient basic elemen'. in the micro- tion in ordt-r to represent upening of crack surface
scopic treatment of fracture. Crack i. cquivalent to a displacements and mode II (forward shear) and mode
continuous array of dislocations. The basic problem III (parallel shear) stress equations in order to repre-
in the theory o. cracks is the determination of the sent stresses developed by application of shear
way in which a crack modifies the applied stress field. parallel to the crack plane.
Knowledge of how cracks propagate, branch, and
interact with boundar:,ýs is important in many areas. It may be said without contradiction that the
In addition to the crack p:opagation problems that analyzical aspects of shock wave studies are complete
arise from engineering application of materials, relative to homogenous-isotropic-linear elastic media.
knowledge of fracturipg has -n impoitant bearing on A similar statement should hold good in respect of
problems ranging from the performance of solid-fuel linear fracture mecha,.ýcs relative to basic formulation
propellants to methods of excavating rocks. and *wo-dimensional static problems. We iccordingly
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wish to confine our discussions that follow only to THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
those problems that come under the purview of the
above statements. We assume that the size, shape, Our guiding equation is the counterpart of the one
distribution, properties and behavior of cracks are derived and discussed by various authors following
random in nature and their description is governed by the original verbal exposition by Orowan, (13,14)
either statistical averages or by known distribution
functions. " bNv (1)

The object of this paper being to examine the where
effects of crack on the retardation of shock, it is as- avg. plastic shear strain rate in the vicinity of
sumed that the elastic precursor is a simple unidimen- the crack tip,
sional plane shock of single narrow rectangular pulse b - avg. interflaw spacing,
of low intensity such that the stresses produced in the N running crack density, and
material are below the dynamic yield and fracture v avg. running crack velocity.
strengths. It is also assumed that before the arrival of
the shock, the material is stress free, the cracks are The constitutive relation, termed dynamic by
stable and are due to previous history, and the tem- Curran (15), may be obtained by combining Eq. (1)
perature is below NDT (nil-ductility-temperature) of with the incremental Hooke's law under the assump-
the material. tion that the total strain is the sum of elastic and

What happens when the shock approaches the plastic components and the plastic strain to cause no

crack will depend on the orientation of the crack volume change and after taking time derivative, as

with respect to the shock, on type of deformation of given below:

the crack, and on the phase of the shock-compres-
sive or rarefaction. The behavior of the shock at the - (, + 2ji)x = -(8/3)jbNv (2)
cracked surfaces will be in effect that of a free surface.
But in the case of slit crack with compression phase, where X and p are the usual Lame constants.
the behavior will be that of at the interface.

Equation (2) is derived for a loading geometry of
At the free surface, if the incidence is direct, the plate-impact test under conditions of uniaxial strain

shock will be reflected with phase reversal. On the and the plane of maximum shear stress in isotropic
other hand, if the incidence is oblique, it gives rise to media is inclined at 450 to the direction of shock
two reflected waves, one of dilatation and the other propagation.
of distortion. At the interface, a part of the shock
will be reflected and other part will be refracted, both Analytical solutions of Eq. (2) have been obtained
with reduced intensity. for elastic precursor decay and plastic shock-wave

It is well recognized that plane wave theory is an propagation for dislocation-dynamics models, (16,17,
oversimplification of the reality even for unidimen- 18). Corrections for the anisotropy in polycrystalline

sional small strain elastic problems, like the one under samples have been calculated in (19). The crack

discussion. We can rarely handle finite boundaries density, size, orientation, and formation have been

where end reflections and internal interactions of statistically investigated in (20). The Lame constants

wave take place in large numbers. It is therefore evi- can be taken from the dynamic elastic properties of
the material. If b and v are evaluated from the

dent that we should find a different approach to the knw prinle of fracture echanis ombiin
problem. We have Hooke's law for elastic response konpicpe ffatr icais obnn
pndstroblem. We hquateiHoo l for elastici. rwesonse Eq. (2) with Lagrangian equations for unidimensional
and strain rate equation for plasticity. If we can

establish a constitutive relation for crack-sensitive wave motion,

elastic-plastic solids, we may break the ice. The gen-
eral approach we are going to propose here parallels (3u/at) + (M6/Ox) = 0 (3)
the method used for obtaining the rate dependent
stress-straini relationships in dislocation dynamics (au/ax) + (ae/at) = 0 (4)
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where u is the mass velocity, yield a complete system provided by the exponent, m, of the Weibull's special
which can, in principle, be solved to obtain wave pro- distribution function for tensile strength of solids
files in materials in presence of cracks. (24).

Fracture calculation method in an existing comr- aF( = Const. (V-1/m (6)
puter program that solves the equations of continuum
mechanics is two space dimensions and time is de- where aF is the tensile strength and V the test vol-
scribed in (21), which can be modified to effectively umes. A qualitative physical interpretation of the 'in'
handle the present problem in a high-speed computer. value is that it increases with iacreasing homogeneity.
One can thus extricate enough information analyti- Low 'i' value indicates inhomogeneous materials.
cally to allow comparison with results obtained exper-
imentally on test samples with and without cracks. Finally, the strain rate tor the running crack is

given by

DISCUSSION ON v, b, N & ex 6x ae 1 /6 (7)

Once the crack has started to spread, its tip will be where
moving at some velocity v = da/dt, where 2a is the E constant crack speed (relatively low)
length of the crack. As 'a' becomes large, the limiting the critical strain at the crack tip.
crack velocity is about 0.4 of the elastic longitudinal = Crack opening dislocation.
wave velocity for the material. This has been ob-
served experimentally in a number of materials.

CONCLUSIONS

The velocity, v, of a running crack can be corre- It is thus possible to estimate the shock ietarda-
lated to a linear dependence in shear stress as below: tion in the presence of cracks in a principally elastic

media, except for the small plastic zone near the
v b- (5) crack tip. The method proposed is based on the

progress made in the recent past in the areas of shock
wave mechanics, dislocation dynamics, and fracture

where B is the damping coefficient. Analytical inves- mechanics dis. Te nal is p nd iraca.
mechanics studies. The analysis presented i,,• applica-

tigation of material damping characteristics is dis-
cussed in (22) and it is shown that the net dissipated

to the studies of elastic-plastic stress waves, elastic-energy in the material can be expressed as a product visco-plastic waves and other aspects of shock waves
of four factors representing geometry of specimen, in the presence of cracks in a material. Converwsly,
material constant, excitation amplitude and mode the decay of shock wave in a material may be used to
shape parameters. evaluate the existence of cracks in a material and their

average properties, as against the evaluation of indi-
The average interflaw spacing, b, is the Cinderella vidual cracks by the usual ultrasonio method. The

of this analysis. It has been considered as a material utility or otherwise of the method proposed for fur-
characteristic following statistical distribution. But ther researches in different areas depends on getting
no suitable correlation has been found to date to an experimental verification of the results predicted
allow a separation of its effects from the distribution by the proposed method.
of flaw concentration factor, (23).
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SENSITIVITY OF EXPLOSIVE SUBSTANCES
A MULTIVARIATE APPROACH

Stig Ek
Swedish National Defense Research Institute

Stockholm, Sweden

A new philosophy in sensitivity testing and risk evaluation is presented. An ex-
plosive substance should be tested by a test battery comprising many and varied
tests. The test battery should be designed and the information in the results
extracted with the aid of .multivariate statistical methods. This will give

a. An understanding of the meaning of the tests.
b. A certain possibility to evaluate the risks directly from b priori in-

formation about the substance.
c. A characterization of the sensitivity ala substance by a few figures.

Future risks can be estimated from the relative positions ofa substance and
known substances, e.g. TNT and PETN, in a space with these characteristic
figures as coordinates.

The methods are demonstrated by an analysis of an experimental material from
BAM in Berlin comprising homogeneous substances and pyrotechnic mixtures
tested in several tests.

INTRODUCTION unintentional ignitions at a very low level, This is
possibl; only if we know enough about the be-

When triggered by a suitable, sufficiently haviour of the substances in various situations.
energetic impulse an explosive substance reacts
chemically with the liberation of energy. The input We get such knowledge mainly in three ways:
of energy needed to start the reaction is very differ- through various types of fundamental studies,
ent for different substances. To start the reactior through different kinds of sensitivity tests, and from
with a high degree of certainty the various explosive statistics concerning accidents and exceptional be-
devices therefore need ignition systems designed to haviour in production and handling.
transfer the proper amount of energy in proper
fot.rn. Whatever method we use to predict possible acci-

dents, we have one fundamental problem. The sub-
During its produlction and handling an explosive stances can be subjected to so many different

substance is exposed to unwanted input of various situations, each with its own pattern of different
kinds of energy. This can under unfavourable cit- kinds of stress, that it is impossible to imagine them
cumstances lead to ignition of #be substauce and all. With more theoretical understanding we can make
possibly to accidents. Since the consequences of theoretical predictions of risks in more and more
such accidents can be very severe, we must take situations, but a wholly complete understanding and
effective precautions to keep the probability of such description of all potential risk situations will never
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be possible. Therefore systems for sensitivity testing MULTIVARIATE METHODS IN
will always be one important basis for our decisions. TESTING AND EVALUATION

As the possibly hazardous situations are very num-
SENSITIVITY TESTING IN RISK ASSESSMENT crous and varied, we need a wide and representative

basis for our decisions. We need rathcr many tests of
To predict the behaviour of a certain substance very different kinds (1).

under "natural" stress one can observw its behaviour
ini a number of sensitivity tests, each designed to The testing o• many substances ini many tests tells
show its reaction in a certain situation. A test relevant us the behaviour of every explosive in every test, but
to this situation will rank the explosives according to this is only one aspect of the informiation contained
their risks in just 1! :,. case. in the results. The relation between the sensitivities of

the substances is different for the different tests (and
To create mealningful sensitivity tests, one must this is of course the reason why we need many tests),

analyze the situation, describe it in appropriate cat- The test results form a rather complicated pattern.
egories, and then design the test to give a result With the aid of suitable multivariate statistical
relevant to just this situation, As always in sensitivity methods we cart analyze this pattern and present the

testing many replications of the test are needed be- in•lormation it contains in a compact and lucid way.
tore we can guarantee a really small accident risk.
Since the possible conmbinations of situations and Such methods are much used in the social
substances ar- very n1um10ero0us, it would be pro- sciencies, but much less so in the physical scientces,
hibitively expensive and time-consuming to design e.g. the explosives field, perhaps because we can often
amid pertorm such "tailor made" tests in more thanr a interpret our experimetal results from reliable theor-
few really important cases. ics, whereas In the social sc•ences the theoretical

foundation is less precise and imoue controversial and

lora a long time we have the|el'ore used "standard the systems studied very complex.

tests". These are simple to perlorm and are supposed
to give an indication ol the sensitivity in sonme typical In spite oft irIr rather well deveomped teore tical
situationis e.g. impact and f'rictio•l. Many of them knowledge I think it is rational to make e oxtended use
are carefully standardized aid prescribed for the legal of multivariate statistical methods in our work. The
classirlicatioii of explosive substances. analysis of a material with these melthods is not only

a statistically efficient way to condense the expuri-
The stan~dard tests can give aii indication• if m tenal result%. Used in an intelligent way It can repre-sent aii independent way o thiinkiag in onr field and

possible risks without too much work, but we must
have in mind their limitations. They are neither close a tair chance to discover new facts and relations fund-

duplicatioms (simulation) of specific hazardous situa- amen tat ror Undei~tanding.
tiojis, ior physically "puire" tests. They have been
designed often in aii intuitive way to resemble sonic TESTING IN GENERAL
"type situatiomns". Therefore most specific practical
situations cai neither be closely paralleled by one of Testing is done extensively in many fields to get
thOw tests (e.g. drop weight test) nor estimated from information about the behaviour of e.g., mechanical
the test via fundamental physical and chemical char- units or people in difterent situations. The general
acteristics. problem here is to design and use a batciry of tests

that is relevant to some important situations the test
We can, ievcrtheless, olten correctly estimate the battery must have a high validity.

risks iii "conventional" risk situations for explosives
of well-known types trom such test results. This is Since the aim of testing is about the same in differ.
possible, since we have a vast experience as regards CIAt felds, it must be profitable for us to study sonic
the common types of explosives, both from such of the methods used and th-3 results obtained in other
testing and trom statistics concerning accidents and fields. I think this is espe-cially true about somie
exceptional nehaviour in "standard sitatioiis". branches of psychological testing.
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After a lot of tentative analyses we have mainly Multiple Regression
analyzed a subset of rather well-known substances, 29
homogeneous ones, 18 chlorate mixtures and 18 We have chosen 3 measures as independent vari-
aluminium mixtures. ables to explain the behaviour of the 18 chlorate

mixtures in 12 tests. They are:
The 4 tests for ignitability by sparks of two kinds, 1. The total amount of available energy per unit

flamec and red hot iron wcre conveniently combined weight represented by the amount of oxygen that can
into one Figure of ignitability, and the 2 tests of de- be transferred from an oxidizer to a fuel.
tonability in steel tubes could without loss of
information also be condensed into one figure. 2. The part of this energy that can be liberated

more easily, represented by the amount of oxygen
We have uwed the following tests in our analyses: that can be transferred from a chlorate to a fuel.

3. The part of this latter energy that can be devel-
9. Time for reaction in a red hot steel bowl. oped through transfer of oxygen from a chlorate to a

10. Behaviour in a heated glass capillary. subclass of the fuels.
11. Belhaviour in a heated steel box 8 X 8 X 8

121cm. The anal',sis shows that the most important of

12. Largest orificL in the BAM apparatus (Koenen these variables is number 2. This is in agreement with

test) for bu'sting of the steel crucible, our general experience that a high chlorate content

14. Time from beginning of reaction in test 12 gives a higher sensitivity.
to explosion. Multiple regressions are obtained that explain

15. Friction sensitivity in the BAM apparatus. between 49 and 92% of the variance in the 12 tests. 1
16. Impact sensitivity in the tAM drop think this is a good result considering the difficulty of

weight test.
17. Lead block expansion according to BAM. obtaining exact results in sensitivity testing.

20, Above mentioned index ofignitability. To get a largely independent result we performed a
21. Detonability in I" or 2" steel tube.

factor analysis on the same material and extracted 3

In some analyses we have also included factors. The factor analysis does tut use the informa-
tion about the values of our independent variables,
but gives its results only on the basis of the inter-

13. Ignition temperature in a Wood metal bath. correlation between tests. On the other hand, the
13. l'inte from beginning of heatiog in the multiple regression computes the results for each test

without regard to these intercorrelations. If therefore

the results from the two aiwiyses agree reasonably
To make possible a less confused presentation of weU, the results must be of sonie significance.

the results the tests are often grouped as below.

The factor analysis explains between 25 and 99%
A. Ignition temperature and equivalent 1, 13 of the variance in the tests. The mean value explained
U. Ileat supplied to open substance 9, 20 is 70% in the regression analysis and 73% in the factor
C. Heat supplied to partially enclosed anly's.

substance 10, 12, 14
D. Hleat supplied to totally enclosed In Fig. I the pattern in the results from the two

substance 11 analysis are compared. Both results can be repre-
E. Impact test 16 sented as vectors in a 3-dimensional space. A test
F. Friction test is vector has a length equal to the squaru root of the
G. Lead block and detonability 17,21 part of variance explained. The correlations between

each of our independent variables and a test vector in
The tests in each one of these (natural) groups the regression model and between two test vectors in

have rather high intercorrelations within the group the factor analysis model are representedI by their
and usually follow each other in the analysej. sscalar products. Two vectors at right angles have zero
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reaction in pyrotechnic mixtures is a transfer of
oxygen from a grain of oxidizer to a grain of fuel,
whereas in the homogeneous substances the energy-
producing reaction can take place within the same
molecule.

Are we able to demonstrate a clear-cut difference
between the two groups from the 10 test results
chosen? To answer this question we have performed a
discriminant analysis. In such an analysis each sub-
stance is characterized by a value in a discriminant
function. In Fig. 2 the distribution of these values is
given for the substanives.

As can be seen the substances are divided into two
distinct groups. We can ask whether we really need all

hig. 1. Comparison between multiple regression and these tests or whether a subgroup of them will dis-

lactor analysis fior 18 chlorate mLvtures. criminate as well. To answer this question we have
performed a stepwise discriminant analysis, which
shows that a group of 7 tests, 14, 17, 11,20, i 5, 16,

correlation, two vectors close to each other a high and 9, discriminate as well as all th. 10 tests. Their
correlation. The test vectors are extended to unit discriminative effects are in the order given with
length to meet the surfiace of a sphere. A map of the number 14 the most effective, followed by number
points where the test vectors meet the surface of a 17.
unit the sphere is then made.

Filled triangles represent the results from the Principal Components Analysis

factor analysis, open circles the results from the mul- The results from the various tests are rather
tiple regression, The regression solution has been strongly correlated in our material. One can therefore
rotated to coincide as well as possible with thQ factor effectively condense the results in many tests without
analysis. The 3 circular arcs represent the 3 great losing a significant amount of information. Through
circles enclosing the positive octant of the unit the averaging effect in this process these new func-
sphere. The letters represent the group means above. tions can also be more precise than the original test
The lines represent the discrepanoy between the two result.
solutions.

Such a condensation can effectively be done with
As both the explained part of the variance in the the aid of principal components. The first such comn-

tests and the picture of the relative intercorrelations ponent is computed so as to explain as much as
between the tests coincide rather closely, we have possible of the variance in tie results, the second
shown it is possible to compute the results in several
tests and their relation to each other from a few fun.

damental (chemical and /or physical) parameters.

All these relations between cause and effect, be-
tween various tests, and between the two kinds of
solution are of course much better seen in a 3-
dimensional model. ! I
Discrinhinant Analysis i L lha• " I I! I

In our material we have homogeneous substances MIXTURES HOMO6EN EOUS
and pyrotechnic mixtures. These two groups might
behave differently because the energy-producing Fig. 2. Discriminant analysis.
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component as much as possible of the remaining tivity to heat and low intensity mechanical stress, the
variance etc. These components are constructed to be second component of detonability and sensitivity to
orthogonal. The original results are in this way ex- high intensity shock waves. The third component is
plained as well as possible for a certain number of of a more mixed character.
functions.

The homogeneous substances, the chlorate mix-
We performed a principal components analysis on tures, and the aluminum mixtures form 3 distinct

the results from the 65 substances tested in 10 tests, groups where the typical substances in each group lie
83% of the total variance can be explained by the rather close to the 3 lines in the figure. This means
first 3 components and 75% by the first 2. One can that the homogeneous substances are relatively more
thus give a good picture of the results in 3 dimen- sensitive to high intensity shocks of short duration
sions, and even a picture in 2 dimensions contains than to low intensity energy input with longer dura-
most of the information, see Fig. 3. tion. For pyrotechnic mixtures it is vice versa and

most pronouncedly for the aluminum mixtures. This
The first component represents mainly the sensitivity is well in accordance with the difference in reaction

in all tests except the detonability tests 17 and 21. kinetics mentioned above and to the fact that both
The second component represents above all these two the pyrotechnic compositions and the homogeneous
tests. As a very crude approximation one can regard explosives have been designed and selected to act this
the first component as representative of the sensi- way.

ALUMINUM (a) CHLORATE (@)

HOMOGENEOU5 (x)

A NGL
A*A I

00
/PETN x

A 2

/ A

X

X AN DNB

Fig. 3. Principal components,
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In each group the most sensitive substances lie
close to the upper right part of the lines, with the
others following in descending order to the least
sensitive at the lower left. For the pyrotechnic mix-
tures the order along the lines corresponds to the
general rating of sensitivity made by BAM. For the

homogeneous substances this order is evident from
the position of some well-known substances indicated
in the figure, from the most sensitive Nitroglycerine
and PETN at the upper right over Tetryl and RDX to
the insensitive Dinitrobenzene, Nitroguanidine, and
Ammonium nitrate at the lower left. G

Even if the principal components in such a system Fig. 4. Factor pattern. Allsubstances.

do not represent intuitively simple concepts (which,
however, the first two components do here) one can
estimate the risks for a newly tested substance from to identify th. finding with the aid of our physica,
its place relative the well-known ones.

Factor Analysis It is immediately seen that the tests in groups B F

are more or less correlated in this material, but group

A principal components analysis tries to explain as G, the behaviour when subjected to a shock wave, is
much as possible of the total variance in the test uncorrelated to the others, and even negatively cor-

results and thus gives a compact description of these related to B and C, the reactions to heat unenclosed
results, A factor analysis on the other hand, tries to and lightly enclosed respectively.
explain as much as possible of the intercorrelations
between the tests in the system. If therefore gives an This negative correlation depends on the fact that
insight into the structure of the system and may the homogeneous substances as a group are relatively
possibly disclose some important new categories in more sensitive to shock waves than to heat in open
the field, condition, and the pyrotechnic compositions on the

other hand are relatively more sensitive to heat in free
We have made such analyses, first with the whole conditions than to detonative shock. Within each of

material .65 substances in 10 tests-and then with these two groups the sensitivity to detonative shock
different subgroups of the substances in the same 10 is-more or less-positively correlated to the un-
tests. confined heat tests.

The Whole Material Subgroups

The factor analysis shows that 3 dimensions are Separate factor analyses have been performed for
needed to explain the relations. This is in good agree- the homogeneous substances and for the pyrotechnic
ment with the result above from the principal com- mixtures. In each case 2 dimensions are needed. The
ponents analysis. Fig. 4 gives a map of the relations test vectors are shown in Fig, Sa and b. The patterns
between the test groups B-G. It is constructed in the are about the same, with the open or partially closed
same way as in Fig. 1. heat tests B and C as one extreme type of tests, and

the detonability tests G as the other extreme. There
The corners of the triangle give the positions of are some irregularities however, which I think are

the factors rotated according to the (in connection mainly caused by the too low dynamic range in some
with factor analysis conventional) varimax principle, of the tests. This is very obvious in 2 tests as regards
Such a rotation is of great importance in the social the homogeneous substances.
sciences as an aid in identifying unknown basic
factors, especially in solutions in many dimensions, Only 5 of our 29 homogeneous substances did
but is not as important here. We have a better chance react at all in the friction machine used-3 of them
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i.g. 5. bactor patterns. a: Homogeneous substances; b: Pyrotechnic mixtures; c: All substances.

mily tor the inaximum stress possible. The correla- sensitivity are positively correlated (within groups)
tionts In this subgroup between test F and the others and the nature of the tests changes stepwise in the
are therel'ore biawd compared to what a friction test direction B C D -E F--G.
with ample dynamic range would give. The correla-
lions are all very low and the test vector F is badly Worth noting is that D and E, the hcat test in a
explained in the analysis and probably wrongly closed steel box and the impact test, according to this
situated. and other analyses seem to measure about the same

type of sensitivity, This is a little puzzling and not A
We have the reverse problem as regards the deton- priori obvious.

ability tests for the homogeneous substances. All but
4 of them detonated completely in the I" steel tube.
An effective classification is obviously not possible. If DISCUSSION
(or when) we design a completely new test battery it
is important to have tests with sufficient dynamic The analysis of the experimental material from
range to get reliable resuts in this kind of analyses. BAM has shown that it is possible to get valuable

information of new kinds with the aid of multi-
A way to diminish the effect of too low dynamic variate statistical analyses. A new insight into the

range in our tests is to compute correlation coeffi- structure of the substances--tests relations has been
cients in the 2 subgroups, as a basis for a factor obtained and a method to describe the risks for a
analysis. Since sonic tests have low dynamic range in substance on the basis of test results has been demon-
one group, some tests in the other, we will in this way strated.
have a fair chance to avoid too much biased correla-
tion coefficients. To make full use of the methods it is, however,

not enough to analyze a material already at hand. It is
We have performed a factor analysis on these necessary to do experimental work with new tests to

correlations. The test vectors are shown in Fig. Sc. develop really effective test batteries.

This factor structure has the same general appear- The clear division between groups of explosive
ance as the structures for the 2 subgroups. It is how- substances and the relatively simple structure within
ever very different from the pattern in Fig. 4, because groups make it seem rational to develop new test
here we have the structure within the 2 groups. strategies as a kind of stepwise tc~ting. The first step

would be a decision to what group the substance
I think this structure in Fig. Sc is the best general should belong. In this step the known chemical and

picture we can give of explosive substances in a test physical parameters for the substance are obviously
battery as this. We can distinguish two factors: sensi- very important. The next step would consist of
tivity to heat unconfined and detonability, The other applying a battery of tests especially suited for this
tests measure something in between. All kinds of particular group.
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A presentation of the sensitivity of the substance future development of more effective statistical tools
in this battery as principal components, as has been in this field.
done here, is probably one of [he most efficient ways.
Since this kind of averaging gives figures that
normally are much more reliable than the results of REFERENCES
the single tests in the battery and a large variety of
tests is necessary to avoid "unconventional" acci- 1. Stig Ek, "Determination of risks in relation to
dents, it will be optimal to divide a certain amount of sensitivity of explosives" OECD, IGUS report,
experimental work between as many tests as possible Nov 1969.
with only rather few replications in each test. That
the results from each of the tests will be very un- 2. J. P. Guilford, Tile Nature of luman Intelli-

certain does not matter in such a system. gence, McGraw-Hill, New York 1967.

If one really needs a point information for a 3. L. L. Thurstone, Multiple Factor Analysis. Uni-

special case the problem is of course different. Then versity of Chicago Press, 1947.

one needs a kind of tailor made test, 4. 1-1. H. Harman, Modern Faclor Analysis. Uni-

versity of Chicago Press, 1967.
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INSTABILITY OF HETEROGENEOUS DEFLAGRATION WAVES

Luigi De Luca
Istituto di Macchine, Politecnico di Milano,
32 Piazza L. da Vinci - 20133 Milano, Italy

The static and dynamic stability of heterogeneous deflagration waves jbr finite size
disturbances is examined. In order to retain the important nonlinearities, an
approximate formulation of the problem has been written by means of a standard
integral method. A t a given pressure, a minimum surface heat release exists above
which upper dynamic instability shows up. This leads to abrupt accelerations
of the mnonodimensional deflagration processes. The burning rate may increase by
orders of magnitude even at pressures of few tens ofatrm. For further increases of
surface heat release, stationary configurations are no longer allowed and steady
oscillating burning rates are observed as solut!ons. lFor even larger increases of
surface heat release, the only allowed steady solution is the trivial nonreacting
configuration. The predictive capability of the proposed approach is well verified
by computer simulated experiments.

INTRODUCTION quantitative applications are made with reference to a

tative applications are made with reference to a
The purpose of this study is to analyze the heter- solid, ammonium perchlorate based, composite pro-

ogencous deflagration wave stability properties pecu- pellant indicated as AP/PBAA #941 by the Princeton
liar to the essentially nonlinear character of the group. For this clr F heterogeneous deflagration
relevant phenomena. These are described by a waves very satisfat.. j flame models have been
strongly nonlinear second order partial differential developed by Summerfield and coworkers (4).
equation of parabolic type. There is today no
rigorous analytical way for dealing in general with In this paper attention is focused on the e•Aistence
such a problem. (for finite size disturbances) of dynamic stability

boundaries in contrast to the static stability boundary.
In order to ascertain general properties of the A survey of the Literature (I) shows a quite confused

governing set of equations, an approximate formula- state of affairs in this respect. Emphasis is given to
tion of the problem in terms of an ordinary differential conditions leading to heterogeneous deflagration
equation has been written (1). This allows one to wave transition toward faster regimes •,,' .. the
define stability boundaries for finite size disturbances existence of an upper dynamic stability uoundary.
of burning rate, not only at constant pressure (static This can also be considered a first step in the compli-
stability) but also following timewise monotonic cated patterns involved in the deflagration detonation
changes of the controlling parameters (dynamic transition (5). Indeed, the possible existence of an
stability). L, principle, the proposed approacl- may upper dynamic stability boundary would imply that
be applied to deflagration waves associated with any an abrupt transition from an initial stable reacting
substance initially in a condensed phase, provided a configuration may occur at any instant during the
proper flame model is furnished. However, in the deflagratlon history, if a sufficiently vigorous disturb-
sequence of papers (1-3) prepared by this writer, ance process is somehow triggered.
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Burning rate increases may be obtained in several the dynamic stability problem. Novozhilov observed
ways, e.g. by increasing ambient temperature or ex- (p. 216 of Ref. 12) that this "question requires cer-
ternal radiant flux. For sake of brevity, in this paper tain information about the properties of the system
only the burning rate dependence on pressure and outside the area of smooth burning. Such informa-
surface heat release will be considered. It will be tion cannot be obtained from experiments on steady
shown that, at a given pressure, any heterogeneous state combustion. For the calculation of unsteady
deflagration wave with an appropriate value of surface conditions in the unstable region it is necessary to
heat release is intrinsically able to undergo dramatic draw on certain schemes of combustion, which make
accelerations. Basically, this is due to an unstable it possible to predict the properties of propellants be-
energy coupling of the condensed with the gas phase yond the (static) stability limit".
through the burning surface.

The question of a possible early warning of extinc-
The strategy in this paper is to evaluate the stabil- tion during a depressurization transient, evaluated

ity properties of heterogeneous deflagration waves via the Zel'dovich method, was examined also by
directly from the structure of the approximate ordi- the Princeton group (13-14). The possibility was
nary differential equation describing the problem. checked that crossing of the static stability boundary
The predictive capability of the proposed approach is sufficient to subsequently produce dynamic ex-
will, then, be veified by computer simulated experi- tinction. Although correct, only a qualitative answer
ments performed by numerical integration of the to this question was given: "the dynamic conditions
complete set of the governing equations. of extinguishment tend to shift the stability line"

(p. 257 of Ref. 14). It iG the opinion of this writer
that the static stability boundary has only secondary

BACKGROUND relevance in a dynamic situation.

For a review of the current literature on solid pro-
pellant combustion stability, the reader is referred to AN INTE.,RAL APPROACH
(1). Here only some brief comments will be given.
Although widely debated in the technical literature, The basic mathematics consists in an approximate

the burning stability problem has been largely limited transformation of the governing nonlinear parabolic
to the question of dyanmic extinction by depressuri- partial differential equation to a nonlinear initial
zation. The work by T'ie'i (6-7) is among the very value ordinary differential equation based on a well
few aiming directly at establishing an extinction known "integral method" (15). A similar approach

criterion for fast depressurization. On the other hand, has been already applied to droplet burning (16).
no criterion has been formulated so far for the case of The application to heterogeneous deflagration wave
dynamic extinction by fast deradiation reported by models is described in detail in (2). The important

the Princeton group (8). Likewise, very little work assumptions made are: quasi-steady gas phase,
has been done on the upper dynamic stability opaque and inert condensed phase, and condensed
question (9). reacting layer collapsed to the burning surface.

T'ien (6) found that "for depressurization tran- It is found that at constant pressure the instantan-
sients, if the instantaneous burning rate drops below eous response of the system, when subjected to finite
rb (the unstable burning rate solution at the final departures from the initial configuration, is described
pressure), extinction will occur". T'ien derived his (2) by
quantitative criterion from another study (7) by him
of flammability limits of premixed flames under the dO1influence of environmental disturbances. Asomewhat du 2 (ux)c,sR" us-(ux)cs +A'ý- R'A0i

similar result has been obtained by the writer follow- d 3 us 1 u5  r .'
ing a completely different approach (2). 3 u I (us fa"Ix'c'SL

The line of research evolved within the framework
of the mechanistic (Zel'dovich) approach (10-12) has
been unable to reach meaningful conclusions about
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where u,(r) is the finite size surface temperature dis- standard set of parameters (say: pressure P - 30 atm,
turbance (Fig. 1). Following Lyapunov (17), the ambient temperature T. = 300 K, no external radiant
above equation can be re-written as flux, no heat loss, heat release at the surface Q. =

- 158.2 cal/g), the curve connecting points A-B-C is
dO du, obtained. It was shown in (2) that:-T = + f~oi, I-o00 (2)
dr dr s 1. at a given pressure, besides the trivial 0. = 0

corresponding to the statically stable nonreacting
configuration (root C), two more roots A and B are

/iIHKT',,% 04H rE.Ofl4--)U.S found. Of these
/ I-LAfAA1IO V W N ME (XWW')

"(x o 1,5-'4 LANI- 2. root A (statically stable) corresponds to the
SP1 -XTEFNAL RAUAN• steady state reacting configuration Up, while root B

- r~ r. a 'R(• P tLUX INTENS4TY/ -- =-- -(staticall, unstable) is the lower dynamic instability
P.Tx.o./ point 0s.

C OA ) V1 ,AI q" 1 3. At a given pressure, a branching point OS exists
• elo where the two nontrivial roots A and B coa.esce.

4. The static stability boundary for finite size dis-
"I,,i 0 turbances is the locus of the branching points 0,8.

1,g, 1. Schematic diagram of the physical prohhm 5. The lower dynamic stability boundary, for

and energy balance at the surface of the' f- wjened -;ýw size disturbances consequent to timewise mono-

phase. tonic changes of the controlling parameters, is the
locus of the statically unstable points 0L at the final
pressure.

The function f(01 , 0 ,s), called the static restoring
function, is qualitatively sketched in Fig. 2. For a

i The static stability boundary defines the line of

separation between a region where stable steady state
solutions are allowed and a region where no steady

SADIABATIC CONDENSED PHASE AT GIVFN PRESSURE solutions can be found. The lower dynamic stability
'_ AND AMBIENT TEMPEkATURE boundary defines that ultimate burning condition

beyond which extinction necessarily follows. The
.. meaning and the existence of an upper dynamic

SSURFACE ICA" stability boundary will be discussed in next section.
u RELEASE

C B1 AT 0T A2  ElE
NONE M - F E"TEOR TIniE, UPPER DYNAMIC STABILITY OF HETERO-

,UU \ GENEOUS DEFLAGRATION WAVES

Any self-sustained reactive system is capable of
Fig. 2. Qualitative sketch of the nonlinear static exothermic reactions. These occur both in gas (Qf,
restoring function illustrating the existence of three cal/g) and condensed (Q%, cal/g) phases. The total
roots A, B (reacting mode) and C (unreacting mode) energy release Qg(P) + Qs is determined by the energy
for a standard set of operating conditions. For the balance at ambient temperature of the steadily burn-
reacting mode, only solution A is statically stable ing adiabatic propellant. The effect of the surface
and can be observed in steady state experiments. In- heat release Q, on the static restoring function is
creasing of surface heat release makes D and E type qualitatively illustrated in Fig. 2. As mentioned in the
of roots appear (upper dynamic Instability) and the previous section, for a standard set of parameters
reacting equilibrium configuration become unstable only A - B - C roots are found. For increasing Q,
(root A ). values, the following facts are obsk rved:
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1. a new pair of roots, D, (unstable) and E.,
(stable), appears in the high burning rate region 12. APIPBAA#*9I.1

(see Fig. 2). 41 - 1 00m
U -* 158 2 CAL J,&,

2. roots A and D approach until coalescence (with 8 AIARA1IC

stability character exchange) occurs. The steady state ,

reacting solution (root A), stable before coalescence, 1 40'AT

is unstable after. 
, -1.0 ATM

20

k 10

3. roots B and D approach until they merge and m 2

disappear. /

4. only C - A2 - E roots are left (see Fig. 2) - -
-2 - 0

2 3 5 6 7 10

For all cases, the overall steady energy balance is NONtIM SURFACE TEMPEfATUR-,Os

satisfied only at roots C (unreacting mode) and A 1ig. 4. Influence of pressure on nonlinear static

(reacting mode). Therefore, these are in general the restoring function fur Qs = - 158.2 callg showing

only allowed stationary solutions and can be observed upper dynamic instability atP 10 atm.

either experimentally or theoretically as long as they
are stable. But increasing Q, displaces the reacting
parameters toward faster regimes with loss of stability occurs at Q, = - 190 cal/g for the standard condi-

of root A; this also, then, becomes unobservable. tions ofTa = 300 K and adiabatic sample. By similar
plots, the coalescence value of Q, can be defined for

A quantitative plot, with Q, ranging from - 170 to any other pressure. The results obtained are listed in

-200 cal/g, is shown in Fig. 3 for a solid propellant Table 1. Increasing pressure implies increasing Qf,

deflagrating at P = 30 atm. Compare also with the which in turn requires larger values of Q, for destabili-

curve Q, = - 158.2 cal/g shown in Fig. 4. It is infer- zing the stationary reacting nmode. Therefore, larger

red from Fig. 3 that coalescence of A and D roots, pressures require larger coalescence values of Q,.

with loss of stability of the stationary reacting mode,
The effect of pressure on the static restoring

function, at a fixed value ofQ, = - 158.2 cal/gr, is
illustrated in Fig. 4 for P ranging from 10 atm to 40

AP/PlAA#41 atm. Roots are of A, B and C type for pressus'e not

101 P-30 ATM
' Ta- 300 K•' ADIABAfIC ] Qs" 200 CAL/GR

8, -190T
"-180 TABLE I
170

1 ,Surface heat release values, at which coalescence of A

4; • and D roots occurs, in function of pressure. For in-

- creasing pressure, stable stationary reacting configura-
2- tions are observed for a larger Q, range. See also Fig.

4.

-2 Pressure, P, atm surface heat release,
-4_ _1_tIII Q,, cal/g

6 7 9 10 1 121 6 -158.2
NONOM. SURFACE TEMPERATURE,89

10 -170.
Fig. 3. Influence of surface heat release on non- 20 -180.

linear static restoring function showing loss of stabil- 30 -190.

tty of reacting equilibrium configuration for Q. = - 40 -196.
190 calig.
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less than 20 atm. At P = 10 atm a pair of roots D and The above properties have been verified by corm-
E appears. puter simulated transients evaluated by numerical

integration of the governing partial differential equa-

Thc two roots BI and D, (Hg. 2),located on either tion. The finite difference scheme implemented is

side of the stable steady state configuration A2 , discussed in (1). Typical, but by no means manda-

represent dynamically unstable points. If the surface tory, laws used for the controlling parameters are:

temperature during a transient goes past B1 or 131, B 0 (3)
the heterogeneous deflagration wave will accelerate 'r) 7i -( ',Bp" -), " e P

respectively toward C (lower dynamic instability) or
EL (upper dynamic instability). In the case of lower
dynamic instability, the fate of the heterogeneous F(a) Fi - (Fi - Ff)(I - e 11r'), T • 0 (4)
de.fagration wave is defined by the stable unreacting
steady state configuration corresponding to root C describing the exponential change in time of the non-
(trivial solution). This is called dynamic extinction dimensional parameters (pressure r or radiant flux
and is a well known phenomenon in solid propellant intensity F) from aa assigned initial value to an assigned
combustion not only for depressurization but also final value accuiding tu assigned positive coeflici-
for deradiation (6-8). In tde case of upper dynamic ents B nr Br. In particular, relaxation transients and
iiistability, the fate of the heterogeneous deflagration go/no-go type of runs have been performed in order
wave is more involved. As soon as point D, is passed to check respectively the static and dynamic stability
a vigorous acceleration occurs. The increase of limits (otherwise unobservable). Some results con-
burning rate may be orders of magnitude. Point cerning the lowe.' dynamic stability limits are illustra-
El, although strongly stable, is not allowed as a ted in Table 2. The evaluated limits are in good agree-
stationary solution. Therefore, after reaching E, tthe ment with the expected values.
heterogeneous deflagration wave i3 violently recalled
back toward a stable steady state configuration. Some rcsults concerning the upper dynamic stabil-
Lependitng or tile dynamics of the whole process, this ity limits are illustrated in Figs. 5 - 6. Go/no-go type
can be either '11e reacting mode A1 or the unreacting of runs with exponential increase of pressure from
mode C (dynamic extinction). Pi = 10 attn to Pf = 30 atm are plotted for several

values of Q. Compare with Table 3. For Qs suf-
After coalescence of A aid D roots, the static re- ficiently low, one observes a smooth transition from

storig function features two stable roots (L and I) the initial to the final steady state equilibrium confi-
neither of which is allowed as a stationary solution, guration (see, for example, Q, = - 158.2 cal/g). For
while the stationairy solution A is unstable. Under larger values of Q,, a vigorous acceleration of the
these conditions, the two roots1 B and A, located on wave occurs (Fig. 5). Following this, the hetero-
either side of D, repiesent dynamically unstable points. geneous deflagration wave will relax toward a steady
All previous considerations are valid, except as to the solution (Fig. 6). This is the stable stationary reac-
fate of tile heterogeneous deflagration wave. Depen- tinig configuration for Q, less than the coalescence
ding on the dynamics of the whole process, this can value (Q - 180 c',/g), self-sustained oscillations
be either the unreacting mode C (dynamic extinction) for Q, larger thaan the coalescence value (Q, = - 200
or self-sustained oscillations peaking at D and E and cal/g) and the stable stationary unreacting configu-
centered around A. "his suggests, under the specified ration (QW , - 220 cal/g).
conditions, the existence of a limit cycle. If so, since
a limit cycle is an overall property of the governing dif- Self-sustained oscillations have been observed in
ferential equation, once triggered this oscillatory be- several different situations. The nature of thes
havior would not depend on the initial conditions of
the system. oscillations depends only on the static restoring

function associated with the final burning conditions.
For example, the same self-sustained oscillationm have

In the case of a static restoring function featuring been found with Bp 1 and B = 200 for the pres-
only C - A2 - E2 roots (Fig. 2), the fate of the surization transient shown in Aig. 6. Oscillatory be-
heterogeneous deflagration wave is always extinc- haviour has been found also in the computer simulated
tion. tests reported in (18).
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TABLE 2

wnnputer simulated go/no-go transient tests showing agreement with the predicted lower dynamic stability
boundary and strong dependence of dynamic extinction on the initial conditions. All runs performed for adiaba-
tic opaque strands with T,, = 300 K and Q, = - 158. 2 cal/g. Pressure measured in atm and radiant flux intensity
in cal/cm2 

- s. The rate constants B,, and Br a.re nondimensionaL See (2).

Controlling parameter Constant parameters Nondim. burning rate

no occurrence oc, ,irrence of observed predicted

of dynamic dynamic rate lower lower static

extinction extinction constants dynamic dynamic limit
.... _,.__ .__.,_ j _limit limit

1o'i = 44,52 1T = 44.55 10 I 1. 0 P 10 Br = 10 0.057 0.053 0.15

96.26 96.27 0 20 10 0.083 0.070 0.23

156.85 156.87 0 30 10 0.093 0.083 0.29

Pi = 34.42 Pi = 34.43 Pf = 10 = 0 Bp = 10 0.051 0.053 0.15

BP = 3,336 BP = 3.337 i0 = 0 Pi= 40 Pf = 10 0.054 0.053 0.15

1.9 . . ... . .. .
0$--210. CAL/OR AP/PBAA 0 941

7 -200. Ta - 3001K
ADIABATIC

-190. Pi -10. ATM

1.5 -180. Pf .30. ATM
CD 13p.1.0Lii

•1.3 -

W

.1

'" EXTINCTION
P (Z) 0

0 .1 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2A
NONDIM•. TIME, -"

Fig. 5. Computer simulated pressurization tests slwwing destabilizing effect of large surface heat release.
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1 9, U. - (static instability). Border values are listed in Table
,A ,, 1. This has been verified by computer simulated

l-1I relaxation type of runs from assigned initial burning
I configurations (corresponding to the stationary

solution at tile investigated conditions). Typical
results are shown in Fig. 7. At a constant pressure

'VP = 10 atim, the initial burning configuration is stable
. for Q, less than the coalescence value (negligibleI oscillations are observed for Q, -158.2 cal/g) but

is unstable for Qs larger than the coalescence value
-. ./APA (e.g., Q, " 180 cal/g). Notice the larger overshoot

"21 . . associated to Q. =- 200 cal/g due to upper dynamic
/ADATIC instability. Just at the coalescence value of Q: -

%j'i 9,,L d,0• P• ATM 170 cal/g static instability only takes more "induc-
\EATINCTLO 

L.30 ATM
, 6G.,o lion" time to show up. For all cases of instability,

0 ,2 A I 1 16 ,0 aA ,, the final solution is the t'.Lvial nonreactingconfigura-
NOWDIM TIME, r

tion.
Pi'g. 6. Computer simulated pressurization tests show-
ing sell-sustained surface temperature oscillations. CONCLUSIONS

The stability problem of adiabatic heterogeneous
deflagration waves for finite size disturbances has
been dealt with. In order to retain the important non-

At any pressure, above the coalescence value of Q, linearities of the problem, an approximate formula-
no stable stationary reacting configuration is allowed tion of the condensed phase energy equation in terms

TABLE 3

Roots associated with the static rnonlinear restoring func-

tion for an adiabatic opaque strand deflagrating at P = 30
atm and Ta = 300 K. For all cases root C, corresponding
tothe trivial solution 0, = 0, is also found. For Q, =- 190

cal/g coalescence of A and D roots occurs. The stationary
unreacting configuration (root C) is always stable, while
the stationary reacting configuration (root A) becomes
unstable after coalescence with root D. See Fig. 3.

surface heat Nondimensional surface
release, Q., temperature, 0O

cal/g root B j root A j root D root E

-150 0.66 0.929
-158.2 0.67 0.937 - -

-170 0.68 0.949 1.15 1.29
-180 0.69 0.962 1.04 1.43
-190 0.70 0.976 0.976 1.53
-200 0.72 0.992 0.93 1.61
-210 0.74 1.011 0.90 1.68
-220 0.78 1.032 0.86 1.75
-230 - 1.057 - 1.81
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.A AA4 NOMENCLATURE
AP PHAA-941 0'-200 CAL GI

6i P - 10 AIM -Latin symbols
Ta- 300V - SADIABAII(.

a: AAHTI.) = depiessurization rate coefficient (see Eq. 3)

SB = deradiation rate coefficient (see Eq. 4)
F = nondimensional thermal flux intensity

10 -170 11 = nondinensional surface heat release
;- -". / I -!_ - 1... = radiant flux intensity im pinging at the con-

" i .-2 densed phase surface, cal/cm - s

EXTiNCTION P pressure, atm
r = nondimensional pressure

0L 2 4q = energy flux in, nsity, cal/cm2 - s
0 2 8 io 12 1 16 1 Q = heat release, cal/g
NON01M TIM. V R = burning rate, cm/s

17g. Z Computer simulated relaxat!.'m tests showing R = nondimensional burning rate
that equilibrium reacting configurations are unstable t = time, s
fbr surface heat release above the coalescence value T = temperature, K
(See 7able 1). u = nondimensional finite size disturbance of

temperature
us = nondimensional finite size disturbance of'

surface temperature
of an ordinary differential equation has been written ux = nondimensional finite size disturbance of
by means of a standard integral approach. It has thermal gradient
been shown that the surface heat release strongly (ux)cos = nondimensional surface thermal gradient
affects the static and dynamic (upper and lower) disturbance at the condensed phase side
stability limits. x = space variable, cm

X = nondimensional space variable

In particular, the following points have been dis-
cussed. For i. a'ing values of Q,: Greek symbols

1. the lower Qa)niamic stability point moves toward 6 = nondimensional thermal layer penetration
larger burning rate (easier dynamic extinction). A = finite difference of a quantity evaluated

between X = 0 and X = - 6
2. an upper dynamic stability point appears (ac- 0 = nondimensional temperature

celeration). T = non.dimensional time

3. the stationary reacting mode configuration be- Subscript and Superscripts
comes unstable (static instability).

a =ambient value
4. selflsustained oscillations occur.

c = condensed phase value
5. only the trivial solution is allowed. f final value

g gas
i initial value

Further work concerning the influence of ambient L lower dynamic stability
temperature and nonadiabaticity of the condensed p pressure
phase is being done (3). In particular, this allows r radiant
one to define the pressure deflagration limit of any s surface value
given heterogeneous flame. Furthermore, it will be - steady state value of a parameter
of interest to predict the pressure dependent fre- - - condition far upstream
quency of the observed self-substained oscillations. + - condition far downstream
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THE GROWTH OF REACFION IN SECONDARY EXPLOSIVES
UNDER TRANSIENT CONFINEMENT

G. D. Coley,
MOD (PE) AWRE,

Reading, Berkshire, England.

ABSTRACT A quantitative method has been developed to study the growth of re-
action in small high explosive (1E1) charges (weight about 17 g), initiated under
conditions related to accidental impact. Explosive yield was assessed from the peak
force impressed on a load cell by the reacting HE. Maximum peak forces measured
for PBX 9404 (IIMX/NC/TCEP 94/3/3), Octol-A (HMX/TNT/W/ax 80/20/1) and
HW4 (HMX/Wax 95/5) were 977 kN, 460 kN and 140 kN respectively, for similar
conditions of charge confinement. This ranking of event size is in good qualitative
agreement with the explosiveness ranking in the Skid Test for these compositions.
The relationship between charge confinement and the violence of the explosive re-
action has been investigated for ech composition, and the importance of both the
strength and the inertial components of confinement has been demonstrated.

1. INTRODUCTION in contact with the HE, under impact loading
conditions.

Accidents have occurred with secondary explosive

charges, in which the yield has approached that ap- The work reported now extends these studies to
propriate to detonation of the charge, even though the development of a quantitative method to study
the initiating stimulus would not have been expected the growth of reaction in laboratory scale charges,
to have initiated detonation by normal shock initia- and to the investigation of the effects of charge con-
tioii processes. Recognition of the hazards associated finement on the explosiveness of HE systems. This
with HE formulations in charge form has led to the work is a prelude to a more comprehensive study of
introduction of a wide range of charge hazard tests, the physical conditions and HE properties, which
designed to simulate handling and transportation limit the growth of reaction in an HE system, and
accident situations of practical importance. Sensi- result in the partial events commonly experienced in
tiveness and explosiveness of HE systems are deter- accidents. A laboratory scale explosiveness test,
mined from their response in these tests. based on the work, could replace the Skid Test (2,3)

as a more economic and quantitative explosiveness
screening test in HE formulations development

Although a number of mechanisms for initiation programmes.
by thermal and mechanical accident stimuli have been
studied and confirmed, the mechanisms for growth of
reaction are not well understood. Beedham, Dyer 2. EXPERIMENTAL
and Holmes (1) reported a series of small scale tests
designed to investigate the sensitiveness aspects of HE charges, confined in metal cups, were tran-
charge hazard. Charges were initiated in a controlled r'-ntly loaded in a drop weight apparatus, and
manner by the conduction of heat from hot surfaces, thermally initiated, at a predetermined point in the
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loading cycle by a hot wire, in contact with the bare
face of the charge. Impact conditions were chosen to
simulate the Skid Test (2,3), where impact pressures
up to 0.1-0.2 GPa with impact times of 1.0-2.0 msec C
can occur (1) depending on the drop height and the
mechanical properties of the explosive. The violence
of the explosive, event was assessed from the output
of strain gauges fitted to a load cell mounted be- B

neath the explosive charge.

2.1 Explosive Samples

Three HE compositi,'a-s were selected for study. H

These were HW4 (HMX/Wax 95/5 by wt), Octol-A I D
(HMX/TNT/Wax 80/20/1 by wt) and PBX 9404 T

(HMX/NC]TCEP 94/3/3 by wt). They were chosen
because they were known to give small partial re- " A
action, large partial reaction and high order reaction F

respectively in the AWRE Skid Test (2,3). G

Discs of HE weighing approximately 17 g and
measuring 28.6 mm diameter X 14.3 mm thick were E
machined from pressed charges and assembled into
metal cups, with the bare face of the charge protrud-
ing 1.5 mm (Fig. 1). Different strengths and inertias
of confinement were obtained by using steel or
aluminium alloy for the cup material and by varying Seismic Block
the cup wall thickness. I _

2.2 Drop Weight Apparatus
Fig. 2. Drop weight apparatus-a schematic view.

The apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. 2. (A) Charge assembly, (B) Drop weight (22.7 kg), (C)

The charge assembly (A) was impacted by a 22.7 kg Guide tube, (D) Pulse shaper, (E) Load cell, (F)

drop weight (B), falling through 305 mm in a guide Heater wire soldered between copper leads, (G)

tube (C). Impact loading pulses with maxima in the Spigot, (H) Impact switch, (T) Load spreading plate.

range 25.0-35.0 kN and impact durations of ap-
proximately 2.0 msec were achieved by the incorpora-

C tion of a felt pulse shaper (D), 12.7 mm thick X 75
mm diameter, mounted on a tufnol (a resin bonded
fabric) load spreading plate (T), above the explosive

SH charge. These loading pulses, although of lower am-
I a plitude than in the Skid Test, were chosen in order

SI that the dynamic compressive strengths of the test
charges were not exceeded before initiation. The felt

Fig. 1. Explosive charge assembly-schematic view of also served to smooth the loading pulse by damping
an explosive disc (H) (28.6 mm diameter X 14.3 mm stress wave reverberations in the drop weight. The
thick) mounted in a steel or aluminium alloy cup (C) forces, arising from both the impact of the drop
(height 31.8 mi, thickness of base 19.0 mm). The weight and any explosive event, were measured by
HE protruded 1.5 mm from the metal cup. The wall strain gauges mounted on a load cell (E) beneath the
thickness of the cup was varied as described in the charge assembly and displayed as a function of time
text. on an oscilloscope.
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A constantan resistance wire (F) 0.152 mm diam- confined in an aluminium alloy cup with a wall tiiick-
eter X 38.1 mm long was positioned along a diam- ness of 23.8 mm. The lower trace corresponds to the
eter between the bare face of the explosive charge intensified portion of the upper trace and shows the
and a tufnol spigot (G). event with improved time resolution. The start of

the loading cycle is indicated by tI and from tI the
The wire was heated for 80 jsec, during the load- !,..id increases smoothly, as the drop weight decel-

ing cycle, by the rapid discharge of a 25 MF capacitor erates compressing the felt pulse shaper. The signal
bank charged to 600 V. Using a similar hot wire at t2 is noise produced by the discharge of the heatcr
device and transient loading, Beedham, Dyer and power pack and does not represent the shape of the
Holmes (1) reported that the heating pulse produced pressure pulse. All attemp's to remove this noise
by the discharge of a 16 PF capacitor chairged to signal were unsuccessful. However the perturbatiun
500 V reliably initiated HW4, Octol-A and PBX 9404. of the load cell record was minimal and it did serve

to indicate the conditions at the time of initiation.
A simple switch (H), which was constructed from The peak load produced by reaction hi the tiE oc-

a sheet of copper foil, with a 2.54 mm diametrical gap, curred at t3, and this load was taken as a measure of
mounted on a tufnol plate on top of the pulse shaper, the explosiveness of the system under investigation.
was connected in series with a 15 V battery and a Following t3 the drop weight rebounded and the load
10 K ohm resistor. When the switch was closed by a cell record terminated in mechanical ringing.
thin copper disc mounted on the front face of the
drop weight a reference pulse was produced at the In the absence of an explosive event the load rises
start of the loading cycle, which was used to trigger smoothly to a peak of 25-35 kN and then decreases
the time base of the oscilloscope, and after a delay smoothly to zero as shown in Fig. 3.2. Variations in
the hot wire power pack. The delay was chosen to the peak load in the absence of an event arise from
achieve loads of 20-30 '-N on the rising portion of the differences in strength betwcen charge assemblies
pulse at the time of ti, hot wire discharge. with different cup wall thikknesses.

A typical load/time record is shown in Fig. 3.1. In sorne of the experiments reaction phenomena
This record was obtained from a PBX 9404 charge were observed with a high speed cine camera, operated

at a framing rate of 4500 frames sec- I. Frames cor-
responding approximately to ti, t 2 and t3 in Fig. 3.1
are shown for the same experiment in Fig. 3.3.

2.3 Experiments

The peak force, impressed on the load cell (e.g.,
the load at t3 in Fig. 3.1), was determined for a

I:

Fig. 3.1. An oscilloscope record of the load cell out-
put for a PBX 9404 charge confined in an aluminium
alloy cup (wall thickness 23.8 mm). Upper trace:
Complete load/time history -sweep 500 psec/div.
Lower trace: A n expanded section of the upper
trace --sweep 100 jsec/div. (t1) impact of drop
weight, (t2) discharge of heater power pack, 0t3) ex- Fig. 3.2. A typical oscilloscope record of the load
ptosiwe event. cell output obtained when the charge was not ignited.
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TABLEI

Mass (kg.j o;.tI .' experimental charge assemblies in-
cluding the mass of the tufnol plate beneath the pulse
shaper (0,300 •kg).

AWall Cup Material
Thickness

FMmD Steel Aluminium Alloy

4.76 " 0.536 0.39 1
7.94 -- 0.426
1.11 . 0.461

17.46 1.039 0.562
23.81 0.678
36.51 2.270 0.978

thickness of the plate was chosen to make the total
weight of each charge assembly 5.0 kg. Three dif-

_R fecent wall thicknesses 4.76, 17.46 and 36.51 mm
t were investigated.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

•'? "••:-3.1 HW4

,. The variation of peak force (F) with confinement
wall thickness is shown in Fig. 4. Peak force in-

creased slightly when the wall thickness was increased
from 4.8 mm to 36.5 mm for both materials, and for

t :a given size of confinement larger events were ob.
served with steel compared with aluminium alloy.

Fig. 3.3. Three frames selected from a high speed Very small explosive yields were obtained with HW4
cam3Iera sequen4 e to correspond with times et, 12, and compared with the other compositions. The metal
t3 in Fig. 3.1. (A ) Charge assembly, (F) Ifeater leads, confinements and tufnol base plates were always
(D) Pulse sharper, (R) Product gases, recovered undamaged and most of the HIE was un-

reacted and retained in the confinement after an

range of cup wall thicknesses, when each of the experiment. A typical round recovered after firing

compositions FIW4, Octol-A and PBX 9404 were con- is shown in Fig. 7.1. The confinement waa alumlnim,

fined in mild steel and in aluminium alloy cups. Con- alloy and the wall thickness was 4.8 mm. Maximum

finenients with wall thicknesses of 4.76, 7.94, 11.11 , peak forces, mca, tired when the confinemcint was
17.46, 23.81 and 36 51 mm were investigated. The varied were 140 kN and 43.2 kN for steel Irnd alu-

weights of the sieel and aluminium charge assemblies minium alloy respectively.
for each of these wall thicknesses are shown in
Tabl- 1. These values include the mass of the tufniol 3.2 OCTOL-A
rate beneath the pulse shaper (0.300 kg).

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5. Peak

In additional experiments, Octol-A charges were force increased when the wall thickness was in-

confined in steel cups which had a mild steel plate creased from 4.8 mm to approximately 25.0 mim, for

i 52.0 rnm diameter bonded to the back face. The both steel and aluminium confinements. However
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Fig. 6. The variation of peak force with confinement

Fig. 4. The variation of peak force with confinement wall thickness for PBX 9404 charges confined by
wall thickness for HW4 charges confined by steel (e) steel (0) and aluminium alloy cups (0).
and aluminium alloy (-) cups.

further increases in wall thickness above 25.0 mm

500 OL A produced little further increase in yield. The maxi-
OCTOL -A mum peak forces measured were 460.2 kN and

0 296.6 kN for steel and aluminium respectively. Con-
finements with wall thicknesses not exceeding 11.1

400- mm for steel and 17.5 mm for aluminium were re-

x X covered undamaged, but with more HE reacted than
"shown in Fig. 7.1 for HW4. For rounds with wall

'thicknesses greater than these values, plastic deforma-

Y,/^ tion of the inner wall of the confinement together
X/ X with severe erosion of the tufnol spigot was observed.

S.= A charge which had been confined in aluninium alloy
C200 with a wall thickness of 36.5 mm is shown after

firing in eig. 7.4, and this result is typical for the
100- thick walled confinement. Unreacted fragments of

100 HE were recovered from the bomb chamber, and
most of the explosive had been ejected from the con-
fining cup.

SI I ... I I
0 20 40 The results for the steel confinement experiments

Wall Thickness mm in which the charge weight was maintained at 5 kg

Fig. 5. The variation of peak force with confinement are also shown in Fig. 5 for comparison with the
wall thickness for Octol-A charges confined by steel experiments described above in which the mass of the
cups (0), aluminium alloy cups (0) and steel cups explosive assembly varied with wall thickness. For
with a total assembly weight of 5 kg (X). wall thicknesses in excess of 11.1 mm the results
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Fig. 71 . An HIV4 charge assembly after firing. (Con- Fig. 7.2. An Octol-A charge assembly afterfiring.
finement aluminum alloy, wall thickness 4,8 mm. Confinement steel, wall thickness 4.8 mm. Total as-

sembly weight 5 kg inciuding the steel make weight
visible in the lower half of the figure. In the upper

from the two series of experiments with steel con- half the tuihol spigot can be seen, Ibreed into the
finement were very similar. However, f(.r wall thick- mouth of the cup.
nesses less than 11 .1 mm significantly iarger events
were observed in the 5 kg series. Comparing results
f(,r confinements with wall thicknesses of 4.8 ram,
peak forces of (152 ± 40) kN were measured when
the erperimental mass was 0.536 kg, and (269 ± 11)
kN for Ih_ ?xperiments in which the mass was 5 kg.
The increased violence of reaction was also apparent
from an examination of the round after the experi-
ment, Figure 7,2 shows a 5 kg round with a 4.8 mm
wall thickness, after firing. Pronounced distortion of
the walls of the confinement occurred. The tufnol
spigot can be seen to be forced into the opened
mouth of the cup and this probably happened on the

secend impact of the drop weight. In contrast, the
0.536 kg round with the same wall thickness was
recovered undamaged. Fig. 7.3. A PBX 9404 charge assembly after firing.

Confinement steel. Wall thickness' 4.8 mm.
3.3 PBX 9404

Plastic deformation of the metal confinements was
observed for all wall thicknesses investigated. Steel thickness for both steel and aluminium alloy were
and aluminium alloy confinements with wall thick- qualitatively similar to the resi:Its previously described
nesses not exceeding 11.1 mm were deformed as for OUoi-A. Maximum peak forces of 977 kN and
shown in Fig. 7.3, which shows a steel confinement, 475 kN have been recorded for steel and aluminium
with 4.8 mm wall, recovered after firing, Significant alloy confinements respectively.
belling of the ( ninement had occurred, which was
similar to the distortion observed for Octol-A in Fig.
7.2. When the wall thicknesses exceeded 11.1 mm 4. DISCUSSION
plastic deformation of the confinement occurred at
the internal radius only, as shown in Fig. 7.4 for Reacthcn was initiated in these experLments under
Octol-A. Experimental results are shown in Fig. 6 as conditions of transient loading which simulated the
a function of confinement wall thickness. The varia- impact conditions in the AWRE Skid Test. Partial
tions of pesk impressed forcv with confinement wall reaction of the HE was observed in all cases with the
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TA fIlE ,2

Maximum peak impressed Jurces Jtfr steel and alu-
. minium confinements compared with Skid Test re-

sults (Unit kN).

",[ HW4 Octol-A PBX 9404

Aluminium 43.0 297.0 475.0
Steel 140.0 460.0 977.0
Skid Small Large High

"Partial Partial Order

Fig. 7.4. An Octol-A charge assembly after firing.
Conlinement aluminium alloy, wall thickness 36.5 obtained with the steel than with the aluminium sug-
mam. 7he central portion of the cup near the inside gesting that the inertia of the confinement was also
wall Is shown. 7he outside wall (not shown) was not important.
deformed. Most of the tufnol spigot can be seen In-
side Mhe cup. Following the model proposed by Macek (4), build

up to detonation, in a system with no v.nting, would
be determined by (a) the relation between burning

unreacted explosive either retained in the confine, rate and pressure, (b) the shock sensitivity of thc
ment or dispersed in the test area, depending upon composition in an appropriate geometry and (c)
the severity of the reaction. For any given confine- geometrical factors. Venting did occur in the present
inent the experimental results in Figs. 4, 5, and 6 experiments, and the relative rates of product gas
show that the ranking of explosiveness for the coin- formation and venting must also be ta!en into ac-
positions Investigated was HW 4 < Octol.A < PBX count. Three different venting procsses were iden-
9404. Differences were least pronounced when the tifled by examining rounds recovered after firing:
charges were confined in thin walled aluminum yes-
sels, and most pronounced for charges confined in (I) acceleration of the charge assembly under the
thick walled steel vessels. The maximum peak ir- action of the force exerted by the reaction products,
pressed forces obtained for HW',, Octol-A and PBX with the resulting vertical displacement of the round
9404 in both steel and aluminium confinements are dllowing the escape of product gases, At the time of
shown in Table 2, together with the response of 50 lb the initiation the felt pulse shaper is compressed by a
hemispherical charges in the AWRE Skid Test for force of 20.25 kN and the high speed photographic
comparison. sequence shown in Fig. 3.3 indicates that the felt is

strained approximately 5MY/,. Static compression tests
The results in Figs. 4, 5, and 6 indicate that both were made on the felt pulse shaper and a load/dis-

tlhe strength and the inertial components of confine. placement curve is shown In Fig. 8 for a sample which
iment can be important, in varying proportions, de- was prestressed by a load of 12 kN. The point P on

pending on the experimental conditions. For any the curve at 22 kN indicates typical initiation condi-
explosive/cup material combination, the explosive- tions. From the curve it may be deduced that addl-
ness increased with increasing wall thickness up to a tional loads of 10, 20 and 30 kN produced by a
limiting value. This suggests that the strength of the developing reaction could give rise to additional com-
confining cup is a factor controlling the event size, pressions In the felt of 0,29, 0.54, and 0.73 mm re-
since the maximum internal stress to cause plastic spectively. From these measurements it would appear
deformation of the cup walls increases in this way that sufficient relative movement between the drop
with increasing wall thickness. Yield stresses for the weight and the experimenial assembly can occur fol-
aluminium alloy and the steel were both of the order lowing initiation of the HE to allow venting of'
of 0.28 GPa. The strengths of aluminium and steel product gases. The initial stages of the vertical ac-
confining cups of the same size should therefore be celeration of the charge assembly will therefore be
similar. However in all experiments larger events were governed by the mass of the charge assembly and not
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80( further influence on event size. An example of this
type of deformation is given in Fig. 7.4.

z60 The influence of these venting mechanisms and

"hence the strength and inertia of the confinement on
0 the build up of reaction may be illustrated by theexperimental results for Octol-A shown in Fig. 5.

Peak impressed force has been replotted as a function

20 P of the mass of the charge assembly in Fig. 9 in which
the results for the 5 kg series of experiments have
been omitted. In region I a single curve may be fitted

.[ I I to the steel and aluminium confinement data. All the
0 0,5 1,0 1,5 confinements were recovered undamaged in this

Additional Displacement mm region, and the results are clearly in agreement with
venting by mechanism (i), In region I1 the peak im-

Fig. 8. A static load-displacement curve for a felt pressed forces measured for each confinement ma-
pulse shaper, 12. 7 mm thick X 75 mm diameter pre- terial tend to limiting values with increasing mass
stressed by a load of 12 kN. (The strain for a load of (and therefore wall thickness) and all confinements
12 kN was approximately 50%). The point P indi- recovered were deformed on their internal radius
cates the degree of compression of the pulse shaper only. Venting by mechanism (iii) is consistent with
corresponding to typical initiation conditions in the this data, with the strength of the confinement ma-
explosiveness experiments. terial limiting the event size. The results for steel

tend to a higher limiting value than those for alu-
that of the drop weight, since these are effectively minium since for a given strength steel is heavier than
decoupled by the pulse shaper. Increases in the mass aluminium,
of the round will therefore lead to an increased event
size for this venting mechanism.

500 - --

(ii) Plastic deformation of the confinements in-
volving a displacement of all of the wall material.
This type of deformation is illustrated in Figs. 7.2 400-
and 7.3, and would occur when the internal stress
in the confinement was such that the maximum hoop
stress in the wall exceeded the yield stress of the con-
finement material. The maximum internal stress to OO
cause failure will increase with increasing wall thick.

ness, for a given confinement, until the internal stress I
approaches the yield stress for the confinement ma- /
terial. Venting will occur at a rate which depends on .0
the radial motion of the wall material which in turn
will be related to the inertia of the wall. Event size
will thus increase with increasing wall strength and
wall mass up to a maximum value determined by the 100 --

yield stress of the material.

(iii) Plastic deformation of the confinement in
which the internal radius is increased whilst the ex. I I I
ternal radius remains unchanged. This mechanism 0 05 1,0 1.5 2,0 2,5
may be seen as the limiting case of mechanism (ii), Mass kg

above, when the internal stress in the confinement Fig. 9. The variation of peak force with the mass of
approaches the yield stress of the material. Further the charge assembly for Octol-A. (0) Aluminium
increases in wall mass and thickness will then have no alloy confinement (e) Steel confinement.
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In the 5 kg series of experiments venting by mech- S. SUMMARY
anism (i) was not observed, for any confinement.
Increasing the mass of the round for the thin walled In a small scale test, designe.I to simulate the im-
confinements reduced the effectiveness of venting by pact conditions in the AWRE Skid Test, the ranking
mechanism (i) and reaction pressures sufficiently to with increasing explosiveness for three test composi-
cause plastic deformation of the confinement occur. tions was found to be HW4 < Octol-A < PBX 9404,
The increase in mass for the thick walled confine- in good qualitative agreement with the full scale test.
ment is not effective in increasing the event size since
the major venting mechanism for these confinements Explosiveness is a property of an HE and its con-
was mechanism (iii). finement. The importance of both the strength and

inertial components of confinement has been
Factors responsible for differences in explosiveness demonstrated.

include mechanical processes, and the ignition and
burning characteristics of the explosive. The work
reported here has concentrated on the mechanical 6. REFERENCES
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PROPELLANT DETONATION RISK TESTING

E. E. A. Cruysberg, H. J. Pasman and Th. M. Groothuizen
Technological Laboratory TNO

P.O. B. 45, Rijswijk 2100, The Netherlands

l~or various propellants the possibility of detonation on flame ignition has been
investigated in field trials. Single-base multiperforated propellant failed to detonate
under the test conditions. Double-base single-perforated propellant and porous
single-base propellant did detonate indeed. On the basis of pressure measurements
TNT equivalences have been determined. A laboratory test has been developed
whose results agree well with those of the field tests.

INTRODUCTION itEchange. Since in the case of an incident initiation
will mainly be by sonic thermal source, a deflagration

In 1972 an explosion occurred during the manu- will take place initially. The question is whether a
facturing process of porous propellant (1). deflagration to detonation transition will occur.
Altogether more than 2 tons of porous nitrocellulose
powder were involved in this explosion. Electrostatic
discharge in propellant dust during a drying operation DEFLAGRATION TO DETONATION TRANSITION
may be regarded as the most likely cause of ignition. IN PROPELLANTS
The effect of the violent explosion was such that
considerable window pane failure was encountered in In the first series of field tests it was assessed
a nearby residential area at a distance of at least 500 whether the various types of propellant were capable
m from the explosion point, of burning to detonation under the conditions

comparable with those prevailing in actual practice in
After this explosion the authorities prescribed that the factory.

the quantities of propellant in process and storage
should be reduced to such an extent as to diminish To this end the propellant under investigation was
the damage to the relevant residential area to a maxi- introduced into a cylindrical aluminum container
mum of 5 to 10 per cent of window pane failure in (Fig. I) of the following dimensions: height 90 cm,
the event of another explosion, diameter 80 cm, plate gap 3 mam.

Ignition was effectuated by means of a squib and 2
In order to comply with this condition and also to g of a pyrotechnic mixture. This mixture consisted

safeguard continuation of the works' activities a of potassium nitrate, propellant dust, silicon powder
safety plan has been designed with the principal ob- and binder in a 4:2:4:3 ratio. The ignition source
jective to arrive at a hazard classification of the was submerged in the propellant and that at 1/3 from
various propellants. To this end field tests have been the filling point. The charge depth of the propellant
conducted with various types of propellants. in the container was approximately 75 cm. The

occurrence of blast was measured by means of piizo-
Previous investigations had shown that all types of electric pressure transducers, placed about I m above

propellants (single base, double base and triple base) ground level at distances of 25, 50, 75 and 100 ni
are capable of detonation if they are initiated by a from the explosion point.
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,- TABLE I

-7NTEquivalence of Propellants
oon Flame Ignition

TNT ecqivalcnce

Web size (based on
Type of propellant (im) peak prcssure

at 25 m)

multiperforatcd 1.3 no detonation
single base
single perforated 0.8 no detonation
single-base

Fig. 1. Cylindrical aluminium container, single perforated 0.6 no detonation*
single-base 5-15 per cent
single-perforated 0.48 no detonation
double-base

No blast occurred on ignition of 350 kg of multi- (9 per cent NG)
perforated single-base propellant with a web size of porous nc. 20-60 per cent

1.3 mm, nor with 350 kg of single-perforated single-
base propellant with a web size (if 0.8 mm, nor with *Ignition halfway the charge depth.
350 kg of single-perforated double-base propellant
(NG content 9 per cent) with a web size of 0.48 mam,
and the propellant was simply burnt down. (i) propellants that do not detonate under the test

conditions and only present a snas., fire hazard
On ignition of porous propellant, however, blast

was measured. Based on peak pressure measurements (ii) propellants that have a low TNT-equivalence if
blast effects corresponded with a TNT mass equiv- and when they explode
alence between 20 and 60 per cent (TNT - 100%).
(Table I ). The data at various distances showed con- (iii) propellants that apparently detonate and have
siderable scatter without a distinct trend; the impulse a high TNT-equivalence
data showed lower equivalence values than peak pres-
sures, viz. 10 to 25 per cent. Moreover it appears from the tests with the single-

perforated single-base piopellant (with a web size of

The container was completely fragmented. The 0.6 mam) that density and the location of ignition of
rather fine aluminum fragments travelled ovew a dis- in other words the degree of confinement plays an
tance of at least 100 in. important part.

With single-perforated single-base propellant with a This gave cause to a second test series with the
web size of 0.6 mm that was loosely filled in the parameters: type of container and level at which
container and ignited halfway the charge depth the ignition takes place in the charge depth. Besides the
container was burnt out. However, when this type of existing cylindrical aluminium container an oblong
propellant was vibrated into a compact mass and aluminium container with the dimensions 1.25 m long

ignition was effectuated at 1/3 from the filling point X 0.66 in wide X 0.71 m high and a plate thickness of
an explosion occurred with a TNT equivalence of 3 mm was used, and also fibre-board drums (0.60 m
5.15 per cent (or based on impulse 2-6 per cent). high X 0.36 in 0). Capacities of the oblong container

and fibre-board drums were 350 kg and 25 kg re-
It is apparent from this test series that the various spectively. It is apparent from the results (Table 2)

types of propellant react quite differently when ig- that, with the exception of porous nitrocellulose
nited with a flame, and can be divided into three propellant, explosion fails to take place when the
hazard groups, viz, tested propellants are ignited at a maximum of 0.55
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TABL' 2

TNT Equivalence at Varying Degree
of Confinement

Web size Type of Ignition % TNT-equivalence
Type of propellant (Wmm) container depth (m) (based on peak

pressure)

single-perforated 0.8 R 0.5 0
single-base
single-perforated 0.6 R 0.55 0
single-base
single-perforated 0.48 R 0.45 0
double-base C 0.55 0
(9 per cent NG)
porous ne - F 0.35 17

(at 37 m)

R oblong aluminium container, max. 350 kg
C = cylindrical aluminium container, max. 350 kg
F fibre-board drum, 25 kg.

in below the surface irrespective of the type of con- critical layer thickness above which the propellant
tainer . The porous nitrocellulose propellant did detonates and below which it fails when ignited by
explode and the blast corresponded with a TNT means of a flame.
equivalence of 17 per cent.

Then it was examined whether the explosion that COMPARTMENTATION
occurred with two types of propellant was indeed a
detonation. To this end a detonation of 50 kg of The purpose of the following series of field tests
single-perforated single-base propellant (with a web was to determine the minimum barrier thickness
size of 0.6 nmn), and ot 25 kg of porous nitrocellulose whereby sympathetic detonation just fails to occur,
propellant in a fibre-board drum was initiated pur- This thickness is an important parameter in safe stor-
posely with the aid of 375 g of plastic explosive. The age of propellants that are capable of detonation even
blast of the single perforated single-base propellant at small thickness of the layer, in view of compart-
corresponded with a TNT equivalence of 36 per cent, mentation.
while that of the porous propellant corresponded
with 50 per cent. It is clear that the thickness of the layer is related

to the quantity that detonates, but since the scaling
From this it follows that whereas the explosion on laws apply to this thickness (third power of the

flame ignition of single-perforated single-base pro- energy release), relatively small quantities have been
pellant is not a full detonation that of porous used in these tests (max. 200 kg).
propellant is.

The test set-up (Fig. 2) comprised two compart-
This test series indicates, and in particular the ments with a sand-filled timbered partition in be-

tests with the single-perforated single-base pro- tween.
pellant (with a web size of 0.6 mm), that transition
to detonation has taken place in the final phase of Dlmensiens of each compartment were: length
the explosive burning of the propellant. For every 1.50 m X width 1.40 m X height 1.70 m. The thickness
condition and type of propellant there is a so-called of the backwal! was 0.60 m and that of the separation
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In the top 'donor' drum detonation was initiated
with 375 g of plastic explosive. The possible occur-
rence of a sympathetic detonation in the adjoining
compartment was evidenced by means of

(i) a detonation of primacord with one end in the
'acceptor' drum (paralle to its axis), witnessed by a
lead plate at the other end

(ii) pressure transducers, installed at a distance of
Fig. 2. Test set-up of compartments. 50 m from the open side of the compartments

In the case of a 0.40 m thick separation wall a
wass was 0.40 m, 0.60 in and 0.80 respectively in sympathetic detonation occurred (Table 3), whereas
three different set-ups. (Fig. 3A). no sympathetic detonation was encountered with the

0.60 and 0.80 m thick separation walls and after the
last two trials unburned propellant was found back in
the proving grounds. An earthen wall of a thickness

A of 0.60 m may therefore be considered the minimum
thickness whereby no aympathetic detonation takes
place on detoiiation of 100 kg of porous nitro-
cellulose propellant. Upscaling to larger quantities is

60. 140 60 done by the cubic root of the quantity of propellant.

SIooooo.=,

150 00 - 001TABLE 3

I 1 10 0 0 0 Minimum Barrier Thickness

A Thickness Lead TNT-equivalence %
Fig. 3A. Arrangement of drums in compartments. separation witness plate peak pressure
a = 0.40, 0.60 and 0.80 m respectively. wall at 50 m

0.40 Sympathetic 58, based on 200 kg
Each compartment contained two tiers of three by of donor S- accepto r

three fibre-boar-d drums of a capacity of 25 kg, of propellant

which four drums that were placed against the separa- 0.60 No detonation 65, based on 100 kg
tion wall were filled with porous propellant (Fig. of donor propellant
3B). The remaining ones were filled with sand. 0.80 No detonation 70, based on 100 kg

of donor propellant

S Fý S " The barrier tests showed also that the TNT equiv-
alence of propellants is dependent on the distance at
which the peak pressure has been measured. A pres-
sure versus distance diagram has been constructed on
the basis of the experimental results with porous

Fig. 3B. Section A-A. Arransement of two tiers of' propellant. This diagram is compared with an
drums against separation wall, equivalent quantity of TNT (Fig. 4).
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- r aid of a squib in a few grams of pyrotechnic mixture,
\ 2250 lg of poon, or by means of plastic explosive. In the longitudinal

0 25 2250 kg
20 , so 2250 k9 axis of the tube a wire is fitted. This probe consists

Incidet 10 - , 1o00 2250 kg of a bare copper wire round which an intermittently
.. 0.p.. 0TN6T nylon-insulated resistance wire is skipwound. After
ovkPr)e\"r. N short-circuiting the ends of the two wires the

S* assembly is wrapped in aluminum foil, and fitted in
2. the centre of the tube to a depth of approximately 10
I. . . . cm above the ignition point.

10 20 50 1I,)'j 200 500 1000
-b- DtdtrInc.e lin

On ignition the voltage drop in the circuit, which
Fig. 4. Peak pressure versus distance diagram. is proportional to the reaction rate in the substance,

is monitored. Wnen the propellant is initiated by
It shows that the two profiles are in good agree- nmeans of a squib an initial increase in the rate of the
nt shows tha these toriles hi rc. A n goodsaree reaction front is observed which will then level off toment when the pressure is high. At pressures

below 4 kPa the peak pressure of the propellant a constant value (Fig. 6).

exceeds that of TNT at the same distance. This
implies that the propellant equivalence increases with
increasing distance. dstonce

LABORATORY TEST

Since the execution of field tests is a costly prop-
osition the search for a laboratory test which would
yield the same hazard classification as the field tests -- • time
seems a logical step. The propellant to be in- Eig. 6. Reaction rate curve on electric Initiation.
vestigated is confined in a steel tube (Fig. 5) with the
dimensions: length 1.18 m X I.D. 0.03 or 0.05 m,
wall thickness 0.01 m. The tube is closed at one end. Not all types of propellant will attain this constant
The propellant is ignited at the closed end with the value. If, on the other hand, initiation is effectuated

by plastic explosive, then a constant rate is attained
at once.

wire probe On the basis of these rate measurements the pro-

pellants may be divided into three groups (Table 4).

tube TABLE 4

1lazard Classification Based on
Velocity Measurements in

the Laboratory Test

Hazard Velocity m/s

L quib + 2 g of group flame i booster ignition
pyrotechnic mixture

n max. 600 m/s 6000 in/s
2 1300 mas 4000 m/s
3 3200 m/s 4000 m/s

Fig. 5. Set up laboratory test.
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(i) propellants not attaining a constant rate, and (i) mass fire hazardous
having a detonation rate which is many times higher

(ii) mass detonable
(ii) propellants attaining a constant rate which is

considerably lower than the detonation rate (iii) detonable, depending on the thickness of the
layer

(iii) propellants having a high reaction front
propagation rate in excess of 3000 m/s--which is The laboratory test is well suited to establish the
almost equal to the detonation rate hazard group of tile propellant.

As compared with the division into hazard groups The investigation to determine the critical layer
following the field blast measurements this sub- thickness with the aid of the laboratory test with be
division shows a striking resemblance, so that the continued. An earthen wall with a minimum
laboratory test seems to be well suitable for hazard thickness of 0.6 m proved to be capable of preventing
classification, a sympathetic detonation when 100 kg of the tested

porous nitrocellulose propellant detonated.
In order to determine the critical layer thickness

of the various propellants also the distance has been
determined at which the constant rate is attained in
the laboratory test, For the propellants belonging to
tile first hazard group holds that this distance is larger
than 1 .18 m. For the propellants of both the second This investigation could only be accomplished
and the third hazard group holds that this distance is thanks to the cooperation of 'Muiden Chemie B. V.'
about constant, viz. about 0.30 m. In view of the who provided the investigated propellants and the
results of the forementioned field tests where pro- various types of containers, and thanks to the
pellants from hazard group 3 detonate almost Ministry of Defence on whose proving ground the
completely at a layer thickness of 0.50 m, and those field tests could be executed and whose staff assisted
of tile second group fhow no or incomplete detona-
tion, the critical layer thickness and this distance
cannot directly be correlated. The objective of the
present investigation is to try and find a correlation as
yet on the basis of the laboratory test.
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VOLUME AND PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF SOME KINETIC PROCESSES IN EXPLOSIVES

D. J. Pastine, M. J. Kamlet and S. J. Jacobs
Navai Surface Weapons Center

%: ',.!Oak Laboratory
Silver S1 ing, Maryland 20910

Qualitative formulae are developed which describe the volume and pressure
dependence of certain kinetic processes thought to occur in explosives. The volume
and pressure dependences of the monomolecular, bond breaking, process and of one
rIxssible bimolecular reaction process are specifically described, and the possible
relationship between these processe, and explosive phenomena, such as explosion
time, are discussed.

INTRODUCTION processes in terms of other fundamental phenomena
and from these descriptions we derive expressions for

It should be clear that energy barriers exist to the AV*.
formation of explosive products. Were this not so,
explosives would not exist for long in the unreacted Since the work of Evans and Polanyi, a number of
state. The reactions, therefore, which occur in explo- investigators (3,4) have done work substantiating the
sives and their concormitant rate constants should significant effects of volume (or Fressure) on many
always be associated with a barrier or energy of acti- types of kinetic processes. The most recent indica-
vation. In what follows we try to construct qualita- tions that such effects are important in explosives
tive models and expressions for the rate constants and have been given by the work of Lee et al. (5), who
activation energies of various kinds of decomposition showed that the time to explosion at any given
processes. We do this tc ascertain t!-e volume and temperature can have a significant pressure depend-
temperature dependence of these quantities for the ence.
purpose of improving our understanding of initiation
and detonation phenomena and of explosive sensitiv- Clearly then, for any description of explosive
ity in general, It is important to note that the models behavior to be complete, the volume and pressure
which we do construct differ from earlier work in effects on kinetics must be taken into account. It is
that the volume dependence of kinetic processes in toward this end that we have made a beginning in the
solids and liquids is specifically formulated and the modeling of such effects for tihe liquid and solid
physical basis for this dependence is elucidated, states.

It was Evans and Polanyi (1) who first constructed In the process of constructing our models, some
a theory of volume effects on reaction kinetics. In convenient assumptions have been made. For
their early paper they described such effects in terms example, we assume that rate controlling reactions
of a volume of activation, AV*, which is the differ- proceed in one direction only. This assumption may
ence between the sum of the normal volumes of be very close to the truth. In addition to this,
reactant molecules and the volume of Eyrings thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed, and, it is also
(2) activated complex. Here, we have taken a some- assumed that whenever a molecule or a pair of adja-
what different approach and describe kinetic cent molecules have sufficient energy to react or
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disintegrate, that they always do so. These assump- processes only and below we construct the simplest
tions arc not necessarily true but this inaccuracy possible model which will qualitively describe the

should not detract much from the qualitative descrip- related decomposition rates as functions of tempera-
tion of monomolecular and bimolecular decomposi- ture, T, and specific volume, v.
tion processes given below.

Classically, the potential energy 4'i of the ith nor-
mal mode of molecular oscillation is given by,MONOMOLECULAR DECOMPOSITION

Two types of monomolecular decomposition can 1 =(I-
2

easily be distinguished. We refer to these as types A
and 13. We define the Type A decomposition as one where wi is the angular frequency and ýi is the normal
which can occur because one or several internal coordinate (6) for the ith mode. Since the normal
modes of molecular vibration achieve amplitudes coordinates are linear combinations of the Cartesian
sufficient to cause either internal reaction or the displacements of the atoms froim their equilibrium
breaking of bonds. The C-N bond, for example, will positions, we expect that decomposition can occur
lose its strength if it is streached beyond a certain whenever ý' reaches a particular value (amplitude),
point. Since there will always be one or more normal The potential energy associated with this amplitude
modes of natural vibration which require the stretch- will be
ing of this bond, one can safely assert, assuming the
validity of Boltzmann statistics, that any temperature,
T, a certain number of these vibrations should have Of = 2 w?! 2. (2)
amplitudes sufficient to cause the breaking up of the
molecule. Likewise, certain modes of vibration by
virtue of their large amplitudes can bring otherwise Only molecules in which 4'i can exceed ýi* will be

unbonded atoms of the molecule into such proximity able to decompose through the ith oscillation mode.

that they produce internal reaction. In nitromethane These molecules must, therefore have enough energy

For example, the scissorlike motion of the oxygens U1. in the ith mode such that E1 > O14. According to

relative to their companion nitrogen, could conceiv- equilibrium Boltzmann statistics (7), the fraction fi of

ably bring one of the oxygens close enough to a molecules which have (in the ith mode) an energy

neighboring hydrogen atom to produce the reaction, greater than oP'i is given by

CI13 NO 2 - CII 2 N = 0 + HO" + energy. fi = exp(- ýi*/kT) = exp('- wi 2 /2kT) (3)

Type B decompositions are quite different and where k is the Boltz:mann constant. The total num-
may have little connection with intramolecular vibra- ber per gram, ni, of molecules having E1 > V' is
tions. This type may be viewed as the result of a simply nfi where n is the total number of molecules
change in the electronic state of the molecules. One per grain. Since each mode of' vibration can achieve
can picture a molecule raised in energy from its elec- ý' only once per cycle, then on the average, a iiole-
tronic ground state to some higher energy level from cule with sufficient energy will decompose, approxi-
which it may readily decompose into products. mately, in the time ri/2 where ri is the period of the
Excited levels such as this can be achieved by the ith mode (iLe., ri = 2n/wi). The maximum rate at
absorption of either thermal or electromagnetic which molecules can deconmpose through the ith
energy. It should be clear then that explosives which mode is given by the relation,
can disintegrate by the type B process will also exhibit
the property of photodecomposition at certain fre- dn 2bnj bwj
quencies of light, a fact which enables us to directly - - - n exp {(- wj'• 2 /2kT)} (4)
determine the activation energies associated with this \dt i IT

process.
where b is a proportionality constant of the order of

Of the two types of monomolecular decomposi- unity. From eqw'tion (4) we can extract the rate
tion mentioned thus far, we investigate type A constant, Ki for the process,
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bwi Equation (10) is very interesting because it implies
7T ex -w2' (5) that near ambient temperatures most vibrationally

induced decomposition process will be suppressed by

Since there are in general 3v-6 internal vibrational pressure. This is so because the y3's, with a few
modes for a molecule of v atoms, the effective rate exceptions, are generally positive (i.e., the wi's usually
constant, K, which governs the disintegration rate increase with decreasing v) and in addition, 2AEi/kT
arising from all modes of vibration is given by the sum is almost always greater than unity. A relatively low

of the Ki. That is, value of AEi/kT which is associated with the C-N
bond breaking process (8), is 25,000/T. This informa-

3v-6 tion, along with some information on the infrared
K 2_• K (6) spectra of explosives, can be used to calculate the

i=l order of magnitude of the pressure dependence of Ki
for the C-N (and the similar N-N) bond breaking

The total rate of disintegration via monomolecular process in secondary explosives. Infrared spectra (9)
vibrations is then of high explosives indicate that, over a pressure range

dn of about 60 kbar, normal mode frequencies in the

dt " -Kn. (7) region of 2.5 X 1013 to 3 X 1013 hertz increase by
about 1.5%. Since these frequencies should be close

Since the wi's will be affected by the molecular to that for the C-N bond vibration (10) w expect
environment, that is, since they will be influenced or Aw;/wi to be about .015 as pressure ipncrc'.ses from 1
perturbed by neighboring molecules, we must con- atm to 60 kbars. Theoretical work (11) on TATB
sequently expect that the wi's will change with chang- indicates that Avv should typically be about -0.18
ing volume. This happens because smaller volumes over the same pressure range. Therefore,
bring neighboring molecules closer .n the average and
increases their perturbi"g effect on the normal mode
frequencies. ThL 's, due to anharmonic effects, will Awi v
also depend on x .ut that problem will not be y't - - = 0.083
addressed at this time. V

It is interesting to examine the logarithmic volume is a reasonable estimate of the Griineisen Parameter
derivative, (3 In mji/b In v)T of equation (5). Taking for the bond breaking process. Using a rather typical
this derivative, one finds (12) value of 100 kbars for BT we have, for the C-N

bond breaking decomposition,

SIn K\2

for thvt 4 k 1] (8[5nK 1  -00 08 0

where Vi - d In wi/d In v, is the Griineisen parameter

ft hmode. Since w 2  is just .wice the activa- Equation (11) is a crude estimate but it should
tion energy, AEi, for the decomposition process, provide a reasonable value for the pressure depend-

equation (8) may be rewritten in the form, ence of the bond breaking process which may very

/0 I K [2E 1 well dominate (8) the reaction kinetics of someSI LqT- -Il (9) explosives at low P and T. In fact, its predictions
), [kT Jagree surprisingly well with values which may be

derived from time to explosion measurements (5).
Through the identity, (i In jirml In v)T =- - B'(u In we Assurnng the time to explosion, r, is proportional to
0 a)T, where Beut is the isothermal bulk modulus, we l/K, we find from experiments at 5550 K that for
may write equation (9) in terms of pressure changes, dinitropropane, (a In g/3P) " - 0.050 kbar- 1 and for

eHMX, (a In /x/Pl) .z - .074 kbar- 1 . Putting T = 555 0 K
a/ In Kj\i 7 2A'j ] (0 into equation (11), we find (a In K/a)P) = - ,074' - (10) kbar=1 for C-N bond breaking. Since there is good

PT reason (8) to suspect that the bond breaking process
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can dominate kinetics in this region of T, the qualita- the pressure itself. The value of P* is hard to esti-
tive agreement between theory and experiment trends mate. It will depend heavily on the physical proper-
to support the theory presented thus far. ties of the explosive and the values of ii and AEi for

the rate controlling processes. It is safe to say, how-
If more than one vibrational mode is competitive ever, that for the C-N bond breaking process, P*

in the decomposition at a giveirT, then it becomes should be less than a few kbar (13).
necessary to sum the effects of different modas to
obtain the pressure dependence of the effective rate Another interesting aspect of equation (10) is that
constunt, x. That is it may be used to calculate, AV*, a quantity thought

of as the effective difference between the normal
3v-6 E2AEi 1 molecular volume and an activated state volume (1)
L Kii -- from which duzomposition may occur. This quantityOlK 1 L/ kT ,j myatt

SI i (12) is defined by the equation
\ ) T 3 v ,- 6 ( n -_

Ki ýa ~~InK A*(3
i-1=\1P kT

If one of thle Ki'S, say K, is much larger than all the Combining equation (13) with equation (I) we find,
rest (which also implies a larger yi), then equation for vibrational decompositions,
(12) reduces to (3 In K/aP) T(a In Kj/aP)T. There. kTyi [2AEi 1
fore if one vibrational process dominates the deconi- AV* = -l - lJ (14)
positional kinetics, then its pressure dependence will BT L kT(1
determine the pressure de) ecnce of thc kinetics. Using the earlier results for C-N bond breaking at

5550K, one finds
From what has been done so far we can come to a

few tentative conclusions about vibrationally induced = 5.6 X 10-24 cc/molecule = 3.4 cc/mole.
decomposition process. Equation (5) implies that
Ki a wi when AE/kT << 1. Since AE1, ac wi2, this This calculated value of AV* is quite typical of
suggests that, as T increaecs, the processes with higher those measured for organic reactions which usually
and higher activation energies begin to dominate the
decomposition process. Equation (5) also suggests lie (3) between -5 and 15 cc/mole. The last result,

tha e(w/) for each process is pro- therefore, further substantiates the validity of equa-that the precoefficient tion) oreah (oes1i)po
portional to the square root of the activation energy,
AEl, for that process. This means that unless there
are very large differences between all the AEi At this point, we can say little more about Type A
associated with a single molecule, (so that a single or Type B processes without detailed calculations on
decomposition node can be dominant over a broad specific molecules. This we save for future work.
range of P and T) the value of K at temperatures
associated with detonation will be consider ably higher
than would be assumed from ambient temperature BIMOLECULAR DECOMPOSITION
measurements. This casts doubt on the validity of
simple Arrhenius kinetics when applied to initiation Bimolecular reactions should result from the
and detonation phenomena. proximity of molecules. It is reasonable to believe

that reaction is possible when two (or more) specific
Equations (10) and (12) are also interesting atoms on different ,,olecules come to within a

because they imply that, if there are no processes of distance, 5; of one another. Because the molecules
importan..e with negative yi, then there will be a repel one another at ciose range, thi;, will require a
region of shock pressures in which it is impossible to certain amount of energy to activate the reaction
initiate an explosive through Type A monomolecular process. To qualitatively describe the rates associated
processes. The demarcation point is determined by with these reactions, we will, for the time being,
the shock pressure, P*, which raises the temperature limit ourselves to the simplest possible molecular
sufficiently to offset the rate suppression caused by model.
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Assume we have a solid or liquid of roughly 0. Keeping this in mind, we take the logarithmic
spherical molecules, radius n a, which performn many derivative of'K with respect to v and obtain
oscillations about a given site before changing posi. K rF 1/3--
tion in a laboratory frame. Assune also, that these In h\ [2A'--* 1I (o/ -
oscillations are completely harmonic at any give n o ,I• ,=L--T v 3kTIT -1v- J(17)
specific volume, v, for the system. The outer atoms
of two neighboring molecules will then be able to .p.
come to w.ithin a distance 6 of'one another, only if whero o' - d In w/d In v. In terms of pressure

their vibrational amplitudes are sufficliently large, or, changes we have

if v is so small that the molecules are forced to be in 8 hn . _ '7 2Al*
close proximity. If R0 is the mean separation T)]I' T1 [ kT - I
between one molecule and a nearest neighbor, then
react ion can occur when the ump!itude of' vibration, 2l
il = (i - Ro). along ti' line o! centers has a maximum 2A I* (8
valuc,,a*, olfat least l* = (R0 - 2a - 5). Il'the 3B'1 kT L()
associated frequency of vibration Is (w/2n), then the
energy, At*, required to achieve q* is AE*
mw2,q* 2 /4 where m is the molecular mass. Assuming This last relation is very interesting because there
thermodynamic equilibrium, the fraction of the z are two competing ternms on the right-hand side. The
nearest neighbors with which a molecule will share flrst term Is identical in form to equation (M0) for
this energy is* exp(- Al*/kT) and the probability monomolecular processes. I lhre, however, 7 is
that a given molecule shares sufficient energy with a expected to have a value of two or greater if' the
neighbor to react is tz exp(- AE*/kT). As li the case molecules of the system are bound together primarily
of monomolecular decomposition, the reaction rate by Van der Waals bonds (14), This will frequently be
for n molecules per grain is then the case for explosives.

di wzn (- A*(15) Assuming AP */kT >> I ,the first term in equation
dj 7 ~ \ kT/ ](18) Indicates strong pressure suppression. The

magnitude of the second (rate enhancing) term
Ikuatilon (15) assumes that reaction occurs at the depends heavily on tile value of v./v. It Is clear that
first opporltuiity wheeCver sufficient enerby exists, this term will eventually dominate ti equation (17) as
The rate constant, x, Is therefore, v,/v - I. If we neglect unity compared to 2Ai*,.kT,

then the two terms in equation (1 8) exactly balmnce
w. - Cx i -- when

iT \kT ) I

Wz Fip nw 2 (t•O -2a - 6)21 (v(v)l131L 4kT (16)[
Thus, if7 is In the neighborhood of two, then the

Now, as before, w will depend on v. Note also bimolecular reaction rate will be enhanced %ith
that R0 = QV(1/ 3), where a is a proportionality con- pressure only for compressed volumes such that
stant so that it is convenient to set nq* - a(vf/ 3 - vt/v > .57. It Is interesting to pursue the question as
vei 3 ), where v1/ 3  (2a - ,8)/, is a critical volume at to whether or not an explosive may acquire a volume,
which all neiglhbors can immediately react with one v - v,, in a detonation wave. Before we consider this
another. This volume is the volume for which AL* question, we must first dispose of the spherical sym-

nitry assumed earlier, since most explosives are not
composed of sphlerical molecules.

*itere It is amsumed that a molecule forms an Independent o
oscillator with each nuarest neighbor. This model is over- In a solid explosive it is reasonable to assume that
simplified and Is used only because It facilitates the calcula- reaction can occur when the extremities of two
(ion of volume dependent effect,.

fit should be noted that z is not assumed to be a function of neighboring molecules vAblating along their line of
n. centers come to within a distance , of one another.
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This model also leads to equations (16), (17), and dependence is anticipated. For those processes,
(18) as before except that now, a is half the molecular different rates are associated with different vibra-
diameter in the direction of oscillation and v is associ- tional modes and the decomposition modes of higher
ated with the value of w for that direction. One can activation energy are expected to dominate at the
therefore find a value of v, for every direction of higher temperatures. In addition, we expect that the
oscillation for which bimolecular reaction is possible, precoefficient associated with a particular decomposi-
Now, since in some reactive directions in some explo- tion mode should be roughly proportional to the
sives the value of (2a + 6) will be a large fraction of square root of the activation energy for that decom-
the distance, R0 , between centers, then, it is entirely position mode. These results lead us to conclude that
conceivable that a critical volume can be reached a simple Arrhenius rate law may describe detonation
behind a detonation wave, since for such waves a processes only vwry crudely and that activation
compression, relative to the original explosive volume, energies determined under ambient conditions may
vo, of v/v0 < 0.75 is not unusual. have little bearing on detonation processes.

In liquid explosives, bimolecular reaction rates will In the case of bimolecular reactions, strong pres.
be affected by molecular rotations. The nitromethane sure suppression of the rate is indicated until the sys-
molecule, for example, will n')rmally tend to rotate tern nears some critical volume vr. The approach to
about axes passing through its center of gravity which this volume signals the onset of extremely rapid reac-
is close to the nitrogen atom. tion which can occur at relatively low temperature.

We expect that this may be a significant initiating
This rotation will make it difficult, for example, mechanism in some explosives, In the case of liquid

for the carbon of one molecule to come to within I A explosives, we suggest that free molecular rotations
(the approximate C = 0 bond distance) of the oxygens can impede bimolecular reaction rates and that this
of another molecul, in order to form CO or CO 2 . rate can be enhanced In such cases by the hindering
This implies a very high effective activation energy for of rotations through compression of the system. In
this reaction if almost all the molecules are freely the case of rapid shock compression, the relaxation
rotating. With compression, however, rotations will time associated with the rotation to vibration transi.
be suppressed (hindered) and the effective activation tion may have an important beaizag on the sensitivity
energy for the process will drop accordingly. This is of liquid explosives to the duration of applied shocks.
an interesting effect because it connects reaction rates F or that matter, subsequent to a shock, any relaxa.
with the hindering of rotations. The existence of the tion processes of sufficient length which slow the
phenomena would Imply that the relaxation time rate of internal temperature increase of explosive
associated with the transition from rotation to vibra- molecules will have an tqually important bearing on
tion may be an important factor in the shock iltia- shock sensitivity.
tion and detonation of liquid explosives.

One general implication of all those results is that
At this point, little more can be said without more effort should be spent on high pressure experi-

further analysis and calculations on specific explo- mentation. The high pressure infrared and Raman
sives. The results obtained thus far are summarized in. spectra of explosives would tell us more about the
the discussion below. values of w1 , ,y and the relative values of the A~t, for

monomolecular decomposition processes. ULkewise,
very high pressure (> 100 kbar) experiments done at

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS ambient temperature would shed light on whether or
not any critical volumes may be associated with

We have constructed plausible models to describe bimolecular decomposition processes. Such experi.
quaiitatlvely, the pressure and temperature depend- ments are now possible as a result of new measuring
once of monomolecular (Type A; internal reaction or techniques associated with the use of the diamond
bond breaking) and bimolecular reactions in explo. anvil press. (15)
sives. In both eases we find that the reaction rates are
volume dependent (and therefore they are, indirectly, Before closing, we caution the reader as to the
pressure dependent). In the case of monomolecular, qualitative nature of the results described above.
Type A, processes, only a slight volume or pressure Harmonic oscillations (at constant v) have been
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assumed throughout, This is an unrealistic assunip. 8. T. L. Cottrell, T. F. Graham, and T. Y. Reid,
tion in most cases and consequently, the precoeffici. Trans. Faraday Soc, 47, 584 (1951).
ents for the theoretical rate constants are only 9. R. J. Jakobsen, Battelle Mcmoral Institute (LSA)
roughly proportional to the square root of the associ- Rechnical Report, II M oarch 1971 (unpublished).
ated activation energies and not exactly proportional
as indicated by equations (5) and (16). For the same 10. G, llerzberg, Infrared a•id R:,man Spectra of
reason, if a particular wi and ýjc were known, then an Polyatornic Molecules, lIi). Van Nostrand, New
activation energy calculated by mcans of Ault York, 1945). The frequencies associated with
(I /2)wj•'t2 would probably be seriously in error. It Is the C = N, C = C and C - C bonds are given In the
better for the time being to use experimental values reference above (p. 195). The frequency associ-
for the AEI. It will be part of our future work to ated with the C - N bond has been estimated by
develop more accurate theoretical expressions for assuming that it has about the same rhtio to the
these quantities, C = N frequency as the C - C stretching vibra-

tions has to the C =C vibration. The calculated
result for the C - N vibration is 2.76 X 1013
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF IMPACT SENSITIVITY WITH STRUCTURE OF ORGANIC
HIGH EXPLOSIVES. 1. POLYNITROALIPHATIC EXPLOSIVES

Mortimer J. Kamnlct
Nasval Surface Weapons Center

White Oak Laboratory
Silver Spring, Maryland 209 10

Impact sensitivities of organic high explosives arc' primarily functions of their
thermal decom posit ion rates at thec temnpceratures generated undcer the impact ham-
mner, For classes ofecxplosives with similar decomposition mecchanismns, there appear
to be' rough linear relationships (sensitivity -structure trends) between logarithmic
S07% impact heights and valucs of'B ()(), a measure of oxidant balance. It is shown
that polynitroaliphatic explosives containitig at least one N-nitro linkage are more
sensitive as a class thtan nitroaliphatic explosives containing only G-nitro linkages.

Factors which influence the sensitivity of'high paper to rest the sample on, and the statistical proce--
explosives have long been of interest to the United dure used to conduct the experiment and reduce the
States Navy. An ongoing approach to the problem data (1).
at the Naval Surface Weapons (.enter, NSWC (ex
Naval Ordnance Laboratory, NOL) has been to in- Because thc machine can distinguish between ex-
vestigute the reactions governng sensitivity in much plosves with5(Ylt, ipactheights of 15an 0 i

usually studies any reaction, i. e., by determining the logarithm of the 50%X height is usually considered to
effect of structure on reactivity. We wish now to be the best measure of relative impact sensitivity.
describe this approach as it applies to several types of Impact sensitivities (or 5VI% heights) for some stand-
nitroaliphatic explosive compounds. ard explosives are: 1, 3-diamino-2, 4, 6-trinitro-

benzene, 320 cmn (top of scale); TNT, 160 cm; Comp.
Of the many means of evaluating sensitivity of A-3, 60-70 cm; Comp B, 60-70 cm; tetryl, 32-35 cm;

high explosives, the impact test is by far the most RDX, 22-24 cm; IIMX, 24-26 cmn; bis (2, 2, 2-trinitro-
common. The test involves subjecting samples of the ethyl) urea, 14-16 cm; PETN, 10- 13 cm; bis (2, 2,
explosives to the force of' a series of hamnmer blows 2-trini troe thyl1) nitramine, 4-6 cm; lead azide, 24 cm.
caused by a standard weight falling from varying
heights. The sensitivity is reported as that height The test, which has the advantage of'requiring
which has a 5VA probability of causing an explosion, relatively small quantities of material (ca 700 mng),

may be carried out rapidly and conveniently, and it
As carried out at the Naval Surface Weapons Cen- has proven reasonably successful in separating high

ter, the technique is a modification of that developed explosives into classes of generally similar handling
at the Explosives Research Laboratory, Bruceton, hazards. The machine, however, has neither the
Pennsylvania during World War 11. The salient fea- resolution nor the reproducibility required of a re-
tures which distinguish the ERL-NSWC machine and search tool, and only limited reliability may be at-
method from other such tests are: the particular tool tributed to any individual 25-shot impact result.
design, the criterion of explosion, the use of flint TNT, a standard, illustrates the poor reproducibility.
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Separate 25-shot determinations on twice recrystal- A number of criteria were set Ior explosive com-
lized material have given 50Y%( impact heights ranging pounds included in the correlations: the comipound
from below 100 cm to above 250 cm. Such varia- was solid at room temperature; contained no hetero-
tions have been attributed to operator technique, aromatic ring such as triazole, tetrazole, etc.; con-
particle size distribution in the sample, atmospheric talied no acetylenic or azido groups; and was not a
conditions (humidity, etc.), and multifold other salt. Impact sensitivities fur seventy eight polyni-
causes, troaliphatic and alicyclic explosives which meet these

requirements are listed in Table I, together with
In view of the unreliability of individual results, molecular formulas and values of OB Iu0. The comn-

it was felt that any correlation of impact sensitivity pounds are divided into eight categories as follows:
with structure would necessarily depend on a large A) eight compounds with nitro groups exclusively
body of data determined for classes of chemically in nitramine linkages; Tetryl is included to avoid set-
related compounds. It was hoped that errors in the ting up a separatc category for this single example;
individual determinations would tend to cancel f, i.?) seven compounds with nitro groups in both nitra-
and that a plot of the data as a function of the mine and gem-dinitro linkages; C) seventeen examples
structural parameter chosen for comparison would containing both nitramine and trinitromnethyl linkages.
show the data points distributing about a meaningful Sonme also contain getn-Jinitro groups; D) three corn-
sensitivit.-structure trend. This trend might then pounds having nitramine and nitrate ester functions.
si-,rve as a tool for predicting impact behavior of con- They may also contain trinltromethyl or gem-dinitro
tenmplated new synthesis candidates. We were fortu. functions; ') ten nitramides, all having present some
nate in that tihe large body of impact int'ormation liad other of' the above functions; P) nineteen examples
already been assembled at NOL during the period having trinitromethyl groups. These may have mono-
1950-1960, and that a majority of the determinations nitro but not gem-dinitro functions; G) nine trini-
had been carried out by the same competent opera- tromethyl compounds also having gem-dinitro fuNc-
tor. tions; and 1I) six examples having gem-dinitro groups

only.
A convenient structural parameter chosen for

comlparison with log h5 %, was oxidant balance, lifty percent impact heights on a logarithmic scale
OlBI1 0O, a ternm which we define as the number of' are plotted against corresponding OBI I values inl
equivalents of oxidant per hundred grams of explo- Fig. I. If all data points are considered equally, it is
sive about tile amount required to burnu all hydrogen, seen that, as might be expected, they fall within a
to water and all carbon to carbon monoxide. lit cal- rather broad band of increas•ing 115i% values with
culating, OBI (0, aln alomn of oxygen represents two decreasing OB10 0" Sensitivities range from 5 to 16
equivalents of oxidant, an atom of hydrogen one cm at OBI( O0 - ca + 3.0, from I I to 72 cm at
equivalent of reductant, and anl atom of carbon two OBI O0 "ca 0.0 and fron 53 to > 320 cm at OB1 ()0
equivalents of reductant (2). Since carboxyl groups ca - 3.0.
are considered to be "dead weight", two equivalents
of oxidant were subtracted for each such group in If now we make a distinction between the explo-
the molecule (3). For C-II-N-O explosives, the applica- sive compounds bused on tihe nature of the "trigger
ble equation is, linkage", some further regularities begin to appear.

Data points for all compounds containing at least

iO(K2no-nl, 1 _-2n(.-2n(O) one N-nitro grouping -,1 their structures (classes A-4"

B100 "., (I) in Table 1, represented by filled circles in Fig. I) areMol. Wt. seen to cluster toward the lower side of the broad

band; data points representing trinitromethyl
where no, nil, and n. represent the number of atoms compounds containing only C-nitro linkages (classes
of the respective elements in tile molecule, and nc(0o l'and G, open circles) cluster toward the upper por-
is the number of carboxyl groups. For explosives tion of the plot. Indeed, If the two categories are
balanced to the CO-level of oxygen balance, OB100= considered separately, most of the points can be
0; at the C0 2 -level of oxygen balance, OB1 0 t() cv + seen to distribute about separate straight lines which
2.5 (4). Values of OB 10)0 are additive for mixtures of, might be considered to represent the hoped-for
explosives, of for explosive plus nonexplosive diluent. sensitivity-structure trends.
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TABLE)I

Impact Sensitivity and CB100 of &Iaected Explosiv'e&

No. Compound Name Molecular CB100  HSO%, cm*
Formula

A. Nitramines
1. rnethylenedinitraminc (MEDINA) C4 114N404  + 1.47 13
2. cthylencdinitramine (EDNA) C2H6 N606  -1.33 34
3. RDX CAHN 6 06  0 24
4. N-methyl EDNA CAHN 404  -3.65 114-,'
5. HMX C4 HSNS0 5  0 26
6. 3-nitraza-1, 5-p n tine din itraminc C4 HI 0 N6 06  -2.52 39
7. 3, 6-dinitraza- 1, 8-octanedinitramine C6 H1 4 N8 0g -3.07 53
8. Tctryl C71`1 5 N5 08  -1.04 32

H. Nitra.ranen plus gcm-Dinitro
9. 3, 3-dinitro-I, 5-pentanedinitramine C5 HI 0 N6 0S -1.42 35

10. N, 3, 3, 5, 5-pen tan itropiperidine C51-10N6010  +1.29 14
11. bis (2, 2-dinitropropyl) nitramine C6 HI 0 N6 01 0  -0.61 29
12. bis (2, 2-dnitrobutyl) nitrarmine C3H1-1 6 0 10  -2.82 80
13. 2, 2,4, 7,9,9-hexanitro-4, 7-diazadecane C8H-14 N8 01 2  -1.45 72
14. 2, 2,4, 7, 7,10, 12, 12-octanidtr"-, 7- C1 1 H1 8 N1 0 01 6  -1.47 44

diazatridccanc
15. 2, 2, 5, 7,7,9, 12, 12-octanitro-4, 7- CIIH 18NIO0 16  -1.47 37

diazatridccane

C. Nitramine plus Trinitromethyl
16. methyl 2, 2, 2-trinitrocthyl nitramine C3 H5 N5 08  +2.09 9
17. bis (2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl) nitramine C41- 4 N8 01 4 +4.12 5
18. 2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl 3, 3, 3-trinitropropyl CA11N 801 4  +2.98 6

nitramine
19. N, N'-bis (2, 2, 2-trinitrocthyl) MEDINA C5 1-16 NI 00 1 j +3.46 5
20. N-methyl-N'-trinitroethyl EDNA C5 119 N7O1 0  +0.30 11
21. 2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl N-(2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl) C6 1-1614801 6  +2.69 9

nitraminoace tate
22. 2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl 4-nitrazavalerate C6 HqN 5 01 0  -0.97 35
23. 2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl 3, 3-dinitrobutyl nitramine C6 11qN 7 01 2  +0.81 20
24. bis (2, 2, 2-trinitrocthyl) 3-nitrazaglutarate C8H8Ng01 8  +1.58 14
25. 1, 1, 1,3, 6,9, 11, 11, 1 1-nonanltro- CSH 12NI2018  +1.42 12

3, 6, 9-triazaunidecane
26. 1, 1,1, 3, 6,6,9,I11,I11, 11 -dccanitro- CqH 12N12020  +1.64 10

3, 9-diazaundecane
27, 1, 1, 1,4, 6,6, 8,11,.11, 1 1-decanitro- C9 H-12 N1 2 020  +1.64 11

4, 8-diazaundecane
28. bis (2, 2, 2,-t rinitroe thyl) 4-nitraza- ClOH 1 2 N8 0 1 S 0 29

1, 7-heptancdioate
29. 1, 1, 1,3, 6, 9,12, 14, 14, 14-decanitro- ClOH 1 6 NI 4 02 0  40.61 19

3, 6, 9, 1 2-to trazatetradecane

025-shot deterznliationson Type-I 2 tools.
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TABLE 1

Impact Sensitivity and CB810 0 of Selected Explosives. (Continued)

No. ICompound Name 1 Molecular B0 H5%cmFormula CB 0  H5 %c

30. bis (2,2, 2-trirutrocthyl)3, 6-dnitraza-1, 8- C1OH1 2 N1 0 02 0  *0.67 29
octanedioateI

31. 1, 1,1, 3, 6,6, 8,10, 10, 13, 15, 15, 15- C12 fl 1 6 N16 0 2 6  +1.5U 23
tridecanitro-3, 8, 13-triazapentadecane

D. Nitramine plus Nitrate Ester
32. N-(2, 2, 2-trinitroe thyl) nitran-dnoethyl nitrate C4 H6 N6 01 1 +3.19 7
33. 3.[N(.2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl)nltramino] -propyl C5 HBN 6 01 1 +1.83 12

nitrate
34. 3, 5, 5-trinitrc-3-azahoxyl nitrate C5 H-9 N5 09  -0.35 21

E. Nitramides
35. N-nitro..N-3, 3, 3-trinitropropyl) C6 H6 N6 01 6  +2.70 9

2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl carbarnate
36. 2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl 2, 5-dinitrazAhexanoate C6 HqN 7 01 2  +0,27 i5
37. 2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl 2, 5, 5-trinitro- C7 HqN 7 01 4  +0.72 22

2-azahexanoate
38. 2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl 2, 4, 6, 6-tetranitro- C7 HqNq0 16  + 1.47 18

2, 4-diazapheptanoate
39. N, N'-dinitro..N, N'.bis (3, 3, 3-trini- CgH 8 N1 0 01 8  +2.26 9

tropropyl) oxamide
40. 2, 2,6, 9,9-pentanitro-4-oxa-5-oxo- C8 H-1 2 N6 012  -1.56 47

6-azadecane
41. 1, 1, 1,5,7, 10, 14, 14, 14-.nonanitro- C9 H1 0 N1102 2  +1.88 11

3, 12-dioxa-4, I 1,-dioxo-5, 7, 10-triazatetradecane
42. N, N'-dinitra-N. N'-bis (3, 3-diitrobutyl) oxamide C1 0 H1 4 N8 0 14  -1.28 37
43. 1, 1, 1, 5, 8, 11, 14, 18, 18, 18-dccanitro-3, 16- C1 2 H1 6 N14 02 4  +0.54 19

dioxa-4, 15-dioxo3-5, 8, 11, 14.-tetrazaoctadecane
44. N, N'-dinitro-N, N'-bis (3-nitrazabutyl) oxamide C81114 N8 010  -2.61 90

F. Trinitromethyl Compounds
45. 2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl carbamnate C3 H-4 N4 08  +1.79 18
46. methyl 2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl carbonate C4115 N309  + 1.25 28
47. 1, 1, 1, 3-tetranitrobutane C4116 N4 08  +0.84 33
48. methylenebis (2, 2, 2-trinitroacctazv~de) C5 H4N8O 14  +3.50 9
49. 1, 1, 1. 3, 5, 5, 5-heptanitropentane C5 H5 N7 01 4  +3.36 8
50. bis (2, 2, 2-trinitrouthyl) carbonate C5 H4 N6 01 5  +3.60 16

*51. N,N'-bis (2, 2, 2-trinitroothyl) urea C5 H6 NS0 1 3  +2.60 17
52. 5, 5, S-tiinitropentanone-2 CSH 7 N3 07  -1.36 125

*53. 2, 2, 2-trinitroothyl 4, 4, 4-trini trobuty rate C6 H6 N6 01 4  +2,07 18
54. cihyl 2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl carbonate C$H 7 N3 09  -0.39 81
55. tris, (2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl) orthoformate C7 H7 Nq0 2 1  +3.80 7
56. 1, 1, 1, 7, 7, 7-hexanitrobeptanonc-2 C7 H8 N6 01 3  +1.04 34
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TABLO I

Impact Sensitivity and C111 00 of'Selected Explosives. (Continued)

No Compound Name Molecular CB 10 15 0 %, cm*Formula
-- •n r -I Ir...

57. nitroisobutyl 4, 4, 4-trinitrobutyrate C81-112 N4 0 10  -3.09 279
58. 4, 4, 4-trinitrobutyric anhydride C 8 118 N6 01 5 +0.93 30
5'. N, N'-bis (3, 3, 3-irinitropropyl) oxamide C8 HI 0 N8 0 14 +0.45 45
60. his (2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl) succinate C8 ;18 N60 1 6 +0.90 30
61. tetrakis (2, 2, 2-trinitroethyi) orthtcarbonate ('9 118 N1 2028 +3.83 7
Q2. methylenebis (4.4, 4-trinitrohutyramide) C 9111 2 N8 0 14 -4),44 113
W3. cehylene his (4, 4, 4-trinitrobuyrale) C1 0 11; 0 N6 0 1 6  -0.43 120

G, Trinitromethyl plus gem-1)inilr1
04. N-(2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl)-3, 3, 5, 5.tetranitropiperidine C7 118N6OI 4 +1.40 18
65. 2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl 4, 4-d iitrovalerate (' 7 19 N 5 0s 2 -0.28 70
66. 2, 2-dinitlropropyl 4, 4, 4-trinitrobulyramide C7 111oN6011 -).57 72
67. 2, 2-dinitrobutyl 4, 4, 4-trinitrobutyrate ('81111 NsOI 2 -1.33 101
68. 2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl, 4, 4-dinitrohexanoate C8 11 1 Ns0 1 2 -1.33 138
69. N, N-his (2, 2-dinitropropyl) 4, 4, 4- C o0 111 4 N8 01 5  -4).82 72

trini(robuty ramide
70. 2, 2-dinilropropanie-I , 3-diol his (4, 4, 4. C I I I112N 8 0 20  +0.35 50

trini trobulyrate)
71. his (2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl) 4, 4-dinitrolheptanedioate C' I III 2 N80 2 0  +0.35 o8
72. his (2, 2, 2-trinitroethyl) 4, 4, 6, 6; 8, 8- C 15l1 6 N 12028 +0.74 32

ie xanitroutidec a iedioa te

11, gem-I)initro Compounds
73. 3, 3, 4, 4,-tetranitrohexaie C6 111 (N 4 0 8  -2.25 80
74. 2, 2, 4, 6, 6-pentanitrolieptane C7 HI I N5s 01 -1,54 56
75. 2, 2, 4, 4, 6, 6-hexanitroheptane C7 1 loN6 01 2 0 29
76. his (2, 2-dinitropropyl) oxalate C8 H I oN 4 () 2 -1.70 227
77. 2, 2-difiiiropropyl 4, 4-dintitrovalerate C8 1112 N4 0 10  -3.09 >320
78. 3, 3, 9, 9-tetranitro-l, 5, 7, 1 1-tetra- C7 H18 N4 01 2 +0.59 66

L oxaspiro 15, 51 undecane

"*25-shot determinatlons on Type. 12 tools.

To ascribe this apparent separation of the data paring damage to the impact tools by primary and
points to differences in chemical structure in the secondary explosives. The less powerful primaries,
light of the intrinsic inexactness of the impact which on initiation rapidly go over to stable C-A
machine, we should first demonstrate some independ- detonations, do far more severe damage than the
ent or a priori basis for the distinction between the more energetic secondary explosives. Further, while
categories. For this purpose it is first necessary to products of Chapman-Jouguet detonations of
consider the phenomena occurring under the impact C-H-N-O explosives are primarily water, nitrogen and
hammer in a more detailed manner. the carbon oxides (5), analysis of products of impact

explosions show relatively large amounts of nitrogen
The impact explosion of a high explosive is not a oxides and simple organic molecules such as formal-

stable detonation. This can be demonstrated by com- dehyde (6). This suggests that the impact explosion
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SNN k C.. MP. .)NIIS By lim iting the correlations to solid explosives, and

\ o I (it M - 11 .N .1110 O U1M. N. . . b y p r o p e r d e s ig n o f th e im p a c t e x p e r im e n t , t h e c o n t r i-

io - x ,, butions o f several of these properties to sensitivity
may be minimized. Thus, resting the samples on flint

' § paper submcrges the effects of crystal hardness and

X 74 0 crystal shape. I he formation of hot spots is gov-
0 " Ox ,, erned more by the physical properties of the sand-
, 16 0• paper than by those of the explosive, and sensitivity

* ~t~' ~differences between polyrnorphs, which are discern-
V able on bare tools, can often no longer be observed.

-- ,o o Other properties such as (b), (c), and (d) may

VO differ from explosive to explosive, but if considera-
0l __ tion is limited to organic compounds the range of* 0 variation is small. The variation in heat evolved is

J also relatively small among organic explosives. The
range 0.3 to 1.6 Kcal/g covers thermal decomposi-
tions, low order explosions, and fu!l-scale stable det-

Fi~g. 1. 50% inmpact height (on logarithmice scale) onations.

p hotte(I again OB1  o( fbr several classes of nitro-

aliphatic explosives Parameters governing rates of thermal decomposi-
tion, however, are subject to far greater variation

of a high explosive is a phenomenon resembling more among the types of compounds being considered.
closely a relatively low temperature thermal decom- Activation energies ranging from 20 to 50 Kcal/mole
position than a detonation. It further suggests that and pre.exponential factors. from 1012 to 1020
reaction kinetics, which do not affect the velocities sec-1 have been reported. it would seem, therefore,
of stable detonations (7), may play an important role that, while the part played by the other properties
under the impact hammer. may not be ignored, the most likely correlations with

impact sensitivity would necessarily depend on chem-

Groups working with Bowden (8) and Ubbelohde ical reactivity in the classical sense.

(9) have devoted considerable attention to the nccli-
anism of initiation of explosion by impact. Bowden This view has been corroborated in a convincing

has proposed that initiations stem from hot spots in manner by Wenograd's (10) experimental measure-

the explosive mass formed by a number of possible ments of initiation delays in thermal explosions in

routes including adial ,tic compression ot entrapped the 260 to I I O0C range. lie found that the Wlm-

gases, viscous heating and frictional heating, lie has perature at which an explosion would occur within

concluded that to cause fires in pentacrythritol a time comparable to the interval available under the

tetranitrate and nitroglycerine these hot spots must impact hammer (250 psec) varied greatly among ex-

reach temperatures of at least 430-50(f0 C. plosives. lie then demonstrated a monotonic varia-
tion of these "critical temperatures" with measured

The birth of hot spots and their development into impact sensitivities for a variety of explosives, sug-

explosions may be governed by a wide variety of gesting that he had, In effect, simulated an impact

physical and chemical properties. In addition to the experiment by a non-mechanical rate measurement.

kinetics of the initial thermal decomposition reaction,
these may include: a) the heat evolved in the decom- With the above as background, we may now con-
position reaction, b) the heat capacity, c) thermal sider whether the separation of the open and filled

conductivity, and d) latent heats of fusion and eva- data points in Fig. I is the result of some fundamnental
poration of the explosive, e) crystal hardness, f) crys- difference between the two classes of compounds
tal shape, etc. In the case of liquids, surface tension, being considered or whether simply an accidental
vapor pressure, and dissolved gases may also play a consequence of the inexactness of the measurement
part. technique, In an earlier report on this subject (I1),
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we proposed a "trigger linkage" hypothesis, suggest- compositions of most aliphatic C-nitro compounds
ing that the fundamental difference was in the fact proceed by radii.al, non-chain mechanisms in which
that the nitrogen-nitrogen bonds in nitramine corn- the rate-controlling steps are the initial therniolyses
pounds were in trinsically weaker than carbon- of C-N bonds (16, 17). There is only minor auto-
nitrogen bonds in trinitromethyl derivatives. We catalysis by NO2 or other product species, and usual
believed that thermal decompositions of both classes rate experiments follow nicely uncomplicated first-
of compounds followed similar rate laws, and that order kinetics to greater than 70% completion, with
rate-controlling steps involved thermolytic cleavage no dependence of k on mass/volume (m/V) ratios.
of weakest or "trigger" linkages. This rationale
would require that activation energies for thermal In marked contrast, the N-nitro derivatives follow
decompositions should be lower, and rates more first-order kinetics only during the first few percent
rapid for N-nitro than for C-nitro compounds. of reaction. Typical rate curves are Sshaped, indica-

ting strong autocatalysis, which Dubovitskii and co-
More recent kinetic results by several groups of workers show is by the NO 2 generated in the first

Russian workers now laad us to consider that this bond-breakings (14, 18). Along similar lines,
earlier view was overly simplistic. Pertinent data are Samoilenko and coworkers (15) have shown that
summarized in Table 2 in the form of Arrhenius para- when the liquid phase thermal decomposition of di-
meters for firs, order thermal decomposition reactions (2-nitroxyethyl) nitramine is carried out in open
of some trinitromethyl c(.mpounds and some reaction vessels, or at low values of m/V, the reaction
nitramines. It may be 3een that activation energies takes place without autocatalysis and obeys first-
are of similar magnitudes for both classes of comn- order kinetics. At higher m/V ratios, however, strong
pounds and that, .f any conclusion were to be drawn autocatalytic effects are observed, leading to a
from comparison of Arrhenius parameters for the roughly hundred-fold increase in rate, a decrease in
first order processes, it would be that thereial decom- activation energy from 45 to 32 Kcal/mole, and an
positions of the C-nitro compounds should be more increase in the heat of reaction by about 50%.
rapid because of generally higher pre-exponential
factors. On this basis, N-nitro bonds may be regarded as

"trigger linkages", not because they are intrinsically
The same reports do, however, provide experi- weaker than C-nitro bonds, but because they provide

mental evidence to support an alternative, somewhat alternative autocatalytic routes in thermal decompo-
modified "trigger linkage" rationale (12-15). Nazin, sition processes, which lead to manyfold rate accel-
Manelis and coworkers have shown that thermal de- erations, which are not usually observed with C-nitro

TABLE 2

Kinetic Parameters for First-Order Thermal Decomposition Reactions of

N-Nitro and C-Nitro Compounds in Gas and Liquid Phases

C AE*, log A, Ref.Compound Phase Kcal/mole (A, sec 1) R

trinitromethane gas 41.9 15.40 12
fluorotrinitromethane gas 42.4 15.94 12
I, 1, l-trinitroetiiane gas 43.2 17.18 12
1, 1, 1-trinitroethane liq. 42.6 16.93 13
i, I, 1-trinitropropane gas 42.3 16.86 12
1, 1, 1-trinitrobutane gas 43.6 17.70 12
die!hylinitramine gas 41.6 15.1 14
N-nitropiperidtne gas 42.1 14.8 14
di (2-nitroxyethyl) nitramine liq. 45.0 18.67 15
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compounds (17), and which should be quite impor- Having satisfied ourselves that there is some mcan-
tant in the confined conditions under the impact ingful kinetic basis for the separation of' !he explo-
haminmer. sives in Table I and Fig. I into tile categories indicated,

we may now return to the rough linear relationships

It is significant fliat among the compounds ithat appear to exist between log 150%, and 013, 00
IT 1, there are a lumber which contain as imny within each family. In order that these relationshipsTabe smay be used to describe sensitiviiy-structure trenils,

as six C-NO 2 , but which nevertheless fall into the rather than to imply that correlations based on such
N-NO 2 family of explosives insofar as their impact inexact measurements are quantitative, tlw data have
sensitivity behavior is concerned. One may conjec- been subjected to meast squares regression atalysis.

ture that these materials begin to decompose under

the impact hammer by thermolysis of' C-N bonds, but
that the NO2 formed in these primary steps serves to For the forty five N-NO 2 compounds (classes A-E
accelerate reactions at or near N-N sites, so thai the in Table I), the sensitivity-structure trend is described
nature of the rate controlling step changes and the by the regression equation,
overall process goes over rapidly to the autocatalytic
decomposition mechanism characteristic of N-nitro log h5 0 % = 1.372 - 0.1681 O13001 (2)
derivatives,

with r (tile correlation coefficient) = 0.950 and sd

An alternative. explanation, which has been ad (the standard deviation) = 0.105 log units, corre-

vanced to account for the separation into families of' sponding to an sd of'20% in impact height.

the data points in Fig. 1, deserves some discussion.
N-nitro compounds generally have more favorable For the twenty eight C(NO2 )3 conpounds (classes
(more endothermic) heats of formation than C-nitro F and G in Table 1) the least squares linear regression

compounds at equal values of OB 100, and hence are equation is,

more energetic. The rationale, according to this line
of reasoning, is that the lower 50% impact heights of log 1010% = 1.753 - 0.233 O 1300, (3)

the N-NO 2 derivatives are a consequence of the
higher heats of reaction in the thermal explosions with r = 0.968 and sd = 0.106 log units, correspond-
under the impact hammer. To assesses this possibility, ing to a 27% sd in impact height. Drop height settings
it is instructive to compare impact sensitivities, values on the impact machine are at 0.100 log unit intervals,
of OBI 00, and calculated heats of detonation (es- so that the sd in both instances corresponds to a ±
timated according to the H2 0-CO-CO 2 "arbitrary") one level uncertainty in Impact sensitivities.
(19) for pairs of compounds which are structurally
identical with the exception that in each case a Sensitivities ofgen-Dinitro Compounds. With the
-C(N0 2 ). group replaces an -N(N0 2 )-group. The sensitivity-structure Irends for the N-nitro and C-
data are assembled in Table 3, where it is seen that trinitro families of explosives to provide a framework
in both instances the N-NO 2 compound has a more of' reference, it becomes instructive to examine varia-
negative value of OB 10 0 and a lower calculated heat tion of impact sensitivity with structure for other
of detonation, but is still more sensitive, classes of compounds. It has been mentioned (Table

2) that Nazin and Manelis reported activation energies
It should be kept in mind, however, that products of"42-44 Kcal/molc for the first order thermal decom-

and heats of thermal explosions do not necessarily positions of a number of R-C(N0 2 )3 compounds (12).
coincide with products and heats of detonations, and These same workers have also shown that geminal-
that Samoilenko and coworkers (15) have reported dinitro compounds, R-C(N0 2 )2 -R'" follow similar
an appreciable increase in heat of reaction in going first order kinetics in their thermal decompositions,
from noncatalyzed to autocatalyzed thermal decom- (1 7) with activation energies in the range 47.1-50.5
position of bis (2-nitroxyethyl) ni'tramine. On this Keal/mole, (!2, 20) i.e., ca 6 Kcal/mole higher than
basis, higher heats of reaction may indeed contribute for trinitromethyl derivatives. In the light of these
to the greater sensitivities of the nitramineb, although findings, the "trigger linkage" concept would require
it is very unlikely that they are the dominant effect, that 50% impact heights be significantly higher for
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7'IALF 3

nmpact Sensitivities and Calculated iHeats of'Detonation of Some
Nitroaliphaftic lxplosives

Number Explosive 013100 Ileat of Dletoitation 1150,;,m.
___ - (eal/g* (cm)

66 CI13C(NO2 )2 CII 2 C11 2 COOCI1 2C(NO 2 ) 3  -0.28 1,035 70

23 C113 N(N0 2 )CII 2CI1 2COOCI12C(NO 2 ) 3  -0.97 970 35

72 1C(N0 2 ) 3C11 2 (X0C12 C1121 2 C(NO 2 ) 2  +0 35 1,115 68

29 j(N0 2)3C112 O OCIO2CI1 2 1 2 N-NO2 0 1,065 29

Calcuhated according to the 1120-CO-CO2 arbitrary assum"ption of detol0nation product composition. (19)

-((N0 2 )2-cOmnpounds than for -('(NO2 )3 derivatives -Q(N0 2 )2CI! 2C(NO2)2-, and -C(NO 2 )2CII{2CI i(N02)-
at similar values of 013O p0. structural moietics are seats of thermolytic instab)ility

(and hence increased impact sensitivity) relative to

Data for sixgem-dinifro compounds are included less crowded combinations of polynitroaliphatic

in Table I (subclass /1) and plotted as crosses ill Fig. linkages (23).

1. It is seen that three data poin Is (compounds 77-79) Additional fragmentary evidence is available to
fall well above the sensitivily-siructure trend for
trinitromethyl explosives, and thfree (74-76) tall well support this view. T[e normal surveillance tempera-below. We call readily rationalize Ulm. results in ture at which we assess the thermal stability of
terms of steric el' y acts i polyni froaliphatic explosives in our ('en te r is I00"C;

most material of lhis class evolve less titan 2.0 cc of
gas per gram in 48 hours at this tcmnperatulre. For

Compounds 77-r7v, which have their geon-dinitro comparison, I, I, I, 3, 5, 5, 5-heptanitropentane
groups i9 relatively uncrowded situations, show the evolves 6.1 cc gas per gram in 48 hours at 90C (23).
higher 50% impact heights than the trinitromethyl
compounds, and there is good reason to believe that Also, Nazin and Manelis ( 12, 24) have reported
this represents normal behavior for -C(NO 2 )2 -deriva- that uncrowded R-C(N0 2 ) 2 F derivatives have activa-
tives (2 1). The three more .seisitive gem-dinitro coin- tion energies for thermial decomposition in the same
pounds, 74- 70, on the other hand, all have -C(NO 2 )2 - range as other R-C(N0 2 )2-R' drcivatjves, i. e,, Ca
functions adjacent to, or one carbon atom removed 47.5 Kcal/mole, but with •C(N0 2 )2 C(NO 2 )2 F the
from, other ..C(NO 2 )2-or-CI l(NO 2 ).-groupigs. AF, goes down to 42.2 Kcal/mole and wi th
Examimation of molecular models show that struc- C(N0 2 ) 3C(NO 2 )2F it goes down to 36.5 Kcal/mole.
tures of the latter types of sterically rather con- These results serve as part of a selfomisislent picture

strained, with many rotational modes of freedom wherein increased steric crowding leads to lowered
"frozen out" (22). activation energies in thermal decomposition reactions

which, in turn, lead to decreased 50% impact heights.

To ascertain whether such steric effects are general,
we re-examined the data for the trinitromethyl ex- In contradistinction to the behavior of' the C-nitro
plosives and found two C(N0 2 )3 CI1 2 CH(NO 2 )- and explosives, the one example containing any of fhe
two -C(N0 2 )2CH12('(NO 2 ) 2-examples (compounds above structural features, which we could find anmong
48, 50, 6.5, 67). "l'he data points (or these compounds the nitramines (compound 10), falls almost directly
are indicated in I ,g. 1, and it is seen that h50% values on the sensitivii,-structure trend line for N-nitro
in all four instances are lower than predicted by the compounds. This implies tnat, although steric
sensitivity-stru'lure trend for .C(N0 2 ) 3 compounds. crowding may indeed sensitize the C-nitro linkages,
On this basis, we suggest that -C(N0 2 )2 C(NO 2 )2 -, the N-nitro bond remains the "trigger linkage".
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EXPEIUMENTAL SECTION of Mrs. Sarah Duck and Mr. Carl Groves who carried
out most of the determinations. We are also grateful

The i,.,pact Test to Drs. D. V. Sickman, J. C. Dacons, K. G. Shipp,
J. M. Rosen (deceased), T'. N. Hall, M. E. Hill, and

The impact tools (type 12) consist of a 3.50 inch H. G. Adolph for helpful discussions. The more
long striker and a 1.25 inclh long anvil machined wo recent correlational work included herein was carried
1.25 inches diameter from "Ketos" tool steel and out under the Foundational Research Task IR-144
hardened to Rockwell C-60-63. The contacting sur- of the Nazal Surface Weapons Center.
faces are polished, When, after successive repolisling,
the length of the striker falls below 3.47 inches it is
discarded. REFERENCES AND FOOTNOTES

A conical heap, comprising about 35 mg of the
granular explosive, is centered on the anvil on a piece I 1. i. Eyster and L, C. Smith, "Studies of the

of 5/0 flint paper. The flat surface of the striker is ERL Type 12 Dropweigbt Impact Machne at

rested on the sample through a closely fitted guide NOL," NOLM-10003, 25 Jan 1949; H. D.
ring. The striker is then hit by a 2.50 Kg weight Mallor'y, ED., "The Developmens of Impact LSen-
dropped from heights which are varied according to siti'ioy P yiesting at the Explosives Re Yearch Uibora-
the "up-down" experimental design described by t9Aol94ct, NAvORD R urt 426 1Mar.
Dixon and Massey (25). This design permits the I942.1945," NAVORD Report 4236, 16 Mar.

calculation of a height from which drops will cause 1956. The technique appears not to have been

explosions 50% of the time. described in the general literature, but similar
machines are described in "Military Explosives,"

The impact sensiiivities reported in Table I are Department of the Army Technical Manual TM

50% heights as generally detcrmined from twenty 9-1910, Washington, D. C., April 1955.

five shot sequences. A microphu;ae-actuated noise-
meter, set to record sounds louder than a preset 2. In fluorinated explosives, an atom of fluorine

intensity, decides whether a given shot has resulted represents one equivalent of oxidant.

in an explosion. The noisemet.3' is calibrated at that
value which will cause TNT to have a 50% height of 3, We also considered subtracting 0.25 or 0.5

160 ciii. equivalent for other non-energetic oxygens, but
the imprecision of' the method discouraged such

Materials additional refinements.

Most of the cxplosives in Table 1 were prepared 4. CO -iBalanced explosives contain sufficient

at the Naval Surface Weapons Center, White Oal; oxygen to burn their hydrogen to H20 and their
Laboratory (formerly the Naval Ordnance Laboratory) carbon to CO. C0 2 -Balanced explosives contain
under a Properties of Explosives Task, or at Aerojet enough additional oxygen to burn the CO to
General Corporation, R ocketdync Corporation, and CO 2 .
the U. S. Rubber Company under ONR Power Branch
contracts during the period 1950-1960. They were 5. M. J. kamlet and J. E. Ablard, J. Chem. 1hys.,
purified by conventional methods to meet conven- 48, 36 (1968).
tional journal standards of purity. The physical pro-
perties and methods of preparation of many of these are 6. A. J. B. Robertson and A. 1). Yoffee, Nature,
included in an excellent 1964 review article (26). 161, 806 (1948).

7. M. J. Kamlet and H. HIurwitz, J. Chem, Phys.,
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 48, 3685 (1968).

A technique so easily susceptible to determina- 8. F. P. Bowden and A. D. Yoffee, "Initiation and
tioial errors depends to a very great extent on the Growth of Expiosions in Liquids and Solids,"
operator. We acknowledge with gratitude the services Cambridge University Press, 1952.
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9. J. L. Copp, S. E. Napier, T. Nash, W. 1. Powell, 18. The first-order character of the thermal decom-
1-. Skelley, A. R. Ubbelohde, and 1'. Woodward, position of diethylnitramine can be maintained
PhiL Trans. Roy. Soc., A 241, 197 (1948). if a "getter" like formaldehyde is added to react

with the NO 2 as it is formed (14).

10. J. Wenograd, Trans. Faraday Soc., 57, 1612
(1961). 19. In calculating heats ol detonation by the H2 0-

CO-CO 2 "arbitrary", oxygen, as available, first

11. M. J. Kamlet, "Sensitivity Relationships," burns hydrogen to water, then carbon to CO,

Proc. Third Symp. Detonations, Princeton Uni- then CO to CO2 . Such calculated values corre-
versity (1960), ON R Symposium Report ARC- spond reasonably closely to heats of detonation

52, Vol. Ill. determined by detonation calorimetry (5), Other
"arbitraries" are H2 0-C0 2 , and CO-H 2 0-CO2,

12. G. M. Nazin anid G. 13. Manlis, Izv, Akad. 20. G. M. Nazin, G. B. Manelis, and F. I. Dubovitskii,
NaukSSSRSer, Khim., 811 (1972). Izv, Akad, NaukSSSR, Ser. Khim., 2629 (1968).

13. G.M. Nazin, G. B. Manelis, and F, I. Dubovitskii, 21. We shall show in future paper that R-C(NO 2 )2 F
Ibid., 2628 (1968). compounds, an uncrowded sub-family of this

category, follow a sensitivity-structure trend
14. B. L. Korsunskii, F. 1. Dubovitskii, and E. A. which lies well above that described by Eq. 2,

Shurygin, Ibid., 1452 (1967). and that compounds 77-79 fall within the preci-

sion limits of that trend.
15. N. G. Samoilenko, A. A. Vinokurov, V. G.

Abramov, and A. G. Merzlianov, Zhur. Flz. 22. In the later paper we shall ais,' suggest that
Khlm. 44, 22 (1970). The page given is that in steric effects on thermal decomposition rates
the English Translation. and sensitivities are primarily a consequence of

redistribution of energy between vibrational and
16. G. M. Nazin, G. N. Nechiporenko, D, N. Sokolov, rotational modes.

G. B. Manelis, and F. 1. Dubovitskii, Izv. Akad.
Nauk SSSR, Ser. Khlm., 315 (1968). 23. In the case of the -C(NO 2 )2CH 2CH(NO 2 - coni-

pounds, we cannot exclude the possibility that
17. However, compounds wichi have a hydrogen rearrangements to the aci-nitro forms, and facile

atom on the same carbon as one or two nitro decompositions thereof, contribute to the
groups have been shown, to also undergo a wall- greater sensitivities (17).
catalyzed reaction which is also weakly auto-
catalytic. This complicates the kinetics of 24. G. M. Nayin, G. B. Manelis, and F. i. Dubovitskii,
thermal decomposition somewhat at lower tem- Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Ser. Khim,, 2631 (1968).
peratures but becomes insignificant at tempera-
tures as high as those which lead to explosions 25. Dixon and Massey, "Introduction to Statistical

under the impact hammer. The wall catalyzed Analysis," McGraw 1H1ll 1 ook Co., New York,
reaction probably involves conversion ofa nitro 1951, Chapter 19.
group to the aci-nitro form and facile d&compo-
sition of the lalter to the carboxylic acid, e. g., 26. P. Noble, Jr., F. G. Borgardt, and W. L. Reed,
R-C(NO 2)'.J -I R-C(N0 2 ) NOO-i R-COutj. Chem. Rev,, 61, 19 (1964).
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INITIATION OF VIOLENT REACTION BY PROJECTILE IMPACT

R. Frey, G. Melani, M. Chawla, and J. Trimble
Detonation & Deflagration Dynamics Laboratory

Ballistic Research Laboratories
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005

T1he initiation of low order explosive reactions by projectile impact has been
investigated in confined coniposition B, octol, and PBX 9404 charges. All three
explosives are subject to such reactions, but the degree of confinement which is
required is greater for composition B than it is for PBX 9404 or octol, The onset
of explosion as projectile velocity is increased is quite abrupt. To understand the
phenoraenon, we have measured pressure time histories in charges undergoing low
order Initiation. The records show that pressure rises in an approxinately expon-
ential fbshion, but there is evidence for an abrupt transition to a more rapid rate at
about 60 MPa in composition B. We have also performed calculations to determine
the relative importance of plastic work and shock heating in the initiation of low
order reactions. Plastic work is favored relative to shock by thick casings, low
velocity, and small diameter.

k.

INTRODUCTION are possible. Sometimes explosions which are quite
violent, but clearly not detonations, are observed. As

When a projectile impacts on a bare explosive will be demonstrated here, the tline to explosion in
charge, one normally observes either that the charge these situations can be hundreds of microseconds and
detonates or that it is scattered and the result is confinement can have a mnarked tcffct on the results.
recorded as no reaction. The same is true for charges Such reactions can be quite important when one
which are confined on the f'ront (impacted) face but considers problems of explosive safety and handling,
are unconfined elsewhere. In tlii situation Dewey but there are few systematic studies of the phconme-
and Slade (I), and Brown and Whitbread (2), non and little understanding of' the factors which
demonstrated that the mechanisnm of initiation is control the violence of the reaction. In this paper we
shock initiation. The projectile generates a strong will discuss some prelhinary work which we have
shock in the explosive, which causes reaction to take done in this area.
place, which feeds energy into the shock and

* accelerates the shock towards detonation. The
process is very rapid and detonation generally occurs SHOCK INITIATION
before the shock has propagated more than two or
three projectile diameters or, in most cases, in less It will be useful to compare the conditions
then 10 usec. Confinement has no effect on the required for low order explosions with those required
results except for conditioning the shock which for shock initiation to detonation. Gittings (3)
reaches the explosive, demonstiated that the minimum shock pressure

which will lust cause detonation is dependent on the
On the other hand, when a projectile impacts on a duration of the shock pressure. Walker and Wasley

fully confined explosive charge, a variety of results (4) e.ýpressed this relationship in the form of a
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critical eneegy criterion. This criterion states that EXPLOSIVE
there is a critical energy per unit area which must be
delivered to the explosive to obtain detonation. It
may be expressed in the form Put = constant or C (t- ti) sin -
p2t/poU = constant, where P is shock pressure, u is
the particle velocity behind the shock in the explo- U2 (t- t10
sive, t is the duration of the shock pressure, PO is the B...... ..-- -- -
initial explosive density, and U is the shock velocity C t, sin 89
in the explosive. In a separate paper in this . 9
symposium, we (Howe, Frey, Taylor, and Boyle)1 CASE
make some comments about the critical energy U1 ti
criterion and note that a P2t criterion may be A
better. In this paper we will use the criterion in the
form stated by Walker and Wasley.

PROJECTILE

Under projectile Impact conditions, the duration,
t, of the shock pressure is generally controlled by
rarefactions coming from the periphery of the pro-
jectile. We shall demonstrate that the critical energy Fig. 1. Velocities to be considered In the propagation
criterion in the Put form can be used to predict the of a rarefaction from Point A to Point 8 are shown
results of experiments. We have demonstrated this schematically.
by analyzing some old data due to Dewey and Slade
(I). This data gives the 50% velocity for initiation of projectile and B is the point on the axis of the pro-
composition B and tetryl targets, both bare and jectile where Put is to be evaluated; UI is the initial
covered by steel plates, when impacted end on by particle velocity at the projectile casing interface; U2
right circular cylinders of steel. The covered targets is the particle velocity in the casing after a rare-
were unconfined except for the cover plate on the faction is reflected back from the explosive-casing
impacted surface. We have evaluated the quantity inteiface; c is the sound velocity in the casing; tI is
Put at the 50% velocity for each case. P and u were the shock transit time across the casing; ti is the time
determined by H-lugoniot calculations; t was at whdch the rarefaction reflected from the explosive
determined as the time for a rarefaction to propagate casing lInterface reaches the advancing rarefaction
from the periphery of the projectile to a point at the wave, and t is the time for the rarefaction to reach
explosive ,netal interface lying along the axis of the point B. The equations for evaluating t are the
projectile. For the bare charges, t was computed following:
using the sound speed In the metal computed by
Jacobs' formula (5), as follows: U1 tI + U2(t - t) + ct sin 0 y + U2(t - t 1)

U,(U - uXU + u s)

UC = U ct cos 0 = r

where c is the sound speed, U is the shock velocity, u U1 ti + ti c sin 0 + (c - UIXti - tj) y

is the particle velocity and s is a iHugoniot parameter
determined by the relation, *The critical energy, Put, is shown in Tables I and 2

for the tetryl and composition B experiments. The
U = a + s u values are reasonably constant, and this demonstrates

that the criterion can be applied to impact experi-
To evaluate t for the cased charges it was necessary nmnts. We should note that the function Put is a
to consider the particle velocity in the casing and the strong function of impact velocity, so a small error in
reflected wave coming back from the casing explosive velocity can make a larger error In the critical energy.
interface. A sketch illustrating the velocities which
must be considered is shown in Figure 1. In this_ _

sketch, the point A is a point on the periphery of the *See comment on last page.
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TABLE 1 This information can be used in a crude, but
simple procedure for comparing the vulnerability of

Critical Energies in Cal/cm2 Calculated from an explosive to detonation and to low order explo-
Projectile Impact Data on Tetryl sions. For any target, the procedure is to compute

the projectile striking velocity which will produce a
Projectile Cover Plate Thickness, cm residual velocity at the surface of the explosive just
Diameter, -- - - capable of initiating detonation in bare explosive.

cm 0 0.15 0.27 0.64 0.78 For brevity, we will refer to the velocities computed
•_ .....- in this way as predictions, although in fact they have

0.76 26.6 31.0 31.4 little predictive value. From the preceding paragraph,
1.27 27.4 30.4 30.4 31.4 33.7 we can see that the predicted velocity should be lower
1.49 25.4 than the velocity required for detonation. We shall
0.32 (brass) 25.4 see that it is greater than the velocity required for

low order explosions. The velocity difference between
the low order explosion point (to be defined later)
and the predicted velocity is a crude measure of the

TABLE 2 susceptibility of an explosive to low order reactions.
If the difference is large, it implies that the explosive

Critical Energies in Cal/cm2 Calculated from is much more susceptible to low order explosions than
Projectile Impact Data on Comp B to detonation.

Prjcie Cover Plate Thickness, cmi
mectiler, cm. 1 In this paper the calculation of residual velocityDiameter, cm 0 0.15 0.27 was made using the equations from Project Thor (6).

-..... __The velocity required to initiate bare explosive
0.64 156 depends on fragment shape and size. In determining
1.27 137 144 143 the velocity required to initiate bare explosive, we
1.49 145 used the initial projectile shape. For size, we had a

choice of using either the initial mass or the residual

Using the critical energy criterion, one can deter-
nine how the projectile velocity necessary to VLOtY M/acc
achieve detonation varies as a function of casing thick. 1200
ness. Figure 2 is a plot of Dewey and Slade's data for
steel cylinders, 1.27 centimeters in diameter, impact- IOW
ing tetryl charges which were protected with steel WIE£D FOR
plates of varying thickness. On the same figure we 600 OETONATKIN
have plotted the striking velocity necessary to have a
constant residual projectile velocity after perforating reg
the steel layer. For this purpose we assume that the CONSTANT RESIDUAL
projectiles were cylinders with a length to diameter 4o_ ..... _ VT_ Y

ratio of one. The figure demonstrates that the ability a2
of the casing to protect against the Initiation of CASE THICKNESS (CM)
detonation is much greater than its ability to protect
against penetration. This will always be true for pro- l~g. 2. The impact velocity required for detonation
jectiles whose length to diameter ratio is about one or and the impact velocity required to maintain a
for projectiles which impact with their long axis constant residual velocity are shown as a function of
parallel to the direction of motion. This statement case thickness. The explosive Is tetryl, and the
assumes that the casing is in direct contact with the projectile is 1.27 cm long and 1.27 cm in diameter.
explosive. The case and the projectile are steel,
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nuass after perforating tile confinement on the charge. and in these tests we were able to verify that little or
We did the calculations in both ways and present no explosive remained unburned. In some of tile
both results. To obtain values for the velocity tests we measured the time interval from the moment
required to initiate bare explosive we uscd Dewey of impact until the case expanded 0,64 centimeters.
and Slade's data for composition Band conducted This time varied from 140 to 200 usec. This is more
our own firings on PBX 9404 and octol. Our firings than enough time for several shock reverberations in
were consistent with a critical energy of' 16 cal/cm 2  the charge and indicates that the mechanism is not
for PBX 9404 of density 1.83 and 145 cal/cm 2 for shock Initiation in the usual sense.
octol of density 1.81.

As has already been mentioned, the transition
from no reaction to a violent explosion was quite

LOW ORDER EXPLOSIONS abrupt. For instance, with the composition B target
a 19.5 gram fragment at 1830 in/sec initiated a

In this section we present the results of Some reaction which was just violent enough to blow the
impact experiments involving composition B, octol, front plate of the charge. At 2000 in/sec the sleeve
and l'BX 9404 explosives. The targets were all right was fragmented into small pie.es and a casual
circular cylinders of aluminum with either steel or observer might have thought that a detonation lwd
aluminum plates on the front (impacted) end and occurred. In all tests, the Iransition from essentially
steel plates on rear end. The cylinders were 10 no reaction to a violent explosion occurred over no
centimeters in diameter and were constructed of 0.23 more than 200 in/sec.
centimeter thick aluminum. The length was varied
from 10 to 20 centimeters. The targets were held
together with four bolts, 0.64 centimeters In diameter. 2100
The projectiles were steel cubes which hit the target 10PLOSION
in a flat, or nearly flat, orientation.,1800

A50 ,*zoICrw, WmIT MASSIn assessing the damage to the target, we found LOSS
that there was a transition from essentially no reac- 1200 PA'DICTIO, NO MAS LSS
tion to a violent explosion over a fairly narrow range
,If velocities. Consequently, we were led to dellne a t00 IpEAIMINT
low order explosion limit velocity, which is the °000 ,, 2, A0 , A
velocity at which low order explosions begin to occur. MAS'S (fr.~.,i
The exact definition of a low order explosion is
arbitrary, but the limit velocity is only weakly Fig. 3. The velocity for low order Initiation of a PBX
dependent on the exact definition. In our tests we 9404 target is plotted as a unciton of projectile mass.
considered the result to be an explosion if' we
fragmented the side confinement into three or more
pieces.

Results for PBX 9404, octol, and composition B I
targets are shown in Figures 3, 4, 5, respectively. In In,
the figures, the low order limit velocity Is plotted as a 20oo
function of projectile mass and compared to the pre- 2W-MNT

dictions which were described earlier. The figures r

show that PBX 9404 is exceptionally vulnerable to ,s
low order explosions. Octol is leo so, and with
composition B a velocity close to the predicted
number is required. The observed reactions above NO IXKCO

the low order limit were probably not detonations, 14 s 10 $S 20o 25 30 15 4O a

but there were very violent nevertheless. The casing MASS (bwI)

of thw target was fragmented into smnall pieces. Some Mlg. 4. The velocity for low order Initiation of an
of the tests were conducted in an enclosed chamber, octol target is plotted as a function of projectile m' .m
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to distinguish between detonations and low order
2700 4 reactions, so we cannot be sure which were observed.

Nevertheless, it is apparent that tho heavily confined
2400 composition B is very susceptible to explosive reac-

EXPLOSION otions under conditions where shock initiation cannot
2100 EXnEIMINT be operative.

U 1400 -WITH MAS LOSS

" D. PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS IN
1s00 INITIATING CHARGES

NO I5ltOtl0N NO MASS 0SS1

10D0 a 1 2 4 32 4 0 4 It is apparent that all three of the explosives we
AASS (pr...) have studied are susceptible to low order explosions.

Fig. 5. The velocity for low order initiation of'a With PBX 9404 the phenomenon occurs even with
composition B target Is plotted as a function of extremely light confinement, but with composition B
projectile mass, moderately heavy confinement is required. In an

effort to explain these observations, we have
attempted to record the pressure time history in

2000 1 1 charges which are undergoing a low order explosion.

PRDICTED wITHOUT The measurements are made difficult by the fact thai
MASS LOSS we require long recording times (several hundred

usec) and by the fact that the flow may be divergent.
S17o0 We are employing two techniques to make these

measurements. The first involves the use of'a
PREaoDcTED WiTH manganin piezo)resistive foil gage. Such gages have

MSLSbeen described by Wackerle (8). Because of the flow
1500 - divergence which is possible in our experiments, we

EXPERIMENT had to adopt a technique suggested by Rosenburg (9).
In Rosenburg's technique a constantan strain gage is
used In conjunction with the manganin gage. The

12S,C0 5 10 is 20 25 manganin responds to both stress and strain. The
MASS graim, s constantan has a near zero plezoreslstive coefficient

and responds only to strain. By placing the gages in
hig. 6. The velocity for low order Initiation of a equivalent positions, we are able to determine how
heavily confined composition B target is plotted as a much the manganin gage has strained and to correct
function of pro/ectle mass. the measurement accordingly. The foil gages we are

using were manufactured by Micromeasurcments.
The manganin gage has a foil element approximately

From these tests, It is apparent that it is much 0.6 cm square with a resistance of' 48.5 ohms. It is
more difficult to initiate low order reactions In designated as UM.55-MGI.aO-48 by Micromeasure.
composition B than it is in the IIMX based explosives. ments. The constantan gage has a foil element
However, such reactions can be initiated In composi- approxhmately 0.5 cm square with a resistance of' 120
tion B if the confinement is sufficiently strong. This ohms. It is designated as EP.08.250AF120. The
is demonstrated by some data given us by Reeves (7). gages were mounted In equivalent positions on flat
lie fired at the curved surface of cylindrical targets metal surfaces to minimize the amount of' strain.
which were constructed from a single piece of' steel. They were used in conjunction with a standard bridge
The wall thickness at the point of impact in his test circuit which was pulsed for 500 usec at 200 volts.
was 1.02 cm of steel as compared to 1.27 cm of c-

steel in our tests. iis fragments were right circular
cylinders of steel with a length to diameter ratio of We are also attempting to measure the pressure
one. His data is presented in Figure 6 along with with tourmaline plezociectric gages. However, we
predicted values for comparison, lie did not attempt have fired only one succeu'sil shot with this gage,
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and we will reserve discussion of it for another
occasion.

Our measurements to date have been made in
composition B charges confined in thick walled steel
cylinders. The explosive cavity is 7.5 cm in diameter
and 1 5 cm long. The cylinder walls and ends are
2.54 cm thick, and one of the ends is a screw on cap. Fig. 7 Gage records from manganin (left) and
The manganin and constantan gages were mounted constantan (right) gages.
either on the flat ends of the cylinder or on a flat
surface on the side of the cylinder which was created
by adding a steel insert to the inside of the cylinder.
The explosive is cast over the gages. In our shots to
date we have simulated projectile impact with a
tetryl booster. The booster in the shots to be
described was 1.27 cm in diameter and 2.54 cm long
and was placed in a hole which drilled in the cylinder
wall. This hole was 1.9 cm deep (leaving 0.64 cm of
steel) and was tapered in diameter from 2.54 cm at
the top to 1.27 cm at the bottom. We have also Fig. 8. Baseline records from manganin (left) and
drilled the hole all of the way through the cylinder constantan (right).
wall and filled in the bottom with a 0.64 cm steel
plug. There is no appreciable difference in the 400
reactions obtained in this way.

Our results to date are preliminary, but nevertheless 300
interesting. Figures 7 and 8 show the gage records for CE3
one of our shots. Figure 7 shows the manganin (left) X
and constantan (right) gage records. Figure 8 shows ui
the variable baseline for both gages (manganin on • 200
left; constantan on the right). The variable baseline is
a characteristic of the particular pulsing circuit which UJ
we use and is due to heating of the resistors in the . 100- /
circuit. We are unable to interpret the early time
behavior of the records and will consider only -. ..... a

measurements made after 100 usec. Figures 9 and 10 0
show pressure time histories for two shots, Figures I 1 0 100 200 300 400
and 12 show the natural logarithm of the pressure as TIME, its
a function of time. The pressure appears to rise in an
approximately exponential fashion. However, in Fig. 9. Pressure versus time for low order initiation in
both records, but especially in Figures 9 and 11, there composition B.
is evidence for a change in slope at about 60 MPa.
This may be significant in explaining the efiect of tion. Under low order initiation conditions, it is
confinement, possible that plastic work of the e..plosive, the pro-

jectile, or the case may contribute to ignition. In
order to determine the relative importance of plastic

CALCULATIONS ON PROJECTILE IMPACT work and shock heating, we have performed a series
of calculations utilizing the HELP computer code.

Several investigators have attempted to simulate HELP is a mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian hydrodynamic,
numerically the processes occurring during projectile elastic-plastic code which was developed by Systems,
impact (10, 11). In all studies of which we are aware, Science, and Software and which has been described
the phenomenon investigated was really shock initia- by Hageman and Walsh (12). The basic mesh is
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Eulerian, but it contains Lagrangian tracer particles
which can be used to follow particular material
points. 200

In the calculations, the P-V equation of state of
the explosive had the following form: LA

P = au + bu 2 + cu 3 + pPE 00
LU

-l.

P000 20000

a = 0.133 X 1012 dynes/cm 2  TIME,0 s0

b =0.95 X 101 dynes/cm 2  Fig. 10. Pressure versus time for low order initiation
in composition B.

c = 1.01 X 1012 dynes/cm
2

r= 0.947 IMP

p = density
/

PO = initial density 5/

P = pressure

E = internal energy. 0

This equation was derived from the following Hugoniot
with the assumption that the Gruneisen gamma is -
constant:

200 200 300 400

U = 2.71 + 1.86 u TIME I.SE I

U = shock velocity in mm/usec Fig. 11. Natural logarithm of pressure versus time for
low order Initiation of composition B.

u = particle velocity in mm/usec,

A Tillotson equation of state, described in Reference We have numerically simulated the processes
12, was used for the steel. Both the steel and the occurring when right circular cylinders of steel impact
explosive were treated as being elastic-perfectly composition B targets which are covered with 0.5 cm
plastic. The Von Mises yield condition, also described thick steel plates. The projectiles were 2 cm long and
in Reference 12, was used. The code has a failure varied from 0.5 to 2 cm in diameter. The projectile
condition which causes all stresses to be zeroed when impacted with the axis of the cylinder perpendicular
the ratio of the specific volume to the initial specific to face of the target and with no yaw. We computed
volume exceeds a value which is determined from the the maximum pressure occurring at the explosive-
ultimate tensile strength. We do not believe that the nretal interface and used the Walsh-Christian tech.
choice of this parameter is critical to the results nique (13) to convert this to a shock temperature.
reported here, but we have not checked this point. We also computed the total plastic work occurring at
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1%, P particles levels out at long times because failure
occurs. The maximum plastic work temperature is
determined after this leveling has occurred. The
projectile diameter was 0.5 cm. The figure shows
that the maximum plastic work in both the metal

.4' and the explosive is nearly independent of velocity.
o-,/The explanation for this is that the total deformation

?1,6 is only a weak function of the velocity in this velocity

-2 region. Since the shear stresses are independent of
strain rate in this code, the result follows. The metal
experiences a much larger temperature rise due to

-3 plastic work than does the explosive. This is due to
100 200 30M the higher strength and lower heat capacity of the

TIME (USECI steel. The highest plastic work temperatures were
ig, 12, Natural logarithm of pressure versus time Jbr always attained by the tracer particles whose initial

Fig. 12.er Initatural o logarihm fpo n A s location was closest to the projectile axis. In the
k~w order initiation of composition B. metal the hottest tracer particle was located at tlhe

front of the projectile, where it would eventually
make contact with the explosive. In the explosive,

a number of Ligranglan tracer points in the explo- the hottest tracer particle was the one near the
sive and the metal. This number was converted to a explosive.metal interface. The rimplication of these
temperature and is referred to as the plastic work results is that plastic work can be a dominant effect
temperature. We should comment immediately that only at low impact velocities. H-lowever, one should
both of these quantities really represent averages over keep in mind the fact that thicker cases will tend to
small regions of space. In the case of shock heating, increase the relative importance of plastic work by
small voids and density variations will cause large decreasing the peak shock pressure reaching the
fluctuations in the local temperature (14). With explosive (if" the casing is sufficiently thick) and by

regard to plastic work, there are clearly small regions
along the axis of the projectile, and perhaps elsewhere,
which obtain very high total strains. Our ability to I i •O, CC I
resolve these regions is limited by the number of
mesh points which we can economically handle. In
these calculations the cell dimensions were 0.1 cmn X
0.2 cm. A finer grid would probably have resulted in
higher temperatures being attained by tracer particles 'A I I I 0I.I-10-i
close to the axis. A further qualification should be
made with regard to brittle explosives. In such 60'I 0,110. ,.II,' iPt ,..

explosives, heating probably occurs along localized- . i ',A( I.. , i, .
fracture surfaces and could lead to high temperatures 60o00 ... .....
over small regions. The code cannot handle this
problem. For these reasons, the exact numerical 4000

values of temperatures which we report here are not
significant. What is important are the general trends -

and the relative values of shock temperature and ?U(P' )

plastic work temperature. A---------

O1 I1O ?.() 3.0 ,I'O

In Figure 13 we have plotted the maximum plastic 0, 0?.o 3 .1.0 C

work temperature of both metal and explosive and
the maximum shock temperature of the explosive as Fig. 13. Shock and plastic work temperatures as a
a function of projectile velocity. We should note function of projectile velocity. Projectile diameter
that the plastic work associated with the tracer was I cm; case thickness was 0.5 cm.
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increasing the plastic work which the projectile will
experience in penetrating the case. 11 MI, I'C,

Figure 14 shows the maximum plastic work "Gr)"0

temperature and shock temperature as a function of
projectile diameter. The velocity for these calcula- ?1,00

tions was I mnm/usCc. Again, the plastic work
temperature is nearly indeperident of diameter, but ?20.0 AA

thc shock temperature increases with diameter in this 0A O1CK II IXI UP01 I VC
range. Again, we should note that the plastic work V,0o0 ', PI W/1-1 L
would be relatively more important if the case I II /6;lCw. 1 ) i I All-.IV(
thickness were greater. The implication of this ,000
figure is that plastic work will be dominant for small
diameters, and shock will be dominant for large )0
diameters if other things are equal.

0010 - .. ....... ... -. -.. ..... .

0J) 0,5 I . ! M0

DISCUSSION 1,HI')ŽJ C, 111. K, .I.Il rt ,k I;MI

It has long been known that a variety of reactions Fig. 14. Shock and plastic work temperatures as a
are possible in explosive charges under projectile function of projectile diameter. Impact velocit, was
impact. What seems to have escaped general observa- I mm/usec; case thickness was 0. 5 cm.
tion is that there is a rather sharply defined set of
conditions which separate explosions and less violent
reactions in confined charges. All of the explosives and venting. At the risk of oversimplification, we
which we have studied seem to be susceptible to low can use steady state equations for the explosive burn-
order explosions under conditions which are much ing rate and for venting. From strand burner experi-
less severe than those required for detonation. flow- ments, the burning rate per unit of ignited surface
ever, tihe conditions under which low order explo- area is proportional to P11, where P is pressure. If we
sions are observed are dependent on confinement, assume choked flow, the venting rate is proportional
and PBX 9404 requires much less confinement than to the area of the nozzle times chamber pressure to
does composition B. From a theoretical point of the first power. The time derivative of the pressure
view, the problem is to explain the sharp onset of will obey an equation such as follows:
explosive reactions and the way in which confine-
nernt influences the limit point. dP A pn - BP,

dt

We believe the problem must be separated into an where A and B are parameters depending on the
ignition phase and a buildup phase. Ignition ignited surface area, the size of the hole in the wall of
probably occurs under very mild conditions, but we the charge, and other factors. For n less than 1, this
have little evidence on the minimum conditions equation leads to stable burning rates, and permits a
required. Shock heating and heat transfer from the constant pressure to be obtained; for n greater than I
hot fragment are both po'3sible mechanisms. The an explosive increase ini pressure is possible. For most
calculations reported here indicate that the latter explosives, n seems to be about 1 (15, 16, 17).
mechanism will be favored by thick confinement (at Under these conditions the stability of the burning
the impacted point), low velocity, and small radius. rate is determined by the parameters A and B which

are in turn determined by the amouwt of ignited area
If the buildup does not occur by a shock process, lind the size of the hole through which venting occurs.

which would lead to detonation, it must be controlled If'A Is greater than B, the pressure will rise until the
by the competing processes of gas evolution (burning) cornfinement fails. In this case the pre4sure should
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rise in an approximately exponential fashion with 4. F. Walker and R. Wasley, Critical Energy for
time, and this is in general accord with the pressure Shock Initiation of Heterogeneous Explosives,
records we have obtained. The pressure rise would Explosivestoffe 17, 9 (1969).
not be expected to be perfectly exponential since
the burning area will increase with time. One might 5. S. Jacobs, as reported by F. Allison, BRL Report
expect that the maximum pressure obtained would No. 1294 (1965),
be equal to the pressure required to burst the confine-
ment. This is clearly not the case. On the other 6. Ballistic Analysis Laboratory, Johns Hopkins
hand, if the pressure is rising rapidly, it may over- University, "The Resistance of Various Metallic
shoot the rupture pressure because of inertial con- Materials to Perforation by Steel Fragments,
fnement' In this rase, the.violence of the explosion Empirical Relationships for Fragment Residual
will depend on thi rate of pressure rise at the time of Velocity and Weight, Project Thor Technical
case rupture. Report No. 41 (1961).

The change in slope in our pressure time curves 7. H. Reeves, USA Ballistic Research Laboratories,
may be important in this consideration. If the private communication.
rupture pressure of the confinement is above the
transition point, a violent explosion would be much 8. J. Wackerle, J. Johnson and P. Halleck, Projectile
more likely. The composition B targets in which we Velocity Measurements and Quartz and Manganin
observed low order explosions all had rupture pres- Gauge Pressure Determinations in Gas Gun
surjs above 70MPa. The target in which we did not Experiments, LA 5844 (1975).
observe low order explosions, had a very low rupture
pressure. The transition point may be determined by 9 J. Rosenburg, Development of a Piezo-resistant
the point at which the explosive begins to fracture Transducer to Measure Stress-Time Output of
exposing more area to burning. Wachtell (17) sug- Small Detonators, Ruport by Stanford Research
gosted this as the explanation for a similar phenonie- Institute to Picatinny Arsenal, Contract DAAA21 -
non observed when explosive was burned in a closed 71-C-0845.
bomb. The transition pressures measured by
Wachtell were lower than ours, but his rate of pres-
sure rise was also much lower. 10. B. Trott and R. Jung, Effect of Pulse Duration on

the Impact Sensitivity of Solid Explosives, Fifth
Symposium on Detonation (1970).
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A NUMERICAL STUDY OF IMPACT PHENOMENA IN EXPLOSIVES
AND PROPELLANTS

A. H. Wiedermann, C. A. Kot,* H. S. Napadensky, and Y. Shikari
ITT Research Institute

Chicago, Illinois 60616

The mechanical and thermal response of explosive and propellan t materials during
moderate speed impact, typical for accident conditions, is in vestigated numerically.
7The objective is to determine the mechanisms which may lead to the initiation of
detonation or chemical decomposition reactions. The dynamic impact problem is
forint :lated in the Lagrangian fr-ame of reference for two-dimensional and cylindri-
cally symmetric geometries. Calculations are carried out for unconfined and
partially confined impact. It is found that both for homogeneous and inhomo-
geneous materials the major mechanism leading to energy focusing and temperature
increases is the adiabatic shock compression. Friction, dissipation due to distor-
tion, and heat transfer are of small importance. While in unconfined impact
temperature rises are moderate, confinement or the presence oflow density in-
homogeneitics or gas bubbles produces local heating thought to be sufficient for the
initiation of chemical reaction. In particular gas inclusion' are prone to cause the
formation of hot spots. The thermal effect of high density inclusions on the other
hand is found to be minimal. The calculated material distortions qualitatively
agree with experimental observations of impact phenomena.

INTRODUCTION lixperiments indicate (Napadensky and Kennedy,
1964) that prior to initiation by impact, solid explo-

In order to evaluate the hazards ariociated with sives and propellants undergo large deformations.
the impact of solid explosive and propellant materials, Thus to understand the mechanisms leading to igni-
it is essential to obtain an understanding of the tion, it is necessary to delineate the material flow and
phenomena which may lead to the initiation of deto- energy conversion and focusing processes caused by
nation during dynamic compression. Existing detona- dynamic compression. Instrumentation difficulties,
tion theories are primarily concerned with the in general, limit the results of experimental studies to
response of explosives to strong shock waves, gross observations and to the establishment of initia-
I lowever, detonation and subdetonation reactions of tion thresholds. To obtain better insight into the
these materials often occur (Napadensky and impact processes requires detailed analytical inveti-
Kennedy, 1964) at impact speeds and pressures gations. This then provides tihe motivation for the
which are well bele,-. those predicted by classical numerical study and the development of a computer
detonation theorie., Therefore, in the current inves- program capable of calculating the essential impact
tigation interest is tfxused on moderate impact phenomena.
stimuli which are repit',entative of typical accident
conditions. Thl present paper outlines the theoretical formula-

*Present Affiliation: Argonne National Labotatory, tion and the numerical method, and briefly describes
Argonne, Ill. 60439 the capabilities of the computer program. Typical
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comlputational results for impact calculations in parts. Constitutive equations describe the stress-
hoomogeneous and nonhomnogeneous materials are strain relationship for the latter. The thermodynamic
presented, and their implications relative to initiation variables are related by a caloric equation of'state, of
mechanisms in solid explosives and propellants are the form:
discussed.

p = A + Be (5)

COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH where A and 13 are functions of density. Tempera-
lures are computed frmn a given thermal equation ofA two-dimensional unsteady model ot the impact state. The boundary conditions which can be treated

phenomena was developed for cylindrically symnict- include free and rigid surfaces and the impact of a
ric and plane geometries. Eilastic-plastic or purely flyer plate.
hydrodynamic material representation can be used.
The formulation is in Lagrangiat- coordinates to Numerical Procedures
permit the treatment of multiple materials and inter-
faces. Since details of the approach were given else- The numerical solution follows closely a procedure
where (Napadensky et al., 1970) only a brief outline developed by Wilkins (1964). A grid of straight lines
foli~ows divides the plane of' motion into rectangular zones

which deform into quadrilaterals as the motion pro-Governing Equations 0resses. The node indices of the grid serve as discrete

Lagrangian vari;ables. Accelerations, velocities, and"bhe conservation equations describing the impact displacements are defined at the nodes. State proper-

ties such as stress, density and energy are associated

Mass with the zones. Velocity is defined at mid-timestep
while all other variables are defined at the end of aPJ = Po (I) timestep. To permit the ready computation of the

Momentuni spatial derivatives in a distorted grid, usc is made of
an integral definition of the partial derivatives.

)uI ý)Oxx +d0x/+OX " - a0 Fictitious edge zones are used to compute tile
Dt ax 8z x boundary conditions.

l - + + 3 (3) l During each time step the accelerations are evalu-
Dt Ox 3z x ated first, using finite difference forms of the

momentum equations (2) and (3). Integrations with
E.nergy respect to time then yield tile velocities and displace.

D)e _ p lp _)b ments. New zone volumes are computed and the7- 1), l + q (4) densities are evaluated from the fixed zone masses;

this is equivalent to using equation (I ). Strain rates,
I lcre the following notation has been used: x z, 0 - deviatoric stress components, and distortion energies
current radial (horizontal), axial (vertical), and are calculated next, using the constitutive relations.
angular coordinates; u, w -radial and axial velocity; Finally the internal energy and pressure are obtained
p, pa--current and initial density; oxx, uz, zzo0 - by simultaneous solution of the energy equation (4)
normal stress components; oxz shear stress; p pres- and the equation of state (5).
sure (negative average normal stress); e--internal
energy; b -strain energy of distortion; q-heat release; Shock waves are treated by introducing an artifi-
I)/Dt- l.agrangian time derivative; v 0 0, 1 for plane cial viscosity in regions of compression and computa-
and axially symmetric, geometries respectively; J- tional stability is insured by choosing timesteps
limit of the ratio of a differential element of current consistent with the Courant criterion (Rich tmiyer
volume to that occupied by the same mass initially, and Morton, 1967). [)etonation processes, using

classical Chapman-Jouget theory, can be calculated.
The stress and strain rate tensors are split into The grid size may be variable. Friction can be in-

isotropic (hydrostatic) and antisymnneiric (devlatoric) eluded at a rigid boundary and inertial effects of
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casings around the explosive car be taken into Large differences in the mechanical material re-
account. sponse are observed, when comparing hydrodynamic

modeling with an elastic-plastic treatment. For un-
confined impact, particle velocities and displace-

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS ments, in regions of significant material flow, are two
times larger for the hydrodynamic case (see Fig. 2).

Numerical experiments and parameter studies were However, the influence on the thermal response is
carried out both for unconfined and partially con- much smaller, peak temperature being about ten
fined impact (see Fig. 1). The latter represents the percent higher for the hydrodynamic case, as shown
most common experimental configuration in which a in Fig. 3. The maximum temperatures in unconfined
cylinder of the tested material rests on an anvil sur- impact are quite moderate (-200 0 C) and occur
face and is impacted by a metal flyer plate. Both in directly behind the main shock wave in regions of
unconfined and semiconfined impact the motion maximum compression. Energies of distortion asso-
behind the initial shock is one-dimensional. Rarefac- ciated with elastic-plastic material response contribute
tion waves originating at the lateral surfaces relieve little to the temperature rise. Also the effect of sur-
the pressure and form a two-dimensional flow field. face friction on temperature response was found to
Interactions of these waves along the centerline can be minimal. More significant is the reduction of radial
lead to strong tension in the material, particularly for velocity and displacement along the impacting
unconfined impact. surface.

Preliminary studies with a number of explosives Flyer plate impact on cylinders of the same size
and propellants indicated that their qualitative behav- (5 cm radius) and at the same velocity as for the
ior is very much alike, and that only small quantita- unconfined case produces significantly higher (by a
tive differences exist, e.g., twenty percent differences factor of two) temperature increases (see Fig. 4).
in peak temperatures (Napadensky and Kot, 1971). These temperature maxima occur directly behind the
Therefore, results for only a single material are shock reflecting from the rigid anvil surface. There-
presented here, namely TNT having a normal density fore, it appears that the primary mechanism responsi-
of 1.58 gin/cc. The equations of state used are those ble for the temperature increases in a homogeneous
given by Enig and Metcalf (1962). Elastic-perfectly material is the adiabatic shock compression. This was
plastic behavior is assumed when material strength is further substantiated by the results of numerical
taken into account, and yielding occurs according to experiments with cylinders of various aspect ratios,
the von Mises criterion. The elastic modulus and the subjected to flyer plate impact. Long and slender
yield strength are 80.5 and 1 •21 kilobars respectively, cylinders experience small temperature rises because
The impact velocity for both unconfined and flyer the shock pressure is relieved by rarefaction waves
plate impact was held constant at 21 cm/msec from the lateral free surface before reflection takes
(-700 fps). A cylinder height of 5 cm was used for place, as can be seen in Fig. 4 for the cylinder having
all calculations while the diameter was varied in order a radius of 2.5 cm.
to study geometric effects.

I F

RIGID ANVIL. RIGID ANVIL RGDANVIL

UNDEFORMED UNCONFINED FLYER PLATE
CYLINDER CYLINDER IMPACT IMPACT

Fig. 1. Inpact configurations.
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11T computational results Indicate that significant

energy focusing and temperature increases are possi-
ble In partially confined homogeneous materials at too coarse predicts erroneously low temperatures as
moderate impact speeds. While the substantial mate- illustrated by the dashed curve in Fig. 4.
rial heating Is limited to small spatial regions ('0, 16
cm diameter) and short durations (a few micro. Experimental evidence indicates that the presence
seconds), it has been shown (Bowden and Yoffe, of material inhomogeneities such as impurities, gas
1952), that at the calculated peak temperatures bubbles and voids, enhances the production of hot
('-4000C), ignition sources of these dimensions and spots or loci of initiation in propellants and explo-
durations are sufficient to initiate chemical reaction, sives. The effect of such material inclusions was
Since the large temperature increases are very local- therefore investigated numerically. Specifically evalu-
ized, the effect of computational mesh size was ated were the effect of gas bubbles and the influence
evaluated. Adequate temperature predictions were of small inclusions consisting of either high or low
obtained for grid sizes equal to or smaller than the density inhomogeneitles. The calculations were
formed hot spots. A computational mesh which is carried out neglecting heat transfer and therefore
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over estimaLte. the temperaiture increases. I lowever, llgure 7 presents typical pressure and temperature
thecy are indicative of' the qualitative thermal re- profiles for the sof't and the air inclusion at tile l ime
sponse. The geometrical arrangement lin all calcula- of' maximum temperature occurrence. Again Imr
tions was that shiown inl Fig. 5 for thle case of an air comparison the profiles For the honiogeneous maute-
inclusion. rial are also showni The vertical profi'le lor the latter,

along the centerline, is characteristic of one-
It is found that soft (low density, p = 0.5 p,) where dimensional motion behind thle downward movinig

p,, is the normal density) inclusions and gas bubbles shock wave. The rapid decreases ot' pressure and tem-
undergo vory substantial temperature increases during perature towards the lateral surface In fihe hiorizointal
shiock coinpression. Due fto thle impedance mis- proffil are due to the rarefaction waves originating at
match at 'divir boundary thle inclusions are strongly that surface. Signilficanit distort ions of' thle profflies
compressed and energy Is f'ocused inI these regions. are caused by thle presence of thc inclusions. Of par-
I lard (higher density, p -21),) inclusions act as small ticular interest is tile f'act that whlile tilie temnpera f ore
reflecting surface increasing thie temperature slightly ill the airI cavity Is extremlely high tile pressure Is still
inl thi3 immnediately ridjacent material, Hlowever, their but a small fraction of' the value prevailing inl tile sur-
ove rall effect onl thle thermal response Is m111inimal, roun din g material. Thtus, fur thet colla psc of' tile
Figure 6 shows thle vaiation01 of'11max Uimu tempera- cavity accomplanied by anl additional temnpe ratuore
vtioe with timle for all three types of' hillhomogoleneties. increase should be expected.
lFor comparison the curve fw'othle homuogeneous
material Is Included, Only the first 1,ý-peraturc peak Ani a uxiliary analysis was conducted fto study InI
is of'mt crest here, since it is caused by thle inclusion, detail thle phenlomenla Inl thle vicinlity of' a slingle Col-
the second peak results f'rom thle shock reflection at lapsing gas bubble or void, Thie materials ofhIntorest
the anvil surfilce. It can be seeni that the thermal inl their sensitive range generally experienced rather
eflj'ect of a sof't inclusion is equivalent to thiat of' a small strains during shiock passage and the subsequent
ccinfining surface. 'Ilie average aie cavity temperature cavity collapse process was relatively symmnetric with
is f'ound to be inl excins of Iu'300(. when using a respecf to a coordinate system moving, with flth,
lmrfecf gas equation of' State. Obviously real gas ap~parent center of mnass of thme cavity. This mndi-
effects and hecai transfer should be taken Into account cated that the associated two-dimensional effects
ait these temperatures. 1)ue to excessive distortion
and partiat collapse of' tile (loml)pota tionaul mesh thle IIAN3
calculation with thie air Inclusion had to be tormi- 450 - AT 111f3,5 sac A
natod shortly after the shuck passed thle iniomooge-
neity, The shape of the air- cavity and thie grid distor- 400j
[lonl at that tinlie canl be seenl Illij 5.I

350

ta300
-AIR INCLUSION -- AIR INCLUSION

I 250

LN 200 -!l 

TI'31
-LOW DENSITY INCLUSION
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100 --- HOMOGENEOUS TNT
RIGIDANVIL- '-AIR INCLUSION

CYLooE t 13.44Sp$OC 0 5 10 IS 20 25 SC
UNOEFORMED CYIDRIMPACT DEFORMATION TIME, u~sac

l'Ig. S.5 .0'fimrnazloti of a TNI'NTylinder with anl air FiIg. 6. 1,IYjct ol'inclusions onl taxinium iemperature
finlvision (l~vdrodynamnde). (hydrodlynamnic).
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were relatively weak and suggested that a one- ates the cavity collapse process. The pressure at the
dimensional spherically symmetric analysis could be cavity boundary was related to the instantaneous
used to evaluate the collapse process with improved average gas pressure using a simple isentropic law for
fidelity. The analysis was limited to hydrodynamic a perfect gas. In the case of a void the boundary was
material behavior. The process is started by instanta- maintained at a zero pressure level.
neously pressurizing a volume of material to the
desired shock pressure level using the appropriate The pressure and temperature histories, in the gas
material properties. A low pressure gas filled or bubble and the immediately adjacent material are
empty cavity is located at the origin of this region shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the temperature
and the stress imbalance at the cavity boundary initi- rise in the gas precedes the pressure increase and that
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both are of very short duration (a few asec), since the or the presence of low density inhomogeneities or gas
bubble reexpands. Using these adiabatic iesults an bubbles produces local heating thought to be suffi-
estimate of the heat transfer was obtained by solving cient for the Initiation of chemical reaction. In par-
the unsteady heat conduction equation. For the ticular gas inclusions are prone to cause the formation
short durations Indicated above, penetration of signi- of hot spots. The thermal effect of high density
ficant temperature increases was limited to depths of inclusions on the other hand is found to be minimal.
the order of one micron. It was concluded from
these observations that the heat transfer mechanism While no quantitative comparison with experi-
was not a significant factor in concentrating energy ments was possible, due to the lack of appropriate
within an adequate region of the material, test data, the computed material distortions agree

qualitatively with high speed photography observa-
Much more important is the heating due to shock tions (Napadensky and Kennedy, 1964). Finally, the

compression alone. As shown in uig, 8 the tempera- understanding of impact processes gained from the
ture in the material immediately adjacent to the gas computational results amply demonstrates the value
cavity rises to approximately 700°C. The time and of the numerical modeling approach.
spatial distribution of" the temperature in the explo.
sive material is given in Fig. 9 which presents the
wave diagram isotherms and the path of the cavity ACKNOWLEDGMENT
boundary during collapse and reexpansion. A similar
result is obtained for the case of a void indicating that This research was supported by the U.S. Air Force
the response of the gas within the cavity is not an Office of Scientific Rosearch under Contract Nos.
Important factor. The collapse process is governed 1?44620.71-C-0060 and 144620-75-C-0059.
primarily by the geometrically controlled dynamic
response of the material itself.
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A KINETIC LATTICE APPROACH TO DETONATION IN HETFROGENEOUS EXPLOSIVES

Robert F. Chaiken and John C. Edwards
Pittsburgh Mining and Safety Research Center

Bureau of Mines
U.S. Department of the Interior
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

In a previous paper, a kinetic lattice model of detonation was coupled with
Chaptn.n-Jouguet 'Tlheory and h'vring Curved Iront Theory to describe the critical
detonation characteristics of'heterogeneous condensed explosives, In the present
work, non-ideal detonation behavior resulting from lateral energy loss is incorpo-
rated directly Into the kinetic lattice model obviating the use of' other J'alure
theories. The resulting equations arc solved numerically to give the relationship
bletween detonation velocity, chwrge diameter atd !oading denslty. The results not
only describe the contrasting Group I/Group 11 behavior patterns reported by Price,
but also yield low velocity steady-state detonation solutions which resemble 1, VD
phenotnena In solids. Critical diameter are also calculated/br the specific case of an
RDX/AP ýPopellant explosive system. The generated data compare quite favorably
with experiment.

INTRODUCTION when coupled with Chapman-Jouguet Theory again
leads to an initial value problem that defines the

In a previous paper (I), we outlined a kinetic regions of' stable detonation for heterogeneous
lattice approach to determining the detonation reac- explosives.
tion time of, heterogeneous explosives, whicih when
incorporated into the detonation failure theory of Numerical calculations with tile present treatment
Eyring et al. (2) yielded a good accounting of' of the lattice model not only lead to good agreement
observed critical diameter phenomena. Of particular with experimental data on detonation velocity vs.
interest is the fact that we were able to predict (albeit charge diameter, but also indicate the existence of'
a posteriori) the Group I/Group I1 type explosive stable detonations at very low velocities, i.e., LVD
behavior as described by Price (3). This earlier treat- phenomena (5).
ment of the lattice model assumed ad hoe the results
of' Curved Front Theory (2) for describing the non- THE KINETIC LATTICE MODEL
ideal detonation condition.

Following our earlier treatment (I ), we consider a
In the present work, we describe how non-ideal heterogeneous explosive to be composed of a uniform

detonation behavior resulting from lateral rarefaction distribution of spherical sites. These sites represent
energy loss can be incorporated directly Into the the various types of explosive components; for
kinetic lattice model, obviating the use of other example, explosive particles, inert particles, and
failure theories. This treatment can be considered to potential hot-spots such as air voids, crystal defects,
be an adaptation of Dremin's concept of a quenching and contact surfaces. For a one-dimensional treat-
wave (4). The resulting kinetic lattice equations meent of this model, we define a 1 -1 lattice composed
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of an array of sites along a line drawn through the The above processes of hot-spot formation and
diameter of a cylindrical explosive charge. Consider- grain burning are essentially the energy liberating
ing the explosive to contain M-components, we reactions which support tile detonation, and lead to a
denote for each type of site i = 1,2 .2 M a mass set of M rate equations that describes the consump-
density pi, an effective diameter 2i, and a total initial tion of sites:
number Ni(o). The charge diameter, d, and charge
(loading) density P,) is then expressed as F = i+"- I

m ~ ~-dNi/dt = k i(7)M 2 '.... ]

d = 2 QiNi(o) (1)

and This is essentially the equation we derived in our
earlier work ( I ) where Arrhenius rate constants for ki

MIN~~i 7 and 13 were assumed, i.e.,
( i T3N(o)- 3Ni(o) (2)

Soi= ki = Ai exp ( Ei/RT) sec- t  (8)

Passage of a detonation wave through the explosive
is considered to result in decomposition (or activa-

tion) of the sites along the lattice to form hot-spots
(i.e., ignition centers). If Ni*(t) is the number of hot- As exp (- ,5sRT) cm/sec, (9)
spots formed from sites of type i at time t after and where temperature was taken as the Chapman-
passage of the detonation front, then the total num- Jouguet value.
ber of hot.spots formed is simply

M Our previous use of equations 7-9 to deline the

= N (t) (3) detonation reaction time tacitly assumed that every
= site will react in tile detonation reaction zone even

when lateral rarefaction energy losses occur (i.e., non-

Assuming a first order reaction process with a rate ideal detonation). We believe a more realistic ap-
constant ki for each type of site, we have proach to delining the detonation reaction time

would be to identify the lateral rarefaction as a
dNi*/dt = kiNi (4) reaction quenching wave which originates at the two

ends of the I -D lattice (i.e., at the surface of the
and explosive charge), just after passage of the detonation

M front, and spreads inwardly to the center of the
dN./dt - kini (5) charge. The velocity of this quenching wave could be

approximately the local velocity of sound for uncased

charges and somewhat less than that for cased
We now consider that each hot-spot formed be- charges. Unreacted sites overtaken by this quenching

comes the origin of a grain burning (i.e., deflagration) wave will no longer be able to react, thereby decreas-
wave which consumes unreacted sites as it spreads ing the energy available for propagating the detona-
outwardly from its origin along the lattice. tion. In the context of site consumption, the

quenching reaction will have an effective first order
The grain burning wave leads to an effective first reaction rate given by

order consumption of sites given by
M/

-(dN 1/dt) Grain Burn = 2BN.•N k Nit), (6) iq 2CN =J V (10)

where B is the linear velocity of the grain burning where for uncased charges, C is taken as the local
wave. velocity of sound.
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Incorporating equation 10 into equation 7, the Qd/Q1 I - 2a/d (16)
total rate of consumption of sites of type i (i = 1,
M)is then This equation is somewhat similar in form to the

Fk 1 simple approximate velocity vs. diameter equation of
dNi 2(BN'? + C) Ni, (1) Curved Front Theory for uncased charges, i.e.,
dt R I~

/ D =D I- 1-a/d (17)

and th. time to consume all sites is the detonation The relation between the heat of detonation, Qd,
time, r., and detonation velocity, D, through C-J theory is gen-

erally complex as will be shown later in this paper;

With this approach, lateral rarefaction leads to a however, a useful approximation for comparison
certain number of unreacted sites of typ4 i in the purposes is Qd a D2, so that equation 16 becomes
detonation zone, viz,,

(D/DI) 2 - 1 - 2a/d (18)

(N~uneacre 2CN

(Ni)ulreatcd = ff dt, (12) Figure 1 shows a plot of D/DI vs. a/d for equations
2j Nj 17 and 18. Also included are the results of Jones'

Nozzle theory for uncased charges taken from refer-
with an associated total fractional energy loss, f given ence 2. The various theories are in rough numerical
by agreement; however, the downward curvature repre-

sented by the Nozzle theory has been found to be in

2--, piqj T! 2CNi dt keeping with some experimental data (7).
S6 f .

S2jNj (13) The numerical calculations are based on the agru-
f l3p ment that the kinetic reaction time (equations 7-9) is
-6 Rpic11Ni(o) to be evaluated at the Chapman-Jouguet temperature,

which in principle can be determined from Chapman-
where qi is the heat of detonation per unit mass of Jouguet Theory. From our previous simplified treat-
sites of type i. ment of one-dimensional C-J theory, we set down

directly the following detonation equations:

The overall heat of' detonation of the explosive Qd

is simply

Qd = (1 - OQ (14) Nozzle theory

where Qd is the ideal heat of detonation (i.e., for the .8-

j infinite diameter charge.

It is interesting to compare equation 14 for the
case of a single component explosive with the results Curved
of other failure theories (2,6). Taking M = 1, equa- .4 front theory
tion 13 with C time independent leads to

S3/d
f =2Cr/J/iN1  2Cr'/d (15) .2 (- )=1-2 a/d -

Assuming C to be the Chapman-Jouguet sound
velocity, (D-u), and recognizing that the length of the I 1
detonation reaction zone, a = r (D-u), yields C 0.1 0.2 03 0.4 0.5

a /d
OFor purposes of numerical calculation, it is useful to wt

Nj zero when the calculated Nj(t) < 1. Fig. 1. DID1 vs. a/d for Various Failure Theories.
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Conservation of mass, momentum and energy reaction kinetics on detonation behavior. Also, we
(neglecting initial pressure terms) (1,2): present a comparison of calculated and experimental

critical diameter data for one of the explosive systems

D2 P (19) treated in our earlier paper.Po ( - Po/P) (9

Two-Component Explosive System
u -P/poD (20)

Here we consider the same "hypothetical standard"

CvT -C~T, = Qd + 11 o (21) granular explosive as given in reference 1. One com-
2 U - p- 2 ponent of the explosive is the explosive particles

themselves (i = 1); the other component is the air
Chapman-Jouguet Condition: voids (i = 2). Table 1 lists the various input param-

eters for the calculations. Several items can be
C = 1) - u (22) pointed out:

I
where D is the detonation velocity; u, the particle 1. For convenience, the air voids and explosive
velocity, P, the pressure; p, the density; Cv, an aver- particles are considered equal in size.
aged constant heat capacity; C, the speed of sound =
(aP/ap)112 ; T, the temperature; and the subscript zero 2. Due to the strong shock heating characteristics
refers to the initial state of the explosive, of air, the activation energy E2 is taken as zero to

reflect high localized shock temperatures, and A2 is
Equation-of-state of the detonation products chosen to yield a fast constant heating time ('10-10

(taken as a single component gas): sec).

P(l - ap) = p(-t,- I)CvT (23) 3. The decomposition and grain burning kinetics
for the explosive particles are similar to those of

a = (I - e-bP)p (24) ammonium nitrate (AN). The heat of detonation is
about four times that of AN.

where a is a volume dependent covolume; and b, a
constant (= I cm3/gm), 4. y was chosen to yield D1 -7000 ni/sec at po=

1 gm/cm 3.
The i1-p-T equation of state is due to Cook (8), and

its validity can be questioned in connection with C-J
calculations for condensed explosives. Our use of this
equation-of-state is primarily for computational con-
venience, although as an approximation, it is probably TABLIE' 1

in keeping with our simplified approach, and our
uncertainty in kinetic constants. Input Parameters fbr

"llypothetical Standt'rd" Explosive
The detonation equations can be solved explicitly to

yield a "hydrodynamic" Qd, which can be compared Pl 1.725 g/cm 3  Cv = 0.4 cal/g°K
with a "kinetic" Qd determined from equations 11, P2 = 1.176 X 10-3 g/cm 3  y = 1.5

13 and 14. This comparison is repeated over a V1 = V2 = 2.5 X 10-3 cm q I = 880 cal/g
temperature range up to the maximum temperature T, = 3000 K q2 =0
defined by Q1. Solutions are determined when the ki = 5.56 X 109 exp
"hydrodynamic" Qd is equal to the "kinetic" Qd. (-40000/RT) sec-1 (a)

k2 = 5 X 1010 sec-1
B = 300 exp (-7 100/RT)

NUMERICAL RESULTS cm/sec (a)

In this section, we examine several solutions of the (a) Reference 9 cites k w 1012.28 exp (-38300/RT) and B =

kinetic lattice model to demonstrate the effect of 0,23T exp (-7 100/RT) cm/.ec for NH4NO3.
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Figure 2 depicts a plot of tile numerical data for D Still referring to the parabolic shaped solutions,
vs. Po for various charge diameters. It is recognized the failure curve defines two velocity regimes of deto-
that the calculated values of 1) at large p, are not nation, This is identical to that found in our earlier
representative of real explosives; however, the trends work (I), and also in the failure theories of Eyring
shown by the curves are believed to be significant. et al. (2) and Evans (10). It was pointed out then
The curves represent steady-state solutions, and we that the physical reality of the solutions below the
see that not only are there limited regions of detona, failure curve is in question; however, the solutions
tion for a given diameter, but the detonation velocity above the failure curve ;!iould represent the "normal"
is multivalued. non-ideal steady-state detonation wave. Indeed, the

portion of the parabolic curves above the failure
Addressing our attention to the higher velocity curve does exhibit Group I explosive behavior (viz.,

parabolic shaped curves at constant d, we see that the 1) approaching D, as p, increases) consistent with
apex of the curves defines a critical diameter-density the critical diameter results.
condition where no high velocity solution occurs for
Po less than the apex point. The dashed line through let us now give our attention to the single curve at
these points establishes a failure curve in d vs P0 lower velocity, which indicates a D vs. p, dependence
space which indicates an explosive behavior similar to which is far less steep than the "normal" high
that of the Group I explosives by Price (3), viz., dr velocity solutions, and which appears to be inde-
decreasing with increasing p,. At large diameters pendent of charge diameter. This curve was not
(e.g. d = 40 cm), the higher velocity solutions while obtained in our previous tre.tnient of the lattice
still multivalued have no apex point indicating stable model. The calculated fraction of energy release for
detonation at all densities. these cases is quite small ("0.5 pct), corresponding to

low C-J temperatures (-400 to 6000K) and long
reaction times (-10 psec). These values can be com-
pared with TC.j - 28000 K and r - 0.5 psec for the

14 high velocity case. The behavior of the lower velocity
solutions appears to resemble the few experimental

k, 55,•b.1OAp'-40,000/HT) 5eC" data attributed to low velocity detonation (LVI)) in
,2, V" t°°xp(-7"°,I/IRT) LrO/w4 • granular explosives (5); in particular, the relative con-

stancy of the LVD wave velocity with changes in d
and p0 and the fact that only small amounts of

/ / /explosive reaction are involved in its propagatio,,.

d-.•cn It would appear that the current kinetic lattice
model now yields solutions for both I IVI) and LVI)

S d-5 cn non-ideal detonations. I However, it should be pointed
V Aout that in this case, an apparent inconsistency arises

I in our treatment of the lattice model. Namely, we
have assumed a single component gas equation-of-
state to describe the C-J products; yet, small fractions

/ ,, 0 f reaction such as ascribed to LVD imply the deto-
4 d4 an nation products to be mostly unreacted solid

explosive. At this time we are not certain how the

LVU c,,v, results of our lattice model treatment depend on the
equation-of-state, particularly for a system of solid
detonation products.

1._ r_ . 4 [ 18J It is now of intA:rest to examine the effects of
ul Wir, Y, ,g/. m altering the kinetic constants for the "standard"

explosive so as to enhance the rate of grain burning
Fig. 2. Variation of Detonation Velocity With Load- relative to that of bulk decomposition. Figure 3
ing Densily "Standard Ilypothetical" lxplosive, shows a plot of D vs. p0 for hlie data of Table I
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exccpt that kI (i.e., A I) has been decreased by , The above numerical results for the "standard"
factor of 10 and 13 (i.e., A,) increased by a factor of explosive strongly suggest that ltrce's Group 1/
10. We note a iather significant change in the ; )si- Group II behavior can still be accounted for by the
tion of the parabolic shaped curves. The curves at kinetic lattice model, and that the behavior depends
constant small d (<10 cm) still have apex points upon whether bulkdecomposition or grain burning is
which define a failure curve, but the resulting d,, the dominant mechanism in the detonation reaction.
vs. Pc) relationship is opposite to that of Fig. 2, viz,, The current failure mechanism introduced into the
dcr increases with increasing op This is exactly one kinetic lattice model suggests that the model can also
of the contrasting behavior patterns which defines account for the existence of a stable LVD wave in
Group Ii type explosives (3). The "normal" detona- solid explosives. Unfortunately there is too little
tion solutions (i.e., above the failure curve in Fig. 2) quantitative data on stable LVI) in solids to afford us
likewise exhibit Group II behavior in that D ap- a detailed comparison of the properties of such deto-
proaches DI as Po decreases. Again, we attribute no nation waves.
physical significance to that portion of the parabolic
curves below the failure curve (at least for the
present). RDX Adulterated Comnpos;'. Propellant

We also note that Fig. 3 shows the same type of The attempt here is to calculate the dependency of
LV) curve as depicted in Fig. 2. Numerically, they detonation velocity and critical diameter of a solid
are almost identical, thus indicating the LVD wave to composite propellant which is sensitized with varying
be insensitive to the I IVI) reaction kinetics. amounts of RI)X. The propellant is composed of 60-

70 wt pet ammoniumn perchlorate (AP), - 15 wt pet
aluminum, and - 15 wt pct rubber binder, with vary-
ing amounts of 15 p spherical grain RDX replacing the

k•5•5GxIOexp(-40,0o0/R••se' e AP. There are extensive data on the detonation
B3,0o0 exp( -7,loom r) cm/wc characteristics of this system (11,12), and it is one of

12 the examples described in our earlier treatment of the
kinetic lattice model.

10 I The lattice is constructed by assuming the propel-SIdeal lant to consist of spherical propellant particles (i = )

d- ?o cm with dimensions and reaction characteristics dertned
by the large particle Al' component of the propellant.
The RDX particles and air voids (0 and 2 wt. pct)

dlcm form second (i = 2) and third (i = 3) components re-
> Failure curve spectively. Table 2 lists the values of the input

r cm z parameters. Ilere y and Cv have been chosen to yield0/,doc an ideal detonation velocity of 4620 meters/sec for
the 9.2 wt. pet RI)X mixture. The kinetic expres-

4 slons for k and 13 are approximately those reported
for All, having been adjusted somewhat to fit the

LOV curve experimental critical diameter at an RI)X mass frac-
tion fRIX = 0,0475. It is noted that the RI)X

2 kinetics are those reported by Robertson (14), which
in light of more recent kinetic studies (16), may not
be applicable to detonation conditions. I lowever, for

0 _ _ . .... ._ . . . the propellant system, tile RDX undoubtedly reacts
6 .. 2 04 06 08 10 12 14 16 18DENSITY, p, 0 1/0 much faster than the AP; hence the exact choice of

0 ...... values for A2 and F2 is not too important. This was
Fig. 3. Variation of Detonation Velocity With Load- verified by the fact that calculations with A2 several
Ing Density "Modlified Iypothehical" lExplosive: orders of magnitude smaller than 1018 sec-' did not
Fffect of Enhanced Grain Burning. alter the numerical results.
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TABLE 2 TABLE 3

Input Parameters for Comparison of Critical Diameter
RDX/Ai' Propellant Explosive Data for RDX-Adulterated Propellant

PI = P2 1.6 g/cm 3  Cv = 0.3 cal/g-'K der, cm
P3 = 1.176 X 10-3 g/cmn3 7= 1.2 f
R1 = 1.2 X 10-2 cnml ql = 260 cal/g xR't ( Calculated Calculated

k2 = Q3 = 3 X 10-3 cm q2 = 1500 cal/g (2% Porosity) (0% Porosity)
To = 300)K q3 = 0 =

ki = 2.15 X 109 exp .092 6.8 8.6 8.7
(- 29000/R'T') sec-I (a) .071 13.3 ..

k2 = 3.2 X 1018 exp .0475 28.6 28 29
(- 47500/RT) sect1  (b) .021 59.7 - --

k3 = I X 1010) see-' .00375 122 127 160
13 = 6.2 X 104 exp 152 No-Go

(- 18000/RT) cm-scc-1  (c) (b) 183 Go 153 196

(aý IR,1%!r&ncc i 3 cites k = 7.16 X 1010 cxp (- 26000/RT) (a) Reference 12
eal/g/sec fw A'P propellant. (b) Single test at each diameter.

(b) Refurenco 14 ~i'eus k ý 3.2 X 1018 exp (47500/RT)
s'ic" for RIX.

(c) Reterence 15 cile it - 311' exp (- 22000/RT) etn/sec for
Al'. 1.00 ! I - I

Figure 4 shows the experimental and calculated
curves for the velocity-diameter dependence of the ,uk,,i,,d
9.2 wt. pet RDX case, and Table 3 lists the results for .9.

thie variation of critical diameter with mass fraction
", RDX content (0 < fRlX < 0.092). The agreement a
between experiment and theory is quite good consid-
ering the fact thaut only two data points (viz., 1)i for .90
fRDX = 0.092, and dr for fRI)X = 0.0475) were used
for evaluating the many parameters. No attempt was L t" ":'"°...
made to optimiz.e this curve fit by further adjust- /
nients in the AP kinetic constants. While this prob- - - -, - . -- 1 . .
ably could be readily accomplished, it was felt the COANuG UIAMI 11, N d,

result would not be too meaningful it) view of the
simplifications involved inl our treatment of the C-. 1ig. 4. Comparison of Vcity-Diauu'ir Dcpcndence
state. 4

10r 9.2 wt pet RDX.Aduiterated Propellant.

It is noted from Table 3, that somewhat better
agreement with experiment is obtained if the propel- to result in a self-contained failure theory for the
lant is assumed to contain 2 wt p,;t air voids. This detonation of heterogeneous explosives. While our
rest"t is identical to our previous findings and consis- calculations to date with the model are quite limitd
tent with the data interpretations presented by t: and involve many simplliflcations, the results can be
original experimental Investigators (12). deemed very promising on tile basis that the observed

non-ideal detonation behavior of granular solid explo-
CONCLUSIONS sives Is encompassed by the model. Tluis includes not

only the contrasting Group 1/Group II patterns
The inclusion of a fIhst order quenching wave term described by Price, but also as a distinct possibility,

in the kinetic lattice model equations has been shown thr phenonlena of Low Velocity Detonation. This
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latter point, however, must be considered in much Diameter of the Charge," Proc. Roy. Soc.
further detail than we have undertaken here, particu- (London), Vol, A189, pp. 415-426 (1947).
larly with regard to the nature of the P-p-T relation
for the Chapman-Jouquet state, which appears to be a 7. M. E. Malin, A. W. Campbell and C. W. Mautz,
solid/gas mixture. "Particle Size Effects in One- and Two-

Component Explosives," Preprints of the Second
With regard to a priori prediction of non-ideal ONR Symposium on Detonation, pp. 360-381,

detonation behavior of arbitrary explosive mixtures, Office of Naval Research Repori (1955).
that is still a long way off, particularly in view of the
dearth of required chemical kinetic data. However, 8. M. A. Cook. "The Science of ligh Explosives,"
the results to date would indicate that the kinetic pp. 63-64, Reinhold Publishing Corp., New York
lattice approach offers a possible direction to pursue (1958).
in achieving this goal.

9. W. I-. Andersen and R. F. Chaiken. "Application
of Surface Decomposition Kinetics to Vetona-
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PERTURBATION METHODS APPLIED TO PROBLEMS IN DETONATION PHYSICS'

J. B. Bdzil
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

A theoretical study ofan explosive which releases a small fraction, 6 2, of Its total
energy via resolved reactions is presented. Two separate problems are treated.
Mirst, a time-dependent one-dimensional unsupported detonation is considered, It
is shown that to 0(b) the detonation is a reactive simple wave. 77Te particle veloc-
ity profiles arc, calculated for a model explosive. Second, the detonation edge effect
for a steady-state semi-infinite unconfined detonation ts considered, It is shown
that the near-field flow is dominated by the Prandtl-Meyer singularity, whereas the
far-field flow Is controlled by the reactivity and streamline divergence. The shock
locus, sonic locus, and limiting characteristic are calculated and the effeets of con.
finement are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION In section il, we examine a one-dimensional time.
dependent detonation. We show that to lowest order

Detonation physics is primarily concerned with in the perturbation (8), the evolution of the detona-
understanding the rather complex subject of reac- tion proceeds as if it were a simple wave with inde-
tive nonlinear hydrodynamics. As a result of this, the pendent variables x and 6t, A straightforward appli-
number of analytic solutions describing detonation cation of the method of characteristics to the resulting
problems is very small. In part, this has led to a heavy equations allows us to study a wide class of simpleI reliance on numerical solution methods for these wave problems.
problems. By their very nature, these methods are
only marginally suitable for parameter variation
studies; thus they often provide little or noguidance as In section I1I, we examine a steady two-dimensional
to the nature of the governing physics. detonation. We show that for an unconfiled semi-

infinite detonation, the physical space divides itself
For a small class of problems, analytical solutions into two distinct regions. Very near the edge (inner

can be found using modern singular perturbation problem) the flow is nearly a free unreactive expan-
theory. The purpose of this paper is to describe the sion with x/81/ 3 and 61/ 3 y being the independent
underlying scaling principles of these methods, and variables, where y is the distance into the charge from
to show how they filter the relevant physics from the edge. Away from the edge (outor problem) the
the full governing equations. As examples, we con- reactivity and streamline divergence enter equally
sider two problems that have as a small parameter with x and by being the independent variables. We
52, the fraction of the total energy released via determine the shape of the shock and sonic loci and
resolved reactions. study the effects of confinement on the detonation.
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III. A T'IME-'DEPE'LNDLENT DETONAT'ION where

A. Statement of the Problem -0- ~ ,

Most of tile expertimenlt% tlhat have beell perforined
oil explosives were (fesigined to meiasuire the plirailm- DO a ~
etels conitainled III tile C hapiianl-Jolgoet. theory. .-t. !- ' - 20)
Wheni applied to unsupportedI detonations, this theory
mmakes thle f'ollowing assumptions: (I ) Initially thie
right hialf'-space (x > 0) is occupied by 11 iq iescoi p (t )dt -x. (2.7)
fluid lit at ofelsity p" Which is In at state of' meactstable
Chemical equilifbrium:ll (2) lit ltime I. -- ai pistoim, Which
is originally ait x !l0, Is Impulsively brought to a ye- lin the above eqatidons t' Is thie scatled flime ( kt), ý'' Is
focity uO > () and thenl Withdrawn producing at planlar tile scaled distance cuoodinate Iha the shock framec
shock waIve tollowed lby it r'arefacthion (0) onl passing (,y +- 1 )ký'/,yi*, it' is the(, scaled particle velocity Iin
over thle initially quiescent fluid the shock Initiates til thle laboaratory f'aium, c, is the scaled( solimad speed~,p
IlastantuaLllcoils cemlilical reactionl, of'specific Internal Is the scalled dealsity y/(y 4- 1 )j),,, 1and( 9J)'(() Is thle
eniergy q,( I -b2 ), which, thlea, suppIorts a Classicaf die- scttled detonatilon velocity, o.410 siplify tfiw notation,
tonlatiol Wilit i a pressulre P* and at velocity 'JP (4) iii thel prlimes will he dropped.
termls of thlis model thle parameitotrs po, l'P* and l'*
Completely cluiractrl-Ie thle, flow. Inl this section, we liquatiomms ('2.3), (2.4), (2.S), the Initial condition
will consider the consequences of' reicasimig anl addi- of aim Impulsive pistonm, and thle shock conditions
tional smuafl amnounit of energy q82 to thie flow -ni ia serve to completely describe the prablema we Wish to
relatively slow ltime scale. Consider, lIn thle limit 1 0 thle solution Is Li slimpjle

wave known ats a Taylor wave. We will sihow that for
We imit)I otmr discuissionl to thle following colsmilt L- h sUlTiciently sNIIIll thle soLutloiI is a reactive simple)I

live relationls: a polytropic equaftiomi of state Wave.

I O~ - N) (1, Reactive Simple Wave

Since we are considering at system for which h Is
wher E s te seciic ntenal tiogy,11 s te pessre, small, 11tIs natural to seek at solution to tlie stated
wher l. ist~m spcifc Iferal nery, ' i t~e pessre, probleul ais It regular asymptotic expansion inl h

p Is thle dlensity, y Is the adiabatic exponlent, and at
state-independent square-root rate law (0 < X -, I I ~ 1 i 2~2 28

1 c ( 0) + 611c(l) +, 62 11(2 ) + .. ec 2

where k Is at coi~stammt rate 'oultiplier, Neglectinig allC C( ) .ti(I h2C2) . . ( .9

transp8Iort prOCOSSON, thle 1k ~d eqIuations For our timel- A straightforward calculation gives Lit, 11t2) t for.
dependent omie-di mensional If ow (shock fixed coor- large. Th1us, f~or tilmacs greater thanl b -2 H~q. (2.8) no
dinates) are longer gives Us anl asympjtotic re presoentaltIon) of' the

solu tionl. E~xaamining thle governling (di11,fere)at111 equa.
Do 1 + 2. d23) tonls, we flind that the secularity Ill tlI 2 ) arises because

-,c I- a (2.3)) thle equations for thle perturhmmtionra are lhinear. It
It2,y c12  follows that for long timeos they do not Contain thle

non111lear Convective effects thiat bound reactive
I) c it 71p' r (2.4) growth. Physically, we can understand this wt h

Ut)t, 2,y aid of'thec Master Ikquatiomm (I). it states that thle
growth of' the shock pressure is tile difference

-j) (2,5) betwoon thle rate of energy Inp~ut of the reactioims
l~t'minius thle rate ol' energy loss to thie following flow,
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When the flow is sonic, as it is in our unperturbed At 0 (6), we find
flow, the loss rate is zero. Introducing St as a time
scale into the Master Equation leads to bounded (0)
solutions (1). This suggests that in addition to t, we R(1) = y y(O) + g(l)(y(), y(2),
should include 6t as a time scale. Using the method 1
of multiple timie scales, we will show that a bounded (2.15)
solution can be found to our differential system (2). To avoid the secular behavior in Eq. (2.15), we set

We begin by formally integrating Eq. (2.3) and

then using the results to rewrite Eqs. (2.4) as R g(O)(y( 2), ... ). (2.16)

Proceeding to 0 (62), we get
D :,I "'Y I, 1 C 

( ) I / )
D)t 2,y ( - I) R(2) 2 ) , (2)/( r ) _8 2  2,o +_ _ i-ry,"-.

X (.y 6 . -dto) + 0(82),

(2.10)

where Ri are tile Rliemann variables + Jc2 0u)•J dy , (2.17)
".Jt.4 (y (O))

2
R1 - c± u (2.11) where

and f dtO denotes an integral taken along a particle (Id u + C(O), (2.18)
path, Following In the spirit of' the multiple time dy(0- 1Y + I

scale method, we introduce the time scales and we have taken

y(i) + I+_ 61t; i = 0,1,2, ... (2.12) -g(O) +g 0 (2.19)
2 oy(2) 0y(l)

and assume that Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) depend explicitly to avoid the appearance of a secularity. Using these
oil all of these times as well as t'. The characteristic results, the positive Rleniann variables can be written
derivatives become as

_ D' - + 11-0(u) ±C(-)) R(+) = 2u(0) + g(O)(y( 2 ), .... (2.20)
-+ I Dt 3

2

y(0) 
ag)

Y + at '(2.21)
(2.13)

Requiring Eq. (2.2 1) to remain bounded, we are
Focusing our attention on the negative Riemann forced to set (ag(O)/ay( 2 )) = 0, which gives

variable, we find that at 0 (1) Eq. (2,10) !s easily
integrated. Since all the negative characteristics R(0) = g(0)(y( 3 ) .. ), R") = g(I )(y(2).
emanate from a region whose state is at dhost specified (2.22)
by the variables y(I), y(2 ), ...

Therefore, to 0 (6) the flow is a simple wave for the
R(0) g(0)(y(i), y( 2 ), .. ). (2.14) scales y(O) and y(I).
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Turning our attention to the equations governing
the positive Riemann variables and arbitrarily setting 2.4
u(°) = 0 and c(°) = 1, we find t 6Ls

M - -- 2.0-

ay( at) 2y 2

0end of reaction zone

0 2 <• E -
' E

(2.23)

Solving Eq. (2.23) subject to the relevant boundary 1.0 -

and initial conditions, we find

4( tanh, 4 ~i -4~ cti(.)u() •tah ---•3'/ co th \-T2;-/ 0.5-

0 ~2

+( [ u ( n((u(l)1 29 35 41 47 53uMI (= 1"+ 1 + 'Yu(1 fn K(mm)

P lig. 2.1. A comparison ofparticle velocity vs distance
+ / +(3u( 1 ))J, 2 < • . (2.24) profiles fbr a Chapman-Jouguet detonation (- -) and

Eq. (2.24) (-).

Substituting Eq. (2.24) into Eq. (2.8) gives us an
asymptotic representation of the solution which is
valid over the entire physical region.

C. DiscusWion 
2. 3

The effects that a small fraction of resolved energy end of reaction zo n
release can have on a detonation can best be appre- 2.0
ciated by conaidering an example. We take

S• = 8.8 rm/jus, y 3.0 (2.25) 
: of

E
62 0.06 , k = 2s-I. (2.26) 1-;.5

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 compare the particle velocity
profiles to the reference Chapman-Jouguet detona-
tion for 6 /s and 30 As of run. Two features of the 1,0
flow deserve special attention: (1) adding only 6%
of the total energy via a slow reaction results in a
27% increase in the particle velocity at the shock,
and (2) after 30 ps of run, the final steady-state has 0.5I 1
not been reached. Therefore, changes of O (62 ) in 204 220 236 252 268
the detonation energy (i.e., the Chapman-Jouguet •mm)
state) produce changes of 0 (6) in the shock state. Fig. 2.2. See Pig. 2.1.
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Also, the rate at which tile steady-state is approached For thle case of a resolved reaction zone, the flow
is measured fin unit,. of (6k)ft Consequently, oven at the intersection of'the shock with thle x-axis mnust
if' only a small amount of' thle available energy "in a do- again be locally descrihed by thle Prandtl*Meyer
tonation is released relatively slowly, the deviations singularity. This requires that tile flow at the shock
from the Cfiapmuan-Jouguet model will be large. he sonic at y =0, which inl turn, requires that the

shock make anl acute angle with the p)ositive x-axis,
Proceeding into the exp~losive along the shuck, the
effects of the singularity diminishi, and leave Inl the
limit anl undisturbed ono-di mension of flow with a

111111 EDGE EFFECTS subsonic shuck which Is parallel to thle y-axis. In thle
Intervening region (--- < y < 0) the shiock must

A. St~atement of the Problem smloothlly conlnect these two limi1ts with Some analytic
fornm. Thle purpose of this section Is to d esribe the

Consider a steady detonation of' velocity D) prop- structure of the region of' reactive flow, Including the
agating fin the positive x-direction, The explosive SUIl)" dete rmnant ion of'the shock shape, sonic locus, and
porting the wave Is taken to be semi-in flnite with i imni ting characteristic, For time general case, the
explosive occupying time Imalf-space y < 0) and at analysis of' this problem Is d~ifficult. I loweve r, we
vacuum fur y > 0 (see Fig, 3.1) will again find that Ini tile limlit of sm1all 62 (tihe ro.

,solved energy release fraction) a perturbation solu.
if we assume a Chapmnan-Jouguot detoniation, anl tiomi Is possible. In this li1mi1t, progress becomes pus.

observer riding with the shock would see, a flat shock sible becau~so we are doaling with at nearly sonic
(y-axis), along which the flow would be exactly sonic. tranisonic flow.
Behind time shuock heo would see a P1randtl"Meye, "manl
origi nating from at singularity at y 0, 0 Prellwlnary Considerations

Assuminig that all transport processes can he
neglected, thle flied equations for our steadly two-
dimensional plane flow (shtock fNed coordiniates) are

A,(P ) (3.1)

141,(0.2)
H HE vacuum

xLAP- c2 U-A .It 2  (3.3)

D

Y y AX r, (3.4)

~ Where P Is tile den~sity, U is thle particle velocity relative

/ / I \to the shock velocity, 11 is thle pressure, c is thle sound
/ speed, U Is the specific internal energy, q Is to total

energy release due to chemical reaction, r Is thle rate
H E Products of' reaction and X Is thle reaction progress vatiable

(X* I at the end of' reaction). Since we wish to study
the general features of thle flow, we limit our dis-
cussion to thle following constitutive relations: a Poly-

I'Yg. 3, 1, A schentatic repre'sentation of ihc delonia- tropic equation of'state
fion edge effect. Thse shocks (both C-J and resolved)
art, double lines. 'The )'andtl-Mceyer fan is represenited I P+ qP2 (l -- X) -q , (3.5)
by the dashed lines. 'Y+ I P
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where y is the adiabatic exponent, and a state- and tangential jump conditions are satisfied (curve 1);
independent square-root rate law (2) at y -* --,- the streamline flow is that of the cor-

responding one-dimensional problem (curve 2); and

r W k(l - X)1/ 2 , (3.6) (3) along the cross characteristic encircling the
Prandtl-Meyer singularity, the flow is that of an inert

where k is a constant rate multiplier, After a straight- simple wave (curvo 3). A schematic representation of'

forward transformation (see Serrin (3)), I-qs. (3.2) the boundary is shown in Fig. 3,2. From a physical

and (3.3) become standpoint, applying these boundary conditions seems
quite natural.

I 2 1 2(37)
If + Jlul ID(M

where I1 II .t. P/p and we have assumed the flow
ahead of' the shock is both homoenergetic and at zero x
pressure, and 2.[

YI

7., ax iy "ay

(3,8)

where and SZ 1 (buy/k)x) - (aux/8y) Is the vortlcity Mg. 3.2. A schematic representation ojtthe boundary

which Is directed Into the plane of the paper. Using 18r0es frr the edge effret on a reaction zone,' (I) the

lA.ls, (3.2), (3.3), and (337) we can rewrite 1q. (3.1) as shock, (2) streaminne at inflnity, (3) cross character-
istlc. The dashed line represents the sonic locus,

2 2 ,uX uu2

(c - u) -;-- 2uxuy Ox + (c2 -'U) )yi) (' these, the shock conditions need some special

consideration. We begin by defining the equation f'or

I )q62r .... Uxuy, (3.9) he shock locus

Equations (3,6), (3.7), (3.8), and (3.9)) serve as the x -ky)

working equations for our analysis. They are partial In terms of which the tangent, t and the normal, ni to
difTerential equations of' mixed type. In regions of' the shock surface are
supersonic flow, they are of hyperbolic type; whereas
In regions of' subsonic flow they are of' elliptic type. /2
Formulating the boundary value problem f'or such a 2d~' (1 &
system requires some care. The Tricomi equation L= i +_j + .(3.12)

Vxx + X 0,yy = 0 (3,10)
1/2

which is thle simplest equation of' mixed type, ser~vos2
as a guide (4), It can be shown that if the potential d=(-+ ) _ + -d-) (

2 is specified along some smooth curve in the sub-
sonic region (x > 0), which originates and terminates
on the sonic locus (x = 0), and also along a character- The jump conditions across the shock require that the

iatic in tile supersonic region (x < 0), which is joined following relations hold:

to one of the end points of the boundary for x > 0,
then Eq. (3.10) has a unique solution. Translated to p+(u n)+ = po(u" n_)o (3.14a)

the problem at hand, we are led to require that:
(I) along the shock (free boundary) both the normal (u )+ = (u" (3.14b)
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P + p+(u Q! p,(u . (3.14c) Since we must require that the shock shape is a smoothconvex function, Eq. (3.17) serves as an upper bound
on the shock slope. Recalling that the energy release

Since the state ahead of the shock is quiescent in the fraction is s 2, Eq. (3.17) shows that the shock slope
laboratory frame, Eqs. (3.14) Puy be rewritten asfrcins 2Eq(31)hostatesokslp
l fis sensitive to the amount of resolved energy release,

particularly for small values of 82 . From the vorticity

PO 4,))+ ~ 2 jump condition we find that 02+ is proportional to
I -(1 ( ( ) the product (dýi/dy)(d 2 P/dy 2 ). Assuming that theP+ Y + 1 + 1 - dy shock curvature, d2 iP/dy 2 , is also 0(b) then f2+ is

(3.1 5a) 0(62). Since the right-hand-side of Eq. (3.8) is at
most 0(62), Eq. (3.8) requires that the velocity be

uy+ (u)x+ + ') (3.15b) <O(82). Therefore, it seems likely that for 5 suffi-
ciently small we will be able to consider tile flow as

irrotational.
ux+ Ldy) L-() + I In the analysis of the flow equations, we will find

it convenient to be in a coordinate system in which

the flow at the edge (y = 0) is directed along a single
coordinate axis. We select the direction of flow at

+ I + (d/,)2) (I +d(2d the sonic point on the shock as our new x-axis (xw)
+ d +" -(1 - 2 ÷ 1 + d))* (3.1 5c) with the new y-axis (yw) being perpendicular to it.y+1y\dy, \ •dy/Because the flow is locally a Prandtl-Meyer expan-

sion, the sonic locus coincides with Yw at y = 0. In
this system, the velocities are

Using the result of Hayes (5), the vortic-ty jump uxw u Cos W - uy sin w (3,19a)

across the shock is Uyw. = ux sin co + uy cos Wo, (3.19b)

(I - po/p+)2 D 2(dip/dy)(d2 /dy2) with the rotation angle given by

po!p÷ [I + (d ,/dy)2] 2  sin w = 86/. (3.19c)

In these new coordinates, the shock velocity jump
where the flow ahead of the shock is irrotational. conditions are
Equations (3.15) and (3.16) provide all the necessary
boundary conditions along the shock. Unfortunately, •w (7 + 52)
the shape of the shock is not known a priori, so that 7[(, + 62)2 + 67.(,2 - 62)(1 - C)2]

at this point in the calculation, they are of only
limited usefulness. The slope at the sonic point on [ 62(,2 - 62)(1 -) 2

the shock can be calculated by substituting Eqs. x(t 2(1 - 6) -

"(3.15b) and (3.15c) into Bernoulli's law [Eq. (3.7)], ( + 2)
and setting c2 = Iu12. We obtain (,y+ 6 2 e)

+6• - V(,y 7,52)2 - (t1-- 6 2)(,y2_6 2) (1 C )2

d. (y2 - 62)1/2 (Y + 62)
=d (3.17) 

(3.20)sonic (,y + 2

r (,y+a2) +(,y2 -62) (1el Cewhere for later convenience we introduce •YW+ (f2-62)1/2 L (,y+62)( - 2 (1-e) J ~44

d- = (I-c)) (3.18) 6(-y+ -62_e (3.21)dy y/nic (Y 2 - 62)1/2[(,y+ 62)- 62(1 -e)(.
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where X = 01) + X() + 6 2 ),(2 ) + ... (3.27)

w 1 + Uxw (3.22) e = 6(0) + 6e( 1 ) + 6 2 e( 2 ) + ... (3.28)

and the velocities in Eqs. (3.20). (3.21), and (3.22) where c2 has been scaled by. 2(.,2 _a 2)/(_t + 1)2.
have been scaled by D (72 - 62)1 /2/(7 + I). In the The independent variables are taken to be
following sections, we will use the method of matched
asymptotic expansions to find a solution to the stated x* (-Y + 1 )k
problem in the limit of 6 small. To simplify the nota- 0(,y2 _-52)1/2
tion, the subscript w and tildes will be dropped.

C. The Outer Problem , (,y+ 1)k (3.30)
.D (,y2 -62)1/2

In applying a perturbation method to the solution
of a problem, there are two essentially unique steps. (The asterisks will be deleted from our notation).
The first is the determination of the form of the ex- Since the reaction zone we are considering is of finite
pansion of the dependent variable in terms of the length, it is necessary to transform to X, Y as the
small parameter. The second is the scaling by the independent variable set to insure that the amount
small parameter of the independent variables. For of energy added in the reaction zone is compatible
the problem we are considering, the shock jump con- with the value of D. The differential operators are
ditions argue strongly that an expansion of the de- thus replaced by
pendent variables in integral powers of 6 should be
tried. Requiring that any solution that we generate (0) axt 1) a
include a sonic transition, the effects of reactivity, ++ ) (3.31)and streamlfine divergence, suggests that the inde- a~x a"•x-x+/ "0-

pendent variables be x and sy. Physically, we can
understand the scaling of the independent variables a a (ax(0) ax)
as follows. Far from the edge we can expect the ay ay \a•ay ... )a-A
distance from the shock locus to the sonic locus to (3.32)
be near the undisturbed one-dimensional value which
goes as x. Since the reaction zone is only slightly Substituting Eqs. (3.27) and (3.6) into Eq. (3.4) and
subsonic in the small 8 limit, the flow at the shock setting to zero the terms of 0(1) and 0(65), we get
changes from sonic at the edge to only slightly sub- etting tor the tem o,(1)
sonic at great distances from the edge. Therefore, the
sonic character of the flow is nearly the same every- ax(0)
where so that there is little to differentiate the near O(1) =(1 - X$0))1/2 (3.33)
from the far fields. The scale sy has this property.

We proceed with the perturbation solution by 0(6) axt l u ax1 ) +
assuming that the dependent variables possess the - ax ax 2
following asymptotic expansions (3.34)

Equation (3.33) can easily be solved, yielding
ux =-UB1U + 62Ux 2 ) + ... (3.23)

Uy 6ut(1) + 62U( 2 ) + I(3.24) xt ) 1 - 1 -' (x5 -x) , (3,35)

c2 = 1 + 6(c2)(1) + 62(c2)( 2 ) + ... (3.25) where x(Y-) is the shock locus. Before we can integrate
Eq. (3.34) u~x) must be found.

PO + _ (PON + 62 PO + ... (3.26) We begin the analysis of our system by first elimi-
P 71 \nating c2 by applying Bernoulli's law [Eq. (3.7)]
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() I (3.36) plus higher order terms. Expanding the shock condi-) (c~) (3.36) tions [Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21)], we get
'2 2()l(u1(xl))~2 1V ( )2 (,2

o(62) (c 2) = ( ) - ((u, 2 0(_ ) -1 (

1 2 x7+ 0(6 Ix (,2( 1)) + I 3' + I X, )]_ ,•= -I C(o) (.3
Y()) ' I(,y2 -62 -+¥l S(3.43)

(3,37) 0(62) U ) "x++ -= (1 L e(0))u( 2 )

Using Eqs. (3.28) and (3.32) it follows that the vortic-

it.y jump is 0(63). From the definition of the vor-
ticity it then follows that u'2 ("3'+1 - e(O)) UxI - -1

(3.45)

0(0) (3.38) Thle remaining boundary conditions require that the

flow approach the one-dimensional limit as y - oo

ax(o) aX( 0 ) Ou(l) 3o au') and a Prandtl-Meyer singularity at 0 0, x < 0.

O- ax OX 3Y a x 0 The lowest order equations [Eqs. (3.38) and
(3.39) (3.40)] can be integrated without difficulty. Since

41) is independent of X, Eq. (3.40) can be treated
Making use of Eqs, (3.33) through (3.39), we find as a first order ordinary differential equation (0.D.E.)
that Eq. (3.9) becomes in X. As such It can satisfy only one boundary con-
0(62) dition (shock condition) and the Prandtl-Meyer con-
0() dition must be dropped. This then serves as the

uau definition of the outer limit of the full problem:
ux X).:.._ 27y2 Outer Problem.-The system of O.D.E. [Eqs.

(3.40) (3.40), (3.41), etc.] and the shock boundary

conditions which together describe the flow far
0(8~) ~ ... from the Prandtl-Meyer singularity.

u2 Out' a + )) Solving Eq. (3.40), we get(Ox Ox O X

U (( () 2  2+ 4 11 -(1 X)12]

[ (U(x ))2 (u,, ))2 +1 dy + --- 2 x -T 'Y+ I1

_/) 11-0 - M (3.46)

+ L] a00) !Uý + 2 A(o) 2 ' -X3h2 x OX 7+ u(' ) x O"
2y2 a A +I awhere u(Y) and u1) are known functions of e(O)(-.

+ (au2) aX(°)au(12 ) Now, if Eq. (3.46) is to be an acceptable solution to
-- I_- our reactive flow problem, it must have the following

7+1\ + a+ I properties: (1) uJI) must be real, and (2) utl) must
be equal to zero (sonic flow) at some point in the
reaction zone. These can be considered as a gener-

+0) -0 (3.41) alhzed Chapman-Jouguet condition. Requiring this
X.+ of Eq. (3.46) gives us a diffeiential condition on $(0)
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de(() V/• (o))2dz- (I , (3.47) . .... --- ....

1-talrm outer solution

where z -(y + 1 )y/2y. Integrating Eq. (3.47) and
requiring that e( 0 )(0) = 0 gives us an implicit expres-
sion for the shock slope

tan !! + O,- (1+0) = Z, (3.48)

where cos 0 = 1 - e(0 ). Transforming Eq. (3.18)
into the edge sonic-line-fixed coordinates and inte- 5.1
grating, we get a first approximation to the shock
locus

xS - tan + -- ( + 0) -sin 0 -2•1
"Y + I 2 -100.1 -69.3 -36.5 -7.7

8ym(am)

-y In ( I - sin 0)1 (3.49) Fig. 3.3. I-term outer solution. The shock locus
J (upper curve) and the sonic locus (lower curve) in

edge fixed coordinates. The parameter values are
Therefore, the first approximation to the outer 9= 8 mnm/ls, -Y = 3, and k = 2 -is
velocity field is

sin 0 - _ II (I X)112 (350) -, but violates the conditions at the Prandtl-
X 7 -- Meyer singularity. This is a substantial shortcoming.

u(1 ) = _/(1 - cos 0), (3.51) Going on to the next order of the outer problem,
7 ' matters become even worse. Solving Eqs, (3.34),

(3.39), and (3.41) subject to Eq. (3.44), we find
where = 0 at the shock.

We find that the above solution has the following 2y 2+ 2 - 2)(I sin 0)
properties:

S2^/ + I "

(I) The' sonlution merges into the one- - (O + 17(csc 0 - I )(csc 2 0 - + sin 0)]
* ~dimensional flow as Y - -w, 7+1 I

(2) The distance (along the laboratory x- X [I - (1 -))1/21 (3.52)

coordinate) from (0,0) to the lead point
on the shock is infinite (for the square-root 'Y2 2 +2 I! + I / +Cos0
rate law). U(2 'u 72)+ - (- L sin ) ot 0 ~ J"Y Y+ ,)2 'Y + I

(3) The sonic line enters (0,0) with infinite
slope instead of the required zero slope. x[l -(I -X) 1 /2 ], (3.53)

A plot of the shock locus and sonic locus is .hown in where
Fig. 3.3. Tierefore, we find that the outer solution (2) (2 (
agrees with both, the shock conditions and those at ux+
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'7+) (+o where we have the constraint
u(2) =C(?*(I-sin0) + - ( -sin0)ln tan

3(m - v) = 2(m - M). (3.59)
+2- cos 0 -57 + 3 (1 -sin 0)0+t 2-y2 IEquation (3.58) is the model equation for transonic

'2'2 flow (7). It is capable of describing the flow in the

3 -y + - I neighborhood of a Prandtl-Meyer singularity im-
+ 72 (1 cos 0 + 7 (3,55) bedded in a mixed flow. In fact, the specification of

a unique solution of Eq. (3.58) requires that 0 be
andC is an arbitrary constant. In the limit Y given along the shock, a curve connecting the 3hock
(0 - ir/2) the solution is well-behaved. However, to the sonic locus, as well as the Prandtl-Meyer con-
near the edge (0 -* 0) Eqs. (3.52), (3.53), (3.54), and dition. To determine the parameters m, v, and g, we
(3.55) all become singular. To resolve this difficulty, require that the orders of magnitude of the velocities
we must examine the vicinity of the Prandtl-Meyer calculated from Eq. (3.58) match lihe dominant
singularity in some detail. In ihe next section, we singularities found in the outer solution. This can be

formulate the inner limit of our problem and show thought of as satisfying the boundary conditions
how the singularities in the outer pioblem can be along a curve connecting the shock locus to the sonic
removed, locus in an order of magnitude sense. The most

singular terms in u(2) and u(2) are

D. The Inner Problem

The problem encountered at the end of the last X2u() - 0(61/2+v-'u/2) X (3.60)
section is similar in principle to that treated by (
Cole (6). There as here the singularity arises because 6
the O.D.E. being studied has singular coefficients. 2u 2  -( 2+v3/2) x (3.61)
However, in our case the resolution of the difficulty (_)iI2
proceeds somewhat differently. The principal short-
coming of the cuter limit is that the O.D.E.'s which so that we get the conditions
are obtained are capable of handling only a very re-
strictod class of transonic flows. Since the reactivity I 3
is of secondary importance near the edge (relative to 2+ V - P -V (3.62)
the Prandtl-Meyer singularity), let us neglect it and
the vorticity for the moment and obtain the kernel 3
transonic partial differential operator contained in + V - (3.63)
Eq. (3.9). The object of this exercise is to obtain a
partial differential equation (P,D.E.) which is
capable of satisfying all of the applicable boundary Solving Eqs. (3.59), (362), and (3.63), we get
conditions near the edge. We proceed by introducing
a potential and scaled independent variables O(6"'/), x/61/ 3 , 51 /3 y (3.64)

4' -x + 6m0(x, y) (3.56) ux ( O(64/3), uy 0(62). (3.65)

xS-", Y y "'U (3.57) In terms of the variablec of Eq. (3.64) the remaining
singular terms in the outer u(2) and u(2) are

Using Eqs. (3.56) and (3.57) to calculate the veloc-
ities and Bernoulli's law to eliminate c2 , the do- 2(2In

nant terms in Eq. (3.9) yield the equation u (_V/)1/2 "3 ( ' (.66

0+ 1) 30 22 + ý2 0 , (3.58) 62u(2) : 2 In - + (367)
aý R a 2 32(3362
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When expressed in terms of Eq. (3.64), the dominant O(8 2 In 6)
terms in the outer u(1 ) and u(I ) are 0(64/3) and a ao •Q=3)
0(65/3) respectively. a" \ A R ) = 0 (3.76)

Using this information as a guide, we assume that
the flow potential can be expressed as the following 0(62)
asymptotic sequence- 1) a (30(4/ 3 ) a3(5/ 3 ))

64/35(4/3) + 65/3 Mn6 O(Q5/3) + 65/ 3 0(5/ 3) a a) a /

+62 m Q + 6 2  + 6 b I 0(0/3) +.I 02 20(2) 7/3 a(( 4 / 3) 2 a 2o( 4 / 3 ) f( + I)

+67/30(7/3) + .... (3.68) ay 2  2-'2

which is valid for velocities up to at least 0(67/3)

since Eq. (3.16) gives 0(67 / 3(In 62) =

a+ = 0(67/3) d(l -)2 (3.69) a 1(5/3)2 0 (3.78)dy /=o(.8

For this set of dependent and independent scales, the
reaction progress variable must be 0(67/3 In 6)

=.. , ~a (ao'(4/3) 0o(22)• •30(k5/3)• 80(5/3)

X 61/3X(1/ 3 ) + 62 / 3X(2/ 3 ) + . (3.70) -(6,+1) a a'I a +) -I)- ""5 ]
A -- ax Ax ax/

where X(1/ 3) and X(2 / 3 ) satisfy

+1 (aq(5/3) (+( 4 / 3 ) 0aX`(1/3) "2 (q )\ T • /+ '2 =0

-• - 1 (3.71) (3.79)

0_,(2/3) -1
a 2) (1/3) (3.72)a'• 20(67/3)

r 2ýý(• + LO(4/3) aob(2)

so that -(3'+ I) I^ \a• / a) O'2

X(1/3) x- (3.73)

ap(4/ 3) ao(5 / 3) I I ) a 5 )

x(2/3) a g)2. (3.74) -x a- a• 2 aX a• i

IntroducingX =x/61/3 and • as the independent 2

variables, Eqs. (3.7) and (3.9) yield the following set 1 I (ao( 4 / 3 ) + 320(5/3)
of -quationm for& - ('+ I)X

0(65/3)

a &,p4/3 2 a2o(4/3) Of + ( 1)
- = 0 (3.75) .a 2 31 (3.80)
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Since the higher order equations are increasingly Eqs. (3.50), (3.51), (3.52), and (3.53) and then
more complex, we will not consider them here. taking the inner limit of this outer potential gives
Doing so will not affect the first approximation to us ftie match potential for the inner problem
the uniformly valid solution.

Let us now obtain the bound- v conditions for = /' 1 2 + 5/3 - 1 /2

Eqs. (3.75)-(3.80). Given the potential of Eq. 4-2
(3.68) and the shock condition of Eq. (3.21), we
take 1 ý2 In

e - 2/ 3 e( 2 '3 ) + 6 In6 e("') + 6e"1 ) 4- 47,2

~~I3nS x~ 3  + . 38)2 1 (-f+ 1~I

Substituti, , Eq (3.81) and the velocities into Eqs. 15 V (7/
(3.20) and (3.21), we get the shock boundary
cor flitions 1/2

3q(4/3)\ 6 I7 ~ - 7 ~12~
\(aY'/ "0 (2.82) 7 47t

+

3/2

(671/3(In 6)2) (3.83) + _ + + (_-Y)3/2 [in(-Y) + 71

'7- ) /+lI _y)31
0= M;l\-- ý (3.84) +36,y l y j (3.88)

+ 4

where ve have set the arbitrary constant in Eq. (3.55)
=6 13 I 0 (3.85) equal to

+

C =-+- In (ý 2/3) - 1] -'•(5/3)\ [3(.• 1(3(513)\ 4")2 47 -- 27/2

0(8/ ) 0 51) 4,y'' 2,y2j

+ + + Lastly we have tCe Prandtl.Meyer condition at =-,
(3.86) 0-. Thus, the inner limit of the full problem is:

where the terms in the shock slope are

Inner Problem. -The system of P.D.E. [Eqs.
(3.75), (3.76), (3.77), (3.78), (3.79), (3.80),

C(2/3) (3 \ / e(21) = 0 (3.87) etc.], the shock boundary conditions [Eqs.
/' (3.82), (3.83), (3.84), (3.85), (3.86), (3.87),

etc.], the match into the outer problem [Eq.
/353)(2 (3.88)] . and the Prandtl.Meyer singularity

( /) C(24/3) = -,y which together describe the flow near the

(+ =" edge.

Far from the edge (i.e., -• large), the flow calculated Finding the solution of Eqs. (3.75), (3.76), (3.77),
for th~e inner problem must match that of the outer (3.78), and (3.79) subject to the appropriate bound-
problem. Calculating the outer potential from ary conditions is staightforward. We obtain
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0(4/3) 7+ 1 2 (3.89) b = 0 at the edge. Taking bl to be a function of t
472 (9 which behaves like (,y + l)-1/3•s near the edge and

never exceeding 0(81/3) far from the edge, the sonic
line leaves the singularity along the - y axis as

0 (Q5/3) =O. (3.90) required. Since b1 =0(81/3) the error made in
Eq. (3.91) is of higher order and will be recovered
as the higher order equations are considered. Fortu-

nately, for t7 = 5/4 the solution to Eq. (3.95) can be
a+(5/3) a2 •( 5 /3 ) 12)(5/3) 7+1 ~ found in closed form (9,10)+

-(+ a1) a v q2;2 472

(3.91) Oh = - _I / (t2 + L t + 7

Equation (3.91) is an inhomogeneous transonic 
(3.96)

P.D.E. Finding an analytic solution to it subject to

the shock, match, and Prandtl-Meyer boundary con-
ditions is not a simple matter. Since the reactivity is where a is an arbitrary scaling constant and

not a dominant effect near the edge, we will first
examine the homogeneous form of Eq. (3.91). The +3 \_3 1 -3/8
simplest approach is to seek a similarity solution to 5 + 1 = -2w. (3.97)
Eq. (3.91). The drawback with this method is that ) (

one may not be able to satisfy all of the boundary Therefore, we find that an analytic solution of the
conditions.

homogeneous form of Eq. (3.91) can be found that

The most geneial similarity solution to the ho- satisfies both the shock and the PrandtlMeyer

mogeneous form of Eq. (3.91) is that solution which boundary conditions.

is invariant under an infinitesimal one-parameter Lie Finding a solution to the inhomogeneous form of
group of transformations. We find Eq. (3.91) is more difficult. One possibility is to

express 0(5/3) as an infinite power series in (-3)
-+ b,2)3, -2G (s) + (-Y + b 2 )BI + B2

(3.92) 0(5/3) = Oh + Z (-3;)fQ(•), (3.98)

" =(,y + 1-/( + b2)2n -2G'(s) (3.93)
S-+swith the v's being selected so that the inhomogeneity

in Eq. (3.91) is accounted for. Proceeding in this
-X(I7 + 1)-/ 3 + b1  (3.94) fashion, we find that the fv(r)'s satisfy an rnhomoge-

(-3 + b2 )" neous hypergeometric equation whose homogeneous
solutions are terminating series in t. Therefore, as a

whe ? bB2 arc constants and Gpractical matter, the fQ(•)'s are obtainable. The sonic
where ,, b, b2 , B,, a o n G(s) locus computed from the inner solution, 0(5/3) = 0h
satisfies the O.D.E. +y(--y) 3/ f, 3/4(•), is shown in Fig. 3.5. Now, if

Eq. (3.98) is to be a useful inner solution, it must be
(G' -qI2 s2 )G" + 517(,q - 1)sG' - 3 (1 -1 )(31 - 2)G = 0. valid for Y -* --. Clearly, any finite sum does not

(3.95) have this property. As an alternative, let us consider

the expression
(See Blhn.an and Cole (8).) Setting BI, Bl, b2 to
zero, 17 = 5/4, and assuming that b, = O(1 /3), we 0(5/3) + _L X2
find that Eq. .3.93) satisfies Eq. (3.84) to within a 47
distance O(b"/3) of the shock, Analyzing the
singular points of Eq. (3.95) we find a Prandtl-Meyer 22 7' + 1 2 (r + 99)
singularity at X 0+, 0; 0 (i.e., s - -o) when 15 I(
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as a possible approximate solution valid for - y
<0. The motivation for selecting Eq. (3.99) is that

it yields the same R - velocity component as the m
match potential of Eq. (3.88) and in addition, ShockShock
satisfies the shock and Prandtl-Meyer conditions. Singularity
Substituting Eq. (3.99) into Eq. (3.91), we find that

4'satisfies D

_,+la4, a24, 024' y+ 1,~
( )- + R X-R,
aX aý2 3y2 472

(3.100) ~m
where the remainder is

R = -'+..• a_2(3, + 1)_1/3(_y.1/2
2 (7 + 1/ Fig. 3.4. Regions of the flow over which the global

accuracy of the flow 4 is examined. U 1 is the neigh-
-3/4 borhood of the P.M singularity. C 2 is the region of

2 - ;•+ 1)1 (3.101) subsonic flow.

Although it would be difficult to get a rigorous error in the region of the singularity. Focusing our atten-
bound on 10(5/3) - 41, we can get some estimates of tion on region ( 2, we find that
the degree to which 4 satisfies Eq. (3.91) in a global
sense. Writing Eq. (3.100) in divergence form and tc."
then integrating over some closed region d• in X, •, weJ R dXd = 0, (3.105)
get f2

f _ + L ( +2 d = when the lower boundary (sonic locus) is taken as
m2l \ / + either the sonic locus for the near-field homogeneous

flow given in Eq. (3.96) ( =-1/3) or the sonic locus
for the far-field flow given In Eq. (3.88). For any

f['. + + R] d~d-, (3.102) other lower boundary of region (f 2

,dd• = O(-y 7 /2 ) (3.106)
where m is the outward normal to the boundary of6.
We first consider the regional near the Prandtl-Meyer
singularity (see Fig. 3.4). There we readily find that
the source due to the Prandtl-Meyer singularity, Spm JR dXd- = O((- ')11/4). (3.107)

p =0 n0 (3.103)n

pm cos3 (0 Therefore, 4 represents a reasonable approximation

to Eq. (3.91) in a global sense. Comparing the inner
is stronger than the effective reactive source sonic locus calculated via Eq. (3.98) (one term past

the homogeneous solution) to that calculated via
+ sI Eq. (3.99), we find little difference in the range-d xr ( 2 si)' -0.8 • 3 < 0 (see Fig. 3.5). Thus we conclude that

,-0), Eq. (3.99) provides a reasonable approximation to
. (3.104) the velocity ao(5/3)/aý. Since aO( 5 /3 )/a-X contributes
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y. To got a uniformly valid asymptotic expansion of
the solution, tile two limiting solutions must be

-... 1--' nmatched in a region of overlapping validity. Follow-
0.2,297 ing Van Dyke's matching procedure, we express tile

outer solution in inner variables, the inner solution
in outer variables, and then match at each order in 8
(II). The composite expansion is then formied as tile

-0.428 inner expansion plus tile outer expansion minus the
oterms that are common to both in tile overlap region.

"Retaining terms up to and including 0(6413) in the
S velocities, tile composite velocity expansions are

ux =8 - {sinO- [I -(1 ( X1/21}

-1.879 •_•_.,.__.1__ _.__c -6413 1 (_)1/2 + L -t
-0,502 -0,347 -0J93 -0.039 /

14g. 3.5. A comparison of the inner sonic locus as 1/2
calculated with the flow of iq, (3,96) (-* --), -6 (+ I I/2 (3.108)
lEq. (3.98) (-), and 1,q. (3,99) (- -) displayed in .'V,0
edge fixed coordinates. In all cases bj - (,y + 1) 8
7The 1-term outer shock locus (upper curve) and sonic 1

locus (lower curve) appear as references. 77w param- u y
eler values are ! = 8 mm/ps, ' = 3 k = 2 Ms-s1,
6 = 0.1. where the match requires that

to the velocity at 0(64/3), and whereas (/3)/y /3/4
contributes at 0(X513), it follows that the boundary + 1)5/12 (3.110)
terms in Eq. (3.88) that have been omitted will not (Y +
Influence the solution up to and including O(6 41 3) i To
the velocity. If a solution valid to 0(65/3) in the To this order the shock locus Is given by Eq. (3.49).
velocities is desired, the equation governing t) 9 h i
must be found (a simple matter), and Eq. ('3.99) Equations (3.108), (3.109) and tuil required auxoniust be discarded in favor of'a 0(513) that satisfies iliary equations constitute a full solution to 0(64/3)
all ofthe match conditions f I Eq. (3.88). of the boundary value problem posed in part A. of

tlds section. Using it we will now determine some of

Summarizing, we find that tile inner velocities the salient features J the flow. In all of the examples,

[i.e., Eqs. (3.89), (3,90), and (3,99)1 have been we will take the function bl appearing in the similar-
calculated up to and including 0(84 3), To tills Ity variable to be
order, the shock locus is given by tile I-term outer
solution jEq. (3.49)J. However, probably the most /k(y + ta/ 1)'/ '- y
important result is qualitative rather than quantita. \Dy2 k( + 1) y
tive. We find that the features of the inner flow (
depend on 6 1/3y and thus can penetrate well into (3.11I)
the explosive,

Figures 3.6 amd 3.7 show a comparison of the
E. The Composite Solution outer and ci, mposite solutions In the far and near

fields respectively. To 0(6413), the shock loci for
The outer and inner solutions found in the previ- the two solutions are identical, The sonic loci, how-

ous sections are valid over only restricted regions in ever, are quite dissimilar. Unlike the outer solution,
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influences the flow. Figure 3.8 shows that the in-
1 fluence propagates in ýý50 reaction zone lengths.

Scoposite Considering that the inner scale is 61/ 3 y and that1 681/3 changes by only a factor of two for 0.01 < 5'
< 1, the range of influence of the inner solution (in

real sapce) is nearly the same for large and small
values of 8. However, since the outer scale is Sy,
the inner solution becomes relatively more important
ma 8 is increased. Figure 3.9 shows that increasing 8

S..)m 0.1 to 0.33 makes the inner solution relatively
.9ire important.

5.1 dthough the sonic locus is not a flow property
,itch is physically as apparent as the shock locus, it

is oi gicater importance in determining the flow.
This is because only the chemical energy released in

-2.1 the subsonic region is effect:ve in driving the detona-

-100.1 -69.Z -38.5 -7.7 tion. It is for this reason that proper satisfaction of

By(mm) the Prandtl-Meyer condition is crucial to any calcula-
tion. As an example, consider the case of an explo-

Fig, 3.6. 0(8413) composite solution. The shock sive charge of finite size. Including the energy re-
locus (upper curve), composite sonic locus (middle leased in the shaded area of Fig. 3.8 (unavailable
curve), and outer sonic locus (lower curve) in edge energy) in the calculation of the detonation velocity

fixed coordinates. The parameter values are would lead to a substantial error. More important
0 = 8 mm/ls, 'y = 3, k = 2 W-'=1, and 6 0.1. perhaps is the effect that the form of the inner solu-

tion has on the problem of confinement. Considering
the family of characteristics emanating from the
Prandtl-Meyer singularity, we find a characteristic

.084 /, ) o Sout (the limiting characteristic) wlich is just tangent to

0.50 Sthe sonic locus (see Fig. 3.10). All the characteristics
leaving the singularity downstream of the limiting

• 89 0(84/) Compusite Solution

-1.210.

5,20

-0.853 -0o591 -0.328 -0,066

Fig. 3.7, 0(6 41) composite solution. See Fig. 3.6.

the composite solution satisfies the conditions at the - ,19 L
-2.4 -1.8 -7.71 -1.54

Prandtl-Meyer singularity (see Fig. 3.7). Perhaps the -20.04 -13.88 -y(mm)most striking feature of the composite flow is the

range over which the edge, through the inner solution, Fig, 3. 8. 0(6413) composite solution. See Fig. 3.6.
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characteristic never contact the sonic locus. There-
I fore, information about confinement traveling along

Q Composite Solution them cannot influence the structure of the subsonic
8.85 - flow. Put another way, the limiting characteristic

defines the critical degree of confinement below
which the confinement has no influence on the struc-
ture of the subsonic flow. For the example considered

5.98 in Fig. 3.10 the critical confinement angle (i.e., the
angle that the wall makes with the x-axis) for a suf-

"E ficiently smooth wall is 1.940. For a system with the
parameter values given in Fig. 3.9 (i.e., increasing 6
to 0.33) the critical confinement angle is 6.630. In

1.51 both cases, these angles are equal to the streamline
angle at the sonic point on the shock. Therefore, we
find that the resolved-6 2 portion of the reaction zone
for a system with an edge proceeds as an essentially
unconfined detonation unless the confinement is

-20.-.8" heavy (i.e., aluminum or heavier).-20.48 -14.18 -7.88 -I.57

By(mm) F. Summary

Fig. 3.9. 0(6413) composite solution. The param-

eter values are D = 8 mm/ps, y = 3, • - 2 tu'1 , and Reviewing the results of this section, we find:
6 = 0.33. (1) Far from the edge (outer region) the flow is

governed by O.D.E.'s (with independent variables
x, by) and the shock boundary conditions. The
outer problem determines the shock locus to

S" % " '(6413) for - - < y < 0 and the sonic locus in the
0.69Composite Solution very far field. (2) Near the edge (inner region) the

flow is governed by P.D.E.'s (with the independent
variables x/51/ 3 , 61/ 3y) and the boundary conditions
along the shock locus, at the Prandtl-Meyer singu-
larity, and the match into the outer solution. The
0,innei ... which is strongly influenced by the

E singularity, has a loong range influence on the sonic
A

"locus and properties which depend on it. (3) The
critical confinement angle is equal to the angle that

-0.125 the streamlines at the sonic point on the shock make

with the edge.

-0.533 ACKOLGMNT
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A SIMPLE MODEL FOR THE SIMULATION OF THE INITIATION OF
DETONATION BY A SHOCK WAVE IN A HETEROGENEOUS EXPLOSIVE

A. A. Schilperoord
Technological Laboratory TNO

P.O. Box 45, Rijswijk-2100
The Netherlands

A model has been developed for the shock wave initiation of detonation in a
heterogeneous explosive. The model is based on chemical reaction of the explosive
through both a hot spot mechanism and a bulk reaction mechanism, The hot spot
reaction may strengthen the Initiating shock wave to such an extent as to initiate a
bulk reaction. Results are presented of calculations of initiation distance vs initiat-
Ing pressure for two densities of PETN.

INTRODUCTION theoretical model a pressure dependent term can be
introduced into the Arrhenius' kinetics-see e.g. (7)-

The mechanism of the initiation of detonation by whichwithout this term simulates the shock wave
a shock wave in a so-called heterogeneous explosive is initiation in homogeneous explosives very well-see
still poorly understood. For homogeneous explosives e.g. (8). This procedure is not very satisfying from a
the gross features of the mechanism are well-known physical point of view. Therefore a model was
(1), though refinement may be necessary for a de- developed, based on both t hot spot and a homo-
tailed analysis (2). geneous explosives reaction mechanism where the hot

spots are supposed to arise through a shock focussing
For heterogeneous explosives it is generally mechanism.

accepted-see e.g. (3)--that under the action of the
initiating shock wave at discontinuities In the explo-
"sive hot spots arise, whose reaction strengthen the
shock wave, so that initiation is facilitated compared DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
to homogeneous explosives.

Suppose a model ofea heterogeneous explosive
I low these spots arise is hardly known; it could be, with voids and grains, for instance granular or pressed

for instance by a shock focussing (4) or jetting mech- explosive. When a shock wave passes through this
anism (5). It could be that owing to the reaction of explosive it is assumed that under the action of the
the hot spots, the initiating shock wave gradually shock wave at each void after its collapse through a
builds up to a detonation wave. There are indications shock focussing mechanism as described by Mader
on the other hand---see e.g. (6)-that a reaction (4), a hot spot is created. The size of the hot spot is
mechanism as in homogeneous explosives-reaction about equal to the size of the original void, as was
throughout the bulk behind the shock wave front- shown to be true by two-dimensional calculations for
may play a role, a spherical void in nitromethane by Mader (4).

Throuwhout the hot spot there is a non-uniform
For simulation of the gradual build up of a shock temperature distribution. For the sake of simplicity

wave to a detonation wave in a one-dimensional it is assumed that a certain fraction of the original
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void volume transforms into a hot spot with a uni- n = number of hot spots/unity of volume
form temperature distribution. After its formation Re = radius of original spherical void
the hot spot will explode after a delay time r, which c = sound velocity (velocity of penetrating
can be calculated from the Arrhenius' kinetics for a rarefaction wave)
homogeneous explosive, provided the temperature of r = induction time of the hot spot
the hot spot is known. During this time T, rarefaction
waves travel into the hot spot which cool it, so that Equation (3) represents the volume fraction of hot
the effective size of the hot spot decreases. It is spots in the explosive, corrected for rarefaction
assumed, that in rarefied regions of the hot spot reac- influence. It is assumed, that the voids are homo-
tion is completely quenched, and that the explosion geneously distributed, spherical and equally sized.
of the non-rarefied part of the hot spot will not lead R, can be regarded as the radius of a sphere having
to immediate further reaction in the surrounding the same volume as the original void. If we assume in
explosive. After explosion of the hot spot, the ;ize of
which is corrected for rarefaction, a pressure wave
will be formed, which overtakes the initiating shock
wave. Summing over all hot spots this situation is LIST OF SYMBOLS
similar to that of a shock with a partly reacted ex-
plosive in its wake. The strengthened shock wave is f = reacted fraction of explosive
caphble of forming hotter hot spots, which thus react t = time
in a shorter time, and therefore have a larger con- k = frequency factor
tribution towards strengthening the shock wave. This Ea = activation energy
process will continue until the contribution of the R = gas constant
hot spots will be constant (e.g. when r is so small, T = temperature
that the influence of the rarefaction waves can be a = fraction of hot spot that reacts
neglected). The shock wave is now sufficiently n = number of hot spots/unity of volume
strong to initiate a bulk reaction as is observed in R, = radius of original spherical void
homogeneous explosives. c = sound velocity

Tr = induction time of the hot spot
During the initiation process the reacted fraction Rg = radius of spherical grain

of the explosive f can be calculated from: PlEi = density of the non-porous explosive
p = density of porous explosive

f = fHOM + fis (1)= void size distribution function
V = specific volume

where fHOM and fHS are the reacted fraction of ex- u = particle velocity
plosive calculated from the Arrhenius' kinetics for the y = mass-coordinate
homogeneous explosive and from the hot spot con- p = pressure
tribution respectively E = specific energy (total)

Q = explosion energy
The Arrhenius' kinetics equation is: Cv = specific heat at constant volume

e = specific internal energy
dfHoM .- k(I " fHOm)e-Ea/RT (2) -f = constant in ideal gas equation of state

kdt U = shock wave velocity
a = constant in Hugoniot equation

The hot spot volume fraction fH', can be written: b = constant in Hugoniot equation
FHS = energy concentration factor in hot spot

fHS = ct. n 4/3 ir(Ro - cr) 3  (3) S = entropy
D = detonation velocity
A = constant in tHOM, ?i equation

where B = constant in t1jOM, Pi equation
a = standard deviation

is = hot spot volume fraction of explosive x = distance
a = fiaction of hot spot that reacts ......_ _
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the same way Rg as the radius of a spherical grain, Here 0 is the void size distribution function, while tile
having the same volume as the grain, the following integration is performed over all void sizes. In the
relation can be derived (if the number of voids is calculations the distribution curve of R0 is assumed
equal to the number of grains in a volume element): to be Gaussian.

i =R(PHL - P V/3

Rgo(= Rg P (4) CALCULATIONS

where The calculations concerning the shock wave initia-
tion of detonation in a heterogeneous explosive,

PIE = density of the non-porous explosive based on the model described, were performed in two
p = density of porous explosive ways:

In deriving Eq. (4) it is assumed, that the density of 1. One-dimensional calculations with integration
the gas in the voids can be neglected. On the same of the conservation equations in partial differential
assumption we can write for n: conservative form by means of the Lax scheme in

order to be able to deal with shock waves (10). In
p these calculations the explosive is divided into small

(5) elements (layers perpendicular to the shock propaga-
4/3 PR$ 3ption direction), and after cach time step, the value of

which is determined by stability conditions, thespecific volume V, particle velocity u, and specific

S13 13 energy E of each element is calculated from the con-
p [)1 (6) servation equations:

From Eq. (6) some interesting conclusions can be .V au (9)
drawn with respect to the hot spot contribution to (t 9y

the reacted fraction of explosive. It can be seen, that
this contribution will be larger for smaller p (more _u = _p (10)
porosity) and smaller r (higher pressure). Moreover at ay

there is a critical condition for flis being greater than
zero: .E _ - (pu) + Q-

R/ PlE .p\a 1/3 at C (11)

c R9( pi (7) The shock wave in the explosive was generated by
impact of a thick plate.

which leads to critical conditions for pressure, parti-

cle size and density. The reacted fraction f is calculated from Eq. (1),
where the temperature in Eq. (2) is calculated from

It is important to realize, that r is not a function the specific internal energy e:
of particle size or density, for the hot spot tempera-
ture is not a function of void size (9) but is calculated e = Cv(T - T0 ) (12)
from the shock strength in the grains (and not from
the overall shock conditions in the porous explosive). where

If a particle size distribution is assumed Eq. (6) Cv - specific heat at constant volume
becomes: T. = temperature of uncompressed explosive

a( PtE - p)J(Ro - cr) 3 PdRo Further
f ls (8)

PHLfR dRo e - E - 1/2 u 2  (13)
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The pressure p is calculated by combining the state R(eHS + CVTo) 2  / CEa2
equations of the gaseous and solid phase, an ideal gas T = CvQEak e R(eHS + CvTo)) (23)
equation of state and the Hugoniot respectively. If
the pressure in the gas phase equals that of the solid which is the equation for the adiabatic induction
state phase, these equations are: time (12). Repetitively after a time period equal to

the sum of induction period and time needed for the
pressure pulse from a reacting hot spot to reach the

S= fVg + (I - f)V 8  (15) shock front, the values of c and r in the equation for
V VfHS are updated.

eg = pVg/(, -) (16) All calculations with the Lax-scheme had to be
performed with the Hugoniot-equation for the non-

es = 1/2p (Vo - Vs) (17) porous explosive, so that all results are strictly true
for the non-porous explosive only. Further only

where g and s indicate gas phase and solid state phase. semi-quantitative results could be obtained because of
V, = volume of uncompressed explosive and y is a small oscillations at the shock wave front due to the
constant. Combining equations (14) through (17) existence of two different media (non-reactive and
leads to an expression for V,: reactive) there.

2(7- 1) (pLV -e 7 1 2. The conservation equations can be simplified
V 0 - (1 f)(y + l)p\ - 1 I/- + I-"Vo (18) by assuming the specific change in volume to be negli-

gible during the initiation process. So in the conser-

Further we can obtain a relation between Vs and p vation of energy equation
through the conservation equations of mass and
momentum over the shock front: de = - pdV + Qdf (24)

b2 (Vo - Vs) dV = 0, leading to:

(Vo - a Vo + a Vs) 2  )do = Qdf (25)

using the empirical relation: With this approximation, the induction time formula

(23) can be derived for shock wave initiation of deto-
U h b + a u (20) nation in a homogeneous explosive (12). This same

equation (25) can be used with the calculations for
where U = shock wave velocity and u = particle heterogeneous explosives with the model described.
velocity. So p can be calculated from Eqs. (18) and When Eq. (25) is used the calculated induction times
(19), when V, e, f, Vo, 7, a and b are known, will be too short. Alternatively an equation in dp

instead of dV can be derived from equation (14)
For calculating the hot spot condition, a certain through (17), and (24), leading to:

energy concentration FliS in the hot spot Is assumed:

ells = FH.S e (21) de = (Q+pVs+2(-1)pV 5-. (y-1)podf/
(26)

As stated earlier, e is the energy of the shock wave in when dp = dVs = 0
the non-porous explosive. With the aid of ells, c and
r are calculated: Equation (26) gives induction times which are too

long. So the real induction time will be in between
c2 = -V

2 
--d (ref. 11) (22) the values, calculated by Eqs. (25) and (26). By cal-
.\dv/ culating during the Lax calculation process the terms,

which are neglected when deriving (25) or (26), an
where (dp/dV)s mniy be derived from the Hugoniot impression can be gained which equation should be
equation (19) used in an approximative calculation.
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In these calculations the reacted fraction f is method of Thouvenin (13) as modified in (14). D* is
calculated from Eq. (1) after a time lapse equal to the the detonation velocity ofa detonation. travelling
induction time r of the hot spots, and the time the through a compressed explt ive. It was evaluated
pressure wave needs to overtake the shock wave. fiomn the conservation equatioms and the Chapman-
Then the new e is calculated from Eq. (25) or (26) Jouguet-condition over this detonation wave. asstue-
and subsequently the new c and r, after which the ing an ideal gas equation of state for the detonation
process is repeated. At each cycle flis and fHOM reaction products. It is further assunmed that the
increase, but fllS tends to a constant value-reached reaction takes place near the shock front until the hot
at time t1lS--since the induction period becomes very spot contribution fits has become constant.
short, while fHoM is becoming relatively more im-
portant. At time tijOM + tHS the bulk explosive Eliminating ti from Eqs. (27) and (28) leads to an
subjected to maximum compression due to hot spot expression for xi:
reaction has gone through inruction and reacts. This
is the start of detonation. Initiation times and dis- tHOMUS(D* - up)
tances can be derived (Fig. I) from xi = tltsUs + 2)- U)(D* - Us)

tlS Us + t11OMup + D*(ti - tHOM - tHS) = x! (27)
It will be clear, that with this second method the

xi = Us ti (28) computation process can be very much simplilied.

tHS = time necessary for fHS to become constant The calculations were performed for PETN with
t0lOM = induction time for bulk reaction three densities, based on the experimental work of

ti = initiation time Stirpe et al. (6) and Seay et al. (15). These shock
xi = initiation distance wave initiation experiments were done with wedge-

Us = shock wave velocity shaped pressed PETN samples, initiaten with a plane
u = particle velocity wave lens/attenuator.donor system. The data are
Dý = detonation velocity in compressed medium given as distance to detonation vs. initiating shock

D = detonation velocity in uncompressed wave pressure. The data for the highest density
medium. ( 1720 kg/n 3 ) were used to derive a relationship be-

tween the induction time and the initiating pressure.
Us and up are the shock wave velocity and particle With this derivation it was assumed, that the high
velocity for a shock wave in a porous explosive, density material reacted according to a homogeneous
These quantities are assumed to be constant through- explosives mechanism, i.e. the reaction starts behind
out the initiation process. They are calculated from the initiating shock wave in the place, where the
the conditions of the non-porous explosive with the shock wave entered the explosive. This will not be

exactly true, but it appeared that there was a "&ccond
wave phenomenon" (so reaction behind the initiating

t shock wave) for the PETN of the highest density.

The tIIeM, Pj-relationship can be extracted from

Eq. (29), putting titS = 0 and using the experimental

data of xi vs. Pi and the Hugoniot. With Eq. (23)
t HOM, (induction timhe equation) and a curve-fitting proce-
tHS dure (16), several sets ofkinetic parameters E,, k and

C, could be determined, which simulate the experi-
mental data. This procedure was felt to give moretHS realistic values for the kinetic parameters, than by

using the literature values, determined at relatively
Xi X low temperatures (rate of gassing).

Fig. 1. tlx diagram of an idealised initiation process An interesting result was, that the tilOM, Pl-
in a heterogencous explosive. relationship could be written as:
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log tHOM = A + B log pi (30) The values of Rg, aRg, a and FHis were chosen
arbitrarily. This was one set of parameters which

A -4.80 and B = -2.79 for pi between 0.01 and 0.1 gave a good correlation with the experimental data.
Mbar and tHOM in PS.

The precise values of Rg and ORg are not known,
For B = -2 Eq. (30) resembles the constant energy because the influence of the pressing operation on

initiation hypothesis of Walker et al. (17) (pi 2 t), and the particle size distribution is not known. Moreover,
is identical if tHOM is equal to the critical shock wave it can be expected, that the velocity of the wave,
pressure duration (t) of the initiating shock wave. which effectively cools the hot spot so that no reac-

tion will occur, will be smaller than c, which is
With the input data of table 1, it was tried to equivalent to a smaller effective Rg.

simulate the experimental shock wave initiation data
of PETN at the lower densities of 1000 kg/m 3 and
1600 kg/n 3 , using the second calculation method RESULTS
described. With the first method a good idea of the
initiation process can be obtained. The results of the approximative calculations

(method 2) for PETN with densities of 1600 and
1000 kg/in 3 with the input data of table 1 are shown
in Fig. 2, together with the experimental results of

TABLE I Stirpe et al. (6). The approximative calculations were
performed on the assumption dV = 0, because in the

Input data fbr shock wave initiation to detonation Lax-scheme calculations this proves to be the best

calculations for PETN with densities of 1000 kg/m 3  approximation. With the lax-scheme calculations

and 1600 kg/m3 the expected initiation process was found: near the
shock front hot spot reaction and reaction according

PtE = 1720 kg/m 3 (6) to a homogeneous explosives mechanism behind it.

Rg = 1.5 mm

-Rg 0.75mm 10 .... r-r"-r '

a =3.45 (6) X'imm p1 k/n p-1720 k9/rn3

b = 1.83 km/s (6) 5

y = 2.63 (18)

k = 1215 X 106 s-I (19)
0

Ea = 36763 J/mole (19) 1
0

8.3136 J/(mole K) 0
Cv = 343 J/(mole K) (19) 0.s

Q = 1.83 X 106 J/mnole (20)

a= 0.25

To = 300K 0.1

F1S = 3 2 3 4 5678910 20 304050 70 100

F, (kr4 Ib

NOTE: itg is the particle size which goes with the mean Fig. 2. Log-Log plot of initiation distance vs. initiat-
volume of the grains and ORg is the standard deviation of R& ing pressure for shock wave initiation o] pressed
which correspends to the standard deviation of the grain
volume. In the same way Ro and OR( are dlefined, whereby PETN with densities of 1000, 1600 and 1720 kg/m 3.

1ko is calcolated from Eq. (4), assuming the same relation Full lines represent fitted curves for experimental
between aR6 and alo. data (6), the crosses and open dots were calculated.
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The place where the detonation started depended on served for homogeneous explosives, predicts the
the degree of hot spot reaction, and thus on the following features for shock wave initiation of heter-
density of the explosive. In Fig. 3 the situation is ogeneous explosives (voids):
given for explosives of several densities just before
detonation sets in; the position of this place with 1. There is a critical condition for hot spot reac-
respect to the shock wave front is quite different tion to occur (Eq. 7) or, in case of a particle size
indeed, distribution, to be of any importance. The hot spot

reaction is facilitated by larger particle size and
As can be gathered from Fig. 2, the fit is reason- smaller density of the explosive. This is in confirma-

ably good for this set of parameters, though other tion with the experimental observation that an
sets could also give a close resemblance with the expe- explosive is more sensitive with larger particle size
riments. It appeared, however, that reaction of a part and lower density-see e.g. (5). fhe particle size
of the hot spot volume with high energy concentra- effect disappears with large initiating pressures when
tion gave the best results (small a, large Fi-S). 7T becomes very short.
Calcultions were also performed with a different set
of kinetic parameters, which gave about the same 2. Once a certain fraction of the explosive decom-
results as produced above (within about 10%) (19). poses through hot spot reaction under the influence

of the initiating shock wave, the shock wave will be
continuously strengthened till the maximum hot spot

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS contribution will be attained. This process will be
more continuous than described by the model

The one-dimensional model described, based on because of the different geometries and sizes of the
both hot spot reaction and bulk reaction as is ob- hot spots, leading to different energy concentrations,

reaction times and reacted fractions. The time
needed to reach the maximum hot spot contribution
will also depend on the hot spot parameters (geome-

------. try, size etc.). The reacted wave thus obtained could
be similar to a low velocity detonation wave. In the

p 1720 kgr/m3  one-dimensional model, however, (without rarefac-
tion influence) the strengthened shock wave will
initiate a bulk icaction which starts behind this shock

P 1600 kg/mr
3  wave. The place where this reaction starts will

depend on the degree of strengthening of the shock
p-1000 kg/r& wave, hence on the density. So the "second wave

phenomenon" should be observed with the highest
I densities, whereas with the lower densities the bulk

reaction can be so close to the shock wave front, that
it seems to be a continuous build-up process. This is
in agreement with the experimental results of Stirpe
et.al. (6).

It is clear, that .uring the hot spot build-up
\X , process, "single curve build-up" (21) is explained by

.,\ the model and it is striking, that Boyle (22) could ex-
., 2. 3. .. 6 , plain the shock wave initiation experiments with

1 2 3Xlmr5 t tetryl of Lindstrom (21) with a hot spot initiation
model with single curve build-up except for the high-

Fig. 3. Reacted fraction f f between 0 and I and est density.
different scale unis for the three curves) as a func-
tion of distance in explosive, 0.04, 0.03 and 0.02 ps 3. There is a good deal of simplification in the
befobre detonation sets in, for the densities 1720, model, in describing the hot spot (temperature, size
1600 and 1000 kg/rm3 respectively. etc.) and in the method of formation of the hot spot
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(shock focussing when a void collapses). In practice 12. H. W. Hubbard et al. J. Appl. Phys. 30 (5), 765
the hot spot size, temperature and geometry will be (1959).
muwh more complicated, while also other hot spot
foimation processes could be operative. In spite of 13. J. Thouvenin, 4th Syrup. on detonation ACR
this, there will be no change in the fundamental 126, p. 258 (1965).
principles of the model and the accuracy with which
the hot spots can be described will be of influence on 14. J. F. lteyda, Plate-gap model of a porous solid
the results. and its application to impact by reduced density

projectiles, report NASA-CR-I 140.
4. For a set of input data, partially derived from

shock wave initiation of detonation experiments for 15. G. E. Scay et al.. J. Appl. Phys. 32 (6). 1092
PETN at high density, the data for two other densi- (1961).
ties could be simulated reasonably well.

16. In this curve-fitting procedure values of E, and k
were varied with a fixed value of Cv to determine
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CHEMICAL KINETIC AND CURVATURE EFFECTS
ON SHOCK WAVE EVOLUTION IN EXPLOSIVES

Peter J. Chen and James E. Kennedy
Sandia Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

The properties of shock waves in explosives are considered here with particular
attention given to the effects of chemical kinetics and arbitrary wave surface
curvatures an the evolutionary beha;,ior of these waves. The analysis treats a shock
surface as a propagating singular surface acrcss which the particle velocity suffers a
finite jump; possible jumps in the extents and rates of reactions are also taken into
account. The reactions may be exothermic or endothermic, and the shock strengths
need not be uniform over each shock surface.

The objective of this analysis is to examine the conditions for which the ampli-
tude of a shock may grow, decay, or remain constant. The revults are applicable to
shock initiation and detonation processes. We also consider various limiting cases
of our general results, including the Zel 'dovich-von ANeumann-Doering and
Chapman-Jouguet models of detonation. The effects of wave surface curvature
on shock evolution are illustrated with the aid of data for the explosives PBX-
9404 and X-0219.

1. INTRODUCTION Such a broad framework is of value in that it
places the existing approaches to explosive problems

This paper is an attempt to develop a broad frame- in perspective, and it clearly points out the types of
work for the study of shock waves in explosive mate- information which must be determined, either theo-
rials in that we examine the effects of chemical kine- retically or experimentally, in order to employ a
tics and arbitrary wave surface curvatures on the given model in practice. The terms involving changes
evolutionary behavior of the amplitudes of these in the extents and rates of reaction appear as a sum
waves. We do not assume a priori that the shock in the general expression, and this sum may be deter-
strengths are uniform over each shock surface; and mined using experimentally determined Hugoniot and
across the shock surfaces, regarded as propagating shock amplitude evolution data. However, we cannot
singular surfaces, we allow for possible changes in determine explicitly the individual contributions of
the extents and rates of reaction. The results of this these two terms. In view of this difficulty, we exam-
work extend and generalize those of rumerous pre- ine the consequences of the existence of a known
vious authors. It (i) includes the alternative classical function giving the extents of reaction behind a
treatments of detonation, viz., the Chapman-Jouguel shock, and show how this function can be used to
model and the Zel'dovich-von Neumann-Doering ascertain the influences of the various parameters.
model, and (ii) provides alternative treatments of We also examine the contribution of wave surface
local wave amplitude growth or decay in shock in!- curvature toward the strengthening or weakening of
tiation calculations. a shock and this contribution is shown t o be a term
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which can simply be added to the results derived In addition to the preceding properties we pre-
from plane shock experiments, sume, as is physically reasonable in most cases, that

ithe response function of the pressure has the
properties

2. PRELIMINARIES AND CONSTITUTIVE
ASSUMPTIONS < 0, N., > 0, N; > 0 (2.7)

In this paper we consider a curved shock wave
propagating in a chemically reacting but nondiffusing for all (v, s, t). Clearly, the inequalities (2.7) are the
fluid mixture, and examine, in particular, the effects usual conditions which ensure that the fluid mixture
of chemical kinetics and curvature on the evolution- can support a compressive shock.
ary behavior of its amplitude. To this end, we pre-
sume that the internal energy e, the pressure p, and The rnG.ion of the fluid is described by the func-
the absolute temperature 0 are determined by the tion X which gives the present position x = X(X, t) of
specific volume v, the entropy s, and an N-vector • the material point X at time t. As is customary, we
i.e., () identify each material point X with its position in a

fixed homogeneous configuration with mass density
e =(v, s, ) , Po. The particle velocity i and the deformation

gradient F are
p = kvs, V, (2.1)

0 = 0(v,s,), = t , F = VX. (2.8)
at

The components (/i1, •2..... •N) of//characterize theextents of reaction of the N independent chemical We presume that the motion of the fluid contains areactions taking place in the fluid. In addition, the shock. Its speed of propagation, a measure of therate of reaction vector p is given by speed with which the shock traverses the fluid, isdenoted by UN. In addition, across the shock the
S,,() motion is continuous, but the velocity, the deforma-V(2.2) tion gradient and the higher order derivatives of the

The response functions a, D, and 0 are not independ- motion suffer finite jump discontinuities. In
ent. Indeed, the second !aw of thermodynamics re- particular,

quires that

[] = u, [F] =.-. u G N, (2.9)S= -h,, 0 = s; (2.3) UN

and that 
(.)U

where u is called the amplitude vector and N is tile
unit normal to the shock surface in the reference con-

S• • 0, (2.4) figuration (2). In writing (2.9) we have made use of

the usual notation to denote the jump [4] of any
where a = 6(v, s, t) is the chemical affinity defined by quantity 4' across the shock, i.e., [4] = 4- - 4+ with

(2.5) and 0+ being the limiting values of 4 immediatelybehind and just in front of the shock. In the spatial

The quantity h, defined by configuration the unit normal to the shock surface isdenoted by n, and its speed of displacement, a measure

of the speed with which the shock traverses space, is
h = PI - a, (2.6) denoted by Un. The relations between the speeds

Ps and the normals are simply

is called the heat of reaction. The reactions taking
place in the mixture are said to be exothermic if UN (Un - n) -n (2.10)
h - w < 0 or endothermic if h - w > 0. IPfnI
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N FT (2.11) in the extents of reaction remains an open question.
IFT~ni At present, there are two schools of thought. The

first maintains that reaction times are large compared

The relation between the specific volume v and the to the shock rise time. Hence it may be assumed that

mass density p is, of course, v = I1p, and it follows there is no jump in the extents of reaction across the

from the requirement of balance of mass shock and that chemical reactions occur only in the
regions immediately behind the shock front. The

[o(Un - i• n)] = 0 (2.12) second asserts that the shock induces at least partial
chemical reactions which progress to completion in

that the regions behind the shock front. As we shall see,
studies of the evolutionary behavior of the shock do

InJ1 not resolve this question.
[v] -= u'•n. (2.13)

Un - n We now record the differential equation which the

amplitude u, or equivalently [IV, must obey. We
where i = po/p. Further, balance of linear momentum assume,in general, that [I] #0 and i- 0 0; and the
asserts that cases (i) when [It = 0 and # 0 or (ii) when [i1 # 0

and j- = 0 follow as special cases. We also assume
[p'n = p'(Un - " n)[ic] ; (2.14) that the fluid mixture is initially at rest in a fixed

homogeneous configuration, and, for convenience,

and, in view of (2.9)1 and (2.14), we see that the we take this configuration to be the reference con-
amplitude vector u is proportional to the normal n, figuration. Since the derivation of this equation is
i.e., quite tedious as well as technical and since deriva-

tions of some of its special cases have appeared in
u = un. (2.15) the literature (3,4), we will not repeat the analysis,

but will simply record the results. It can be shown
We call u the amplitude, and it corresponds to the that the jump in the specific volume across the shock
particle velocity jump across the shock. Clearly, it must obey the equation
follows from (2.13) and (2.15) that

M v] o'JN(I -p)(2r- I)
uoJT -t (-p+ p)7--(3- 1) (X-cn), (3.1)

tv ] - u . (2 .1 6 ) w h ere

U,, nwhere

That is, the jump in the specific volume across the 1X 37 8l)
shock is proportional to the amplitude. Further, it h-- - • -

follows from (2.9)1, (2.14), and (2.16), that VoJ(1 -. )UNO- - t

(3.2)

[P --U n (2.17) + (I + Iv)/v.)Iv]/Vo b(pI) 2(Un]n) 2  -1 r

cn = n • c, (3.3)

3. EVOLUTIONARY BEHAVIOR OF THE
AMPLITUDE with ci -[x 1io NaNP. In (3.1) 8/8t denotes the dis-

placement derivative which gives the time rate of

Before we derive the differential equation which change of a quantity associated with the shock surface,

describes the evolutionary behavior of the amplitude, and
let u. consider the properties of the entropy s and the
extents of reaction t. It seems natural that the en- 2U2S•~o N e

tropy is discontinuous across the shock, i.e., Is) # 0. p - , r - - ; (3.4)
However, whether the shock induces abrupt changes Po Ps IV)
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and, in (3.2), bf is the mean curvature of the shock 4. FURTHER IMPLICATIONS OF THE SHOCK
surface (5). Formula (3.1) applies at each point on AMPLITUDE EQUATION
the shock surface; it indicates that the time rate of
change of the jump [ul is proportional to the dif- Formula (3.5) which governs the evolitionary be-
ference X - en. cn, of course, characterizes the wave havior of the shock amplitude is, of course, quite
form immediately behind the shock. )X depends, in general. in that it contains as special cases a number
particular, on the thermal, chemical and mechanical of results which are of interest. In particular, the
properties of the fluid mixture and the mean curva- quantity i, defined by (3.7) and sometimes referred
ture of the shock surface. to as the critical acceleration, may be rewritten in the

form
We should also remark that in writing (3.1) we do

not assume that the shock strength is uniform over + %,ur, (4.1)
the entire shock surface. Hence (3.1) indicates that
the evolutionary behavior of the amplitude at some where
point on the shock surface, in general, differs from
that at any other point. It should also be clear that /UN
the only curved shocks which may persist in time are M P=s h- 3r [

cylindrical and spherical shocks of uniform amplitudes. V0o(lI -A)0- 2r - 1 t

(4.2)
Formula (3.1) may be rewritten in terms of the

amplitude u and the normal component of the ac- is the critical acceleration due to the thermal, chemical
celeration immediately behind the front (6), viz., and mechanical properties of the fluid mixture; and

6u aim-(UN 01 u Iu (4.3)bt + a( + !) (n ) (3.5) _P- b.

is the critical acceleration due to the geometrical prop-
where erties of the shock surface. Clearly, if we have a plane

shock, then b4 = 0 and X, =0; and if we have a
(I - S)(2-r - I) cylindrical shock or a spherical shock, then b =1/r

a (3p + 1)r - (3p - I) or br = T-2/r with r being the radius of the cylindrical
(3.6) or spherical shock surface (7). As we have remarked

AL(2T - I) earlier, only these shocks with uniform amplitudes
= p(2r - I) + r(I -=p) may persist in time.

and We now turn our attention to the consideration of
the critical acceleration ), chem. Here, we recall that

in our derivation of(3.5) we presume that the shock
=_-U___-_•___ 3h _[_] induces at least partial reactions which progress to

Vo;(! -p)- .2r - I St completion in the regions behind the shock. The con-

(3.7) sequences of this assumption are manifested in the
definition of ) chem in that it depends, in. particular,

b". on and 6 V ]/6t. The term invclving - character-
izes the ongoing reactions in the regions behind the
shock while the term involving 8 It]/8t exhibits the

The result (3.5) is much more useful in the interpreta- fact that the shock induces at least partial chemical
tion of experimental data in that the amplitude u and reactions.

the normal component of the acceleration may be ob-
tained directly from experimental data. Henceforth, There are important implications to the pos- A
we shall restrict our discussions to (3.5) rather than sibility of a finite jump in the extents of reaction.
(3.1). When Itj ] 0, any measured Hugoniot will !
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implicitly contain the effects of the reaction jump, a spherically diverging shock) X,,, > 0, and for a
but this will not necessarily be obvious in the inspec- shock with positive mean curvature (e.g., a spher-
tion or usage of the data. Further, experimental re- ically converging shock) ,cur < 0.
suits on shock amplitude evolution can, in principle,
be properly applied to determine ),h,, through the
usage of the measured Hugoniot properties without Chapman-Jouguet Model
regard to whether or not [t1 = 0 at all shock ampli-
tudes. However, infornmition on Xchem cannot, in Another classical model of a detonation wave
general, be used to evaluate the terms involving hinges on the assumptions that the shock induces

l [t/6t and i-. In the absence of any quantitative instantaneous chemical reactions, and that there are
experimental verification, Mader (8) has judiciously no ongoing reactions in the regions behind the shock.
included the effects of both of these terms in his Within this context, it is clear that the jump [t] * 0
model for shock initiation of explosives, based on and j- = 0. The propagation properties of such a
the experimental observations of Drernin and shock have been presented by Courant and Friedrichs
Koldunov (9), Craig and Marshall (10), Kennedy ( 17); its evolutionary behavior is described by an ob-
(11,12), and Wackerle and Johnson (13,14). vious special case of (3.5). In effect, Courant and

Friedrichs also assumed that th2 regions behind the
shock are in a state of strong thermochemical equi-

Zel'dovich-von Neumann-Doering Model librium, i.e., a = 0. This assumption then allows us
to solve for the extents of reaction t- behind the
shock in terms of v- and s- (18). In view of this

The classical Zel'dovicl-von Neumann-Doering observation, further simplification of (3.5) results.
(ZND) model of a detonation wave is based on two In a recent paper Bowen and Chen (19) presented an
assumptions, i.e., (i) a nonreactive shock followed by extended discussion of the evolutionary behavior of
(ii) reactions which are complete at the Chapman-
Jouguet (C-J) sonic plane. Recent work by Bdzil and pcane waves within this context. However, since the
Davis (15) discusses evidence which suggests that the consequences of the Chapman-Jog'uet model are not
second assumption of completion of reactions at the the main thrust of this paper, we will not repeat here

sonic plane is inadequate to explain all the observed their analysis for the three dimensional problem.

phenomena in the detonation of explosives. We note
that assumption (i), viz., [t] = 0, should also be con- we now return to ecnerion results As
sidered open to question. The equation governing we have remarked earlier, experimental results on
the evolutionary behavior of the shock amplitude shock amplitude evolution can, in principle, be
within the context of the ZND model follows as a applied to determine .hem through the use of meas.

special case of (3.5). In fact, (3.5) is still the gov- ured Hugoniot rropertieb. In effect, experimenters

erning differential equation, but now 'chem has the measure the particle velocity histories of a mechanical

obvious reduced form (3.16) disturbance at several material points of an explosive
of interest. From these data, we can 'hen deduce the

sshock amplitude u, its time rate of change _uit, and

hcem -* *hem = U h -. the normal component n -i of the acceleration be-
vJJ(l -11)0- (4.4) hind the shock. Also, the measured Hugoniot data

may be expressed as a known function of the shock
The classical -.rguments regarding the properties of amplitude, i.e.,
shock transition may now be adapted to show that
the shock must be compressive, i.e., u > 0, and that UN = f(u). (4.5)
,u, defined by (3.4)1, must satisfy the inequality
0 < p < 1. Hence (4.4) with (2.7) implies that Now, an examination of (3.5) reveals that if we know
X~wm < 0 if the reactions occurring in the regions the value of the coefficient of its right-hand member,
behind the shock are exothermic, and ih > 0 if then these experimentally determined data will per-
the reactions occurring in the regions behind the rnit us to calculate ý; and, in order that we may deter-
shock are endothermic. it also follows from (4.3) mine this coefficient we must know the quantities a
that for a shock with negative mean curvature (e.g., and r, defined by (3.4).
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The quantity r may be rewritten in the formn Balance of energy states that across the shock

S, (4.6) [ei + (p-+ )[VI = 0, (4.13)

- - V and, in view of (2.1)I, we have

where 8(v-,s,-) -- (o, s + -I (p-+ P)[V] = 0.
7(4.14)

PS= v (4.7)
0 We assume that there exists a function t1 such that

is the well-known Griineisen parameter. Hence, if' we
can specify -f corresponding to the state behind the - (v) (4.15)
shock and assume that p3' = constant, then T may be
determined. In view of (4.5), we see that j, may be and since > 0, we have via (2.1)2
determined provided that we know Po. As we shall
see, the determination of is quite complex, but
most interesting. s =-(op,/), (4.16)

where f-I (v, , /) denotes the inverse of ý(u,
In view of our assumption, viz., the fluid mixture We now define the function H such that

is initially at rest in a fixed homogeneous reference
configuration, balance of linear momentum (2.14) H(V-, p-) = 8(v-, -1 (o-, p-,•(v-)), •1 1(i-))
with (2.15) reduces to

p- - p+ - PoUNU. (4.8)

Formulae (4.5) and (4.8) imply that there exists a 2 (p p) "V
function PH- such that

Notice that H depends on the underlying state

P- = PH(u) = Pf(u)u + p+. (4.9) (vo, p+, V+); this dependence, however, need not be
rendered explicit. In view of (4.14) and (4.17), we
have

Further, formulae (2.13) and (2.15) imply that

UN - u H(o-,p-) = 0, (4.18)

UN (which together with (4.11) implies that

which together with (4.5) indicates that v- is given dH OH bH - _
by a known function of u. Hence, we may assume - = - + - PH(V), (4.19)
that there exists a function PH such that da- co -up-

and consequently
p PH(O-). (4.11)

pH(v ) = -(OH/Oo-)/(aH/3p-). (4.20)
By (4ý9) and (4.11), we have

It can readily be shown that

p'"(u)= PHt(i) - - (4.12) aH 0_ - [ul , (4.21)
8~v- P 2

- e w h
Since p' (u) and dv-/du are known, we now have anI )i ll te m ofu n

explicit expression for pH(i) in terms of u. and
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bH F 0 1ormula (4.25) gives the explicit expression for the

b0- 2 [p) + h • 1 (v) . (4.22) evolutionary behavior of the shock when the function
ti, is specified. Clearly, an equivalent relation for
(3.5) could be readily derived. In view of our pre-

Hence, (4.20) with (4.21) and (4.22) implies ceding discussions the usefulness of (4.25) should be
quite evident.

+ 2p1 h-.) - +2-
21- - I (2r - )[v] (4.23)

5. APPLICATIONS OF OUR RESULTS

Formula (4.23) gives another expression for Ipo io(o).
Clearly, if we can specify the heat of' reaction h, the It would now be interesting to evaluate certain

function ti, and the Griineisen parameter -/ corre- aspects of our results with respect to the explosives
sponding to the condition behind the shock, we may PBX-9404 and X-0219. PBX-9404 is a somewhat

then determine by substituting (4.23) into (4.12). sensitive explosive in that it is not difficult to initiate,
and X-02 19 is quite insensitive. In the sequel we hope

In view of tihe preceding results, we see that we are to offer some reasons for this difference in sensitivity.

now in the position to calculate X using experimental First, let us assume there is no jump in the extents
information concerning shock amplitude evolution. fir e tion a ss the is nd j u ate the effect
Further, since knowledge of p and }lugoniot data also of reaction across the shocks and evaluate the effect
allows us to determine Xculv for any given mean curva- of the shock surface curvature, i.e., we are adopting
ture, formula (4.1) indicates that Xchol can now be the ZND model. In particular, we shall compare the
determined. Perhaps, the most interesting aspect of values of
our results follows from our assumption of the exist- (UN - u)u
ence of the function tH, defined by (4.15). Since = . (UN (5.1)
(4.15) implies b I' I2

(4.24) for various shock amplitudes. Table I lists the rele-
vant information required for the evaluation of the

and since 6 [ul/6 ".: .y be rewritten, via (4.5) and right-hand member of(5. 1).
(4.10), in terms ol it ai.d 6u/6t, it is quite evident
that the individual co,.tributions of the terms in- The results shown mean grapil in Fig. 1 indicatevolving 6that for te same mean curvature ba[ the dampingSbe ascetaind, thdeineffect due to ý,urv for X-0219 is somewhat less than
can be ascertained. ta o

that for PBX-9404. This is a most curious observa-
The existence of tie function tH and, conse, tion in that it is known that shocks in X-0219 have

quently (4.24), allows us to rewrite (3.1) in thle great difficulty in corner turning and this has beenform conjectured to be due to strong curvature effects.
We then evaluate the coefficient

6[vl _ ,VOUNpN[VJ(l -,U)(2r - 1) PUN

6t f'0 vOp(3 + l)r - (3•i- I)} + 3h-.l v0•J(l (5.2)

X (Wt - cn), (4.25) which appears in the definition of , and Xcm"

where Clearly, this coefficient is a manifestation of the
thermomechanical properties of an explosive. Its
values, determined using the same information given

X = PI h=•- in Table 1, are shown graphically in Fig. 2. These
uJ( I - #J) UN0- results indicate that the thermomechanical properties

(4.26) of X-0219 lower the amplifying effects due to chem-

+ (-____/_)_l/_o_ b_ ' ical heat release by half an order of magnitude com-
- ipared with those of PBX-9404. In view of the fact
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that the chemical heat release rate of X-02 19 is also recently proposed a model whereby they specify • H
less than that of PBX-9404, it seems it is this coin- and i- as functions of shock strength. In this situa-
bination of effects which causes X-02 19 to be dif- tion the heat of reaction h is given by the single
ficult to initiate, parameter (22)

In Fig. 3, we illustrate the effect of curvature on h = -1.370 kcal/g, (5.3)
the critical acceleration, X. "cem* for plane shock
waves in PBX-9404 is taken from the results of and we have the reactive Hugoniot (24)
Kennedy and Nunziato (20), and we use (3.7) to
evaluate , for spherically diverging shocks of two UN(cm/.s) = 0.246 + 2.53u . (5.4)
finite radii of curvature. Notice that in sonic in-
stances the damping effect due to kurv is sufficient We now consider plane waves and determine, using
to overcome the amplifying effect due to * so experimental values (20) of tu/St and n • ý- versus
that X > 0 whereas X;*, < 0. t, the values of Xehm via (3.5) with b" 0. The

values of Xchem so determined can be viewed via (4.2)
We also consider an example of the situation when as restrictions between the jump [t1 in the products

the jump in extents of reaction is not zero for the of reaction and the rate of reaction - behind the
explosive PBX-9404. Here, we take the extents of shock, in that specification of either one of these
reaction to be a single parameter t characterizing the quantities leads to the specification of the other.
products of reaction. Mader and Forest (23) have That is, the jump [I] and the rate i- cannot be in-

dependent of each other. Hence we may adopt
Mader's (8) function t;, which is consistent with

10

E 15

I0~~•"EPBX-940
E ',• 10

-- •-- ~X -0219 ••

0 0 1 . 0.5 1.0 1.5
0 0. 5 1.0 1.5 U, lm ml/s

3~U.
1ig. 2. Thermomechanical coefficient, -b 5UNI

Fig. 1. Generalized critical acceleration due to curva- vJo(1 - m) 0 -, as a function of shock amplitude for
ture, -,,,/b[, as a function of shock amplitude, u, unreactive PBX-9404 and X-0219. This coefficient

for unreactive PBX-9404 and X-0219. Note that the couples the chemical energy release to the critical
values are comparable for the two explosives. acceleration, \ per (4.2).

TABLE 1

Explosive [P0 , g/CM 3  'y (Ref.) Unreactive Hugoniot (e.UN, cm/As

PBX-9404 1.84 0.675 (8) 0.269 + 1.72u (20)
X-0219 1.92 0.29 (21) 0.2037 + 2.497u (22 I
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Fig. 4. Reaction rate, r- Immediately behind the
shock front as a function of shock amplitude for

-6 several models of shock response of PBX-9404.
Kennedy and Nunziato (20) adopted the ZND
model, i.e., it] = 0. We used Mader's function •tt

0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 together with the data of Kennedy and Nunziato
u, mmnis to derive the upper curve, via (4.2).

Fig. 3. Critical acceleration, X, for various radii of
curvature for unreactive PBX-9404. The plane shock
response (r = -) is taken from the data of Kennedy
and Nunziato (20).

C. Forest have graciously made available details of
their model for shock initiation calculations on
PBX-9404.

the reactive Hugoniot (5.4), and make use of (4.2) This work was supported by the U. S. Energy Re-
along with the values of ýchem to determine the rate search and Development Administration, ERDA,
of reaction 4-. The results are shown graphically in under Contract AT(29-1)789.
Fig. 4 and compared with those determined by
Kennedy and Nunziato (20), who adopted the ZND
model. It is of interest to note that these two curves FOOTNOTES AND REFERENCES
agree at the lower values of u for which we have data.
For larger shock amplitudes, the values of 4- which 1. The constitutive relations which we propose are
are consistent with Mader's function |ti are greater quite standard; see, e.g., I. Prigogine, Thermo-
than those of Kennedy and Nunziato; this is a direct dynamics of Irreversible Processes, 2nd ed.,
consequence of the influence of the term 5 Ql]/6t in lnterscience, New York, 1961.
(4.2). In Fig. 4 we also show the values of the func-
tion i- recently proposed by Mader and Forest (23), 2. Our analysis is based on the method of the
and we observe that it lies between the two curves theory of singular surfaces, see, e.g., C. Truesdell
based on alternative interpretations of experimental and R. A. Toupin, "The Classical Field Theories,"
data. in Handbuch der Physik, Band I1l/I, Springer-
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THE HUGONIOT AND SHOCK INITIATION THRESHOLD OF LEAD AZIDE

F. W. Davies and A. B. Zimmerschied
Boeing Aerospace Company
Seattle, Washington 98124

F. G. Borgardt
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory

Palo Alto, California 94304

Louis Avrami

Explosives Division
Feltman Research Laboratory

Picatinny Arsenal
Dover, New Jersey 07801

The lug, dot of unreacted dextrinated lead azide has been determined using a 2.5
inch bore gas gun. The ttugoniot is linear up to 10 kbar and can be represented by
the equation a = 41.7 Up (a in kbar and Up in mm/pser). The initiation threshold
to long duration (3.5 pusec) shocks was 6.0 kbar. For short duration (0.1 lAsec)
shocks the lead azide was inpacted by thin flyers accelerated by exploding foils.
The short-pulse initiation threshold for polyvinyi lead azide is 4.2 kbar for a density
of 3.6 gm/cc, and 2.1 kbar ]br dextitated lead azide for a density of 2.9 gm/cc.
Comparison of the initiation threshold measurements suggest that there is a mini-
mum thickness, or a run-up distance, before detonation occurs which is independ-
ent of pulse width with stresses up to 10 kbar. The explosive shows a gradual transi-
tion from an unreactive shock to a stable detonation which is similar to that
observed for heterogeneous secondary explosives.

(This paper has been published in The Journal of Chemical Physics, Volume 64, No. 6, March 1976.)
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ELECTRIC FIELD INITIATION OF EXPLOSIVE AZIDES

Thaddeus Gora, David S. Downs, and Harry D. Fair, Jr.
Energetic Materials Division

Large Caliber Weapon Systems Laboratory
ARRADCOM

Dover, New Jersey 07801

Peter Mark
Princeton University

Princeton, New Jersey 08540

A number of explosive azides, including lead azide, can be initiated by the applica-
tion of sufficient voltage via conducting electrical contacts. Such electric field
initiation phenomena have been intensively studied because of relevance to safety
problems and to potential new fuzing applications. Ir has not been possible,
howe'wer, to relate the results of experiments conducted under different conditions
on different sample forms. We summarize here new theoretical and experimental
results on the electric field initiation of explosive azides. They further characterize
and elucidate field initiation phenomena. A broader analysis of the individual re-
sults leads to the genera" conclusion that field initiation is strongly affected by the
nature of the electrical contact made to the explosives. This enables one to under-
stand and relate seemingly inconsistent experimental results.

INTRODUCTION understand them on the basis of the fundamental
electronic, decomposition and conductivity properties

A number of explosive azides, including lead azide, (1,2) of the materials. But it has been difficult to
can be initiated by the application of sufficient relate experiments using single crystals (easiest to re-
voltage via conducting electrical contacts. This produce and understand) to experiments on pressedoccurs fox both single crystal (1-4) and pressed pellet pellets and powders. Our recent results and analysis,(5,6) samples. The effect is normally referred to as reported here, indicate that contact and surface

electric fikeld initiation and we shall adopt that termi- effects are central to understanding the electric field
nology here. The related problem of the sensitivity initiation of explosives and to relating the results. of
of azide compounds to static electric charging and experiments perforr.med under different conditions
electric discharge has also received considerable atten- and on different sample forms.
tion (7). These phenomena are relevant to safety in
the storage and handling of munitions items (lead a. Concepts and Techniques
azide is the Army's prevalent primary explosive), and
to nvvel initiation mechanisms for potential fuzing Certain basic concepts involving the electronic
applications (1,2). structure of solids and the'nature of the interfice at

sample-metal contacts are briefly reviewed here, as
A great deal of work has been done to characterize they will be extensively employed in the analysis and

field initiation effects in explosives (3,5,6) and to interpretation of electric field Initiation experiments.
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The electronic energy levels of a solid are arranged
in a fashion similar to their arrangement in the free -d C-- co uc-no
atoms or molecules which comprise the solid with ANDO

several critically important differences. In the solid
all of the electronic particles interact, perturbing the . - __ _ N
atomic or molecular electronic states so that they . .LCNCE

appear as energy bands rather than discrete levels of X XO
energy (8). The bands of energy are separated by T v s w
energy regions for whiclh no electron energy states are METAL p-TYPEK SMICONoUCTOR

allowed; such forbidden regions are called energy gaps
or band gaps. The highest energy band filled with Fig. 1. Energy band diagram for a p-type semicon-
electrons is called the valence band and the next ductor-metal Schottky-barrier conta-, with thickness
higher -band (which is not completely filled) is called d, barrier height 4), surface potential P. and Fermi
the conduction band. Electrons excited to the latter
band may move under the influence of an electric
field, giving rise to electronic conduction. The widths
of the energy bands, the band-gap separation between material may be distributed primarily over the barrier
them, and other featpres of the bands are referred to thickness d rath,;r than over the bulk of the material.
as the electronic band structure or the electronic
energy level structure. The (expiosive) azides of lead, An experiment which measures the threshold
thallium and silver are insulating solids with large voltage for electric field initiation of an explosive is
band gaps (approximately 4 eV) (1). Measurements basically straightforward. A sample is placed between
of conductivity and of;photoconductivity usually two electrical contacts and a voltage applied in some
require the application of electrical crntacts, most prescribed manner until initiation is observed. On the
often formed by applying metallic electrodes to the other hand the analysis of the experiment is not at all
sample. However, the results of the measurements straightforward; the effects of several parameters
may be strongly influenced by the nature of the (such as the dielectric and conductivity properties of
junction at the metal-insulator interface. The con- the explosive, the nature of the electrical contact and
tacts may be "ohmic" (injecting), in which case a the particular sample-electrode geometry) must be
reservoir of carrierr is provided by the metal to freely taken into account. Only by considering these
enter the semiconductor or insulator as needed (9). parameters can the electric field intensity, in the
Or, as is more commonly the case with large band-gap sample, be determined as a function of position. As
solids, the contacts may be "blocking" (non-injecting), we will show, it is a detailed knowledge of the field
resulting in extreme nonlinearities in the electric field distribution which leads to an understanding of
within the metal-insulator interface. The current electric field Initiation.
through a material is then controlled entirely by the
conditions at the metal-insulator contact, yielding b. Background
little information about the bulk electronic properties
of the material. The current characteristics resulting Our previous experiments (1-3) on lead azide
from blocking contacts (also called Schottky-barrier [Pb(N3)2] using gold contacts and a sandwich geom-
contacts) have been extensively analyzed for semi- etry showed the following: Single crystals initiate
conductors with band gaps up to 1-2. eV, but the upon the application of a voltage corresponding to an
properties of such contacts on larger band-gap mate- average threshold electric field (voltage/sample thick-
rials are not as dearly defined. ness) of 3.5 X 104 V/cm. Gold forms a blocking

(non-injecting) contact to Pb(N3)2 under the condi-
The energy level diagram for a metal-semiconductor tions of the experiments. The voltage drop across the

blocking contact is shown in Fig. 1. Near the inter- sample is relatively uniform near threshold voltages,
face, the energy bands in the semiconductor or ie., the bulk of the sample experiences an electric
insulator bend over a distance d, the thlckneu of the field near thi average field. The pressed pellet
Schottky-barrier region. The extent of the band threshold average field approximates the single crystal
bending (the surface potential Vg) may be apprecia- value. Simultaneous application of low-intensity
ble, in wvhich case an electric field applied to the bah'd-gap radiation decreases the single crystal (but
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not the pressed pellet) threshold average field by a We have proposed a carrier emission model in
factor of two; this was explained qualitatively in which initiation is associated with a critical interface
terms of free charge motion and a consequent field field at the Schottky-barrier contact between the
redistribution resulting in a higher electric field at the metal electrode and the azide (I I). Electric fields at
metal-explosive surface. Finally, the conductivity of the interface are shown to explicitly depend on
P'b(N 3 )2 is very low, _10-12 (ohm-cmr)-1 , while properties of the sample and on the work function
photoconductivity is up to four orders of magnitude of the electrode, and are larger than the applied
higher. voltage divided by sample thickness. The model

predicts an effect for uniform samples which is
Russian expeirrients (6) on cupric azidc qualitatively consistent with experiment, but whose

[Cu(N 3 )21 and thallous azide [TRN 3 ] pressed pellets magnitude would be too small to observe. However,
found that threshold field values depend on the dec- the experimental samples were pressed pellets com-
tronic work function of the metal contacts. This was posed of individual grains which are likely to be
interpreted to be evidence for the injection of charge, separated by potential barriers (12). Taking this into
Experiments by Leopold (5) on Plb(N 3 )2 pressed account, the model is conjistent with experiment if
pellets showed that no initiation occurs, even at much initiation occurs at a critical interface field of about
higher fields, if either or both of the electrodes are 2 X 105 V/cm. This is a plausible value, in that fields
separated from the sample by thin mylar sheets, in excess of 105-106 V/cm applied to surfaces of

wide band-gap semiconductors commonly result in
In the analysis of experiments the dielectric con- destructive breakdown due to carrier emission into

stant of lead azide was generally taken to be "-5, the bulk. The important coriclusion is that initiation
based or pressed pellet data (10). is determined by details of the electric field distribu-

tion rather than by the average field (applied voltage/
sample thickness).

RECENT RESULTS
Figure 2 depicts the one-dimensionlal sample-

a. Theoretical electrode configuration used in experiments where
the electrodes are not in contact with the azide

Our theoretical aims were twofold: to understand sample. The sample is a slab with parallel sides and
and model the Russian field initiation experiments, thickness d, located symmetrically a distance Q/2
and to form a quantitative basis for understanding away from two parallel capacitively conpled dec-
internal field distributions iii azide explosives. The trodes (electrode spacing is L). The static dielectric
average threshold field value (voltage/sample thick-
ness) simply does not provide sufficient information
for comparative purposes. SAMPLE

The experiments, performed by Zakharov and ELTRODE

Sukhushin (6), revealed that ýi, threshold initiation
field for pressed pellets of Cu(N 3 )2 and TRN 3 de-
pends on the electrode material: its value increases
with increasing work function of the anode metal in
the case of Cu(N 3 )2 , and decreases with Increasing
work function of the cathode metal in the case of 42

TQN 3. The effect was associated with "injection" of
electronic cadlers, but it is difficult to understand
how variations ir the contacts' work functions could
play a significant role in a model based on current
injection. With the ohmic contacts that injection L
specifically requires, current limitation is a bulk phe-
nomenon, and the electrodes play no role other than Fig. 2. Sample of thickness d and dl-
to provide current carriers as the volume field condi, electric constent e between two elec-
tions demand (9). trades, and spacing material of dielectric

constant e'.
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constant of the sample is e, and that of the spacing performed with thk; samples immersed in oil.) Care
material e' (co in free space). In order to understand was taken to avoid discharges from the high voltage
such experiments, complete field distributions were points of the sample holder to ground. The voltage
determined theoretically for three assumptions as to was increa.ed in steps of 500 volts to a maximum of
the nature of the specimen: perfect insulator, tntrin- 5 kV, and was held constant for 30 sec at each step.
sic semiconductor and extrinsic semicond-.,;tor
(uniform photo-excitation can be included in the last The expression appropriate to calculating the
two cases) (13). average electric field in the sample E is Eq. (1), which

is also the expression for the surface field if the field
In the perfect insulator case, the field is uniform is uniform throughout the sample. Lead azide's

throughout the sample and so is equal to the surface dielectric constant (e/eo) was taken to be 5 for the
field Es, which is simply values quoted in this Section.

E V No initiation occurred in the pressed pellet sam-
K=r+d , (1) pies (-3.5 gm/cm 3 density, 1-3 X 10-2 cm thick),

using the insulated electrodes, up to the highest E.
where Kx = e/e', the dielectric constant of the sample values applied, 1.4 X 105 V/cm. This corresponds to
relative to that of the spacing medium. The expres- the upper limit (5 kV) of the power supply for the
sion is used below to determine values of Es attained sample dimensions used. It is a factor of four greater
in our experiments. Note that for given values of 2 than the E-values that lead to initiation in contacted
and d, increasing gr leads to a decreasing E,. samples (1-3), and a factor of two greater than the

highest F-value reported by Leopold (5). The same
Our results for the intrinsic and extrinsic semicon- result (no initiation) held for single crystal samples

ductor cases have been summarized elsewhere (14). (grovmn by the method of Garrett (15), and cut and
The important qualitative features are that the polished to provide parallel flat surfaces), with the
presence of a uniform mobile charge distribution of highest E-value attained being 1.02 X 105 V/cm.
both carrier types (the definition of the intrinsic The highest E-values were maintained on the sample
semiconductor case) can only lower the value of Es for about a half-hour. Some samples were subjected
from the perfect insulator case (for constant V); to combinations of 400.0 nm irradiation (strongly
whereas E,-values are larger for the extrinsic semi- absorbed by Pb(N 3)2) and a strong field, for both
conductor case, where it is assumed that only one polarities, again with no initiation.
carrier type is mobile. The increase can be dramatic
for sufficiently large charge density. The results lead us to conclude that electrode

interface effects dominate the field initiation of
b. Experimental Pb(N 3)2 single crystals and pressed pellets, with or

without simultaneous low-level, strongly absorbed
All experiments were performed in the sandwich radiation, when the samples are directly contacted

geometry of Fig. 2. Prior results with direct explosive- with the electrodes. Samples not directly contacted
metal contact were summarized above, and only the can sustain rather higher fields without initiation. It
non-contacted experiments (Q A 0 in Fig. 2) are dis- will be clear from the discussion below that only rela-
cussed here. Thu importance of using single crystal tive values of F are reliable from these experiments;
as welt as pressed pellet samples is evident from the they were performed without determining crystal-
fact that the Schottky-barrier model presented earlier lographic orientation, and the dielectric constant has
explicitly requires the presence of intergrain barriers since been found to be strongly anisotropic.
(for seniquantitative agreement with the Russian ex-
periments). In the analysis of experiments with
single crystals, only the barriers at the azide metal
contacts are considered. DISCUSSION

Samples were mounted between mylar Insulators The important general conclusion is that contact
in a vacuum chamber at 2 X 10-5 torr. (The high effects dominate the electric field initiation properties
voltage experiments reported by Leopold (5) were of explosive azides, and that this can explain apparent
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discrepancies when comparing experiments per- by using the appropriate dielectric constant xr. Lead
formed under dissimilar conditions. The detailed azide's dielectric constant has recently been found to
mechanisms involved are not fully understood, but be large and highly anisotropic (18). Thus single
the nature of the crucial experiments and calculations crystal experiments on oriented sa.ples must be
are now clear. performed to establish reliable values of the highest

E, attained in the samples; and other experiments
The Russian field initiation experiments (6) pro- testing at what value of Es initiation occurs, without

vided an important clue to the role of interface direct contact, would be valuable.
contacts. Our theoretical model shows that the -
experiments using non-ohmic metal contacts can be Our previous model for the photo-electronic
explained if initiation is the result of a critical initiation effect (decrease in average threshold field
threshold field E,(crit) at the metal-explosive inter- for initiation when strongly absorbed light is applied
face. A different value of Es(crit) would then be simultaneously) involved a redistribution of the elec-
associated with each explosive azide, and be inde- tric field as a consequence of the illumination (2).
pendent of the nature of the non-ohmic metal con- The analysis of the field initiation experiments pro-
tact (so long as a contact is available); its magnitude vides a more quantitative basis for this model. We
is of the order of 105 V/cm in Cu(N 3 )2 and TRN 3 . assume that Pb(N 3 )2 is highly insulating (a perfect
Recall that our model cannot explain these experi- dielectric), and acts as an extrinsic semiconductor
mental results without explicitly taking the pressed upon irradiation. This determines the increase in E,
pellet nature of the samples into account. The field that resu!ts from a uniformly absorbed radiation
initiation experiments on contacted Pb(N 3 )2 samples pulse, in the absence of contacts. The analysis must
appear also to require a critical interface field (3). be expanded to include non-uniformly absorbed

irradiation (which is straightforward), and also the
These conclusions point to an initiation model direct (9 = 0) metallic contact situation (as in the

involving carrier emission from a barrier contact. Schottky-barrier analysis).
Two alternative mechanisms are suggested for this
emission model based on field breakdown mecha- Finally, recent surface studies of explosive azides
nisms in the literature. Both rely on high local (19) have found contamination, and the absence of
internal fields to generate hot electrons, which can stoichiometry, in the topmost several layers of even
then cause impact ionization. The first, due to laboratory-quality samples. This may explain why
O'Dwyer (16), assumes that the impact ionization attempts to find injecting contacts have not been
leads to avalanche multiplication with eventual break- successful, and also how to overcome this problem.
down at the exit electrode, where most of the energy It also suggests closer scrutiny of the relation between
of impact-generated carriers is dissipated. The second prior treatment of azide surfaces and the sensitivity
mechanism, due to DiStefano and Shatzkes (17), of explosive azide powders.
suggests that impact ionization generates a space
charge in the volume of the sample which concen-
trates the internal field at the emitting electrode; this CONCLUSIONS
in turn produces an increase in the emission current, An integrated experimental and theoretical pro-
with eventual catastrophic power dissipation at the gram to understand the field initiation properties of
entrance electrode. The choice between the two explosive azides has resulted in an important broad
mechanisms (for a given explosive azide) can thus be conclusion. Contact and surface effects dominate the
made on the basis of experiments that determine electric field initiation properties of these materials.
whether initiation occurs near the entrance or exit This realization has been successfully used to relate
electrode, the results of experiments performed under different

sample forms.
The experiments of Leopold (5), and their exten-

sions reported here, showed that no initiation occurs The results and understanding are directly relevant
without direct metallic contact up to the limits of the to a number of novel fuzing device applications (e.g.,
experimental apparatus. This is consistent with the fuzes that require more than one stimulus to fire),
emission model just presented. Values for the inter- and to safety against electrical and electrostatic
face fields E. attained can be calculated from Eq. (1) hazards in the storage and handling of munitions.
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ADIABATIC ELASTIC MODULI OF SINGLE CRYSTAL
PENTAERYTHRITOL TETRANITRATE (PETN)

C. E. Morris
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

The six elastic moduli which are required to characterize the tetragonal crystal
structure of PETN were determined from ultrasonic wave velocity measurements at
ambient conditions. A sufficient number of velocity measurements were made to
provide cross-checks, and a detailed error analysis was done to estimate the probable
error in the calculated modull. The mnagnitudes of the elastic stiffness moduli in
units of GPa (1 GPa = 10 kbarJ along with the probable errors are given below.

Cl 1 = 7Z18±0.6% c 6  3.93± 0.5%
c33  1 12.14 ± 0.5% c12 = 5.43 ± 1.811o
c44 - 5.03 ± 0.5% c13  7.48 ± 11.5%

INTRODUCTION to the low density of PETN, the Lauc back reflection
method could not be used to align the crystals. A

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory now has the two-circl- goniometer that utilized a laser beam re-
capability of growing large (10-20 mm) single crystals flected from a natural crystal face (101 or 110
of some high explosives. This has enabled the meas- direction) was used to align the crystals for cutting
urement of some physical properties of explosives on a small circular saw. To insure proper alignment,
which until now have been impossible to determine, the orientation was checked before and after cutting.
In particular, the fundamental elastic moduli can be All the samples were aligned to within 0.5°. Final
measured. These moduli are important for the theore- surface preparation was done by hand-lapping on 40
tical study of explosives. PETN is a commonly used pm sandpaper. Typical dimensions of the finished
secondary explosive. As such, its physical properties samples were 3 to 5 mm thick with lateral dimensions
are of interest, From the ultrasonic viewpoint, it is of about 25 mm. The sample faces were parallel to
an ideal high explosive to study since the single within 0.010. Howard H. Cady of Group WX-2, Los
crystals are relatively easy to grow and have one of Alamos Scientific l.•boratory, grew the single
the simplest crystal structures (tetragonal, 42m sym- crystals and fabricated the samples.
metry).

The PETN crystals had two unusual characteristics
worth mentioning. On some of the natural faces, a

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION conical growth center existed which had a depression
at its center. The vertex angles of the cones varied

The large single crystals used were grown slowly from face to face and especially from crystal to
from a PETN-ethyl acetate solution. Typical linear crystal. Cone vertex angles ranged from 179.80 to
dimensions of the crystals were 25 mm on edge. Due 178.50. Every large crystal oxamined had at least
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two conical growth faces. These conical growth to one principal axis and inclined to one of the other
centers were accidently discovered when it was ob- two principal axes at some angle 0. The angle 0 is
served that the spot projected on a natural face by a normally chosen close to 450 to minimize the devia-
laser was reflected back on the wall as a cylindrical tion of the particle displacement direction from the
arc or circle. The other unusual characteristic of propagation direction for quasi-longitudinal modes
these crystals was their sensitivity to thermal shock. (3). This reduces the possibility that the quasi-
A freshly grown crystal when picked up in your hand longitudinal and quasi-shear waves will interfere with
would sometimes shatter. This thermal sensitivity each other when their respective velocities are being
diminished with age. measured. This orientation also yields the most

direct relations for the cross-coupling moduli.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD Experimental Geometry

Wave Propagation in Single Crystals A schematic diagram of the experimental geom-
etry is shown in Fig. 1. This geometry was chosen

PETN has a tetragonal crystal structure with 42m because it facilitated sample assembly, isolated the
symmetry. Six elastic stiffness moduli c1 1, c33 , high voltage impressed on the quartz crystals from the
C4 4 , C66 , c12 , and c13 are needed to specify its elastic explosive, and aided in making accurate velocity meas-
properties (I). The equations relating pV2 to the urements. Quartz crystals were used to generate and
elastic moduli are given by the Christoffel relations detect ultrasonic waves which travelled through the
(2). From these relations, it can be shown that for a fused quartz buffer rod and resonated in the sample.
given propagation direction in any single crystal, three 20 MHz, X-cut, quartz crystals were used to excite
plane-wave modes exist, each traveling with a character the longitudinal modes and 10 Mhz, Y-cut, quartz
teristic velocity and particle displacement direction, crystals, oriented with their vibration direction parallel
Each wave velocity is a function of one or more to a shear normal mode direction, wcrc ý,sed to excite
elastic stiffness moduli and the density. Because of separately each shear mode.
the Hermitian property of the Christoffel matrix, each
particle displacement direction of the three modes is The buffer rod was approximately 65 mm long,
mutually orthogonal. Depending on the symmetry 25 mm in diameter and had a working area at the
of the crystal in the direction of propagation, the sample end of 250 mm 2 . To suppress spurious trail-
particle displacement may or may not be precisely ing pulses generated at the rod's surface, its periphery
parallel or perpendicular to the propagation direction, was threaded (1 thread/mm, 1 mm deep). A light
For example, for the PETN crystals A, B, and C in lubricating oil was used as a seal material to couple
Table 1, L and S denote respectively pure longitu- longitudinal waves into the buffer rod and sample
dinal and shear modes for which the particle displace- while a viscous resin, poly-.-methylstyrene, was used
ment directions are exactly parallel and perpendicular for shear waves. Normally, to get a thin viscous resin
to the propagation direction. For crystal D, QL, and seal, the buffer rod and sample are heated to about
QS denote respectively quasi-longitudinal and quasi- 600 C and then the sample is "wrung" onto the rod.
shear modes. For these modes, the particle displace- Since the explosive sample could not be heated, a
nments are not exactly parallel and perpendicular to moderately thin seal was obtained by first heating the
the propagation direction, the misalignment being rod without the explosive and then spreading as thin
5.70.

The orientations of the crystal faces were selected
to provide the most direct relations between the
measured wave velocities and the six elastic moduli.
Crystals A and B are oriented for wave propagation
along the principal crystallographic directions, to ob-
tain the four diagonal moduli, c1 1, C3 3 , c44 , and c66 .
The remaining two orientations were chosen to derive

the two cross-coupling moduli c12 and c13 . These
cross-coupling moduli can be derived from velocities•: propagated in any direction which is perpendicular Fig. 1. &chematic Diagramn of Experimental Geometry.
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a film as possible with a flat plate. The rod was I shows, in schematic form, the build-up process due
allowed to cool before the explosive was put into posi- to the reflections. At discrete RF frequencies, fn, the
tion. A spring loaded plunger held the explosive on sample-waves ET 1, ET 2, etc. are in phase with each
the rod and further aided in extruding the resin, other, but precisely out of phase with the strong

interface reflection Eb. The velocity of propagation
Phase Comparison Technique is given by

The phase comparison technique of McSkimin V = 2dfn/(n + a,/ 360) (1)
(4) was used for transit time measurements. These
measurements are made by sending a finite length where d is the explosive thickness, n is an integer and
ultrasonic wave-train through the buffer rod to a, is the phase shift in degress associated with the
resonate in the sample (Fig. 1). This wave train has reflection of the wave from the sample-seal interface.
an accurately measured, but variable, RF carrier The integer n can be determined without ambiguity
frequency. The wave-train length is purposely made by the equation
longer than the sample transit time so that the echoes
will phase-interfere with each other but less than the n = fn/[(fn - fn-m)/mi - 1/2 (2)
round-trip transit time in the buffer rod to isolate
the sample resonance from the buffer rod resonance. where m is determined by counting the number of
At each impedance discontinuity the ultrasonic wave times the "in-phase" condition occurs as the frequen-y
splits up into a reflected and transmitted wave. Figure is varied from fn-i to fn. Typically n was about 40 for

TABLE I

Summary of Wave Velocity - Elastic Stiffness Modulus Relations

Direction
Velocity Type of V
t amber Mode Particle pV km/s

Motion

I A L 100 cil 3.1140

2 A S 001 c44 1.6841

3 A S 010 c66  1.4893

4 B L 001 c33  2.6167

5 B S 010 c44 1.6822

6 B S 100 c44 1.6822

7 C L 110 (c11 +c 12)/2 + c6 6  2.9308

8 C S -110 (c11 - c12)/2 1.8197

9 C S 001 c44 1.6866
10 D QL 101 {(C11 +c33 +2c4) + [4(ct 3 +c4 )2 4 (cli-c 33)2]1/2}/4 2.9636

11 D QS -101" {(C1 1 +c 33 +2c44) - [4(c413+C) 2 + (C1 1 -C33)2]1/4 1.3588

12 D S 010 (c44 + c 66 )/2 1.6306

*approximate direction

p- 1.773 kg/mr
3
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for the PETN samples. Equation (2) differs from the PETN. Experimentally, an is determined by meas-
one given by McSkimin (4) because the acoustical uring the amplitudes of Eb, ET I, ET2' etc. from which
impedance (Z = pV) of explosives is less than fused a value of XiY can be calculated. The value of 0 can
silica. Consequently, the phase shift for zero seal then be obtained from Eq. 6 which in turn can be
thickness is 1800 rather than 0° (see Fig. 2). used in Eq. 3 to calculate an.

A good first order approximation for the velocity
is to assume an = 1800 (zero seal thickness approxi-
mation). This gives a velocity accurate to about 0.4%. al(oEG)
A much better procedure is to experimentally meas- ISO
ure the relative amplitudes of Eb, ET I, ET 2 , etc. at
resonance. One is then able to determine a. precisely.
The phase shift a. is given by (4)

a, = an(Z 1, Z 2 , Z 3 , 0) (3) 'i

where Z, IZ 2 , and Z3 are reipectively the acoustical Ito
impedances of the explosive sample, fused quartz
buffer rod, and the seal material, and 0 is the seal
thickness expressed in degrees 10 - 360 (I/,) = 360
(if2/V)J. Typical seal thicknesses range from 50 to
15 . The function an (0) is shown in Fig. 2 for the so
case of a longitudinal wave traveling in the (100)
direction in PETN. The relative amplitudes of the 60
waves at resonance can also be expressed in terms of
the above variables plus the attenuation coefficient a.

4 L6 1045 zo0

ETI/Eb = - A(ZI, Z 2 , Z 3 , 0) exp (- 2ad) - X GW0EG
(4)

Fig. 2. Varlatkrn of Phase Shift as a Function of

ET2/Eji - ET 3 /ET 2 W B(ZI, Z2 , Z 3 , 0)x %aThickness.

exp (- 2ad) = Y (5)

The functions a, (Zg, Z2, Z3,0), A (ZI, Z2, Z3, 0) 9
and B (Z1, Z2 , Z3 , 0) are given in Ref. (4). Since A
and B are positive valued functions, it is evident from
Eqs. (4) and (5) that frequencies which place the
specimen waves ETI, ET2, etc. in phase also place
ET I and Eb out of phase. McSklmin's (4) recipe to
determine 0 is to measure ET I /Eb in this experiment
and measure a in a different experimental geometry.
The seal thickness can then be calculated from Eq.
(4). To minimize the handling of explosives, an
alternate approach was used. Eqs. (4) and (5) can be
combined to given an expression independent of a.

X/Y = A(Z1, Z2, Z3 , 0)/B(Z 1, Z2 , Z3, 0) (6) (D EGJ

The function X/Y is shown in Fig. 3 for the case of a FIg. 3. Variaton of X/Yasa Function of Seal
longitudinal wave traveling in the (100) direction in ThMckne.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS negative sign gives a negative value. It can be shown
from crystal stability arguments (6) that the plus

Calculation of Moduli sign is the correct choice.

The measured velocities given in Table I for the Error Analysis
various modes of propagation are the average of
three independent sets of velocity data. The density It is informative in analyzing the elastic moduli
of PETN, inferred from x-rav Iptice parameter meas. data, to calculate the probable error in each calcu-
urements (5), is 1.773 kg/m 3. Using this density lated modulus. This gives a method of weighting the
along with the measured plane-wave velocities, the various calculated moduli and also provides informa-
elastic moduli can be evaluated by inverting the tion relative to the se'" consistency of the measured
equations in Table 1. In general, there are at least velocities. Since it's impractical to make enough
two independent ways to calculate each modulus. velocity measurements to be statistically significant,
The calculated moduli are listed in Table 2. Where it seems more reasonable to estimate the possible
the evaluation of a modulus was dependent on pV2  errors in each factor involved in a velocity measure-
and other moduli, the weighted mean values of the ment, sum up the errors and arrive at an estimated
required moduli were used. In the calculations of probable error. Using these probable velocity errors,
c 13, a square root needs to be taken which involves the probable error in the elastic moduii can be calcu-
the appropriate choice of algebraic sign. The plus lated using the standard equations (7) for the propaga-
sign results in a positive value of c 13 whereas the tion of independent, random errors.

TABLE 2

Summary of Calculated Elastic Moduli

Velocity Calculated Probable Weighted Experimental Recommended
Modulus Euation Modulus Modulus E Modulus

Equation (GPa) Error % (GPa) Error % (GPa)

C1 1 17.193 0.72 17.177 0.09 17,18
C71 + 8 17.167 0.56 0.06 (0.6%)

c33  4 12.140 0.53 12.002 1.15 12.14
c33 10 + 11 10.454 1.75 11.44 (0.5%)

c44  2 5.029 0.56 5.030 0.02 5.03
c44 5 5.017 0.52 0.26 (0.5%)
c44 9 5.044 0.54 0.28

c66 3 3.933 0.54 3.993 1.49 3.93
C66 12 4.398 1.41 10.16 (0.5%)

c12 7 5.416 3.83 5.428 0.22 5.43
C12  8 5.435 2.14 0.13 (1.8%)
C12  7 - 8 5.425 1.79 0.06

C13 10 6.145 2.83 7.477 17.81 7.48
C13 11 7.868 0.97 5.23 (11.5%)
C13  10 - 11 7.008 1.37 6.27
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The probable error in each velocity measurement, ideally results in the best estimation for a given modu.
which takes into account the error in the resonant lus. The experimental error listed in Table 2 is the
frequency measurement, thickness measurement and percent deviation of each independently calculated
seal thickness determination is modulus from the weighted modulus.

2 d' 2  /!ýf\ 2 + AnI3 0 2  It is evident from Table 2 that in some cases, there
Ad~ is good agreement between the probable error and4 .. + / -/2V (7) the experimental error, while in other cases, the

experimental error is considerably greater than the
probable error. Closer examination of the data re-The estimated percent error for sample thickness, veals that the velocity d nta for crystals A. B, and C

resonant frequency, and phase shift are respectively (velocities I through 9) ire in excellent agreement.
0.20%, 0.10%, and 0.14%. This results in a velocity In most cases, the agreement of the calculated mnoduiU
error of 0.26%, In three cases where the measured is considerably better than the predicted probable
transit times had a slightly larger variation than given error. However, the moduli calculated from the velo.
by the last two terms in Eq. (7), the larger values for cities measured on crystal D (velocities 10, 11 and 12)
these quantities were used. Using the above probable do not show good agreement amongst themselves
velocity errors, the estimated errors in the calculated in the calculation of c13 or with crystals A, B, aud C
moduli are given by in the calculation of c33 and c66 . Even though there

were three indcpenden! evaluations of each propaga-

'•" )2 tion velocitie on crystal D, the measurements

Ac. Ack + were repeated on a different crystal because of this
ack I disagreement with the probable error calculation. The

velocities on the second crystal agreed tn within 0.1 A,

/ \2 i (CJU21I2 of the mc~sured velocities on the first crystal. It was
2 c • 2 implicitly assumed in the derivation of the equations

2V) 1 Arelating pV 2 to the elastic nioduli that the PETN
(8) crystal was a perfect single crystal in which all unit

cells were perfectly aligned relative to each other. A
The first two terms in Eq. (8) can be straightforwardly possible reason for the lack of agreement might be
calculated. The last term is the orientation error due that there is a crystal defect such that the velocities
to the misalignment A0 of the crystal face. For all are slightly perturbed in the 101 direction so that the
crystal cuts used, A was equal to 0.50. Direct calcu- equations in Table I are not perfectly valid. Alton
lation of the last term is extremely ardoous. However, and Barlow (8) have reported measurements on cal-
it can be evaluated rather easily by realizing that the cium molybdate, a single crystal, with tetragonal
effect of misorientation is to perturb the velocity. symmetry, in which a similar discrepancy occurred in
The amount of perturbation can be calculated by the cross-coupling moduli. The cross-coupling
solving for the eigenvalues of the Christoffel matrix modull had a 500% error that could not be accounted
for which the propagation direction is inclined at an for using standard error theory for perfect single
angle AO with respect to the intended direction, crystals.
Since the magnitude of the perturbation is dependent
on the direction of misalignment, the maximum per- Because of the poor agreement between the pre-
turbation value was chosen fer evaluation of Eq. 8. In dicted probable error and the experimental error, the
cases where more than one pV 2 term is involved in weighted modulus values of c3 3 and c66 are unrealis-
the calculation of a modulus an additional velocity tic. A more plausible approach would be to assume
and orientation term should be added to Eq. (8). the directly measured values of these moduli are

correct to within the predicted probable error and
The probable errom deduced from Eq. (8) for each ignore the values of these moduli calculated from

calculated modulus is given in Table 2. The weighted velocities 10, 11, and 12. These directly measured
modulus it also given and is computed by weighting values of c3 3 and c66 are listed under recommended
each calculated modulus by a factor that is inversely modulus in Table 2. As far as the recommended
proportional to the square of the probable error. This modulus values for c 1 1 , c4 4 , and c12 are concerned,
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the weighted values are probably the best since the checks on cl 1 , c12 , and cx4 w.;; uxcellent while the
experimental error is entirely consistent with the cross-checks on c 3 3 , c6 6 , and c 13 were not. The only
predicted probable error. The listed errors for these modulus with appreciable error was c1 3 which was
moduli are chosen to be the lowest values of their estimated to be 11.5%. The single crystal bulk
respective probable errors. This should be a conserva- modulus agrees rather well with the bulk modulus
tive estimate since the experimental agreer,:ent is much of polycrystalline specimens indicating the value of
better. Even though the probable error car.. t c 13 is probably within its estimated error.
account for tht range of c13 values, the weig. -.d
modulus is still the best estimate for C1 3, if fo, no
other reason than the probable error is a good estima- ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
tion of the sensitivity of each calculated modulus to
variation of the other moduli and the propagation The author wishes to thank Howard H. Cady of the
velocity. As such, the calculated modulus least Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory for the consider-
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TWO DIMENSIONAL HOMOGENEOUS AND HETEROGENEOUS
DETONATION WAVE PROPAGATION

Charles L. Mader
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

The process of detonation propagation of homogeneous explosives along surfaces
may be described using resolved reaction '-ones, Arrhenius rate laws and two dimen-
sional reactive hydrodymanic calculations. The wave curvature Increases with
Increasing reaction zone thickntess. The process of detonation propagation and
failure of heterogeneous explosives along surfaces and around corners may be
described If the decomposition that occurs from hot spots /brmed by shock inter-
actions with density discontinuities is described by a burn rate determined from ,he
experimentally measured dlstatce of run to detonation av a function of shock
pressure, the reactive and nonreactive Hugoniot and the assumption that the reac-
tion rate deriveid near the front can be applied throughout the flow.

INTRODUC.SION density discontinuities producing local hot spots that
decompose and add their energy to the flow, models

The time-dependent behavior of detonations with such as the heterogeneous.sharp.shock-partial-reaction
resolved reaction zones In, condensed homogeneous burn model, have been developed to model the flow
explosives has been described (1,2), using an Arrhe- (4). They have not been useful for solving two
nius rate law. The failure of a nitromethane detona- dimensional reactive flows because they did not re-
tion, resulting from a side rarefaction coo!ing the spond to local state variables in a realistic manner.
explosive Inside its reaction zone, was calculated and We used a new model called Forest Fire (5) to
the experimentally observed rarefaction velocity was describe the hot spot reaction rate in the bulk of the
reproduced, We shall extend the study to nitro- heterogeneous explosive to detonations proceeding
methane detonations proceeding perpendicular to perpendicular to metal plates, to detonations turning
metal surfaces ani examine wave curvature and corners and to detonations proceeding along free sur-
failure as a function of reaction zone thickness. faces for shock sensitive and insensitive explosives.

Experimental observations (3) of detonation waves
in heterogeneous explosives procending perpendicular HOMOGENEOUS DETONATIONS
to metal plates showed very little wave curvature
after a large plane-wave-initiated cylindrical explosive Reference 1 shows that the reaction zone of nitro-
charge had run several charge diameters. An empiri- methane is -2500 A long and that it is probably
"cal model with an unresolved explosive reaction zone p 4sating about the steady.state values if the usual
and programmed to maintain a constant velocity, activation energies (E) and frequency factors (Z) are
plane detonation front reproduced the experimental appropriate. It is impossible to make calculations
observations. Because the basic mechanism of hetero- with such small reaction zones being resolved for
geneous shock initiation is shock interaction at systems the size usually studied experimentally. We
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can study the effect the size of the reaction zone has Figure 2 shows that the increased divergence re-
on the flow by increasing the frequency factor to sulting from cylindrical geometry permits the out-
scale up the size of the reaction zone. We can also ward moving surface to be more effective in increas-
elimrnate the pulsating nature of the reaction zone by ing the wave curvature. The effect of changing the
choosing an activation energy ihat results in steady density of the confining wall is shown in Fig. 3,
nonpulsating flow. As shown in Ref. 1, an activation where the detonz;.ion wave proceeds along a copper
energy of 30 kcal/mole results in steady flow, and by and then an aluminum wall. Compared with the
varying the fr equency factor, we can have various copper wall In Fig. 1, the curvature increases and the
thickness reaction zones. However, because such reaction zone becomes thicker as the reaction pro-
scaling results in unrealistically large re-action zones, ceeds along the aluminum wall. These results qualita-
care is required in extrapolating the calculated results tively agree with t'e experimental observations.
to real experiments.

Campbell, Malin and Holland (9) observed that
Experimental measurements of the detonation thin foils of metal were as effective at confining the

wave arrival of nitromethane across the surface of a ni'romethane detonatioii wave as were thick cylinders
charge have shown that there is remarkably little of the samne metal. In Fig. 4 the thickness of the con-
wave curvature even after the wave has run many fining copper wall Is decreased but the shockfront
charge diameters in a large plane-wave-initiated cylin- and reaction zone profile is the same as in Fig. 1.
drical charge. In our first study we investigated how Other calculations showed that the reaction zone
a resolved reaction zone in nitromethane proceeds must be thick enough for the rarefaction from the
perpendicular to a copper surface. Figure I shows outer copper surface to arrive back at the nitro-
that the larger reaction zone ro-ulted in an increased methane-copper interface before passage of the
wave curvature. The calcula. ,s were performed reaction zone for the reaction zone and wave curva-
using the 2DL reactive hydruoynamic code (6) with a ture to be effected by the thickness of the confining
mesh of 0.01 cm square. The equation-of-state param- metal.
eters used for nitromethane are described in Ref. 7
and those for copper aluminum and Plexiglas are The detonation wave curvature increases with
described in Ref. 8. The detonation wave was started increasing reaction zone thickness. A thin metal
using the same steady-state piston described in Ref. 6. cylinder may prevent detonation failure if the reac-
The absolute value of pressure is plotted and the tion zone is thin enough for the rarefaction from the
slight discontinuity at the nitromethane-copper inter- outside metal surface to arrive in the detonation
face is from the different amounts of artificial products after passage of the reaction zone. The ob-
viscosity in the two materials, served failure arid reignition of nitromethane detona-

tion by holes in confining surfaces can be reproduced
Because the detonation wave curvature decreases qualitatively by the Arrheniu3 kin-tic model as shnwn

with decreasing reaction zone thickness, it is not in Ref. 5.
surprising that nitromethane, with its very thin reac-
tion zone, shows very little curvature. The reason for
this result appears to be that although the head of the HETEROGENEOUS DETONATiONS
rarefaction goes into the reaction zone at the aame
speed regardless of the reaction zone thickness, the Heterogeneous explosives such as PBX-9404 or
wave curvature depends upon how much the confin- Composition B show a different behavior than homo.
ing surface or wall mover o'jt during passage of the geneous explosives when propagating along confiring
reaction zone. Because lower density walls permit surfaces. A heterogeneous explosive can turn sharp
more outward motion than higher density walls, the corners and propagate outward. A heterogeneous
lower density walls result in more curved fronts. explosive, dupending upon its sensitivity, may exhibit
Shottening the reaction zone keeps the wall from either very little or a lot of curvature when propa-
moving outward as much during transit which results gating along a metal surface. The mechanism of
in less shock curvature. The two critical parameters initiation for heterogeneous explosives is different
are the rarefaction speed and the reaction zone than the Arrhenlus kinetic model found adequate for
length. homogeneous explosives. Heterogeneous explosives
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Fig. 2. A resolved nitro methane zone proceeding Fig. 3. A resolved nitro methane zone proceeding
perpendicular to a copper cylinder. Z 2.3 7 X 103, perpendicular to wall of copper and aluminum. Z
E =30. 2.37 X 103 ,E 30.

..4 S F'AC ION

NitsI 3,a

Fig. 4. A resolved nitromethane reaction zone proceeding perpendicular to a copper plate that becomes about

as thin as the reaction zone thickness. Z 2.37 X W E 0 30 .
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are initiated and may propagate by the process of The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory radio-
shock interaction with density discontinuities such as graphic facility, PHERMEX (10) was used to study
voids. These, interactions result in hot regions that the detonation wave profile in heterogeneous explo-
decompose and give increasing pressures that cause sives as it proceeds up metal surfaces (3,10). It has
more and hotter decomposing regions. Some hetero- also been used to study the profiles when a detona-
geneous explosives may require hot spots even for the tion wave in Composition B or X0219 turns a corner
propagation of the detonation wave. (11,12).

Because previous modeling of heterogeneous shock As described in Ref. 3, a radiographic study was
initiation of explosives has proved useful only for made of a 10.1 6-cm cube of Composition B, with and
certain applications (4), a more general model for the without tantalum foils, initiated by a plane wave lens
bulk decomposition of a heterogeneous explosive has confined by 2.54 cm-thick aluminum plates. The
been developed. It may be used to reproduce the radiographs show a remarkably flat detonation front
explosive behavior in many one- and two-dimensional followed by a large decrease in density originating
situations for which data is available. It is called the near the front of the wave as it intersects the metal
Forest Fire model and is described in Ref. 5. The plate.
model gives the rate of explosive decomposition as a
function of the local pressure (or any other state A numerical calculation using Arrhenius kinetics
variable) in the explosive shown in Fig. 5. In this results in considerable curvature of the detonating
section we shall describe the results of applying the wave if realistic kinetic parameters are used. The
Forest Fire description of heterogeneous explosive Forest Fire model of heterogeneous shock initiation
detonation propagation to detonation propagation results in a calculated flow closely resembling that
along surfaces and around corners, observed experimentally as shown in Fig. 6. This

suggests that the observed detonation behavior is a
result of the heterogeneous shock initiation processes.

io'L 100ITI
1020

10 2 --4A 1 - - P h e rm a x

a --*-Composition a .... .. .

.-I.

So-... .

1-2 X0219

0 2 4 6 8 10

0-o' o Fig. 6. The constant density profiles at 8 p.sec for a
10 10 b10 5-cm-half-thickness slab of Composition B detonating' 'i" teosuo ikber)

4 by the Forest Fire model up an aluminum plate 2.5-
Fig. 5. The rate of decomposition as a function of cm-thick. The prominent features of a radiograph of
the pressure from the Forest Fire model, the flow are shown with dashed lines.
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Therefore, the more insensitive explosives should give Dick (12) performed a radiographic study of a
greater wave curvature and have larger failure diam- detonation wave proceeding up a block of a very in-
eters. Explosives initiated and burned with a hetero- sensitive triamino trinitrobenzene (TATB) bazsd
geneous shock initiation model, such as Forest Fire, explosive, called X0219 (90% TATB, 10% KeiF, Po
do not exhibit scaling behavior and hence failure 1.914), and its failure to propagate completely
depends upon the pressure magnitude and how long around a corner. Dick's experimental profiles and the
it can be maintained. The Forest Fire model results calculated profiles using the Forest Fire model are
agreed with experimental observations for many shown in Fig. 8. The agreement shown is encourag-
explosives, ing. However, the amount of explosive that remains

undecomposed after passage of the shock wave
Venable (11,5) performed a radiographic study of depends primarily upon the curvature of the detona-

a Baratol plane-wave-initiated Composition B slab tion wave before it turns the corner. If the wave is
detonation proceeding perpendicular to an aluminum sufficiently curved, the detonation proceeds like a
block and up a 45 degree wedge. Calculations using diverging detonation wave and little or no explosive
the Forest Fire model reproduced the features of the remains undecomposed. If the wave is flat, or nearly
radiographs as shown in Fig. 7. This was not a very so, when it arrives at the corner then much more
significant test of' the Forest Fire model because the partially decomposed explosive will remain after
C-J volume burn technique or programmed burn shock passage. The actual experiment was performed
technique of burning explosives can give also similar with air in the corner so the Lagrangian calculation
profiles to those observed experimentally. An which required some low density material in the
Arrhenius burn with a resolved reaction zone will not corner (we used Plexiglas) underestimates the amount
give detonation wave behavior such as observed exper- of explosive that remains undecomposed. An alumi-
imentally. num corner results in very little undecomposed

It~ 4 4 f I I; I 'i -

[:lI i ii,, ' iiIi"" ,, q11 ti
, i

i 4 

.tit

4t 4

U] I I

Fig. 7. Calculated profiles of a Composition B Forest Fire detonation proceeding around a 900 corner formed by
an aluminum block. The pressure profile Interval is 50 kbar, the density profile is 0.02 cc/gm, the mass fraction
interval is 0.1 and the last figure is the mesh used In the calculation. The PlIERMEX profiles are shown by
dashed lines.
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explosive, and a lower density material slightly in- explosive must be a complicated interaction of the
creases the amount of undecomposed explosive. effective reaction zone thickness (presumably de-

pendent upon the void and resulting hot spot size and
To study this system in a more realistic geometry, decomposition rate) determining how flat the wave

we used the Eulerian code 2DE (13) because it can should be and the curvature required for decomposi-
handle large distortion problems such as an explosive- tion to occur near the surface of the charge. Because
air interface. The calculated results using Forest Fire the details of the hot spot reaction zone are missing
burn are similar to those calculated with the 2DL from our calculation and model, much remains to be
code in Fig. 8. Again, the results depend upon the done before realistic calculations of failure radius can
detonation wave profile before it reaches the corner, be achieved.
An interesting aspect of the calculational study was
that if the wave was started out flat, the explosive Calculations were performed using the Forest Fire
region near the explosive-air interface remained par- burn in 2LUL for 0.7- and I .3-cm-radius cylinders of
tially decomposed and the detonation wavc tever X0219 confined by Plexiglas and for half thickness
completely burned across the front until thu wave slabs of 1.3 and 2.6 cm. The thinner charges devel-
became sufficiently curved at the front and near the oped greater curvature and the 0.7-cm-radius cylinder
interface. The failure process of a heterogeneous failed to propagate. Calculations were also performed

using the Forest Fire burn in 2DE for 0.65 and 1.3-
cm-radius cylinders of X0219 confined by air. The
0.65-cm-radius cylinder failed to propagate as shown
in Fig. 9. The experimentally observed failure radius

M of X0219 is 0.75 cm. The results of similar calcula-
.. •A tions for 9404, Composition B, and X0290 are com-

.7/ pared with the experimental failure radius of Camp-
,.. .. /P ., ,./ -bell and Engelkle (14) in Table 1. These results are

.....

', t,,.i.

. t1 6

Fig. 8. The radiographic and calculated 2DL profiles
of a detonation wave propagating mound a corner of Fig. 9. The pressure and mass fraction profiles for a
insensitive explosive X0219. The corner is filled with 0.63 and a 1.3-cm-radius cylinder of X0219 In air cal-
air In the experiment and with Plexiglas in the calcu- culated using the 2DE code with the Forest Fire burn
lation. model
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TABLE I a heterogeneous detonation wave depends upon the
interrelated effects of the wave curvature and the

Experimental and Calculated Failure Radii shock sensitivity of the explosive. Some of the basic
differences have been established between homo-

Experimental Calculated geneous and heterogeneous explosive propagation and
Failure Radius Celulte failure.Results

(cm)

X0219 0.75 t .05 1.3 propagated ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
0.7 failed

The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance
X0290 0.45 ± .05 0.50 propagated and contributions of Charles Forest, William Davis,

0.30 failed John Bdzil, Wildon Fickett, Bobby Craig, Douglas

Comp B 0.214 1 .03 0.30 propagated Venable, Richard Dick, and Elizabeth Marshall of Los
0.20 failed Alamos Scientific Laboratory, of Jim Kennedy of

Sandia Corporation, and of Per Anders Persson of the
9404 0.06 ± .01 0.10 propagated Swedish Detonic Research Foundation.

0.05• l iled
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the United States Energy Research and Development
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HIGH RESOLUTION PHOTOGRAPHY OF TRANSVERSE WAVE
EFFECTS IN THE DETONATION OF CONDENSED EXPLOSIVES

Per-Anden Perason and Gunnar Perason
Swedish Detonic Research Foundation
Box 32058, 126 11 Stockholm, Sweden

Dark-wave effects of different kinds (cellular structure, transverse waves, con-
vergent and divergent dark waves) that occur in the detonation of homogeneous
liquid explosives have been studied by Kerr-cell, streak camera, and open camera
high resolution photography.

Interaction between chemical rcaction and transverse waves gives a common ex-
planation for these seemingly different kinds of dark-wave effects.

Similar wave-like dark-and-light patterns first observed inthe 1920s by Urbanaki
in open camera photographs of plastic and powder explosives detonating in glass
tubes are found to be strongly dependent on the mode of fracturing of the glass
envelope.

INTRODUCTION condensed explosives. Shchelkin 1959 (5), Dremin
et al. 1963 (2).

The detonation wave front In many homogeneous
liquids has a complex structure of transverse waves, In contrast to gas detonations, where repeated
caused by the rapidly pulsating, intermittent separa. reflections of the transverse waves at the containing
tion of the zone of chemical reaction from the wave walls can create a regular network of interacting triple-
front. The development and frequency of this struc- wave intersections, condensed phase detonations
ture depend on the rate constants of the chemical normally seem to have a more irregular pattern of
reaction and the general level of shock compression ransverse waves of randomly distributed strength.
temperatures of unreacted explosives behind the wave Particularly with walls of low or medium shock
front. The transverse wave structure develops when impedance such as plexiglass or glass, reaction break-
these conditions are such that the chemical reaction down phenomena caused by rarefactions originating
has a marked induction period, at the wall dominate the wave pattern to such art

extent that they were long conlsidered to be separate
phenomena of a different nature from the transverse

This relatively recent discovery is as important a wave structure.
contribution to the understanding of explosives as
was the formulation of the Chapman-Jouget theory. The purpose of this paper is to present some

photographic evidence to show how all these effects
are interrelated. They are really only different manl-

As with the Chapman-Jouget theory, the trans- festations of the samte phenomenon, that of local
verse wave theory was first verified in gas detonktic.r, transient separition of the zone of reaction from the
experiments and could later be applied successfully to wave front.
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EXPERIMENTAL graphy except that the initiation of the charge was
triggered electronically from the Brixton type rotating

The experimental techniques used in these experi- mirror camera. A detailed descript!on of the camera,
ments will be described below to give some details of built at the Swedish Research Institute of National
the optical systems and photographic techniques used Defense has been given by Axelsson and Beijer 1959
to obtain an Improved resolution. (11). For this series of experiments, the objective

lens was a high resolution repro-lens (Volghtltnder
In general, great care was taken to use a high Apo-Skopar 1:9/450 mm). In the experiments with

optical quality glass bunker window and object 15.5-mm-diameter charges of neat nitromethane and
mirror and not to use thicker bunker windows than also those with 30-mm-diameter charges of acetone-
necessary. To decrease the airblast pressure on the diluted nitromethane the film-to-object scale was 1:1
bunker window, a heavy steel blast screen was placed (the camera has a slit-to-film enlargement factor of
between the object mirror and the window, having an 1.52/: 1), and we obtained the best time- and space-
opening only sufficiently large t. tr",tAsmit the object resolution by using a slit of 0., mm (0.15 mm in the
light. The window was of mirror glams quality and film plane) and a writing speed about 2.7 mm/psec.
was collimator tested to ascvciain parallellity of sur- In the experiments with acetone-diluted nitromethane
faces and to avoid glass defects. The mirror was 6-8 In a brass cell, the object-to-film scale was 3:1, the
mm thick, of optical fiat quality with front surface slit 0.3 mm (0.45 on the film), and the writing speed
vapor deposited aluminum and silicon reflecting 2.7 mm/psec.
material.

The weak film exposure obtained under these con-
KERR-CELL PHOTOGRAPHY ditioni by the light emitted from detonating nitro-

methane, and especially by the faint light emitted by
The I 5.5/18-mm-diameter glass tube filled with the detonation in the shock-compressed material,

nitromethane used in the Kerr-cell photography was made it necessary to use a relatively fast film material
placed vertically with the TNT booster charge at the that gave a fine grain even after forced development.
bottom. The mirror was placed at an angle of 45° The optimal combination was found tu be Kodak
above and close to the object so that the camera re. 4164 sheet film developed in Agfa Refinal for 15 min
garded the charge from above along the charge axis. at 200C. This gave a film density around 0.1 above
To avoid the effect of surface tension at the liquid basic fog for the light of regdlar delonation in neat
surface by the tube wall, a conical nitromethane- nitromethane in a small diameter glass tube.
filled container was glued on at the top end of the tube
so that there was a fiat liquid surface over the whole
of the cross sectional area of the tube. The camera
was equipped with a 1:2.9/200 mm objective lens and THE OPEN CAMERA TECHNIQUE
the full aperture was used. The object-to-film scale
was 4: 1, and the distance between the 6-mm-thick The open camera technique for recording the total
glass window and the objective lens was about 50 mam. light emission from a detonating charge was pioneered

by Urbanski in 1927 (4). The charges, contained in a
A description of the camera and shutter was given transparent tube surrounded by air or, as in later

by Aronzon in 1957 (12). applications, (See Persson and Bjarnholt 1970 [ 15])
in a waterfilled aquarium, is placed in a darkened

The Kerr-cell was triggered by triple mechanically space and an ordinary mechanical shutter camera is
shortcircuiting trigger wires taped on to the outside focussed to see the whole charge. The detonation is
of the glass tube. As the depth of field was only about allowed to pass through the charge while the shutter
I mam, high demands on triggering accuracy had to be is open, thus giving a time-integrated picture of the
met. self-luminosity of the detonation. The luminous

reaction zone is often quite thin, so there is little
STREAK CAMERA PHOTOGRAPHY motion of the reacting explosive during the time it

emits light. Therefore any local variations in light
The experimental setup used for the. streak photo- emission will result in a pattern of light and dark

graphy was similar to that used in the Kerr-cell photo- regions on the surface of the charge.
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In a furthei development of this technique the diameter through a 0.25-mm sheet of black PVC.
setup is combined with a short duration explosive Previous studies have shown (Persson & Sjdlin 1970
argon flash arranged to give a background illumina- 171 ) that pressed TNT at this change diameter gives
tion through the unreacted transparent liquid explo- almost immediate initiation with negligible overdrive
sive. As the reaction products are normally opaque, effects in nitromethane when initiating through a
the usual dark wave pattern can be seen in that part 0.25-mm sheet of PVC.
of the charge that has detonated before the time of
the light flash. The position of the shock wave and In the experiment of Fig. Ia the glass tube was
detonation fronts at the instant of the flash are well positioned at an angle to the optical axis of the camera
outlined against the background light. Where the so that the camera slti was off-center in the lower
shock-compressed liquid is transparent, the borderline part of the tube. The tube appears conical because
between reacted and unreacted material can be of this and the dark waves near the wall are mirrored
detected. by optical reflexion of light at the Inner wall of the

tube. The tipper surface of nitromethane was in con-
The camera used in all these experiments was a tact with atrmospheric aii.

Hasselblad 500 C (60 X 60 mm), with a 1:4/150 mm
Sonnar objective lens. The aperture used was 1: 11 In the experiment, of Fig. lb the column of nitro.
and the film was Agfa AP 25 developed in Agfa methane was completely interrupted by a 0. 1 -mm-
Refinal for 3.5 min at 200C to decrease contrast. thick sheet of glass at rtght angles to the tube axis

at a position 30 mm from the PVC sheet. The upper
surface of nitromethane was separated from the air

DARK WAVES by another glass sheet, 0.3 ma, thick, to avoid the air
shock light sw.n in Fig. I a.

In 1956, Campbell, Holland, Malin, and Cotter (1)
reported streak camera records of detonating nitro- Figure 2 shows a Kerr-cell photograph of the on-
methane and nitromethane-acetone mixtures showing coming detonation frunt in a glass tube of neat nitro.
regions of low luminosity that they named "dark methane of the same dimensions and initiated exactly
waves." The waves were thought to be associated in the same way as in the experiments of Fig. 1. We
wtih hydrodynamic rarefactions originating at the see two large dark waves and numerous small ones.
charge boundary. Similar waves were observed in In the larger ones, the faintly luminous zone of the
diethylene glycol dinitrate, ethyl nitrate, and also in detonation in the shock compressed nitromethane
single crystals of PETN. can be seen, as well as the narrow band of increased

light intensity of the overdriven detonation.
In agreement with the theory of Shchc!kin 1959

(5) of unstable combustion leading to pulsating deto- In all three photographs, most of the dark waves
nations, Dremin and co-workers in 1963 (2) concluied are seen to originate at the tube wall, and they con-
that the wave patterns observed In their streak camera veige as they travel inwards. Characteristic for these
records of detonating nitromethane diluted with waves, that we suggest should be called convergent
acetone, nitroglycerine diluted with methyl alcohol dark waves, is that the line of reinitiation is preceeded
and also ethylene glycol dinitrate mixed with acetone, by a faint light and followed by a short duration in.
were indeed due to transverse wave disturbances, tense light that quickly decays into the intensity ievel
interacting with each other and with the chemical of the undisturbed detonation. The process is ex-
reaction, in the manner proposed by Shchelkin. plained in Fig. 3 where the "dark" region is enclosed

between the failure line F-F and the reinitiation line
R-R. After failure, that always originates at ihe tube

CONVERGENT DARK WAVES wall, reinitiation occurs first at a point In the liquid
C' originally positioned at C on or close to the

Figure la and lb show end-on streak camera failure line F-F and some distance away from the
records of detoiating neat nitromethane in glass wall.
tubes of internal/external diameter 15.5/18 mm and
with a length of 50 mm. Initiation was made by a In Fig. 3, the lines 0-0, 1-1, 2-2, and 3-3 represent
85-mm-long charge of pressed TNT of 30 mm the positions of the detonation front at five different
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a. b.
Pig. 1. Streak camera records of dark waves in neat nitromethane In 15.5-mm-diameter glass tube at Initial
temperatt.res a. Shot No. 12119, 14"C, b. Shot No. 12122, 6.50C.

times during the development of a convergent wall
failure wave,,At time 0, a detonation failure develops
at the point F at the wall. As the detonation proceeds,
the failure spreads into the explosive, bounded by the
failure line and the oblique shock front. At time I a
detonation front that originated at the centre of
initiation C' has just caught up with the shock front.

-. :, The detonation in the shock compressed material
successively intersects the shock front along the line
R-R' as the detonation and failure proceeds, Because
"of its higher pressure and velocity, the detonation In
the shock compressed explosive will overdrive the
detonation immediately on the other side of R-R',
but because of the wave curvature this overdrive
quickly decays into a regular detonation. No light is
emitted from the shock compressed unreacted explo-
sive. A faint light, weaker than that from a regular
detonation is sent out from the detonation front in

Fig. 2. Kerr-cell coaera photo of the Instantaneous the shock.compressed explosive. A short duration in-
self-luminosity of an oncoming detonation wave in tense light, brighter than that of the regular detona-
neat nitromethane. tion, is sent out by the overdriven detonation. These
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afforded by these records. The upper left hand part
F of the record in Fig. lb strongly suggests this, and it

also shows the random size distribution of the failure
lines.

Within the resolution of these records, of the order
of 0.04 mm in the object, the failure line F-F' and the
reinitiation line R-R' gradually approach each other

2. and become almost parallell, but they never meet,
and the dark wave propagates, visible as a narrow
dark band, for long distances across the charge.

N It is interesting to note the close similarity between
these narrow dark waves in neat nitromethane with

J those recorded by Brochet, Presles, and Cheret 1974
< INN(6) in nitromethane mixed with the high density

liquids chloroform or bromoform.

"THE PROPAGATION OF A FAILURE WAVE
i.-- ,AND THE ASSOCIATED SHOCK

The evaluation of propagation velocities from
streak camera recordings using cylindrical charges can
lead to an over-estimate of the velocity unless the
point of origin of the failure at the wall and the point
of reinitiation both happen to fall on the slit.

To get a better estimate of the lateral propagation
velocity v of the failure wave, the associated shock

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of triple wave interactions wave velocity uV, and the lateral reinitiation wave
in a single convergent dark wave. Foi': failure line, velocity u, we have made use of two different kinds
R-R': strong reinitlation line, RD: regular detonation of experiment that will be described in the following.
front, OD: overdriven detonation front, CD: detona-
tion front In shock compressed material, S: shock Figure 4 shows two photographs obtained by
front. superimposing a 0. 1 -sec-duration argon flash back-

lighting on the open camera picture of a rectangular
cross-section cuvet containing neat nitromethane.

features can be seen in the large failure wave In the The back and front walls of the cuvet was glass of 2
upper left hand part of the record in figure I a, and In mm thickness, the left side wall and the lower part
the upper right hand part of figure lb. We will call of the right side wall was made of steel foil of thick-
this kind of reinitiation a strong reinitiation, because nest 0.1 nim while the upper part of the right hand
ii is always accompanied by an overdrive of the deto- side wall was 0.06 mm mylar foil. The size of the
nation along the line of reinitiation. cuvet was 9.7 X 20 mm cross section and 80 mm

length, with the 2C-mm side facing the camera. At
Note also the fine-str'icture of narrow failure the point on the left hand wall where the steel foil

waves that create a criL -cross network of lines just ends, 30.5 mm from the rectangular 12 X 24 mm cross
visible in the upper h7lf of each recording, where the section TNT booster charge, a failure wave begins. The
camera is focussed. We would stggeat that this fine- background flesh gives an outline of the detonation
structure is only a small fraction of the total ilne- wave, the shock wave in the nitromethane and the
structure picseTt, most Gi' which is too finely detailed shock wave in the surrounding water. It also shows,
to be visible, even with the improved resolution with a slight distortion because of refraction in the
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a. b.
Fig,. 4. Combined flash and open camera photos qf selJf-turinosity nf neat nitromethane detonating in a
rectangular cross section glass curet where the lower part of the fight hand side wall is steel foil. Superimposed
on photo is 0. 1 pisec argon flash backlighmning, showing outline of detonation front and shock fronts. Cuvet size:
9.7 X 20.0 X 80 mam, length of steel foil, 30.5 mm. a. Shot No, 10281, b. Shot No. 10282, Photo: G. Bjarnholt.

water shock, the position of the reaction products of 1964 (8) reported v t 3.72 km/s using plane wave
the booster charge and the lower part of the nitro- initiated charges, whereas Dremin and Trofirnov 1964
methane. In the following, let a be the angle between (9) reported 4.75 km/s using axisymmetric charges.
the original surface of the wall and the nitromethane Because thecharges in this series of experiments were
shock wave front. Let f be the argle between the close to critical dimensions, it is not surprising that
wall and the failure line, and let -y be the angle be- the average v-and u5,values are low. A close scrutiny
tween the wall and the line of reinitiation. We find of the pictures shows that there is a curvatuie both to
froin geometrical considerations (see Fig. 5). the regular detonation front, the failure line (F-F'),

the shock front, and the reinitiation line. If we try to
estimate the values of a and g at the failure Nine inter-
section with the shock and detonation fronts, we find

v = Dtg (3, approximately a = 640 and 0 =35' corresponding to
v = 4.41 klm/s and u, = 3.73 km/s at an assumed deto-

u, = {D sin (a-(3)}/cos fl nation velocity D = 6.3 km/s. The corresponding
pressure in the shock compressed, unreacted explo-
sive close to Mue failure line is found to be 87 kb.
using the sho.:k adiabat

Table I shows scine values of the angles a and (3and
the associated velocities u. and v evaluated from us = 2.00 + 1.38up
recoids like those in Fig. 4, assuming the detonation
velocity is 6.3 km/sec. We notice that some of the for unreanted n'rnrmethanie given by Ilyukhin et al.
v-valuas are lowe; than those found previous!y. Davis 1960 (10).
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Fig. 6. Streak camera record of divergent dark waves
in the detonation of neat nitromethane In a 10-mm-

Fig. S. Relations between detonation velocity D, diameter brass tube with two Internal grooves. Initial
shock velocity 4., and lateral failure velocity v. S tmeaue2' htN.110
shock wave front, RD: regular detonation front, F-F:p 21(SotN,250
failure line.

DIVERGENT DARK WAVES a 20 mm diameter 80rmm long pressed TNT charge,
separated from the nitromethane by a 0.25 mm thick

"~igurc 6 shows a streak ':amera record of neat black PVC foil. The downstream end of the tube
nitromethane detonating in a b~ass tube of diameter opened into a 36-mm diameter 24-mm-long tube.
11I mm, The camera looks along the axis of the tube Both tubes were filled with neat nitromethane.
at the oncoming detonation front with the camera slit
cxposir~g a diameter. The length of the tube was 12G In the experiment of Fig. 6 two grooves were
mmn, and initiation was by a no 6 detonator initiating turned into the inside wall of the tube, 12 mm from

the downstream end of the tube, 15 mm and 10 mm
respectively from the downstream end of the tube.
The first of these had a depth equal to its width of

TABLE 10.75 mm. (Because of the small tube diameter, and
possibly also because of the additional disturbance

shot a v us of the secund groove, the detonation in the experi-
no deg deg Ikm/s km/s ment of figure 6 did not reinitiate after being ex-

= tinguished on passing out into the larger tube, as it
10282 59.7 26.3 3.09 3.90 (average) did in some of the other experiments.) The most
10281 63.8 29.1 3.53 3.41 (average) prominent feature of figure 6 is the symmetrically
j 0278 35.6 4.51 (center) occurring dark zones spre~ading inward from the up-
10278 28.1 3.37 (wall) stream comner of each groove. Because the dark zone
10278 I34.2 4.27 (average) widens as it moves towards the charge axis we will

_____________ _____ _____________- call it a divergent dark wave.
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WEAK AND STRONG REINrITATIONS that showed the detonation front of nitroglycerine to
be specularly light reflecting whereas that of nitro.

We sMe from the exeimts In FIg. 6 that the methane wis not, They concluded that nitromethane,
weak relnitiation caused by the reappearance of the In contrast to nitroglycerine, has a transverse wave
metal wadl support downstream of the groove has an structure in the detonation front, of a wave length
entirely different appearance and a lower propagation greater than that of visible light.
velocity than the strong relnitlation dealt with above.
For resons that will become obvious later we will In Table 2 Is also given the time Interval of dark.
can this a weak reinitlation. In the week relnitiation, ness and the distance of no detonation along the wall
there is no evidence of detonation in the shock com. from the beginning of each groove In the experinfent
prossed materall and no overdrive. or Fig. 6. We me that the origin of the reinitiation at

the wall Is some distance downstream of the end of
The failure line In these experiments appears to the groove, a distance about equal to the width of the

have a similar dope to that found in the wall failures, groove. In deriving this distance from the recorded
Le. in the rane 3.75 < P < 4.25 km/sic, where the time Interval, we have asqumed a constant shock wave
lateral propagation velocity v of the failure increases velocity and a detonation wave with no curvature,
as the failure travels towards the charge axis.

Figure 7 shows the relative positions of the
Table 6 shows some average lateral propaption detonation front and the front of the shock wave In

velocities of the failure wave and the weak relnitlation the divergent dark wave at two different times, where
wave evaluated from the streak record In Fig. 6. (1) Ia the moment of relnitiation at the wall, and (2)

Just at the limit of resolution, there is evidence of /
a fne-structure of failures and retnitlations In several
of our pictures of this kind even though the explosive
Is neat nitromethane. This flne4tructure often
occurs In regions downstream of a large failure. Some
of it can be sen In Pig. 6. We take this as further
evidence of the existence, In a normal nitromethane _J
detonation, of a network of very fine failures and-J
reinitlations. This supports the conclusions drawn by
Dremin and co-workers 1970 (13) from experiments

FABLE 6 d ep.

LaeeWI Velocldtfa of Fealure Wn a nd Weak Renlnti,
don or Neat Nihmmethame In 10 mm DimneteraBrrw R
Tube wIth Intema Grooves (Fig. 6). Shot No 12150.

LateralLateral n Aial Axial
failure linio Axiag length

Groove Pod. "loci. oflo, width f
no tion ty loci. widthtf

kmse lm/smc mm
- - i m k

I left 3.75 3.78 0.4 0.8
right 3.86 3.24

2 left 3•59 O.7S 1.04 Fig. Z Schematdc dlAwn of detonetion and shock
right 3.73 ,fonto In # dferet dark w r cad by a poom tn

--,the coneWinbh tube wdL RD;r ld. detovwtkm
Mean Alue 3.73 3.01 !ront, $.afock wre frnt, F':hIdgh br

-- ftne, Ri.R':outward gohrg jWha. niv.
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is after the two detonations have propagated some
distancc. From Fig. 7 we may predict, because of the
divergence of the dark wave, that the detonation to
the left of the dark wave will outrun tho leftgoing
shock in the dark region and will create a right-going
shock also in the dark region. In consequence, we
must expect our "weak reinitiation" not to be the
locus of reinitiation at all bitt an inward-going failure
of the detonation. The detonation is more stable at
the metal wall where it has the added support of the
left-going shock at the rear.

In spite of trying a great number of combinations
of brass tube diameters and groove sizes, we were not
able to create conditions for this "weak relnitiation"
line to continue all the way to the axis of the charge.
Instead, there was always a transition Into a strong
reinitiation, accompanied by the strong light of an
overdriven detonation. In several of the records this Fig. 8. Streak camera record of divergent dark waves
was proceeded by the narrow zone of faint light indi- in the detonation of 16/84 weight% acetonel
cating the presence of a detonation in the precom- nitromethane in a 30 mm steel tube with an internal
pressed material behind the shock front in the grooveC. Initial temperature 190C. Shot No. 12143.
dark zone. We are led to assume that the transition
to strong reinitiation is a result of interaction
between the inward-going and the outward-going
shock waves in the dark region. nitromethane contained in a 20 X 80 mmn rectangular

cross-section 4 mm wall thickness brass cuvet of 200
A further insight into the nature of the "weak mmn length. The camera looks down Into the cuvet

relnitiation" can be obtained by repeating the experi- with the slit parallell to the 80-mm sides of the cuvet.
merit of Fig. 6 in a larger dimension grooved metal
tube using acetone diluted nitromethane. Fig. 8 The width of the cuvet was exactly four times its
shows an end-on streak record of the divergent failure thickness in order to facilitate the development of a
produced in 16/84 weight % acetone/nitromethane regular cellular structure by interference between
by a 2.5 mmn wide and 2.5 mm deep groove 30 mm waves from different directions, By varying the initial
from the end of a 30 mm inside diameter steel tube. temperature or the acetone content, the coarseness of
(The tube ends in a 60 mmn diameter tube filled with the structure could be varied within wide limits. In
the same mixture, and, as in Fig. 6, the detonation all the experiments made, however, the structure was
fails completely upon leaving the 30 mmn tube). random as in Fig. 9. We must conclude that reflexion

at the wall plays a less important role in liquids than
We notice the divergence of the dark zone from in gases.

the wall inwards, as in neat nitromethane. We also
see from the wave structure that the locus or reinitla- We see in Fig. 9 the close connection between the
tion Is along the wall in the region downstream of the random cellular wave structure and the two types of
dark zone, and we see how the "weak reinitiatlon" is dark waves discussed previously. We can follow a
in fact an inward-going failure wave of the same kind dark wave across the width of the cuvet and see how
as the outward-going initial failure wave. It changes from a convergent character to a divergent

and back again, the convergent mode being accom-
pained by the intense light of overdrive, the divergent

CELLULAR STRUCTURE IN LIQUIDS mode without it.

a Figure 9 shows a streak camera record of the on- We can A'so see many examples of particularly
coming detonation wave in 19/81 weight % acetone/ bright spots of light indicating overdriven detona-
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of the overdrive areas, there is a fine structure of very
narrow dark waves, closely spaced in a fine criss-cross
network.

All this is evidence that interaction between lateral
waves and chemical reaction plays a vital role in the
propagation of detonation in diluted nitromethane.
The simple two-dimensional model of the process,
with two sets of equally strong waves interacting to
geneate cells that are all of equal size as described by
Urtiew 1975 (14), is a good picture to start out from,
but the 3-dimensional reality is a great deal more
complex.

The fact that a disturbance in the form of a short
interruption of the chemical reaction at the wave
front can propagate laterally across the charge is in It-
self a sign that the sonic condition of the Chapman.
Jouget theory, c = D - up, cannot be fulfilled. If such
disturbances exist also in neat nitromethane then we
may expect that the sonic condition is not fulfilled
there either.

We then need a new theory to show why the
detonation veiocity in liquids in such a remarkably
stable parameter.

DETONATION LIGHT PATTERNS IN POWDER
AND PLASTIC EXPLOSIVES

In 1927 Urbanski (4) reported wave-like dark-and.
light patterns found in open camera photographs of
powder and plastic mining explosives enclosed in glass
tubes. lie noted that these patterns were sometimes
of a spiral nature and suggested a spiral mode of pro-
pagation of the detonation.

In repeating his experiments, we have found the
wave structure to be strongly dependent on the tube
material and its mode of fracturing. Fig. 10 showsoig. 9. Streak-camera record of random dark wa1es open camera photos of the same powder explosive,

or cellular structure in the detonation of 20.5/79.5 94.4/5.6 weight% ammonium nitrate/fuel oil (ANFO),
weight% acetone/nitromethane in a rectangular 20 X detonating in three different containers, glass, plexi-
80 mm cross section brass curet. Initial temperature glass (PMMA), and 0.04 mm thick mylar surrounded
120C. Shot No. 12156. by water. We note that the weakest container, and

that with the lowest shock impedance, i.e. the thintions where two dark waves coming from different mylar surrounded by water, gives very little evidence
directions collide. of a wave pattern.

We finally see how there are several size ranges An important part of the explanation of the pat-
of wave structure overlapping such that even in some tern obtained with the glass container Is seen in Fig.
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"a.bb.
Fig. 11. Kerr-cell camera pictures of detonating

a. b. ,30 mm diameter charges at ANFO, density 900

Fig. 10, Open camera photos of the self-luminosity kg/m 3 , In glass tube with 3 mm wall thickness,
of ANI,1O at density 900 kg/rm3 and charge diameter b. 10/90 weight1% acetone/nitromethane in glass
.?0 mm enclosed in a glass tube of wall thickness 3 tube with 3 mm wall thickness.
mam, shot No. 12200, b. plexiglass tube of wall
thickness 5 mm surrounded by water, shot No. 12194,
c. mylar film (40 pim) surrounded by water, shot No. ting in a glass tube. Apparently, the stress wave
12195. velocity of the glass is higher than the detonation

velocity in this case, too, and the glass fractures ahead
of the detonation front.

II a. This is a Kerr-cell picture of the same type of
glass tube filled with ANFO. The detonation velocity
of ANFO in a 32 mm i.d. glass tube is about 2.500 in/ CONCLUSIONS
see, while the stress wave velocity of gla~s is around
4.500 in/sec. Obviously the glass fractures a long way The experiments have given additional support to
ahead of the detonation front. This leads to scattering the belief that there exists a fine-structure of lateral
of the detonation light and also to an i,'regular expan- waves in the detonation front of neat nitromethane.
sion of the reaction products. We suggest that this, The phenomerological interrelation between such
rather than a spiral detonation, is the main cause of lateral waves, dark waves, failure waves, and cellular
the light patterns observed by Urbanski. In the record structure of detonation has been illustrated.
of the mylar-enclosed charge, there is a faint trace of
a criss-cross pattern that could possibly be evidence The presence of a cellular structure of dark waves
of a lateral wave structure. at the detonation front indicates that the sonic condi.

tion c = D -up of the Chapman-Jouguet theory is not
As a warning against the use of glass tubes as a fulfilled.

containing material for medium detonation velocity
explosives we finally show a Kerr-cell picture (Fig. No strong evidence has been found for the theory
I l b) of 10/90 weight% acetone/nitromethane detona- that there should exist a lateral wave structure in the
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detonation of powder and plastic explosives, but fur- 7. P. A. Persson and T. Sjtjlin, "Light Emission Dur-
ther studies of this ought to be made. ing Initiation of Liquid Explosives," Proc. 5th

Symp. Detonation, Pasadena, 1970, ACR-184, p.
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DEFLAGRATION TO DETONATION TRANSITION BEHAVIOR OF TETRYL

R. R. Bernecker, Donna Price, J. 0. Erkman, and A. R. Clainnont, Jr.
Naval Surface Weapons Center

White Oak Laboratory.
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

In this study of the deflagration to detonation transition (DDT) behavior of tetryl.
results are reported for the compaction range of 63-90% theoretical maximum
density (TMD) for coarse (470pj) tetryl and 46.85% TMD for fine (20,u) tetryl. Al-
though all tetryl charges below 85% TMD exhibited a transition, their behavior dif-
fered from that found In earlier studies on RDX and RDX/wax in two ways: (1) the
decomposition products formed shortly after ignition had such a high electrical
resistance that ionization probes frequently failed to respond to them and (2) the
onset of accelerated burning was located nearer the onset of detonation than the
ignition region. Both differences are attributed to the low temperature deromposi-
tion of tetryl. Coarse and fine tetryl both showed the same qualitative effect of
compaction on predetonation column length (ki), a nearly constant k at high porosity
with increasing values as the % TMD increases above 75%. At the same density
values, the fine tetryl had agreater R value than the coarse as welles a longer relative
time to detonation.

INTRODUCTION This paper presents the results of the study of fine
(20p) and coarse (4701A) tetryl. Tetryl does not con-

In our effort to elucidate the mechanism of the form to the original model (1) in that its rapid pressure
deflagration to detonation transition (DDT) in buildup occurs nearer to the site of detonation onset
porous, granular explosives, we first studied 91/9 than to the ignition region. It also shows other un-
RDX/wax. A physical model was proposed for the common explosive behavior which seems best ex-
transitions observed in this explosive (1); the model's plained in terms of its chemistry of decomposition.
first necessary condition for such a transition was a
rapid pressure buildup in the ignition region. Because EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
the behavior of a mixture rather than a pure com- AND PROCEDURE
pound provided the basis for our model, it seemed
desirable to see how widely applicable the model is- The experimental setup and procedures have been
in particular, how applicable it is to neat explosives, described in detail elsewhere (1,2). A schematic of
We have now studied six different pure explosives at the arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a
various compactions, and have started an investiga- seamles steel tube with heavy end closures. The
tion of the effect of particle size on DDT. Both column length of the 0.35 g of 25/75 B/KNO3 ignitor
charge permeability and reactive surface area are is 6.3 mm; the length of the explosive column Is
determined by particle size and compaction; more- 295.4 mm.
over, both are obviously important factors in any
burning process and hence to a resultant pressure Coarse tetryl with an average particle size 6 "
buildup and subsequent transition to detonation. 4 70p is from a commercial lot satisfying the military
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specifications. The 20p tetryl was prepared from the F
coarse by a turbulent mixing of its acetone solution
with water to form a very fine grained precipitate.

The DDT tube is instrumented with ionization
probes and strain gages to monitor ionization fronts A C
and internal pressure, respectively. For brevity, Fig. 1. Cross section of DDT tube. (A - ignitor bolt;
henceforth ionization probes will be referred to as B - Ignitor; C . ignitor/explasive interface; D- strainprobes; strain gages, as gages. As before ( I), both B Slo;C•intrepoieitrae .sri

probs',strin ages asgags. s beore( I), othgages; E - ionization probe location; F - explosivecustom-made and commercial probes are used; chgge; G- tube; H - bottom closure. in;F r diameter
distance.time (x-t) data from each are distinguished 16.3gmmG.utube;iameterom cl.8umm.hDistanceefrom
on the graphs. The number of gage locations for 16.3mm,oute;diameter. 0.8mm. Distancefrom

monitoring internal pressure is now an average of four ignitor/explosive Interface to bnttom closure 295.4

or five per tube. The gage output is reported in strain mi.)

(e) or microstrain (Me). In a static calibration of the
tube, the gradient is 1 12 pe/kbar up to the elastic
limit at 2.2 kbar. From 2 to 4.7 kbar, the microstrain our probes did not register the reaction. Hience we
increases from 225 to 788. lad difficulty in triggering the oscilloscopes to follow

early reaction as well as inadequate guidance about
One difference In procedure from that reported in where to place our gages to obtain useful strain time

reference (I) is in the determination of the predeto- (e-t) records. In addition, almost all e-t records were
nation column length, V. In the case of 91/9 RDX/ much more difficult to read and interpret; they con-
wax, it was possible to use the intersection of the tained many more perturbations that could cause
postconvective wave front with the extrapolated ambiguity in interpretation than the records we have
detonation front to locate Q in the x-t plane; the been obtaining over the last five years. Under these
value was confirmed by that obtained from tube frag- circumstances, our knowledge of the DDT behavior
ments. Here, and, In general for HE other than 91/9 of tetryl has been built sip from studying many rec-
RDX/wax, k is more reliably determined from mark- ords, most of which supplied incomplete information.
ings on the tube fragments, it is checked for consis- Only two of the most complete sets of records will be
tency with the probe and gage records in the x-t reproduced here; the remainder will be found in
plane. Unless otherwise indicated, V values are meas- reference (3).

ured to ±3 mm.
Figure 2 presents the data for coarse tetryl com-

pacted to 85.0% theoretical maximum density
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND (TMD); Fig. 3, those for fine tetryl compacted to
DISCUSSIONS 76.6% TMD. Each figure is a composite with (a)

distance-time data and (b) strain-time data. Fig. 2a
Tetryl 1 shows that the first front detected in this shot was a

compressive front travelling at 1.25 mm/lpsec, about
Tetryl, N-methyl-N-nitro.2, 4, 6-trinitroaniline the sound velocity for this density of coarse tetryl

CH 3NfC 6 H2 (NO2 )3 1 NO 2 or C7HsN 5Og, was (4). In other words, this front is the first compressive
originally chosen for study because it is one of the front that in other materials is called the postconvec-
relatively few neat explosives commercially available tive wave; here it is the result of a confined burning
as well as being a widely used military explosive, which produces only a mild linear increase in pressure
Utilizing instrumentation and techniques developed with time (see Fig. 2b). The front must have been
in previous DDT studies, we rapidly found that the preceded by some flow of product gases from the
behavior of tetryl in our setup differed from that of ignitor and the burning tetryl, but such gases were
other HE we have studied. First, rapid pressure build- evidently of too low a temperature to cause a probe
up occurred nearer the point of onset of detonation response. Instead, the probes responded about 10
than the ignition area. Second, in the case of very usec after the passage of the pressure front; their re-
porous charges, early decomposition seemed to be sponse was presumably to a pressure-induced electrical
associated with such high electrical resistance that conductivity.
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FIg. 2. Data for shot 613 on 4 70M tetryl at 85% TMD, Po 1,47 g/cc. [a. distance-time plot (o custom-made
probes, 0 commercial probes, X change In slope of e-t curve ofb, 0 coalescence of' Isobars); b. strain-time plots
(change of slope shown by letters which also appear In a Each curve except the lowest has been raised 0.2 X 10"3
t4e, or an integral multiple thereof, for better data display,1)

Although the initial compressive wave appears to to shock formation and subsequent onset of detona-
originate near the ignition area, as it does in other tion at x = Q = 153 rnm.
studies, it does not mark the beginning of an accelera-
ted burning (Fig. 2b will make this clearer), and Figure 2b contains the strain-time curves produced
hence does not seem to lead directly to the produc- by the five gages at the tube locations shown. The
tion of a shock necessary for the shock to detonation third and fourth gages produce similar, information
transition (SDT) that terminates each deflagration to curves. For that at 105 mm, we have a period of mild
detonation transition (DDT). On the other hand, burning (linear increase of e with t) BG; it is followed
some event has occurred at about x = 87 mm, and it by a second interval of slightly faster but still mild
has created compressive fronts travelling both for- pressure increase GJ; that in turn is followed by
ward and backward at about 2 mm/Musec. The former S.'eatly accelerated burning beyond J. The first two
front is followed within 10/usec by an extremely gages might have shown a similar initial pattern if the
accelerated burning and hence may well contribute oscilloscopes had been triggered earlier, but the onset
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Fig. 3. Data for shot 813 on 20j tetryl at 76.96% TMD, p= 1.33 glec. a. Space-time plot (key of'Figure 2a);
b, Straiu-titme plots (key of Figure 2b).

of amcelerated burning comes much later, e.g., point Seven other shots were made on the coarse tetryl
D on the e-t curve of the first gage (x 20 mm) over the range of 63-90% TMD. Table I gives sum-
occurs after detonation has begun at x = 153 mram. mary data; the records appear in reference (3), For

Shots 513 and 612, incomplete data permitted the
Tihe gage records were used to construct isobars in estimate of a predetonation event such as that shown

the elastic range of the DDT tube (50-250 je). As in In Fig. 2b for Shot 613; the estinates appear in Table
the case of 91/9 RDX/wax, the x-t isobars, construc- I. In addition to Shot 613, the coalescence of isobars
ted from e-t curves produced by the third and fourth was examined for four other shots. Coalescence
gage, coalesced when extrapolated. However, the occurred in three cases, but did not in any case seem
point of coalescence was 125 mm, 75.4 psec; it is the likely starting point for the initiating shock in an
marked by a diamond on Fig. 2a. Hence, although SDT. Hence the immediate cause of the transition
isobars formed near the ignition region might coalesce seems to be that event at x - 87 mm which we will
into a shock, the coalescence appears in this case too now call the explosive event. A second weak com-
late to effect either detonation or the event at x = 87 pressive front, not associated with an explosive event,
mm. It should be kept in mind that these are isobars was observed in two cases (Shots 602 and 504); it
associated with the 1.25 mm/psec compressive front. may be the result of the unusual decomposition pro-
They were examined, in part, as a possible source of cesses of tetryl that will be described later. The
shock that could lead to the accelerated burning ob- other three velocities listed in Table 1, under "second
served at x - 87 mm. The regions beyond F and G in compressive front" are those associated with an ex-
Fig. 2b, where accelerated buildup of pressure occurs plosive event.
and would be expected to produce shock formation,
were not similarly examined because they were at Figure 3 shows the data for one of the most inform-
pressures greater than the elastic limit of our tube. ative shots on fine tetryl. In this case, the initial
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TABLE I

Summary of Shots on Coare Teeryl

Front Velocity, mm/psec Predet. Event Det.
Shot Po % column site time
Sot.Con- Corn- 2nd Det- length xe kN /c vect- press- Com- ona- Q, g b xm Use4NoI ____mm/2e

T ivea ive press. tionl mm

602 1.55 89.5 --- 0.9 2.4 F - - - -

504 1.48 85.5 0.4 d 1.4 7.26 207 ... . 279
613 1.47 85.0 -- 1.2 2.0 7.29 153 87 .57 75
513 1.40 81.0 - 1.3 -1.6 7.22 118 7le .60 77
604 1.29 74.6 -1.0 - 6.65 68 .. . 18
506 1.21 70.1 0.7c d 6.41 64 . ... 24
612 1.20 69.5 - 0.8 6.34 67 50C .75 17
607 1.09 63.2 0.2 1.3 -3.2 5.82 75 - - 56

a, Whenever observed, this was first front.
h. Values to 1 3 1 nm .
c. Despite relatively high velocity, pressure registered soemed too low for coinpressive front,
d, Record inadequate to give value,
e. Approximated from sparse data.

chaigu was 76.6% TMD, and, as before, the x-t plot coarse tetryl. Thus Table 2 shows that the convective
and the e-t plots appear in parts a and b, respectively, front was observed in over half the shots;' the custom.
The information from the shot on fine tetryl parallels made probes were used for triggering. In addition to
that from the coarse: the first observed front is again Shot 813 (Fig. 3), Shots 1004, 815, and 1007 were
compressive (at 1. 1 mm/psec); it, in turn, creates a analyzed for convergence of isobars; no convergence
following ionic front. Again the extrapolated low was found. This, in addition to the negative results
pressure isobars from the ignition region coalesce, but observed on the coarse tetryl, strongly indicates that
too late to initiate the detonation or to cause the ex- the compressive waves formed by the initial burning
plosive event. Finally, an explosive event occurs near of the tetryl in the Ignition area do not contribute
the onset of detonation (here at x = 122 mm while directly to the onset of detonation or to the appear.
S= 158 mm); the event seems to lead to the onset of ance of the explosive event.
detonation as well as to send a compressive disturb-
ance back into the burning explosive, and again the For burning tetryl we have found the following
forward moving compressive front marks the begin- patterns of reaction: a linear e-t rise, followed by a
ning of accelerated burning. Thus the disturbance slightly faster linear e-t rise, followed by an accelera-
from the explosive event resembles the postconvec- ting strain increase. Despite high electrical resistance
tive wave in other explosives undergoing transition of the initial reaction front, decomposition does start
much more closely than does the first compressive in the igr,ition area as would be expected. It pro-
wave observed. duces sufficient gas to create a compressive front, but

one which shows only a linear increase of e with t fol-
Table 2 contains the summary of shots on the fine lowed by a second period of linear increase that was

tetryl; the records appear ir, reference (3). Three sets absent in other HE studied. These patterns could be
of records in addition to those of Fig. 3 contained produced by a multistage decomposition mechanism.
enough data to locate the explosive event approxi-
mately. Although there was still difficulty in obtain- Tetryl begins to decompose at a relatively low
Ing probe response to the initial reaction front, the temperature; its decomposition at 140.1600C and up
response was much better in the fine than in the to 20-25 atm pressure of gas products has been
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TA BLE 2

Summary of Shots on Fine Tetryl

Front Velocity, mm/gsec Fredet. Event Det.

Shot Po % Con- Com- 2nd Det. Column site xe time
No. g/cc TMD Cor- ona Length x,, T t60vect- press- Cm n- 2, nimb t4m pAseC

iye.2 ive press. tion

713 1.48 85.4 0.6 - F .-..
1117 1.44 83.4 - 1.1,- - b 5 8 3 d - - 560

104 1.36 77.8 - 0.9,- - b 259 - - 220
813 1.33 76.6 - 1.05,.- 2.0 6.26 158 124 .78 101
807 1.29 74.5 0.3 1.4 ,0. 8 f -1.1 -.-6 .3c 200±7 15 8 e .79 170
815 1.21 70.1 - 1.9, 0.9f -3.0 6.34 201 131 e .65 139

1007 1.17 67.7 0.2 1.4, 1.1f -1.4 5.86 175 142c .81 137
1311 1.09 63.0 0.2 -,0.6 - -4.6c 237 - - 317
1111 1.02 59.0 0.3 1.8, 0.8f - 5.55 190 - - 225
1312 0.87 50.3 0.5 1.1,0.6f - 5.21 196 - - 269
1208 0.79 45.8 0.3 1.4,0.6f - 5.13 147 -. - 228

a, Whenever observed, this was lfist front,
b. Values of i3mm, unless otherwise indicated.
c. Insufficiewit data.
d. Double length, coupled tube,
c. Estimated from inadequate data.
f. Compressive front starts near ignition area and changes slope after overtaking convective front. Second

velocity 6.at of compressive front after change or of the assoctiated ionization front.

studied in some detail (5, 6). Dubovitskit and his stage reaction, temperature is low and products non-
colleagues found that within this temperature range, ionic; hence our difficulty in response of the ioniza.
"the decomposition proceeds via three parallel routek" tion probes. Th- postulated second stage should lead
with the respective solid products of picric acid (PA), to a very rapid pressure rise and what we have so far
2, 4, 6-trinitroanisole, and N-methyl-2, 4, 6- called an explosive event.
trinitroaniline. Of these, picric acid was shown to
catalyze the slow decomposition---indeed, to account A more detailed examination of Figs. 2 and 3
quantitatively for the self-acceleration. The gaseous shows that the strain gage nearest the location of the
products were also analyzed (e.g., chiefly NO 2 at 18% event is in each case the third from th Ignition end of
decomposition), and the effect of the ratio (mass of the tube, and that at the time (F) that the e-t curve
explosive/volume of container, m/V) examined. In shows a marked increase in slope (from about 10 to
general, the higher m/V (and the gas pressure to about 70 ye/psec), the strain corresponds to about
which It is proportional) the greater the rate of 400 pe or 3 1/4 kbar. Seven microseconds later, the
decomposition. In fact, earlier investigators were re- strain Is about 900,ue. In other words, an accelerated
ported to have observed a critical value of this variable burning seems to start at the location of the "explosive
at which slow decomposition changed to explosion, event".

The supplementary information on tetryl decom.. When the output of the third gage Indicated 3 1/4
position justifies assuming a multi-stage decomposi- kbar, those of the first and second gages were 400 pe
tion. For example, very slow decomposition to picric or somewhat greater. Although these outputs are still
acid, C6 H2(NO 2 )3 3H, and NO 2 followed by a much within the range of the static calibration, they are be.
more rapid, high pressure decomposition. In the first yond the level at which the tube behaves elastically.
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Moreover, the gages record total stress, not just The detonation velocities of Tables I and 2 that
internal gas pressure. (The velocity data have indi- have been determined from three or more probe re-
cated coir.pact;on near the ignition area, and that sponses fit the relation
could affect stress transmission to Khe tube.) We have
not yet any data on the effect of gage location or of D(mm/hisec) = 2.036 + 3.400 pO(g/cc) (I)
lag in gage response on the observed output. In view
of these uncertainties, we suggest that the location of to within 6% or less. Equation (I) is the straight line
the explosive event is at that point where the gas between the value of 7.17 mm/pusec for tetryl ai 1.51
pressure and burning surface area become critical for g/cc (8) and the value 7.85 mm/psec at 1.71 g/ce (9).
a runaway reaction; that this happens to be nearer the The agreement is quite adequate to show that steady
point of onset of detonation than to the ignition area state detonation has been achieved.
is merely because of the complexity of the
tetryl decomposition, and its difference from that Relative time to detonation (At) is also listed in
of other ME in being able to sustain low-temperature Tables I and 2; it is relative to the discharge of a
decomposition. Once accelerated burning starts at probe at 41 mm and one at 60 mm, respectively. It
the location of the event, it can travel in both direc- is not surprising that the trend of At with compaction
tions. Tetryl in the ignition end of the tube would seems a bit erratic in view of the difficulties we ex-
have been undergoing only a slow decomposition for perienced with probe response. The Ai 4 1 for coarse
a time of the order of magnitude of a millisecond. tetryl is appreciably less than At6 0 for fine. Since the
Hence, very little of the tetryl should be decomposed different starting points would be expected to have
prior to the beginning of accelerated burning. Once the opposite effect, we can assume the difference is
accelerated burning began, however, it could rapidly real unless the values of Table I have been excessively
lead to shock formation and initiation of detonation shortened by lark of probe response to the convective
in either direction. Although tube fragmentation, front. The At ol both tables show an increase with
indicating onset of detonation, was not found in the increased compaction; this trend is the opposite of
ignition end of the tube, the fragments from this part that observes for 91/9 RDX/wax (10). Moreover, at
of the tube were smaller than those recovered from 70% TMD, At of fine tetryl is comparable to that of
other explosives (physically comparable charges) 94/6 RDX/wax and less than that of the 91/9 mix
which showed accelerated burning starting near the whereas At of coarse tetryl is somewhat less than that
ignition region instead of traveling back into it. of 97/3 RDX/-wax. In fact, both Q and At4 1 of 4 7 0p

tetryl at 70% TMD are very close to those found for

Korotkov and coworkers (7) have, from optical Class E RDX also at 70% TMD (11).

observation of DDT in porous PETN, suggested "the The predetonation column length ( plotted as a
explosion of a limited volume of the explosive" as a function of compaction in Fig. 4. A ut 75%
source of the initiating shock wave. We do not boe- TMD and less, 2 seems to remain essentially constant
lieve that our explosive event is a thermal explosion of down to as porous a charge as can be prepared and
an appreciable quantity or tetryl because the pressure handled. As the compaction increases above 75%
records do not show the sharp rise to be expected for TMD, 2 also increases and, in the case of fine tetryl,
such an occurrence. Instead, as explained above, they increases arl I cntrast o 91/9 Ryw,suggst he tar of n acelratd bunin tht lads increases very sharply. In contrast to 91/9 RDX/wax,
suggest the start of an accelerated burning that leads there seems to be no well defined minimum in V. In
to shock formation and subsequent detonation as it fact, the sharp rise of 2 with increased compaction
does in the model.

suggests that decreased permeability hinders DDT in
tetryl to a far greater extent than it does in 91/9 RDX

There is no discernable pattern with increasing (200p)/wax which exhibits transition at all compac-
initial charge density of the velocities of either the tions up to and including 97% TMD (11). At all com-
convective or the firt compressive front. Each could pactions R(20u tetryl) > R(470p tetryl). This particie
be represented by an average value with large scatter size effect is in the same direction as that reported by
at individual points within the range covered. Nor Calzia (12) for RDX. If as we have assumed, the ex-
does there seenm to be a detectable difference in these plosive event is directly responsible for the onset of
velocities caused by the particle size of the tetryl. detonation, there should be a close dependence
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resistance. Thus tetryl burns initially more like our
ignitor mixture than a typical HE.

It is of interest that Dremin and coworkers (17)
investigated changes in the electrical conductivity
of porous tetryl and porous TNT when shocked at
intensities of 8-25 kbar. For the lower amplitude,

40 TNT reached a resistance below 100 ohms in 8-10
psec whereas tetryl had exhibited no significant con-
ductivity al".er 15 usec. If we assume the shock
initiation mechanism is thermal, tiese results should

F parallel those founa above with an ignitor, as they
do.

Finally, we should like to present the results for
0 two shots on 97/3, tetryl (4701i)/wax. Earlier work

on RDX showed that addition of wax slowed down
and stretched out the DDT process. Thus for 70%
TMD Class A RDX, R = 40-45 mm (11), and for 70%
TMD 97/3 RDX (Class A)/wax, £ = 95 mm (1).

_ , Hence 3% wax was added to tetryl (4701j) in the hope
40 5 0 of obtaining better resolution of th-. transition pro-

cess. Two shots were made at 66.5% TMD; the n.ore
Fig. 4. ,ffect of compaction on predetonation complete set of records is shown in Fig. 5. The in-
column length of tetryl. (a 20y, o 4701j). crease in k was from about 70 mm (Fig. 4) to 238 mm

and 248 mm, a much greater increase than the 2-fold
one observed for RDX. The corresponding increase

between the location of the event (x0 ) and Q. Figs. 2 in At4 1 was from 18-56 psec to 416 ssec.
and 3 give x,/Q values of 0.6 (coarse) and 0.8 (fine).
Using more limited gage data to approxima-, x, on Even more interesting than the effect of 3% wax
other shots, we have one value (of two) fhat checks on R and At4 1 is its apparent ability to change the
the former; two (of three) for the latter, initial low temperature decomposition of tetryl into

one more typical of other explosives. Although selec-
The literature provides only fragmentary data on tion of the compressive front(s) from Fig. 5b may be

the transitional behavior of tetryl (13-15). If it is difficult, there seems little doubt tiut their crigin is
assumed that the literature reports are for a co,.rse nearer t&'e ignition .egion than the onset of detona-
tetryl comparable to that used here, there are no tion (see Fig. 5a). Moreover, low pressure isobars
otvious inconsistencies between the present data and from r-cords of the third and fourth gage extrapolate
those of earlier work. On the contrary, there is fair to show a faiA coalescence at a location (Fig. 5a) at
agreement between V values and front velocities (3). which the shock could be a factor in SDT. In other

words, 97/3 tetryl/wax appears to conform to the
Because of the difficulty we encountered with physical model of DDT (1) although unwaxed tetryl

probe response in the coarse, porous tetryl, we have does not. Fui her work on waxed tetryl will, of
started a study of the electrical resistance of the com. course, be necessary to substantiate this result. It
mercial probe when it is in a burning porous bed con- should also be mentioned at this point that we have
tained in an open ended tub- We found that with succeeded in resolving the PC front in one shot on
porous 91/9 RDX/wax, PE'I,, and TNT, the probe pure RDX. There seems to be no difference in
resistance dropped from a highi value to less than 100 mechanism between the waxed and unwaxed RDX.
ohms in one .sec or less (16). ('C.t TNT showed the
same drop in 24 psec whereas our porous ignitor Another feature of interest in Fig. Sa is the initially
mixture (25/75 B/KNO 3 ) and porous coarse tetry.l re- high velocity (-1.5 mm/psec) of the compressive
quired more than 20 psec for the same decrease in front, followed by the lower velocity (0.64 mm/psec)
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slowly for some time at a lower temperature than
M that of the initial decomposition of other explosives

a. 6.1LJA studied.

*V K 2. The initial slow decomposition replaces the
"convective front of the 91/9 RDX/wax model with a

"/ gas front that is not always detectable by ionization
: •probes. However, it causes a linear increase of pres-

IN / sure with time, and also causes compression of the
very porous charges.

3. Accelerated burning begins at a location xe,

closer to the onset of detonation than to the ignition
tPL) ,,region. Compressive waves are sent out in both direc-

tions from x.. The forward traveling wave corre-
.. . ...... ....... sponds to the postconvective wave in the earlier model

Sb. .in that it marks the onset of accelerated burning
shortly after its passage.

4. The curve, predetonation column length versus
% TMD of tetryl, shows no well defined minimum as

W .did that of 91/9 RDX/wax. In fact, V decreases with
........ compaction to 75% TMD, and remains nearly constant

303 1 /. as the porosity increases above 25%.

240.00 210.0 3202 3. 1o00 40 M 5. larger particle size shortens V (and apparently
At) for tetryl.

Fig. 5. Data for shot 1310 on 97/3 tetryl (470/4)/wax
at 66.5% TMI, po -= 1.17g/cc. a. Distance-time plot 6. Addition of a small amount (3%) of wax has a(key of Figure 2a); b. Strain-timeplots (key of greater effect on the DDT behavior of tetryl than
( oigure 2b), that of RDX. In particular, the waxed tetryl appears

to follow the DDT model typical of other explosives,

but not of pure tetryl.
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IMPROVEMENT OF PERFORMANCE OF COMPOSITE EXPLOSIVES
CONTAINING AMMONIUM NITRATE BY PHYSICAL SYNTHESIS

J. Hershkowitz and 1. Akst*
Picatinny Arsenal
Dover, NJ. 07801

The performance of explosives containing ammonium nitrate (AN) has been im-
proved by combining AN with either methylammonium nitrate (MAN) or
ethytrnediamine dinitrate (EDD) in the eutectic and other ratios by cosolidifica-
tion techniques. Confined small-.cale (9.65mm) dent and detonation velocity
tests were conducted on these compositions and combined with RDX. Depths of
deni• for some compositions, -;-taining up to 40 weight percent AN, were com-
parable to those for Composition B. Cylinder tests at 101,6 mm explosive diameter
were done for RDX/AN/MAN, 40/60/0, 40/45/11, 40/30/30 and 1br RDX/TNT/
AN, 60/40/0, 40/40/20, 20/40/40. Cylinder wall kinetic energy for RDX/AN/
MAN, 40/30/30 was 95% of the Composition B value. Results were compared with
predictions based on the BKW equation of state and Chapman-Jouguet theory to
show that the improved performance corresponded to a move toward ideal explo-
sive behavior. This move was related to an increase in AN contribution by solving
for the AN value in an equation setting the cylinder wall kinetic energy for the
composition equal to a volume fraction weighted sum of wall kinetic energies for
individual constituents.

INTRODUCTION casting matrices, improved performance due to
synergism of components, and the use of inexpens!Ie,

The timing and extent of energy release of corn- readily available energetic materials. A program has
posite explosives is often limited by rate controlling been conducted (1, 2, 3) to provide information on
factors (e.g. diffusion) and elemental imbalances the value of this approach.
between components (e.g. fuel rich). To overcome
these limitations, extremely close juxtaposition of Ammonium nitrate (AN) was selected because

complementary energetic materials by various cosoU- composite explosives containing AN do not achieve
dification techniques is proposed. This approach, their predicted potential (4), possibly due to limited
which is called physical synthesis, spans the various diffusion (5) and/or to the need for kinetically active
levels of intimacy achieved in eutectics, aubstitutional species to interact with those of AN decomposition.
and interstitial solid solutions, mixed crystals and In addition, AN is a readily available low cost
intimately blended crystallites of various sizes. The energetic material and eutectics exist that could serve
selection of complementary constituents is guided by as casting matrices. Methylammonlum nitrate (MAN),
predicted ideal performance, existence of eutectics, tetramethylamnmonium nitrate (QMAN) and ethylene-
etc., kinetic role, and other considerations. Physical diamine dinitrate (EDD) were selected to complement
synthesis can lead to new composite explosives and AN. RDX was selected to alter the pressure, tempera-

ture and species environment in which the cosolidi-
*Now at Idos Corp., P.O. Box 285, Pampa, Texas 79065 fled combinations would function.
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PROCEDURES were dry mixed with RDX to achieve the final com-
position. All mixes were pressed into pellets.

Performance was first evaluated by confined
small-scale dent and detonation velocity tests. This The RDX/MAN/AN for the cylinder tests (2) was
test uses a brass or steel cylinder 76.2 mm (3") long prepared as follows. The MAN/AN eutectic ratio
with an inner diameter of 9.65 mm (3/8") and an composition was made from aqueous solution using
outer diameter of 25.4 mm to confine a stack of vacuum evaporation in an oven, followed by melting
explosive pellets totalling at least 63.5 mm in height. into layers 6 mm thick that were quickly solidified.
A Comp B pellet was generally used for initiation. This material was crushed, mixed with AN, reground
Ionization probes passing through the wall were used and passed through a 177 pm mesh opening (No. 80)
to measure detonation velocity. The loaded cylinder sieve. This product was dry blended with the re-
was placed directly on the thick steel dent plate. quired weight of RDX. The charges were pressed to
Two slightly different testing configurations (2,3) diameter and machined to length to provide pellets
were used. Combining the data was justified by com- for the cylinder test. The RDX/TNT/AN, 40/40/20
parision of data on the same explosives, experiments and some of the 20/40/40, 60/40/0 were cast compo-
varying one of the configurations, and available infor- sitions (9). The remaining 20/40/40, 60/40 and
mation (6 or 7) on the effect of dent test parameters. 64/36 were pressed.
Results of these small-scale tests are of direct interest
for comparable dimension) applications and serve as RESULTS
screening tests to select compositions for further
studies at larger diameters. The standard cylinder test The results of the confined small scale dent and
(8) was used at an explosive diameter of 101.6 mm detonation velocity tests at an explosive diameter of
which is comparable to configurations of interest and 9.65 mm (3/8") are given In Table 1. The depth of
is considered sufficiently large to have a limited dent data for binary combinations (Fig. 1, left) of'
residual diameter effect. The cylinder was 914 mm RDX and EDD, MAN, TNT overlap, whereas those
(36") long and had a wall thickness of 10 mm (0.4"). of RDX with AN and INERT (an inert substitute
Radial displacement of the wall was recorded with a for AN) produce lesser dents. The data on depth
slit camera. Detonation velocity was measured using of dent for binary and tertiary composites containing
contactors that responded to initial displacement, AN is plotted in Fig. i, right. TNT and EDD, which
spaced along the wall exterior, gave similar results with RDX, show distinctly dif-

ferent results with AN. An AN is increased in AN/
Different methods were tried In preparing compo- EDD, the dent depth does not decrease, but instead

sitions for the small scale tests, which also served to increases slightly peaking at 2(Y0 AN. In the more
provide data on the influence of method of prepara- active environments of RDX 20/EDD and RDX
tion. The combinations of AN with MAN, or QMAN, 40/EDD, there is a marked increase in dent depth as
or EDD were prepared by the following procedures: AN content is increased. The peak is now at about
comelting with rapid cooling by pouring onto a 400,% AN and as more AN is added the curve remains
stainless steel sheet or Into Freon TF, or injecting above that for RDX/AN. The curve for the RDX
the latter into the melt; corecrystallization from water 40/MAN environment shows the same improvement
solution with rapid vacuum evaporation; this last of dent producing performance with AN content as
procedure followed by melting and quick solidifi- for the environments containing EDD. In addition,
cation; slurry preparation by melting in perchlor- data from confined small-scale dent tests at 8.08 mm
ethylene with additional perchlorethylene used for explosive diameter (1) for other environments con-
chilling; dry mixing. Each of the resulting materials taining MAN/AN and QMAN/AN showed similar
was pulverized and screened (350 pm) as necessary. behavior. The results for environments containing
In some cases the eutectic ratio compositions (with EDD and MAN demonstrate enhanced participation
wt. % and T*C as follows: MAN/AN, 62.5/37.5, 570; of AN over the time period involved in forming the
QMAN/AN 17/83, 133*; EDD/AN, 50/50, 1020) dent.
were first prepared by one of the above procedures
and additional AN was added by dry mixing to The small scale detonation velocity results are
achieve the desired proportions. These combinations shown in Fig. 2. In all environments, except that
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TABLE I

Results of Confined Small Scale Dent and Detonation Velocity Test
(Explosive Diameter = 9.65 mm)

TNT RDX AN MAN QMAN EDD1• Depth of Dent (mm) Avg. Dmt. Vel. Avg.
- -- (mmi/psec)

100 1.72 3.58 3.61 3.47 3.47 3.53 8.66 8.59 8.46
8.55 8.57

20 80 1.66 3.43 3.28 3.36
40 60 1.67 3.33 3.20 3.10 3.23 3.22 7.73 7.73
60 40 1.64 2.95 2.90 2.93
80 20 1.63 2,79 2.84 2.82

)00 1.59 2.53 2.57 2.41 2.46 6.92 6.92 6.69 6.84
2.49 2.44 2.46 2.48

80 20 1.67 3.40 3.35 3.38
60 40 1,59 2.90 2.95 2.92
40 60 1.53 2.84 2.84 2.84 7.37 7.27 7.32
20 80 1.46 2,57 2.72 2.65 6.41 6,49 6.45

100 1.40 0,05 0.10 f

60 40 1.67 3.25 3.18 3.22
40 60 1.64 2.90 2.82 2.86 7.96 7,66 7.81
20 80 1.59 2.69 2.72 2.71' 7.56 7.52 7,54

100 1.55 2.72 2.46 2.59 2.64 2.60 6.77 6.77

80 20 1.70 3.30 3.20 3.25
60 40 1.73 2.69 2.77 2.73
40 60 1.71 1.89 1.93 2,21 2.26 7.17 7.17 7.12 7.15

2.26 2,11
20 80 1.66 1.19 1.22 1.21

80 120 1.69 3.00 3.07 3.04
60 140 1.70 2.31 2.26 2,29
40 160 1.66 1.47 1.35 1.41

40 60 1.57 2.69 2.57 2.63
20 80 1.48 2.67 2.69 2.68 6.18 6,58 6.38
30 70 1.51 2.64 2.49 2.49 2.72 5.85 5.60 5.90 5.78

2.74 2.61
40 60 1.47 2.52 2.57 2.54 5.90 5.69 5.80
50 50 1.55 1.52 1.70 2.18 1.52 5.17 5.18 5.20 5.19

0.76 0.86 1.96 1.50
56 44 1.58 0.91 2.13 2,72 0.40 5.81 5.23 5.52

1.98 2.52 0.15 f 1.20
60 40 1.55 1.70 1.32 1.52 1.83 1.59

70 30 1.63 2.01 2.03 2.02 6.48 6.25 6.37
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TABLE 1-Continued

Det. Vol.
TNT RDX AN MAN QMAN EDD Depth of Dent (mm) Avg. (mm/Vasec) Avg.

40 15 1.66 2.97 2.97 2.96 2.97 7.34 7.31 7.07 7.24
40 30 30 1.62 3.05 3.07 2.99 3.04 7.49 7.51 7.16 7.39
40 15I 45 1.57 2.97 2.97 7.57 7.57
40 48 I 12 1,64 2.41 2,36 2.39 6.99 7.06 7.03
40 40 I 20 1.59 2.29 2.46 2.38 6.94 6.97 6.96
40 30 30 1.53 2.21 2.21 2.21 6.77 6.86 6.82
40 34 26 1.67 3.22 3.25 3.28 3,23 3.25
40 30 30 1.66 3.28 3.15 3.30 3.20 3.23 7.38 7.38

20 60 20 1.67 2,29 2.36 2.33
20 45 35 1.62 2.95 2,92 2.94 6.16 6.16
20 40 40 1.61 3.05 3.02 3.30 3,23 3.15 6,39 6.39
20 24 56 1.51 2.90 2.84 2.87 6.93 6.93

40 20 40 1.65 2.54 2.46 2.71 2.67 2.60 7.10 7.10
40 34 26 1.61 2.79 2.82 2.81

Compositions given In weight percents. AN - ammonium nitrate; MAN - mothylainnonium nitratew QMAN - tetrametityl.
ammonium nittrate: EI'lD - ethylenediamine dinitrate; I - Inert - 90/10 ammonium sulfate/amrmonitmn sulfto nimonohydrute.
p - average density in g/cn 3 ; f = fails to propagate; AN 100 and AN/FDI) - 75/25 did not propagate, Data on iPDX
40/AN/MAN or QMAN, RDX/MAN 20/80 and first two values for R )X are from Ref 2, balance from ;W1 3.

with QMAN, the velocity decreases ,s AN content is ability of the explosiva Increases signlflcantly, reach.
increased. (The exception Is simply due to the non- Ing 95% of that of the standard explosive for equal
explosive character of QMAN, and its lower density). parts of MAN and AN. This iiust be assessed in terms
However, the velocity decrease with increase in AN is of the fact that the standard explosive has moic RDX
at two rates, with a lower rate for the more active (64 wt %), and the balance TNT, whoreas this cornpo-
environments RDX 40/MAN and RDX 40/EDD. sition uses only 40 parts RPX. Comparison with
(Note the same slope for 101.6 mm as for 9,65 min RDX/TNT/AN 40/40/20 and 20/40/40 (Amacex 20)
explosive diameter of RDX 40/MAN/AN, In the show that the MAN/AN combination provides
shorter time frame of the detonation zone, the AN highest wall kinetic energy for minimum use of R)X
contribution though small is enhanced by more active and TNT. A comparison of data in Table 2 for dis-
environments, placements of 20 and 76 mm iihows that the compo-

sitions conttining MAN/AN also provide greater
The results of the 101.6 mm explosive diameter acceleration at earlier times than those. containing

cylinder tests are given in Table 2, together with iNT/AN. The detonation velocIty data show the
sources (2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12) and necessary descrip- same trends as the wall kinetic -.nergies. For example,
tions. The wall velocities at the 20 and 76 mm wall RDX/AN/MAN, 40/30/30 has a detonation velocity
displacements (R-Re) correspond to the volume of' 7.88 mm/jpsec compared to 7.99 for 'he standard
occupied by products being twice and seven times and 7.04 for RDX/TNT/AN 20/40/40 and 7.53 for
respectively that of the uninitiated explosive. The 40/40/20. Since MAN Is an explosive and the im-
wall kinetic energy ratios for different explosives are proved performance occurred as MAN was increased,
formed by squaring the wall velocity and dividing it the results are due to substitution of MAN for AN,
by a similar quantity for RDX/TNT 64/36 (standard). enhancement of the AN contribution, and the more
Note first that as the ratio of MAN to AN increases active environment in which the balance of the AN
in the RDX 40/AN/MAN the metal accelerating functions (see DISCUSSION).
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i1g. 1. Depth of dent results for confined small scale test (9.65 mm),

The data it Table 2 also show the effect of sub-
stitutin AN for R7X holding TNT at 40 wtor
Average kinetic energy ratios 1.0, 0,93, 0.86 and
average detonation velocities 7.91, 7.53, 7.04 torte- •

spond to 0, 20,40 AN in TNT 40/RDX/ANT hose 8
trends and those presented previously for the RDX/
AN/MAN system are shown io FHg. 3 by the open
circles and triangles. The RDX 40/MAN/AN points
fall above and have a lower rate of decrease with O
increase of AN 'han the 'INT O/RDX/AN system, 0
ob oD

demonstrating the earlier stated superiority of systems W
* containing MANIABALANCE

MAN/AN z * ROX 20. EDD

*Before leaving Table 2, note that data Is alm) pro- 0 *RDX 40 #EDD
sented showing that use of prills or very coarse AN A [ S ROX 40 MA
(below dashed line) results ti lower detonation valo. Z RAf 40 MA
city and (. -llnder wall velocities. It is possible that In -RX

longer time frames (e.g. blast waves, cratering, rock
blasting) these particle size effects would be reduced. 6' _
The performance of AN/FO (12) is listed for compari- 60 40 20 0
Son. WT % OF AN

The results of calculations of ideal detonation and FIg. 2. Detonation velocity results for confined small

expansion properties using the TIGER computer scale test (9.65 mm).
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TABLE 2

Results of C'ylnder Tests for 101.6 mm Explosive Diameter

Composition ! Wall Velocity Patios of Detonation
C t% p (nm/ipsec) (Wall Velocity Ref.
Wt.at R-R 0(nm,) Velocity) 2  (nn/pscc)

TNT] RDX] AN MAN F L 20 ]76 20176

36 64 1.390 1.630 1.0 1.0 7.99 8
40 60 1.700 1.380 1.645 0.986 1.018 7.89 7.90 7.91

1.701 1.378 1.625 0.983 0.994 7.92 10

40 40 20 1.677 1.327 1.587 0.911 0.948 7.55 9a
1.672 1.311 1.558 0,890 0.914 7.55 7.56 91)
1,669 1.313 1.568 0.892 0.925 7.50 7.50 9)

40 60 1.720 1.325 1.534 0.909 0.886 7,58 7.59 2c
40 45 15 1,673 1,348 1.572 0.940 0.930 7.64 7.65 2d
40 30 30 1.630 1.360 1.589 0.957 0.950 7.88 7.88 2d

40 20 40 1.634 1.269 1.517 0.833 0.866 7.03 7.03 9e
1,624 1.276 1.509 0.843 0.857 7.03 7.06 0 e

1.572 1.217 1.468 0.767 0.811 6.81 101
1.613 1.237 1.471 0.792 0.814 6.95 I'g
1.604 1.266 1,508 0.830 0.856 6,95 6.9, 9a

94 6 0.782 -. 0.866 -- 0.282 3.89 121h

(ylinder test is des:ribed in Ref. 8. I-.xpanqion velocity of the 10 mm thick cepper wall Is given for wall displ•,afwem|ts,
R-R0 . D~etonation velocity i, simultaneously measured by multiple, pin signals along wall. l)etonalaion values listed first cor-
respond to 10 mm wall case; other 1) values are for walls 5 non thick. The ratios of wall velocLtiet squared uses RIDX/TNT
64/36 as standard. Rtf. 9 compositions were cast, others pressed (except AN/FO prills), Last ,;olunin gives source of data
(numbers) and notes (letters) on particle sizo of AN as follows - a - AN coarse (75% 177-800 pMn); b - AN fine (85% 62-177
pm); c - AN extra-fine (median < 40, nu); d - AN/MAN eutectic melt (se text); e - AN medium, equal parts course and fine;
f - AN prills; g - AN prills (Omedian - 500 pMI); h - AN prills with No. 6 diesel fuel oil.

program (13) with the BKW equation of state are clusio:;s of' analyses are not altered by this choice).

presented in Table 3. Subject to applicability of' One can estimate that a 0.1 g/cm 3 increase in density
Chapinan-Jouguet (CJ) theory and the equation of increases detonation velocity about 330 m/sec.
state, the values represent an upper bound on per-
forinance of the compositions. The fbotnotes in To compare depth-of'dent data (Table 1, Fig. I)
Table 3 explain the column headings. Note that RI with Table 3 one can use the CJ pressure or R" as
and R'" are predicted ratios of wall kine~ic energy !o representing very short time frames. For the binaries
the standard explosive while the ratios of' velocity containing RI)X, instead of the overlap of dent of'
squard in Table 2 are the experimental counterparts. depth results (left side of Fig. I ), three selarate curves
Calculations for theoretical maximum densities and are predicted with performance decreasing in the
for experimental densities were made and tthe former order RDX/EI)[), RDX/TNT, ?DX/M kN. For the
set selected for Table 3 as of more g!ýneral use. (Con- ternaries containing AN (right side of Fig. I ) the
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TABLE 3

Properties Predicted for Explosivem. Using TIGER Computer Program

TNT RDX IAN IMAN QMAN 'ID T D D 2' 1 I iiC. . 7  2 R

100 1.802 8774 346 2631 2.96 33.8 6.7 -96 880 1250 1,209 1.188
20 80 1.770 8453 318 2694 2.93 32.2 9.9 -61 850 1205 1.109 1.097
40 60 1.740 8148 291 2739 2.92 30.5 13,2 -26 821 1159 1.014 1.010

%0 40 1.710 7517 253 2933 2.77 29.0 16.3 9 785 1119 0.913 0.929
*8U 20 1.682 7262 231 2921 2.79 27.3 19.5 44 762 1076 0.830 0.850

*100 1.654 7001 209 2901 2.82 25.7 22.7 78 738 1032 0.750 0.772

80 20 1.710 8505 308 2442 2.96 35.6 7.5 95 999 1356 1.063 1.056
60 40 1.62^' 8247 275 2257 2.97 37.3 8.3 285 1141 1468 0.957 0.942
40 60 1,552 7999 246 2078 2.99 39.0 9.1 476 1275 1579 0.853 0.838
20 80 1.483 7753 220 1904 3,01 40.8 9,8 666 1410 1690 0.158 0.743

100 1.420 7513 196 1733 3.03 42.6 10,6 857 1547 1801 0.674 0.656

60 40 1,713 9516 305 2143 3,02 36.4 7.6 277 1162 1480 1,042 1.008
40 60 1.672 8382 286 1923 3.06 37,7 7.5 464 1302 1591 0.964 0,922
20 80 1,633 8242 267 1717 3,10 39.0 7,8 650 1441 1699 0.887 0.839

100 1,595 8090 249 1526 3,14 40.3 8.1 837 1577 1805 0.812 0.756

80 20 1,786 8832 341 2264 3.04 35.8 4.1 143 2100 1442 1.175 1.136
60 40 1.770 8888 335 1923 3,12 37,8 1.6 381 1315 1622 1.136 1.075
40 60 1.755 8815 316 1466 3.26 39.7 0,0 620 1473 1710 1,030 0.936
20 80 1.740 8463 272 894 3.52 41.7 0.0 859 1524 0.796

100 1.725 7836 210 470 3.97 43.7 0.0 097
40 60 1.618 7788 240 1986 3.04 34.3 14.1 534 1257 1526 0.805 0,786

20 80 1.619 8252 260 1442 3.18 41.0 5.2 889 1647 1857 0,844 0.775
30 70 1.632 8340 266 1398 3.21 41,3 3.8 915 1682 1898 0.860 0.785
40 60 1.645 8429 272 1354 3.24 41.7 2,3 941 1716 0,877
50 50 1.657 8515 278 1312 3,27 42.0 0.9 967 1750 0.892
56 44 1.665 8571 282 1285 3,29 42.2 0.1 983 1770 0,902
60 40 1,671 8540 278 1200 3.32 42.4 0.0 993 1757 0.877

70 30 1,675 7766 249 2255 3.00 30,9 14.3 384 1119 1403 0,846 0,835

40 45 15 1.699 8667 304 1747 3.14 39.6 1.5 584 1461 1741 1.025 0.962
40 30 30 1.647 8424 283 1869 3.07 39,4 4.0 548 1399 1688 0,964 0,919
40 15 45 1,598 8203 264 1979 3.02 39.2 6.5 512 1337 1634 A006 0.878
40 48 12 1.677 8536 294 1781 3.10 39.3 4.5 561 1416 1695 0.986 0.931
40 40 20 1.629 8297 273 1878 3.05 39.1 8.3 522 1344 1628 0,921 0.882
40 30 30 1.573 8022 249 1981 3.01 38.8 12.9 473 1253 1543 0.844 0.824
40 34 26 1.718 8685 309 1751 3.14 38.9 2.7 552 1429 1707 1.035 0.971
40 30 30 1.712 8646 306 1773 3.!3 38.7 3.2 542 1414 1693 1.026 0.965

20 60 20 1.712 8681 297 1329 3.29 41.1 0.0 807 1615 0.952
"40 20 45 35 1.691 8634 296 1507 3,21 40,5 1,4 768 1602 1844 0,970 0,981

20 40 40 1o684 8587 292 1332 3.19 40.4 2.1 755 1584 1828 0.961 0.885
20 24 56 1.663 8443 282 1608 3.15 39.8 4.4 713 1527 1779 0.931 0,867

40 20 40 1.710 8239 283 2035 3.05 34.4 8.1 451 1266 1556 0.958 0,924
40 40 20 1.725 8205 288 2372 2.98 32.4 10I.7 212 104t) 1364 0.990 0.973
40 34 26 1.661 7906 259 2433 2.96 32.2 13.6 216 1000 1311 0.894 0.890

Compositions are as described with Table 1. PTMI) - theoretical |naxhiuin densities of explosives. Chaptnan-Joultuet values
are 1) - detonation velocity ýn meters/sec., 11 - pressure in kiloatm.;T - temperature in deglrees Kelvin, V' - -d( InI1)/d(InV),.
(;as -. gaseous detonation products; C - carbon solid, both in moles/kg of exploslve. E~nergles are in cal/g with I.-'.f w. explosive
formation at ST"; E2, 17 - energy of products on isentrope from| CJ point at specific volumes two and seven lhnes, respec-
tively, that of the undetonated explosive. R" - ratio of p(Ef - E 2 ) to -1454.25 which is for RDX/TNT 64/36 a'.o p- 1.717.
R5 - similar ratio (with E7) to -2042.94. *indicates that TNT constants were used in the HKW eqn. - indicates that tempera-
tures at those isentrope points were too low.
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performance predictions with increase of AN content with increase of AN content in RDX/40/MAN/AN is
correspond to the tr-.nds observed in the depth of related, as described previously, to oxidation of
dent data, except for TNT/AN. For the detonation carbon in the products. Experimental results for rela-
velocities of the confined small-scale test, the pre- tive wall kinetic energy (Fig. 3, right) are represented
dieted trend as AN is increased corresponds for all by the ratios of wall velocity squared at 76 mm wall
except TNT/AN and RDX/AN. These exceptions are displacement (7V 0 ) whereas the predictions are repre-
due to the predictions showing an increase in detona, sented by R" (see footnote Table 3). Comparison of
tion velocity as the carbon in the products combines the experimental and predicted wall kinetic energies
with oxygen from AN, which prediction is evidently can only be made as to trends, not absolute values
not realized for the experimental conditions. Because because of the different sources of the ratios (e.g.
of the strong diameter and confinement effects in. experimental involves reshocking). Further, the
volved in composition performance in the small-scale predicted point for RDX/AN 40/60 must be used
test configuration, no effort has been made to further with caution because the sevenfold volume expansion
correlate these data (Table I) with the predictions in on the isentrope corresponds to a predicted tempera-
Table 3. ture of 2660 K and 613 atmospheres and the behavior

of the BKW equation of state in this range is not
Figure 3 provides a comparison of cylinder test known. Both the experimental and predicted relative

data at 101.6 mm explosive diameter (Table 2) and wall energy for TNT 40/RDX/AN decrease as AN
predictions (Table 3), The predicted and experimen- content increases, with the experimeoital line diverging
tal detonation velocities (Fig. 3, left) are of opposite from the predicted. As for the detonation velocity
slope, with the experimental velocities diverging from comparison, this behavior may be attributed to AN
the predicted as the AN content is increased. This not contributing significantly within this composite
divergence may be attributed to AN not contributing explosive. For RDX 40/MAN/AN the experimental
significantly within the time frame of the detonation relative wall kinetic energy increases as AN content
zone. The predicted increase in detonation velocity Is decreased to 30 wt %. Using the nonabsolute

,EXP'T .THEORY

A RDX 40/MAN/AN A

80 T0Tr 40/RDX/AN 0

8.82

Z~a.

7 8 - . .. , i ' IA

0
74 >

> 4A

7.0 X 0.89

60 40 20 0 60 40 20 0
WT% OF AN WT% OF AN

Fig. 3. Cylinder test (101.6 mm) results and ideal expk)sive predictions.
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character of the ordinate scales for prediction and DISCUSSION
experiment as justification, one can imagine the curves
shifted so that performance is always below predic. The results of both the confined small-scale tests
tion for ideal behavior. It follows, that as AN was do. and the cylinder tests have shown that performance
,;reased to 30 wt % performance improved, approach- of explosives containing AN is significantly improved
ing ideal behavior. In the DISCUSSION this con- when the composition also contains MAN or EDD.
clusion is given a quantitative examination. Data for The analyses of the data made use of trends with

kýss than 30 wt% AN and improved correlation be- changing weight percent of AN, and comparison with

tween experimental and predicted measures of per- predictions of pressure, detonation velocity and wall

formance are required for further interpretation, energy obtained with the TIGER computer program
using the BKW equation of state. For ideal explosives
the ratio of experimental wall kinetic energy to that of

The effect of preparation procedures on perfor- standard explosive at sevwnfold volume expansion of
mance was studied in connection with the small- the products from the uninitiated state has been shown
scale tests on compositions containing AN, EDD, and (8) to correspond to an analogous computer derived
RDX (3). The following were found to be key param- ratio, R" (see Table 3). Mader (4) has shown that pre-
eters: weight percent of AN, the environment dicted CJ pressure is a linear function of experimental
provided by the balance of the explosive, and "he wall kinetic energy for ideal explosives. In applying
importance to performance of AN behavior (e.g., near these methods to non-ideal explosives the underlying
critical diameter). Data in Table 4 illustrate the assumption is that use of CJ theory and the BKW equa-
change in dent depth as a function of composition tion of state is a good approximation. The correlation
and preparation procedure. of Mader alsc requires that the locus of the explosive

TABLE 4

Small-Scale Confined Dent Test Results as a Function
of Composition Preparation Procedures*

RDX/AN/EDD Procedure Dents (mm)

0/50/50 Melt Into Freon 1.52 1.52
Melt onto Plate 0.76 0.86
Inject Freon 2.54 2.46
Recrystallize 2.11 2.21
Slurry 0.64 0.61
Dry Mix 1.70

0/30/70 Melt into Freon 2.49 2.79
Melt onto Plate 2.72 2.74
Recrystallize 2.64 2,49

20/40/40 Melt into Freon 3.05 3.02
Slurry 3.23 3.30

40/30/30 Melt onto Plate 3.15 3.28
Slurry 3.20 3.30

*Dcscrbed in procedure section of this paper and in greater detail
In Ref. 3.
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product expansion from the CJ pressure scale with that previous paragraph. Thus, the summation over
pressure for different explosives functioning in the volume-fraction weighted wall kinetic energies has
cylinder test configuration. The difficulty with both been set equal to the experimental value for each
approaches stems from the time dependent energy composite explosive and the equation invetted to de-
release of non-ideal explosives. It is for these reasons rive an index to the behavior of AN in that explosive.
that emphasis was placed on trends rather than A further use of this approach is to characterize the
absolute values for analyzing the results. environment in which AN functions by using the

summation without the term for AN, directly or nor-
To determine whether impiovements in perform- realized to unit volume (by division by the volume

ance are due to substitution of a superior explosive fraction represented). By doing the described calcu-
(e.g. MAN for AN) or to enhanced performance of a lations for the compositions containing AN, one can
component (e.g. AN) an inversion procedure is pro- observe the extent of enhanced participation of AN
posed and applied to the cylinder test results. It is and the relationship to the environment. Results for
known (14, 15) that the detonation velocity and RI)X/AN/MAN and RDX/TNT/AN are in Table 5. It
cylinder wall kinetic energy of some composite ex- is seen that the AN detor don velocity and wall
plosives may be estimated by a sum of volume- kinetic energy indices increase as AN decreases to 30
fraction weighted detonation velocities and wall wt % in RDX 40/AN/MAN. Note that a constant value
kinetic energies respectively of the constituents. Thus (magnitude is not critical to trend) has been used for
when the experimental detonation velocity of the MAN in the calculation. Detailed interpretation of
composite explosive and those for all but one consti- Table 5 requires additional exploration of the
tuent are known, one can invert this summation equa- approach.
tion to derive an effective detonation velocity for
that one constituent in that composite explosive. An The performance observed (Tables I, 2) should
analogous approach is also suggested for cylinder wall have been related to the intimacy achieved in a partic-
kinetic energies of non-lueal explosives. It is asserted ular cosolidlfication. To date, no satisfactory meas-
based on the expressibility of R" for ideal composite ure of intimacy has been found. Por this reason, the
explosives, in terms of constituent contributions and approach was to use eutectics and rapid cooling of
on the correspondence that exists between computed melts insofar as possible, and to use the small-scale
and experimental wall energy ratios that this approach tests to observe the effect of preparation procedure
is as valid as the analysis techniques discussed in the as a guide for further work.

TAILE 5

Inverse Method Indices*

DET. VEL. (VEiL) 2

WEIGHT PERCENT DE X INDEX
INDEX INDEX

TNT1RDX AN MAN AN ENV AN F N V

40 20 40 6851 4585 2.21 1.41
40 40 20 6980 6308 2.13 2.04

40 60 7022 3418 1.79 1.26
40 45 15 6934 4657 2.14 1.52
40 30 30 7381 5821 2.64 1.77

*Experimental values of detonation velocity or (wall veloe;ity) 2 (at 7Vo) arc get
equal to volume fraction weighted sum of same quantities for constituents.
Equation is inverted to obtain value for AN. ENV in weighted sum in
equation for ?alancc (environment). Values usd in calculation for I)et Vel
and for (Vol) are respectively: R DX, 8774, 3.229;'TNT, 7065, 1.9285;
MAN, 75 12, 1.6875.
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HOMOGENEOUS LIQUID EXPLOSIVES CONTAINING UREAPERCHLORATE

Shuzo Fuj~wara, Masao Kusakabe, and Kazuo Shiino
National Chemical Laboratory for

Industry, Eighth Division
Nishiyawata 1-3-4, Hiratsuka City,

Kanagawa, JAPAN

Ureamonoperchlorate (UP) is remarkably soluble in water and its high concentrated
aqueous solution can dissolve many kinds of organic substances readily. Some of
its homogeneous mixtures with the organic substances can propagate the reaction
waves, and their explosive behaviors were investigated. These detonable mixtures
were generally insensitive to impact and their light emission during detonation reac-
tion was rather weak. Mixtures with detonable substances, such as picric acid or
nitromethane were very powerful explosives and showed two modes of detonation,
Le. L VD and HVD. Cn the other hand, mixtures with non-detonable substances
such as nitrobenzene or dimethytformimide showed only L VD. This L VD in the
mixture with dimethylformamide was clearly different from usual L VD observed in
nitroglycerine or methylnitrate.

INTRODUCTION PREPARATION OF UP

It is well known that some perchlorates or their UP was prepared by the process shown in Fig. I
mixtures with fuels aie good explosives, for instance, (2). Twenty-five parts (weight) of urea were added
ammoniumperchlorate is generally used as a compo- to 45 parts of aqueous hydrochloric acid (35 weight
nent of explosives or rocket propellants. Though perceiit) and dissolved under agitation. Then aqueous
explosive properties of these perchlorates have been solution of sodiumperchlorate (51 weight percent)
studied well (1), ureamonoperchlorawe (UP) is un- was added and the mixture was stirred for about 10
known. minutes at 40°C and then cooled to 200C. The

precipitates which were mostly sodiumchloride weic
UP is hygroscopic and highly deliquescent. This separated by filtration. The filtered solution was

may be the reason why the substance has not been concentrated under the reduced pressure at a tem-
interested in and not studied as an explosive material. perature below 80°C and then the precipitated
UP is soluble into water in a great amount and its sodiumchloride was filtered again. By repeating this
aqueous solution is a good solvent of various kinds of purifying procedure, crystals of UP were obtained in
organic substances. Although aqueous solution of UP a high yield from the resulted high concentrated
has not so much detonability itself, some of its solution.
homogeneous mixtures with the organic substances
can transmit detonation wave. This work has been This substance is a colorless crystal in the form of
undertaken to study the explosive behaviors of these thin plate. It is a chemically stable and highly hygro-
liquid mixtures. scopic .xplosive substance which is not so dangerous
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram of UP preparation.

in handling. Properties of UP are shown in Table 1.
Solubility to water against temperature and density at u5
200C of its aqueous solution against UP content are
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively.

S1.2
DETONABILITY OF UPS

Ninety weight percent aqueous solution of UP
(UPS), which is almost saturated under usual ambient 1,0 8

40 80

UP WEIGHT PERCENT
TABLE I

Fig. 3. Density (200C) of aqueous solution of UP.

lhopertles of Ureamonoperchlorate (UP)

Molecular formula: CO(NH 2)2. HC1O 4  temperature (see Fig. 2), was tested for its detonabil-
Molecular weight: 160.52 ity. Under our experimental conditions, no stable
Melting point: 830C reaction wave was observed in this solution.
Decomposition temperature: 1600 C
Solubility to water (20 0C): 958 in 100 water When a steel tube charge containing UPS (0tn = 28
Density of saturated mm, pout = 36 mm, length = 250 mm) was strongly

aqueous solution: 1.6226 (200C) initiated with a tetryl pellet (density - 1.52 g/c.c.,
Oxygen balance (CO2): +0.099 g/g 10 g), the reaction wave propagation was observed
Impact sensitivity: 0/6 (5 kg, 60 cm) only at the neighbors of the tetryl booster and then

failed.
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UPS was highly incombustible too. About 100 g height, the mixtures listed in Tabie 2 showed no posi-
of UPS was confined in steel tubes (Ojin = 22 mm, tive result at as high as 60 cm drop height.
0out = 30 mm, length = 200 mm) and ignited with the
thermite of I gramine, but no appreciable decomposi- Detonation velocity was measured by two
tion was observed, methods. Iii the case of high velocity detonation

(I-IVD), velocity was measured by the elect ronic
method described in our previous report (3). In the

HOMOGENEOUS MIXTURES WITH ORGANIC case of low velocity detonation (LVD), however, its
SUBSTANCES velocity was measured by the Dautriche's method,

because of tlhe following reasons. The detonation
Various kinds of organic substances, especially pressure of LVD was not high enough to-cause the in-

polar liquids or solids, for example, acetone, acetoni- stantaneous electrical break-down of the ion-gap
tryl, nitroalkane, nitrobenzene, picric acid, dimethyl- insulator. Optical measu-ement of the propagation
form amide, etc., can be readily dissolved to UPS. velocity was also difficult for LVD of these mixtures.
Several homogeneous mixtures of UPS with these In general, light emitted from the reaction front of'
combustible substances could propagate the reaction these liquids was too weak to observe it by the streak
waves. Explosive behaviors of these homogeneous camera.
liquids, i.e., critical diameter, detonation velocity,
shock and impact sensitivities were investigated by In Fig. 4, detonation velocity (IIVD) and density
various methods. Results are shown in Table 2. of the mixtures of nitromethane and UPS are plotted

against UPS concentration.
Impact test with five killogramme drop hammer

was done for the mixtures. About 0.1 g of the sam- Sensitivity to shock wave was determined by our
pie liquid was poured in a small shallow stainless steel small scale card-gap test (4). In the method, tetryl
cup and covered with stainless lid which had a small pellet (dlensity = 1.52 g/c.c., diameter - 20 mm,
hole at the center. This sample assembly was placed weight = 20 g) and PMMA plates were used as a donor
on an anvil and tested. Although nitroglycerine (NG) charge and gap-materials respectively. Thick lead
showed four positive results with six trials at 5 cnm tubes (inner diameter = 20 mm, outer diameter = 28

"TABLE 2

Explosive P'ropertles of Typical Homogeneous Liquid Explosives Containing UP

y Detonation Velocity Critical Critical
Composition Density (knin/sec) Initiation Diameter

_____j (g/c.c.) (k e)Pressure in brass tube

NM-UPS si Fig. 3 HVI) see Fig. 4 1IVD 60-90 kbar
LVD NM/UPS = 10/90:1.9 LVD ca. 2 kbar

NM/UPS = 20/80: 2.0
PA/UPS = 10/90 1.603 (25-C) IVD (Pb tube, Oin = 20 mm): 6.89,

LVD: 1.9
PA/UPS = 15/85 ?.610 (25°C) IIVD (same above): 7.66
DCB/UPS = 10/90 1.593 (25 0 C) HVD (same above): 5.68 4-6 mm
NB/UPS = 10/90 1.527 (20 0 C) LVD (same above): 2.2 <2 kbar 4-6 mm
DFA/UPS = 10/90 1.498 (20 0 C) LVD (same above): 1.7 39-41 kbar 8-10 mm

UPS: 90 weight percent aq. wlution of UP
PA: Picric acid
DCB: Dinitrochlorbenzene
NU: Nitrobenzene
DFA: Dimethylformamide
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Fig. 4. Detonation velocity and density (20TL) of 8. WE IGHT PERCENTNM.UPS mixture. WIHTPRNT,
NImg. 5. Jrdtlcal Initiation pressures of NM- UPS-water
mixtures.

inlin, length: 25-50 nmm) were used as the containers I: NM-UPS(90%) mixture.
for the sample liquids. From the shape of the ir Ii: NM and UPS/1I 20= 80/20.
pressed mark on the used lead witness plate, we could Ill: NM and UPS/li20= 60/40.
judge which mode of reaction had occurred, non.
initiation, LVD or IlVD, Shock initiation pressure HO0
was obtained from the resulted critical gap-length
using gap length-pressure calibration curve, which had
been determined for this system, In Fig. 5, the criti-
cal initiation pressures (for HVD) for the mixtures of
nitromethane and UPS (90%) are plotted against the
UPS content.

Thc maximum sensitivity lies at about 60 weight
percent mixing ratio which is widely different from
that Of stoichiomectric composition (WO2 or CO). IV

LIffect of water on the shock initiation sensitivity
and propagation properties of reaction in ternary sys- V
tem of NM-UP-water was also examined by card gap
test under the same conditions as the above men- 1M UP

* tioned. Figure 6 shows three different regions, i.e.
niFig. 6. Regions separated by propagation mode diflnon-initiation, HVD only, and the region both LVD 9

and IVD can exist on the three component diagram. ferenee In ternary mixtures,
NI: non-initiation.
INVD: only HVD occurs.

DISCUSSION iIVD & L.VD: both modes of propagation can occur,

UPS can be used a• oxydizing agent in the explo-
sive mixtures with fuels, Mixture with plcric-acid or methane itself and its brisance is almost equal to thatwith nitromethane is much more powerful than nitro- of NG.
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These explosive mixtures generally possess the fol- explained in terms of usual concept on LVD. So it is
lowing characters. At first, they are insensitive to concluded that this LVD in UPS-dimethylformamide
impzct as verified in the results of' drop hammer test. mixture is clearly different from that in NG or mcth-
This may be due to their poor combustibility. ylnitrate, although further experiments will be needed

to confirm this.
Secondly, their light emlition in detonation reac-

tion is rather weak. Especially, in the case of LVD, it
was impossible to record the detonation front trace REFERENCES
with our streak camera. To the contrary, LVD of NG
or methylnitrate has bright detonation front and can 1. T. Urbanski, "Chemistry and Technology of Ex-
be recorded with our streak camera easily (5). This plosives," Vol. 2, Pergamon Press, New York,
discrepancy may be due to low detonation tempera- 1965.
ture because of small heat ou explosion or to sonic
unknown factors. 2. M. Kusakabe, S. Fujiwara, and K. Shiino,

"Under.water Blasting Method and Explosives
Thirdly, UPS mixtures containing suitable amount and Devices in therein," U.S. Patent 3,952,655,

of a detonable component such as dinitrotoluene, 1976
picric acid, or nitromethane have two modes of deto-
nation propagation, i.e. HVD and LVD. But mixtures 3. S. Fujiwara and M. Kusakabe, "Accurate
with a non-detonable component show only LVD at Measurements of Detonation Velocity," J, of
least under our experimental conditions. HVD may, Jap. Ind. Expi. Soc., Vol. 34, pp. 276-279,
however, be able to occur in the condition of further (1973).
heavy confinement and/or of much larger diameter.

4. S. Fujiwara et al., "Gap Test of Explosives for
It is of much interest that the mixtures with liquid Under-water Blasting," J. of Jap. Ind. Expl Soc.,

amides have the quite low shock sensitivity in spite of Vol. 34, pp. 208.212, (1973).
their low velocity detonation propagation, As shown
in Table 2, the detonation velocity of the mixture of 5. M. Kusakabe and S. Fujiwara, "Explosive Behav-
UPS-dimethylformamide is about 2 km/sec and it ior of Methylnitrate and its Mixtures with Liquid
never shows IIVD. Nevertheless, it has high critical Diluents," Fifth Symp. (intern.) on Detonation,
initiation pressure (about 40 kbar) which can not be N.O.L., pp. 267-273, 1970.
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A NEW EXPLOSIVE FOR LOW VOLTAGE
DETONATOR APPLICATIONS

W. B. Leslie, R, W. Dietzel, and J. Q. Searcy
Sandia Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

A new explosive l-5-.cyanotetrazolato)pentaammile cobalt (1II) perchlorate, desig-
nated C', Is much less sensitive to accidental initiation tihan primary explosives such
av lead azide, yet It can rapidly grow to detonation when properly confined. We
have made a study of the most Important parameters controlling Ignition and sub-
sequent growth to detonation of this explosive In test detonator hardware. We
conclude that this new material •.'an replace pritnary explosives in many hot wire
detonator requirements, especially If safity considerations are of ma/or concern.

The need fbi low voltage detonators made from these compounds, but very little information has
inherently safe explosives has led to an intensive been published, Most of the work was done at Sandia
search for explosives with seemingly contradictory Laboratories by various staff members, or at
properties. I 1w explosive should be so difficult to Unidynatnics/Phoenix under contract to Sandia.
Initiate that it hs relatively insensitive to electrostatic Explosive characterization of these materials has, in
discharge and impact, and yet it must be so easily general, been dictated by a particular need. Basic
initiated that the simple hot wire will suffice. It property studies have been neglected. For example.
should be thermally stable enough to withstand the CJ pressure has been determined for only one of
fairly high temperature requirements, yet be reactive these explosives, ICCP (isothtiocyanatotpentaamniine
enough to grow to detonation rapidly. In this paper cobalt Ill perchlorate), and the reported value of 8.9
we report a new material that approaches this ideal gigapascals is suspiciously low (I ). At least 30 corn-
case, and we present results from a study of certain pounds in this series have been synthesized. Since
parameters that affect functional characteristics, there are so many, and the chemical namnes are so
Hot wire detonators made with this material clearly clumsy, acronyms have been assigned to most of the
undergo deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT). compounds.
Our interest in this material has been recently boosted
by new safety requirements, and our experiments Preliminary screening of the explosive properties
have been dictated by a parallel detonator develop- of these materials indicated that three seem to have a
ment program. desirable combination of properties for safety and

sensitivity in hot wire detonators. These are ICCP,
This new material is one of a series of new explo- modified CATCP (catenag-Mcyanotetraammine cobalt

sives investigated for a number of years at Sandia IIl perchlorate) and CP(I.5 cyanotetrazolatopenta-
Laboratories. The general chemical formula of this animine cobalt III perchlorate). Modified CATCP is
group of coordination compounds can be given as relatively difficult to synthesize and early develop.
I(NH 3)4 Col 11 XYJ (Cl04)n. X and Y represent ment tests with It suggested a disagreeable tendency
other ligands. The value of n is determined by the to corrode bridgewires. This compatibility problem
formal electronic charge on X and Y. A large effort was eventually traced to the presence of free silver
has been devoted to synthesizing and characterizing ions. The bridgewire corrosior disappeared when the
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explosive was synthesized by an alternate procedure trostatic discharge, even though a number of tests
(2). The explosive CP was chosen for the study re- have been made.
ported here because it is 'asily synthesized, somewhat
more thermally stable, and slightly less sensitive to When CP is pressed to a higher density a different
accidental initiation than the other two candidates, situation prevails, as illustrated in Fig. 2. This curve
Figure 1 gives the chemical structure of CP. was generated by charging a 600-pF capacitor and

spark discharging it through a 500-ohm resistor and
The CP, as supplied by Unidynamics, is a free- the powder in series. A specific geometry was used in

flowing gold or yellow-orange powder. The loose which the shortest path for a spark was always 0.82
powder density is approximately 0.6 g/cm 3 , and the mm. The energy in the spark was somewhat arbi.
crystal density is approximately 2.0 g/cm 3 . The trarily determined by assuming 10 percent of the
crystal size ranges up to approximately 500 microns. energy stored by the capacitor wps delivered into the
The powder can be easily pressed and forms a free explosive. The magnitude of this curve is surely
standing pellet without a binder at densities greater geometry dependent, but the general trend is clear.
than 1.2 g/cm 3. The explosive is slightly hygro- This material becomes increasingly sensitive to initia-
scopic. The instantaneous autoignition temperature tion by electrostatic discharge as the density in-
has been determined as 340"C, and the explosive creases. We also note that reliable ignition from a hot
yield is approximately equal to TNT for equal bridgewire seems to require a density near the wire of
weights (3). It is more thermally stable than RDX, about 1.3 g/cr 3 or greater. No tests have yet been
but somewhat less thermally stable than I-INS. made to determine friction sensitivity (5).

In the loose powder form CP is a relatively safe Most of our experimental results were obtained
explosive. In the Bureau of Mines 2 kg drop weight using the test hardware illustrated in Fig. 3. Many
test, initiation occurred for one out of ten samples at variables potentially affect the performance of a
49 cm. Repetitions of this test with different lots of detona'or, and they may be interdependent. Our
powder have given values as high as 65 cm. In one approach was to hold all variables constant at the
test, an electric match immersed in four grams of values given in Fig. 3 except when a particular vari.
loose powder failed to give a self-sustained deflagra- able was being studied. Our daia have been limited to
tion. A 600-pF capacitor with 500 ohms in series
charged to 50 kV failed to ignite the loose powder
when a spark was discharged through 1! (4). In fact,
we have not yet initiated the loose powder by dec- 1000

200

NH3  
14 10NIO03 N H3 N

¢,o (C 104 f2

H 3 N 1 20kV
10 500 ohms "

N

N/ \C--CN
F, II It

N-N N -2

i4-5-cyanotetrazolato)pentaammine cobalt (Ill) 1 L-,. . , .
6.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

perchlorate o mnhtty f.mfrm3)Dentity (Wm/cm)

Eig, 1. Chemical structure and name of the explosive Fig. 2. Threshold values f/tr initiation uf one in ten
CP. samples at various densities.
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a survey of general trends. We define an electronic many explosives. If tihe deflagration rate does not
ftnction time, Te, as the time elapsed between the increase as fast with density as does the minimum
application of a firing pulse and the triggering of an shock initiation pressure, 1)I)T may not occur.
ion probe at the output end of the explosive column.
This time was determined from oscilloscope records. The effects of changes in the containment fixture
Most of our work was done with powder as supplied, and explosive column ler.gth are given in Figs. 5 and
and the density was maintained at'a constant value 6. Figure 5 clearly indicates that a certain maximum
throughout the test detonator, Wu have made checks wall thickness (i.e., containment) is necessary for
with powder from different sieve fractions and find growth to detonation in this fixture. Figure 6 sug-
no discernable effect on Te or the output. Output gests a column length of about 8 to 10 mm is desira-
was determined by measuring the depth of the dent ble. The variation of functiont time with current was
created in a steel block, determined ftr CP and for lead azide pressed in the

fixture with a pressure of 68.95 MPa, Figure 7 gives
The effect of density on functional characteristics

is shown in ig. 4 for a constant firing current of 10
A. Figure 4a gives function time Ps, density and Fig.
4b gives output vs. density. The sharp drop shown by
the density curve suggests that C11 does not grow to 120I
detonation from a hot wire for a column of these
dimensions if the density is too high. Much of the -

electronic function time is used in heating the bridge. 100 _8
wire arid igniting the powder, The smooth decrease 0

in Te on this curve probably reflects a shorter igni- go 0
tion due to the increasingly intimate contact be.
tween the powder and the bridgewire whh incremsing

-60r-density, arid perhaps faster deflagration rates, As a
resuit o)f these curves, all further work reported here
was done for a CP denrity of 1.4 g/cm 3 , 40.

It is interesting to speculate onl a mcchanismn for 20- 0
the falllure to achieve detonation at higher densities, .
Acý.ording to Belyaev. et al., (6), DDT in a pressed
explosive depends on the rate of pressure change 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
during deflagration and the shock sensitivity of the 3
explosive. Furthermore, above a given density, it Density (gm/cm I
becomnes more and more difficult to shock initiate

0.4[-" I I

0

0ýo I

CC. - . , ") 0.2 -
•A - ..

:• " "• ': • " : "" " ' " • " . .. " " : 1 ,.0 1 .2 1 ,. 4 1 . 6 L .8 2 . 0
B ,id el re., is 0 .0 33 ,,,n by 0 .6 1 .m r,, D en s ity (g m /c m 3 )
evwrohm. Detonator o,D. - 0.8 O cry, ( )

ID. - O.l 1eUcm, L•ringth of E milosivi
Cn, lu,'m- 0,6cm Fig. 4. The effect of densit'v on output and fionction

Pig. 3, Test detonator hardware, time Jfr a 10 A firing signal
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C,,rril IRampl safety is of major concern. It is not clear that very

Fig. 7 The effi'ct of diffierent flring current on the small hot wire detonators can be made with it but wc
function time of' C' (open wide) and lead azide have made no effort to minimize size. We hope to
(squares). pursue a more basic study of this material and more

closely examine the DDT process and determine the
lIugoniot, CJ parameters, physical properties, and

the results. Lead azide functions about twice as fast chemical thermodynamic and kinetic properties.
as CP over this range.
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such as lead azide in many applications, especially if as SAND76-6014, SAND76-6015, SAND76-6016,and SAND76-6018, Sandia Laboratories, 1976.
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BTX - A USEFUL HIGH TEMPERATURE EBW DETONATOR EXPLOSIVE*

R. H, Dinegar, L, A. Carlson, and M. D. Coburn
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

A high-tenmperatureresist(,n viexplodingbridgewire detonatorisdescribed. The
explosive is BTX, which shows no exotherm below the melting point 263°C, and is
stable in vacuum stability tests at a temperature exposure ojat least I 750C'fior 90
days. The energy required Is higher than is used for PF7N detonators. Design
studies are being made.

I. INTRODUCTION N 2 Pk

Exploding bridgewire (EBW) detonators that con- N
tuin PETN have a temperature limit of 100IC or less,
depending on the length of exposure and other
considerations, Improved capability Is obtainable I
with RDX, but the effective gain Is small. IlMX has a C 2 N • N
high melting point ('\ 280'C), but above 100"C phase
changes occur with important changes in crystal lg. 1. (5, 7,-dinitro-l-picrylbenzotriazole,).
density. RDX and HIMX have very poor vacuum

stab~lity at I500C. IINS of high purity is heat
resistant, but the energy required for Its initiation by
an EBW may be unacceptable for some applications. Meling int 2630C
Thus, a search for a more suitable explosive has con- Mti Stable tmlgP

tinued. This report covers a preliminary study of an DTA Stable to melting pt,

explosive, BTX, which appears to make available a Vacuum Stability 1.0 13/Mg (1.0 mQ/g)

truly high-temperaturc detonator. 48 h at 200'C

1.3 m3 /Mg (1.3 in)/g)

SIf. BTX EXPLOSIVE 91 days at 175'C
Impact Sensitivity Type 12 -- 350 mm

The preparation of BTX is described by M. D. Type 1 2B - 330 min

Coburn in "Nitro Derivatives of I -Picrylbenzotriazole," Spark Sensitivity 0.48 J, 76-all anilJ. Heterocyclic Chem 10, p. 743 (1973).FrtinSstityN.atalngeCrystal Density 1.74 Mg/n 3

The structure and properties of BTX are shown in Detonation Velocity (calc) 7170 m/s
Fig. I. C-J Pressure (calc) 23.4 GPa

*Wotk performed under the auspices of the U.S. E~norgy The differential thermal analysis (DTA) for BTX
Researcl & Dovelopment Administration used in this work is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. BTX DTA. 200C'/tnin heating rate,

TABIE 1

1750C Temperature Vacuum Stability Tests (1)
Time of Exposure (days)

Total Gas Evolved (t 3 /Mg at STP. Average of two samples.)
Material 7 14 28 35 142149 1 56 [6 70 1 t77 84 91

BTX 0.2 0,3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0,6 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.3
IIMX 3.1 31.2
IINS 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.2

RIDX 4.2 15.1
TATB 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.6

Vacuum stability test data at I 75°C are given Batches of various specific surfaces then were pro-
below in Table I for BTX and four other explosives. duced for evaluation. BTX scanning electron micro-

graphs are shown in Fig. 3.

When BTX is prepared originally it is formed in
large platý',et crystals of less than I O0-m2/kg specific Ill. FIRING CONDITION
surface. BFX is soluble in acetone, but insoluble in
water, and the original BTX was recrystallized by the The firing unit uscd a 3-/f capacitor charged to
rapid addition of water to a BTX/acetonc solution. 7 kV to initiate one detonator in the preliminary
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1000 X 1000 X
v100-m2 /kg specific surface "v2200-m 2/kg specific surface

Fig. 3. Scanning electron micrographs of BTX.

work. In subsequent tests the voltage was reduced,
and two detonators were initiated by the same firing V. EBW INITIATION STUDIES
unit.

It first was determined that the BTX could be
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DETONATOR initiated by a bridgcwire. An ionization pin was

placed over the face of the initial pressing in place of
The work was done with SE-I assemblies which the pellets shown in Fig. 4, and the transit time (tTj)

were modified to have larger diameter bridgewires from start of current to closure of the pin was
than normal, The configuration is shown in Fig. 4. measured.

BTX Pellets

7.6-n•m diam by 2.5-mm long
1-.6-Mg/ml density

% 1".4-Mg/ml density
X 1.2-Mg/rn density

-- •BTX Initial Pressing

7.6-nun diem by 6.4-rnm long
Density varied

Au Bridgewire130-pm diem

Bridgewire length varied

SE-i Brass Sleeve, Plastic
Head, and Electrical Leads

Fig. 4. Modified SE-1 detonator, BTX study.
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'i.2th an initial pressing density of 0.90 Mg/m 3 , the VI. BOOSTER PELLET INITIATION
i -.sit time was found to average 2.2 ps when two
detonators were fired in parallel at a 7.0-kV firing The ability c f a BTX initial pressing to initiate a
voltag,. For comparison, the time for PETN initial high-density pellet was studied. The initiation of a
pressings loa'ed into identica, assemblies and fired in 1.60-Mgi w.3 density '3TX pellet was niarginal. The
the same way was 2.0 /s. Fiom this i. was concluded staged pellet denaity arrangement shown in Fig. 4
that the BTX was initiated promptly. was found t) perform acceptably in most tests;

simpler designs probably cahi be made. Initiation
Most of the tests were made with a BTX specific delay in the 1.2-Mg/m 3 pellet was '\ 0.2 ps, but was

surface of approximately 2200 m2 /kg: trns-t time small in the other pellets.
varied slightly from batch to batch. Wiih a 900-m2 /kg
specific surface the detonator performnanc,. was peor
and indicated a high threshold. With the -. ' i00-rt2 /kg VII. PLATE DENT
platelet crystals if the originally prepared BTX, uAi 'g
the EBW test condition described abcve, ail detona- A comparison is shown in Fig. 5 of the plate dent
tors failed, produced in a 6-mm-thick Dural plate by a BTX

detonator and a PETN detonator, both built as
Electric•.,l measuiements were made at one test showy in Fig. 4. The dent from the PETN detonator

condition. The bridgewiie ourst current at 7.0 KV is a little larger due to its higher detonation pressure
was found to be 7 kA and we burst power was 15 (33 GPa) compared to the pressure for BTX (23.4
MW using two detonators in parallel and a 130-gim- GPa).
6iiam by 1 -mi-long gold bridgewire.

VIII. HIGH-TEMPERATURE EXPOSURE
A bridgewire length study was made which showed

that the voltage threshold with a 0.5-rmm-long bridge BTX powder was heated at 175 0 C for 50 hours,
w:'s 5.0 kV, but with a 1-mam length it was reduced and then was loaded into SE-l detonators. The test
to 3.0 kV. With a 1.5-mm length tht. initia. in delay was done in this manner since we wanted to assess
at the bridge was reduced for tVe firing voltages the effect on BTX alone and not that in combi- .ion
below '7.0 kV, although threshold remained at 3.0 kV. with the SE I detonator. In addition, we do not have
At 2.' -nmm length no further improvement was seen. detonator hardwate capable of withstantding high

Vt!X Detonator PF.Th Detonator

Fig. 5. Plate dent comparison.
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temperatures. With PETN the effect of heating is for two test conditions: two detonators per test, or
nearly the same whether the powder is heated before one detonator per test, at ambient temperature. The
or after loading. The test data are shown in the tT vs data are shown in the curves of Fig. 7. A higher
voltage curves of Fig. 6. After the heat exposure the initial pressing density than 0.90 Mg/m 3 is feasible
specific surface changed to 1700 m2 /kg. Only a small with BTX, depending on other design requirements.
effect was observed on detonator timing and on
voltage threshold in comparison with the unheated X. CONCLUSION
material.

It is believed that a practical EBW detonator
IX. DENSITY THRESHOLD which contains only BTX can be made for applica-

tions that require a high-temperature capability. The
Using the firing condition that was described pre- BTX detonator probably will require a larger, higher

viously, the density threshold of BTX was determined voltage firing unit than is required for PETN EBW

IIl(;,l- TII: lATUSI: SI-TOIA'VOR STUDY

tT vs Firing Voltage

BTX explosive. Modified SE-1 detonator,
130-pm-diam x i-mm-long Au bridgewire.
0.90-Mg/m' density initial pressing +
electronic gap switch. Batch BTX-7.
BTX heated in bulk then loaded into SE-I.

-3.60 "'SD-4 firing unit (3 sF') + 610-mm C-cable
+ 460-mnu L-cable + SF-1. 1-2 detonators

'- per data point.

3.40

.3.20
S/ Ambient, 2350 m2/kg

10Environment, 50 hr/1751C
.3.00 (.37F 170 M'

2.80

II
.4,

2.60

-2.40

"2.20

Firing Voltage (kV)

3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.C

Fig. 6.
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RTX DEE•SITY'I'll Ti!P',S-H11 ')

tT Vs Initial Pressing Density
One Detonator va Two Detonators Por Test

,Modified SE-i detonator, initial proening, 130-pni
-di•m x 1.52-ni=-lonq Au bridgewire. Batch 11TX-8,
2200 ml/ky. TSO-4 firing unit (3 uF at 7.0 kV)+ 610-nvu C-cable + 460-m. L-cable + SE-1 + elec-
tronic: gap switch, branchon in parallel when two

detonators teqted. tT from nonoeOcond counter.
Ambient tomperatLure. Three dots/point.

7.4

,\\,

.2.40~

20

2.20
ZI 0

41(

2.10

2.200~

1.00

Initial Pres.ninq Density (Mg/tn')

0.80 0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30

t Fig. 7.

Sdetonators. It appears that the BTX detonator itself out the work, to K. Bostick of Group WX-2 for
Swill need to be somewhat larger than PETN detona- preparation of the BTX, to R. E. Smith of Group M-1

tors. We are conducting design studies to improve for scanning electron micrographs, and to J. W,
Sthe configuration of detonator components and to Chenault, L. Rico, and M. S. Mirabal of Group WX-7

reduce tile initiation delays. Tests that use the flying for experimiental assistance.
plate mode also are being done since it is believed to
be more efficient than the EBW miode for the less

i'_"sensitive e xplosives. REFERENCE

ACKNOWLE GMENTS 1. J.4F. Baytos, "[sh.Temperature Vacuum

, Thermal Stability Tests of Explosives," Los
We are indebted to W. H. Meyers of LASL Group Alamos Scientific Laboratory report LA-5829.MS

WX-7 for his advice and continuous interest through- (January 1975). !
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PHYSICAL, STABILITY, AND SENSITIVITY PROPERTIES
OF LIQUID EXPLOSIVES*

K. Scribner, R. Elson, R. Fyfe, and J. P. Cramer
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, California 94550

Liquid explosives are of interest as carriers for a new class of extrudable explo-
sives. Thirty-six liquids, most of them new, are characterized as to physical prop-
erties, stability, and sensitivity. ADDF (1, 4, 4, 10, 10, 13-hexafluoro-1, 1, 7, 7, 13,
13-hexanitro-3, 5, 9, 11-tetraoxotridecane) and the eutectic mixture of MFF and
TFMFF (1, 4, 4, 7, 7-pentafluoro-1, 1, 7-trinitro-3, 5-dioxoheptane and 1, 1, 1, 4,
4, 7-hexafluoro- 7, 7-dinitro-3, S-dioxoheptane) are the most useful carrier liquids of
those studied. They both are characterized by a melting point near -50°C, density
of 1. 65 g/cm3 or greater, excellent thermal stability, low vapor pressure, and very
low sensitivity when tested on our drop hammer and by means of a new low-
velocity-detonation (L VD) screening test.

INTRODUCTION in case of accidental detonation, the toxic
fissile material would not be scattered over the

Extrudable compliant explosives can be made by countryside.
mixing a crystalline explosive with an energy-
contributing liquid and a gelling agent. They are of We screened certain existing and newly synthesized
interest for several reasons: liquids for use as carrier liquids for compliant explo-

sives. This report presents some of the physical,
* They are much less sensitive to impact than stability, and sensitivity properties of these liquids.

rigid explosives of comparable energy. With the For simplicity of reference, we use a designator
proper selection of the crystalline explosive and rather than the full chemical name of the liquid.
the liquid carrier, compliant explosives have These abbreviations are listed in Table 1, which also
been made with 120% of the energy of Comp B, gives the chemical name, the atomic composition,
Grade A. and the synthesizer of each.

e They are simpler to fabricate and use than
plastic-bonded explosives that must be pressed,
machined, and assembled. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

* They can have unique applications. In nuclear
weapons, for example, the explosive can be The physical properties of the liquids are listed in
stored away from the fissile material so that Table 2. They were determined on material purified

by a simple vacuur-4ine distillation or by thorough
removal of solvent by heatiig on the vacuum line.

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Energy Research & Development Adndirstration, under * Purity. Analysis for purity was done by
Contract No. W-7405-Eng-48. chromatographic methods and, in several cases,
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TABLE I

Designaor Identification

Designtor Cemica NameAtomic Suc
Chemical Name [Composition Suc

ADDF 1, 4,4,10,10, 13-hexafluoro-1, 1, 7,7, 13, i 3 'ixanitro- C9 H8 F6 016 N6  SRI
3, 5, 9, 11 -tetraoxotridecane

BTFMA I -fluoro.1, I-dinitro-4,. 4-bisftrifluioroi C61-1517700N2  NSWC
dioxohexane

DFB 2, 2-difluoro-2-nitrocthyl.5, 5-difluoro-2-(3* 'oro- C8 H-7 F76 010 N3  NSWC
3'-nitro- I oxopropyl)-5, 5-dinitro-3-oxi..- w. 'tte

DFF Bis(2-fluoro-2, 2-dinitroethyl)difluoroforinai C5 H4 F4 01 0 N4  SRI

DFNT 2, 2-difluoro-2-nitroethyl trifluoromiethane-sulfonate C3 H2 F5 
0 sNS FLUOROCHEM

DNPP 2, 2-dinitropropyl perchiorate C3 H5 08 N2 C I FLUO ROCHEM

EDNP Ethyl 4, 4-dinitropentanoate C7 H-1 206 N2  CORDOVA

FDA Bis(2-fluoro-2, 2-dinitroethyl) acetal C6 118 F20dN4 NSWC

FDE 1, 1 , 4-trifluoro-I, 4, 4-trinitro-3-oxobutane C3 I-12 F73 07 N3  NSWC

EDEE 1, 5-difluoro-1, 1, 5, 5-tetranitro-3-oxopentane C41-14 F2 09 N4  FLUOROCi-EM

FDNE-A 1, 9-difluoro-l, 1, 5, 5,9, 9-hexanitro-3, 7-dioxonontate C7 1-8 172 01 0N6  FLUOROCIIEM

FDNE-N 2-fluoro-2, 2-dinitroethyl nitrate C2 H2 F0)7 N3  FLUOROCHEM

FDNE-S Bis(2-fluoro-2, 2-dinitroethyl) sulfate C4 H4 F2 01 ,N4 S FLUOROCI-IEM

FDNEP 2-fluoro-2, 2-dinitroethyl perchlorate C2 H2 FO8 N2 CI FLUOROCHEM

FEFO Bis(2-fluoro-2, 2-dinitroethyl) formal C5 H6 F201 0N4  ROCKETDYNE

FTE 1, 1, 1, 4-totrafluoro-4, 4-dinitro-3-oxobutane C3 1-H2 1F4 05 N2  NSWC

GBFO I1,1 2-difluoro-l, 1, 12,1 2-tetranitro-3, 5, 8, 10- C8 H-12 F2 012 N4  ROCKETDYNE
tetraoxododecanc

MA 1, 1, 7-trifluoro-4.inethyl-1, 7, 7-trinitro-3, 5-dioxoheptane C6 HSF 3 08 N3  NSWC

MF 1, 1 , 7-trilluoro-1, 7, 7-trinitro-3, 5-dioxohieptane C5 H6 F3 08 N3  NSWC

MFDNB Methyl 4-fluoro-4, 4-dinitrobutyrate C5 H7 F0 6 N2  NSWC

M-FEFO 1, 7-difluoro-4-(I-oxornethyl)-l, 1, 7,7-tetranitro-3, C6 H18 F2 01 IN4  FLUOROCHEM
5-dioxoheptane

MFF 1, 4,4, 7, 7.pcntatluoro-1, 1, 7-trinitro-3, 5-dioxoheptane C- H4 F5 08 N3  SRI

OTTO 1.,1,1, 7,7, 13, 13, 13-octafluoro-4,4, 10, 10- C9 1-8 F8̀ 012 N4  SRI
tetranitro-2, 6, 8, 1 2-tetraoxotridecane

REX-20 2, 2, 2-trifluoroethyl-4-fluoro-4, 4-dinitrobutyrate C61-1617400 2  ROCKETD'ILNE

SR,'-I 1, 1, 1 .trifluoro-4,4, 4-trinitro-2-oxobutane C3 1-2 F3 07 N3  SRI

SRI-2 1, 1, 1, 4-tetrafluoro-4, 4-dinitro-2-oxobutane C3 1-2 F4 05 N2  SRi_____
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TABLE 1

Designator Identification - Continued

SRI-3 1, 1, 1-trifluoro-4, 4-dinitro-2-oxopentane C4 H5 F3 05 N2  SRI

SRI-4 1, 1, 1,7, 7, 7-hexafluoro-4, 4-dinitro-2, 6-dioxoheptane C5 H4 F6 0 6 N2  SRI

SRI-5 1-fluoro-1, 1, 3, 3-tetranitro-5-oxohexane C5 H7 FO9 N4  SRI

SYEP 4, 4-Bis(difluoramino)-l, 7-difluoro-1, 1, 7, 7-tetranitro- C5 IH4 F6 01 0 N4  SRI
3, 5-dioxoheptane

TDPF 1, 1,1, 13, 13, 13-hexafluoro-4,4, 10, 10-tetranitro-2, CgHloF 60 12 N4  SRI
6, 8, 1 2-tetraoxotride cane

TFA 1, 7-difluoro-1, 1, 7, 7-tetranitro-4-trifluoromethyl-3, C6 H5 F5 01 0N4  NSWC
5-dioxoheptane

TFMA 1-fluoro-1, 1-dinitro-4-trifluorometliyl-3, 5-dioxohexane C5 H6 F4 06N 2  NSWC

TFMDA 1-fluoro-4-difluoronitromethyl-1, 1-dinitro-4. C6 H5 F6 0 8 N3  NSWC
trifluoromethyl-3, 5-dioxoheptane

TFMFF 1,1,1, 4, 4, 7-hexafluoro-7, 7-dinitro-3, 5-dioxoheptane C5 H4 F6 0 6 N2  SRI

TTF 1, 1,1 -trifluoro-7, 7, 7-trinitro-3, 5-dioxoheptane C5 H6 F3 08 N3  NSWC

it was checked by proton and/or fluorine NMR. The melting point of ADDF is of considerable
0 Den3ity. Densities were either reported by the interest. Although the material was probably never

source or determined by weighing in a micro- obtained in a crystalline form, a number of bits of
pipette. indirect evidence strongly suggest a melting point of

* Melting Point. The melting point was deter- -50 ± 100 C.
mined by crystallizing the material in 3-mm
capillaries and warming at I0 C per min in a The trends in these physical properties confirm
stirred, clear Dewar. The reported temperature the known effects of substituent groups (i.e., replace-
is that of last melting. ment of H by F or NF2 lowers the melting point,

* Boiling Point. Boiling points, or vapor pres- raises the density, and, for F, lowers the boiling
sures, are those reported by the synthesizer of point). Also, asymmetric molecules melt at lower
tiie material, temperatures than symmetric ones. Many of the new

* Kf. The molal freezing-point lowering constant liquids synthesized in the latter portion of the pro-
Kf (1) was determined using two diluents at gram were designed to take advantage of these effects.
concentrations of 2, 4, and 6 volume percent.

* Viscosity. Visccsities were determined using a A number of binary mixtures were exar..ied foi
Haake Roto Visco RV 3* at shear rates of 0.5 melting points. These are listed in Table 3.
to 5364 per second. They are shown in Fig. 1.

S'IABIUITY AND SENSITIVITY PROPERTIES
*Reference to a company or product name does not imply

approval or recomwendation of the product by the
University of California or the U.S. Energy Research and The results of the chemical reactivity test (CRT),
Development Administration to the exclusion of others differential thermal analysis (DTA) and drop hammer
that may be suitable. tests are listed in Table 4.
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TABLE 2

Physical Properties of the Liquids

Purity Density M.P. B.P.
Designator (%) (g/cm 3 ) (CC) (0 C/Torr)

ADDF >96 1.700 -50? 85/10-6
BTFMA - 1.59 -19 - -

DFB - 1.63 -2 - -

DFF 99+ 1.670 -17.5 83/0.3 3.5
DFNT >95 1.690 -50 48/13 -
DN- 1.629 -25 25/0.01 5.6
EDNP 99+ 1.28 -5 83/0.05 14
FDA >98 1.52 -7 - -
FDE >97 1.650 -33 200/760
FD EE >97 1.629 9.5 100/0.4 -
FDNE-A >95 1.640 21 100/10-3 -
FDNE-N 97 1.642 -1 62/5 -
FDNE-S 98 1.704 -14 100/2.5 X 10-2 -
FDNEP - 1.704 -35 20/0.01 4
FEFO 99+ 1.607 14.5 110/0.3 -'80
FTE - 1.60 -47 150/760 -
CGBFO - 1.495 -40? 149/5 X 10-3 -

MA >97 1.500 -43? - -
MF >98 1.560 -22 80/0.1 -
MFDNB 95 1.400 3 75/0.2 -
M-FEFO >97 1.540 %0? 127/0.3 -
MFF 99+ 1.680 -34 39/6 X 10-3 -
OTTO 98 1.665 - 81/0.01 -
REX-20 95 1.534 8 80/15

SRI-I - 1.650 - 65/15
SRI-2 - 1.590 -63 51/35
SRI-3 - 1.480 -21 25/0.4
SRI-4 - 1.620 -38 27/1
SIU.5 - 1.550 -15 85/0.4
SYEP 97.5 1.691 -2 110/10-5

TDPF - 1.590 (1) 6.5* 135/0.01
(2) 15

YFA - 1.65 -i -
TFMA - 1.53 -17 - -

TFMDA - 1.65 -11 - -

TFMFF 99+ 1.620 -36 21/6 X 10-3 -

TTF - 1.54 -14 - -

*Appeared to exist in two modifications.

CRT. In CRT (2), a 0.25-g sample is heated at 393 DTA. The DTA compares the temperature of the
K (1200 C) for 22 h in an atmosphere of He. A two- (10- to 20-mg) test cample to that of a similar
stage chromatography unit is used to measure the reference sample while both are being heated in the
volumes of N2 + 02, NO + CO, N20 atid C0 2 evolved, same environment at 10C/min. Differences in
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temperature reflect heat absorption or -volution by no-go criterion is based on an arbitrary sound level
the test sample. produced on impact. The result of the test is sum-

marized as H50 , the height in cm at which the
Drop Hammer. Our drop hammer is an ERI-type probability of explosion is 50%.

impact machine using a 2.5-kg wi?.ht. A series of
drops are made from different heights, -nd a go or As has been noted by others, fluorodinitro and

difluoronitro groups are generally more thermally
stable than trinitro, difluoramino, or nitrate groups,

10 and formals and acetals are more stable than ethers
and esters. The drop hammer, although considered
only qualitative, did show gross differences similar to
the results of the low-velocity detonation (LVD) test.
It should be noted that the two perchlorates tested

- I were extremely sensitive, but that all other liquids
tested were less sensitive than FEFO, a plasticizer

ADOF used at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and
elsewhere.

0
U

OFF LOW-VELOCITY DETONATION: A SCREENING
TEST (3)

i0_2 •TFMF _We initiated the compliant-explosives program
TFMFFusing FEFO and EDNP ?s carrier liquids. During the

proces.ing, particularly with FEFO, we noticed thin
films of the liquId carrier forming on the processing
equipment. Wf, became concerned about safety,

10-3 A since nearly all liquid HE's can undergo LVD in thin
-20 0 20 40 films. None of the available screening tests for

Temperature (QC) sensitivity to LVD were definitive enougix for our
purposes, so we developed a new test b"sed on the

Fig. 1. Viscosity as a function cf temperature" ol tapered-thickness-film work of Ribovich (4). We
three liquid, high explosives, chose to use a variable-output donor system with near

TABLE 3

Melting Point of Binary Mixtures

Component Mole % Component M.P.
A A B (0C) Comments

DFF 53 FDA -29 Eutectic
FEFO 25 FDA -15 Eutect'c
FEFO -14 DFF -23 Eutectic
FEFO "-82 DFF -25 Eutectic
FEFO - EDNP -24 Lowest melting

composition
DFF - £DNP -22 Lowest melting

composition
"[FDNEP "-50 DNPl -50 Eutectic?

0MFF 50 TFMFF -53 Eutectic?
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TABLE 4

Stability Properties of Liquids

CRT, (cm 3) DTA, 1st exotherm
Designator .. t

N2 + 02 NO + Co N20 C02 Total Starts (0C) Max (=C) H50 (cm)

ADDF 0.013 0.019 0.003 0.017 0.052 221 224 158
BTFMA - - - - - - - -
DFB - - - - - - - -
DFF 0.01 0.02 0.002 0.012 0.044 224 260 > 177
DFNT 0.006 0.008 0. 0.009 0.023 none none > 177
DNPP 0.02 0.39 0.09 0.50 1.00 160 200 <3.2
EDNP 0.006 0.021 0.004 0.009 0.04 165 200 > 177
FDA - - - - - - - -
FDE 0.027 0.14 0.01 0.12 0.30 - - -
FDEE 0.06 0.27 0.08 0.20 0.61 150 160 -75
FDNE-A 0.048 0.123 0.033 0.096 0.30 175 268 -158
FDNE-N - - - - - - - >100
FDNE-S 0.021 0.075 0.015 0.022 0.130 208 226 -160
FDNEP 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.67 0.75 165 180 <2.0
FEFO 0.006 0.015 0.002 0.012 0.035 105 115 28
FTE - - - - - - - -
GBFO 0.03 0.14 0.02 0.11 0.30 144 165 0110
MA - - - - - - - -
MF 0.005 0.026 0.002 0.011 0.044 none none > 177
MFDNB 0.021 0.070 0.010 0.049 0.150 none none > 177
M-FEFO - - - - - 202 228 -110
MFF 0.008 0.034 0.007 0.033 0.082 none none > 177
OTTO 0.010 0.015 0.002 0.015 0.042 214 243 >177
REX-20 0.014 0.060 0.007 0.034 0.115 none none ;177
SRI-I 0.37 0.96 0.53 1.25 3.11 none none >177
SRI-2 0.19 1.00 0.19 1.03 2.41 none none l177
SRI.3 -- - - - - none none >177
SRI-4 0.04 0.019 <0.001 0.028 0.087 none none > 177
SRI-5 - - - - - 124 150 > 177
SYEP 0.43 0.75 0.052 0.034 1.27 157 245 > 141
TDPF 0.012 0.042 0.006 0.029 0.089 - - -

TFA .- - - - .
TFMA - --
ATFMDA - - - - -

TFMFF 0.010 0.038 0.010 0.033 0.091 noaie none >177
TTF 0.2 0.7 0.1 0.5 1.5 -

zero attenuatiun, whereas Ribovich used a constant reference. The results are listed in Table 5. The
donor with variable attenuation. pressures shown are those in the attenuator at the

liquid-attenuator interface. W is the weight percent
Six liquids of potential interest as carrizrs were PETN in the donor pellet (defined later); the last two

tested along with nitroglycerine, which was used as a columns indicate whether HVD or LVD occurred in a
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TABLE 5

Results of the L VD Screening Test

Liquid d-max W P HVD LVD Threshold
(mm) (wt%) (GPa) D V -

NG 1.6 20 4.9 Yes Yes
FEFO 1.6 30 6.5 No No

40 8.1 No No
45 8.9 No Yes LVD
50 9.8 No Yes
55 10.6 No Yes
60 11.4 .a Yes
75 13.8 -a Yes
90 16.3 -a Yes
95 17.1 Yes Yes HVD

100 17.9 Yes No
DFF 1.6 100 17.9 No No

3.2 50 9.8 No No
60 11.4 No No
65 12.2 No No
70 13.0 -a No
75 13.8 -a No
85 15.5 -a -b
90 16.3 -a Yes LVD
95 17.1 -a -b

100 17.9 Yes No HVD
ADDF 1.6 100 17.9 No No

3.2 79 13.0 No No
80 14.6 No No
90 16.3 No No

100 17.9 No No
MFF 1.6 100 17.9 No No

3.2 100 17.9 No No
TFMFF 1.6 100 i 7.9 No No

3.2 100 17.9 No No50/50
Eutectic 3.2 100 17.9 No No
of MFF/
TFMFF

aHlVD it.ited then quenched without ever spreading the full width
bof the shot tray. See Fig. 3.

inconclusive evidence.

particular test: d-max is the liquid thickness at the THE TEST ARRANGEMENT AND PROCEDURE
donor-liquid interface.

The base for our shot tray was a flat 6061 -T6
Table 6 lists the minimum liquid film thickness aluminum alloy plate, 12.7 mm thick, 50.8 mm wide,

below which HVD or LVD failed to propagate. and 380 mm long. Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)
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TABLE 6 plate for HVD, LVD, transitions, and failure. We
selected the pressure of each successive booster pellet

Detonation Failure Thickness after examining the results of the previous shot.
Where HVD occurred, the witness plate surface was

HVD LVD depressed about 1 mm. LVD was revealed by a fineLiud (ram) (ram) pitting on the surface. Areas where no reaction

occurred remained smooth (Fig. 3).
NG 0.6 0,0
FEFO 0.9 0.0 Two anomalies were observed on examination of

DEF 2.8 0.2 some witness plates. In one, DFF detonated HVD
with a 17.9-GPa input, but it did not convert to LVD,
even though LVD was observed with a 16.3-GPa input.
In 11 of the tests with FEFO, DFF, and ADDF, a

wa% used on the sides and a 0.5-mm thick piece of partial HVD was initiated. It projected about 40 mm

epoxy was fixed to one end to confine the liquid on
the plate. A PMMA fixture was used to align the
detonator-booster assembly on the closed end of the Booster pellet

plate with its center on the liquid-aluminum interface Lucite centering jig --Lucite side
(Fig. 2). plate

EuEpoxy Separator /
The shot tray was leveled on the table and then Liquid explosive

shimmed so that the open end was elevated either Subtrate
1.6 or 3.2 mm. Liquid was added to form a long thin
wedge tapering from either 1.6 or 3.2 mm at the
initiator end to zero thickness 305 mm along the Donor-acceptor
plate. The aluminum base became a witness plate interface Preci
that clearly showed the various reactions that occur Low-density PETN
during the test. Exploding bridge wire

Our donor system consisted of an exploding
bridgewire detonator filled with low-density PETN Fig. 2. Schematic of the shot arrangement.
(p = 0.95 g/cm3 ), a booster pellet 12.7 mm in
diameter by 12.7 mm long, and a 0.5-mm epoxy
attenuator. The booster pellets consisted of blends
of PETN and pentaerythritol pressed to 90.0 ± 0.5%
of their theoretical maximum density. The PETN
concentration ranged from 20 to 100 wt% in 5%
increments, giving us a variable output donor. Lower
concentrations of PETN could not be made to
detonate reliably. M

'The pressure pulse of the donors was characterized
by using if-type manganin gages. The active manganin
element was 3.2 mm long, and it was potted behind
0.50 mm of epoxy. As described above, this same
thickness was used for the attenuator. The pressure
observed via the manganin gage was the pressure at
the epoxy side of the attenuator-liquid interface as 16. T41. 10 . , MM2
the donor shock passed during the experiment.

Fig. 3. WItness plates demonstrating: top - donor
A series of shots were fired with each liquid to be only, no initiation; middle. H VD, L VD, and transi-

tested. After each shot, we examined the witness tions; bottom, partia! HVD as the only response.
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in a flame shape directly in line with the booster but agent. Several of these had moul ul th dcw•aI
did not spread the full width of the tray. properties.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS ACKNOWLEDGMETMS

Our compliant explosive program had, as its prime Special credit is given the folluwing peq~plk low
objective, the development of an explosive that their invaluable support in the program
would be comparable in its performance to those
used in nuclear weapons, but that would remain R. D. Breithaupt
stable and extrudable to at least -30 0 C (and pre- J. E. Clarkson
ferably to -54°C). To accomplish this, we needed a K. V. Fordyce
liquid carrier with some unique characteristics: A. L. Frahm

J. A. Happe
D. L. Ornellas"* Energy/density comparable to TNT. A. J. Pane

"* Melting point below -30 0 C. B L. Shroyer
"* Excellent thermal stability in the CRT (< 0.5

cm3 total).
* Lower sensitivity than main charge explosive3 REFERENCES

currently in use in nuclear weapons (H5 0 values
should be • 50 cm and less sensitive to LVD 1. The molal freezing-point lowering constant is
than FEFO). defined as

"* Compatibility for twenty years or more with all
materials that the explosive would contact. Kf - ,

"* Low viscosity, particularly at low temperature. m
"* Low vapor pressure at ambient temperature. where AT is the change in melting point in 0 C

and m is the moles of solute added per 1000 g of
solvent.

Two liquid systems were developed that are prime
candidates as a carrier fluid for a compliant explo- 2. J. Prazer and K. Ernst, "Chemical Reactivity
sive. They are ADDF and the eutectic mixture of Testing of Explosives," Lawrence Livermore
MFF and TEMFF. Each liquid nearly fits the Laboratory, Rept. UCRL-7438, 1963.
requirements, but has one defect according to the
above list. ADDF is too viscous at low temperature, 3. Some of the material in this report was sub-
and the eutectic has a slightly higher vapor pressure mitted to Explosivstoffe. R. R. Fyfe, "A Screen-
than is desirable. It is possible that the ideal liquid ing Test for Low Velocity Detonation in Thin
carrier could be a multicomponent mixture of some Films of liquid Explosives," Lawrence Livermore
of these new liquids. Laboratory, Rept. UCRL-75120, Aug. 1973.

4. J. Ribovich, "A Wedge Technique for Evaluation
Stable, high-energy, extrudable explosives have of Detonation Hazards of Liquid Explosives,"

been prepared with several of the most attractive Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences,
liquids at 65 to 70 vol.% HMX with I to 2%gelling Vol. 152, Art. 1, pp. 766-772, (1968).
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DYNAMIC DETECTION OF THE ONSET OF SPALLING
IN STAINLESS STEEL ON COMP. B

C. P. M. Smith, G. Eden, and B. D. Lambourn
Atomic Weapons Research Establishment,

AWRE, Aldermaston, Berks, England

A simple experimental method is described for c'etermining whether spalling has
occurred in a plate in contact with an explosive ,harge. The total reflection
method has been used to determine the time interval between the arrival of the
first shock and the next main wave at the plate free surface. For thin plates the
time interval is the plate reverberation and increases nearly linearly with plate thick-
ness. A bove a critical plate thickness, the time interval exceeds the corresponding
non-spalling value by a successively greater amount, and the second wave is the
shock from the recollision of the spalled surfaces.

Critical thicknesses of stainless steel plates in contact with 25.4-, 50.8- and 76.2-
mm-thick Composition B charges are respectively 2.8, 3.5, and 4.4 mm.

The experiments have been analysed using the ID hydro-code RICS1IA W. Best
fits to the experimental time intervals give spall strength of 91 kb, 64 kb and 56 kb
for the three Composition B thicknesses.

1. INTRODUCTION as a compression at the rear surface of the plate.

Hence, for a given charge thickness, the maximum
When a plane detonation wave in a finite thickness tension in the plate is governed by its own thickness.

of explosive is incident on the rear surface of a metal
plate, the velocity of the front (free surface) of the For a thin plate the time interval At between the
plate rises in a series of steps as the plate oscillates in first two accelerations (i.e. the first shock and its re-
a succession of reverberations. If the plate is strong flection arriving at the free surface) may be measured.
and cohesive, the amplitude of each step is related to Time At increases linearly (or very nearly so) with x,
the relative shock impedances of the plate and the the plate thickness, provided the reflected rarefaction
detonation products. The time interval between and compression travel in a continuous medium. If
velocity jumps depends on the wave velocities in the the plate material parts under the tension in the first
plate. Between these accelerations, the free surface reverberation, the i the x, At point departs from the
decelerates steadily under the influence of the Taylor original cohesive line, since the shock due to recolli-
wave transmitted into the plate from the explosive. sion of the parent plate and spall arrive progressively

later, as x increases. This is due to the extra tirae
The thickness of charge determines the steepness taken for the parent to be accelerated by the detona-

of the Taylor rarefaction following the initial shock. tion products and close the gap. The magnitude of
This controls stress rates and stress gradients in the the recollision-shock is similar to a normal reverbera-
plate after the sh'ck is reflected at the free surface. tion and its arrival is easily measured.

As the rarefaction returns through the plate, down The change in the x, At curve provides a purely
the ramp of the Taylor wave, the maximum tension experimental method of determining the geometry at
in the plate increases. This is relieved by its reflection which spalling swarts.
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A number of such experiments have been fired total reflection method, as described in Ref. 2. In
using Comp. B and stainless steel EN58B (18 Cr: 8 Ni) many experiments two independent traces were ob-
and the x, At data has been collected, to demonstrate tained by using two parallel slits in the streak camera
how this method may be used to determine the onset focal plane. Velocities were obtained from the result-
of spalling. This 18/8 steel is one of the few iron ing trace (see e.g. Figs. 4 and 5 of Ref. 2) by measur-
alloys which show negligible phase transition effects ing at least 100 co-ordinate points on each streak
near 130 kb. camera record. A computer programme was used to

scale the values to give true distance versus time
Some earlier experiments in the series were corn- peints and to perform least squares regressions to fit

pared with calculations by Lambourn and Hartley linear or quadratic curves to the parts of the trace
(Refs. 1,2) using a characteristics code NIP, and a showing steady velocities or accelerations.
finite difference code. It was shown that, based on
the delay in the arrival of the main reverberation, the Two types of analysis were used, one (a) in which
critical thickness of steel plate which just spalled was the whole of each deceleration phase is fitted with a
3.0 nmn for a 50.8 nmn thick Composition B charge, single quadratic curve, and the other (b) in which a
corresponding to a spall strength of about 65 kb. chosen number of points 1 to N are selected at the
However the spall thickness of a 12.7 mm steel plate start of the trace, fitted analytically and differenti-
driven by a 76.2 mm Comp. B charge determined by ated to give a velocity at their mid-value. The points
flash radiography seemed to correspond to a spall 1 to 5 are then discarded and the points (N + I) to
strength of"-53 kb. This difference in spall strength (N+6) are taken into the regression to give a velocity
led to additional experiments on various thicknesses at the new mid-value. The degree of smoothing which
of explosive charge. is introduced by this process is therefore controlled

by the choice of N. Both types of analysis are shown
applied to the same experiment in Fig. 9 in which the

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD full line is the result of the first type, and the individ-
ual points were obtained from the second type,

A standard Baratol/Comp. B plane wave lens, 127 taking N = 10.
mm dia, was used to initiate 127 mm dia Comp. B
cylinders of lengths 25.4 mm, 50.8 mm, or 76.2 mm.
The results of many experiments using this system 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
have demonstrated that the shock wave transmitted
into an inert plate has axial symmetry and is plane The way i ,ich the measured value of At begins
within 0.5 mm over a 50 mm radius. Care was taken to increase disproportionately wen the relative plate
to ensure the flatness of the steel plates, which had a thickness R rises above a certain critical value is
ground surface finish of better than 0.25 pm and shown in Fig. I for 50.8 mm charges. Hem. some of
were plane and parallel within 25 pm over the area the experimental results are compared with calcula-
used. tions in which the plate is assumed to be infinitely

strong.
The thicknesses of stainless steel plates placed on

the Comp. B cylinder gave ratios of plate thickness/ Results of all the experiments are summarised in
charge thickness in the range 0.02 to 0.20. To give a Table 1, in which
little data on thin charge geometry, two additional
shots were fired in which the explosive lens initiated L = charge thickness
a 50.8 mm cylindei of Comp. B driving a plane shock x = plate thickness
into a 3.35 mnm EN58B plate. This shock initiated a R = the ratio of (plate thickness)/(charge thick-
10 mm thckness of Comp. B on which a test plate ness)
was placed. At = the time interval between first motion of the

steel free surface and the 50% velocity rise
Free surface velocity measurements of the early caused by the arrival of either a whole plate

motion of each metal plate were made using a Barr reverberation or the parent recollision
and Stroud S4 utr V" camera "nd the inclined block shock, i.e. the next major acceleration.
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TABLE I

L x At(EXPT) Duration At(CAtC) Duration(mm) (mam) (/Os) (jAs) (As) (Us)

C82 76.2 1.52 0.020 0.514 0.05(5)
0.539

C93 2.03 0.0267 0.735 0.13
0.745 0.13

81 3.05 0.040 1.154 0.16 1.17 0.11
1.160

C83 3.81 0.050 1.512 0.12 "0SC8 457 0.60 .80 .1 }1 .47 0.14
1.505 0.17

C84 4.57 0.060 1.890 0.11
1.905

80 5.10 0.067 2.25 -0.4
2.29 -0.4

C85 6.10 0.080 2.674 0.28
2.675 0.24

C90 8.46 0.111 4.9 -0.4
4.7

64A 50.8 1.98 0.0390 0.698 0.14
0.732 0.10 0.78 0.074

64 2.06 0.0405 0.753 0.15
66 3.17 0.0625 1.28 0.22
67 3.38 0.0665 1.338 0.16
68 3.63 0.0715 1.497 0.06
63 3.90 0.0767 1.722 0.03
63A 3.91 0.077 1.630 0.04

1.600
62 5.03 0.099 2.535 0.2 2.45
60 6.35 0.125 >3.67

C86 25.4 1.02 0.040 0.390 0.04 0.39 0.037
0.393 0.03

83 1.63 0.064 0.565 0.06
0.607 0.08

C87 2.03 0.080 0.800 0.02 0.81 0.075
82 2.54 0.100 1.086 0.12 1

1.095 0.08
C88 3.05 0.120 1.46 0.10

1.38 0.08
C89A 3.78 0.149 2.17 0.16

61 5.00 0.197 3.36 0.14

85 10.0 0.84 0.084 0.336 0.028
0.341 0.032

84 1.68 0.168 0.675 0.06
0.675
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Duration of the major acceleration is also shown in
EXPERIMENT Table I and is normally about 0.1. At, and repeat-

3" CALCULATION ability of the time to 50% velocity rise is usually
(NON-SPALLING) within 0.1 ps.

2-

The Lt vs. x plot for one charge thickness (Fig. 2)
shows the deviation of the experimental points from

0 the nearly linear non-spalling curve.

"1 2~ 3 '4
> 3* TIME (9Isec) The point of deviation, i.e. onset of spalling, does

not scale with charge thickness, but since non-spalling
<2-I[ * SHOT 64, R 0. 0405 results may be scaled (approximately), data from

0 shots having short charge lengths (in wt, apparent
strength of the plate is high) may be usc, to extend
the non-spalling 'line' beyond the point of deviation

3 for a greater charge length, as shown in Fig. 2.
1= 2 r• .....-

2/ -- - This provides a purely experimental method of
C SHOT 67, R 0.0665 defining the geometry -n which spalling starts in a

0 Smaterial when a given triangular pulse reflects at its
U0 free surface. But unless something is known about
3 the form of curve on which the deviating points lie,

then a large number of shots would be needed to
2.,, locate accurately the point of deviation. To make

I ----- 8, .. _.-0715, this assessment, and to make estimates of spall
0[ . SHOT 68, R 0.0715 strength, the experimental systems were computed,

S .. .using code RICSHAW.

3

2 .-. 4. COMPARISON OF THE EXPERIMENTS WITH

COMPUrATION
1 SHOT 63, R 0.0767 4.1. Method of Calculation

0

3. • A ) Lambourn and Hartley (1) used a one-dimensional
•(EXPT) .method of characteristics code NIP to analyse some

2 At (CALC) :/ .... - - of the earlier experiments. NIP was used to indicate
-------.---- -/ .peak tension and hence spall strength at the spall

plane, but it was necessary to use a finite difference
SHOT 62, R = 0. 099 code to calculate the motion subsequent to spalling.

3-• NIP was superceded by a more sophisticated code,
RICSHAW, which was presented at the 5th Symnpo-

- -........... sium (3) and is very briefly outlined in another paper
in this symposium (4). Essentially RICSHAW is a 1 D

SHOT 60, R = 0.125 unsteady compressible fluid flow code which can deal
or .with multiple materials with a wide variety of equa-

0 1 2 3 4 tions of state. All shock waves are treated as discon-
tinuities; and because they are characteristics, the
edges of rarefaction and compression waves are

Fig. 1. Disproportionate rise of (At)EXPT with ratio marked as wave boun.',tries and followed. As ar-
R for L = 50.8 mm. ranged at present, spalling must occur at an interface
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Arcady in the calculation. It is therefore usually A linear shock velocity-particle velocity relation-
necessary to carry out two calculations, one without ship was assumed for the EN58B stainless steel
spalling, to determine the position of the spall plane,
and then one with spalling included. Any plausible W = 4.48 + 1.639 u mm/js-1

spalling criterion can be used, but, in fact, in the
calculations described here it was assumed that spall- with initial density 7.90 gcm-3 and Gruneisen
ing occurred when the particle at the chosen spall Gamma equal to 2.025.
plane first exceeded a chosen critical tension.

No evidence has been observed of a polymorphic
The edge of the Taylor wave following the detona- phase transition in EN58B.

tion wave in the explosive was defined at a pressure
of 149 kb, corresponding to the pressure arising at 4.2. Calculation with No Spalling
the interaction of the Baratol in the plane wave lens
with the Composition B. In some of the calculations Figure 3 is a wave diagram for a calculation with
it was necessary to include the Baratol because the no spalling (76.2 mm Comp. B, 3.05 mm stainless
flow in the steel plate was affected by its Taylor wave. steel) in which is seen the primary shock in the steel,

AB, which is reflected at the free surface as a rarefac-
The equation of state assumed for the Composi- tion (BC,BDE). The rarefaction fan takes the form

tion B was of constant 3 form with pressure (p), of a series of diverging characteristics of which only
specific volume (v), specific internal energy (E) rela- the edge characteristics (wave boundaries) are plotted.
tion When the rarefaction meets the interface with the

detonation products it is reflected as a compression

wE wA wave (CDF,EG) which is a converging set of charac-
v v, teristics. It is this compression wave meeting the free

surface which causes the free surface to accelerate
where w = 0.797, 6 = 2.95, A = 0.0179 Mbcm 3 ti g4 . rapidly.
With an initial density of 1.651 g cm- 3 , this leads to a
detonation pressure of 250.8 kb and a detonation The calculated free surface velocity history is corn-
velocity of 7.75 mmi s- 1. pared with experiment in Fig. 4. The deceleration

after the arrival of the shock wave is due to part of
For baratol a polytropic gas equation of state was the Taylor wave being propagated through the plate.

assumed with initial density 2.61 g cm- 3 , a y' of 3.52 The arrival of the compression wave is spread out
and a detonation velocity of 4.925 mm js-1, giving a over a short time interval. For comparison purposes
detonation pressure of 140 kb. later, the reverberation time in the steel is taken to be

3At

L 225.4 m

.Q•-" &RESULT SCALED
.,•.-FROM L 1 0 mmn

0 1 2 3 45
PLATE THICKNESS x mm

Fig. 2. At versus x for stainless steel plate on Comp. B, L = 2.5.4 mm.
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the mean of the times of arrival of the leading and ness ratios. It will be seen that with the exception of
tailing characteristic of the compression wave. a thickness ratio 0.20, the -p vs. a graphs have

closely the same slope, a slope which is mainly de-
Agreement between calculation and experiment is pendent on the rate of change of pressure in the

good, although the rather low value of initial velocity Taylor wave. Thus if plates of different thickness
calculated. suggests that the detonation pressure as- spall at the same critical tension, then the spall thick-
sumed for the Comp. B (251 kb) may be too low. ness will be nearly constant. The kink in the slope

for thickness ratios of 0.15 and 0.2 corresponds to
The tension in the steel arises from the interaction the arrival of the edge of the Taylor wave. For points

between the rarefaction reflccted when the primary with Lagrangian co-ordinate greater than 4.4, the
shock meets the free surface and the Taylor wave tailing edg(; of the rarefaction is affected by the
transmitted into the plate from the explosive. Peak presence of the baratol in the plane wave lens. The
tension for any particle of the plate first occurs on
the tailing characteristic of the rarefaction wave.
Peak tension increases with distance from the free uFS
surface, reaching a maximum where the tailing char- (Mm ijsec
acteristic intersects the leading characteristic of the
compression wave (point D in Fig. 3).

Figure 5 shows how the tension along the tailiag ..
edge of the compression wave varies with Lagrangian
mass co-ordinate (a = fpdx, with origin at the free _X P E R 'H
surface) for a range of different plate to charge thick- CALCULATION

St lIs

t t 3O~b1.o 1.5

Fig. 4. Free surface velocity history of non-spalling
plate (76.2 mm Comp. B, 3.05 nim steel).

N LR 0.15
ii- -1U0 0.20

C p0. ARRIVAL OF
,kb EDGE OF

TAYLOR WAVE

I IN COMP. B

-bO 0.05

oi- A

COM 13 SI. ST'LLL 0 I

0 2 4 0 2 4 6

Fig. 5. Pressure on tail of rarefaction vs. Lagrangian
Fig. 3. Wave diagram- no spalllng (76.2 mm Comp. mass coordinate for various values of plate/charge
B, 3.05 mm steel). thickness ratio R.
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maximum tension is plotted as a function of plate to Taking a thickness ratio of 0.12 as an example
charge thickness ratio in Fig. 6. (Fig. 7(b)), when the plate spalls at 64 kb spall shocks

4.3. Spalling Calculations

Because of the way RICSHAW is currently writ- 100

ten, a spalling calculation has to have an artificial MAX
TEN'ia ON o

interface ins-rted in the steel. Spalling then occurs kb
when the chosen tension is first exceeded at that
interface. 50

Figures 7(a) and (b) are wave diagrams for steel
plates of relative thicknesses 0.08 and 0.12, spalling
at a critical tension of 64 kb, which is appropriate to
a 50.8 mm Composition B charge. It will be seen that 0 0.05 0.10 R 0.15
the spall thickness is the same in both calculations,
but of course the parent part of the plate increases in Fig. 6. Maximum tension vs. plate/charge thickness
thickness. ratio R.

(a) (b)

t
iisec 2 44

Sb Z•3

I)

ST -I'EST L- L• T. S'IL1:L

1 0 4 i0

X /mM X imM

Fig. 7. Wave diagrams for R 0. 08 and R 0- .12 (50.8 mm Comp. B).
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are emittcd into both the spall and the parent plate compression wave which causes the spall surfaces to
and these raise the pressure at the spall plane from re-close. Essentially the parent plate is still extracting
the critical spall tension to zero. As a result, the spall energy from the detonation products. Figure 8(b)
surfaces separate. shows the velocity histories of the two surfaces of the

parent plate.
Taking first the spall, when the spalling shock

meets the free surface it is reflected as a rarefaction On recollision of the parent and spall, a recollision
and this wave reverberates alternately as forward- shock is propagated backwards and forwards and it is
moving compression and backward-moving rarefac- the arrival of this recollision shock at the free surface
lion until recollision takes place. Figure 8(a) shows which is measured experimentally and gives At.
the velocity histories of the two surfaces of the spall.
Each has sawtooth form with constant mean velocity The wave diagrams in Fig. 7 show that the thicker
until they are affected by the re-collision shock. the ptrent plate, the longer it takes the spall planes to
Corresponding points in Figs. 7(b) and 8 are num- re-collide, essentially because the parent needs to
bered siniflarly. extract more momentum from the detonation prod-

ucts, or, looked at in another way, the spall surfaces
The backward-moving spalling shock in the parent have more time to separate before the arrival of the

plate cuts off part of the main rarefaction and slows main compression wave kicks the free surface of the
down the parent plate. As was shown by Lambourn parent towards the spall.
and Hartley (I), the line of constant fracture tension
has higher velocity than the spalling shock, so the The free surface velocity history after the recolli-
shock has ever-increasing tension ahead of it until it sion shock is complicated by the particular waves
meets the leading edge of compression. When the propagating forward from the parent plate just after
spalling shock meets the detonation products it is re- the collision. The strength of the recollision shock is
flected as a rarefaction wave and this wave reverber- also a variable, depending on the relative velocity of
ates in the parent on the back of the main compres- the impacting surfaces at the instant of collision.
sion wave. However, the main compression wave
moves forward and kicks the free surface of the 4.4. Comparison of Calculations with Spalling
parent forward, and is reflected as a rarefaction wave. Experimental Results
It is one or other of the reverberations of this main

In Fig. 9, an experimental free surface velocity
history for a 25.4 wim Comp. B charge, 3.05 mm

0 0.2 ,

u 01 '\ 6.• 'k13 6 \ U

tanIwec I/

62 42 b .'4 b Uu",

(.1 z2SFSV 0.1I

---- RSV OF SPALL

S - SPALL, SPALL SHOCK
R - RECOLLISIOIJ ANDLL

RECOLLISIOIJ SHOCK FSV O tF PAP AC

0,~ Msec.

7 8 9 10 11 12i
t t sec

Fig. 8(a). Front and rear surface velocities of spall, Fig. 8(b). Front and rear surface velocities of parent,
R---0.12. R =0.12.
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stainless steel plate, is compared with calculations of reverberations required of the main compression
assuming various spall strengths in the steel. As the wave to cause recollision.
assumed spall strength is reduced, the spalling shock
arrives earlier, but the recollision shock arrives later. Taking the points of deviation from these figures,
The best match to the experiment for the recollision Table 2 shows the geometry at which spalling starts
shock would be to assume a spall strength of about for each charge thickness.
94 kb.

Although Table 1 contains data on the major TABLE 2
accelerations only, i.e. cohesive plate reverberation or
spalled plate recollision shock, in some experiments, Comp. B
the analysis of motion indicated smaller accelerations L which just spalls)/L
within the time interval At and these were interpreted ()
as due to the spalling shock. Their amplitudes were
always smaller than expected from computation and - -- ±
this put their measurement near the limit of resolu- 25.4 0.112 ± 0.005
tion of the experimental method. Any raggedness of 50.8 0.068 ± 0.005
the real spall surface, or possibly incomplete fracture, 76.2 0.058 ± 0.005
would tend to increase the duration of the compres-
sion wave generated in parting and reduce its ampli-
tude, making it a less reliable indicator, but, in
general, the effects which were observed arrived earlier 5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
at the free surface than the deduced 'dev;.ition point,'
suggesting a lower spall strength. A purely experimental method has been proposed

and demonstrated to determine the onset of spalling
Good fits can be obtained for most of the recolli- in a metal plate when an explosively generi .ýd trian-

sion shock times. These are shown in Figs. 10(a), (b) gular pulse reflects at its free surface.
and (c) for 25.4, 50.8, 76.2 mm. Composition B
charges. The later kink in the calculated variation of The method depends on observation of the arrival
,Lt with thickness ratio is due to the different number time of the shock generated by recollision of the

2r UF5 nmun ;cII" " -I

P- EXPERIMENT - ANALYSIS (a)
EXPERIMENT - ANALYSIS (b)

.. .CALCULATIO - NO SPALLING Pin "- 95 Kb
............ CALCULATIO14 - SPALLING AT - 91 K6

0 __________. ... ____.. .... __ _ t psec
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Fig. 9. Comparison of calculation with experiment for free surface velocity of spalling plate (25.4 mm Comp. B,
3.05 mm st. steel).
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2 0 LXPERIiIN'r

I

0 .50.10 0.15 0.20
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wisec CALCU LATLD
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Fig. 10. Reverberation tiMe in non-spoiled and spatted plates.
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parent plate and spall, which is more clearly defined The only other data on spalling of explosively
than the lower amplitude spalling shock. The start of driven stainless steei plates is given by Thurston and
spalling has been shown to depend on absolute charge Mudd (5) who re-analysed the radiographic experi-
thickness, and not to scale according to the ratio of ments of Breed, Mader and Venable (6). Thurston
plate to charge thickness. Since charge thickness con- and Mudd, following Mader, correlated the calculated
trols the steepness of the Taylor rarefaction following spall strength with the calculated stress gradient
the initial shock, and hence the tensile stress rates and Ap/Ax between the spall plane and free surface in the
gradients in the plate, the lack of scaling confirms form
that the mechanism of spalling is rate or time
dependent. ps := + A

The number of experiments needed to deduce the
critical geometry can be reduced by comparing the where for 347 stainless steel Thurston finds the best
results with computation, in this case a one- fit parameters to be
dimensional characteristic code RICSHAW, which can
deal with spalling. The recollision shock time has o = 6 kb, A = 125, B = 0.55
been shown to be a fairly sensitive indicator of what
spall strength should be chosen for the calculation in where the units of A are such that Ap/Ax is in Mb
which a simple spalling criterion is assumed-in this cm- 1 and the spall strength is in kilobars. (The
case instantaneous parting at a plane in the plate chromium:nickel content of 347 steel is specified as
when its tensile stress reaches the selected value. 17-19:9-13 whereas EN58B has 17-20:7-10.)

The inferred best fit spall strengths dedu'ed from Figure 11 shows that the current results for
the time of arrival of the recollision shocks, are sum- EN58B stainless steel based on reverberation time
marised in Table 3. delay are in substantial agreement with the form of

Thurston and Mudd's best fit to the radiographic re-

TABLE 3 suits, but have slightly higher spall strength.

Further information on the spalling process may
Comp. B Spall Strength be obtained in future work with such a system by

Charge Thickness of EN58B
(mm) (kb)

100
25.4 91 ± 3

50.8 64 ± 3 SPALL
STRENGT 4

kb
76.2 56 ± 3

50

The estimated spall strength for 50.8 mm charges,
using RICSHAW, is in close agreement with the value
of 65 kb estimated in Ref. (2), using somewhat differ-
ent equations of state. It is also interesting to note
that the strength for 76.2 mm charges deduced from
the delay in the reverberation time is in very good
agreement with the value deduced in Ref. (1) from a . .. . I

flash radiograph of a spalled plate in flight, i.e. the 0 0. 5 Ak)0- 5  1.0
AX/

thickness of the spall deduced from the reverberation
delay is in sensible agreement with that observed by Fig. I. Comparison between the experimental data
flash radiography. and the best fit to Thurston 's stress gradient model.
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varying some of its parameters, e.g. initial shock 4. K. Burrows, D. K. Chilvers, R. Gyton, B. D.
strength by using different explosives, combined with Lambourn, A. A. Wallace: 'Determination of
variations in stress gradient. detonation pressure using a manganin wire tech-
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THE CRITICAL ANGLE FOR MACH BRIDGE FORMATION BETWEEN
OPPOSING SHOCK WAVES IN POLYURETHANE FOAM

R. M. James, P. W. J. Moore and B. D. Lamboum
Atomic Weapons Research Establishment

Aldennaston, Berks

Ilugoniot data in the pressure range 0. 75 to 26 kbar has been obtained for three
polyurethaneLfoains of initial densities 0.3, 0.187 and 0.086 g cm- 3 by flash radi-
ography of xsymntrically crushed blocks of foam. Both regular and Mach interac-
tions have been observed at the intersection of the two crushing shock waves. It
has been shown both experimentally and theoretically that, in contrast to normal
materials, the critical angle of incidence for Mach reflection increases with in-
creasing incident shock strength.

1. INTRODUCTION with suitable values of incident angle and shock pres-
sure were designed to yield a Mach bridge or to pre-

When equal strength shock waves intersect at small elude its formation and so test the theoretical
angles of incidence, the reflected shocks emanate prediction.
from the point of interscction and the reflection is
said to be regular. As the angle of incideiace is in-
creased a critical angle is reached, beyond which the 2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
reflected waves do not intersect the incident waves
on the plane of symmetry and a Mach bridge is The method used was a straightforward application
formed connecting the points of intersection. The of single shot flash radiography. A block of polyure-
Mach bridge grows with time. In many materials it thane foam was crushed along two opposite surfaces
is found (e.g., 1,2) that the critical angle of incidence by explosively driven flat brass plates, which were set
decreases with increasing incident shock strength. It up to crush the foam symmetrically and progressively
is the purpose of this paper to examine the variation from one end of the block to the other. The timing
of critical angle of incidence with incident shock of the flash x-ray pulse and the angle between both
strength for polyurethane foam. plates and the foam block surfaces were chosen to

display:
Amongst a set of experiments designed to deter-

mine shock wave velocity and mean compression in i. Whenever possible, a portion of the flying plates
dynamically crushed polyurethane foam blocks, which had not struck the foam, sowing the (apparent)
Mach bridge formation was detected in some in- plate flight angle and the uncrushwd foam surfaces.
stances at a collision plane t etween opposing shock When this was not possible, the plate flight ingle was
fronts within the foam specimen. Steady state shock derived from other similar experiments x-rmyed at
interaction theory has been used to evaluate the earlier times,
critical angle of incidence for Mich reflection as a
function of incident shock pressure. The theory pre- ii. A region in which the interfe between crushed
dicts that the critical angle of incidence increases with and uncrushed foam was visible cwer a substantial
pressure for the porous foam. Additional experiments fraction of the length of the foam block; and
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iii. The region in which the opposing shock fronts
interacted, displaying reflected waves into shocked
material and, in some experiments, a Mach bridge at brass plate

the interaction plane.

All this information was displayed in a single
radiograph taken at right angles to the direction of .
motion of the shock fronts in the foam block.
Timing probes attached to the two faces of the block. . Comp.B
attacked by the flying plates were correlated with the

linear
flash x-ray time from initiation of the explosive, and detnwaveler

gave plate velocities before striking the foam, from
which were deduced mean velocities of incremental sheet

segments of each plate after striking the foam. explosive

•° Line initiators.4-...2cL itoSimultaneity (both sides) t 0 .1ps

Fig. 1b. Line initiator and explosive.

Step wedge

PU
FOAM Brass flyerPlato filrn pack

film ack t aluminium

containment
. .. plate

E :Ebhic:.]

A, ying plate

-ig. I a..
X RAY BEAM

A photograph of the assembly is shown in Fig. Ia. E-explosive drive

Foam density was usually- 0.3 g cm- 3; some lower
density foams were used in a few experiments. Each FRg. Ic. Plan view.
block was 27 cm X 22.5 cm X 10 cm, and the oppo-
site 27 cm X 22.5 cm faces were crushed by 1.25-mm- central verticil plane, in order to maintain shock
thick brass plates, driven by line-initiated sheets of pressure is far as possible at the edges of the block.
explosive .*arying between 3 mm and 18 mm thick-
ness in different experiments. In some experiments (e.g., F26, F36, F37), similar

brass "acceptor" plates were placed in contact with
Both plates and exp!osive sheets were identical for the foam, which was crushed by both plates after the

a particular experiment so that the system was sym- collisirp phase.
metrical. The 27 cm X 10 cm surfaces (viewed by the
flash x-ray generator) were confined within 4-mm- Considerable care was taken to align the block and
thick aluminum alloy plates (reasonably transparent plates accurately in the x-ray beam, choosing the
to the x-rays) with a slight angular run-in towards the centre of the polar diagram to fall at the expected
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interaction point between the opposing shock waves, positions were well defined on the radiographs. Mo- 4

The initial angle of each plate to tile block (measured tion blur was insignificant with a 50-ns duration
in the static radiograph) and the apparent angle of x-ray exposure. Spot size and film/screen effects
incidence of each plate to it in the dynanmic radiograph introduce errors of about ±0.5 mm.
gave the true flight attitude of each plate as the mean
of these two angles. These aspects are shown in Figs. There was some concern about the effect trapped
2a, 2b, and Appendix A. air might cause between the flying plates and the

foam block. Several experiments were fired inside
thin steel vacuum vessels, which were exhausted be-

formed fore firing. Foam blocks in these experiments were
wrapped in thin aluminium foil, attached to the poly-

crushed f owa urethane foam by epoxy resin, to vent gas escaping
c ffrom the foam itself. In the event, no discernible ef-

,hock front fects due to presence or absence of air were recorded.
unshockad Figure 3 shows the vacuum arrangement.
Sfoam

flyr plate

oentre of

interest

vacuum shot

Fig. 2a. Kxpt P42 radiographi - typical dynamic, foam E

50 ns exposure

B 01initial plate angleE exoovi(m to1mS\ E = explosive (3 mm to 18 mm .fin difcerant exporimonts)

l ~ ~ k 0 \ \ Fe• \ '• ¢ f l v ee, P l a t e , . . : e b r a 's j

l• /• •[€•'Fig. 3. Vacuum assembly.

s-shoc wave 3. TREATMENT OF HUGONIOT DATA• shokeda• \\•sshock wave

• foam 3.1. Experimental Data

The basic information necessary to construct a
oil SHugoniot curve was determined fiom measurements

taken on the radiographs. Knowing the true flight
attitude of each plate (by taking the mean value of

ig. 2b. Plate flight direction from dynamic angles of incidence of the plate to the block in static
radiograph. and dynaic radiographs, as described above), a set

of lines could be drawn dividing the shocked foam
The plates remained flat during flight and as they region into an arbitrary number of zones in which

compressed the foam. Shock wave fronts and plate foam compression was approximnately uniaxial (Fig. 4).
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DC hinitial impact time to the time at which the opposing,,-J~ shock vel 1
i t w shock waves interacted, from:
I DB &plate vel.

- UP P =pWu

and

', zones W-

DC-X
BC=L Since at t 0 the particle velocity u is the plate

velocity (i.e., u = u, at time of impact), this time
"resolved computed data for p and p/po (expressed as
v/ves) can be extrapolated back to t = 0 to give an

BC w compression experimental point on the Hugoniot curve (Fig. 5).

r

timing probe

Fig. 4. Measurements from radiograph. U0em0"3 0.18' O*086
Solid008

In practice these lines were usualy drawn at I -cm in-
tervals, normal to the plate flight attitude line, to
intersect the plate in its various positions below the P
original foam surface, and the shock wave front ahead (kb)

tf the plate.

Taking L as the thickness of shocked foam in each
zone, these direct measurements from the radiographs
gave: 10

i. The distance the shock wave had travelled into 4 t

the foam (X).

ii. The distance the plate had travelled into the 5

foam (X -- L).

iii. The average compression of the foam (L/X
p/p.)-for continually varying values of X and t
(time).

Derivatives with time are then calculated:
Experiments.

iv. The shock wave velocity (W). 1 £ 0-1* ' .1

v. The plate velocity (Up or u, at t = 0). 1 (o...oej6 4(a

As a first approximation, the particle velocity u was
taken as the plate velocity (up) computed for the 052 3 4 5

central point in each zone. Therefore the pressure p v/ . .
and the dynamic compression p/po could be comn-
puted at time steps related to each consecutive zone
of shocked foam in the radiograph, from close to Rig. 5. Hugoniot curves for polyurethane foams.
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TABLE I

Experiment No. 1 '26 [ F36_J F37 I F38 F42 I F47 I F48 I F52

Foam density (g cm- 3) .294 .300 .285 .294 .286 .186 .186 .292

Explosive, thickness SX2 SX2 SX2 Comp.B Comp.B Comp.B Comp.B Comp.B
9 mm 3 mm 3 mm 9 mm 18 mm 9 mm 9 mm 18 mm

Flyer plate initial angle 12½° 12%0 12W° 130 130 11 ho I 1½° 2Wh

Flyer plate velocity 2.14 1.0 1.0 1.93 2.60 1.91 1.90 2.66
(mmps-l) *(1.07) *(0.5) *(0.5)

Interaction zone pressure 1.9 0.4 0.12 2.5 6.5 2.7 2.9 6.3
P, (kbar)

Shock wave
Angle of incidencet 120 90 70 160 200 170 180 13½°
Angle of reflectiont 690 Not 120 460 360 339 390 260

observed

Peak pressure at shock 3.1 0.51 0.32 12.5 25.1 9.0 8.4 22.5

front (at t = 0) Pmax (kbar)

v/voa at peak pressure 1.0 1.01 1.2 1.27 1.43 1.50 1.55 1.27

Mach bridge observmtion; YES NO NO YES YES PARTLY PARTLY NO
remarks Clear (Vacuum Similar Faster Further (Vacuum Reduced

low den- shot) to F36, plates increase shot) plate
sity zone later (vacuum in plate angle

at inter- shot) velocity
action (vacuum

shot)

•Bracketed figures giving half flyer plate velocity indicate equal mass acceptor plates at foam surface.
tSX2 is plastic explosive in sheet form (RDX/fil'er).
tcomp.B -60% RDX, -40% TNT, -1% wax.

Similar p, v/vos points derived from other experiments ties derived from data relating to the incremental
enabled the EOS data to be checked over a wide va- time steps corresponding to the boundaries of each
riety of pressure values, using foams of different zone (Fig. 4).
densities.

A typical set of results computed from measured
data on the radiographs of experiment F48 (po =In order to obtain the pressure at the interaction 0. 186 gcm-3. initial plate velocity uo = 1.9 mm

plane between the opposing shock waves, which is s-1 ) is given in Appendix B.lower than the peak pressure value at the initial im-a.

pact (t = 0), a computed value of p was obtained The experimentally derived p, v/voa point is shown
from the plate (i.e., particle) velocity and the shock in Fig. 5. Peak pressure by extrapolation in this ex-
velocity for the particular zone where the interaction periment was 8.4 kbar; pressure at the interaction
occurs. Smoothed data for the shock wave and plate point was 2.9 kbar. A Mach bridge was partially
positions were used in these calculations, and veloci- formed.
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3.2. Equation of State derivative (3E/av)p and hence the sound speed is
identical for the two forms of equation of state at

In order to analyse the shock wave interaction v = vos.
data, it was necessary to find an equation of state
which fitted the Hugoniot data. McQueen et al. (3) (6)
have determined a Hugoniot for solid polyurethane [ohs

of density
The form chosen for the variation of Gruneisen

Pos = 1.265 g cm- 3  (1) Gamma with specific volume was proposed by
Parish (5) and is

in the usual linear shock velocity (W)- particle ve-
locity (u) form (2)(+_[,) 2 )

W =-a + bu (2) lV(v I3 xx f{nv, 7

where a = 2.486 mm ps-l, b = 1.577, and the where a, 0,7y are dimensionless constants and vm is
Gruneisen Gamma at normal density is the specific volume at which r takes a maximum

a
value -f + a. As v tends tc .-cro or infinity, Gruneisen

r. = 1.55. (3) Gamma tends to y.

Taking the Hugoniot for solid polyurethane as a Of the five parameters E., , a, 13 and vin in the
basis, one can construct a Gruneisen form of equation expansion equation of state, vm was assumed equal
of state relating pressure (p), specific volume (v) and to vos and y to be 0.3 so that
specific internal energy (E):

a = o- = 1.25. (8)

P =PHv) rv) E-Ejv) (
p =P( v) + , - (4) and fl were selected by choosing values which gave

satisfactory fits to the experimental Hugoniot data
based on the variation of pressure PH(V) and specific shown on Fig. 5 with particular care taken to fit the
internal energy Eji(v) on the Hugoniot curve. For foam of initial density 0.3 g cm- 3 . The values chosen
any reasonable variation of Gruneisen Gamma with were
volume, this equation of state is valid for densities
greater than Pos. It may be extrapolated plausibly to Es = 0.017 Mb. cc g'1(1700 jg- 1 )
densities just less than p.., but with foams of initial (9)
density <25% of p.., the density on the Hugoniot for 13= 1.7.
shock pressures >1 kbar is significantly less than Pos.

It was decided, therefore, to use a modified 4. ANALYSIS OF INTERACTION DATA

PUFF (4) form of equation of state for the expansion
states of polyurethane. This equation of state is still At the interaction plane, reflected shock waves
of Gruneisen form but the reference curve is now the occurred, and radiographic dose and energy were
isobar p = 0, along which the internal energy is chosen such that the reflected waves could be ob-
assumed to vary with v according to the relation served. Conditions similar to reflection at a semi-

infinite oblique wall gave the opportunity to observe
6 Mach bridge formation under better conditions than

EXv) E, -- ) (5) obtainable with a single reflection at a high density
boundary. When a Mach bridge was formed, radiog-
raphy revealed a strip of lower density material at the
interaction plane, indicating the lateral boundaries of

where vo0 is the initial specific volume of solid poly- the Mach reflection zone (see Fig. 6). The relevant ex-
urethane, E. is the sublimation energy and 8 is a periments which straddled conditions for Mach bridge
dimensionless parameter, which is chosen so that the formation are listed on Table 1. Polyurethane foam
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L.XPERIMENT 26
Clear Mach bridge
formed throughout the
interaction region.

PU foam4,
P 0.294 gcm~

Plate velocity -
u 0 z 2.14 mm psec

Acceptor plates at
foam surface

High shock reflection
angle (a) a

Static radiograph Dynamic radiograph Mach reflection at
(9 nun thick exp:losive) 117.5 i's after initiation central plane

EXPE~RIMENT F38
Clear Mach bridge

PU foam3
p =0.294 g cm

Plate velocity -
U0  1.93 mm. pjec-

Fired in vacuum ý

Static radiograph Dynamic radiograph Mach reflectioni at

(9 mmn thick explosive) 99.0 us after initiationi central plane

EXPERIM4ENT F52
Reduced initial
plate angle:

So Mach bridge. 
-r-

PU foam
p 0.292 g cm -

Plate velocity -
u 0  2.66 mm lisec

Low angle of incidence
(a) between shock
fronts

Static radioVpaph Dynmmic rwliograph Regalar reflection at
(18 =a thick explosive) 634 u after central plaw

initiation

1-7g. 6. Radiographs from three experimen ts.
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of density 0.3 g cm- 3 was used in six experiments, tan (a-61 ) = v tan a. (10)
and density 0.186 g cm- 3 in two. V0

The shock strength was controlled by the flyer Thus, knowing the strength of the incident shock, the
plate velocity, hence by the thickness of explosive. value of t1 is determined, and the flow velocity be-
The angle of incidence of the shock waves in the hind the incident shock is given by
foam was controlled by initial plate angle and its
velocity. qj = %cosasec(a-61). (11)

Figures 6a, 6b, and 6c illustrate static and dynamic Taking the reflected shock to be at angle a' to the
radiographs from three of these experiments. F52 plane of symmetry, and the deflection upwards of the
exhibits regular reflection of the shock waves and F26 flow by the reflected shock to be 82, then the equa-
and F38 display Mach bridges. In the latter two cases tion of continuity and the equality of the tangential
it will be noted that a low density region can be dis- component of velocity on either side of the reflected
cerned originating at the Mach bridge, and extending shock give:
along the interaction plane into the doubly shocked
material. V2

q2 sin(a'+81- 62) = v qi sin(a'+ 61) (12)

S. COMPARISON OF INTERACTrON RESULTS q2 cos(a'+l1 -62) = q, cos(a'+ 51) (13)
WITH SHOCK INTERACTION THEORY

so that the total deflection 0 = 61 -862 through both
S.1. Regular Shock Interaction Theory shocks is given by

Consider the interaction of two equal strength a )
oblique shock waves at angles of incidence 2a. The tan (d + 0) = V2 tan (a' + 61 ). (14)

pressure Pl behind both incident shock waves is

assumed known and this gives the shock velocity W
and shock compression. Following the standard In addition, the flow must satisfy conservation of
procedure, it is convenient to consider an observer momentum, and the Rankine Hugoniot equation
moving with the point of intersection of the shocks across the reflected shock
(Fig. 7), so that with respect to him the material
ahead of the incident shock is flowing into the shock q2 sin2 (a' + 81)
at Ivelocity q. = W cosec a parallel to the plane of P2 - Pi =2 (v 1 - v2 ) (15)

symmetry. vI

E2 - El 01 + P2 )(Vl -v 2 ) (16)

,. Pe' and the equation of state for the doubly shocked

£ foam

P2 = P(V2 , E2 ) (17)

Fig. 7. Shock wave reflecd on. which is defined in Sec. 3.2.

The flow is deflected downwards through angle 81 The final condition required is that the total de-
by the incident shock, because the component of flection 0 be zero, so that the flow behind the re-
flow velocity normal to the shock is reduced by the flected shock is parallel to the plane of symmetry.
shock transition, whereas the component of velocity
parallel to the shock is unchanged. The deflection is Equations (14) through (17) need to be solved by
given by iteration to find a', P2, v2 and E2 . The equations
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yield two possible values of d, P2, etc., of which the and polyurethane foam of initial density 0.3 g cm-3

lower value is the only stable one. Each curve is for a different incident shock pressure.
As is usual, solutions only exist for angles of incidence

Figures 8a and 8b show the angle of reflection up to an extreme value (ax), which is a function of
versus the angle of incidence for solid polyurethane incident shock pressure. But whereas for solid poly-

urethane a, decreases as the pressure behind the
incident shock increases, for polyurethane foam ax

P=1 kb increases as the incident shock strength increases.

P-5kb Figures 9a and 9b show the same effect in graphs
of the pressure behind the reflected shock against

Pa I Ok
60 30 P,, 10kb

40 kb
20 h

p= 5kkb

20 XIe10

p =1 kb

0 20 40 60 80 0 20 40 g60 80

fag. 8a. Angle of reflection vs angle of incidence. Fig. 9a. Reflected shock pressure Ps angle of
Solid polyurethane. incidence. Solid polyurethane.

SO0 100
p=10kb*

p.1kbL

401.; kU

30 p.5kb

P,.10 kb 50-

20
p =1kb-

10 10

010 20 0 10 20

Fig. 8b. Angle of reflection vs angle of incidence. Fig. 9b. Reflected shock pressure vs angle of
FoamPo= 0.3gcm3 . incidence. Foam po = 0.3 g cm-3.
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angle of incidence. As may be expected, the pressure an additional experiment (F52) in which the incident
ratio across the reflected shock is much greater for shock pressure was 6.3 kbar and the angle of incidence
the foam than for the solid polyurethane. was 131/°ý. By comparison with the point for experi-

ment F26 at p, = 1.9 kbar, a = 120, which had a Mach
5.2. Critical Angle foir Mach Interaction bridge, experiment F52 should have given a Mach re-

flection if a, decreased with increasing Pi, and a
Consideration of both simple three-shock theory regular reflection if the theory is correct. In the event

(e.g., 16] ) and of the velocity of the disturbance no Mach bridge was formed, and the full set of experi-
arising from the point where the two incident waves mental points is plotted in Fig. 10b with experiment
first interact shows that Mach bridges begin to form F52 ringed.
at a value of a for which the flow velocity behind the
reflected wave q2 is just sonic. Points marked x in
Figs. 8a and 8b are calculated angles for which the 6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
velocity is sonic.

Hugoniot data has been obtained by a novel radio-
Figure 1 Oa shows the calculated variation of the graphic technique for polyurethane foams of density

critical angle of incidence (a,) for Mach bridge for- 0.3, 0.19, and 0.09 g cm- 3 . It has been shown that
mation as a function of incident shock pressure (p,). as the pressure is increased above about 1 kbar, the
For any incident shock strength, angles of incidence density decreases. Previous reported data on poly-
less than a, should give regular reflections and angles urethane foam (3,7) has been insufficiently accurate
of incidence greater than a, should give Mach reflec- to show this phenomenon.
tions. The two points marked R and the three points
marked M, corresponding to experiments F36, F37; It has been shown both experimentally and theo-
F26, F38, and F42; show that the calculated curve is retically that whereas for fully dense materials the
in the correct place but might not be of the right critical angle of incidence for Mach reflection de-
shape. creases with increasing incident shock strength, for

foams the critical angle increases with increasing
The theoretical prediction that the value of ac incident shock strength. Figure I 1 shows that this

increases with incident shock strength was tested by behavior is applicable for weak shocks in porous

20 x M 20 x M

xM •

10 10
XR KR

R a Regular
XR M-MACH xR

2 6 8 2 4 6 8
p. kb. p.kb.

(a) Before expt. F52. (b) Indcuding expt. F52 (ringed).

Rg. 10. Comptison of predicted critical angle '4th experimental results.
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that porous density for which the Hugoniot is vertical,
i.e., the material is shocked to solid volume at all pres-
sures. The initial density pore in this case is given by

r. APPENDIX A
Po re . + 2 P03s,

Calculation of Plate Flight Velocity

which is 0.51 g cm- 3 for polyurethane.
Measurements taken from the radiographs alluded

to under "treatment of Hugoniot data," Sec. 3 and in
Appendix B, depend upon the true direction of flight
being known for the plate elements. Since the plates
are driven under sideburn conditions (the explosive is

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS initiated linearly at one end) the true flight altitude is
neither the static angle of incidence to the foam block,

The authors would like to thank Mr. M. P. Tuck nor the angle observed in the dynamic radiographs be-
and Mr. C. J. Ham for calculating the regular shock tween the plates and the uncrushed portion of the
interactions and Mr. G. E. Griffin for assisting with block.
the experimental work.

If AD is the static plate position, and BD is the
Crown Copyright reserved, part of the plate still visible in free flight at the time
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of the flash x.ray, and AC represents the surface of APPENDIX B
the foam block, then

Results are listed from measurements taken on the
radiographs of Experiment F48. Fired in vacuum.

P- = 0 O.186 g cm- 3 .

As shown in Fig. 4, normals a, b, c, etc., are drawnVP to the corrected plate flight angle on both sides of the

0 -- block. Mean values are taken from each pair of similar
A (0.;.) B o Vc C measurements. Measurements are taken along the

o•- normals from the original foam block surface lines,

q '% i. to "ie free surface of the brass plate (X - L),
and

in the triangle BDC, Vc is the velocity of the plate
contact along the foam block surface (timed by ii. to the shock wave front in the foam (X), where
probes) and Vp is the plate velocity; hence L is the thickness of crushed foam.

VP VC Times from plate impact for each normal inter-
VP 2section with the original foam surface were given by

sin1152 -sin BDC probe data.

B6C = 9g0 - ( 2 -(01 +I2 In the table below, t, W, u, p and p/po are calculated

2 / for points midway between the intersections of each

=1 (180 0 pair of normals with the plate and shock wave front
2•- 2 (see Fig. 4).

Therefore

Vc sin 42
Vp(=-u in text) =

sin -L (180" +0€1 -02)
2
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Shock Particle Shock Compression

Nomal X X-L t Velocity Velocity Pressure j Pos P0Normal~ (c ) ( m s p P=poWu W Po POther Data

S(mmjs-) (mm us-1l (kbar) P W-up
U0a2 0.55 0.43

3.16 2.19 1.67 6.82 4.24 1.53 Initial plate velocitybib2  1.08 0.83

5.26 2.05 1.61 6.13 4.71 1.38 uo = 1.90 mm ps-t
CjC 2  1.57 1.22

7.37 1.92 1.55 5.54 5.17 1.26 'rime interval between zone
did 2  2.04 1.60 boundaries -2.11 s

9.47 1.82 1.51 5.10 5.87 1.28
CeC2 2.48 1.96

11.58 1.76 1.38 4.52 4.72 1.38
fzf 2  2.90 2.30

13.68 1.69 1.36 4.30 5.12 1.27 Po = 0.186 g cm- 3
Ig1 g2  3.31 2.63

15.79 1.61 1.30 3.90 5.20 1.25 pox = 1.210lgcm- 3
hth2  3.70 2.94

17.92 1.59 1.32 3.91 5.92 1.10
i1 i2  4.09 3.26

20.00 1.51 1.16 3.25 4.29 1.52 v
J0J2  4.45 3.54 - = 1.30

22.10 1.47 1.18 3.22 5.07 1.28

klk 2  4.81 3.83 v4.2 1.2 0 (t--0)= 1.54
24.21 1.51 1.16 3.25 4.29 1.52

1112 5.20 4.11
26,31 1.32 1.11 2.75 6.40 1.02 Pniax(t = 0) 8.4 kbajmlm 2 5.49 4.38

28.42 1.38 1.16 2.98 6.09 1.07 p(t = 31.5 Ms) = 2.9 kbarnln 2  5.83 4.66

NOTE:
(1) Lines aaa2 are near the initial impact end of the shocked foam; n In 2 are near the interaction plane between the shock

waves.
(2) Plotting I/p against t. and extrapolating to t = C gives Pmax = 8.4 kbar at the position of first contact.
(3) Plotting l/p against t, and extrapolating to t = 3i.5 js, p (at interaction) = 2.9 kbaz. (In this experiment a Mach bridge

was partly visible.) The Pmax figure (8.4 kbar) is plotted on the Hugonlot at v/vos - 1.54 (see Fig. 5).
(4) Angle of incidence between the shock waves and the central plane was 18'.
(5) X and (X - L) are dimensions taken from the radiograph, unsealed. Scaling factor = 0.87.
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ON BLAST WAVES IN LIQUIDS

M. i Kanel,1 G. E. Abouseif, 2 R. H. Guirguis, 3

i. A. Farag,4 and A. K. Oppenheimn5

Cairo University, Egypt
and

University of California, Berkeley, USA

An analysis of initial stages of explosion in liquids is presented. First a simple
method for determining the trajectory of the shock front in the time-sPace domain
is introduced. It is based on the postulate that the shock velocity is practically
identical to that of the positive characteristic at the head of the flow field. Then
the evolution of the structure of the non-steady flow field is determined on the
basis of an experimentally observed trajectory of the gas bubble formed by the ex-
plosion initiating charge. This, in turn, is based on the postulate that the density
profile obeys a power law dependence on radius. The exponent of the law is deter-
mined from the mass integral. Pressure profiles are obtained directly from the Tait
equation of state, while velocity profiles are evaluated by integrating the continuity
equation. The solution provides an insight into the role of the gas bubble jormed
by the explosive charge in driving the blast wave.

INTRODUCTION An analytical study of such phenomena is seri-
ously handicapped by the scarsity of data on the

Knowledge of blast waves in liquids is of primary equation of state for the shock compressed medium.
importance to the theory of explosions in two re- However, since the most complete set of information
spects: 1) evaluation of'he effects of explosions, now available is on water, having been obtained in
especially with reference to underwater events, and connection with interest in underwater explosions,
2) enhanced understanding of micro-explosions in we have concentrated our attention in this study es-
condensed phase explosives prior to their ignition. In sentially on this case.
both cases, the front of the blast wave propagates
through the condensed medium, while, close to the The most readily observable quantities in blast

center, there is a gas bubble formed by the blast ini- waves are the trajectory and strength of the leading
tiator. shock wave. In the case of underwater explosions

one has in addition data on the trajectory of the gas
bubble created in the course of the energy deposition
process. For point explosions the front trajectory is
usually determined from the energy integral, e.g.

lAsslstant Professor, Cairo University, Egypt, currently a Korobeinikov (1) and Sakurai (2), a procedure which
Fulbright Scholar at the University of California, Berkeley, requires an a priori knowledge of the profiles of gas-
USA. dynamic parameters throughout the flow field. There2Resarch Assistant, Cairo University, Egypt.

2 Rcuarc Asistat, aii Unverstyi~gpt.is one exceptional case of an approxiriate method do-3 Research Assistant, University of California, Berkeley, USA. velope inanchse by th group oftCheter (3)4profeusor, Cairo University, Egypt. ycleped in Manchester by the group of Chester (3),
5Professor, University of California, Berkeley, USA. Chisnell (4), and Whitham (5), known as the Whitman
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rule which does not require this information. It is ap- of the latter are obtai.ned directly from those of the
plicable when the wave front becomes decoupled former.
from the source of explosion, rendering the energy in-
tegral essentially meaningless, as in the case of the One should observe that our simplified method of
Guderley implosion or the Iaizer-Heyes solution of analysis obviates the use of the equations of momen-
explosions in an exponential atmosphere (6). The turn and energy. The reason for #his is that the re-
rule is based on thc postulate that only positive char- suits of the first could not be sufficiently accurate
acteristics can influence the trajectory of the front, since they have to be based on the knowledge of the

the feed-back conveyed by negative characteristics decay coefficient that has to be evaluated by triple
being negligible. Preliminary studies revealed that for differentiation of the front trajectory-a procedure
the initial stages of explosions in liquids, as a conse, requiring a much more precise data than those af-
quence of the relatively low Mach number of the forded by the experiment; the second, on the other
front, one may go ore step further and simply assume hand, becomes superfluous as a consequence of the
that the slope of the positive characteristic is in effect introductiUn of the density power law-a well estab-
equal to that of the front itself. lished feature of analysis based on this device.

Thus, to obtain an analytical solution for blast tra- Finally, it should be pointed out that surface or

jectory and shock strength in terms of the initial buoyancy effects have been neglected. Thus, the va-
charge radius, the differential equation for the posi- lidity of our results is strictly limited to the initial
tive characteristic is expressed in terms of refererttal phase of explosion when the gas bubble formed by
derivatives with respect to front velocity. The trajec- the initiator is still expanding, and before diffusion

tory of the fzont in the time-space domain is then de- across the interface and the feed-back effects causing
termined by integrating the characteristic equation, its oscillations become predominant.

while the thermodynamic parameters across the
shock wave are evaluated by the use of a modified
Tait equation of state that takes into account the ef- FRONT TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS
fects of dissipation across the shock. The trajectory
of the shock at the front and its strength, obtained in For a rion-steady, one-dimensional isentropic, but
this manner, compare favorably with experimental not necessarily homentropic, flow field, the equation
results reported by both Hantel and Davis (7) and for the positive characteristic can be written as fol-
Coleburn and Roslund (8). lows, Courant and Friedrichs (11):

To gain an insight into the evolution of the flow jpua2 Er
field between the lead shock front and the gas bubble u + a r
in the center, an approximate solution is obtained
that, in essence, utilizes the density power law deve'- where r is the radius playing here the role of an inde-
oped by Mel'nikova (9) and Bach and Lee (10). The pendent space variable, while p, p, u awd a are the
analysis presented here is applied to experimental rec- density, pressure, particle velocity, and the local
ords of Coleburn and Roslund (8) obtained by the speed of sound, respectively, while j is a geometric
use of spherical charges of pentolite set off in water. factor equal to 0, 1, and 2 for plane, cylindrical and

spherical geometries, respectively. In the above d ex-
Specifically, the power law postulates that the presses a referential derivative with respect to the ab-

density at any point in the flow field is proportional solute velocity of local sound waves, i.e., 6 ( ) =
to the ratio of the radius of this paint and that of the a( )/at + (u + a) D( )/ar, where t denotes t.:.ne.
front raised to some power a. The value of this index
is determined from dhe principle of mass balance ex- As pointed out in the introduction, our analysis is
pressed in terms of the mass integral between the ba.,d on the assumption that the slope of the positive
front and the inner interface between the water and characteristic can be identified with that of the front.
the gas bubble. The continuity equation is then di- This means that in the above equation u + a = w,
rectly integrated yielding the velocity profiles. More- where w ý dR/dt, the propagation velocity of the
over, since the Tait equation of state provides a direct front, while r R, Its radius. Thus Eq. (1) becomes
relation between density and pressure, space profiles reduced to
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d + jpua 2 dR (2) On the basis of the above expressions, parametersdp + pa du+0(2
w R - of state of the medium immediately behind the shock

front are evaluated from the Rankine-Hugoniot con-
where d denotes the referential derivative with re- ditions combined with Eq. (3). One obtains thus the
spect to the wave front veloci*y, w. following relations, establishing the boundary condi-

tions for the flow field and providing proper basis for
Thermodynamic properties of the medium are ex- the determination of its structure,

pressed in terms of a modified form of the Tait equa-
tion of state that takes into account the fact that the
flow field is non-homentropic, so that the effects of Un =-tl/V (4)

energy dissipation at the front are taken into account,
Richardson, et al. (12), namely An (t-)/2v (5)

p = B - 1 (3) Pn =r (6)

hn = 7rl/v (7)
where

and
1.65

B 3.134-1 (T -328)- -Tl/L- (13fn: 7r i/V (8)

1.181 5.32(T - 328)2 + (T - 328)3 Kbar while
I p4 107whe

wit'. the temperature T measured in degrees Kelvin. Y v(irl/u - 1)

Subscript a in Eq, (3) refers to conditions of the un- M2  In1 "/ (rt _ 1) (9)

disturbed medium while v is an index usually taken
equal to 7. With the aid of these expressions, Eq. (2) is re-

duced to a quadrature relating the shock strength 1T to
To cast the formulation of the problem into a non- the distance t, as follows

dimensional form, we introduce a field variable x =d
r/R, a front vaiiable = R/Ro, where subscript o re- I + F(ir)
fers to the initial radius of the explosive charge, and a dj (1 - (-0)

shock strength parameter ir = (pn + B)/B where sub-
script n denotes conditions immediately behind the where
shock front. Gaswynamic parameters of the flow
field are expressed then in terms of the following F() -= Y/ 2

non-dimensional variables: 2

This is solved, subject to initial conditions specified
U A- by the initial Mach number of the shock (i.e., y,) at

a, aa I which, for the purpose of this analysis, was

taken to correspond to the value of 7r behind the
h = - p . f _= uChapman-Jouguet detonation wave in the explosive

Pa B w charge.

Local velocity of sound is expressed in terms of The initial motion of the interface may now be do-
the sound speed modulus r -= (a In p/a 1 n p),, so that termined by noting that
a2 = 'p/p, while a. is obtained from Eq. (3) for B d

B(Ta) whence, neglecting the change in liquid tem- - I d In x(II)
perature during the i.entropic process, a2 = vB(Ta)/p. x 1 + d-In/
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where subscript i denotes the condition immediately 1 1
ahead of the interface. At t - 1, one may set fi = fn J hi xJ dx - + I
which, with the aid of Eqs. (8) and (9), yields x+

v(l - 0 )•o0 where x, rt/R. With the aid of Eq. (14), one ob-
Yo _6P (12) tains finally1-6"

0where=
a+j+I 1= + 1) ha (0 - xcla++) (15)

6, = (d In x 1/d In )t1 1-+1)

rhe decay coefficient of the wave, In the above, xi can be expressed simply in terms oft,
by postulating that

X = d (In y)/d (In t) -2 A xr24  (16)

where dots express time differentials as used by
Newton, can then be expressed in terms of the shock From experimental data It appears that the exponent

strength as follows: 6 is practically constant.

jT(y - if-(v+l)/v) By virtue of the Tait equation of state, pressure at
I + F(n) (13) each point In the flow field is directly related with

density by Eq. (3), provided that, as it is quite reason-
able at the initial stages of the process, it is assumed

FIELD STRUCTU! that B(T) = B(Ta). Hence

Upon establishing the trajectory of the front, it is P= hv (17)
of interest to inquire into the structure of the flow
field. Of particular interest in this connection is the Velocity profiles are obtained from the continuity
role played by the gas bubble in the middle of the equation which, in non-dimensional form can be writ-
blast wave: is it acting as a piston driving the wave, ten as, Oppenheim, et al. (13),
or as a void around the center that is created as a con-
sequence of the motion imparted upon the liquid by (f +h af f ah 0
the initial force of the explosion? In order to resolve f- x)-s + h -x + 7 a 1 n
this question, a very simple analysis leading to an
algebraic solution is developed. As pointed out in the With the aid of Eq. (14), and by using the outer and
introduction, It is based on the assumption that the inner boundary conditions at the wave front and bub-
density of the liquid at any point in the flow field can ble, respectively, the above equation can be inte-
be expressed as a power function of the radius, that grated to give
is, in terms of the non.dimensional variables,

f = x {(fn - 0 In x)
hh (14) (18)

* - 1(x~\+ J xa+j+Il
where a is a function of •o The relation between
them is established on the basis of the mass balance
requiring the mass of the liquid engulfed by the front where
to be contained within a volume bounded by the in-
terface and the front, i.e. 0

d In
R R

p rJdr f pSrJdr while

or, in non-dimensional forth I -x_ 1  (hI - O
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RESULTS 1.0
S• COLEaURR &ROSLUND

The trajectory of the blast wave is displayed in _ C HANTEL & DAVIS

Fig. 1, while Fig. 2 describes the decay of the pres-
sure at the front as it moves away from the center of

explosion. The time coordinate in Fig. 1 has been
normalized toj = I + tD/Ro, where D is the detona- 0.5 WHITHAM'S RULE

tion velocity in the explosive charge, and the shock
strength in Fig. 2 by its initial value of R = R0. The a CURRENT SOLUI ION

analytical results based on Ews. (i0) and (13) are evi-
dently in good agreement with experimental observa- a .
tions of Hantel and Davis (7) and ,i Coleburn and
Roslund (8), obtained :..y exploding PETN and pento- OCO -- ,-
lite charges of various sizes under water. In order to 1.0 1.5 2,0 2.5 3.0
emphasize the relatively satisfactory character of our
results, they are compared in Figs. 1 and 2 with a cor- Fig. 2. Decay of the strength of shock front with its
responding solution obtained by the use of Whitham's radius.
rule.

Figure 3 shows the decay coefficient plotted as a
function of the shock radius. The analytical results
obtained from our analysis are again closer to the
curve based on the correlation of experimental data

6o ",3.0
6.0 1 COLEBURNN&ROSLUND,

t' (1970)
I /'

I HANTEL &DAVIS',,'
5.0 # (1970) /

5.0 2.0
iýi+t GAS ' ~ 'SHOCK 2. -

BUBBLE 7 / FRONT

4 HANTEL& DAVIS
4.0,/ ,• • '•,yCUR RE N T

3.0

i /

iI / /

1.0
S/ -WHITAM'S RULE

"• o'/ /,ITHAM'S RULE

2.0 'CURRENT SOLUTION

' , 0.0
1.0 1.0 2.0 3.0

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
R

" •. Fig. 3. Dependence of the decay coefficient on front
radius.

Pig. 1. Analytical and experimental trajectories of
the wave front generated by underwater explosions
during the initial stages of propagation, and experi-
mental trajectory of the gas bubble interface.
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derived by Hantel and Davis, than those evaluated by (9) and (10) are shown in Fig. 4. Also displayed
the use of Whitham's rule. It is of particular interest there is the trajectory of the interface according to
to note the oscillatory behavior of the decay coeffi- experimental observations of Colebum and Roslund
cient based on experimental data. As pointed out in (8). In the semi-log coordinates of Fig. 4 it plots as a
the introduction, this annihilates effectively the util- straight line whose equation, obtained by a least
ity of these data for the evaluation of the blast wave square fit to experimental data, is
structure. Obviously, values of the slope of the un-
dulating curve and of Its derivative, that determine xi = 0.99413 t-0.4734

the magnitude of the decay coefficient on which such
an evaluation crucially depends, would be most un- This yields for the exponent of Eq. (16): 6 = 0.47.
reliable. The functional dependence of a on t, established on

the basis of Eq. (15), has been also plotted on Fig. 4.
The trajectory of the front of the blast wave and

of the interface between the gas bubble and water On this basis, the density, pressure and velocity
establish boundary conditions for equations describ- profiles, for different values of front parameter In t,
ing the structure of the wave. Such conditions, ex- have been evaluated by the use of Eqs. (14), (17) and
pressed in terms of the.density at the front, hn, the (18), respectively, and are displayed in Figs. 5-7.
front velocity parameter, y, evaluated from Eqs. (7),

CONCLUSIONS

1.0 10
"-. " The paper presents a simplified analysis of blast

waves generated by underwater explosions. It dei,--a, .o. onstrates first the validity of extending Whitham's

"V, rule to its logical extreme by assuming that the veloc-
.ty of the shock front is practically equal to that of

the forward characteristic corresponding to condi-
S-o tions immediately behind it. The stnicture of the

0.5 5 wave is then evaluated on the basis of an exponential
dependence between the space coordinates of the in-
"ner interface and the front, with index determined
from experimental observations.

Gasdynamic profiles exhibit a typical piston-driven
0(+3 •nature of the blast wave, indicating that the energy of

the explosion continues to be deposited into the

0.2 -- 2 el.8 0,.3,,.

1"6 ,0

1.4 0.30.6
0.4

I [ 1.4 0.7,-

1.2 -_o_ _0.1 .,•.

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.0o , ,,
05In 0. 06 0.7 0.8 09 1 0.0

Fig. 4. Front parameters specifying boundary condi- Fig. 5. Density profiles. The dashed line indicates
tions for the evaluation of the flow field. the location of the interface.
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P70- 0.2

B 0.54"B60 ,'0.4-

50, o.3 0.

40--

30.- 0.o4 1.3/

40,I - ., I ,

20- 0.5

10 0.6.,. 0.2

0..-

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 X 1,0

Fig. 6. Pressure profiles, The dashed line indicates 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
the location of the interface. X

Fig. 7. Particle velocity profiles. The dashed line in-
water through the action of the interface for a signifi- dicates the location of the Interface.
cant period of time after initiation. This provides an
incentive for a more detailed analysis of the phenom-
enon, utilizing a more accurate equation of state for locity may then be determined from Eqs. (17) and
water and a more exact method of analysis. (18), respectively.

Moreover, on the basis of our simplified analysis, a
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EFFECTS OF ALUMINUM AND LITHIUM FLOURIDE ADMIXTURES ON
METAL ACCELERATION ABILITY OF COMP B

Gert BJMuholt
Swedish Detonic Reearch Foundation

Box 32058, S-126 11 Stockholm, Sweden

77Te ability to act, lerate metal of Comp B and a cast RDX/TNT based explosive
with 15% aluminum or lithium flouride admixture has been determined by streak
camera recording of the radial motion of 25 mm ID copper tubes with a wall thick-
ness of 2.28 mm loaded with explosives. Detonation data has also been calculated
with a computer code using the BKW eos. From a comparison between calculations
and experiments using lithium flouride to simulate aluminum inert in the explosive
the aluminum reaction influence on the performance of the explosive could be
studied. The first experimental evidence of a pressure increase caused by the reac-
tion of the 30-60 pm aluminum was noticed about 4 ps behind the detonation.
The final experimental aluminum reaction contribution to metal velocity was less
than 35% of that predicted by expansion work calculations along the BKW CI-
isentrope.

INTRODUCT1ON At some intermediate pressure along the CJ isen-
trope however the isentrope of the aluminized

Detonation calorimeter experiments and thermo- explosive crosses that of the explosive matrix and
dynamic calculations show that aluminum mixed into stays above during the rest of the expansion to at-
ordinary high density CHNO explosives gives a con- mospheric pressure.
siderable increase in the chemically liberated energy
of the explosive. The aim of this work has been to try to increase

the knowledge of the mechanisms that limit the
It is also known that the main part of the energy possibility to get increases in expansion work by

from the aluminum reaction can be converted to adding aluminum to an explosive.
expansion work when these explosives are detonated
under water (1). The products can then do work for There are at least three possible mechanisms that
relatively long timns and to a low final pressure. can be of importance in limiting the performance of

aluminized explosives.
In short time high pressure applications however

the performance of aluminized explosives are often 1. A long burning time of the aluminum.
disappointing. 2. Nonequllibrium during the expansion between

gaseous products and the main aluminum product
In computer code calculations of detonation data Al203 which is present in condensed form.

of aluminized explosives one often finds that the 3. Changes in the equation of state of the prod-
isentrope through the CJ point falls below the non- ucts caused by the aluminum admixture such that the
aluminized explosive matrix isentrope in the high internal energy is leow efficiently converted to expan-
pressure region. sion woek.
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To get more information on the importance of The velocity of detonation was determined con-
these mechanisms we chose to study the effects of ventionally by measuring the interwal between
mixing aluminum and lithium flouride into a cast closure of two ionization contacts.
RDX/TNT explosive. The reason for the use of
lithium flouride was that it should effect the ex-
plosive performance very much the same as aluminum EXPLOSIVES MATERIAL STUDIED
if the aluminum was behaving inert in the explosive.

The explosives chosen for tihis investigation were

EXPERIMENTAL cast 60 RDX/40 TNT (hexotol 60/40,42.5
RDX/42.5 TNT/i 5 Al (hexotonal 15) and 42.5

The cylinder test was the experimental technique RDX/42.5 TNT/IS Llf (hexotolif 15). Data on the
chosen to determine the performance of the ex- explosives are summarized in Table 1. The two types
plosives. In this test the radial motion of the walls of of aluminum powder used were both so-called
an explosive loaded metal cylinder detonated from atomized aluminum having irregularly shaped grains
one end is measured (2, 3,4). with a free Al content higher than 98.5%. The

lithium flouride of purum quality was ground until it
Our standard test consists of a 24.96 nun ID, had the same particle size distribution as the coarser

29.52 mm OD and 300 mm long copper cylinder of the two aluminum powders. The particle size
filled with explosive. Specifications are given in Fig. distribution of the Al and LAf is given in Fig. 3.
I. The explosive is detonated from one end and a
str.eak camera records the radial motion of the copper The explosives were cast in copper tubes with an
wall through conventional shadowgraph technique. inner diameter of 24.96 + 0.10 mm, outer diameter

30 nun. The temperature of the explosives when
The streak camera recording (Fig. 2) gives radius casting was 83-84*C and the moulds ',,ere preheated

versus time data from which position, velocity, accel- to 85-90VC. For each type of explosive three
eration and energy of the cylinder wall can be calcu- identical charges were made. Two were used for the
lated. From acceleration data the pressure in the cylinder test experiments and one was used to check
products can be determined, the density and the Al and LUF content at the upper

and lower ends of the charge.

A high intensity argon flash driven by explosives

was used as a light source behind the cylinder. EVALUATION OF STREAK CAMERA
RECORDINGS AND FITTING OF DATA

A 0 52 mm plane wave lens and a booster of
pressed 93 PETN/7 wax was used to initiate the ex- The streak camera recordings were evaluated by
plosives. means of a coordinate microscope. About 60 points

Explosive 0124.94

t. o= 9.52 _ . 290

0 l= 24.96 1 Copper SIS 5013 Plane -wave
'; • iannealed 10 r -inPosition of slit at 500n C

"Fig. 1. Specfications on cylinder test wangement.
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C"ylinder Surface

'J,•pDivoction Line ---

Fig. 2. Streak camera recording of cylinder test # 5 (hexotol 60/40).

on the recording were transformed to displacement- air and n is the compression (Vo/V) of the air be-
time data. The displacements were then corrected for tween the cylinder wall and the air shock front.

light diffraction in the air shock.
Shock wave data for air was taken from reference

The optical observation of the expansion of the (5).
cylinder wall is disturbed by the air shock that is
formed outside the expanding wall. The correction The real radius R of the outer cylinder surface is
Ar needed to determine the real position of the wall then obtained from:
from a streak camera recording is:

R = R' - Ar (2)

rn -I (!) The correction Ar can be expressed as a function
of the apparent displacement along the streak camera
slit (R' - R.), R) is the original outer radius of the

I or wall. The same correction Ar = f(R - R,) shown in

no </ Fig. 4 was used for all shots because the compression
"R/R" < fl(no - 1) +I / 1of the air is not very sensitive to the differences in

performance of the explosives tested in this paper.

where R' is the apparent outer radius of ihe cylinder
wall, R. is the radius of the air shock f!rmed outside In Fig. 5 an example of the early time streak
the wall, n. is the refractive index of the undisturbed camera recording of a cylinder test is shown.
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TABLE )

DATA ON THE EXPLOSI VES

Hexotol Hexotonal Hexotonal Hexotolif
60/40 1580 1510OCS 1580

RDX weight% 58.9 42.1 42.1 42.1
TNT " % 39.9 42.1 42.1 42.1
Wax " % 1.2 0.8 0.8 0.8
Al ] % - 15.0 15.0 -

U•F " % - - 15.0

From analyses of test charge

Al* (upperend) weight% 15.0 15.0 -

Al* (lower end) " % 15.2 15.2 -

LiF* (lower end) o % - - 15.1
Density (mean) g/cm 3  1.691 1.758 1.758 1.758
Density (upper end) g/cm 3  i.687 1.755 1.756 -

.Density (lower end) g/cm 3  1.690 1.762 1.762 1.760
Voids volume% 1.1 2.3 2.3 2.1

A) and LIF particle sze is given in Fig. 3.

At in hexotonaj 1590
100 - UF in hexotolif 1560 8

4A Z6.

zo
Z 50

Alin'
a: •25' /

Ui hexotonol 15100c 0
>U

0 10 20 30

MES0 SIZE- (mm)

i Fig 3. Particle size distribution of Al and LIF. Fig. 4. Correction for light diffraction In air shock in

The reproducibility of radius-time data in the test *30 mm cylinder test.

is normally better than 0.5%. For comparison Ar/
(R - R,) is 1.8% for R - Ro a I mm, 0.6% for (R- t - t',/2.• (3)
R.) = 5 mm, and 0.3% for (R- Ro) - 30 mm.

" ~An expression of the form used by Hoskin et al
The original thickness of the cylinder walls varied (6).

between 2.28 and 2.31 nun for the shots in this
paper. Displacement-time data were normalized to a t - A + B(R - R,) + C exp D(R - Ro) (4)
wall thickness of 2.28 mmn the following way. If t' -

f(R - Ro) is valid for a wall thickness of S we have was then fitted to the experimental t, (R - R,) nor-
for wall thickness 2.28 mm malized coordinates for every shot. Hene t = time
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for every shot. Results are given in Table 2. The
path of air shock aluminum and the lithium flouride had the same

".3. lowering effect on detonation velocity. From 7630
apperent path of . .0 1/s for plirc hexotol 50/50 to about 7500 m/s with

•-• cylinder wall . 15% Al or LiF.

E .2 .I The initial velocity of the cylinder wall calculated
from a straight line fit to the displacement versus
time coordinates during the first 0.75 mm of the

e5 r pat expansion is given in Table 4. This velocity reflects
'.1 . real path of the pressure at and very close to the front. It is the

01 cylinder wal I same within the experimental error for hexotonal
1580, hexotonal 151OOCS, and hexotoiif 1580. This

"__ _ _ __U_ indicates that the front pressure in these explosives is
.1 .2 .3 A4 the same. Hexotol 60/40 however gives about 9%

TIME (P s) higher velocity indicating about 10% higher front
pressure.

Fig. 5. Streak camera recording of cylinder test at
early times with Influence of air shock on recording. When one compares the early time movement of

the wall for the different explosives one finds that the
expansion for hexotolif 1580 starts to lag behind that

from the start of the expansion and A, B, C and D are of hexotonal 1580 and 151 OOCS after about 4-5 mm
constants in the fit. This was done for (R - Rd) of expansion corresponding to about 4 As behind the
5,6 ... 30 mm. detonation front. This indicates that a considerable

part of the aluminum must have reacted within 4 ps.
In Fig. 6a and 6b one can see how the fit is repro-

ducing the experimental time coordinates. The first For the expansion from 5 to 30 mm the ex-
part of the expansion from (R - Re) - 0 to 5 mm pression (4) was fitted to the expansion data. Values
where internal shocks in the cylinder wall are still of of constants in the fit together with displacement-
importance cannot be described by formula (4). The time, and displacement-velocity calculated from the
details of the early time behaviour of the wall have fits are presented in Table 2 and 3 and Fig. 7.
been treated by Wilkins (7).

The wall velocity was highest for hexotol 60/40
The initial velocity which stays constant for about during the who!e expansion to (R - R.) - 30 rmn.

I ps can be evaluated by a straight line fit to the The velocities for hexotonal 15100CS and 1580 at
displacement time coordinates during the first micro this expansion were 3.5 respectively 4.1% lower than

that for hexotol 60/40.

RESULTS It should be pointed out that the displacement-
time data one gets from a streak camera recording as

Experimental Data in Fig. 2 does not describe the motion of one and the
same point of the cylinder wall. Therefore the

Two shots of respectively hexotol 60/40, hexotonal velocity one gets from direct differentiation of
1580 and hexotonal 15 IOOCS were fired. For hexotolif formula (4) is not the true particle velocity of the
1580 only one experiment was made. The reproduci- wall but rather a phase-velocity.
bility of the displacement versus time coordinates was
normally better than 0.5%. The difference between the two velocities is how-

ever so small that it can be neglected in most cases.
As representative of the explosives tested shot #5 In the experiments in this work for example the

was chosen for hexotol 60/40, 46 for hexotonal particle velocity of the wall is at the most 90.5%
1580, #8 for hexotonal 15IOOCS and #10 for lower than the velocity we get from direct
hexotolif 1580. Detonation velocity was measured differentiation of the streak camera data.
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0 Shot#5 hexotol 60/40

A Shot#6 hexotonal 1580

20
A

-10 A AO 00

AA

S0 'A 6 0 AAA 0~ OOA 0 AA0-- - -0 - -0-0' - - - -- -

-10-0 AA 0 0 A00 00
AA

-20 A

1 20 30
(R- R) (m m)

0 Shot + 8 hexotonal 15100CS
A Shot# 10 hexotolif 1580

20-
00 A"" A-0IC- 0 A AA

0A A 0 0
SAA R 0£A 0O A A 0

-10- 0 Ao 0 0 0A 0 A

-20-

10 20 -2
(R- R) (rmm)

Fig. 6a and b. Difference between experimental and fitted time at given expansions.

COMPUTER CODE CALCULATIONS the temperature is raised considerably by the
aluminum reaction. The front of th,; detonation

Results from calculations performed by Roger wave is thus not strengthened very much by the
Holmberg at this laboratory with a computer code for aluminum reaction.
detonation data calculations developed at Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory with a BKW eos (8) are shown The main part of the aluminum reaction energy at
in Table 5. the front goes Into thermal energy.

The velocity of detonation is lowered (1%) if the
aluminum is assumed to react before the CJ-plane ESTIMATION OF THE WORK DONE BY
compared to the case where it is considered inert and THE EXPLOSIVES
only melts.

From thermodynamic considerations one should
In Table 5 one can also see that the aluminum expect the work done by most CHNO ideal explosives

reaction increases the CJ pressure about 3% and that in a isentropic expansion from detonation conditions
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TABLE 2

CYLINDER TEST RESULTS NORMALIZED TO COPPER CYLINDER
0i = 24.96 mm, y- 29.52 nim

I Time t (,.s)/velocity v,(mm/M/s) at
Detonation (R-R) =(m)

Shot Explosive velocity

m/s 5 01 10 15 2 __30

5 Htexotol60/40 1.691 7810 4.44 7.74 10.85 13.86 16.80 19.71
1.45 1.57 1.64 1.68 1.71 1.72

6 Hexotonal 1580 1 757 7490 4.84 8.38 11.69 14.86 17.96 21.01
1.35 1.47 1.55 1.60 1.63 1.65

8 Ilexotonal 151OOCS 1.759 7510 4.77 8.31 11.59 14.73 17.79 20.81
1.34 1.48 1.57 1.62 1.65 1.66

10 Hexotolif 1580 1.758 7510 4.81 8.45 11.87 15.19 18.44 21.66
1.32 1.42 1.49 1.53 1.55 1.56

The explosive matrix in hexotol 151O0CS and 1580 and hexotollf 1580 Is 50 RDX/50 TNT. With the same
void volume as in hexotonal 15 the experimental detonation velocity of this matrix is estimated to be 7630
rn/s.

TABLE 3 to atmospheric pressure In the products to be close to
the heat of detonation (-AHd) of the explosive. The

RESULTS OF FIT TO EXPERIMENTAL expansion in the cylinder test can be approximated
WAALL EXPANSION DATA FOR by an adiabatic expansion from the CJ-point down to

5 • (R.Ro) < 30 mm that expansion where products start to leak out
through cracks In the wall (3, 6).

Stt B We have four.d that this happens at an expansion
A __ _ of (R-R) 35 mm in our cylinder test. The

- - r corresponding pressure in the products Is then of the
5 2.573 0.5733 -1.778 -0.11424 order of some hundred bars and the total work done
6 3.118 0.5989 -2.240 f -0,11239 is of the order of 80.90% of the work available in an
8 3.038 0.5945 -2.281 I -0.12204 expansion to atmospheric pressure.

10 2.616 0.6364 -1.845 j -0.12400

Jacobs has proposed a model for calculation of the
TABLE 4 isentropic expansion work W to a final pressure P0

(9). With this model one gets

INITIAL RADIAL WALL VELOCITY

Initial fou2

Shot Explosive velocity W f P(v)d 1 (5)
(m/s) f

5 hexotol 60/40 721 ± 15
6 hexotonal 1580 648 ± 15 P(v) = isentrope of the products through the CJ
8 hexotonal 15100CS 665 ± 15 point

10 hexotolif 1580 663 ± 15
I P = pressure at the CJ point
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TABLE 5

RESULTS FROM BK W CODE CALCULA TIONS

Hexotol Hexotonal Hexotonal Hexotolif
Explosive 60/40 15 15 15

Remark Al - A12 0 3 at Al inert LIF inert
the CJ-plane (melting only) (melting only)
Al, A120 3  Al compressible LiF compressible
compressible

Density (g/cm 3 ) 1.690 1.758 1.758 1.758

Detonation velocity (CJ) 7921 7421 7497 7485
(Experimental value) (7820) (7490) (7490) (7510)

CJ pressure (GPa) 26.9 24.6 23.9 23.7
CJ temperature (K) 2669 4783 2363 2333

Heat of detonation' 1 (MI/kg) 5.81 7.61 4.87 4.88
at the CJ-point. J
On the isentrope (MJ/kg) 5.70 6.71 4.76 4.78
through the CI point
at 0.1 GPa

all (standard state 298 K and 1 bar).

TABLE 6

EXPERIMENTAL ENERG Y PARTITIONING AT (R-R,) 30 MM
IN CYLINDER TEST

Explosive Hexotonal Hexotonal lHexotolif
1 1580 151OOCS 1580

A. Kinetic energy of MJ/kg1  3.01 2.70 2.67 2.38
the metal

B. Kinetic energy of the MJ/kg t  0.71 0.66 0.66 0.59
reaction products

C. Internal energy,2  MI/kg1  0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
in the metal

D. PdV-wo'k against the MI/kg1  0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
surrounding aii,

W= A+B+C+D. Total MJ/kg1  3.9 3.6 3.6 3.2
work done in the ex-
pansion to (R-Po)

30 mmr

1MJ/kg of explosive
2private Information, C. Mader, LASL
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PO = final pressure in the expansion pressure within 1% for hexotonal 15 with aluminum
inert and hexotolif 15. Detonation pressure however

= particle velocity of the products at the CJ is raised about 3% and detonation'velocity lowered
point, about 1% when aluminum is inert and only melts.

With this model and ,data from the BKW calcula- In the experiments the same detonation velocitytions W has been calculated for the explosives tested within the experimental error of about ± 0.2% was
in this investigation. Together with the recorded for hexotonal 15 and hexotolif 15. The
experimentally determined work the data are initial wall velocity was also the same within an
presented in Fig. 8. experimental err,: of about ± 2%.

In Table 6 the total experimental expansion work According to the BKW code calculations the
as summed at an expansion (R - R') 30 mm is aluminum reaction influences the velocity and pres-

sure conditions at the front very little. Therefore
nothing can be said about the degree of aluminum

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS reaction from the experimental detonation velocity
and initial wall velocity data. It is only after some ni

It is reasonable to assume that LiF behaves mainly initial e pansion that the aluminum reaction can give 4
inert in our explosive. Such physical properties as a marked pressure increase. In our experiments the
density, compressibility, melting poitt and boiling wall velocity for hexotonal 15 starts to increase when
point are very similar for LiF and aluminum. UF compared to that of hexotolif 15 after about 4 ps of
should thu. affect the detonation properties of the expansion.
explosivw very similary to aluminum if aluminum
behaves inert. M Finger et al (4) could also see the first effects of

the aluminum reaction about 3 ps behind the front
From Table 5 one can also wee that the code when they studied 5 pm Al in al HMX based ex-

predicts the same detonation velocity and detonation plosive in the cylinder test. The time of the first

1.7

1.5

I-)

6 hexotonOl 15100CS
a 8 hexotonol 1580

1.30 hexotolif 1580

0 0 30

(RP- Ro) (mm) 30
Fig. 7. Wall velocities calculated from the fit to experimental displacement-time data for

(R - Re) between 5 and 30 mm.
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pressure increase does thus not menm to be changed 30 pin Al and 60 pm Al is thus just barely significant
markedly if one uses 5 pm or 30-60 pm aluminum, in the experiment.

If one uses the fit (4) to calculate the acceleration The expansion work calculatcd along the BKW
of the wall at an expansion of (R - Re) = 25 mm, isentrope is much larger than the total expansion
hexotonal 151OOCS and 1580 shows about 55% work from the experimental data (Fig. 8). This con-
higher acceleration than hexotolif 1580 indicating firms the observation made by Kury et al (3) that
55% higher pressure in the products at this expansiun. mnetal acceleration to relatively large expansions in

cylinder geometry is poorly predicted on an absolute
To summarize the question of the degree of basis by an expansion work calculation along the

aluminum reaction in the explosives, our data can be BKW cos isentrope. If one compares the products
used to say that the first sign of aluminum reaction composition and the heat of detonation calculated
appears at about 4 ps behind the front. Our data along the BKW isentrope for hexotol 60/40 with
does however not allow us to say anything about the experimental detonation calorimeter products
degree of reaction in the region between the front composition and heat of detonation data for Comp B
and 4 ps thereafter. (1 ') which is very similar to hexotol 60/40 one finds

that the main part of the absolute discrepancy can be
The difference in performance between hexotonal explained by differences between the calculated and

1580 and 15100CS is very slight. About 1% higher the experimental products composition and heat of
wall velocity was observed for hexotonal 151 OOCS detonation. For hexotol 60/40 the heat of detona-
than for hexotonal 1580 at expansions larger than 10 tion (-AH) calculated along the CJ isentrope down to
nun. The difference in performance one gets between 0.1 GPa varies between 5.7 and 5.8 MJ/kg. For

I !I i

BKW code resultl . - -

--- hexotolif 15(LiF inert)
-. -hexotonal 15(AI inert)

--- hexotonal 15
" �~ - hexotol 60/40 ,

o - 0

!/" .,.

./ EXper imental results"02 ___R r._ _ 30_ -. mm

X. 'A hexotol if 15

* hexotonal 15
0 heicotol 60/40

10 1 .1 .01

Pressure in the products (GPo)

Fig. 8. Expansion work calculated along the BKW isentrope and experimental expansion work deternined
at (R - Ro) = ?0 mm.
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Comp B a heat of' detonation of 4.69 MJ/kg i.e. 18% 2. E. L. Lee et al, "Adiabatic Expansion of High
less was determined in a detonation calorimeter Explosive Detonation Products," University of
which allowed the products to expand fairly isen- California, Livermore. Report UCRL 50422
tropically (11), (1968).

Fig. 8 shows that the experimental difference in 3. 1. W. Kury et al, "Metal Acceleration Ability of
expansion work between hexotonal 15 and hexotolif Chemical Explosives," Proceedings Fourth
15 is much smaller than that calculated by the BKW Symposium (Int) on Detonation, Office of Naval
code. According to the experiments, hexotonal 15 Research, Report ACR-126 (1965).
yields only 12% more expansion work at (R -RO) =-)
30 mm than hexotolif 15 instead of the 31% 4. M. Finger et al, "Metal Acceleration by Corn-
difference calculated by the BKW code. Even if we posite Explosives," Proceedings Fifth
take into account that the code tends to overestimate Symposium (Int) on Detonation, Office of Naval
energies at large oxygen deficits the discrepancy is Research, Report ACR-184 (1970).
too great to be explained by this alone.

S. W. E. Deal, "Shock Hugoniot of Air," J. of
We must conclude that some assumption basic to Applied Physics, 28, No. 7 (1957).

the calculation is violated. The BKW code assumes
that there is thermodynamic equilibrium between 6. N. E. Hoskin et al, "The Motion of Plates and
solid and gSweous reaction products and that the Cylinders Driven by Detonation Waves at
reactions are completed at the CJ-plane. Tangential Incidence," Proceedings Fourth

,1 Symposium (Int) on Detonation, Office of Naval
We conclude that under the experimental con- Research, Report ACR-126 (1965).

ditions either, or both of these assumptions are
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ACCELERATION OF SPHERICAL METAL SHELLS BY HIGH EXPLOSIVES:
DETONATION VELOCITY ALONG THE SHELL SURFACE AND EFFICIENCY

OF ENERGY TRANSFER

H. U. Freund, W. Geiger, and G. Honcia
Battelle-Institut, Frankfurt, Germany

The acceleration of spherical aluminum shells loaded on the outside with high
explosive (Composition B 60:40) was investigated for various radii of the liner and
various thicknesses of the explosive layer. Detonation was initiated through a small
detonator at one point of the explosive surface (pole). For polar angles of 0 to 900
both the velocity of the detonation front and the liner velocity were measured. A
decrease of the detonation velocity with decreasing radius of the liner is observed
along the liner surface. The variation of the liner velocity with polar angle was
measured for various shell radii and explosive thicknesses. From these data the
efficiency of energy transfer from the explosive to the liner is deduced. The results
are compared to a modified detonation head theory.

I. INTRODUCTION charge as shown in Fig. 1. The array of pins allows
the detonation velocity to be determined along a

For charges with curved liners it is important-e.g., straight line through the point of ignition in the bulk
for the purpose of projectile development-to know of the explosive as well as along the explosive/liner
for each liner segment the time at which it is being set interface in the shadow region. i.e. the region not
into motion by the explosive and what Is its final seen from the ignition point.
velocity. The aim of the work described in this paper
was to determine the dependency of the liner velocity
on the charge parameters in the spherical case, mainly In addition the initial motion of the liner is
the radius of curvature and the explosive to liner mass measured through slightly modified pins placed inside
ratio. the spherical liner. An array of such pins is shown in

Fig. 2. In order to avoid mutual disturbance of the
pins the bundle of pin tips had to be spread laterally

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP as indicated. A close-up construction view of the two
types of pin contacts is given in Fig. 3. A total set of

-Spherical aluminium shells with wall thicknesses of 30 pins was employed. The short circuit signal of
2 to 3 mmn and radii of 30, 60 and 120 nun were each pin allowed the measurement of the time of
loaded on the outside with high explosive (Composi- arrival of the detonation front and of the liner surface
tion B 60:40) of constant thickness in the range of 10 accurately to ±10 ns and +20ns respectively. The
to 60 mm. The explosive was cast onto the shells, exact pin tip positions were taken from X-ray photo-
The charges were ignited on one point (pole) through graphs for the pins embedded in the explosive and
a small detonator. The detonation front is traced for through special callipers for the pins inside the
polar angles from 00 to 90* (1200 in some cases) by sphtical shell. The estimated errors are 1/20 mm
small coaxial pin contacts inserted into the explosive and ./10 mm respectively.
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Fig. 1. 1in array to measure the detonation front velocity. a.) schematically, b.) real setup,

liner

3mm Al0 m m

5,0 100 radiustmm]

150

a.) b)m

Fig. 2. 11n array to measure the liner velocity for a sphere with radiu~s R -120 mm and explosive layer thickness
b 10 mm. a.) schematically, b.) real setup,
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3. RESULTS

(a) Detonation Velocity

The detonation velocity along the explosive/liner
interface in the shadow region was compared to the

M. unperturbed detonation velocity in the explosive

bulk. A decrease of the detonation velocity is ob-
served in the shadow region. The smaller the radius

'I-t! of the sphere the more pronounced is this effect.
Insulated lWithin the experimental error limits this reduced
Cua-wire detonation velocity can be regarded constant and

independent of the explosive thickness. The results
- •are summarized in Fig. 4. Also included in this figure

there are experimental values obtained from cylindri-
oi b.} cal charges with point ignition at the cylinder surface.

As can be expected the reduction effect is smaller and
Fig. 3. Pin types used for measurement of: a.) deto- about one half of that for a sphere of the same radius.
nation velocity and; b.) liner velocity. The experimental data for the variation AD of the

detonation velocity D are well represented by a
formula similar to one given by Ch6ret (1)

'dNj

29-

-/ experiment, sphere

experiment, cylinder

-theoy, cylinder

0,8-

0,7-

I -, I I I I L

0 20 40 60 80 100 120
radius of curvature R

Fig. 4. Decrease of detonation velocity along curved liner surface.
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AD k
+ a - 0 with a = I for cylinders

a = 2 for spheres Immi polar angle Oi-30. R=3Omrb=10mm

and k = l mm for Comp. B 125

For the cylindrical case an estimate on the basis of 3 9% m s

Chapman-Jouguct's theory has been made. While the 20 s
detonation proceeds along the curved surface the
pressure is reduced by a certain amount due to lateral
expansion of the reaction zone (i.e. the zone within 15--
which pressure determines the continuous reinitiation
of the detonation front) into the shadow region. As a : ,m"
consequence the detonation velocity will be reduced. 10 - .
Assuming the reaction zone to have a thickness of / *-

1.5 mm the theoretical curve fits the experimental
data quite well as shown in Fig. 4. v t -

(b) Initial Liner Velocity vo .1
0L

From the pin measurement inside the spherical 0 ,30 I [,W

shell the contours of the collapsing shell in the initial
phase have been mapped. The liner velocity was Fig. 5. Definition of initial liner velocity vO.
obtained from these contours. Figure 5 shows an
example of the diagrams of the liner location s versus
time along the polar angle 0 = 30' direction. A first increase in the liner inner surface velocity after about
order approximation for the initial velocity vo was 4 kis due to the convergent flow of the liner material.
obtained from the initial slope of the s(t) curve. This Experimental values for the initial liner velocity vo
value was corrected by taking into account the Taylor were determined along the meridian for values of 0
deflection angle. As can be seen there is a marked from 0 to 900. In Fig. 6 these data have been plotted

E 4 - 4 _ _ _ _

EE I experiment

\1 modified detonation
head theory

experiment '.... - "
-- modified detonation 4.

h head th-r

0 0.

30 60 901degreesl o 30 0 gol [degrees)
pole pol"a equator po polar angle 9 equator

Fig. 6. Initial liner velocity v0 as function of polar angle for spheres with R 60 mm, b = 10 and 30 mm respec-

tively (oa 2.6 and 11.2. respectively).
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f'or two different radii and explosive thicknesses. As pint of ignition
can be secen there is a general tendency lfor increase of'
v0 with increasing polar angle 0 above 450. Fo large -

explosive thicknesses a pronounced higher velocity vo
occurs in the polar region.

A theoretical model was used to interpret the re- -

suits, As, a first stop the interaction time tj of the
cxplosive/liner system was obtained f'rom simple
detonation head theory. It is assumed that following
the detonation a raret'action wave moves into the
explosion products from the 1'ree surl'ace(s) at a con-
stant velocity and decreases the full detonation UP
pressure to zero. The period of time between the
arrival at the liner surface of the detonation front and
the raref'action wave is taken as tj. The arrival time of
the rarefaction wave is derived from geometrical con-
struction as shown in Fig. 7. The detonation wave at -A

7.7 film/M~s is f'ollowed from the outer surface of the -6U- --- O-- -30---
explosive by a rarefaction wave moving with 5.8
mm/ps. The rarefaction which originates from the Fig, 7. Shapes of detonation head at 3 different
explosive/liner Interface as the liner is set into motion times after ignition for a spherical shell with R 60)
is neglected in this picture. mm, b 30 mm.

4 ~ --4 --. . .

/ a spheres with R 2:30mm
4 spheres with R:z6Omm

/ * spheres with R z 120mm

l~3-
thoyHsi/t~lpaecs
moiiddtnto/ed
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In a second step, however, this latter rarefaction -T
wave is taken into account. An analytical description
by Sclramm (2) for the acceleration of a metal sheet
by an infinitely thick layer of explosive is used. The
liner velocity v0 is taken as the velocity which the M ex)l-h,,Iv(c
liner has attained at time ti.

The calculated values are represented by dashed
lines in Fig. 6. It is obvious that in the polar region Mlhrr All
the experimental culves are much smoother than the
calculated ones: Also the strong dependence of the
average liner velocity (averaged over the half sphere)
on the explosive thickness is not verified experimen.
tally. This can be seen more clearly from Fig. 8
where the average initial liner velocity Vo is plotted
versus the explosive to liner mass ratio a. This ratio a center of ½Jhe
is defined analogous to the plane case mass ratio as Fig. 9, lfinitnion of mass ratio if or a segment of
indicated in Fig. 9. The experimental results justify spherical charge.
this definition which includes the curvature: All expe-
rimnootal points for different radii are located along a
smooth curve within an error bar of about 10%. This Comments on the modified detonation head
also holds when the kinetic energy of the liner is model: At small polar angles the initial velocity v0 is
related to the explosive energy as shown in Fig. 10. mainly affected by the decrease in the pressure acting
A value of F0 = 4.1 • 103 1/g for the specific explo- on the liner with increasing angle of incidence of the
sive energy has been used. hlie efficieny of energy detonation front. The described model seems to
transfer varies from 20% to 1% and falls below the overemphasize this effect. Also the model yields a
theoretical estimates. too strong dependence of vo on the explosive thick-

N.. e slohmcs vth R. 30mm
% A* aptiere with Rv3OmrynN. t, '0weal wthR.6Omm

-' .. sptwr with R.120mm

20

U.1

theortical1 6oos'

2 . elastic cottluioui
Ho eq al, plane case

- -- modified detonation head, spherical cOS*o
I I l,,I I .l I l

1 2 5 to 20 so aOo

mass ratio d .

Fig. 10. tjflciency of energy transfer as function of mass ratio.
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ness. This is probably due to the fact that the effec- lVth Symposium on Detonation, Report ACR-
tive interaction time tj for the radially expanding 126, p. 78 ff., 1965.
explosive products is overestimated.

2. 4. H. Schramm, "Dynamisches Verhalten von
Metallen unter Stopwellenbelastung," Springer

REFERENCES Tracts in Modern Physics. Vol. 58, p. 262 ff.,
1971.

1. R. Ch~ret, "Theoretical Considerations on the
Propagation of Shock and Detonation Waves,"

DISCUSSION

M. VAN THIEL that therefore there was nothing wrong or unex-
Lawrence Uvermore Laboratory pected in their experiments.
Livermore, California

We used the JWL equation of state form described
We have done some 2-dimensional Lagrange calcu- by Finger, Lee, et al. with constants derived from the

lations to see if the data presented by Dr. Freund tabulation in the compilation of B. Dobratz. The
could be predicted by our computer models. This explosive energy and density was scaled from the
was especially of interest, since the approximate re- values for 64/36 Comp. B given in the compendium
lease wave model presented by the authors suggested for the composition of the 60/40 Comp. B used by
that some shock effects might be occurring that sug- the authors.
gest that energy delivery scales in an unpredictable
fashion, perhaps due to an unexplained physical Experimentalists and theoreticians who at present
phenomenon. do not have access to a computer to do such calcula-

tions should be urged to attempt to get such access to
The results of the computer calculations indicated aid their design and analysis work.

that their experiments conform to our models and

I
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CALCULATED SPHERICAL SHOCK WAVES PRODUCED BY
CONDENSED EXPLOSIVES IN AIR AND WATER

H. M. Sternberg and H. Hurwitz
Naval Surface Weapons Center

White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

Spherical shock wave comp:tttions were made with a conventional Lagrangian
artificial viscosity scheme, augmented by a sharp shock routine in which the main
shock Is fitted by the method of characteristics, with exact tracking of the shock
inside the Lagrangian cells. It is shown that relatively small effects on air blast are
produced by the use of a real air equation of state In place of an Ideal gas equation,
and by changing Initial conditions so that initial transmitted pressures range between
170 and 720 bars. In water centrally detonated PBX 9404 Is shown to produce a
greater peak shock pressure than Pentolite, but a smaller Impulse, because more
energy Is dissipated in shock heating of the water. A constant volume Pentolite
explosion in water with initial density one fourth that of the solid explosive is
shown to yield about 30% more usable energy than the centrally detonated charge,
due to less energy dissipation. This energy comes out of the 1IE gas bubble slowly
and is manifested mainly as an increase in Impulse. At 10 charge radii from the
center, a constant volume Pentolite explosion in water with initial gas density equal
to that of the solid explosive parduced a peak nhock pressure l d% greater and a p2dt
integral 14%o greater, when compared with a centrally detonated charge with the
some density and energy.

INTRODUCTION duced by a centrally detonated high explosive sphere,
by a constant volume sphere (explosion product gas

The limited possibility of a large increase In energy initially at uniform pressure and density) at the
output from high explosives detonated in air or water density of the solid high explosive, and by a constant
has stimulated interest in the extent to which the volume sphere with a larger initial radius and one
available energy can be used more efficiently. It fourth the density of the solid explosive. Other items
seems clear that if the energy is released very slowly treated here are the effects of computing with a real
much of it will remain in the explosive gas. On the gas equation of state for air, instead of an ideal gas
other hand, the energy dissipated due to shock heat- equation, an, a comparison of calculated shock wave
ing of the surrounding medium will increase with the parameters obtained with Pentolite (50/50 TNT/ 4

strength of the transmitted shock. This has led to PETN) arnd the more energetic, higher detonation
speculation that there is an optimum energy release pressure explosive PBX 9404-3 (kIMX/NC/CEF94/3/ 3).
for the purpose of producing a strong shock wave. The finite difference scheme, in which Lagranglan
The effect of energy release is examined here by artificial viscosity method is used, and the equation
hydrodynamic computation of three cases, all with of state used for water, are described in previous
the same total energy, covering a wide range of trans- papers by W. A. Walker and one of the authors.1,2 A
mitted pressures. These are the shock waves pro- substantial change in the computational scheme,
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made recently and used in the present work, is out- ax/at = U, (3)
lined in Sec. II. This is the addition of a procedure
for producing a sharp main shock in the spherical aE/lat = - (p + q)av/3t, (4)
flow computations. The shock is tracked through the
Lagrangian mesh by shock fitting, using the positive p = p(E, v). (5)
characteristic extended back from the shock to the
previous constant time line. The method was tested Here, X is the distance from the center, p is the
against a power law similarity solution and results of' density (= l/v), M is the mass, p is the pressure, q is
thils test are given, the artificial viscosity, E is the internal energy, and u

is the particle velocity. The independent variables
Section III deals with explosions in air and Sec. IV are the time t and the Lagrangian label j. Equation

with explosions in water. The differences in the (5) refers to the equation of state, used in conjunc-
nature of the explosion-produced spherical waves in tion with Eq. (4) to find E and p after v is gotten
air and water come about mainly from the thousand with Eqs. (1)43).
fold difference in density of the two media. It will be
seen that the real air effects while large, have little The procedure will be'explained with Fig. 1. Let n
influence on the shock wave from a high explosive be the time cycle in the finite'difference computa-
because the total mass of air subjected to them is tion, and let the mesh points correspond to integer
small. values of j. Suppose everything is known at time tn.

In the advance to time tn+l , one calculates, in the
The energy dissipated by shrck heating is important artificial viscosity scheme, u at (j, n + 1/2), X at

because it determines the energy remaining to drive (j, n + I), and E, p, v, q at (j - 1/2, n + I). Denote
the shock. Methods which use the dissipated energy the values of these variables at the main shock by
in the calculation have been quite successful in pre- js(n), X5(n), FE(n), etc. Conditions ahead of the
dieting peak shock pressures vs distance in air shocks shock, being at the initial ambient state, are known.
front explosives, as in the work of Porzel 3 , and As the shock moves new mesh points are uncovered

Kirkwood and Brinkley 4 . In the present work the and values of the flow variables at these points must

dissipated energies were found, after the finite dif- be computed. Until the shock has passed (j + 1/2, n),
ference calculations were completed, in order to the acceleration at 0, n) cannot be calculated from
cA)mplete the description of the energy partition and the usual finite difference formulas, which use the
distribution in the wave. pressure at (j + 1/2, n). Also, the specific volume at

11 THE SHARP SHOCK

In the earlier computations2, the smearing of the ST DARO POINT S.OCK

main shock over several computations cells in the
artificial viscosity scheme was treated by introducing
a finely zoned region which contained the shock and POSITIVE

moved with it. Here, the shock Is tracked through____ 3 CHARACTERISTIC
the Lagrangian mesh and exact values of its Ugrangian -$

coordinate and position, and the related flow variables, /
are calculated at each time step. The result is a /
faster and more accurate computation.

For spherical flow the equations solved are /

X0(j,t) S ECIAL POINT

M(j) 4rJ pX2dX, (I)

Fig. 1. Fitting the sharp shock in the Lagranglan
T au/at - 4rx 2a(p + q)/3M, (2) artificial viscosity grid.
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(j - 1/2, n + I)cannot be calculated in the usual way To fit the shock the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions
if the shock is in the cell because X(j, n + 1 ) is not must be satisfied, viz,
available. Insofar as it was feasible the calculations
for these special points were made with finite dif- Es - E0  (ps + po)vo - V,)/2, (10)
ference forms of the governing equations and not by
interpolating between values at the shock and the (u, - Uo) 2 = (ps - poXvo - Vs), (I I)
points behind it. In Fig. 1., the mesh point (j, n) will
be called a standard point, denoted by a cross, if Po(U - U.) = P(U - u), (12)
j, > j + 1/2. Otherwise (j, n) will be called a special
point. and on the positive characteristic between the points

3 and 2 in Fig. 1

At each time cycle the computation begins with

the calculation, for successive values of j, of the dp 2uc
acceleration at (j, n), the velocity at (, n + 1/2), the du + d t, (13)

position at 0, n + I), the relative specific volume pc X
V( = v/v,)at (j - 1/2, n + I), and the artificial viscos- dX
ity at (j - 1/2, n + 1/2). This is done for the standard - = u + c. (14)
pxoints and followed by the sharp shock routine dt

where thq, shock is fitted and values for the special
points are calculated. After this, the pressures and Here U is the shock velocity and c is the sound speed.
energies at all the cell centers behind the shock are Starting values of U, cs, and Us at tn+I are taken to be
calculated, a new time step is determined from sta- values at tn. Equation (14) and interpolation of
bility considerations, the total energy is checked, known values along tn are then used to get X3 , u3 , c3
and a new cycle is started. in Fig. 1. The point 3 is where the positive charac-

teristic extended back from the shock point at tn+l

The only change from the previous schemel, 2 in meets the line t = tn. Finite difference forms of (10),
the calculation for the standard points is in the (1I), (13), (5), and the sound speed formula derived
acceleration calculation where a three point formula from (5), are then solved simultaneously for p., Es,
is used. Denote the points (j - 3/2, n), (0 - 1/2, n), V5, cs, and us. The shock velocity U at tn+1 is then
(j + 1/2, n), (j, n) by the subscripts 1, 2, 3, and 4 gotten with Eq. (12) and the entire process, starting
respectively. Recall that in the Lagrangian computa- with the calculation of X3 , U3, c3 , is repeated until it
tion M(j) is always known, since it is prescribed at the converges.
beginning of the calculation. Let P - p + q and set

The exact value of j at the shock is calculated from
P=P 1 +a(M- M 1 ) +b(M -M1 )2 " (6)

(dj/dt), = ux2/(XoaXo/aj), (15)

The points 2 and 3 are then used to find

where the zero subscript refers to the initial ambient

I r M3 -M1  state and Xo(j) is specified at the outset. Equation
a= ( - M2)[M M (P2 -PI) (15) is obtained from

M2 - M2 (P " (7) U = (dX/dt), = (oX/aj)t(dj/dt), + u (16)

M3 - MI Jcombined with (12) and the mass conservation equa-

tion

P3 [ -Pt _2 PX2(aX/ajh = P0X2(8X0/aj). (
(M3 -M 2 ) 3M 'I M2 -M J (8) 0 (17)

Calculation for the special points (open circles in
and (aP/aM)j in Eq. (2) from Fig. I) is done immediately after the shock fitting.

Since j. is known the mass in the partial cell between
(aP/aM)j = a + 2b(M 4 - M1). (9) the shock and last mesh point behind it can be
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calculated from the prescribed function MO). If j, at U = t-0.6 , ps = t- 1 .2 /4, Xs = 2.5t0 -4  (18)
tn, is a special point and js <j + 1/2, the acceleration
at (j, n) is calculated with Eqs. (7), (8), and (9), with Table I contains a comparison of shock values
M3 and P3 replaced by the M, and PS, the values at calculated with the artificial viscosity program con-
the shock, at tn. lfj + 1/2 <j, <j + I, Eqs. (7), (8), taining the sharp shock scheme, where the spherical
and (9) can be used directly, but a special calculation psiton is constrained to move at the velocity
must be made for v at (j + 1/2, n + I ). The calculated up = t-o.9/4, and the exact values calculated with
mass in the partial cell and the values of Xj and X, Eq. (1 8). Note that this does not test the treatment
are used to get v at the midpoint of the partial cell, of the interface in the computations with explosives.
Then v at 0 + 1/2, n + 1) is found by interpolation Also, it does not test the linear interpolation for the
between the midpoint and the shock. assigned particle velocity when the shock straddles an

integer value of j, because the particle velocity in this

Special calculations are made to assign values to similarity solution is linear with distance.
the flow variables when new integer or half integer
values of j are uncovered as the shock moves outward.
When the shock straddles j + 1/2, where j is an TABLE I
integer, E5, Ps, v, at j + 1/2 are gotten by interpola-
tion between the shock points at tn and tn.1 . These Comparison of Shock Values Calculated with the

are then used as the previous values at j + 1/2 in Sharp Shock Procedure and with a Spherical Flow

calculating E and p at (0 + 1/2, n + 1 ) with Eq. (4). Similarity Solution, at t = 10087.3
The new u(i, n + 1/2) needed when the shock
straddles an integer value of j is found by interpola- Sharp Shock Similarity
tion between the shock and j - I. Calculation Solution

The sharp shock procedure also includes special U 0.39631 X 10-2 0.39625 X 10-2

calculations for the initial flow at the interface
between the HE gas and the surrounding medium. X, 99.822 99.838
The initial conditions in the explosive gas sphere are
either a constant state or a similarity solution for the Ps 0.39266 X 10-5 0.39253 X 10-5
detonation wave 1 . The exact transmitted shock con-
ditions are calculated separately and applied at the
boundary as initial conditions. The rarefaction wave
in the HE gas next to the boundary is calculated, at III EXPLOSIONS IN AIR
the beginning, by the method of characteristics. This
calculation is removed after a short time, so that the Spherical blast wave computations were made for
entire flow, except for the sharp main shock, is calcu- the following five cases,
lated by the artificial viscosity method. In spherical
flow a second shock, with zero initial strength, forms (1) Pentolite, centrally detonated in y-law air
at the tail of the rarefaction wave and moves back into (-f = 1.4),
the gas. In the calculations made to date this second

shock was not put into the method of characteristics (2) Pentolite, centrally detonated in real air, same
calculation, but formed in the artificial viscosity radius as (I),
calculation after the special calculation was stopped.

(3) PBX 9404, centrally detonated in real air,
The sharp shock scheme was tested with a known same radius as (I),

similarity solution. Suppose the pressure ahead of
the shock is zero, and the equation of state of the (4) Pentolite, constant volume explosion in real
medium is E = pv/(7 - I). If y = 7, po = I, and a air, with initial HE gas density, p,,, of 1 .65 g/cc, and
spherical piston with initial values t2 = I, XI = 2.5, the same radius and total energy as case (I),
v = I, is moved into the medium with velocity up =

t- 0.9 /4, the conditions at the back of the driven (5) Pentolite, constant volume explosion in real
shock are air, with initial HE gas density of 0.4125 g/cc, the
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same total energy as case (1), and initial HE gas radius atmosphere were calculated with this equation of
of 41/3 times that in case (I). state to get the dissipated energy, the excess energy

remaining after expansion to one atmusphere, as a
A comparison of cases (I) and (2) shows the effect function of shock pressure. The process is explained

on the calculation of the use of a real air equation in Ref. 2.
where dissociation and ionization are taken into
account. Cases (2) and (3), considered together, show Some of the aiT results are shown in Table !1,
the effect of a more energetic explosive (0.1020 nuba- where calculated peak pressures and positive impulses
cc/cc vs 0.0884 mbar-cc/cc for Pentolite) with a (the pressure-time integral over the positive duration
greater detonation pressure (370 kbar vs 245 kbar for of the wave) are shown for the five cases considered,
Pentolite). Cases (2), (4), and (5) show the effect of a at times corresponding to various positions of the
variation in initial conditions ranging from an initial main shock. Notice first, from cases (I) and (2) that
transmitted pressure of 720 bars to a transmitted the effect of the real air is not large, the difference in
pressure of 180 bars. Except for case (5) the initial peak pressure and positive impulse being 5% or less
radii of the lIE charges were identical, hence the PBX beyond five charge radii. Hence, for most purposes,
9404 and Pentolite (cases (2) and (3)) are being comn- computations with "y-law air would be satisfactory for
pared on a volume basis. solid high explosives. Comparison of cases (2), (4),

and (5) in Table If shows that there are no significant
The equation of state used for Pentolite was the differences in the peak pressures or positive impulses

same as that used in the earlier work 1,2 , namely, for shock positions beyond 25 charge radii, despite
the variation in initial conditions. The largest dif-

p = Ape + Bp4 + Ce-K/p ferences when the shock is 25 charge radii from the
center, 8% in peak pressure and 4% in positive

with p in g/cc, e the internal energy in mbar-cc/g, p in impulse, are between cases (2) and (3), a consequence
mbars, and A = 0.35, B = 0.002164, C = 2.0755, of the fact that the PBX 9404 charge contains 15%
K = 6. The solid explosive density, the detonation more energy than the Pentolite charge.
velocity, the energy released and the Chapman-
Jouguet (CJ) conditions were taken, as before, to be Figure 2 shows the calculated peak pressure vs

distance for casea (2), (3), (4), and (5). Notice that
p, = 1.65 g/co, D = 0.7655 cm/pusec, the PBX 9404 curve lies a bit above the others. The

shape of the curve for case (5), the constant volume
E,, = 0.0884 mbar-cc/cc, p, = 0.245 mbar, explosion with p, = 0.4125 and initial radius equal to

41/3 charge radii, is interesting, because this shape is
C, = 0.5714 cm/psec, p- = 2.210 g/cc. observed experimentally when charges with metal

casings are fired. The shapfs are similar because there
For PBX 9404 the JWL equation with the constants is relatively little energy transmitted into the air
listed for PBX 9404-3 in Ref. 5 was used. Here, before the casing expands to 1 .5 to 2.0 charge radii

and breaks up. Except for the energy imparted to the
/ j w\ cR2, casing, the system at the time the casing breaks up ih

p = A - R+ BI -+ B like that in case (5).

The result that the positive impulse at 25 charge
where V = v/vo, E is the internal energy in mbar-cc/cc, radii is essentially the same for the three Pentolite
A = 8.545, u = 0.20493, R1 = 4.60, R2 = 1.35, to = cases (2), (4), and (5) stems from virtually identical
0.25, The . t parameters are p0 = 1.84 g/cc, pj shapes of the pressure-distance curves extended from
0.370 mbar, D = 0.088 cm/psec, cj = 0,6513 ,;m/jusec, the shock back through the positive phase. This is
pj = 2.486 g/o.. reflected in the calculated pressure vs time curves

shown in Fig. 3. On the scale shown, the positivt
The real air equation of s.ate usv., in thle calcula- phases for the three pentolite cases are the same. The

tions is that of Doan and Nickel 6 . Is.niropes from PBX 9404 curve, case (3), lies slightly above the
various pr. `.s on the shock Hugoniot from one others.
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A partial explanation for thc lack of significant amount of energy dissipated within ihe first few
differences beyowd 10 charge radii in the various charge radii is small. Note in Fig. 4 that for all the
cases considered can be found in the calculated cases considered, less than two percent of thie total
cumulative dissipated energy vs shock position curves energy is dissin•ited by shock heating within the first
shown in Fig. 4. The expectation th.-t large three charge radii. Note, too, that the dissipated
differences in dissipated energy per unit mass of air energy curves for the various cases lie close together
within the first few charge radii will result in dif- over tihe entire range of the calculations (70-80 charge
ferent flows is not realized because the total mass of radii). This is used to good advantage in the work of
air in this region is small. Consequently, the total Porzel 3 .

TABLE 2

Calculated Peak Shock Pressure and J~ositive Impulse at Various Distances
from the Center, for Spherical Explosions in Air*

Positive Impulse
Charge Radius Peak Shock Pressure fpdt

R/Ro (mbar) (mbar-fdsec)

1 8.10 X 10-4

Pentolite, central detonation 5 1.40 X 10-4
(1) in "/-law air (y' = 1.4) 10 4.50 X 10-5

25 6.92 X 10-6 3.73 X 10-4
50 2.13 X 10-6 4.64 X 10-4

Pentolite, central detonation 1 7.20 X 10-4
(2) in real air 5 1.34 X 10-4

10 4.27 X 10-5

25 6.61 X 10-6 3.69 X 10-4
50 2.09 X 10-6 4.62 X 10-4

1 8.6 X 10-4

PBX 9404, central 5 1.56,," 10-4

(3) detonation in real air 10 4.81 X 10-5

25 7.13X 10-6 3.84X 10-4

50 2.17 X 10-6 4.70 X 10-4

1 3.05 X 10-4

Pentolite, constant 5 1.09 X 10-4

(4) volume explosion 10 4.81 X 10-5
(po = 1.65)in real air 25 6.67 X 10-6 3.72 X 10-4

50 2.09 X 10-6

Pentolite, constant 1 1.72 X 10-4

(5) volume explosion 5 7.85 X 10- 5

(po = 0.4125) in real air 10 4.07 X 10-5
25 6.73 X 10-6 3.67 X 104

50 2.09 X 10-6 4.61 X 10-4

TheO initial tadius is denoted by R., except when po 0.4125, where the initial radius is 41/3 Re. Charge radii are given in
multiples of Ro. Hence, all comparisons for a specified value of R/Ro are made at the same distance from the center. This pr.-
cedure is followed throughout the text and In all of the figures.
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Insight into the process can be gained from the constant volume case with p,0  0.14 125, Fig. 5(c),
calculated energy partition curves shown in Fig. 5. the energy comes out of the HE gas more slowly, but
Notice first, that for the PBX 9404 charge, Fig. 5(b), the energy partition after the main shock has reached
the kinetic energy of the HE gas, which is between 50 charge radii is essentially the same as in the
9 and 10 percent of the total when the detonation centrally detonated cases.
wave is at the charge surface, grows to 75% when the
main shock is 3 charge radii from the center. At this IV EXPLO)SION IN WATER
time over 90% of the total energy is still in the HE
gas. When the shock is at 50 charge radii, I1I % of the The cases considered here cover a wide range of
total energy is in the HE gas, as internal energy, The candidates for underwater explosives, from a high
HP gas is now separated from the main shock by a detonation pressure explosive (PBX 9404), where thc
negative p~hase, and no longer has a part in driving initial pressure transmitted to the water is 228 kbar,
the shock forward. A comparison of the energy parti- to a relatively slow energy release where the initial
tion curves for the centrally detonated PBX 9404 and transmitted pressure is 6 kbar. Peak pressure vs dis-
Pentolite charges, Fig. 5(a) and 5(b), shows that the tance from the center, the integral of the pressure
energy comes out of the HE gas in almost exactly the squared with respect to time, a measure of the energy
same way in both cases and that the energy partition flux7 , and the impulse, or integral of pressure with
in the air is almost exactly the same, although the respect to time, ate of Interest. The results arc ex-
kinetic energy, internal energy partition in the HE plained in terms of the energy dissipated by shock
gas is somewhat different in the early stages. In the heating of the water.

PG$NL?T:04.ITR I~ALLY OI10MYED

114119 M M CANAPLVDY01OTONAII 1

N - .. - PINfGLITI CONTRALLY I1tUNAltISO
N, .~ . = PFMlOLM1 t2*dTA001MOUMI

tM P#NLITI CONSANIT VOLUMEISOO ?v
11)(LU.M.4'. OAt. PHAN

rg 3. Calculated pressure vs time at 25 charge radii
fromthecentr, or xploion inreal air.

" ".-. INOUlI ID~IL Ali y. 1.41 LINTRAL 1)ITULAIION /
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Mag. 2. Calculated peak shock Pressure vs distance, Fig. 4. Calculated cumtulative percent of energy
for explosions In air. dissipated, Jok explos ions in air.
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Calculations were made for thc following spherical (4) Pontollte, constant volume explosion, Initial
chare, nwtr HE gas density 0.4125 g/cc, same total energy as (1),

and initial HE gas radius 41/3 times that in (I)
(I) Pcntolite, centrally detonated,

The equation of state uscd for PentolitL. and
(2) PBX 9404, centrally detonated, same radius PBX 9404 are listed in Sec. If. The equation of state

as (1), used for water, and the related dissipated energy
function are taken from Refs. (1) and (2).

(3) Pentolite, constant volume explosion, initial
H-E gas density 1 .65 g/cc, same radius and total Figure 6 shows the calculated peak shock pressures
energy as (1), vs distance for the four types of charges. Peak pres-

sures at several positions, together with the values of
the p2 dt integral are listed in Table Ill. Consider

Fig. 5(a). Pentolite, centrally detonated first the two centrally detonated cases, Note that the
,IDIOLI0IIRAL.)RAE peak pressure for the PBX 9404 is consistently greater

than that of the Pentolite, 15% larger at 10 charge
0.9 moilradii and 7% larger at 20 charge radii, However, the
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integral of p2 dt is the same for both charges at 10 The impulse, or integral of pressure with respect
charge iadii and a bit worse for the PBX 9404 at 20 to time, is shown in Fig. 10 for the four cases, as a
charge radii. Among the three Pentolite cases, the function of time at 10 charge radii. The constant
constant volume case with the same density as the volume case with Po = 0.4125 is the best here, the
solid high explosive (p, = 1.65) has both the greatest integral being 24% better than the centrally detonated
peak shock pressure, 11% greater than the centrally case at 200 psec. The integrals did not reach their
detonated charge at 10 charge radii, and the greatest maximum values, when the calculation ended. It
p2 dt integral, 14% greater than the centrally deto. appears from Fig. 10, that the improvement in
nated charge at 10 charge radii. It will be seen later impulse may be considerably better than 24% at later
that case ('1), the constant volume explosion with times. Note in Fig. 10 that the worst impulse is
p, = 0.4125, ultimately delivers the most useable
energy to the water and that this is manifested in a
larger impulse.

Figures 7 and 8 contain calculated pressure vs
time curves at the 10 charge radii position. Notice in
Fig. 7 that the p vs t curves from the centrally
detonated PBX 9404 and Pentolite cross, so that the
pressure from the Pentolite is greater after a short CENTRAL "TONAION
time. The p vs t curves at 10 charge radii are shown CONItANT VOwLUM EXPLOSION p. I10
for the three Puntolite charges in Fig. 8. The constant .ONITANT VOLUME IXO

volume case, with p, = 0.4125 g/cc starts at a lower
pressure than the other two (see Table III for the
exact values) but the pressure soon becomes the
remains higher.

Integrals of p2 dt vs time are plotted in Fig. 9. TIME 040.
Notice that at 100/asec the integrals are close to their
maximum values. The values listed in Table III are fig. 8. Calcuated pressure vs time at 10 charge radii,
those at 230 /sec, where the calculation ended. Case fbr pentolte explosions in water.
(3), the constant volume Pentolite with p0 = 1.65 is
the best here, but the constant volume case with po
0.4125 is also better than the centrally detonated
case (see Table Ill). ,NTOLIt. t W otANY IO, p,..

S PIINTOLITI CONIITANT VOLUU EXPLOINON, p.-D,412
-" - "' - F" 9M0 CINTRAI LV OIDTOdAlTEI,. . .. .... ...... . . . .. . / . ---

1.3 ! PENTOLITI CENTRALLY DETONdATED

g .

240 N1*

,~ TtM I" m

Fig. 7. Calculated pressure vs time at 10 charge radii,
for centrally detonated PBX 9404 and pentolite, in Fig. 9, Calculated integral of p2dt vs time at 10
"water. charge radii, for exploskins In water.
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obtained with the centrally detonated PBX 9404, in Calculated energy partitions vs shock position are
spite of its greater detonation pressure and energy. shown in Fig. 12. The centrally detonated PBX 9404

plot, Fig. 12(b), shows that when the main shock is
The above results can be explain~ed in terms of the at 10 charge radii 13% of the HE energy is still in the

dissipated energy due to shock heating of the water. bubble, 48% has been dissipated in heating the water,
The calculated dissipated energy valuf.s are shown in 29% is in kinetic energy of the water, and 10% is in
Fig. II. It can be seen in Ref. 2, that the energy nondissipated internal energy of the water. Compari-
dissipated in a spherical shell of wAter increases tapidly son of Figs. 12(a) and (b) shows that with the
with the shock pressure. This accounts for the fact centrally detonated charges there is less useable
that with the PBX 9404 charge, with an initial energy in the PBX 9404 system than in the Pentolite
transmitted pressure of 228 kbar, 48% of the explo- system after the shock passes 12 charge radii, due to
sive energy has been dissipated when the shock is at the greater dissipation in the PBX 9404 case. Figure
10 charge radii, compared to 33% dissipated for the 12(d) shows that with the constant volume case p,
centrally detonated Pentolie charge, which has an 0.4125 g/cc, only 6% of the HE energy has been
Initial transmitted pressure of 162 kbar, and 3% dissi- dissipated when the main shock is at 40 charge radii
pated by the constant volume pentolite charge with from the center. Thus 30% of the total energy which
p, 0.4125 and initial transmitted pressure of 6 kbar. is dissipated in the centrally detonated Pentolite case

TABLE 3

Calculated Peak Shock Pressure and fp 2dt at Various Distances
from the Center, for Spherical Explosions in Water

Charge Peak Shock fp2dt
Radius Pressure
R/R0, (mnbar) (mbar 2 "psec)

Pentolite 1 0.162
(1) central detonation 5 3.11 X 10-3

10 1.19X 10-3 1.25X 10-5
20 4.94X 10-4 2.74X 10-6
40 2.14X 10-4

PBX 9404 1 0.228
(2) central detonation 5 3.97 X 10-3

to 1.37 X 10-3 1.25 X 10-5

20 5.27 X 10-4 2.60 X 10-6
40 2.21 X 10-4

Pentolite, constant 1 0.039
5 3.58 X 10-3

(3) volume explosion 10 1.32 X 10-3 1.43 X 10-5
pc = 1.65 20 5.26 X I0-4 3.04 X 10-6

40 2.24 X 10-4

Pentolite, constant 1 0.006
5 1.86 X 1 0-3

volume explosion 10 8.79 X I 0-4 1.33 X 10-5
(4) 20 4.10X 10-4 3.15X 10-6

po=0.4125 40 1.90X 10-4
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Fig. 12(a). Pentolite, centrally detonated
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EXPLOSIVE EXPANSION WORKS IN UNDERWATER DETONATIONS

Gert Bjarnholt and Roger Holmberg
Swedish Detonic Research Foundation

Box 32058, S-I 26 II Stockholm, Sweden

Shock wave energy and bubble energy for different explosives have been measured
In underwater experiments. A method to determine bubble energies in cases where
the free water surface and bottom boundary disturbs the bubble oscillation has been
developed. The shock energy loss when the primary shock wave travels from the
charge to the gage resulting In heating of the surrounding water has been estimated
by correlation with data derived from detonation calorimeter experiments for
some explosives. Comparison of the measured total expansion work with data
from thermodynamic computer calculations show good agreement f/br many
oxygen balanced explosives, but poor agreement for explosives with a large oxygen
deficit. For explosives of the ANI,'O type there Is a considerable effect on expan-
sion work of initiator or booster size, charge size, and shape.

INTRODUCTION Secondly, it is not always easy to find a large
enough water pond for the bubble expansion to be

Methods to measure the expansion work performed undisturbed by the water surface and the containing
by explosives are valuable tools in explosives research, boundaries. In a case with marked boundary effects
The underwater explosion test has several interesting the bubble energy is difficult to determine absolutely.
characteristics. It allows the use of sufficiently large
charges to ensure stable detonation even in explosives In this paper will be described a practical way to
with a large critical diameter, and the reaction products determine the dissipated energy and a method to
are allowed to expand to a low final pressure. The derive the bubble energy from the bubble period,
pressure profile of the shock wave In the surrounding even in cases when boundary effects have a marked
water 50-100 charge radii away can be measured accu- influence on the bubble period.
rately. From it can be derived the impulse density
and the energy of' the shock wave. From the bubble The underwater explosion test can then be used
period, i.e., the time interval between the detonation to give an absolute measure of the total expansion
and the first bubble implosion, the bubble energy can work done by different explosives. Results of such
be determined. This energy is the work the reaction measurements will be presented below.
products do against the hydrostatic pressure of the
surrounding water in expanding the bubble to its
first maximum. EXPERIMENTAL

For two reasons, the underwater explosion test The experimental arrangement used in the experi-
has previously been used mostly for comparative ments is shown in Fig. 1. The charges were located at
measurements. a depth of 2.50 m, 2.00 m from the 1/4 inch tourma-

line piezoelectric gage. A second gage placed 10 cm
Firstly, the energy dissipated as heat in the water closer to the charge was used to trigger the instruments

between the charge and the pressure gage is not easily before the primary shock reached the measuring gage.
measurable. The experimental site in Fig. I was used for charges
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Wig Trig

Charge/ __ .. ,a-

Fig. 1. Ixperimental site.

up to about 0.5 kg. For bigger charges, :nother ex- where
perimental site with 10 in charge depth was used. At
that site the gage was located 15,0 m from the charge, 0 is the time constant in the measured shock
The instrumentation used to record the pressure time R is the distance between the charge and the
signals from the gage was that conventionally used for gage
these types of measurements, cw is the sound velocity of the water

Sis the density of the water,

EVALUATION OF PRIMARY DATA

The data from the shot was registered by an oscil-
loscope camera which recorded the primary shock
wave and by another recorder with a longer writing
time where the time between the primary shock and
the shock sent out at the first implosion (the first
bubble period) could be determined. Fig. 2 sh~ows an

example of a recording at the site described in Fig. I.

SHOCK ENERGY AT THE GAGE

The energy E, in the primary water shock when
it passes the gage was determined from the energy
density at the gage afd assuming a spherical expan- Fig. 2. lxample of oscilloscope camera picture of
sion (). pressure time and f p2 dt recording from a 0. 255 kg

TNT charge at 2.00 m distance.

4wR 2  p6.7o p(t): 3. 0 mPa/dly, 100 p/div (lower trace).
E p2(t) dt (I) fp 2 dt: 72.6 KJ/div, 100 l /cdi (uppertrace,

Pw 0 inverted).
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To ease evaluation of F., tile instrumentation included For k2 < ) tile plus sign is valid and the condition
a squarer. and integrater unit. We determined the tb < -k2/4k 2.
shock energy as proportional to tile signal from the
squarer and integrator unit at a time of 6.70, We For k2 > 0 tile minus sign is valid.
then corrected this value for the distortion at the
front of the signal caused by the recording equipment For k2 =we have
(i ,3,4), This correction was about 3% for tile
smallest charges and about I% for the biggest. Eb = t 3/k (6)

The constant k2 in Eq, (4) characterizes the in.
BUBBLE ENERGY Eb fluence of the boundaries on the bubble period. For

The bubble energy 1b in the first bubble pulse a case with no boundary effects k2  0,

can be defined as the work done in expanding the Cole has outlined a way to calculate k2, The re-
bubble to its first maximum against the hydrostatic sults are presented ia his book Underwater ' xplosions
pressure. (I) are however not consistent, We therefore decided

The so called Willis frmula canl he used to calcu- to determine k2 for our experimental sites experi.

late the bubble energy from the period of oscillation mentally. This was done by scaling experiments with

tb of the bubble in cases where we have no boundary one explosive.

effects. This fonula can be written 0 ) as If one has an explosive where the bubble energy is

proportional to the charge weight of the explosive
t b /p1 (2) Eq. (4) may be written

where tb = aWI/ 3 + bW2 / 3  (7)

ti, is thie period of the first bubble oscillation where a and b are constants at the given experimental
phl Is tile total hydrostatic pressure at the charge site and charge locution, and W is the charge weight

depth, of the particular explosive used. By identification

Formula (2) can be written between FEqs. (4) and (7) we get

t/3 k b2b

tb = k / (.3a) k2  -

where
Equation (8) in (5) then gives

k, -. l"'35pw h/p' (3b) 3

Cole (I) has shown that for an experimental con- Eb - L + • - . (9)
figuration as in Fig. I with boundary effects the a2

Willis formula will be modified so that Putting

tb = kb 3 + k2 E 3  (4) 2 b (10)(4) a2

where k2 96 0 is a constant at a given charge location Eq. (9) can be written
and experimental site. Solving for 1'b if) Eq. (4) gives

3 1::/ cb . I 3 (11)
Llb 3k3rk 3.._b _ 8__k3

S+ - (5)

L J and for c 0 0 Eq. (6) is valid.
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If we assume that at a given site the boundary the water during travel from the charge to
effects on a given bubble period Pre the same irrespec- the gage
tively of tile explosive used to generate that period, eb = energy required to expand the bubble to its
formula (II) can be used to calculate the bubble first maximum against the hydrostatic
energy for any explosive from its measured bubble pressure
period at that site. As tb - pPh5/6, normal atmos- ei = internal energy in the reaction products
pheric pressure changes from one day to the other can when the bubble is at its first maximum.
have a marked influence on the measured bubble
period at small charge depths as in Fig. I. The meas- The total expansion work Ao done by the ex-
ured bubble periods should therefore be normalized plosive per mass unit is then
to the same total hydrostatic pressure Plm before they
are used in Eq. (I1), This normalization can be in- A0 = es + eb + ed (13)
cluded in E1q( 11) giving

Let

ý Ao = Pes + eb (14)

, 8c~k• I + 4ctb 6P-(n2) then we obtain

where ed = e( -1). (15)

k,. 1 . 1 .5p1/2/I5/6 The dissipated energy ed is then proportional to
I ,i.npw/pir the measured shock energy at the gage and the factor

Phn the normal total hydrostatic pressure at
the given charge depth,

Ph = the total hydrostatic pressure at the charge
depth when tb was measured.

c determined fromn Eqs. (7) and (10) with tb
In Eq. (7) normalized to Phn,

The constant c for the site in Fig. I was deterndned TABLE I
by firing from 15 up to 386 grams of an explosive PE The Bubble Period* tbn for Different
composed of 86PETN/ 14 Wax by weight, having a Charge Weights W of Explosive PE
density of 1.48 g/cm 3. The periods were then nor- at the Site In Figure 1
rnalized to the same total hydrostatic pressure Phn"
The results are given in Table I and Fig. 3. The value W W1/3 tbn
of the constant c at the site in 11ig. I was (kg) (kgl/ 3) (s)

c = 0.4464 s- 0.0150 0.247 0.0612

0.0289 0.307 0.0757
THE SHOCK ENERGY LOSS 0.0289 0.307 0.0759

0.0900 0.448 0.1087
The chemical energy liberated by the decomposi- 0.0935 0.454 0.1104

tion of the explosive is partitioned into various forms 0.102 0.467 0.1138
of energy when the products expand and do work. 0.182 0.567 0.136
In an underwater detonation it is convenient to re- 0.183 0.568 0.136
gard the energy per mna~ unit of explosive as parti- 0.310 0.677 0.160
tioned into the following rom tis. 0.3 18 0.683 0.161

0.381 0.725 6. 170
0.386 0.728 0.171

es shock energy when the primary shock passes
the gage *Periods normalized to a total hydroitatlc

ed primary shock energy dissipated as heat in preouure of 125.8 kPa.
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hig. 3. The bubble period as a function of the charge weight of' the explosive PEat the site in Fig. 1.
Periods normalized to a total hydrostatic pressure of 125.8 kPa.

We decided to try to determine the shock energy these explosives should give an underwater expansion
loss factor p by combining experimental shock and work AO such that
bubble energies with heat of detonation data for
some ideal CHNO explosives. These explosives were Ao 0 -, -Alid , (16)
chosen so that a wide range of detonation pressure
would be covered, where -AHd is the heat of detonation as measured

in a detonation calorimeter of the type described by
Thermodynamic calculations with ordinary ideal Ornellas, et al. (5).

CIINO explosives with a loading density of 1-2 g/cm 3

show that the expansion work tl)e products can do Equations (13) and (16) then give
when they expand isentropically from detonation
conditions to atmospheric pressure usually is 97 to ed S + eb(17)
100% of the calculated heat of detonation.

which can be written
Data from cylinder test experiments with some

ordinary ideal CHNO explosives also show that the -AHd -b

expansion work the products do when they expand to A e (e8)
atmospheric pressure is the same (within a couple of
percent) as the heat of detonation as measured in a
detonation calorimeter with an expansion similar to We assumed that the loss factor p for any explo-
that in the cylinder test (5,6,7,8). As the expansion sive is determined solely by its detonation pressure.
of the products in an underwater detonation is a
reasonably isentropic expansion down to about at- We determined p as a function of the detonation
mospheric pressure, it is reasonable to assume that pressure Pd by combining detonation calorimeter
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Alid and underwater e, and eb values for some ex-
plosives with a wide range of detonation pressures.
The detonation p'essure was estimated from 2.5o

Pd = 0.25poD 2  (19)
X

whereI S2.0- z I .

Po is the density of the explosive
D is the detonation velocity. 0

The results are presented in Fig. 4 and Table 2. 1.5 .4< oExperimental points
from Table 2

The range of Pd values covered by these explosives
was from 7.3 GPa to 25.7 GPa. To be able to extend
M as a function of Pd down to detonation pressures 1.0
around 2 GPa we used the fact that M - I when 10 20 30

Pd - 0 (the acoustic approximation). We also used Pd (GPa)
a (es, eb,--AHd, Pd) --coordinate for the explosive
ANFO (94.5% amoniumnitrate prills and 5.5% fuel Fig. 4. Shock loss factor i as a function of the
oil) at a density of 0.9 g/cm 3 . detonation pressure Pd of the explosive.

TABLE 2

Data on Explosives Used to Determine the Shock Energy Loss Factor A*
as a Function of the Detonation Pressure Pd

Detonat. Heat of

Charge Charge Charge Detonat. Bubble Shock Calorim. Detonat.
Size Density Heat of

Explosive Class () Shape Shape Velocity Energy Energy Detona- Used to

W (g/cm 3 ) and Factor D eb eC tion Determine
(kg) Initiationt kf (m/s) (MJ/kg) (MJ/kg) ._A*-$

SI(MJ/kg) (MJ/kg)

ANFO 10 0.90 B/d + 140 1.02 3200 2.43 1.12 3.78 3.78

PETN 0.3 1.00 E/d 1.02 5400 3.00 1.44 5.73 5.61

NM 0.3 1.13 E/d + 20 1.02 6300 2.22 1.16 4.44 4.44

HMX 0.3 1.19 E/d + 6 1.02 6700 2.33 1.40 5.13 5.10

TNT 0.5 1.58 S/d + 2 1.00 6900 2.06 1.04 4.27 4.20

Hexotol 60/40 0.4 1.69 E/d + 12 1.01 7800 2.08 1.19 4.69 4.77

=b e, , Pd 0.25poD2 .

tSce Fig. 5, d detonator No. 8, d + x - detonator No. 8 plus x grams of flegm. PETN.
*Results from Refi. (5,6,7,8). For ANFO tlhe BKW code CJ value was used. The value for PETN was obtained at a density of

1.73 g/cm3.
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The calculated Atd value for ANFO was used as TABLE 3
we had no detonation caloimeter value for this ex-
plosive. As ANFO is oxygen balanced we considered Composition and Properties of Explosives
the calculated AHd value to be reliable. The e, and O

eb values were determined with a 10 kg paint can Epoi Composition Density Oxygen
type of charge initiated by a 140 g PETN primer. (Weight %) (g/cm 3) M

Oxygen Balanced CHNO Explosives

COMPUTER CODE CALCULATIONS OF HEAT
OF EXPLOSION AND HEAT OF DETONATION Pentanex 45PETN/37AN/2GIycol 1.48 -0.3

15.5112 0/0.SGuar
EGDN 100EGDN 1.48 0.0

To be able to make comparisons of experimental ANFO 94.6AN/5.4F0 0.90 0.1
and calculated data for the explosives tested the heat ......
of explosion and/or the heat of detonation was also Oxygen Deficient CHNO Explosives
calculated.

PETN IOOPETN 1.00 -10.1

Heat of detonation data was calculated w;th a HMX 100HMX 1.20 -21.6

r1omputer code called Fortran BKW obtained from NM 100NM 1.13 -39.3

Los Alan.)s Scientific Laboratory. This code uses Hcxotol60/40 S9RDX/40TNT/I Wax 1.69 -46.4

the BKW equxtion of state (cos). 86PETN/14FO 86PETN/14F1O 1.08 -57.4
TNT 100TNT 1.58 -74.0

lHeat of explosion data was calculated with a Aluminized Explosives
constant volume cxplosion equilibrium code called .

Nitrodyne using an cos described by J. Taylor (10). ANFOAL 10 87.4AN/2.6F0/1OAI 0.90 -0.5

WG 2 MMAN sensit. watergel 1.34 --).3expl. 7% Al (60 pm)
RESULTS WG4 MMAN sensit. watergel 1.36 -0.5

oxpl. 13% Al (60 Mm)

In Table 3 formulations and properties of 13 dif- liexotonal IS 42,1RDX/42.ITNT/0.8 1.76 -56.3
t~tent, explosives are presented. Table 4 presents the Wax/1 5AI (30 rm)

results of experimental and calculated data for these EGDN -- Ethylene Glycol Dinitrate.
explosives. Some of the explosives were shot with MMAN - Mono Methyl Amine Nitrate.
different initiation, charge size and charge shape. AN -Ammonium Nitrate Prilhs.

FO - Fuel Oil No. 1.

The detonation pressures were estimated with
formula (19) from the densities and detonation
velocities of the explosives. From Fig. 4 the shock
energy loss factor M could then be determined. Ths presented were chosen as representative of the data.
experimental exp..1sion work Ao for the explosives The experimental relative errors are estimated to be
was determined with formula (14) from the measured less than ± 1.5% for bubble energy and less than ±3%
b-abble and shuck energy es and %, the charge shape for shock energy.
factor kf and the shock loss factor u.

The charge shape factor kf is a correction for the DISCUSSION
influence of the charge shape and casing o, 'he meas-
ureu expansion work. Figure 5 gives values of kf for Shock Energy Loss Factor p
the different types of charges based upon experiments
with the same ideal explosive in different charge As can be seen in Fig. 4 the shock energy loss
shapes. factor A increases rapidly with detonation pressure.

This means that explosives like TNT, hexotol 60/40
Normally all our underwater experiments were and hexotonal IS which generate high initial pressures

made with al least two identical charges The results when fully coupled to the surrounding wate. will
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TABLE 4

Experimental and Calculated Data on Explosives

Charge Exper. (-,&I] (-AU

Charge Charge Shock Bubble Deton. Loss Expans, B Ntd) (-dyn)
Shot No.t Explosive Weight Shape*/ Fape Energy Energy Press. Factor Work Code t Code

(kg) Initiat. kf (MJ/kg) (MJ/kg) (GPa) Jt A Codcg Code
_(MJjkg) (Mi/kg) (Mi/kg)

Oxygqn-a92nccd CHNO Explosives

31L ..-Peminex j.72 C/d + 5 1.08 0.85 1,79 17.0 1.99 3.76 3.90 4.00
40L' Pentanex 1.48 Bid + 23 1.00 0.97 1.86 18.0 2.02 3.82 3.90 4.00
43L Pentanex 7.26 B/d + 23 1.00 0.99 1.88 18.0 2.02 3.88 3.90 4.00

201 EGDN 0.392 E/d + 12 1.02 1.50 2.77 19.7 2.07 5.99 6.70 6.82
203 EGDN 0.190 E/d + 12 1.03 1.47 2.74 19.7 2.07 5.96 6.70 6.82

88 ANFO 0,360 E/d + 19 1.02 0.92 2.01 2.0 1.25 3.22 3.78 3.89
38L ANFO 2.30 E/d + 95 1.02 0.92 2.08 2.8 1.34 3.31 3.78 3.89
36L ANFO 2.07 C/d 1.10 0.98 1,90 2.3 1.28 3.47 3.78 3.89
37L ANFO 2.03 C/d +95 1.10 1.00 1,92 2.3 1,28 3.52 3.78 3.89
41L ANFO 1.48 B/d + 23 1.00 0.67 1.73 2.0 1.25 2.55 3.78 3.89
"45L ANFO 4.93 B/d + 140 1.00 1.08 2.39 2.3 1.28 3.77 3.78 3.89
46L ANFO 10.05 B/d + 140 1.00 1.12 2.43 2.3 1.28 3.86 3.78 3.89
47L ANFO 9.91 B/d + 23 1,00 0,82 2.22 2.0 1.25 3.25 3.78 3.89

Oxygen Deficient CHNO Explosives

235 PETN 0.313 E/d 1.02 1.44 3.00 7.3 1.69 5.54 5.76 5.88
281 HiMX 0.340 E/d + 6 1.02 1.40 2,33 13.4 1.90 5.09 5.76 5.28
199 NM 0,294 E/d + 20 1.02 1,16 2.23 11.2 1.84 4.45 5.43 4.82
254 Hcxotol 60/40 0,426 E/d + 12 1.01 1.19 2.08 25.7 2.23 4.78 5.70 5.60
253 86PETN/14FO 0.298 E/d + 12 1.02 1.11 2.19 8.2 1.74 4.20 5.22 4,53
272 TNT 0.255 S/d + 2 1.00 1.02 2.06 18.8 2.04 4.14 5.33 4.95

4L TNT 1.97 S/d + 2 1.00 0.97 2.11 18.8 2.04 4.09 5.33 4.95
7L TNT 4.99 S/d + 2 1.00 0.97 2.11 18.8 2.04 4.09 5.33 4.95

35L TNT 12.34 C/d+20 ] 1.08 0.96 1.91 18.8 2.04 4.18 5.33 4.95

Aluminized Explosives

I 53 ANFOAL 10(30)** 0.364 E/d + 19 1.02 1.27 2.93 2.0 1.25 4.61 5.45 5.56
66 ANFOAL 10 (120) 0.380 E/d + 19 1.02 1.27 2.93 2.0 1.25 4.61 5.45 5.56
81 ANFOAL 10 (600) 0.356 E/d+ 19 1.02 1.13 2.80 2.0 1.25 4.19 5.45 5.56

289E ANFOAL 10 (60) 2,20 C/d+ 150 1.10 1.50 2,65 2.5 1.31 5.08 5.45 5.56
1E WG2 10.12 C/d + 360 1.08 1.17 2.38 7.4 1.70 4.72 - 4.71
8E WG 4 9.74 C/d + 360 1.08 1.26 3,00 6.4 1.65 5.49 - 6.09

255 Hexotonal 15 0.255 E/d + 12 1.01 1.35 2.89 25.7 2.23 5.96 7.61 7.60

*See Fig. 5. d = detonator No. 8. d + x = detonator No. 8 + x grams of pressed flegm. PETN. Cylindrical charges had a diameter
of 75 mm.

tShots with an L or E after the shot No. were shot at 10 m charge depth, 15 m from the gage.
kj values.
**Mean aluminum particle size (um).
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Towards f
surface

B ~CE

..kf. 1.oo kf. .08-1.10 kful.02-1.03 K1.00

Charge in Cylinder shaped charge Charge in erlen- Sphere in-

paint can with L/D'6 meyer glass flask itiated at
the center

Fig. S. Key to charge shapes and charge shape f/ctor kl.

loose considerably more energy as heat to the sur- (-AU). EGDN is an oxygen balanced CHNO explo-
rounding water close to the charge than explosives sive which normally means that AHd and AU should
with lower front pressures like ANFO and ANFOAL be easy to compute correctly. However, in the
10. This effect is clearly demonstrated by comparing Nitrodyne code nitrogen oxide (NO) is not included
the measured shock energies for hexotonal 15 and as a possible reaction product and consequently
ANFOAL 10, The detonation pressure of ANFOAL assumed to be nil. The BKW code has NO as a possi-
10 is an order of magnitude smaller than that of ble reaction product and calculates 0.07 moles/mole
hexotonal 15 but it gives about 9% higher measured FIGDN at the CJ-point. When one compares detona-
shock energy c, than hexotonal IS. tion front temperature measurements (10) with CJ

temperatures calculated with the 13KW cos the cal-
Ify decreasing the initial density of an explosive or culated temperatures however seem to be significantly

by surrounding the charge with a cavity one should lower than the experimental. As the formation of'
be able to decrease the energy dissipated as heat. In NO is temperature sensitive the experimental NO con-
both cases there should also be a marked increase in centration at the front in an explosive like EGDN
bubble energy. with a combined high heat of detonation and oxygen

content could be appreciably higher than that calcu-
Oxygen Balanced CHNO Explosives lated with the 13KW cos. As the products expand and

do work they will cool and the NO concentration
The explosive Pentanex which detonates almost should decrease shifting the equilibrium towards more

ideally under the experimental conditions showed an energetic products. However, if there is a "freeze
experimental expansion work A0 that was close to out" of the NO concentration during the expansion
the calculated heat of detonation and heat of explo- at some value appreciably higher than that calculated,
sion. A0 varied very little with charge size and the less energetic products would be the result.
two charge geometrics used. We take this observa-
tions as an indication that our loss factorju has a We suggest that formation of appreciable amounts
correct value at the detonation pressure 17-18 GPa of NO (-0.7 moles/mole EGDN) caused by the corn-
estimated for Pentanex and that the charge shape bined high front temperature and high oxygen con.
factor value kf of 1.08 for cylinder shaped charges tent could explain the low experimental A0 for EGDN.
with a length to diameter ratio of 6 is correct.

The results for ANFO show large effects on Ao of
The result for (;DN showed an experimental A0  charge size and initiation. The initiation where no

about 10% lower than the calculated (-MI( 1) and further increase in A. is obtained varies with different
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charge size and shape. For the cylinder shaped The aluminized watergel explosive WG 2 which
charges with a diameter of 75 mm and a length of contains 7% 60 Mnm A] gave an experimental expan-
450-500 mm a very small differen';e in A0 was noted sion work almost equal to its calculated heat of Cx-
between initiation with a detonator No. 8 only and a plosion. WG 4 which is similar to WG 2 but has 1 3%
high density PETN primer weighing 95 g. For the aluminum did however not perform as expected from
10 kg charges of the paint can type, however, a big its calculated heat of explosion. The relatively high
difference was noted between a 25 g and a 140 g amount of such solid reaction products as A12 0 3 and
P! TN primer. Na2CO 3 in WG 4 may result in considerable ther-

mnodynamic nonequilibrium between solid and gaseous
We attribute the large effects of charge size and reaction products during the expansion causing a re-

initiation in ANFO to the very non-ideal detonation duction in the expansion work yield of the explosive.
characteristics and slow reaction rates in this explo-
sive. In the 10 kg charge initiated by a 140 g PI.FTN Ilexotonal 15 having a large oxygen deficit did also
primer we believe that ANFO gives an expansion work not perform as well as its calculated data might inf,,r,
close to its maximum.

In ANFO and ANFOAI. 10 the relatively slow rn.-
action rate may be affecting the expansion work per-

Oxygen Deficient CHNO Explosives forniancc for the smaller charges.

Detonation calorimeter heat of detonation values
for PUTN, ItMX, NM, hexotol 60/40 and TNT were ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
used to determine the shock loss factor p as a func-
tion of detonation pressure. Naturally the expansion The authors wish to express their gratitude to
work A0 determined for these explosives will be A. Persson and L.-A. Alngren at Nitro Nobel AB for
almost equal to the corresponding detonation cah,- their work with the instrumentation, to P. A. Persson
rimeter heat of detonation value. Consequently the for many useful suggestions, to Charles Mader (ILASL)
difference between calculated (-Aid) or (--AU) and for supplying the BKW code and many helpful dis.
measured A get bigger with increasing oxygen deli- cussions and to B. Rydstr6im for typing the mlaliuscript.
ciency the same way as the difference between calcu-
lated and detonation calorimeter A|!d or AU does.
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OPTIMISATION OF EXPLOSIVES FOR USE UNDERWATER

A. N. Hicks
Naval Construction Research Establishment

Scotland, United Kingdom

A short series of calculations to Investigate the "efficiency " of underwater explo-
sives is described. The calculations are based on idealised adiabatics for the explo-
sio~n products and Investigate the changes which can be caused in the pressure
signatures in the water by variations In the energy distribution under the adiabatic
The results show that modest gains are achievable for the impulse flux and bubble
energy but that current explosives are probably already quite close to the optimum
fbr energy flux.

INTRODUCTION However, it has been known for many years that
such compositions are not efficient for use in under-

The most obvious way in which the damage poten- water applications. As the shuck wave from the ex-
tial of a given mass of explosive may be increased is plosion travels outward it heats the water it traverses.
by increasing the detonation energy of the explosive. The equation of state for water is very insensitive to
However, it is becoming increasingly difficult to find such heating, and practically all the shock wave
compounds and mixtures with higher detonation energy which is transformed into heat iW this way is
energy than those currently available. In addition, in- completely lost as far as useful work is concerned,
creased detonation energy is often associated with The extent of such heating is determined by the
increased sensitivity of the explosive so that compo- shock wave pressure and increases very sharply with
sitlons possessing it may be too dangerous for prac- pressure. Figure I shows, approximately, the specific
tical use. energy absorbed in this way by the water as a func-

tion of the shock pressure. Since the highest shockIThus it is becoming expedient for chemists to pressures are close to the explosion, most of the
seek more powerful explosives by attempting to re- energy lost in this way is absorbed by the water
duce the sensitivity of existing high energy explosives immediately surrournding the explosive charge. A
and to improve the efficiency with which their energy spherically expanding shock wave in water also leaves
is converted Into mechanical energy capable of doing behind a considerable amount of kinetic energy in the
useful work. For example, in many modern applica- form of outward motion of the water around the
tions, the prencipal objective is to Impart a very high bubble of gaseous explosion products. This energy is
velocity to metal in contact with the explosive. High in a mechanical form and some of It can still contri-
velocities of this type are associated with a very high bute to the damage potential. A typical breakdown
detonation pressure in the explosive and, where it has of the original energy release :of an underwater explo-
not been practicable to increase the detonation energy sive is shown in Fig. 2. This breakdown Ilustrates the
significantly, modern explosive compositions have large energy loss in the water. Naturally, the higher
been developed which provide high detonation pres- the detonation pressure of the explosive, the higher
sures. the shock pressure in the water and the greater the
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estimate would guide chemists on the extent to which
/ the goal of high specific detonation energy should be

modified to keep down the detonation pressure. Un-
less the desirability of low detonation pressures is

Id - borne in mind, they tend to rise naturally with the
specific energy release.

z
W/

METHOD

:/ The shock wave emitted by an explosion is largely
/ determined by the adiabatic expansion curve through

@I03 the detonation point in the (p, v) plane of the explo-
sion gaseous combustion products. The approach
used in this paper is to select simple forms of adiabatic

_expansion curve, resembling genuine adiabatics, and

13 t6,- 1 I0I00 1000 to calculate the early pressure fields resulting. The
9-M PRESSURE (KBARJ) idealised adiabatics used have been selected to give

F the same detonation energy and the adiabatics cover
Fig.)1. Variation of energy dissipation with shock the widest possible spread of detonation pressures. In
pressure. this way the results should indicate the greatest pos-

sible changes in the pressure signatures in the water
amount of energy dissipated in the water close to the which are possible from altering an adiabatic without
explosion. Thus, in some ways recent developments changing the total energy release.
in explosives have been in exactly the wrong direction
as regards underwater applications. Figure 3 shows calculated adiabatic expansion

curves for several different explosives. Theoretical
The aim of the present study was to provide a curves are shown since very few experimental results

simple estimate of the possible improvements which are available for such adiabatics. The theory on
might be achievable in underwater uses of explosives which they are based was developed by Jones (1) and
by seeking compositions having low detonation pres- the curves were calculated as described by Haywood
sures for a given specific energy release. Such an (2).

26% i.n shook wave beyond
20 charge radii

36% lost in the water out
energ to 20 charge radii 12% radiated in first
release bubble pulse

48% remaining in gas bubble
or as kinetic energy of 16 lost at minimum
surrounding water

20% in second pulsa-
tion

Some of' the shock wave energy crossing 20 charge radii is later transformed into bubble
energy so accounting for the apparent 110% total energy.

Fig. 2. Energy distribution from an underwater explosion.
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00 -ed = -TPdV0 [ I + 7(p,;/pd)/

I O0 0'- c c = 3 P d V 0(P c/ P d ) 2 /3

\ -TNT These relatious have been used to define the adiabatics

R...HBX-l summarised in Table 1. All correspond to explosives
..... IDEALISED of initial density 1.5 gm/cc; four with a detonation

10, (CALC 3) energy of 1 kcal/gm and one of 2 kcals/gm. The
detonation pressures were chosen to give the quoted

.values for (ed-ec)Ied, the proportion of the specific

detonation internal energy in the part of the adiabatic
above the change-over pressure.

Many computer programs are now available which
"can calculate the flow field around an explosion. The

.U1/I one used here (3) isa rather primitive home-grown
93ECIFIC VOIAE (GM) program based on the method of characteristics. It

Fig. 3. Theoretical explosive adiabatics. can follow the primary shock wave fairly accurately,
although the secondary shock in the gas bubble, and
the non-homentropic flow behind it, cannot be fol-
lowed accurately. The calculations are all for central

The curves are very similar in showing a behaviour detonation of a sphere of explosive. A secondary
like pvr constant with e near 3 at high pressures, program was used to integrate the "Taylor detonation
At low pressures, where the temperature of the prod- wave" equations (4), to provide the initial pressure
ucts has dropped greatly and the corn position has and velocity distributions for the main calculation.
'frozen', a similar behaviour is evident, with c near Typical initial distributions are shown in Fig. 4. The
1.25. Although purely theoretical, such curves are pressures in the penultimate row of Table I correspond
believed to be realistic, and calculated pressures in the to the central quiescent regions in such distributions.
surrounding water agree reasonably well with experi- For the main calculations, a modified Tait equation
mental results (3). of state was used for the water. The calculations

were all carried out for an initial charge radius of IThe impest pprximtionto uchcurvs i ancm and were followed until the shock wave reached a
adiabatic which behaves as an ideal gas with adiabatic radius of 30 cm.

exponent equal to 3 for all pressures above a given

change-over pressure. For pressures below this
change-over, the adiabatic behaves as for an ideal gas 250
with exponent equal to 1.25. Such an adiabatic curve
has been added to Fig. 3 for comparison.

For an explosive with such an adiabatic, of original IO
specific volume v0 and detonation specific energy re- P CALC 4
lease ho, the detonation pressure Pd and pressure p. U CALC 4 /
at the adiabatic exponent change-over can be shown W. I
to be related by 50 P

+0 p 2 (pC/Pd)2/Io [ + 2 1 P,/,)' -4

The specific internal energies at the detonation front Fig. 4. Pressure and velocity distribution in detona-
and at the change-over pressure are, respectively, tion wave.
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TABLE)

Summary of Calculations and Detonation Conditions

Calculation No l 1 2 3 4 5

Percentage of energy in high 0 20 50 100 50
,y part of adiabatic

Detonation pressure (kbar) 21.8 55.73 115.8 250.3 231.6

Pressure at -f change-over 21.8 10.7 4.29 0 8.58
(kbar)

Pressure initially trans- 19.6 43.5 84.8 173 161
mittcd into the water (kbar)

Static pressure at bubble 9.10 12.45 25.9 56 51.7
centre (kbar)

Detonation energy release 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0
(kcal/gm)

RESULTS From the above results it is clear that the percent-
age of energy loss as heat near the charge depends

a. Overall Energy Balance strongly on the initial detonation pressure, and that
adiabatics close to 1 or 2 are preferable. The shock

Throughout the calculation, estimates were kept wave energy values suggest that some of the energy
of the total energy in the gas bubble, the total thus saved will be retained in the bubble motion and
mechanical energy in the water, the energy dissipated that in consequence adiabatic 2 is slightly preferable
in the water as heat, the mass of gas In the bubble, if 'shock wave energy' is to be maxlmised. The dif-
and the mass of water within the shock front radius. ference between I and 2 however is very small.
These estimates were used to provide simple conserva-
tion checks on the overall accuracy of the calcula-
tions but they also provide useful information on the
way the energy distribution changes. This is illus-
trated for calculation 3 in Fig. 5. The following
tables, 2, 3 and 4, give comparative figures for the
different energies in the five calculations. Much of 30
the energy remainir g in the water as mechanical 20.
energy (Table 4) is in the form of kinetic energy. -- .. ""- . .. ,... :.-...<* ' ,.~.

Much of this energy in turn is retained close to the z--- .

gas bubble as 'incompressible' flow, and is available .' A.- -

for the bubble motion, but not for the shock wave, - ..

except insofar as the bubble motion affects the pros- 5- ,
sures in the tail of the shock wave. This 'Incompres- _I-/
sible' energy can be calculated and subtracted from .-./ . NT
the water energy to leave the potential and kinetic 2 2 3457K) -
energy associated with the compreulble flow (largely H 7AD-US (CM)
the shock wave). This gives for the shock wave the

values shown In Table 5. Fig. 5. Energy distribution verrss time.
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TABLE 2

Fraction of Initial Energy Lost as IHeat

Calculation

Shock 1 2 3 4 5
Front

Radius (cm)

5 0.067 0.084 0.195 0.509 0.230
10 0.088 0.103 0.222 0.577 0.266
15 0.097 0.113 0.233 0.603 0.282
20 0.103 0.120 0,240 0.617 0.292
25 0.108 0.124 0.245 0.627 0.298
30 0.111 0.,128 0.249 0.634 0.303

TABLE 3

Fraction of Initial Energy Retained in the Bubble Gas

Calculation

Shock 1 2 3 4 5
Front

Radius (cm)

5 0.587 0.568 0.471 0.039 0.446
10 0.448 0.437 0.381 0.021 0.354
15 0.380 0.371 0.330 0.018 0.316
20 0.344 0.337 0.305 0.017 0.288

25 0,316 0.30 0,284 0.017 0.272
30 0.297 0.291 0.270 0.016 0.259

TABLE 4
Fraction of Initial l'nergy Retained in the Water

as Mechanical Energy

Calculation

Shock 1 2 3 4 5
Front

Radius (cm)

5 0.346 0.348 0.334 0.452 0.324

10 0.464 0.460 0.397 0.402 0.380
15 0.523 0.516 0.437 0.379 0.402
20 0.552 0.544 0.455 0.366 0.420
25 0.576 0.567 0.470 0.357 0.430
30 0.592 0.581 0.481 0.350 0.437
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TABLE5

'Shock Wave'''nergy as a Percentage of
the Original Energy

Calculation

Shock 1 2 3 4
Front

Radius (cm)

5 0.170 0.174 0.184 0.291 0.188
10 0.237 0.228 0.191 0.241 0.204
15 0.235 0,256 0.191 0.221 0,205
20 0.240 0.262 0.199 0.208 0.193
25 0.253 0.265 0.202 0.198 0,194
30 0,261 0.270 0.205 0.192 0.195

b, Prefsure Signature Results sures are fairly close, at about 250 kbar, and the initial
' values for the adiabatics are both equal to 3 for

The 'overall energy' results described above do not pressures down to 8.6 kbar. In consequence, the
correspond to any physically measurable quantities, pressure distributions in the bubble as the detonation
Normally all results concerning an explosion have to wave reaches the water are very shimlar (Fig, 4). De-
be deduced solely from pressure-time signatures meas- spite this, as Fig. 8 shows, the time constants for cal-
ured at isolated points in the water, culation 5 are almost double those for calculation 4,

even at 1.5 cm. The reason is that the pressure In the
Experimental results usually show a pressure bubble falls very rapidly. In calculation 5, it takes

which rises almost instantaneously to a peak value as only 3 ps for the bubble to expand to 1.37 cm radius,
the shock wave crosses the gauge. The pressure then and the pressure at the gas/water interface has then
falls exponentially, thus

p(r, 0) = Po(re't/°

where 0(r), normally called the decay time constant, 30

indicates the rate of decay. After about I time con- 20 ,
stant, records show a sudden change to a much slower ",
rate of decay, typically as t-415. At about the same '0.
time, the records sometimes also show a second, very -"
small shock wave. R FOR

CALC 5

A similar general character for the pressure signa- *2,

tures is evident in the calculated results. Figure 6 shows .2
typical early pressure signatures for calculation 4.
The variation of the peak pressure p0, with standoff I
is illustrated by the (pressure X radius) v (radius) .05,
curves in Fig. 7. The initial decay time constants are
shown in Fig. 8. . -

TN FROoM 94 ARRVA (psEc)
It may be noticed that calculations 4 and 5 are

very similar in the early stages. The detonation pres- Fig. 6. Pressure signatures for calculation 4.
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Px R v R potentials of different explosives is usually assessed
200 by comparing their impulse and energy fluxes at the

-standoff concerned. The impulse and energy fluxes
1 -"' .iN are calculated as the integrals

2 0 \ .. ,, . . 1I k I p dt im pulse

sso

5 E = k2 f p2 dt energy,
1q 2 345 2-b

SHOCK RADIUS (CM)

hig. 7. Pressure X radius versus radius. where k, and k2 are constants. For most of the
standoffs covered by the present calculations, these
integrals cannot be completed (close.in the bubble

ENERGY DISSIPATED crosses the standoff concerned before 50, and further
AS HEAT out, cutting off the calculations when the shock wave
SE reaches 30 cm radius limits the duration available).

'ME•CHANICAL' ENERGY For a standoff of 10 ems, however, the full integrals
.6 IN WATER have been carried out, giving the results shown in Figs.

9, 10 and summarised in Table 6.

ENERGY REMAINING The table shows that, in terms of impulse, the low
2 IN BUBBLE detonation pressure adiabatics are clearly preferable,

again there being little difference between calcula-
0 2 3 5 10 2030 tions I and 2. In terms of energy the high detonation

SHOCK RADIUS (CM) pressure adiabatic retains a sufficiently high pressure
at the head of its shock wave to show up fairly well.

Fig. 8. Time constants versus radius. Hlowever, the longer duration of the low detonation
pressure adiabatic just gives It an edge. Between these

fallen to about 8.5 kbar, at which level the difference extremes, the energies are lower. Further out from
in the adiabatics begins to be felt In the water, Be-
cause such effects gradually catch up to the shock
wave, this time delay before the point where the pres- 30-- . -""

sure signatures start to diverge, steadily reduces. At 50 'WUT OFF POINT -
2.0 ems radius it is down to 1-1/2pas and at 5 ems it is ,25-.
less than 1/2 pa, and the similarity between calcula- I- .t,
tions 4 and 5 is almost entirely gone (Fig. 6). As Fig.
7 shows although the peak pressures irn calculations /' -
4 and 5 are very similar out to a shock radius of 5 / .- '"" "

elns, beyond this the difference in the adiabatics isfelt even by the shock wave and the calculation 4 •

peak pressures decay more rapidly than those for
calculation 5. - TNT

Although the peak shock wave pressure, po, and TIM6 PS 0
time constant, 0, are the physical parameters most
often quoted for underwater explosives, the damage Fig. 9. Impulse flux versus time at 10 charge radii.
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radius of the bubble, so that its energy can be esti-
I 6 mated as the potential energy of the hole in the water

...... ...... when the bubble is at its maximum size.

/ From tile calculated conditions for the bubble
1i2- when the shock wave reaches 30 cms, the maximum

cc bubble size and the subsequent bubble minimum size
can be estiniated from standard incompressible

,. "theory. The pulsation energy is then the difference
/... -" . _. between the potential energies of the bubble at maxi-

: ..! mum and minimum radii. The results are shown in
"u '- the following Table 7. The actual values depend

-• - 2slightly upon the depth of the explosion but are
---- 3 sensibly constant for the depths of common practical

S..interest. The difference between the total bubble
.TNT energy and the pulsation energy represents the energy

_ 1__._ irretrievably locked in the gas products.

TIME • Once again, the low detonation pressure adiabatic

Fig, 10, Energy flux versus time at 10 charge radii. leads to the most efficient transfer of energy.

lror the generation of bubble energy there need
the charge, the peak pressure in calculation 4 decays not even be a shock wave. Propellants from rocket
more rapidly than in calculations 1-3 (see Fig. 7) and motors can produce pulsating bubbles. hlowever, it
it would probably fare less well in terms of energy is possible to go too far in this direction. The pulsa-
flux at such ranges. tion energy is really the difference in the potential

BUBBLE ENERGY energies of the holes in the water when the bubble

isat its maximum and minimum sizes. A nonpulsating

As the shock wave travels outward, it leaves bubble is relatively innocuous, even if large. Slow
behind energy in the form of an outward 'afterflow' burning propellants can produce large bubbles, but
velocity of the water. This velocity is simply the these have large minimum radii also, and so the actual
incompressible flow around the expanding bubble. pulsation energy available is less than for an equiva-
Its kinetic energy, added to the energy in the gas it- lent explosive. All the adiabatics used here are far

self gives the total bubble energy which shows itself from this limit as the energy of the hole a, minimuitfl
as a vigorous pulsation which can be very damaging. size is small.

Traditionally, bubble energy is deduced, via COMPARISON WITH A 'NORMAL' EXPLOSIVE
theoretical equations for the bubble motion, from
measurements of the bubble pulsation period. A calculation similar to the foregoing five calcu-
Bubble probes have also been used to measure the lations has been carried out for TNT of initial density

TABLE 6

Impulse and Energy F'lux Values
at a Radius of 10 cm

Calculation 1 2 [ 3 4- 5
_ _ _ I ~ I __

Ilkt kbar-ps 24.4 22.2 19.9 14.6 27.1

Elk 2 kbar 2-_s 8.35 8.00 7.30 8.08 15.34
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1.5 gin/cc and an energy release of 1.082 kcals/gm. Corresponding to Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5, TNT gave the
The adiabatic used was that illustrated in Fig. 3. values in Table 8. Again TNT lies between calcula-
Results from this calculation have been added to all tions 3 and 4 in terms of overall energy although this
the figures. time closer to 3. For 'shock wave' energy it is

roughly equal to 3. In terms of 'shock wave' energy,
The rather different shaped adiabatic leads to a as defined for Table 5, an explosive with the energy

detonation pressure between calculations 3 and 4 but release of TNT could produce nearly 3 0 0% more
closet to 4, the poorest performer in the other calcu- energy if its adiabatic were modelled to resemble that
lations. The detonation conditiorus corresponding to of calculation 2. In terms of mechanical energy in
Table I are: the water, the possible improvement is about 23%.

Detonation pressure 20) kbar Figures 9 and 10 show the impulse and energy

Pressure initially 157 kbar fluxes at 10 cms standoff. The corresponding values
transmitted into integrated to the time 50 are:
the water

Bubble centre static 37 kbar I/k, = 19.6 kbar-jus
pressure

Detonation energy 1.082 kcals/gm E/k 2 = 8.96 kbar2 -s (8.28 kbar 2 -U s)

TABLE 7

Bubble Pulsation Energy as a Fraction
of the Original Energy

Calculation { 1 2 3 4 5

Total Bubble 0.702 0.672 0.606 0.208 0.560
Energy

Pulsation 0.600 0.572 0.513 0.202 0.477
Energy

TABLE 8

Overall Energy Balance for TNT

Shock Front Radius 5 10 15 20 25 30

Fraction of energy lost 0.287 0.328 0.346 0.357 0.364 0.369
as heat in water

Fraction of energy 0.322 0.249 0.207 0.187 0.173 0.160
remaining in bubble

Fraction of energy in 0,392 0.423 0.447 0.457 0.463 0.471
water in mechanical form

Fraction of energy in 0,232 0.229 0.209 0.201 0.205 0.207
'shock wave'
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which may be compared with Table 6. The figure in little different (about 3% down, although intermediate
parentheses is the value obtained by reducing the detonation pressures gave up to 10% less).
TNT value to correspond to an initial energy of 1.00
kcals/gm and is a more appropriate value for direct Normal explosives perform far better than this
comparision with the other calculations. In terms 'worst' adiabatic. Although having a comparable
of impulse, TNT is aoout equal to calculation 3. and detonation pressure, the shape of the theoretical
about a 12% improvement would result (19% allow- adiabatic for TNT at lower pressures compensates
ing for the extra energy), if the calculation 2 adiaba- to a considerable extent, and for the same energy
tic were modelled. In terrns of energy flux, the TNT release, the possible improvements for a modified
could not be greatly impro-ed, being already very adiabatic are of the orcder:
close to the calculation I talue. At greater ranges the
TNT values -_ probably .Aightly less favourable, energy flux at 10 charge radii 0%

impulse flux at 10 charge radii 20%
The pulsation energy for IAT *. a fraction 0.425 bubble energy 20%

of tne original energy, so again a considerable
improvement could be achieved (2 1%) by modelling Theoretical adiabatics for HBX-1 and Torpex, two
the adiabatic for calculation 2. explosives optimised experimentaijy for underwater

use, are illustrated (Fig. 3) and the shape suggests that
most of the energy they have in excess of that for

COMPARIAON WITH THE HIGHER DETONA- TNT is situated well down in the adiabatic. Accord-
TION ENERGY ADIABATIC i,,býy, it is likely that they are already quite close to

the optimum as calculated here.
The calculation for the higher detonation energy

idealised adiabatic (5) shows ,e~y substntial enhance- The additional loss of efficiency due to increasing
ment of all the energy levels considered. It naturally the initial energy available to the explosive is not
has a ligher detonation pressure than the comparable great and this is probably still the most promising
lowe: energy adiabatic (31 and so is less efficie,!t. For avenue to explore in the search for greater damage
the same efficiency, oad en•. gies would be exactly 2.0 potential.
times greater in calc, ation 5 than in calculation 3.
In fact, the factor is over 1.8 for all energies. Thus,
although a substantial proportion of the initial energy
is 'wasted' for both these adiabatics, the propordon I. Jones, H and Miller, A R: "The detonation of
is not greatly increased at the higher energy. 1 olidnes ives: t Rquilirium tondtion insolid explosives: the equilibrium conditions in

the adiabatic expansion of the products of deto-

CONCLUSIONS nation." Proc Roy Soc, Ser A Vol 194, No 1039
(Nov 1948), 480.

The idealised adiabatirs used for the calculations 2. Haywood, J H: "The behaviour of underwater
described here straddle a wider range thai is likely to explosions". Proceedings of the Eleventh Inter-
be producible in a conventional explosive, national Congress of Applied Mechanics, Munich

: ' 1964.
The adiabatics all have the same energy release. a

form similar to that for actual explosives, and they 3. Hicks, A N: "A numerical analysis of the early
cover a wide range of detonation pressures. behaviour of an underwater explosion". NCRE

The results suggest strongly that very high detona- Report R485, Jan 1964.

don pressures are undesirable from most viewpoints, 4. Taylor, G i: "The dynamics of the combustion
except poss:Sly the energy flu:: (measured to 9". products behind plane and spherical detonation
The impulse flux for the adiabatic with the highest fronts in explosives". Proc Roy Soc, Ser A Vol
detonation pressure was 60'% less than that with the 200, No 1061 (Jan 1950), 225.
lowest detonation piessure, and the bubble energy
was 66% less. The energy flux (to 50) however was Copyright © Controller HMSO, London 1976.
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THE EFFECT GF EXPLOSIVE PROPERTIES ON THE SHOCK WAVE
PARAMETERS OF UNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS

B. D. Lambourn
Atomic Weapons Research Establishment

Aldermaston, Berkshire, England

A series of hydro-code calculations has been carried out to find the effect of chang-
ing the parameters in a poly tropic equation of state for detonation products, on the
shock pulse in water arising from an underwater explosion. It is found that after
the shock wave has reached 1~ charge radii, there is a strong correlation of shock
pressure with detonation energy, Q, and virtually no dependence on adiabatic ex-
ponent, y. Conversely the pulse width depends mainly on 7 and little on Q. The
effect of changing charge density is that the shock wave parameters scale with
charge mass in the normal way. Further calculations with different shapes for the
Chapman Jouguet adiabat have shown that over a wide range of detonation energies
a remarkably constant percentage of the energy (27-30%) is developed as kinetic
energy of the water, but bubble internal energy is sensitive to the form of equation
of state of the detonation products.

INTRODUCTION The present calculations use an alternative method
of calculating both the shock and detonation waves
as mathematical discontinuities. In the first 'grid' of

Two series of detailed calculations on the attenua- calculations, a simple polytropic equation of state
tion of shock waves generated by underwater explo- was used for the detonation products, with 3 different
sions have been carried out in recent years. Sternberg values for the detonation energy Q (800 cal/g, 1000
and Walker (I) calculated the explosion of a sphere of cal/g, 1200 cal/g); and 3 different vaQ0e for the

pentolite. Mader (2) considered a Tetryl sphere adiabatic exponent (2.769, 3. and 3.317) at a

detonated at various depths. 4L :ther investigation a ni niti a expo sive density o. 6 gnm3 .
constant initial explosive density of 1.6 gem- 3.

considered the efft-ct of changing the explosive.
Underwater explo, i experiments show that at large Two calculations were done to vary initial density.
distances from the charge, the shock wave parameters Four additional calculations have been carried out
are not very sensitive to the nature of the explosive, to find the effect of changing the form of the adiabatic
but, at least in the UK, there has been no systematic expansion of the detonation products. In part, the
series of calculations lo find the effect of changing latter series of calculations arose because the energy
explosive parameters on the shock pulse. distribution in the grid calculations was different

from that quoted by, for example, Penney and

Some early hydrocode calculations on underwater Dasgupta (3).
explosions in which the shock wave was smeared out
over several meshes by the artificial viscous pressure THE CALCULATIONS
method, were too insensitive to establish the _ffect of
changing explosive equation of state parameters on The calculations were carried out using a hydro-
the characteristics of the shock pulse. code called MCCOY which has been developed by
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Hoskin (4). In MCCOY the detonation wave in the In terms of the initial density Po, 7 and the deto.
explosive and the first shock wave in an inert material nation energy per gram Q, the Chapman-Jouguet pres-
may be treated as a 'sharp' shock. All subsequent sure pcj is
shock waves are smeared out by the viscous pressure
method. pcj = 2 Po (y - 1) Q

In the calculations, a 1 cm radius sphere of ex. The values of pej in kb are given for the chosen values
plosive divided into 25 meshes was initiated at its of p,, Q and ' in Table 2.
centre and it was planned to calculate the shock in
the water out to about 20 charge radii. It would have
been too expensive in computer time to have divided
the water into equal thickness meshes, so a gradually RESULTS

increasing mesh size was used in successive regions of
the water. A total of 270 meshes was used in the Shock Pressure

water, the arrangement being shown in Table 1.
Shock pressures in the water at various radii are

summarised in Table 2. The initial shock pressure in
The equation of state of the water was taken to be the water correlates very well with Chapman-Jouguet

of a simple polynomial form pressure, as is shown in Figure 1, and for given Pcj

there is only a mild dependence on Q and -7. This
p = 0.0225 P + 0.05725 M P I behaviour is to be expected from a consideration of

the shock interaction process in the pressure-particle
+ pE (0.11 + 5.61 P) velocity plane. Shock pressure generated in the water

is largely determined by the initial conditions behind
where p is pressure in Mb, A = p/po - 1, Po the initial the detonation wave and changes in the shock im-
density is I gcm 3 , and E is the specific internal pedance of the detonation products are only a second
energy. The first coefficient, 0.0225 Mb, is the bulk order effect.
modulus of the water. The equation of state is
chosen to fit the Hugoniot fairly well, but does not
fit the expansion behaviour satisfactorily for densities The shock wave's memory of the detonation pres-lsthn1gcm 3 . However, it is regarded as adequate sure rapidly fades and the striking feature of Table2
less than 1 Hfor shock radii of 1.5 cm and greater is that whilst
for simple comparative calculations. there is a significant increase of shock pressure with

detonation energy Q, though decreasing in magnitude
As has already been noted, a simple polytropic gas for larger charge radii, there is effectively no depend-

equation of state ence on adiabatic exponent y. In fact shock pressure
increases with 'y for small shock radii, is essentially

p = (-' - 1) pE independent of 7 at a shock radius of 5 cm, and de-
creases with y at larger radii. Hence, the~higher the

was chosen for the detonation products. value of 7, the greater the rate of attenuation of the

TABLE 1

Distribution of Meshes in the Calculations

Explosive Water

n =25 n 20 n3=n3 0 n = 0 n = 7 100
dR =.040 dR =.025 dR =.033 dR =.050 dR = .071 dR =.100

R (cm) 1 1.5 2.5 5.0 10.0 20.0
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TABLE 2 shock amplitude. Thus, although a ;aiger value of
,y gives a larger Pcj, it also implies that when the 4

Shock Pressure in kb at Various Shock Radii bubble has expanded to a given radius, the aerage
bubble pressure will be smaller. Signals from the more

(Initial charge density 1.6 gcm-3 ) rapidly dropping bubble pressure catch up with the
shock wave and cause it to attenuate more rapidly.

Q 800 1000 1200

" " Pci 190 237 284 Pulse Width and Impulse
R-n 1.0 138 170 203

1.5 34.1 41.1 47.8 Shock pulse width and approximate shock impulse
2.769 2.0 17.8 20.8 23.9 are plotted as functions of Q and y at a shock radius

5.0 3.14 3.52 3.89 of 10.3 cm in Figs. 2 and 3. The radius of 10.3 cm
10.0 1.17 1.30 1.41 was chosen to compare with some earlier viscous
14.0 0.752 0.825 0.886 shock runs.

Pcj 214 268 321 The pulse width 0 is taken at l/e times the shock
R = 1.0 151 187 223 pressure and an approximate shock impulse is evalu-

1.5 35.8 42.9 50.5 ated from
2.0 18.2 21.4 24.4
5.0 3.13 3.50 3.90

10.0 1.16 1.29 1.39 I f psexp(- [t -ts]/0)dt = ps 0
14.0 0.744 0.813 0.870

PcJ 248 310 372
R= 1.0 169 209 249

1.5 37.6 45.4 53.0 v .2.769

3.317 2.0 18.8 22.0 25.1 E V.3.0
5.0 3.12 3.49 3.86 7 .3.317

10.0 1.15 1.26 1.36 -

14.0 0.732 0.798 0.852
-13

FO12
Soo 1000 1200

300 . coiig

S, .Fig. 2. Dependence of pulse width 0 on Q and y at
P, R 10.3 cm (p, 1.6g cm- 3).

(k b)

200 P .

S2'769

V:z 3'317
1001 ,1 ,10.615L

100 0200 360 10oo 1200

P (kb) 0 call g
ci

Fig. 3. Dependence of impulse on Q and y
Fig. 1. Initial shock pressure as a function of pci at R = 10.3 cm (p0 = 1.6 g.cm-3).
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For convenience in plotting the computer runs, the and the corresponding pulse widths were divided by
pressure-time history has been analysed assuming that this factor.
the measuring station moves with the water, rather
than remaining stationary. Since the water particles Table 3 shows for the two runs at densities of 1.33
initially at radius 10.3 cm have only moved 0.06 cm and 2.0 g cm" 3 the actual shock pressure and pulse
in time 0, the error is not large. Figure 2 shows that width at the appropriate scaled radius, together with
the pulse width 0 is nearly independent of Q and de- the pulse width and impulse scaled to be equivalent
creases as 7 increases. This is consistent with the to 10.3 charge radii for the calculation at an initial
previous discussion on the dependence of shock pres- density of 1.6 g cm- 3 . It will be seen that the shock
sure on y. A faster rate of decay in pressure at th: pressures at the scaled radii agree within 2% despite
bubble surface will produce a narrower shock r1•,•i. 1'e fact that the Chapman-Jouguet pressures vary by

;b and the initial shock pressure in the water by
As a result of the dependence of shock pressure

on Q and pulse width on y, the impulse increases w
Q and decreases with •y, as shown in Fig. 3. The scaled pulse widths agree to within 3% and the

scaled impulse to within 4%. Thus scaling appears to
hold well for a wide range of initial explosive densities.

Effect of Change in Explosive Density

In order to explore the effect of changing the ex-
plosive density, two additional calculations have been Energy Distribution
carried out, keeping y fixed at 3.0 and Q at 1000
cal/g. The two densities were 1.33 and 2.0 g.cm- 3 and Figure 4 shows the distribution of kinetic and
the calculations can be compared with the appropriate internal energy in the water for the c-Iculation with
grid run, with density 1.6 g.cm" 3 . In the calcula- Po % 1.6 g cm 3 , Q = 1000 cal/g and y = 3, as a func-
tions the charge radius was fixed at 1 cm, so that the tion of time. Region I corresponds to water initially
charge mass varies in proportion to the density. In between the charge and radlus 1.5 cm, and region 2 to
analysing the runs it seem profitable to enquire the water outside 1.5 cm. It will be seen that the
whether the results fitted the normal scaling laws. The kinetic energy in region 1 is negligible. The internal

I results of the calculations were therefore tabulated energy remaining in region I is constant at about 20%
at a suitable shock radius, so that they could be com- of the total. In region 2 the internal energy is slowly
pared directly with the grid calculation at 10.3 charge increasing and is about 50% of the available energy,
radii, i.e., the shock pulse was evaluated at a radius of and the kinetic energy of region 2 is slowly decreasing
10.3 times the cube root of the ratio of the densities, and contains the remaining 30% of the energy.

TABLE 3

Effect of Initial Explosive Density

Actual Conditions Scaled Conditions
Initial at Scaled Radius at scaled Radius

Initial Detonation Shock r
Desly ressure Pressure Puls Presuelide

PO PPj Radius Pressure Radius Impulse
RWdt Width Imus(g cra3 ) (kb) R Wd R P Ps O(rb) a P60(r) k/s

(cm) (kb) (cm) 0 (k 0

________ ______ _____ ______j (,us) OAS)~ s

1.33 222 169 9.7 1.25 10.2 9.7 10.9 13.5
1.6 268 187 10.3 1.23 11.0 10.3 11.0 13.6

2.0 334 211 11.1 1.22 11.5 11.1 10.7 13.0
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Table 4 compares the energy distributions when
015r IE (2) the shock has reached 6 charge radii. It will be seen

that whereas the MCCOY grid calculation has less
than 1% of the explosive energy remaining in the
bubble, the other calculations have 25%. The pro-

ao0 -portion of energy available as kinetic energy is the
SKE(2) same for all three calculations, and so the energy lost

B5 from the bubble is in the water as internal energy.
A

W IE(1) The MCCOY calculations have not been analysed
005 to find how the internal energy in the water should be

divided between shock heating and compressional
energy, but it is likely that the shock heating is similar

KE 1l) in the three cases.
0) 20 1.0 60ti 06 It was at first thought that the curious energy

Fig. 4. Energy history in water region (Ij (R < 1.5 distribution in the MCCOY calculation might be due

cm) and region (2) (R > 1.5 cm) p0 = 1.6 g cm -3, to the rather simple equation of state assumed for the
Q = 1000 calI -1 , y=3.0. water, but a calculation with a different EOS soon

showed that this was not so.

When the shock radius is - 14 cm, the percentage Further calculations have therefore been carried
of the total energy as internal energy in region 1 in- out with variations in the equation of state for the
creases slightly with both y' and Q, corresponding to detonation products.
an increase in shock heating, whereas Wie percentage
of the total energy as internal energy in region 2 in- THE EFFECT OF EOS VARIATIONS
creases slightly with 0 and is independent of -f.

Description of the Equations of State

The distribution of energy may be compared with

the results of Penney and Dasgupft; (3), and Walker The calculations were carried out using three equa-
and Sternberg (1), who caiculated the distribution tions of state for the U.S. explosive PBX 9404 and for
when the shock wave hias reached 6 charge radii, an extrapolated theoretical explosive--"high energy

TABLE 4

Compariso iof Energy Distributions at 6 Charge Radii

Penney Sternberg MCCOY
E vand ad Calculations;•,Dasgupta Walker

Explosive TNT Pentolite Q = 1000
" Po = 1.5 P0 = 1.65 3.0

P0  1.6

Water KE 33% 34% 34%

Water IE (Shock htg) 27% 34% ) 65%
(Compressive) 14% 13% )

Bubble IE 25% 25% < 1%
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9404." Each explosive had the same Chapman- times larger pressure than 312E at large expansions;
Jouguet pressure and detonation velocity, but dif- detonation energy 3678 cal/g.
ferent shapes for the adiabatic expansion in the
pressure-volume plane. Analytically the adiabats Whereas runs 312B, C and E all represent, to a
were: greater or lesser extent, the true behaviour of PBX

9404, run 312D was purely an attempt to find the
(a) Polytropic gas effect of a markedly different expansion behaviour

on the shock pulse. However, runs 31 2B, E and D are
C1  members of the same family of equations of state,

P v7 with increasing detonation energies.

(b) Constant P equation of state (5) Energy Distributions

p AL + _2 Tables 5 and 6 show the distribution of energy
v6  vI +w when the shock has reached 10 charge radii, first in

terms of the distribution of calories per gram of ex-
(c) Jones-Wilkins-Lee equation of state (6) plosive, and secondly as percentages of the detonation

energy available. The water is divided :nto two parts-

p = B1 e~k + B2 e~k2v + C3  (1) that initially between the explosive and 1.5
vI +w charge radii, for which the internal energy is mainly

shock heating; and (2) that outside 1.5 charge radii.

where 7, A, 6, w, B1, kl, B2, k2 are material con-
stants and C1, C2, C3 are functions of entropy which 1000r-
are, of course, constants for the respective Chapman-
Jouguet adiabats. CJ

Adiabats for the four equations of state are shown
in the In p - In v plane in Fig. 5. JWL constants for 10i
many explosives are given by Lee, Hornig tnd Kury
(7).

The four calculations carried out were as follows:

312B-JWL equation of state with detonation Wu~
energy* 1342 cal/g.

312C-Polytropic gas equation of state with y't

equal to the value at the C-J state for PBX 9404 (fi
2.66); detonation energy 1543 cal/g. POWER

CONSTANT P
312E-Constant 1 equation of state, with the same D

C-J state and same low pressure behaviour as the JWL 0.1 . CONSTANT P
equation of state; detonation energy 1852 cal/g.

312D-Hypothetical constant P equation of state, PO.LYTROPIC,... J*LGAS
with the same C-J state as the other calculations but 8 VO0 '01, A, A, . ,. •........ A

0.1 1 10 C 100

*The detonation 6nergy is the area in the p-v plane between SPECFIC VOLUME cc./g
the C-J adiabat and the Rayleigh line joining the Initial statep = 0, v - ve, to the C-J state. It is the maximum amount ol Fig. 5. Chapman-Jouguet adlabats forenergy available for doing hydrodynamic work. PBX
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TABLE 5

Energy Distribution for "PBX 9404 in Calories/gram

JWL Polytropic Gas Constant/3 High Energy Constant 1

Bubble: KE 7 3 7 4
IE 162 3 154 936

Region (1): KE 5 5 6 11
jE 240 274 274 284

Region (2): KE 370 435 530 1106
IE 558 823 881 1337

Total 1342 1543 1852 3678 cal/g

TABLE 6

Energy Distribution for "PBX 9404 "-Percentages

JWL Polytropic Gas Constant 0 High Energy Constant

Bubble: KE 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.1
IE 12.1 0.2 8.3 25.4

Region (1): KE 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3
IE 17.8 17.8 14,8 7.7

Region (2): KE 27.5 28.2 28.6 30.1
IE 41.6 53.3 47.6 36.4

l'he conclusions that may be drawn from these Table 8 shows that when the shock has reached 10
calculations are that charge radii, thc bubble radius is ne"arly constant, so

that v is roughly independent of the EOS. However,
(1) the bubble internal energy is indeed a strong Fig. 6 shows that the pressure for the polytropic gas

function of equation of state. The key to the dif- EOS is low compared with the other equations of
ference lies in the low pressure behaviours of the state, These two factors account for the low Internal
equations of state. Each tends towards a straight line energy in the water in the grid calculation4.
in the In p - I n v plane (Fig. 5) and hence behaves
like a perfect gas. Thus at low pressures the ipternal (2) The internal energy in the inner region of the
energy is of the form water is nearly independent of the equation of state

and accounts for, perhaps, half of the shock heating.
e It is a reflection of the fact that shock pressure

e " histories are similar In the early stages of the
calculations.

but whereas x - I is y - I for the poiytropic gas EOS
and is of order 2, x - I is w for the JWL and constant (3) Ultimately the greater internal energy and
jl equations of state and is of order 0.4. In addition, greater pressure remaining in the bubble for the JWL
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and constant/3 equations of state arm going to have CONCLUSIONS
an effect on the bubble expansion. Had the calcula-
tions been taken on to a much later time, it is prob. The results of the earlier grid calculations using the
able that the bubble behavioor would have been polytropic equation of state show that
quite different for the polytropic gas EOS than for
the othc r calculations. (1) Initial shock pressure in the water increases

with detonation pressure Pej.

Shock Wave Parameters (2) In the body of the water the shock pressure
depends mainly on the detonation energy Q and little

The shock wave parameters for the four 'PBX on the adiabatic exponent y of the detonation prod-
9404' calculations are summarised in Tables 7 and 8. ucts. At 10 charge radii, the shock pressure increases

by 20% for a 50% change in Q.
Table 7 shows the variation of shock pressure with

radius. All start with almost the same shock pressure (3) Pulse width depends mainly on "y and not on
in the water. The polytropic gas and constant 0 equa- Q, when the shock has reached 10 charge radii. A
tions of state have very similar shock histories, es- 2001o increase in -f produces a 6% reduction in pulse
sentially because the detonation product adiabats are width.
clost.ly similar, down to a few ýilobars (Fig. 5).

(4) The calculations suggest that about 30% of the
The values of pulse width to some extent reflect available energy remains as internal energy of the

the low pressure behaviour of the explosives. The water initially between the charge and 1½ charge
polytropic gas calculation has a smaller pulse width, radii; and that when the shock has reached 14 charge
essentially because. the bubble pressure drops more radii, about 70%/o of the available energy is in the form
rapidly. of internal energy of the water,

TABLE 7

Shock Pressure at Various Radii for "PBX 9404"

(cm) JWL Polytropic Gas Constant/ J High Energy Constant 0

1.0 262.4 2 263,9 263.7 264.2
1 .5 52.4 63,2 63.4 67.2
2.0 25.1 31.5 31.8 35.1
5.0 3.85 4.84 5.02 6.35

10.0 1.39 1.68 1.75 2.23
12.5 1.02 1.22 1.27 1.61

TABLE 8

Bubble Radius and Impulse at 10.3 Charge Radii

JWL Polytropic Gas Constant High Energy Constant 0

R 3.04 3.14 3.22 3.62 cm
ps 1.33 1.61 1.67 2.13 kb
0 12.7 11.5 12.2 14.1 ps
SPps0 . 16.8 18.4 20.5 29.9 kb us
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THE UNSTEADY REGULAR AND MACH REFLECTION RESULTING FROM THE
INTERACTION OF SPHERICAL EXPLOSION SHOCK WAVES IN WATER

Julius W. Enig
Naval Surface Weapons Center, White Oak Laboratory

White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

Numerical solutions have been obtained for the unsteady phenomena of regular and
Mach reflection occurring when two identical spherical explosive charges of pen-
tolite, of radius ao and center-to-center separation distance 29, are simultaneously
detonated underwater. Calculations have been performed for 3. 0 < 21/a0 < 11.1
with an equation of state of water due to Sternberg and Walker (3-W). Good
agreement has been obtained between the numerical results and the existing
experimental shadowgraphs for the motion of the shock waves and the develop-
ment of the Mach stem. The characteristic properties of water have been analyzed
in detail with the aid of oblique shock theory. The von Neumann simple three-
shock solution does not occur for incident shock pressures below 5 kilobars if the
S-W or the I1OM equations of state are used to represent water. The use of the S-W
and HOM equations in oblique shock theory correctly predicts the Mach stem
pressure at the critical shock angle while a 7/-law type does not.

I. INTRODUCTION Three different equations of state of water and an
equation of state of the detonation products of the

It is known from World War 11 experiments that explosive, pentolite, are given in §11. Historically,
regular shock reflection on the plane of symmetry, the simplest method of analyzing a problem involving
that arises when two identical explosive charges are unsteady oblique shocks has been to consider the
simultaneously detonated underwater, changes unsteady oblique shock phenomena as a sequence of
abruptly to Mach reflection when the angle between pseudostationary events, each of which may be
the incident spherical shock front and the pla.ie of treated by stationary oblique shock theory. The
symmetry becomes sufficiently large. application of this theory to the calculation of

regular and Mach reflection in water using, for the
At present, no analytical solutions exist which first time, the recent Sternberg-Walker (S-W) and

describe the effect of the unsteady flow field on the HOM equations of state, is made in §111. A brief
formation, growth, and strength of the Mach stem, discussion of the experimental data on the collision
and, in particular, on the growth angle of the triple of spherical shock waves in water is given in §IV and
point. In the case of Mach reflection arising from oblique shock theory is applied to some of these
the intersection of spherical shock waves, a "growth" experiments in order to calculate the flow parameters
angle for the locus of the "triple point" has been at the critical angle for Mach reflection. In §V, the
calculated and compared with previous experimental flow equations for unsteady axisymmetrical com-
observations. The calculated results are derived from pressible flow are written in Lagrangean coordinates
a numerical solution of the partial differential equa- which consist of two families of concentric circles.
tions. The d!iscussion will be in the following Finally, the numerical solution for the pioblem of
sequence: two simultaneously detonated explosive spheres
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underwater is given in §VI. Calculations for different where A = 0.35, B = 0.002164 tbaf cm1 2 /g4 , C
ratios of the charge separation to charge radius with 2.0755 mbar. and K = 6. The functional form of
different equations of state of water are shown and Eq. (2.3) is due to Wilkim, Squie, and Hialperin (4).
comparison is made with existing experimental but the method for obtaining the conca.ts A. B, C.
results. and K is given in Ref. 1. These values hold when the

undetonated explosive has an initial density ofp° =

1.65g/cm 3 and a detonation energy of 0.0536 mbar
II. EQUATIONS OF STATE cm 3/g (1280 cal/g).

Sternberg and Walker (S-W) The Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) detonation conditions
for pentolite are pIj = 0.2452 mbar. pcj - I Pc|j

The E, p, V equation of state of water, due to 2.210 g/cm 3 , ECj = 0.0724 mbar cm3/g, and 'cj
Walker and Sternberg (1), is of the form 0.5714 cm/gsec, where c is the sound speed.

Ill. REGULAR AND MACH REFLECTlON
p = fl/V + f2 /V3 + f3 /V

5 + f4 /V7 , (2.1)

Oblique Flow Across an Incident Shock
where fI, f2 , f3 , and f4 are polynomial functions of
the specific internal energy, E, fit to both the shock Consider a stationary plane shock 10, and let uo
Hugoniot data and the low-pressure compressibility be the fluid velocity in the vertical direction entering
data for fresh water, and p and V are, respectively 10 at an angle 0, the shock angle, and uI be the fluid
the pressure and specific volume. The initial state of velocity exiting 10 after being deflected by an angle
the water, denoted by superscript 0, is given by pO 01, tile deflection angle, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The
I atm = 1.01325 bar, pO =I /V0 = 0.99821 g/cm 3, deflection angle is positive if the acute angle that the
and E0 = O. deflected flow makes with the direction of u0 is

measured in the counterclockwise direction. Let
y-Law Type

UOn = uo sinl (3.1)
In early calculations on shock waves in water,

Polachek and Seeger (2) employed the E, p, V equa. and uln be the components of these velocities normal
tion of state for water that resembles a -y-law gas: to the shock, and uot and ult be the components

tangential to it. Let P0, P0 and P,, P1 be tile pressure
p = [p0 V0 + ,yA(V0 - V) + (-t - I)E](-I - 1)E/V, and density "in front of" and "behind" the shock,

(2.2) respectively, of Fig. 3.1. The equation of continuity
is

where A = 3000 atm and ' = 7.15. Here Po 1 atm
and V0 = 1.000 cm3/g are initial values at 200C. Pi = P0Uon/Uln • (3.2)

HOM Equation

The HOM equation of state for water, used by
Mader and Gage (3), fits the experimental data for
the single shock Hugoniot to a Grineisen equation of
state.

WSH Equation

The E, p, V equation of state for the detonation
products of pentolite is given by Fig. 3.1. Stationary plane shock 10 making angle P

with Incoming flow of velocity uo; 01 is deflection
p = AE/V + B/V4 + Ce-gv, (2.3) angle.
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The momentum equation in the normal direction is ' P F 0

Pi1- P0= P0 u~n(u~ - Uil) (3.3)

which, together with Eq. (3.2) yields2D

22 - -P0 UOn (PI - P0 )/(V 0 - V) (3.4)
0 E'j *,. * 1' #2

where V -=_ 1/p. The conservation of energy acrossthe shock requires that eFg. 3.2. Coelescence of the weak and strong shocks

solutions Wand U to the point R as p' - Plcrtt in

E - E0 = (3 + PXVo - V)/2. (3.5) regular reflection. S. It the sonic-point.

il,max. The segment ADC corresponds to flow de-
In the tangential direction, flections through negative angles. For each value of

0 0I < 01 ma,, there exist two solutions. The segment
Ult ý Uot. (3.6) DAB corresponds to the "weak shock" solution for

which 13 is relatively small and the downstream flow
From tan 3 uon/u 0o, tan (13-01) = Uln/Ult, and is generally supersonic. Inasmuch as S1 , the sonic
Eqs. (3.2) and (3.6) it follows that point, is very close to B, there exists a small subsonic

segment St B corresponding to the weak shock solu-

0 - tan- 1 1(polp1) tan 01 . (3.7) tion. BCD corresponds to the "strong shock" solu-
tion for which 13 is relatively large and the down-

Behind the shock front, stream flow is subsonic. Which of the two solutions
is the physical one depends on the boundary

ul 2 Uln/sin (0 - 01) . (3.8) conditions.

For known p0, V0 , and, therefore, E0 , the flow Oblique Flow Across a Reflected Shock

across 10 involves nine variables, namely, uO, UOn, Let a uniform flow with velocity uo be deflected

Pl, V1, E1, Ul, ulln, 01, and 13, connected by the on passing through the two plane shocks 10 and
equation of state E = E(p, V) and Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), I'0 through angles 0; * 01 i 0*"' as shown in Fig.
(3.4), (3.5), (3.7), and (3.8). Thus, specification of 3.3. Now there are present two reflccted shocks RO
any two yields the other seven variables.

Example 1: Assume P, and 1 are given. Equation
(3.5) and E = E(p, v) leads to a known ltugoniot
relationship, V1 = Vl(pl ); and El, U0n, uO, UIn, U1,
and 01 follow directly from Eqs. (3.5), (3.4), (3.1),
(3.2), (3.8), and (3.7), respectively.

Suppose u0 is given. Then P1 is a function of the
deflection angle 01. A plot of this function, the
shock polar ABCD, is shown in Fig. 3.2. The shock
polar ABCD is the locus of possible shocked states
Pj(0l) when the flow ahead of the shock is in state
(0). The pressure p0 at A corresponds to uon =- co,
where co is the sound speed of the incoming fluid;
the maximum pressure Pl,max at C corresponds to
uW - u0 in Eq. (3.4), i.e., the shock wave is normal R ,

to incoming flow. The point B corresponds to the
angle of maximum possible deflection of the flow, Fig. 3.3. Four-shock configuration.
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and R'0 and a slip line OC. The particles along the tan (,u + 02) U2n/u2t U2n V2
streamline passing through 10 emerge from RO tan v (r) u V
having the same direction, but different speed, as u Ult In
those along the streamline emerging from R'O. Both
streamlines are parallel to OC. Region ROR' has where Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) have been used, it fol-
constant pressure, though ROC and R'OC have dif- lows that
ferent entropies. If the shocks 10 and I'O are of equal
strength, i.e., the angles 0 and 0*' are identical, then 02 = 01 - v + tan-1 [(V2 /V•) tan P]. (3.14)
OC vanishes and the flow is symmetric, being equiva-
lent to shock reflection off a rigid wall. Once the flow in IOR has been determined, the

flow in ROC is determined with the aid of anotherIn Fig. 3.3, ahead of 10, the flow variables are sokplz h qaino tt n q.(.)

again denoted by subscript 0; behind 10 by sub(3.9)-
script d noted a y p urime, pthe lattr de nin g t t te s(3.11), (3.13), and (3.14) are six equations in thescript I and a prime, the latter denoting that the seejnnwsPVEur),Un,,ad0.

flow has been determined; behind RO by the sub- seven unknowns P2, V2 9 E2 , uj n U2 n, P, and 02.
script2inROCwheretheflowisto been deterin e ind t e sTherefore, P2 is a function of 02. A plot of thisscript 2 in R0C where the flow is to be determined, function, shown in Fig. 3.2, gives the shock polar

In 10R, Eqs. (3.2)-(3.8) hold, but with a prime on fo as the locus o sla r
all arialeswithsubcrip 1.HEFG as the locus of possible states 2 in ROC of

all variables with subscript I. Fig. 3.3. H corresponds to the state 1 ahead of the

reflected shock, where 01 = 0' and Pl = P'. Another
In order to consider the flow across RO, let v be piece of information is needed in order to single out

the angle that the incoming streamline makes with a particular state 2 from among the possible. In
RO, M =_ - 0' be the angle that RO makes with the Fig. 3.3, OP is the perpendicular to the direction of
vertical (i.e., the direction of u0 ), and 02 be the angle u'1. If v < 7r/2 (as shown), then RO is called backward-
that the streamline makes with the vertical. (In Fig. facing, and 02 < 01. If v > 7r/2 (as in Fig. 3.4), then
3.3, v is an acute angle.) Therefore, 0I - 02 is the RO is a forward-facing shock, and 02 > 0". In Fig.
angle that the streamline is deflected on crossing 3.2, HEF corresponds to forward-facing shocksu and
RO. Let HGF corresponds to backward-facing shocks.

u•r - u1 sin V, u•) IuI COS V

be, respectively, the normal and tangential compo-
nents of u'1 relative to RO. Across RO, and analogous
to Eqs. (3.5), (3.4), (3.2), and (3.6), , '- --

- E'1  (P2 + pj)(V• - V2 )/2 (3.9)

u(r) P'I)/(V V2) 2 Fig. 3.4. A forward-facing reflected shock Ro;
Iln V'P2-P0( VAv < goo,

(3.10)

U2fl u(V/V' ,(3.11) Regular and Mach Reflection at a Rigid Wall
I~n n 2/V 1

(0) The weak shock state W of Fig. 3.2 conesponds
u2t ult (3.12) to regular refltie'on off a rigid wall as shown in Fig.

3.5, i.e., 02 = 0 in Fig. 3.3. As p'I (and, therefore,
01) increases for fixed uO, the shock polar for state 2

where U2n is the normal component Of u2 relative to becomes smaller as shown in Fig. 3.2, and finally
RO. From shrinks to a point when H reaches the sonic point

S1 of the shock polar Pi( 0 1). For p' = Pl,lit, the
-si-i 0(313) weak and strong shock solutions W and U, respec-S)tively, coalesce to R in Fig. 3.2. For pl , Plrt
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Fig. 3.5. Reflection off a rigid wall reduced to steady
flow. Fig. 3. Z Shock polar showing two Mach stem

intersections.
(and, therefore, 0j > 01,cat), regular reflection off a
rigid wall is no longer possible. Because 3 increases polars may also have only one intersection as shown
with increasing p, for fixed uO, it follows that there in Fig. 3.2. Since the curved Mach stem must be
exists a critical incident shock angle Pct such that perpendicular to the wall at W, the flow behind WT
regular reflection is not possible for P > Oc1t. Here, in Fig. 3.6 is given by the segment WT of the shock
"Mach reflection" is encountered. The simplest polar in Fig. 3.7.
form of Mach reflection consists of the von Neumann
(5) "three-shock configuiation." For the curved Mach stem WT, the slope of the

stem at 1 in Fig. 3.6, i.e., the shock angle 3r of the
Mach Reflection With "Zero Growth Angle" tangent shock MT, is 3rm(P2, uO). Since uý =

u0 sin 3m, the specific volume Vm) behiad the Mach
In a coordinate system centered at the "triple stem at T is given by

point" T, moving parallel to u0, the steady flow in
the neighborhood of T, is depicted in Fig. 3.6. The
incoming flow enters the incident shock IT at an P0USV = [(P2 - PO)/(VO - V2m))A1/2. (3.21)
angle 13. The reflected shock RT, making an angle

,3r with u0 , is shown as backward-facing. Let MT be
the tangent to the Mach stem WT at T. The flow If instead of the steady flow depicted in Fig. 3.6,
passing through IT and RT emerges parallel to the the shock mo~ion is pseudo-stationary, i.e., the
flow passing through MT and at the same pressure; shocstand Ts moe th conttrspee pus
the slip line CT divides RTM into two regions RTC into stationary gas, then the locus of triple points T
and MTC in which the flow speeds are different. The is a straight line parallel to the rigid wall. The angle
flow in RTM is represented by the two intersections, between this locus and t' ,all is obviously zero; and
T and V of Fig. 3.7, which correspond to a backward- the flow is referred to as L%.,itaining a triple point

facing (see Fig. 3.6) and a forward-facing (see Fig. moving at "zero growth angle."

3.4) reflected shock, respectively. The point T is
thought to give the correct solution. The shock Mach Reflection With "Nonzero Growth Angle"

If a plane shock wave strikes a rigid comer such
that the shock angle P exceeds P.W, then the result-
ing unsteady flow yields the locus of triple points T
as a straight line making an angle X > 0, the "grc ,1h
angle," with the wall. In a coordinate system moving
with T, the resulting pseudo-stationa:y flow in the
"neighborhood of T is shown in Fig. 3.8. The incoming
flow enters IT at an angle w 1- x. The reflected
shock RT, making an angle wr with uo, is shown as
backward-facing. In von Neumann's model, the flow
in region RTM is represented by the intersection

Fig. 3.6. Mach stem with "zerogrowth vmgle." points o'l the shock polars AHW and HT'FT in
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Fig. 3.8. Mach stem with "nonzero growth angle," "_ 1- .4

X > 0. -4.1,, 4 a 4.0 1..014 4.o* , .14 14.04 ,* .K,

#1.E0 (0•oe"IN

Fig. 3.9. These are generated using Eqs. (3. 1)- FIg. 3.10. Change in the reflected shock polars for
(3.14) as before, except that 3 is replaced by W water (S-W equation of state, Eq. 2.1) as the incident
wherever the former appears. The point T (backward- shock pressure pt p'I is increased from 10 kbar in
ficing shock) is thought to give the correct solution. kbar increments for fixed p, tax = 183 kbar. The
In Fig. 3.8, sonic point for each polar is denoted by a *. S1 is

the sonic point for the incident shock polar.
Wm = sin-I u••)/u0'. (3.16)

while u0 (or Pl,,ax = 183 kbar) is held constant, not

only does regular reflection disappear for p, > Pl,ctit,
:AC0W' but even Mach reflection of the von Neumann type

S-• ,,oW, (containing a single slip line) appears not possible"UACIO when the incident and reflected shock polars do not

intersect (except at the point H) for sufficiently large
values of Pl. Note, however, that a simple triple
point solution is possible for some range of pl.

A variant of the above is found for water with the
,I same equation of state. Here, Mach reflection of the

von Neumann type does not occur at all for fixed
Fig. 3.9. Shockpolar with X •> 0. u0 (or P ,max = 147.3 kbar) as shown in Fig. 3.11.

For P1 = 10 kbar, the polars for increasing values of

It is important to note that, unlike the case for w are shown in Fig. 3.12.

X = 0, the pressure at the wall W of Fig. 3.8 is not Shock polars having one intersection point during
given by the pressure at the point W' of Fig. 3.9 for regular reflection are shown in Figs. 3.13 and 3.14;
X> 0. Thus, TW' in Fig. 3.9 is not the exact image these polars are computed for water using the y-law
of TW of Fig. 3.8, except for the point T (6). The equation of state given in §11. In Fig. 3.14, a "von
pressure Pw' is given by Neumann" Mach stem exists even as the second loop

becomes small.
(Pw' - p0 )/(VO - Vw') = [p0u0 /sin (,0- x)] 2 = 2 2

(3.17) Critical Angle

Consider shock polars having two or zero inter- The transition from regular to Mach reflection
section points as shown in Fig. 3.10* for water Yith takes place in one of three possible ways which, fol-
the S-W equation of state given in §11. As P, increases lowing the notation of Ahrens and Urtiew (7), are

denoted as Type I, II, and III. The three types of
solutions are shown in Figs. 3.15 and 3.16, where all

•tNote that when the shock polah aee computer pensrated,
and drawn with the use of the Gould Electrostatic Plotter, three types are defined by the relative positions of
as, for example, in Fig. 3.10, that portion of the Incident the polars when the reflected shock polar is tangent
polar for which p < P, is not drawn. to the ordinate.
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"" Fig. 3.13. Change in the reflected shock polars for
"water (7y-law equation of state, Eq. 2.2, - = Z15) as

0 am , the incident pressure P, is increased from 10 kbar
.#,.,'. . 02 2 '" in 10 kbar increments for fixed P l,m = 103.5 kbar.

11 2l (DIGII[$)

The sonic point for each polar is denoted by an
Fig. 3.11. Change in the reflected shock polars for asterisk ".

water (S-W equation of, tale, Eq. 2.1) as the incident
shock pressure p I is increased from 10 kbar in 10
kbar increments for fixed pi, m= = 147Z3 kbar. The
sonic point for each shock polar is denoted by an
asterisk *.

P~~~~~81A 
Q I 4 t . S S * * '

K 3 7. ..

*.l54~W. -. 7w,

Pig. 3.12. ForflxedpI 10 kbar, change in both - . - : -

incident and reflected shock polars for water (S- W Ag. 3.14. For fixed Pi = 10 kbar, change in both
equation of state) as w = P - X is increased. The incident and reflected shock polars for water (7y-law
sonic points are denoted by an asterisk * equation of state, y/= Z 15) as w = P - X is increased.

The sonic points arc denoted by an asterisk *.
In Type I, the entire reflected shock polar lies

inside the incident shock polar without crossing it at
any point as seen in Figs. 3.11 and 3.12. It follows ,
that the flow cannot be represented by a simple
three shock configuration with a single slip line. The a

flow is more complicated involving compression
waves along the Mach stem. Guderley (8) has.sug- ,
gested that the flow contains a supersonic patch em- -- TYR It W ,, III
bedded in the subsonic flow downstream of the Mach
stem as shown in the enlargement in Fig. 3.16(a). Fg. 3.15. Shock polars for the three types of Mach
This flow requires that the reflected shock points up- reflection at the critical angles, Ocrr
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manner on whether the material undergoes Type I,
/I Ii, or III transition at the critical shock angle (cit.

X On the assumption that the shock pressure on the
K wall is always the minimum of PR and Pw, and that

.) TF1 I &I .... t.,,n III,,fCI.. C.•) Pw Pw', it is seen from Fig. 3.15, that Type I and

Pig. 3.16. (a) Guderley's solution for the flow at the 11 transitions lead to a discontinuous increase in
triple point when the shock polars do not intersect, pressure PW - Pw' at the wall at the transition from
Vie flow in the vicinity ofTis a supersonic patch regular to Mach reflection, and that Type III transi-

(shown enlarged) embedded in a subsonic flow. tions yield a continuous change in pressure.

(b) Mach stem at the critical angle when the flow
behind the reflected shock RT is subsonic. (c) Sta- Aalysis of Water by Type
tionary Mach stem, a special case of Type III Calculations for water, similar to those in Ref. 7

for metals, have been performed for Ocrit as a function

stream at the triple point. The curved line TSK is a of p, as shown in Fig. 3.17. The three curves are for
sonic line. the S-W, they = 7.15, and the HOM equations of

state. Pairs of va: 'f Pl, 1 that fall below the

In Figs. 3.15(b) and (c), the points R and T curves are in the regular reflection regime; above the
curves they are in the Mach reflection regime. Therepresent the flow behind the reflected shock in calculated pressure ratios at 1,it as functions of p,

regular and Mach reflection, respectively. For Type for the three equations of state are shown, respec-

(subsonic) shock part of the reflected shock polar tively, in Figs. 3.18, 3.19, and 3.20. Over the range

as seen in Figs. 3.10 and 3.13, while for Type [[,athe of pressures investigated, the S-W equation of state
seflection occurs. 3.o0and 3., "wea" (mosy spersnic) h has a transition from Type I to Type I1 at 24 kbarreflection occurs on the "weak" (mostly supersonic) (see Fig. 3.18); the -'-law type equation of state ispart of the reflected shock polar. Type I below 5 kbar, Type II with PF < PWO for

5 < Pl • 10.5 kbar, and Type II with PF > PW' for
In the exceptional case for Type 1l1, when RW T 5 <> 10.5 kbar;the HOM equation of state is of

shrinks to a point, "stationary" Mach reflection ap- Type I.

pears in which the Mach stem is a straight line normal
to the wall as shown in Fig. 3.16(c). For the S.W equation of state, PR and Pw'

are shown as a function of w - 1 - X for different
At the critical shock angle 13crit, let PW', PR, and values of p, in Fig. 3.21. Similar curves for y = 7.15

pt be the pressures corresponding to the points W', and the HOM equations cf state are given in Figs.
R, and F of Fig. 3.15, i.e., PWP, PR, and PF represent, 3.22 and 3.23, respectively. The solid curve RR' is
respectively, the pressure behind the Mach stem at the the theoretical locus of PR/P1 at which regular re-
wall (if x = 0, otherwise not), the pressure behind the flection just fails for different values of w. Shock
regularly reflected shock, and the maximum possible polar calculations show the relationship between
reflected shock pressure (corresponding to v = 90planr c tiho te reationoship btwoeein Fg. 34).Henc, fr trnsitonsof Tpe , PR< or and coi for the S-W equation of state; two families
Sin Fig. 3.4). Hence, for transitions of Type 1, PR < of curves of constant P1 are given in Fig. 3.24. One"pp < pwp; for transitions of Type 1I, PR < PW' < PF family consists of the regular reflection curves. The
and for transitions of Type III, PW' < PR < PF asterisk* on each curve denotes the point at which
Theoretically, it is possible to have Pp < pw' for 1 = r and divides the "weak" (mostly supersonic)
Type II but that case seldom occurs due to the reflected shock solutions (lower segments) from the
characteristics of the polars. While the pressure Pwl "strong" (subsonic) reflected shock solutions (upper
is not exactly the Mach stem pressure PW at the wall, segments). The curve RR' through the asterisks is,
they are approximately equal when X <<« 3 as seen therefore, th.e theoretical locus of points at which
from Eq. (3.17). regular reflection fails and Mach reflection begins.

The other family consists of the possible triple point
For fixed p', the variation of pw as a function of solutions; the X denotes the largest value of w at

w 13- -, as the reflection process changes from which a three-shock solution is possible, i.e., a point
regular to Mach reflection, depends in a qualitative of tangency of the two shock polars in the p, 0 plane.
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* Rg. 3.18. Calculated pressure ratios at 3cit as a
function of p1 in water with S- W equation of state.
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Tg. 3.19. Calcuted pressure ratios at Pmtr as a

function of pt in water with 7-law type (7 = 7.15)

equation of state.

The curve TT' through each X is the theoretical locus
, ,. of points at which the three-shock solution fails and

: . more complicated Mach reflection begins. For small
- I ,values of Pl,e.g., a weak" incident shock such as

" : P, = I kbar, the values of 1 for the three-shock solu-
tion lie within the 1 interval for regular reflection

I ,and no three-shock solution exists. For 0 > Pdt,
', I Mach reflection occurs through more complicated

flows as discussed earlier for Type I solutions. Sim-
ilar families of curves for 7 = 7.15 and the HOM

FRg. 3.17. P Vs P, 1tfor (a) the S.W, (b) 7.1aw type equations of state are presented in Figs. 3.25 and
(: = 7.15), and (c) HOM equations of state. 3.26, respectively. These differ In a qualitative
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------ g. 3.22. pR/pA' and p W i/P, versus wi. at different

o , 1* 1$ 20 ts 20 values of p1 for water using the 7-law type equation
PLAR) of state with •y 7.15.

Mig. 3.20. Calculated pressure ratios at Pct as a
function of p, in water with HOM equation of
state.
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ý ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ vle .f fik(G1S i.32.Pp , fo ate snd p h WOM I ersuswatdiffrntoPig, 3.21. PRPlp andpwIPl versus Fiog 3Xat pRI anr waver suat d f

different values of pI for water using the S. W equa- state.

tion of state. RR' is the locus of points at which
regular reflection fails.

4 detonations of explosive spheres in water, was given

manner from Fig. 3.24. For the 7-law equation of by Reines and von Neumann (9) for a nuclear burst;,~aov manne groomd Exermeta 3.24k For the clalutono
"state, there exists only one three-shock value of Wr above the ground. Experimental work on the col-
for each cw as is seen in Fig. 3.14, a sample calcula- lision of underwater shock waves dates back to

tion for pl 10 kbar. For the HOM equation of World War IT (10,11,12,13) and is summarized by

state, there are no triple point intersections at all Cole (14) and in Ref. 2.
over the range of p1 showa.

4 Experiments by Coleburn and Roslund

IV. COLUSION OF UNDERWATER SHOCK WAVES A very extensive series of experiments on the
underwater collision of spherical shock waves arising

SA qualitative theoretical description of colliding from the simultaneous detonation of two 225 gram,
sph~rdcal shock waves, that should hold for chemical 6.33 cm diameter spheres of cast pentolite was made
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is Fig. 3.26. Reflected shock angle wr as a function of
I incident shock angle wo for fixed values of p 1 for

o -,6%ater using the HOM equation of state.

Fig. 3.24. Reflected shock angle w., as a function of
incident shock angle w forfixed values of p1 for AdO

wtiter using the S- W equation of state.COLSNAD
20C"IWDETSM IAL

tMN-G V=%I

2OAITINO
MAC ST

-9FCTE
I'HCK0~

0o.

45 19 p,-I KLAN

lo- Fig. 4.1, The separated charge arrangement and a
sketch of shock wave positions at the point of Mach

15 %wave formation where P3 = P& (after Ref. IS (a)).

o 0o 20 3o 40 so 60

-(DfGIIS)in the plane of symmetry and, thereafter, at in-

Fig. 3,25. Reflected shock angle wr as a function of creasing values of R as the shock angle P3 increases
incient hoc ange wfor txe vales f pforfrom zero to P(3t. For P > P3d, the growth of the
incientshok agle&2fr fied alus o p~forMach stem is clearly seen in Fig. 4.2 traced from

water using the -v-law type equation of state with shadowgraph time profiles 10.9 Musc apart for a
'Y~7.5,charge separation 2R2 7.6 a0 , where a0  3.165 cm

is the explosive charge radius.

recently by Coleburn and Roslund (15). The center-
to-center separation distance 22 between the cen- In Fig. 4.3 is shown a sequence of previously uin-
trally initiated spheres was varied to change the published shadowgraphs (16) where 2R = 5.6a0 .
incident shock pressures p1 at the interaction plane (In Ref. 15Sa, Fig. 3a is erroneously represented as
shown in Fig. 4. 1. The shock waves from the two the case for 22 = 5. 6ao; actually the shadowgraphs
spheres collide and reflect regularly first at point C were for 22 7.6a0 (16).) At about 4.17 psec after
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TOMAPM ONAoMNCOMO shown in §VI.) The subsequent collision of the two
Xt7 V ,24.7 rarefaction waves produces a region of cavitation

"4MM seen as a growing opaque region in the shadowgraph;
SWICK this region grows as a symmetrical disc between the

bubbles.

-Aco They measured Ocit and the Mach stem velocity

MACH along the plane of symmetry of Fig. 4.2 (i.e., the
velocity of W along the wall of Fig. 3.6) and calcu-
lated Pw along this plane from the Hugoniot for

CAVfAfnoN water; the experimental pressures P2 for regular re-
flection (0 < #crit) could have but were not obtained
from the shadowgraphs.

Fig. 4.2. Experimental time profiles of the collision In Table 6.1, the experimental values of P, and

of two equal spherically expanding underwater shock pw at the observed ctt for different experimental

waves showing Mach wave formation; 10. 9 psec be- values of the geometrical scale factor 22/a 0 are given

tween successive wave fronts; 22 = 7. 6ao; bubble in the first, fifth, fourth, and second columns, respec-

motion not shown (after Ref 15(a)). tively (I 5a,c). r, a0 , 22, and 9cit are shown in Figs.
4.1 and 4.2.

F l ,Coleburn and Roslund exployed oblique shock
theory to calculate the value of 13 at from experimen-

• ~tal curves for p, versus r/a0 for r > 2 for a single

charge (see Fig. 4.1). These theoretical values of
rcnit, which are close to those shown in the seventh

column of Table 6.1, are in reasonable agreement
with the experimental values except at P, = 1.62
kbar. Their theoretical analysis, limited to regular

reflection theoiy, made no attempt to analyze their
experimental results from the point of view of Machliii reflection. This will be done below.

From the discussion of §III, it follows that the
transition from regular to Mach reflection is of
Type I for all of the incident pressures P1 of Table

Fig. 4.3. Framing camera shadowgraphs of shock 6.1 when the S-W and HOM equations of state are
wave interactions from separated charges with used, and of Type I(II) below (above) 5 kbar for the
2R/a 0 = 5.6 (16). y-law type equation of state. The results from shock

polar calculations are given in columns 7-19 of Table
6.1, where the regular reflection and Mach stem pres-

ititiation, the detonation wave reaches the explosive- sures, PR and Pw", are given at the computed shock
water interface and the product gas bubble begins to angle 3ait for different values of the experimental
grow in size as a shock wave is transmitted into the incident shock pressure pl. The pressures PR, PF,
water. and Pw', are defined in Fig. 3.15;ppr is the pressure at

the triple-point. The PR lay on the locii RR' of
Eventually, the shock wave from each charge Figs. 3.21-3.23; the pw' lay on the locii (not shown)

reaches the explosion bubble of the other resulting joining the upper end points of the Mach reflection
in a rarefaction wave moving from the interface into curves of Figs. 3.21-3.23.
the water and a shock wave transmitted into the
bubble. (This latter shock wave cannot be seen in Table 6.1 shows that the values of lit in this
the opaque products but its calculated motion is pressure range vary little between the S-W and HOM
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TABLE 6.1

Experimental and Theoretical Shock Wave Parameters for Mach Stem Formation in Water
(Values of p1 , pu,, PW', PF, PT' and PR are in kbars, 03t in degrees)

Expcrim ental 0s) S-W 1IOM . 7.15

_ •__ _ r a Icr it [ W iP/L Ž ri - . 8 0t 3 8 6 2 6 P ,9

6.5 5.1 36 46 71 33.96 47.50 37.59 26.39 31.33 51.80 3866 268 31.31 38.50 36.98 25.63 3,83a
4.45 5.6 3.5 36 39.0 7.2 35.13 39.22 30.62 21.66 32.94 41.64 31.20 21.82 32.60 31.82 30.10 2U..<2 30 .09 a

4.60 6.1 3.X 37 34.0 7.4 36.35 32.59 25.23 17.88 34.55 33.84 25.43 17.85 33.97 26.49 24.69 17.30 24 .68b

4.15 6.6 4.1 36 29.0 7.0 37.14 29.09 22.45 15.91 35.58 29.86 22.49 15.83 34.86 23.70 21.90 15.40 21.85h
3.63 '7.1 4.4 37 26.0 7.2 38.24 25.07 19,26 13.67 36.94 25.43 19.19 13.57 36.08 20.51 18.74 1323 18.60h

3.17 7.6 4.8 38 24.0 7.6 39.42 21.57 16.49 11.73 38.36 21.63 16.36 11.61 37.40 17.72 16.02 11.36 15 75b

2.95 8.1 5.0 37 21.5 7.3 40.07 19.91 15.19 10.82 39.13 19.87 15.05 10.69 38.12 1640 14.74 10.47 14.40b
1.62 11.1 7.3 41 12.5 7.7 46.07 10.17 7.73 5.56 45.97 9.91 7.59 5.48 44.84 8.65 7.46 5.39 6 .4 6 b

aBack'wad-facing reflected shock.
bForward-fac•ng reflected shock.

equations of state. The same is true for PW', PF, and V. UNSTEADY FLOW EQUATIONS
PR. Comparison of the theoretical fOrit with the ex-
perimental values of ,it of Table 6.1 shows only For axially symmetrical isentropic continuous
satisfactory agreement. The theoretical values of flow, the Euleuian equations for the conservation of
p'W from the S-W equation of state are in good agree- mass, momentum, and energy are, respectively,
ment with the experimental values pw; the HOM
equation is not as good; the 'y-law equation is un- DV/Dt V(av/aZ + au/aR + u/R)
satisfactory giving values of pW. that are too low. D =

Dv/Dt = -Vap/aZ

With the 7-law equation of state, the von Neumann DE/Dt + p/D 0

simple three-shock solution is possible. Careful ex-

amination of enlargements of the framing camera
shadowgraphs fails to show any indication of a slip- in cylindrical coordinates. Here, u and v are the
line. If the slip-line existed, there would be but a fluid velocities in the directions of the radial coordi-
very small difference in tangential velocities u2 and nate R and axial coordinate Z, respectively, and
urn (of Fig. 3.8) across the slip-line. For example,
for P1 = 6.5 kbar (see Table 6.1), u2 = 0.3440 and D/Dt -=_ /at + ua/3R + va/aZ.
urn = 0.3362 cm/psec, giving a relative slip velocity
of only 0.0078 cm/psec. The specific volume of the Let the Lagrangean coordinates R0 and Z0 denote
doubly-shocked water is 0.730 cm 3/g while that of the R and Z coordinates of a small fluid element at
the singly-shocked water is 0.787 cm 3/g; this is an time t - 0. Then the position of that same fluid ele-
appreciable density difference. However, it is felt ment for t > 0 is given by R(R 0 , Z°, t) and
that light rays from any source passing through the Z(RO, Z0 , t). The continuity equation becomes
slip-line would not reach the camera lens due to
the bending of the rays at the curved shock (17). V _ R ( R, Z
Therefore, no conclusion can be drawn just from the vO ROJ -
absence of slip-lines from the shadowgraphs. It R Z

should be noted again that the S-W and HOM equa-
tions of state do not yield the three-shock solution where J is the Jacobian of the transformation. It is
and, therefore, would not show a simple slip-line convenient to replace R0 , Z0 by a pair of arbitrary
through the triple point. Lagrangean coordinates t(R°, Z°), 7(RO, Z0 ) since
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for computational purposes it may be more desirable Concentric Circles as Coordinates
to take lines other than R°0 = constant and Z° -

constant as mesh lines. For the spherical charges whose centers are sep-
arated by a distance 22, it is convenient to define the

The system of equations that determines the flow Lagrangean coordinates t and 7 by two families of
is now concentric circles, one about each sphere as shown in

Fig. 5.1. The families of concentric circles,

au- VORa z Z tP = R02 + Z02
at 3Rka a17  a?7 a~

772 = R02 + (ZO -2)2,
av VOR IP .•[R aP ..R
at JORO (3? at have their origins at the centers of charges A and A,

respectively. Therefore,

u= R/at, v az/at z° = Q + (1/4)(t2-772)/R

aR az _A aZ R1(0 =(2 - [Q+ (1/4)(t2 n217)/R]2J7/2.
1  at- a17  at a1/'

JO = -/.42/2 - (22 - t2 + 172)2] 12

J0 aR° aZO aR° aZ°

-a a1• a17  at J°O- - asjIt-7? 1-*22or t+17 -2Q,i.e.,along
the axis of symmetry for t 0 0, 77 0 0. Furthermore,

V = V°JR/JORO JO does not approach a uniform limit as t - 0 or
r?-* 0. That the mapping is singular on the axis is
expected because here the circles t = constant and

P p + q 7 = constant are tangent to each other. However,

aE/at + PaV/at = 0, ROJO = -(l/2)tir// < 0,

where the pseudo-viscosity q, introduced into the except at the charge centers.

above equations by replacing p by P p + q, is de-
fined by

P0 R0AR av (04POROQ av 2\

RV at R °3-at c•F

:: ~aV < 0,

at

and q =0 if aV/at 0. Here, F I in the products
and (R°/R)1/2 in the water, 03 and 04 are constants
that are adjusted to give the desired shock "sharpness,"
Ak is a characteristic mesh width, and Cnax is the"A
maximum sound speed over the entire flow field at t. W %
To these equations must be added an equation of
state for each different fluid, Fig. 5.1. Two families, t = constant and 17 = constant,

of concentric circles (Lagrangean coordinates); one

p p(E, V). family about each pentolite sphere.
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VI. NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR TWO As long as the shock wave in the water arising
SIMULTANEOUSLY DETONATED from the detonation of charge A in Fig. 4.1 does not
EXPLOSIVE CHARGES UNDER WATER reach the plane of symmetry, the flow is one-

dimensional. After shock reflection has occurred,
The water and explosion products are partitioned a two-dimensional flow field grows as shown in Fig.

into a number of discrete cells formed by the inter- 4.2. This flow field is bounded by the plane of sym-
section of the two families of equally spaced concen- metry, the axis of symmetry, the reflected shock
tric circles. The finite-difference mesh is formed by front, and for Mach reflection, by the Mach stem
joining the intersections of Fig. 5.1 by straight lines (18).
as shown in Fig. 6.1, so that each cell is constrained
to move as either a quadrilateral or as a triangle. The simplest method for computing the entire
Axial cells are those cells (all triangular) having the flow field would be to construct a two-dimensional
axis of symmetry as one of t... bonndaries; all other axisymmetrical unsteady flow code and use it to
cells (all quadrilaterals) are interior cells. The cen- compute both the one-and-two-dimensional flow
ters of the two charges correspond to t = 0 and fields at each time step. However, it is clear that it
17 = 0, respectively, is wasteful to do a two-dimensional calculation of a

one-dimensional flow particularly for the shock col-
lision problem dealt with here. It is shown schemat-

All flow variables are computed at discrete mate- ically in Fig. 4.2 that at the moment of shock col-
rial particles and at discrete times. The particles lision with the wall, the ratio of the areas of the
responding to the , and recoordinates are labeled one-dimensional to the two-dimensional flow is
with indices k and Q, respectively; time is labeled with inntethraerdcasgutliteceszo

an idex . Te vaiabes ae nw ony dfine atinfiniite, thereafter decreasing until it reaches zero
an index n. The variables are now only defined atatheimatwchheMhsemasopley

the eshpoits ad tme tepsas ollws:at the time at which the Mach stem has completely
the mesh points and time steps as follows: fused with the incident shock. Because this ratio will

always be larger than, at least, 4 for all flows com-
un+1/2 vn+1/2. Rn+l .n+1 ,n+1 En+1 puted here, it was considered essential to couple theku , Vk, k, k kQ. Zk,Q kl, , k+1/2,.+1/2, one-dimensional spherically symmetrical flow to the

outer edge of the expanding region of two-dimensionalvn+l n+l n4-1/2
Vk+1/2,e+1/2, Pk+l/2,2+1/2, qk+1/2, 2+l/2- Here flow. One reason for the present choice of the La-
n + 1/2 and ii + I refer to "new" values; n - 1/2 and grangean Z, 77 coordinates is that it is relatively easy
n refer to "old" values. The actual details of the to perform this coupling. This arises because the t
finite-difference method used to calculate the mo- and in coordinates are defined in exactly the same way
tion of the interior and axial points and the advance- as the one-dimensional t coordinate that is used to
ment of the solution in time will not be presented calculate the one-dimensional spherically symmetrical
here. flow.

Ito- PLANE OF Calculation for Separated Charges
I SYMMETRtY

In a series of numerical calculations utilizing the
17 S-W equation of state, a0 was held constant while 2V

was varied over the interval 3.0 < 2Q/ao < 11.1. The
initial conditions for the pentolite products are calculated
using Taylor's similarity solution (1).

As an example of the flow fields calculated, con-
sider the case for 2R/a 0 = 5.625 with ki = 16, where

Sz ktAt = a0 and At, ArT are the mesh widths with
SAXIS oF SYMMTR 9 = constant over the entire mesh. There

cKGE A exist 91 (= 5.625 X 16 + 1) t coordinates (concentric
circles at t = 0) about the center t= 0 of charge A

Fig. 6.1. Schematic of the finite-difference mesh that intersect the axis, R = 0, between the two charge
corresponding to coordinates shown in Fig. 5.1. centers, and similarly for the 77 coordinate about the
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center 77 0 of charge AX (see Fig. 5.1 ). For this case, times. The shock front is identified by the asterisk *

Fig. 6.2 (a)-(g) displays the positions of the various plotted at the center of a cell wherever q ;ý 10-2 kbar
shock fronts as functions of R and Z at different and is a local maximum in the or il direction.
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In (a) and (b), regular reflection exists and three with time. This is particularly noticeable in the
regions are found as cxpected. These are the ambient products. Pressures are printed only for every other
region upstream of the incident shock, the region cell.
downstream of the incident shock, and the region
downstream of the reflected shock. Mach stem forma- Though not shown here, comparison of the experi-
tion appears to occur in (c), and the growth of the mental reflected and Mach shock configurations and
Mach stem is shown in (d)-(g). Because of the the products/water interfaces from the available
pseudo-viscosity q, the shock front thickness is 5 shadowgraphs (15,16) (such as Fig. 4.3) with the
cells in the normal direction though fewer cells are calculated configurations (such as Fig. 6.2) for
plotted with an asterisk*. 22/ao = 5.1, 5.6, and 6.6 showed good qualitative

agreement at corresponding times. This was made
In Fig. 6.2, the centers of the two charges are at by overlaying the shadowgraph enlargements (which

Z = 0 and Z ý- 2R = 17.96 cm, respectively. The only are mylar transparencies) onto the corresponding
t and t? coordinates shown are the products/water Gould plots. The regions of cavitation are also in
interfaces, reasonable agreement. --

The shocks and the interfaces are plotted only in Ink tracings of the calculated shock configurations
that region of the R, Z plane where the flow was at different times, made from the Gould plots, are
fouad from the solution of the two-dimensional shown superposed in Fig. 6.3 for 22/a0 = 5.625.
equations. Note that the region upstream of the
reflected shock is a region of one-dimensional flow Coleburn and Roslund (15) published the experi-
(found from the two-dimensional calculation), mental values of the shock pressure on the plane of

symmetry as a function of R/R0 for values of 22/a 0 ,
For a short time after shock collision, the two re- where Ro = 21/ 3a0 is the radius of a fictitious single

flected shock fronts cannot be differentiated clearly pentolite charge of double the mass, i.e., of 450
due to the mutual spreading of each shock front into grams; these are shown in Fig. 6.4. However, use of
the other by the pseudo-viscosity as seen in Fig. 6.2(a).
By the time corresponding to (b), the reflected shocks R/Ro = 2- 4 / 3(22/a 0 ) tan
can be differentiated clearly. In (c), th'. reflected
shock has just reached the products/water interface
on the axis.

In all calculations presented here, no provision is
made for "slippage" of the water along the product/
water interface. As the expanding bubbles must ."
force the water out as the bubbles approach each
other, the cells near the axis, R = 0, become elon- N1.
gated in the R direction. With respect to the Mach

stem, its curvature is positive and largest in the early
phases of grewth and tends to decrease with time. 1.,.

In order to visualize the calculated pressure field, 6.1

it is convenient to print an approximate value of p 4441

at the center of the quadrilateral for interior cells
and at the midpoint of the base of the triangle for
axial cells. In this case, an integer expresses the
pressure in Milobars to the nearest half kilobar, e.g., ------- ,---
a 7 represents 7 ± 0.5 kbar; the letters A, B, C, ... are 0 0.990 1.9*1 2.971 3.,91 4.9S1

uwed to denote the pressures 10, 11, 12, ... kbar, ICC

respectively. The change in density of the expanding Mg. 6.3. Reflected shock and Mach stem configura.
products and the compressed water can be inferred tions at different times for 22/a0  3.6225 with the
from the change in spacing between the numerals S-W equation of state.
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the numerical calculations. However, the numerical
zizi_ = - scheme cannot follow the discontinuous increase in

0 I-pressure (see Fig. 3.21) at the onset of Mach stem
26 1.1 - - formation. This discrepancy is, no doubt, due to the60 _smearing of the shock by the pseudo-viscosity which

0 !is much more effective in decreasing (and, therefore,
2A. L1 falsifying) the pressure of the decaying Mach stemS-2

= 2..1than the pressure of the decaying one-dimensional
20 V- -spherical shock front. This follows from the fact

2 that the calculations indicate that the pressure gra-dient just behind the Mach stem is much steeper than

" -0 behind the spherical shock in accord with Shanes'
.-- experimental results (13). As the Mach stem grows

with increasing R/RO, the calculated shock prr ",tres
, _ý_ Pw approaches more closely the experimental vaiues.

4 -Finer mesh calculations will be used to calculate
SINGLE more accurately the Mach stem and triple point
SPHERES~

:. 0 I pressure.

2 0-~------

' * \ -Screening Effect of Gas Bubble

I%

I 1.5 2 3 4 5,6 78 10 1320 Shatnes (13) had shown that the reflection of the
0. shock wave from one charge off the product gas

Fig. 6.4. Underwater shock wave pressure p, versus bubble of the other had the "screening" effect of

R/R 0 curves from a single pen tolite sphere, mass delaying the arrival of the shock from the other

2M1 ; and Pw versus R/R 0 from separated twin charge. The experimental shadowgraphs (16) shown
pentolite spheres, each of mass, M1 . 2Q/a0 Is the in Fig. 4.3 show the rarefaction wave interaction.
dimensionless separation distance between the twin The shock in the products cannot be observed ex-spheres (after Ref. 1o(a) and (c)). perimentally. The plots of the numerical solutionsgiven in Fig. 6.2 show that the shock in the expand-

ing products lags behind the shock in the water. The
or R/R 0 = 2-1/3 [(r/ao) 2 - (22/a 0)2 /4] 1/2 strong rarefaction wave downstream of each reflected

shock slows down the reflected shock. While not
shown here, the reflected shock in the water diffracts(see Fig. 4.1) and the experimental data in Table 6.1 around the expanding bubble. Hence, pressure meas-

defines MM', the locus of points at which the Mach urements on the axis of symmetry see a delayed
stem forms. Thus, the curves below MM' represent arrival of the shock front from the other charge
Mach stem pressures, pw; the curves above MM' are (i.e., reflected shock).
fictitious and should be replaced by lower pressure
curves corresponding to regular reflection. The latter
will be published elsewhere.
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THE PROBLEM OF A STRONG POINT EXPLOSION IN A COMBUSTIBLE MEDIUM

Shmuel Eldelman, Yaakov M. Timnat and Alexander Burcat
Department of Aeronautical Engineering
Technion-Israel Institute of Technology

Haifa, Israel

The problem of a strong point explosion in a combustible medium is solved for
three different functions describing the additional energy released by the burning
medium. The efficiency of the system in energy related parameters is compared
to a standard strong explosion in a noncombustible medium.

INTRODUCTION Eb on the shock wave parameters and the motion of
the gas behind the shock wave, were also studied.

The strong point explosion problem was discussed
by Sedov (1) and by Taylor (2), who related it to
very intense energy sources such as atomic blasts. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

The classical solution presented by Sedov (3) was A. The Conservation Equations
diversified to include additional parameters as re-
ducing the intensity of the initial energy to take into The problem starts as a point explosion in a sta-
account the counterpressure of the atmosphere (4,5). tionary combustible medium. When t = 0 at the

starting point r = 0, a strong explosion releases an
Korobeinicov investigated the strong point ex- amount of energy E0 . The explosion causes a strong

plosion in a gas with a variable density (6,7), in a shock wave to travel in the combustible medium. Be-
moving gas (8), in an electrically conducting gas (7), cause of the shock wave's strength, the local pressure
and together with Levin, he investigated the strong can be neglected, thus taking PI = 0.
point explosion in a detonating gas (9,10,11). The
point explosion with a variable energy was investi- The shock wave causes combustion to occur in the
gated by Dabora (12,13) and by Freeman (14). region where it has passed.

A very thorough and systematic investigation of The basic conservation equations for a one dimen-

the problems of similarity in blast waves and detona- sional problem with a spheric symmetry are:
tion waves was conducted by Oppenheim and co-
workers(15,16,17). + aV + 2pV

This study deals with the problem of a strong t arr r
point explosion that occurs in a combustible medium conservation of mass
which is ignited by the blast wave. An amount of
energy Eb is liberated by the combustible medium. a\
The efficiency of using solely the energy of the point p + V + =0 (2)
explosion or of a combination of E0 and Eb is in.vestigated. The influence of the additional energy conservation of momentum
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( p v I[ (,2 )] p1c2  p2(C-V 2)2 + P2  (5a)P P+ P- +r [V(C+ P

1C2 + C - V 7P2 (6a)

a(PV) 2V ( PV 2  dQ (3) 2  
2  (Y-lOP2+ -- + T pe +T-+P =-T

The energy equation of the boundary can be
conservation of energy transformed:

In Eq. (3) the right-hand term describes the rate of YP2  V2
heat release in the combustion process. The medium Q (- )p2 + - V2C (6b)
is assumed to be an ideal or a pseudo-ideal gas and
therefore P = pRT. and solving for V2 one gets

The internal energy for the combustible mixture 1 2Q \/2

will be e =P/[(y- l)p] + constant. C + C (I - -i- (,2 -1))

Equation (3) can be represented in a different V2  0, + 1) (6c)

form using Eq. (1) and assuming 7 = constant:
The negative sign solution of V2 has no physical

P a +P (Va + 2Vd = - 1Q (3a) meaning since at Q = 0, V2 = 0. Thus one can write-7- + V +r (3 the following boundary conditions

Equations (1), (2), and (3a), will serve as the con- C(l + K) PI(7f+ 1)
servation equations. V2 .(- + 1) ' P2 _K

B. The Boundary Conditions P2 PIC2(l + K) (7)
' +1

The boundary conditions across the shock wave
are: where

P (C-V) P2(C -V 2 ) (4) 1 2 1/2

crnservation of mass K = C2 - C-. 2 - 1))

PI(C-V1)2 + p1 = P 2(C-V 2 )2 + P2  (5)
SSOLUITION OF THE PROBLEM

conservation of momentum

1fP1 The parameters defining the problem are 7, r, t,

(C- VI) 2 + + Q Q, E0 , P1 =-0, p,V 1 =0. Qcanbe presentedasa
2 (Y - I)PI function of the time and the distance including a

dimensional constant Z:

2+ (7-l)P2 (6) Q = ZW(r,t).

conservation of energy Then the new system of parameters defining the flow
will be: 7, r, t, Z, E0 , Pli In this parameter system

Since initially V, =0 and P1 =0 the equations will there are three dimensional constants Z, E0 and p,
be simplified to with independent dimensions. If the dimemion of Z

is defined through those of E0 and P1 the problem
PIC P2 (C - V2 ) (4a) will be self-similar (3). In this case in dimensionless
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coordinates, all dimensionless terms will depend on A. The Differential Equations of Motion in the Self
two parameters only: -y and X, where Similar Coordinates System

X = (p /E0)'/sr/t2/5 • (8) The subscript 1 has denoted till now the variablesand the gasdynamic functions before the shock. The

subscript 2 will define the variables and gasdynamicIt can be shown ( 18) that for a point explosion functions after the passage of the shock wave but
with spherical symmetry three of the simplest defini- functos aer th Asse of thershowe butvery close behind it. A set of dimeidsionless gas-tions of Q matching the problem are dynamic flow functions f, g, h is defined as follows:

Q, = Zl/r 3 ; Q2 = Z2 /t'. 2 ; Q3 = Z3 r/t 1.6 . (9) f = V/V2 ; g = P2;p h = P/P 2  (13)

These models were chosen because a) they are f, g, and h depend on the dimensionless variable X,Thes moels erechosn bcaus a)theyaredefined by Eq. (8). The equation of the shock wave
simple enough, and b) they represent a specific heat detine
release rate which is dependent sclely on the distance, motion, r2(t) is, therefore, found without solving the
on the time and approximately on the gas velocity gas motion equation:
respectively. The constants Z1, Z2 , Z3 will be related
to p, and E which itself is related to E0 through a r2(t) = X2(Eit 2/p1 )I/S i = 1, 2, 3 (14)
dimensionless constant a

where X2 is a constant different from zero. Assuming
E0 = a1Ei = 1,2,3. (10) that ? 2 = 1,XwillchangeintheintervalO0Xl 1

and will get the value 1 on the shock wave. Therefore,

Thus X = r/r2. Thus the equation of motion of the shock
wave will be:

E/E_22 III 3 115 r2(t) = (Ei/Pl)/l/t2/5.(1a

(i=iP1'Z P( 2 \ Z P31

(9a) By differentiating it one obtains the shock speed

The energy equation can therefore be written as d11 2 E1  1/2
C- d--3/5 • X

ap P I av 2V+ V L+ P (!Y_+ 2V- p(7_-)B 0a-t a'r +/P\ar r)|

i 1,2, 3 (11) Xr• 3 /2  2 r2  (15)

where B1 is defined as dQ/dt: Using Eqs. (1), (2), and (11), the nondimensional
variables f, g, h and the boundary conditions as stated
in Eq. (7) and taking into account Eqs. (14a) and

B -IEl (15), one arrives at a set of three first order non-
B =3 Vlinear ordinary differential equations (18).

2/5 The energy equation will be:

B2 =- 1.2P2() t 2 .2  
. (12) jf(l + Kt) - (7 + 1))]Ih' + yh

1/52(+ )
'E X f(1 + 2(1+ ) f] (16)

B3 = -�) (1, 6rt-2. 6 -Vt"1. 6 ) XXf'(l+K)+
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-3(y'+ 1)h - XtL-- - (7Y+ lfM! =-- l (-K) g
Kj + 1 4 (7 -K1 )

75 (7 + 1)3(7 - 1)

Xh + Mi = 0 i = 1,2,3. (16) M2 = " 02 (K2 + 1)(7-•K2) g
Concluded (20)

25S33(7 +19)(7-1I)

Consequently the mass and momentum equations M3= (K + 1)(y - K3)
will be

X (f( K 1 K3 +_)-

+ f' + f d K

dK
2

L2 = - =0 (21)

+ L2 g(f- X) =0 i 1,2,3 dK3
(17) 3" -41)

[f(l+Kh) , gf' +
2 2 f 2 The boundary conditions of this set are X =0 at the

center of symmetry and f(0) = 0. On the shock wave

3 X ),= 1;f(l)= l';g(l) = I and h(l) = 1. ),is varied in
- (7+ )fg + L112 the range 04,X< 1.

X [gf2 - !++11 gf, + h(.-]. Ki] 0 B. Calculation of the Coefficient ai

The Eqs. (16) to (18) are not dependent on E0 but
i = 1,2, 3 (18) the dimensional variables depend on E1 as expressed

in Eqs. (14) and (15).

where h', f' and g' are the derivatives of h, f, and g
From the assumption V1 =- 0 and P1 = 0 it follows

= dh f- df - dg that ET - the total energy of the gas behind the
hP L and L--• shock wave equals the explosion energy E0 and the

d' d• A dA combustion energy Eb.

Also Ki, Mi, and Li are defined in the following form Here

f'r 2 pV 2

ET = E1 + b- 4 r2 dr + 41r
K1 = 11 - (25/2)031 )-3(2-)] 2  ET = EO - f0

Xfr2 p r2d
K2 = [1 - (25/2)02(72 - 1)]/2 (19) X '7 r2 dr

K3 = [2 - (25/2)33),72  1 -)11/2 Eb 41 pQr2 dr (22)
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Ebi is transformed to self'similar coordinates using The values of cq can be found after the integration of
Eqs. (9) and (9a) Eqs. (16) to (18) and after finding the values of f, g,

2 IE and h.

Ebl f4 r PI 'o )dr
0 C. Solution of the Point Explosion Self

1 g Similar Problem

(7 (yE J ( 8 Kj)x In order to solve the system 16 to 18 one first

2 E,2/5 integrates the energy Eq. (16), obtaining(18):

Eb2 C4fr 
2 f E2 " dr

Ed-l (l(K+1)2 2] [;(K +l)f

I0 gx2 9"-K" i • gf••• '

4ir(y+ 1)0 2 E2  (7-K 2 ) dF h =

r2 E3 T/r3  
(i2 (6)+ 1) fE3=4ir P0 p33• -/ t.- dr (26)

E dr 'fwhere i = 1,2, 3

= 41(,y +00 3 E 1 X dX. (23) where Di is given by

3 o (, K )(, + W) (1 - Ki2)(3' + lOg
Ebi will now be related to Ei through another Di 1C2 (1-AIC)'- I (27)

dimensionless coefficient abi defined by

Ebi = abiEi i = 1,2, 3. (24) Thus the order of the system is reduced from 3 to 2.
Now one has to solve a simpler set that consists of

Transforming the r.h.s. of Eq. (22) into self similar Eqs. (17) and (18) and the algebraic Eq. (26). This
set has no analytical solution since it contains two

coordinates one gets the following equation for cq nonlinear differential equations with variable coef-
S +yficients. Therefore one must resort to numerical

1611 01 gf2 (lI + Ki) 2  integration.

~25(-t+ 1) 2(y-f-Kj)
D. The Numerical Integration

h(l + Equation (18) will be solved for h' and the solution÷ -l- " ~dX-at• = 1,2,3. (25) h
S- 1will replace h' in Eq. (16). After solving (16) for f'

one gets:

(7+l)fg - L 2 - +Igf), + [f(K7+1)-(,y+I);l
ft 2 

9 '

[f(Ki + 1) - (7 + 1)X] 2 g V 7h(Ki + 1)(,y- Ki)

(,y- K1) 3(-f + l)h + Lih/ " X - (+1) f h(M}
- (18a)

[f(Ki + 1) - (,Y+ I))A,28 - _'h(K 1 + 1)(y-K )

where i = 1,2,3
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and Eq. (17) will be solved for g' y was taken as 1.4 in most calculations, but for

(K1 ++ ) (Ki + I I (Y+ 1) special cases (where 013 = 0.0 15, 02 =0.04 and 133
L+ g + L 2(, - X,) g(f- X') 0.03), it was taken as 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, and 1.6. The

g J value of abi was also calculated from Eq. (29).(3+) (+ 1)S~f
2 2

where i= 1,2,3 (17a) RESULTS

where L1 was defined in Eq. (21), and Mi in Eq. (20). The Results for Model No. 1. QI = 01 (E/Pl1)r-3
These two equations and Eq. (26) are a set to which
Eq. (25) will be added in a differential form in order The value of the additional energy liberated by the
to be able to compute the coefficient ai burning medium is equivalent to 2.5%, and 11% of

the total energy liberated for 01 = 0.0035 and 0.015
= 16i Fgf2 (Kj+ 1)2 h(K1_.+ 1. respectively. This model is very sensitive to the addi-

, + tional energy released (18). However, it also shows
T25('7+ 1) 2 ( ' ) 7 - 1 - discontinuities that approach the shock wave with

(28) the increase of 1P.

The Results for Model No. 2. Q2 = P2 (E2 /Pl) 2/5t-1.2
Here a! = dai/dX and a'4 dabi/dX

These are shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3 which represent
the relative density g(X), gas velocity f(O), and pressure

a' 41r(3' + I) ( h(?.) for different values of P2, 12 - 0 represents theb~ K1))X Sedov-Taylor model as a reference. The different
values calculated are listed in Table 1.

gX2at2 = 41r(y + 1)2 3 - 2 (29) The values of P2 could be changed between zero
( )and 0.083. At P2 > 0.083, K2 gets an imaginary

value. Negative values of P2 mean that the energy is
3 g+1 3 dissipated according to the same Eb2 function.

ab3 = 4n( + 1)P3 (7-K 3 )
In Figs. 1,2, and 3 it can be seen that the release

of energy according to Q2 brings to a big increase in
The differential Eqs. (I 7a), (I 8a), and (28) are the functions of the density g(X) and the gas velocity

solved by the Runge-Kuta method. For the solution, f,).
double precision was used (on an IBM-370/168) since
the size of g(X) declines quickly to zero. At the same The increase of g(,) (Fig. 1) is connected with the
time the algebraic Eq. (26) was solved, performing decrease of P2 when the energy Eb2 is increased. The
the calculation for the three energy release models, functions have the same shape for every P2. This is

TABLE I

Values of the Energy Coeffidents a2 and ab2 at y = 1.4

02 0 0.01 0.023 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.072
,a2  0.85 0.78 0.68 0.54 0.37 0.255 0.22

ab2 0.0 0.042 0.097 0.168 0.25 0.293 0.30

Eb U%ofE T 0% 5% 13% 23.5% 40% 53.4% 58%

E0 as%of ET 100% 95% 87% 76.5% 60% 46.6% 42%
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bi1g. 1. Graphs of g(O), the dimensionless density for bI7g. 3. Graphs of h(X), the dimensionless pressure for

varius 02(7/ 1.4). various 02(7Y 1.4).
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i ~fact that the volume drops with X --, 0 faster than the
•-0.06 heat is liberated according to Q2 "

• •-•-o 4The shape of h(X) does not change with the in-
0.6 -0.07- -f32 001 crease oi 02- The relative pressure diminishes as3 2

0£'•\ '~~ nrae n h eino taypesr ssot
, 1t.0 ened. When the additional energy is increased (02

"- ~increases) the region where the pressure is high,
0. 4 

w id en s.

IThe Results for Model No. 3. Q3 0o0 3(E3/j)i/r/t1.6

00 These are presented in Figs. 4, 5, and 6 for h(X),0. 2 0.4 6D f (X ), a n d g ( X). T h e v alu e s o f3 3  a n d ab 3 a re liste d in

02.0

r06

Ilg. 2. Graphs of fg() the dimensionless das velocity caused by this model from the standard reference of

"for various 02(7 = 1.4). 
Sedov-Taylor (-3 =0) is even greater than that caused

f by Model No. 2. For this purpose in each of the three

Figs. 4, 5, and 6, beside the reference line ofas 0 a

right also for f(X) (Fig. 2), up to 0/2 = 0.06. Here the comparison line of i~2 = 0.72 is brought. This value

energy starts changing (more so at 02 - 0.07) in dis- has the same. percent of additional energy as 03 = 0.8,
favour of the liberation of additional energy. The and therefore both lines are directly comparable.

heating of the gas on account of the liberation of Thus the influence of the Qi function on the relative
additional energy is considerable, and this is the cause parameters h(X), f(X) and g() are clearly delineated.

for the increase of the relative velocity.

It is known that 7' changes during the explosion
The fact that the increase of velocity i favoured reaction and that the explosion can occur in gases

Fin the region 0.5 <l < 0.9 can be explained by the where 7 is different from 1.4. Therefore certain
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1.0 ~~ I .0 1"

Q6 / '-Q" 3 o5 0.6
0.j. / , 0•'0I72

*.' / j3h-0.o86 1 3-o.o2-., 007220.72

003. .2,-02 l-.0*-

.4 N__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6 _P__ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0 .0

Q2 ().4' .6 0o.8 0ý 02 d4 o.6 o.8 10
A . .rA . _

Fig. 4. Graphs of h(X), the dimensionless pressure for big. 6. Graphs of g(X), the dimensionless density for
various P3(t = 1.4). various 933(-/ = 1.4).

w TABLE 2

Values of a3 and ab3 atv = 1.4

r32-0.072 %33 0 0.05 0.08 0.0816
.6 30.08 a3  0.85 0.51 0.2 0.13

> *b3 0 0.19 0.29 0.29

0.00 4Eb 3 as%ofET 0% 27% 59% 70%
3 \\ .-0'0"•6 Eoas%ofET 1 100% 73% 41% 30% ,

Q2/
In general it can be stated that the functions g(o),

h(X), and f(X) are more sensitive with the changing of
0,0 y but their shape remains uv,,:hanged.0,2 6,4 Q'6 0 1 .0'W

big. 5. Graphs off(X), the dimensionless gas velocity DISCUSSION
for various Pjy = 1.4). In order to be able to compare the gasdynarn-c

flow in the Sedov-Taylor model and the one presented
Svalues of 13l were taken for the three models and~~ here, a problem where the whole energy is caused by

was varied between 1.2 and 1.66. the explosion only, is compared with models where
the amount of the explosion energy is decreased and
the amount of the energy released through combustion

" When integrating for various - values of the Q2  is increased so that the sum will be equal to the energy
model, it was found that %2 depends on 02 only and released by the Sedov.Taylor problem.
does not change with •y. This can probably be ex-
plained, because while integrating the function of ab2 In Fig. 7 the change of ab2 as a function of the
the result does not include -,. This is not the case radius and different P2 is shown. For comparison
with the Q, and Q3 models. a 2 (X) at 02 0.065 is also presented.
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The present model takes into consideration thl
starting explosion energy Er. It -_No ziiables to
change the ratio between E0 and Eb. And finally the
energy spread behind the shock wave is closer to
reality where there exists a longer burning period, if

, (02-,065) the medium contains an aerosol that burns slowly.

02 c bZ (I ~�-oo N�) �.In this work we have followed Sedov's (1) example,
A ax W (02-0.04) -

b5 and plotted relative parameters f, g, and h. However,
, b2(02'o.0 2 3) since by taking a relative parameter one divides V by

Q.1 V2 , p by P2 and P by P2 and since P2 , P2 and V2 are

variables themselves, it is impossible to get from the
plots a direct size comparison. In order to be able to
do so, one must divide by a constant value such as P,

Qo0 p, and V1. However, this is impossible with P1 and
2.6 r_._.O V1 since they are equal to zero. For comparison

r2  g, = p/pI has been plotted for a few values of 02 and

FRg. 7 Graphs of a2 (Nj, ab2 (?)for various 02(7y=1.4). 03 in Fig. 8. It must be mentioned that 02 = 0.072
and 93 = 0.08 both give approximately the same per-
cent of additional energy and so do 33 0.045 and

A look at Fig. 7 reveals that 90% of Eb liberated is P2 = 0.04.
concentrated within 15-20% of the shock wave radius
and varies with different 02. It starts immediately __ _ _

after the shock wave (where X = 1) and continues
inward. For comparison, 90% of the explosion energy
expands within 55% of the shock wave radius. This
presentation shows that the above model can very 4.5-
well represent explosions in a combustible medium
where combustion occurs after the shock wave and
continues close to it. p,-cne.. --

10. I02 .0'2-

In this work the combustible medium was assumed OLO i3coc4 ,
, to be homogeneous. However, if the medium is an 0" ....

aerosol or some other kind of two phase medium, p 0s. 20o.0-
can be represented by some weighted function that

will show the equivalent density of the :erosol.
0.0

The results obtained can be used to represent the 0.2 0.4 6. r CA 0.8 1.0

first stages of an explosion caused in a combustible 72

medium by a laser (7,13). They also represent a very Fig. & Graphs of g,(X), the dimensionless density for
good approximation for the first step of the problem various 02 and P3(-- = 1.4).
treated by Korobeinicov and Levine of the strong
point explosion in a detonating gas (9,10,11), since Calculation of the Energetic Efficiency
they have calculated only the detonation parameters, The calculation of the efficiency should give andisregarding what happens before the detonation Tecluaino h fiinysol iea
starts g answer to the question whether it is preferable to ex-plode the charge at t = 0, or to explode at t - 0 only

a part of this material and liberate the rest of the
This model has a few advantages over other models energy through the combustion as Ebw.

presented by Freeman (14) and Dabora (12). The
model presented in these cases was E = WtO where P The self.similar solution of the problem is not de-
varies between 0 and 5. pendent on a specific E0 . Therefore one must exchange
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the nondimensional coordinates for the natural coordi- E3 14.7 X 1013 j

nates of the problem. For this case one performs the
computations for a specific energy of explosion in a C 2.61 X 102 t -3/5 m/sec
medium with a density pI. and

The density p, = 0.00125 gr/cc is taken equal to P2 4.26X 104 t-6/5 N/m2 .
the density of air and E0 as the energy released in the
New Mexico atomic explosion of 1945 (19). Here E3 is bigger by 6.5% than E2 ;C is bigger by

2%, P2 decreases by 13% compared to Q2 or 23.5%
E0 = 7.16X 1020 erg -7.16X 1013 joule compared to Sedov-Taylor. P2 decreases 16% from

=16.8 kiloton TNT. the Q2 model while V2 increases by 12% compared
to the Q2 model. It can therefore be concluded that
the models studied are more efficient than the Sedov-

The criterion for efficiency will be the shock wave'sspeed
velocity, C, and the pressure on the shock wave P2 . C while the other parameters V2 , P2 and P2 show a
C was defined in Eq. (15) and to calculate it, one needs dewine prefer forate S 2,. mod t 2 modelto kow fro Eq (10. Terefre or 0= 0definite preference for the S.T. model; the Q2 model

being slightly more favorable in the overall perform-

ance than Q3 .
The last point to be mentioned in the discussion is

! 1.175 X 7.16X 1013 joule the meaningfulness of the model from the standpoint
of the possibility of energy release by combustible

= 8.42 X 1013 joule media. Since we have mentioned that the E0 energy
has to be of the size of an atomic blast, and since the

C = 2.33 X 102 X t-3/5 m/sec, amount of energy liberated by an aerosol in the
atmosphere is limited by the amount of oxygen avail-
able, one can calculate what is the amount of fuel,

and from Eq. (7), if 02 = 0 and what is the size of the spheric cloud where this

fuel has to be spread. Taking TNT as a reference for
K2 = I and P2 = 5.57X 104 X t- 6 /5 N/m2. E0 at a density of 1.5 it liberates 1010 Kcal/kg (20).

Half the size of our bomb will be 8 kt = 8.000.000 kg

Now let us assume that 92 = 0.072, i.e., at t = 0, TNT which will liberate 8.08 X 109 Kcal of heat.

42% of ET is liberated as E0 and 58% of ET is liberated Taking pulverized graphite for reference in order to

as Eb according to Q2. (ET was assumed to be E0 + calculate the energy released by a combustible medium

Eb, i.e., the total energy.) that liberates 7840 Kcal/kg, one needs % 1030 tons of
pulverized graphite. Since the reaction is C + 02

I CO 2 we need approximately 2750 tons of oxygen,
i.e., a ball of air of the radius of 138 m.

C = 2.58 X 102 X t- 3/ 5 m/sec LIST OF SYMBOLS

P2 = 4.8 X 104 X t-6/5 N/m 2 . B1  parameter defined in Eq. (12)
C the shock speed defined in Eq. (15)

It can be concluded that C has increased by 11% Di parameter defined in Eq. (27)
relative to the Sedov-Taylor model. P2 decreased by E1  energy quantity related to F0 through
17% and from Eq. (7), P2 decreases two and a half Eq. (10)
times and V2 the velocity of the gas behind the shock E0 energy of the point explosion
decreases by 28%. Eb energy liberated by the combustible media

ET total energy equal to E0 + Eb
For the Q3 model in a comparable way, the re- f nondimensional gas velocity, Eq. (13)

suits are: g nondimensional gas density, Eq. (13)
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h nondimensional pressure, Eq. (13) 6. V. P. Korobeinikov, N. S. Melnikova and E. B.
K, parameter defined by Eq. (19) Riazanov, The Theory of Point Explosions, U.S.
L, parameter defined by Eq. (21) Dept. of Commerce, 1962.

MK parameter defined by Eq. (20)
P pressure

Qi quantity of heat per unit mass liberated by 7. V.P. Koronbeinikov, The Problems of the Point
combustion processes Explosions Theory in Gases, Izd. Nauka, Moskva,

r radius 1973.
t time

V gas velocity 8. V. P. Korobeinikov, On the Gas Flow Due to
4. parameter defined by Eq. (9a) Solar Flares, Solar Phys., 7, 463 (1969).
ai energy parameter defined by Eq. (10) and

(25) 9. V. P. Korobeirikov and V. A. Levin, Strong Ex-
abi combustion parameter defined by Eq. (24) plosion in a Conibtstible Mixture, Izv. ANSSSR,

Pi arbitrary energy parameter defined by Mech. Ziddk. Gaz., 4,48 (1969). (Eng. Transl.
Eq. (9a)

7 Cp/Cv p. 30.)

e energy per unit mass
X dimensionless parameter defined by Eq. (8) 10. V. P. Korobeinikov, The Problem of Point Ex-

p gas density. plosion in a Detonating Gas, Proc. 1st. Internat.
Coll. on Gas Dynamics of Explosions, Brussels,

Subscripts 1967. Astronaut. Acta, 14, 411 (1969).

0 related to the point explosion 11. V. A. Levin, Approximate Solution of the Blast
b related to the combustion Problem in a Combustible Mixture, Izv. ANSSSR,
T total Mech. Zhldk. Gaz., 2, 122, 1967 (Eng. Transl.
1 before t shock front f
2 behind . .' shock front for P, p, and V. p. 80).

12. E. K. Dabora, Variable Energy Blast Waves,
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PERPENDICULAR EXPLOSIVE DRIVE AND OBLIQUE SHOCKS*

T. Neal
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

University of (alifornia
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Obliq (e shocks in various materials driven by Compisition 1B-3, 9404, and TNT with
the detonation wave perpendicualr to the interface are Investigated with flash radio-
graphic techniques. The detonation products in the rarefaction behind the detona-
ton front expand laterally as the explosive-sample interface bends under shock
compression of the sample. With the products described by a polytropic gas equa-
tion of state, this expansion Is shown to be adequately described In the vicinity of
the detonation front by Prandtl-Meyer flow. Some new Ilugoniot data /br antimony
is obtained in the course of the Investigation. In some instances of perpendicular
drive the compression of the sample Is not accomplished strictly by strong shocks.
This circumstance is exemplified by baratol driving aluminum, a case where the bulk
sound speed exceeds the detonation velocity, and by 9404 driving beryllium, a case
where it does not. Some experimental results are presented for both these systems.

INTRODUCTION a shock, the metal interface undergoes an abrupt

bend where it is intersected by the detonation wave.
A detonating explosive in contact with a metal Viewed from a coordinate system moving at the con-

plate has been the subject of extensive investigations stant velocity of the detonation, the flow pattern is
by many shock workers (1, 2). The case where the that of an incoming stream of material turning a
detonation wave is parallel to the explosive-metal corner. Flow around a bend in a channel is described
interface has received far more attention than the by a Prandtl-Meyer expansion if the flow states before
case where it is oblique. Recently detonation waves and after the bend are constawt states. Although the
at right angles to the interface have been investigated front of the detonation wave can be considered a
at this laboratory by means of radiographic tech- constant state in this context, the flow behind cannot
niques. Perpendicular drive, as it is termed, has been because of the rarefaction that follows the detona-
ued to determine Hugoniot data, observe phase tion front. The effects of this rarefaction are exhibited
changes, and drive regular and Mach reflection ex- in the gradual curvature of the metal-explosive inter-
periments. It is useful in experiments of these types face that occurs behind the abrupt bend due to the
because the waves in the metal plates are driven con- shock. In addition, the finite size of experimental
tinally and steadily and radiographs provide a sort of assemblies used to investigate perpendicular drive
time history. Behind the detonation front the pro- often precludes the flow patterns in the metal being
ducts of detonation expand laterally as the metal is time independent in regions far from the detonation
compressed. If the compression occurs as a result of front. Therefore, the first objective of this report

will be to investigate the explosives Composition
B-3. 9404 and TNT to see If the Prantdl-Meyer ex-

"Work performed under the auspices of the Energy Research pansion can reasonably describe the flow of detona-
and Development Administration. tion products behind a detonation front followed by
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a rarefaction. For the purpose of making this com-
parison the detonation products will be described by
a polytropic gas equation of state. If such a flowSm Explosiv
model proves adequate, a simple analytical method
will henceforward be available for predicting the
strength and direction of shocks in ma~terials shock- Detontion front

compressed by perpendicular drive with these explo- Explosive

sives. A different material flow pattern occurs in Shock Product

perpendicular drive when the bulk sound speed of
the material exceeds the detonation velocity. A S.cond hock i /

shock cannot form in the metal because it trys to some material.

run ahead of the detonation, becomes unsupported
and hence decays. The case of the explosive baratol
driving aluminuys is a well known example. Even if Explosivea-ample

the bulk sound speed is less than the detonation

velocity, there is no assurance that there is a solution 14g. 1. Schematic of perpendicular drive. The heavy
to the flow equations in which the final compression solid lines represent shocks and the small double
is achieved solely by the leading shock. Beryllium arrows indicate their direction of propagatio,
driven by 9404 is an example of a comoination in
which only part of the compression in the metal is
accomplished through a strong sh?'!;. Thus, a bulk Meyer) flow around a sharp corner (3). In that case
sound speed smaller than the detonation velocity is a Bernoulli's principle becomes (4)
necessary but not sufficient condition for formation
of a full-pressure shock in the metal in perpendicular dP -pv

2 C 2. (I)
drive. Both the examples mentioned are being investi- - dalvv-(
gated, especially with regard to the shocks and pres-
sures transmitted into a second adjacent metal plate, where P is the pressure and p is the density of the
Some experimental results for these flow situations detonation products. Tile sound speed C and the
will also be presented. velocity along the streamline, v, are related to the

pressure and density by

PERPENDICULAR DRIVE C2 = dP/dp and v dv = - dP/p. (2),

In order to understand how equaticn-of.state and
flow measurements are obtained from perpendicular For many situations explosives have been adequately

drive it is appropriate to consider the fluid dyanmics described by a CJ (Chapman-Jouget) detonation and
of the situation depicted in Fig. 1. A detonation a ylaw equation of state (5). The pressure and den-
wave is prcceeding at a right angle with respect to the sity of the explosive products are then related by

interface between the explosive and some sample.
Not all explosives possess the property that the deto- P CJ(p/PCJ)14. (4)
nation front remains relatively planar and at right
angles to the interface in the immediate vicinity of The CJ conditions can be expressed as
the interface. The analysis here will be restricted to
those that do. The interface has deflected at an = pD 2 (7 + 1), cJ f P€(' + 1)/, and

$- angle a as a result of shock compression of the sample.
The explosive ahead of the detonation front is, of vCj = CCj = D-/(, + 1) (5)
course, unreacted. Let us assume for the moment
that near the interface the region behind the detona-
tion front is a constant state in which the flow stream- where p, is the density of the unreacted explosive and
lines are parallel and steady. The expansion of deto- D is the detonation velocity. The model for a PM ex-
nation products Into the region previously occupied pansion of a polytropic gas can now be solved using
by the sample can then be described by PM (Prandtl- the CJ conditions as initial conditions for the flow.
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The result is tan (01 - a) = [sin 01 (So - I)

d +-- (1 p(-/, + Co/DI/(So cos0 1). (12)da

2 (6) The relationship of interface deflection to shock pres-d (,y+ I()/(2,y) + (1p-I)/, sure in the sample is contained in Eqs. (10) and (12)
in parametric form with 01 acting as the parameter.

where p is a dimensionless pressure given by Since pressure is continuous across the explosive-
sample interface, this relationship can be compared

p = P/Pc. (7) with that for the explosive products in Eq. (6) to
predict the strength and direction of the shock in the

Thus if the value of y and the detonation velocity are sample when the release isentrope of the explosive
known, the deflection of the explosive-sample inter- products is also known.
face can be related directly to the pressure at that
interface. In samples that undergo phase transitions upon

shock compression a double shock structare may
Since the detonation velocity is constant, the velo- occur (7). The velocity of the second shock in the

city of the first shock in the say 'le is given by laboratory frame of reference is

U,1 = D sin 01. (8) U22 = D sin 02. (13)

If there is only one shock in the sample the interface The material in front of the second shock is not at
deflection and particle velocity behind the shock are rest. The velocity of the second shock with respect to
related through the expression the material in front of it therefore becomes

uplI cos (01 -a) = Dsina. (9) Us2  UR 2 - Up1 cos (01 -02)" (14)

If, in addition to the angle 0, the angle a can be meas- If the phase transition is completed in a small fraction
ured, this relationship gives an independent deter- of the time characteristic for other events Eq. (9) is
ruination of the particle velocity and specifies a state replaced by
on the Hugoniot. The resulting pressure in the sample
is obtaaired from a Rankine-Hugoniot condition (6) Up1 COS W - a) + uI cos (02 - a) =D sin a
which in this case can be written as (15)

PI = p0D2 sin 2 01 [1 - tan (01 - a)/tan 0 1]. which can be used in a like manner. The quantity
(10) Up2 is the particle velocity associated % ,ith t&e second

shock. The final pressure achieved is
Here Po refers to the initial density of the sample
material. The sample, in this discussion, is assumed P2 = Po0UplUsl + up 2Us2/(1 - upl/Us1)J.
to have no strength and behave hydrodynamically. (15)
If the Hugonlot relationship for the sample material
is well known, the particle velocity can be obtained
directly from the shock velocity. For many materials
this relationship is linear in the shock velocity- EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
particle velocity representation and can be expressed
as A flash radiographic technique was employed to

observe oblique shocks and interface deflections for
Us1 I CO + SO up1  (11) various materials. The experimental arrangement was

similar to that used by Katz, Doran, and Curran (8)
where Co and So are constants that depend on the to produce oblique shocks in iron and by Bread and
particular material. In that case the angle a can be Venable (9) to produce oblique shocks in antimony
obtained from the equation and bismuth. The explosives Composition B-3, 9404,
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TNT and baratol were used in this study. The ex-
plosive was in the shape of a rectangular parallele- Reference fall

piped with a width of 10 cm in the case of baratol and ] p-o -vA
6 cm for the others. The dimension in the direction of
the radiographic beam ranged from 3 cm to 10 cm,

corresponding to the thickness of the sample that popdotivs

could conveniently be radiographed. These blocks
were initiated with a 10-cm-diameter planewave ex-
plosive lens. After the detonation had run nine or
ten cm the sample was radiographed with the pulsed
high-energy radiographic facility of this laboratory.
The radiographic technique has been described else-
where (10). The'detonation velocity of the various
explosives was measured using either a method in
which piezoelectric timing pins are placed along the
side of the explosive or a method developed by Hayes
(11) which detects an electrical signal when the -- -.

detonation crosses an explosive-explosive interface. Plane Wave

To generate these latter signals some of the explosive Gnerato

blocks were built up out of slabs assembled together. Fig. 2. Line drawing of principal features In a radio-
The determination of the detonation velocity was graph. The shocks are indicated by heavy solid lines.
only a minor source of uncertainty in these experi-
ments. The major source of error occurred in the
determination of the various angles. A line drawing the ressure range covers that attained in perpendicu-
of the essential features in an actual radiograph is tae drive bynCompositin t94,nd TNT.

shown in Fig. 2. The line OA is the detonation wave. lar drive by Composition B-3,9404, and TNT.

For all the explosives radiographed the wave was
planar, parallel to the reference foil, and perpendicu- COMPOSITION B-3, 9404, and TNT
lar to the interface. The line OB represents the first
shock in the sample and the line OC represents the The explosives Composition B-3, 9404, and TNT
interface. Both of these lines were slightly curved, were used to generate oblique waves In various sam-
corresponding to the decay of the shock as it moved pies in order to study the expansion of the explosive
into the sample. All angles were determined in the products behind the detonation front. The results
limit where the lines intersect point 0. In analyzing of the investigation of Composition B-3 are presented
these radiographs the assumption is made that if the in Table 2. The explosive in these experiments had
radiograph were taken at some different time, the a density of 1.730 ± .001 Mg/m 3 . The detonation
flow pattern in the region of the vertex 0 would be velocity was determined to be 7.915 ± .01 km/s.
the same. This assumption has been shown to be These values agree well with other independent meas-
valid within the resolution of the radiographs (9,12). urements at this laboratory (14). The five different

metals that were used as samples are listed in order
The sample materials used are listed in Table 1. of increasing interface deflection. The first column

The densities refer to those of the sample used in this lists the measured values of the angle 8 along with its
investigation. The coefficients for the Hugoniot standard deviation. The shock velocity, shock pres-
relationship in Eq. (11) are presented along with the sure, and interface deflection in the immediately
pressure range from which data for the fits were succeeding columns were calculated from 0 with the
taken (13). Since antimony exhibits a phase change use of the reference Hugoniots. Next a value of y for
under shock compression, the pressure range for that the explosive products was sought which permitted
fit was restricted to a region where no double wave the PM expansion described by Eq. (6) to match the
structure is present and the Hugoniot appears linear, pressure and deflection of the metal. A weighted
The fit for uranium does not include any very low average of the values of y determined by this proce.
pressure data because those shocks in uranium are dure is given at the bottom of this column. The data
not sharply defined. In all but one instance, however, for the samples is also presented in Fig. 3 in the
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TABLE I
Reference Hugoniots

_ T PMMA Be A 1 (2024) Sb Cu Pb U

po(MS/m 3) 1.186 1.85 2.785 6.67 8.93 11.34 18.91

Co(km/s) 2.586 8.005 5.328 1.572 3.912 2.027 2.503

SO 1.529 1.119 1.332 1.993 1.500 1.472 1.513

P-ranle (GPa) 2<P<20 0<P<89 0<P< 108 16<P<39 0<P< 158 0<P<200 21 <P<371

TABLE 2
Ferpendicular Drive by Composition B-3

0 (des) Us(km/r) P(GPa) a (deg) 7 a (deg)* u,(km/s) P(GPa)

U 22.65 1 .37 3.4A8 g .047 20.8 1 2.1 1 t5a .21 2.76 1 .31 2.49 t .10 0.366 1 .015 21.1 1 .9

Cu 36.03 a .14 4.656 a .016 20.6 a .5 3.01 a .06 2.63 a .08 2.99 a .17 0.493 a .027 20.5 ± 1.1

Pb 21.05 a .18 2.843 a .023 17.9 a .7 3.84 a .10 2.79 a .11 3.88 a .11 0.5611 .016 18.1a .5

Al 56.72 a .16 6.617 a .012 17.8 a .2 4.27 a .03 2.70 a .03 4.22 a .20 0.957 a .041 17.7 a .8

Sb 23.44 a .23 3.148 a .029 16.6 a .5 5.45 a .10 2.61 a .08 5.37 a .04 0.779 ± .006 16.4 a .2

Weighted Mean 2.69 a .06 *-mcaured directly

representation of pressure and angle of interface de.
4 flection. The curves for the five different metals are

40o4 solutions of Eqs. (10) and (12) from the reference
Hugoniot. The data, of course, lie on these curves.
The behavior of the curve for 2024-aluminum is
typical of most materials. The other curves again
intersect zero deflection when their shock velocities

t .are equal to the detonation velocity. These pressures
S" . are off scale for Fig. 3. The dashed curve describes

2 .- 9 the PM expansion of the explosive products. The
20- -- final value of y yields a CJ pressure of 29.4 ± .5 GPa.

This agrees with the pressure determined from planar
plate-push techniques (14). The pressure investigated
in theme oblique expansions, however, were normally

l0 o in the range of 55-70% of the CJ pressure. These
results can also be compared directly with thve of
Rivard, et al. (12) who investigated the rarefaction
behind the detonation front down to pressures of

12 s roughly 45% of the CJ piessure and found it could be
e - Angle of Interface Deflection (deg) approximated quite well by a Taylor wave. A fit to

their data with £ 7-law equation of state produced a
Rg. 3. Peiisd w drive by Co 0n &3. Te CI pressure of 29.9 ± .4 GPa.
solid lbes v the oblique ohmautio obtned Porm te
refeete HuoniotsL The dotted &iaer cover Vs In order to provide a check on our measuring
into wkch the reference Hhoulotn b•ebeen extbw techniques, the interface deflection was also deter-
poated. The dahed lhe ft the Pdildtl-M•eyr epa mined from the radiographs. The results for the
don of defonatbn pmductr dew " b ba polytopic measmed vlue of the uule a and the subsequent
go equation, determinations of the particle velocity and stock
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pressure are listed in the last three columns of Table on the Hugoniot. Since the independent pressure
2. The good agreement of these independently measurement correlated well with that obtained
determined pressures with those obtained from the from the reference Hugoniot, antimony was also
measured shock velocity with the aid of the reference examined to provide an additional state point for
Hugoniot indicates a good deal of self-consistency in use in establishing its reference Hugoniot.
the measuring methods. The result for antimony was,
in fact, used in the determination of the reference The final explosive whose expansion was investi-
Hugoniot since data in that pressure regime is rather gated was TNT. It had a density of 1.635 ± .002
scarce. Mg/M3 and a detonation velocity of 6.90 ± .01 km/s,

which is again in agreement with measurements by
The next explosive investigated was 9404. Its others (17). The results are listed in Table 4 and also

density was 1.845 ± .002 Mg/m 3 and its detonation
velocity was 8.80 ± .01 km/s. These values are in
good agreement with those quoted by Kury, et al.
(15). In addition to the five metals used previously, 4U , ,
PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate) was included as a (04)sample in order to examine larger interface deflec- 0'- N

tions. The results for 9404 are presented in Table 3.s .

The format, except for the last two experiments,
which will be discussed in another section, is the same
as for Table 2. The data are also depicted in Fig. 4.
The averaged value of y corresponds to a CJ pressure
of 36.3 1 .4 GPa. This value of •y is slightly higher t.
than the range 2.83-2.87 reported from expansion
methods and the aquarium technique (16). The in-
clusion of PMMA as a sample permitted the pressure 2 _ ,__ _ ,_ 1'

examined in the expansion to be extended from Age of nterface Deflection (deg)

roughly 70% of the CJ pressure down to approxi-
mately 30%. The lower pressure PMMA experiment, Fig. 4. Perpendicular drive by 9404. The solid lines
however, did not seriously alter the final value of -f. are oblique shock solutions obtained from the refer-

ence Hugoniots. The dashed line is the Prandti-Meyer
In the series of experiments with 9404 only 2024- expansion of detonation products described by a

aluminum was examined to obtain directly the state polytropic gas equation of state.

TABLE 3

Perpendicular Drive by 9404

a (dog)* I U,(km/s) P(GPa) a(deg) a(dg) up(km/s) P(GPa)

U 20.88 * .17 3.136 1 .024 24.8 1 1.2 2.59 * .10 2.99 ± .15

CU 32.63 1 .25 4.745 ± .032 23.5 1 1.1 3.15 1 .12 2.98 1 .15

Pb 19.58 1 .24 2.949 1 .035 20.9 1 1.0 3.93 ± .15 3.07 ± .16

Al 49.97 ± .08 6.738 1 .008 19.9 t .1 4.87 t .02 2.95 1 .02 4.82 t .31 1.048 t .062 19.7 t 1.2

Sb 22.03 ± .18 3.301 1 .026 19.1 t .4 5.42 a .08 2.91 a .07 5.57 a .18 0.891 a .027 19.7 a .6

PMMA 37.07 a .22 5.305 a .027 11.2 1 .2 10.40 a .09 2,92 a .04

Weighted Mean 2.94 a .04 0-muaeued dizecUy

AI 48.00 a .36 6.540 a .037 16.6 a .6 10 mm Be Insert 4.56 a .31 0.964 a 060 17.6 a 1.1

Sb 21.78 a .15 3.265 a .021 18.5 a .4 3 mm Be Intert 5.36 t .32 0,857 a .050 18.7 a 1.1
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presented in Fig. 5. The metal antimony was not in- Both these solution curves, of course, come from a
cluded in this investigation because the double wave model in which the interface undergoes an abrupt
structure expected under perpendicular drive by TNT bend. There are, however, materials and explosives for
complicates the determination of -. An independent which this does not occur. These situations can be
determination of the pressure was again made for divided into two categories. The simplest is that in
2024-aluminum to confirm there was nothing which the bulk sound speed exceeds the detonation
unusual in the flow near the intersection of the shock
and detonation waves. The final value of- corre-
sponds to a CJ pressure of 18.6 ± .7 GPa which agrees
with values of 19-20 GPa found by others (16). The
pressure range investigated in the TNT expansion cx- A a2024) U

tended over about 65-75% of the Ci pressure. This
range is narrower than that covered for the other 20

two explosives. f

The results for -f obtained by this technique com- .
pare favorably with values determined by methods that 3 s -' -

do not involve the assumptions associated with a
PM expansion. Thus the Prandtl-Meyer expansion
provides a useful description of perpendicular drive
for the explosives Composition B-3, 9404, and TNT Jo-
in the immediate vicinity of the intersection of the
oblique shock with the detonation wave. This occurs
in spite of the fact that the region behind the detona-
tion wave is a rarefaction and not a constant state.

ISENTROPIC COMPRESSION WITH PERPENDIC-
ULAR DRIVE 2 3 4

a- AailI of Interface Diflectioni (dog)

The properties of all the sample materials discussed

thus far have permitted full-pressure shock solutions Fig. 5. Perpendicular drive oy TNT. The solid lines
with the explosives used. In order words, in the are the oblique shock solutions obtained from the
plane of shock pressure and angle of interface deflec- reference Hugoniots. The dotted line covers a pres-
tion the curve of physically possible solutions ob- sure range into which the reference Hugoniot has
tained from a reference Hugoniot for a material has been extrapolated. The dashed line is the Prandtl-
intersected the curve of physically possible solutions Meyer expansion of detonation products described
for the PM expansion of the detonation products. by a polytropic gas equation of state.

TABLE 4

Perpendicular Drive by TNT

0 (deg)* U,(km/s) P(GPa) a(deg) 7 a(deg)* uP (km/s) P(GPa)

U 24.77 t .25 2.891 ± .027 14.0 t 1.1 1.96 1 .14 3.10 1 .28

Cu 39.82 1 .32 4.419 1 .030 13.3 ± .9 2.22 * .12 3.16 t .23

Al 65.49 ± .45 6.278 1 .022 12.5 t .3 2.71 ± .02 3.19 t .09 2.87 1 .13 0.751 .033 13.1 t .6

Pb 22.29 ± .33 2.617 t .037 11.9 ± .9 3.15 1 .19 3.18 t .26

Weighted Mean 3.18 t .15 *-measured directly
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velocity. Typical examples are afforded by the
baratol-aluminum combination, where the bulk
sound speed exceeds the detonation velocity by about Al s 9404

10n -
10%, and the TNT-beryllium combination, where it
exceeds by about 15%. The former system has
been examined by Eden and Wright (18) using streak
cameras. In these circumstances compression by a
single shock is incompatible with the hydrodynamic
flow conditions and such compression is not observed.
The other category consists of materials for which
there is no full-pressure shock solution even though
the bulk sound speed is less than the detonation
velocity. An example of this combination discussed
below is 9404 and beryllium where the bulk sound
speed is 91% of the detonation velocity.

A few radiographic experiments were performed Planewave Lens
to examine both these effects. The perpendicular
drive of beryllium by 9404 will be discussed first. Fig. 6. Line drawing of principal features in a radio-
The flow solution for beryllium is indicated in Fig. 4. graph. The shocks are indicated by heavy solid lines
It does not intersect the PM expansion because a mid the small double wrows indicate the direction of
shock velocity in beryllium equal to the detonation propagation.
velocity produces a shock pressure of only I 1.3 GPa,
far below the CJ pressure for 9404. A 2024-aluminum contact with the 9404. The results for the aluminum
sample was placed next to a 10-amm-thick slab of are listed at the bottom of Table 3. The pressure in
beryllium in order to observe the effect of the pres- the aluminum is only 83% of that found when the
sure pulse transmitted through the beryllium. A beryllium was not present. Recall, however, that
line drawing of the principal information content of oblique shocks in aluminum are slightly curved
the radiograph is presented in Fig. 6. An important and in the absence of the beryllium a similar
factor to keep in mind when examining the aluminum situation would be observed if the pressure of the
in such an experiment is the number of times an shock 1 cm from the interface were compared to
acoustic pulse has been able to travel across the the pressure at the interface. This decay in shock
beryllium slab by the time the radiograph is taken. pressure arises simply from the fact that the shocks
The bulk sound speed in beryllium shock-compressed as well as the detonation waves in these systems are
to a pressure of I 1.3 GPa can be estimated from the followed by rarefactions. Thus the observed decrease
Mtie-Grineisen equation of state (4) to be about 8.8 across the beryllium is entirely reasonable. The
km/s. Since the detonation has run about 10 cm, aluminum interface was also inspected to provide an
acoustic information has been able to cross the indpendent determination of the shock pressure in
beryllium about 10 times. If this number is too the aluminum. This again correlates well with the
small, the material flow in the aluminum may not pressure determined from the reference Hugoniot
yet be independent of the time when the radiograph and confirms the aluminum has been compressed by
is taken. In the beryllium a density discontinuity is a single shock. Since pressure is continuous across
visible. Near the 9404 this shock parallels the detona- interfaces the pressure in the beryllium near the
tion front. This would correspond to the shock pres- aluminum must have achieved at least 16.6 GPa too.
sure of 11.3 GPa mentioned previously. The In principal it should be possible to treat the
beryllium-explosive interface, though displaced, does beryllium-9404 interface as a flow of explosive pro.
not have the abrupt bend characteristic of an oblique ducts around a gradual bend and confirm this pres-
shock. Near the aluminum interface the shock appears sure from the expansion of the explosive products.
to have bent and is no longer parallel to the detona- The absence of a sharp bend complicates the deter-
tion front. A shock is clearly discernible in the mination of the interface angle in the region imme.
aluminum and its Interface exhibits a bend and dis- diately behind the detonation front but a reasonable
placement similar to that found when it was in direct estimate is 7.1 ± .5*. As the radius of curvature for a
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gradual bend approaches zero, the solution for the
stream flow approaches that for stream flow around a
sharp corner. Since the radius of curvature for the
bend in this interface appears smaller than other
characteristic lengths in the experiment, the expan-
sion around a sharp corner depicted in Fig. 4 can be
used to estimate the pressure in the explosive pro-
ducts. This pressure, which is also the pressure in the
beryllium, is 16 ± I GPa. No other shocks are dis-
cernible in the berylium. Thus behind the shock
indicated in Fig. 6 the beryllium has been compressed
by some means other than a strong shock. Because 0"
of the dynamic nature of this system this latter omi-
pression must, like shock compression, be adhhatic.
If the process involves several shocks too wcLix to be
discerned individually, the compression would begin Fig. Z Radiograph of baratol driving 2024 aluminum.
to approximate an isentropic process. As such The baratol, on the right, was assembledfrom slabs
signals become multidudinous and diminish in strength The aluminum contains tantalum foils which initially
the process tends, in fact, to become strictly isentropic were equally spaced and parallel to the top reference

A second experiment was performed using a 3- foil

nne-slab of beryllium and an antimony sample. A aluminum interface as it does with materials whose
thinner slab of beryllium was chosen to Improve bl on pesaesoe hntedtnto
assurance that the flow pattern near the Interfaces bulk sound speeds are slower than the detonationis time independent. The antimony was chosen velocity. This effect is more easily seen in the work

is tme ndepndet. Te atimoy ws chsenof Eden and Wright. The point of interest here is
because it exhibits a sluggish phase transition at 8-9 of n an diWrig. e int ofuintrs he
GPa, just below the shock pressure that appeared to that no shock is discernible in the aluminum. Thebe peset i theberllim. I wa hoed tat ny- foils, however, are displaced and have moved closer
thing too unsuual in the beryllium compression together indicating compression. The aluminum-
might be manifested as a double shock wave structure baratol inptrface has also been displaced. It does not
in, t T u e le bend sharply at the detonation wave, however, in
in3. The pressure inhe a antimony was also slightly accordance with the compression not coming from

3.siTheepressureArinetheinanstiagion withslightly
less than that in the absence of the beryllium. The a single shock. A recent investiagtion with antimony

on the other side of a thin aluminum slab indicatesantimony, in fact, behaved quite normally and the that the proper shock appears in the antimony. Thus,
result for its shock compression was used in Its that for prtial shock appessin see in Thus,
reference Hugoniot. It appears from these two experi- except for partial shock compression seen in 9404-
ments that although the cor.,pression in the beryllium driven beryllium, the two systems appear similar. The
is not described by a single strong shock, the flow aluminum in Fig. 7 has also been comprressed by a
solution becomes pinned near the interface and the process which is approximately or strictly isentropic.
material on the other side contains its normal oblique
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LASER INITIATION OF INSENSITIVE HIGH EXPLOSIVES

L. C. Yang and Vincent J. Menichelli
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California, USA 91103

Experimental work in three types of laser initiation of insensitive explosives are re-
viewed. They are: 1) instantaneous detonation caused by a shock wave generated
In a thin metallic film from a Q-switched laser pulse, 2) instantaneous detonation
by direct interaction between a Q-switched laser pulse and the explosive under
study and 3) deflagration to detonation phenomenon in PETN and RDX by free-
running laser pulses. The mechanisms and the characteristics of the initiations are
discussed.

INTRODUCTION high explosives from a shock generated by a nano-
second.duration Q-switched laser pulse interacting

In this paper, we intend to review the laser initia- with a thin metallic film. Second, instantaneous det-
tion of insensitive high explosives. The initiation of onation by direct interaction of Q-switched laser
pyrotechnics and primary high explosives are well pulses with the explosives and finally, reliable deflag-
understood and reported elsewhere (1,2). To a largr ration to detonation (DDT) in PETN and RDX, initi-
extent, laser initiation mechanisms are similar to con- ated by millisecond-duration free-running mode laser
ventional initiation techniques. They are heat and pulses. The advantages of using a laser to initiate in-
shock in origin. However, due to a number of unique sensitive explosives and study the DDT phenomena
features associated with light energy, laser has been will be discussed.
demonstrated to be more potent than the conven-
tional methods of initiation. Experimental results
have provided information for a general understand- LASER CHARACTERISTICS
ing of the initiation phenomena of insensitive high ex- AND TERMINOLOGY
plosive. For practical applications, it is important to
understand this phenomenon. Recently, great prog- Rapid progress has been experienced in the laser
ress has been made in low-loss fiber optics (3) and in field. A number of extremely high powered laser sys-
the miniaturization of compact laser systems (4,5). tems of different wavelengths and operational modes
The concept of a laser-fiber optic system to initiate have been developed. For explosive initiation studies,
secondary high explosives is now ready for engineer- less than 10 J of pulsed laser energy is needed. This
ing development. A number of military applications energy can be easily provided by a xenon flash lamp.
are apparent. For the convenience of discussion, the pumped ruby crystal laser or a neodymium-glass laser
laser characteristics and the laser interaction with operating at a wavelength of 6943 A and 1.06 jim re-
materials will be briefly summarized. spectively. The laser beam (rod) diameter is of the

order of 6-15 mm.

Three areas of laser initiation of explosives will be The laser energy fluence (J/cm2) is in general non-
discussed. First, the initiation of several secondary homogeneous across the beam and dependent on the
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laser optics design. Approximate Gaussian distribu- LASER INTERACTION WITH MATERIALS
tion is usually observed (1). Near the lasing thresh-
old, local hot spot emissions are quite common. In Metals absorb !ight in skin depths on the order of
ordez to achieve higher fluences, focusing lenses are 100 A or less. Even for the most reflective metals,
used. Lasers have small intrinsic beam divergence, de- the small finite absorption under high laser fluence
fined as the full angular deviation from the beam axis will cause melting and vaporization. The free-running
at the l/e of maximum fluence (6). At the focal laser has a long duration allowing for effective heat
plane, the flucnce has an approximately Gaussian dis- transfer and vaporization. Therefore, it is capable of
tribution. Therefore if one defines the beam spot in-depth heating and damage of metallic surfaces. A
based on the diameter of the 1/e fluence contour, the Q-switched laser pulse can heat the surface more
spot diameter is equal to the beam divergence multi- nearly adiabatically in a thickness on the order of
plied by the focal length. For a typical 3 to 5 mrad 104 A or less. The high energy density will result in
beam divergence, focal lengths larger than 30 cm are the generation of a highly ionized plasma. High tern-
needed to allow a spot size compatible to the critical peratures and shock speeds of the order of 105 0K
initiation diameters of insensitive high explosives, and 10 cmra/s can be easily generated with moderate
The average energy fluence can be approximately esti- fluences (7). The damage thresholds are about 0.1
mated by dividing the laser energy by the area of spot J/cm2 (4 MW/cm 2 ) for 25 ns Q-switched laser pulse
cross section. and 10 J/cm 2 (10 KW/cm 2 ) for I ms free-running

mode laser pulse.
The laser pulse duration is largely dependent on

the mode of operation of the laser. For Q-switched A focused Q-switched laser pulse can initiate gas
operations, the laser power (W) has an approximately breakdown at room temperature to form a high tem-
Gaussian time profile. The pulse duration defined by perature plasma. The high laser intensity, corre-

the full time width at half intensities (FWHM) can podnto a high lect r ieis c ofae-
vary from a few nanoseconds up to 100 ns controlled sponding to a high electrical field, is capable of accel-
vay from awitchg f mew nano laseondsvuptto100gns.controerating multlphoton absorption produced electrons in
by the switching time and laser cavity length. By add- the gas causing a cascade breakdown and subse-ing a mode-locking mechanism to the Q-switch opera- q~cntly high temperatures. This process requires a

tion picosecond-duration output can be achieved. A high ter intesi in th e rder o

rough average laser intensity (W/cm 2 ) can be esti- GW/cm 2 for ar iat atmospheric pressure (8). The low

mated by dividing the energy fluence by the pulse gas dni alo t aser absorp to Ta e lac

duration. gas density allows the laser absorption to take place
in a relatively large volume as compared to the case

The free-running mode (normal mode) laser energy of metal surfaces. Therefore, the resultant shock
fluence characteristic is similar to that in the pressure is lower than that of the latter case for a
Q-switched mode operation. The output power (of given energy fluence.

the order of kW) as a function of time shows the
emission to be a series of microsecond-long relaxation The mechanism of laser induced damage in trans-
spikes. The peak laser power is modulated by the parent solid materials appears to be very complicated.
flash lamp power. Therefore, the total pulse duration It depends upon the physical properties of the mate-
is in the order of the lamp discharge duration, tens of rial, its purity, and microscopic imperfections. The
microseconds to a few milliseconds. An approximate damage threshold of the surface is much lower than
laser intensity can be estimated by dividing the energy that of the bulk material. This indicates that the im-
tluence by the half width of the total pulse duration. perfections and impurities are more severe on the sur-

face. This threshold is about 100 GW/cm 2 for fused
The output energy fluence distribution, beam quartz and somewhat lower for optical glasses (9).

divergence and pulse duration may vary considerably For the plastic materials such as lucite, due to the low
for a given laser system depending on the output en- melting temperature and imperfections, the thresh-
ergy. Therefore the laser nergy is better controlled olds are about 42 J/cm 2 (1.7 GW/cm 2) for 25 ns
by external attenuation o' a constant output rather Q-switched pulse and 56 J/cm2 (56 KW/cm 2 ) for
than by varying the high voltage of the flash lamp dis- 1 ms free-running mode pulse from a neodymium
charge circuitry. Because of the foregoing uncertain- laser. For powdery plastic materials such as explo-
ties, one has to be careful when comparing reported sives it could be even lower. As in the case of gases,
laser initiation data. the breakdown Is volumetric; therefore the resultant
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shocks are lower than that generated on metallic sur- glass disks. The main features are summarized as
faces for a given laser fluence. follows:

Transmission of low power light in transparent ma- 1. The rise time of the stress pulse is on the order
teriais such as glass, lucite and PETN at ruby and net- of the total laser pulse duration, 25 ns. The peak
dymium laser wavelengths is about the same as in the stress occurs at the end of the Q-switched laser pulse,
visible regime without significant absorption. How- then decreases with a fall time on the order of 25 ns
ever the laser damage thresholds at high power to a prolonged lower amplitude stress. For practical
showed a wavelength dependence. For example, the purposes, the stress pulse duration can be considered
threshold energy fluences (both Q-switched and free- to be twice that of the laser pulse (FWHM).
running modes) for lucite by a ruby laser are about a
factor of two higher than those by a neodymium 2. The peak stress increases lhiearly with the en-
laser. Theoretically, this may be due to that the ri te ergy fluence to about 22 kbars at 14 J/cm2 .
of energy acquired from the laser by the electrons is
proportional to the square of the laser wa-;length 3. The peak stress is insensitive to the film mate-
(7,8) in a laser-induced electron cascade breakdown. rial.
If the mnaterial has selective absorptions at the laser
wavelengths, the thresholds will be even lower. 4. The peak stress is insensitive to the film thick-

ness except for high thermally conductive metals, and
In general, the Q-switched laser has higher power in the low fluence regime.

and can initiate damages and generate shocks in most
materials. The normal mode laser can cause heating 5. The relevant shock generation material thick-
of metals and decomposition of plastic materials. ness in the film is probably on the order of several
This phenomenon results in much lower temperatures hundred Angstroms.
and pressures.

6. For the fluence range used Ln the study, the
major part of the laser energy was reflected, trans-

SHOCKS GENERATED IN mitted or used for ionization and ablation, little of

THIN METAL FILMS the energy is converted to the stress energy (propor-
tional to the square of the stress, about 10% at 12
J/cm 2 ). The temperature of the plasma can be asin order" to utilize a laner generated shock from a high a • 1 0sK.

metallic surface, it is natural to coat a thin metallic

film on the Inner surface of the glass window of the
explosive container (10). This film is confined be- Experimental measurements using larger energy
tween the window and thie explosive. The window fluences are difficult to make due to the damage
serves as a part of the confinement of the explosive threshold of the glass window and the nonlinearity of
and the laser pulse entrance port. Under irradiation quartz response under high stress. Focusing of the
from a Q-switched laser the film generates a shock laser pulse produces a beam spot in the order of mm's
wave similar to an exploding foil. Preliminary studies in diameter which is difficult to measure because the
by Anderholm and Skeen and O'Keefe (11,12) have accuracy of the x-cut crystal requires a minimum
shown that shock pressures on the order of 20 kbars crystal diameter to thickness iatio (",3). Miniature
can be generated in confined aluminum films, crystals satisfy this condition but will not have suffi-

cient writing time for the measurement. Less accurate
Yang (13) has studied the phenomenon in detail measurements indicate that the linear dependence ofwith a uniform Q-switchcd ruby laser beam. The the peak stress on the energy fluence is probably valid

laser pulse was 15 ns in duration, with a maximum up to 80 kbaxs (at "56 J/crn2). For fluences beyond
energy of 5 J in a circular area 6.35 mm In diameter. this limit, it is felt that the stress should be an increas-
The stress waves were studied by using the piezoelec- ing function of the fluence, but the exact functional
tric response of X-cut quartz crystal disks of the same dependence is unknown.
diameter. Thin films made from twenty-six different
materials were studied. The thickness of the films The effect of replacing one confining glass surface
ranged from 40 A up to 1 ym confined between two by a nonporous plastic surface is easily estimated
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from the acoustical impedance of tl&r. material. These shock to initiate a number of insensitive high explo-
have been verified by experiments. The peak stress sives such as PETN, RDX, tetryl and HNS. A
will decrease about 15% with more stress energy being Q-switched ruby laser with a duration of 25 ns and a
generated in the plastic than in the glass. If porous maximum energy of 4 J in a 1.43 cm diameter beam
plastic materials such as the explosives are used as one was used. The focused beam spot on a 1000 A-thick
confliing surface, the situation is more complicated. aluminum film deposited on the explosive unit win-
The low impedance of the air will reduce the peak dow near the focal point of a 30 cm focal length con-
stress. If a large area contact point exists between the vergent lens was estimated to have a diameter of 1.5
explosive grains and the film, the local stress gener- mm. The explosive columns were I to 4 mm in diam-
ated in the former may be independent of the pres- eter over 20 mm in length. The explosive fixtures
ence of air. This condition depends upon the poros- had a lucite rod or glass wall view port optics in con-
ity of the explosive and the expansion velocity of the tact with the explosive columns for smear camera re-
plasma (which is low at low energy fluence near the cording of the detonation.
initiation threshold for a number of explosives).

The initiation of coarse particle size (> 100p) ex-
The laser pulse duration effect on stress generation plosives appeared to be difficult. High density PETN

has not been experimentally studied in detail. At a (1.64 g/cm3 ) ahowed a strong transition phenomenon
first glance, the thermal penetration depth is approxi- from about 2 man/ps to about 5.6 mm/ls in a run dis-
mately proportional to the square root of the pulse tance of 25.4 mm. No detonations were observed for
duration. Therefore, for the same amount of RDX at the maximum luser energy in an explosive
Q-switched energy, the shorter the pulse, the larger column length on the order of 25 mm. For fine
the stress produced due to the larger energy density milled PETN and RDX (particle size less than 40,p),
in the heated part of the surface, However, since the instantaneous detonations were observed at various
independence of the stress from the film material and densities. No transition from low velocity detonation
tickness, at high energy fluence, indicated that the to high velocity detonation was observed (i.e., zero
heat transfer is not a dominant factor. Other proc- run distance). The steady-state detonations were
esses, such as the heating and the growth of the con- either reached at the explosive-thin film interface or
fined dense plasma, may have a weak dependence on transited from a super detonation velocity (several
the pulse duration. Peercy, et al. (14,15) have stud- times h;gher than steady state detonation velocity)
ied stresses generated by picosecond-duration laser which occurred in the first few millimeters of the
pulses. Their results showed that these short pulses charge column. Within the experimental resolution,
were more effective in stress generation. However, there was a possible time delay in the order of 0.5 pa
the increase in the peak stress was not large enough to or less for the detonation originated at the film end
fit the thermal penetration depth estimation. Prelimi- of the explosive. This time may be related to the re-
nary experiments in JPL have shown that 15 ns and action rate of the explosive because it is more promi-
25 ns duration laser pulses of the same energy pro- nent at lower laser energies.
duced about the same peak stresses. The stress gen-
eration does not depend upon the laser wavelength.
The light absorption characteristics show some differ- Approximate instantaneous detonation thresholds

ences between 6943 A and 1.06 /Am of wavelengths were observed for 1.58 g/cm 3 PETN, 1.18 g/cm 3

for different metals. However, the energy required RDX and 1.52 g/cm 3 RDX to be 0.63 J, 0.8 J and
fo- initial breakdown is very small as compared to 2.26 J or 35.6 J/cm2 , 45.3 J/cm2 and 127.9 J/cm 2

that required in the subsequent heating of the plasma. respectively. The 35.6 J/cm 2 of fluence generates
The process in the latter Is not very wavelength de- about 50 kbars of pressure which is close to the shock
pendent. Pulsed CO2 lasers with a wavelength of sensitivity of PETN at this density and the short (or10.e6m can be used to efficiently generate shock nil) rin distance, as determined in long-duration ex-waves as beuf. plosive driven shock initiation experiments (18). It isweli known that the threshold shock initiation sensi-

tivity for a given explosive increases with the shock
THIN FILM SHOCK INITIATION duration. However, for short run distance (<1 mm)

initiations the pulse duration has no effect on the re-
Yang and Menichelli (16,17) have applied the thin quired initiation shock strength (19). The threshold

metal film Q-switched laser interaction generated shock sensitivity which has a long run-distance and
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has been defined in small-scalz gap tests, ia difficult to which can heat up and ablate the PETN in contact
be observed in the laser shuck initiation. The short with it. The fast release of the internal energy of the
pulse duration of the laser generated shock presum- explosive will be effective in accelerating the detona-
ably decreases this sensitivity to a value very close to tion process. With a thick film, that part of the film
the shock strength required for sub-millimeter run behind the plasma and in contact with the explosive
distance detonations initiated by long duration is at a lower temperature and serves as a thermal in-
shocks (19). So that in laser initiation experiments sulator to shield the much hotter plasma from the ex-
one normally observes either instantaneous detona- plosive. Therefoic, the origin of the initiation is due
tion or burning without detonation in an explosive to shock rather than to heat in this case. This point
column less than 2.0 cm in length. oi view has been taken by Leopold in the study of

EBW initiation of low density PETN (22).

The initiation of 1.08 g/cm 3 tttryl also did not
show any transition from low velocity detonation to DIRECT INITIATION BY
the steady state detonation. Up to 1.5 gs after the Q-SWITCHED LASER
laser pulse no activity was observed by the smear
camera. Then it appeared to react at a speed 3 to 4 As discussed previously, the mechanism of the ini-
times hIgher than the steady state detonation speed. tiation is due to the laser initiated breakdown in the
Thn latter state was reached in less than 0.2 ps in aThe.later tat wasreahedin ess han0.2•s n a explosive and subsequent heating of the plasma so
distance of about 5 mm from the initiation end. It is ex erand sbequent h eng of the p ma so
not known whether this was a true superdetonation generated. The phenomenon depends upon the si-
or because the initiation energy of 3.2 J was below its perfection of the explosive crystals and impurities
instantaneous detonation threshold so that a reactive such as small foreign particles. Therefore, it usually
induction period is necessary. This behavior does not has poor reproducibility. The onset energy fluence
fit the run-distance concept by definition. The fa- for this process is higher than that of the breakdown
ure of high density RDX (1 .64 g/cm3), tetryrand low of a metallic surface. In plastic materials, due to thedensity HNS and diapa .to detonate can be under- interaction involving a larger volume of materials, the

densty NS ad dapamto etonte an b uner- temperature, energy density of the plasma and the
stood. The shock initiation strengths for short run

distance initiation are well above 100 kbars for these shock so generated are lower than in the cases for

explosives at these densities. metallic surfaces for a given energy fluence. The
plasma temperature is at least an order of magnitude

Recently, Wright (20) has studied the initiation of lower than in the latter case. Preliminary measure-

0.9 g/cM3 PETN by Q-switched neodymium laser ment of stress generated in laser absorptive colored

i.rrdiated thin aluminum films. The explosive col- glass irradiated by a Q-switched laser is also about one
umn was 3.2 mm in diameter and 5.9 mm in length. order of magnitude lower than in the case of thin
uhebeamn spot 3.2 e mm i e dilmeeranged 5.9 to23 mm imetallic films for a given energy fluence. A lowerThe beanm spot size at the film ranged 1.3 to 2.3 mm stress is expected from the breakdown of plastics.

in diameter. The detonation propagation time was

monitored by a piezoelectric shock arriving detection The significant difference here is that the laser en-
pin. The observed initiation threshold energy fluence ergy is being absorbed in the explosives. The high
using a 500 A film ranged from I to 3 J/cm3 depend- chemical energy density of the explosive in this case
ing upon the spot size and using a 2000 A-thick film is equal or greater than that provided by laser absorp-
was about 11 J/cm2 . The latter corresponds to a tion or stress. Currently the best-fit empirical equa-
shock strength of 17 kbars (13) which is close to the tion of state for completely reacted secondary high
shock strength required to achieve short run distance explosive products is that proposed by Jones, Wilkins
detonation initiation of PETN near this density (2 1). and Lee (23,24). According to this equation, high
The former correspond to 2 to 4 kbars (13) which are pressures exceeding 100 kbars can be developed for
close to the threshold shock initiation sensitivity at completely reacted explosive products under ideal
this density by long pulse shocks. The average deto- adiabatic and zero volume expansion conditions. In
nation speed measured on the order of 4200 rn/sec is reality, explosives, especially the porous ones have
close to the ideal detonation velocity at this density very low acoustical impedance and show large corn-
and with this diameter. It is suspected that this low pressibility under high pressure so that the maximum
shock instantaneous detonation is due to the temper- pressure that can be developed in this way is presum-
iture effect. The 500 A-thick film produces a plasma ably much less than the ideal values.
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It appears to be reasonable that the reaction rate of the explosive particle size were the same as before. .4

in the Q-switched laser induced breakdown regime of Instantaneous detonation was observed in fine milled
the explosive can be extremely fast. If one uses the PETN and RDX at several densities. The detonation
well known exponential dependence of the time do- features as observed by a smear camera were about

play on the activation energy in an isothermal reaction the same. The threshold laser energies for high den-
of the explosive, at a temperature rise on the order of sity PETN (1.58 g/crn3) were about the same in these
400 0C, the time delay will be in the nano-seconds two cases, i.e., 0.63 J (36.6 J/cm2). The thin film
regime. Therefore It appears feasible to have a fast re- technique appeared to be slightly more effective in
lease of the chemical energy during the laser pulse ir- initiating RDX. At 0.8 J1 of laser energy RDX (1.18
radiation. This view is inconsistent with the critical glcrn3) can be detonated without the filmn, but there
thermal energy theory (25,26) and the adiabatic corn- was a time delay of 2 psec before the appearance of
pression of porous explosives (18). They predicted detonation at the window-explosive interface. 1.52
that the energy dissipated Into heat by the shock are g/crn 3 RDX was successfully instantaneously deto-
small and the temperature rise is on the order of sev- nated at higher laser energies. Tetryl detonation
oral hundred degrees. The laser heating can locally could not be initiated at the highest energy of 3.2 J
heat the explosives beyond that in the detonation delivered to the explosive without the film. These re-
front (^-3000 OK). sults Indicate that shock strengths up to about 80

kbars, (corresponding to the instantaneous detonation
While the quantitative understanding of the initia- of 1.52 g/cm3 RDX) can be developed in the insen-

tion mechanism in terms of shock strength is not sitive high explosives by Q-switched laser energy.
available at this time, there is more independent ex-
perlimental data In this area than that in the thin film Recently Q-switched laser Initiation of PETN was
shock initiation. Brish, et al. (27,28) have studied studied by Mavis and Wright (33). A Q-switched neo-
the initiation of low density (1.0 g/cm 3) PETN con- dymlum laser was used. The focused (30 cm focal
fined In transparent plastic containers by using an 0.1 length) beam spot size at the explosive was estimated
p~s duration, 0.5 J maximum energy Q-switched neo- to be 1.5 mm in diameter. The charge column dimen-
dymium laser. Instantaneous detonation was cited sions were 3.32 mm in diameter and 3 to 5 mm in
based on the reaction time measured by a photocell length. The initiation threshold energy fluences for
technique. Qualitative results on the time delay as a PETN density of 1 .0, 1 .2, 1.4 and 1.6 s/cm3 were ob-
function of energy fluence, threshold initiation en- served to be 5, 7, 13 and 15 i/cm2 respectively. The
orgy fluence as a function of explosive density and apparent lower thresholds when compared to Yang
laser-explosive interaction spot diameter were ob- and Menichefll's ruby laser results could have been

taineddue to a wavelength effect as discussed previously.

tamed

The detonations were judged to be instantaneoum, be-
earbarlsi and Kessler (29,30,3e1) have studied the cause the average propagation velocities measured by

Initiation of thin PETN samples under 9.3 X 107 the shock pin method (about 4,000 rn/s for 1.0 s/cm3

N/rn2 (13.5 kpsi) of pressure by using a Q-swdtched and 7000 r/s for 1.6 s/cm 3 ) were close to the steady
ruby laser of 50 ns duration. The laser spot area at detonation velocities at these densities and charge
the explosive was roughly 1 mm2 . Initiation energy diameter.
thresholds on the order of 0.02 to 0.03 J/ were ob-
served. The average detonation velocity observed by
a photodiode at a maximum sample thickness of 2.7 FREE-RUNNING MODE
mm was on the order of 1250 i/s. It was not known INITIATED DDT PHENOMENA
whether this deflagration type transition was due to
the small laser spot size or large particle size of the iLw energy (< 10 1) free-running mode laser
explosive used in their experiment. pulses cannot be used to produce high strength shock

waves. Therefore, initiation is definitely due to heat
Yang t and Menichelli (16,17) have studied the s a- and detonation can be achieved only through the

tiatlon of a number of secondary high explosives di- DDT process. In the DDT phenomenon, the ipor-
rectly by Q-switched ruby laser. The experimental tant parameter, porosity, is well recognized (33,34).
conditions were identical to those used in their thin Low porosity reduces free volume In the explosive, al-
film shock initiation experiments. The critical effects lowing the rapi ) pressure build-up. In this sense laser
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offers an additional aevantage over conventional The deflagration speed will not reach mm/ps regime

pyrotechnic igniter materials. The latter have a high until the pressure is approaching the threshold shock
theoretical energy density (Kcal/gm), however, the sensitivity of the explosive corresponding to the ex-
high solid end products and difficulties in achieving a plosive density. Therefore rapid build-up of the pres-

high TMD reduce the pressures which are limited to sure to this threshold sensitivity in a finite part of the
several kilobars. When they are used to initiate DDT explosive and follow-up transition to full detonation
phenomenon, the volume occupied by the reacted in the rest part of the explosive is feasible in the laser
materials at low pressure becomes a load to the de- initiated detonator.
flagration of high explosives. Therefore, the DDT
process has been decelerated. The use of a laser pulse A limited amount of work by Brish, et al. (27,28)

can achieve the desired heat initiation of high explo- and Barbarisi and Kessler (29-3 1) on free-running
sives, yet it will not interfere with the conditions for laser initiation of PETN demonstrated the initiation
rapid pressure build-up. but they did not show evidence of achieving detona-

tion.

After one has achieved the confinement effective-
ness, the next important parameter is the volumetric The first demonstration of reliable DDT (PETN

initiation. The common hotwire technique can pro- and RDX) from a free running laser were performed
vide a local high temperature but at the sacrifice of at Space Ordnance System Inc. (38). PETN columns
the heating depth. The small ignition depth in high about 2.5 mm in diameter and 25 mm in length were
explosives cannot generate enough gas to compensate loaded under 5.5 X 108 N/m 2 (80 Kpsi) inside a steel
for the volume expansion due to the compression of body and against a window (glass to metal seal). The
unburned high explosives under high gas pressure. glass to metal interface was hermetically sealed and
The percentage heat loss rate is also larger for a taper shaped to improve pressure stand off. The two
smaller reaction depth. Therefore, the reaction may ends of the window were approximately 2.5 mm and
be rapidly quenched and terminated. Successful volu- 2.0 mm in diameter and the window thickness was
metric DDT initiation has been demonstrated previ- about 2.1 mm (2). The window was tested to with-
ously by using electrical discharges in PETN (35) and stand 6.9 X 108 N/m 2 (100 kpsi) hydraulic pressure
RDX (36). Laser energy can penetrate the high ex- (the maximum capability of the testing apparatus),
plosives to heat them in depth much easier and repro- therefore much higher transient pressure resistance
ducible than this technique. A more favorable initia- can be expected. Upon receiving the free-running
tion condition can thus be achieved. The thermal laser pulse (1.0 ms in duration) the detonator was ini-
time constant of a cubic high explosive with volume tiated. Based on the observed deformation of the
1 mm5 is on the order of I sec, for common experi- detonator, a weak detonation started at about the

mental conditions. If a free-running laser pulse of 6 mm position and developed to steady state deto-
I millisecond duration is used for the heating, the nation at about the 20 mm position. With 2 J of

process is very nearly adiabatic. focused (2.54 cm focal length) neodymium laser en-
ergy through about a 10 m length of conventional

As it has been previously discussed, insensitive high-loss glass fiber optic bundle, DDT can be

high explosives are capable of producing extremely achieved. This corresponds to an energy sensitivity
high pressures under efficient reaction (but not deto- of the order of 0.05 J or less based upon the known

nated) and ideal confinement. In a laser initiated attenuation of the fiber bundle. This energy is close
DDT detonator, the explosive container and the opti- to the recently established shock initiation thermal

cal window can be designed to withstand very high energy density of 0.06 J/mm 3 for PETN (26,27) if

pressures without significant yield. The weakest con- one uses a reasonable assumption that about 1 nun3

fining element is the explosive itself. For practical of PETN took part in the laser heating.
purposes, the loading pressure of the explosives can-
not exceed 6.9 X 108 N/m 2 (100 Kpsi). Therefore, RDX detonators constructed in the same way
when the pressure build-up reaches this pressure, sig- showed the distance to steady state detonation to be
nificant collapse of the explosive will occur. The longer than 25 nun. A two-column air gap flyer-plate
burning rate of dense high explosive, e.g., HMX at design similar to that in Ref. 36 was used with the ex-
moderate high pressures up to 3.5 X 108 N/m 2 (50 ception of replacing the arcing discharge mechanism
Kpsi) is quite slow (on the order of 10 cm/sec) (37). by the window. Successful full detonation was
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achieved for total charge column length on the order explosive is on the order of several hundred Ang-
of 25 mm. The reaction time for this type detonator stroms. Free-running laser initiation can be used very
using a focused (2.54 cm focal length) ruby or neo- effectively in the DDT phenomenon studies. It is
dymium laser pulse (1.0 ms duration) and through worthwhile to mention that currently the laser energy
about 0.6 m long fiber optic bundle was measured and power available are about 2 to 3 orders of magni-
using photodiodes. The reaction time measured was tude higher than those mentioned In this paper.
560 ps for the 4 J neodymium laser and 240 us for Therefore, if the laser is used as a tool for initiation
the 5 J ruby laser. The induction time (i.e., heating studies its capability is far reaching.
time) was not measured but is suspected to be the
major part of the total reaction time.
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DETERMINATION OF DETONATION PRESSURE USING
A MANGANIN WIRE TECHNIQUE

K. Burrows, D. K. Chilven, R. Gyton,
B. D. Lambourn, A. A. Wallace

Atomic Weapons Research Establishment, England

A mang.,,,in wire pressure gauge technique is described. The technique has been ex-
tensively used in shock work on inert solids and is now being applied to the meas-
urement of detorui:lon wave profiles. Two experimental configurations are used--
(a) The gauge assembly is sandwiched between two pieces of explosive and gives a
direct measure of detonation pressure, (b) The gauge assembly Is sandwiched be-
tween two aluminium plates, one in contact with explosive, and the detonation pres-
sure is calculated from the recorded pressure using a mismatch method. The results
are analysed using the program RICSHA W. A best fit to the Taylor wave using
RICSItA W gives detonation pressures which are greater than the peak measured val-
ues by an amount varying from 6 kb for Baratol to 20 kb for HMX/lnert. Best fit
values are, Baratol- 160 kb, Composition B (pressed)-285 kb and HMX/Inert-
355 kb.

INTRODUCTION With a manganin gauge buried inside an explosive,
one expects to observe a step rise to a peak pressure

At the Fifth Symposium, methods (1-7) for deter- followed by a slow decay in pressure due to the
mining pressure of explosives were described. How- Taylor wave following the detonation wave. Apart
ever, with the exception of one paper, all the methods from possible reaction zone effects, the peak pressure
measured flow variables other than pressure, and det- should correspond reasonably well to the detonation
onation pressure was inferred from the assumed pressure and the part of the Taylor wave recorded
Chapman-Jouguet equations. The one method of should give information about the expansion behav-
measuring pressure directly (4) used a carbon piezo- iour of the equation of state for the detonation prod-
resistive gauge to determine detonation pressure in ucts. However account needs to be taken of the
very low density explosive systems. finite thickness of the gauge assembly in interpreting

the pressure records. The results of the experimentsThe purpose of this paper is to describe the appli- have therefore been compared with calculations using
cation of the manganin wire pressure gauge to the(13)
measurement of detonation pressure in high density aIDusedhyrynmccoeRSHW(3mexlsivemes. Thdetangatin gaessuge h ibn sucdenssfuy which includes a representation of the gauge assembly.explosives. The manganin gauge has been successfully

used for a number of years in equation of state work
on inert solid materials (8-12), and reliable data has EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND RESULTS
been obtained at pressures up to about 400 kb.

In the experiments described in this paper two ex- Design of Manganin Gauge
perimental configurations were employed to obtain
pressure time profiles of the detonation wave in The manganin wire (Composition Cu-86%, Mn,
Baratol, Composition B (Cast and pressed) and HMX/ Ni-2%) comes from stock held at AWRE which has
inert, provided the wire for all manganin gauges used at this
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laboratory. The wire is 0.127 mm diameter and for where measurements are made directly in explosives
use in the gauge it is flattened to a thickness of 0.03 the PTFE insulation thickness is substantially in-
mm and width 0.40 mm. The gauge is formed by creased to allow for the possible effects of a high tern-
making connection to a 15 mm strip of manganin perature environment.
wire with two copper foil strips 11 mm wide and 0.06
mm thick as illustrated in Fig. 1. The wire strip is sol- It is of interest to note that Champion (14) has re-
dered to the copper and the junction so formed is ported measurements on the electrical resistivity of
0.09 mm thick. The gauge resistance is low (= 0.512) PTFE as a function of shock pressure and finds that
and this helps to minimise the shunting effects of any the resistivity decreases from 101 6 Em at atmospheric
possible parallel conduction paths. pressure to 8012m at 540 kb. However in samples

< 1.3 mm thick an anomolous result was obtained in
The Insulator that no measurable decrease in resistivity was ob-

served during shock compression.
In earlier work (8,9) the insulation of the gauge

was provided by a loaded epoxy resin and in practice The Measuring Station
it was found that the minimum reliable thickness of
this insulation was about 0.63 mm. In order to in- The layout is shown in Fig. 1. The small quantity
crease the time resolution of the gauge the insulation of epoxy resin used is outgassed under vacuum then
was changed to polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE) sheet, poured over the wire and allowed to set with the as-
and a range of thicknesses have been tried. All thick- semnbly clamped between end plates. Considerable
nesses (>0.025 mm) have worked in the sense that care is taken to exclude air from the system between
stress profiles of the correct amplitude and duration the PTFE sheets and around the wire. The gauge is
have been recorded in inert solids. The useful record- essentially simple in construction and can be assem-
ing time is normally limited by the wire shorting bled by relatively unskilled labour. The overall thick-
through the insulation or by the wire circuit being ness of the measuring station is 0.30 mm and the
broken. In order to ensure an adequate recording transit time of a shock is approximately 0.05 ps. As
time it has been found that insulation sheets of 0.13 already mentioned additional insulation is provided
min thickness are required for measurements in inert where measurements are made directly in the explo-
solids up to 300 kb. In the present experiments sive and here a further PTFE sheet 0.23 mm thick is

added to each side of the measuring station (see Fig.
2(a)) loving a total thickness in this case of 0.76 min

and a transit time of 0.13 Ms.

Calibration and Measurement

The stress coefficient of resistance for the present
gauge system has been well established (8,9, 10) with
the value 0.00236 kb- 1 and a standard deviation
of <0.3%. This calibration has been carried out at
shock pressures up to 300 kb with no departure from

0 .a linear dependence of resistance with pressure being
%mm I" AW 0 4n Vo 00110M e•X_ observed. The calibration was carried out In experi-

I v vimments where the gauge was sealed in aluminum blocks
PTFI (0 1,-M and, here the velocity of an impacting flying plate
MuA) and the consequent shock :elocity as measured by

timing probes were used to calculate the peak stress.
Calibration checks are made at regular intervals.

The measuring system uses a pulsed constant cur-
VS LAFT W IM WAU KTWEEN THE LNERS rent source, tripped by a suitably timed signal from a
OF UA.M•. FUN WITH EP= KN probe In the explosive, which energises the manganin

Fig. 1. Manganin wire measuring station, wire 12 ps before the arrival of the pressure pulse to
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be measured. The voltage across the wire is moni- R itself may become complicated in time by vari-
tored directly on the plates of a high speed oscillo, ous effects, etc., which as mentioned earlier put a
scope via a 75•2 cable link. limit to the available recording times of the gauges.

The measured shock pressure is given by P = 423.2 Experimental Assembly
(R/Ro-l) kb where R = Resistance of wire under
shock luading, and Ro = original wire resistance. Two experimental configurations are used and are

shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b). In type A the manganin
The accuracy with which R/Ro is measured de- wire measuring station is placed between two cylin-

pends on Ro (known to better than 0.3%) and on the ders of explosive of 127 mm diameter, and here the
measured voltage ratio from the recordings. (In this wire measures the detonation pressure profile directly,
connection the oscilloscope tube Y deflection linear- following initial reverberations in the measuring sta-
ity is better than 2%.) tion. In type B a similar explosive charge is used but

PWL PWL

MEASRINDMEAS•URtN

STATON - . STATION
" -- m3.2

A DDITIO N A L A t .P L.A TES.P TF E 0 23mm I

HETII

a) TYPE A EXPERIMENTS b) TYPE B EXPERIMENTS

Fig. 2. Experimental layout.
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the second cylinder is replaced by an aluminium plate Results -have been obtained for Baratol (Cast),
assembly into which the measuring station is located Composition B (cast and pressed) and HMX/Inert
as in Fig. 2(b) and the detonation pressure in the ex- (pressed) and these are given in Table I and Figs. 4(a)
plosive is determined by an impedance mismatch -• (0.
method. In all experiments a plane wave explosive
lens is used and the measurement is made essentially In all cases the maximum recorded pressure has
in one dimensional conditions, been measured and this gives the values of PD kb in

Table 1. In type A experiments PD is given directly
Experimental Results from the pressure record. For type B experiments PD

is evaluated by using known P'u data for aluminum
Examples of wire recordings are shown in Fig. 3. and the poD line for the explosive. in Table 1 the

Here the base line, 1, corresponds to zero volts across detonation velocity, D, has been determined from ex-
the wire, and the voltage level, 2, is due to the pulsed periments in the present series where time informa-
constant current through the wire. The signal in Fig. tion was available from two or more levels in the ex-
3(a) from a type A experiment shows.multiple peaks plosive.
due to reverberations in the gauge assembly. The sig-
nal continues for -, 5 jus before a break is indicated in It can be shown that
the wire circuit. Recording from a type B experiment
is given in Fig. 3(b) and a single reverberation appears PD = p.1/2 (u + p/p.D)
on the front which is the reflection from the PTFE/
aluminium interface. A reflection from the HE/ where
aluminium is also seen after L' 0.7 ps, and the reflec-
tion of the transmitted shock from the rear surface of UD HE particle velocity corresponding to PD
the aluminium as a rarefaction wave appears after
some 3 js. Finally the wire circuit becomes short cir- u = Aluminum particle velocity at measured
cuited 4.2 ps after initial shock arrival at the wire. pressure P (obtained from equation of state

data)
(a) Type A

Experiment
It is seen from Table 1 that' the values of PD ob-

tained from both A and B type experiments are in
reasonable agreement. If, however PD is measured in
the region immediately following the peak in rounds

2 639,621,625 and 633 (see Figs. 4(e) and 4(g) then
the agreement is very good indeed. (These values for
PD are given in parenthesis in Table 1.)

The pressure-time history for Composition B
(b) Type B (cast)-round 609 Fig. 4c-is inconsistent with the

Experiment other results in that the recording time is short, and
the peak pressure appears low when compared with
the PD value from round 628 (Table 1). However the
peak pressure recorded for 609 is identified, from
similar experiments, as the initial shock in the PTFE,

2 and, the PD value given for this round in Table I is
calculated using the mismatch method. Composition
B (cast) is manufactured in controlled temperature
moulds and produces a rough detonation front with
much microjetting, caused by the presence of very
small voids created during manufacture, and early

Fig. 3. Typical oscilloscope records of manganin wire failure of the measuring station in this case is a possi-
response. Time markers at O.Sps Intervals, bility.
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All other explosives, including Composition B pressure profile between waves but also traces the

(pressed), give consistent results, although, for type B boundaries of compression and rarefaction waves

experiments, the HMX/Inert (Fig. 4(h) does not pro- which are themselves characteristics. A potential dis-

duce the smooth behaviour observed for the other ex- advantage of RICSHAW, which because the high pres-

plosives. (The perturbation in the record of Fig. 4(h) sure involved is not regarded as important in these

at 1.4 ps is due to cross-talk from failure of the neigh- calculations, is that the code has no provision for

bouring wire gauge.) elastoplastic behaviour. In RICSHAW, all shocks are
treated as mathematical discontinuities. When a shock
meets an interface or intersects a free surface or

ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS another shock, a special interaction subroutine is
entered. The interaction calculation solves for the

Calculational Method conditions behind the transmitted and reflected waves
using a p-u solution. If the reflected wave is a rare-

The results of the experiments are being analysed faction, a fan of characteristics is initiated and the

with a one dimensional unsteady fluid dynamic corn- edge characteristics of the fan are marked as wave

puter program called RICSHAW (13). RICSHAW in- boundaries. The effect of this is that the mesh is fine

tegrates the equations of motion using the method of inside waves where conditions are varying rapidly, but

characteristics. It was chosen for use instead of a can be coarser between waves where conditions are

normal finite difference hydrocode because the fluc- varying more slowly. Shocks are discarded if they are

tuations on the pressure profiles in the latter type of weaker than a prescribed minimum and may be formed

code make the tracing of compression and rarefaction if characteristics cross each other.

waves difficult. RICSHAW gives not only a smooth

TABLE 1

Summary of Results
Peak

Detonation Pressure Detonation
Round Type of Density D in PressureIVelocity, Aluminiume

Explosive Number Round (P0 g/cc) (mm/ls) (kb) (kb)Ammuminiukb PD

BARATOL 620 A 2.461 155

72% Barium Nitrate 624 A 2.452 15228% TNT

626 B 2.443 184 15'.

COMPOSITION B . 609 A 1.670 254

59.5% RDX, 39.5% TNT 1 7.69
,X 628 B 1.672 320 259

1% Beaswax

"• 639 A 1.699 276(266): • 7.75

[ 640 B 1.707 328 268

HMX/Inert 621 A 1.778 334(317)

95/5 625 A 1.775 341(317)
8.76

633 A 1.773 330(314)

627 B 1.777 359 314
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The reaction zone of a detonation wave is not re- Experiments with the Wire Buried in the Explosive
solved in RICSHAW. A detonation wave is treated as
a jump discontinuity to either a Chapman-Jouguet Figure 4(a) shows the comparison between the cal-
state or an overdriven state. If an interaction would culated pressure history and the experimental record.
like to set-up a pressure less than PD, then the trans- We see that both the calculated peak stress and gen-
mitted wave is treated as a Chapman-Jouguet detona- eral level of the calculated pressure are low, though the
tion wave followed by a fan of characteristics forming slope of the main part of the calculated pressure his-
a Taylor wave. tory is in good agreement with the experiment.

The equations of state parameters assumed for the The steps on the calculated profile are real effects
inert materials and the detonation products of the ex- and may be correlated with events on a wave diagram
plosives in the experiments are given in Table 2. in Fig. 5(a). The first step (01 in Fig. 4(a)) corre-

In all the calculations the plane wave lens was rep- sponds to the arrival of the first shock in the PTFE at
resented by 30 mm layer of Baratol which was as- the wire. The pressure drops (1 -- 2) slightly behind
sumed to be initiated uniformly on its outer surface. the shock because of the Taylor wave following the
In most of the calculations the manganin was not in- detonation wave. When the shock in the PTFE
cluded. Pressure profiles were taken at the Lagrangian meets the PTFE/Baratol interface a second shock is
mid-plane of the PTFE. reflected and this causes the second jump discontinu-

ity (2 -- 3) in the calculated pressure. Again there is
Analysis of Baratol Experiments a decay of pressure (3 -* 4) behind this shock until

the pressure drops suddenly due to the arrival of the
The calculations on Baratol assumed an equation rarefaction reflected from the Baratol detonation

of state of perfect gas form. The detonation pressure products, when the 2nd shock reaches the layer of
was taken from Gardner and Wackerle (16) as 140 kb. Baratol. Subsequent reverberations of the PTFE are

TABLE 2

Equation of State Data

Perfect Gas (PG) p = e(,y - 1)/v

JWL p = ew/v + A (I - w/kI v) exp (-kl v) + B (1 - w/k 2 v) exp (-k 2 v)

HE EOS p0 , g/cc Dmm/ps PD kb y A Bk 1 , k2  w

Baratol PG 2.61 4.92 140 3.52

Baratol PG 2.61 4.92 160 2.96

Comp.B PG 1.7 7.86 275 2.82

HMX/lnert PG 1.783 8.73 355 2.83

HMX/Inert JWL 1.782 8.73 335 9.458 0.0801 8.380 1.605 0.28

Gruneison W = a + bu

Material P0  I' a b

PTFE 2.16 0.39 0.14 1.97

Aluminium 2.70 1.57 0.53 1.40

Manganin 8.46 2.00 0.38 1.72
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of negligible magnitude because the PTFE now has an compression wave, and the shock reflected into the
impedance close to that of the Baratol products. PTFE from the other slab of aluminium is now re-

flected as a rarefaction from the detonation products,
The experimental records show the steps more as a

ramp and also have two sharp peaks early in the rec- Finally the primary shock in the aluminium is re-
ords. The peaks may have something to do with the flected at its free surface and causes the pressure in
finite thickness of the wire and this will be discussed the wire to fall.
in Section 8, or they might indicate the presence of a
von Neuman spike. The ramped nature of the record The calculated record is again too low, though the
however suggests that the Baratol is reacting slowly slope of the Taylor wave transmitted into the alumi-
(say over 0.25 /s). Alternatively the ramp might be a nium and the time interval to the arrival of the rare-
combination of the finite thickness of the manganin faction at the free surface are in good agreement.
and a rate dependent behaviour of the PTFE.

The experimental record does not show the steps
Experiments with Wire Buried in Aluminium on the rising record and the blip due to waves 4 and 5

is of smaller magnitude and more spread out than the
Figure 4(b) compares the calculated pressure his- calculated blip.

tory with experiment and Fig. 5(b) is the correspond-
ing wave diagraun. Calculations with Higher Detonation Pressure

In the wave diagram it is seen that a rarefaction is It is clear from Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) that a detona-
treflected when the shock in the aluminium reaches the tion pressure of 140 kb does not give a good fit to the
PT FE. Steps 1, 2 and 3 in the calculated record cor- experiments which indicate a higher detonation pres-

respond to the arrival of the primary shock at the sure for baratol. Taking all three experiments into ac-
wire and the two shocks of its first reverberation in count, a detonation pressure of 160 1 2 kb, Figs. 6(a)
the PTFE. The reverberation time in the P"'"E is and 6(b), gives the best fit.
much smaller than in the other type of exp.;iment
because the PTFE is thinner. Analyusi of Comp.B (Presed) Experiments

The large blip 4 -+ 5 on the calculated record is due The calculations on pressed Comp.B assumed a
to the arrival of signals reflected from the aluminium/ perfect gas equation of state with a detonation pres-
baratol interface-the rarefaction is reflected as a sure from Davis and Venable (2) of 275 kb.
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Experiments with the Wire Buried In the Explosuies the Taylor wave is in reasonable agreement with the
experimental result.

Comparing the calculated pressure history with the
experimental results Fig. 4(e) shows that the calculated Tile calculated rarefaction is approximately 0.1 As

peak stress agrees well with experiment but the calcu- too late and slightly steeper than the experimental re-
•,. sults.

lated Taylor wave is too shallow. The comments on s
ithe calculated pressure history given for Baratol apply In contrast to the Baratol/AI experiments there is

to these calculations as well; the strength of shocks a step in the rising record but again the blip, due to
and rarefactions being the only differenwc. the reflection of the gauge signal from the Comp.B/

aluminium interface, is smaller than calculated.

Experiments with the Wire Buried in the Aluminium
Analysis of HMX/Inert Experiments

Figure 4(f) compares the calculated pressure his.
"tory with experiment, the wave diagram being similar The calculations on HMX/lnert assumed a Jones-
to that of the Baratol/Al Fig. 5(b), The peak stress Wilkins-Lee (JWL) equation of state with a detona.
calculated Is approximately correct and the slope of' tion pressure from Allan and Lambourn (14) of
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335 kb. The various discontinuities in the pressure with PD = 355 kb. The calculated rarefactions agree
histories are similar to those of the Composition B. better with the experimental results than do the origi-

nal JWL calculations, though the fit is still not as
Experiments with Wire Buried in Explosive good as for the Baratol results.

The comparison of calculated pressure history
with the experimental resultr Fig. 4(g) show that the DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
calculated peak stress is in good agreement but the
slope of the calculated rarefaction is too low and A manganin wire pressure transducer has been
steep. used in two types of experiment to determine detona-

tion pressure of explosives. Both types of experiment
Experiments with Wire Buried in Aluminium yield more information than just a detonation pres-

sure, since the pressure history following the peak is a
Figure 4(h) compares the calculated pressure his- direct measure of the rarefaction (Taylor) wave fol-

tory with experiment the wave diagram being similar lowing the detonation wave, and hence can be inter-
to that of the Baratol/Al Fig. 5(b). The peak stress proted to give the form of the equation of state for
calculated is too high and again the slope of the rare- pressures below the detonation pressure.
faction is too steep,

Table 3 compares detonation pressures obtained
The calculated rarefaction from the free surface from the peak pressures recorded in the experiments,

arrives 0.6 Ms too late compared with experimental values obtained from the calculations which best fit
results. However since wirc 1 broke at 1.4 ps and the Taylor wave following the detonation wave, and
good agreement was obtained in the Baratol/Al calcu. values in the literature obtained from a variety of
lation it is quite probable that wire 2 broke at 2.2 ots. other sources.

As with the Baratol/Al experiments there are no It will be seen that (1) the pressures determined
steps in the rising record and the blip Is smaller than from the manganin wire experiments are generally
calculated. within the range of values quoted in the literature.

For baratol a value of 140 kb has been quoted by
Calculations with Different PD and Perfect Gas EOS Gardner and Wackerle (16) and the highest figure of

170 kb is referred to by Kineke and West (17). These
To obtain better agreement in the slope of the rare- values however refer to 76/24 baratol not the 72/28

faction a perfect gas equation of state was assumed. baratol used in the manganin wire experiments. The
The slope than agreed tolerably well with experimen- detonation pressure for cast Comp.B was determined
tal results but the calculated Taylor wave was 20 kb by Allan (18) by measuring free surface velocities of
too low. Figures 6(c) and 6(d) compare the experi- impedance mismatch plates and is referred to by
mental results with calculation for a Perfect gas EOS Skidmore and Hart (19). There Is no corresponding

TABLE 3

Comparison of'Detonation Pressures (kb)

From Peak Best Fit to Range of Values
Pressure Taylor Wave From Other Expts

Baratol (72/28) 154 160 140-170
Cast 259 280 257

Comp.B (59.5/39.5/1) Cs 5 8 5
mp.nr .3./Pressed 276 285 275-312

HMX/lnert (95/5) 335 355 335
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determination for pressed Composition B yet, but the tially has a very large pressure difference across it-its
density is similar to that for Composition B-3 whose effective resistance change will be a function of the
range of detonation pressure measurements has been pressure distribution in the wire and this will of
reviewed by Davls and Venable (2). Finally the only course be affected by side rarefactions in the wire
values for HMX/Inert were determined by Allan and from the potting. (3) After 0.08 4s the reverbera-
Lambourn (1 5) again using free surface velocities of tions in the wire die out. Thereafter the wire assem-
mismatch plates. (2) The detonation pressures ob- bly is effectively in equilibrium with the surrounding
tained from using the hydrocode RICSHAW to fit the aluminium until the arrival of the wave reflected from
Taylor wave are greater than those obtained from the the aluminium-explosive interface forming the blip.
peak pressures, by an amount varying from 6 kb for (4) The structure of the pressure histories in the blip
Baratol to 20 kb for HMX/Inert. This point will be is in the shape of an M, quite different from the simu-
discussed further after some comments have been lation using the mid-plane of the PTFE. The true
made about the meaning of the records. manganin signal may therefore be much closer to the

experimental result which shows the blip as much
In order to try to understand some of the fine smaller in amplitude than that previously calculated.

structure on the leading edge of some of the pressure (5) Again after the blip the manganin gauge assembly
histories a calculation has been done with the manga- equilibrates to the aluminium.
nin wire treated as a flat sheet 0.03 mm thick on the
HMX/lnert-aluminium experiment. A JWL equation Thus although the initial behaviour of the gauge
of state was assumed for the HMX/Inert explosive assembly on arrival of the first shock is a complicated
with detonation pressure 335 kb. combination of the waves reverberating in the gauge,

the gauge effectively settles down to recording the
Figure 7 is a comparison of the pressure histories true pressure history in the aluminium or explosive

on both manganlin/PTFE interfaces with the pressure within a time scale, which is about the reverberation
history calculated in the normal way at the mid-plane time (a double transit) through the gauge assembly.
of the PTFE.

Thus until the response of the gauge assembly to
A number of points emerge. (1) Clearly there is a known input shock profiles is understood better, it is

considerable amount of structure on the manganin somewhat difficult to try to interpret the initial struc.
pressurf history, all of which can be related to various ture on the gauge pressure histories.
shock and rarefaction wave arrivals at the two man-
ganin/PTFE interfaces. (2) The manganin wire ini- This is a pity because it is tempting and possibly

correct to relate the sharp peak in the pressure his-

562kb tories of the gauge buried in HMX/Inert and Comp.B
to a sharp reaction zone and the rather gradual rise of

too the pressure history for the wire in the baratol to a
spread out reaction zone. However, the absence of
sharp peaks in the type B experiments suggest that
the peaks observed for HMX/Inert and Composition B
(pressed) are real and possibly related to the explosive
reaction zone.

However the conclusion that the gauge records ac-
curately the regions of slowly varying pressure means

2ND P.....• N"IGN INTERFACE that apart from the problem of premature breaking of
WCOP•ANE • •RESU•,•. LTS the wire, considerable confidence can be put in the

_____fact that the slow release of pressure corresponds to
-. '. , the true pressure history in the explosive of alumi-

"nium.
Fig. 7. Comparison of calculated pressute histories at
manganin/PTFE interface with assumed history at If we make the assumption that the Chapman
mid.plane of PTFE. Jouguet condition holds, then the decaying pressure
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in the explosive is a Taylor wave. As we have seen, 8. P. J. A. Fuller and J. H. Price. Proc. 4th Sym-
this assumption leads to a measure of detonation posium (International) on Detonation. 1965,
pressure, which, because of the uncertainty of the pp. 290-294.
gauge response on the arrival of a sharp shock, may
be a better measure than the detonation pressure de- 9. P. J. A. Fuller and J. H. Price. "Dynamic Pres-
duced from the peak recorded pressure. sure Measurements to 300 kilobars with a Resist-

ance Transducer." BRIT J. Appl. Phys. 15, 1964,
Taking the comparison of the RICSHAW calcula- pp. 751-758.

tions with the experimental results, we have seen with
the HMX/Inert results that the JWL equation of state 10. P. J. A. Fuller and J. H. Price. "Dynamic Stress-
gives too steep a pressure history but that a perfect Strain Release Paths for Aluminium and Magne-
gas equation of state agrees satisfactorily for the slum Measured to 200 kilobars." BRIT J. Appl.
HMX/Inert and well for baratol. On the other hand a Phys. (J. PHYS. D), Ser. 2, 2, 1969, pp. 275-286.
slightly Letter fit might be obtained for Composi-
tion B (pressed) with a JWL equation of state. The 11. J. Wackerle, J. 0. Johnson and P. M. Halleck.
reason that the JWL equation of state gives a steeper "Projectile-Velocity Measurements and Quartz
profile is that as the pressure reduces from the and Manganin Gauge Determinations in Gas-Gun
Chfipman-Jouguet state, the adiabatic exponent Experiments," LA-5844, 1975.

12. R. K. Linde, L. Seaman and D. N. Schmidt.
I ¶JnVs "Shock Response of Porous Copper, Iron, Tung-

sten and Polyurethane." J. Apply Phys. 43, 8,
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MAGNETIC PROBE MEASUREMENTS OF PARTICLE VELOCITY PROFILES

W. C. Davis
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

The axially-symmetric magnetic probe has been applied to large charges of PBX-
9404, Composition B.3, and X-0290 (TA TB/KelF 95/5). The technique gives
continuous records of particle velocity behind the detonation front, accurate and
repeatable to 2%. The results show the time-dependence of the flow by comparison
of records from charges of different lengths. Reaction zones are resolved and the
departures from the simple model are clearly seen. The data show unexplained
differences from the usual interpretation of free-surface velocity measurements.

INTRODUCTION these measurements were made by them and their
coworkers. Many others have commented on the

Particle velocity profiles near the detonation front problem of finding trustworthy detonation pressure
have been measured in PBX-9404, Composition B-3, measurements.
and X-0290 plastic bonded TATB, using the axially-
symmetric magnetic probe technique. This work is The explanations for these discrepancies are still
part of an effort to provide accurate values for unknown. Some of the difficulty has certainly been
detonation pressures. The confusion about pressures caused by poorly performed experiments, and some
is well described in what is known as Kamlet' s Com- by improper interpretation of the experimental
plaint: "Values ranging from 177 to 220 kbar have results. However, there remain, after casting out
been quoted as experimental detonation pressures of suspect data, unreconciled diffeiences.
TNT at 1.63-1.64 g/cm 3, and belief in both extreme
values among different knowledgeable detonation A promising possibility for the cause of the dis-
hydrodynamicists is encountered by the authors, only crepancies is that thc chemical reaction zone in com-
recently exposed to the problem. Although values of mon explosives may be large enough that its effects
341 and 347 kbar for RDX at 1.80 g/cm3 serve a3 must be taken into account when analyzing the
keystones for most Kistiakowsky-Wilson-type coin- experiments. The reaction zone affects these in two
putations in this country, h'ily respected Russian ways: fixst, the measurements may sense i,.h pressure
workers quote 390 kbar for this explosive at 1.80 in the reaction zone instead of that in the Taylor
g/cm3 , and 366 kbar at 1.755 g/cm 3. It seemr, a fair wave, and the value obtained Is not the C.J pressure,
statement, therefore, that at the presept time no but the pressure at rome point where reaction is still
single measurement of C-J detonation pressure is going on; second, the states and wave profiles depend
universally accepted as being correct to within 5%." on the details of the initial conditions of initiation of
(1). A similar observation was made by Davis and the explosive, and on how far the detonation wave
Venable (2), who found pressure for Composition has run, with the build-up time constant many times
B-3 of 268, 275, 292, and 312 kbar from the inter- the reaction time. Mader and Craig (3) have shown
pretation of different types of measurements, and all that taking tne time dependence into account im-
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proves the fit to experimental data, and have
proposed an empirical scheme for improving the Plexiglas Magnet
agreement between numerical computations and Teflon
experiment. Bdzil and Davis (4) have analyzed a Coil
special one-dimensional time-dependent detonation Aluminum
model and compared the behavior of the model with Foil " N
the available experimental results. This effort, and
some unpublished extensions by Bdzil, improves the
fit of theory to experiment appreciably, but there are
still differences (4). There seems to be yet another Explosive
source of time-dependent effects in the experiments.
One possibility is that the metal plates from whose
motion the explosive properties are inferred have Plane Wave Lens
time-dependent behavior of their own, so that the
interpretation as usually made is incorrect.

The experiments described here are intended to
provide accurate particle velocity measurements,
which do not require interpretation of metal free- Fig. 1, Diagram of a typical experimental assembly.
surface velocity to obtain the velocities within the The initiating lens and the explosive are 203.2-mm
explosive. Only some experimental results are given diameter. The motion of the aluminum foil (75-gn
now; the interpretation will need development of thick) between the explosive and the Teflon in the
more understanding. non-uniform magnetic field Induces a voltage about

150 m V In the single-turn pickup coil. The voltage Is
recorded during the Interval, slightly longer than 1 X.s

EXPERIMENTS between the time when the foil starts to move and the
time when the shock wave in the Teflon (6.35-mm

The axially-symmetric magnetic probe has been thick) reaches the coil. The voltage record can be un-
described by Hayes and Fritz (5) and by Fritz and folded to give foil velocity vs time.
Morgan (6). A typical arrangement used for the
measurements reported here is shown in Fig. 1. The
detection dimensions are a compromise which gives foil, which makes a small correction, is estimated
adequate signal amplitude combined with insensitiv- from the shock temperature and the temperature
ity to variation in foil conductivity, insensitivity to coefficient of conductivity of aluminum.
the small unavoidable assembly tolerances, and is
small enough that it samples only the small area avail- The charges were assembled with care to hold the
able for measurement at the end of a charge 200-mm necessary tolerances. The explosive was carefully
diameter and 200-mm long. controlled for composition and density. The temper-

ature of the assembly was controlled at 240C during
The aluminum foil is moved by the detonation assembly, storage, and firing; the most temperature

wave, and its interaction with the divergent field of sensitive component is the magnet itself, with a co-
the permanent magnet induces a voltage in the pickup efficient of 0.0019/0C, and it was calibrated at 240C.
coil. The voltage is recorded on an oscilloscope
which has been calibrated so that the deflection dis- A nine-silt smear-camera trace was taken from the
tortion can be corrected. The conversion of the air gap between the Teflon plate and the Plexiglas coil
voltag. "ecord is a complex procedure, described in form to check the planarity of the detonation wave.
Ref. 6, accomplished using a computer code devel- In all cases the departure from plane was less than
oped by Fritz. The effects of the finite frequency 40 ns.
response and resistive losses of the coaxial cable and
the single turn coil are corrected by a deconvolution The chief contribution to the error in these experi-
procedure in the code. The finite conductivity of the ments comes from electrical noise induced in the
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unbalanced pickup system by the air shock waves
reflecting from the inside of the shot box. These are 2.5-
particularly troublesome for the long lengths of ex-
plosives. They were reduced by inserting grounding
foils of 20-pm aluminum in the joint of the assembly ....
about 50 mnm below the measurement foil. When a 101.6m
strong noise burst arrives just before the signal to be E\ 'N,%
measured, it destroys the base line measurement, and 2.0
the record is necessarily discarded. ,M

In some earlier experiments we tried to use thin 0
layers of explosive In place of the Teflon shown in , "
Fig. 1 The noise generated by the detonation-
electric effect (7) reduced the quality of the records 1,,7 m.
too much, and all the results reported here used I .,Am.
Teflon, which has molecular symmetry and produces 0 0.5 1.0
almost no electrical signal when shocked. Time (ius)

Fig. 2. Plot of velocity vs time for a foil driven by
RESULTS PBX-9404 ofefive different charge lengths In assem-

blies like Fig. 1. The faint dashed lines are a com-
Figure 2 shows the data from a total of 19 shots at parison calculation for a C-J moxlel with pressure of

five different lengths for PBX-9404, The charges 35,6 GPa, A change ofI GPa in the model pressure
were Initiated by a P-80 planewave lens of 203.2 in11 changes the intercept velocity about 0,05 mm/lzv,
diameter, and all the PBX-9404 pieces were also The data are accurate to about 2%, which Is a little
203,2 min diameter, The explosive density was 1.84 less than 0,05 mm/ps,
g/cm 3, and the firing temperature was 24'C. The
aluminum foil thickness was 75 pm. The Teflon
density was 2.14 g/cin 3, with a spread of about0.15 0I
g/cm 3 from shot to shot, The curves shown are 2.5-
smoothed averages from the data; the averages are
simply fits by eye to the superimposed raw data
curves,

Figure 3 shows the data from a total of nine shots E 03.2 MM
with Composition B3-3. These charges were made E 2.0- 1.6m
exactly like the PBX-9404 charges described above.
The explosive density was 1,73 gfcm 3.

Figure 4 shows the data from a total of eight shots 08

with X-0290, which is a TATB/KelF 95/5 composi-
tion with density 1,89 g/cm 3. The charges were 2 5 mi
initiated with a P-80 planewave lens of 203.2 mm I , , , , , , , I J
diameter and a booster charge of TNT, density 1.64 0 0.5 1,0
g/cm3, 25.4 mm thick. The booster charge was used Time (/s)
to reduce the initiation distance in the TATB to
about I or 2 mm. The rest of the make-up details Fig, 3. Plot of velocity vs time for a foil driven by
were like those for PBX-9404. Composition B of four different charge lengths In

assemblies like Fig. 1. The comparison calculation
The overall error in these data, from both sys- pressure Is 27.4 GPa. The experimental curves for

teniatic and random sources, is probably less than 2%. 101.6- and 203.2-mm lengths are Indistinguishable.
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Some of the raw data, not smoothed or averaged, are
shown in Fig. 5.

2.5-

DISCUSSION

We are not now prepared to offer any detailed 4 203.2 mm
interpretation of these data; we give only a compari- E 0 mm
son with the simple C-J model. The reverberations in 2.O,

the tduminumn foil last about 0.02 ps, and after three
reverberations the reverberation amplitude is much 0,
less than the experimental uncertainty. Also, the
difference between a calculation with the foil and
one without is very small after three reverberations, 25.4 mm
Therefore comparison between experiment and I,5

model is made using calculations which have only the 0 0.5 1.0
C-J model Taylor wave in the explosive impinging Time (,us)
upon a Teflon plate, and the velocity used is that of
the cells near the Interface, In this model the Fig. 4. Plot of velocity vs time for a foil driven by
velocity-vs-time curves are similar for all explosive X-0290 (TA TB/Kel-F 95/5) of four different lengths,
lengths, with that length the only scaling factor. in assemblies like Fig. I except that a TNT booster

25.4-mm thick was inserted between the lens and the
In Fig. 2 the data for PBX-9404 are compared with explosive, The comparison calculation pressure Is

a calculation for a C.J explosive with a C-J pressure of 29.3 GPa,
35.6 GPa, The agreement is good, hardly anywhere
outside the 2% error limits, One might propose that
the lowest curve for 127 mm of explosive shows 2.5
some time-dependent effect, with its slope a little too
flat and its intercept velocity a little low Indicating 2.4
that initiation was not quite instantaneous. From
these experimjents it would seem that PBX-9404 is for 2.3
practical purposes nearly an ideal explosive, and that
the C.J model describes it very well, This result is in 11,-
disagreement with the results of experiments where
the pressure is Inferred from the measured free-
surface velocity of plates driven by the explosive.
The collected free-surface velocity results are pre-
sented In Refs, 3 and 4. We do not know how to
reconcile the apparent disagreement.

In Fig, 3 the data for Composition 1B-3 are com-.
pared with a calculation for a C.J explosive with a C-J .6
pressure of 27.4 GPa, The disagreement is large, and
it Is apparent that increasing the C-J pressure, which I.T0 0.o 0 o1 o"8 . 1
moves the curves up but does not change the slope Time (QLs)
appreciably, only changes the point where they cross.
The data suggest that there is a resolved reaction zone Fig. 5. Computer plot of unsmoothed data for
followed by a time-dependent flow which is ap- X-0290 shots, two of 203.2-mm length and two of
proaching the right slope for a Taylor wave in the 50,8-mm length. These are of course among the best
longest charge. A calculation (made by J. B. Bdzil) records, but the others, except fora few which are
using the excellent fit to the free-surface velocity unreadable because of electrical noise on the baseline
results for Composition B-3 given in Ref. 4, whch has trace, are not very different.
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a resolved reaction zone and time-dependent develop- Morgan, and B. Hayes for help with the technique,
ment of the whole reaction zone and, following flow, and to A. A. Gallegos and K. G. Humphreys for per-
is better but still not satisfactory. More work on the forming the actual experimental work.
interpretation is clearly necessary.

In Fig. 4 the data for X-0290 (plastic-bonded REFERENCES
TATB/KelF 95/5) are compared with a calculation
for a C-J explosive with a C-J pressure of 29.3 GPa, 1. M. J. Kamlet and C. Dickenson, J. Chem. Phys.
with a length equal that of the X-0290 only, exclud- 48,43 (1968).
ing the TNT booster. The fit is not at all satisfactory.

2. W. C. Davis and D. Venable, Fifth Symposium on
Rather than solving the problem expressed in Detonation, Office of Naval Research ACR-184,

Kamlet's complaint, these results just increase the dif- 1970, p. 13.
ficulties. First, they clearly point to a relatively large
reaction zone and appreciable time-dependent flow 3. C. L. Mader and B. G. Craig, "Nonsteady-State
region in Composition B and X-0290. Where the Detonations in One-Dimensional Plane, Diverg-
slopes of the experimental curves are steeper than ing, and Converging Geometries," Los Alamos
those of the calculated comparison curves, one can Scientific Laboratory Report LA-5865, 1975.
infer that chemical energy is being released. Second,
they reveal a large and unexplained disagreement with 4. J. B. Bdzil and W. C. Davis, "Time-Dependent
the free-surface velocity results for PBX-9404 and Detonations," Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Composition B, showing that there is an error in Report LA-5926-MS, 1975.
interpretation for at least one of the sets of experi-
ments. 5. B. Hayes and J. N. Fritz, Fifth Symposium on

Detonation, Office of Naval Research ACR- 184,
1970, p. 447.
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THE DIAMETER EFFECT IN HIGH-DENSITY HETEROGENEOUS EXPLOSIVES*

A. W. Campbell and Ray Engelke
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

A phenornenological study of the dependence of steady detonation velocity on
charge radius (the "diameter effect ") in cylindrical configuration is described. Con-
sideration is mainly gh.'en to high-density heterogeneous solid explosives cast or
pressed to greater than 94% of theoretical maximum density. The work centers
around a new fitting form which fits data for both homogeneous and heterogeneous
explosives quite well Some success is achieved in correlating the parameters of the
fit with measured quantities. The effect of joints in rate sticks and of boosting on
steady detonation velocity Is examined experimentally. A significant joint effect is
resolved. Finally, front-curvature measurements on a plastic bonded TA TB are used
to deduce the reaction-zone length for this explosive. Comparisons are made with
zone lengths obtained by other methods.

INTRODUCTION the experimental data for heterogeneous solid explo-
sives [i.e., those of Eyring et al. (1) and of Jones (2)]

A study of the dependence of steady-state detona- or are not expressed in terms of the commonly meas-
tion velocity on charge radius in cylindrical geometry ured experimental quantities [Wood and Kirkwood
(the "diameter effect") is reported. Emphasis is (3)]. The treatment given here is phenomenological;
placed on consideration of solid explosives which are i.e., the study is restricted to finding regularities with-
heterogeneous (i.e., cast or pressed from a powder in the data. Such regularities should give hints on the
containing many different sizes of microcrystals) and mechanisms which are dominant and should act as a
at greater than 94% of theoretical maximum density guide and constraint on a basic theoretical treatment.
(TMD). For purposes of comparison, diameter-effect The work in this paper centers around a new fitting
curves of two liquid explosives are also included, form which fits data for both homogenieous and het-

erogeneous explosives quite well. This form is applied
The diameter effect has importance at different to new data as well as to data taken from the litera-

levels. For example, it can be used as an engineering turc.
tool for gauging the size of system in which an explo-
sive will behave "ideally." On a more basic level, the In the course of obtaining the new experimentai
two-dimensional effects can be used as a probe for data, it was found that joints in small rate sticks per-
studying reaction-zone structure. turbed the detonation velocity significantly for the

purposes of high precision measurements. These re-
The theories of the diameter effect presented to suits are discussed. A study was also made of the

date either have been shown to be incompatible with effect of boosting on the steady-state velocity. No
significant effect was observed. Finally measurements

"Work performed under the auspices of the Energy Research of front curvature were made on a plastic-bonded
and Development Administration. TATB. These measurements, when combined with
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the diameter-effect curve and the Wood-Kirkwood il. DIAMETER EFFECT
(WK) theory, determine a reaction-zone length on the
central stream tube as a function of stick radius. The Figure 2 shows the dependence of the steady-state
infinite-medium reaction-zone length thus obtained detonation velocity on the reciprocal of the charge
is compared with those from independent measure- radius for the group of explosives considered. One
ments. notes that numerous scales and shapes are present.

Except for the liquids (nitromethane and TNT) and
1. EXPERIMENTAL for pressed TNT and XTX-8003, all the data neces-

sary to generate these curves were obtained without
Explosives confinement. The curves for all the solid explosives

(except the TATB fornmulations) show downward
The explosives for which new data are presented concavity. It was shown by Malin et al. (6) using data

were carefully prepared by casting or pressing follow- for Composition B, that this type of curvature is con-
ing the procedures described by James (4). An excep- trary to the theory of Eyring et al. (I) and is not fitted
tion was XTX-8003, which was composed of PETN properly by Jones' theory (2). It should be noted
i..ixed with a casting resin. This explosive was pressed that Eyring's theory does fit the data f , (the homo-
into grooves cut in polycarbonate slabs and then the geneous explosives) liquid nitromethane and liquid
resin was allowed to polymerize. For this explosive, TNT quite well. The WK theory (3) cannot be tested
the densities of the rate sections were inferred from against the data because the velocity decrement is ex-
specimens with the same composition; for all other pressed in terms of the detonation-wave curvature on
explosives, densities were obtained by immersion of the central stream tube rather than in terms of the
the pieces used in the rate studies. In the case of stick radius.
Amatex/20, the pieces were sprayed with a thin film
of plastic before immersion. In view of these failings or inapplicability, it was

decided that a phenomenological approach should be
Detonation-Velocity Measurement made and that the objective of this approach would

be to find regularities in the data. Such an approach,
Most of the rate measurements were made with the if successful, should give hints to, and place con-

pin technique as described by Campbell et al. (5), ex- straints on, a correct hydrodynamic theory of the
cept for v few changes of detail. All pieces were ineas- effect. In addition, it would systematize the data and
ured for length in a temperature-controlled room. allow accurate velocity interpolations to be made at
The most common piece length was 50 mm, and any desired diameter.
lengths were measured to about 10-2 mm. The
pieces were assembled in columns with 50-pim copper The cornerstone of this treatment is the functional
magnet wire inserted in the joints as ionization form
switches. The columns were then clamped as shown
in Fig. 1. In order to ensure that joints between rate
sections were closed and yet that the sections were
not over-compressed, the clamping bolts were passed
through carefully machined spacers as shown.

In the case of PBX-9404 at diameters of about 1.3
mm and less, the detonation velocities were measured
on individual pieces 12.7 mm long using a smear
camera. As the result of carefully determining the
image magnification and of dynamically calibrating
the camera, the optical rate measurements are thought
to be ac•arate to better than 0.1%.

Shots were temperature controlled to ± 10C. Det- Bmert
onation velocities were obtained from the pin data by
linear least-squares fitting. Fig. 1. Schematic of a typical rate-stick assembly.
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The liquid TNT data are linear in the D-vs-I/R upward concavity, which is expressed mathematically
plane. The fit of the nitromethane data shows slight by R, having a value less than zero. The TATB formu-

lations are exceptional in the sense that of all the
solid explosives treated they are the only ones which

1.0 show linear diameter-effect curves. There is a hint of
upward concavity in the data, but the least-squares

Air€ a 0.001 analysis shows that Rc is not significantly different
from zei o.

A/Rc 0.01 -It should be mentioned that the fit for PBX-9404
0.9 is unsatisfactory in that the deviations about the fit

are larger than what is believed to be the experimen-
C tai error in measuring the detonation velocity. It is

not known whether this is a shortcoming in the fitting
form or is due to some uncontrolled variable in the
explosive itself; e.g., particle-size variations (6). The

0.8 - A/Rce 1.0 latter explanation cannot be ruled out, because the
data for PBX-9404 were accumulated over a long
period of time, i.e., approximately 18 years.

A/Re 210

0.7
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 T ' I

Rc/R

Fig. 3. Parametric dependence of the diameter- Z _9effect curve. The hashed line represents the ap- 7.4

proximate position of the maximum observed 7_2_ ,. _ _ _

velocity deficit. 0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20
I/R (me')

9(a)'° 2 Po'ints ( C' ' Ol
8 S PaintiFig. Sa. Diameter-effect curves for X-0290 (p =

8.6- 1.895 g/cm3 ) and X-0219 (p 1. 915 g/cm3 ).

*ý; 6.6
18•e.2 - - Liquid TNT

E 6.4

Eo0 6.2 - Liquid Nltromethans

6.0

61- \-0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

I/R (mm-')
Z4 (b)

L% 02 0.4 0.6 .L Fig. Jb. Diameter-effect curves for liquid TNT
0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 (p = 1.443 g/cm3 ) and liquid nitromethane (p :

1.128,r.cm3 ). The liquid TNT data points all lie

Fig. 4. Diameter-effect curve for PBX-9404; p = within 0.4 mrs of the fit. The liquid nitromethane
1.846 g/cm 3. points all lie within 2 m/s of the fit.
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The deviations about the fits of Fig. 5 are of the Another observation that can be made is that the
same size as the experimental error. This is also true fitting parameter Rc correlates with the experimental
of the other fits listed in Table 1. failure radius. This correlation is shown in Fig. 7,

One sees that except for Amatex/20 and Baratol 76
It is thought that the very different conformation (not plotted), the linear least-squares fit Re =(0.877

of the curves shown in Figs. 4 and 5 is due to there ± O.054)Rf passes close to the data. The Baratol 76
being two mechanisms supporting wave propagation curve is questionable because it is deternined by
in heterogeneous solids, i.e., hot spots and homoge- only three points and none of these are very close to
nous burn; while in homogeneous explosives only the failure diameter. Consequently, the curvature
homogeneous burn is present. Thus, one can specu- may not be sufficiently well determined for the fit
late that in heterogeneous explosives at large diameter to be useful near failure. Of the other explosives
both mechanisms contribute to driving the wave which give data points markedly to the right of the
while at diameters near failure only the hot-spot fitting curve, cast TNT, Amatex/20, and Octol may be
mechanism sustains wave motion. The lack of a expected to yield small charges containing critically
region of sharp drop in the liquid curves is then due insensitive regions-cast TNT by variation in the
to the absence of the hot-spot mechanism, freezing rate, Amatex/20 by segregation of animonlunm

nitrate, and Octol by virtue of the large-particle-size
The quality of the fits obtakined with Eq. (I) can HMX used, These insensitive regions may have re-

be gauged from Fig. 6. In that figure, the fitting form suited in larger values of Rf.
and some typical data points for the varlotvs explo-
sives are plotted in a reduced coordinatc plane (L.e,, An attempt was made to correlate A with Rf. This
D(R)/D(*) vs A/(R - R0)). The existence of a plane was not as successful. rhe data scatter badly about
in which all the data can be plotted near a single curve
is suggestive that the processes which control the
diameter effect are identical and that the different
curves ia the 1)-vs-l/R plane reSUlt from variations of . i
the relative effectiveness of the processes. PBX-9501

# Comp A

1.00 + POX-9404
i':l~~h0 Amatax/20

[J 77/23 Cyclotol 0,99

0.9r A'Z , XTX-0003

0.95 0 '\ POX-9501o
%VX-0219

0 X-0290

A Cost TNT

0 V X-0219
0.90 A+ 0.98 * X-0290

A Cost TNT

A Pressed TNT
0.65 h • Creomed TNT

SLiquid TNT
+ 0 Liquid Nltromethane 0

0.970 , I 0,020.80 . . . . .. .. . .. .. , 0 0.01 0.02 0.03
A/(R-Rc) A/(R-Rc

Fig. 6a. Diameter-effect curve and data points in Fig. 6b. Diameter-effect curve and data points in
reduced coordinates over the full range of velocity reduced coordinates over the first 3% of velocity
deficit. deficit.
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n4

a power law of the form (A - KRf). However, al- pressed billets. The cylinders ranged in length from
though one cannot quantitatively relate A and Rf, 25.4 mm to 12.7 mm, and in diameter from 5.01 mm
there is a correlation in the sense that a larger value of to 1.5 mm. Because PBX-9501 is a rather compliant
A tends to correspond to a larger value of Rf. explosive, the charges having diameters of 1.5 and 2

mm were measured on a contour projector with digi-
tal readout.

Ill. THE JOINT EFFECT
Each piece was supported at two places and was

It is necessary to fire very small rate sticks (;1 - tied to a cradle with 50-Mm copper wire to prevent
mm diam) in order to obtain a complete diameter- buckling of the column under pressure. Boostering
effect curve for some of the explosives in Table I. consisted of a small pellet of PBX-9404 initiated by a
One has the Intuitive feeling that the presence of detonator which was held in a threaded mount. Good
joints and pins in such sticks may significantly per- contact was secured at the joints between cylinders
turb the detonation wave trajectory, Such an effect by inserting a thin metal shim in one of the joints and
(called the "joint effect") would result in underesti- tightening the threaded detonator adaptoi nut until
mation of detonation velocity and overestimation of slight friction was felt upon sliding the shim. The
failure diameter. These considerations prompted a shim was then removed and the nut turned an amount
search for such an effect. calculated to advance the detonator a distance equal

to the thickness of the shim.
The experimental method was to record with a

smear camera the progress of a detonation wave in a The assembled rate stick was mounted before the
rate stick consisting of 4 to 6 cylindrical segments of smear camera with a precision magnification scale and
the same diametur, The explosive was in the form of a photographic resolution chart attached to the cradle.
right-circular cylinders machined to size from singly- To ensure constant magnification along the stick, the

whole assembly was arranged perpendicularly to the
__optic axis by use of a laser beam projected along the

I I I I •camera optical axis and reflected from the magnifica-
""Creamed TNT _ tion scale.

I XTX-8003 /

6- 2 PX9404 / // When charge alignment was achieved, photographic
3 POX-9501 /ost /4resolution was checked on still photographs made on

STNT// Panatomic-X film. Allowance was made for any devi-
SE / Amotex/20 ation between the plane of the magnification scale

and the surface of the rate stick by moving the cam-
era axially an appropriate distance. Temperature was

3- controlled to 230 ± 10 0C.,

Cop, A ." Before firing the rate stick, the film was lightly
2 ofogged by rotating the mirror with the shutter open;

2 Pressd TNT a break in the camera slit produced a line indicating
C 2 3 1 1 1 .1 I the writing direction along the film, and in the analy-"0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Rf (mm) sis of the firing record the writing speed at the loca-
tion of the record.was interpolated from a previous

Fig, 7. Correlation between Rf and R.. The calibration.
hashed lines correspond to plus or minus one
standard deviation of the slope of the line. Where Where pin records were taken, the switches were
no error bars are indicated they are less than the made of silver ribbon 3 mm wide by 10 pm thick.
dot size; where error bars are indicated they are These were inserted in joints between stick segments
those of Table . The equation of the straight line is and held in place with Eastman 910 adhesive.
Rc- (0.877 ± 0.054) Rf. An arrow to the left of
an entry Indicates that no sticks that failed were The experimental space-time trajectories were
fired. fitted to the model
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x(t) 4 - Dt + 6N, (3) stick diameter for the three sticks fired with clean-
butt joints.

where N is the segment number on the stick (0, 1,
2, ... .), 5 is the spatial joint effect, D is the detona- Furthermore, the one stick fired with glue and pin
tion velocity, t is the time measured from some origin, foils present in the joints shows a greatly enhanced
0 is the intercept at N = 0 and t = 0, and x(t) is the effect. In this case, the error induced in the pin
position of the detonation at time t. The assumptions measurement of velocity due to the joint perturba-
of the model are that the detonation velocity is the tions was - 0.2% (17 m/s).
same in the steady part of each segment and that
there is an identical offset (possibly zero) at each One concludes that if one wishes to make highly
joint, precise measurements of detonation velocity or of

failure diameter this effect must be avoided.
Figure 8 shows the type of behavior to be expec-

ted from the model and the experiment if there is a
significant joint effect. Figure 9 shows the results for IV. BOOSTER EFFECT
PBX-9501 in terms of the time lag at a joint (i.e.,
6/D). One sees that the effect is a strong function of There were indications in the work of Bdzil (15)

that the steady-state velocity in a rate stick might be
a function of the manner of boosting. If such an

C l effect were present, some of the diameter-effect data
Calculated) would have to be reinterpreted. Since Bdzil's work

( hashed ) ,/ was concerned with PBX-9404 and since the devia-

j tions about the fit were non-random for this explo-
Experimental sive, it was decided that an experimental test should

(solid) , be made. This was done by strongly over- and under-
Idriving two very long PBX-9404 rate sticks.

_ _ a Glue and foil in joint: Clean-butt joint
-25 (Diameter-mm) (Time log- ns)

Joint 
( ±2Positions ) -20 .58)(I.6 ±2.2)

"J 15.2 0
Overshoot I -

0o I 1(2.01) (10.4±t2. 1)
U, I (5.01)(76 ±1.3)

I -. . II I(2.83)(1.4± 2.2)

Undershoot +40 0.51 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
failure point R (rMM)

Fig. 8. Schematic of experimental and caiculated
detonation :,Iajectories are shown in the upper Fig. 9. Joint-effect for PBX-9501 as a function of
portion. Anticipated deviations of experimental stick radius and form of the joint. The pcsition of
points about the model are shown in the lower the vertical asymptote is conjectural The error
portion. bars correspond to one standard deviation.
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The explosive consisted of 30 carefully machined underdriven sticks, respectively. Note that the
right-circular cylinders, 25.4 mm diameter by 5J.8 velocity results are not within two standard deviations
mm long, taken from two pressed billets. Density of each other. The (central) front curvatures were
was measured for each piece by immersion in water, measured and they were significantly different being
The uniformity of the billets was illustrated by the 337 ± 3 mm (overdriven) and 355 ± 4 mm (under-
results: 7 pieces had densities of 1.845 g/cm3 , 20 driven). The larger velocity corresponds to a longer
pieces 1.846 g/cm 3 , and 3 pieces 1.847 g/cm 3 . radius of curvature, as it should. It is unexpected that

the overdriven stick shows a smaller radius of curva-
These cylinders were randomized between two ture and a lower detonation velocity.

rate sticks, one of 13 pieces to be overboosted and
one of 17 pieces to be underboosted. Underboosting
was achieved by use of an Amatex/20 column 25.4 V. FRONT CURVATURE AND REACTION-ZONE
run in diameter and 152 mm long. (The detonation LENGTH IN X-0219
pressure of Amatex/20 in plane geometry is - 200
kbar.) Overboosting of the shorter stick was obtained Front-curvature measurements were made on
by use of the booster diagramed in Fig. 10. (The X-0219 (90/10 TATB/KelF 800) at stick diameters
design of this booster was due to B. G. Craig and pro- of 18, 25.4, and 50.8 mm. It was found that the
duced a pressure of 404 kbar in PBX-9404.) detonation fronts near the charge axis are quite accu-

rately represented by spherical waves. The three
Wave curvature was measured at the end of each values of front curvature or, the stick axis fall close

stick by means of a small mirror which was oiled and to a straight line in the front-curvature-vs-stick-radius
clamped to lhe terminal surface. Light from a small plane. The combination of detonation-velocity and
shocked-argon light source was reflected into a smear front-curvature measurements allows one to calculate
camera so as to produce an extinction record of the the reaction-zone length on the stick axis as a function
arrival of the detonation wave. of stick radius, if the WK theory (3) is accepted as

valid.
Precautions were taken with temperature control,

film shrinkige, space resolution, camera writing speed, In Fig. 11, the radius of curvature (S) is plotted
image magnification, and many other factors, vs the stick radius (R). From the limited amount of

No large effect on the detonation velocity was ob-
served; the measured velocities were 8.7735 ± 0.0004
and 8.7754 1 0.0003 mm/Jps for the overdriven and 225

_ Experimontal pointsE --!BM
BCD E SA'+R

1A 175 On -41 ±7imm
S FGB9.9 ± 0.4

200 ,,,K : So 210 2 mm20 n 125

0_ _25 mm 0 S.+2ram

Fig. 10. Diagram of oerboosted rate stick assembly. 75-
V

A. Plane-wave lens *S,45±Imm
B. 50.8-mm PBX-9404
C. 0.38-mm polyethylene 25 1 2 25

D. 2.5-mm magnesium Stick Radius (mm)
E. Rate sections
F. 0.05-mm copper wire switches Fig. 11. Central front cwvature vs stick radius for
G. Mirror X-0219 rate sticks.
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available data, one finds an approximately linear re- that the axial reaction-zone length (distance from
lationship between S and R. The curvatures were shock to sonic locus) decreases with decreasing charge
obtained by fitting a spherical wave model by the radius. A decrease in charge radius results in an in-
method of least squares to the central 50% of the end crease in axial flow divergence and, as a result, the
traces. sonic plane moves closer to the shock. The intercept,

given by AB/a, is the infinite-medium reaction-zone
The WK relationship for the velocity decrement is length and it has the nuraterical value t(-) = 1.3 mm.

The result is compared in Table II with reaction-zone
D(S) = D(-)[I - 0*(S)/s], (4) lengths obtained by independent means.

where D(S) and Ixo-) are the detonation velocities One notes that the measurements given in Table 2
with radii of curvature S and -, respectively, a is a break into two classes, i.e., those for zone lengths
constant dependent on the properties of the explo- greater or less than 1 mm. It is felt that the first three
sive, and t*(S) is the reaction-zone length on the entries are superior estimates. Consequently, it is
stick axis. asserted that the reaction-zone is abnormally long in

some TATB formulations and of the order of 3mm.
It should be noted that the WK result has built-in

assumptions more appropriate for a homogeneous
explosive than for a heterogeneous one. This may bc ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
less of a deficiency for X-0219 than for other solid
heterogeneous explosives, because TATB formulations The high quality of the explosives used was due to

exhibit some liquid-like behavior, e.g., linear diameter- the careful work of many individuals at Groups WX-3

effect curves, small velocity deficits before failure, and WX-2, especially A. Popolato, J. L. Parkinson,

and temperature dependent failure diameter. H. L. Flaugh, and M. J. Urizar. The integrity of the
field work was due to the competent efforts of J. A.

Combining the diameter-effect curve, D(R) Montoya, J. E. LaBerge, and K. G. Humphreys. We

D_(-ao)[ 1 - A/RI, where D(-) = 7.627 ± 0.015 mm//is are obligated to It'. E. Langley for technical photo-
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and B = 9.9 ± 04 gives the form
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TABLE 2

Reaction-Zone Lengths for TA TB Formulations

Reaction-

Technique Length Formulation (wt D) YoTMD Reference

j(min)
Wood-Kirkwood theory and 1.3 90/IOTATB/KeIF800 1.911-1.,915 98.20--v98.41 This
axial front curvature ineas- paper
urements

Raytrace acoustics and 5. 90/5/5 1.74 99.32 Ref. (16)
PHERMEX rarefaction- TATB/B 2 wax/Elvax
wave experiment

Magnetic probe measurement 3.3 95/5 TATB/KelF 800 1.895 97.58 W. C. Davis
this
symposium

Pusling inert plates 0.3 90/10 TATB/KelF 1.915 98,41 Ref. (17)
of various thicknesses

Eyring theory and diameter- 0.14 90/10 TATB/KelF 800 1.911"-*1.915 98.20-.98.41 This
effect curve measurements paper

6. M. E. Malin, A. W. Campbell, and C. W. Mautz, 12. A. Popolato, LA-571 I-PR, p. 8 (1974). This
2nd ONR Symposium on Detonation, p. 360 work was performed with funds provided by the
(1955). Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

under DARPA Order No, 2502.

7. A. W. Campbell, M. E. Malin, and T. E. Holland,
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ACCELERATION OF THIN FLYERS BY EXPLODING METAL FOILS:
APPLICATION TO INITIATION STUDIES*

R. C. Weingart, R, S. Lee, R. K, Jackson,t and N. L. Parker
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, Callfomia

A simnple, Ilnexpe'live system fbr studylng initiation properties of explosives has
been developed. The system uses electrically 'xlddcd metal fils to accelerate
plastic flyer plates to velocities In the rangie 0,5-14 kmi/s, These flyet plates provide
a well-defined stimulus upon impact with a high-explosive speelmen, Peak pressures
in the range /. 160 07Pa and pulse widths in the range 0, 00.54.0,5 m.s, can be produced,
The wide range of impact pressures and pulse widths permits inflestigations ofex-
plosives over a broad range of shock setnsitivitles. To demonstrate the capabilities
ofthe system, results of initlation experiments on PI',7 (1,2.5.1. 77Mg/Rn 3 ), '4nul
(1.80 Mg/rn3), PIIX-9404 (1.84 Mg/rmn), and nitromethane, are reported,

INTRODUCTION pulse may be produced, but such assuehlies add con.
siderable cost and complexity to Initiation experl.

Over the past ton years we have developed at Law. nmollts.
rence Livermore Laboratory a simple, Inexpensive fa.
cility for studying Initiation properties of explosives Flyor-piate impact produces a pressure pulse that
(1,2). Our system uses electrically exploded metal Is more easily characterized, but the traditional
foils to accelerate plastic flyer plates. These flyer means of, accelerating flyer plates with gas guls or
plates provide a well-defined stimulus upon Impact large, plane.wave explosive systleis are tiie-consum.
with a high.explosive specimen. ing anid require the use of expensive facilities, Our

"electrical gun" offors the advantages of well.defined
Studies of' shock initiation require a pressure pulse pressure pulses, but with experimental convenilonce

of known amplitude and duration. Such pressure and low cost.
pulses are usually produced by explosive charges
which drive a shock wave through a barrier (gap test)
or by flyer-plate-impact experiments, A disadvantage ELECTRICALLY ACCELERATED
of the gap test is that it produces a rather complex ELERIPLATE SYSTEM

pressure pulse. The flow is divergent and the fall in FLYER-PLATESYSTEM
pressure behind the shock depends on the geometry
of the barrier-explosive system. By using a large,

plates to velocities of' 4.5 km/s was reported in 1961
by Keller and Penning (3) and Guenther et, al, (4).

*ThIs work was perfonned under theo auupics of' t1e U, The design of' our system Is similar to the systems* wRI)A under contruet no. 7405 aNG-'8, used by these earlier investigators, We have extended
tRichard K. JAckson Is with the U.S. Army asaigned to the the velocity range to flyer velocities in excess of' 14

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. km/s.
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We use a 56 JF, 40 nil capacitor bank system as ments were made using the streak camera and record.
an energy source, A very convenient foil-flyer lamni ing flyer impact times at the top and bottom of a step
nate is used, shown schematically in Fig, I, which can in a plexiglass impact block (step flasher), or with a
be quickly and easily connected to the capacitor bank laser velocity interferometer (VISAR) (5). The
via a flat-conductor transmission line. Charging volt- VISAR measurements gave the most information, but
ages vary from 7.5-40 kV and switching is accom,, were more difficult. Most of the calibrations of flyer
plished with a low-inductance detonator switch. velocity vs charging voltage or burst current density

were made using the step flasher technique. VISAR
The diagnostics used for our experiments consisted measurements were used to check the velocity call.

of optical and electrical measurements, TIle current brations and to study the details of the flyer accelera-
through the foil was measured with an appropriate tion process.
current-viewing resistor and voltage across the foil
was measured by soldering leads to the transmission The exploding foil element is aluminum and varies
line, close to the edges of the foil, and connecting in area from 5.08 X 5.08 cm down to 0.03 X 0.03 cm.
them to a voltage-divider network. Electrical signals Foll thickness varies from 2.51 pm. The flyer plates
were recorded on oscilloscopes, Time resolution was are usually polyethylene terepthalate (PET) and range
-(0 08)s and signal levelb woee accurate to about 5%. in thickness from 0.025.2.5 mm. Flyer diameter is
The streak camera was a Cordin Model 132 with a determined by the diameter of the barrel which is
streaking rate of' 20 ki/s. I'lyer velocity ineda~ure, clamped onto the foil-flyer laminate, The choice of

To Lr~r

tu:l LuO U I, 1 .1 holder. . "

".--I1,l, I, nl ,t ii

Ilarrul .. .. . ,

,olrr HoIde r

""<oili f1e

Foil - flyer laminate

Flash gives flyer
fimpact tinme

Mylar flyer layer (Cross section)

Al und nui-n
uid foll 0.75 ini Mylar between

bridge foil

0. 13 mi copper conductor copper conductors
front and back

Nlg. 1. Schematic diagram of the system used for Initiation studies. The fbil-flyer laminate is connected to an ap-
propriate capacitor bank and the barrel and HE holder are clamped directly over the foil. When the foil explodes
it drives the flyer down the barrel to impact the sample. The cross-sectional view shows how the flash produced
by flyer impact can be viewed around the sample.
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foil and flyer dimensions depends on the area one
wishes to impact and the desired magnitud" and dura- 6.0 I "
tion of the pressure pulse. 5.0 4

The flyer velocity is determined by the selection 4.0i
of barrel length, burst current density, foil thickness,
and flyer thickness. Figure 2a shows a laser-inter-
ferometer measurement of flyer velocity as a function 2 2.0
of time for a 2.54-cm diameter, 0.025-cm thick flyer
driven by a 2.54 X 2.54-cm X 51 /m foil, with 40 kV 1.0
charging voltage on the capacitor bank. The arrow in- 0
dicates the time at which the flyer reached the end of 30.0
the 5-mm-long barrel. The electrical power expended
in the exploding foil was measured simultaneously by 25.0-
monitoring the current and voltage across the foil, 20.0
and is plotted in Fig. 2b. The electrical power dissi-
pation is sharply peaked at the time the foil explodes • 15.0
(burst time) and the flyer does not show appreciable 1.
motion until shortly before burst Due to the transit 10.0
time of pressure waves through the 0.25-mm-thick 5.0-
flyer, it appears in the figure as if burst and flyer mo- 0
tion occur simultaneously, but the foil actually begins 0 0. 10 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
to expand somewhat earlier. From the early flyer ac- t(ps)
celeration we estimate an initial pressure behind the
flyer of -5 GPa, which gives an estimated shock tran- Fig. 2. (a) The upper curve is a laser-interferometer

sit time through the flyer of -0.1a ps. measurement of flyer velocity as a function of time
for a 2,54-cm diameter, 0. 025-cm thick flyer driven

Inspection of Fig. 2a shows that the flyer con- by a 2.54 X 2.54-'m X 51-gm foil with 40 k V charg-

tinues to accelerate as it moves down the barrel. The ing voltage on the capacitor bank. The arrow indi-

selection of barrel length defines the range of veloci- cates the time at which the flyer reached the end of

ties which can be obtained. Longer barrels increase the barrel.

both the upper and lower limits on the flyer velocity. (b) The lower curve is the electrical power dissipa-
Maximum barrel length is limited by instabilities tion in the exploding foil plotted as a function of
which destroy flyer planarity. There is also a mini- time. Curves (a) and (b) were measured simultane-
mum feasible barrel length, dictated by two factors. ously and are plotted on the same time axis. Burst
First, to produce a well-defined pulse when the flyer occurs at the peak of the power curve.
strikes the target, it is necessary that the impact pres-
sure be much greater than the pressure of the metal
vapor pushing the flyer. If the barrel length is too not change with charging voltage above a certain volt-
"short there may still be considerable pressure behind age.
the flyer when it strikes. We can estimate the gas
pressure from laser velocity interferometer measure- The barrel diameter was varied over the range 6-40
ments of the flyer acceleration history. For most of mm. The width of the exploding foil element was
our experiments the residual gas pressure at impact is chosen to be greater than or equal to the barrel diam-
less than 10% of the impact pressure, so we neglect it. eter. If barrels with diameters much greater than the
The other effect that puts a lower limit on barrel foil width are used, gases jetting around the flyer
lengths is that the initial flyer acceleration becomes make it difficult to determine impact time, and ad-
independent of bank charging voltage at higher charg- versely affect the characterization of the flyer impact.
ing voltages, as shown in Fig. 3. In some cases it is
desirable to sacrifice velocity range in order to attain The dependence of flyer velocity on flyer mass,
lower velocities, but one should be aware that for foil mass, and burst current density can be described
very short barrels (0.5 nm) the flyer velocity may in terms of an electrical analog of the Gurney model
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accelerated flyer plates, they showed that the Gurney
theory was applicable over a wide range of burst cur-

7 rent densities. Figure 4 shows a fit to some of our
40 kV 30 kV data using Eq. 2. The Gurney theory has been very6 20 kV useful in estimating how the flyer velocity changes

5 with changes in M, C, and JB" Fitting the Gurney for-
mula to experimental data is also a convenient way to

S4 • 15 kV -summarize the results of a large number of velocity
3 _measurements.

10 kV
2 Figure 5 shows a streak camera record of a typical

flyer impact on a 1-mm step. Experimental parame-
1 ters were: 40-kV charging voltage, 51 -,m foil thick-

o - ncss, 0.25-mm flyer thickness, 25.4-mm barrel diame-
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ter and 5-mm barrel length. The error bars denote

t (vs) the standard deviation of impact times relative to the
impact time at the center of the flyer, as determined

Fig. 3. Laser-velocity-interferometer measurements from 25 individual shots. Over the central 22 mm we
of velocity-time curves for different capacitor bank estimate the spread in impact times to be 2(I0-8 )s.
charging voltages. Above 20 k V the early accelera-
tion is independent of charging voltage. The O.025-
cm-thick flyers were driven by a 0.95 X 0.95-cm X 5'1 8

JAM foil. 0.254-mm flyer thickness
0.051-mm foil thickness

6 1.67-mn barrel length

suggested by Tucker and Stanton (6). The Gurney
model (7) predicts the velocity of plates accelerated 4-"0400
by a high explosive charge from a characteristic 0
energy Eg that is related to the maximum velocity an
explosive material is capable of delivering to a plate. 2
The Gurney model assumes a linear velocity profile in - Electrical Gurney model
the explosive reaction products and partitions kinetic oooo Experimental points
energy between the plates and the products so as to -- 1- 1 -_,- -
conserve momentum. For a one-dimensional system, 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

where an explosive sheet of mass C per unit area is JB (TA/m 2 )
backed by a tamper of infinite mass on one side and a
plate of mass M per unit area on the other, the final Fig. 4. Flyer velocity vs burst current density.
plate velocity is

Tucker and Stanton assumed that the charactexistic
energy associated with an electrically exploded foil
depended only on the burst current density JE of the .• •l
foil and wrote the Gumey equation in the form

. • M l\1/2

Vg B +~)I2,(2)

where the barrel length is assumed to be constant and

where K and b are empirically determined constants.

By fitting Eq. 2 to some of our data for electrically Fig. 5. Flyer impact on a 1-mm step.
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I

INITIATION STUDIES duced when the ends of the light pipes were impacted
served to mark the time of impact,

Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the
system used for initiation studies. The system con- A typical streak camera record of an initiation ex-
sists of a foil-flyer laminate connected to an appropri- periment is shown in Fig. 6. The barrel diameter was
ate capacitor bank, a barrel, and a plexiglass (PMMA)
holder for the high explosive (HE) sample. The initia-
tion experiments, for the most part, involved impact-
ing the thin flyers on the HE specimens and determin-
ing the flyer velocity threshold required for initiation.
The transit time of the detonation through the sample
was also measured.

Flyer thickness, and diameter are other experimen-
tal quantities which were varied. Flyer thickness de-
termines the duration of the pressure pulse intro-
duced into the sample. If the flyer diameter is large
enough and the run to detonation is short enough so
that edge rarefactions do not reach the center of the Fig. 6. Typical streak camera record of an initiation

shock front before detonation occurs, one-dimen- experiment. The flyer velocity is well above initla-

sional initiation experiments may be performed. This tion threshold. The streaking rate was 20 km/s, with

condition was easily met in nearly all of the tests we ime increasing downward. Flyer Impact is at time t1
report here. By reducing the flyer diameters, critical- and detonation breakout is at time t7..

initiation-diameter effects may be studied.

35.6 mm and the sample diameter was 25.4 mm, so
The onset of detonation was detected by coating the intense light from the exploding foil and the flash

the face of the HE pellet that faces the streak camera at flyer impact could be seen around the periphery of
with a thin coat of AI 2 (SiF 6 )3 , a porous compound the sample. At flyer inpact time ti the flash was fol-
which gives a bright flash when strongly shocked. We lowed immediately by a reduction in light intensity as
recorded the light output for various shock pressures the shocked plexiglass became opaque. Finally at t.T,
and found that no significant flash was produced for the detonation wave broke out of the face of the
pressures below 20 GPa. A flash, therefore, is indica- pellet. The detonation breakout was nearly simulta-
tive of the high pressures associated with detonation. neous over the face of the pellet, reflecting the siniul-
We also could confirm that a detonation had occurred taneity of flyer impact. The transit time of the deto-
from the transit time of the reactive shock wave nation was T = t 1-ti. The record shown in Fig. 6 is
through the HE sample. By transit time we mean the for a flyer velocity well above the threshold. For
time between flyer impact and first detonation light, flyer velocities near threshold, the detonation break-
Flyer impact time was determined from the flash out was rounded and was often very ragged, as if i-
which the flyer produces on impact. For some exper- tiation occurred in isolated regions near the impact
iments a flyer 10-mm larger in diameter than the HE surface. The rounding of the detonation near thresh-
sample was used and the flash was observed around old may be attributed to the effect of edge rarefac-
the periphery of the sample as in Fig. 1. Flyers are tions. A ragged breakout could result from increased
typically flat to within 1 mm of their edge and the sensitivity near threshold to slight variations in flyer
edges lag the central portion, so edge effects did not impact or sample homogeneity. When the detonation
affect the measurement of impact time. For other was ragged or curved, we still defined transit time as
experiments, two I-mam diameter holes were drilled the time from flyer impact to the earliest detonation
through the sample away from the diameter observed breakout.
by the streak camera. Light pipes were inserted into
the holes so that one end was flush with the impact The range of flyer velocities available from a given
surface of the sample and the other end was twisted foil-flyer laminate determines the explosives which
back onto the slit line of the camera. The flash pro- can be studied. Most of our work has been with a
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laminate which we used to study TATB, a very insen- In practice, one can calibrate flyer impact velocity
sitivw explusive. This laminate, which we designate against eithei burst current density or capacitor bank
t) Agh-energy laminate, uses a 51 Mm thick Al foil charging voltage. In studying flyer performance the
w iose width and length are equal to the barrel diam- burst current density is more applicable, since one
eter. With 0.25-mm flyer thickness, the high-energy can use the Gurney equation to compare and summa-
laminate gives flyer velocities in the range 1.5-14 rize results Cor different foil cross sections and flyer
km/s. The barrel length was 5 mm or '6.67 mm, de- thicknesses. Bank charging voltages are more easily
pending on the desirud velocity range. and accurately measured, however. For routine ini-

tiation experiments we usually measured a voltage
We find that the flyer velocities from the high- threshold for initiation, which we could convert to a

energy laminate are too high to probe the initiation velocity threshold through our calibrations. We rou-
threshold of the more sensitive explosives. Py using a tinely monitored current on each shot, however, so
5.08 X 5.08 cm X 13 Mm Al foil ind a 51 p n thick either a voltage or current calibration could be used.
flyer, we have produced a laminate which gives flyer Experimental scatter was about the same using either
v lIccities in the range 0.5-2 km/s when used wi'i a calibration.
0.25 mm long brrel. With this laminate, which we
will call the low-energy laminate, we have studied the To demonstrate the range of pressure pulses that
initiatior, threshold of 1.25-1.70 Mg/m 3 PETN. It can be achieved we will consider the impact of the
proved to be very difficult to measure flyer velocities PET flyers on KEL-F fluorocarbon (polychlorotri-
balow , kmis using step-fln•her techniques, so the tluoroethylene). KEL-F is a good shock impedance
velocity ;•a!ibration was made using the VISAR. In match to many common high explosives and the
Fig. 7 we present flyer velocity as a fu:iction of burst Hugoruiot equati' -f state for KEL.F has recently

been rr, asured over a wide range of pressures (8).
S. - Peak impact pressures, plotted as a function of flyer

o 0.254-mfi flyer thickness velocity in Fig. 8, were computed using the Hugoniot
8 1-5nm foil thickness data of Table 1. The Hugoniot equation of state of

5-mm barrel length 'the PET film material (Mylar) used for the flyers'has
[30.051-mm flyer thickness .

13-urn foil thickness been measured only up to 2.5 GPa (9). Since the
6 0.25-mm bar-.el length

4/ 70o

2 / A5 -

40 4
0.2 0.4 0 6 J.8

JB (TA/Mr) 030-

Fig. 7. Flyer velocity calibration curves. The upper 20 -
curve is jot the high-energy laminate with a 5-mm
barrel, the lower curve Is for the low _,nergy laminate.

10-

curr .nt density foi the low-energy laminate and also 1 2 3 4 5 6 I 8
for die high-energy laminate with a 5-mm band37
langth. The calibration curvc cor the high-energy lam- Vf (km/s)

mnate with a 1.67-ram barrel length was shown earlier Fig. 8. Peak impact pressL~re vs flyer velocity for the
in Fig. 4. impact ofa PET flyer on a KEL-F target.
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TABLE I

I Aproitmateo
Material Mg/wn'3 Equation: Ref. (8) 100. 1 Initiation

I . 1.25 mm 0.25 1mm Threshold

Polyester 1.4* Us = 2.54 + 1.49 Uflyer flyer 0.051 mm TATB
p flyer 1.90 Mg/rn

0.7 < Up < 2.6 km/s flyer TATB

1.4* U =2.16+.41Up 10 0.02 mm TATB/ i.80 g/rn3

3.4 <Up <5.1 km/s flyer PBX43.4 < Up 1.84 Hg/mn

Polychlorotri- 2.13 Us = 2.05 + 1.66 Up
fluoroethylene 0.< <. k/

(KEL-F p

fluorocarbon) 2.13 Us = 2.51 + 1.51 Up

3.0 < Up < 4.1 km/s

*The data quoted in (8) were for a polyester resin of density 0.1
1.2 Mg/m 3.

PETN1.70 Mg/rn

pressure range of interest to us was mostly at higher 
PETN

pressures, we used the Hugoniot equation of state 1.50 Mg/m 3

from (8) for clear cast polyester, a material made 0.01
from the same polymer as the PET film (10). The 0 4 6 8 10

data for clear cast polyester in (8) was for material of Vf (krn/s)

density 1.2 Mg/m 3, and we used these data for the
PET film Hugoniot, adjusting the density to 1.4 Fig. 9. P2¢ vs flyer velocity for the impact ofa PET
Mg/m3. flyer on a KEL-F target, where P is the peak pressure

and T is the pulse duration. p 2r was calculated using

Using conservation of energy principles and the energy conservation principles and the Hugoniot data

data of Table 1 we have also computed p2 r as a func- from (8).

tion of flyer velocity, where P is the peak pressure
and r is the pulse duration. In Fig. 9 we show the
range of P2 r values produced by PET flyer impact on RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF
KEL-F. Shice some investigators (11) have used a INITIATION EXPERIMENTS
critical value of p27 (or critical energy fluence) as an
initiation criterion, the curves of Fig. 9 permit an esti- To demonstrate the versatility of electr ,.ally
mute of the range of explosives which n ',e studied driven flyer plates in initiation studies, we will dis-
with the electrically driven flyer plates. Approximate cuss experiments we have conducted on PETN
critical values of P2 7 for varin- i explosives are indi. (pe.,itaerythritol tetranitrate), TATB (I,3,5-triamino;
cated on the right hand side oi tthe figure. Figure 9 2,4,6-trinitrobenzene), PBX-9404, and nitromethane.
shows that the more insensitive explosives are more
easily studied with the electrically driven flyer plates. PETN Initiation
For the more sensitive explosives the range of flyer
velocities and flyer thicknesses which lie below the The PETN samples were pressed into 10.2-mm-
initiation thre held becomes very restricted. Thresh- long, 25.4-mm-diameter cylinders from PETN powder
old velocities for '"E'fbN are higher than indicated with specific surface of about 6000 cm2 /g. Sample
from Fig. 9 because the cures were calculated for a densities were 1.25, 1.50, 1.60, 1.70, and 1.77
flyer Impacting KEL. S, which is a poor impedance Mg/m 3 . The 1.77 Mg/m 3 PETN was initiated with
match to the lower density PETN samples. 25.4-mn.diameter, 0.05-mm-thick flyers from the
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high-energy laminate. These pellets were translucent an X on the velocity axis at the appropriate velocity.
so no light pipes were necessary. Flyer impact could Detonation velocities were obtained from the tabula-
be viewed directly through the pellet. The lower- tion in (12). The excess transit time remains small,
density PETN samples were more sensitive, so it was even for flyer impact velocities near the initiation
necessary to use 35.5-mm-diameter, 0.05-mm-thick threshold. The Initiation behavior appears to be dom-
flyers from the low-energy laminate to probe the ini- inated by the rarefaction which catches up to the
tiation threshold. Since the flyer diameter was 10 shock front from the rear. Initiation or failure must
mm larger than the pellet diameter, flyer impact occur close to the impact interface. rhe PETN data
could be viewed around the periphery of the pellet, as together with the TATB data presented below dem,,
was discussed in the previous section. onstrate the wide range of shock sensitivities which

can be studied using electrically driven flyer plates.
Figure 10 summarizes the results of our PETN ini-

tiation experiments. In Fig. 10 we plot excess transit TATB Initiation-Flyer Thickness Effects
time, At = T-X/D, as a function of flyer velocity,
where T is the measured transit time, X is the pellet The initiation of 1.80 Mg/m 3 TATB pellets (B-226
thickness, and D is the detonation velocity. If no dot- material) (13) was studied using flyer thicknesses of
onation was observed, we denote the experiment by 0.05, 0,13, 0.25, 0.51, and 1,27mm in conjunction

with the high-energy laminate. The pellets were 25A4
mm in diameter and 19.1 mm long. Flyer Impact
time was detected with light pipes, as described ear.

S, hller, The initiation threshold was observed to Increase
M - with decreasing flyer thickness, as shown In Fig, 11.0Q -- n p The excess transit time near threshold increased with

1. 7Mg/ . increasing flyer thinkness. The thicker flyers produce
0.2 - a longer pulse, allowing a longer run distance to doto.
0o2[-- nation and consequently a larger excess transit time,

.- , 70 Mg/ii 3  TATB Initiation-Flyer Diameter Effects

V) In Fig. 12 we show the Initiation threshold for
3 1.80 Mg/ni3 TATB pellets (B-317-Material) (13) as a

0 r, 1 60 Mo/n3  function of' flyer diameter. The high-energy laminate
F1 G was used with a flyer thickness of 0,25 mm. The

-0.2 Tthreshold was the same for the 25.4 and 12.7-nen fly-
0 • 2"'e ors, but increased substantially as the flyer diameter

n l~-150Mgr 3  was reduced.
-0.2b- PBX-9404 Initiation-Flyer Velocity Effects

1 0F The electrically driven flyers can supply peak pros-
0 - U 1,25 Mg/in3  sures far in excess of the detonation pressure of any

o o" chemical explosive. In Fig. 13 we show excess tran-
-0.2 sit time as a function of flyer velocity for 1.84 Mg/m3

I I I IPBX-9404, The high-energy laminate with a flyer
1 vf(k/s) 3 thickness of 0.25 mm was used. Flyer impact time

was detected with light pipes, as described earlier.
Fig. 10. Resulta of'PETN initiation experiments, 6x- Near threshold the excess transit time increased as the
cess transit time Is plotted as a function of flyer flyer velocity decreased, as was observed in the TATB
velocity. If Initiation did not occur, the experiment experiments. The flyer kinetic energy at initiation
is denoted by an X on the velocity axis at the appro- threshokd was 0.64 MJ/m 2, in agreement with the re-
pilate velocity, suits of other investigators (11,14).
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0,.4I - [
0 . , d * O , 0 5 n v l i

-0, 2x1- -1 L .....

04 d0 20

Flyer diameter (nii)

0 1U5 u Fig, 12, Flyer diameter efjicts. Flyers of O.2-mm
.0. P,.,- -thickness and various diameters were impacted on

"TA TB. Threshold velocity required for Initiation is
V02 - d- d0.25 iwli plotted vsflyerrdiameter,

(,4" 3 0,4--

-- ib1b.... :, 0.2 - 1.8-404,

0,- 0 $t

0,2 &\U.62 1 lliI
0 -1 al ,, -0.2 1- -940

- 2I I I I I I .J0,2 4 I II 0 12 14

S4 6(kin/%e
Vf,(kmi'5)

1g, 13. . y tyer velociky effects, Excess transit tine vs

Fig. I1, prlyer thofek0ss e044.Ats, thvers oy'2v,4.lloci other, ieo th Ns plotted tr PBX.9404, lyer thipkt

diameter and various thicknesses were impacted an essowas ,23e ms .e direly andetersovntern r2i4 wm
TA77), l'.).cess transit time Isv plotted as a f~nctton of' except fo~r the Z 7 km/s experiment where a 12, 7.ms.

flyer velocity, uilures ard? denoted by an X on tie diameter flyer was used, and the experipents at 12oc

velocity mxs at thie appropriate velocity2 k5s and 14 kmis, which employed a 9.5-mm- .
diameter flyer. Failugs are denoted by an X on the

As the flyer velocity was increased the excess tra1- NM where the fly rvo ita s 4eloc i v g p

sit tinc approached zero and then became negative, by the NM, a 13 pai PETaltn was stretched andt-
(NM), tie detonation was uverdrtvons The crossover bonded across the bottom, and a polyester cover was
point occurred when the flyer velocity was about 6 bonded over the top of the holderi Two dmal holesr•, kin/s, This corresponds to an impact pressure o1' 37 were drilled in tihe cover s,, that NM could be Injected

Gia, which is very close to te measure aa d e l an air could escape through the!' Jouguot pressure of'9404 (14), At the highest voice, other. Since the NM was transparent, flyer Impact i[
i ty of' 14 km/s the peak pressure was 160 Glla and could be observed directly and detonation arrival was 1 I
substantial overdrive occurred. detected by the opaquoing of the cover plate at shock 'l

' ~~arrival. The high-energy lamtnutc was used, with a , I

!r Nltromethane Initiation 25.4-ms-diuamter barrel and a 0,25.mm-thick flyer. mm
Figure 14 shows the initiation of commercial-grade --

Liquid explosives can be easily studied, using delc. NM where the flyer velocity was 4 ks/ms, giving a peak ---

trlcally driven flyer plates, To study nitromethane pressure of 13 GP&. Impact pressureg of 9 GP& tnltl. •
(NM) initiation, we used the same experimental con- ated the NM, but 'ýe initiation was very ragged. We
figuration as in Fig, 1, The HiE holder was made from have not performed nnough experiments to determine
a polyester material, which is not chemically attacked a meaningful initiation threshold.
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Some of the unique capabilities of the electrical
system will be useful in testing theoretical models of
initiation and detonation. The short-pulse, high-
pressure capability permits experiments, where for
some explosives, the width of the pressure pulse is
smaller than the reaction zone width, or where the
peak pressure is substantially higher than the detona-
tion pressure. Results of such experiments extend
the rang- "vpr which initiation models can be tested.
Electricallk. rnven flyer plates show promisv as a
stand. 4;i o ensitivity test. The system is rela-
tivei ic -e, experiments can be performed
qukdy L cost, and the shock stimulus is
well char

ty
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MULTIPLE-EXPOSURE IMAGE-INTENSIFIER CAMERA

0. G, WInslow, W. C. Davis anJ W. C. Chiles
Lvs Alainos Scientific Laboratory

University of Callifornia
Los Alamnos, New Mexico 87545

An Image-in tensifier cam ~ra with lightI gain of a few thousand times and exposure
pulse times as short as 8 ns has been applied to the study of high explosives. A
unique feature is the recording of the self-light of detonating explosive, which ap-
peams as a line In the photograph, with up to ten multiple exposures Independently
spaced in time. The light gain of the intensifier allows recording detonation light
with very short cxposioes t.;en when the ltght is very weak, too weak for ordinapy
photography.

Multiple-exposure photography of the self-light of
detonation waves has proven a uceful technique for Clear glass
tne study of detonation phenomena. In solid explo- -_____V

sives tho light from the, detonation emerges from tlie #htctoew~~iutn usrate
explosive surface only In a very thin line necar the in- - 5800 V
tersection oifthe wave and the surface, so that a Mlihne lt
single-exposure photograph records a single narrow L iL-5000V
line corresponding to that intersection. Multiple ex-
posure records a set of narrow lines corresponding lo Phosphor w~th aluminum overcoat O
the intersections at the separate timnes of exposure. O
The resulting photograph looks much like a contour F i ber optics facep'ote
inap, and can be interpreted easily. .FL~

Trhe cam~era we have used employs a commercial Photographic film In contact with foceploteI nimgc-intenslfier tube purchased from ITT, Electro- Fi,1Img nesfrtu,
Optical Products Division, Tuabe and Scnsor Labora- Fi..Iaginesfr be
tories, which is about 18-mm diameter, resolves about
20 line pairs/mm over the whole frame, and has a use- where it was produced on the cathode, enters a chan-
ful light lain of up to xbout 1000. The image- nel and, because the channel Is uiiented at an angle to
Intensifier tube is a simple proximity-focused diode, the ellectron direction, travels through the charnnel
with a multi-channel plate Introduced between the making mtany tfellctiona tit a glancing angle on the
photocathoda znd the phosphor. A diagrammantic channel wall. At each of thc~e reflectiorns secondary
representation of the tube is shown in Fig. 1. The electrons arc produced, with the number controlled
mnulti-channel plate consists of a dense array ot' tiny by the voltego applied ecross the multi-channel plate.
channels, each about 10-Mm internal diameter and Theo group of electrons emerging from the channel is
I mm long, so the aspect ratio is 100. An electron pioxitnity-focused to a spot on the phosphor behind
fromn the photocathiode, proximity focused on the it, where they are converted to light. Thus the multi-
multi-channel piate immediately behind the spot channel plate ams as wl iinahing light amrplifieri. The
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plate aupporting the phosphor is a fiber optics array, With its combination of good resolution and high
so the film is simply pressed against the array, with light gain this camera has proven very useful in the
no other optics needed. The system used only one single pulse mode, especially because it allows enor-
lens, the objective which images the subject on the mous simplification of the lighting for the subject.
photocathode. Ordinary outdoor illumination is adequate for expo-

sures of about 1/2 ps, and small amounts of additional
The electrical system provides three independent light make possible exposures down to a few ns.

accelerating potentials to the tube: 1) from photo- Weakly self-luminous objects, such as detonation
cathode to multi-channel plate, which is gated for the fronts in diluted liquid explosives, are easy to photo-
exposure time from a back biased condition; 2) across graph with short exposures.
the multi-channel plate, which is varied to adjust the
electron gain in the plate for proper exposure; and The multiple-exposure mode has proven extremely
3) froin multi-channel plate to phosphor, which is useful for studying the progress of detonation waves
held fixed. The gate pulse for potential I is derived while their shape is changing as they run. The light
from a length of coaxial cable; the length of the cable recorded in the self-light produced by the detonation,
determines the exposure time. The cable is dis- with the usual brightly luminous air-shock light re-
charged through three avalanche transistors in series moved by immersing the explosivw in water or an-
to obtain the pulse, which is then fed to the tube. other transparent liquid. The detonation front pro-
F'or multiple exposures, a diode mixer is inserted be- duces light because it is hot, but most of the light is
tween the pulsers and the tube, so that the pulsers not seen because it is absorbed inside the explosive.
don't interact. The pulse length is about 11 ns/m of Only when the wave is very near a surface can light be
cable, and cables from 0.6 m to 60 m are used. An seen through the slightly transluscent explosive. The
artificial iumped-element cable is used to provide a detonation products are also hot and emit light. As
30-ps pulse for taking set-up pictures, because do op- they expand, driving a shock wave into the water,
eration was found to degrade the photocathode, ap- they cool rapidly. In most explosives, including high-
parently by heating. Potential 2 is used to control density TNT, Composition B and PBX-9404, light
the gain of the system for proper exposure, and the from the front is brighter than that from the expand-
gain can be varied more than 100 fold while maintain- ing products even right behind the front, and photo-
Ing even gain over the full picture. With the photo- graphs show light through the transluscent explosive
cathode back biased, the spontaneous production of ahead of' the wave followed by a very sharp cut-off of
light by the multi-nhannel plate and the phosphor is Intensity where the expansion of products begins at
low enough that there seems to be no need to gate the intersection. In the high-density plastic-bonded
potentials 2 and 3, as the film shows no exposure in TATB compositions, however, the light fion the

theB sempserals minutes, theseh fomtthe several minutes these potentials are on. A block front is dim and the explosive is nearly opaque in.
diagram ofthe complete system is shown in Fig. 2. stead of transluscent, so the exposure has to be In-

creased to the point where the light from the expand-

Lens Image Intent~fler ing products is recorded. Then there is almost no pre-

eEplos 1 Optcal P01t1 Comoero cursor light showing through the explosive ahead ,f
Assembly the wave, and there Is some light from the products

0- behind it. Thus the Intensity-vs-distance profile for

Pulse Timing Pulsor and Mixer TATB compositions seems to be the opposite of that1Us TiigaPle nd Mixer

Recording Unit Units I to 1O for other explosives. At any rate, either type ofex-
plosivt gives a narrow line with a sharp leading or
trailing edge showing where the wave Intersects the

Detonator Delay Generator Deay Generators surface.

rThe ability to make multiple, short-duration pho-
Sart s Pulser Sequence tographs of the position of a detonation wave has

Delay Unit provided a new tool for studying explosive phenom-
ena. Some applications are presented to illustrate the
usefulne,• of this technique. In the first, the relative

Fig. 2. Block dlangr of'sysiem. timing of an electrical "pin switch" signal and the
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optical signal from detonating PBX-9404 was meas- The results of the experiments are: (I) The time
ured. Figure 3 shows the results of the experiment, between electrical and optical signals for PBX-9404 is

zero within 6 ns. (2) The resistance change in the re-
action zone of PBX-9404 takes place not more than
about 50 ym from the line where the light cuts off.
(3) Measurements of edges to about one thousandth
of the picture diameter are possible for pictures taken
with the 18-mm image-intensifier tube, and local dis-
tortion does not seem to be a problem.

Figure 4 shows a corner-turning study of Composi-
tion B. The steady detonation wave in a thin slab of
explosive meets a larger piece at an angle, as shown in
dile diagram, Fig. 4a. The 10-exposure photograph,

COMPOSITIO a

Fig. 3. Multiple-exposure photograph of detonation
wave, The bright lines show the intersection of a line FIELDl
detonation in a thin slab of P'BX-9404 with the explo- OF VIEW
sive surface. Additional general illumination is prow
vided by exploding bridgewires. The wires -unnlng COM pos 01o it
along the surface of the explosive are used to record
thle time when tthe high-conductivity wave reached (:.'

them, and that time was compared with the position
of the brigh tltght signal. Thefield ofview is 29-mm
diameter. The expoures are 0.4 ps apart, and the
black stripe at the right edge is a reference tape for
position measurements. Shot B-4/826,

To obtain this picture, general illumination from a Fig. 4a. Corner turning in Comnposition B. The line
group of exploding bridgewires in water was used, detonation in the thin (-4 mm) slab of explosive in-

and the camera was triggered four times at intervals tersects the thick piece above at an angle, so the wave
of about 400 ns, The whole assembly was immersed can be seen by multiple exposure at several different
in mineral oil to prevent light from an air shock. The distances from the intersection,
four vertical bright lines in the pictures are the self"
light of the detonating explosive seen in the four suc-
cessive exposures. The dark line at the rieht-hand Fig. 4b, shows how the wave develops in the upper
edge of the pictures is a reference tape used ti relate plate. Each bright line shows the intersection of the
the measured positions of the pins, through th, meau- wave with the surface of the explosive at a known In-
used magnification, to the positions of the ixplosive stant of time, and the set of lines can be measured to
self light. The pins in Fig. 3 are wires about 0.4-mn give the time-dependent trajectories of the detonation
diarmeter, lying on the explosive surface, 'ho the end of wave as It turns the comer. The gap in Figs. 4a and
the contis-A line at the center of the wire is used af 4b is from a black tape positioned at the intersection
the pin position. of the front surfaces of the two pieces. The field of
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Fig. 4b. Cornzer turning in Composition B. 771ie Pio-
tograph shlows ten exposures, lthe first two of which
s/how lie line detonation in the thin slab, Shot
C-4S6 0.

view is about 70 mm, anid thc exposures are 0.25 pL5
apart. The development of lag in the wave at the free kYg. 5, This figure shows an oblique view of a block
lower surface of the top pice( can be seen in the of X-0290 (TA TV/Kel-I"95-5), whiCh WaN Initiated at
fourth to seventh exposures, a point on lthe back flice. ThIS type of'photograph is

mnuch easier to Interpret thtan lthe corresponding
sme'ar-canera p/hotograph for asymmetry in the Inl-

ACK.NOWLEDGEMEN'r tiating system and fr'r acceleration of'the wave as It
progresses. Also, this photograph shows the seil-ilght

Development of these techniques Is due to many of't/i explosive, which Is too weak to record using a
members of' the staff of the Los Alamios Scientific camnera wit/hout the lightI gain of't/i Image intensifier.
Laboratory. We are particularly indebted to 11, D).
Su~tphin for the electronics and to R. 11. Redding for
getting the whole system to operate smoothly.
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THE USE OF A DUAL-DELAY-LEG VELOCITY INTERFEROMETER
WITH AUTOMATIC DATA REDUCTION IN A HIGH-EXPLOSIVE FACILITY*

R. A. Lederer, S. A. Sheffield, A. C. Schwarz, and D. B. Hayes
Sandia Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

A Velocity Interferometer System fbr Any Reflector (VISAR) has been developed
for use in a high-explosive facility. This VISAR has two unique features: (1) a
dual delay leg which allows for unambiguous determination of integral fringes as-
sociated with shock-wave arrivals, and (2) automatic data acquisition and reduction.
The VISAR was tested by measuring the inultiwave structure produced by a poly-
morphic phase change in iron at 13 GPa.

INTRODUCTION records of surface velocity with an accuracy of a few
percent may be achieved,

In the past few years, the use of velocity interferom-
etry as a diagnosflc tool has become commonplace in We have developed a VISAR which incorporates
shock-wave experimentation where material velocities state-of-the art technology (1). In addition, two fea-
reach a few millimeters per microsecond. One re- tures which greatly enhance its usefulness are: (a)
cently developed instrument for doing this is the dual delay legs and (b) automatic data acquisition and
Velocity Interfbrometcr System for Any Reflector or reduction.
VISAR (1, 2). A VISAR senses the motion of a sur-
face by optical analysis of light which has been re- The principle of a dual-delay-leg interferometer is
flected, and, hence, Doppler-shifted by that moving simple; the Doppler-shifted light is split in two upon
surface. An ordinary Michelson interfbrometer can its return from the moving surface, and a separate
also analyze Doppler-shifted light, but in a different VISAR system is built for each half of the beanm. The
way. A Michelson interferometer produces inter- dual-delay-leg circumvents a drawback of a single-
ference fringes by mixing the Doppler-shifted light delay-leg system. That drawback is the inability of
with a portion of the virgin light beam. This produces tne system to record integral fringes during the burst
an interference fringe phase angle proportional to the associated with the discontinuous jump in particle
moving surface displacement. In shock experiments, velocity at shock fronts. In the dual-delay-leg system,
the frequency of such interference fringes Is ordinarily if the total number of fringes is kept small, and if the
much too high to be useful. A VISAR, on the other two delay times r do not form a ratio of small whole
hand, uses beam splitters and a delay leg to produce numbers, then the uncertainty introduced by the loss of
interference fringes by mixing light Doppler shifted integral fringes at discontinuous shock arrivals can be
at time t with light Doppler shifted at time t - r avoided and an accurate, unambiguous measurement
where the delay time r- is of the order of a few nano- can be made of the shock jump magnitude (3), as well
seconds. The resulting interference fringe phase angle as of the following waveform.
is proportional to the surface velocity. Continuous

Automatic data reduction is accomplished by re-

*This work was supported '-y the U. S. Energy Research and cording photomultiplier outputs directly on Tektronix
Development Administration. R-7912 waveform digitizers which, in turn, are coupled
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directly to a PDP-I 1/40 computer. Data reduction phase difference is produced betawmn ta P a S
and hard-copy plots of the velocity history are ob- components of polarization. The recombi ed bcmm
tained within seconds after an experiment rather than enter the polarized beam sqlittet. 24, and the P an S
after several hours as is usually required to digitize components are recorded separaWly a phonomalL-
oscilloscope pictures and to process data by use of an pliers called DATA I and DATA 2. ca, min
interactive computer. identical infonmation but in a diffeent fog=*. the

interference fringes on DATA I and DATA 2 am 90W

After describing the specific optical arrangement out of phase because of the action of the quaners.avt

for our dual-delay-leg interferometer, the results of a plate.

single experiment will be described. A dual-delay-leg interferometer is coapoed 4(
two separate VISARs, each of which is supplied one-
half of the returning Doppler shifted light. As is cn
in Fig. I, the two interleaved VISAR systems are

OPTICAL LAYOUT similar ii. operation, although they awe not ident'ial
in layout. The entire VISAR system is shown in theThe optical layout of our dual-delay-leg interfer- photograph of Fig. 2, where the laser and power sup-

ometer is shown in Fig. 1. In order to understand the plies occupy the lower compartments.

way in which it operates, we will first review the es-

tablished principles of operation of a single-delay-leg
VISAR (1). The Doppler shifted light enters the DATA ACQUISITION
VISAR at point 2. Since the optical train will use
polarized light, it is desirable to remove any remnant One of the most serious drawbacks of a VISAR for
of polarization which might have been introduced by routine application is the laborious process of data
either the laser or by the reflecting surface. Such reduction. It is necessary to calculate the phase angle
background polarization might cause fluctuations in of an interference fringe history to a small fraction of
intensity at later polarizing stages. To accomplish a cycle in a situation where the intensity, hence peak-
this, the returning beam is passed through a polar- to-peak intensity, is varying. We have eliminated the
ization scrambler denoted by point 6. At point 10, a difficulty of reading oscilloscope records by record-
fraction of the beam is extracted and sent to the in- ing all information on Tektronic R-7912 digital re-
tensity monitor. The intensity monitor is used to es- corders. These digital recorders are in turn coupled

tablish variation in peak-to-peak interference pattern directly to a PDP-11/40 computer. Data acquisition

amplitudes, allowing an accurate determination of and reduction are automatically accomplished in

phasc angle to within a small fraction of a fringe, seconds, far different from the usual hours required

to digitize oscilloscope pictures and proceed by
After passing through a spike filter at point 8, the normal methods. Figure 3 shows a flow diagram of

beam is polarized at 450 by the polarizer denoted 9. the digital interfaces.
After being polarized, the beam enters the main beam
splitter. We can trace the paths in this VISAR. One- Experiment
half of the light passes along each path 13-14-18-14
and 13-14-16-14. Along the path 14-16-14, the. beam The intent of our first experiment was to verify

must pass through the etalon denoted 15. The etalon the performance of the VISAR. Normally, explosive-
is made from fused quartz and delays the light. The driven shocks are subject to considerable variability
path lengths are chosen so that the light passing along and therefore are not suitable for calibration purposes.
that leg suffers a delay, 7, over and above that experi- We have overcome this difficulty by tailoring the
enced by the light passing along the leg 14-18-14. shock profile by using a plane-wave lens to drive an
The delay, r, is relatcd to the etalon length (1). iron specimen.

Notice that the light which traveled along the un- At 13 GPa, iron undergoes a polymorphic phase
delayed leg passed once through a quarter-wave plate. transformation, and the result of that phase change is
The index of refraction of the quarter-wave plate is to produce a multiwave structure. The first large
different for P than for S polarized light. The quarter- wave which traverses the iron is always at the phase
wave plate thickness has been chosen so that a 900 transformation pressure, 13 GPa.
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Key to Figure I

ILaser Beam Delay Delay
2 Reflected Beam Returning (Spectral) .Le_•
3 Adjustable Mirror 13 28 Mirror4, 5 4" b Mirrors 14 29 Large Bea Splitter

6 Polarization Scrambler 15 30, 31 Etalon
7 Beam Reducing Telescope 16 32 Adjustable Mirror8 Spike Filter 17 33 1/4 Wave Plate

9 Polarizer 18 34 Translating Mirror
10, 11 Beam: Splitter 19 35 Po)larized Beam Splitter
12 Mirror 20 36 Fringe Viewing Screen42 Focusing Lens 21 37 Focusing Lens

43 Beam Splitter 22, 23 Mirror
44 Mirror 24 38 Polarized Beam Splitter
45, 46 Photo Multipliers 25 39 Mirror

26, 27 40, 41 Photo Multiplier

FiR. 1. Dual-delay-leg VISAR (optical table)

The plane-wave lens and 2.5-ram-thick iron spedi- interacts with the free surface, the reflection proceedsmen are shown in Fig. 4. backward and perturbs the oncoming 13-GPa wave.
The result Is that a new elastic precursor forms and

Figure 5 shows the x-t diagram for the waves in reaches the free surface a short time prior to theiron as they interact with the free surface (5). Inspec- arrival of the 13-tPa wave. The final wave to arrive
tion of the figure sows that there are many details in is the loading wave produced by the plane-wave lens.
the resulting free surface motion. The first arrival is Barker's experimental result, the free surface velocity
the elastic precursor. When the elastic precursor versus time/specimen thickness, is shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 7 shows the six channels of information Ps and, further, the burst must (cntain one whole
recorded during our experiment. DATA I and DATA fringe on delay leg I and one whole fringe on delay
2 from one delay leg contain the same information as leg 2. The final record is seen to agree with that antic-
DATA I and DATA 2 from the second delay leg. As ipated from the wave interaction analysis.
can be seen from Fig. 7, the two records can only be
made to coincide if a fringe burst occurred at t = 0.2

tAG -1 t[G -2

Vt1OCITY4FINU 0.671 !r'- ViHOCgIY/FRINGt 0,452 m

IBW OETONATOR MIN.

L U C I T I H 1 0 1 2 0 I N I E N S I V i
P'-"•I '--t' I'LANF WxAVE t[ENS 5., 'D--., lI

BARAIOI OUTPUTI
IV25 GPa INTERFACE PRESSURE

'" DIAM

5n {}ATA 7

0. InCT COMPUilR

•o,•_ -- -- + -+ -- u.m I - - - -

VI ASU

05L 0

Fig. 4. Test configuration showing the location of the 0 o
measurement

Fig. Z Raw DATA I and DATA 2 and the computer-

It generated free surface velocity histories are shown fbr
each leg. The history labeled "1 "in Leg I is nearly
identical to that labeled "I "in Leg 2 and corresponds

0 with Barker's data.

The assistance of Paul E. Matson, who prepared
_ _ _ RON the test specimens, and of Donald J. Mullikin, who

POSIIIl (.1 performed the experiments is gratefully acknowledged.

Fig. 5. X-t diagram of stress wave interactions. The
elastic (E) wave interactions have been simplified. REFERENCES
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Fig. 6. Free surface velocity history of iron impacted S. L. M. Barker and R. E. Hollenbach, J. AppI.
at 25 GPa. Data from Barxer-'. Phys. 45, 4872, 1974.
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WIDE RANGE VELOCITY INTERFEROMETER

B. T. Amery
Ministry of Defence Procurement Executive

Atomic Weapons Research Establishment
Southend-on-Sea Essex England

A4 Doppler Shift Velocity interferometer has been developed which can measure the
velocity of any surface whether it is a specular or diffuse reflector. Two signals in
quadrature are provided and these iead to 1% to 2% accuracy in velocity determina-
tions. The instrument may be used over a very wide range of velocities. Examples
of foil impact experiments are given on metal and non-metal materials over the
velocity range 0.008 mm psec-1 to 0.4 mm Asec-1 .

INTRODUCTION light reflected from the specimen and having a Dop-
pler shift impat.ad to it by the surface velocity, is re-

The advent of the laser has enabled interferometry combined with light that originated from 'he surface
to be used to measure surface and interface velocities a time T earlier, where T is the delay time. The result-
in the field of shock wave studies but initial develop- ing interference fringes are detected using photo-
ments in this field have required the specimen to have multipliers.
a small surface tilt during flight and to retain a mirror
finish: Barker and Hollenbach relate the fringe count ANt

to the surface velocity U, by
This paper describes a velocity interferometer sys-

tem that provides high contrast fringing signals from UXo ANt
any type of surface-specular, diffuse or a mixture of U(t-,/ 2 ) 2" (1 + Av/v)(
the two. With a diffuse surface the interferometer is
also quite insensitive to surface tilt. Moreover there where X is the laser wavelength, Av/v is an index of
are no strict limitations to the range of velocities over refraction correction factor for any "window" mate-
which the instrument may be used other than the rial, t is time and r = L/C is the delay time of the in-
space available in the laboratory. It is in this re- terferometer with a path-length difference L.
spect that this instrument has an advantage over the
VISAR (1). Except when used in measuring very high veloci-

ties the interferometer will employ a long path differ-
ence which requires the light entering the Interferom-

INTERFEROMETER DEVELOPMENT eter being spatially coherent and hence implies a
specimen surface that remains specular. If, however,

Developments in this field by L. M. Barker and the light illuminating a Michelson interferometer is
R. E. Hollenbach led to the Sandia laser velocity in- incoherent, high quality fringes may be obtained if
terferometer (2,3). In this arrangement a laser beam the two end mirrors of the interferometer appear to
is reflected from a specular shocked specimen and the be coincident from the view of the detector (4). Un-
beam is split and recombined after one part has been fortunately this configuration would detect no mo-
delayed by a few nanoseconds. At any instant the tion as a velocity Interferometer since the transit
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times for the two beams would be equal and r would plane of a 50 mm diameter 30 cm focal length lens.
equal zero, giving no fringe count (Eq. 1). This lens receives the diffusely reflected light from

the surface and recollimates it. The telescope ex-
The requirement therefore is to modify the inter- pands the outgoing 2 mm beam and condenses the re-

ferometer to produce the spatial coincidence of the turn beam to 10 mm diameter for use in the interfer-
end mirrors while maintaining their temporal separa- ometer. In this way the amount of light collected is
tion. This is achieved by using lenses within the inter- increased and any intensity fluctuations due to a
ferometer legs to image the end mirrors M1 and M2 at coarse speckle pattern are reduced.
MI' and M2' so that the two images are coincident
and equidistant from the beam-splitter BS. The beam splitter B3 directs the reflected light

into the interferometer and polarizer P, at 450 to the
plane o incidence, is used to provide two equal am-

DETECTORS plitude S and P components. Beam sphtter B2 directs
one-third of the total light via mirrors M5 and M6 t

BS + the intensity monitor photomultiplier. Lenses L5-L/
focus the aperture S2 onto fine ground glass screens

SM'1' L L2 to ensure that the photoniultiplier photocathodes are

evenly illuminated.

Beam splitter B1 directs one beum towards the end
M2 ._ .ýf_ mirror MI and the other via M4 towards M2. The

ie'., combination LI, L2 forms an image of MI at Ml1
Fig. 1. Lenses used to produce coincide, it'1,,ges ol it.J the combination L3, LA forms an image of M2 at
Interferometer end mirrors. M2' such that M l' and M2' appear coincident when

viewed from the detectors. The first order X/8 wave
plate W is arranged to retard the P-light component

A combination of two lenses separated by the sum by a phase angle of 900 on a double transit so that
of their focal lengths is used in each leg and the corn- two fringe patterns 90" out of phase are produced.
binations as a whole are moved to maintain the mir- These patterns are separated by a Wollaston prism WP
ror image positions as the end mirrors are adjusted for and sensed by the Sine and Cosine photomultipliers.
different delay leg lengths. A combination of two
lenses is used since it iP a requirement that each beam Since B2 and BI are not used at normal incidence
exactly reproduces itself at the mirror image position the reflectivities will not be the same for the P and S
on the way back to the beam splitter. Thus the spa- light components;however since both components
tial phase irregularities present in the speckle beam re- are reflected and transmitted once the combined
flected from a diffuse surface are exactly reproduced. beams producing the fringe patterns are in the inten-

sity ratio 1: 1.096 and high contrast fringes result.
Any inequalities produced can be removed by slight

WIDE RANGE VELOCITY INTERFEROMETER rotation of the polarizer P.

A diagram of the Wide Range Velocity Interferom-
eter as used in conjunction with an electromagnetic ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF INTERFEROMETER
foil throwing facility is shown in Fig. 3 and a photo-
graph of the installation in Figs. 4 and 6. The positions of Ml and M2 required for a particu-

lar delay length are set to 0.01 cms by using the ver-
A CRL I watt Argon-ion laser producing up to nier scale of the optical bench on which the custom

700 mW single frequency light at 5145A provides the built mountings are carried. To zero the system the
illumination. The beam is expanded to 3 mm diame- coincident positions of M I and M2, without lenses in
ter and chopped by a rotating disc shutter to reduce the system, is found using white light fringes.
the mean level of light at the photomultipliers. A 2
mm stop S1 limits the beam diameter and mirror M3 Figure 6 shows the interferometer set for a Fringe
steers the light to the specimen which is in the focal Constant of 0.20 mm psec-1 Fringe-1. Each arm of
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the interferometer contains two lenses and this is the Since each lens combination is capable of focusing
arrangement used for insensitive settings of the Fringe the end mirrors over a range determined by a lens
Constant. When a sensitive setting is required the ar- being either at the mirror or mirror image position a
rangement shown in Fig. 4 is used. When the Fringe small series of lenses of focal lengths 20 cms- 100 cms
Constant is 0.015 mm psec- 1 Fringe- 1 . M4 returns can give a continuous range of Fringe Constants from
the light of the beam splitter becoming one end mir- 1.168 mm usec- Fringe- 1 to 0.0064 mm psec-1
ror of the interferometer and M2 is reversed to be- Fringe-1. The range of leg lengths given by a combi-
come the other mirror. Lenses LI and L2 now image nation of lenses of focal lengths f, and f2 is
M2 via the mirror comer reflector box MB.

Range --- (fl + f2 )2 (fl - f2 ) (4)fi f2
OPTICAL COMPONENTS

All the surfaces of the optics in the interferometer
are flat to X/20 and the spherical surfaces of the RECORDING AND DATA REDUCTION
lenses are to the same tolerance. The mirrors and
beam splitters are dielectric coated, 65 mm in diame- The fringing signals and intensity monitor are de-
ter and in addition the beam splitters are wedged to tected by EMI type D254 six stage photomultipliers
W°. The mirrors M1, M2 and M3 and beam splitter giving a gain of about 104 and recorded on Hewlett-
B3 have tilt adjustments in two orthagonal directions Packard Type 183B oscilloscopes. The rise-time of
by means of fine screw micrometers. the combination is 3 nS.

To maintain high contrast fringes it is a require- The voltage output from both fringing photomulti-
ment that the residual wave aberration of the lenses plier channels is assumed to be a sinusoidal function
used in the interferometer should be less than X/20: of the fringe count ANt at any instant t with a 900
this prohibits the use of commercial doublets and so a phase difference between the two signals. If 2ao is
series of zero coma or "crossed" lenses were designed the peak to peak photomultiplier signal and 0 is the
(5). The minimum focal length that could be used arbitrary fringe phase before the surface starts to
(20 cm) was determined by the requirement that over move we have for the P and S light components re-
1 cm aperture the aberrution criterion should be met. spectively

For the Corrected Sine Condition Coma to be zero () = c" [I + Sin (2r ANt + 0)] (5)

R,- n 2- (2) andR2 n2 - n - I

and (at)s = a, [I + Cos (2r ANt + 0)] (6)

f= R( n2 n2) The mean value of at is a, and if this is subtracted
from the photomultiplier signal we have

where R, and R2 are the lens surface radii, n the re-
fractive index of the glass and f the focal length of ( = Tan (21 ANt +4') (7)
the lens. "at"s

Each lens is mounted in a tube and adjusted so which may be solved fbr ANt. The mean level ao is
that its focal point is 10.00 cm beyond a locked obtained as a fraction of the intensity monitor signal,
locating ring. The tubes then screw into standard being set up with a number of fringes filling the field
couplers or the mirror-box which have locating faces of the interferometer. It is subtracted from the fring-
20.OU cm apart. In this way various lens combina- ing signals at the recording oscilloscopes which each
tions may be used without the need to refocus the in- have two amplifiers whose outputs can be added
terferometer each time. algebraically.
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There are many advantages that arise from record- and deflection Y are made in terms of X giving four
ing the fringing signals in the above manner. In par- equations for each record. These equations are used
ticular the interpretation of the records is made un- to normalise the two fringing signals, correct for any
ambiguous except, at shock discontinuities, where the distortion in the record, and reduce them to a com-
frequency response of the system will not allow the mon time scale. The cosine amplitude corresponding
signal to be followed. Even here, however, the bound- to each sine point is calculated by linear interpolation.
ary conditions of'the experiment usually allow the
uncertainty to be resolved. The data reduction is also At each measured point P(xy) on both the Sine
simplified, and Cosine traces the time and amplitude are calcu-

lated by substituting x into the linear fit equations to
The photomultiplier signals remain true sine and obtain values of TU, YU, TL, YL, thus

cosine traces balanced about the zero light position,
irrespective of intensity and contrast changes so long Y = 2000 + 6000 (Y ~ YL) (8)
as the initial setting-up relationships between the P YU - YL
fringing and intensity monitor channels remain un-
changed and the photomultiplier outputs are linear. Y -YL
In addition since the signals are in quadrature, an ac- Tp = TL + Y -YL (TU "TO (9)
celeration can be distinguished from a deceleration
since in the former case the Cosine trace leads by 900
and on a deceleration it lags by 900. Ambiguities be- RESULTS
tween fringe turn-rounds occurring at the maxima or
minima of the fringe pattern and velocity reversals are The interferometer has been used for about four
also removed. More importantly the insensitivity of
the photomultiplier output as a furiction of the fringe years over a wide velocity range on various types of
count, which mcurs; at maxima and minima, is coun- specimen to obtain their free surface motion. Three

tered since when one signal is at a minimum sensitiv- examples are shown in Fig. 5,7 and 8.
ity the other is at a maximum. It is this feature
which gives the velocity interferometer technique its EXPERIMENT I. Figure 5. PIC ½H Aluminium
high accuracy from what appear to be poor quality foil 0.25 mm thick impacted a 5050B Aluminium
traces. specimen 1 mm thick at a velocity of 0.41 mm gsec-1.

The maximum velocity corresponds to 2.17 fringes
The records are reduced by measuring trace co- which are not quite time resolved. The specimen

ordinates in a digitised trace measuring machine. I. spalled with a fall-back velocity of 0.193 mm psec-1

mediately after recording the fringing signals two and reverberations in the detached layer are clearly
time-marker traces of equal and opposite deflection, seen.
either side ot the balanced zero light trace position,
are put on both records. Co-ordinates on both time- EXPERIMENT 2. Figure 7. Impact as in Experi-
marker traces are also measured. Linear fits in time T ment 1 on to a 6 mm thick sample of a three dimen-

sional quartz-fibre resin composite. The laser beam
was focussed on to an area where the quartz fibresUPPER TIME TRACE were normal to the surface. The fringes correspond-

.. . ..... TU ing to the surface acceleration are just resolved but
the initial deceleration which was faster is just be-
yond the resolution of the system.

-g x
EXPERIMENT 3, Figure 8. This is a slow strain

rate experiment with a drop weight hammer impact-
ing an anvil carrying a specimen of CS Carbon. In

LOWER TIME TRACE _y this early experiment the (I + Sine) fringe signal and
the intensity monitor are displayed separately and the

Fig. 2. Record co-ordinates for data reduction, delay leg was 8.75 m long.
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Fig. 4. lnterferometer with lens configuration used for high sensitivity settings of the Fringe Constant.
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Fig. -5. Records and interpretation of foil impact on 5050B1 aluminium I mm thick. Foil velocity 0.41 mm
;Uec-1. Fringe Constant 0.20 mm Xaec-1 Fringe-1,
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Fig. 6. Interferometer with lens configuration used with less sensitive settings of the Fringe Constant.
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Fig. 7. Records and interpretation of foil impact on Three Dimensional Quartz-fibre Resin Composite (3D QP)
6 mm thick. Foil impact velocity 0.41 mm psec-1 . Fringe Constant 0.10mm p~sec-1 Fringe-].
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ACCURACY tainable. This form of interferometer is particularly
insensitive to the tilt of a diffuse!y reflecting surface.

There are four main sources of error in deducing a
velocity history using the wide range velocity inter-
ferometer: specimen tilt, defocussing due to surface ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
translation, photomultiplier noise and non-linearity
of the photomultiplier output. The author would like to thank Dr. D. J. Phillips

and Mr. H. G. McPherson who supported this work
The surface tilt error applies to specular surfaces and the many colleagues who helped in the experi-

since it causes the light paths to be different from mental programme.
those originally set, but for Lambertian surfaces the
collimating lens remains filled with light and there are
no changes. When the surface moves the returned REFERENCES
light becomes divergent and this aho causes the path
through the interferometer to change; this effect is I. L. M. Barker and R. E. Hollenbach, "Laser inter-
most severe for a diffusely reflecting specimen. Both ferometer for measuring high velocities of any re-
these effects give rise to errors of about 0.1 - 0.2 flecting surface," J. Appl. Physics, Vol. 43, No.
fringes. 11,4669 (1972).

The statistical noise on the photomultiplier output 2. L. M. Barker and R. E. Hollenbach, "Interferom-
makes the assumption that the output is a sinusoidal eter Technique for Measuring the Dynamic Me-
function of the fringe phase not strictly valid. Meas- chanical Properties of Materials," Rev. Sci. Inst.,
urements give a value of less than 0.005 fringes for Vol. 36, No. 11, 1617 (1965).
this error. The linearity of the photomultiplier out-
put is better than 2% over periods of up to 0.5 mS. 3. L. M. Barker and R. E. Hollenbach, "Shock Wave

Studies of PMMA, Fused Silica and Sapphire,"
J. Appl. Physics, Vol. 41, No. 10, 4208 (1970).

CONCLUSIONS
4. W. H. Steel, "Interferometry," pp. 56, et. seq.,

The wide range velocity interferometer described Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1967.
here is capable of measuring the velocity-time history
of any surface whether it is a diffuse or specular re- 5. R. J. Bracey, "The Technique of Optical lnstru-
flector or a mixture of the two, over a very wide ment Design," English Universities Press (1960).
velocity range. An accuracy of 1%-2% is easily ob-
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ASSESSMENT METHODS OF THE IMPACT IGNITION
SENSITIVITY OF DIFFICU LTLY-DETONABLE EXPLOSIVES

W. H. Andersen and N. A. Louie
Shock Hydrodynamics

North Hollywood California 91602

This paper discusses the assessment of the projectile impact sensitivity of relatively
insensitive substances, based on an investigation of small caliber caseless ammuni-
tion. Conventional techniques (e.g., Bruceton method of obtaining V50) are not
usually applicable. The test evaluation included the use of a photocell monitoring
system to temporally resolve the light emitted by the impact reaction. This tech-
nique represents a new and novel method of obtaining information regarding energy
release by impact. The tests showed that the impact reaction varied widely. depend-
ing on conditions. It ranged from no reaction being induced in the fractured pro-
pellant, to a partial reaction, to a complete combustive consumption, to a detona-
tive reaction in one case. Interestingly, Mhe sensitivity of this latter propellant was
less than that of the others at impact velocities lower than that required to produce
the violent reaction. A statistical model is developed to describe projectile impact
sensitivity, and a brief discussion presented of ignition induced by spall particle
impact.

INTRODUCTION the extent of reaction induced in the substance by the
impact can vary over a wide range, and depending on

The measurement of the impact sensitivity of high various factors may or may not include propagating
explosives normally uses high speed photography, detonation. The nature and extent of reaction may
pin-switch or witness plate techniques to demonstrate depend on various factors including the size, compo-
the existence or absence (go or no-go) of a propaga- sition and physical form of the material sample, and
ting detonation reaction induced in the explosive by the geometry and velocity of the projectile. The
the impact. An experimental procedure (e.g., the measurement of the impact sensitivity of these types
Bruceton method) that encompasses an impact veloc- of materials is more difficult than for conventional
ity range su ff icient to ensure both 100% and 0% pro- explosives, and only limited information is available
bability of reaction (propagating detonation and regarding the evaluation of the impact ignition sensi-
non-reaction) is used to establish the impact velocity tivity of these types of substances.
required for 50% probability of ignition, i.e., the V50
of the reaction. This paper concerns itself with the experimental

assessment of the impact ignition sensitivity of rela.
On the other hand many important combustible tively insensitive combustible substances, based on an

substances (e.g., various propellants and composite investigation of the sensitivity of different kinds of
explosives) are relatively insensitive, and their impact small caliber caseless ammunition to impact by nor-
ignition occurs only as a low statistical event in the mal and flat nose bullets, and spall particles produced
impact velocity range normally available. Moreover by projectile penetration of steel armor plate. The
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various materials exhibited a wide range of reaction fired at various velocities. Figure 3 shows the test
behavior, and were investigated using a novel observa- setup used, which consisted of a rigid steel I-beam to
tional technique. which a gun support, gun blast baffles, velocimeter

screens (for measuring bullet impact velocity), target
box, and a camera and photocell support were bolted

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS to prevent any relative movement. The light-tight
steel target box was a one foot cube (painted black

"Test Ammunition inside) with a 6" diam. safety glass window port on
one side, a (lightly covered) bullet entrance hole in

The tests were conducted on 8 kinds (designated front and an exit hole in the back. The test rouud
types A through H) of 5.56 mm caseless ammunition was supported nose down on a stiff but flexibl2
rounds (Fig. 1), each of which consisted of a hollow rubber tube fastened to an adjustable floor support
(not shown) cylinder of propellant containing the which allowed both side to side and vertical position-
slug in one end and the primer in the other. Types A, ing of the round.
B, C and H consisted of a single sleeve of molded pro-
pellant, whereas the other types were dual sleeve with The test setup for the spall particle impact tests
the inner sleeve being made up of single base (Si3) was essentially the same except for the addition of a
propellant. Type A consisted of SB propellant while (replaceable) sheet of 1/4" thick steel armor plat: to
H was based on HMX in a binder. Type C was the the inside wall of the target box just behind the bullet
same as B except for containing a different and more entrance hole. The penetration of th's plate by a .30

energetic primer. Type II employed a different binder caliber armor piercing (AP) bullet produced a cone
and contained a relatively large fraction of IIMX. of spall particles with various sizes. Two test rounds
The outer sleeves of the o*her rounds differed in at different locations were used in each test to increase
composition, and some of Lhem contained various the probability of a particle hit with a round, and the
fractions of HMX. rounds were located at various distances behind the

plate and various offset distances from the flight line
Test Apparatus of the All slug after its penetration of the armor

plate.
The sensitivity of the propellant rounds to pro-

jectile impact was studied by impacting the rounds Monitoring Systems
side-on at three locations (neck end, body and primer
end --see Fig. 1) using a 5.56 mm slug, with both nor- The results of the tests were obtained by an open-
mal (ogive) and flat (sawed-off, Fig. 1) nose ends and shutter camera picture of the impact event, by the

light emitted during impact and detected by a photo-
cell, and by post inspection of the ammunition frag-

C.',,I' . chdrge ments remaining in the target box after a test. The
.490 -camera and photocell were positioned behind the

safety glass viewing window, and a light-tight shroud
,Slu•i Primo .was draped around them in a manner as to exclude

"any light other than that appearing in the target box.
The camera was a Speed Graphic (Polaroid ASA

r -- 3000, b/w film) whose lens was set at f/4.5, and whose
.25 i = 1 .365 .250 shutter was left open during a test.

I ..- The photocell monitoring system consis(e(i of a

Impact -TIL67 NPN, Planar Phototransitor in a simple light
Points--2'.• Idetector circuit (Fig. 2), which was connected to the

input of an oscilloscope set up to make polaroid
1.4 65 pictures of the radiant signal produced in the target

box during a single sweep. The photocell monitoring
Fig. 1. Diagram of a caseless target round. Dimen- system was conceived by one of us (NAL), and
suons are in Inches. represents a useful (as well as rapid and inexpensive)
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method of obtaining information regarding ignition EXVERIMENTAL RESULTS
and energy release by the impact of relatively insensi-
tive materials. It carn, for example, distinguish impact Cha'acti..itics of th. HOWllet Impact Tests
flash and the light emitted by very hot (or burning)
spall particles from the light emitted by combustive Four general types of bullet impact behavior were
reaction of the material. It can also distinguish tran- observed.
sient burning during impact from a self-sustained burn-
ing event. The resolution of the event can be controlled I. No Rum-In general, projectile impact on the
by the sweep speed of the oscillosccpe on which body or neck of a test round at the lower impact
the phototube output is displayed. By proper calibra- velocities usually produced only a flash during impact,
tion the technique could probably be made essentially and breakup of the test round occurred without
quantitative in nature, and there are other potential ignition. Higher velocity produced brighter flash.
refinements which may further increase the informa- The impact flash appeared clearly on the camera
tion that can be obtained using this technique. record (Fig. 4a), and the unburned propellant frag-

ments were recoverable after the test, The photocell
record appeared as a single or closely-double peak

TIL67 Phototransistor Coaxial Cable pulse (Fig. 5a), which after teaching the maximum
R658 U To oacii- decayed to the no-signal level without any appreciable

1 loscope secondary rise. This behavior of the test round was
1 ki1 classified as a No Burn.

I 2. Partial Burn-At higher impact velocities,
30 VDC - particularly when flat nosed slugs were used, a partial

burning occurred on a low statistical basis when the
Fig. 2. Photocell circuit used for detecting light body or neck of the test round was impacted. When
emission produced in the Impact tests. the primer end of the test rounds was impacted, the

Steel Light-Tight Box Velocity Screens

foot Gun Blast Baffie Steol I-Beam

ihrt P Photocell
rtCounter SGW Safety Glass Window

Power -- 0
Circuit OMcallo/cope

Speed Graphic Camera

C.t.Light-tTight Shroud

FiS. 3. Experimental configuration for bullet impact tests. ,
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partial burning occurred on a high statistical basis, as a Burn, the camera record was white (completely
even at the lower velocities. In these cases, which overexposed), and the photocell signal (Fig. 5c) showed
were classified as a Partial Burn, the camera record a rapid rise to an off-scale position (generally in
(Fig. 4b) showed a multitude of luminous streamers less than 10 lAsec), and did not return during the
representing the trajectories of burning propellant remainder of the sweep of the oscilloscope. Little or
fragments. The photocell waveform (Fig. 5b) showed no propellant fragments of the test round were re-
the initial impact flash followed by a second broad covered after the test.
peak whose amplitude increased with increased extent
of burning. This behavior appears to pertain largely 4. Explosion--The impact of the body or neck of
to the ignition and burning of material of the test one of the test rounds (type H) in the higher velocity
round that interacts directly with the impacting slug. range with a flat nosed slug produced a very violent
However, although thls material ignites quickly at reaction, which was classified as an Explo-'n. The
impact there appears to be little spreading of the specific nature of this reaction was not established, but
burning to other parts of the target round not directly it was presumably of detonative character since it
at the impact site. This category represents a transi- produced strong blast which fragmented the safety
tion from the No Burn to the Burn states and en- glass viewing window and tore the lid of the steel
compassed a wide degree of reaction behavior, both target box off its hinge. The polaroid photographs
as to the amount of material consumed and the inten- in this case were completely overexposed, and the
sity of the energy released. Many of the partial burns oscillograph reading of the photocell gave a quick
occurred when the impacting slug hit the primer rise to a constant level, indicating a sudden rise to
section of the test round, and in these cases little or a constant light flux. These results were presumably
none of the primer material was found in the test caused by the opening of the light seals on the box as
chamber. However, some unburned propellant frag- the result of the blast.
ments were always present after the test.

Test Results
3. Burn-At the higher impact velocities, partic.

ularly with flat nosed slugs, an essentially complete The overall results of the impact test are sum-
burning of the test round occurred on a low statistical marized in Table 1. In this table the results of the
basis when the body or neck of the round was ia- neck impact tests have been included in the body
pacted. For some rounds the complete burning tests, and the impact velocities have been grouped so
occurred on a high statistical basis when the primer as to allow the results of all of the tests to be In-
end was struck. In these cases, which were classified cluded in the table. In general it was found that the

Target
Round

Sup ort r Slu

Tube '

Fig. 4a, Impact flash accompanying a bullet impact Fig. 4b. Ignited particle trajectories accompanying
test in which the test round experiences no burn. a bullet impact test in which a partial burn is produced.

in the test round.
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only essential difference between the results obtained The most interesting round however was type H,
with both types of slugs was that any impact behavior which underwent violent explosion at the highest im-
obtained with an ogive slug was usually obtained at a pact velocity with flat nose bullets, Interestingly, the
lower velocity with a flat nosed slug. Impact sensiti- impact ignition sensitivity of this propellant was
vity of the rounds increased with increase in impact lower than that of the other propellants at impact
velocity, as expected. The primer was pronouncedly velocities lower than that required to produce the
the most sensitive impact area of the rounds, and the violent reaction. This demonstrates that the ignition
neck area was in general slightly more sensitive than process is not usually the controlling factor in deter-
the body. The general sensitivity and reaction vio- mining whether an impacted substance undergoes a
lence of the primer end of the rounds appeared to be deflagration to detonation transition.
related (roughly proportional) to the size and weight
of the primer material, although the primer composi- Sensitivity Analysis
tion also affected the results of the type C rounds.

The general sensitivity of the body and neck Although the partial burns produced in the impact

impacts appeared to be related to the composition tests are informative for general comparison purposes,

of the material. In addition however, the sensitivity they do not directly provide information regarding

of the dual sleeve rounds may have been affected-at impact ignition statistics. A knoweldge of the

least in some cases-by the construction of the amount of material burned in these tests would be
rounds. For example, it was found from radiographs useful toward this end, and this information could

of the rounds that the two sleeves were not always possibly be obtained by weighing the unconsumed
in intimate contact with each other, but rather that material in the partial burn tests and using the results

small cracks or voids were often present at their con- to provide an absolute calibration of the photocell
tact surface which may have (but was not proven to technique. In lieu of this information, a statistical

have) se,s;iLzed the rounds to impact reaction. behavior ranging from no reaction to complete
reaction was categorized according to certain qualita-
tive characteristics observable from the camera and
photocell records of the impact event. A weighting
function was used to weight the various categories,
and an expression containing this function derived
to estimate the probability, P(V), of a Burn reaction
for a specified impact velocity, V, from the number
of tests at that velocity.

(a) Waveform for flash at bullet impact

For purposes of the analysis, the test results were
divided into six categories in order of increasing
amount of burned material, where the category num-
bers K = 0,1,2-5 designate, respectively, impact flash
on1V (no burn), flash plus slight sparking, moderate
spark shower, intense spark shower and/or partial
ignition, primer burn, and complete bum. The
probability, P, of a Burn at a specified velocity, V, is

(b) Waveform for flash and partial burn at Impact then given by
N

--- Off Scale F(K1 )

- N(F(K))mlj (1

where F(K) Is a weighting function depending on K,
(c) Waveform for bum at bullet impact and N is the number of tests ((F)max = F(5)). Since I'

from physical tonside.ations F(O) - 0 (P - 0 for
Ftg. 5. Photocell waveformsfrom bullet Impact tests. K a 0), F(') a small no. • 1, F(S) >> F(l), and
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TABLE 1

Results of the Bullet Impact Tests

Bullet Impact Velocity (fps) and Bullet Type
Roun Impact 4020 3760 3250 3050 2670 2060 1340

Point Flat Flat Ogive Ogive Ogive Ogive Ogive

Body NB-2 B-I P-I NB-9 NB-5 NB-5
NB-9 i,'-15

Primer B-3 P-10 P-1
NB-i NB-I NB-2

A Body Flat Flat Flat

NB-4 NB-7 NB-3

Primer B-3 P-3 NB-3

Body NB-8 NB-8 NB-4 NB-7 P-I
NB-i

Primer B-3 B-2 P-3 NB-2
Body Ogive Ogive

NB-22 NB-9 NB-6 NB-8

Primer P-9 P-2
NB-i NB-I

B-I B-I B-i NB-9 NB-2 NB-5
Body NB-3 NB-9 P-2

NB-15

Primer B-3 B-12 B-3 B-1
C Flat Flat

Body P-I NB-8 NB-3
NB-i

B-12 Ogive B-2
Body P-8 P-5 B-i P-2

D NB-6 NB-5 NB-24 NB--6

Ogive Ogive

Piiimer B-IO B-10 B-4
P-5

NB-i

B-2 B-2
Body P-1 NB-7

NB-I
E B-2 B-2 P-3 P-4

Primer P-2 P-2 P-I NB-i
NB-2 NB-2
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TABLE 1

Results of the Bullet Impact Tests-Continued

d Bullet Impact Velocity (fps) and Bullet Type
Round Bult-__ _ __ _ _ _ • _

Imp-.ct 4020 3760 3250 3050 2670 2060 1340
Point Flat Flat Ogive Ogive Ogive Ogive Ogive

Body P-10 P-2
F NB-8

P-2 P-3 P-2
Primer NB-2 NB-3 NB-2 NB-5

P-8 P-1
Body NB-12 NB-9

G B-2 B-1 P-1 P-I

Primer P-2 P-3 P-3 NB-I NB-4
NB-1

E-4
Body P-4 NB-I1

NB-4
H P-2 P-2 P-3 P-1 P-2

Primer NB-3 NB-2 NB-1 NB-3

The number indicates the number of tests; E = Explosion, B = Bum, P Partial Burn, NB = No Burn.

F(5)/F(4) = total burnable volume of round/volume where E is a constant which can be evaluated by a
of igniter, the weighting function was chosen to be of least squares fitting using the experimental values
the form F(K) AXK + B, where B = - A, X = e, obtained from Eq. (2). The impact velocity, V5 0 , for
and A = (e - 1 ).- This gives F(K) - 0.6932 (eK - 1). 50% probability of a Burn reaction is then
The probability of a total Burn for any impact velo- given by
city V is then calculated from N tests at that velocity
by V5 0 = E/(kn2) 1/2 = 1.201 E (4)

N K 1  Since bullet impact tests were conducted for impacts
L 0.6932(e-i into the primer and the body separately, the V50 's
i= t obtained apply only to either the primer or to the

PMV) 85.791 N (2) boay (excluding the primer). The overall V5 0 for the

entire round Is obtained by the solution of the equa-
tion

However since the ignition of a material is deter-
mined by an equation of the form of the Arrhenlus Rp exp(- E2/V20 ) + RB exp (- E22V20 ) 0.5Ep/V0 5 RB ex5-EN0 .

specific rate constant, and the impact temperature (5)
depends on the square of the impact velocity, the
variation of burn probability with velocity is also where Ep and EB are the calculated E parameters for
given by a function of the form the primer and body, respectively, and

P(V) = exp (- E2/V2) (3) Rp = ap/(ap + aB); RB = al/(ap + aB) (6)
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where ap and aB are the side presented areas of the
primer and body (excluding the primer), respectively.
The V50 's calculated in the preceding manner can
serve to differentiate the primer, body, or overall TABLE 2
vulnerability of the test rounds.

Estimated Values of V50
Figure 6 illustrates the resulting computed overall

Burn Probabilities vs Impact Velocity for several of
the caseless rounds, and Table 2 shows the computed Round V50 , feet/sec

values of V5 0 for the rounds, including the individual Type Primer Body Combined
values for the primer and body., In these computa- I I
tions the explosions of the type H round were consi- H 3360 8600 7100
dered to be Burns. G 3730 8260 6960

F 4520 7980 6980
Spall Particle Impact Tests E 2520 5000 4280

D 810 3800 3590
The signals obtained by the monitoring systems on C* < 1430 5730

the spall particle impact tests differed to some extent A* 2750 5550
from those obtained on the bullet impact tests. To B* 2750 > 4150
begin with, the hot metal particles produced by the
impact and penetration of the steel armor plate by *For the analysis of these early conducted rounds, the
the AP slug emitto'd luminous paths which generally number of Partial Burn Tests was distributed into the Bum

fogged or overexposed the open shutter camera film and No Burn tsWsts according to the ratio of Burns and No

to a degree that little information could be obtained Burns obtained in the tests.

1.0

.9 Type D- \

.pType E

•0 5
/ T G

.. 7

01000
0.4

Im

.2

.01

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000

Impact Velocity (ft/sec)

Fig. 6. Estimated burn probabilities versus impact velocity for the various caseles propelant ammunition rounds.
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from these films. As a matter of fact, this problem
provided the impetus for the development of the
photocell technique which not only facilitated the (a) Waveform for emission of luminous spall particles
interpretation of the spall particle impact data but
provided extensive information regarding the details
of the bullet impact tests. Whether the light was due
to particle combustion or merely glow is not known
(glow is most likely), but in any event it was clearly
distinguishable from that produced by a Partial or (b) Waveform for sipall impacts on test round-no ignition
Full Burn reaction induced in the test round by
particle impact (Fig. 7).

The metal particles produced by the AP slug pene-
trating the steel armor plate varied in size. It was
determined that the larger particles had the wider
cone angles, and these particles were probably largely
produced by spallation off the back of the plate in
front of the slug. The smaller particles with small
cone angles were probably produced by shear action (c) Waveform for partial burn produced by spall impact
during the passage of the slug through the plate.
These particles were probably very hot, and produced
the luminous paths detected by the sensors. The test a Off Scale
results indicated that these are the most effective
particles in producing ignition since the burn proba-
bility was greatest at small offset distances. The burn
probability can be expressed in terms of the fraction
of bums per particle hit. The hits per test depends
on the offset distance and the distance to the plate. (d) Waveform for total burn produced by spall impact

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT Fig. 7. Photocell waveforms from spall Impact tests.
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SHAPED CHARGE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

W. G. Von Hofle and J. J. Trimble
Detonation & Deflagration Dynamics Laboratory

Ballistic Research Laboratories
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005

In this work, a two-color infrared radiometer with a response time of less than one
microsecond was used to measure the residual temperature of shocked copper plates
and shaped charge jets in flight. Some explosively driven plates were found to
undergo rapid surface contour changes which greatly affected the individual infrared
signals, but the radiance ratios provided temperatures consistent with other data.

The Interpretation of the Infrared signals from shaped charge jets was aided by high
speed framing camera results. Jets from the standard rounded-apex liners showed
large amounts of debris near the let, while the lets from especially machined conical
liners were free from this. The Infrared signals reflected this difference and provided
an unambiguous temperature for the lets from pointed liners, The observed let
temperatures from composition B and octol charges were below the melting point
of copper Indicating that the lets were solid.

INTRODUCTION ambitious program was carried out as a check of the
system. The two-color technique was applied to the

A two-band infrared radiometer has been devel- determination of the residual temperature of copper
oped as a rapid, non-contact method suitable for the plates driven by various explosives. These results
dynamic temperature measurement of complex tar- provided some comparison with theory and experi-
gets such as shaped charge jets in free flight. A large ment since the loaded plate problem had been pre-
amount of experimental and theoretical effort has viousiy studied. The measured shaped charge jet
been devoted to shaped charges since their introduc- temperatures can be considered with more confidence
tion. However, very little experimental work has because many of the troublesome questions encoun-
been done on the estimation of jet temperature be- tered have been answered in the preliminary plate
cause of the great speed and complexity of jets in study.
flight. Accurate jet temperature determination has
important consequences in the analysis of the poorly
understood jet formation and stretching processes. THEORY
The design of new shaped charge weapons may bene T
fit most, since the residual jet temperature after the
explosive liner collapse process may determine the
breakup time and thus the penetration behavior of object by the single band or brightness method, the
such jets. entittance must be known since the output radiationwill depend on the emittance as well as the tempera-

Due to the complexity of the problem, it was ture. The object radiance at a detector, Wo, Is given
divided into two parts. First, a preliminary, less as follows:
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on filter was permanently installed in one radio-
W0  -|Wb. b d, (I) meter which defined two overlapping bands, 2-5.5

2b J T pm and 4-5.5jpm. The response time of the detector-electronics combination was less than 0.5 micro-
eb is the band emittance; Wb b is the Planck black- seconds. The 0.3 X l0 X 10 cm polished copper

body function. A. is the area of the source accepted plates were viewed by the radiometers in an arrange-
by the detector, and R, is the distance to the detec- ment depicted in Fig. I. Ambient pressure was in the
tor. The detector characteristics have been omitted range of I to 10 pm of Hg while a few shots were
for clarity. The integral is over the wavelength range near 100pjm Hg.
of the collection optics and detector. Wo is a sensitive
function of the geometrical arrangement and of the
surface condition and wavelength through the band it

emittance, which is a complex and unknown function 46cm 6-1--I
of many surface variables. However, if the ratio of Cu 1A.
the outputs of two radiometers with identical geo- ILDG. WALL PLAE9 VACUUM
metrical arrangements but different wavelength HAMIER
sensitivities is obtained, this provides a measure of
the "color temperature." Since the geometry fac- (2) a f
tors cancel, the "color temperature" approaches the RADWIMTERS,
true temperature as the ratio band emittances ap- --I -
proaches unity. This ratio also serves to compensate 34MIR6" OR
for transient effects in surface conditions which are
encountered in shock studies and which will be dis-
cussed in detail below. The design of a good two-
color radiometer is predicated on the selection of the
wavelength bands. They must be close enough to-
gether to provide a band emittance ratio near unity Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement jbr copper plate
but far enough apart to yield adequate sensitivity, range firings.

COPPER PLATE RESIDUAL TEMPERA- The radiometers were calibrated with copper plates
polished to a mirror surface with 1.0 pm alumina

There is only one reported measurement of the powder and electrically heated in a vacuum. Since

temperature of explosively loaded copper by infrared they received considerable stress during a shot, the
radiometry. King, Cotgrove and Slate (1) worked at radiometers were calibrated with a blackbody sourceone pressure with a single band, and they found a prior to each shot, which served to correct for anylarge discrepancy from the theoretical value calcu- optical misalignment suffered in the previous shot.lated by McQueen and Marsh (2). The former authors Fig. 2 shows the results of the copper calibration andlate byMc~eenand ars (2. Te fomerautors a corresponding blackbody calibration. The output
suggested that the error might have been due to atcorrespondin ba cl ibra The outut
shock-induced emittance and a two-color approach ratios are seen to be close over a large temperature
might reduce the error. range. The copper calibration by electrical heating

is unreliable at temperatures above 400* because the
In the present study, two identical i. r. line heating time is long and the surface may undergo

scanners with liquid nitrogen cooled inSb photovol- irreversible changes in emittance. The equation in

taic detectors, which have a figure of merit, Fig. 2 expresses the output ratio for the copper cali-
bration, assuming all geometrical factors cancel.

1/2 el /e2 is the ratio of band emittances and W), I/Wx 2
D*(500,900,) -1.2 X 10 cis the ratio of blackbody outputs which are modula-

watt ted by the detector characteristics and integrated
over their wavelength ranges. Since eI/e 2 is close to

were converted to radiometers with 12.7 mm aper- unity over much of the temperature range, the as-
tures and 3 milliradian fields-of-view. A 4.0 pm cut- sumption will be made that any experimental copper
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Tum~n VCN

Fig. 2. Radiance ratio for polished copper, heated F
electrically, RCu, and the corresponding blackbody b
ratio, Rbb, e1 /e2 is plotted as the dashed line. Z NF

surface, including that which has undergone the shock
passage and release wave, is a graybody over this tern- )
perature range with the chosen wavelength bands. F
One may also consider the two ratio curves to define
the limits of the actual shocked surface curve. Un-
fortunately, the uncertainty in the copper ratio is
about 20 percent which limits the accuracy of the N

results. The blackbody ratio is accurate to 5 percent. '
TIME (2,. s/div.)--'-

Each radiometer output was coupled to a wide F'ig. 3. Typical oscilloscope traces of the radiance
band oscilloscope, and the radiance ratios were vis- sgnals from explosively loaded copper plates. (a)
ually derived from photographs of the traces. Repre- Cu/Octol; (b) Cu/comp B; (c) Cu/TNT. "F" Is the
sentative traces are shown in Fig. 3. The composition 4.55 m trace at 50m V/div. sensitivity; "NF"is the
B traces showed a level step at 0.5 psec after shock 2-5.5 9m trace at 50mV/div. se "No " inite
arrival, but some octol shots did not level off for 2-5.5 jn trace at lOOm V/div. The arrows indicate
several microseconds. Fig. 4 is a plot of derived resi- shock arrival.
dual temperature vs. time after shock emergence. A
smooth curve was drawn through several averaged pressed as an increase above ambient, which was read
points derived from the radiance ratios. The tempera- from the corresponding copper calibration curve.
tures at 0.5 psec were assumed to be the residual
values, the continued rise with time may be due to Table I and Fig. 3 indicate that the octol results
shock reverberations and shock heated residual air. are basically different than comp B or TNT. The
Note that the octol plate temperature vs. time be- octol signals rise more steeply and exhibit a large
havior is quite different from the individual signal round-to-round variation not found in comp B. This
behavior of Fig. 3. It is puzzling why the composi- different behavior must be due to either surface
"tion B plate temperature rises faster than the octol emittance of temperature differences. Temperatures

*, even though the individual signals Are better behaved, and ratios are consistent and only slightly above comp
B even at later times; therefore, octol loading must

Table I summarizes the copper plate data. The induce some transient surface changes which affect
individual radiometer signals are indicated by NF and the individual signal outputs but which are cancelled
F, RCu is the computed ratio, TA is the temperature by the ratio technique. In support of this contention,
derived from the blackbody curve measured prior to framing camera pictures by Boyd Taylor (3) at the
that shot, and A TR is the residual temperature, ex- Ballistic Research Laboratories show octol-shocked
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plates considerably more distorted than comp B at all
Soo times after shock arrival. These effects are reasonable

since octol, which is a mixture of HMX and TNT, has
COMP. B\ a quite different polycrystalline structure than com-

400- position B, which is a mixture of RDX and TNT.

_30 Figure 5 is a graph of residual temperature vs.

OC300 Hugoniot pressure for our results. For comparison
it also shows other experimental and theoretical data.
Note the agreement with the curve fit of G. Hauver's

200- results (4), which were obtained by fast resistance
measurements of ihocked copper foils. The TNT re-

S00- sults are much too high, but their uncertainty is great
due to a low S/N ratio.

0 I i ! The gap between the experimental points and the
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 theoretical curve of McQueen and Marsh is not as

TIME (j.,) easy to explain, but it would be unreasonable for
hydrodynamic theory which is meant to describe the

Fig. 4. Time dependence of temperature for comp bulk material to be valid at the surface.
B- and octol-shocked copper plates.

TABLE 1

Copper Plate Radiometer Data

Explosive NF (mV) F(mV) Rcu TA A TR (9C)
Shot No. (2-5.5 an Band) (4-5.5jurn Band)

TNT

C21 32.0 23.1 1.39 220 250
C22 36.0 25.0 1.44 168 196

Ave 223

COMP B

B12 63.0 42.0 1.50 - 265
B13 50.0 28.0 1.79 210 240
B19 48.0 33.0 1.45 240 264
B23 59.0 34.0 1.74 211 242

Ave 253

OCTOL

CIO 72 40 1.80 340
CII 97 52 1.87 - 330
C17 60 32 1.88 227 253
C18 130 70 1.86 245 265
C20 92 59.0 1.56 260 282

Ave 294
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fusion pump and a stainless steel pipe provided the
Mc QUEEN lowest pressures.

& MARSH
500/ The calibration of the radiometers was extended

S400- G. HAUVER out to 800"C by induction heating of a copper cylin-
0 Ider. One face of the cylinder was polished, the cylin-

S300 der was placed in the coils of the r. f. generator, and
0. a OCTOL W/ROUGH the whole assembly was sealed in a vacuum chamber

SVACUUM fitted with a sapphire window. This calibration
a. 0 fl' U0 OCTOLW/uGthwhlasebywssaeinaacmcabr

S,, O OCTOL method provides better temperature control and more

SO TNT uniform heating than the electrical heating method,
v KING, et al especially at the higher temperatures. The result of a

"20 40 60 80 100 120 calibration with a typical filter combination is pre-

P (oNp) sented in Fig. 6. As in the lower temperature calibra-

Fig. 5. Plot of experimental and theoretical data vs.

the Hugonlot pressures. For the two octol points W Po/41l s
marked "Rough Vacuum", ambient pressure was near

100 lan; all other experimental points were obtained

at less than 10 Am. 0 u IL,"

The plate work seemed to provide a sound experi-

mental basis for the following shaped charge rmas-/ POL€41 Q R"
urement by demonstrating that the two-color radio-
meter had the capability to overcome the two main
obstacles of the shaped charge problem, namely,
speed of response and unknown surface emittance
and contour. EMITMW rce

Fig. 6. High temperature calibration curves for a

SHAPED CHARGE JET TEMERA- typical narrow-band filter combination.

TURE MEASUREMNT
tion with the broad-band filters, the two curves are in

The experimental set-up for plate temperature close proximity. Howevcr, the position of the copper
in Fig. I was modified for shaped charge vacuum curve is somewhat more uncertain due to the much
firings by the introduction of a 9 cm inner diameter smaller radiances entering the ratios.
metal pipe with a 2 X 38 mm. diameter sapphire
window. The jet was observed through the sapphire A photograph of a typical oscilloscope trace for a

window at a point eight cone diameters down range standard 81.3 mm copper liner with a bare comp B

of the 81.3 nun liner. The two radiometers were charge fired in the above apparatus is reproduced in
independently focused through the window on a Fig. 7. The structure of the radiant intensity signal

point in the jet path. The angle formed by the two for about 10 microseconds after signal start and be-
optical paths with apex at the jet path was 20 degrees, fore the large increase in signal was difficult to ex-

In most cases narrow band-pass filters were used in plain. There is some similarity with all of the

place of the broad-band filters. experimental records, but in general the intensities
and positions of the peaks are random. The steep

During the course of the program, ambient pres- off-shoot of the signals was assigned at first to deto-
sures in the firing chamber were steadily reduced to a nation products reaching the optical path, but further

level between 1.0 and 0.3 Am of mercury by changing experiments have proven this interpretation

vacuum systems and pipe materus. A 3-inch oil dif- erroneous.
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In order to explain the complexity of the infrared particles were observed near the jet forming d conical
results, high speed (1.2 X 106 f.p.s.) framing camera cloud. The largest pieces of debris have roughly the
coverage of similar shaped charges fired in an evacua- same velocity as the jet, and they are smeared out in
ted glass tube was obtained. One frame from a stand- the photo. There may be a whole spectrum of parti-
ard rounded-apex liner is reproduced in Fig. 3. The cle sizes which leads to the appearance of a fog.
results showed a heretofore unreported "prek -,.or" Aluminum and steel baffles with 1.9 cm centered
jet stretching ahead of the jet tip. A large num, Ir of holes were used in an attempt to clean up the jet tip.

They actually made the situation worse by increasing
the density of the debris cloud, nearly obscuring the
jet altogether.

It has been reported (5) that liners machined to a
true conical apex eliminate this cloud of material.
Framing camera coverage of a jet from such a liner
indicates that this is indeed the case. One frame is
reproduced in Fig. 9. The difference between photo-

Fig. Z Dual oscilloscope traces of the radiance signals
from a typical comp B shaped charge with an 81.3 t
mm rounded-apex liner. The 5 Wec per division
sweeps were triggered by a 62 •sec-delayed pulse from
an ionization switch placed at the base of the charge.
The upper trace is the 3.94 Mrm signal at lOOm V/div.
vertical sensitivity; the lower trace is the 4.11 tam
signal at 50m V/div. The traces were off-set for
clarity.

Fig. 9. A copper jet under identical conditions as
Fig. 8 except that the liner was a true pointed-apex

graphs of the pointed- and rounded-apex cones is
quite marked on the originals; the lack of darkening
of the glass tube with the pointed cone of Fig. 9 is
further evidence that the jet resulting from this liner
"configuration is free from foreign material.

The visible pictures lead to an interpretation of the
infrared results from rounded cones in which the fog

Fig. 8. A copper/et from a 81.3 mm rounsled-apex of debris causes the steep signal increase and struc-
liner at about 8 cone diameters stand-off Theftram- ture within ten microseconds. Infrared traces from a
ing rate is 1.2 X 106 fp.s. Ambient pressure is about shot with a pointed cone is shown in Fig. 10. Since
30 milli-Torr. Thefiducial marks are 2.54 cm apart. the wide bands were used for the radiometers in Fig.
The let was front and back lighted with argon bombs. 10, the actual signal level is higher, but the framing
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POINTED CONE S HOT

U 100-

2 4 6 8 10 12

Fig. 10. Dual oscilloscope traces from a pointed-apex 0-0-SPOT SIZE AT TARGET
liner under similar conditions as in Fig. 7 except that 200
broad-bands were used. The upper trace is the 2-5.5
pum output; the lower one is the 4.S.S pm signal, both E 1 50 X1  X2  ROUNDED
at SOOm V/div. sensitivity and 5 psec/div. sweep rate. U 100 CONE

U 100
Z SHOT No.8

camera results provide the assurance that the observed 50
signals arise from the jet alone. Note that the corn-
plex structure of the rounded-cone jet is absent in 09 0
Fig. 10; the signal trace rapidly increases to its maxi- 2 4 6 8 10 12
mum at the jet arrival time. TIME (IA.s)

The difference between the infrared signals from Fig. 11. Comparison of radiance signals from
rounded- and pointed-apex liners. For the pointed-

the rounded- and pointed-apex shots is graphically liner/et, X, and X2 refer to the broad-band signals
presented in Fig. 11, where the broad-band results of of Fig. 10, which have been adjusted to the levels
a pointed cone have been reduced to the scale of a expected fron the narrow-band filters used for the
rounded-apex shot obtained with narrow bands. The rounded-apex oet. nA, and )2 refer to 3.u94 fom and

signals of the broad-band shot were adjusted by mul- 4.11 pm, respectively, for the rounded-apex traces.
tiplication by the ratio of experimental blackbody See text. A scaled drawing of :he jet from Fig. 9
radiances, i.e., (v = 7. 7 nm/psec) is included between the two sets

wbb of traces to provide an idea of the time required

= 3.94 for traversal of the "spot size", 3 mm, at I meter
3.94 2-5.5 range.

"2-5.5

where the superscript "exp" refers to the jet trace increase after 13 microseconds. The derived tempera-
value and "bb" the blackbody value. The assump- tures increase with time rapidly after the jet arrival.
tion is that the ratio of band emittances is unity, i.e.,

Table 2 presents the results of all the successful
e3.94 um shaped charge firings including those with rounded

- 1, cones. The temperatures in all cases were derived
2 ufrom radiances observed within the first microsecond

after the signal start. For the rounded cone shots, the
which is only approximately correct but is good thickness of debris near the jet tip is small and may
enough for this comparison. The results of Fig. 10 not interfere. Indeed, most traces exhibit shallow
clearly indicate the effect of the debris caused by the signals in the first microsecond.
rounded cone.

Shots 13, 14 and 20 were carried out with a dif-
Three out of four i. r. traces from pointed cones ferent experimental procedure in an attempt to in-

resemble Fig. 10, where the abrupt rise is followed crease the accuracy of the measurements. The beam-
by a gradual decline which is followed by a further splitting arrangement of Fig. 12 was used. In spite of
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TABLE 2

Shaped Charge Jet Results

WaeeghOptical Paths Ambient
Shot Bavlnds gth/m S = Separate Pressure Temperature (OC)

Bans am/m) B.S. = Beam Split ('Um)

Comp B

#1 Rounded Cone (3.76/4.11) S 10 400
#2 Rounded Cone (3.76/4.11) S 3 410
#3 Rounded Cone (3.76/4.11) S 1 395
#7 Rounded Cone (3.94/4.11) S < 1 420
#8 Rounded Cone (3.94/4.11) S < 1 350
#15 Rounded Cone (3.938/4.274) S < 1 413
#16 Rounded Cone (3.938/4.274) S < 1 360
#17 Pointed Cone (3.938/4.274) S < 1 395
#18 Pointed Cone 2-5,5/4.0-5.5 S < 1 560
#19 Pointed Cone 2-5.5/4.0-5.5 S 2 450
#20Pointed Cone 2-5.5/4.0-5.5 B.S. < 1 550

Comp B Average = 428 C
Std. Deviation = 67 C

OCT

#5 Rounded Cone (3.94/4,11) S 2 540
#6 Rounded Cone (3.94/4,11) S < 1 (> 1000)
#13 Rounded Cone (3,938/4.274) B.S. < 1 555
#14 Rounded Cone (3.938/4.274) B.S. < 1 515

Octol Average (excluding #6) 537 0C
Std. Deviation (excluding #6) 200C

errors possible in the separate beam arrangement.
VACUUM CHAMBER Proper alignment of the two radiometers resulted in

two co-linear beams originating at the same spot on

IUILDIN.+L the jet, Unlike the separate beam case, where the
two optical paths intersect the target at an angle, any

I misalignment of the jet could not cause error sinceboth radiometers would be equally affected.

-EAM WlITTER In shot No. 20 the temperature is near the other

A ITpointed cone jets and increases with time as in the
others. In three pointed-apex liner shots, the derived

Fig. 12. Schematic of the experimental arrangement temperatures exceed 800W after 3 microseconds andused to produce two coltnear optical pathsr go higher beyond that. These data must be considered
with caution since the absence of visible interferencc
in the framing camera shots does not preclude the

some uncertainty Introduced by the temperature presence of invisible detonation products which may
dependence of the reflectivity of the acetate beam begin to appear at later times. Of course, the sharp
splitter, this experiment #1 designed to rule out gross increase in signal -t the calculated jet arrival time

/
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would argue against any early interference. The i.r. residual temperature measurements on copper plates.
traces show a sharp increase after 13 microseconds The ability to compensate for transient emittance
which may indicate the arrival of these hot detona- changes and to resolve these on a microsecond time
tion products or interfering jet particles. Unfortu- scale allows some confidence in the shaped charge
nately, the framing camera shot does not extend to results.
the position on the jet corresponding to this time.*

Since all measured jet temperatures are well below
It should be noted that the ambient pressure in the melting point of copper, the assertion of a solid

the firing tube seemed to have no effect on t he ob- jet can be made, at least near the tip. This is sup-
served temperature, at least below 10 milli-Torr. ported by other evidence obtained from radiographs

of spinning jets (6). The spin rate at which they begin

The octol shaped charges of Table 2 seem to result to breakup radially is consistent with an ultimate

in higher temperatures than the comp B charges with strength of the copper material of 0.1 GPa. This value

the same filter combinations. The appearance of the is near the yield strength of pure copper.

octol oscilloscope records is similar to those of comp
B, except peaks are closer together and the signal rises
more quickly. Shot #6 seems out of line. A particle ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
of jet may have been positioned off-axis in such a way
which influenced one radiometer preferentially. The The authors thank Mr. James Cole for the prepara-
two beam-spilt octol shots are close to #5. All octol tion of the charges used in this work.
liners used were rounded-apex cones.

The comp B temperatures , tived from the narrow-
band filtered signals, most of which were from REFERENCES
rounded cones, seem to be lower than those using the
broad-band interference filters. This may simply be I. P. J. King, D. F. Cotgrove, and P. M. B. Slate,
the result of the interference of the debris. Another Behavior of Dense Media Under High Dynamic
explanation may lie in the copper calibration, since Pressures, Gordon and Breach, New York, 1968,
the uncertainty in the ratios is high. The difficulty pp. 513.
arises from the small emittance of polished copper,
which leads to small measured radiances and a cor- 2. R. G. McQueen and S. P. Marsh, "Equation of
respondingly large percentage effect for any systema- State for Nineteen Metallic Elements from
tic error. Thus the uncertainty of the position of the Shock-Wave Measurements to Two Megabars",
calibration curves for the narrow band interference J. of Appl. Phys., 31, 1253 (1960).
filters may be larger than the 20 percent of the
broad-band curves. The problem is not as severe in 3. Boyd C. Taylor, Unpublished Results.
the latter case since radiance signals are much larger.
This emittance uncertainty is the limiting accura.:y 4. G. E. Hauver, "Residual Temperature Measure-
factor for the narrow- and broad-band cases slhce the ments on Shock Compressed Metals," Bull. Am.
random errors are expected to be much less. Phys. Sue., 20, 19 (1975) Also BRL Report in

Press.

CONCLUSIONS 5. E. C. Mutchler, "Transactions of Symposium
on Shaped Charges", BRL Report #837, Nlovem-

The reliability of the shaped charge temperature ber, 195 1.
measurements is supported by the success of the

6. R. Karpp and J. Simon, "An Estimate of the
*Note added in proof: Another framing camera shot carried Strength of a Copper Shaped Charge Jet and the
out beyond the first revealed no visible material well beyond Effect of Strength on the Breakup of a Stretch-
"the point corresponding to this time. Ing Jet", BRL Report No. 1893, June, 1976.
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THE HYDROSTATIC COMPRESSION OF EXPLOSIVES AND DETONATION
PRODUCTS TO 10 GPa (100 kbars) AND THEIR CALCULATED SHOCK

COMPRESSION: RESULTS FOR PETN, TATB, CO 2 and H2 0

Bart Olinger and Howard Cady
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

The isothermal linear and volume compressions of PETN, TA TD, CO2 , and 1120 are
determined from x-ray diffraction patterns taken at hydrostatic pressures up to 10
G(Pa. From the compressions, the Hugonlots of these materials are calculated as-
suming that the heat capacity at constant volume and the ratio of the GrDneisen
constant to the specific volume both remain constant over the 10 GPa pressure
range studied here. The Hugoniots In shock-particle velocity coordinates centered
at 0 GPa, 293°K, are

PE7N

Us = 2,320 + 2.61 Up -0.38 U , Up < .8 km/s,p, = 1.774 g/cm3

Us = 2.811 + 1.73 Up , UP > .8 km/s, p, = 1.774 g/cm 3

TA TB
Us 1.43 + 10.13 U- 11.42 U U < 0.3 kin/s, p, " 1.937 g/cm 3

us =2.90 + 1.68IJp , UP > 0.3 km/s, P, = 1.937 g/cm 3

CO2 (solid)

US = 1.740 + 1.65U , U > 0.7 km/s, p, = 1.488 g/cm 3

" 12 0 (ice VII)

Us = 2.872 + 1.69 U , Up > 0.5 kmn/s, p, = 1.395 g/cm 3

INTRODUCTION the explosive's initial state (i.e., porosity, inert con-
tent, grain size) and then a determination of its dy-

Many aspects of dynamic compreuion of explo- namic properties. If the dynamic properties of the
sives have been Investigated to better understand the explosive's pure components could be defined, then
processes of initiation and detonation propagation, the investigator and the fabricator both may be able
Usually these studies involve a careful definition of to predict the properties of the aggregate, One such
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property is the shock wave compression on Hugoniots a high pressure frame. The high pressure frame is
centered at theoretical density. Here we describe an constructed from two thick steel plates held together
experimental method to determine the isothermal by steel tie rods and held parallel by precision ma-
compression of explosives and their detonation prod- chined steel tubes surrounding the rods. On the base
ucts. From these data we can then calculate the of the pedestal is mounted the x-ray camera. The
shock compression with a reasonable assumption camera is cut from a solid brass cylinder 114.6 mm in
about the equation of state, dia whose sides and core along the axis have been re-

moved. The top and bottom of the camera on which
the film rests are supported by brass pillars through

EXPERIMENTAL which are mounted the x-ray collimator and exit
beam catcher collars. The collimator and beam

Primarily, the technique provides x-ray powder catcher, when placed in the collars, are directed
diffraction patterns of explosives at well-defined pres- toward each other along the camera diameter. The
sures. The design of the apparatus was conceived by x-ray film Is mounted over the exit beam collar and is
Jamiason and Lawson (1) and was described in detail held to the sides of the camera by a light tight steel
by Jamieson (2). Recently, the design was modified band under spring tension. An Ni foil is mounted to
by Halleck and Olinger (3) to study low Z materials the camera inside the film radius and serves as a
such as explosives, to produce diffraction patterns of light shield and a x-ray filter for white and CuYQ
increased resolution, and to inchlide a hydrostatic me- x-radiation.
dium that does not support shear, permitting the
study of weakly bonded materials such as explosives. The high pressure frame with pedestal, camera and

anvil assembly is mounted befor- an x-ray port of an
The principles of the technique are simple. The x-ray generator for x-ray diffraction work. We use

explosive to be studied and a pressure calibrating the Norelco generator with fine focus Cu x-ray tubes
material are placed in an annulus that is relatively running at 35 kV and 15 ma. Exposure times are 6 to
transparent to x-rays. This annulus is pressed to high 8 hrs for zero pressure exposures and 12 to 16 hrs for
uniaxial stress between two tungsten-carbide flats, high pressure exposures. The first several patterns of
cwlled Bridgman anvils, and the diffraction patterns an experiment are taken at zero pressure. These pat-
are taken of the trapped materials by directing into terns are compared with others taken of the materials
them an x-ray beam perpendicular to the axis of using regular powder cameras or are compared with
stress and recording the pattern on a strip of film sur- published diffraction patterns. From this comparison
rounding the sample and anvils, correction factors are calculated for uncentered sam-

pies and for x-ray cameras that have circumferences
In detail, we use two G. E. grade 999 tungsten car- different than the normal 360 mm.

bide Bridgman anvils ground from right circular cylin-
der* 12.3 mm in dia and 13.1 mm high. One end of Having carefully marked the position of the anvil
each anvil has a 4.8 mm dia flat bearing surface in its on the pedestal, the anvil with annulus and sample is
center and a 300 taper ground from the bearing sur- removed and a drop of 4:1 mixture of methanol.

, face to the sides of the cylinder, thus forming a trun- ethanol is placed on the annulus. This mixture has
cated cone. On one bearing •i'rface an annulus of been found to remain hydrostatic to pressures slightly
beryllium foil 0.3 mm thick, 3.8 mm dia, with a 0.3 higher than 10 GPa [100 kbars] (4). The alcohol is
mm dia hole in its center is mounted with a fast- worked into the sample hole with a fine needle; this
setting epoxy. The center of the annulus is aligned iemoves air and, if not done carefully, the sample. As
with the center of the bearing surface. After drying, the alcohol drys, more drops are added. The anvil is
the excess epoxy is removed from the hole and the reset into its former position on the pedestal. A corn-
sides of the annulus. Into the hole is worked a mix- mercial hydraulic ram is mounted through the top
ture of fine powdered explosive and pressure indica- plate of the hi'gh pressure frame. Attached to the end
tor, either NaF or NaCI. The powders are not packed, of Its piston is another pedestal on which is mounted
but loosely inserted, the other anvil. Alignment and parallelism of the two

anvils are the foremost considerations when the high
The anvil with loaded beryllium annulus is seated pressure frame is designed. With the alcohol drop on

on a pedestal that is in turn mounted into the base of the annulus replenished, the piston is lowered by
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pumping oil into the ram and the anvils are pressed described above. The Fritz et al. (5) NaC! pressure
together against the annulus. The usual starting oil scale was used to correlate the NaF volume with pres-
pressure for 10 to 25 ton rams is 1000 psi. The oil sure. The other ambient temperature, PV values for
pressure ranges normally extend to 6000 to 7000 psi NaF were calculated from Hugoniot data by Carter
for the 10 ton rams and 4000 to 4500 psi for the 25 (9). In that study, the P,V values listed do not ex-
ton rams. At the maximum pressures of these ranges actly correspond to values subsequently calculated by
the pressure in the sample cavity of the annulus is Carter and Fritz (10). Apparently an error occurred
about 10 GPa, the maximum hydrostatic pressure of in calculations, and the pressures listed by Carter (9)
the alcohol mixture. Also at these maximum ram are approximately 2% too high. Using either NaF or
pressures, the Be annulus extrudes to the extent NaCI, the pressures are deduced from the volumes cal-
where good quality diffraction patterns are difficult culated from their diffraction patterns at high pres-
to obtain. Once the annulus is under stress, the colli- sures. The pressures correlated with 'lhe relative vol-
mator and beam catcher are adjusted to the level of umes for both these alkali halides are listed in Table 1.
the annulus by shimming the camera on its pedestal
seat. Once a series of x-ray diffraction patterns for an

explosive with pressure indicator have been taken,
The x-ray films she' '"faction lines of the explo- transfoiming the patterns to PV values is straight-

sive, the pressure indicator at a given ram pressure, forward. Neither of the two exp~osives we have stud-
and the diffraction lines from the beryllium annulus. ied, PETN and TATB, has undergone a change in
The latter forms bands on the film because of the an- crystal structure up to pressures between 5 and 10
nulus' width. The bands obscure diffraction lines GPa. From extensive x-ray data gathered on these
from d-spacings between 2.04 to 1.90 A and 1.79 to explosives by others, the Miller indices of the diffrac-
1.67 A. An exposure is taken for 12 to 16 hours at a tion lines of the patterns are well known. The dif-
constant ram pressure, then the film is developed and fraction lines of the pressurized samples are corre-
the ram pressure is increased several hundred psi for lated with the ambient diffraction patterns. From
the next exposure. The procedure followed has been
to only increase pressure between exposures. The TABLE I
reason for not decreasing pressure is that there is a
chance the relieved stress will induce radial cracks inthe annulus. Relative Volumes of NaCl and NaF as a

Function of Pressure at 293°K

The pressure in the sample region is deduced from Pressure2 NaClb NaFc
the volume of the pressure indicator. The indicator is GPa V/V 0  V/V
a substance that exhibits a simple diffraction pattern -

and whose compression is well known. The two Indi- 0
cators extensively used are NaCI and NaF. Fritz et al. 0. 96268 0.999

(5) and Weaver et al. (6) have published isothermal 2.0 0.93248 0.96208

compression equations and tables for NaCI which dif- 3.0 0.90705 0.94588

fer by 2 1/2% in pressure in the vicinity of 10 GPa. 4.0 0.88506 0.93108

The P-V relation for NaCI given by Weaver et al. (6) 5.0 0.86566 0.91747

* , was calculated from thermodynamic parameters de- 6.0 0.84831 0.90488
rived near ambient conditions. The values given by 7.0 0.83259 0.89316
Fritz et al. (5) were calculated from P, V vslues alongS8.0 0.81822 0.88221
the Hugonlot. Despite their differences, these two 9.0 0.80498 0.87193
studies are the standards for high pressure, x-ray dif- 10.0 0.79270 0.86225
fraction work. The other indicator, N&F. though less 11.0 0.78124 0.85312
compressible than NaCl, is the most extensively used
by us. The PV correlation for NaF is derived from
two sources. Olinger and Jamieson (7) and Spieglan bA GPi e 10 JNlobars.bA refinement by J. N. Fritz of the V/Vo listing contained in
and Jamieson (8) collected extensive data on the Ref. (5).

simultaneous compression of NaP and NaCI using cA recalculation by W. I. Carter based on the information
high pressure, x-ray diffraction techniques like that contained in Ref. (9).
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the distance between diffraction line pairs, and the V/V0 = (Ust - Upt)Ust (5)
factors determined by the diffraction patterns taken
of the explosive-indicator mix at ambient conditions, In the isothermal equation (1) ct is the isothermal
a d-spacing between molecular planes is calculated. bulk sound speed at zero pressure instead of the adi-
(For background to the powder diffraction technique, abatic bulk sound speed. Similarly, the second pa-
see Azaroff and Buerger's book, the Powder Method rameter, st, is related to the zero pressure, pressure
I I 1) From the d-spacings and the Miller indices, derivative of the isothermal bulk modulus (B'ot) in

the length of the unit cell axes and angles between the same way that the shock second parameter is re-
the axes can be calculated. For any crystal system lated to the adiabatic modulus
other than cubic, the assistance of a computer least-
squares program is desirable or even essential. From st = (Bet + 1)/44; s (Bos + 1)/4 (6)
the results of such calculations, the volume of the ex-
plosive and the pressure indicator can be calculated. If the adiabatic bulk sound speed, c,, the volume

thermal expansion, ot, and the heat capacity at con-
stant pressure, C.p, are determined for the explosive

METHOD OF DATA ANALYSIS of interest, then a refined isothermal compression and
a shock compression can be calculated. All of these

The accumulated crystallographic information parameters are readily and routinely determined. The
about the explosive is presented and analyzed in sev- zero pressure bulk sound speed, c,, is the shock U. in-
eral ways. The cell edges under pressure are usually tercept at Up = 0. Both ct and Cv, the heat capacity
represented by least-squares polynomials of the rela- at constant volume, are calculated from c., Cp, and
tive cell edge compression. It has been observed (12) ctv using the following relations
that explosives undergo large linear changes in the
directions corresponding with weak van der Waals C2 2 (7)
bonding. In PETN all three orthogonal directions = - a T

have such bonding (12). In TATB, as we shall see, and
van der Waals bonding occurs in only one direction
(also see [131 ). The linear compressions may provide ct = cs(Cv/Cp)1/ 2  (8)
important clues about the detonation behavior of an
explosive if the explosive is highly oriented, as are The calculation is started by assuming ct - c. in
some TATB-based materials, or if the explosive con- Eq. (7) and then cycling the results between the two
tains large crystals of the base explosive, equations until the Cv and ct values converge. The ct

can be used for the constant in Eq. (1) instead of cal.
The volume, too, can be represented by least- culating it from a quadratic fit to the data; this in-

squares polynomials, but a more meaningful represen- creases the certainty of the other constants.
tation is a form similar to the shock compression
Hugoniot The shock compression of the explosive is calcu-

lated from Eq. (1) in the following manner, The
+s U + q U (1) energy change from the initial volume, Vo, to some

volume, VL, at constant temperature T is
where the t subscript denotes isothermal conditions.
Here Ust and Upt are obtained from pressure and vol-
ume along the isotherm using the analogous Hugonlot VL
conservation relations that apply to shock wave con- Et {VL I- Et {V0 I = f (TyC/V-Pt)dV (9)
ditions. Vo

Ust (P V/0(l - V/V 0))/ 2  (2) The brackets, { }, mean "evaluated at." The sub-
script, t, again refers to isothermal compression. 7 is

U = (P V (1 - V/Vo))/ 2  (3) the Grilneisen constant

i P =Ust Upt!Vo (4) 7 vc/p (10)
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The assumption made here is that both Cv and y/V PETN

remain constant over all conditions of isothermal and
shock compression, as long as the explosive does not The study of the compression of PETN was pub.
transform to another phase. A similar energy change lished earlier (12). However, the NaF pressure scale
along the Hugoniot of the explosive is used was the earlier Carter scale (9) and not the re-

vised scale listed in Table I. In addition, Morris (14)
h 2has refined the adiabatic bulk sound speed value (that

Eh {VL Eh NVo Ph {VL I (V -VL) 01) work appears In this volume). The basic data, V/Vo
of PETN correlated with V/Vo of NaF, are listed in

The subscript, h, refers to shock compression. Finally, the earlier study (1 2) along with appropriate figures
the energy cycle is completed by calculating the and will not be repeated here. We have listed below
energy difference between VL on the isotherm and the revised isothermal (UC.Urt) compression and the
VL on the Hugoniot. This difference is calculated Hugoniot (U5-Up) calculated from Eqs. (18) and (19).
from the following thermodynamic relatioi The thermodynamic properties of PETN are listed in

Table 2.
aE/aP)v - V/' (12)

U5 t = 2.233 + 2.737 Upt -0.5S11 2UptSince V/v is assumed constant, U <.km, ,u.74cr3 P, (1 8)
Up t < .8 km/s, p. - 1.774 g/cm3

Eh {VL - Et {VL ) -

(V/i') [Ph{VL}- Pt(VLII (13) Ust a 2.759 + 1.695 Upt,Upt > .8 kin/s, po) - 1.774 g/cm3 (9

If we set Eh NVo ,. Et {Vo I, then combining Eqs.
(9), (11) and (13),

Us = 2.320 + 2.612 Up - 0.379 Up2

Ph {VL UP < .8 km/s, p, = 1.774 g/cm 3  (20)

Pt {VL }(V/i') + PtdV - [T(,'/V)Cv] (VL - Vo)
-Va Us 2.811 +1.730 Up,

[(V/i') - 1/2 (Vo - VL)] (14) UP > .8 km/s, p, = 1.774 g/cm 3  (21)

The integral in Eq. (14) is solved by numerical inte-

gration

TABLE 2

SPtdV L Ptr +Ptr'l (Vr-VI-t), (15) Thermodynamic Properties of PETN at

2 2930K, 0 GPa

p 1 1.774 g/cm3  Ref. (12)

where c, = 2.32 km/s Ref. (14)

Vr = Vo(Ustr - Uptr)/Ustr (16) ct - 2.23 km/s

andav = 2.32 X 10"4/K1 Ref.(15)

Cp a 1.08 J/gK° Ref. (16)

Ptr (l/Vo)UstrUptr" (17) Cv = 1.00 J/gK0

7-1.15

U. and Up are then calculated from Ph (VL land VL.
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TATB ap = arc cosine ('ý-b X (§p/_ 0)/_p) (22)

The symmetry of TATB is much lower than that Op = arc cosine (.-. X (ap/go)/cp) (23)
of PETN (triclinic with 6 parameters to determine as
compared to tetragonal with only 2 parameters to de- yp -y,0 (because of the first assumption) (24)
termine). [For details on the crystal structure, see
Ref. (17)]. The large TATB molecule is flat and The subscript, o, in the above expressions denotes
shaped like a hexagon in the plane defined by the a zero pressure, and the subscript, p, denotes pressurc p.
and b axes. It is hydrogen bonded to 6 molecules in
hexagonal close-packed array. The molecules bonded At low pressures (0.1 to 3.0 GPa) as many as ten
in this manner form sheets. The resulting symmetry diffraction lines were measurable; at high pressure
in the a-b plane is nearly hexagonal (a/b_- 0.998, y - these were reduced to four. The 4 0 values measured
119.97P). The sheets are bonded to one another by were used to determine the two independent cell pa-
weak van der Waals bonds. A point in one sheet Is rameter variables,_a and c (reduced from 6 to 2 by the
shifted from a position directly over the correspond- above two assumptions). The pressure was indicated
ing point in the sheet beneath it so that the cell edge by the diffraction pattern of NaF which was mixed
that connects these points, the c axis, forms an angle with the TATB sample. Table 3 lists the cell parame-
of 91.820 (0) with the a axis and an angle of 108.59' ters and pressures determined from the high pressure
(a) with the b axis. The two assumptions we used to patterns. The isothermal compression fits of the two
determine the cell parameters from high pressure dif- independent variabes and the Ua-UJpt fits are
fraction patterns are 1)_a/b remains constant under
pressure and 2) a point on one sheet of molecules re-
mains over the same relative position on the sheet be- a/ao 1 - 4,438 X 10"3 p,
low it. From this assumption the following relations 0 < P < 7 GPa(
are derived. If.g, is the projection of the q axis on
the a axis at zero pressure and 9b is the projection of c/c 0 a 1 - 4.931 X 10- 2 p + 9.495 X
the c axis on the b axis at zero pressure, then the
angles between c and a (j) and c and b (a) at high 10- 3p2 - 7.202 X 10-4 p3,0 < P < 3 GPa
pressure are

TABLIH' 3

crystallographic Cell Parameters of TA TB

NaF* Pressuret at ct a" at 7t
(V/Vo) (GPa) A A -A (deg) (deg) (deg)

1.0000 0.00 9.010§ 9.028§ 6.812§ 108.6§ 91.8§ 120.0§
0.9965(09) 0.17(.05) 9.016 (.009) 9.034 6.807 (.017) 108.6 91.8 120.0
0.9826(12) 0.87(.07) 8.986 (.021) 9,004 6.492 (.020) 109.5 91.9 120.0
0.9724 (10) 1.41 (.06) 8.958 (.018) 8,976 6.461 (.014) 109.5 91.9 120.0
0.9597(09) 2.14(.08) 8.944 (.009) 8.962 6.376 (.011) 109.8 91,9 120.0
0.9507(15) 2.69(.10) 8.877 (.017) 8.895 6.289 (.013) 109.9 91.9 120.0
0.9374(14) 3.56(.09) 8.846 (.016) 8.864 6.205 (.012) 110.1 92.0 120.0
0.9029(11) 6.17(.10) 8.752 (.018) 8.770 6.039 (.015) 110.4 92.0 120.0
0.8929 (05) 7.02 (.13) 8.678 (.005) 8.695 5.951 (.001) 110.6 92.0 120.0

*Deviation X 104 in parenthetia
t Deviation in parenthesis
$Calculated from a and c

S§Hef. (17)
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c/c 0 -0.9515 - 1.089 X 10- 2 p, here (0.20) is considerably smaller than the constant

3 < P< 7 GPa (26) reported in Dorbratz's compendium (18), 1.60. The
small Grdneisen constant is due to the small bulk

Ust 1.43 + 10.13 Ut - 11.45 Up2  sound speed (1.43 kmjs) and small volume thermal
t 1 . (27) expansion (9.9 X 10"'/K'). Though both may be

Ups < 0.3 km/s, p. = 1.937 g/cm slightly larger because of porosity effects for the
former and accuracy for the latter, the Graineisen con-

Usa = 2.90 + 1.67 Upt (28) stant is probably no larger than 0.4.

Ups > 0.3 km/s, p0 = 1.937 g/cm3

From the isothermal compression data and ther- 2

modynamic parameters listed in Table 4, the shock The work on CO 2 had to be done on the solid
compression Hugoniots are calculated to be form, of course, so that the CO 2 would yield diffrac-

tion patterns. The anvil on which was mounted the
Us 1.43 + 10.13 Up 11.42 U2, beryllium annulus containing NaF was cooled by cir-0.3 kmin, p0  1.937 g/cm 3  (29) culating liouid nitrogen around its base. Once cooled,commercial dry ice was scraped on the edge of the

us 2.90 + 1.68 annulus, and a small pile of fine CO 2 chips accumu-
U >20.93 + i8Up, -1(30) lated above the annulus hole. The upper anvil, at
P0.3 k/s, p0  1.937 g/cm3  room temperature, was lowered onto the pile of CO 2

as quickly as possible, luckily trapping some CO 2 in

The U.U. slope, 1.68, claculated for the TATB the hole of the annulus with the NaF. No alcohol
Hugoniot in the higher U p region is smaller than was added because the experiment would have been
found by either Colebum and Liddard (18), 2.32, or more difficult and there was no proof that CO 2 was
by Craig (18), 2.50, but is of the same magnitude as not miscible in the alcohol. The specific volumes of
for many other explosives. For PETN the quadratic CO2 at 2930 K at pressures from 3 to 10 GPa are
fit of the calculated Us-Up Hugoniot was necessary to listed in Table 5.
fit the compression data up to 5,5 GPa. As we stated
earlier, PETN has van der Waals bonding in all direc- A Hugoniot for solid CO 2 centered at ambient con-
tions. For TATB, however, where van der Waals ditions can be calculated if estimates of the specific
bonds are in only one direction, the linear fit is ade- volume, V., thermal expansion, ov, and heat capac-
quate for U.-UP data above 2.0 GPa. One other item ity, Cp, for these conditions can be made. In 1926
to be noted is that the Grfineisen constant calculated

TABLE 5

TABLE 4 Specific Volume Data for CO2 at
Pressures to 10 GPa, 293°K

Thermodynamic Properties of TA TB at

2930 K, 0 GPa V Pressure

P0 = 1.937 g/cm 3  Ref. (17)

C1 0 1.43 km/s Ref. (19) 0.4965 ± .0007 3.30 1 0.14
0.4638 ± .0006 5.52 ± 0.12

Ct a 1.43 km/s 0.4529 ± .0006 6.68 ± 0.14
- 9.95 X 10"S/K° Ref. (20) 0.4462 ± .0006 7.18 ± 0.04

0.4433 ± .0010 7.70 1 0.12

Cp 1.00 J/gK° Ref. (21) 0.4403 ± .0005 7.89 ± 0.13

Cv M 0.99 J/gK° 0.4357 ± .0007 8.67 ± 0.09
0A290 ± .0007 9.83 ± 0.07

7 = 0.20 0.4263 ± .0008 9.99 ± 0.19
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Maas and Barnes (22) made a very thorough study of TABL' 6
the thermodynamic properties of solid and liquid
CO2 . From their solid CO 2 density measurements Thermodynamic Properties of CO2 (solid)
between 880 K and 186*K (above 1860 their measure- at 293fK, 0 GPa
ments deviated sudderdy from a linear V-T behavior)
and specific heat content measurements between PO = 1.488 g/cm 3  Ref. (23)
900 K and 212 0 K, the values for density and specific
heat content were extrapolated to 293 0 K. The extra- cs 1 .74 km/s
polations were linear for density, quadratic for heat ct = 1.62 km/s Ref. (24)
content;, Nv and Cp were calculated from the slopes at
2930 K. These values are listed in Table 6. Using the = 5.41 × l0"/K° Ref. (23)
V. value (I/p, - 0.6720 cm 3 /g),a &U W Upt fit to the Cp = 1.77 J/gK0  Ref. (25)
data in Table 5 is Cv = 1.54 J/gK°

Ust - 1.623 + 1.71 Upt, y = 0.93

upt > 0.7 km/s, P, = 1.488 g/cm 3  (31)

Using Eq. (31 ) and the thermodynamic quantities
listed in Tsble 6, the calculated Hlugoniot for solid
CO 2 starting at 2930 K is Up, .290 + 1.388 U(3,

U = 1.740 + 1.65 Up 2.701 g/c 3
UP > 0.7 km/s, p1 6 Up,88 (32) The ambient specific volume of ice VII is chosen so

that the Us-UPt equation (Eq. (I) above) is linear;

Solid C0 2 , like the explosives discussed above, is that volume is 0.717 cm 3 /g. The subsequent linear
composed of CO2 molecules bonded to one another equation for ice VII is
by van der Waals bonds. Therefore, like PETN and
TATB, the U5t-Upt and U,-Up equations are quad. Ust = 2.872 + 1.685 UP, (34)
ratic at low pressures and thus the c( and c, are lower up t > 0.5 km/s, p0 = 1.395 g/cm 3
than given in Eqs. (3 1) and (32). The present data
does not permit an estimate of the quadratic coeffl. In order to calculate the Hugoniot of ice VII cen-
clents, and the fits are only accurate above Upt and tered at ambient conditions, assumptions about the
UP values of 0.7 km/s. specific heat capacity and thermal expansion of ice

VII must be made. Normal Ice, Ice Ih, has a structure
only slightly different from the structure of low tem-
perature ice at zero pressure, ice Ic. Their densities,

H2 0 too, are nearly the same. Therefore, we assume that
both structures have the same specific heat capacities

As with C0 2 , the study of H2 0 was on a solid and thermal expansions. The ice VII structure con-

form, specifically ice VII, the stable phase of H2 0 sists of two interpenetrating but not interconnecting
above 2.5 GPa at 2980 K. Data for the compression ice Ic flameworks, and thus it is not unreasonable to
of ice VII was presented earlier (26) using the experi- expect molecular vibrations and relative bond length
mental technique described here. However, alumi- expansions to be nearly the same between the two
num was used as the pressure indicator, and the pres- structures. Therefore we assume the specific heat ca-
sures correlated with aluminum's relative volumes pacities and thermal expansions to be the same. In-
have been found to be 5% to 4% larger up to 10 GPa eluding the isothermal bulk sound speed calculated
(27) than given in that work (26). Therefore, the for Eq. (34) above, the thermodynamic properties of
pressures were revised and the results are presented ice VII at ambient conditions are listed in Table 7.
here. The listings of the relative volumes of alumi- Combining these with the isothernal compression,
num and ice VII are found in the earlier work; the Eq. (34), the ice VII Hugoniot, centered at ambient
isothermal compression used here for aluminum Is conditions, is calculated to be
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TABLE 7 5. J. N. Fritz, S. P. Marsh, W. J. Carter, and R. G.
McQueen, "The Hugoniot Equation of State of

Thermodynamic Properties of H20 (ice VII) Sodium Chloride in the Sodium Chloride Struc-
2930 K, 0 GPa ture," Accurate Characterization of the High-

Pressure Environment, NBS Special Publication
P0 = 1.395 g/cm 3  Ref. (28) 326, ed. E. C. Lloyd, U. S. Govern. Printing Of-

c, = 2.92 km/s fice, pp. 201-208, 1971.

ct = 2.87 km/s Ref. (29) 6. J. S. Weaver, T. Takahashi, and W. A. Bassett,
=1.7 X 10"4/K° Ref. (30) "Calculations of the P-V Relation for Sodium

Chloride up to 300 Kilobars at 25 0C," Accurate

Cp 2.09 J/gK° Ref. (30) Characterization of the High-Pressure Environ-

Cv =2.02 J/gK0  ment, NBS Special Publication 326, ed. E. C.
Uoyd, U. S. Govern. Printing Office, pp. 189-

y 0.69 199,1971.

7. B. Olinger and J. C. Jamieson, "Relative Com-
us - 2.920 + 1.678 Up, pression of NaF and NaCI to 130 Kilobars," High

(35) Temp.-High Press., Vol. 2, pp. 513-520, 1970.
Up > 0.5 km/s, p - 1.395 g/cm 3

8. M. Spieglan and J. C. Jamieson, "Relative Com-

pression of NaF and NaCI to 110 Kilobars, a Re-
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THE EFFECT OF ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION ON THE
DETONATION BEHAVIOR OF EXPLOSIVES*

M. Finger, E. Lee, F. H. Helm, B. Hayes, H. Hornig, R. McGuire, and M. Kahara
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, California 94550

and

M. Guidry
F. J. Segler Research Laboratory

U. S. Air Force Academy, Colorado

We have determined the effect of chemical composition on explosives performance
via a series of experiments on specially formulated explosives. For most of these
explosives we have measured detonation pressure, detonation velocity, and isen-
tropic expansion. In some cases we also measured detonation temperature and
product composition. Included for comparison are calculated detonation parame-
ters using the BKW and JCZ3 equations of state. The results demonstrate signifi-
cant differences between the calculational and experimental results for composi-
tions that yield a preponderance of HFand CF4, H2 0, or predominantly CO and
CO2 as detonation products. The results further inaicate not only a need to adjust
the equation of state parameters for H20 and CC2, and fluorine containing species
in the BKW and JCZ3 equations of state, but in all likelihood a need to make
changes in the equation of state itself. The data also point to the possible advan-
tages in developing explosives with elemental compositions that are predominantly
carbon-oxygen or hydrogen-oxygen in order to achieve particular explosive charac-
teristics.

INTRODUCTION The most widely used description of detonation
products for predicting the detonation properties of

It is our intent to present a comparison of experi- condensed explosives is the BKW (Becker, Kistiakow-
mental and predicted detonation performance data so sky, Wilson) equation of state. This equation of state
as to indicate clearly the areas in which the calcula- has been incorporated in thermo-hydro codes such as
tional model needs improvement. The overall pur- Fortran-BKW, (1) RUBY, (2) and TIGER (3). There
pose of this work is to improve our ability to predict have been many contributions to the development of
the detonation behavior of new materials and give the current, widely used form of the equation based
better guidance to the direction of explosives devel- on a Kistiakowsky and Wilson modification of an
opment. equation due to Becker (4,5,6,7,8,9). Cowen and

Fickett further modified the equation to its current*This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S.

Energy Research and Development Administration under form (10):
Contract No. W-7405-Eng-48. P. V/RT = I +Xex,
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where, this paper we attempt to provide a much broader data
base for determining an improved set of parameters

X = P2nI kk/V (T + O)f for BKW, JCZ3, and/or successors.

Fitting of this equation to detonation data was ac- To achieve this we have investigated the effect of
complished by Cowan and Fickett. Later Mader re- elemental compositioxs on the detonation perform-
parameterized BKW to give the set used extensively In ance of explosives by choosing a range of composi-
the Fortran-BKW Code today (11). Slightly different tions to emphasize one or more important detonation
parameters are incorporated in the RUBY and TIGER products such as H2 0, HF, N2 , CO, C0 2 , and CF 4 .
codes. We also studied the "independent" effect of these

I products upon the C-J parameters and energy deliv-
To determine the best BKW parameters one ad- ered in isentropic expansion. Reliance on the pre-

justs a, $, i, and 0 and the covolume factors, ki, of dicted C-i pressure or detonation velocity alonu could
appropriate detonation products to fit the best explo- be misleading in assessing the relative performance of
sives performance data available. In the early 1960s, explosives. We have re-parameterized the BKW con-
the BKW parameters were adjusted to fit experimen- stants and covolume factors over a wider base of det-
tal Hugoniot data for H2 0, N2 , and CO2 and five ex- onation velocity and pressure measurements to in-
perimental measurements involving two explosives, clude CNO and HNO explosives. We differentiate in
RDX and TNT. Based on this limited data base, the the text between the standard set of TIGER-BKW
predictions of relative explosive performance re- parameters and the re-parameterized ones by use of
ported by Mader and others have been fairly reliable, the designations BKW and BKWR, respectively. We
However, as we will point out BKW predictions are have carried out a set of calculations to compare the
not accurate on an absolute scale, and where ex- predictions using BKW-TIGER, BKWR-TIGER, and
tremes in explosive compositions are investigated, JCZ3-TIGER with the experimental results.
prediction of the relative behavior are also in error.

Several authors have pointed out the shortcomings ELEMENTAL COMPOSITIONS
of BKW as a physically realistic equation of state
(12,13,14). The most obvious deficiency is the fail- We selected explosives with a wide range of ele-
ure of the equation to calculate finite pressures at mental compositions. For the purpose of this paper,
high density as the temperature approaches zero (i.e., we have selected a few of these chemical systems as

the equation does not predict a lattice pressure). It illustrative of the effect of composition on detona-
has further been observed that the BKW equation of tion performance. In Table I we list these explosives
state consistently over-estimates the pressure in the and their elemental compositions. We have tabulated
detonation products during isentropic expansion, representative "idealized" detonation products using
Fickett (15) developed a calculational program based an arbitrary product priority of N2 , HF, H2 0, H2 ,
on the Lennard-Jones (L-J) cell modei to calculate CO, C0 2 , and C(,) depending on the system.
detonation products. More recently Jacobs, Cowper-
thwaite, and Zwlsler (14,16) have developed an ana-
lytic equation, JCZ3, which possesses most of the fea- CHAPMAN-JOUGET STATE
tures of the L-J model particularly a lattice potential
based on the exponential sixth intermolecular poten- In Table 2 we have tabulated experimental
tial function. The parameters for the intermolecular Chapman-Jouget detonation parameters for each of
potential functions in these equations of state are the chemical systems we have chosen for illustrative
based on such measurements as molecular scattering purposes. Also included are the calculated C-J param-
and gas compressibility and viscosity. Some adjust- eters based on BKW-TIGER, JCZ3-TIGER, and
ments have been made ir JCZ3 based on a very lira- BKWR-TIGER.
ited set of high explosive measurements (14).

The velocity of detonation is a fundamental and
In short, we believe that the current set of parame- readily measured characteristic property of a high ex-

ters used in cquations of state or possibly the equa- plosive. The detonation velocity of a given explosive,
tions of state themselves, are not very satisfactory. In just as other detonation parameters do, depends on
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its composition, loading density, and geometric fac- The technique for measuring temperature of the
t-..rs such as size and confinement of the charge. All detonation wave is described by Urtiew (24). In
the measurements of detonation velocity reported short, it is an optical technique, which measures the
were obtained using an electronic pin switch tech- amount of thermal radiation emitted from a hot radi-
nique developed by Campbell, et al. (17). The deto- ating surface. Looking through the transparent liquid
nation velocities reported for most systems were ob- explosive the photodiode detector measures radiation
tained in 25.4, 50.8, or 101.6 mm diameter charges. flux emitted by the oncoming detonation front. The
Although they are not reported as infinite diameter, signal is interpreted as a brightness temperature via
plane wave velocities, they are very close to D_.~ Planck's radiation law.

Experimentally, CJi pressures are measured by var- As a fu.rther test of our current ability to predict
ious indirect hydrodynamic methods. As has been CJi parameters we have tabulated the C-i pressure as
pointed out by Kamict (18) and Davis (19), these a function of loading density for two explosives. In
measurements span a range of 10-20%, and their ex- Fig. 1, we present the experimental C-i pressures for
act interpretation is uncertain. T1he C-i pressures HMX (actually RDX and HMX are identical up to
given in this paper were obtained ftrom front-surface p = 1.8). We also plot the calculated C-i pressure vs p
motion measurements. These fall into one class of curves for BKW and JCZ3. TN1T is presented simi-
data which have been shown to be self consistent. larly in Fig. 2.
Further refinement of these values will not in our
view substantially alter the over-all pattern. Recent The data we present for the C-J state of HCNO ex'
theoretical studies by Bdzil (20) and more direct plosives fall within the normally expected range of
measurements using the electromagnetic technique values for condensed explosives. Measurements of
(21,.22,23) promise to resolve some of the conflict other systems were made using the same techniques.
concerning detonational pressure measurements. It is apparent that the temperature reported by

TABLE 1

Explosiv~es System~ STudied to Dctermine Effect of Composition on h'xplosipe Performance

1-imc oznosllonwt.Forula Density Mole 7. Products2

TNT T2,4,6 Trin~itrotoluene C714 5SN306  1.63 14 22 -0 32 32
NM Nltrorethans CH 3NO2  1.13 16 50O 0 17 17

IICNO I1MX Cyclotetrasnethylene C4H8 NS0 8  1.89 34 ~33 0 33 0

PETN Pentaerythrltoltatianltrate CSHbN4012  1,.77 18 36 28 18 0

RX-23-AA Hydrazine Nitrate/ ii&UN3.80.02.49 t 1.21 36 47 17 --

IING Hydrazine-79/21

H20-70/5.9/24.1
RX-23-AC Hydrazine Nitrate 1-10 .3 1 145 . 32 00. 5  1.135 34 12 -54 - - -

Hydrazint-30/70j

CNO OTF Bcnzoirifuroxane C614606  1,859 331- T - 0 67 0

HCNF 1,2.2-l I,2-bis(difluoroarnino) CZH6 N2F4  1.26 1 45 11 - 33

propane6

HCNOF FEFO S1s(2-fluoro-2,2-dinltroethyl) CSH 6N4010 F2  1.59 1 8 1 8 1

2Asmms arbitrazy formation of products In the order of N2, HF, H20, H2 , CO, C0 2, and Cs.
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TABLE 2

Experimental and Calculated Chapman-Jouget Parametersa

Calculations
Explosive ___ ____J

CJ EXPT REF BKW JCZ3 BKWR

TNT D 6.94 (13) 7.30 6.79 7.08
p = 1.63 P 21. 22.3 18.1 19.9
AHf = -15 T - - 2562 3501 2698

NM D 6.37 (13) 6.84 6.11 6.68
p = 1.13 P 12.5 b 14.4 11.9 13.7
AHf = -27. T 3300 (24) 2600 3467 2954

HMX D 9.11 b 9.01 9.11 9.38
p = 1.89 P 39. b 39.A 35.6 40.2
AHf - +17.9 T - - 2264 3726 3093

PETN D 8.27 (28) 8.51 8.21 8.71
p = 1.77 P 33.5 (28) 33.2 28.8 33.7
AHf = -128.7 T - 2631 4237 3445

RX-23.AA D 8.58 b 8.68 8.11 8.52
p - 1.421 P 20.9 c 26.3 20.6 24.5
AHf = -41.d T 2900 (24) 1453 2695 2332

RX-23-AB D 7.48 b 7.92 7.31 7.45
p = 1.3 84 P 18.6 c 20.3 15.5 17.6
AHf = - 14 0 .d T 4000 (24) 925 1966 1742

RX-23-AC D 7.87 b 8.41 7.98
p = 1.135 P 16.9 c 19.8 17.3
aHf = +5d T 2180 (24) 1200 1883

BTF D 8.48 b 7.82 8.57 8.41
P 1.859 P 36. c 30.9 33.7 34.6
AHf = +144. T - 3721 5012 4235

1,2 DP D 5.96 b 6.43 6.79 6.51
p = 1.26 P 14. c 17.5 16.5 17.5
AHf = -39.3 T - 3614 4910 3701

FEFO D 7.50 b 7.30 7.50 7.61
p = 1.59 P 25.0 c 23.2 22.5 24.6
AHf = -178. T - 2870 4283 3510

alunits: p - g/c; AHr - Kcal/mole) D = Km/sc; P - GPa;T OK
bThis work
CEstlmated from cylinder test data
dpei 100 gins of mixture
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Urtiew of 4 000 0 K for RX-23-AB is unrealistic. A that is low in both H2 and CO, and high in solid car-
simple estimate based on the calorimetric detonation bon. This is a result of the low temperatures pre-
energy of 1100 cal/g and approximate heat capacities dicted by BKW. BKWR, which was designed to
of the detonation products yields a temperature of produce higher temperatures, agrees well with the ex-
about 1800 OK. Since the products were limited to perimental observations. JCZ3, which also predicts
N2 and H2 0 (i.e., no Carbon present) in this system high temperatures, also agrees quite well with experi-
and the temperature had to be quite low, there very mental observation with the exception of a low pre-
likely could have been substantial deviations from the dictica on the amount of solid carbon, This is prob.
black body radiation curve. ably a result of using too large a positive value for the

heat of formation of carbon.

DETONATION PRODUCTS
ISENTROPIC EXPANSION

A severe test of our ability to predict explosive
performance is the determination of the detonation A hydrodynamic experiment referred to as the cyl-
product composition. Orriellas has attempted the cor- inder test has been used to obtain isentropic expan-
relation of the product composition as measured in a sion data. The experimental details and data reduc-
detonation calorimeter with the values cai',ulated tion were first given in a paper by Kury, et alt (13).
along the insentrope at a freeze-out temperature be- It is important to point out that the measurements in
tween 1500 °K.-.1800 "K (25). He performed these most cases have been carried out using several cylin-
measurements on the same explosive used in this der diameters and charge to mass ratios. The radius.
work. Comparisons of HCNO, CNO, and HNO explo- time data were compared to show that the scaled re-
sives are shown in Tables 3,4, and 5. The standard sults were indistinguishable. This was done in order
BKW parameters yield a calculated product mixture to insure that any effects due to the reaction zone in

the detonation front would not have significant ef-
fects upon the expansion behavior. As we have

40.0 -r'-,-,, , , I I pointed out in another paper submitted to this sym-
38.0 Expt. posium, hydrodynamic scaling is often not observed

* 1 in. diam electric pickup/36.0 -* 2 in. diam electric pickupi
34.0 -Z 3 in. diam streak camera
32.0 - Dremin, Pokhil 26.0 '
30.0 A Deal

0 Shvedor-Kuznetsov 24.0 Expt.
Q- 28.0 - 0 Apin-Voskoboinikov 0 Dremln
26.0 Calculated ." 22.0 0 Dremin

S24.0 --- Predicted BKW 20.0- A Deal
-- Predicted BKWR I V Price

22 ........ Predicted JCZ3 ' 18.0 •0 Coleburfl
•20.0 ' Pokhil

18.0 ,.16.0 y Coleburnr-18.0 ."•Apin ••

' 16.0
i14.0 " 1200 Petrone

S12.0 - 10.0
10.0
8.0 A Calculated

6.0 - -- Predicted BKWR
4 4.0- ......... Predicted JCZ3
2.0 ___L 2.0--

0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

Loading density - g/cm3  Loading density - g/cm3

Fig. 1. HMX CV pressure dependence on loading Fig. 2. TNT C-V pressure dependence on loading
density. density.
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in commercial composite explosives with significant propriate I D or 2D hydrodynamic finite difference
attendant effects on detonation performance. calculation to simulate the detonation and subse-

quent expansion of a particular explosive. A compar-
Numerical analysis methods were used to convert ison of the calculated and experimental results is

measurement of distance vs. time from expanding cyl- made to obtain an improved estimate, i.e., adjust-
inders to detonation product equations of state, more ments of equation of state coefficients. If the form
precisely the isentropic expansion curve, P - P(V). chosen for the equation of state is a sufficiently good
These methods have been discussed by Wilkins (26) description of detonation behavior, this process can
and Lee (27) in some detail. Briefly, an estimated be repeated until calculational results lie within the
detonation product equation of state is used in an ap- experimental error. We have been successful in using

TABLE 3

lIMX (p - 1.89) Detonation Products Experimental vs. Predicted--HCNO System

Calculated Detonation Products'
Species Expt. mole/Kg

BKW JCZ3 BKWR

H20 10.74 12.8-* 12.9 7.8 - 8.3 10.4-+ 11.6

CO2  6.48 6.92 - 6.96 7.1 - 7.5 6.4 - 6.6

CO 3.56 0.3 4.2-+4.7 2.5-"3.5

N2  12.43 13.42 12.8-" 13.3 12.9-* 13.1

NH3  1.33 0.18 0.4-O1.4 0.9-+1.1

H2  1.01 0.02 1.1-.1.6 0.5-1.0

C114  0.13 0.1 -"0.16 1.0- 1.8 .02-".28

C(S) 3.28 6.1 0-"0.9 3.0-4.5

"Data for freeze-out temperature of 1800-1900 'K.

TABLE 4

BTF(p - 1.839) Detonation Products Experiment vs. Predicted-CNO System

Calculated Detonation Products'
Species Expt. moles/Kg T

_ _BKW JCZ3 BKWR

CO 2  6.20 7.5,-'.7.8 4.5 -,5.5 5.1 -,6.5

CO 11.23 8.3 -*8.8 12.80-. 14.7 10.9-. 13.6

N2  11.90 11.90 11.90 11.90

C(s) 6.20 7.5-7 7.8 45 -"5.5 5.1 -"6.5

aFreeze-out temperature of 1700-2100 7K1
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the JWL equation of state in fitting the behavior of a and the energy equation is:
large variety of explosives (27). The form of the JWL
equation is: Ae-RIV Be-R2V C

E sV R ,+2 2V 
,W 

W)eRl + BA _ WIV ) O- - + WE
In this paper we have used this "experimental"

where A, B, R1 , R2 , and w are constants, and V is the data to compare with the results predicted by equa-
relative volume v/v 0 . The equation for P as a func- tions of state such as BKW or JCZ3 using the chemi-
tion of V at constant entropy is: cal equilibrium program code TIGER. In Table 6 we

list the JWL coefficients for the explosives cited in
Ps = Ae'R1V + Be-R2V + CV(+) this paper. In Figs. 3-8, we graphically present the

TABLE 5

RX-23-AA (p - 1.421) Detonation Products Experimental vs. Predicted-HNO System

Calculated Detonation Productsa
Species Expt. moles/Kg .

BKW JCZ3 BKWR

H20 24.74 24.74 24.74 24.74

NH 3  4.90 6.24 4.9-*5.6 4.9- 5.4

N2  16.41 16.0 16.3-' 16.7 16.4-. 16.6

H2 1.20 0 0.7-"2.0 1.2-"1.9

aFreeze-out temperature of 1500-1800 0 K.

TABLE 6

Equation of State Parameters for Explosives Cited

C-J Parameters JWL-EOS Coefficients

P D Eo Pr AB RI 2
Mbar cm/psec Mb. cc/ccg/c r A B C R1  R2 If

TNT 0.210 0.693 0.0600 1.630 2.727 3.738 0.03747 0.00734 4.15 0.90 0.35
NM 0.125 0.628 0.0510 1.128 2.538 2.092 0.05689 0.00770 4.40 1.20 0.30
HMX 0.420 0.911 0.1050 1.891 2.740 7.783 0.07071 0.00643 4.20 1.00 0.30

PETN 0.335 0.830 0.1010 1.770 2.640 6.170 0.16926 0.00699 4.40 1.20 0.25

RX-23-AA 0.280 0.858 0.0630 1.420 2.732 5.086 0.09463 0.00370 4.20 1.20 0,35
RX-23-AB 0.190 0.748 0.0410 1.380 3.064 4.657 0.03661 0.00433 4.40 1.20 0.40
RX-23-AC 0.175 0.787 0.0390 1.130 2.998 4.445 0.08146 0.00350 4.60 1.40 0.40
BTF 0.360 0.848 0.1150 1.859 2.717 8.407 0.14960 0.03137 4.60 1.20 0.30
1,2 DP 0.135 0.596 0.0750 1.260 2.315 1.645 0,08179 0.01321 4.20 1.6 0.25
FEFO 0.250 0.750 0.0800 1.590 2.578 3.824 0.06635 0.01444 4.10 1.20 0,38
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comparison of experimental expansion data vs. pre- ward two parameter set used by Mader (11), we de-
dicted for HCNO explosives. We show the same de- veloped a new revised single set of parameters. This
tailed comparison of HNO systems in Figs. 9-12 and now set of BKW parameters we designated BKWR. It
similarly for CNO explosives in Figs. 13 and 14. has proven successful even when compared with our
HCNF explosives are depicted in Fig. 15 and a somewhat limited composition and temperature data.
HCNOF explosive in Fig. 16. The parameters used in However, because the BKW equation characteristi-
BKW, JCZ3, and BKWR are tabulated in Table 7. cally predicts a relatively gradual decrease in isen-

tropic pressure with increasing volume, BKWR also
fails to give an accurate prediction for isentropic ex-

DISCUSSION pansion. This behavior is attributable to the deficien-
cies mentioned earlier, particularly the lack of an

We have found in the experimental and calcula- attractive (i.e., negative) pressure term which is a
tional data presented above that the current methods necessary feature of a lattice type equation of state.
for predicting the performance of explosives are not Since the JCZ3 parameters in current use predict
very satisfactory. In an endeavor to improve the characteristically low C-J pressures and detonation
BKW calculation, and to avoid the somewhat awk- velocities, it consequently predicts somewhat lower

isentropic pressures at v/vo > 2 as shown in Figs.

-2800 .... 1800

-2000 .
1400

-1-1200.

4001 Experimental I 10001 Experimental

S+400 Z

BK12001lc 2001 BKWR. caic.+1200 .j . . . . . . .
2 4 6 8 10 12 14

+2000 .... .- Isentropic expansion - v/vo
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Isentropic expansion - v/vo Fig. 5. TNTisentroplc expansion.

Rg. 3. llMX isentropic expansion. 140 ' I ' I

1201

1200"' 120 ... .. . . .. -

r, ¢. .......*. ...e...-....
I: , ! • >1b4,, . . . .. 10

S100 4
",Experimental

. - ~Experiment 4
4, BKW, calc. & 90 ... BKW, calc.

go 90 .. JCZ3, calc. • JCZ3, calc.
.-- BKWR, calc. 80 -.- BKWR, calc.

0 2 4 6 8 101 2 14 0 2 4 6 8 101 2 14
Isentropic expansion - v/vo Isentropic expansion - v/vo

Fig. 4. HMX comparison of calculated and experi- Fig. 6. TNT comparison of calculated and experi-
mental isentrope energy, mental isentrope energy.
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3-16. Were JCZ3 parameters adjusted to predict the ance. However, equations of state, such as JCZ3 will
correct C-J values it is not certain that it would still require extensive calibration and perhaps modifica-
succeed in predicting the experimental isentropic ex- tion. We have provided in this paper an enlarged data
pansion. We plan to carry out further studies to an- base for re-parameterizing a suitable equation of state

swer this question, whether it be BKW, JCZ3, or their successor. We also
wish to point out that reliance on P(,J or D as a meas-

We observe in Fig. 17 very interesting energy re- ure of detonation performance in other than HCNO

lease patterns for the different elemental composition systems may be misleading.
explosives. This data suggests that selection of explo-
sive composition may be useful in enhancing a partic-
ular explosive performance characteristic. 130. IEe ntSExperiment

CONCLUSION 120 .- .. BKW, caic.
.. .JCZ3, calc.

We conclude that an equation of state based on in- 110 - BKWR, ca-c.

termolecular potentials appears to hold the most - " - - - " "

promise as a predictive tool for detonation perform..- - - -t

'• 90

140- 1.81, ,1 11 1 - - -l ,
/ 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

1 130 / Isentropic expansion - v/v0

120 - - Fig. 14. BTF comparison of calculated and experi-
10Experimental mental isentrope eneryy.

I, 110 -
---.. KW, calc.

_____________________________190 1111' 1I lI l1' I
"" 100

g0 •. I , I , LJI J. I 1, 1 180 - " '- .
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 -

Isentropic (!xpan% lo(n v/vo 170 - f

Mg. 12. RX-23-AC, llydrazlne Nitrate/llydrazlne - / *"

30170 comparison of calculated and experimental 1 160 .

isentrope energy, • 150

,> 140-
2800 ,i I I '4I

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -- 130 - .. .
S------ - Experiment

200 120- --- 8KW, taic.

200012
............................................JZ, caic.

1600 *- Experiment 110- ......... JCZ3, calc.

... , calcBKWR, ca.c.

1200- Jcz3,K caic. bS120(• • ~......... JCZ3, talc. 100 l

800 .. .KWR. ca0c. -2 4 6 8 10 12 14
2OI 4 6 1 J12 1 Isentropic expansion - v/v2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Isentropic expansion - v/v0  Fig. 15. 1,2-Dfluoroamlnopropant comparison of

Fig. 13. BTF Isentropic expansion, calculated and experimental isentrope energy.
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We plan to extend our efforts in this area. Not BKW JCZ3 BKWR
only will it enlarge the data base, but we believe it BTF/HNE.(CNO 2 )x D-km/see 8.58 9.66 944
will point the way to future explosives research. For p = 2.05 P.GPa 40.0 42.8 44.9

example,to obtain data for a high-density, CO 2 - T-° 3826 5351 4631
balanced, hydrogen-free system, we plan experiments
on BTF/Hexanitroethane mixtures or similar com- Thus experimental results on such a system would ex-
positions. There is a great divergence in the predicted ert considerable leverage upon the selection of equa-
behavior of the BTF/IINE system. tion of state parameters.

In addition to the judicious selection of explosives
systems to give insight into the detonation process,

10 fimproved ,xperimental techniques are required. Res.

130- "olution of detonation pressures and temperature dis-
S3 " ------- r------crepancies will be of great importance.

-Experiment
--KW, cac. TABLE 7

12 ... JCZ3, calc.
>J 110 - MKWR, calc.

. .. . .. . . .. ....... Parameters Used for TIGER Calculations

,100 EOS
J -1J 1 EU

2 4 6 8 10 )2 14 Constants
Isentropic expansion - v/v0  BKW BKWR JCZ3

Fig. 16. FEFO comparison of calculated and experi- 0.5 0.5 -

mental isentrope energy. (3 0.1 0.176 -

K 11.85 11.80 -

110 0 400. 1850. -.

HMX Covolumes BKW BKWR r 2/k

90 N2  380 404 4.05 120.0

CO 390 440 4.05 120.0
0CO

2  670 610 4.20 200.0

R70- [- 120 360 270 3.35 138.0

,RX-23-AA NH 3  476 384 3.35 138.0

CH 4  528 550 4.29 154.0

5 H2  180 98 3.34 37.0
N0 troethafe NO 386 386 3.97 105.0

02 325 325 3.73 132.0
30 HF 389 389 3.30 100.0

20 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 CF 4  1100 1100 5.00 220.0

Isentropic expansion - v/vo NF3  750 750 4.10 200.0

Fig. 17. Comparison of experimental isentropic F2  387 387 3.50 200.0

enerSy for explosives of differing elemental compoui- C AH (Kcal/mole) + 15 +1 2 + 15
tion relative to HMX.
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DETONATION CHARACTERISTICS OF LIQUID NITRIC OXIDE

John B. Ramsay and W. C. Chiles
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Liquid nitric oxide has been distilled for a number of years to alter the 15N/14N
ratio. As a result of a small explosion in a distillation unit an investigation has
shown that the material is a sensitive explosive. The detonation velocity for the
liquid at 115 K is estimated as 5.62 t 0.07 mm/ls and the detonation pressure as
100 kbar. The failure diameter for the liquid confined In stainless steel is between
4.6 and 3.1 mm. A high pressure reaction, but not a detonation wave, propagates
at 0.7rmm.

Nitric oxide (NO) may be considered a "magic diameter, Schedule-40 steel pipe. The booster con-
liquid" for altering the natural 15N/14N ratio by dis- sisted of a 50 g tetryl charge with a 250-mm long
tillation. In 1958 Clusius and Schleich (1) reported Plexiglas attenuator. With the same booster-
that the isotope separation factor for NO was several attenuator system nitroglycerine propagates In the
times higher than for other potential starting corn- low-order mode.
pounds. A distillation system was developed by
Mclnteer and Potter (2) for the separation of 14N at Hantel (5) confirmed the sensitivity of liquid NO
greater than 99% purity as the low boiling fraction with a bullet impact test. A violent reaction occurred
with 40% 15N collected as the high boiling fraction. in a 1.6-mm wall thickness, 76-mm o.d. stainless steel
This system has been operated at Los Alamos as part tube, 254-mm long filled to a depth of 100 mm with
of the ICONS project since 1963 with distillation liquid NO when it was struck by a .30 cal bullet
units containing up to 40 kg of NO. An explosion weighing 5.8 g and travelling at 451 m/s (1480 it/s).
occurred in January 1975 which involved an esti- In a similar test no reaction occurred with nitro-
mated 50 g of NO in one of the product collection methane.
traps. During the subsequent Investigation a limited
amount of information was found indicating that Several experiments have been performed to esti-
liquid NO is an extremely sensitive explosive, mate the failure diameter and detonation velocity of

liquid NO. These experiments provided information
The first published paper was by Miller (3) in on an interesting explosive. Nitric oxide contains

1968. With static pressures of I and 3 atm on the neither carbon nor hydrogen, the only significant
liquid NO confined in 52-mm diameter stainless steel preducts of resiction are computed to be N2 and
tubes, high-velocity detonations were obtained. 02, (6) and there is no mole change in the reaction.
When the static pressure was increased to 23 atm, no The liquid range for NO is 109.5 to 121.4 K (- 163.6
detonation wets observed. Ribovich, Murphy, and to - 151.7*C) (7). The compound reacts with air to
Watson (4) reported on the explosive sensitivities of form N02 which is highly toxic. Because of the sen-
NO, N20, CO, and C2H2 . They observed high- sitivity and toxicity all operations with the liquid
velocity detonation in liquid NO confined in a 25-mm were performed remotely on the firing mound.
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Previous workers transferred the NO from the gas
cylinder to the shot tube by freezing the gas as a solid
in tile tube and then allowing the solid to melt. To
reduce the possibility that the presence of solid might
affect the results, transfer was accomplished by con-
densing the liquid above the freezing temperature. A
sight glass was placed at a high point in the system to
observe the liquid ltvel and to look for gas bubbles.
The sight glass was viewed with a remote controlled
television camera during the filling operation. The
temperature of the shot assembly was controlled by
injecting liquid N2 directly into a bath of isopentane
(2-methyl butane) which surrounded the shot tube.
Tile bath liquid was stirred with dry N2 gas. The
temperature for all shots was controlled to 115 ± I K
over the length of the charge.

FAILURE DIAMETER

The failure diameter of liquid NO was estimated
by deonating the liquid in an assembly consisting of
stainless steel tubes with the diameter decreasing in
steps. Each step was either 10-diameters long or 100
mm, whichever was longer. The booster consisted of
an SE-I detonator, a 12.7-mm long tetryl pellet and a
25-mm diameter X 25-mm long PBX-9404 charge
with a 2.5-mm thick stainless steel barrier. In the first,
shot the inside diameters were 22.1, 18.9, 15.8, 12.6,
9.4, 6.2, 4.6, and 3.1 mm with a 1.65-mm wall thick-
ness and is illustrated in Fig. 1. No fragments were
recovered from this assembly. The inside diameters
in the second shot were 6.2, 4.6, 3.1,1.6,0.71, and A I

0.25 mm with wall thickness of 1.65, 1.65, 1.65, A-A'

0.25, 0.18, and 0.13 mm respectively. The entire
length of the 3.1-mm diameter tube was recovered
but no fragments of the 4.6-mm diameter tube were A

found. A view of the 3.1 and 1.6-mm diameter tubes Fig. 1. Shot Assembly for Estimation of Failure
is shown in Fig. 2. The 0.7-mm diameter tube was Diameter of Liquid Nitric Oxide.
ruptured in the same fashion as the 1.6-mrm diameter
tube, while the 0.25-mm diameter tube was not The shot assembly as illustrated was immersed in a
bulged. Detonation also occurred to the top of the bath of isopentane held at 115 K. The fill tube at the
liquid in the fill tube (a distance of 600 mm) with an side was connected to a cylinder of gaseous NO at a
inner diameter of 4.6-mm and a 0.89-mm wall thick- pressure of 20 atm (300 psi) and the liquid condensed
ness. This indicates that the failure at the transition In the shot tube. The liquid level was observed
from 4.6-mm diameter to 3.1 mm was not an effect through a sight glass mounted above the smallest
of the wall thickness. The burst strength of the 1.6- tube. The booster was mounted in contact with the
mm diameter tube was estimated to be about 0.6 stainless steel diaphragm and consisted of an SE-1
khar. These results indicate that the failure diameter detonator, a 12-mm long tetryl pellet and a 25-mm
of liquid NO confined in stainless steel is about 4.6 diameter X 25-mm long PBX-9404 charge. The
mm but that a high pressure reaction can occur at length of each segment was either 10 times the diam-
diameters as smrnl as 0.71 mm. eter or 100 mm whichever was longer.
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Fig. 2. Fragments Recovered,from Liquid NO Test.

Detonation propagated through segments of 6.2- and
4.6-mm diameter and failed at the transition to 3. 0-
mm diameter, The 1.6- and 0. 71-mm diameter tubes
shc.w evidence of a high-pressure reaction but have
not been fragmented to the extent which would
Indicate a high-order detonation. No reaction was
indicated In the 0.25-mm tube. The Initial length of 4'
each segment was 100 mm.

DETONATION VELOCITY

The NO was confined in a 25.4-mm o.d., 1.6-mm -
wall thickness stainless steel tube 305-mm long. The
booster consisted of a 25.4-mm long X 25.4-mm
diameter PBX-9404 cylinder with a P-16 planewave
lens. The booster was separated from the NO by a
2.5-mm stainless steel barrier. The shot assembly is I

sketched in Fig. 3.

There was some concern that attempting to insert
ionization pins directly into the liquid NO might be
difficult because of leakage of the sealing glands at
the low temperature. An external pin was developed
to eliminate the need for the internal pins. A detail is
shown in Fig. 3. After brazing six small bosses
around the periphery of the tube at each location of a
pin the tube was mounted in a lathe and the outer
surface of the bosses machined concentric with the
tube. Small grooves were cut perpendicular to the

stainless steel witntess plate was used to seal the
Fig. 3. Shot Assembly for Measuring the Detonation terminal end of the NO shot vessel.
Velocity of Nitrc Oxide. The contact pin switch Is shown in detail. The small
The NO was confined In a 25.4-mm o.d., 1.6-mm wall bosses were welded in place, machined concentric
thickness stainless steel tube 305-mm long. The with the tube and a small groove cut to hold the wire
booster consisted of a 25.4-mm long by 25.4-mm in place. The wire was Fonnvar-coated copper
"diameter PBX-9404 cylinder and a 40.6-mm diameter 0. 18-mm diameter which was tied around the tube at
planewave lens with a 2.5-mm stainless steel barrier the desired locations. The small springs were used to
between the explosive and the NO. The booster was maintain tension on the wires as the shot was cooled.
Isolated from the lsopentane bath with foam insula- The distance between wires was measured with an
tion and a protective stainless steel cylinder. A heavy optical cathetometer.
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tube axis to hold the pin wires. Formvar-coated for the contraction of the stainless steel from 298 K
copper wire 0.1 8-num diameter were tied around the to 115 K and using the standard deviation of the
tube at each position and held in place with small incremental values, the detonation velocity of liquid
springs. The distance between the wires was nitric oxide at 115 K is estimated to be 5.62 mm/Ms
measured with an optical cathetometer. with 95% confidence limits (7 d.f.) of ± 0.07 mm/ps.

The data obtained for the detonation velocity are A dent depth of 1.5 mm was obtained in the type
shown in Table 1. The average incremental velocity 304 stainless steel witness plate but the technique
was 5.62 mm/ps with a standard deviation of 0.09 used by Smith (8) to estimate the detonation pressure
mm/ps for a single measurement. The range in the from the depth of the dent is questionable for this
incremental velocities was 5.51 to 5.81 mm/ps which experiment because the charge was cased and the
is larger than would be expected for an experiment at stainless steel did not have the same hardness as the
normal conditions, but does not seem unreasonable 1018 cold-rolled steel used by Smith. An attempt
for this experiment. The least-squares estimate of was made to estimate the detonation pressure of NO
velocity was 5.64 mm/pus with a standard deviation of from the shock-induced hardness of the witness plate
0.0j mm/ps. It is generally accepted that the least- using a technique developed by Zukas (9). However
squares procedure gives the best estimate of the the two-dimensional character of the shock and

detonation velocity as compared to the average incre- rarefaction waves in the plate contributed to the hard-
mental velocity. The most conservative estimate of ness. The metallurgical phenomena associated with
the standard deviation is the larger of the two com- these waves was unexpected and is not yet under-
puted values. Correcting the least-squares estimate stood.

TABLE 1

Detonation Velocity of Liquid Nitric Oxide at 115 K
P0 = 1.294 g/cc*

Pin Incremental Time Incremental Incremental
Position Distance P Time Velocity

(mm) (mm) (As) (js) (mm/ps)

0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000
25.66 25.66 4.559 4.559 5.628
50.82 25.1 i6 9.130 4.571 5.505
76.29 25.47 13.614 4.484 5.680

101.66 25.37 18.120 4.506 5.630
127.12 25.46 22.502 4.382 5.810
152.16 25.04 26.992 4.490 5.577
177.32 25.16 31.492 4.500 5.590
202.89 25.57 36.093 4.600 5.558

Average 5.622

Variance 8.54 X 10-3

Standard Deviation 0.092

Least I,1,uares Fit
X(.m) -0.295 + 5.639t (jas)

Staizdard Deviation Intercept = 0.275 mm
Standard Deviation Slope = 0.012 mm/ps

*G. H. Cheesman, Chem. Soc. J., pp. 889-90, (1932)
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COMPUTED RESULTS and it seems reasonable to estimate the detonation
pressure of NO at 100 kbar.

During the initia! investigation of the liquid NO
accident C. Mader (6) computed the detonation prop- CONCLUSIONS
erties, which indicated the explosive potential of the

material. Since NO contained neither carbon nor Liquid NO is a sensitive explosive with a detona-
hydrogen, calculations using other procedures were tion velocity of 5.6 ± 0.07 mm/ps and an estimated
made to obtain other numerical estimates of the deto- detonation pressure of 100 kbar. The failure diam-
nation pressure. The procedures reported by Smith eter in stainless steel confinement is greater than 3.1
(8) and by Kamiet and Jacobs (11) are based on the and less than 4.6 mm. In addition, a high pressure
average behavior of a large number of CHNO explo- reaction can propagate at 0.7 mm diameter. The
sives. The BKW (6) and JCZ3 (12) numerical proce- enthalpy is 720 cal/g relative to N2 and 02 products
dures use equation of state parameters for the at 298 K.
products to compute an equilibrium composition and
the detonation properties. The values obtained by Any system designed to handle liquid NO should
these procedures are presented in Table 2. A density consider the explosive potential of the material. Also
of 1.26 g/cm 3 was used for the JCZ3 computation the agreement among the various calculational proce-
and the computed values were adjusted to a density dures for a material as unique as NO indicates the
of 1.30 g/cm 3 as shown in the table. All numerical value of such procedures in assessing the potential
procedures gave values in the range 95 to 119 kbar hazards of handling exothermic materials.

TABLE 2

Summary of Experimental and Computed Detonation Properties of Liquid NO

J Density Pressure Velocity Mole Fraction N2

(g/cm3 ) (kbar) (mm/ps) in Products

EXPERIMENT
This paper 1.294 100 ± 15 5.62 ± 0.07 -

Ribovich, et al., Ref. (4) 1.30 5.4
Miller, Ref. (3) 1.22 5.1

CALCULATED
Smith, Ref. (8)

P =•0.2582p 0 D2  1.29 105 -

Kamlet, Ref. (11)
P 0Kp0, 1.29 119 5.98 0.50
D = 1.01 (1 + 1.30p0).t/2

S= NM I/2 Q1/ 2  = 4.899

N moles gaseous detonation products/g of explosive - 0.033
M average molecular weight of gaseous products = 30.
Q cal/g of detonation reaction = 720 cal/g

K = 15.58 NM 0.93

14.65 NM > 0.93 (This value was used for the above computations)

Mader BKW, Ref. (6) 1.30 106 5.61 0.498
Lee JCZ3, Ref. (12) 1.26 (1.30)" 88(95) 5.38 (5.51) 0.482

*Adjusted for density, dD/dp = 3.2 (mm/us)/(g/cm3), P - p0 D2 /(y, + 1)
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CHARACTERIZATION OF COMMERCIAL, COMPOSITE EXPLOSIVES*

M. Finger, F. Helm, E. Lee, R. Boat, H. Cheung
J. Walton, B. Hayes, and L. Penn
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, California 94550

We have investigated the explosive performance of a number of commercial blasting
agents. We have determined EOS detonation parameters for a typical dynamite,
aluminized and non-aluminized blasting agents, and ammonium nitrate/fuel oil
(ANFO). This investigation also included nitromethane/oxidizer systems including
several with aluminum. The time dependent properties in the detonation of several
of these explosive materials were investigated. For some explosives we were able to
determine the magnitude of charge geometry required in order to neglect the time
dependence and to achieve maximum performance. For example, we determined
the charge geometry required to achieve maximum detonation performance from
ANFO. For some explosives we were able to assign EOS coefficients suitable for
specific applications. Some aspects of the time dependent behavior of composite
explosives are discussed.

INTRODUCTION COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE

Commercial blasting agents are being used in many CBAs are also known as slurry blasting agents. In
research and development programs. These applica- general, these CBAs arc multicomponent systems with
tions include: investigations of controlled blasting for sensitizers added sometimes and are, therefore, also
construction; studies of cratering phenomena; blast called composite explosives. To a lesser or greater
wave effects on structures; explosive fabrication; and extent, depending on the particular explosive, fuel
energy and mineral resource recovery projects. Com- and oxidizer are physically separated phases, usually
mercial blasting agents (CBAs) are primarily as fine particulates. They, therefore, deviate in their
ammonium nitrate based systems. They are attractive detonation behavior from most homogeneous or
for these projects because they are low In cost, safe to "ideal" high explosives since the zone in which the
handle, easy to load and have unique detonation energetic reactions take place is generally much larger
properties. Since these experimental programs are than for "Ideal" explosives. The CBAs and their
often closely coupled with theoretical studies aimed "non-ideal" detonation performance characteristics
toward predictive models, accurate equation-of-state provide low detonation velocity explosives for explo.
descriptions are required for'these CBAs. sive welding and impedance matching in rock blasting.

'hi work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Energy Research & Development Administration, under Contract No.
W-7405-Eng-48.
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This latter application is especially attractive when Fig. 2. This variation of a truly one-dimensional
coupled with a large chemical energy impulse. sphere was required to allow loading of hydro con-

tainers with gelled slurry blasting agents. The point
Because of the heterogeneous nature of these of initiation is the center of the hemispherical portion

CBAs, compositional and density variations often and the radial expansion of the hemisphere is moni-
plagued our characterization efforts. For example, tored optically. We performed tests in scaled
one manufacturer injected gas to cross-link the binder geometries for these composite explosives to qualita-
systems and aerate thie explosive to assure initiation. tively determine their time dependent detonation
This resulted in the growth of the CBA out of our behavior, The spherical and cylindrical tests were
hydrodynamic test fixtures, and, of course, a con- performed in several scaled sizes in order to assess the
siderable density change. Another manufacturer effect of delayed combustion typical of these
claimed that detonation velocity (D)) versus diameter explosives.
was fairly constant unlike most CBAs, However, in
our tests, we observed a significant dependence of D
on tlie charge. diameter.

EXPLOSIVES INVESTIGATED

plate Cyl inder Impulse
The array of CBAs chosen for performance evalua- I I i , I L I I I I

tion involved several criteria, including: reliable, 0 0.01 0.1 1 10 10
reproducible, and predictable performance; truly Time for energy release - m s
representative commercial explosives; and special
performance characteristics. For example, this latter P~g, 1, Explosives performance is determined by
property includes the ability to propagate In small hydrodynamic tests chosen to enhance specific
diameters for laboratory rock fracture studies, regions of isentropic expansion.
TELEDkiT; and rheologic properties that allow pour-
ing, POURVEX, In many careas the exact composi-
tions of the explosives evaluated are proprietary. Low-density
Overall, over 350 CBAs were reviewed in our survey ANFO flake TNT

(I), The explosives we evaluated for detonation
performance are listed in Table 1. Only generalized
descriptions are provided for commercial composi-
tieris,

DETONATION PERFORMANCE

We used three kinds of hydrodynamic experiments
to evaluate the performance of the commercial blast-
ing agents investigated. These are depicted in Fig. 1.
We chose a convenient version of the "sphere" test
similar to the one described by Wilkins (2) to
emphasize the early expansion history of the detona- PBX-9404 Aluminum(175 g) wall
tion products, The cylinder test (3) was used to
characterize the isentropic expansion in an inter-
nediate time range. To accurately portray the very Detonator
late time, large expansion portion of the isentrope,
we performed studies on an underwater "sphere" test.
In our terminology, the "sphere" test has a heml- Fig. 2. Sphere and booster assembly for LLL 203-
spherical cap and a cylindrical body as depicted in and 406-mm-diameter spherical tests.
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TABLE I

Explosives Systems Studied to Determine Performance of Commercial, Composite Explosives.a

Composition
Na Densityb Mfr. Sensitizer Aluminum 1120 Carbonaclous

Name g/cc f Aimmonium 2nd Materials
Nitrate Oxidizer

ANFO 0.85 Gulf x x
DBA 65-T2 1.52 IRECO x x x x x x
POURVEX 1.36 DuPont x x x x x
EL-836 1.52 DuPont x x x x x x
UNIGEL 1.28 Hercules x x x x
TELEDET 1.36 Teledyne x x x x
AQUANAL 1.43 ATLAS x x x x
RX-30-AA 1.52 LLL AP(5M)-60.8 NM-38.0 Guar 1,2

AB 1.51 AP(2001i).61.1 NM-37.9 Guar 1,0
AC 1.53 KP(50)47,6 NM.50.8 Guar 1,6
AD 1.53 KP(200p)-47.1 NM.51.3 Guar 1.6
AL 1.42 AN(9p)-57.9 NM.40.8 Guar 1.3
All 1.42 AN(I 9p)-57,9 NM.40.8 Guar 1.3

RX-31-AA 1.47 AN(9M).28.8 NM.47.0 AV(flne).22.8 Guar 1.4
AB 1,41 AN(9pA)-43.2 NM-47,0 AR(fine)- 8.3 Guar 1.5

"aDesilutions include: AN ammonium nitrate, AP - ummonium perchloratc, NM - nitrornethane and KP potassium
perchiorate.
TIs represnts nomilnal densities.

NON-ALUMINIZED CBAs density range of interest and application and also
ANFO increases with greater charge diameters up to about

270 ram, after which ANFO's performnance with

In the class of explosives we have designated as respect to diameter is "ideal." The detonation
non-aluminized CBAs, ANFO, L specially prepared velocity and energy are strongly influenced by the
(prilled) ammonium nitrate/fuel oil composite is of fuel-oil percentage. Both of these parameters reach a
special interest. It exhibits remarkable extremes of maximum at 5.8% and then decrease more gradually
explosive performance as a function of composition Above 12%, ANFO will not detonate.
and charge size. Yet It can be made reproducible if'

formulation parameters are closely controlled. We We established the mininium charge size needed
have made accurate measurements on ANFO detona- for optimum "ideal" ANFO performance by perform.
tion performance in a wide range of charge sizes. For ing 51-, 102., and 292-mm cylinder tests and by also
these reasons, plus its great importance as a commer- monitoring the performance with in situ gauges of a
cial blasting agent, we will dedicate some extra space 109-tonne shot, We also did 203 and 406-m.m
and treat ANFO as a general example of the class of "sphere" shots in air and a 203-min "sphere" test
non-aluminized explosives, under water. Full details are given in Ref. (4).

Briefly, we summarize the results in Table 2 in terms
ANFO, the most widely used commercial blasting of ANFO composition, density, detonation velocity,

agent, is comprised of 94 wt% ammonium nitrate and and detonation pressure. The detonation velocities
6 wt% fuel oil. ANFO's detonation performance is were obtained using conventional electronic pin-
influenced by a number of variables. Its detonation switch techniques (5) and detonation pressure was
velocity increases with increasing density within the determined using the axially symmetric magnetic
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TABLE 2

ANFO Composition, Density, Detonation Velocity, and Detonation Pressure Results

O Charge Fuel Oil Densityb Detonation Detonation

Test ANFOkg % O Velocity Pressure
kg g/cm 3  km/s GPa

Metal,-acceleration tests
51 mm cylinder 0.55 5.8 0.80 3.25

102 mm cylinder 7 5.2 0.78 3.89
292 mm cylindera 104 6.0 0,84 4.56 -
292 mm cylinder 104 5.8 0.82 4.55 5.50
203 mm hemispherea 5 5.2 0.78 - -
203 mm hemisphere 5 5.8 0.87 2.74

(underwater)
406 mm hemispherea 40 5.2 0.78 --

Pre-Dice Throw
field test 109 tonnes 5.8 0.84 4.74 6.14

aTest terminated prematurely.
bBecauw of the variation of densities observed, we adjusted detonation parameters to the nominal density of 0.85 g/co.

probe technique (6). As can be seen in Fig. 3, our ANFO parameters from Table 3 is also shown, The
measured detonation velocities are in good agreement 51-mm test showed severe striations in the wall,
with published data (7) (8). which are characteristic of a detonation wave propa-

gating near failure (see Fig. 5).

The isentropic expansion data is represented in
Figs. 4, 6, and 7. In Fig. 4, we show the wall versus The radial expansion of ANFO "spheres" fired in
radial expansion for 51-, 102-, and 292-mm ANFO air and under water is shown in Fig. 6. The two
cylinder shots. Allowing for a density correction, the spherical tests in air terminated abruptly. We believe
102-mm and 292-mm data are almost identical. Wall
motion calculated with a 2D hydrocode and JWL

1.o- 1

Calculation

292-m test --- O . 0.8 0.9- m
109-tonne event . mm

Manufacturer's data 8 0.8 -

-4.0 a f )5

0 ~ ~100200m 300 40e500)t

a e7 - P 0. 78

0 51-m teitl
S- l• . 0 .6 1 1 l 1 1

0 100 200 300 400 5500,5 1 15 0 5 3
Diameter - mm Rtadial expansion (R-Ro - mm

Flg. 3. Detonation velocity data from LLL cylindri- Fig. 4. Cylinder test wall velocity vs radial expansion
cal testa and the 109-tonne fleld tests as a function of (R - Re) scaled to a 25-mm cylinder. if the density
charge diameter. These data agree well with manu- (p) of the 102-mm and 292-mm charges had been the
facturer's information. some, their curves would have been virtually identical.
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that early breakup of the metal was caused by from the underwater test, Fig. 7, are in fair agreement
AN FO's heterogeneous nat ure. Crushing of tie prills with the response predicted using the EOS described
and micro jetting as the shockwave progressed into below.
the relatively thin aluminum case caused the pre-
naiture breakup. The underwater spherical test fared The detonation pressures from the 292-mm-
much better, providing considerably more data than diameter cylindrical test and the 109-tonne field test
the air shots. This is due partly to damping of the were in good agreement. We were also able to
metal motion in water. The far field pressure data determine from thie.magnetic probe data, see Fig. 8,

that the ANFO reaction-zone thicknens is approxi-
mately 4 mnm to 6 nun, is compared with 12 mm to

260
240 203-rm
220 underwater test

l 200- 203-rn

I 180- underwater test
- 160 -(uncorrected)

'•, 140 406-mm
S120 - jair test' /
S100- (scaled)

60 - ----- Water shockwave
40 203-mm - Case motion20 -air test

o I 0 fOO 3OO

Time - 1s

Fig. 6. Hemisphere expansion data for air and under-
water tests of ANFO. Because the experiment holds
together longer in water, underwater testing can pro-

Fig. 5. .51-mm ANFO cylindrical test shows unusual vide valuable far-field (late-time) Informnation not
straited failure pattern, obtainable from air testing.

TABLR 3

Equation of'State Parameters For Explosives Oted

CJ Parameters JWL-EOS Coefficients

P D FO P A B
- Mbar cm/asec Mb-cc/cc g/cc A -

ANFO .060 6.465 .0325 0,850 2.063 0.4760 .00524 .00720 3.5 .9 .31
POURVEX .130 0.6 1b .0450 1.360 2.893 3.2207 .07769 .00324 4.7 1.4 .16
EL-836 .135 0.579a .0920 1,520 2.775 2.8123 .02507 .01445 4.5 1.1 .20
DBA-65-T2 .120 0.540a .0800 1.520 2.694 2.1467 .02157 .01295 4.3 1.4 .20
UNIGEL .120 0,576" .0510 1.262 2.490 1.9070 .07580 .00627 4.4 1.4 .23

TELEDET .150 0.652 .0410 1,360 2.854 3.0409 .05804 .00347 4.3 1.5 .20
AQUANAL .055 0.370' .0550 1,430 2.559 0.9123 .00407 .00746 4.4 1.0 .16

"'Mhewc are not D_ values. The 10S represents the behavior in the largest chage size tested in this work.
See Fig. 9. Isentropic expansion for St and 102 mm POURVEX shots were identical; therefore, detonation velocities were

averaged.
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16 mm calculated by the detonation velocity versus aluminized commercial blasting agents. The
diameter dependence using Eyrings' curved front materials are compared to nitromethane in all cases,
theory (9). and ANFO is cited again for reference. Detonation

velocities determined for each diameter are also cited.
The behavior of TELEDET and POURVEX in

OTHER NON-ALUMINIZED CBAs isentropic expansion is very similar to "ideal" or
"high" explosives. However, only Teledet appears to

In Fig. 9, we show the relative isontrope energies act as an "ideal" explosive in terms of detonation
determined from cylinder tests for several non- velocity.

ALUMINIZED BLASTING AGENTS

The performance of several aluminized CBAs was
200 - Calc. measured in cylinder shots. The relative isentropic

-- Cal energy of EL 836, DBA 65T2, and AQUANAL com-
S- --U- Expt. pared to nitromethane is shown in Fig. 10. We can

see that scaling laws do not hold for the one system,

S100 EL-836, where we have two scaled geometries.
Further evaluation of these types of materials in
hydrodynamic underwater tests Is planned.

0_ I
0 1000 2000 3000

Distance from center of detonation - mm
160

Fig. 7. Comparison of calculated and experimental Detonation velocity, km/s
far field shock wave data from 203-mm underwater 150 6
"sphere" test of ANFO. 1406.4 25 51 102 292

__ Teledet 6.49 6.52
1I 130 -Pourvex 5.90 6.33Pressure - 5.5 GIa (292 -nmm test) 1
a.u Unigel 5.48 5.76

- 6.14 GPa (109 - tonne test) 1 n120 igl 5.453.87
41 A0 f 3.25 3.87 4.56

> 1110- An
4'j

o o100
4' Unigel -102Zm

Teledet -u6.35 mu

t70 - Teledet - 25 m.
Rise Pourvex extra - 51 and 102 m

-, Reaction 60 -A 22m-
zone no-22m

0- Anfo - 102 mn
S1 -40

8 12 16 20 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36
Time - As Cylinder expansion (R-R0) - w

Fig. 8. Magnetic probe record depicting the particle I-k. 9. Relative energy of non-aluminized blasting
motion of A NFO. agents.
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1 - ' " I 160 1

150 -30- S1 150
SDetonation velocities, km/s

14- _ 1 10 - 140M 10214 30-AF 61 Aquanal Failed to propagate 3.73
I130 130 DBA6ST2 5.40

EL-836 5.04 5.79

12 - RX-30-AF -25 w X 120- EL-836 -102 e

~110- 110
4J

1006T -10 SL- EL-83ý6 -51 MM-9 0

j90 •90
D etonation ;

80 NN4NO3  velocities 80
particle km/s

S70 size. aN 25 im 51 mm 700
M RX-30-AE 9 6.38 6.68 4" 0

60 RX-30-AF 19 6.22 6.48 u9 60-
Aqanal - 102 to

60 50
40L. l.. I .. I . ... 4_

4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 404 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36

Cylinder expansion (R-R0 ) - M Cylinder expansion (R-R0 ) -

14g. 10. Relative energy of aluminized blasting Fig. 1). Relative energy of RX-30-A E and AF
agents.

NITROMETHANE/AMMONIUM NITRATE (AN) is small. It may also be attributed to the fact that
only one excess Oxygen is available.

In this section and those below we describe experi-

ments that attempt to provide data of a fundamental NH 4 NO 3 -. N2 + 21120 + 0.
nature on the performance of composite explosives.
We studied variations in the type and the particle size Thus it makes a relatively small contribution to the
of the oxidizer. For these experiments we chose a energetics of the system. Nevertheless, the 9 ,um corn-
very simple chemical system, a detonable h6mogene- position shows less charge diameter effect on
ous, under-oxidized fuel-nitromethane-as the host performance than the 19 pm. This is also shown in
matrix. We then added oxidizers which have one, the diameter effect on detonation velocity.
two or four excess oxygens available for further
reaction with the under-oxidized NM. All systems
were stoichiometrically balanced as close as possible NITROMETHANE/AMMONIUM
to H20 and CO2 . In the case of fine particle PERCHLORATE (AP)
ammonium nitrate (AN) we were only able to
balance to 1120 and COI.. The oxidizers were A large effect due to particle size is seen in the
suspended uniformly in NM with the aid of a gelling relative isentrope energies depicted in Fig. 12. The
agent. 5 Am AP shows essentially no geometry dependence

on performance. However, the 200 pm AP shows a
In Fig. I I we show the effect of AN particle size considerable charge diameter effect in 25, 51, and

in terms of isentropic expansion compared to nitro. 102 mm cylinders compared to nitromethane. We
methane. Since the spread in particle diameter of AN note the effect of charge configuration In Fig, 13.
was not large (9/pm - 19/pm), the particle size effect The wall velocity vs sphere expansion for the two
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different particle size AP systems in two scaled
RX-30-AA - 25 "sphere" tests are given. The charge size effect is

150 RX-30-M - 51 significant even for the 5 i.m AP system. In thesphere test the ratio of mass of explosive to mass of
140- metal confinement is much larger than in the cylinder

13 (30 AýB- '10 2 mm test. This accentuates the influence of the outer

I 
layer of detonation products on the performance.

1Zq

11C - _R70A .1m NITROMETHANE/POTASSlUM

PERCHLORATE (KP)

SRX-30-AB - 25 w Potassium perchlorate is a non.detonable oxidizer
go - so that its participation in the detonation reaction
"80 must be heavily dependent on diffusion. NM/KP8 relative isentrope energies are shown in Fig. 14 com-

-NH4  pared to NM and as a function of KP particle size and
70O NH CIO Detonation velocity charge diameter. The KP must decompose and the
60 r 25 rm 51 mm 102 mn- oxygen diffuse and react with the underoxidized

RX-30-AA 2005 7.11 7.15 detonation products of NM. Interestingly the 200Mm
50,RX-30-AB 200 5,37 5.49 5.67 KP and AP have virtually indistinguishable isentropic

40 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , I expansion In the 25 mm cylinder test. This suggests

4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36
Cylinder expansion (R-R0 ) - MM

Fig. 12. Relative energy of RX.20-AA atud ALB 160 .. r

150

140

4- 130 RX-30-AC - 51 w

RX-30-MA - 406.4 m 120 RX-30-AC 25 mut

""A 110 RX-30-AD - 51 -

3 12 '",--

RX-30-AB 203.2 mn',•9 0 -3 0 .- A D 2 6 m m

2so D0etonation2 KCIO 4 velocity
ANFO - 406.4 mm vlkl/sSsize, lim 26 M 61l

60- RX-30-.AC 5 6.20 6.35

RX-30-AD 200 5.55 5.55
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

Spher~e expansion (R-R ) - r M40L 
.... 1 .... .1 , 1. . 1m e • .J. .. •

4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36M~g. 13. Wall velocities for nitromethane/ammonium Cylinder expansion (R-R0 --

perchlorte explosives (RX-30-AA and AB) in sphere
tests. ANFO Is shown for comparison, bMg. 14. Relative energy of RX-30-A C and AD.
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that in this size, AP and KP have decomposed to pro- EQUATION OF STATE
vide gaseous products but have not contributed
energy to the system by reacting with the NM A most simple and useful way of summarizing the
products. Also, the 200jum KP shows the same detonation performance of an explosive is by means
detonation velocities in the 25 and 51 mm cylinder of an equation of state (EOS). It is important to keep
tests but a fairly large difference in isentrope energies. in mind the basic limitations on this procedure. Also,
In fact, although the 200 pm AP shows some change for an empirical EOS such as JWL which is used here,
in detonation velocity with diameter its nominal some additional experimental quantities are required.
velocity is about the same value as the 200 pm KP Although certain carefully applied compromises are
system. The Sum KP system in 25 and 51 mm often useful a detonation product EOS can properly
cylinder tests indicate that the KP has fully reacted, be applied only to equilibrium, self-similar flow

behind the detonation front. This is equivalent to
what we have somewhat loosely referred to as "ideal"

NITROMETHANE/AMMONIUM behavior and have more precisely described as con-
NITRATE/ALUMINUM forming to scaling laws. The preceding sections have

attempted to analyze the degree to which each
We tested the effect of aluminum in a NM/AN sys- explosive conformed to these criteria, The experi-

tem, choosing a nominal 10. and 25. wt% of Al as ments were guided by a desire to determine the
representing the extremes of Al concentration. Prac- magnitude of charge diameter above which these
tical mixing considerations changed this to 8.3 and criteria are satisfied. We have additionally Indicated
22.8%. The relative isentrope energies of these sys- in our summary of equation of state coefficients,
terns are compared to NM in Fig. 15. The non- Table 3, where some significant concerns about these
aluminized NM/AN system is also shown. criteria still remain.

The most useful function of the detonation pro-
160 ...................... ........- duct EOS, of course, is to describe the energy output

150 during isentropic expansion. To specify an initial
RX-31-AA - 51 mm point on the isentropic path, we use the Chapman-

S 140 Jouget state (i.e., the detonation parameters). To
-31-AB - 51 ms determine the magnitudes for pressure and energy as

130 a function of volume on this isentrope (this primarily
"RX-30-AE - 51 determines the equation of' state coefficients) we use

120 the cylinder and sphere test data. We have described
in earlier papers how the coefficients are evaluated by

110 successive approximation using hydrodynamic com-
*• 100 puter codes to simulate the expansion experiments.

S90 The quantity, Eo, represents the total available
internal energy for a particular isentrope and is, like

80 the detonation velocity and pressure, a detonationS~Detonation
velocity, •/s parameter. We have estimated the value of Eo by70 51 M calculating the total chemical energy available and by

60 RX-31-AA 5.63 comparison with experimental results from detona-
RX-31-AB 6.28 tion calorimeter experiments. The detonation

5o calorimetry and the chemical calculations for explo-
sives containing Carbon, Hydrogen, Nitrogen, Oxygen,

40 ... I and Fluorine have been described ',lsewhere. (10)
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 Explosives containing large amounts of Aluminum

Cylinder expansion (R-Re) -- present a special problem. The temperature and the
energy in the products from the detonation of highly

Fig. 15. Relative energy of RX-31-AA and AB. aluminized explosives is considerably higher than for
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nonaluminized explosives. However, the pressures are atmospheres. Our present methods of measurement
generally lower at or near the C-i state. As a result are limited to pressures approximately 1 .5 decades
the entropy is higher and a larger fraction of the higher than this.
energy remains in the gas and in the solid particulate
aluminum oxide even for large expansions where the
pressure has decreased by several decades from the ACKNOWLEDGMENT
C-i value. The adjustment of the calculated to the
"effective" E, can thus be somewhat greater than for The authors are indebted to several agencies which
non-aluminized explosives. In this report we halve have helped support this work, including: the U.S.
used some empirical rules derived from experience in Army Corps of Engineers, Waterways Experiment
blasting and in air shock experiments to adjust E(). Station-Explosives Excavation Research Laboratory;
We have used an effective energy similar to the National Science Foundation; Advanced Research
available work function, A, described by Cook (11) Projects Agency; and Defense Nuclear Agency.
and the total expansion work, Ewk, coined by Noren
and Porter (12). Our preliminary experiments in We are especially grateful to J. W. Kury and H-. C.
underwater sphere tests were in response to what we Hornig for their assistance and advice from the incep-
view as much needed improvement in the capability tion of the program. We thank J1. Mahler for the cost
for evaluating the behavior of these explosives at effective design of test hardware and M. Jepson for
large expansions, careful reading of the shot records.
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THE EQUATION OF STATE AND SHOCK INITIATION OF HNS 11

F. W. Davies, J. E. Shrader, A. B. Simmerschied
Boeing Aerospace Company

Seattle, Washington

and

i. F. Riley
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc.

Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, CA 94304

The Tlhgonlot and effective Gruneisen parameter of unreacted HNS 1I and its shock
sensitivity to initiation were measured using plate impact and electron beam tech-
niques.

The Hugoniot of fINS 1I compacted to the indicated densities was found to be

U =3.48Up + 1.10km/s p= 1.47Mg/m3  o <3.0GI'a

and

U =l.93Up +1.98km/s p=l.58 Mg/m 3  a < 3.5 GPa

At stresses below 0.1 GPa, the effective Gruneisen parameter of ItNS 1I was less
than (".1.

The variations in shock sensitivity of HNS II were found to be small over the
limited ranges of density and temperature examined. In long pulse (22ps) experi-

ments, no evidence of reaction was detected for either density at stresses < 1.7 GPa.
A bove 3.5 GPa, stable deton:ation was established for propagation distances of
<7.5 X 10-4 m.

in short pulse experiments, the initiation thresholds for the two densities were
asses. 3d at room temperature and 1270 C

INTRODUCTION and its initiation sensitivity. This study measured
these data for two typical compaction densities.

Hexanitrostilbene, HNS, is a secondary explosive
belng used in many missile and space applications be- EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
cause of its relative stability at elevated temperatures.
To assess the resporn-e of the explosive to the varied
environments of thos applications, it is necessary to The Hugoniot and the effective Gruneisen parame-
characterize the equation of state of the explosive ter u," HNS I1 was measured at room temperature for
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two compaction densities. The shock initiation sensi-
tivities of these compactions for two stress wave dura-
tions (- 2 jus and 100 ns) were evaluated for room ... ......

temperature conditions and, in addition, the short-
pulse sensitivities were estimated at 1270C. All tests
were conducted under vacuum conditions of approxi- - M.OM
mately 5 Pa.

HUGONIOT MEASUREMENTS

"The Hugoniot and long-pulse initiation threshold , $ IN......

of -HNS 11 was measured using the gas gun plate im-
pact technique, developed by Davies et al. (1). The Fng. 1. Gas gun setup,
method has the advantage of measuring simultane-
ously both the impact stress profile generated in the
explosive and the transmitted stress profiles at various A, M,

propagation distances. This provides two independ------- _-_-----_ ------ I
ent sources of data from which the Hugoniot can bei ?H(L

derived as well as several parameters which are sensi-Mo
tive measures of reaction in the explosive. .-- --- -

The test setup is shown in Fig. 1. The HNS is im-
pacted by an aluminum flyer. The HNS II test speci- N, )A 'Ad,
mens were pressed in 2024 aluminum alloy cups; pel- , I !
let densities were 1.47 ± 0.03 Mg/m 3 and 1.58 ± 0.03 a- I I I
Mg/mi3 which are 84 and 91% of theoretical density. I I

Each piezoresistive gage was laminated between a -ARPIC- o1" 2 PAMI

0.75-mm-thick disk in front and a 6.3-mm disk in It
back and bonded with expoxy. The four rear surface Jig. 2. flugontot diagram.
gages used Plexiglas disks in the gage assembly to
minimize the impedance mismatch with the HNS,
while the center gage was laminated between alumi- The transmitted stress gages actually measure the
num disks to match the flyer and support disk mate- stress in the Plexiglass surrounding the gage. The
rials. The transmitted stress gage assemblies were stress in the HNS was calculated using standard in-
bonded to the exposed HNS surface using an adhesive pedance matching techniques.
bcnd of 3M-3532 urethane cement whi-h was esti-
mated to be less than 0.06-mm thick. INITIAL THRESHOLD MEASUREMENTS

The two n'ethods of determining a point on the
Hugoniot which were used in this study are illustrated The shock initiation threshold of HNS 1I was de-
in Fig, 2. In the first, the stress in the HNS was meas- termined for both 2-,s and 0.1-us pulse durations.
ured directly using the impact gage, and the particle The Hugoniot experiments also provide initiation
velocity was calculated using a known aluminum threshold data. The transmitted stress for each sam-
Hugoniot (2) and the measured impact velocity. In pie thickness was compared to the impact stress and
the second method, the transit measurements were an incraase in stress in the sample taken to indicate
used to calculate the average shock velocity in the ex- reaction. To some degree, the rise time of the trans-
plosive. This velocity then defines the Rayleigh line, mitted stress was used to verify detonation. In addi-
which intersects the reflected aluminum Hugoniot at t.,n, the fit of the Hugoniot d.ta point derived from
a point on the HNS Hugoniot. The location of the the impact stress data to the Hugonlot determinad
reflected aluminum Hugoniot is defined by the meas- from the lower stress points is used as a measure reac-
ured impact velocity. tion. The average shock velocity from transit time
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measurements was compared to the expected shock duration of the signal. This was necessary because
velocity and the expected detonation velocity in an- Lexan, which had been chosen for its high-temperature
other test for initiation, properties, apparently becomes opaque at the stress

levels of this test. Shock arrival times were character-
The short-pulse shock sensitivity was also deter- ized by the sudden absence of light reflected back

mined by plate impact experiments performed in the from the target.
Boeing Company's 2.5-in, gas fun. In these tests a
single test specimen was impacted by a thin (0.305 The accuracy of both the transit time and manga-
mm) aluminum alloy (2024). The target configura- nin gage data is limited by the uncertainties in the
tion is shown in Fig. 3. Lexan Hugoniot.

The HNS 11 pressed into 2024 aluminum cups at
two density ranges as in the previous experiment, and
then a chrome mirrored 3-mm-thick disk of Lexan
polycarbonate was pressed into the cavity behind the EFFECTIVE GRUNEISEN
HNS with the mirror adjacent to the HNS. PARAMETER MEASUREMENT

The Gruneisen parameter of HNS II was measuredOn Hieated shots, an aluminum cylinder with an

electric heater on the outer surface was bolted to the by determining the velocity response of pellets ox-
sample cup and then in turn bonded to the support posed to an electron beam in the BREL FX-75 ma-

chine. Free standing HNS 11 pellets were bonded to aplate. The temperature was controlled using a ther- cie resadn N Ipleswr oddt
mouplae. Thertemperature was ontrolle d usn the r- sfused silica blank which was mirrored at the explosive/mocouple inserted into a hole in the sample cup. silica interface,was shown in Fig, 4. The response of

The impact time was obtained from a coaxial this interface to the short time energy deposition was
measured by u Michaelson interferometer (displace-make-circuit pin or a piezo pin flush with the front ment) with quadrature encoding which determined

surface.
direction as well as magnitude of the velocity (3).

It was intended to obtain both shock arrival time
and surface velocity of the mirror in contact with the The dose in each shot was determined by measur-
HNS and the rear surface of a thin section of the sup- ing the temperaturhsee in a 0.05-mm-thick aluminumport plate by using a velocity interferometer. In later foil calorimeter in line with the specimen, as shown in
shots, this interferometer technique was supple- Figs. 4 and 5. The depth dose profile was estimatedshotedsby, and this n en t repchniued bas spleori- in separate experiments using a multiple foil calorime-mented by, and then replaced by, a piezoresistive ter (4). A 0.9-mam-aluminum filter was used in front
gage on the rear surface of the Lexan disk. The gage
was backed up by a second Lexan disk to increase the

-~~1 RbMIl 71 b

1-1 '

Fig. 3. Short-pulse test setup. Fig. 4. HNS Grunelsen parameter test setup.
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of the test specimen to minimize the dose uncer-
tainty. This and the normalized deposition profile
are illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fused silica was chosen as the mounting material
because it is not affected optically by doses below 10
cal/g and its Gruncisen is low (- 0.02), and normally
the stresses in the silica can be neglected completely.
However, for these experiments, this assumption was
not valid. The response of the interface between silica .
and HNS in this case can be analyzed as a sequence of
step waves arriving from each side.

In experiments conducted to check the Gruncisen Fig, 5. Normalized depth dose profile for tINS

coefficient of fused silica, a value of 0.021 was ob- Grunetsen.

tained, consistent with published data. Using this
value and the measured deposition profile (Fig. 5),
the Gruneisen of HNS 11 was given by !lil = 0.016- ' . ..... . Ct ; . ,-,it -Y .-.. .

0.81 N/E for 1.58 Mg/M 3 HNS and ri, = .0 1 -- AVONW 450 0,NIIY, I MWMtV

0.74 N/E for 1.47 Mg/m 3 -INS whore N is the num- IN Aooo, ,
ber of fringes detected at 514.9 X 10-9 and E is the t 0 "N

, OA199 111 I?calorimeter dose. 050,o MCM IS
-. * (S•A 40 M Ill

RESULTS

Equation of State and Shock Initiation Threshold 01 ,, , , - 0 S I %

MAI€ IPWl{•

Typical stress profiles measured in the Hugoniot
experiments by the piezoresistive gages are given in Fig, 6. Shock stress levels, shot 6.
Figs. 6 and 7. The wave forms shown in Fig. 6 are
representative of those impact velocities which did
not result in detonation of the HNS. Both the am- i1 . . -- . .
"plitude and rise time of the transmitted pulses re- ,AV(KQ fi .01811 ,hI
are representative of those shots where detonation of C! 4? I4U

the HNS was observed. In this case, the amplitude GAM N . -M 7 515'15

and rise time of the transmitt( I pulse is seen to in- • ." 4, M I ,9

crease with Increasing propagation distance. *

Figures 8 and 9 present distance versus transit time -

plots which illustrate the onset of detonation as a
sharp increase In the slope of the curve, and non-
detonation reaction as a gradual increase in the slope. tin 7 O SI
The Hugonlot curves in the stress/particle velocity Mg. 7. Shock stress leyels, shot 9.
plane are presented in Fig. 10. The results of the two
measurement techniques agree well at the lower stress
levels for both densities of HNS. The divergence of The variation in the Hugoniot as a function of
the stress and transit time data and the steepening of HNS density is observed as a slight change in curva-
the Hugoniot at the higher stress levels are considered ture at low stress levels. This variation shows more
to be indicative of reaction in the explosive, clearly in the shock velocity/particle velocity plane
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presented in Fig. 11. In this plane, the lower density ~06 .I~.11

HNS as amuc steperslop atlow stress levels thanU'3.u A
the higher density HNS.

A linear least squares fitted to the shock velocity/
particle velocity data provides the following relations:

Us = 3.48 U + 1.10 km/s U.IRANSttIM51

for

p 1.47Mg/m3 and o<3.0GPa 0

0
and -

Us -1.93 Up +1.98 km/s

for1 8. 1..lIJI. PARTIlCLE VELOCITY. Up~P40/1

p 1.58 Mg/m 3 and a < 3.5 GPa Fig. 11. Hugonlot for HNS 1l, Ul/Up plane.
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Long-Pulse Initiation Threshold in Figs. 9 and 13, respectively. In this case, the initia-
tion threshold is between 1.7 and 3.4 GPa. At 1.7

The long-pulse shock initiation threshold for HNS GPa, the initial amplitude of the transmitted stress
II was determined by examining the variation of the profile again remains constant over the propagation
stress profile and Its propagation velocity as a func. distances examined and no evidence of reaction in the
tion of impact stress and propagation distance. For explosive is seen in the measured stress profiles. At
the low density (p = 1.47 Mg/m 3 ) HNS 11, the transit 3,4 GPa, evidence of reaction is noted after propaga-
time data shown in Fig. 8 and the transmitted stress tion through about 0.75 mm of the explosive. The
levels illustrated in Fig. 12 both indicate that the ini- maximum shock velocity observed prior to detona-
tiation threshold lies between 1.7 and 3.7 GPa. At tion is 3.5 km/s which corresponds to a stress of 3.6
1.7 GPa, the initial amplitude of the transmitted GPa. Again, the impact gage data appears to be off
stress profile remains constant over the propagation the Hugoniot but not as dramatically as with the low-
distances examined. Furthermore, the stress profiles density material.
show little if any evidence of reaction in the explo-
sive. At 3.7 GPa, reaction occurs within the first milli- Short-Pulse Initiation Threshold
meter of travel. The maximum shock velocity ob-
served prior to detonation is about 3.9 km/sec which
sorrespriord to detoatstres s of 3.9 Ga.Fur rmore, tihe The results of the short-pulse initiation threshold
corresponds to a stress of 3.9 GPa. Furthermore, the experiments are summarized in Fig, 14 for the low

impact gage data at 3.4 GPa lies well off the Hugoniot density (p = 1.47 Mg/m 3 ) HNS at room temperature.
derived from the lower stress data. This is interpreted Below impact stresses of 3,1 GPa, the measured aver-
as additional evidence of reaction within the explo- age shock velocities are less than those derived from
sire at this stress at early times. the Hugoniot measurements. This is consistent with

For the high density (p = 1.58 Mg/m 3 ) HNS II, a nonreactive stress wave being attenuated as it propa-

similar transit time and stress profile data are shown gates through the porous compaction. Above 4.1
GPa, the measured shock velocity corresponds to the
detonation of the HNS,

01

Is

I - A 0
, -- i , " 0I I I I I I

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
DISTANCE (mm) DISTANCE (mm)

Fig. 12. Variation of stress amplitude with propaga- Fig. 13. Variation of stress amplitude with propaga-
tion distance for low-density HNS. tion distance for high-density HNS.
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Fig. 14. Variation of average shock velocity with Im- Fig. 15. Variation of average shock velocity with im-
pac:t stress (low density). pact stress for HNS I1 at 12 70C

At room temperature, similar results were ob- silica interface was of comparable magnitude but
tained for high density (p - 1.58 Mg/m3) HNS. For opposite direction to that resulting from the response
the impact stresses of 3.2 GPa and below, the meas- of fused silica alone. The effective Gruneisen parame-
u~ed average thock velocities are less than the torte- ter of the 1,58 Mg/m3 compaction was estimated to
Sl'or•.ing Hugoniot velocities. Above 3.6 GPa, the be 0.06 while the 1.47 Mg/m3 compaction was 0.01.
velocities are greater than the velocities derived from The absolute error on these Gruneisen coefficients is
the Hugoniot; however, they are less than the stable estimated to be less than 0.05. The~se low values and
detonation velocity and suggest at least partial reac- the low shock velocities measured at low stresses con-
tion in the HNS. sistent with a porous material and consequently the

effective Gruncisen para,meter can be expected to ex-
The results of the elevated temperature experi, htbit a strong energy dependence.

ments are illustrated in Fig. 15. For the low-density
compaction, both the average shock velocity measure- REFERENCES
ments and the manganin gage records indicate that
the threshold lies between 3.3 and 3.5 GP&. For the I . F. W. Davies, A. B. Zimmerschied, F. G. Borgardt
high-density compaction, the threshold lies between and Louis Avrami, "The Hugoniot and Shock Ini-
3.6 and 3.8 GPa. The initial stresses in the HNS have tiation Threshold of Lead Azide," J. Chem. Phys.,
been calculated using the room-temperature Hugoniot Vol. 64, No. 6, pp. 2295-2302, 15 March 1976.
and consequently are an upper bound. However, the
small temperature increment and the off-setting varia- 2. R. M. Schmidt, F. W. Davies. J. E. Shrader, and
tions in initial density and shock velocity are consid- K. A. Holupple, "Spall Behavior of Structural
ered to result in an error of leis than 5%. Metals at Elevated Tempei'ature," Boeing Trech-

nical Memo 2-5320-0030-233, July 1975.
Gnmeisen Parameter

3. L. M. Barker and R. E. Hollenbach, "Laser Inter-
Ile effective Gruneise paiameter for HNS 11 was ferometer for Measuring High Velocities of Any

measured for two compaction densities. In general, Reflecting Surface," J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 43, No.
the magnitude of the displacement of the HNS/fused 11I, pp. 4669-4675, Novemnber 1972.
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4. T. J. Bosworth, F. W. Davies, B. M. Lempriere DISCUSSION
and J. E. Shrader, "Hugoniot Equation of State JULIUS ROTH
and Spall Threshold of Tungsten at 5000 0F,"V
Boeing Technical Rpt. D2-19729, August 1972.

The Hugoniot data presented in this paper agree
rather well with the data I presented at the 5th
Deton. Symposium if the data are compared in the
P-u plane. Agreement in the U-u plane is less satisfac-

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS tory, and my results are in better accord with those
of Sheffield, Mitchell, and Hayes. Rather more dis-
turbing is that Davis et al. found no indication of any

This work was carried out at facilities of Boeing reaction in 1.47 g/cm 3 HNS at or below 17 kbar. In-
Aerospace Company, under a subcontract to Lock- terpolation of our data leads to 50% threshold of 18
heed Missiles & Space Company, Inc., with the assist- kbar for our gap test geometry and I would certainly
ance of Mr. L. Avrami of Picatinny Arsenal who ar- expect reaction at a considerably lower pressure in
ranged for the loading of the HNS test specimens, plane-wave "long-duration pulse" geometry.

REPLY BY F. DAVIES state in the text that "at 1.7 GPa, the initial amplitude

of the transmitted stress profile remains constant over
The primary measurement reported in this paper the propagation distances examined (<3 mm) and

and that of Hayes et. al. is stress at the impact face. that the stress profiles show little if any evidence of
The primary measurement in Roth's study was shock reaction In the explosive." The ramping of the wave
velocity. The Hugoniot data derived from our impact was less than 10 percent. Roth's data was derived
face measurements compares well with that derived from run distances of 12.7 mm. His quoted threshold
from our transit time measurements at low stresses is derived from a linear inter olation between data at
but deviates when the shock velocity is enhanced by 1.38 Mg/m3 and 1.57 Mg/m . The pulse lengths are
reaction in the explosive. Even though each study not likely to be different by more than a factor of 3
used different HNS I would expect agreement at least thus both sets of data are in the microsecond regime
at low stress. and little variation in the threshold should be ex-

pected. Finally differences between the HNS II
It is not at all clear that there is any real contradic- examined in this paper and Roth's material (average

tions in the threshold data for 1.47 Mg/m 3 HiNS II particle size 15 I) are more likely to effect the
when the experiments are compared in detail. We initiation thresholds than the Hugoniot measurements.
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THE EQUATION OF STATE AND CHEMICAL KINETICS
FOR HEXANITROSTILBENE (HNS) EXPLOSIVE*

S. A. Sheffield, D. E. Mitchell, and D. B. Hayes
Sandia Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

Plane impact experiments at stresses between 0.3 and 3.5 GPa have been used to
determine shock Hugoniots for unreacted hexanitrostilbene (HNS) explosive at five
different initial densities ranging from 1.0 to 1.7 Mg/m 3. The shock Hugoniot data
are used in conjunction with known quasi-static thermodynamic properties to de-
duce a semiempirical, analytical form for the Hlelmholtz free energy of the unreacted
explosive material. In a limited number of these impact experiments, pressure
transients observed at the impact interface have been associated with the onset of
chemical decomposition. These transient pressure data have been uscd to infer the
chemical decomposition rate of the shocked material. Initial chemical decomposi-
tion rates are observed to vary from 1.3 X 10-2 to 1.1 X 10-1 Ms-: for shock stresses
between .64 and 1. 64 GPa.

INTRODUCTION We have performed shock experiments on HNS and
have used our results to formulate an equation of state

Considerable work has been done to determine and which is thermodynamically complete. Therefore, a
calculate equations of state for unreacted porous high is sufficient to calculate shock temperature. The
explosive materials. By way of example, Erkman and temperature distribution produced by shock com-
Edwards (1) have developed a method which uses an paction of an initially porous high explosive is
equation of state of the Mie-Graneisen form written heterogeneous. Hence, calculations of shock tempera-
to include the effect of porosity coupled with an ture based on thermodynamic equilibrium are not
energy jump condition. With this method, Erkman meaningful for accurately describing the shocked
and Edwards successfully calculated P-V-E shock solid. However, such an equilibrium equation of state
Hugoniots for unreacted porous high explosives. Roth would be useful for describing either hot or cold local
(2) has reported experiments on the shock Hugoniot regions of the shocked solid which are in thermo-
for porous hexanitrostilbene (HNS) explosive. Those dynamic equilibrium.
data were obtained from wedge and explosive lens
tests. Each of these studies gives a thermodynami- In addition to the equation of state of the un-
cally incomplete description of shocked states in the reacted material, a description adequate to study
high explosive because they lead to a P-V-E equation shock initiation requires knowledge of the kinetic
of state; neither Erkman's model nor Roth's experi- laws which govern the chemical decomposition.
ments gives information on shock temperature. Kennedy (3) has performed experiments on the

explosive PBX-9404 where growth of the pressure at
the loading interface is attributed to chemical decom-

*This work was supported partiafly by the Department of - position. We have used a technique involving those
the Navy and partiaUy by the Energy Research and Devel- pressure transients to obtain quantitative estimates of
opment Administration. the chemical decomposition rate.
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Specifically, in this study, plane shock wave ex. on the shock Hugoniot. These three measured
periments have been used to determine the shock quantities are: I) impact stress from the quartz gauge,
Hugoniot of unreacted HNS at a variety of initial 2) impact particle-velocity from the known projectile
densities. These data are used to develop a semi- velocity and shock stress in the quartz, and 3) shock
empirical, thermodynamically complete equation of velocity determined from known specimen thickness
state. The experiments also provide some information and transit time measurements. Agreement among
on chemical decomposition rates. Hugoniot points calculated from the redundant data

was better than 6 percent, an estimate of the overall
accuracy of the experiments. In addition to the

EXPERIMENTAL SHOCK HUGONIOT above redundancy, the amplitude of the reshocked
OF UNREACTED HNS state produced at the target gauge by the impedance

mismatch between [INS and quartz was measured and
The plane-wave shock experiments with HNS ex- is in excellent agreement with calculated values.

plosive were conducted on the Sandia light gas gun
(4), This gun is operated with either helium or air as Impact data shown in Table I were determined
a driver gas and can accelerate a 0.25-kg projectile using standard data reduction methods for quartz
to a terminal velocity as high as 1.5 km/s. Projectile gauges (5), For impacts which produced stresses
velocity is determined by three charged pins, located greater than 2.8 GPa (shots 27, 28, 32), relaxation
at a known spacing near the muzzle of the 24-metre- resulting from electrical conductivity in the gauge
long barrel. These pins are shorted by the projectile produces data which are considered unreliable.
as it exits the barrel and the time of shorting is
recorded on time Interval counters. Impact velocity
is determined by this method to within 0.5 percent.
Tilt, the angle of inclination between the colliding
surfaces, was not measured during the experiments,
However, prealtgnment of the specimen mounting
ring normal to the gun bore was better than 0.5 mrad. Gas Pressure
However, due to the difficulty in preparing specimens
which are extremely porous in nature, tilt was prob-
ably as large as 2.2 mrads in some of the experiments Gun Barrel 5Prei
on HNS at the lowest density; a result deduced from 64 y -rethe risetime of certain quartz-gauge records. Gas Seal

All experiments conducted in this work were Q Quartz Gauge
constructed in the target quartz-gauge/ projectile 13Velocity Pins
quartz-gauge configuration which is also referred to as
the front-back method (5). In this technique, an X- Lapped Flange
cut quartz gauge is mounted to the- projectile and Service
records impact stress. A second gauge is affixed to
the-target'and records the transmitted stress wave Specimen
amplitude. Figure 1 shows the experimental configura. ..................... 4.;~4*~, Quartz Gaugetton. The Impact of the projectile gauge onto the
I-INS specimen produces a constant stress directly
related to the shock properties of the explosive. Epoxy Potting
Under the constant stress loading, output current
from the quartz gauge is simply related to input Low Loss Coaxial Cable-
stress up to 3 GPa.

Cable Termination -..-Oscilloscope
Redundant information is obtained when using

the front-back method since three independent
shock quantities are measured and only two inde- Fig. 1. Experimental configuration, slightly modified
pendent quantities are required to determine a datum from Reef 5.
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TABLE I

Impaci Data

Strems GPa Shock Velocity km/s Particle Velocity
km/s

Shot DenlstI'
No. Mg/mr From From From Irom From From V(m3 /Mu) Comment

Impact Transit Impact Transit Impact Transit
Gauge Time (1) Stress (2) Time Gauge (3) Time

10 1.01 0.225 - 0,737 0.302 - 0,5843 Target data lost
I 1 1,01 0.644 - 1,244 0,517 - 0,5844 Target data lost
12 1.01 1.407 - 1.871 - 0.744 -- 0.5863 Target data lost
13 1.01 1.640 3,160 1,892 4.128 0.858 0.758 0.5411 Detonated specimen

20 1.58 0,980 0.980 2.084 2,089 0.297 0,297 0,5427
21 1.58 1,760 1.770 2.512 2.530 0,443 0.443 0.5213
23 1.58 0,465 0,495 1.747 < 1.882 0.168 0.166 0.5770 Transit timc est.
26 1,58 3,010 4.270 2.969 4.706 0.654 0,575 0,5071 Detonation
28 1,58 > 3,392 5 157 > 2,949 5,334 < 0,727 0,851 < 0.4769 Gauge relax; detonation

18 1.49 1.800 1.97 2.340 2.610 0.518 0.507 - Detonation

25 1.710 0.617 0.621 2.947 <2,998 0.122 0,121 0.5606 Lost primary data
17 1.710 1,270 1.31 2.864 2.981 0.259 0.256 0,5319
19 1.710 1.990 3.154 - 0.369 - 0.5162
15 1,710 2.100 2.03 3,346 3.180 0.367 0.372 0.5206
16 1.710 2.790 2.74 3.425 3.345 0,476 0,479 0.5034
27 1,710 > 3.395 4,02 > 2.886 3.639 < 0,687 0,646 < 0.4454 Gauge relaxation

8 1.190 0.800 1.00 1.470 1,910 0.456 0.443 0.5796 Poor tilt
9 1.20* 0.330 0.33 0.937 0,941 0.291 0.290 0,5755

29 1,20* 1.250 3.12 1.205 3.516 0.863 0,746 0.3406 Detonation
6 1.18* 1.430 - 1.658 - 0.731 - 0,4738 T'arget data lost

* tNSII all others were ANSI
(1) P a P0 U V (I + PoUs/Zq)
(2) Us . PV0/(l - P/Zq)
(3) up. Vp - P/Zq

In those cases where impact gauge data are judged un- ANALYTICAL EQUATION OF STATE
reliable, measurement of impact velocity and transit OF UNREACTED HNS
time through the specimen are sufficient to infer a
datum on the Hugoniot. An important result of this work ii the devel-

opment of semlempirical analytical free energy
Target gauge stress data shown in Table 2 are function which describes unreacted HNS explosive.

sparse since detonation occurred within many speci- By using a free energy function (6-8), thermodynamic
mens at the Impact stresses and densities chosen, completeness and consistency are guaranteed. The
negating information on the properties of the un- approach is to choose a specific analytical form for the
reacted material. Detonation pressures which are in Helmholtz free energy which contains parameters
excess of 10 GPa cause severe quartz-gauge break- which are unknown. Specific forms for thermodyna-
down. Target gauge data from specimens which did mic observables are obtained by second order dif-
not detonate were used to infer additional information ferentiation, and the parameters are adjusted until
on the Hugoniot for the unreacted IINS. good agreement is obtained between thermodynamic
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TABLE 2

Available Target Gauge Data

Pressure GPa 1
Shot Density V2No. Mg/me Hugoniot m3 /Mg Comment

Measurement Equation

20 1.58 1.95 1.79 0.5200
21 1.58 3.37 3.19 0,4909

23 1.58 0.84 0.53 0.5353 Backup trace used

25 1.71 0.89 0.79 0.5467
17 1.71 1.95 2.25 0.5678
19 1.71 3.17 1.11 0.4890
15 1.71 3.13 3.21 0.4880
16 1.71 > 4.07 4.99 0.4594 Target gauge relaxation
27 1.71 > 6.39 9.85 0.4079 Target gauge relaxation

observables as calculated and as measured, Thermo- -Y Const. (2)
dynamic observables axe meant to include quasi-static V
measurements of specific heat and coefficient of ex-
pansion as well as the slope of the Hugoniot curves
from the present shock work. Hence, we have a five-parameter equation of state,

completely defining the thermodynamic properties
The specific form chosen for the Helmholtz free of HNS whenever the parameters V0 , Cv, KT0 , N,

energy is: and y/V are specified.
F(TV) T TO) +fN( .V))+ Quasi-static information exists on specific heat and

V on thermal expansion for unreacted I-INS (9). How-

ever, no information on the Isothermal compressibility
KToVO is available, hence we must use our shock data. When

+ T log (T0/T) I N(N - 1) almost full density HNS is shocked, the P-V statesproduced lie close to the isentrope. We used such

[(y\N-1 lV P-V states as an approximation to the Isentrope in
-(N - 1) 1 -V - 1 order to evaluate the initial isentropic bulk modulus,

V) 0 (1) Ks0 . Further, the shock data were sufficient to allow
estimation of the pressure derivative of the isentropic

where it is assumed that pressure, entropy, and energy bulk modulus. Given the crystal density, the specific
are zero in the reference state. Differentiation of Eq. heat at constant pressure, thermal coefficient of ex-
(1) leads to the following simple forms for the thermo- pansion, the isentropic bulk modulus, and pressure
dynamic observables: derivative of the isentropic bulk modulus all at refer.

ence conditions, the five parameters in the equation
of state are uniquely determined. The numerical

K1 V0\ KT 0($) values used in this method are given in Table 3.

Since we have constructed a thermodynamic po-
C= Conrt. tential function, thermodynamic completeness is
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TABLE 3

Parameters for HNS

V0 = 0.575 cm 3 /g IMPOAC TARGET+ - 1.L01 1 , t74 I'l 1 .5S

4. , pn ..P149

C. = 1.5 X 10-5 cm 2/js 2lK 2, p .1.7

o p .1,20
# p .1.57 Refs. 2and 12 t

K = 0.146Mbar 21 Impact and target OaU
=0 .1 M - Calculated from Eq. 3

3.0 _

N = 3.465
.49.20

= = 2,41 g/cm 3

assured. Thus, we have sufficient information to 1 0

integrate the well known equations for the Hugoniot, 1.0

=V Fa)S 2 1 2V

(3) 0I
0 0.1 0.2 0.M 0,4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0. 0. 9

LdTI [.Y2T I1 (L Vo )+IA particle Vekxily u ,k Is

- H V 2yFig. 2. Stress particle velocity Hugonlot data for
various densities.

I1- -L (-vo -v (4)

where aV0 is the initial specific volume of the speci-
men. Further discussion of some of the aspects of
this work is given In Ref. 11. Figs. 2 and 3 show a
comparision between measurements and Hugoniots
calculated in this way. Figure 4 shows the tempera- MPACT ' ,NE
ture-pressure Hugoniot obtained from Eq. (4). + 0,1.01 0

6.0 P-1.49 C

Sp-1.57u -I. II
5.0 o P.1.20CHEMICAL~~ KIE S#P'1.57 Relis, 2 and 12H I -KINETICS 4,0 121 Impact and Tarqet Dala P1.14

Experiments performed to obtain the equation - f | . 3 _..58
of state of the unreacted HNS also yielded some 4, 3.0

sparse information on chemical kinetics; the pressure > 2.0 - 1.20

at the impact interface was observed to grow. The 12__. + 1.01

only experiments which displayed such pressure 1.0
growth were for initial HNS density of about 1.00
Mg/r 3. Figure 5 shows an example of pressure .0.1 0.6 0.7 0.00.9

growth at the impact surface as recorded by the P0rf1Q. 0 , vel0ity 0 ,.0

quartz gauge in shot 13. For experiments with initial
FNS densities of 1.58 and 1.71 Mg/in3 , impact stesses
were such that critical pressures to induce prompt Fig. 3. Shock velocity-particle velocity Hugonlot

reaction were not delivered. Although shots 26 and data for various densities.
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tion rate vs. pressure as determined in these three

15.0 1.,4 1.6 1.4 ' .. . 1.0 experiments.

10.0 ..... TABLE 4

Chemical Reaction Rate in Shocked HNS Explosive
Initially at 1.0 Mg/m3 Deduced from 'Pressure Growth

-.- .... Rate at the Impact Interface

RnShot Densit Impact (aP/at)h" Range of E,[.... . ..... No. Mg/mr Stress GPa GPa/ps

0 500 1000 1500 20D 2500 ' 300D., "

1 1 1.01 0.64 0.237 0.0128
"12 1.01 1.41 0.770 0.0505

Fig. 4. Calculated stress-temperature Ilugoniots for 13 1.01 1.64 1.656 0.1134
HNS at various initial densities.

I 1 '- I I, ,I,, , , , ,II 1

5,1

0 0.5. -2. 100
SIm pact Gauge 0, 0 1. 1o.o
PO - 1.01 M10/m3

SShot 13 Stress uPa
Fig. J. Pressure growth at impact Interface Fig. 6. Calculated decomposition rate vs. stress for

FINS at Po = 1.01 Mg/M3.

SUMMARY
28 at densities of 1.58 Mg/mn3 resulted in detonation,
as determined from unusually high measured shock Plane shock wave experiments have been used to
velocities, the transient behavior preceding growth determine the Hugoniots for unreacted hexanitros-
to detonation was not evident from the impact gauge tilbene (lHNS) explosive at pressures from 0.3 GPa to
records. We attribute this to gauge conductivity at 3.5 GPa for densities from 1.00 to 1.71 Mg/m 3 . A
stresses large enough to produce appreciable reaction semiempirical thermodynamically complete equation

at these higher densities. of state was developed using the shock data. That
analytical form can be used to calculate shock

Table 4 shows calculated chemical reaction rate Hugoniots for unreacted I-INS at any density. Further-
deduced from these three experiments. A complete more, shock temperature can be calculated.
description of the theory used to calculate decom-
position rate from pressure growth rate is given in In certain experiments, the loading pressure pro-
Ref. 10. Figure 6 shows the calculated decomposit duced by the impact of the flyer plate was observed
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INITIATION AND DETONATION CHARACTERISTICS OF TATB*

R. K. Jackson,t L. G. Green, R. H. Barlett, W. W. Hofer,
P. E. Kramer,$ R. S. Lee, E. J. Nidick, Jr., L. L. Shaw, and R. C. Weingart

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
University of California

Livermore, California 94550

The initiation and detonation characteristics of TA TB were investigated using sev-
eral different experimental techniques. In the crushing impact environment of the
Susan Test, TA TB formulations were among the least sensitive explosives ever
tested. Thin flyer plates accelerated by electrically exploded metal foils or by gas
guns were used to study shock sensitivity. In high density TA TB the minimum
flyer kinetic energy required for initiation decreased with increasing pressure. All
compositions investigated were substantially less sensitive to shock than nominal
density PBX-9404. Wavefront propagation in TA TB compositions of lower-density,
lower-binder-percentage and smaller HE particle size was closest to the ideal
Huygens propagation. Shock initiation experiments were performed at sample tem-
peratures ranging from -540 to +74°C. A t lower temperatures a significant decrease
in the divergence of the detonation wave was observed.

INTRODUCTION tiation experiments using gas-gun-driven flyers of vad-
ous thicknesses; and experiments using conventional

TATB (1,3,5-triamino 2,4,6-trinitrobenzene) is a wedge techniques (5).
very stable explosive that is remarkably insensitive to
severe impact and thermal environments. It is of in- The TATB compositions were blended and pressed
terest to high explosive safety programs because the from different batches of powder having significantly
probability of ignition or accelerated reactions in an different particle size distributions. Reprehentative
accident situatiop is low. We hpe investigated the particle size distributions for a fine-particle batch and
initiation and detonation characLenstics of TATB a coarse particle batch are shown in Fig. 1. The
using several differenl e:,perimental techniques. majority of experiments used TATB similar to that of
These include the Su& Test (1-3) crushing impact B-226 unless otherwise stated. Binder material, when
experiments; experiments studying initiation and used, was KEL-F-800, polytrifluorochloroethylene.
e vergence of the detonation wave using thin flyers
driven by an electrically exploded metal foil (4); ini-

CRUSHING IMPACT EXPERIMENTS

*This work wat performed under the auspices of the U.S The Susan Test was used to investigate the re-
Energy Research and Development Administration under sponse of TATB and TATB/KEL-F formulations of
contract no. 7405 ENG-48. different composition and density to a severe crush-

tR. K. Jackson s with the U.S. Army assigned to the Law- ing Impact environment. In these tests an explosive-
rence Livermore Laboratory.

$P. E. Kramer is with Mason & Hangar-Silas Mason Co., Inc., loaded projectile was gun fired against an armor plate
Pantex Plant, Amarillo, Texas. target at various velocities and the explosive response
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noted. Overpressures from thirty-eight experiments mined the critical initiation energy Ec from the em-
were converted to relative energy release and the re- pirical equation (6)
sults plotted against impact velocity in Fig. 2. Indi-
vidual data points are not shown, since all results fell (X - 1)(Y - Ed) C,
within the shaded area and differences between indi-
vidual formulations had no statistical significance. where X is the reduced excess transit time, Y is the
Results with standard explosives are included for ref- flyer-plate kinetic energy and C is a constant.
erence. TATB and TATB/KEL-F formulations are
among the least sensitive explosives ever tested in the Short Pulse Initiation
Susan Test. The explosive reiponse is hardly discern-
able from that of a mock explosive. There is no evi- Thin flyer plates (0.25-mm-thick PET polyester
dence of accelerated burning reactions at the higher film) were used to achieve relatively short pressure
impact velocities such as occur with almost all of the pulses (0.04-0.2 ps for the first shock reverberation in
commonly used explosives, the flyer plate) over the range of 1-100 GPa. The

flyers were accelerated by electrically exploding a
thin (~50 m) aluminum foil (4). Figure 3 shows the

FLYER PLATE INITIATION electrical conductor, exploding foil, layer of flyer ma-
terial, barrel, and lucite-cone HE pellet holder. Alu-

Over the range of pressures and pulse lengths minum foils varied ha size from 3 X 3 mm to 50 X 50
where the pulse length is important to the initiation mm and the barrel (and flyer) diameter varied from
process, we distinguish between short-pulse and long- 3 to 50 mm accordingly. When the foil explodes the
pulse experiments on the basis of the TATE behavior flyer layer is sheared by the edge of the inner diame-
near threshold. For the short-pulse experiments the ter of the barrel. The flyer is accelerated down the
transit time of the detonation wave through the test barrel impacting the explosive mounted in the lucite
specimen is essentially constant, except near failure holder.
where the transit time increases drastically over a nar-
row range of flyer energies. For the short-pulse ex-
periments it was therefore possible to define the criti-
cal flyer energy for initiation as a go, no-go condition. 100 , I

PBX-9404-03

For the longer pulses at lower pressures the transit P 80 -- LX-09
time varied more gradually near failure so we deter- f LX-10

1..

60

-- j , -=•LX-04 C M -
Blend Blend u 40L- COMP>8-3

Z60 - B-317 B-226

" 20 TATB.= •. /NT

4 0 -0

00N
0-0 0.2 '0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

S20 Impact velocity (km/sec)

Fig. 2. Summary of Susan test data. All TA TB for-
rh_1 I?• mulations fell within the shaded region. These in-

0 50 100 0 50 100 cluded Peat TA TB at densities of 1.70 and 1.84
Mesh size Curn) Mesh size (um) Mg/n3; andthefollowingTATB/KEL-Fformula-

tions: 95/5 at p = 1.81 Mg/m 3 , 92.5/75 at p = 1.80
Fig. 1. Particle-size distributions for two batches of and 1.90 Mg/r 3 and 90/10 at p = 1.92 Mg/r 3 . The
TA TB used for many of the experiments reported LX-1 0 and LX-04 shown for reference are 94.5/5.5
here. and 85/15 HMX/ Viton A respectively.
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Flyer velocities could be varied in a controUed HE pellet, no matter how narrow or ragged; the sec-
manner from 1 km/s to over 10 km/s by changing the ond, called "flat breakout," considered initiation to
charging voltage on the capacitor discharge unit, the have occurred only when the detonation breakout
foil cross section, or the barrel length (distance of was simultaneous to within about 50 ns across the
flyer travel before impact). We used a 56-MF capaci- pellet. This criterion was used when 25-mm diame-
tor bank capable of being charged to 40 kV. This ini- ter flyers were used on 25-mm diameter explosive
tiation and diagnostic system is described in (4). pellets. The third criterion, called "diverging detona-

tion," was used when the flyer diameter was signifi-

We performed experiments to determine the mini- cantly less than the diameter of the HE pellet. A
"diverging detonation" was one in which the detona-

mum flyer velocity necessary to initiate various con- tion reached the comer (point "B" in Fig. 4) of the
positions of TATB using several sizes of flyers and 19-mm long pellets. Generally the flyer velocities
various criteria for defining initiation. Some of these needed to achieve "flat breakout" were about 0.2
data are shown on Table 1. In most of these experi- km/s higher than those at which "any breakout"
ments the flyer travel distance was only 1.7 mm, re- would occur. In the higher density pressings the flyer
sulting in very flat flyer impacts-planar to withinvelocities needed to achieve "diverging detonations"nslooveretheeecentora22imme ofiae25-mmdedoameter.
ns over the center 22 mm of a 25-mm diameter. were significantly greater than those required to ob-

tain a nondiverging detonation ("any breakout").
We used three criteria for initiation. The first, Threshold velocities increased rather sharply with in-

called "any breakout," considered initiation to be creasing HE density and were somewhat higher when
any detonation breakout from the back side of the a binder was present.

To camera
To camera

Lucite cone Light from side
of H.E. pellet

Light directly
from H.E. face

Barrel !• , • "

SJ~~ I

,.c Lucite
holder

H.E. pellet
Flyer

~Plastic 0 •O75-mm plastic
flyer layer /between copper

conductors

~bridge foil /

O.13-mm copper conductor
front and back

Fig. 3. Experimental system showing the copper conductor and the thin aluminum foil covered with a thin plas-
tic "flyer" layer. The barrel is centered over the foil and the lucite cone HE holder is placed over the barrel. The
internal sloping (450) surface of the HE holder provides a view of the detonation moving up the side of the pellet.
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Most of our work used 25-mm-diameter flyers to showed that the threshold velocity (-1.9 km/s) of
avoid edge effects and initiation-spot-size effects. We this HE is significantly below that of the most sensi-
also studied flyer velocity thresholds using 13- and tive TATB tested (pure, fine-particle material at a
6-mm-diameter flyers. For some compositions these density of 1.70 Mg/m 3 ). Thus, in terms of thin-flyer
smaller flyers are very near, or perhaps smaller than, initiation, even the lower-density, no-binder composi-
the minimum spot size needed to achieve a sustained tions of TATB remain very insensitive.
detonation. The existence of such a critical initiation
spot size is strongly implied by the fact that flyer I,. most of the experiments described thus far we
velocity thresholds do not rise significantly in going ,!sc. ,ajured the transit time of the detonation
from 25- to 13-mm-diameter flyers, but rise dramati- '1 ,'ATB pellets. The measured transit times

cally for some compositions in going from 13- to ; long pellets do not vary significantly (less
6-mm-diameter flyers (see Fig. 5). This phenomenon th, -,r the various compositions and densities
is probably related to the failure diameter of TATB. te, -re is virtually no difference in transit time
These data show that to obtain proper detonation a. j,:inerature (-54°C) for any composition
performance TATB needs to be initiated over a much tei. -. However, as the flyer velocity is decreased to
larger area than HMX-based explosives, near threshold conditions (within 0.5 km/s of thresh-

old), the transit time begins to increase (see Fig. 6).
Using the same experimental method as for TATS,

we measured the flyer velocity threshold for PBX- The short pulse cxperiments are summarized by
9404 using 25-mm-diameter flyers (4). The results the data in Table 1. Flyer kinetic energy thresholds,

TABLE 1

"Short"Pulse Initiation Threshold Data from Electrically Accelerated Thin Flyer Experiments

Flyer Velocity Threshold-km/s

Composition Blend Density 25-mm Flyer Dia. 12.7-mm Flyer Dia. 6.3-mm Flyer Dia.

TATB/KEL-F (See )(Mg/r 3) Any Flat Any Diverging Any " Diverging

Breakout Breakout Brtakout Breakout Brcakout Breakout

90/10 B-226 1.80 3.5-3.8 3.8-4.0
90/10 B-226 1.70 3.2-3.5 3.5

92.5/7.5 B-226 1.91 4.2-4.6
95/5 B-226 1.90 4.24.6
95/5 B-226 1.88 3.84.0 >4.0 3.94.2 6.7-7.5 9.0-9.2 >10.3
95/5 B-226 1.85 3.5-3.8 3.84.0 3.5.3.8 3.94.5
95/5 B-226 1.80 3.2-3.5 3.54.0 3.4-3.6 3.5-3.7 6.3-8.2 >10.3
95/5 B-226 1.70 2.8-3.0 3.0-3.2 2.9-3.2 2.9-3.2 9.0-9.4 9.4-10.3
95/5 B-226 1.50 2.8-3.0 3.54.0

100/0 B-226 1.85 3.2-3.5 3.54.0 4.2-4.5 5.5-6.3
100/0 B-226 1.80 2.8-3.0 3.0-3.2 4.24.8 4.24.8
100/0 B-226 1.70 2.4-2.6 2.6-2.8 3.4-3.8 4-5

100/0 B-317 1.85 3.1-3.5 >3.5
100/0 B-317 1.80 2.7-2.9 2.7-2*9 2.7-3.0 2.7-3.0 3.84.2 3.84.2
100/0 B-317 1.70 2.4-2.6 2.4-2.6
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neglecting critical diameter effects, vary from 1.0 to Table 2. For comparison, PBX-9404 at a density of
5.1 MJ/m 2 . Kinetic energy threshold data for the 1.84 Mg/M 3 requires a flyer plate kinetic energy of
92.5/7.5 TATB/KEL-F composition is shown on 0.64 MJ/m 2 which remains relatively constant over
Fig. 7 together with threshold data using 0.5-mm the pressure range 4 to 10 GPa (4,6,8). The initia-
thick PET flyers and data from gun experiments to be tioe data on TATB from gun experiments give some
described below. !ndication of a trend toward lower minimum initia-

tion energy with increasing pressure, but when these
Long Pulse Initiation data are compared with the short pulse, higher pres-

sure data, the trend becomes unmistakable. (See
Gun-accelerated flyer plates were used to achieve Fig. 7.) The minimum energy required is a factor of

longer duration (0.2-0.6 ps for the first shock rever- three less at the highest pressure measured. This is in
beration in the flyer plate) impulses at pressures that contrast to the behavior of PBX-9404 as discussed
ranged from 15 to 20 GPa. Piezo-electric pins are above, where the 'ne between initiation and failure
used to determine flyer plate velocity, time of arrival seems to hold at constant energy over a wide range of
and tilt at the HE front surface, and chock arrival pressures.
times at the vaAious back surfaces of the HE. The
planarity of the flyer plate is maintained by a 200 Sustained Pulse Initiation
kg/m 3 carbon foam disk between the front of the
projectile ard the flyer plate, using a method reported Sustained pulso initiation was achieved using gun
by Wasley et. al. (7). The gun used to propel the accelerated flyer plates and conventional wedge shock
flyer plate assembly has a 101.-mm-dla. X 18-m long initiation techniques. The gun experimental system
smooth bore barrel. The velocity capability is 2.0 was described above under Long Pulse Initiation. For
km/s with a 0.8 kg projectile using 1800 g of cannon sustained pulses thL flyer plate thickness was typically
powder. Using a 0.8 kg projectile the gun has a 1.7 about 6 mm. The wedge type experiments have been
km/s capability with a double-diaphragm helium described elsewhere. See, for example (5). In these
breech, while with a Wilson valve breech a 1.0 km/s experime.ts we investigated the effects of pressure
velocity can be achieved. A reduced pressure of 11 and temperature on various compositions and densi-
Pa o' less is maintained over the test sample before ties of TATB/KEL-F formulations.
impact to eliminate air-cushion effects.

"Long"-pulse iiatiation data on 90/10 TATB/ 1,-KEL-F at a density of 1.92 Mg/m3 and 92.5/7.5 * Diverging detonation

TATB/KEL-F at a densiky of 1.90 Mg/m 3 appears in I N DetonationONe detonation
9.

S8 Threshold region
Flyer Probable for 95% TATB
impact undetonated H.E. 7 (13-220/5% binder

0 - 1.80 Mg/ms

I, ~~19 mm ••

. B B S 4

"L 25 m 2- -Threshold regicn

for TATB (B-317),
Fig. 4. Side view of a TA TB pellet. Two parwnete-s 8no binder0 " 1.80 Mg/mn3

used to quantify the propagation of the detonation 0 . .- I__
front are: th. time .from detonation breakout at 0 10 15 20 25
point "A" to breakout at point "B" ("corne delay Flyer diameter (mm)
time "), and the length of the detonation along the Fig. 5. Piyer velocity threshold regions are shown for
side of the pellet ('side bum "). two compositions of TA TR.
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Minimum velocity breakout 

3

for detonation 0- Peak pressure uf Initiatiorl pulse (GPa)

31 T I -T -- I
0 1 2 3 4 5 Fig. 7. Threshold flyer kinetic energy is shown for

Transit time (ps) 92.5/7.5 TA TB/KEL-F, p 1- .9o Mg/m 3 .

Fig. 6. Transit time of the detonation through
19-mm long pellets vs flyer velocity for 95% TA TB
(11-226)15% KEL-F at a density of 1.80 Mg/m 3 .

TABLE 2

"Long"Pulse Initiation Data from 101-mm Gun Lxperiments on 7A TB/•KEL-F Formulations

Flyer Pressure Excess Transit Time (ps) Critical

1 1into HE I1Energy
Composition Density Thickness Velocity Density GPa HP Sustained Pulse ME/ne 2

TATE/KEL.F Mg/r 3  mm km/s Mg/m 3  G Long Pulse (Fig. 8) J

90/10 1.92 0.80 Brass 1.839 8,39 15.3 Nc det. 0.42 > 11.3
90/10 1.92 1.02 Brass 1.873 8,53 15.8 0.52 0.37 13.6
90/10 1.92 0.93 Brass 1.880 8.53 15.9 0.89 0.36 13.6

90/10 1.92 0.66 Brass 1.893 8.53 16.1 No det. 0.35 >10.0

90/10 1.92 0.46 Ta 1.830 16,65 17.6 0.59 0.25 12.3
90/10 1.92 0.44 Ta 1.940 16.65 19.2 0.27 0.18 12.7

92.5/7.5 1.90 0.77 Brass 1.860 8,53 15.6 0.37 0.19 11.0
92.5/7.5 1.90 0.66 Brass 1.977 8.53 17.0 0.37 0.12 10.8
92.5/7.5 1.90 0.66 Brass 2.034 8.53 17.7 0.14 0.10 10.3
92.5/7.5 1.90 0.69 Brass 2.089 8.53 18.5 <0.2 0.08 <12.5
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Sustained pulse initiation data on 90/10 TATB/ and B in Fig. 4); and side burn (S), the length of deto-
KEL-F at density 1.92 Mg/m 3 and 92.5/7.5 TATB/ nation bum observed along either side of the pellet
KEL-F at densities 1.90 and 1.81 Mg/m 3 appear in (Fig. 4).
Table 3. The results of -44°C and +68°C wedge ex-
periments on the 92.5/7.5 formulation (ambient tern- Some of our measurements of these parameters are
perature density 1.90 Mg/m 3) are also tabulated. The shown in Figs. 10 thru 13. The effects of density and
distance to detonation vs initiating pressure is plotted binder are shown on Figs. 10 and 11. The corner de-
on a log-log scale in Fig. 8. The uncertainty in dis- lay time vs density (Fig. 10) is plotted for composi-
tance to detonation in the gun experiments is about tions having 10% KEL-F-800 binder, 5% binder and
± 1 mm, while the uncertainty in the wedge experi- no binder. The side bum, S, is also shown (Fig. 11)
ments is about ±0.2 mm. Pressure measurements for for the same experiments.
both experimental methods are probably good to a
few percent. The nonreactive Hugonlot equation of Figures 12 and 13 show the effects of particit size
state used for the 92.5/7.5 formulation at density and temperature. TATB data from the two particle
1.90 Mg/m 3 was size distributions shown in Fig. 1 are compared at am-

bient temperature and at -540C. The effects of par-
Us = 2.33 + 2.32 Up, all in km/s. tide size on divergence are significant. For example,

the comer delay time for fine-particle TATB initiated
The equation was derived from the gun experiments by 6.3 mm diameter flyers is 0M56 ps (only 12%
and wedge experiments described above and from longer than the corner delay time at ambient), The
some additional ultrasonic data. coarse particle TATB, however, will not produce a

It would appear that density is more important
than composition In the detonation buildup of high
density TATB/KEI.-F formulations. These data are 25--1--
discussed further in the section on temperature ef- 25
fects. 20-

DETONATION WAVE PROPAGATION 0

One of the most unusual properties of TATB is the
behavior of its detonation wave as it travels through 10-
the explosive. HMX.based explosives, such as PBX-
9404, appear to detonate in all directions from the
point of initiation at nearly the same velocity. An ex- U
ample of the propagation of the detonation through a e

composition of TATB containing 5% KEL-F 800
binder is shown in Fig. 9. The HE adjacent to the 5-

area of flyer impact does not detonate at all. It is
possible, particularly in higher-density TATB, to dot-
onate a hole directly through fairly long (-40 mm) 0 90/10, 1.92 M9/m3, nb.
pellets leaving unroacted HE around the hole (Fig. 9). a 1.90 Mg/rn3, an,

0l 92.5/7.5, 1,901 Mg/m.3, amb.

The difficuity in obtaining a good, diverging deto- 2 92.5/7.5, 1.92 Mg/rn, -443 C
nation in some compositions of TATB led us to 2 V 92.5/7.5•, 1.88 Mg/n,3, +6a'C

mount the HE pellets inside a Lucite cone (Fig. 3) so 1,1 M b

that we could view the side as well as the bottom of' 7 10 15 20 25
the pellets. We used two parameters, to quantify the Pressure GPa. divergence of the detonation: corner delay time, the

time difference between breakout of the detonation Fig. 8. Sustained pulse Inliiatlon data on TA Til
at the center and the comer of the pellet (points A KEL-Ffomtulattons at various temperatures.
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13 di . -- detonation Detonation front
13 mm at different times

and distances intojndetonated pellet

l~n~n

-Fyer di a,

19 mI

L ~~I I "I
38 m m 5 

_ _ _

~~~~2 mmm ... ,

Fig. 9. Propagation of'a detonation front in TA TB (B-226) containing 5% binder. On the left a flyer having a
velocity of 4.2 kin/s detonates a hole into pressings of density 1.89 Mg/m 3 . No detonation breakout was ob-
served from the 38-mm long pressings. On the right a flyer having a velocity of 5.0 km/s initiates a diverging

detonation in pressings of 1.80 Mg/mi. Both figures represent compilations of a number of experiments using
charges of varied sizes and shapes.

0.8 20
0.7 ,-• 20 ,,- -- 1 I-1Z- ZZ

0 Maximum (19 un long pellet)

20 "in iri (ai.
_ .6hole thru pellet 15 - 4. 1

14 mm dia fn rN
hole thru pellet -

S0.4- TAT9B-226 - TATB B-226
010% binder 5 o10% binder 20 mm dia. 14 fnm dia.A 5% bie - 5% binder hole thru hole thruS5% binder • . .•- I No5 binder • ple,

E_0.3- No binder 0 No binder pellet
8 L0 Jple
0.2 -Ideal delay time - 1.50 1.60 1.70 1.80 1.90

(Huygens propagation) -I Density (Mg/m 3)0.1 ; 1 1 1 ,
1:50 1.60 1.70 1.80 1.90

Dens5ity (Mg1 m 31 Fig. 11. Side bum;see Fig. 4) vs density for the same
experiments shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Comer delay time (see Fig. 4) V3 density.
Th7 flyer velocity was "-7 kmin.
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consistently diverging detonation under the same inl- TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
tiation conditions. (Holes were detonated through
the pellet as in Fig. 9.) Sustained pulse and short pulse experiments were

conducted where the sample temperatures were var-
We have found that the divergence of the detona- ied over the range -54°C to +740C. The sustained-

tion wave in TATB is made more ideal, over the pulse experiments were done on high density (-'1.90
ranges indicated, by any of the following changes: Mg/m 3) TATB and the material was observed to have
decreasing the HE density (1.91-1.70 Mg/m 3); de- a shorter run to detonation at elevated temperatures
creasing the amount of binder in the HE (10%-0%); and a longer run to detonation at lower temperatures.
decreasing the particle size of the HE powder (58-18 These data are shown on Fig. 8 and on Table 3. While
um average diameter); increasing the flyer velocity the change in run to detonation could be attributed
(2.-10 km/s), increasing the environmental tempera- to the change in density of the TATB with tempera-
ture (-54 to +740C). ture, this may not be justified based on present

understanding of initiation mechanisms. The change
The ranges given are those over which our experi- in density of the sample is not accompanied by a

mental data extend. The divergence seems to im- change in the degree of inhomogeneity since the per-
prove smoothly over these ranges, and the various cent voids will remain about the same. The bulk of
parameters can be traded off against one another. the change in distance to detonation at a given initiat-

ing pressure is more plausibly explained by a change
in the rate of chemical reaction due to the difference
in temperatures.

The short pulse experiments were conducted on
lower density (-1.80 Mg/m 3) TATB, The propaga-
tion of the detonation wave was significantly temper-
ature dependent, as shown in Figs. 12 and 13. For a

1.40 [ .I - B-226 at -54-C fixed flyer impact velocity,we observed a pronounced
-.- B-226 at ambient increase in the curvature of the detonation front as

1.30- _-B-317 at -54%C - the temperature was lowered. The critical initiationI'0No breakout -8----317 at d•mbientSTATB - no binder energy, however, did not vary with temperature.
f 1.20- -n

.20'6.4 
mm dia. holek* thru pellet'.Z 1.00- •, \20 I I I I I

*~0.80

15o0.60 -

0.40 10
Idea 1 dela 10.

Ko0.20 " 'i TATB - no binder
5 OB-226 at amnbient -

I &B-317 at -540C
5 10 o0B-317 at ambient

Flyer diameter (ms) 01 i J lU,. _ I L

F1g. 12. Comerrdelay time (see Fig. 4) vs flyer diam- 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 40
eter. The flyer vclocity was 6.5 km/s. Blends of Flyer diameter (mm)
TA TB having different particle size distributions (see
Fig. 1) are compored at both ambient and low Fig. 13. Side burn (see Fig. 4) vs flyer diameter for
(-54C) temperature, the same experiment• shown in Fig. 12.
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In comparing the short pulse and sustained pulse expectedly large changes in the divergence of the
temperature effects, we note that both the increase detonation wave in TATB when various HE parame-
in run to detonation and the increase in wave front ters are changed. We have also determined the thresh-
curvature are consistent with a temperature-dependent old flyer velocities (critical flyer kinetic energy) re-
reaction rate. We cannot directly compare the critical quired to initiate various formulations of TATB and
initiation energy data with the sustained pulse data have investigated the transit time of the detonation
since the relationship between critical initiation en- through pellets of the explosive. While HMX-based
ergy and run to detonation has not been established, explosives (PBX-9404) show a relatively constant
We also measured transit time of the detonation in minimum initiation energy over a wide range of initia-
the short pulse experiments, but do not have suffi- tion pressures (4,6,8), the data reported here show
cient data to determine whether the transit time near that not all explosives follow this pattern.
threshold is temperature dependent.

The characterization of TATB still leaves much

room for investigation, particularly in the effects of
CONCLUSION HE particle size and in the explosive's behavior under

differing means of initiation. The relationship be-
Our studies of the detonation properties of TATB tween run distance to detonation and critical initia-

have uncovered and characterized many of the un- tion energy should be investigated. The mechanism(s)

TABLE 3

Sustained Pulse Initiation Data from Wedge and Gun Experiments on TA TB/KEL-F Formulations

Composition Density Experiment Pressure into Excess Transit Distance to
TATB/KEL-F 800 (Mg/m 3 ) Temp. Type HE (GPa) Time (us) Detonation (mm)

90/10 1.92 Arab. Gun 10.6 1.76 27.5
90/10 1.92 Arab. Gun 11.3 1.12 18.7
90/10 1.92 Arab. Gun 13.6 0.84 14.7
90/10 1.92 Arab. Gun 15.6 0.40 8.1
90/10 1,92 Arab. Gun 16.0 0.32 6.6
90/10 1.92 Amb. Gun 18.2 0.21 4.5

92.5/7.5 1.90 Amb. Gun 10.9 0.99 16.7
92.5/7.5 1.90 Amb. Wedge 13.5 0.32 7.2
92.5/7.5 1.90 Arab. Gun 15.4 0.24 5.6
92.5/7.5 1.90 Amb. Wedge 17.3 0.11 3.6
92.5/7.5 1.90 Arab. Gun 17.5 0.16 3.5
92.5/7.5 1.90 Arab. Wedge 20.9 0.034 1.9

92.5/7.5 1.81 Arab. Wedge 7.2 0.97 11.4
92.5/7.5 1.81 Amb. Wedge 7.6 0.74 9.3
92.5/7.5 1.81 Amb. Wedge 12.9 0.15 3.0

92.5/7.5 1.92 -440 C Wedge 14.2 0.50 11.6
92.5/7.5 1.92 -440 C Wedge 17.6 0.16 4.6

92.5/7.5 1.88 +680C Wedge 10.8 0.53 8.5
92.5/7.5 !.88 +68 0 C Wedge 14.2 0.28 4.8
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COMPUTED AND EXPERIMENTAL HUGONIOTS FOR
UNREACTED POROUS HIGH EXPLOSIVES

John 0. Erkman and David J. Edwards
Naval Surface Weapons Center

White Oak Laboratory
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

A theory of the response of porous, nonreactive materials to shock has been applied
to a potential reactive material, porous TNT. The computed Hugoniots which are
based on this theory were generated and confirmed by obtaining an experimental
Hugoniot for TNT at a density of 0.98 g/cc. The calculated and experimental
Hugonlots agree to within 2 kbar over the range 0.35 to 1.72 mm/psec and 3.6 to
55 kbar in the particle velocity and pressure, respectively. Other experimental data
on TNT have been compared with our results. Computer Hugoniots are compared
with both experimental and computed results found in the literature for several
explosives.

INTRODUCTION (2) Because a new Hugoniot is needed for every
density, this approach rapidly becomes expensive.

A knowledge of the Hugoniot of unreacted explo- However, computational methods have been devel-
sives is required to interpret transitional phenomena oped which yield the Hugoniot of inert, porous mate-
in explosives and to determine the shock sensitivity rials when the Hugoniot of the nonporous material is
of explosives (I). For example, the Naval Surface known. If these computational methods can be up-
Weapons Center Large Scale Gap Test (LSGT) (2,3) is plied to porous explosives, much work and expense
used to determine the relative shock sensitivity of can be saved.
explosives. The LSGT is calibrated to give the pres-
sure in the gap material as a function of gap length. In this study, the authors have applied these corn-
But after a determination of the critical gap pressure putational methods to porous TNT for a range of
for initiating detonation, the question still remains: densities from 1.60 to 0.98 g/cc. This method was
What is the critical pressure transmitted to the test confirmed by experimentally obtaining the Hugoniot
explosive? This question cannot be answered without for unreacted TNT at a density of 0.98 g/cc over the
a knowledge of the Hugoniot of the unreacted explo- range of particle velocities of 0.350-1.720 mm/psec
sive. and of pressures of 3.6-55.0 kbar. The electro.

magnetic velocity (EMV) gage (4) was used in con-
The usual method employed to obtain the junction with the known Hugoniot data of the

Hugoniot of a material is to perform a series of exper- attenuator material (PMMA) to obtain the Hugoniot
iments which measure two of the following variables: data for unreacted TNT at 0.98 g/cc. The EMV gage
shock velocity, particle velocity, pressure, and follows particle velocity as a function of time. The
volume. There are two drawbacks to this approach gage was mounted at the inert/TNT interface and
for porous (granular) explosives. (1) Because porous responded to the particle velocity at the interface. In
explosives react very readily, it is difficult to measure the pressure range (3.6-55.0 kbar) covered in this
any of the above variables for the unreacted state. work, some finite induction period is required before
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reaction occuis in the TNT. The EMV gage leads where co and S are sound speed and slope of the U-u
were covered by a thin layer of mica to insulate them relation, respectively. (P,, of the mcmentum equa-
from any reacting products. tion is negligable compared to Ps and is assumed to be

zero.) With the above mentioned approximations,
COMPUTATIONAL MODELS Equations (2,3) will yield the flugoniot of ihe porous

material.
A computational model which reproduces the

response of porous materials to shock has been used Dremin, Shvedov, and Avdonin (9) used a more
by several researchers (5,6,7). It has been usefully involved methou for calculating the Hugoniots of
applied to a wide variety of materials-metals, graph- porous materials. The method is described in some
ite, plastics, boron nitride and others-all of which are detail by Al'tschuler, et al. (10). Zel'dovich and
nonreactive. Successful application of this model to Raizer (I1) also describe the method. The method
potentially reactive materials, such as porous explo- starts with the use of the caloric equation of state
sives, has the advantage of expediting the studies of
these materials by saving much experimental effort. dE,
The model requires a knowledge of the equation of P + -v = IP(E- Ec)/v (4)
state of the material under study in solid (voidless)
form. This is furnished by a curve or relation giving whure the subscript c refers to the 0"K isotherm.
the Hugoniot of the solid and a relation for comput- This is the chief difference between this method and
ing the Gruneisen parameter, l'(v). Because of the the one described above which uses the Hlugoniot of
lack of data, we have had to assume that the the solid as the reference thermodynamic path.
Gruneisen parameter is a constant in our computa- Equatioa (4) is specialized to describe a Higoniot by
tions. replacing E by 0.5 P(vo - v), the change in energy

across a shock. There results
The relation between the Hugonlots of the solid

and porous material is obtained as follows. The
Gruneisen equation of state is written as: v h + Ec .-T-(vo - v -. 2v/1'). (5)

Pf - P, = (I"/v) (El- ES) (I)

The subscript H means that the pressure is evaluated

where P, v, and E are the pressure, specific volume, along the l-lugoniat curve. Al'tshuler, ct al. show how
and specific internal energy, respectively, and the Equation (5) can be converted into an integral equa.
subscripts f and s refer to the porous and solid mate- tion which can be solved numerically. The reason for
rial, respectively. The Rankin-Hugoniot energy eqv'a- doing this is that E, is a function of the volume
tions for both materials are then substituted into which has, so far, not been specified. In order to
Equation (1). Next, the assumption is made tha;. ihe solve ýthe equation, the function Pjl(v) must be
zero pressure internal energy of the two materials are known, usually from experiments. If the variable P is
equal (5,8). This yields aJso treated as a function of the volume, it also must

be specified. Dremin, et al. treated I' as a constant, as
Pf = Ps (2) known, the fluguiiot of the same material in porous

Vof - v - 2v/r form can be obtained from Equation (5). That is,

where the subscript o refers to the zero pressufe ' 2vdEc \
state. An expression for Ps is obtained by using the PII(v. 1,v) - - + 2P') /(vf - v - 2v/P). (6)
Rankin-Hugoniot momentum and mass flow equa-

tions along with a linear shock velocity-particle veloc- As in the derivation of Equation (2), it is assumed
ity (U-u) relation and solving for Ps in the momentum here that the surface energy of the porou4 material
equation. This yields can be neglected.

Ps C2 (ve - v) (3) Because Ec(v) is known as a function of v, Equa-

[vrs - S (vos - v)J 2 tlon (6) can also be solved numerically, giving
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Pjt(vof,v) as a function of v for any specified value of size of approximateiy 400 j. The experimental
Vof. This Dremin, Shvedov, and Avdonin (9) have assembly is placed in a raagnetic field of 400 gauss
done for RDX (1.0 g/cc), tetryl (0.86 g/cc), PETN generated by a pair of Helmnolt- coils.
(0.82 g/cc), and ammonium nitrate (0.86 g/cc). Their
results agree well with their experiment as shown in a The pressure-donor and pressure-attenuator parts
later section of this paper. We used the model, Equa- of the LSGT were chosen for this work because the
tions (2,3), to compute Hugoniots for the same ex- LSGT is a calibrated pressure vs distance (P,x) and
plosives. These results will be discussed below, particle velocity vs distance (ux) system which can

be used with the Helmholtz coils without destroying
them. The main drawbacks of this system are: (1)

EXPERIMENTAL the shock front in the PMMA is curved, and (2)
PMMA is a viscoelastic solid. Earlier work with the

The experimental configuration used in this work EMV gage (4) in curved shock fronts showed that the
is shown in Fig. 1. The pentolite booster and poly- main effect of the curved fronts was to lengthen the
methyl methacrylate (PMMA) cylinder constitute the rise time of the output signals.
pressure-doner and pressure-attenuator parts, respec-
tively, of the NAVSURFWPNCEN Large Scale Gap
Test LSGT (2,3). The 50/50 pentolite booster con- ANALYSIS OF DATA
sists of two peUets, 50.8 mm diameter by 25.4 mm
long, at a density of 1.56 g/cc. The PMMA cylinder is The EMV gage record yields a particle velocity vs
50.8 mm diameter and is machined to the desired time profile of the shock loaded TNT at the
length, x. ?MMA/TNT interface. The governing equation for

this method is
The electromagnetic velocity (EMV) gage (4) con-

sists of a rectangular loop of aluminum foil 0.025 mm u(t) = V(t)/(HQ' l0-4) (7)
thick and 2 mm wide; the effective gage base length
used in this work was 1. 11 cm. The EMV gage used where u(t) is the particle velocity as a function of
in this work is in the radial configuration (i.e., the time in mm/psec, V(t) is the output voltage as a func-
leads come out the side of the charge) because this tiop of time in volts, H is the magnetic field in gauss,
configuration facilitiates the assembly of the setup. and 2' is the effective gage base length in mm. For
The EMV gage is mounted on the surface of the the radial configuration, .' is the distance between
PMMA cylinder and the TNT is then pressed to the the middle of the leads, see Fig. 1.
desired density of 0.98 ± 0.03 g/cc. The TNT is a
coarse, granular material and has an average particle The u,t da". e fitted, for most cases, to a straight

line by least squares using the data from the peak
recorded value of a to a point 0.5 pusec beyond this

SIDE VIEw ToP VIEw value (3). Tile veilcity intercept, ue, is then assumed
A Cto be the particle velocity at the shock front. For the

-PM,4A COLAR lowest pressure, the u,t curve had a long rise time
H TNT (500 ns) and did not have a sharp peak. For thisrEMV GAGE PNWIA COLýA

V.. GAGE record, the peak of the observed curve was used for
. (/ the shock-induced particle velocity.

PMMA \ A A'

"The rise time of the u,t profile in the porous TNT
is longer than that obtained in a volidless solid by a
factor of two or more. This is apparently due to the

PoLttrE time-dependent collapse of the pores (12).

Reaction is always a potential problem in the
experimental determination of the unreacted
Hugoniot of a shock-sensitive material. In this study,

Fig. 1. Experimental Arrangement. the experimental problem created by reaction is that
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explosives become electrically conductive and affect the resulting u,t profiles. The lower curve is the bare

the gage output. The TNT is going to react to some gage result. The t = 0 value of the particle velocity

degree during the 0.5 lsec observation time, espe- obtained using this curve would not be very reliable.

cially at high pressures. However, even if the TNT The upper curve is the mica covered gage result and is

starts to react, the initial value of the particle velocity similar to u,t curves obtained in inerts. Thus, cover-

at the interface should lie on the unreacted ing the gage leads with an insulator (mica) prevents

Hugoniot. The reason for this is the following. The conductivity from affecting the gage output up to at

shock emerging from the PMMA is nonreactive. Any least 55 kbar which was the highest pressure used in

jeaction which occurs at the interface, where the gage this study.
is located, must start at zero reaction and follow
some type of rate law. Thus, the initial shock state, Several pairs of values of ue and x were obtained
and the particle velocity associated with this state, by using attenuators of different length. From these
must be on the unreacted Hugoniot. The problem is data, and the known Hugoniot of PMMA, the pres-
to obtain this initial value without interference from sure, PC, at the interface was obtained by impedance
reaction. To circumvent this problem, it was decided matching. From the work of Schuler and Nunziato
to cover the EMV gage leads with an insulator. A (13) and Barker and Hollenbach (14), it is inferred
thin (0.0025 cm) layer of mica was used. A shot was that PMMA is a nonlinear, viscoelastic material in the
fired with two gages at the interface, one with leads range 7<T<40 kbars. Using the data of (13,14) a
covered with mica, the other bare. Figure 2 shows correction to Pe was obtained in this range (15). The

data were also adjusted to a single density, 0.98 g/cc
(15). The resulting data are listed in Table 1.

l.8 .------

TABLE I

1.6 Hugoniot Data for Porous TNT, Po = 0.98 g/cc

a ue PC U v
1.4 mm/psec Kbar mmun/psec cc/g Shot No.

1.z 0.350a 3.6 1.05 0.680 254
0.435 8.4 1.97 0.795 257

I0.440 8.6 1.99 0.795 252
1.0 0.680 12.0 1.80 0.635 285A

0.7 0 0 b 11.5 1.68 0.594 251

08 0.725 10.4 1.46 0.515 253
0.7 7 2m 13.2 1.74 0.551 336
0.7 9 3 m 12.7 1.63 0.525 333

0.6 0.7 9 4m 12.7 1.63 0.525 332
0.960 17.0 1.80 0.478 293

-- 1.080m 23.0 2.17 0.513 335
1.030 26.3 2.60 0.617 290
1.330 40.5 3.11 0.583 316

0.2 1.340 40.0 3.06 0.572 291
1.3 40 m 40.0 3.05 0.572 327
1.7 2 0 m 55.0 3.26 0.428 330

( . 1.7 2 0m 55.0 3.26 0.428 331
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

1 IME, $Lsec
apeak of u,t curve.

Fig. 2. u,t Profiles from Mica covered (a) and bare b5 mi gage, all others 1 mil.
(b) EMV gages at PMMA /TNT In.erface. mMica covered gage leads.
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Data on the dynamic compressibility of 1.0 g/cc ing shock velocity values are presented in column 3 of
TNT has been published by two groups of investi- Table I and plotted as a function of u in Fig. 4.
gators. Vasil'ev, Bolkhovitinov, and Khrisotoforov
(16) also employed the EMV gage but the gage was The pressure-volume (P-v) representation of the
located in the TNT. Their results are plotted in Fig. 3 Hugoniot for 0.98 g/cc TNT is obtained by using
as open triangles. The results of Table 1 are plotted the Pe and ue data of Table 1 and the following
in Fig. 3 as solid circles for comparison. The errors in equation:
pressure of our data were computed using the method
described in (15). The error in particle velocity lies v = Vof - u2/pe (8)
within the size of the circles. As is evident from the
figure, Vasil'ev's results diverge from ours as the pres- where vof is the initial volume of the TNT. The cal-
sure increases. This divergence is due to the fact that culated values of the volume are presented in column
their gage is in the TNT and is thus affected by any 4 of Table 1. Figure 5 is the resulting P,v plot. The
reaction which has built up. These authors are aware errors in P and v were obtained using Equat ns
of this because of observed buildup of the detonation (B7,B8) of (15). The large errors in volum, .,re due
velocity. Dremin, Koldunov, and Shvedov (17) have to the fact that even small errors in P and u can cause
investigaged the buildup of particle velocity and a relatively large error in v.
shock velocytv in 1.0 g/cc TNT using the EMV gage.
Although most of their data were obtained from The experimentally determined Hugoniot for TNT
gages located in the TNT, Dremin, et al report some at 0.98 g/cc can now be ccmpared with the results
results where the gage was located at the interface. frcm computational models. The required data for
These interface data, which were obtained from FM.. Eqs. (2,3) are: the Hugonoit of the solid mate-
2 of (17), are plotted in Fig. 3 as orn sjuars- AL ir rial, a value of ['(v) (or Pr if I'(v) is not available),
evident from the figure, Drembhi' data agree very well
with ours.

The shock velocity (U)-particle velocity (u) repre- 3.5
sentation of the Hugoniot for 0.98 g/cc TNT is ob- 2
tained by using ue and Pe from Table 1 and the 3
Rankine-Hugoniot momentum equation. The result. 3.0

60 2.5

E
S2.0

_ {2
21

,40 2 2
>a 1.5

F i. 1 THIS7WORK

L20i - eHISWORK -EQS. (2) AND (3)
6, 0 DREMIN, REF. 17

2 VASILVEV, REF. 16 0.5
- 2- EQ S. (2) A N D (3)
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Fig, 3. Comparision of data for porous TNT. Fig. 4. U~u plot of O. 98 g/cc TNT Hugonlot.
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and the specific volume of the solid. The Hugoniot U 0.366 + 1.813 u (11)
and r. for solid TNT at a density of 1.614 g/cc (18)
are where U and u are in mm/psec. The calculated

Hugoniot for this density is nearly a straight line.
U = 2.39 + 2.05 u (9) The constants for this straight line were determined

by fitting the computed results to a straight line by
and the method of least squares. The resulting equation is

r, = 0.737 (10) U = 0.307 + 1.848 u. (12)

where U and u are in mm//sec. The resulting The experimental result is essentially parallel to, but
Hugoniot for unreacted TNT at a density of 0.98 g/cc lies 0.059 mm/psec above the calculated Hugoniot.
is shown as the solid curve in Fig. 3 (P,u plane).
Except for the two pressure points at -8.5 kbar, the In the P,v plane (Fig. 5), the calculated Hugoniot
calculated Hugoniot agrees with the experimental is again plotted as a solid curve. The agreement be-
data to within the calculated error in pressure and tween the exparimental data and the calculated
particle velocity. The data at -8.5 kbar are better Hugoniot does not seen to be as good as in the P,u
explained in the P-v plane and will be discussed be- and U,u planes. But as was mentioned above, a large
low. error in the value of v can result from small errors in

P and u. Taking this fact into account, the agreement
The calculated Hugoniot for 0.98 g/cc TNT in the is reasonable. The two data points at P-8.5 kbar and

U,u plane is plotted in Fig. 4 as a solid curve. Except v = 0.795 cc/g of Fig. 5 correspond to the two data
for the two data points at u-0.44 mm//sec and points in the P,u and U,u planes which did not agree
U-i1.98 mm/gsec, the calculated Hugoniot agrees with the calculated Hugoniot (Figs. 3 and 4). These
with the experimental data. As mentioned above, two data points probably lie on the crushup portion
these two data points arc more profitably discussed in of the Hugoniot. The dashed line in Fig. 5 represents
the P,v plane. The experimental data (omitting the a possible crushup path of the Hugoniot. It is an
aforementioned data points) were fitted to a straight arbitrary straight line originating at vof and ending at
line by the mettod of least squares and the resulting the calculated Hugoniot. However, there are too few
equation is data available to properly define this portion of the

Hugoniot. Another possibility which could explain
the position of these two data points is that melting
of the TNT may be occurring. This possibility has
been investigated but no conclusions about meltingSIs WORK could be drawn because buildup to detonation

50 - [05. 121 AND 13' occurred too rapidly and erased any hiat of z phase

40- -- POSSIBle CRUSH-UP PATH change (IS).

• 40 . .

21, Data on five other porous explosives are available
in the Russian literature from which the unrea',ted

S30 Hugoniots can be calculated and compared with ex-
perimental results. Densities of the porous ex-

20 plosives, the coefficients for the relation U = c, + Su
----4------_ for the solid materials, and values of 1'. for each

explosive are given in Table 2.

W. W Data for NB-40 (60% pyroxyline, 40% nitro-
0 .. ... glycerine) are from Reference (19); the remainder are

S.4 0. C 0.6 OM, 0. 1.0o from (9). Computed and experimental results are
SPEC IC VotuMt., v. ccI9 shown for NB.40 in Fig. 6 as a plot of shock velocity

Fig. 5. P,v plot of 0.98g/cc TNTHugontot. as a function of particle velocity. The experimental
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TABLE 2

Parameters for Five Explosives for the Hemnann Model

Explosive Density Co Density of Solid Ref.
g/cc mm/Asec g/cc

NB-40 1.00 1.70 1.85 1.50 1.63 19
RDX 1.00 2.87 1.61 2.60 1.80 9
Tetryl 0.86 2.17 1.91 1.65 1.73 9
PETN 0.82 2.42 1.91 1.70 1.77 9
AN 0.86 2.20 1.96 0.90 1.73 9

For tetryl, PETN, and AN, Dremin, et al. list two
6.0 va!ues of the shock velocity for each listed particle

0 XPERJIMENtAI DATA, RU. 19 velocity. They did this because shock velocity was
. [US. 12 AND '31 determined by two different methods. Their directly

measured values of shock velocity for these three
a materials have been plotted. Where possible, the
1 4.0 value which they obtained by the "reflection tech-

nique" (i.e., impedance matching) is also plotted.

>2 They explain how the coincidence of the results of
o these two methods assures them that reaction has not

affected their results.
2.0

The agreement between experimental data and the
two computational methods are summarized in Table

3 for the six explosives for which data exists. (No
attempt to adjust any of the parameters in Equations

1.0 2.0 3.0 (2,3) was made.)
PARTICIE VELOCITY. u, mini in$K

Fig, 6. Comparison of experimental and computed For AN, the computations in both cases may be inHug6ni.ts for NB-40 at 1. x g tcc. error because of errors in the Hugoniot of the solid
AN. This material changes phase under pressure so

that the Uugoniot cannot be represented by a single
linear relation between shock and particle velocity.

results are closely approximateu by the results using
Equations (2,3) (solid curve). Equations (2,3,9,10) have been used to generate

computed unreacted Hugoniots for TNT for densi-
For the other four materials listed in Table 2, ties from 1.60 to 1.00 g/cc, see Figs. 11 and 12.

results are shown in the Uu plots of Figs. 7 through Note that in Fig. 11 the relation for 1.00 g/cc TNT is
1O. Results shown are (a) the experimental results as very nearly linear-this is why Equation (12) can be
reported in (9), (b) results of computations using used. At greatey initial densities, the relations tend to
Equation (6) as given by the same source using the become curved for small values of the particle veloc-
values of Table 2, and (c) results computed with ity, that is, at low pressures. This is noticeable even
Equations (2,3) also using the values of the parame- for 1.60 g/cc TNT. Because the crushup process has
ters given in Table 2. Dremin, et al. (9) reported been ignored, a great deal of importance cannot be
computed results at 25, 50, 75, 100, and 150 kbar. attached to this curvature. Actually, the TNT U,u
These data are plotted in Figs. 7 through 10 as points curves resemble those published by Herrmann (7) in
rather than as curves. his Fig. 2 which is for aluminum. In his calculations,
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Fig. 7. Comparison of experimental and computed Fig. 9. Comparison of experimental and computed
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TABLE 3

Gcmparison of Computed and Experimental Results fbr Six Explosives

1 Density Eqs. (2) and (3) vs. Russian Caic. Eq. (6) vs.
Material Rf. g/cc Experimental Data Experimental Data

TNT 0.98 good
NB (22) 1.00 good *

RDX (9) 1.00 good good
Tetryl (9) 0.86 good good
PETN (9) 0.82 poort good
AN (9) 0.86 poort poort

"No results reported in Russian literature.
tCalc;'lated shock velocity is low.

4.01----------

?.0 -

N. - S

1.0 -• 01 00 0.5 *0 0.0 0* 0- " S 0 9 0.. a --- 1

PAli I1 | itor.l1¥. .m qa

Fig. 12. Pressure vs, perticle velocity f'r TNTat
different densities.

o L .. . ...1- .L... ..--- ....
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.1

PARTICI[ VELOCITY, u, mmI, oc

Fig. 11. Shock velocity, U, vs. particle velocity, u,
for TNT at different densities.
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he neglected the elastic response of the porous alumi- if the explosive undergoes a phase change under pres-
num. For ihon, the curves become more complex, see sure (hydrostatic or by shock), the model cannot be
Fig. 6 of (7). In that case, Ilerrmann tried to account applied in the form now available to us. If the solid
for the elastic response of the distended iron and the material does not undergo a phase change under pres-
crushup process. Therefore, more complicated curves sure (and the measurements are made before reaction
than those shown in Fig. I I might result if compac- can procced to any significant degree in the experi-
tion was taken into account. ment), the relation between the shock and particle

velocities is apt to be linear. Curvature in the U,u
relation for the solid can be handled by using a power

SUMMARY series which relates the pressure sure to the volumet-
ric strain, 177= (v,, -- v)/v,) (7).

The present results show that Hugoniots for por-
ous TNT can be calculated to a good degree of ac- The Gruneisen parameter of the solid material
curacy by using the mathematical model described by must be known. Studies of the same material in
Equations (2,3). Furthermore, this model reproduces both solid and porous forms gives, in principle, values
experimental ltugoniots for NB-40 (19), RDX (9), of the Gruneisen parameter (17). Our TNT data are
and tetryl (9) to a good degree of accuracy. For too imprecise and too restricted in range for us to get
PETN and AN, this model agrees less well with the any improvement in the value of' ['for TNT. Dremnin
experimental data (9). This failure may be due to (9) and Veretennikov (19), using this method, have
inaccuracies in the experimental data on the low given values of I' for some explosives to pressures as
density forms of each material, or on the values of great as 200 kbar. This is an extraordinary feat, ex-
the parameters which are used to describe the perimentally, in view of the rapidity of the onset of
flugoniots of the solid materials, or a combin!tion of reaction in most of these materials at these higher
these. Dremin, et al. (9) do not obtain close agree- pressures.
mient between calculated and experimental Hugoniots
for AN. This material is hygroscopic which makes it
difficult to keep pure in experimental work. Also, it
undergoes phase changes under pressure. For these REFERENCES
reasons, the Ilugoniots of porous AN may be difficult
t rvodel. In the case of PETN, a fairly sensitive 1. S. J. Jacobs, ARS Journal, 30 (2), 151 (1960).
exih'vs3ie, reaction may have caused errors in the
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THE INFLUENCE OF INERT CASES ON AIRBLAST: AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

William S. Filler
Naval Surface Weapons Center

White Oak Laboratory
Silver Spring, Maryland 20034

The effect of casing mass and fragment size on the airblast from a high explosive
was examined experimentally using piezoelectric pressure gauges and scotchlite
ohotography. The explosive was an 8 pound sphere of pentolite (50/50, PETN/
TNT). The casings consisted of plaster, which weight as a ratio to the weight of
high explosive (S/X) was 0.5 to 3.7, and plaster bonded iron pellets, 1.2 and 4.4
mm in diameter. Shock wave peak pressure time records were obtained in the range
5 to 29 feet using 12 gauges. Photographs were obtained at nearly 8800 frames/see.
of the expanding shock and case particles in the range 7 to 25 feet from the charge.
Compared with the peak shock pressure of a bare charge the peak pressure of the
cased charge is strongly depressed at the shorter distances but recovers dramatically
with increasing distance. Trajectories of pellets ahead of the shock are correlated
with precursors recorded on the pressure histories. Particle behavior is shown to
correlate qualitatively with theory for dust laden gas by Gerber and Bartos. It is
proposed that airblast shock pressure variation with distance is strongly influenced
by the effects on the ambient medium of particle kinetic energy dissipation due to
drag during the particles' flight ahead of the shock.

INTRODUCTION The iron pellet cases were 0.5 inches thick and con-
sisted of 1.2 and 4.4 mm pellets closely packed with

For solid materials that surround or encase a high the intersticies filled with plaster that acted as a bond.

explosive there exists a vast literature describing the Measurements were made in a plane 11 feet above

break up and flight of the case materials after deto- ground and over the range from. 5 to 29 feet (about
nation of the high explosive. In sharp contrast little 18 to 107 charge radii) by means of twelve piezo-
considation of he s high eoive.In sthap contrast ittlune electric airblast pressure gauges, Fig. 2. Pressure
consideration has been given to the general influence histories of the shock wave were recorded. High

of inert case materials on the blast wave itself (I).

Furthermore, while scattered test efforts involving speed (- 8800 frames/sec.) scotchlite shadowgraphsalso were taken of the expanding shock and case
specific materials and geometries have been con- deri i n the efo about 7ho 25 f e

ducted, systematic experimental effort is rare. This debris in tie range from about 7 to 25 feet, Fib. 2.

paper reports on an experimental study that was A comprehensive description ofcontemporary airblast

made in which spheres of high explosive encased in experimental technique may be found in (2).

plaster and plaster bonded iron pellets (Fig. 1) were EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
detonated to determine the effect of the surrounds
on the shock wave in free air. The explosive was 1. Cased Charge Fabrication
pentolite (50/50, PETN/TNT) 6.5 inches in diameter
and weighed about 8.5 pounds. The plaster casings Case specifications relevant to the experiments are
varied in thickness from 0.5 to 2.5 inches (Table 1). reported in Table 1. Shells containing plaster were
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TABU,'I

Test Charge Specifications

Case Explosive*

Material Density 1Weight S Pellet X/ Weigh)
g/ic 3  S (Ib) P (Ib) X(b

Plaster 0.5" 1.65 4.55 - .54 8.40
1.0"I 1.38 8.77 1.04 8.41
1.5" 1.35 14.64 1.75 8.38
2.5" 1.35 31.41 3.67 8.56

Iron Pellets 1.2 nim 12.32 1 .46 10.62 1 .26 8.43
(Plaster Bonded)

4.4m -ni 13.97 1.66 i 2.40 1.47 8.44

Bare Charge Control ______ _____ 8.56

*PentoltIite (5(0/50, 1,1'IJN/TINTF) Sphieres

1.4 MM PELLETS

hi'g. 1. Materials representativ(e of casings used in experiments.
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SCOTCH LITE
COATED PANEL

Fig. 2. Field arrangements for airblast measurement s.

cast as hem ipheres in wood molds, essLntially as surface to a point 1/4 inch beyond the center of the

described " (3) for thinner plaster shells. In this pro- charge was cast into the explosive. The bare charges
gram, however, hydrocal, a form of plaster-of-paris used in the program were cast as monolithi,P spheres
specifically intended for casting purposes, was used. and drilled for detonator access. Pentolite sensitivity
In the plaster only series the 1/2-inch shell was made is adequate to allow direct initiation with a deto-
with a weight ratio 3/1, dry plaster to water. How- nator, in this case an "Engineer's Special."
ever, because of the short setting time it was decided
to use a 2/1 ratio for subsequent castings. This
caused the change in density indicated in Table I. 2. Instrumentation and Field Arrangements
The greater water content was an actual necessity for
the shells containing metal pellets for they had an The shock pressure gauge array consisted of two
accelerating effect perhaps due to surface wetting of gauges at each of six positions, nominally 5, 7, 9, 12,
the metal pellets. 17 and 29 feet. The peak shock pressure measure-

ments ranged from 3 to nearly 200 psi. A quartz,

The metal pellet casings were intended to contain piezoelectric, pencil-type gauge, Susquehanna model
the maximum amount of metal. Perfectly packed ST-7, was used at the 5- and 7-foot distances and
spheres should occupy about 3/4 of a given volume, sometimes at the 9-foot distance. This is a rugged,
In fact, the large pellet size took up a bit less than temperature insensitive, airblast gauge designed for
3/5 and the other just 1/2 of the available volume, relatively high shock pressures. At other distances
The large iron pellets were air gun BB shot with a the transducers were Atlantic Research LC 33 units
measured diameter of 4.4 ± 1% millimeters. The small with lead zirconate titanate sensing elements. These
iron pellets were supplied from "shot blasting" stock elements are 1/4 inch long and 1/2 inch in diameter
and had an average measured size of 1.2 t 25% mounted coaxial to and at raid. length along a cylinder
millimeters. Both iron pellet cases when completed of high length-to-diameter ratio. This arrangement
had a nominal thickness of 1/2 inch. minimizes the disturbance to the airflow and its pres.

sure at the sensing element.

Preparation of the charges for field use involved
casting the explosive melt directly into the casing A signal generated by a gauge is processed and
hemispheres. After cooling, the hemispheres were displayed on an oscilloscope as a spot deflection.
paired and bonded with adhesive. For detonator Permanent recording is done on 35mm film strips

access, a 1/4-inch diameter hole extending from the mounted on rotating drums that provide a relatively
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long time base. A system response check and ampli- hare. Some main shock wave irregularities could be
tude calibration are accomplished by means of an similarly attributed as it overtakes bow shock rcm.
integral square step method. A time base calibration nants in the vicinity of a gauge before equilibrium has
signal of one kHz is coupled into 2he signal channel occurred, Other main shock wave irregularities are
and appears superimposed on the signal trace at a due simply to the fact that the blast wave has not
square step, yet stabilized and is in a poor state of organization as

It passes the nearest gauges particularly.
The scotchlite technique (4), through highly ef-

ficient utilization of souice light, makes field shock This is graphically illustrated in scotchlite photo-
wave photography practical. It employs a high in- graphs, Fig. 4. Here are assembled frames selected at
tensity light flash source that illuminates a panel (18 regular intervals. In framc I the highly disturbed
feet X 12 feet in this case) with a reflective "scotch- main shock front is just at the photo's edge. The iron
lite" coating. A high speed framing camera (Hycan; pellets visible through their self-generaied bow shocks
in this case) located near but ahead of the light source are just ahead of the main shock. In successive frames
records the event. As the shock wave passes be- the main front distrubances gradually subside as the
tween the camera and scotchilte panel the light re- main shock velocity rapidly decreases from about
fracts at the shock front and a fairly sharp Image of it 2200 to 1300 feet/second, while the iron pellets
results. A total time of about 4 milliseconds is re- streak rapidly across the field of view at speeds on the
corded as the main shock wave moves from a position order of 4000 feet/second.
about 7 feet from the charge center to about 25 feet
away. Returning to the pressure gauge records of Fig. 3

representing plaster cased charges, high acceleration
Charges were suspended in fishnet material weigh- of case particles is shown by the early precursor

Ing a few grams with the intent of minimizing the presence at 5 and 7 feet. However, subsequent de-
amount of combustible extraneous mass in proximity celeration due to air drag is apparently so rapid that
to the charge. A series of bare pentolite charges was no precursor or shock wave disturbance is present on
fired throughout the program as a control on poten- gauge records beyond 9 feet. The enlarged records at
tial unsuspected insirumentation and environmental the bottom of Fig, 3 show more clearly another dis.
variables that might affect comparative results. tinctive feature of the plaster records. The nature of

the disturbance, compared with that of the iron pellet
3. Record Analysis case disturbances, has changed here to very short-

time pulses that appear as fine vertical lines and
In Fig. 3 a~c shown representative sets of pressure persist to great times after the shock front. The fact

histories from bare, platter and Iron pellet cased that these occur throughout the records themselves
charges. They Include records from paired gauges at without significant amplitude attenuation suggests
each of the six distances where measurements were that these pulses may not be due to bow shocks at all,
made. Bare charge rcords provide a comparison but rather may result from direct solid particle Im-
standard. In contrast with their clean, clissical shape pact on the sensor. This would require particle tra-
several major disturbance patterns are apparent on the jectories to intercept the gauge at some, probably
cased charge records. small, angle due perhaps to slight gauge misalignment

and/or slight particle. trajectory shifts. There Is a
One type of disturbance Is the precursor. For the greater density of these fine disturbances for the

4.4 mm iron pellet records the precursor appears on heavy plaster case compared with the light.
the 7.foot record and itA duration increases to about
11 msec at 29 feet. If the average main shock front 4. Peak Shocks Presmure Data
velocity over this range of distances is taken to be
about 2000 feet per second, then the percursor dura- Some of the peak shock presure versus distance
tion Implies a disturbance moving about twice u fast data produced from the pureusuretime records Ui
or about 4000 feet per second. Bow shock waves gen- presented In Fig. 5 In conventional log-log plot form.
erated by fragments moving at various supersonic More sensitive and useful curves for comparison
speeds near a gauge would be expected to generate a purposes are those of Fig. 6. Here, for all cae con.
succession of disturbances not unlike that observed figurations treated In this paper, are smoothed curves
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DISCUSSION

Gerber et. al., (5) treat the problem of a Taylor-
Sedov blast wave encounter with dust particles.

2 , ' , ' ' ' These are considered to have mass, in contrast with5 .5 10 15 0 2 3earlier treatments. One result of the calculations is toDISTrANCE (FEET) show that particles initially located within a spherical
Fig. 5. Peak shock pressure vs distance for 8 lb. region about the explosion center determined by a
pentolite sphere encased in various materials, theoretically defined critical radius, may move through

and ahead of the shock wave. After undergoing high
drawn through data for the ratio of cased charge drag forces in the ambient gas ahead of the shock
pressure to bare charge pressure plotted as a function front, a particle that is small enough may in turn be
of distance (and pressure level for reference purposes). overtaken by the shock. In a final paragraph Gerber
It is apparent that compared with a bare high ex- et. al., (5) state that these results imply similar be-
plosive charge the relative peak shock pressure of all havior on the part of solid particles that are explo-
cased charges is depressed substantially at the shorter sion products or unburned matter.
distances but recovers dramatically with increasing
distances. This pattern is most pronounced for the
heaviest plaster case and the cases containing iron Since (5) deals with individual particles of specific
pellets, both of which have peak shock pressures that size undergoing acceleration due to aerodynamic drag
are initially depressed by about 50%. However, the force, the acceleration phase for a solid case is a very
peak pressures for all cased charges recovered at the different situation and is understandably not men-
farthest distances to within 5-20% of the bare charge tioned in (5). Nonetheleu, the theoretical description
levels, of (5) is relevant to a cased charge configuration if
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applied to the period after case break up when par- will cause slower dissipation of particle energy ahead
tides have been formed and projected ahead of the of the shock. Yet, remarkably, even with the most
main shock. Regardless of origin, particles of suf- massive plaster case-nearly 4 times the charge
ficient fineness must then decelerate and be overtaken weight-the airblast pressure is only about 15% below
by the shock. Plaster cased charges subjected to deto- that of the same charge without any case.
nation shocks would be expected to produce mainly
fine particles. On the other hand the iron pellet
particles would be expected for the most part to re- The iron pellet case behavior in this regard is
main integral although deformed. similar except for its overall lower pressure level com-

pared with plaster for similar values of S/X. The
larger pellet particle size is most likely the cause. De-

In Fig. 3 as discussed in a previous section of this celeration is a function of partitle cross-section area.
paper disturbances on pressure-time records from With increasing size the cross-.wction area to volume
plaster cased charges are observed to disappear at an ratio decreases and the kinetic energy of the particle
intnrmnediate distance (beyond 9 feet) in the ran'e of is lost more slowly to the ambient air.
measurements; while the iron pellet disturbances per-
sist oet to the maximum range of recording. Scotch-
lite photography gave dircct visual confirmation of at
least part of this behavior--the 4.4 mm iron pellet SUMMARY
projection ahead of the shock over nearly the same

region of observation as the pressure gauges. How. Airblast piezoelectiic pressuie gauge ýnd scotch.
ever, this photographic effort was not sensitive enough lite photography techniques were employed to observe
to show the fine particles of the plaster cases. Even patterns of behavior of fragments from friable cased
the 1.2 mm iron particles were not visible, high explos!ve charges. The pressure gauge data shows

a remarkable pattern of shock wave pressure re-
This particle behavior pattern is, in a qualitative covery with distance (relative to bare charge results).

sense at least,just what is predicted by (5). The level to which relative pressure recovers is es-
sentially independent of case mass.

Another aspect of the physical circumstances in-
volved here but not dealt with in (S) is of critical Theory by Gerber d t. al., for airblast wave inter-
importance to the content of thv present paper. This actions with dust pac rticles is shown to be q halitatively
has to do with the changed condltions in the medium applicable to acceleration and deceleration behavior of
ahead of the shock wave that results from the prior fine case fragments apparent on pressure gauge
passage of high velocity particles that dissipate their records as well as course iron pellet case fragments
energy in that medium 6y heating and accelersting it. observed photographically.
A shock wave thsa subsequently passes through such
a heated moving medium must itself decelerate more The insensitivity of far field airblast pressure to the
slovily with distance then otherwise and thus have presence of inert and massive but friable cases is be.
greater strength at greater distances than ntherwise, lieved due, at teast in part, to an effective energy feed-
"The net effect of this is to provide an apparent ot et- back mechanism. This mechanism is believed related
fective feedback of energy from leading fragments to t,ý influcacos on the medium ahead of the blast wave
following shock wave. by precursor fragmint s as they lose kinetic energy

due to drai

It is felt that the airblast recovery evidenced so
graphically in Fig. 6 is due at ieast in part to Zhe above
described process. This pattern is particularly ap-
parent in the way the blast wave recovery occurs over REFERENCES
increasing distance as the plaster case relative nit is in-
creases. With increased relative case mass lower 1. F. B. Porzel, "A Unified Theory of Explosions,"
average particle velocities will result and this in turn NOLTR 72-209, Sept. 1972.
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A MULTIPLE LAGRANGE GAGE STUDY OF THE SHOCK
INITIATION PROCESS IN CAST TNT*

M. Cowperthwaite and J. T. Rosenberg
Stanford Research Institute

Menlo Park, California 94025

A multiple Lagrange gage study of the shock Initiation process in cast TNT was
undertaken to determine the mechanism of initiation, the hydrodynamic flow, and
the enerr-release rate in the initiating wave. The particle-velocity histories
recorded at different positions in the explosive combined with the equations of
motion and the Rankine-Hugonlot lump conditions show that the flow derivatives
and the energy-release rate at the shock front change sign twice in the buildup to
detonation. The pressure gradient becomes negative before the particle velocity
grualent in the compressive region behind the shock. A particle at the shock front
Is compressed when the negat.i pressure gradient created by the overall liberation
of energy in the flow exceeds the expansion associated with the local reaction. The
negative enerVy release rate Is taken as evidence for the occurrence of a shock-
induced phase change in cast TNT in the 55-kbar region. The gage data also lead to
the conclusion that a nonlinear-shock velocity/shock-particle velocity relationships
necessy to describe shocked states in cast TNT.

INTRODUCTION TNT are presented. Features of the initiating flow
deduced from the gage records are discussed to

Multiple Lagrange gage studies (1) of a shocked elucidate the mechanism of initiation, and calculations
explosive provide the information required to esta- of the flow parameters and the energy-release rate
blkh the mechanism of the shock initiation process along the shock trajectory are oven.
and to determine the flow and energy-release rate in
the initiating wave. The Lagrange gaps (2)-(4) record The shock front calculations presented here con-
flow histories along particle paths because they are stitute the first step in calculating the energy release
embedded directly in the explosive at different depths rate in the initiating wave from data recorded by
and follow the shock-induced flow. These flow multiple embedded gapes.
histories are combined with the equations of motion
to determine other hydrodynamic properties and the
associated energ-release rate in the flow. EXPERIM•NTAL PROCEDURES

This paper presents a multiple Lagranpe • study Three multiple Lagranlp pgp experiments were
of the shock initiation process in cast TNT. Experi- performed to investigate the shock initiation process
menW procedures and gape profiles recorded in cast in cast TNT. The driver systems were designed to

deliver an initial pressure in the cast TNT of about 55
kber. A typical driver system contains a P-80 plane

"This work was porfkrmod for U.S. Army Ballistic Research wave generator; a 3-inch-thick, 8-inch-diameter
Laborstorks under Contract DAADO5-74-C-0756. Bhratol hiSh explosive pad; and an attenuator to
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produce an initial pressure in the cast TNT in the 2.5 ..
55-kbar region. The attenuators were impedance- 2.0
mismatch combinations of either PMMA (poly- 2.0
methylmethacrylate) and high-density glass or PMMA
and polystryene foam, and their outputs were 315
checked using a manganin stress gage embedded in 1.o 2

PMMA. >

A typical TNT target with gages embedded in the
explosive at different depths is shown before and F -------
after assembly in Figure 1. The first two TNT chargefor the initiation experiments were essentially 2 4 8 8 10 12 14 16targets ftilTIME - pw
built as replicas. Each assembly contained a set of MA-310643-

seven Dremin loop particle-velocity gages (5) - (9) and
a set of five stress gages. The set of particle-velocity Fg. 2. Partice..velocity histories recorded at different
gages includes four primary measurement gages, one Lagrange positions in case TNT in the third initiation
time-of-arrival gage, and two baseless gages for experiment.
investigating explosive conductivity. A new method of embedding the gages between the TNT pads,

intended to minimize flow perturbations by the gages,
was used in building the third initiation experiment.
Additional gages were also incorporated at the top of
the charge in an attempt to generate more data in the
final stages of initiation. A PMMA block containing
two stress gages and one particle-velocity gage was
placed on the top of the TNT, and a stress and
particle-velocity gage were emplaced at the interface
between this PMMA block and the TNT. Figure 2
shows the particle-velocity time profiles generated
from the gage records obtained in the third initiation
experiment. The first and fifth profiles in Figure 2
give the particle velocities recorded at the external
interfaces between PMMA and TNT at the bottom

(a) Expanded view showing gages hi place and top of the charge. The second, third, and fourth
before assembly profiles give the particle velocities recorded at the

internal TNT interfaces, and the last profile gives the
particle velocity induced in the PMMA at the top of
the charge by the reactive wave. Comparison of the
particle-velocity records obtained in all three Initia-
tion experiments showed that the records obtained in
the third experiment are superior to those obtained
in the first two experiments. The improvement in the
records is attributed to the new method of embedding
the gages between the pads of TNT. The calculation
of the flow and energy-release rate at the shock front
was consequently based largely on the particle-
velocity records obtained in the third experiment.

THE SHOCK INITIATION PROC'ESS IN CAST TNT
(b) assembled experiment The sets of particle-velocity profiles obtained in

FMg. 1. Cast 7NT expeiment wth gpps emplaced In the shock-initiation exLariments show the develop-
explosive at weml depths. ment of the wave produced in cast TNT by a shock
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with an initial peak pressure in the 55-kbar region. Du ap
The observation that peak particle velocity increases a--t v (5)
with wave propagation distance shows immediately
that the flow is reactive and that the TNT is under- ae av
going initiation of detonation. More detailed, but a a (6)
still qualitative, interpretation of the particle-velocity
profiles leads to properties of the particle-velocity
fields of these initiating waves. The combination of The combination of Eq. (6) with the e e(p, v, X)
these properties with the equations of motion yields equation of state yields a more useful form of the
other properties of the flow that elucidate the mech- energy equation
anism of the shock initiation process in cpst TNT.
These properties are derived from the cast-TNT ap = py r aQX
particle-velocity data in the remainder of this section. t at v --v at (7)
The quantitative calculation of states, flow derivatives,
and energy-release rate along the shock trajectory are
given in the following section. where X denotes the extent of reaction, Q denotes the

heat of the reaction, K is related to the sound speed c
Examination of the digitized data used to construct by the identity c2 = Kpv, and P/v = (ap/ae)v, is the

the particle-velocity proflces leads to the conclusion well-known Gruneisen parameter. It is convenient to
that the impulsive acceleration recorded by a gage rewrite the volumetric energy-release rate, the third
entering the flow can be treated as a shock discon- term in .Eq. (7), as P, and the specific ener&v-release
tinuity governed by the Rankine-Hugonlot jump rate as Q = Pv/r.
conditions. The shocked state is chosen as the point
on the particle-velocity profile where the time deriva- We will now derive properties of the particle-
tive of the particle velocity changes most rapidly. The ve fild n the initiati e. of the be-
flow after this point is assumed to be governed by the velocity field in the initiating wave. Consider the bestdiferetil euaton exresin th cosevatonof set of (u - t) profiles shown in Figure 2 where the
differential equations expressing the conservation shock trajectory is shown schematically as 1234.
mass, momentum, and energy. Examination of these profiles shows that the variation

It is convenient at this point to introduce the of particle velocity behind the shock depends strongly

notation we will use to describe the shock-induced on the Lagrange coordinate. The particle velocity

flow. Let t, h, u, and U denote time, Lagrange attains its maximum value at the shock front and

distance, particle velocity, and shock velocity; let v, decays behind the shock, au/at < 0, at the first and

p, and e denote specific volume, pressure, and specific the fourth Lagrange gage positions but not at the

internal energy; and let the subscripts o and s denote second and third. At these latter positions the

the unshocked state and the shocked state at the top particle velocity behind the shock front first increases,

of the shock discontinuity. Then states connected by au/at > 0, then attains a maximum value, au/at = 0,

the shock are related by the jump conditions express- and finally decays, au/at < 0. Thus, the sign of the

ing the balance of mass, momentum, and energy acceleration (au/at)s at the shock front changes from

across the discontinuity. negative to positive and back from positive to nega-
tive as the shock accelerates and the wave builds up

VsU = vO(U - us) (I) to a steady state. Consequently, there must be two
points, say U and U', on the shock trajectory where

Vo(Ps - PO) a Uus (2) (au/at), a 0. In Figure 2, these points are located
somewhere between the first and second Lagrange

e- = -, (ps + poXvo - vs) (3) gage positions and somewhere between the third and
fourth lagrange podtika. The locus of points,

The adiabatic flow behind the shock is governed by where au/at -0, forms a curve in the (t - h) plane,
the corresponding differential equations, say UU', which intersects the shock trajectory at the

points U and U' and divides the flow behind the shock
into two regions according to the sign of au/at. The

av au flow lying below UU' satisfies the condition au/at > 0,

at vand the flow lying above UU' the condition au/at < 0.
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Properties of the pressure field behind the shock in first and fourth gage positions where 3u/at, <
the initiatuig wave determined by the acceleration Du,/Dt. The sign of au/ah, and av/at, at the shock
follow from the momentum equation, Eq. (5). Since front therefore changes from positive to negative and
(ap/ah) > 0 when au/at < 0, (ap/ah) < 0 when back from negative to positive as the shock accelerates
au/at > 0, and ap/ah = 0 when au/at = 0, it follows and the wave builds up to a steady state. There must
from the previous discussions of the (u - t) profiles be two points, say V and V', on the shock trajectory
that the sign of the pressure gradient behind the where (au/ah), = (av/at), = 0. The points V and V'
shock also depends strongly on lagrange position. To must lie between the points U and U' where au/at,
be more specific, the pressure attains a maximum = 0 because au/ah, > 0 when au/at, = 0. Particles
with respect to Lagrange distance in the (t - h) plane entering the wave below V and above V'on the
along UU', the pressure gradient is negative, ap/ah < 0, shock trajectory are compressed to their smallest
in the flow behind the shock lying below UU', but is volume at the shock front, and they then expand
positive, ap/ah > 0, in the flow behind the shock av/at > 0. But particles entering the wave between V
lying above UU'. and V' on the shock trajectory are compressed first

by the shock and then compressed again behind the
Other properties of the particle-velocity field in shock to their smallest volume before undergoing

the initiating wave follow from the relative positions expansion av/at > 0. The locus of points where
of the shock trajectory and the (u - t) profiles, and av/at = 0 is a curve in the (t - h) plane that intersects
the following equations governing the shock the shock trajectory at V and V' and lies to the right

of the curve where au/at = 0. This curve, say VV',
Du, au U av divides the flow in the (t - h) plane behind the shock

(8) into two regions according to the sign of au/ah. The
Dt at$ vo ats flow behind the shock below VV' satisfies the con-

dition au/ah < 0, and the flow above VV' the con-

(Dp\ Du. = ap U u dition au/ah > 0.

Dt at, vo ts The other important flow derivative to be con-

sidered in the initiation process is ap/at. At points

[(r/ )j]DUs [(!"P) U -u 1  av on the shock trajectory between U and U', ap/at, > 0Uv i-usa + P~s because 3p/3~h, < 0 and Dp,/Dt > 0. There must

1+ v. Dt a tS , therefore be a point above U' on the shock trajectory,

(10) say P', where ap/at, = 0 because ap/at, < 0 in the

self-sustaining wave. It is not clear whether there is

Eq'iation (8) is a combination of the identify Du,/Dt another point on the shock trajectory -where ap/at,

= au/at, + U au/ah, and Eq. (4), and Eq. (9) is a 0 because ap/ah, > 0 at the first Lagrange gage posi-
combination of the corresponding identify fos DpsDt', tion. There will, however, be such a point If initially
Eq. (5), and the equation Dp,/Dt = (Dp/Du), Du,/Dt ap/ats < 0. This is the situation in the present case
relating the pressure and particle velocity along a because evaluation of Dp/Dt and U ap/ah, at the
Hugoniot curve. Equation (10) is a combination of first gage position shows that ap/at, < 0 there. This
Eqs. (8), (9), and (7). Note that the term in square point, say P, on the shock trajectory where ap/at, = 0
brackets on the right-hand side of Eq. (10) is positive must lie below the point U where ap/at - 0 generates

because c2 - (U - u)2 > 0 for a stable shock. It a curve in the (t - h) plane to the left of the curve UU'
follows from Eq. (8) that the sign of au/ah, and where ap/ah = 0 that divides the flow in the (t - h)
av/at, at a point on the shock trajectory can be plane behind the shock into a region where ap/3t > 0
determined by comparing the values of Dud/Dt and and a region where ap/at < 0.
au/at, at that point. When the shock is accelerating
and DuJ/Dt >0 as in the present case, au/ah, and In cast TNT initiated by ri shock with an initial
av/at, > 0 where au/at, < 0, but au/ahs < 0 and pressure in the 55-kbar region, the derivatives of pres-
av/at, < 0 where au/at, > Du,/Dt. Examination of sure and partide velocity at the shock front change
Figure 2 shows that au/ah, < 0 and av/ats < 0 at sign twice as the wave builds up to a steady state. The
the second and third gage positions where 3u/ats > first change in sign occurs in the order {ap/3t., ap/ahs,
Dus/Dt, but that au/8h, > 0 and av/at, > 0 at the au/ah,}, and the second change in sign in the reverse
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order Jau/ahs., a)p/ahs, ap/ots. The hydrodynamic at P and P' where ap/at, = 0, that
properties of the flow deduced from the (u - t) pro-
files can now be used to consider the energy-release r(Ip, Y
rate in the initiating wave. c))U+v0 J V (12)

It is clear from the way the flow derivatives
change sign as the wave develops that the initiation
process is governed predominantly by the energy-
release rate in •-c whole wave rather than by the + L']D13)
energy-release rate close to the shock front. The Ps V +(
shock accelerates when the energy-release rate at the
shock front exceeds the hydrodynamic loss associated
with the expansion at the shock front. Initially, the
shock accelerates and the pressure increases along the Consider now the flow behind the shock. In the
shock trajectory but decreases along a particle path, insid nal tae f beid below P n thebecase he nery-rleae rae i no iage nou to initial and final stases of buildup below P and abovebecause the energy-release rate is not large enough to P', the pressure falls along a particle path because the
compensate for the positive pressure gradient created eterpressure fall alon avprcl be theenergy-release rate cannot overcome the hdoyai
by the expansion of the wave. As the shock continues loss associated with expansion, and y < (c/odyna
to accelerate, however, the energy liberation in the au/ah. in the intermediate stage, however, the pres-

wave opposes the rarefaction and reduces the pressure sure first increases along a particle path P >
gradient. This reduction in pressure gradient leads (c/v)2Voau/iali, attains a maximum where P =
first to the conditions ap/at, > 0, then to the con- (c/v)2VoBU/ah, and then decays P < (c/v)2voau/ah.
ditions ap/ah, < 0 when au/ats > 0, and finally to
the conditions au/ah, <~ 0 and av/ats < 0. When Thus, interpretation of the particle-velocity
ap/ah5 < 0 and au/ah, > 0, the mechanical compres- histories recorded in a single shock-initiation experi-
sion exerted by the negative pressure gradient at the ment on cast TNT leads to an understanding of the
shock front cannot overcome the expansion associated mechanism of initiation in this explosive. The de-
with the local reaction at the shock front. When duced flow properties of the initiating wave are con-
ap/ah, < 0 and au/ah, <0, the compression at the sidered to be realistic because they are based on
shock front created by the overall liberation of features of the particle-velocity histories that are
chemical energy in the wave more than offsets the
expansion associated with the local reaction at the
shock front, and particles are compressed at the
shock front as they enter the wave. As the shock CALCULATION OF FLOW PARAMETERS
accelerates, the expansion associated with the reac- AT THE SHOCK FRONT
tion at the shock front starts to dominate the flow
and the wave becomes rarefactive. This expansion Calculations of the flow parameters at the front

leads first to the conditions av/ats > 0 when au/ah, of the initiating wave are based on the (u - t) profiles
•. 0, then ap/ah, • 0 when the particles are deceler- shown in Figure 2. It is first necessary to construct

ated at the shock front au/at, < 0, and finally back the Hugonot curve from the shock arrival times and
to the consitions ap/at, < 0 where the pressure falls shock particle velocities recorded by the gages. An
along a particle path. analytic (t - h) expression for the shock trajectorywas constructed to fit the time-of-arrival data and

differentiated to find shock velocity. Shock velocity
The energy-release rate and flow derivatives are was then plotted against shock-particle velocity to

simply related at points on the shock trajectory determine the form of the Hugoniot curve in the U-u
where one of the flow derivatives is zero. It follows plane. Examination of this plot showed that a non-
from (8), (9), and (10) that linear U - us relationship is required to fit the

Hugonlot curve in the region spanned by the gapges.
au The following U - u, relationship

a ah) U=2.343+3.150u.-0.839exp((u,-un)/Pll (14)
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with u* = 0.839 mm/.sec and 13 1.288 was found 2 for an initial density of 1.61 gm/cm 3 . The values
to give a good fit to the gage data. A relationship for of the derivatives in Table 2 are given to five figures
the dependence of shock-particle velocity on Lagrange for computational purposes, and a value of r = 0.68
position in the initiating wave was then constructed. was used to compute the sound speed.
The following us - h relationship The values of au/at, calculated from the gages

us = ui + 0.4513 Qn [(a + eh/P)/(a + 1 (15) records can now be combined with the identities

where ui denotes the initial shock-particle velocity, Du, au I au
a = 1500, and the value of the characteristic distance -9- + )
3 = 0.18 was found to give a good fit to the shock- Dh ah$ U at(

particle velocity in the range 0 < h < 3.208 cm Dps ap 1 I8, (20)
spanned by the first four gages. -' = - + -- ("

Dh h, U at$
Equations (14) and (15), together with the

Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions, allow the calcula- the momentum equation Eq. (5), and the energy
tion of us, U, Ys, p, Dus/Dh, DU/Dh, Dps/Dh, equation Eq. (7), to calculate au/ah,, ap/at, and the
(Dp/Dv)s and (c/v)2 along the shock trajectory in the volumetric energy-release rate 1, aong the shock
domain of the (t - h) plane spanned by the first four trajectory in the region spanned by the first four
gages. Equations (14) and (15) can be used to calcu- gages. The calculated values of these derivatives at
late us and U for a given value of h, and then v, and the gage positions are given in Table 3. Plots of the
p, can be calculated from Eqs. (1) and (2) when the dependence of au/at., au/ahs, and ap/at, on
initial density p, of the explosive is specified. Lagrange distance are shown in i'igure 3 and a plot of
Differentiation of Eqs. (14) and (15) gives expressions t', along the shock trajectory is shown in Figure 4.
for computing Du,/Dh and DU/Dh, and differentia-
tion of Eq. (2) gives the following expression in TABLE I
terms of those derivatives for computing Dps/Dh,

Hugoniot Data for Cast TNT
Dp Du 1 I DU- -l)

S=Ps (16) h rus h U Vs Ps -(Dp/Dv)
D hIu U u (mm/ (mm/ v (kbar

(cm) Jlsec) psec) (cm 3/gm) (kbar gm/cm 3)
The corresponding equation for computing the slope I 1
of the Hugoniot curve in the (p - v) plane, 0.000 0.825 4.11 0.496 54.66 1325.69

1.057 0.839 4.15 0.495 56.05 1358.21

•D u MUs 1]=p [DU +Ul 2.121 1.196 5.00 0.473 96.30 2219.18
D u v nu, (17) 3.208 1.675 6.01 0.448 162.22 2462.53

Is obtained by differentiating Eqs. (1) and (2). And
the equation for calculating the sound speed c2 = TABLE 2
(KpV)s along the Hugoniot curve

Derivathes Along the Shock Path in Cast TNTI+) [(v a p
-[ +- V (I8) (c/v)2

v D" 2+ v v, (1+8) h Du,/Dh DU/Dh DpdDh
(cm) (•sec) 1I (sec) t  (kbar/mm) k/b3)

is obtained by combining differential forms of the
Husgonlot equation Eq. (3) and the e=e(p, v) equa- 0.000 0.00003 0.00008 0.00299 1249.96
tion of state of the explosive. 1.057 0.00861 0.02657 0.86592 1279.53

2.121 0.04449 0.10193 5.54552 2051.51
Values of these shock parameters in cast TNT at 3.208 0.04500 0.08568 6.67061 2262.47

the first four gage positions are given in Tables l and "
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TABLE 3
200 •-- - -

Flow Derivatives and EnerRy-Releave Rate Along 200

the Shock Path in Cast TA', ,_

h au/ats au/ahs ap/ats 0
(cm) (mm/psec 2 ) ('psec)- 1 (kbar/pscc) I kbar/psec)

0.000 -0.075 0.018 -4.92 9.15 100
1.057 0.242 -0.050 19.77 -19.81
2.121 0.121 0.020 37.51 11.70
3.208 -0.804 0.158 -37.70 184.84 .so/

0.5

0
0.4

0.3 .

0.2 - 0 1 2 3 4
h cm

0.1 I I I

V 50 100 150 200
0 ~~~P, kborM-w4-

-0.2 -hMg. 4. Volumetric energy-release rate along the

shock tra/ectory.
-0.3 - 1/u, (au/8t),

-u/4h, calculations leading to this conclusion are based on
-0.4 1/, (ap/at), the assumption that the shock always accelerates, and

-5 an initially decaying shock is compatible with the
0 2 3 4shock-arrival times recorded at the first two gage

hcm ,,.3,0=.= positions.

Fig. 3. Flow derivatives of particle velocity and
pressure at the shock front. CONCLUSIONS

Multiple Lagrange gage studies of explosives pro-
Figure 3 shows the relative positions of the points vide the data required to establish mechanisms of

on the shock trajectory considered in the previous initiation, to calculate the shock properties of
section, where the derivatives ap/3t., au/at1, and explosives, and to determine the flow properties and
au/ah, change signs and become zero as the wave energy-release rates in their initiating waves. The
builds up to detonation. Examination of the plots in present Lagrange gage study of cast TNT leads to the
Figure 3 shows that the points P, U, and V where following conclusions:
these derivatives first change sign lie very close
together, but that the points P', U', and V' where 0 Appreciable reaction occurs behind the shock
these derivatives change sign again are clearly in the early stages of initiation because the
separated. Figure 4 shows that the energy-release rate derivatives of pressure and particle velocity at
at the shock front Ps changes sign as the wave the shock front change sign in the order
develops. The rapid change in I0, with shock pressure {3p/at5 , 3p/ah., au/ah,1 as the wave builds up.
is taken in this paper as evidence of a phase change While ap/at, becomes positive, ap/lh, and
in the 55-kbar region in cast TNT. However, the au/ah, become negative.
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